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Tharchin Babu-la was a man of many [commendable]
qualities and in his long tire was an inspiration and
example to many other Tibetans, My predecessor. the
Thirteenth Dalai Lama, counted him as a friend arid it
was my privilege to regard hini in the sanie way too.

I Inet Tliarchin Babu-la a few times. What I admired
in him was his independence of mind and his quiet
integrity. Here was a man who had decided that, even
though most of the people around him .were
Buddhist, the C'hristian faith was best for him. As a
result he put a great deal of effort into revising the
Tibetan edition ofthe Bible.
Another of Tharchin Babu-la's qualities that I
greatly appreciated was his unshakable loyalty to
Tibet and the Tibetan people. He was farsighted
enough to understand right fran the beginning the
tragedy that was befalling Tibet and launched his
own fierce campaign to protect our freedom through
the pages of [his] Tibet Mir-~wrnewspaper. I take
encouragement too from his later philosophical view
that nothing lasts forever, no tyranny is eternal and
eventually Chinese rule in Tibet will come to an end.
After 1959 and the establishment of the Tibetan
community in exile, Tharchin Babu-la became
something of a model and inspiration to a new
generation of Tibetans who wished ta bomcile
aspects of the modem w d d with a T i h n outlmk,
particularly in the realm of secular jlikratzilre.
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e&au&ive mwnt afhk l& and achievements.
which no b b t W# enthral rea&rs eager to know
a b u t Tibet.
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A True Son of 7i'bet
WHENASKED by a Western anthropologist on fieldwork assignment among T i h refugees
in lndia during the 1970s, "What do you mean when you say, 'I anr a Tibetan'?," an elevtnthgrade English class student in one of India's Tibetan schools gave as his answer to this
probing English composition exercise the following revealing response:
In my opinion, to be a Tibetan means firstly one should be a Tibetan by birth, or his
parents should be Tibetans. One should know what are hisher duties towards one's
motherland. He should love his country. He should know the precious culture and
traditions of his nation and should respect them. He should make some changes in the
field of culture and tradition which suit the modem way of living. One of the'most
important things is that we should know our Tibetan language and literature. It is really
shameful and unbecoming to a Tibetan if one doesn't know his language perfectly,
being a citizen of Tibet. We should try to unite ourselves to make our nation strong.
Even if our country is not independent these days, we should preserve our religion,
culture and traditions and should respect them at any cost. We should never forget
that we are Tibetans and we will get our country back from the clutches of the Red
Chinese, since Tibet belongs to Tibetans.*
Given this set of self-defined credentials, this Tibetan youth, had he thought to say it, would
have had no hesitation in adding to his statement as did another student in his own response,
the singular declaration: "I am a true son of Tibet."
Let it be said here that in all respects save one-that of religion-4ergan Tharchin's long
and eventful life, when measured against the above criteria, proved to be a deep reflection of
what in tlie best definition of the term constitutes a Tibetan. Though born in Indo-Tibet and
early converted to the Christian faith from his family religion of Buddhism, he ivas nonetheless a Tibetan tlirough arid through, as the pages of this biography will abundantly demonstrate. Babu Tharchin loved the Land of Snows, became an enthusiastic student of her
language, culture and traditions, sought at all times tlie highest and best for her people. and
stood-in the hour of greatest peril to her freedom and independence-as one of Tibet's
strongest ad\,ocates in his near-legendary journalistic defense against the machinations of
the frightful Invader from the East: tlie aggrandizing hordes of the so-called People's Liberation Army of Communist China. And for these and other noteworthy contributions to the
welfare of Tibet this humble-born Tibetan from Northwest India eventually came to be
respected, loved and admired by all and sundry among his fellow ethnic countrymenwhether ruler or ruled, rich or poor. educated or ignorant, Buddhist or non-Buddhist. He was
even a friend of tlie two most recent ruling Pontiffs of the Tibetan Buddhist Cliurcli: the
Great Thirteenth and tlie currently reigning Fourteenth Dalai Lama. As one of his JPounger
Tibetan admirers was wont to say about Rev. Tharchin, his Christian affjr~nationnever

* Quoted from anthropologist h l a r p r c t Nowak's remarkable study Tibetorl Refirgees;
of' 1/~(i11117g
(New Rruns\s ick El: Rutgcrs Univrrsit~,Press. 1984). 87-8.
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seemed "to get in the way [of his] relations with all sections of the Tibetan Community,"who
"held him in such high esteem."*His was a life lived for all, but especially for those whom he
counted his blood brethren from the Roof of the World.
In short, then, it can be asserted without fear of contradiction whatsoever that Gergan
Dorje Tsering Tharchin was indeed A TRUE SON OF TIBET!

Important Note to Readers of Volume I1
For the benefit ofthose readers who may lack Volume I ofthe present narrative, the Publishers
felt it would be helpful to repeat here the Foreword by His Holiness Dalai Lama XIV and the
Introduction by Professor Dawa Norbu. These appear immediately on the next four pages.
However, because of the already lengthy content of the current volume, it was decided not
to repeat here the following seven elements, which the reader, if he or she so wishes, may
consult within the opening pages of the present biography's initial volume:
Note of Appreciation by Tharchin Babu's Son
Author's Preface
The Tharchin Unpublished "Memoirs"-Further Clarification
Recognition of Particularly Useful Published and Unpublished Source Materials
American Library Collections Consulted
Special Thanks (to certain individuals andlor institutions for unusual kindnesses and
services rendered)
Abbreviations Used in Documenting Various GT-Related Materials Housed in the Archiv
der Briider-UnitAt at Herrnhut, Germany (no longer relevant to the content of the remaining
Text of the present work)

* Da\j a Norbu. "G. Tharchin: Pioneer and Patriot," Tibetan Review (December 1975):20.Dr. Norbu was the then
eclitor-in-chief ofthe re vie\^*, is currently Professor of International Studies at Jawaharlal Nehru University, New
1)elhi. India, and is the author of the highly-acclaimed semi-autobiographical work, Red Star over Tibet, first
published in 1974.7
t Where full publication details are not given in the footnotes, these will be found in the Bibliography at
the end of the present volume.
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I met Tharchin Babu la a fcw t h . What I admired in him was his
independence of mind and his guid mtegrity. Here was a man who hsd
decided that, even though most of the people around him wue Buddhist, the
Christian faith was best for him. As a d t he put a great deal of &m into
revising the Tibetan edition of the Bible. Perfiaps it was these literary
endeavours that led to his otber major achievement, the launch, in 1925, of one
of the first newspapers to be published in Tibetan, the Tibet M i w . Among
the readers of the fifty copies of the early editions that he sent to Lhasa was
my predecessor the Thirteenth Dalai Lama. He was suflkiently lrnprarsad to
write personally to express his appreciation of the news of the world outside
Tibet contained in its pages. He went on to encourage Tharchin la to continue
his efforts,because it would greatly improve his understanding of world
events. Not only was the nkt Mirror almost the only source of news in Tibet,
but, in a country whose entire litmturc was mostly devoted to rrligious
affairs, its publication represented the beginnings of secular writing in Tibetan.
This was a major and significant development in our relatively conservative
society.

In due course, with my own recognition as Dalu Lama, I inhesited my
predecessor's subscription and l i -member that my childish enthusiasm for the
p m l e page soon matured into a fascination for its description of events in the
fast changing world beyond our borders.
Another of Tharchin Babu la's qualities that I greatly appreciated was his
unshakeable loyalty to Tibet and the Tibetan people. He was fatsighted
enough to understand right from the beginning the tragedy that was befilling
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Tibet and launched his own fierce campaign to protect our freedom through
the .pages of the Tibet Mirror. I take encouragement too fiom his later
philosophical view that nothing lasts forever, no tyranny is eternal and
eventually Chinese rule in Tibet will come to an end.
After 1959 and the establishment of the Tibetan community in exile, Tharchin
Babu la became something of a model and inspiration to a new generation of
Tibetans who wished to reconcile aspects of the modem world with a Tibetan
outlook, particularly in the realm of secular literature. He made an important
contribution to Tibetan affairs and in his long life observed most of the
significant events of the twentieth century in our part of the world. Therefore.
1 welcome the publication of this exhaustive account of his life and
achievements, which no doubt will enthral readers eager to know more about
Tibet.
/

December 15,200 1

Introduction
The Rev. G . Tharchin was a pioneer in several fields: the first Tibetan journalist in the entire
Tibetan-speaking world, a towering modern man of letters in a field traditionally dominated by
lamas, a lone modernizer in a tradition-bound society, and above all the most articulate spokesman
for Tibet's freedom. It is no exaggeration to say that if the ruling classes in Lhasa and New
Delhi had heeded what Tharchin Babu was saying, Tibet's modern fate might have been different.
In the long course of his multi-faceted career, Gyegyen (or Gergan) Tharchin was to explode
several Tibetological myths. Tibetan literature has been so much associated with Buddhism that
it is almost impossible for the general public to conceive of any secular Tibetan literature
independent of that religion. He exploded that myth. As a modem man of letters, he was interested
primarily in non-Buddhist, yet Tibetan, areas of inquiry: secular literature, especially journalism,
grammar and poetry-to which he immensely contributed; and history and politics, which
since 1925 he propagated with skill in his pioneering newspaper, the Ehet Mirror. He remained
right up to 1950 the sole Tibetan window to the outside world for the isolationist Tibetans.
At a time when Lhasa remained a forbidden city to most foreigners, Tharchin Babu managed
to make four or five trips to the Tibetan capital. As a result of these and other shorter visits of
his to Tibetmd no less through his numerous publications in Tibetan, he became a close friend
of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama. The Lama greatly appreciated the publications of the Tibet Mirror
Press and showered extraordinary favors on this Tibetan pioneer from the cis-Himalayas.
Tharchin Babu exploded another Tibetan myth: that in order to be a man of Tibetan letters
and a fighter for Tibet's freedom, one had to be a Buddhist. He was neither a lama nor even a lay
'~uddhist.He remained a profoundly sophisticated Christian throughout his life, despite his love
for Tibetan literature and culture. He was perhaps the most eminent Christian in the Tibetanspeaking world. He was one of the revisers of the Tibetan translation of the Bible-specially
the New Testament section-and the immediate pastoral successor to the founder of the
Kalimpong Tibetan Church.
How he reconciled the diverse sources of his complex personality-a practicing Christian
yet a lover of Tibetan language and literature, an Indian national by birth yet a relentless fighter
for Tibet's freedom, etc.-into a harmonious integration might appear a modern mystery. But
to those of us who knew him intimately this was not so difficult to fathom. Seeing was
comprehending; seeing was believing.
I recall rather vividly my first visit to Tharchin Babu in the mid-1960s when I was a young
student at Dr. Graharn's Homes, Kalimpong. He was already quite advanced in age, being
assisted by his son S. G . Tharchin. The Babu at once welcomed me with open arms before I
could even properly introduce myself. He said he was glad that a new generation of educated
young Tibetans was in the making. "This," he added idiomatically, "is a good effect of the bad
eventw-the latter an allusion to the Chinese takeover of Tibet.
Tea and Tibetan cookies were quickly served. What I remember most about this act of
hospitality was the extempore grace which he improvised for the occasion. He offered it up in
modern literary Tibetan, of which he was a master, but with a deep sense of conviction,
sincerity and straightforwardness that comes through an activist approach to religion. Tharchin
Babu had truly integrated into the Tibetan cultural fabric into which he was born those Christian
values he had adopted. There ,vas neither any sign of identity crisis nor confusion of values. He
was at peace, and shared peace and wisdom with whomever he came in close contact.
In his drawing-room there hung a huge portrait of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama. Tharchin Babu
told me with a smile while pointing towards the picture, "He was a great friend of mine. I, of
course, considered him the King of Tibet, but not a Lama [to be reverenced or worshiped]. I am
Christian, you know."

'
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The Babu was an institution in and of himself during his lifetime. In his adopted home town
of Kalimpong he was to the Tibetan or Bhutia community what Paras Mani Pradhan was to the
Nepalese.* However, in this age of information explosion, evenaGerganTharchin's remarkable
achievement faces the danger of popular forgetfulness. We--all the Tibetan-speaking peoples
in the Himalayas and Inner Asia-are deeply grateful to H. Louis Fader. Mr. Fader has resurrected
the saga and legend of Tharchin Babu for our own generation and posterity. Here was a great
Christian soul in his charming native Tibetan costume who felt his calling was to educate the
larger community to which he belonged into the ways of modernity. Otherwise, he concluded,
his beloved tribe would vanish from the fast-changing modern world.
There have been attempts in the past to set down Gergan Tharchin's biography by Indian
and Tibetan writers but they never really got around to completing his long life-history. Now,
though, 1 am glad to say that this important task has gracefully fallen into the able and careful
hands of Mr. Fader. The author had free access to the entire Tharchin family records and the
pertinent Christian missionary documents on Tibet that had scarcely been researched before.
He has also spared no pains to engage in extensive research on Tibetan history, culture and
politics, within whose broad context he has empathetically placed the life and times of Tharchin
Babu. The result is not only a highly researched biography as manifested by the fact that
roughly one-fourth of the three volumes consists of learned footnotes and copious documentation;
it is also a significant contribution to Tibetan Church History, woven around the spirit and
activity of a great Tibetan Christian. Truly, Fader's work is a labor of love and piety.
The author is an American writer. but the model of his prose is not Hemingway as is the
usual case today in the United States. His literary style belongs to an universal tradition of pious
literature that is rare in our materialistic and secular world. Thus he begins each chapter with an
appropriate quotation from the Christian Bible. It is also interesting to note that Mr. Fader's
initial interest had been centered around the life of a famous Christian convert from Sikhism,
Sadhu Sundar Singh of India, which opened the door to the author to the world of Tharchin
Babu.
Such a style not only suits the sacred subject matter of the present work; it is also highly
appropriate in revealing the Tibetan character that fascinates the author. After all, literate Tibetans
used to express themselves with care, dignity and seriousness-and ~ v i t l ai ceremonial slowness.
Although Tharchin Babu may be considered one of the pioneers of modern Tibetan language,
he was certainly no exception to this genre; for example, many of the Babu's letters, quoted in
the present work, amply illustrate this. Hence Fader's convoluted style beautifully reflects the
slow-moving times in traditional Tibet. In so doing, it lends an Asian authenticity to the fascinating
and inspiring life story of Gergan Tharchin.
As a Tibetan, I personally thank the present author for resurrecting the life and times of this
eminent Tibetan Christian. As a fellow writer, 1 congratulate Mr. Fader for his wonderful book.

Jawaharlal Nehru University
New Delhi
December 1999

DAWA NORBU, PI1.D. (UC, Berkeley)
Professor of International Studies

* Indeed, like the Babu, Dr. P. M. Pradhan had been a printer and publisher in Kalimpong. too, having founded
the \veil-kno\rrn Mani Press that is still flourishing today. Dr. Pradhan was also ii prornincn~lileray ligurc in
Kalimpong and the rest ofthe Darjeeling hill area. having authored a number ofschool textbooks in Nepali as \veil
as several volumes of fiction. Unlike the Christian Rabu. however. Ilr. Pradhan remained a staunch I-lindu
throughout his life.-The Present .4lrlhor

Abbreviations Used in Documenting
Gergan Tharchin 's Unpublished "Memoirs"
As pointed out and discussed at some length in the introductory pages of Volume I,
Tharchin Babu had had set down in narrative form by his amanuensis what to the latter he
had narrated of his life story. For a variety of reasons this two-part typesetltypewritten
biography was never published. Some ten years later, however, it was made available to the
present author in preparing his own greatly expanded biographical treatment of the Babu's
life, one important facet of which was to draw considerably upon this unique unpublished
resource in creating the present narrative. Accordingly, most of what is found in the earlier
unpublished document-nearly all of which first required substantial editing, refining and
rechecking by the present writer-has been incorporated into the present larger work in
either direct quote or paraphrastic form, the latter being the case in the over~~helming
majority
of instances. But as stated in Volume 1's introductory pages, the author has been most
careful throughout this multi-volume work to give proper credit whenever use has been
made of this dictated material that had been prepared as a biography some twenty-five or so
years ago now by Rev. Tharchin's faithful aide.
The reader should therefore be reminded of the following abbreviations which have been
employed in the Footnotes and End-Notes for documenting the use that has been made of this
unpublislled document in the present Text. The first of these two abbreviations listed below has
reference to the initial sixteen-chapter tjpeset portion of the Tharchin "memoirs"; while the
second has reference to the concluding twelve-chapter t):peclPrittensegment:
GTUM TsMs

Gergan Tharchin's Unpublished "Memoirs"-Typeset Manuscript
(covering continuous typeset pagination of pp. 1 - 176 and cited in
the Footnotes and End-Notes documentation only by typeset
page(s) and not by chapter as well; e.g., GTUM TsMs, 22-3)

GTUM TwMs

Gergan Tharchin's Unpublished "Memoirs"-Typewritten Manuscript
(covering Chs. 17-28, typewritten, separately paged within each chapter,
and cited in the Footnotes and End-Notes by both chapter and page(s);
e.g., GTUM TwMs, Ch. 2, p. 4)

Abbreviation Used in Documenting Gergan Tharchin S
"BriefBiography of the Editor of the Tibetan Newspape K..

?9

As also indicated in Volume 17sintroductory pages, the Babu had attempted to write and
p-ublish a life story of himself sometime between 1946 and 1955. but it was quite brief,
incomplete, and never got beyond the typewritten stage. Yet it has proved quite helpful in
supplying data on his early years. The following abbreviation has been employed in the
Footnotes and End-Notes for documenting the use that has been made of this additional
unpublished material in the present Text:
BB TwMs

"Brief Biography of the Editor of the Tibetan Newspaper Yul-chhog-Soso; Sangyur Melong Printed and Published at Kalimpong, District
DarjeelingV-Typewritten Manuscript (composed in the third person by
Gergan Tharchin and consisting of five long pages)
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Ab brevlation Used in Documenting the
Collected Papers of Gergan Tharchin, Kalimpong
As stated earlier in Volume I, the present author is greatly indebted to the S. G. Tharchin
family for granting unlimited access to all the private papers of Gergan Dorje Tharchin,
which are identified whenever referenced in the present work by the abbreviation, ThPaK.

Abbreviation Used in Documenting Materials Quoted
That Are Part ofthe Moravian Church House Archives, London
As stated earlier in Volume I, when material from these Arcliives is quoted, sucli will be
referred to by the abbreviation, MCHA. Whatever the particular documents consulted and
used from these Archives, they were either photostated or transcribed for the author and
kindly sent him by John Bray of London and Tokyo.

Abbreviations Used in Documenting Materials Quoted or
Referenced That Are Part of the Papers of Sir Cllarles A. Bell
and the Rev. Dr. John A. GI-aham
An extensive collection of the papers of Sir Charles are housed in the Oriental and India
Oftice Collection at the British Library, L,ondon, and cataloged as Ref: Mss. Eur. F. 80.
There is also a collection of tlie papers of Rev. Dr. Graliam housed in the National Library
of Scotland, Edinburgh and cataloged as Acc. No. 6073, Box 1/3.
Whenever in the present work any material from either of these Collected Papers is
quoted or referenced, sucl~will be identified by the shortened designation of either: Bell
Papers or Graham Papers, respectively.
Furthermore, it should be clearly understood that whatever the particular documents
consulted and used from either collectioii of these Papers, they were photostated for the
present author and kindly sent him by John Bray of London and Tokyo.

A bbveviation Used in Documenting the Minutes of the
Eastern Himalayan Mission Council Meetings
One of the valuable sources consulted is a bound volume found among the Tliarchin
Papers entitled Minutes of the Meetings of the Eastern Ilinlcrlc~~vn
Mission Cozrncil of
the Chzrrch of Scotland Foreign Mission jbr the Years 1921-!935 (Darjeeling: Gorkha
Press; Kalimpong: Mani Press). These meetings of the Council, each usually lasting over a
two-day period, were held on a rotating basis at such venues as Darjeeling. Kali~npong,
Kurseong and Siliguri.
Whenever in the present work material is cited or quoted from this source, the latter will
be referred to by tlie abbreviation, EHMC Minutes 1921-1935.

Romanization of Tibetan Words
This issue has more often than not presented a knotty problem for writers on Tibetan
themes. The opinion and practice put forward on this matter by three well-known scholarwriters on Tibet have thus proved helpful to the present author. In one of his many valuable
works Giuseppe Tucci observed that the spelling generally adopted in his book "differs widely
from the strict transliterations of Tibetan orthography which are used when writing for
specialists familiar with the written language. These more scientific forms give the uninitiated
layman no guidance to pronunciation." Scott Berry explained in one of his books that he had
tried to employ "the most conventional spellings" he could find "for common words, place
names, and personal names, but often there seems to be little agreement about what is
'correct'." As but one example of many he could have cited, Berry pointed out in A Stranger
in Tibet that the word for the Tibetan ceremonial greeting scarf is "commonly romanized as
variously as [khadar,] kata, [khata,] khatag, or khatagh." What the author has therefore
generally done in the present work is to adopt the simple practice which Alexandra DavidNeel, in her book My Journey to Lhasa, enunciated with regard to the romanization of
Tibetan terms and names. There she wrote: "I have merely given them phonetically, without
trying to follow the Tibetan spelling, which is very misleading for those who are not acquainted
with that language and [therefore not] capable of reading it in its own peculiar characters."
As an instance which she cited of the problem that would otherwise confront the general
reader, Madame David-Neel added that "the word pronounced naljor is written rnal bjlor.
the name of dolma is written sgrolma, and so on." Indeed, the practice she followed in her
volume was little different from that which Tucci opted to pursue for his own work, TibetLand of Snows, where he concluded his statement of explanation to his readers by saying
that they would find "that most Tibetan names and terms used" in his work were "spelt
phonetically, utilizing an approximation to the spoken values of standard Central Tibetan."
This, then, is what the present author has attempted to do wherever possible throughout the
three-volume work on the life and times of Gergan Dorje Tharchin.
Finally, a word needs to be appended here in deference to a worthwhile observation
which the British writer Patrick French made in his brilliant biography of Sir Francis
Younghusband ( l 994): "Words and phrases which now sound offensive ("coolie" and "Native
State" for example) have been retained in my writing, since I felt it would be inaccurate to
substitute later alternatives." As much as possible, and for the same reason, this very practice
has been adopted throughout the present narrative.

List of Maps for Volume II
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Training and Service at hlimpong
Wisdom is the principal thing; therefore get wisdom; yea, with all thou hast gotten get
understanding.
Study to show thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed,
handling aright the word of truth.
Go ye therefore, and make disciples of all the nations, . . . teaching them to observe all things
whatsoever I commanded you.
Proverbs 4:7; 2 Timothy 2: 15 AV;
Matthew 28: 19,20

BACKm GHOOM
fresh from his travels in Sikkim with the Sadhu, Tharchin carried on as usual
his profession of teaching, giving instruction in the Hindi and Tibetan languages to the pupils
in the Mission school. He discharged his duties not with an eye-service but with joy and
fidelity. He evinced keen interest in imparting an education to the children.
In those days-in accordance with the regulation of the Government's Education
Department-schools in India were visited two or three times annually by inspectors,
known as Sub-Inspectors of Schools, to check on the schools' normal operations in
order to standardize correct procedures, and to assess the teaching ability and experience
of the instructors. Accordingly, Ghoom Mission School was visited every year by the
inspecting authorities from the Darjeeling District Committee of Public Instruction. On
each visit the Government Inspector of Schools evaluated, and frankly admired, Tharchin's
subject-matter and method of teaching the lesson. Through the years the Inspector
entered remarks of excellence in the record book on Tharchin's cumulative performance,
as he was deeply impressed by the teacher's aptitude in the teaching profession. In
addition, the Inspector subsequently recommended that Tharchin should be deputed to
teacher training at the earliest moment, and if so, he would be awarded a Government
scholarship. The Mission was in favor of implementing this recommendation of the
educational authorities and shortly resolved thereafter to send him eventually to the
Teacher Training School that had been for some time in operation at the Scottish
Universities' Missioli Institution (SUMI) in Kalimpong. ?'his would afford a timely
opportunity for Tliarchin to improve his academic qualifications which in turn would
enhance his salary and command other financial benefits upon successful completion of
the training period.
At tliis point in the narrative it may perhaps be helpful to digress a few moments and
provide some historical background sul-roundingthe establishment ofthis Institution. To do
this. however, it will be necessary to lay out a brief sketch of the origins and development of
the Scottish Mission in the Eastern Himalayan region of India. For it will be seen that during
its nearly first half century of existence this Mission exerted a profound influence upon the
entire Kalimpong area and was now about to play a central role in the future life and ministry
of Gergan Tliarchin in the years and decades which lay ahead.
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As was intimated in Chapter 7, the foundation of the Church of Scotland's endeavors in
the so-called Darjeeling "wedge-district" had initially been laid by William Macfarlane. )le
was the earliest Scottish missionary to come to the area for more illan merely an investigative
visit. One recorder of these events has noted that Macfarlane "was first challenged by the
soaring Himalayas and the unevangelized sister nations when he visited Darjeeling" for the
first time' in the late 1860s.* As Scots Mission historian Rev. D. G. Manuel has observed
with respect to this visit by Macfarlane to the Darjeeling District: "there, the information
obtained regarding the tribes, the absence of any competing Mission, the Christian welcolne
he received from the tea-planters, Scottish and English, all convinced him that here was the
right place for a new Mission ..."? Yet actually his initial place of missionary activity in India
had not been here but to tlie far-distant southwest on the plains of what is now Bihar State
at the famed town of Buddha Gaya some 290 miles west of Calcutta. A Scots Missioli work
had already been established there in 1859, whose original purpose had been to test "how a
mission conducted chiefly on the basis of preaching would prosper in a stronghold of
Hinduisni."' Macfarlane, fresh from Scotland, had joined the work six years later at tlie age
of twenty-five.

* Macfarlane, of course, was not the first missionary to attempt to present the Christian message to the hill
peoples of Dar-jeeling. 'That distinction must go to Rev. William Start, an independent Baptist (but formerly
Anglican) lnissionary from England, who three decades earlier, shortly after the hill station area had been
acquired by the British, made a visit to Dar.jecling in 1841. Almost immediately he resolved to found from his
o\vn private resources The Dar.jceling Mission for reaching the l,epcha, Bhutia and Ncpali peoples with the
message o f Christ and to undertake it, noted an 1899 handbook on Darjeeling, along the lines of6'theMoravian
system of self-support." And according to another but much earlier Darjeeling handbook, Rev. Start the very
nest year ( 1842) "located [i.e., placed] several German missionaries [whom he had brought out from Germany]
at ?'ukvor (a spur to the west of Darjeeling station ...)." Numbered among these Germans were such men as
Mr. Treutler, Mr. Stoelke, Mr. Wernicke, and the Rev. C. Gottfried Nieble; "but the experinlent did not
succeed," said the earlier 1862 handbook. All but one of the Germans left the Mission, esplained the later
handbook, thev continuing in the private occupations they had assumed earlier. with only Rev. Nieble
remaining with Rev. Start, who himself, unfortunately, "was obliged through old age to rctirc to F<ngla~id"in
1852. On the other hand, Rev. Nieble, who like Start was a Baptist. continued his own gospel Iahors in
Darjceling. working "chiefly among the 1,epchas." till his death in October of 1865, just five years prior to
Macfarlane's lransfer up Lo Darjeeling from the northern Indian plains. At about this same tin~c.however, the
Rev. S. C. Page of the Baptist Missionary Society, an Anglo-Indian who had becn educated in B r ~ t i ~ iand
n
appointed a missionary in India. arrived on the scene and carried forward the work for sonic seven !.ears Inore,
he having established Christian bookshops and preaching houses in the Darjceling bazaar and nt 1,cbong before
he returned and lefl the area in 1875. Sorirces: G. S. Bomwetsch (Principal ofthc Dar,jccling I3oys' School), 711e
(;lory ofrhe Sno\cls; a Handbook to Darjeeling, 50 (wherein lie hi~nselfquotesliom Captain I Iathorn's crlrlicr
If~rrldbookc?/Dorjerling.published in 1862); and C. I>. Pcrry. Ncpali trrorrtid I ~ L Il
J brld. 3 1-2.
I,. S. S. O'Malley, I.C.S., in his book Darjeeling (one of the Bengal District Ga~ettccrs).prot'idcs additional
infor~natiolion these same carly efforts. Among other things, lie notes that Re\. Stilrt's r)nrjceling Mission had
becn headquartered at l'ukvor and describes what happencrl to the Germans who had attcmptcd, \\;it11 Stal-I.to
implenlent the Moravian system of self-support by endeavoring "to maintain Ihcmsclvcs h), [sccularj labor."
But "the scheme," hc notes, "was soon found impracticable. as they were unable to compctc \vitll cheap labor."
O'Mallcy adds that many of these Tukvor Germans "took to the more lucrative employment of tcii plnn~crs,and
their descendants are now [in 19071 among the oldest planters in the district." L ) ~ l ~ ' . j ~(1907;
~ / i l l ~rcpl.illt. 1080).
51. Others of them, according to Perry, "had variously connected thcniselvcs to other mission socictics ..." YcI
in his discussion of Rev. Start and the Germans. O'Malley appears to have crrcd
he I.c[.crrcdto rllese
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Prior to his departure for India he had laid stress on the primacy of evangelizing by the
verbal proclamation of the gospel. Indeed, his very going to Indiii Sad been conditional upon
his serving as an evangelist arid not as a teacher. This attitude of Macfarlane's should not be
too surprising to later gerieratio~lsof missionaries once it is understood that for several
decades just prior to the particular time period uqder discussion the philosophy of Christian
Missions had not yet embraced the concept of educational work as an acceptable part of
Christian missionary endeavor. On the contrary, in those earlier days, writes missionary
historian Jonathan Lindell, missions work had meant "only evangelistic preaching. instruction
of converts and church development. Missionaries and their managing boards had long, hard
discussions over the question of whether or not they should engage in school work for the
general public."
Gradually, however, the idea of incorporating education within the narrower framework
of missions activity began to take hold so that there eventually came to be the inclusion of a
school program as "an accepted and even expected part of the total ~nissionaryendeavor."
The thinking on this subject, Lindell further noted, followed along several interwoven lines:
Christian people and their children, so ran the thinking. should not be illiterate and ignorant. At
the very least they should be able to read the Bible and the song-book and other Christian
literature so as to nourish their faith and grow in Christian life. Man11converts came from poor
and ignorant members of society; these should be helped to be educated, to learn new things,
get better jobs and make a better living. Further, God does not want people of the earth to be
ignorant and mentally half-asleep; He wants people to be knowledgeable, learning, mentally
active and creative; God is &ch a Being and IBe has created mankind in his own image;
knowledge should be shared, and the opportunity to learn and grow mentally should be given
to all people. Hence schools should be opened.

As it turned out, Macfarlane would himself stand in tlie forefront of those pioneers urlio
would help to carry this line of thinking and to push it vigorously forward. He would soon
Germans as "Moravian missionaries,'' which stands in contradiction to the statement ofHoni\vetsch's (and to a
similar statement made by Perry) arid canliot be suppolled by the known historical fact. \\-ell documented, that
r l ~ ~ visit in
no Moravian ~,tissionapever came to the Darjeeling area prior lo Heinrich Jaeschke 's l t ~ r ~ gscl~olurl!~
1865 (see Volunie Ill, Chapter 28 of tlie present narrative for the details). I t \\ould sccm that i l l preparing his
gazetteer O'Malley, who most likely consultcd at least the abo\,c-cited I899 I/~lndbook.misread or ~iiisiliterpret~d
the Boni\i,etsch statement reliltivc to Baptist Rev. Stan's ~ t l o ~ t i ool'the
ri
hlornvian sell-support principle for
missions as thus meaning, incorrcctl!,, that these l u k v o r - D a r i n g Gcrnmans \\-ere Mora\.ians.
Finally. it should not be overlooked that Start and Nicblc lahored diligently in producing translstions of'
various Bible books into tlic Lepcha language as a \\.a!. of spreading the Chris~iangospel among the Rong
people. These clTorts resulted in the Sollowing publications: (a) 7.11~(;osl~rl (?/.St. . ~ / ~ I ~ ~ /trans.
I L J \ Iby
. . borl~
men. publishcd 1846; (b) The Book oJGenesis and E.~otfusI-.\:\',
trans. b. N ~ e ~ l 1849;
c . ( c ) 7'11~Gosprl U/ 51
Afa~lhr\v.rev. ed.. 1849; and (d) 7'he Gospel of St. .loh~i,trans. by both men. 1849. reprinted 1872. Sec P.
Klafkowski's s!vnposium paper. ". . . a Few Words on the Rong (lxpcha) Ileritage." in Ernst Steiriliellner and
Ilelmut Tauscher. cds.. Conrr.ibutiorrs on Tibetan Langrragr, lfislon andCulrlrw, Proceedings ofthe Csoma dc
K6r6s Memorial Symposium I leld at Velm-Vienna, Ailstria. 13-19 Sept. 1981. vol. I (Vienna. 1983). 166 note
7. In addition. L3ritish and Foreign Biblc Society records indicate that these t\r o rnissionarics had also translated
and published ill Nrpali 7'11s (;ospc~lc$St LuXc and Tlrc Booh- of:1~.1s---botli separately and together on several
occasions l'rom 1850 on\\,ards, and that Rev. Nicblc published a rc\ ised edition of both these Scriptures in
1861. Scc I'cr~,!,. hi-l~c~li
aroirrid tllc. Ilorld. 38 n;)tt: 36. I'crry adds that all these works oftranslation scr\cd as
"the tbundntion on which Willia~iiMacfarlane and his colleagues of the Church of Scotl;md's Darjreling
Mission later built."
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emerge, in fact, as one of the primary figures in the movement among Christian Missions to
proceed in the direction of utilizing the school and its environment, in the words of Lindell,
"as a place and means for teaching Christianity" by placing religion "as a fixed subject in the
curriculum and schedule" and thus enable "Christian and non-Christian students" alike to
receive "teaching in the Bible."j
In Macfarlane's case, however, it was the force of circumstances in which he found
himself at Buddha Gaya that finally altered his own approach to mission work. For his Gaya
experience now convinced him that, given the circumstances of place and time there, preaching
was not practical as a missionary method for he could point to no results from it what~oever.~
But there was one element of the work at Buddha Gaya which had demonstrated to him
some possibilities; what he had in mind was an orphanage that was there. Yet its promise
was not to be found among the local Hindu boys enrolled in it but among the hill-children who
had been sent down to the plains by a socially-concerned tea-planter (Captain J. Jerdan)
ncar Darjeeling. "The liveliness and intelligence of these children, their religious simplicity
and receptiveness made a great impression on Mr. Macfarlane, with the result that when the
brave decision was made to close down the work at Gaya, and move to some more responsive
spot, Darjeeling was chosen" (Macfarlane having visited the hill-children's home area himself
earlier-as noted above). "To it, or near it, in June 1870, Mr. Macfarlane went, taking with
him the Nepalese children from the Gaya Or~hanage."~
As the head of this new Scots Mission at Darjeeling Macfarlane not surprisingly soon
founded a school for Nepali boys there,* and by 1874-5 he had his first converts, the
outstanding ones of whom turned out to be a fourteen-year-old Nepalese Newari youth from
Kathmandu, Ganga Prasad Pradhan, and a Nepalese Gurkha by the name of Sukhman.?
Prasad, whose father had been a government servant at the King's palace in the Nepalese

* In fairness t o R e v s . Start and Nieble. mentioned in t h e previous footnote, it should b e pointed o u t that it was
they w h o h a d m a d e "the first attempt to reach t h e hill people [of Darjeeling] b y education." So observed
O ' M a l l e y in h i s w o r k o n Darjeeling already quoted. H e briefly delineated t h e educational situation with which
t h e s e Baptists a n d M a c f a r l a n e w e r e faced in their initial e n d e a v o r s t o lead t h e hill p e o p l e s o u t o f t h e i r gross
ignorance, illiteracy a n d superstitious faith. Writing in 1906-7, O ' M a l l e y (in Darjeeling, 170-1) explained as
follo\vs, g i v i n g credit t o all three f o r beginning t o tackle t h e problem:
When the British took over the District, popular education was prac:ically unknown. A few of the better classes
had, spasmodically. private tutors for their boys; a few, who themselves could read. tried to hand on their gifts to
their families; and in Buddhist monasteries, novitiate monks were taught to chant Tibetan texts.
B U of
~ education in general there was none and no schools worthy of the name were in existence. The
first attempt to reach the hill people by education was made more than half a century ago by the Rev. W.
Start. a private missionary, who added to his record of good work in Darjeeling by opening a school for
Lepchas. After him came a band of German missionaries, one of whom, Mr. Nieble, devoted himself
especially to school work, prepared some Lepcha primers, and gathered some boys together into schools.
But it was not till the advent of the Rev. William Macfarlane . . . that any broad scheme ol' vernacular
education was devised for the District. Mr. Macfarlane soon saw that the one thing required for the
development of the District, for raising the people in the scale of civilization. and incidentally for
obtaining a powerful lever for his Mission work, was some statesmanlike scheme of education. A highlander
himself, he set himself to devise for these Indian highlanders a system of education based on that of which
he himself was an admirable product, the system of his native land, which aimed at putting some opportunity
for even the initial stages of learning within the reach of every child
t It is somewhat ironic that these very first converts, n o w t o b e united i n ' c h r i s t i a n love t o w a r d s e a c h other a s
m e m b e r s o f a n e w faith, were a Newari a n d Gurkha: ironic. because each o f these hoys' forebears had been
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capital, had, upon the death of his mother, left Nepal with his father in 1870. They together
trekked the 200 difficult miles to the Darjeeling area to begin a new life for themselves.
Later, against the wishes of his father, and after the latter's unexpected death, the young
Prasad became a Christian and grew to become a staunch follower of the Lord Jesus.' The
extent and duration of Ganga Prasad's influence could later be seen by the fact that even as
late as the early 1930s, this famed Nepali Bible translator, who by 1910 had become an
ordained minister, was still in active service as "a revered pastor in Darjeeling."Rt le was
hailed as the first Nepali minister, but who also "gave to his countrymen God's word in their
own t o n g ~ e . "And
~ Sukhman, having been baptized in 1875, became the Mission's first
catechist,I0 was sent to Kalimpong the next year as the first indigenous preacher. and in
1892 volunteered to go as the first foreign missionary of the indigenous Christian community."
While always casting a watchful eye on nearby Nepal, Tibet, Bhutan and Independent
Sikkim, Macfarlane continued his labors among not only the Nepalis but the large Lepcha
population in Darjeeling as well. What open-air evangelism could not do (he had tried once
again, but futilely, to engage in bazaar preaching at Darjeeling),12the slow but gradual impact
of the schools did do. It was from them. in fact. that the first converts mentioned above had
come. And what had started these two future Christians on their road to conversion was
something quite simple but most effective. In the various schools which Macfarlane
established, one of the books which the teachers would invariably place in the hands of
students like Ganga Prasad and Sukhman was a small, thin, thirty-page volume that was
bound with thread and whose thin-papered red cover was held onto it by glue. Its nondescript title was simply School Questions andAnsulers and quite innocently provided the
students with their very first lessons in Christian teaching. In the book were sixty-four questions
and their answers, examples of which were the following:
Q: Who created the heavens and the earth?
A: God created the heavens and the earth and everything that is on it.
Q: What is God?
A: God is a spirit who is eternal and almighty, holy, righteous, all-knowing,
all-merciful and all-loving.
Q: How do we learn about God?
A: We learn about God from our own reason, from his wondehl works of
nature, and from the old and new testaments of God's Holy Book.
There followed many other questions, too, such as:
Q:
Q:

How does God show his love to us?
Who is God's Son?

hostile enemies of each other. The Newars, originally semi-aboriginal to Nepal. had at one time been the ruling
race of that land until ousted from power by the Gurkhas in the 1 8Ihcentury under their leader and future king
of all Nepal, Prithvi Narayan Shah. Originally, a Gurkha was the term to identify an inhabitant of the central
Nepalese town and district known as Gorkha; and Newar was never actually the name of a caste in Nepal but
the name of a nationality, since Newar and Nepal are two forms of the same word; and thus. explains
O'Malley, Newar "means simply a member of the comtnunity which inhabited Nepal proper prior to the
Gurkha conquest." The caste known as Newar. he adds. bears the title of Pradhan. See rhid.. 43.
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How did the Lord Jesus Christ become our Savior?
Why is it necessary tliat we should be saved?
What is the thing called sin?
Wliat does God do to those who repent and believe?
Wliat is a sacrament?
Wliat is prayer?
Wliat are the ten commandments?
What is our duty towards tlie clii~rch?
What is our duty towards the country?
Wliat should be our chief concern in this life?
What hope do God's people have for the life hereafter?"
By this simple mean's. then, was there first created within tlie hearts and niinds of Sukhman
and Ganga Prasad an interest in the Christian faith and wliich led to their eventual conversion
a few years later. And what had happened in tlie lives of tliese first two converts of the
Scots Mission would be duplicated in many others.

Now Macfarlane, a constant ti-aveler, was always on the lookout throughout the districts
around Darjeeling and Kalimpong for the best places to plant his village schools and
evangelistic centers. "Over tliere," lie soon wrote from Darjeeling, "is the place for planting
another branch of tlie Mission to operate chiefly among the Lepchas. 1 marked a spot, at a
place called Kalimpoong [.vie] ... tliat will do admirably for a Mission station. There are
many I,epcha villages in the neighborhood, and we could from tliere visit all the country
round about, as well as cross the Teesta to visit the Lepcha country on the other side."I4 As
early as 1873, in fact, Macfarlane was found opening a sma!l school there, the first in
Kalimpong, bringing with him two teachers. In addition, he visited the Duar tea plantations
and isolated hill-crofts (small hillside farms); and, as will shortly be seen, in later years he
even made an exploration-when finally permitted to do so-into Sikkim.
Within just a short time after his arrival in Darjeeling Macfarlane was instrumental in
establisliing within or near this hill station not just one but many Primary Scl~oolsand two
Teacher Training Schools, all of wliich demonstrated further his sense of tlie value of
education. But whether at Darjeeling or at Kalimpong, Macfarlane, in the words of L. S. S.
O'Malley, had in these early years of his experience among the various hill peoplcs of
District Darjeeling
grasped the fact that the Nepalis were people of a stronger character than any of the other hill
tribes, and he soon found that their language was so akin to Hindi that he could use many
Hindi textbooks as a means of instruction. He also found that the Lepchas and Bhotias, from
their contact with Hindi- and Nepali-speaking peoples, were soon able to converse in this [i.e..
Hindi] language. So he fixed upon it as the /inguafrancu, and in it prepared textbooks ... He
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himself taught hour after hour in the face of many discouragements, great difficulties, and the
frequent disappearance of the most promising pupils.15
The missionary himself explained in some detail why this was the case. Writing just three
years after his arrival in the hill district, Macfarlane made the following observations:
It is hard to say which of the two classes forming the mass of the hill population--the village
agriculturists and the tea plantation coolies-presents the greater difficulty as regards education.
Among the villagers, little Nepali boys, almost as soon as they can distinguish between a goat
and a sheep, are employed to look after their parents' flocks; and the teachers find it, as a rule,
exceedingly hard work to collect half a dozen of them and keep them regularly at school. Again,
on the tea plantations, from the end of March till the beginning of November, a little boy with
scarcely strength enough to carry two or three seers on his back gets Rs. 3 a month in wages,
so that during that period the plantation schools are almost entirely deserted. All that the hill
people care for their boys to learn are the merest elements of reading, writing and arithmetic. I t
is so easy to learn to read and write Hindi, that a sharp boy acquires a fair knowledge of both
by the time he has gone through the Hindi primer. Accordingly we find that many boys. as
soon as they have gone through the primer, consider their education finished. They can read
and write to their own and their parents' satisfaction, and that is all they care for.I6
Nevertheless, despite the difficulty of instilling in the minds of these hill tribes the benefits
of even a very basic education, the British Government of India in Bengal soon began to
support Macfarlane's plan to establish primary schools throughout the District, providing him
and his Mission liberal grants-in-aid. But the missionary was also successful in enlisting the
sympathy of the tea planters, and "so won his way to the hearts ofthe cultivators and village
headmen," O'Malley has noted. "that soon many of them offered to build school rooms. if he
would only supply the teachers." Some of the tea planters and indigenous cultivators even
began to contribute regularly to the support of the teachers whom Macfarlane was eventuall~
able to raise up from among their very own populations."
In the meantime the Church of Scotland's Foreign Missions Commitiee-in response to
a letter by Macfarlane asking for help-sent the Revs. Archibald Turnbull and W. S. Sutherland
to join him in the work in late 1879. Upon their arrival a meeting was held among these three
missionaries at which they agreed to divide up the work among them along geographical
lines: Turnbull would concentrate on Darjeeling; Sutherland. on Sikkim, but be based at
Darjeeling; and Macfarlane, on Kalimpong. Shortly thereafter Macfarlane decided to open
another Scots Mission center in Kalimpong, as one of his reports at the time--containing the
following significant words--clearly indicates:
On the wliole the L,epchas seem to be the most hopeful people for us in the hills: and Kalimpong
seems to be the best center from which to operate upon them in the scattered localities in u.hich
they are settled on both sides of the Teesta. The Mission has obtained froln Government. for
Mission purposes, the lease of a piece of land at Kalimpong, and I am anxious now to see
suitable premises erected there and a missionary permanently settled in them for pushing on
the work among the Lepchas.''
With this in mind, Macfarlane removed himselfthither, at the same time transferring some
elements of the Darjeeling Mission to this new place of endeavor. and leaving Dat-jeeling in
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the care of his two new colleagues in the work. But when in 188 1 Macfarlane went to
Scotland on a long overdue furlough, Rev. Sutherland took up the responsibility for the center
at Kalimpong, with Darjeeling now solely in the care of Rev. Turnbull.

Unexpectedly the furlough in Scotland was to last three years because of the recognized
effectiveness in the eyes of Church leaders of Macfarlane's deputation work there on behalf
of the Church of Scotland's foreign missions activities everywhere. (In 1882-3 alone he
addressed 329 meetings in Scotland!) As one foreign missions historian of the Scottish Church
noted concerning Macfarlane's deputation activity during these furlough years: "The influence
of his words and of his character did much to create and increase confidence in the mission
work of the Churcli."'~oreover,it was during this same furlough period that this stalwart
missionary-though still remaining identified with the Scottish Eastern Himalaya Mission at
Kalimpong-now came to be sponsored and appointed the first missionary by the newlyformed (1 883) Scottish Universities' Mission (SUM). The members of the individual Missionary
Associations of the four Scottish universities (Aberdeen, St. Andrews, Glasgow and Edinburgh)
had been so deeply moved by tlie addresses Macfarlane had delivered before these bodies
that while he was still in Scotland tlie four Associations unitedly resolved to form the SUM as
an agency of suppor-t for his work along the Eastern Himalayas. (The SUM would work
under, and jointly with, the Church of Scotland.) Furthermore, before Macfarlane left Scotland
for India again, he was asked by tlie Committee of the SUM to determine the most promising
aboriginal area in which to carry on its work.20
Upon his return to the Subcontinent in 1884 Rev. Macfarlane traveled extensively during
that year and tlie early part of 1885 in Assam, Central India and even West India seeking out
one unoccupied field for mission work among aboriginals; but in each place visited the climate
proved to be unhealthy and tlie probable cost involved in establishing a new mission because
of inaccessibility would be prohibitive. Upon receiving such negative reports the SUM
Committee instl-ucted their missionary to visit Independent Sikkim, where on his first and
only visit there he spent two months traveling more than 700 miles by foot. This experience
in 1885 in a land previously forbidden to Western Missions now convinced Macfarlane that
Sikki~nwould be the most suitable field for "adoption" by the SUM.2'
Soon a very positive detailed report-"a voluminous document of 88 octavo pages and a
letter of 15"-was dispatched by Macfarlane to the Committee in Scotland, augmented as
well by letters of support on the subject from his colleagues Sutherland and Turnbull. In his
own lengthy commrlnication, Macfarlane among other things "warmly" recommended
"Independent Sikkim as territory to be claimed for Chri~t."~?
In summary, these various
dispatches from the three missionaries on the field in effect stated that Sikki~nhad not yet
been carved out by any Mission, and that the country had tlie following advantages over all
other aboriginal areas thus far visited: (a) it was close to Darjeeling; (b) a Training Institl~tion
established in Sikkim for indigenous catechists and teachers-such as the four trnited
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University Missionary Associations had desired to see founded-would serve not only that
region but also Darjeeling and Kalimpong; (c) the climate was quite acceptable and the cost
of a mission would doubtless be less than in the other areas visited; and (d) the languages
spoken in Sikkim were those Macfarlane was already proficient in, and thus he could begin
work immediately. After due consideration, the SUM Committee sanctioned the creation of a
mission to Sikkim.23
Now the ruling Maharaja had had no objection to Macfarlane's itineration in his land but
had refused to permit the erection of any mission buildings on his territory.24Nevertheless,
still determined to pioneer the land, Macfarlane went to Darjeeling to set up the Training
Institute there,25where he began "to train twelve Lepchas to return to their homeland with
the gospel."26Thus catalyzed, he set about the founding ofthe Institute at Darjeeling, which
was soon opened in early 1886 for the purpose of serving as a training center to prepare men
as preachers and teachers of the Christian Scriptures, looking to the day when a thriving
Church could be served by its own ordained clergy and when nationals of the region-both
catechists and teachers of the faith--could be sent over the border into Sikkim and perhaps
even into the other Himalayan homelands then closed to Western missionaries. It would also
serve as a center for the preparation and training of schoolteachers.

Not long into 1886, however, it was decided by Rev. Macfarlane and his colleagues to
begin a transfer of the Training Institute to Kalimpong that it might be nearer to inland
Sikkim. In anticipation of its eventual wholesale transfer, the foundation stone for this new
Kalimpong facility was laid by Macfarlane and Sutherland on 19 April 1886, with the twelve
Lepcha students now being enrolled in the first class there. These twelve, a number which
soon increased, had necessarily come from Darjeeling and Kalimpong, with some of them
beginning their training under a promise to go when trained to Sikkim. "I have no hope,"
declared Macfarlane at the time, "of being able to influence the people of Sikkim except
through having efficient native agents, and such can be got only through this Institution." It
needs to be borne in mind, he added realistically, that "it must be slow work building up an
efficient Institution from the foundation. The only lads we have got, have, as a rule, to begin
with the Hindi alphabet, and it must be the work of years to get them so thoroughly instructed
as to be able to teach ~thers."~~Nevertheless,
even at this early stage in his thinking, it was
Macfarlane's firm belief that such individuals, when properly trained and empowered to
serve, would be "more efficient both as Ministers of congregations and as Missionaries than
any Europeans can be," since they were "of the people themselves" and knew the people as
no foreigners from the West could know them.28
Now it was this devoted missionary's intention to focus part of the year upon the work of
the Training Institute and the rest ofthe year on visiting Sikkim. And although death intervened
before he could re-visit that land, nevertheless, by the end of 1886 Macfarlane had raised
more than two thousand English pounds for the construction of the Institute at Kalimpong: an
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amount sufficient for allowing the building operations to begin late that same year under his
supervi~ion.'~
By June 1887 eighteen houses for teachers and students, a temporary
schoolroom and the necessary outhouses had all been erected, with even a home for the
missionary started. It could even be reported that by the close of that same year thirty-six
students were enrolled in the Institute-"14 being trained for the Universities' Mission work
in Sikkim, 13 for the work in Darjeeling, and 9 for K a l i m p ~ n g . "With
~ ~ the total transfer of
the Training Institution from Darjeeling having taken place in the same year of Rev.
Macfarlane's untimely passing and the completion of its construction having been done by
other Scottish missionaries at Kalimpong (especially by Rev. Sutherland), the Institute could
begin to receive yearly support from tlie SUM from that very year onward. And when, as a
result ofthe war with Tibet in 1888, the British by treaty fillally gained control of Sikkim as
a protectorate in 1890-thus transferring ultimate governmental authority from tlie Maharaja
to the British, the Scottish Mission at Kalimpong was now in an excellent position to begin
M ork in "complete freedom" within that strategically-located territory itself. For instance, it
was after this change of rule that Sutherland found in Sikkim a suitable center for mission
work at Chidam," a community located some twenty miles from Kalimpongjust to the north
of the river Rangit which had served as the border between that heretofore closed land and
British India.
Rev. Sutherland, of course, was in charge ofthis new outreach; but when in 1892 he left
for home on a brief fi~rlough,Scots Mission missionary Rev. Robert R. Kilgour, who had
originally been sent 0111 from Scotland in 1889 and had been based at Darjeeling ever since,
was now asked to take temporary charge of the Sikkimese work. He and his wife would be
based at Rhenockjust inside Sikkim and only a two days' march from the Jelep La, and from
whence he would trek here and there preaching the gospel by means of his magic lantern.
The year 1892 also saw another Scottish missionary sent out to join in tlie work of the
Eastern Himalaya Mission. His name was Rev. John Macara; and within a year after his
arrival at Darjeeling he was able to be posted to Chidam and took charge of the work in
Sikkim. This left Rev. Sutherland, upon his return from furlough, free to devote his whole
time to the Training Institution at Kalimp~ng.~'
Thus was the dream which William Macfarlane could never see come true in his own
Iifeti~nefully realized by others within only a few short years of his passing. For by the end
of the nineteenth century there were already four catechists of the faith at work in Sikkim as
well as a thriving Church of 206 believers there. Moreover, it was reported that the Director
of Public Instruction had expressed "in the strongest terms his surprise at the educational
results." This was because there were now twelve schools in existence in Sikkim taught by
eleven qualified teachers-all ofthem Christians and all of them trained in the SUM Institute
at Kalimpong-with a total of 304 scholars enrolled in the schools!33
Yet the thrust of Rev. Macfarlane's interest in education and training at Kalimpong not
only included academic instruction for the hill area boys but for the girls in the District area
as well. For the Boys School which he had inaugurated in the building adjacent to his Kalimpong
residence would in time become the first structure to house his Girls School. But it needs to
be observed that this missionary was confronted from the very beginning with strong opposition
from both parents and guardians when he attempted to initiate an educational program for
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the girls in the area. A description of the difficulties which he encountered has been sketched
out briefly in the Centenary Memoirs Magazine of the Kalimpong Girls High School (the
eventual successor to this Primary School for Girls) that was published in 1991 to help
celebrate that institution's first one hundred years (1 890-1 990). It reads:
Girls ofthe family were to serve the family; they were to help the family in bringing up the little
ones, to look after the house while parents went to work for their livelihood. Rev. Macfarlane
met with opposition even from the tea planters, who did not like the idea of being deprived of
the cheap labor ofthe young girls. Hence it took more than a decade after the light of education
started in Kalirnpong for the inception of [what would ultimately become the] Kalimpong Girls
High School to take place."

By the time of Macfarlane's death, the Kalimpong Mission compound itself had become
quite substantial under the direction and supervision of both the founder and his colleague of
a few years, Rev. Sutherland. But then, the latter had not only assumed full charge of the
SUM Institution but also the beginning of the work in Sikkim, besides, as well, having been in
charge of the Kalimpong Mission itself since 1880! This was obviously too much for one
man, and hence Rev. Sutherland looked with anticipation to the soon arrival of Young Men's
Guild35missionary John A. Graham from Scotland, who would shortly thereafter replace the
older missionary as the one in charge of the Kalimpong M i ~ s i o n ,henceforth
'~
to be known
as the Guild Mission*-leaving Sutherland in charge of both the SUM, with its evangelistic
and educational thrust into Sikkim, and of course the Training Institution.
Although in charge of the schools, as well as having assumed the general administration
of the Mission since 1880, Rev. Sutherland in time was overshadowed by the arrival of the
younger Graham. The relations between the senior missionary at the Mission and his younger
associate Graham, though cordial at first, soon became marked by bitter differences of

* It should be understood that with the passage of time there came to be at least four main divisions of what
was known as the Eastern I-Iimalaya Mission of the Church of Scotland which Macfarlane had founded under
the aegis of the Foreign Missions Committee of the Church at Edinburgh: ( l ) the Darjeeling Division that
included Kurseong and the Terai of District Darjeeling; (2) from ( I ) had developed the Kalirnpong Mission
(including the Duars under its jurisdiction) which. prior to its transference to the Guild Mission. had been
supported by the Foreign Missions Committee but tvhich after the transference came to be kno\r.n as the
Guild Mission. so called henceforth because. while nonetheless part of the entire Eastern Himalaya Mission
of the Church of Scotland, it was to be largely if not entirely supported by the Young Men's Guilds of the
Church that had first been created in 188 1 but \\ hich b}. 1897 had grown to 68 1 Guild branches \r80rldwide
with a membership of nearly 26,000; (3) the Universities' Mission. \+,hoseworks-centered in Sikkim and at
the Training Institution in Kalimpong-were supported by the Scottish Llniversities back home; and ( 4 ) the
Ladies Zenana Mission based at both Darjeeling and Kalimpong. whose works \yere conducted among the hill
girls and women. See OIMalle).. Darjeeling, 51. I t should be added here that with its formation in 1891. the
Women's Guild would begin medical work and a Girls' High School in Kalimpong. "With the advent ofthe
Grahams." writes Ciridy Perry. "Kalimpong became knotvn as the 'power house' of the ... hlission." And the
above-outlined basic organizational structure ofthe Mission, adds Perry. would hold "throughout the rest 01'
its active involvement in the Eastern Himalayas." h'epali arolrnd rhe ICorld. 43.
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opinion and quarrels that over the years finally ended in a wide breach between the two,
"Sutherland felt, probably correctly," wrote Graham's biographer James Minto, "that the
young missionary constantly overstepped his position." "An older Graham," he added, "would
perhaps have been able to cope with the situation better." Yet Sutherland's "pioneer work,"
Minto observed, "should not be overlooked. A big powerful man," he "never spared himself,
and his school in Kalimpong was often quoted as a model by school inspectors. He was an
excellent headmaster and turned out first-class material." In addition, wrote Minto, "the
Training School produced efficient teachers, all ofwhom were Christians, because Sutherland
foresaw a day when the missionary from Scotland would be eliminated from the scene
alt~gether."~~
Moreover, tlie Eastern Himalayan Mission Council, meeting at Sil iguri in early 192 1 and,
having taken note ofthe soon-retirement of Rev. Sutherland from tlie mission field, expressed
its "deep appreciation of [his] devoted and distinguished missionary service ... It is over 41
years since Dr. Sutherland joined the Eastern Himalayan Misssion ... [where] he has labored
with remarkable success in the Kalimpong District or in Sikkim with Kalimpong as liis
headquarters .... The Council rejoice[s] in the recent recognition by [the British Indian]
Government of his educational and social work in the award of the Kaiser-i-Hind Medal of
the First Class." And three years later, upon tlie news of Dr. Sutherland's death back in
Scotland on 9 May 1924, the Council once again highly praised him and took the opportunity
to elaborate much more fully than before on his extraordinary missionary accomplishments:
"... with pride and gratitude [tlie Couiicil recalls] his valuable pioneering work in Sikkim and
in the Kalimpong District after his arrival in Darjeeling in 1879; his splendid contribution to
the building up of the Church in tlie Eastern Himalayas; liis great work in tlie training of
missiollary agents; his scholarship and distinguished educational gifts; liis genius in developing
new methods of teaching in the Training School; his special interest in the work for Tibet and
Bhutan; and his wise counsel and deeply spiritual life."37a
That the Foreign Missions Committee of the Church of Scotla~idback home thought
higlily of the work and service of Sutherland is confirmed by what they declared in their
Report of 1889,just ten years after his arrival at the Himalaya Mission: ". . . your Committee
would desire to express their deep sense of the noble service wliicli Mr. Sutherland has
rendered to the cause of Missions during tlie nine years lie lias been in charge oftlie Kali~npong
Mission. Building upon tlie stable foundations of Mr. Macfarlane lie has built up a Mission
wliicli in numbers, organization, Christian intelligence, activity and character is his 'joy and
crown .,738
9

Now in recounting tliose days just prior to Guild missionary Solin Graliam's arrival at
Kali~iipongin mid-April 1889, Rev. Graharn's biographer Minto lias outlined what tlie plant
facility and its environs looked like in that period:
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The Mission compound consisted of 16 acres and the rent for this sizable piece of ground was
a nominal Rs. 1 1. The compound was triangular in shape with the base at the northern side and
the apex at the northwestern end of the Kalimpong bazaar. The highway to Tibet was the
southeastern boundary, although the term "highway" is a trifle misleading as two mules found
it difficult to pass at certain places. West of the East Ridge Mr. Sutherland built the new
Universities' Mission House. Behind it was the burial-ground which contained the Rev.
Macfarlane's grave. Below the Universities' Mission House were two buildings which were
long and narrow. One became the Guild Mission HouseJ9and the other the new Training
School for Catechists. On the east slope there were two rows of one-roomed houses (eighteen
in all) which were for teachers and students at the Training School. These were the surroundings
of the Mission which stood on a ridge overlooking the struggling, untidy bazaar.40
In fact, the construction of the two long and narrow buildings mentioned by Minto had been
started by Macfarlane himself. As one historian of the period has described them, these two
structures were "low-roofed one-storied long houses," one of which had originally been built
as a hostel for students, and the other as quarters for teachers. In particular, the long and
narrow one-storied hostel, in its pristine state, had been divided into separate rooms each of
them occupied by two or three students who cooked their own food in the room. Macfarlane
"had supervised the construction of the houses, brought materials, and went to the forest to
employ woodcutters and sawyers for timber" in their con~truction.~'

In sum, the fruit that fldwed from the initial efforts of William Macfarlane and the Mission
he founded in the Eastern Himalayas of India was nothing short of phenomenal when compared
with other similar endeavors. Mention has already been made of the success among the
Lepchas and the Sikkimese. In addition, by 1890,just three years after Macfarlane's death,
the indigenous Christian community within the entire Scottish Mission area had grown to
1192 believers, a figure almost exactly double the number in 1885 of 599.42Moreover, in
1886, a year prior to the founder's death, there was shown to be on the roll of the Church at
Kalimpong a total of "446 baptized Christians in the area." of which "94 had been baptized
the previous year" alone.43
Hence, besides the spiritual fruit that was garnered from the steadily enlarging system of
schools in the area, there had also been an ingathering of converts from the labors of the
Scottish Mission's evangelists and teachers who had been trained and put to work. So that
through the preaching and teaching of God's word many baptisms had occurred as well as
the formation of congregations of the faithful; with the result that rather substantial church
buildings were erected in the more populous communities and smaller meeting places
elsewhere, and there had been the emergence also of little house meetings everywhere.
Although these believers would regularly gather for ~lorshipservices in the various church
edifices which began to dot the municipal and more rural landscape of Darjeeling District, it
was the little and more numerous house meetings everywhere which, in the view of Jonathan
Lindell, were "the heartbeat of the Church." In his recounting of the development of the
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Scots Mission before the turn o f the century, this missionary historian has provided a quite
fascinating description of such house gatherings. He writes:
Folks left their shoes at the door, sat on the floor, and gave themselves to personal meditation
and prayer. There was nothing formal to follow here. Everyone could say something, ask
questions, and take a turn at prayer about the things on his heart. People could get personal
and intimate with each other and with God. They sang songs, read the Bible and listened to it
explained, and prayed; everyone prayed, taking turns. And when they prayed they prostrated
themselves, with the knees and feet under them and their heads to the floor. They prayed about
all kinds of things because they believed that God was with them and loved them and helped
and saved them.44
Yet there was another dimension to the life and ministry of these Christian saints besides
worship and prayer, as vital as these motions of spirituality were in their walk with their God.
For this predominantly indigenous Church community by 1891 had itselfcaught the missionary
spirit that had only recently brought its own members to birth in Christ. Within but a scant
four years of Founder Macfarlane's death, this precious community of Christians had instituted
on its own initiative "the Kalimpong Foreign Missio~ito Bhutan," it being able the following
year to commission two nationals, Karnabir and Jitman, to the southern frontier of Bhutan to
do itinerant evangelism. Unfortunately, nothing came of it due to Jitman's subsequent death
from cholera and Karnabir's old age.45(Had he survived a cholera epidemic himself that
year ( l 892), Sukhman the Nepalese Gurkha would have been the very first itinerant evangelist
to Bhutan. Already having been consecrated for this work in that neighboring land at a
meeting of his Church, Sukhman nonetheless died of the dread disease before he could go
forth.)46 Moreover, by 1905 two representatives of the Church community were finally
"allowed to settle" in that heretofore closed land.*47
Overall, as one chronicler of Macfarlane's and the Mission's efforts has noted, by 1899,
less than thirty years after the Scotsman's arrival at Darjeeling,
there were 2390 Christians [of all ethnic or national backgrounds], 95 schools, 2492 scholars,
and, five years later, 7 ordained Indian ministers and 20 catechists. And the two missionaries of
1870, Macfarlane and Campbell, had become by 1904 a band of eighteen men and women.
Darjeeling, Kurseong and Kalimpong all had their church buildings [whose congregations
would ultimately become self-supporting], the last one [Macfarlane Memorial] with its version
of John 3: 16 painted on its inner walls in the ten languages spoken in the area.J8It is little
wonder that Mr. W. P. Livingstone calls this "one of the wonder missions of the world."49
By the turn of the century, then, the Church of Scotland Mission had assumed a prominent
and quite significant role within the District's general community. Indeed, L. S. S. O'Malley,
writing in his gazetteer on Darjeeling published in 1907, had with undoubted authority asserted
that no assessment which might be made about the progress of education in District Darjeeling
"would be complete or accurate which did not accord the first place of honor to those
Christian missionaries who have been pioneers in this as in much other good work." Not only

* These two were doubtless the evangelist Choten Bhutia and the teacher Choda Lepcha. See the following
chapter for the details.
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have these Scottish missionaries been the pioneers of education among Darjeeling's indigenous
population, he added,
but for the last generation practically the only organization for meeting the primary educational
wants of the people of the hills has been the Church of Scotland Mission. Government ... has
had such confidence in the Mission-a confidence which public opinion, as voiced by
municipalities following the lead of Government by planters and by Indians of diffemt classes
and creeds, has emphasized as not misplaced-that up till this year ( 1 906) all the Government
contributions to primary education, as well as those of the two municipalities of the District,
have been entrusted to the Mission for expenditure; for it has been found that practical solid
educational work on broad wise lines has been obtained through the Mission at a minimum
cost to Government.*
A statistical review of Macfarlane's and the Mission's accomplishments in the field of
education can perhaps provide an even better perspective on the success these pioneers
achieved in such a relatively short period of time. In 1873, a mere three years following the
founding missionary's arrival in Darjeeling, his system of education had so taken hold of the
District that the Mission's primary schools numbered 25, boasting an enrollment of 615
scholars of both sexes, though of course mostly boys. By 1906, however, an even greater
phenomenal growth than this had been realized: 70 schools (of which 55 were being used for
both day and night instruction), with 2420 boys and 30il girls enrolled, and an average
attendance by these pupils of 1880.
O'Malley, who had documented the above figures, could provide still further evidence of
a spreading educational system geared to the needs of a District bereft for the most part of
towns and cities. "A recent return," lie wrote in 1907, "showed that very few centers of
population are now without some school situated within a reasonable distance, in many
cases within a mile or two. The schools are scattered throughout the whole District, in the
towns, in the villages, and on the tea gardens; and the help rendered by Government, villagers
and tea planters, has gone on steadily since Mr. Macfarlane's day." Moreover, added O'Malley,
by 1906, six missionaries were spending part of their time "in superintending the schools of
the tracts allotted to their charge, arranging for new openings, appointing and looking after
teachers, and regularly examining their work. Each charge has been mapped out into parishes
under the immediate supervision ofthe pastor or catechist, who regularly inspects the schools
in his parish, thus introducing the old Scottish parochial school system."50
So valued and respected were the Mission's enviable achievements and salutary influence
upon many facets of the District's community life that they prompted a former Lieutenant
Governor of Bengal (Sir Charles Elliott?) to cite with distinction the contributions which
William Macfarlane's missionary organization had made towards the uplift ofthe entire hill
area of Darjeeling:

. . . the assistance given by this Mission to the work of civilization has been considerable. It has
been the agent of Government in the spread of education. It has cooperated with the District

* Incredibly. in fact, Cindy Perry points out that as early as just six months follo~vingthe arrival of Rev.
Macfarlane at Darieeling in June of 1870 the responsibility for establishing vernacular schools in District
Darjeeling "was turned over by the government to the Mission by the end of [that] year"! Nepnli around the
World, 40.
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Officer in keeping order in the villages, and in putting down drunkenness, gambling and other
vices. Turning to the more definitely religious side, the missionaries have been unusually
successful in converting the simple tribes from their animistic or Buddhistic beliefs to the
Christian faith."

Thus was the rich legacy of this faithful missionary of the Cross and his early efforts on
behalf of the kingdom of Christ. The day before his death Macfarlane had spent a long and
arduous day in the neighboring forests supervising the cutting and collection of timber for
one of the houses he was constructing at Kalimpong for the SUM. The next morning he was
found dead in bed by his servant, "lying as if asleep."52 The cause of death had been the
rupture of a blood vessel in the brain. Only forty-seven when he died on 15 February 1887,
William Macfarlane had literally worn himself out by the pace of life he had lived and by the
wide variety of labors he had undertaken during his twenty-two full and eventful years as a
missionary. The inscription on the founder's tombstone monument, which still lies in what
was once the Kalimpong Scottish Mission's burial-ground already mentioned (and called
God's Acre), reads as follows:
In Memory of
Rev. William Macfarlane, M.A.
Missionary of the
Church of Scotland
Born at Dunkeld 5 Jan 1840
Ordained 24 Jan 1865
Died at Kalimpong 15 Feb 1887

* * *

"And His Servants Shall Do Him
Service: and They Shall See His Face."
This Monument Is Created by
His Sister
Margaret Ann M a ~ f a r l a n e ~ ~
It is worth pondering further the impact of this man's life upon what followed after his
passing. Commenting on the incredible results which issued forth from this one missionary
life, one of Macfarlane's colleagues in the work, Rev. Kilgour, upon whom, incidentally,
O'Malley had depended for much of the account about education which appeared in his
gazetteer, had this to say in his 189911900 Report from Darjeeling:

... the first representative ofthe Church of Scotland
laid the foundation ofthe work which has now extended over hills and plains as far north
as Sikkim and as far east as the borders of Assam. .. ., humanly speaking, the result of the
little seed sown by Macfarlane thirty years ago. [Then, after a summary of statistics
indicating growth of the Scottish Mission's work in many fields, Kilgour went on to
declare the positive consequences of this one man's labors as perceived in another
dimension:]
But figures are only indirectly a measure of progress. There is growth far deeper and
more important than that. One visible token may be mentioned: a changed attitude towards
Christianity and the Mission over the whole district. Speaking generally, we might say
we have conquered the enmity of non-Christians, and have largely overcome the scruples

A generation has now passed since
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of those who looked askance at our work. There are new ideals of right living, new
thoughts of what a Christian ought to be, even amongst those who are still without the
pale of Christianity. Not that all, or even the large majority, are Christians or even inclined
to Christianity, but that their views have been changed. The new religion is no longer to
be ignored, its disciples no longer to be despised because of their creed. In every
important department of local life, positions of high responsibility are now in the hands
of Christians. They are no longer an obscure sect in these hills. They are a body of
people recognized by all best capable of judging as a growing power in the land."
It was into such a promising and positive milieu as this in the Eastern Himalayas, created in
part by the vigorous foundational endeavors of William Macfarlane and those other earlier
pioneers, that Dorje Tharchin would now enter and add whatever contributions he, too, could
make to the furtherance of the influence of the Christian faith in the region, and particularly
among the Tibetan people both within and along the fringes of the still Closed Land of
Tibet.*55

Now at the time when Tharchin was lnaking his way to Kalimpong from Ghoom to enrol1
in the Teacher Training program, the SUM Institution, still under Rev. (later Dr.) Sutherland's
was continuing to train in its classes the future teachers, catechists
able direction as Prin~ipal,'~
and preachers for the Church of Scotland Eastern Himalaya Mission area. Concomitant
with this goal, the SUM1 was gradually developing within its overall program at Kalimpong a
Higher Seconday School that would serve not only the educational needs of the children of
various nationalities in and around the area but would at the same time also serve as a higher
grade training laboratory for those who would be prepared in the Teacher Training School to
be the future Secondary schoolteachers throughout the District and el~ewhere.~'
For rnariy
years previously, of course, the Training School had already been enrolling would-be teachers
of primary school education and providing them with theoretical lessons as well as practical

* Interestingly, Tharchin would himself have the opportunity of offering his Dwn encomiums in honor of the
founder of the Scottish Mission in these parts. The occasion was the Centenary Year of Rev. Macfarlane's
arrival in District Darjeeling for the purpose of establishing the Mission and its work. While writing up a
summary of Church news for the year 1 9 7 0 relative to Kalimpong's Tibetan congregation which he by then
had been pastoring for decades. Rev. Tharchin waxed eloquently in memory of the long departed founder:
We remember this year 1970 as the Centenary Year o f the Church of Scotland Mission work in the Eastern
Himalayan Church Council area with a sense of deep gratitude and great affection to Rev. William Macfarlane
who came to this area a hundred years ago as the first missionav of the Church o f Scotland and brought
among us the message o f salvation. Though WC did not see Rev. Macfarlane, yet by his dedicated service for
the welfare o f this area, we can imagine his love for the people and faith in God. We can see him even today
by his deeds, as we are told in the Bible that those who have seen the Son can also see the Father. We thank
God, by whose Holy Spirit [was] raised up for us such a leader, teacher and founder like Rev. Macfarlane. Let
us pay him our best tribute by dedicating ourselves to follow in his footprints.
As the remaining chapters of the present biography will amply demonstrate, Tharchin-by

his own life and
labor-himself more than admirably lived up to this very admonition with which he concluded his tribute to
the sterling pioneer ofthe Eastern Himalaya Mission. See Tharchin, "Church News ofthe Tibetan Congregation,
Kalimpong, for the Year 1970," a three-page typed document submitted (early 1971?) for eventual publication
in the Eastern Hirnalayan Church News (UCNI), p. I . ThPaK.
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training in classroom settings. Moreover, all teachers in the Primary Schools of the Scots
Mission were gradually being sent to Kalimpong's SUM Institution for refresher courses.~~
Statistically, in fact, the enrollment for the various schools of the Institution in 1917 (theyear
Tharchin himself became a student at the SUMI) was quite impressive: Training School,45;
Primary School, 21 1; and Middle and High School, 9 1 .59 Truly it could be stated without any
possibility of contradiction that the SUM Training Institution was having a widely-felt
educational, cultural and even religious impact throughout the entire Darjeeling "wedgedistrict." As one Scottish Church Missions historian of the period had declared in 1914, by
means of the work of the Training School at Kalimpong,
efficient teachers have been placed in all the schools, and an elementary education in the
native language given to a very large proportion of the rising generation. 4lrnost the whole
education ofthe hill-district is in the hands ofthe Mission with the sanction and ever-increasing
help of the Government. While the instruction given includes a Bible lesson as a sine qua non,
no school is ever used as a proselytizing agency; and the confidence of the people in the work
is admirably shown by their willingness to send their children to the Mission schools.60

Returning, now, to the present narrative, it needs to be understood that from a purely
psychological perspective the Ghoom missionaries themselves were interested in deputing
Tharchin to the Kalimpong Training School temporarily because they thought this would
divert him from his already premeditated intention to bid goodbye to Ghoom and either pack
himself off to his beloved Simla or else settle permanently in Kalimpong. Concerning his
eventual enrollment in the SUMI's training program, ~harchinremarked, "I am sure this was
the leading of the Lord. My admission into the Training School bettered .my status as a
teacher, as the subsequent events bear out." He, like others in the program, was to be
trained in modern methods of teaching. "Besides taking part in the ordinary schoolwork,
including religious teaching," observed the Scotland-based Foreign Missions Committee in
its Report for 1913 about the work at the SUMI, "all the students in training received special
Dorje Tharchin would be no exception
instruction in the methods and principles of ed~cation."~'
to this overall program for those enrolled.
A very good idea of what student life must have been like for the twenty-seven-year-old
Tharchin in 1917 can be gleaned from a thoroughly detailed description that was given by
Principal Sutherland some eighteen years before-a description that the Scottish Church
historian, D. G. Manuel, has observed had undergone little change by the time he himself
visited the SUMI in 1914,just three years prior to Tharchin's own enrollment there. It will not
be without some interest to the reader to quote a few lengthy extracts from Sutherland's
vivid observations:
. . . Betweer, thirty and forty are always under training. Their ages range from fifteen to thirtyfive, their acquaintance with books being commonly in inverse proportion to the number of
years.. . .
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Every student receives a scholarship of from 5 to 7 rupees, equal to 6s. to 9s. a month, out
of which he has to provide himself with food, clothes, books, and everything else he may
require.
After three or four years' study, the period varying according to the capabilities of the
student and the exigencies of outside work, they return to preach and to teach in the districts
whence they came.
The worldly goods of a student at the beginning of his theological career consist mostly of
a meager suit of clothes to wear by day, and which he may not put off at night in cold weather;
two blankets for bedding-one to lay on the floor as mattress, the other for covering; and a
brass pot wherein to cook his rice. A fresh student has no furniture of his own, and none is
provided for him. The floor serves him as table, chair, and bed.. .. He obtains possession of
English illustrated papers, and adorns the gray mud-plastered walls of his room with pictures
of Her Majesty, the Empress of India, the Prince and Princess of Wales, and all the other
members of the Royal Family available, members of Parliament, Moderators of the General
Assembly [of the Scottish Church], generals of the army, etc., varied by photographs by Mrs.
Graham of the local celebrities. In process of time the room becomes really attractive, and
acquires a certain amount of culture.
The students are all Christian, and the object of all the teaching is to fit them to be wise
Christian teachers and preachers. The first and constant textbook is the Bible. Above all
things, the care is that they may know and appreciate the Scriptures, that they may be filled
with the Word of God. The day begins with a Bible Class at seven in the morning, after which
they go to their houses to cook and eat breakfast and refresh their memories against half-past
ten, when schoolwork begins. In all the classes, the first forty-five minutes is devoted to
Scripture, and again the last half-hour before school closes at four in the afternoon. Besides
Grammar, Geo,pphy, History, Arithmetic, Euclid, Physics, etc., they have Old and New Testament
History, Church History, Pastoral Theology, and Apologetics, with special reference to
Hinduism.
On Saturday school is closed. This is the great bazaar day in Kalimpong, when thousands
assemble from far and near to buy and sell, to meet their friends, to hear and tell the news, and
to make holiday. At noon, students and teachers go down to the preaching-hall which opens
on three sides.. .. And for two hours or more the old, old story of Jesus and His love holds
sway.*
On Sunday morning, about 7 o'clock, about a score of the students, two by two, go out to
the villages round about Kalimpong to teach Sunday schools.62
Manuel himself adds that "details such as these .. . tell of the way in which many who are
now pastors and catechists and teachers were trained and fitted for the life-work which they
are doing so well." Manuel then goes on to tell o f t h e few changes he noted when visiting in

1914:

* Of this bazaw Preaching-Hall or -House. Rev. Graham had this to say: "Advantage is taken of the great
concourse of people to proclaim the gospel from the Preaching-House built for the purpose. Mr. Sutherland
and his training-school teachers and students draw the crowds by their singing, and at intervals addresses are
given in different languages. By this means many from near and far first hear the gospel. and others attend from
week to week. The direct conversions from such bazaar preaching are not numerous. but the method is oneand an important one--of a number of agencies. all of which seek to bring the gospel message to bear upon the
people." On tile Tlireshold of Three Closed Lands, 53-4. During the years and decades of Gergan Dor-je
Tharchin's lengthy residence in Kalimpong, he would himself frequently engage in such evangelistic activity
from this same Preaching-House; see further on this in Chapter 16 of the present volume.
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... The present writer had an opportunity of seeing somewhat minutely the altered conditions
amid which Dr. Sutherland now carries on his work. During the month of February ofthis year
the handsome Training School over which he presides was occupied by 57 students, preparing
for some form of Christian service, and by 238 pupils, who were attending [the Primary School
and] the Middle English School. The students in residence were housed in two large dormitories
above the classrooms, one of which contained 24 beds and another 20. Over each of these
dormitories a senior student, chosen specially for his outstanding qualities, is appointed
prefect.. . . Each student must still bring with him, when he begins his studies, three blankets
and two suits of clothes; but he has not to create his own furniture. Each student may still have
to do his cleaning up and his cooking; but on a well-wrought-out principle of division of labor
the work is carried on. On the Saturdays, committees are appointed for work throughout the
week, and each student has to take his turn in cleaning or cooking as the case may be. The
Scripture lesson may now be given at half-past six o'clock in the morning instead of seven, but
it means that those of the boys whose turn it may not be to cook the breakfast may spend some
time in gardening.
Perhaps more significant than all is the common meal which at breakfast-time Dr. and Mrs.
Sutherland share with the boys. All partake of the rice and dhal which the boys have cooked,
and all seem thoroughly to enjoy it. It was the writer's good fortune to join in the morning meal,
and ... it was his to see for himself how substantial could be their repast. Everywhere and in
everything feelings of happiness preponderated, and everywhere and in everything did the
best of training seem to be given.. ..
. . . Of the 57 students in training, all ofwhom are Christians, 5 are Mechis, 5 are Tibetans, 22
are Nepalis, and 25 are Lepchas. Of the 238 pupils in the [lower schools], the following figures
represent their nationality and religious profession. The Nepalis number 153, and of these 30
are Christian and 123 Hindus; Lepchas number 36, ofwhom 3 1 are Christian, and 5 Animistic.
Tibetans number 2 1, of whom 3 are Christian and 18 Buddhist. Marwaris, and others from the
plains of India, number 17, of whom 14 are Hindus and 3 Mohammedans. Chinese number 11,
all of whom are Conf~cians.~'
In the Teacher Training School Dorje Tharchin-as a consequence of his having received
a Governmelit scholarship-was offered Rs. 71- as a Government stipend, no different from
the student stipend indicated by Sutherland in his description of student life for 1899. Out of
this, he used to spend Rs. 51- for defraying tlie boarding expenses, and earmarked the other
Rs. 21- to be set aside as pocket money for himself. "1 still remember," recalled Tharchin,
"that with such a small amount available we used to purchase one seer of fine village rice for
four annas that now costs Rs. 41- for exactly tlie same quality." Apparently tlie cost and
quality of rice and dhal for breakfast had also little changed.
Prior to his actual entrance into tlie Training School, a difficulty arose out of Tharchin's
aversion to accepting the above-stated financial proposal because his income from the
Government stipend came to only Rs. 71- per month while in the Missioti service he was
drawing Rs. 171-. This therefore meant that once enrolled in the training program lie would
have incurred a loss of Rs. 101- per month as compared to his original incorne of Rs. 171from the Glioom Mission. The Mission tried to increase its contribution, but he was not
satisfied with the slight increment it initially offered, and rightly so. Ultimately, ho\vever, after
considering all facets to the question, tlie Mission decided to pay him a montlily Rs. 101-.
Thus from both Mission and Government sources he managed to exact llis previously regular
montllly income of Rs. 171-. This incident revealed Tharchin as a businesslnan i n the making.
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In accordance with the normal procedures, of course, he had to execute an agreement with
the Mission which obligated him toserve in its school back in Ghmm for the stipulated period
of five years after the termination of the training course at the SUM].

It should be mentioned at this point in the narrative that by the end of 1916 at Ghoom, the
yearjust prior to his enrollment in the Teacher Training program at Kalimpong, Tharchin had
succeeded in compiling a second primer of the Tibetan language entitled, The fiberon Second
Book, his first ever publication of many that were to follow. (The first primer, entitled fibetan
Primer wifh Simple Rules of Correct Spelling, had already been compiled by Rev. Waismaa,
and published at Ghoom by the Free Church of Finland Mission--the Finnish Department of
the Scandinavian Alliance Mission-in 1912; by the early 1960s it had gone through several
revised editions, with the Fourth and Sixth ones having been printed by Gergan Tharchin
himself at his Tibet Mirror Press, Kalimpong, in 1954 and 1962, respectively.) In his Preface
to the First Edition of the Second Book dated 7 August 1917* Tharchin explained that "the
need for the Second Tibetan Reading Book based on modem methods" had often been
mentioned to him "by missionaries and other friends." Eventually the Secretary of the
Scandinavian Alliance Mission's Upper Primary School at Ghoom, where Tharchin taught,
"formally requeste'd" him "to undertake the composition" of such a book. Realizing the great
importance, wrote Tharchin, of a volume like this "for the Tibetans, my own people, I gladly
assented to the proposal." And like everything else lie ever set his hand to accomplish, he
made the book, to use his own words, "as useful and efficient" as it "lay within my power"
to do. It should be noted in passing that Tharchin acknowledged in his Preface his
"indebtedness" to two individuals who have already been mentioned in the present narrativeHeadmaster Karma Sumdhon Paul and Ani Kempe-for the great help they gave him in the
production of the volume.
Before submitting this second primer to the press for printing, however, the Ghoom Mission
as publisher first had to obtain the Education Department's acceptance of it as a prescribed
textbook for the schools. And like the Waismaa primer before it, the Tharchin one, once it
had gained the requisite acceptance of Bengal's Director of Public Instruction, was also
printed by the Baptist Mission Press in Calcutta.

* Since Tharchin's preface to the book is dated thus. conceivably he may have finished work on its compilation
during the early months following his relocation to Kalimpong. For it is known from Tharchin himselfthat he
transferred to the latter place at the beginning of 1917. This is made clear in a passage from a report prepared
by Jesuit Fr. Henry Hosten of a conversation he had \vith the Tibetan at ~arj'eelingin June 1925: "At the
beginning of 1917 the [Ghoom] Finnish Mission sent Tharchin to Kalimpong to the school for the education
of teachers ..." Hosten had conveyed his report to Swiss pastor Oskar Pfister, who in turn included its
contents in a volume the pastor would later publish entitled Die Legetlde Sundar Singhs. 213.
Conceivably as well. the long lapse of time between I Jan. 1917 and the date of publication shortly after 7
Aug. 1917 can perhaps be accounted for by the fact that the Ghoom Mission had to delay the book's
publication till Bengal's Education Llepartmenl gave its approval. See later in the Text above for an explanation.
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Before proceeding further with the narrative, a few words ought to be interposed here
regarding what eventually became of this primer, for it came to play an important role in the
education of many Tibetans: including those many who fled their homeland to India and
elsewhere among the Himalayan lands in the 1950s and '60s. It will be of interest to note,
first of all, that this second primer ultimately went through three successive Revised Editions
at the hands of Tharchin: in 1953, 1962 and 1968, respectively, all three having been printed
and published by Tharchin at the Tibet Mirror Press he had established in Kalimpong. The
printer-publisher explained in his Preface to the 1953 edition the circumstances which impelled
another edition and how the rights to the book itself henceforth came into his possession:
The Book was out of print for several years and the demand for the same increased very much
from the schools and students alike by which the Mission felt the necessity of republishing it,
but due to various reasons they could not undertake the work. After mutual settlement, the
Mission granted me the permission to republish it as my own and at my own cost and for which
I am much thankful to them.. . .
Now 1 felt that this Book needed a thorough revision according to the modern style. So 1
have ventured to revise this Book by adding and changing a few lessons.
By the time of the Third Revised Edition of 1962 Tharchin could report in his Preface that
the second primer had come to be used and appreciated in the following school systems:
those of the Darjeeling District, Sikkim, Bhutan, Leh in Ladakh, and Himachal Pradesh. And
by 1968 with the Fourth Revised Edition it was being distributed freely to the schools
established among tlie Tibetan refugees who had in the meantime come to India in the tens
of thousands as a result of the cruel retribution meted out to Tibet in response to the uprising
in 1959 against her foreign Chinese masters.

Returning once again to the present narrative, it should be pointed out that as a sequel to
the publication in 1917 of Tharchin's Tibetan Second Book, the then Principal of the SUM
Institution, Dr. Sutherland, noticed this second primer of Tharchin's listed in the catalogue of
Government-approved books prescribed for the Indian educational institutions. Immediately
who was then serving as an assistant teacher in the
Sutherland sent for K. D. Pradhar~,~~
same school, and inquired of him as to why Tharchin had not intimated this publishing
achievement at the time ofhis joining the SUM1 Training School in that same year of 1917."
Dr. Sutherland had obviously been left in the dark regarding Tharchin's command of the
Tibetan language. It should be explained that prior to this, in 1915, a trainee at the SUM1 from
Lachung in northern Sikkim had been engaged to teach Tibetan during one of tlie free hours
within the training program but that later he had left to enlist in the army (the Great War was
then in progress). Still faced with this vacant hour, Dr. Sutherland, upon learning of Tharchin's

* This year date is per GTUM TsMs, 93-4. John Bray is in error in stating that Tharchin had found his
to Kalimpong "in the 1920s." See his brief sketch of the Indo-Tibetan's life in his study on "Christian
Missiolis and the Politics of Tibet, 1850-1950," in W. Wagner, ed., Kolonien rtnd Missionell, 185.
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ability, was reported by the Tibetan later to have personally asked him if he was indeed the
author of the Second Book; "to which," said Tharchin, "I replied in the affirmative."
Whereupon Sutherland, who according to Tharchin had been "on the I ~ - o ufor
t an Englishknowing Tibetan teacher" for the free hour, "asked [me] to give lessons in Tibetan to the
Tibetan and Bhutanese boys in addition to [pursuing my] own work in Teachers Training."
And when Tharchin said he would, SUMI's Principal immediately requisitioned and appointed
him to teach the Tibetan language during that hour. "l was very much pleased with this new
assignment," observed Tharchin. "1 endeavored to fulfil1 my responsibilities and duties as a
Tibetan teacher as conscientiously as possible and, 1 hope, to the best satisfaction of the
P r i n ~ i p a l . "As
~ ~ can plainly be seen from Manuel's numerical breakdown of the SUM
Institution's various student bodies into ethnic groups in 1914, Tharchin could quite easily
have had by 1917 as many as twenty-one or more Tibetan (and Bhutanese) scholars to
instruct who were enrolled in the lower school grades and, depending on their ages, as many
as five or more Tibetans who were in the Training Program. Quite a responsibility indeed!

Decades later, incidentally, Tharchin would speak with fond affection in recalling Kristo
Das Pradhan, the assistant SUM1 teacher whom Sutherland had sounded out regarding the
second Tibetan primer and its author. In reminiscing about his dear friend Pradhan, the
Tibetan had this to say:
In those days he was the hostel superintendent [as well, of course, as teacher]. It was customary
then for the students or the hostelers to attend the regular prayer meetings every day both in
the morning and evening. Besides this normal routine, K. D. Pradhan-who was a very spiritually
devotional personality-used to gather a few select students to teach them from the Bible. In
those gatherings he used to encourage them in meditating for about fifteen or t\4.enh minutes.
and then he would call upon someone to pray. He also used to pray with the students. He was
indeed a very spiritual Christian.*

Tharchin also recalled having attended his friend's wedding that \+,asheld in the local
Macfarlane Memorial Church, and that was followed by a fine ~keddingfeast held in K. D.'s
home, which at that time was on the way as one goes to Durpin. After his marriage Pradhan
left the hostel work and in his place Tharchin was appointed a superintendent of the hostel
by the SUM1 Principal Dr. Sutherland.

* If Tharchin thought highly of K . I). Pradhan. the latter \vould come to think equally as much of l'harchin in
the years ichich lay ahead. In an interview in early 1995 with K . D.'s son P. R. Pradhan. the present nriter uas
told b!. him his father's quite succinct hut laudatory estimation of the Tibctan. As he \<as grolring up in
Kalirnpong during the 1920s. '30s and '40s. reported P. R., his father's ccmtinual "one-line assessment" of his
fricnd Gergan Tharchin. and which he "hcard over and over again" fall from his father's lips. w a s the brief
il
Born in 1923, P. R. Pradhan had first come to lino\\ his father's
sentence of praise: "He is a ~ i ~ o n d e r jman!"
dear Tibetan liiend in the 1930s \$hen still a teen-ager, and ~vouldhimselfgo on to scrve. as did his illustrious
father K . D. beforc hiln, as onc of the Sllh.ll's Principals ( 1965-earl)- 1988). Intervie\v. held at the Allan Xlanse
(residence of the SlJMl Principals. \vherc even now P. R.'s elder son s m e s as Principal). Kalirnpong. Jan.
1995.
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Pradhan had joined the Staff at SUM1 in 1913114 and, according to one authority, came to
be "known by all students as NAYA SIR." Moreover, he "was the right hand of Dr. Sutherland
in the office and outside." Furthermore, as to his teaching, "it is impressive," he also having
"patience for defaulter^."^^ K. D. Pradhan would ultimately serve as Principal of the SUM
Institution between 1952 and 1957. Concomitantly with this responsibility he would also
serve, from 1952 onwards until his retirement, as the acting Principal of the local Christian
college. From among all the local Christians in Kalimpong, Pradhan had the distinction of
being the first person ever to have obtained an M.A. degree in philosophy, which he secured
privately from the University of Calcutta. Throughout his long and distinguished career he
was a contributor of thought-provoking articles to well-known periodicals. In addition, he
was instrumental in the revision of the Nepali New Testament up to the book of First
Corinthians, K. D. following in the footsteps of his illustrious maternal grandfather, Ganga
Prasad Pradhan-the "Father of the Nepali Bible" himself who was mentioned earlier in the
present chapter. As.one of his former students in the Christian college afterwards recalled,
he well remembered Principal Pradhan "for his simplicity of life, clarity of thought, exactness
of expression and depth of knowledge, as well as his sincerity and piety."
Furthermore, at the Farewell Ceremony for Professor Pradhan on the occasion of his
retirement fiom teaching and hosted by the Principal and Staff of the SUM Institution, Tharchin,
as one of the main speakers at the function, offered up highly appreciative remarks on the
character and Christian testimony of this dear saint. Found among the Tharchin Papers was
an outline of his speech in honor of Pradhan. This was listed on the verso of the invitation
sent to the Indo-Tibetan that announced the upcoming Ceremony. He prefaced his kind
remarks 011the beloved Professor by saying: "I knew him since 1917 and was his student till
May 1921." Tharchin then went on to cite for those assembled ten distinctive traits or
characteristics that he who had known him so well had-observehinK D;Pradhan: (I) a
God-fearing man; (2) one whose religious faith had been truly bhakti in character: faithful
devotion and prayerfulness to his personal Christian God; (3) a tireless laborer for his Lord
and His people; (4) long-suffering towards other people's troubles and problems; (5) a lover
of Christ; (6) a humble man; (7) a just man; (8) one who was equal and fair to all; (9) not
prideful; and (10) one whose life served as a pattern for others to emulate.
It may finally be of interest to note that one of the principal thoroughfares in Kalimpong,
K. D. Pradhan Road, was named after him. It is along this very hill-road that Gergan Tharchin
would build his home and, with his wife, establish the Himalayan Children's Home-both of
which still exist today.

The years 19 17 and 19 19-20 proved to be extren~elybusy ones for Dorje Tharchin due to
a number of travels he would make to Sikkim and to Bhutan. AII entire chapter-Chapter 13
to follow-has been devoted to detailing for the reader the journeys he made to the latter
country, because these were major undertakings having more than usual significance both
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for Tharchin and for the Bhutanese state itself. Just here, however, the shorter and less
significant visits he made to Sikkim can be narrated more briefly.
The first of these occurred in less than a year of Tharchin's arrival at SUMI, it taking
place in December of 1917, just afier the beginning of the academic winter vacation. This
particular journey would be to the western part of Sikkim, an area of this small kingdom
which had not been traversed by the Tibetan when he had trekked through Sikkim's eastern
and southern districts three years earlier with Sadhu Sundar Singh. Now Dr. Sutherland had
effected an arrangement whereby Tharchin (as an interpreter) was to accompany four
members ofthe Calcutta University Commission, one ofwhom happened also to be Bengal's
Director of Public Instruction, Mr. W. W. Hornell. The latter was already acquainted with
Tharchin's work, having reviewed and approved as a prescribed textbook for Bengal's schools
his second primer of the Tibetan language mentioned earlier, The Tibetan Second Book,
before it had been published and circulated for use. Hornell's acceptance of the work,
incidentally, had occurred only a few months prior to this proposed trek into Sikkim, since
Tharchin's Preface to the Second Book was dated 7 August 1917.
Now the contemplated trip for these four Commissionerswas primarily cultural in character,
with the centerpiece of the tour being to visit the oldest monastery, Padma Yangtse, in
western Sikkim.67Spelled also as Pema-yangtse and meaning "The Sublime Perfect Lotus,"
it is not only one of the oldest but also the most important of the Sikkimese monasteries, since
among other reasons this monastic institution-at least up through the 1940s-was still only
accepting candidates for the priesthood from the upper classes. Not only was this monastery
the official center of religion in the State but also near its precincts could still be found ruins
of the ancient palace of the former maharajas. Situated at a height of 6840 feet, the monastery
provides a panoramic view of the stupendous Kanchenjunga range of snow peaks that glitter
in the morning sun. Built in 1705, this gompa of the Nyingrnapa Red Sect of the Buddhist
Church was at one time presided over by the Royal priest who once officiated the coronation
ofthe earlier maharajas. Very modern in its appearance, its beauty, wrote David Macdonald
in 1943, was now "marred by a corrugated iron roof, a testimony to the march of progress in
the Himalayas!" In this monastery is housed a large Buddha's image as well as an image of
Padma Sambhava, the founder of the Nyingmapa Red Sect of Buddhism in Tibet.68
But of far greater spiritual significance,according to Nikolai Roerich, was the old monastery
of Tashiding, which was but one day's niarch distant from Padma Yangtse and which the
Commissioners and their interpreter Tharchin niust have also visited while in the district.
Tashiding, noted Bip Pares, was "like a fairy city among the clouds that float over and
beneath it and cling to its every side." Crowning the summit, as it did, of a steep conical
mountain that is washed on three sides by different rivers, a climb of 2500 feet up from the
riverbed is required to reach the gompa. Nevertheless, this six- or seven-hour ascent to the
hill's 4800-foot summit follows along a pleasant trail that takes one through fields and cardamom
groves, giant bamboos, and orange gardens. Near the gompa stands even today an old
chorten which reputedly contains the remains of the mythical Buddha who preceded Gautama.
Considered so holy by the local inhabitants, this sacred erection is known as the Thong-werang-to-"The
Savior by Mere Sight." For it is believed by thousands of pilgrims who
yearly come here for the Bhum Chu or Water Pot Ceremony that all sins shall be cleansed
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by merely contemplating this great sacred chorten of Tashiding. And thus Tashiding, who%
name itself means in Tibetan, "The Elevated Central Glory," is deemed to be the holiest of all
holy hills in Sikkim. Wrote Pares of Tashiding gompa's appearance and ethereal atmosphere:
As it rises, as if from out of nowhere-for mist surrounds the base of the mountain and the
riverbed--one realizes what an eye for beauty these ancient lamas had who founded their
temples and monasteries always on some site where, not only are the immediate surroundings
beautiful, but from which there is always a magnificent view of the mountains above the
clouds. This place seems to symbolize what one's first childish impressions of Heaven used to
be-a golden-roofed city floating amidst white clouds.
The lamas, he added, were wise enough "to find an outlet for their souls when for a lifetime
their bodies must be imprisoned within these precincts." It would have been much more
difficult for them, Pares concluded, to have spent year upon year secluded away in some
shut-in-valley than on some spur from which mountains could be seen.69
Such, then, were some of the sights Tharchin must have enjoyed as he and the four
Commissioners toured throughout the area. This lasted for about a week, after which they
finally returned via Namchi to the southeast. From there the party proceeded across the
Sikkim-Indian border to Darjeeling Town where they put themselves up in the Planters'
Club. Tharchin reported that the Co~nmissionershad given him an excellent certificate of
merit. And indeed, found among his personal papers was a note of commendation handwritten
in ink and signed by Mr. Hornell, D.P.I. Bengal, under the embossed logo and letterhead of
the Calcutta University Commission. Dated 30 December 1917, it read:
Tarchin [sic], a Thibetan schoolmaster, went with a party ofthe Commission to Pemionchi, as
an interpreter. He was very useful to us. His knowledge ofEnglish is good and I can confidently
recommend him as a man of excellent disposition and capacity. He recently went with Dr.
Sutherland and me to Bhootan.
More than a year would elapse before Tharchin would make another trek into this same
neighboringstate, but this time into northern Sikkim. It will be recalled that in late 1912, not
long after he had first arrived in Ghoom, the Tibetan from Poo had made his very first
journey into Sikkim. And at that time his destination was the Christian mission station at
Lachen in the north and the Christian congregation that was there. At Kalimpong, however,
there would arise an opportunity to travel to Lachen's sister station at Lachung that was
situated to the east but along a different mountain valley by which to get there from the south
more directly. This visit would occur in January of 1919 during the winter break at SUM1 that
had begun in December of the previous year. The primary purpose of the journey was to
offer at respective stages along the way a Life of Christ show on the magic lantern as well
as recently developed and mounted pictures of Bhutan, and those also of the Great War.
whose hostilities had just been concluded by the Armistice that was signed in Europe on 11
November 1918.
Having gone back in December to Ghoom early on in the 19 18119 winter break to visit
with old friends and to prepare for the contemplated tour, Tharchin, now equipped with the
magic lantern and slides, departed from there with his fellow-companion in tlle gospel-a
brother James--on 30 December and headed for the river Rangit. After staying overnight at
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the familiar dak bungalow that was there, the two trekked into Sikkim the following day up to
Namchi village and onward the next day to Temi. Upon arrival here on New Year's Day
19 19 they were met by Dr. Sutherland, who was most likely staying at the Mission bungalow
where five years earlier Tharchin and Sundar S ingh had enjoyed a lunch with a missionary
couple and where the Sadhu had delivered a sermon before a small assembly of saints on the
bungalow's veranda (see again Volume I, Chapter 9). Now according to a periciled note in
Tharchin's expense diary he had kept ofthe journey, the Tibetan that very day received from
the SUM1 Principal a gift of Rs. 20/-.
It is not too much to assume that on the second of their two-night stay at Temi Tharchin
and James were asked by Dr. Sutherland to show at the Mission bungalow the Life of Christ
on the magic lantern before a group of assembled believers and other interested folk, as well
as perhaps the Bhutan and War slides. Whether that was the case or not, it is known for
certain that they presented these latter slides at Singtam, the next halting point in their travels
together towards Gangtok. For included in the travel diary, to which apparently both travelers
contributed entries, is an unfinished inked draft of a letter dated "Singtam, 4- 1-1 9" in what
appears to be the handwriting of brother James and that reads:
Dear Sir,
We did not go to Sang [a neighboring village] because the teacher was not at Sang and the
villagers told us that there cannot be a great assembly, so we stayed at Singtam. The first night
[i.e., 3 January, which was the night ofthe day they left Temi and descended easily to this large
bazaar village of Singtam] we showed the Bhutan and the War slides, and the second night
[that very night of the 4& on which James still later that night wrote this letter] we showed
about Bhutan.

From Singtam's familiar dak bungalow on the Yh,the two travelers now headed for the
Sikkimese capital along an arduous, mostly uphill, and quite lengthy trail of 18 miles which
they nonetheless negotiated all in one day. Here they would remain for four days and five
nights. Without question the highlight of their stay in Gangtok occurred on the 6'hof January
when they "had the honor," Tharchin would later write, "of showing the pictures at the
Sikkim Durbar for the entertainment of the newly arrived Maharani and the mother of the
Maharaja who was then absent, being away in Delhi."
Continuing on their tour north and showing the magic lantern at various other places
along the trail (they halting at such villages and towns as Dikchu, Ringam. Mangam and
Chungthang), Tharchin and James finally reached Lachung on the l 3Ih of January. a town
some 40 to 50 trekking miles north northeast of the Sikkimese capital. And as \\!as the case
when at Lachen six years earlier, here at Lacliung Tharchin was able to have sweet fellowship
with a local body of Christians that had likewise been established by the niissio~iariesof the
Scandinavian Alliance Mission shortly after the turn of the hbentieth century. And at Lachung.
as elsewhere on tlie trek. these two evangelists nould sho~sthe lantern presentation on the
Life of Christ, \~liiclinii~sthave pleased the saints and attracted as \+ellthe interest of some
too.
if not all of the non-Christian inquirers there-who were doubtless present at the s h o ~
After a number ofdays had passed. the Tibetan and his companion bade goodbye to their
Christian hosts and retraced their steps down to as far as Gangtok and Si~lgtarii.From tlie
latter place, tione\.er, instead of trekking back to Ghoom Tharchin and Jarnes-ioi~rne>ed
to
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Rangpo and on to Kalimpong. Here the Tibetan language teacher arrived in late January
well in advance of the time in March of 1919 when a new academic year would begin at the
SUM In~titution.'~

By the end of 1919 Tharchin had successfully passed his Teachers Training examination,
"a four-year course," he long afterwards recalled, "but which," he added, he "took less than
three years to finish." As required by the agreement he had signed, Tharchin went back to
Ghoom, where he was reinstated in his previous teaching posts. "But no sooner had a month
passed," he later noted, he "was called back to Kalimpong." Dr. Sutherland had contacted
the Ghoom Finnish Mission to ask that it release Tharchin in order that he might serve
permanently as a full-time teacher of Tibetan in the SUM Institution itself. Furthermore,
Sutherland also indicated that if he wished, and without any fees or charges, Tharchin, as the
latter himself phrased it, could "side by side to his Tibetan Teacher post prosecute his studies"
at the Kalimpong Institution "up to the Matriculation standard ... of Calcutta University."
When the Ghoom Mission authorities kindly consented to cooperate with the proposal of
Dr. Sutherland, the Tibetan from Poo, being the ambitious person that he was, was quick to
grasp the offer, he taking full advantage of the opportunity to better himself professionall)
and academically. Thanking his Finnish Mission superiors for their willingness to abrogate
the agreement for his sake and for SUMI's, Tharchin resigned his position at Ghoom almost
immediately and went back to Kalimpong to take up the Tibetan teaching post in the Institution.
At the same time he commenced his program of attending classes as a regular student in
preparation for eventually passing the Calcutta University Matric examination (a program,
however, which he would never complete out of deference to an opportunity that arose for
him to go to Tibet). Tharchin worked hard on teaching Tibetan but applied himself even
harder to learning more about other school subjects. Commenting later on this, he said:
I desired to improve my compass of knowledge and therefore I utilized every moment to master
the school curriculum. I tried my level best to acquaint myself with the particulars of the
modem sciences as they were taught in the school. I am thankful to the school authorities for
granting me special consideration to attend the classes regularly and even to appear for the
periodic examinations as though I were a regular normal student. I am, above all else, thankful
to the Lord for this occasion to equip myself educationally.''

It ought to be mentioned that at the opening of the school year of 19 1 8 (which was a year
after Dorje Tharchin had initially commenced his program at SLIM])the Institution had had
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just six classes operating. Every year thereafter, however, it upgraded itself by one additional
class until by the year 192 1 it had become a full-fledged high school. Tharchin had the unique
privilege of teaching Tibetan to the first batch of Tibetan students at the secondary level ever
to enter the SUMI. He prepared these students for the High School's final examination for
that academic year (1 92 1), but left at the end of April that year* before the actual examination
period had arrived because by that time he had received a long-awaited chance to go to the
land of Tibet.
In Tharchin's absence one of his brilliant students, Chhotuk by name, stepped into the
shoes of his master and assumed the task of a Tibetan teacher for the remaining months of
the 1921 school year; indeed, he would continue op the Staff of SUM1 through 1926.72(Chhotuk,
incidentally, would go on to become the Rev. C. T. Pazo, the longtime but later retired
indigenous Lepcha minister of the CNI local church at G a n g t ~ k . i )When
~ ~ asked further
about the number of students who had enrolled for the examination, Tharchin paused, then
smiled and said, "I coached only two students, yet both of them passed and therefore none
failed. So my result," he added with a twinkle in his eye, "was still cent percent!" This would
not be the last time this inveterate word-player of languages would pull the proverbial pun!

Reflecting back upon these school days when he was both student and teacher, Gergan
Tharchin had this to say:
Those days were quite different in many respects compared to the more modem times of today.
The students then were simple and loving. They were not cunning or crafty as we find them
today. Besides, they were peaceful, and obedient to their immediate superiors. Their respect

* The source for this date is the Pfister volume cited a few footnotes earlier. Die Legende Sundar S111ghs.2 13.
The pertinent passage there indicates that after being sent back again from Ghoom to Kalimpong. Tharchin
"studied [and taught] here until the end of April 192 1 ."
t Young Chhotuk had the distinction of being the first student at SUM1 to have matriculated in Tibetan, "which
was an important factor in his later acceptance by the [Sikkim] Maharaja as the spiritual leader of the
Christians in Sikkim." Indeed, it was because ofhis Tibetan studies that Rev. Pazo would in time receive many
good offers of employment- both in Tibet and from the Sikkim government. "But he decided that his first
desire was to do God's work." Of further interest is the fact that though a Christian. Rev. Pazo came to be
regarded by his Buddhist friends as "Rimpoche," "Geshe La" or "Lopen La" (Great Teacher) in view of his great
knowledge in Tibetan language and literature. See C. L. Perry. Nepaliarolrnd the h r l d . 101. 105, 125 note 98.
Rev. Pazo remained ever and always a very close friend of Tharchin's. would serve. like him. on the Guild
Mission Council in the mid-1930s, and would serve as one ofTharchin's two Examiners when he himself was
preparing to be ordained a national pastor in 1952 (see Volume 111, Chapter 25 for details). It would appear that
all who interacted with Rev. Pazo were the better for having met him. Even non-Christians appreciated his
lovable nature. Indeed, the Sikkimese Buddhist aristocrat Sonam T. Kazi, who knew C. T. Pazo and knew even
better his son Pasang Obed, said of Pastor Pazo that "everybody loved him." Interview with the Kazi, Oct.
1991.
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and devotion towards their teachers was genuine, and they truly evinced heartfelt veneration
for their mentors. In those days the preceptors were regarded with high honor and position
and were considered as important as, if not more than, the parents in the formation of a child's
character and career.*

* Unbeknown to Tharchin at the very time of making these observations while preparing his so-called
memoirs, his much younger Tibetan friend and fulure scholar-author, Professor t)awa Norbu, was in the
process of setting down some of these very same sentiments in his first major publication. HedSlar Over Tlbef
(London, 1974, page 122). For in the course ofdcscribing his teacher's strong discipline and modes ofcorporal
punishment meted out at the lay school he attended in hisl'ibetan community of Sakya, Norbu was moved10
comment as follows:
We feared our leacher. no1 because he was a tyrant. but because he was our guru; so we respected and loved
him as well. When I had escaped to India 119591 and went to school in Kallmpong 119631. 1 was surprised
at the resentful manner in which the sludenls look ever1 a gentle admonitto~lfrnnl 111eir tuachel.~.Snlall as
we wcre in Sakya. we took every thrashing From the leacher as an act 01' kindness, and Ilever Fell llur1
mentally. We consoled ourselves with the thought that, because the teacher cared for us. he took pains to
thrash us for the sake of discipline. In Kalimpong I found that this attitude was quite bej.ood the conlprellension
of Westernized students.

C H A P T E R

13

The First Evangelist of Christ to Bhutan: First Lord's Supper There
He called unto him the twelve, and began to send them forth by two and two; . .. And they
went out, and preached that men should repent .... And the apostles gathered themselves
together unto Jesus; and they told him all things, whatsoever they had done, and whatsoever
they had taught.
As often as ye eat this bread, and drink the cup, ye proclaim the Lord's death till he come.
Mark 6:7, 12,30; 1 Corinthians 1 1 :26

IN THE YEAR 1917 Dorje Tharchin was for the first time privileged to journey through the
mountain-locked State of Bhutan lying to the north o f India in the eastern region. There has
always been an air of mystery surrounding this "hermit kingdom" in the clouds, a nation that
historically has been even more exclusive than Tibet. The mystery is perhaps best explained
both by its geographical isolation and the fiercely independent spirit o f its Mongolian and
Tibetan mountaineer farmers. Bhutan, said one Britisher, would have been a fitting region in
which author James Hilton might have easily set his Shangri La when writing his celebrated
novel, Lost Horizon. "Tibet," added this Britisher, who knew the region well, "is remote; and
the civilization of Bhutan had come to it from Tibet across the great mountain range of the
Himalayas." The Land of Snows, in fact, had for long been her main trading partner and
source of news and cultural interchange, and Bhutan's only other intercourse with the outside
world had been along narrow mule trails of trade with northern India.
Yet within this land of mystery can be found one of the loveliest, most beautiful landscapes
in the world. S o lovely and so beautiful, indeed, that this same Britisher, Sir Basil Gould, was
wont to say, "I know no other country so fine, so fertile and so unspoiled."* This unspoiled
character reminded him so much of Switzerland:
More than any other country that 1 know, and certainly more than Kashmir, Bhutan makes me
think of the Swiss countryside as it may have been some hundreds of years ago. But it is a
countryside without a single town; and if there is a shop in the whole of Bhutan I have not seen
it. Away from the bold rain-soaked hills clothed with deciduous forest, which overlook the
plains of Bengal and Assam, the country becomes less steep, the rainfall is moderate and the
natural vegetation is chiefly pine and fir ofmany kinds. These in turn give place to rhododendron
and to maples, which in late autumn set the valleys and hillsides aflame with tongues of red.
russet and gold. Above the tree-line are rock slopes where sheep a--id yaks graze in summer.
Above all towers a mighty range of snow mountains. A hundred peaks await the first challenge
ofman.
This tiny "forbidden kingdom" embraces but 19,000 square miles, stretching about 200
miles west to east along the eastern section of the Himalayas. The climate varies with the

* An observation not unlike that of another but earlier British visitor to the land, Sir Thomas i-loldich. who
traveled there during the nineteenth centur},. Enthused Sir Thomas: "Throughout the long extensive width ol'
the Himalayas bet\\een the Indus and the Brahmaputra, there is no country so remarkable for the grandcur of
its natural features as is Bhutan." Quoted in A. P. Agarwala. ed., Tortrist Guide ro Darjeelirrg. Sikkim and
Bhutan. 69.
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altitude. Within a single day's journey the traveler can easily pass from summer to winter
"and from a cold snow-clad height look down on a valley sweltering in the sun." With
mountains plunging from a snowy 24,000 to a warm 5,000 feet, the land is well watered and
most of the inhabitants-concentrated primarily in the rich central valleys and uplandshave long practiced terrace farming in the raising of rice, wheat and barley. Rainfalls in
Bhutan of 200 to 300 inches a year, mostly occurring within the space of just a few weeks,
are not uncommon-at least on the southern faces of the outer ranges of hills. Farther north,
however, and especially on the northern faces of the hills, there is less heavy rainfall until.
upon reaching the elevated Tibetan plains which lie between the primary eastern Himalayan
range and the Tsangpo River, there is but a few inches a year. Apart from Nepalese immigration
into the southern foothills during the years which followed World War Two, most of Bhutan'~
inhabitants have dwelt above the 8000-foot line. This is the so-called middle zone that ranges
in altitude from between 4000 and 10,000 feet. In the valley of each large river as the latter
passes this zone there was built a dzong or fort that served as the official residence of the
Governor of the district. Any journey from west to east, which haa been for long the primary
transit way in the country, always involved a climb of transverse ridges, crossing them at
altitudes of between 9000 and 14,000 feet, with a long and sometimes steep descent to the
valley, where could be found the dzong or castle which commanded the surrounding area.
This, in fact, would be the pattern of transit across the country followed by Tharchin on his
own travels in the land.
In the 1920s the population of Bhutan was about 300,000; in 197 1 it was estimated at
around 900,000. Not as monolithic as they like to appear to outsiders, the Bhutanese oftoday
are round-faced Orientals of Mongolian origin comprising several ethnic and language groups.
According to Sarat Chandra Das, the name of Bhutan was derived from the name Bhotanta,
that is to say, "the border land of Bhota," thus signifying "the end of the Bhot countryv-the
ancient name, it will be recalled, for Tibet. Indeed, "the original inhabitants of Bhutan, the
Tephus, were subjugated, several centuries ago, by a band of military colonists from Tibet."
This may help to explain why the predominant part of the population is today the Sharchops
or Bote tribes of the north; these, presumably having come from Tibet, are now deemed to
be the indigenous inhabitants and form the main strength of Lamaist Buddhism, for Tibetanstyle Lamaism has exerted a powerful influence in Traditional Bhutan (see below). The
Nepalese in the south make up the largest minority element and had comprised until recently
roughly about twenty-five percent of the populace*. Smaller minorities include Tibetans
from Kham in eastern Tibet, Lepchas from nearby Sikkim, and Santal descendants of Bihari
migrants from India.

*

Having felt increasingly threatened over the years-religiously, economically and p o ~ i ~ i c a l l y - - bthis
~
growing ethnic Nepali Hindu minority, the Bhutanese government, predominantly 1,amaistic Buddhist ill
character, outlook and privilege, commenced in the early 1990s the e x p ~ ~ l s i oofn all those among this ethnic
minority whom it arbitrarily deemed to be "non-nationals." As a result of this anti-Nepali agitation. huee
refugee camps began springing up across the border in nearby East Nepal as a way to acconlmodate tens oC
thousands of Nepalis who have been forced out of what had been for many of these displaced persons over
several generations their own natural homeland. The vast majority ofthese refugees have refilscd to he inteceraled
into the citizen society of Nepal; on the contrary, they continue to nurse the hope (,f'once again i-elunlinetO
their confiscated properly and resuming the relatively prosperous life, so rudely disrlll>led, a h i c h the? had
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Historically a martial people feuding among themselves, the various tribes in the land
were ultimately united by a militant Tibetan Buddhist priest in the mid-sixteenth century. A
treaty signed in 1730 with Tibet recognized Bhutan's independence. But fighting between
the British in India and Bhutan's semi-religious "god-kingsW-provokedby the occupation of
Assam by the British-led to a long series ofbattles in the early nineteenth century. Eventually
Bhutan made peace overtures and signed the Treaty of Sinchula with the British in 1865.
This in time led to the creation of the present hereditary dynasty of the maharaja (since 1963
known as the drukgyalpos-kings) that resulted from British recognition in 1907 of Ugyen
Wangchuk as an absolute ruler with complete authority and absolute supremacy above all
lesser chiefs and even the powerful lamas in the land. In 1910 a new treaty-inspired,
championed and negotiated personally by none other than Gergan Tharchin's future friend,
Sir Charles Bell-was signed between the British and Bhutan which amended several of the
provisions of the Sinchula Treaty. Under this revised agreement the British Government of
India agreed not to interfere in Bhutan's internal affairs, while the latter consented to be
guided by the advice of India's government with respect to her foreign affairs. Until 1959
Bhutan's royalty had continually looked northward to Tibet for trade, cultural intercourse and
religious inspiration. Since the fall of Tibet to the Chinese, however, the "Kingdom of the
Thunder Dragon" now'looks to India for advice and succor in the face of any threat from
Communist China.

Throughout Bhutan's history this almost totally Buddhist State had been closed to the
gospel of Christ, subjected as its people continually were to what, in the opinion of Western
observers generally, was the tyrannical power of its lamas whom one British envoy to Bhutan
prior to the war of 186415 had described as "the most immoral of the most immoral people on
earth." Not to be outdone by this statement, a former Lieutenant Governor of Bengal and
later Governor of Bombay, Sir Richard Temple, writing in 1887, was wont to characterize
the inhabitants of Bhutan as on the one hand, "a dark, powerful, finely made race, Tibetan in
features, language and religion"; but on the other hand, as "of a very unpleasing character,
being described as vain, rude, inaccessible, sulky, quarrelsome, turbulent, cowardly and cruel,
and grossly immoral and drunken withal." And a decade and more later, uncomplimentary
observations about the Bhutanese were still being voiced, a case in point being a handbook
led back in Bhutan. On again-off again negotiations, in an attempt to resolve the refugee crisis, have been
carried on for many years now between the Governments of Nepal and Bhutan; however, they seem to be
going nowhere, despite the mediating assistance of third-party Governments (India conspicuously not one of
them, though) and even that of the United Nations Refugee High Commisioner. Meanwhile. with a great deal of
time on their hands and nothing much else to do day after day, the original refugee population, through the
natural process of human reproduction. has increased to a number that well exceeds a hundred thousand.
Indeed, the camps have become virtual refugee cities in themselves. As the present volume goes to press. there
seems to be renewed hope that a way out of the impasse may soon be forthcoming.
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on Darjeeling that was published in 1899. Wrote the author, G . S. Bomwetsch, Principal of
tlie Boys' School at this British hill station:
.. . the big mountaineers from Bhutan are active and industrious, but turbulent, quarrelsome
and fond of drinking "murruwah" (a native liquor made from millet). .. . They are the most
immoral and dirty race to be met with in the Himalayas. Marriage ties are little respected, one
woman may at the same time have several husbands, and she is often the wife of all the

brothers. Like the Afridis and other frontier tribes in the northwest of India, the Bhutanese are
born robbers and thieves.. . . Several embassies were sent at different times [to Bhutan] with
the object of establishing friendly relations but as the Bhutanese are morally unable to keep
their word, nothing has come of these missions; the ignorance and superstition of the race has
barred their land to strangers.
It should be pointed out, however, that a century earlier George Bogle ofthe British East
India C o ~ n p a ~had
i y this to say of the Bhutanese in 1774: "They are strangers to falsehood
and ingratitude: theft and every other species of dishonesty to which tlie love of ~noneygives
birth are little known." And F. M . (Eric) Bailey, the British Political Officer for Bhutan ofa
later day, after quoting these comments of Bogle's, himself went on to say: "lt is well to
remember these early impressions, which have certainly been confirmed by later travelers,
for there was a period in the middle of tlie last century [the time of Temple and the envoy
quoted earlier] when our relations with Bhutan were such as to color unfavorably the opinion
held of the people."
Yet, even well into tlie twentieth century there were still widely differingopinions regarding
tlie moral and social state of the country. For example, some said they had never known a
people "so degraded" as tlie Bhutanese; others, that they were "a fine race," albeit "often
dirty in their habits and persons." Tlie lower classes were reported to be little better than
"slaves" of the higher officials, and throughout tlie land, "mig!it was rightm-which as a
matter of fact seemed to be "the whole and sole law and custoni" of tlie country! A certain
degrec of honesty among the people was indeed acknowledged, but it was safe to assert,
said onc observer in 193 1, that "econoniically, socially and morally, the . .. people of Bhutan
are probably tlie neediest in the whole Hi~nalayanrange."

Tlie all-powerful role which religion has traditionally had in the life of Bhutan's people is
everywhere to be seen. The conversion of tlie people to Buddhisni took place in tlie eighth
century through the instrumentality of tlie travelirig Buddllist saint, Padma Salnhliava. As
alluded to earlier, the country's many tribes were first united by Sheptoon La-Pha, a travelillg
lama from Tibet who skillfully wielded both temporal and spiritual power. Ruled as a Buddhist
"theocracy" for the next 300 years-when by 1930 there were about two thousand lamas
and many nuns-the Bhutanese tended to associate their religio~iwith their national identity
so strongly that Western missionaries (such as the highly respected Revs. Sutherland and
Gralia~ii)were seldom allowed even to visit Bhutan, let alone to proclainl the Christian
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gospel there. In recent years, however, it would seem that some Christian influence has
been able to make inroads; nevertheless, the open preaching of the gospel is still forbidden
today by the authorities. Because Buddhism of the Tibetan variety has remained the State
religion, by the mid-1970s one fourth of all revenues were said to be earmarked for the
support of four thousand h n a s residing in eight monasteries.
Yet Buddhism in Bhutan, as in her sister Himalayan kingdoms, thinly vei Is an all-pervading
Animism which controls the lives of the masses. To give but one example of what a vast
array of evil spirits the people had to appease by means of the propitiatory rites which are
performed by the priests of the Red Hat Buddhist Sect, it is instructive to quote from a letter
that was written on 27 December 1864 by the religious head of the country, called the
Dharma Raja, and sent to the English General during the Bhutan War of that year: "But if
you will take possession of my country, which is small, without fighting, and attach it to your
own kingdom, which is large, I shall send the divine force of 12 gods, as per margin, who are
very ferocious ghosts. Of this force 7,000 stop at Chamarchee, 5,000 at Doorma, 9,000 at
Buxa and 102,000 at Dhalim Duar"! From the worship of relics of a devil-worship cult to the
belief in ghosts, witches and "clawing spirits" to again the calls for witch doctors for assistance
in illness: all are elements in an animistic faith that, coupled with Mahayana Buddhism and
Hindu Tantric meditation, recitation and incantation, forms the core of Bhutanese religion to
this day.'

Now the very first journey which Tharchin made into Bhutan took him there in the capacity
of interpreter for both Mr. Hornell, identified earlier as Bengal's Director of Public Instruction
(i.e., education), and Dr. Sutherland, the Principal of the Scottish Universities' Mission
Institution in Kalimpong. According to one authority on the subject, Dr. Sutherland had the
distinction of being the first missionary of the Kalimpong Scottish Mission to have been
officially permitted inside Bhutan, and this thus constituted the initial opening of the door to a
more direct foreign missions influence upon tlie country.?These three travelers to Bhutan
would be on an Education Mission that would require them to be away froni India for well
over two months, for as best as can be determined the trio left Kaliriipong in late August of
1917 and did not return to the hill station till early November.?Needless to say, the Tibetan
from Poo counted it a privilege to have been selected for this important endeavor. Dr.
Sutherland had taken the initiative, in response to a request by the Maharaja of Bhutan. to
establish schools and provide the necessary qualified teaching staff to man the resultant
educational institutions.Just here, however. sonie facts revolving around Rev. John Graha~n's
associatiori with certain Bhutanese political figures--especially die Ra-ja llgyen Dorjee. his
son S. T. Dorjee, and tlie very first (1907-26) Maharaja of Bhutan (Ugyen Wangcliuk).
dating back all the way to 1890-will be helpful in understanding how it was that the Maharaja
broke somewhat with the past isolationist policy of his country and extended this unusual
invitation.
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Almost from the beginning of his years at Kalimpong, Graham had shown great interest
in Bhutan and its people. At first, though, that interest had been based on a desire to convert
the people to the Christian faith. But as it developed, the influence he ultimately did cometo
exert on the nation was more political than religious in nature. For as it turned out, Grahm
virtually assumed the role of "an intermediary between the British Government and the
Maharaja of B h ~ t a n . "It~ all came about as a result of the friendship Graham made in
Kalimpong with a Bhutanese Raja by the name of Ugyen Dorjee, a "progressive and
enlightened noblemanw5who was "a kinsman of the Maharaja and his chief henchman in
unifying B h ~ t a n , "and
~ was the longtime First Minister of State to the Maharaja. But as
official Agent for the Bhutan government vis-a-vis the Government of India (with all official
correspondence between these two Governments passing through his hands), he was required
to spend at least halfof his time in Kalimpong rather than live on the vast estates he maintained
in his homeland where he spent only the summer months.' And as a consequence Graham
and the Raja struck up a friendship that was to last for twenty-seven years until the latter's
death in late 1916.
An interesting description of the Raja dating from 1891 has been provided by a British
traveler, Florence Donaldson, who with her husband journeyed through parts of the eastern
Himalayas that year, including a stopover at Kalimpong. In those early days Raja Ugyen
Dorjee was also known as Ugyen Kazi or the Kazi (Headman) cf Kalimpong, since at that
time this hill station served as the capital of British Bhutan. One day Ugyen Kazi came to
pay the travelers a visit at the Manse of Rev. and Mrs. Graham where the couple were
staying in Kalimpong. Writes Mrs. Donaldson of the Raja on this and another occasion:
He was invited into the room where we were sitting, and shook hands in orthodox fashion
when presented to us. He was a Bhutanese and of most handsome appearance. Tall, goodlooking, with high aquiline nose and clear, dark complexion; and dressed in a long garment of
rich claret-colored silk, with a turban-shaped hat of black felt, and English patent leather boots
that creaked with every step in a most imposing manner.. .. [On another day he again] turned
up at the Manse . . . Smarter than ever in another silk robe striped in various colors, long boots,
and handsome inlaid sword and Tibetan fire pouch; seated on a fidgety gray pony, gorgeously
caparisoned with scarlet trappings, and led by a smart syce; followed by an equally grand
attendant carrying the pan box, he looked and felt a very superior person indeed, and I was
delighted at the opportunity of seeing and photographing the Kazi of Kalimpong thus dressed
in gala array.'
Now it so happened that Ugyen Dorjee's son, Kumar Sonam Tobgye (b. 1897 or 8),
eventually came to receive part of his education with Rev. Graham's daughters, had even
, ~ at the subsequent request of the Raja, was allowed to
come to be one of the f a m i l ~and,
attend the Graham's Homes Establishment school as a day scholar so that he might receive
a sound English education. Kumar S. T. then went on to Darjeeling for further instruction at
St. Paul's School. From such contact with this nobleman family, Graham's interest and
involvement with Bhutanese affairs was bound to grow, since among other things Raja
Dorjee would often consult him on various state affairs. In fact, the Maharaja, in a letter to
Graham after the death of the Raja, noted that the latter had often mentioned Graham's
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name to him and used to tell him that the missionary had been his adviser concerning many
different matters of state.
Upon the death of the Raja, Graham took it upon himself to write the Maharaja requesting
that he appoint Sonam Tobgye-now 19 years old-as successor to his father in all matters
between Bhutan and the British government. To which the Maharaja agreed, declaring far
more than just that in his reply to the Scottish missionary: "During the Raja's lifetime you
were his trusted friend and I hope you will help and guide his son. Should he err sometimes
I hope you will try to advise and correct him. I hope you will teach Tobgye as much as you
can in all matters."1° And as year after year followed upon each other, Graham gradually
came to act quite openly "as an ambassador for Bhutan"" in its affairs, to the apparently
mutual satisfaction of both Governments concerned, even though the Bengal government
would not have normally taken kindly towards missionaries becoming involved in any kind of
political affairs.
Now one of the chief interests Graham had continually had towards Bhutan was the
inauguration of an education program for its people, a matter he emphasized more than once
with both Raja Dorjee (father and son) and the Maharaja himself. So that it was not too
much of a surprise when eventually in early 19 14 the invitation by the Maharaja came to Dr.
Sutherland requesting that educational assistance be extended to India's more backward
neighbor.I2

This had all come about before the elder Raja Dorjee's death and had been communicated
to the SUM1 Principal through the Maharaja's Minister of State in Kalimpong. Specifically,
the invitation was a request for Dr. Sutherland to send teachers to Bhutan to open a number
of schools. The Principal at first "consulted teachers and took advice from others," who
counseled him that "it would be a very noble service to Bhutan if teachers were sent to
Bhutan to spread education." Whereupon Sutherland met again with Ugyen Dorjee and
announced afterwards that two teachers would be sent to Ha-Dzong where they would
open a school that, under an ingenious arrangement, would operate "for six months at Ha
and six months at Kalimpong."13 The plan-as described more fully seven years later by a
Scottish Churchman who visited Kalimpong in December 1921 and found that it was still
very much in operation--called for the school's students to attend their classes in Bhutan
"for six months in the summertime, taught by teachers from the Mission; and in the cold
months they migrate [to Kalimpong] with their teachers, to be for six months boarders in a
Christian hostel." Added the Churchman, these boys "are not Christians, but how much it
means for them and for the future of Christianity in Bhutan, that here and now they are being
penetrated by Christian ideas, and shaped by the loving hands of Christian mis~ionaries!"'~
Accordingly, in the latter half of 19 14 the first educational institution to be founded in the
kingdom of Bhutan under the auspices of Western Christian Missions was opened in HaDzong, well known for being the residential headquarters and center of the home district of
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Raja Ugyen (and later his son S. T.) Dorjee. Located in the lovely Ha Valley of Northwcn
Bhutan that runs parallel to the better-known and larger Chumbi Valley in neighboring Tibet,
this ban>nial dzong or castle, some 40 miles west southwest of Punakha, was situated on
right bank of the Ha Chu at an altitude of well over 9000 feet. Though its construction had hem
begun by the Raja two years earlier, it would not be completed for yet another year. (The old
dzong at Tumphiong a half-mile dow-n the river had become unsafe with age.) The layoutof
this new fortress, wrote one visitor a few years later, was simple: "a large square keep in the
center of a square courtyard formed by the inner walls of the surrounding building."Is
Now the two teachers chosen by the SUM1 Principal and sent from Kalimpong were
Ugyen Tshering (Chhiring or Tsiring) and Dawa Namgya Targyen who had themselves
been students of SUM1but were currently on the teaching staff? Additional informationon
this new development and these two schoolmasters has been provided by a Church of
Scotland minister, Rev. D. G. Manuel, in his well-known volume on the early history ofthe
Scottish Himalayan Mission, A Gladdening River. He had twice visited Kalimpong, once on
a short visit in 1905 and a much longer stay in 1914 for several months at the beginning of
that year. Published in late 1914, the book's preface was dated November of that year and
penned in Scotland by the author upon his return from the Himalayan hill station. At the very
end of his volume Manuel quotes from an article which, as he was finishing the text of his
book, he had just learned had appeared in a recent issue of the English-language newspaper
Eastern Himalayan News. The article contained the following intelligence:
Arrangements have been made with the Prime Minister [Raja Ugyen] to the Maharaja of
Bhutan by which schools will be opened on his estates in Bhutan. For this work of opening
one of the closed lands for Christian education, two young men in the Training College at
Kalimpong have been chosen. One ofthem, Ugyen Tsiring, is a Bhutia by birth, and though his
parents are Buddhist, was sent to Kalimpong for his education. Some years ago he became a
Christian; and for the last three years he has taught in the school at Kalimpong and done very
good work. His companion, Dawa Namgye, is a Lepcha, belonging to Sikkim, who recently
completed his training as a teacher. They were dedicated for their work at a special service
conducted by the Rev. Dr. Sutherland before setting out on their nine days' journey to their
new home.
Manuel added that since the publication of the above article "a letter of thanks for the
teachers has been received from the Maharaja of Bhutan.""
This first Mission school in Bhutan headed by these two sUMI schoolmasters prospered
so well that the number of students increased with each passing year. Moreover, as one of
the initial consequences ofthe school's success, during its first year of existence the Training
Institution at Kalimpong received in late 1914 "the first batch of forty-five students" who,
while there, would have their own teachers and their own c l a ~ s e s .This
' ~ latter feature ofthe
arrangement-that is to say, schooling to be also at Kalimpong-was a proposal which, in
the words of Lord Ronaldshay writing a few years later, had won "the enthusiastic S ~ P P O ~
of His Highness the Maharaja, and ... the cordial advice and cooperation of Drs. Graham
and Sutherland .. ." It was the hope of the Maharaja, as reported further by Ronaldshay, that
these boys might eventually obtain in several educational institutions in British hdia (beginning,
of course, at sUMI) "a training in various professions such as medicine, teaching, engineering,
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and so on," and might then return to Bhutan "to form the nuclei of training establishments in
their own country." What this would mean to the future of Bhutan, thought Ronaldshay, "it is
easy to foresee." And, he added, "while it would give a great impetus to the development of
Bhutm, it could not but increase the intercourse with, and the friendly relations between, this
picturesque mountain state and its powerful neighbor."I9
Now it so happened that twenty to twenty-five of the students at Ha were the sons of the
Maharaja's chief men of the realm. These sons had been sent to the school by command of
the Maharaja himself. This was because, as was reported to the Sunday-School 7imes in
the spring of 1915 by the Scottish missionaries, these first "two Christian . . . teachers at Ha"
had at the outset "created such an impression" for good on the Bhutanese ruler. Furthermore,
during the ensuing winter of 1914115 these same sons, as part of the above-mentioned
arrangement, were scheduled, along with the others numbered among the forty-five, to be
sent south "to Kalimpong and be under the influence of the missionaries also."'0 According
to Rev. Manuel, they would be housed in the Robertson Hostel, a facility of the SUM Institution
whose lower rooms were normally used as a school of practical training for its students and
the upper rooms fitted out as dormitory space for students attending the Institution's Middle
English School. Manuel added, significantly, that "it can hardly be expected that they will
return to their native land without knowing something ofthe Christian life, or without being in
a position to tell their fellow-countrymen something with regard to it."2'
An interesting sequel to all this occurred, which ought to be recited here. As reported by
the Scottish missionaries, "when some of the older students at Kalimpong heard of the
Maharaja's determination," they, "of their own initiative, spent nearly the whole night in
prayer over the matter." And because of that, "or for some other reason. the Maharaja later
[in the spring of 19151 requested that a teacher be sent to his capital [at Punakha] to teach
his own family"!22As a consequence of the positive response and enthusiasm on the part of
the Bhutanese authorities, additional teachers were selected to teach those at Punakha arid
other new students elsewhere. Indeed, by 1917 the contingent of schoolmasters \rrrIio accepted
the call to go had increased by five more: Kiran (Kidron) Kumar Sarkar (Sirkar), Ribu S.
Karthak, Samson Sitling, Harkadhoj Pradhan, and Joseph Steir~.'~
Moreover, the "six months
in Bhutan-six months in Kalimpong" arrangement could by 1921 still boast as many as fifty
Bhutanese students enrolled in the program!24Indeed, in that very year Bhutan's Maharaja
had written a letter to British India's Viceroy that among other things acknowledged the
significance of this educational program for the betterment of his country. Making it quite
clear that Bhutan's greatest impediment to her development had been the igriorance of her
people, he went on to observe, as Peter Collister has reported, that "no one outside the
monasteries had been able to read until in 1914 the forty-five boys had been sent for
education at Kalilnpong in the winter and at Ha in the summer." Collister further reported
that the Maharaja had gone on to point out in his letter that now, "se\len years later" ( 192 1 ).
"four ofthe Kalimpong boys had reached Indian university entrance standard and the others
were ready to go on to further training.'' The issue nolc.. concluded tlie Maharaja. was. in his
own words, "how best to utilize these lads for the development of Bhutan.""ldThat \+asin
192 1 . By 1924 it could be reported bj, tlie British Political Officer Sikki~n.Major Baile?. that
by the mid-1920s eleven of tlie original forty-fi\,e students sent to SUM1 had passed their
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Indian matriculation examinations(and would go on, incidentally,to study successfblly medicine,
forestry and animal husbandry) and that, furthermore, the very first qualified Bhutanese
teacher was even then conducting classes at the Bumthang Durbar School as one of its
teachers. In fact, Collister has noted that this latter school at Bumthang, through the assistance
of Ugyen Dorjee, had been opened in 1915 , just a year following the successes achieved at
Ha and Kalimpong. Here at Bumthang, the boys would be taught in both English and Tibetan.
This was in line with what Charles Bell, the Political Officer at the time, had observed when
he commented that Raja Dorjee "appears to have made himself responsible for imparting
English education to Bhutanese boys."25

Now when Dr. Sutherland, Mr. Hornell and Tharchin began their 19 17 Education Mission
to Bhutan, they traveled fiom the Jelep Pass into "the Cliumbi Dagger'' of Tibet: the celebrated
Chumbi Valley that as "a deep depression" is situated in the midst of "the most titanic
mountain chain on earth"-the Himalayas. Chumbi was in those days a beautiful, wellwatered mountain valley covering about 700 square miles in the western Assam Himalayas
and located within the wedge-shaped section of southern Tibet between Bhutan on the east
and Sikkim on the west. At an altitude of about 10,000 feet it extended for some thirty miles
north northeast to Tang Pass and was watered by the headstream of the Torsa River. It was
traversed by the main India-Lhasa trade route and had as its main towns those of Chumbi
(37 miles northeast of Kalimpong), Yatung (only a few miles falther) and Phari. Although
part of Tibet, it nevertheless had its own dialect, and preserved customs entirely its own. Just
a decade or so before Tharchin had arrived on this trip, the valley had been thoroughly
occupied by the British for nearly four years (1 904-08) as a consequence of the Younghusband
Expedition to Lhasa of 1904 (and briefly related in Chapter 16 of the present work).
A rich agricultural region, it produced barley, wheat, vegetables and fruits. "Chumbi
Valley . . . with its profusion of pines, dark firs, apple, peach and apricot orchards in bloom, ...
is as beautiful as any of the famous spots in Switzerland." So observed Tharchin's host
companion, Theos Bernard, when the latter, with Tharchin, was making his way through the
valley on a pilgrimage to Lhasa from Kalimpong in 1937. That was in the late spring-early
summer. The valley's summers, however, all too soon disappear. Winters here, said one
writer, are some of the worst on earth. "In this deep, narrow valley," she wrote in 1909, "and
shut in by precipitous mountains rising from two to three thousand feet, the sun has hardly
risen above one mountain when it sinks behind another, making the days short and intensely
cold. It is this intense cold, combined with the icy wind, blowing from sunrise to sunset and
bringing with it a fine penetrating dust, which makes the climate of the Chumbi Valley one of
the worst in the world." And as the soldiers of the Younghusband Expedition were wont to
remark, a winter experience here was a trying affair for them, one, they Iiad said, "not fit for
civilized beings."26
Fortunately for Tharchin and his fellow companions, they would not have to experience
such hardships, since they were passing through its precincts in the late summer and traveling
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quite rapidly. For on emerging from the Jelep La not far from the towns of Chumbi and
Yatung, the three travelers immediately turned in a southeastward direction towards Bhutan.
Once inside that land, the trio visited Ha-Dzong, Paro and Thimphu, then returned to Ha, and
from there back home to Kalimpong. A number of interesting things happened, however,
along the way.

It should be pointed out that the town of Ha, like many other key Bhutanese towns, had
a clzong where the landlords of that day lived. This Bhutanese term possesses a variety of
meanings but all of them are closely connected to each other simply because the dzong in
those days had been the focus of religion, government and defense all combined into one.
And hence, in its usage the word came to signitjl either a castle, a fortified town or district,
or a monastery, built often to command strategic mountain passes and around which the
Bhutanese citizenry frequently tended to cluster-much in the way the European peasantry
used to live in the shadow of medieval castles. And as was the case in Europe. and also in
Tibet, it was the duty of the castle, fort or dzong, writes Sir Charles Bell. "to defend the
villages within its jurisdiction"; but it was "equally the duty of the villagers to fmd the fort.":'
Built in the ancient Tibetan manner but with some stylistic differe~~ces
of their own. Bhutan's
dmngs were so impregnable that no invader has ever been successful in subjugating the
country. In fact, Bhutan has never successfully been invaded throughout its long history.
The district of Ha to which Dr. Suthetland and his party had now come included several
subdivisions.As indicated earlier, by the time of this visit in 1917 the young Raja S. T. Dojee,
who like his father was an eminent citizen of that area, had succeeded his father as the
official Bhutan Agent of his Government to the then British Government of India. And by
that time he, as his father had done before him, had settled down in Kalimpong W here,
inheritingthe hilltown estates of his father, he had established an auxiliary office and residencecalled the Bhutan Durbar H o ~ s e , where
'~
he now spent much of his time awaq from Ha. He
not only had inherited his father's estates in Kalimpong and in the Ha district of West Bhutan
but had also inherited much of his character as well. The new Raja, wrote Harold Fletcher.
was "wise and far-seeing." and "had the future p r o p s s of Bhutan very much at heart." He
soon came to realize "that the medieval system of Government was doomed and that his
country must open her doors wide to contacts with the outside world." Like Raja Ugyen
before him, improved education headed the list of projects Raja S. T. Dorjee would begin to
develop and maintain over the next several decades, and would additionally include medical
services, the development of the country's forestry resources, as \veil as the iritroduction
and planting of fruit trees from Kashmir and the stocking of Bhutan's rivers with Kashmir
trout. Consequent upon his being elevated to his father's post of Bhutan Agent in 19 16 there
was then bestowed upon S. T. Dorjee-by the British Government of India-the designation
of Assistant for Bhutan to the Political Officer in Sikkim. He thus combined the quite unusual
and double role of serving two Governments simultaneously! (He would remain in these two
posts for thirty years, retiring from them in 1946 in favor of his eldest son, Jigme Palden
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Dorjee. S. T. Dorjee would himself be made Deb Zimpon or Chief Minister to the Maharaja
ofthat day, Sir Jigme Wangchuk, for whom he would serve with distinction till the Bhutanese
ruler's death in 1952. The Raja would himself die the following year.)29

Now two of the five additional schoolmasters identified earlier, and whom Tharchin decades
later would describe as "faithful Christians," must have replaced the original two teachers at
Ha-Dzong by late 1917 inasmuch as Sarkar and Karthak were the ones whom Tharchin
found teaching there when Dr. Sutherland and his party arrived at Ha to inspect the s c h o ~ l ? ~
(As will be learned below, Ugyen Tshering, one ofthe two originals, had been transferred to
Bu~nthangto open a school there.) According to Tharchin, even at this time, three years
after its founding, the roll-strength of the school at Ha-Dzong still consisted ofthirty to forty
pupils. And according to Peter Collister, there were still twenty-eight students in attendance
in the year 1919-20.30aSchool was here to stay!
On this particular trip in 1917 Dr. Sutherland and Mr. Hornell were unable to meet the
Bhutanese Maharaja since his place and palace at Bumthang were a distance of some nine
or ten days' journey away. Whereas Bumthang was famous for being the residential
headquarters of the Maharaja, the then official residence of His Highness was located in the
prominent town of Punakha. From the viewpoint of evangelistic endeavor this trip was not of
much significance. One thing Tharchin recalled, however: "Mr. Hornell gave me an excellent
meritorious certificate." Indeed, once again, found among the Tibetan's personal papers was
another Note of Commendation which the grateful Hornell had penned, this one similar to
what he wrote a month later on Tharchin's behalf and which was quoted in the previous
chapter. This current note was dated Calcutta, 19 November 1917 and written on good
quality paper that was embossed with the logo of the Director of Public Instruction, Bengal.
It read as follows:
Tharchin, a Tibetan teacher who works at Ghoom," accompanied Dr. Sutherland and myself on
a tour in Bhutan. Tharchin was most useful in many ways and especially as an interpreter. He
can speak Hindi fluently, and he has good working knowledge of English. Throughout a long
and arduous tour he showed himself most reliable.
(Signed)
W. W. Hornell
D. P. I. Bengal

Late in the year 1919Tharchin again accompanied Dr. Sutherland on a second Education
Mission to B h ~ t a n .This
' ~ time the Principal was requested by the Maharaja to come all the
way over to Bumthang to inspect the school that was there, and Sutherland gladly accepted
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the royal invitation. On this occasion, however, Raja S. T. Dorjee also accompanied the
traveling party. They had the good fortune to have the young Raja accompanying them, if the
words of Tharchin's friend of later years, Rev. Graham, are any indication.
The Scottish missionary spoke highly of Raja S. T. as a companion on the road when the
Raja was his and Political Oficer "Eric" Bailey's official fellow traveler to Punakha a few
years later (1 927) in theirjoint attendance at the coronation of a new Maharaja. Said Graham:
"He was our guide, philosopher and friend,. .. well known in the Darjeeling District; and a
kinder or more unselfish traveling companion it would be hard to find."33It will be recalled
that this was the same S. T. Dorjee who as a young lad growing up in Kalimpong had
become almost a regular member of the Graham household.
In the initial stages of theirjourney Dr. Sutherland and his party followed the same route
previously taken in 1917. From the Jelep La (14,390') they descended some four thousand
feet past the timber line to the first Tibetan village of Rinchengong, situated where the track
from the Pass meets the Chumbi Valley proper. It was a large village located along the main
Valley river, the Amo Chu (the latter term a Tibetan word for river, stream or water), at the
Amo's confluence with the river Yatung. The community possessed at that time "many fine
double-storied houses, the property of wealthy wool traders." Moreover, the houses were
"deep-eaved and chalet-like" with "gaily painted window frames actually set with glassman unusual phenomenon in Tibet-and "set about with tall prayer flags and mani walls."34It
was at one time an old Chinese village, but long since those days it had been abandoned to
the Tibetans who had made it over into a thoroughly Tibetan community. Similar to the other
larger villages of the Chumbi Valley, Rinchengong was nevertheless "cozier but dirtier, being
snugly tucked up against a hillside and sheltered from the purifying winds that sweep up the
Valley."35After a most comfortable night's lodging here Sutherland and company veered
southeast towards Bhutan riding on their ponies ten miles along the Amo Chu-a river that,
after coursing its way across the now familiar Tibetan valley and onwards through Bhutan.
is called the Torsa as it flows through the rich plains of the Bengal Duars tea district and
finally encounters the mighty Brahmaputra.

Once crossing into Bhutan the traveling group had to traverse the two passes of Kyu and
Ha (13,100') to reach their destination. They arrived once again at Ha-Dzong where the
party halted for a few days; and then they proceeded northeast to Paro, the home of the
Paro Penlop or Chieftain, a close relative of the Maharaja. Paro was a fortified town just
two days' march from Ha-Dzong some thirty miles southwest of Punakha. Situated along
the right tributary of the Raidak River at an altitude of 7500 feet, Paro was in those daysafter Punakha-the chief town of western Bhutan. The dzong here, impressive for its size
and solidity, had originally been built during the last half of the sixteenth century, but was
reconstructed at around the turn of the twentieth century. Described as one of the strongest
dzongs in the entire country, the castle at Paro, wrote Rev. Graham of his visit here in 1927.
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was "a massive stone structure built for strength on the side of the river, supported from
behind by three strong towers placed high up the mountainside to guard the roads leadingto
the dzong." Inside its walls, continued Graham, was housed "a large population of officials
and servants and soldiers and lamas. Between the two courtyards of the laity and the clergy
is the central 'keep,' which is the dominant feature, and towers above the other buildings.
The chapel is a large, lofty, handsome and highly decorated a ~ a r t m e n t . " ~ ~
The dzong itself, called the Rinchen Pung, is a treasure trove of sacred Buddhist scrolls,
religious icons, and manuscripts of all sizes, and on its many walls hang incredibly beautiful
Buddhist thankas and murals of the most vivid sort; for it must be noted that it was here, in
Paro's "Valley of Profound Peacew-the most attractive of Bhutan's many valleys-that
the famed eighth-century Indian Guru, Padma Sambhava, came from his native land to
preach his brand of Buddhism to a receptive Bhutanese people. But below the dzong, across
a covered medieval bridge, was built a Royal Palace called the Uggen Pelri where, in the
words of one writer on Bhutan, "the architect's imagination reached to hitherto unattainable
heights in Bhutanese archite~ture."~'
Interestingly, the Paro Penlop, in the words of Sir Basil Gould, "excelled as a patron of
dancing," the scene for which at Paro always took place, he reported, in "the open, stoneflagged courtyard of the dzong." Political Officer Bailey, a visitor at Paro some fifteen years
earlier than when Gould as Political Officer was there, confirms this penchant on the part of
the longtime Penlop for the encouragement of the dance among his people, an art form
which Sutherland, Raja S. T. and Tharchin could not have at all avoided witnessing. Major
(later Lieutenant Colonel) Bailey pictured his own entry into Paro as being "like a dream of
the Middle Ages." He went on to describe the colorful arrival he and his party experienced
in 1922 and what he, like Sutherland's party, saw there:
Some miles away we were met by the picturesque soldiers of the Paro Penlop's bodyguard,
some indefatigable dancers and the usual gaily decorated mules for us to ride.
As you ride the niule the servant runs along addressing the animal by name at all difficult
places-such warnings as: "Tashima! Mind the stones!" "Be careful of the mud!" "Go slowly!"
"Look out!" etc.
The life of one of these Bhutanese chiefs is reminiscent of our own England in Norman
times. The baron lives in his castle with soldiers dressed in gay silks and steel helmets, while
they carry a shield made of rhinoceros hide, painted black and red, and wear two swords, one
in a silk bag in reserve.
The dancers are wonderful men, and I have known them to dance continuously five miles
along a rough road. In our camps they would sit on the ground outside our tents, and dance in
front of us if we went out for a walk. The Paro Penlop even kept a jester whose jokes kept his
retainers in roars of laughter.
The Paro Penlop lives in an enormous room in the dzong with spotlessly clean walls and
floors of beautifully polished pine. Round the walls are hung tirearms of various makes: tower
muskets, matchlocks, Chinese rifles, and modern sporting weapons; the bolt or hammer of
each is sealed down. There are also numbers of swords, shields, bows and a r ~ o \ v s . ' ~
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Days later, from Paro the Sutherland party departed eastward. On the way they came
across some small villages. For example, in the town of Wangdu Phodrang, situated along
the Sankosh River at an altitude of 4600 feet, they saw a huge castle, reputed to be one of
the oldest dzongs in Bhutan. There was also a sizable monastery here. From this community
the travelers proceeded farther eastward towards the town of Tongsa (Trongsa) which is
also famous for a huge dzong. This fortress, the site of the former headquarters of the
eastern part of Bhutan, is an old and historical one. The first castle-fort, which is not the
present cne, is believed to have been constructed well over a thousand years ago by a king
named Chushi Myngur. The one which Tharchin and his companions witnessed is one of the
finest in all of Bhutan. In appearance this dzong is large and white with round-towered
outworks, and sits atop a hillside along the precipitous, densely wooded valley of the 'Tongsa
Chu. The ruling family, beginning with the first Maharaja, came from Tongsa, where at the
time of his being selected as the Maharaja of Bhutan he had been the Tongsa Penlop (or
Governor). All the sovereigns ofthis hereditary line have retained this position in their own
hands, this office having been merged into that of the Maharaja. For this reason the Maharaja
was accustomed to spending a few weeks of each year at the Tongsa castle-fort. Because
the dzong at Tongsa was so very strongly situated, with the highroad passing right through
the fort and therefore allowing for no easy way round it, the dzong maintained an excellent
control over the country.39
After passing through these villages and dzongs Raja S. T. Dorjee guided the party towards
Bumthang-from this point only a t ~ days'
o
march away-where the Maharaja had his
permanent residence. Along the way the group came across some gorgeous Himalayan
evergreen forests and absolutely stunning landscapes. These have to some extent been
described by Major Bailey in the delineation of his own journey he once made to this same
region in 1922: ". . . we were traveling along through lovely forests when we sudden1 came
on the most magnificent sight I had ever seen. The road was cut out of the hillside, and on
the slopes we were amazed to come upon acres of the most beautiful lily (Lilizrn~nepalense
burrnaniczm~).This wonderful plant had a very open bell. the center of which was deep
crimson, with the outer half of the petals a greenish-Mhite. We had this lily all along our road
in patches for the next two days.. .. There were also many orchids on the trees."'"

~ e s i d e sbeing the place where the Maharaja resided, Bu~nthang'sfame also stemmed
from the fact that among the nearby laniaseries there is a temple regarded as the holiest spot
in Bhutan; for it was here that the eighth-century Indo-Tibetan Buddhist saint Pad~na
Sambhava, who as learned earlier had introduced Buddhism into Bhutan, had meditated.
The temple, known as the Kije (or Ky<chu-Lakllang)and meaning in the honorific language
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of Bhutan, "body print," is the site where the saint had for some time lived in a cave, coming
out for long periods and in meditation sitting up against the rock. Legend has it that as a result
a deep imprint of his body had been left against the rock, LIPagainst which Kuje Temple had
subsequently been erected, with the cave and imprint positioned precisely behind the altar.
This eighth-century temple's wooden floor "tells the tale of the years upon years of prostration
performed by its devout monks, for gouged into the heavy timber are footprints as clear as
though they had only been freshly made." In addition, above the temple can be found a large
juniper tree which tradition asserts grew from Sambhava's staff that he had stuck in the
ground .4'
At an altitude of 9700 feet, Bumthang (meaning the "plain of spirits" and shown alsoas
Byakar Dzong on some maps) is situated in east central Bhutan on the left tributary (the
river Manas) of the larger Tongsa River just fourteen miles east northeast of Tongsa. Now
the Maharaja did not live in the dzong at Bumthang; rather, his royal palace was separately
situated in the valley community a few miles from the castle-fort. Moreover, special residential
buildings had beer) constructed elsewhere for his Cabinet Ministers. During their stay at
Bumthang Dr. Sutherland inspected and checked over thoroughly the operations of the school
as had been requested by the Maharaja. In this particular educational facility the childrenof
the noble families were also admitted as students. In fact, it was later reported by Scots
Mission medical missionary Dr. Albert Craig that the Maharaja had requested the SUM
Institution to send teachers to Bumthang for the specific purpose "to open a school for the
sons of the chiefs."42'Even the heir apparent to the throne43was being taught in this new
institution of the Maharaja's. It had all the appearance of a royal school, which indeed it was,
it invariably being referred to as the Durbar (or Court) School.

On this journey Dorje Tharchin had taken along a magic lantern. Wherever they lodged
the optical slide show was presented to the gatherings regardless of their size. It was mainly
the Life of Christ and a few slides of the recently concluded Great War that would be
shown. And Bumthang proved to be no exception to this practice. Tharchin would conduct
these entire meetings by himself as he knew the language of Bhutan very well; for it was not
only a form of Tibetan but was closely related to the tongue prevailing in Sikkim; furthermore,
the Tibetan of Lhasa, with which Tharchin was very familiar, was spoken by the Bhutanese
ruling classes.44 This that the Tibetan from Kalimpong had undertaken to do was quite
clearly the first country-wide gospel evangelization ever mounted in the land of Bhutan. In
view of this, therefore, Dorje Tharchin-as he himself had concluded when preparing his
"memoirsv-may rightly be regarded as the first Christian evangelist to the nation of Bhutan.'

* The operative word here is countv-wide, in that it is fairly certain that Tharchin was indeed the first evangelist
of Christ to spread the Christian message through much of the Bhutanese land (as is described in the remaining
pages of the Text above). Heretofore, there had been preachers of the gospel among the Bhutanese people who
had preceded him a few years earlier: their area of gospel endeavor, however, had almost entirely been along, and
exterior to, the southwest, southern and eastern frontier regions lying between Bhutan proper and Bhutanese
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Now in conju~lctionwith what Tharchin was doing at Bumthang, Rev. Sutherland felt led
to conduct an indoor Sunday service here in a private residence. This "congregation" consisted
of Sutherland, his Lepcha cook, Tharchin the interpreter, and the two schoolmasters from
the Mission Durbar School there. Following the regular Sunday worship in the morning Rev.
Sutherland officiated at the Lord's Supper. And thus Tharchin had a second privilege: that of
being a participant witness of the first Christian Communion service ever held in Buddhistdominated Bhutan.*
-

-

British India, with none of these Christian workers having penetrated inside Bhutan itself with the gospel prior
to Tharchin's labors except evangelist Choten Bhutia who settled down just inside the country at the southwestern
village of Bara Bhutan (and who sometime beforell913 had been bitten by a mad dog there and had shortly
afterwards died of hydrophobia) and possibly two others: a teacher, Choda Lepcha from the British Bhutanese
village of Primtam (whose gospel service, centered at Bara Bhutan, spanned the years 1902- 18) and TAse (or
Takchyo) of Chyobo village in British Bhutan (who likewise labored at Bara Bhutan and its immediate vicinity
between the years 19 19 and 1930). These all had been sent forth by the indigenously-composed Bhutan Foreign
Mission Committee (BFMC) that in 1891 had been created during an evening prayer meeting held in Kalimpong's
Macfarlane Church building. "As it was solely a native church project, they decided to raise money voluntarily
from all, the 14 Kalimpong district churches and bring [these contributions] into the Bari Panchayat (Kirk
Session) at Kalimpong monthly for the BFM Fund. Even some ofthe District Women's Guilds brought contributions
faithfully." So writes Rev. P. S. Tingbo, "The Echoes of the Gospel Bell in the Land of the Thunder Dragon," in
D. K. Khaling, ed., Macfarlane Memorial Church (Kalimpong) Centenary Souvenir 1" November 1891-1"
November 1991 (Kalimpong: H . D. Subba, 1991), 2 1-3.
On the other hand, with regard to foreign or non-local evangelists of the Christian gospel, as far as the present
writer could ascertain, only one person-Lady Sigrid Gahmberg of Finland-had successfully penetrated the
border of Bhutan proper to bear witness to the Christian message in more than perfunctory fashion. By
perfunctory here, this writer has in mind what had occurred with the very first recorded instance of anyone from
Christendom having entered Bhutan. This was when two Portuguese Jesuit priests. Cacella and Cabral, in 1626,
were en route that year to Tibet. But in the words of Cindy Peny, "Just as the early explorers and colonialists
looked on Bhutan largely as a route to Tibet, so it was with [these] first Christians who entered Bhutan." Indeed,
though they were to meet the then Dharmaraja of Paro who promised to build a home and church for them and
even granted them freedom to preach if they would remain in Paro, these two Catholic missionaries ended up
deciding to advance immediately towards their original goal of Tibet and never returned. It was not to be till some
two centuries later that any attempt to establish evangelistic work inside the land, this time by Protestants.
would occur. Even so, not until Finnish missionary Gahmberg's experience was there any success in penetrating
the frontiers of Bhutan proper. As leader of a group of three or four people at any given time she had crossed the
border on several occasions from her and her colleagues' mission station at or in the vicinity of Buxa Duar in
British Bhutan. These incursions, termed "brief visits" by Perry, had taken place during the spring of 1897 and
possibly again in 1898 and 1899. before Lady Gahmberg's death in 1900 of malaria. See Peny, Nepali around the
World, 136, 138 and cf. 42 1-2.
That having been said, however, if the operative word country-wide can be accepted once again as the
yardstick by which to determine the identity of the first Christian evangelist to spread the gospel of Christ
widely in Bhutan, that distinction cannot go to missionary Gahmberg. despite what she and those with her had
done in making limited entrance somewhat frequently across the Bhutanese border from their nearby base at
Buxa Duar. Hence, it is not incorrect to describe Dorje Tharchin as Christ's first evangelist to Bhutan in a more
general sense.
* This claim, like the previous one. is as was stated by Gergan Tharchin as part ofhis so-called memous narrated
by him several years prior to his death. This, too, is probably an accurate assertion. although on page 22 of Rev.
Tingbo's article cited in the preceding footnote one finds the following curious statement included, under the
heading, "Choda Lepcha (1 902-191 8)": "The pastors Namthak (Mungwa), Chirring Simick (Dalapchan). Anarnbu
Luksom (Todey), Naiman Nagpuri (Looksan) and Mashidas (W. Doars) were invited to perform holy sacraments,
weddings in these areas." Of the five areas mentioned, three ofthem are clearly identifiable by the present writer
as being outside Bhutan proper. If the other n ~ (Dalapchan
o
and Looksan) are likewise exterior to Bhutan, then
this second claim of Tharchin's is a correct one. On the other hand, is there any evidence that having been invited
to perform, let us say, the "holy sacrament" of the Lord's Supper, these two pastors, or any of the others. ever
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Next day Tharchin visited the residence of these same two schoolmasters. Although
never identifying by name either one of these two teachers when decades later he reported
the incident while preparing his "memoirs," it becomes quite clear, when comparing Tharchin9$
statements with information from other sources, who the name of one of them was; namely,
it was Ugyen Tshering. It will be recalled that he, together with Dawa Namgya Targyen, had
originally been selected by Dr. Sutherland as the first two Christian teachers of the Scots
Mission to be posted to Bhutan for opening the school at Ha-Dzong. As it turned out, Dawa
had only remained in the program through 1915, but Ugyen had subsequently been transferred
from Ha to Bumthang, where he was asked to open the Durbar School and where, as it
happened, he was to remain for some twelve years.45Now it was to the residence of this
teacher and the other unidentified Christian school~nasterthat Tharchin paid tlie said visit the
day following the Communion service. It was, to say tlie least, an eye-opening experience
for the visitor.
To his dismay, Tharchin long afterwards reported, he found that these two teachers were
burning butter-lamps to the graven images of Buddha in their place of abode just as the
Buddhists around them were doing. Evidently these schoolmasters had co~npletelybackslidden
in their Christian faith and had returned, privately at least, to Buddhism. Now w h e n the
visitor beheld their conduct, he upbraided thetn in very strong language: "You are hypocrites!
You say you are Christians. Yesterday you even participated in the Lord's Supper!" Without
any hesitation lie spoke with them quite vigorously since both of them were younger than he.
When telling of this incident decades later, Tharchin-again without citing ally namesadded that one of these backsliders was ultimately appointed as Agent of the Bhutan
government at Buxa on behalf of the Bhutanese citizens who had settled there to engage in
trade and commerce." This would have been Ugyen Tshering, who was indeed "appointed
[by] the second King of Bhutan, His Majesty Jigme Wangchuk,. . . as his Kuchhap (Agent)
of Buxa," where "he served ... till 1954."" The other of these two backsliders, noted
Tharchin, had been a Christian from childhood and had even been brought up in the Ghoom
Mission Orphanage. "It is indeed a sad commentary" on this young man's life, Tharchin
would much later regretfully note, that "he went back to Buddhism." "The fate" of both
these teachers, he added, "ended in a great spiritual tragedy."48

did so? It would appear that the statement, from its rather odd construction, should be undcrs~oodas rel'crring
only to weddings; i.e., the prospective couples "invited" these pastors to unite them in thc Christian hol!.
sacrament of marriage. And thus the word "weddings" here must be understood as being in apposition to tlie
words immediately preceding the comma. Otherwise. the Tingbo statement leaves thc rcadc.1. conli~sctlas 10
which holy sacrament ofthree which obtain in the rnainlinc Protestant Church denominations (like tile Sco~rish
Presbyterian Church, for example) the author had in mind here: Lord's Supper. Raptisn~,or Milrriage; or two o f
three; or all three? Given the Tingbo statement's rather vague, even perhaps tenuous. chnrac~cr.rhcrelbre. [he
present writer is inclined to accept at face value the Tharchin claim of having participated in thc iirst .'breaking
of bread" or Con~munionservice ever held in Bhutan proper.
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While at Bumthang the traveling party visited a paper factory. During this same period
Dr. Sutherland had audiences on several occasions with the then Maharaja, Ugyen Wangchuk.
He was also invited to supper at the sovereign's royal palace. It is unclear whether Raja S.
T. Dorjee or Tllarchin served a s the Scottish missionary's interpreter at these functions;
more than likely, though, the Tibetan did so on at least one of these occasions.
This first of the hereditary line of Bhutanese Maharajas had already cut quite a figure in
domestic and foreign politics well prior to his coronation thirteen years earlier-some of his
actions and activities having been highly commendable, others not so praiseworthy, depending
on whose assessment o f this Bhutanese ruler one might come upon. In the view of Dorje
Tharchin's friend Rev. Graham, there was no finer man than Ugyen Wangchuk. Soon to be
able in 1921 to pay a visit himself to this incumbent Maharaja at Bumthang, after many years
of friendly correspondence back and forth, Graham would be struck by this ruler's unusually
excellent qualities o f character. In an article authored by the Scots missionary several years
after the visit, he gave a thumbnail sketch of Sir Ugyen that is most laudatory:
I have seldom met one who impressed me more by his manliness, his quiet unassuming dignity,

his severe simpbcity of life, his anxiety to serve those who were dependent on him, his interest
in things in general insofar as his isolated home and limited opportunities allowed him, his
generosity and his love of his land and his people.49
But in the opinion of Patrick French, author of the highly researched and brilliantly written
recent biography o f Colonel Sir Francis E. Younghusband, a somewhat different portrait o f
this first Maharaja of Bhutan must be sketched if one wishes to be faithful to the truth.
Younghusband, of course, was the leader of the celebrated Diplomatic-Military Mission that
had advanced all the distance up to Lhasa in 1904. This British officer, in search of anyone
who could reliably aid him in convincing the Tibetan government of his sincere desire for
peaceful negotiations to create better relations between India and Tibet, found in the wouldbe first Bhutanese Maharaja what appeared to the Expedition leader initially to have been
just the ally he needed for this purpose. Yet, though there were obvious assets to having
Ugyen Wangchuk as Younghusband's associate, in the estimate of French there were also
some serious liabilities:
Ugyen Kazi ... was now acting as a representative of the Tongsa Penlop Ugyen Wangchuk,
who was, effecfively, the ruler of Bhutan. Realizing that the British advance offered the chance
to boost his own political status, the Tongsa Penlop proffered his services as a mediator. This
was an important coup for Younghusband. A crucial neighboring state with intimate cultural
and religious links to Tibet had become a potential ally. Ugyen Kazi agreed that the Tongsa
Penlop would send a letter to the Tibetan government encouraging them to negotiate.. ..
One character who did well out of the Younghusband expedition was that tough, sharp
Bhutanese go-between, the Tongsa Penlop, Ugyen Wangchuk. If unswerving devotion to
national self-interest is the hallmark of the good diplomat, he can scarcely be faulted. He
exploited the Tibetans for his own benefit, allowing his entourage to loot their way to Lhasa in
a fashion which astounded even the British. For his pains he was given a healthy reward. By
1907 he was the unchallenged ruler of his country, a Knight Commander of the Indian Empire
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and the proud possessor of an annual subsidy of 100,000 rupees. His position became
hereditary; his great grandson is the present king of Bhutan.''
Doubtless, the whole truth concerning the character and leadership qualities of tllis
Bhutanese ruler lies somewhere between these two assessments. Nevertheless, there is no
gainsaying the fact that the Maharaja had come to share wholeheartedly Rev. Graham's
vision of a Bhutan that must establish a modern educational system, including professional
training institutions within the country's own borders, if his nation were ever to be in a
position to cope successfully with the outside world, and particularly with its powerful neighbor
India. That this vision caught the imagination of Ugyen Wangchuk's immediate successoron
the Bhutanese throne likewise speaks well of his leadership.

On the return journey the trio traveled west by northwest, along the trail of what is
normally a seven days' march, to the picturesque town of Punakha (elevation: 5 150'), at t h a ~
time the country's administrative capital, where the said Ugyen, the very first (hereditary)
Maharaja of Bhutan, had been coronated in 1907." This fortified town, founded in 1577,is
located on the upper Sankosh River about 105 miles northeast of Darjeeling. Main access
routes run from India via Buxa Duar and from Gangtok via the Natu La. The dzong here.
one of the oldest in the land, is a huge structure and "strongly situated," noted Colonel Bailey,
"on a spit of land at the junction of two rivers." One of these, the Pho (or PO),"was perfectly
clear and designated male; while its neighbor, the MO,was rather dirty and said to be fernale!"
So observed Margaret Williamson when there in 1933 with her husband, Frederick W.
Williamson, the then Political Officer for Bhutan. She added that both rivers were spanned
by lovely roofed bridges. But the Punakha fortress which these Political Officers and
Tharchin's party saw on their visits here was not the original structure but one which had
been rebuilt on the ruins of the castle-fort previously there. For a fire had burned out the
historic dzong in 1827 and an earthquake in 1897 destroyed what was left.
Tharchin must nonetheless have been happy to find that this dzong had a large courtyard,
too, that could serve as a venue for sharing the gospel by means of the magic lantern. In fact,
the Punakha fortress possessed a number of both large and small courtyards. But according
to Mrs. Williamson, it also had a great hall that measured about 130 square feet and had
But whether in one of the courtyards or in the
"gaily decorated columns and gallerie~."~?
great hall, Tharchin was able, as he had done at every previous dzong visited, to show the
Life of Christ at this castle also. It was a timely occasion, spiritually, because Inany monks
were assembled to watch the magic lantern show, for it was during the winter months that
these clerics always proceeded to Punakha whereas during the summer months they turn,
even today, towards the much higher elevated city of Thimphu (79001),which is today the
official capital of the Bhutanese g ~ v e r n m e n t . ~ ~
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At this period in his life Dorje Tharchin was a young man of nearly thirty years. At this
age and on these journeys in the closed land of Bhutan he must have been quite a venturesome
fellow. As he himself confessed:
Spiritually I was burning for the Lord. That is to say, His zeal as it were had eaten me up.54I am
thankful to the Lord that He was able to use an unworthy vessel like me to proclaim His soulsaving gospel in the land of Bhutan. I am happy to know that many Bhutanese could have a
unique and golden opportunity to hear about Christ. 1 am glad. 1 am happy. Later, some of the
many Bhutanese boys who came down for schooling here in Kalimpong recognized me as the
person who had shown the magic lantern in Bhutan. Some of them became my students in the
Tibetan class at the SUM Institution. Even the [older] Bhutanese citizens who came to
Kalimpong recognized me and jovially tried to mimic my accents and my way of speaking the
Tibetan language.

That tlie nation of Bhutan and its leaders greatly appreciated the educational and cultural
contributions which the SUM Institution would over the years make to that country is amply
evident from the various letters and speeches by Bhutanese officials which marked the
Institution's Centenary celebrations that were held over a three-day period in April 1986.
Too numerous to quote from all of them, the following are nonetheless representative of the
encomiums of praise which poured forth from Bhutan's elite on this auspicious occasiori.
Bhutan's Ambassador to India, His Excellency Dr. Tashi Tobgyel, and himselfan alumnus
of tlie School ( 1937-47), was a member of the "third batch of Bhutanese students" to come
to India for study at SUMI. Formerly a medical doctor, the Ambassador, after expressing
thanks for having received a solid educational foundation in "knowledge and sound values"
which were instilled in him during his formative years at the School. went on to say that it
was this kind of inspiration which "guided me through my career in the service of my King.
country and people and . .. helped me attain this present rank of Cabinet Minister and . . .
Ambassador of my country .. ." He \vent on to add that it was because of this kind of
foundation imparted by SUM1 to its students that accounted for why "quite a few" graduates
of tlie School are "holding very important posts" in the Government of Bhutan todaj,.
Bhutan's Ambassador to Bangladesh (His Excelleticy D. K. Chhetri). although himself
no SUMI alumnus, noted, in his letter of commendation sent to the Principal, that "1 hold >,our
Institution in high esteem as it has made valuable contributions to us" in Bhutan.
Observilig that "the happiest period of my life" was at SUMI, Major General Lam Dorji.
in a letter written to the School's Centenary Observance Committee from Bhutan's Royal
Army Headquarters at Tliimpliu, had this to say about his Alma Mater:
It is a matter of great pride for me to state that SUMI. ofwhich my late father, my son and myself
are grateful and proud alumni, has, since the beginning of this century, been the pioneer in the
promotion of awareness, and the rapid growth, of education in Bhutan. "Sumites" are today
found at every level of our administration, and the success that they have achieved in various
fields in the service of the Kingdom is a clear manifestation of the role that SUILII has pla~led
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towards accelerating the process of Bhutan's socio-economic development. Needless to add,
SUM1 today enjoys a unique position in Bhutan.
One of the most succinct yet meaningful statements made by any Bhutanese government
official was voiced by Dasho R. B. Basnet, the Deputy Secretary of Bhutan's Budgel
Bureau. "I learned a lot in this School," he said. "I am what I am today because of this
School's profound influence on me."
And finally, Rigzin Dorje, the Secretary of the Bhutan government's Special Commission
for Cultural Affairs and also Secretary of the Government's Ecclesiastical Department (or
Monastic Secretariat), delivered a speech at SUM1 on the second day of its Centenary threeday observance. The following are but a few of his noteworthy remarks:
As you are aware, Bhutan is very near to Kalimpong, and this fact, along with the renown of
this Institution, was instrumental in linking SUM1 inextricably with the exposure, for the first
time, of many of my countrymen to modem education. It may interest you to know that many
senior officials of the Royal Government of Bhutan, including Ministers, were molded at this
very place . . . If one of the primary roles of education is nation-building, then it is certain that
SUM1 has played its role [in Bhutan] with great success and distinction. For this it deserves
our admiration as much as it does our gratitude.*55
Although he was only on the staff of the SUM Institution for a few short years, Dorje
Tharchin could nonetheless take some satisfaction from having played a role in this School's
contributions to the upbuilding of Bhutan as both a nation and a people. He could also take
some satisfaction in his having contributed to the spiritual uplift of that country as well.

Near the end of the return journey from Bhutan, which was early in 1920, the Sutherland
Education Mission halted in the Chumbi Valley of Tibet at Yatung. Situated along the upper
Torsa River (called the Chumbi in Tibet), just where it runs into the Amo Chu, Yatung is
located some 43 miles east northeast of Gangtok on the historic India-Tibet trade route. In
fact, the trade route passed right through Yatung's bazaar and on, then, directly past the
British Trade Agency House that was situated on the eastern side of the Amo Chu. Ever
since the treaty of 1893 this town had served as the residence of the British Trade Agent;

*

Significantly, it should here be indicated, Rigzin Dorje had himself been molded and shaped at this vev
Institution, with Tharchin having played a major role in his life. For while in attendance for several years at
SUM1 Rigzin Dorje lived within Gergan Tharchin's very own family compound during that entire period, the
Babu. he gladly acknowledged to the present author, having become "like a father, teacher, guide and adviser to
me. I can never forget those years when 1 lived in his home and worked at his press." Indeed. he calldidly added.
"Whatever success has come to me in my Government service, all credit must go to the late Babu-la." Interview
with Drasho Rigzin Dorje, Dec. 1992. One is tempted to speculate here, incidentally. whether Tharchin had
partly been inspired by the example of Rev. Dr. Graharn's "adoption" of Bhutan's Raja S. T. Dorjee into his own
household and assuming the role of surrogate father, guide and adviser to the young lad-all for the good not onl:;
ofthe "adoptee" himselfbut the latter's homeland of Bhutan as well. See Chapter 16 below for a fuller disc~~ssion
of the remarkable "father-son" relationship which developed between thc Babu and the Drasho
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and in Tharchin's traveling days into Tibet Yatung had remained an important commercial
center trading in such products as wool, barley, salt, borax, yak tails, wheat, and cotton
goods. Originally known by its Tibetan name of Sharsing-ma (Shashima), the town had its
name changed to the present Chinese one of Yatung during the Chinese Empire's rule over
Tibet and when the Chinese governor of that day had had his headquarters there.
Although the town has an elevation above 10,000 feet, it boasts a climate very similar to
England's. Yatung has been described by one Western traveler in Tibet as "a long, narrow
strip of a village squeezed between two barriers of wooded mountains on the banks of the
river ... Its houses were all of wo,od with stone roofs, but one and a half mile before entering
the village we had met the first towering Tibetan houses, as stout as fortresses, with broad
windows encased in richly carved wood framings-an advanced wave of Chinese
architectural patterns lapping at the shores of India.. .."Sb
During the somewhat lengthy stopover at Yatung Dr. Sutherland was lodged as a guest in
the Trade Agency House with the family of David Macdonald, who at this time was still the
British Trade Agent. It was a lovely home, described by one visitor to it a year later as a
"beautiful one-storied Western-style house .. . It was painted brown and white and had a
long, glazed veranda; the main door was surrounded by climbing roses.. .. Roses grew all
over the garden and apples were hanging on the trees." Tharchin himself most likely stayed
at the dak bungalow located on the opposite (western) bank of the river Amo from the
Agency House and reached by a wooden arched bridge that was "so narrow and frail" that
ponies could only cross "one at a time at a walk" but which even with these precautions
"swayed ornino~sly."~~
The dak resthouse was sheltered under a hill and commanded a
sweeping view up and down the picturesque valley on either side.

The Scottish missionary-educator would now conduct a Sunday morning service here
and baptize some children ofthe Christian families resident in the area, one ofwhom was the
Macdonald family itself-the latter being, incidentally, quite a mixture of many races and
nationalities. As will more fully be discussed below, the ethnic background ofDavid Macdonald
was part Scottish, part Sikkimese (or Tibetan); but his wife, too, was of mixed blood: the
daughter of a Scotsman and a Nepalese woman; and therefore, the Macdonald children
were part Scottish, Nepalese and Sikkimese-Tibetan!5s Writing in the Preface to his
autobiography that was published in 1932, Macdonald provides a thumbnail sketch of himself,
part of which deserves to be quoted here:
My father was a Scot, my mother of a Sikkimese family of good standing. The Sikkimese are
closely allied to the Tibetans, and thus the circumstances of my birth have given me a peculiar
sympathy. affection and understanding for the Tibetan people and their country.. . .
. . . Naturally sympathetic towards the Christian missionary movement in the hills in which I
was born, and profoundl>. inlpressed by the good work the missionaries were doing. I took
great pleasure in assisting them lieneve ever opportunity offered.
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Macdonald, as the reader by this time must know, had not always been an adherent ofthe
Christian faith. In fact, early in his primary education a t Darjeeling, where he was born in
1873, h e was first introduced not only t o "the arts of reading and writing in the language and
script of Sikkimese" but also in the religious "tenets" and "form of Buddhism, known as
Lamaism, which is practiced in the Eastern Himalayas." A s w a s noted earlier in Volume 1,
C h a p t e r 5 , it was not until 1894 that he became a Christian, a year after his marriage a1
Ghoom, where h e had lived till h e went off o n the Younghusband Expedition o f 1903-4.
Tharchin himself, commenting much later in the 1970s, provides some interesting background
information o n Macdonald's subsequent Christian "missionary" activity and service. He,
along with David Woodward, could report that
Macdonald was led to Christ ... by Fredrik Franson of the Scandinavian Alliance Mission
. . . Macdonald immediately went to work for the Mission, serving with them until [l9031 and
assisting [for five years at Ghoom] with the revision of the [Tibetan] New Testament. [During
that same period, incidentally, he was also associated with Rev. Graham in the revision of the
Lepcha New Testament.] Following that he was guided of God to accept a post [in 19051 as
British . . . Trade Agent at [Yatung and] Gyantse, within Tibet itself, where he and his wife
gathered large groups of Christians and non-Christians in [Yatung] . . . each week for Sunday
services [such as the one mentioned above]. Preaching at these services was actually done by
Macdonald's head clerk, Y. Isaac, a national Christian from the SAM mission work at Ghoom.*
... Macdonald was criticized by the British for proselyting the Tibetans and was asked to
stop. But the meeting of Christians ~ 0 n t i n u e d . t ~ ~
'According to research scholar and author, Dr. Cindy Perry, Y. Isaac. a Tibetan-speaking Bhutia from Pedong
village of District Darjeeling's Kalimpong subd-ivision and located very near the Sikkim border, was one of the
first converts to Christ as a consequence of the Scandinavian Alliance Mission's evangelistic outreach towards
and into Sikkim back in the 1890s (and would go on to become "an ancestor of the contemporarily weil-known
Isaac family" of Christians in Pedong of the 1990s). In fact, he had beer] baptized during SAM's first annual
autumn Conference at Ghoom that was held in 1897. Further, in fact. he and his wife Rebecca became the very
first indigenous mission workers to labor on behalfofthe Christian gospel in and around the important cornmunit)i
of Ringim (later called Mangan) situated along the trail north out of Gangtok on the way towards Tibet. For just
two years following his baptism, lsaac and his wife had accompanied Rev. Kaarlo Waismaa and wife Hannaon
these Finnish missionaries' first evangelistic outreach and other gospel labors at Ringim in 1899. (Rev. Waisrnaa,
it will be recalled from Chs. 4 and 5 ofthe present narrative, was the one who later, as the In-Charge of the Ghoom
Mission, would offer Dorje Tharchin the opportunity to join that Mission's teaching staff in 1912.) Isaac would
soon master not only his native tongue of Tibetan but the Nepali and Lepcha languages as well, and in addition
would eventually learn to speak both Hindi and English. But in time he also came to "know the Bible well."
Following their period of labor with the Waismaas at Ringim, the Isaacs moved down in 1901 to help in the
work of the mission station which the SAM had established at the southern village o f Song not far inside the
Sikkim border across from Pedong in District Darjeeling. Here they built two houses, opened a school. and were
joined in the mission work there in 1905 by two Finnish missionaries, Rev. and Mrs. C.A. Tjader. Not long after
the latter two's arrival a simple dispensary for the health ofthe inhabitants in the area was also inaugurated. Rev.
Isaac and his wife (by this time he had been ordained) would subsequently go to Yatung to where he had
apparently been called by British Trade Agent Macdonald to serve as his head clerk but also to undertake the
preaching and pastoral responsibilities among those who gathered for the Sunday services which the ~acdonalds
had been instrumental in establishing at this Chumbi Valley town. It is not known for certain how long after 1921
Rev. Isaac remained at Yatung before returning with his wife to his native community of Pedong. More than
likely, though, he would remain at Yatung till the time in October 1924 of Macdonald's departure from 'Fibet and
retirement from Political Service there and the latter's permanent resettlement with his family at Dorje Tharchin's
hill station of Kalimpong. See Perry, A1epali around the World, 107, 120 note 10, 129 note 142. 425, 439.44 1 .
+ It should be pointed out that this Christian service was conducted at a neutral site-that
is. in the
owned and -operated school which Mrs. Macdonald had herself founded at Yatung some years earlier-and not
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~twill bc seen that not only did Dr. Sutherland conduct a Sunday service at Yatung but also
Sutherland's younger Mission colleague and Tharchin's future friend, the Rev. John Graham,
would likewise do so the very next year ( 1 92 1). And interestingly enough, Tharchin would be
present for that occasion as well (see the next chapter). Moreover, in 1937, Tharchin would
have a time of fellowship and prayer with the same aforementioned Christian congregation
that for the longest time had continued meeting in the town (see Chapter 20).

Following their stay at Yatung, the members of the Education Mission to Bhutan finally
returned to Kalimpong. From the viewpoint of gospel evangelism the Tibetan from Poo had
had a fruitful ministry in the Kingdom ofthe Thunder Dragon. Subsequent to Tharchin's and
Sutherland's visits to Bhutan in 1917 and 1919-20 but before 1930, the Scottish Mission out
from Kalimpong had been able to establish through its indigenous workers a large congregation
and missionary dispensary on the western frontier that exerted "a considerable influence in
western Bhutan" and thus enabled at least "indirect" Christian contact to be established.
And just as Tharchin had himself intimated earlier, one observer in 193 1 could note that
"many lads have been educated outside Bhutan." Alexander McLeish went on to comment
that work among these and other outside Bhutanese was being carried on by means of
bookshops in Kalimpong, Darjeeling and elsewhere. For it must be recognized that by 1930
there were already 2000 reported living in Darjeeling who spoke the familiar "Lho-Ka"
dialect of Bhutan, with nearly 2150 more at Jalpaiguri as well. These outside Bhutanese
were also being evangelized by those missionaries who would meet them on the well-traveled
roads and in the highly frequented bazaars, and were therefore "not quite without a witness."
A certain number were even being treated in Kalimpong at the Scottish Mission's Leprosarium
located near the Charteris Hospital. Yet McLeish went on also to acknowledge that "they
are hard to rouse to any interest, and remain for the most part indifferent and incurious. The
deadening effect of Buddhism is always in evidence, and little or no progress can be
re~orded.''~~
in the Macdonalds' Trade Agency home, which was of course British Government property. American missionary
Lillian Carlson is incorrect in stating that these services of the hdacdonalds were conducted "in their home each
Sunday." See Carlson. "The Story of Christian Missions to Tibet." in Carlson et al., Vthe Li'sion Tarry. 13. That
these Christian services were held elselvhere is made clear in one of Tharchin's other writings, wherein. after
noting that both Macdonalds were "keen Christians," he adds that they "had a large gathering of Christians and
non-Christians in her school for Sunda\*ser\lice." See page 2 of "The Stay of the Christian Mission to Tibet
(Compiled by Rev. G. Tharchin and Others)," an undated typewritten document that from internal evidence
dates it sometime after 1962. ThPaK. ( It needs to be noted that the word "school" in the phrase "in her school"
quoted above was an inked handivritten insertion onto the typed document by Tharchin himselfas a replacement
for the crossed-out word "home." thus indicating his intent that the document be as accurate as possible.) That
the services continued despite British Indian government criticism exemplities the boldness of the Macdonalds
and the courage of their Christian convictions. Further, it demonstrates that they could not be intimidated by
Pressure emanating from higher British authorities who had "asked" that Macdonald "stop proselytizing the
Tibetans." lhid
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Nevertheless, it was always the feeling of Gergan Tharchin that in due time the Lord of
the Harvest would honor His Holy Scriptures by bringing many people from this closed
earthly kingdom into the heavenly kingdom of God's love and grace.*
Jesus saith unto them,. . . Lift up your eyes, and look on the fields, that they are white already
unto harvest.
John 4:34a,35b

+ Indeed. the Lord of the Harvest has in more recent decades begun to do this very thing, according to Rev.
Tharchin's pastor-son. One prime example of such Christian outreach ought to be mentioned here since it
involves Rev. S. G. Tharchin himselfand his faithhl and stalwart Bhutanese wifeNini. For through much prayer
and patience they have witnessed the establishment, resulting from their very own gospel labors, of a small but
growing Christian church in the village of Chamurchi that is situated at the very edge of the southern Bhutanese
frontier with India. This Chamurchi church congregation, meeting as it does a mere 150 meters or so from the
checkpost of the Indo-Bhutanese border, was started by faith in the year 1988. The small Bhutanese town
directly across the frontier is called Samchi (Samtse), renowned for its liquor and fruit juice distilleries and orange
plantations. Initially, a small rickety house-owned by a local Moslem inhabitant-was purchased for a reasonable
amount. which was then converted into a makeshift congregational hall. At the beginning there were only about
three or four families worshiping here. but the numbers gradually increased as evangelists were appointed to
move around thc neighboring areas. including inside Bhutan itself. During the later years efforts to renovate the
structure were made, which did take place by 1993, \\ith a baptismal tank having been installed inside the church
building (prior to that, baptism had to be conducted at a nearby riverside). The church now has about seventyfive believers and the Christian work is going kvell. The aim, of course, is to eventually reach as man!. of the
peoples within the still closed Land of the Thunder Dragon. Needless to say, were the elder Rev. Tharchin alive
today he would be very much pleased nith this work of his son and daughter-in-law but also with other Such
labors currently taking place around and within Bhutan's generally sealed-off borders. All details per David
Tharchin in consultation with his parents.

C H A P T E R

14

First Visit to Tibet: the School at Gyanbe
How shall they believe in him whom they have not heard? and how shall they hear without
a preacher? and how shall they preach, except they be sent? even as i! is written, How beautiful
upon the mountains are the feet of them that bring a gospel of good things!
Romans 10:14-15 mgn, quoting in part Isaiah 52:7

IN MAYOF 1921 Dorje Tharchin embarked on his firstjourney to Tibet. By way of reminiscence
he had this to say:
1 had an ardent desire within my heart to visit Tibet in order to witness for the Lord there. This
strong desire turned into an ambition when Sadhu Sundar Singh and I were stopped by the
political authorities at Gangtok in Sikkim from proceeding to Tibet to preach the gospel.
Furthermore, I had a powehl yearning within my mind to learn more of the Tibetan language
and literature because I felt I lacked proficiency in the language, at least insofar as the technical
aspects of philology were concerned.' Beyond all this, though, I had an inborn ambition to
commence the printing and editing of a Tibetan newspaper of my own once 1 returned from
Tibet.
Learning of my plan to give up my studies in the middle ofthe SUM1term, some friends tried
to warn me not to make [what they felt was] a silly mistake of discontinuing the studies. They
thought that since I was receiving a golden opportunity to obtain full and free education in the
SUM Institution, I should not make the foolish mistake of losing the chance. But despite their
... well-intentioned advice, I had made up my mind not to miss the trip at any cost. The abovestated reasons were motivating me at the very depths of my subconscious and it was not
possible for me to resist those reasons. Hence 1 resolved to leave my studies and push forward
towards Tibet.

Tharchin's offhand mention of Sundar Singh here is not without some significance in the
decision by the Tibetan from Poo to go at this time to Tibet. As a matter of fact, by piecing
together various other items of information besides that given by Tharchin in the above
reminiscence, it is not too much to say at all that the Sadhu had a great deal to do with Dorje
Tharchin's willingness to forego the continuance of his SUM1 studies and be off to the Great
Closed Land.
For one thing, it is learned from the Tibetan's own "memoirs" created near the end of his
life that he "had last met" Sundar Singh "at Agra in early 1921 "--which obviously means
that this encounter occurred well prior to Tharchin's departure for Tibet in the month of
May.2And it is also known from these same "memoirs" (but on a much earlier page of them)
that this meeting ofthe two evangelists had occurred at that time when Tharchin was returning
to Kalimpong from a trip to Delhi, doubtless made by him during the SUM1 winter holiday
break of 1920-1. In his so-called memoirs the Tibetan relates the fact that he took this
occasion to share with his close friend and colleague in the gospel his increasing burden and
desire to evangelize among his ethnic countrymen in Tibet, a land which he well knew was
high on the Sadhu's own agenda for continued evangelism. Although the pertinent passage
from Tharchin's "memoirs" was quoted earlier for a different purpose (see the end of Chapter
9 in the first volume of the present work), it bears repeating in part here:
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... I ... discussed with him my plans to avail myself of the opportunity to visit Tibet. I told him
that we had both attempted to enter Tibet to preach the matchless name of Christ, but we could
not realize our plans. Now, though, I might have an opportunity to visit Tibet. Sundar Singh
was glad to hear of this opening to enter Tibet. This was in the great providence of the Lord.
It would not be presuming in the least to say that Tharchin must also have apprised
Sundar Singh of all the other considerations which were then weighing heavily upon his
heart-those which were addressed by him long afterwards in the lengthy "memoif
reminiscence with which the present chapter opened, especially the subject of his SUM]
studies at Kalimpong. For it has come to light from another source that the Sadhu did indeed
have a role to play in the Tibetan's voluntary forfeit of these free-tuition studies for the sake
of the gospel in Tibet. The source is a letter that was written to Tharchin three years later
from Poo by Moravian missionary Fred E. Peter. As will be learned more fully at the end of
the next chapter, the Tibetan had inquired of Rev. Peter by letter about the possibility ofhis
going to Poo to labor in the gospel there. At the same time, he had apparently asked Mr.
(later Rev.) William Mann of the Christian and Missionary Alliance Mission in India, who
had likewise had a burden to reach Tibetans for Christ, to send to Rev. Peter a personal
recommendation that would undoubtedly include any observations Mann might wish to offer
concerning Tharchin's character and his Christian service. Citing in his response to Tharchin's
inquiry "the good reports about you received from Mr. Mann," Rev. Peter went on to make
the following interesting comment: "If I understood Mr. Mann right, and if lie was informed
fully [by you?], I believe you left your studies for evangelistic work influenced and helped bq
Sadliu Sundar Sir~gh."~
Doubtless, then, it was the encounter at Agra with the Sadhu that served as the venue for
Tharchin to solicit advice from his valued friend and confidant which could help him to chart
out a course of Christian endeavor for the foreseeable future. Not only did Sundar Sin@
provide advice and counsel that apparently "influenced" the Tibetan in the direction of quitting
liis SUM1 studies and going off to Tibet for evangelistic and other purposes; the Sadliu also.
it would appear, and in keeping with his well-known generous nature, "helped" Tharcliin ins
financial way as a means of assisting him to make the transition from student and teacher at
Kalimpong to evangelist and linguistic scholar inside the Forbidden Land of Tibet. The Sadhu
would likewise support his friend with liis prayers as Dorje Tharchin now made preparatiolls
for entering at last the land of his dreams and fancies. 111fact, so eager was lie to reach Tibet
without delay that in a letter sent five months later from Gyantse he would write to say that
"I left my good [teaching] post and the good opportunity of my study and ... did not [even]
settle anything about my pay etc." from SUMI.'

Although to the cultural outsider (especially if lie be a Westerner) the politics and religion
of Tibet might appear most inhospitable and at times even hostile. its physical environmenf
could be such to anyone-whether insider or outsider. For this highest country in the world
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that so often in the past has been shrouded in mystery is a vast plateau or tableland ranging
in altitude from 1 1,000 to 17,000 feet (with the average above 14,750) and "enclosed by the
largest mass of rocks in the worldm-it being bounded at the four points of the compass by
four different mountain ranges. The Himalayas to the south, however, constitute the most
gigantic in mass and height, peaking up to over 29,000 f& and extending in a broad curve
some 1500 miles to form the border with the Indian subcontinent. And on the north the
Tibetan plateau is enclosed by the similarly long Kunlun (Tien Shan) mountain chain, with
peaks exceeding 20,000 feet in elevation that "form a forbidding bastion against invaders." It
is little wonder, then, that to Tibetans themselves their country is known as Bhod Gangcherl
Jong: the Land Surrounded by Snow Mountains. In fact, Tibetans like to refer to their
country as the Snowy Land.
Hidden behind this immense mountain-wall ("which Nature has built up to guard its
secrets"), the world's most elevated country is swept not only by intermittent snowstorms
but also by some of the fiercest winds imaginable. Indeed, one Tibetan explorer has commetited
that this land's galestorms "are generally regarded as the most terrible and devastating
steady winds known anywhere in the world." These winds have gained immense notoriety
from the stories which so many explorers of Tibet have brought back regarding them. It is
the vast, bare and open tormation of the land that affords these wind currents such unparalleled
opportunity to sweep along unchecked. often reaching and maintaining speeds of a hundred
miles an hour. oddly enough, these gales grow much stronger during the afternoon hours.
On a given day the entire morning may remain quite calm, but at about 1:30 or so a breeze
will suddenly arise and commence to increase in velocity, until at about 4:00 p.m. it will have
taken on hurricane force and then only die down shortly after sunset, but with it sometimes
continuing till far into the night. One traveler, however. reported a peculiar phenomenon
about Tibet's winds, the knowledge ofwhich helped him to evade their \vorst features. One
day during a fierce windstorm he noticed that the sand on the ground "was singularl} little
disturbed, that for the most part the wind swept along two or three feet abo\,e the ground,"
and that thus a gale could be blowing but if a person lies down on the earth it ~ o u l scarcely
d
be noticeable!
One consequence of these gale-force winds for the land's inhabitants has been that
down through the centuries Tibetans have adopted as a mode of protection against the
penetrating coldness a method which to most visitors in the land has appeared obnoxious.
repulsive and even loathsome. Because these cutting winds are JO easily able to penetrate
every form of clothing and to dissipate the tiny layer ofwar~nair which ordinarily surrounds
the body, thus making frostbite a very real and constant threat, the Tibetans as a race of
people decided long ago to retain on their ski S layer upon layer of dirt and grease as a
means to counteract this threat. As one writer has observed, this method adopted by the
Tibetan "is really the finest natural clothing he could secure."' Moreover. recent research
has revealed that Tibetans have been able to live at high altitudes for far longer than the
South American Indians. This is because the inhabitants on the Roof of the World have
developed a genetic factor that permits them to utilize oxygen more efficiently than other
high-altitude dwellers who up till now have lacked such a refined mechanism.
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As a country Tibet is so cold that the common dress of Tibetans must be a ~heepskin,~~
is for the most part so barren that its citizens have had to rely upon other nations for many of
their comforts and necessities of life. Nonetheless, Tibet's ice age glaciers have from time
immemorial been the source of many great "rivers of life" that extend their way throughou\
much of Asia: those legendary waterways such as the Indus, the Ganges, the Sutlej andthe
Brahmaputra, as well as the Kali Gandaki, Trisuli, Yangtse, Salween, Mekong and Yellow
Rivers. Surely the ninth-century Tibetan poet was correct when he wrote of his homeland:
The center of high snow mountains,
The source of great rivers,
A lofty land,
A pure land.
Yet how did Tibet, geologically speaking, come to be this "dizzy land, towering aboveall
its neighbors"? In answer, one journalist has declared that the Roqf of the World "providesa
dramatic example of the power which is released by colliding continents." Indeed, Sven
Hedin once described Tibet as "the most stupendous upheaval to be found on the face ofthe
planet." For a long time, now, it has been believed-at least as a generally accepted theorythat the Himalayas had been formed as a result of the collision between India as a former
gigantic island and the continent of Asia. Originally a part of the super continent called
"Gondwana-land" that was located in the southern hemisphere some fiftymillion years ago,
India broke away from it and floated over the Indian Ocean towards its present location.
And about twenty million years ago this floating island-mass collided with Asia creating in
the process what geologists have heretofore considered but one seam that joined the much
smaller island-mass of India with the huge landmass of Asia, thus forming today's Indian
subcontinent and thrusting up what we now know of as the H i m a l a ~ a s . ~
Not long ago, however, a joint French-Chinese geological expedition discovered what
appears to be not one but two seams that if true would go a long way in explaining more fully
how the Roof of the World was formed. This new supplemental theory now holds that there
was a second island floating in the ocean, and situated between the India continental isle and
Asia. Journalist Robert Walgate reports that through some highly technical seismographic
research conducted by the expedition, it has been determined that the second seam lies
about 200 kilometers "north of the seam which was already known"; and that "the enclosed
block, the Lhasa-block, is in fact present-day Tibet." According to this supplemental theory,
in the time of the dinosaurs, this second isle was located at the level ofthe Equator and must
have therefore been "a whole tropical continent with its own flora and fauna." Most interesting
of all, these geologists claim there are indications that the Lhasa-block had consisted
of different parts, and that hence one could speak of "an island archipelago which was
caught, jammed between India and Asia."'
Now Tibet in the past had traditionally been viewed as comprising three distinct
regions, latitudinallyspeaking: a southern zone consisting of relatively fertile valleys (minimum
elevation 12,000 feet) and pasture lands, and populated by people following agricultural
pursuits (with good crops grown of barley, wheat, peas, beans and buckwheat) and where
the majority of Tibet's population has always lived; a central zone that for the most part
constituted grass country and served as home for nomadic tribes; and, covering one-third to
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one-half the country, a vast northern treeless waste zone known as the Chang (meaning
"northern") or the Changthang where during nearly the entire year an Arctic-like climate
prevails, where seldom more than an inch of rain annually falls and snow normally only
"breaking the sky" during the last two months of the year, and where "no human activity
relieves the desolation" except during the autumn season when the air is clear and traders
and pilgrims could traverse the area from the east to Lhasa. So rarified is the air over the
Changthang that the traveler can see an occasional nomad ten miles away. Interestingly, a
Captain Wellby, after traversing the Chang during the summer of 1896, could report that for
this period of time he could find "no vegetation higher than an onion" and could see "no sign
of human creature for fourteen weeks." Indeed, the Tibetans themselves derisively call the
Changthang "the land of no man and dog"-making it the least inhi-hitedand most inhospitable
region of the world's roof: the part of Tibet which one former resident of that country has
aptly termed "a misanthrope's heavenWLYetsurprisingly, this same bleak and desolate region
of Tibet could in the past provide pasture for herds of wild horses, yak, sheep, asses, goats
and antelopes-with most of the grazing grounds lying between 15,000 and 17,500 feet in
elevation! To traverse the country of Tibet in those days the average traveler was required
to make a succession of arduous ascents and descents, to struggle through snowy passes at
incredible elevations, cross and recross swift, icy streams and rivers-spanned only by
homemade bridges of hemp rope or else absolutely bridgeless, make camp in terrible storms,
and do battle with the worst features of the elements imaginable.
Long fabled as a very snowy country, Tibet's total precipitation nevertheless averages
but ten inches per year. This is because of the unrivaled barrier of lofty mountains and
glaciers on Tibet's underbelly which keeps the heavy monsoon rains to its south and southeast,
thus precluding humidity developing in the land which otherwise would be "eternally sheeted
in ice." As it is, there is practically no snow under 20,000 feet, even in winter. But what it
lacks in snow much of the year it makes up for in frigid temperatures. For although its capital
of Lhasa is in the same latitude as Cairo in Egypt, the country, as indicated above, can be
almost as cold as arctic Siberia. In fact, tremendous atmospheric changes, even in a given
day, are not uncommon, with "the thermometer in some places showing 120" F. at mid-day,
and sinking to [thirty] below zero at night"! Tlie heat, though, is only felt under the sun's
direct rays inasmuch as the heat in Tibet's rarefied atmosphere does not radiate; on the other
hand, noted one Western traveler in the Shigatse area, during the hottest time ofthe day he
and his companions were frequently finding that their tea "would freeze to a solid block of
ice inside of a dwelling." Little wonder, then, that Tibetans say "cold-warm" when referring
to temperature; for as another Western traveler once remarked, "One can literally get
sunstroke on one side of the face while the other is being frostbitten, so great is the difference
of temperature in sun and ~ h a d e . " ~

Originally Tibetan society had been nomadic in character; nevertheless, it slowly developed
into a socio-economic system wherein the land belonged to the State but was held in estates
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by the Government, monasteries or the aristocracy. True, the land was worked by tenall
farmers, many of whom were bound to the estate; yet some of the terms which have beer,
used by historians and others to describe facets of medieval European society-those such
as "serfdom" or,"slavery"-never seemed to have applied to any of a number of relationship
by which the tenants in Tibet paid taxes to their landlords.* As a matter of fact, in Eaq
Tibet's Kham and Amdo provinces, where there existed fewer sizable estates and where
there were more large free peasant holdings, a greater number of individuals actually owned
their land and therefore paid taxes directly to the Government. Moreover, various other
lifestyles could be found in Tibetan society: nomads, of course, but also merchants, traders,
craftsmen, and semi-nomadic peasants.

Now as to one's knowledge with regard to the dating of Tibet's beginnings, an oral tradition
traces it to the second century b.c.; the land's reliable written records, however, give its
history only from the seventh century a.d. This was when Tibet's first great king, Songtsan
Gampo (who ruled in 627-49), had his able, young and brilliant scholarly minister, Thonmi
Sambhota, adapt the Gupta script of India, "with a number of ingenious changes," to the
Tibetan language of his time.g The earliest known allusion to the land of Tibet in Western

* "!30me point out that these terms 'serfdom' and 'slavery" seem rather more likely to be Chinese inventions
designed to justify their armed occupation of Tibet which began in [1950]. Mrs. D. Choedon. a Tibetan woman
classified by the Chinese as a serf, whose writings make this designation doubtful, gives a portrail of a rather
easygoing society which was more or less self-sufficient. 'We never had any difficulty earning our livelihood.
There was not a single beggar in our area.' Her writings have been described as .wholly credible' by Chris Mullin.
ajournalist who is considered by many to write sympathetically of Chinese rule in Tibet. Various travelersin
Tibet such as Mme. David-Neel, George N. Patterson and Heinrich Harrer [all of whom are cited as source
authorities in the present biography] have generally confirmed Mrs. Choedon's observations." Paul Inpr"m,
Tibet: the Facts; a Report Prepared by the Scientific Buddhist Association for the linited Nations Comniissionoll
Human Rights ( l 990), 3 . See also Franz Michael, Rule by Incarnation: fibeton B~rt/dhist~l
ancl Its Role 117 Socie?'
and State (1982), who thoroughly discusses these terms and comes to the same conclusions as Ingram has
presented.
One scholar-writer (but there are no doubt others, including hlarxist Chinese writers) who thus far is not
swayed by the equally scholarly views of writers on the subject such as B. Aziz ( 1978). P. Dargyay (1982). F.
Michael (1982) and B. Miller (1986) is the historian Melvyn Goldstein. Despite his allowance for "substanlial
mobility in Tibetan society," Goldstein continues to insist that "this flexibility is not incornpatible with the
presence of a system of serfdom" that in his view obtained in Tibet. He argues that though the traditional socic[!
on the World's Roof unarguably included opportunities for social and physical mobilitj: "there was an intrinsic
element of control by lords [of the land] over the labor of their hereditary serfs." Goldstein. -~eexaminillg
Choice, Dependency and Command in the Tibetan Social System: 'Tax Appendages' slid Other 1,undless Serfs,"
TJ(Winter 1986):79. For rejoinders to Goldstein by Miller and Michael. see Miller's Ic~lersto the t':ditor in TJ:
(Summer 1987):65-7 and (Autumn 1987):64-6, and Michael's letter to the Editor. in 71/ ( A u t ~ ~ mI n987):78.
Goldstein has continued to amplify on his thesis with new data, and has concluded that *'\vl1atappcilrs clear . , .
is that the essential attributes of serfdom were present in Tibet, and that the similarities hc[\\:ccn Tibet and
Europe are significant." Goldstein, "On the Nature ofthe Tibetan Peasantry: a Rqoinder." 7.J(Sp1.ing 1988):65.
See also his further article. "Freedom, Servitude and the .Servant-Serf' Nyima." 7:) (Summer I 980):56-60.And
finally, for a still more recent counter-argument to the thesis put forward by thosc like Goldstcin and ljtllcr
slncere as well as dogmatic individuals of the lefi," see David Part. A Strange Llbo.n[iolt: 770c~tunLives It'
Chinese Hands (lthaca, 1992), 22-9.
I'

'
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literature was that made by the fifth-century b.c. historian Herodotus in his famous History.
In it he told of a great desert north of India inhabited, as rumor asserted, by giant ants who
tossed up gold nuggets as they burrowed beneath the earth's surface. Travelers, Herodotus
wrote, would periodically try to make away with the gold on horseback, but the ants would
hotly pursue them and kill the thieves if caught.*1° A visit in 1 E67 by the Survey of India
Department's "Chief Pundit," Nain Singh Rawat, to the fabled goldfields of Thok Jalung
provided some support for this "curious story" in Herodotus. For here on this ceaselessly
windswept 17,000-foot plateau (located, incidentally, just north of the river Indus in that
portion of southwestern Tibet opposite the Bashahr district in India where Dorje Tharchin
was born and grew up), this Bhotian explorer in disguise came upon numerous small piles of
earth-like anthills. What he discovered were not giant ants but a considerable number of
goldminers who were dwelling with their families in a more or less permanent underground
status. And as he watched the diggers unearthing plenty of gold, he beheld one nugget that
weighed at least a kilogram!'' A hardy lot, these Tibetans were indeed, despite the privations
of such uninviting terrain.
In the fifth century b.c., of course, the "father of history" had not identified by name the
people who lived in the geographical area he had briefly described and within which his
"curious story" had taken place. That would come several centuries later when "the native
ethnonym of Tibet" itself-as Professor Christopher Beckwith has more precisely defined
it-was first referenced in both Western and Eastern historical sources. In his superbly
composed volume on the Tibetan Empire of the early Middle Ages, Beckwith explained that
the term Bautai or "Baut" was the name which first appeared in the writings of Hellenistic
and Greco-Roman authors to denominate the people of Tibet. At about the same time in
which these Western writers were composing their works. Chinese written sources of the
late classical period were employing a name for the inhabitants of Tibet which when pronounced
in classical times had sounded something like "Puat": a term, asserts Beckwith, which "was
undoubtedly intended to represent Baut, the name that became pronounced by seventhcentury Tibetans as Bod ..." The American scholar went on to point out that there is
significance in the fact that the Indic form of Baut is Bhautta, which, he adds, "is phonetically
comparable to the classical Western and Eastern transcriptions of the name of Bad."'?
There is, then, a close connection between the term Bod and the derivation of Tibet as
the name in English for this area of Central Asia. For it may be recalled from the early
portion of the End-Notes for Chapter 1 of the present narrative that the actual term "Tibet"
or its near equivalent first appeared in about 950 a.d. in the works of the Arab writer Istakhri,

* "Generally hailed as the 'father of histoq,' Herodotus (485-425 b.c.) has also been labeled 'king of liars' by
more severe critics. Some historians think the 'ants' sprang from his lively imagination, others suggest more
tolerantly that he simply put the best possible gloss on the enthusiastic accounts of the travelers of antiquity.
Alexander the Great and Suleiman the Magnificent, plus a horde of anonymous adventurers and learned men,
tried to track down the mysterious gold diggers across the centuries. Indian, Chinese and Tibetan literature
abounds in references to the strange insect prospectors. Their legend was as well known in the West in the Middle
Ages as the tale of Jason and the Golden Fleece in Greek mythology." See "Explorer Locates Gold-Digging Ants
.of Legend," datelined Paris, Dec. 5 ( M P ) , in The Kathmandu Post. 6 Dec. 1996, p. 5. The well-known French
explorer and author, Michel Peissel, believes he has solved the mystery as to the identity of these mythical
creatures: they belong to a genus of the burrowing squirrel known as the marmot which inhabits certain areas of
the Himalayas even today; ,ste the present chapter's End-Notes for the details.

.
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who called the country "Tobbat." The word Tibet in English is therefore the European form
of the term to-bhod-that
is to say, the "Highlands of the Bhod peopleM-from which
Istakhri must have derived his name of Tobbat.*

N o w the reader will recall from an earlier discussion that prior to the introduction of
Buddhism into Tibet, the indigenous religion already present for ages past had been a gross
form o f devil worship. Yet even down through the centuries o f Tibetan history since the
beginning of this religion's replacement in the seventh century of the Christian era, this
ancient shamanistic faith has so substantially tinged Tibetan Buddhism that it has given the
latter a special color o f its own. Thus the Roof of the World, a later generation Tibetan wrote
from London, "took unto itself the religion of India and the culture of China, and planted
these seeds in its own soil, a soil different from that of any country in the world. The genius
of the Tibetan people then acted upon it, and flowered forth a civilization that is unique." But
it led, Tsewang Pemba added, "to strange paradoxes and contradictions: side by side with
the most abstruse and pure philosophies, there was a web of superstition; the killing of any
living thing was condemned, yet the justice meted out to wrongdoers was barbarous in the
extreme; there was hardship, but there was happiness and an exuberance o f vigorous life;
there was backwardness, but freedom to lead a gay, carefree existence; there was ignorance,
but there was wisdom too. Such was Tibet." Another writer on the Roof of the World, but
not a Tibetan, has amplified further on these and other qualities in the Tibetan character.
David Bonavia, together with photographer Magnus Bartlett, have in recent years produced
an insightful and extremely handsome volume on the Land of Snows and its people entitled
In it Bonavia has a passage-worth quoting in f u l l - o n the character of
quite simply, 7'ibe~.
the inhabitants who have peopled this remarkable country:
Numerous travelers have remarked on the peculiar amiability of the Tibetan people, their
tolerance of foreigners (few of whom have actually succeeded in penetrating the country
before the Chinese occupation in 1951), and their love of life and fellowship. They revere
nature, and respect and cherish animals even when they must kill them for food. Their life-style
is aimed at achieving a harmonious balance between their daily chores and the spiritual forces
which they believe to exist all around them.
The Tibetans are naturally likable people, but they are as prone to human weakness as
anyone. Throughout their history, bandits, oppressive rulers, and prafligates, often sheltering
behind the badge of the monk or lama, have clashed with the high ideals and abstruse philosophy
of Buddhism. Their likableness stems from their way of offering open and direct fi-iendlinessto
strangers and to each other, and preserving a sense of humor-side by side with a strong

* Yet even more common, it was noted earlier, has been the use of the term bhod-yul-the

"Land of the Bhod
peoplew-to designate this particular geographical area. And finally, it ought not be overlooked that the Tibetanspeaking inhabitants of this Central Asian mountainous region have themselves been given to calling themselves
by the name of bhod-par, or the "Bhod-people."See Friedrich Heiler, The Gospel ofSodhu Sundar Singh, tram.
Olive Wyon (London, 1927), 66.
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belief in the spiritual nature of man, while recognizing the inevitability of human foibles. Their
intimate contact with soil, mountain, beast and bud also bestows on them an air of spontaneity
and inner freedom.. .. For all the exotic characteristics of Tibetaq culture, the findammtal
sense of a striving after man's proper adjustment to the natural world lies at its base.''
Some of these very characteristics of the Tibetan race the reader has already become
acquainted with; others will manifest themselves as the present narrative continues to unfold
in the pages to follow.
As to the origin of the Tibetan people, Western scholars have generally sought for it in
early nomadic non-Chinese tribal peoples of eastern Central Asia.* In this connection, it has
been pointed out that this very background has been reflected for centuries in the ability of
the ~ibetansto handle horses, yaks and other animals, in the delight they have always taken
in the open spaces and open air, in their endless penchant for traveling great distances, and
in their strong individualism. About his people the current Dalai Lama of Tibet has himself
recently made these observations: "Tibetans are a distinct and separate race. Our physical
appearance and our language? and customs are entirely different from those of any of our
neighbors. We have no ethnological connection with anyone else in our part of Asia.'"'

*

But at this point i n the research n o one can be absolutely certain that this is true. An excellent summary o f the
results o f the scholarship done i n this area o f inquiry can be found i n Beckwith's work alluded to above. The
Tibetan Empire in Central Asia, 3-8. I n these few pages the author has set forth the following observations and/
or conclusions as a consequence o f his own and others' research:
The mystery of the origins o f peoples has fascinated scholars for generations I t i s now generally accepted,
however. that it i s difficult. if not impossible, to identify preliterate archaeological remains with specific
linguistic groups o f today. So it i s with the Tibetans. Recent archaeological discoveries have shown that the
land of Tibet has been occupied by humans from remote prehistoric times ... To which ethnic group these
early Tibetans belonged i s unknown. Theories o f Tibetan elhnic afinity. as with those of most other peoples,
are back-projections derived from conjecture about the linguistic relationship o f Tibetan with other languages
of Asia.
. . . By its very location [surrounded as it i s on all sides by a varietv of different I~nguist~c-speaking
peoples]
.... it would seem that whatever language group ( i f any) Tibetan i s to be connected with, the choices are not
limited to Chinese... .
The first historical reference to people later identified-rightly or wrongly-as Tibetans are to be found in
. . . tlie references on the Shang chine& oracle-bone inscriptions, from around four thousand years ago. to a
people called Ch'lang. They are supposed to have been nomadic-the name Ch'iang i s a Chinese word that
comblnes the signs for sheep and Man-but extremely little i s known about them. Their successors In the
Chinese records are known as the Chiang, who lived in and around the area o f present-day Northwest Ch~na,
but were considered to be non-Chinese. They spoke foreign languages and dressed differently from the Chinese.
Then, in classical antiquity, the Ch'iang reappear under their earlier name, and are firmly established on the
eastern marches o f Tibet.. . .
During Uie Great Migration of Peoples, which affected the classical East as well as the IC'est, Ch'iang leaders were
among those \rho established more or less ephemeral states on Chinese territory. It seems fairly clear that these
Ch'iang were edinically unrelated to the Tibetan-speaking people who founded the Tibetan Empire in the sevenlh
century of our era In any event, Tibetans and "Ch'iang" from the early seventh centuy onward were and are
without qucslioli linguistically-and. apparently, culturally-unrelated peoples... .
Morc 10 (he pollit. it is stated in the Old fiberan Chronicle that [Songtsan Gampo's father] .. . and h ~ speople
conquered the region of "Rtsan-Bod." This is generally believed to be the equivalent of modem U-Tsang. the ~ t h central heartland of Tibet. In other words, the Tibetans of [Songtsan Gampo's father]-who never call him "king
of l3x.l" in tlie Chronicle but always "king of Spu," and refer to themselves as poor southem farmers who conquered
the rich northern herders-did not originally have the ethnonym Bod. but acqulred it by conquest. In sum. the
Tibelan people are probably as autochthonous as any other people of Eurasia. But knowledge of where they
originally came frolii. and to which other peoples they are related, is now lost in the mists of tinle
t The dominant theor), constantly being put forward by the Chinese concerning the linguistic affinilies of lhe
Tibetan language-though discrrJited for solme time now by Western scholars-has been the so-called "SinoTibetan" one which. Beckwith \\,riles. "atten~ptsto force Tibetan into a 'family' along with Chinese. Thai. and
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It may be of interest to note here that it has been claimed that Nazi GermanyYsracis,
fuehrer Adolf Hitler had been an admirer of the supposed racial purity of the Tibetans,the
Nazis having seriously entertained the theory that Tibet was possibly the original Aryan
homeland and another equally bizarre notion that the Tibetans were themselves a lost Aryan
tribe. Because of this kind of groundless thinking, both Hitler and his SS henchman Heinrich
Himmler made approaches to Tibet. In 1938, for example, Himmler had dispatched toTibet
an expedition under Captain Ernst Schafer that was chiefly sponsored by the SS, openlv
Nazi, and ostensibly scientific in its mission but which carried with it secret instructions to
locate the Aryan homeland. So imbued with the "Master Race" concept were the Nazis that
the members of the expedition were instructed "to measure Tibetan head sizes and ascertain
that the Tibetans were not Jews but true Aryans." Moreover, a propaganda movie was
eventually made about the Schafer expedition that was entitled, "The Enigma of Tibet."
Lasting into 1939, the expedition would ultimately alienate itself from the Tibetans because
of conduct that offended their Buddhist sensibilities. On the other hand, it is believed that
Hitler had made contact with the Tibetan government in the early 1940s. If true, it was
probably the snow mountains in the Snowy Land which liad first drawn the Fuehrer to take
notice of Tibet and her people, since in the 1930s "mountain sy~nbolisni"had commenced to
take hold of the popular imagination in Germany. "The pure white, solid power of snow
mountains," writes one authority, had exerted a powerful influence upon the Nazis.Indeed.
so affected was Hitler by Tibet and its culture that he is reputed to have even liad a groupof
Lamas brought back to Germany, where they were instructed to perform special chants
aimed at altering the weather patterns as a prelude to the Fuehrer's ill-fated invasion of
Russia! I s
Burmese. Although numerous revisionists have eliminated Thai from their s\.sten~s.contemporary politicalracial considerations (rather than linguistic ones) seem to be keeping Tibetan bound to Chinese." He goss onto
point out that the verbal system of 'Tibetan is very much "reminiscent OS Germanic tongues." but that ~ I l c
language displays '.systemically entrenched proto-Indo-Iranian vocabular!.." These Ikatures ~ngctlier\\()llld
reflect a relationship with the divergent "lndo-European" group; however. "the i~gglutinativcgrammiiticnl slructllrc
among other features (especially of modern spoken Tibetan). indicates a relationship with langi1agc.s o t l l l ~
convrrgenl 'Altaic' group." Beckwith acknowledges that vocabulary and a fe\v other i'caturcs slio\i a probable
relationship of some kind with Bur~nsse.but that "any divergent relationship with Chinese is unlikel!-nlth(~l~~~l
still conceivable for the remotest prehistoric times-for just about every possible rcason. (l'hat modern CenU'al
Tibetan dialects have phonemic 'tones' is only indicative of Tibet's ph!sical location in a n area ofthe \\.orld-Eastern Eurasia-\\iherc nearly all languages that have been (here \cry long . . . I,;lvc tonal systems. )" As lhc lllosl
perceptive linguist who has discussed the mattcr has sllo\vn. adds [3cck\\itIi. '.the most strenuous rccc~ltd'f('rts
expended in demonstrating a relationship have been quite u~isuccessIi~I.
.l'hc i i ~ is.
t even il' the .l'ihc.t;ln alld
Chincsc: language families \\,ere ultimately di\sergentl! related, they \\o\lld lla\.t. IlaJ 10 lla\ c split inlo t\\o dislillcl
gr011ps many thousands of !.ears ago. long hcli)re thc crcatioll of any linguistic remains ~Iialcoi~lclhclp l'r()\'C 0''
disprove such aflinit!,." In sum. concludes Beck\\ ith. ..it is uncertain \\.hat l a ~ l g l l aI'ibctan
~ ~ ~ is 1.clated 10.
an!'one \\.ill1 a kno\rledge of both comparative-historical lillgllistics and [llc. .l'ihc[an and ('hincsc langui~ses(111~
pillars of the 'Sino-Tibctan' tlieory) has great diITicul~!, imagining that t\ro such radicall!. dif.li.rcnl r,.)ngucl.could
be geneticall!, related." Tile Tihc~rtlnEnr,>i,u in Ccnt~.nl:l.sitr. 5 - 5 . !.his categorical statcmclit ol'l\cck\\ ith's linJs
supportive elaboration in the obser\,ations of anothcr Tibetan scholar. Robcrl 'l'ul-m;~n.I Ic has noted l1131 011 the
one hand the I'ibctan language lacks ideograms--being written in an alphabctic.;ll forlli. is pol) S! Ilabic. inllecl~d
with case. declension and fonder structure that has bee11ad;~ptedfrom Si~nskl-it.urld is not sc~nanti~illl!tonal. ()I'
the other hand. the Chinese laligi~agcis \\rittcn in ideograms. and is monos\~llahic.non-inllcct~dand tonal!
Turman. '.An Outline of l'ihctnn Culture." C'lrlt~r/-~rl
.Yr,,.\.ivtrlC)r,o~./cl./l'( I988j:05.
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Tibetans themselves have long claimed to have been descended from a rhesus monkey
god named Halu Manzur who was an incarnation of Chenrezi, the Divine Protector ofTibet.
This monkey god, so say the Tibetans, married a mountain ogress or demoness wh-aid
to
be the manifestation of Dolma, "the liberating goddess**--hadlusted after him. This assignation
is believed by Tibetans to have occurred at Mount Conpori (or Gonbo), near Tsethang (a two
days' journey southeast of Lhasa), and that the caves which were said to have been inhabited
by these monkey ancestors can be seen even today. The ogress ultimately gave birth to six
children, all born with long hair and tails. But the father-the good Spirit of the mountains,
Chenrezi-miraculously fed them sacred grains, causing their hair and tails to gradually
grow shorter till they fell away entirely. The six progeny of the Monkey and the Ogress were
said to have originated the six tribes and founded the twelve states of prehistoric Tibet.
According to the Tibetan chronicles, some of these six children had the virtues of their
father, the monkey god (love for religion, piety, gentleness, good manners. etc.). whereas
others had the vices of their demoness mother (ferocity, cunning, deceit, greediness, etc.),
"yet all possessed strong bodies and courage," as are indeed the Tibetans of today. This
version of the origin of the Tibetan race was subscribed to by the famed Indian pundit Atisha
(982-1054 a.d.) who claimed he had discovered a document inscribed to t h i s effect on a
pillar in the Central Cathedral of Tibetan Buddhism at Lhasa. Interestingly. in a Sherpa
version of this legend,I6a monkey that was converted to Buddhism took up the hermit life in
the mountains where he was loved and married by a demoness. Their offspring too had long
hair and tails, but they became the mi-teh kang-mi, the "man-thing of the snows"-the yeti
or Abominable Snowman of current notoriety.''

Unsatisfactory as these legendary and mythological explanations for tlie origin of the
Tibetans and other possible inhabitants of the Land of Snows may appear to us of a later and
more rational day, it nevertheless cannot be denied that more than thirteen centuries ago
these same strong-bodied, aggressive and courageous Tibetans-under the leadership of
Songtsan Ganipo (61 7-49), their "Noble Tibetan King," as he has often been called-had
forged one of the mightiest military empires the world has ever known. Yet ~ h inothe West
today, asked one Western historian of modem Tibet, "has ever heard of Songsan Gampo?"
Nevertheless, his name, wrote Michel Peissel, "deserves to stand beside those of Alesander.
Caesar, Genghis Khan and Napoleon as one of the greatest conquerors of all time."
This Tibetan chieftain-a niere teen-ager!-"set out on horseback" in 634 a.d. with the
intention of unifying all tlie wild tribes of Central Asia, and within just fifteen \.ears he had
created "one of tlie fiercest armies of all time" and had conquered most of Central Asia and
had penetrated far into China as well. Animists by religion and savage by nature. Tibetans.
noted one authority, rejoiced in war and conquest. In this short span of time the armies of
Tibet under their youthful but fierce warrior-king had marched northward and established
control over the vast steppes of the Mongolians (from whence. incidentally. there appeared
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some seven centuries later another great soldier on the world scene, Genghis Khan), had
added the territory of India as far south as the Bay of Bengal (giving it the surprisingname
of "the Tibetan Ocean"!), and had extended Tibet's borders as far as to Salnarkandl,
Turkestan and even deep into China, exacting tribute from that country's emperors for several
centuries thereafter. A rapacious people who seemed to delight in plunder and cruelty,the
Tibetans came to be dreaded all over Central Asia as the Vikings a few centuries later came
to be greatly feared throughout Europe. So threatening, in fact, did Tibet then appear to some
of its neighbors that Harun al-Rashid, the all-powerful Caliph of Baghdad (he of a "Thousand
and One Nights" fame), felt compelled to enter into an unlikely alliance with China'sT'ang
Dynastic Emperor and to dispatch his best armies in an attempt to contain those of the
Tibetan kings. "The very fact," observed Luciano Petech, "that nothing less than the coalition
of the two most powerful empires of the early Middle Ages was necessary for checkingthe
expansion of the Tibetan state, is a magnificent witness ofthe political capacities and militar)
valor of those sturdy mountaineers." So powerful was the Tibet of those times that when,in
763, the Emperor of China had refused to pay the tribute owed the Tibetan court (50,000
rolls of silk annually), the great-great-grandson of Songtsan Gampo (Trhisong Detsen) invaded
the Celestial Empire, captured its capital of Chang'an (present-day Sian) and even deposed
the Emperor, replacing him temporarily with his own brother-in-law! At this time Tibetwas
occupying and actually administering virtually the entire territory then comprising China's
provinces of Kansu, Szechuan and Yunnan; indeed, Tibet went on to maintain its control over
this sizable portion of the Han Empire for nearly a century! Eventually these two proud
empires-Tibetan and Han-signed what in essence was a pact of nonaggression in 821-2.
Details of this treaty were in fact inscribed in both languages upon a stone pillar that was
erected in Lhasa very near the Holy Cathedral of Tibetan Buddhism. Treaty pillars were
also erected at the Sino-Tibetan border and at Chang'an outside the Emperor's Palace gate.
Among other things the pact defined the boundaries of both nations, declared that "all tothe
east is the country of Great China and all to the west is, without question, the country of
Great Tibet," and affirmed that "Tibetans shall be happy in the land of Tibet and Chinese
the land of China."'s
The immensity of the Tibetan military achievement is almost too vast to contemplate:
from northern Burma to Afghanistan, from Siberia to India, from what currently is knowllas
Russian Turkestan to deep inside China, it came about that this "Noble Tibetan King" and
Choegyal or "Religious King" descendants on the Tibetan throne ruled for some four hundred
years over the greatest empire of Central Asia, an empire that was simply called Tibet! Yet
as Peissel has noted with justifiable emphasis, "ofo// the great conquerors of Iiistory, Songtsan
Gampo is perhaps the one who has left the most lasting imprint on the world." This is
because, explains this historian of Tibet,
he not only established military control over territories vaster than Europe but also spread
there his culture and language, along with the Buddhist religion he adopted from his Chinese
and Nepalese wives, and which in his domains took a special form known as Lamaism. But
what is most remarkable is the fact that today, thirteen centuries later, the traditions, culture,
language and religion of Songtsan Gampo have survived practically unchanged throughout
what were his vast domains.
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But an even more remarkable phenomenon must be mentioned here. For in one of the
most unusual transfo~mationsof imperial and martial character in all of human history, these
vast domains that were well on the way to becoming the basis for an enduring Asian empire
were soon relinquished, and the tiercely aggressive trait which had effected their acquisition
and which, it was anticipated, would fuel still further conquests, gradually disappeared from
the Tibetan psyche until what had so noticeably characterized the social fabric of seventhcentury Tibet (its militaristic and expansionist tendency) was no longer recognizable among
Tibetans from about the tenth century onwards. In fact, said one writer on the Great Closed
Land, "For over one thousand years, Tibet invaded no one and asked only to be left alone."
The operative word here is: Tibet invuded no one; and the distinction is an important one,
even as one Indian academic student of Tibet made when he observed that the people of
Tibet "may have been violent within the Tibetan system, but there is little evidence of the
Tibetans going out and toppling other people."19
To say the least, this change in national character was an incredible volle-face, the
awesome dimensions of which have only in recent times come to be appreciated for what
they truly signified: a phenomenon which may very well be unique in all the annals of man.W
For because Tibet's king-emperors-beginning with Songtsan Gampo himself at the latter
end of his reign-became adherents ofthe pacifistic teachings ofthe Buddha and his followers,*
this vast Central Asian empire, in the words of one novelist-historian on Tibet, "sheathed its
sword and picked up the prayer wheel"; or as the Tibetans themselves phrased it. the people
"laid their weapons at the feet of the Lotus Thronew-the throne, that is, of the Buddha.
As was mentioned earlier, heretofore, the Tibetan kings, noblemen and soldiers during the
age of Tibet's military expansion had all been shamanistic and animistic in their religious
proclivities that had for centuries fostered a primitive magical religion built around the
phenomenon of ecstatic trance. But when this archaic religion was gradually displaced by
Buddhism, a radical change appeared in the very character of Tibetan life, attributable almost
entirely to Buddhism's prohibition against the taking of life, which meant that with few
exceptions the raiding, fighting and plundering of former times ultimately came to an end.''
Buddhism, "with its genius for drawing the sting from the warlike lusts of peoples," seemed
also, said another writer, to have even "softened in sympathy" the Tibetan language that
previously had "bristled with harsh combinations of sounds." Within but a little over two
centuries the imlnellse and once-powerful Tibetan Empire of Songtsan Gampo and his
successors was no more. For as Buddhism's influence had increased, it had wrought. by
degrees, "a real change of heart among Tibetans." As Sir Charles Bell has so perceptively
declared, Tibet literally "gave up conquest and worldly power. yet not-as happens with
most empires-for economic reasons or lack of military strength, but for religion. and religion
only."'? Her soldiers faded away, explained Bell elsewhere, and were gradually replaced by

* Most likely Tibetan Buddhism had first begun as a court religion during the latter \,ears of Snnglsan Gampo's
rule. It was fostered (a) bjf his l\vo devoutly Buddhist foreign wives-a princess each from Nepal and Chinaalong with each's respective retinue, (b) by various visiting embassies and merchants. and ( C ) by certain OT the
King's ministers. The two foreign princesses had been secured by the Tibetan sovereign in two marriage alliances
he had more or less forced upon the rulers of Nepal and China after having subjugated ~nuchof cach countr? ' S land
as his Tibctan Empire expanded. See again Beck\vilh, T/,e Tibetan Enipire in Ce?ilral..lsia.26.
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priests. And so it continued like this for all those many centuries, he added, until shortly
the turn of the twentieth century, when the late Dalai Lama felt compelled reluctantlyto
raise a small army chiefly in the hope that Tibet might protect herself against invasionb,
China who continued to have aggrandizing designs upon her far weaker neighbor. "Had
Christianity," inquired Bell rhetorically, ever "succeeded in effecting a change of heart atall
comparable to this among the nations of Europe or America?" The answer was obvious.21
Now as a long-term consequence of the infusion of the non-violent Buddhist ideology,by
the early part of the twentieth century Tibet, though still quite extensive, had been reduce;
from a territory far vaster than the whole of Europe to an area of only about 700,000 square
miles: that is to say, a land mass no larger than France, Spain and Germany combined. Today,
however, it is probably only about 470,000, with a substantially reduced indigenozis population
(by the mid-1980s) of most likely about two million (exclusive of the conquering Chinese
who since their invasion of 1950 have allegedly brought in many millions of their own
countrymen to settle in the land).'j It would be a far smaller Tibet to which Gergan Tharchin
would now make his way than what even he glimpsed at across the border from Poo when
but a small lad growing up in Northwest India.25

Little if any traveling difficulty would be encountered by Tharchin on this first major
journey of his life into the Land of Snows. This would not be the case, though, in ever)'
instance thereafter; for as will be learned in Chapter 19, Tibet's unpredictable weather and
sometimes frightfi~llyinhospitable terrain was to engulf him ten years later in one of the most
harrowing and unforgettable experiences of his entire life. With respect to the current journey,
however, all would go fairly smoothly.
NOWwhen all the necessary preparations had been made, Tharchin, full of anticipation
for what might lay ahead, left Kalimpong town on the Znd of May 1921. It ought to be
explained how this trip had come about in the first place. Upon hearing that the British
Trade Agent's wife, Mrs. David Macdonald-who at the time had been staying temporarily
in Kalimpong-was planning to return to Yatung in Tibet, Tharchin quickly went to herto
tell her of his "keen desire {o go to Tibet and master the Tibetan language": a desire, he
further told her, which had "again been sharpened when [I] heard of your [planned] return
t o Yatung." According to the Tibetan, Mrs. Macdonald "gladly consented to take [me]
with her party."* He was overjoyed at this prospect, and had soon thereafter made himself
ready.

* All quoted material and information in this paragraph have been derived from BB TsMs. p.3. Also, the dateof
departure can be found in GTUM TsMs, 105. It can also be found in Oskar Pfister, Die Legende ~lrndarSinghs214. Swiss pastor Pfister had rcceived a report from Jesuit Fr. Ilenry llostcn summarizing a lengthy conversation
held between himself and Tharchin at Darjceling in June 1925. during which the Tibetan had recounted events
surrounding his first experience in Tibet that had begun four years earlier. Actually, ,he credit for the abilify of
Tharchin to make this first major journey to Tibet must go to Mrs. Macdonald's husband, the British Trade
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Part of the way he accompanied Mrs. Macdonald, as well as some other friends who
happened also to be proceeding in the same direction. The entourage passed through
the villages of Algarah Bazaar and Pedong still in District Darjeeling, Rhenock just
inside Sikkim, and finally the village of Aritar, another Sikkimese town. While most
members of the party remained behind at Aritar, intending later to go on to Gangtok,
Tharchin followed the route alone the next day to Fadamchand beyond Gangtok on his
way to Yatung. Interestingly enough, at Fadamchand Tharchin met David Macdonald
himself, who was coming down from Yatung on his way to Gangtok. As British Trade
Agent he was normally stationed at the Tibetan centers of Yatung and Gyantse; at that
moment, however, Macdonald was proceeding to the British Residency at Gangtok the
capital of Sikkim State to continue his duties as Acting Political Officer-a position he
had been temporarily posted to assume there in late March 192 1 for the short duration
of three months. He was merely filling in until Major F. M. (Eric) Bailey could arrive on
the scene to replace the departed Colonel (later Colonel Sir) Frederick O'Connor.
Macdonald would ultimately hand over permanent charge of the Residency to Bailey on
21 June, just a month and a half hence.26
It needs to be explained that the term "trade agent" was in those days somewhat misleading,
for in actuality the British Trade Agency had little to do with trade matters, the Agent having
acted more in the role of a vice-consul or even a consul general. Yet. though these were his
duties, the person serving in this capacity was given the title of Trade Agent because he was
appointed by the India Office and not by the (British) Foreign Office due to the indefiniteness
of the political relations between China and Tibet. This rather odd title of Trade Agent had in
fact survived from the days of the 1904 Treaty signed between Tibet and Britain that served
as the event which terminated the Younghusband-Macdonald Diplomatic-Military Expedition
to Lhasa. And as a consequence of the Treaty the British were permitted to maintain one
Agent, who also at this time was Acting Political Oflicer for Sikkim. Bhutan and Tibet (see a feu. Text pages hence
for more details on this). In fact. Tharchin himself gave much of the credit to Macdonald. Writing in the third
person, he, along with David Wood~vard.could report: "Tharchin was finally admitted into Tibet . . . through the
instrumentality of David Macdonald, another unsung hero of Tibetan evangelism.. . . Through his contact \r ith
Macdonald, Tharchin's life ivas changed.. . ." Tharchin and brood\vard. "Tibet." in D. E. Hoke. ed.. The Chrrrch
in Asia, 652. Since he was Acting Political Officer during the critical months of March to June 192 1, Macdonald
had the authority-in concert u ith Lhasa-to determine who aniong foreigners from India and else\\herc could
and could not enter the Forbidden I_a~id.
Another confirmator!, source for this credit to hlacdonald is L.illian
Carlson. at one time an Anierican missionary in Kalimpong. Contributing a chapter to a retrospecti\.e account on
Christian Missions to Tibet published in 1988. she could report the follo\ving piece of information. based as it
was, by her own ackno\vledgment, on material gathered through "closc contact \i ith Rev. G. l'harchin and Mr.
Macdonald": ". . . the desire to \.isit Tibet and Lhasa \+,asstill there, and in 1920 [it should read 192 l ] \+henDaviJ
Macdonald became Acting Political Ofticer . ... Mr. Tharchin got his first opportunit! to go." See Carlson. "The
Story of Christian Missions to Tibet." in L. Carlson et al.. lfthe I i'sion Tarp,. 12-1 3.
It should be pointed out. incidentally. that the basis for much of this chapter by Miss Carlson \\as. in fact. an
undated type\critten document \r-hich the present author discovcred among the Tharchin Papers. I t is entitled
"The Story of the Christian R.!ission to Tibet (Compiled b!, Re\. G. l'harchin and Others)." and from interlial
evidence it can be dated sometilne after I 962. A comparison of a number of passages found in the Thnrchin
document \vith siniilarl~,\vordcd ones found in the 1988 published chapter corifirnis that the rormer is the hasis
for the latter. Doubtless. too. it call safe]),be assulned that one ofthe "Others" .want b! that \wrd in the title of
the unpublished document must have been bliss Carlson. \\.h0 \\as present for man!, years in Tharchin's hill
town and worked ver!. closely with him among the Tibetans there.
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trade representative in Tibet; and even into the 1930s the latter was still the only British
official allowed to reside in the Forbidden Land, although he was permitted to have a bodym
by virtue of his position. For this purpose, therefore, there was always present in Tibet one
company of Indian infantry with two British officers in charge, with the majority of theR
troops stationed at Gyantse but merely a small detachment of them kept at Yatung,
Nevertheless, the Trade Agency's headquarters itself was situated at Yatung and not at
Gyantse, despite the fact the latter was a much larger town.27

Now in their chance encounter at Fadamchand both Tharchin and Macdonald exchanged
best wishes with Macdonald instructing his friend Tharchin "to wait at Yatung till he came
back from Sikkim."28 These two then followed their respective i t i n e r a r i e ~At
. ~ ~Yatung,
Tharchin found that besides the Trade Agency House, which was situated in the main part of
the town and consisted of a large single-level dwelling painted black and white with many
window panes and surrounded by gardens, arbors and cobbled pathways, there was also a
small hospital, a post office, the guard-room for the platoon of the company that formed the
Trade Agent's escort (with the main body of troops, as mentioned previously, stationed at
Gyantse), and a large playing field where polo was played. (Indeed, by the 1930s, if not
earlier, football and hockey were two other sports played here; even a miniature golfcourse,
tennis court and ice-skating rink were in time also provided for the British and others to
enjoy!))' Tharchin himselfwas taken in by Mr. Yeshay Isaac,)' the one identified by Tharchin
at the end of the previous chapter as Macdonald's head clerk and also described by him
there as "a national Christian" from the mission work at Ghoom of the Scandinavian Alliance
Mission. Doubtless this housing arrangement for the visitor from Kalimpong had been made
by Mrs. Macdonald and forwarded ahead in advance of her own arrival in the Tibetan town.
The visitor must have been made quite happy at the prospect of having fellowship with
another Christian brother and with one whom he had already ~ n e ton his previous travels
through this part of Tibet to and from Bhutan.
Shortly after his arrival in Yatung Tharchin, having noVfixed work, ... helped Mrs.
Macdonald here and there" by availing himself of an excellent opportunity to teach temporarily
and honorarily in the primary day school that had been founded in Yatung by Mrs. ~acdonaldCalled the Alicia Private School, it was named after its founder, whose maiden name, it may
be recalled, was Alice (Curtis)." At the time, it was "the only modern school in Tibet,"
observed Tharchin long afterwards, and had been established "with a view to impart a
primary-level education . .. to the children of the employees oithe British." Between fodY
and fifty Tibetan children from round about the Chumbi Valley attended the school here.
Tharchin assisted in this school for a period of three to four months.''
It perhaps may be well to pause a moment and inquire a little into tlie Tibetan school
system, such as it was, which actually was not very much in those days. it being extrelllel)
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limited. What education there was had little changed over the centuries, given the past
predominance of the monastic element within Tibetan society. Education was therefore the
monopoly of the ubiquitous monasteries, which provided the necessary training for the elite
to lead the country and for those who were to enter upon ecclesiastical careers. This meant
that for the most part secular education did not exist. Observed one scholar on Tibet:
"Educational policies [before 195l] were viewed first and foremost in light of their bearing
on the well-being of religion, which provided the philosophical and theoretical foundation for
the educational system."34One Tibetan, who had grown up at Lhasa in the 1940s and early
'50s under this quite limited educational system, has provided a useful description of it and
what it was like to be educated within a curriculum where Religion and Rote were queen.
She writes:
There was no such thing as a school system in Tibet unless one counted the monastic schools
where the young monks were taught to read and write, and where those with ability continued
on to study grammar, theology and philosophy. In addition, there were two establishments in
Lhasa which were operated by the Government to train young administrators. One was clerical,
the other temporal. But whether the pupils were to become monks or lay officials, they were
almost all the sons of noblemen or landowners, whose business in life was to govern and f i l l
'the high office; of state.
Apart from this, schools were small private affairs run by individuals who had considerable
knowledgewithin the extremely narrow range ofthe curriculum. Some of these teachers found
secure employment as tutors in the homes of great men, instructing their families and also the
children of the numerous servants and retainers. Others set up schools on their own in the
large towns, hoping to attract a sufficient number of students, both boys and girls, to make a
living. It was to one of these that I was being sent.. ..
To begin with we put in a couple of hours memorizing and reciting prayers.. . . After this
period of religious training, we were sent home to get our breakfasts [school began in the very
early morning] ... Then, except for another break at lunchtime, classes went on till about six in
the evening, giving us ample opportunity to work at the other two subjects taught, reading and
writing. It was a restricted curriculum, no grammar, no arithmetic, no science, only reading,
writing, and the memorization of prayers.. ..
1 am afraid that, on the whole, my ~ i b e t a nschooling was both dull and sterile. There were
long days, weeks, and months of monotonous repetition in which there was very little intellectual
stimulation. Our learning was a narrow tunnel, blocked at its further end so that it led nowhere.
New thoughts and new ideas were not for us, our only fare was the mechanics of reading and
writing. The emphasis was placed not on training the mind, but on achieving a mere technical
accuracy. It did not matter whether we understood what we read or wrote, but only that we read
and wrote it well. Basically, I suppose, it was a system designed to produce clerks for a
medieval society, but certainly not trained men and women for a modem world.3'

Echoing some of these very sentiments was another Tibetan, Tsewang Y. Pemba. Born
at Gyantse and educated during his childhood years at Yatung and Lhasa during the 1930s
and in 1940, he then went off to the English school called Victoria School at Kurseong in
Darjeeling for his secondary education before going off to London for medical school.
Interestingly enough, Dorje Tharchin had had as one of his students at the Ghoom Mission
School the father of Tsewang, Rai Sahib Pemba Tsering, whom he would meet later at
Lhasa when there with Theos Bernard in 1937 and would meet both father and son again in
1940 on a return visit to the Tibetan capital (see Chapter 2 1 in the final volume of the present
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work for more on this family). In his fascinating volume entitled Young Days 111 fiber,
Pemba the son complained of the Tibetan school "system" he had experienced, noting-%
had the Tibetan lady above-the limited curriculum of its schools:
In the Tibetan schools they only taught the rudiments of the three R's and considered that a
beautiful handwriting was the finest education one could possess. Thus they wasted years of
a boy's life in trying to make him write in an exquisite fashion.* Discipline was very strict,and
the punishments meted out to the boys in these schools were severe. Tibetan schools and
monasteries had nothing at all to teach in such subjects as geography, history and science. All
they taught were the rudimentary things mentioned above and gonle literature. In the
monasteries they taught theology, philosophy, magic and rnetaphysic~.~~
It is not surprising, then, that over the centuries the absence of any basic science, histog
and geography instruction in Tibet's educational system, combined with the country's willful
insularity in its relations in more recent times with the outside, helped to create among its
people-both ruler and ruled alike-an incredibly antiquated and ignorant cosmologicalvien
of the world that bordered on the superstitious."fo deeply entrenched and pervasive was
this view that even shortly after the turn of the twentieth century the then ruling Abbot of
Trashilhunpo Monastery had still been insisting that the earth was flat! And Trashilhunpo,
situated at Shigatse in south central Tibet, just happened to be the ecclesiastical seat ofthe
second most powerful spiritual (and sometimes political) leader in the Great Closed Land
after the Dalai Lama. Not only was the earth flat, insisted the supposedly learned Abbot to
British Colonel Younghushand in 1903, but also that it was "triangular" in form, "shaped like
a shoulder of mutton"!!-"Then, too, the Chicago Daily News foreign correspondent ArchT.
Steele, when on assignment in Lhasa for two weeks during the summer of 1944, encountered
the same disbelief in the earth's spherical shape, declaring that "most Tibetans believe that
the world is flat." As though to underscore this observation, Steele noted that in his interview
with the Tibetan government's chief seer, the Nechung Oracle, the latter appeared ''scepticay
when told by the correspondent that "America could be reached by traveling either in a
westerly or easterly d i r e ~ t i o n . " ~ ~

* About this undue emphasis on calligraphy Dawa Norbu has been most critical. Describing the monolonous

routine of his own lay schooling at the monastic town of Sakya during the decade of the 1950s, Norbu comes
down hard in his account of his learning how to write. From about ten in the morning till late in the afternoon,he
writes, his schooling was devoted to nothing but calligraphy. "The Tibetan intclligent~ia.~
he remarks with frank
acerbity, "had an idiotic obsession about handwriting, and would iudge a passage by the way i t was written rather
than by its contents. The creative energy of the pupil was channeled towards the painstaking imitation of
teacher's handwriting. This system had a damaging and unwholesome influence on our language. which lacked
fresh, original expressions. Even our best work contained cliches and platitudes." Rrd Slar Over Tibet. 12l.
t So antiquated and out-of-touch with the real world beyond its borders had Tibet's educational system beensfor
centuries that in the opinion of both the current reigning Lama-King of Tibet and India's late Prime Minister
Nehru, it was this lack of a forward-looking approach to education in .Tibet which greatly accounts for \\'hythe
Land of Monks and Monasteries fell so easily in the 1950s to its present overlords: the Chinese ~ o m m u ~ ' ~ '
Having jointly conceived the educational system for the exiled Tibetan community in India in the critical earl!'
1960s, these two leaden, writes Dawa Norbu, based {heir original purpose in creating a modern systcln "
education for the huge influx of Tibetan refi~geeson their perception that ".l'ihst fsII because Tihe~anshadfalled
to cope with the changes in the modern world due to the absence of lnodern education." See Norbu, ' . ~ ~ t i v a t ~ ~ ~
Crisis in Tibetan Education System: Somc Personal Reflections," 7'R (May 1994):13- 14.
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Even as recently as the mid- 1960s the then reigning King of Mustangstill firmly believed
in the ancient myth concerning the flatness of the earth. This was the testimony of Michel
Peissel, the very first foreigner ever allowed to visit this small Tibetan J-limalayan kingdom
that is tucked away in a remote corner of Northwest Nepal along the latter's border with
Tibet proper. In his book published in 1968 which recounts his visit there four years earlier,
the author relates in stark terms this line of ignorance concerning the world that was made
known to him in a lengthy conversation he had with Angun Tenzing Trandul, Mustang's ruler
of that day.*
Asked by the King from whence he hailed, Peissel replied that he was from the country
of France. To which the Mustang ruler inquired whether that land was to be found in the
area of Lhasa or was it situated near the Island entity the King referred to as America! In his
book the Frenchman observed that the King's interrogatory response revealed the obvious
fact that he had never seen any kind of atlas of the world, and added that "like most Tibetans
he didn't know that the world is round." Instead, to the Tibetan mind, as reflected in the
Mustang ruler's misconceived understanding which he now related to his foreign visitor, the
earth appears flat like the half of a plate whose rounded edge sits southward and whose
straight edge looks northward where the sun, moon and stars are located. The world or
"Universe of the South," which is surrounded by water that flows outward in all three
directions from the land, has several Island nations-such as England. America and Japanthat are situated in the South World's seas. "The Tibetans," writes Peissel, "had heard about
the existence of such uncivilized places as Erlgland and America, and hence they think these
lands must be small islands" that are deserving of no other better location than where the
Tibetans believed they were! Lhasa, on the other hand, as might be expected in a Tibetan
cosmogony, "is the center point ofthe world," its position being at the middle point along the
east-west axis that forms the northern limit ofthe half-plate's straight edge bounda1-y alreadj
described.
Given this kindnf warped imagination ofthe world in the Mustang ruler's mind. Peissel
was hard put to convey to his Tibetan host the geographical positim of France; and hence he
was compelled to tell the King that his homeland lay in the area ofthe uncivilized Island of
England; but, the visitor added, he was careful to say that France "is different" from that
uncivilized Island country so as to allay his host's Tibetan sensibilities! And with that. concluded
Peissel, the King of Mustang "was satisfied with this answer."39
Needless to say, the day school which Mrs. Macdonald had established would seek to
rectify such a superstitious ignorance of the outside world among its Tibetan pupils. for her
school was patterned after its counterparts in India, and which therefore had a much more

* The line of Rajas or Kings of Mustang still continues toda), as one of several local r~~lcrships
that \\ere
permitted to retain their titles and limited autonomy by the founder of modern-day Ncpal. King Prirh\i
Narayan Shah. who unified the countr~.back in the late eighteenth centur).. Id)-ingat an alritudc ofo\.rr 4.00U
meters along the arid Tibetan plateau just beyond the Himalayas, Mustang's isolation "has kept Lhe region and
its Tibetan Buddhist culture frozen in time" even up to the present. The ruler rods!, (1996). the 25"' Raia of
Mustang, Jigme Parbar Bista, is concerned that the limited tourism bvhich the Nepalese government recrntl!
inaugurated (an annual 1.~00-touristquota. each to pay a hefty $US 700 fee for a 10-da! \.isit to I.!pper
Mustang) will not be the beginning of the end of his kingdom's ancient heritage that still ernbraces as \\ell 11 preBuddhist animist culture. See Ramyata Limbu. "Mustang's Tibetan Buddhist Culture ...." Evrrust Ilt~rc7i~l
(Kathmandu), 1 Nov. 1996. p. 2 .
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modem outlook in its curriculum than that just described. Some of the subjects ~ffered,~~(h
as reading and writing in the Tibetan language, arithmetic, geography, rudimentary science.
history and singing were taught here exactly as they would have been taught in the lndiao
schools. The school was housed in a stone building which, erected for this purpose in 191;.
was still in good condition some ten years later. Children from both humble and noble families
were admitted into the institution. The teaching staff consisted of assistant teachers andtht
Headmaster. Two of these assistant instructors were two of the Macdonald daughters, Vera
and Vicky, who taught English; and two others were Nepalese who taught Nepali and Hindi.'
Tharchin himself was merely a voluntary helper in the curriculum during his short stay i~
Yatung. Every attempt was made, observed Tharchin, to impart honest and thorough education
to the children. High standards were maintained and the school's curriculum timetable,noted
Tharchin, was observed with strict adherence. Moreover, those students for whom their
parents desired further education were sent off to Kalimpong's Guild Mission Boys' and
Girls' High Schools. Of further interest is the fact that during the four months he remained
at Yatung the Indo-Tibetan also "opened a night school for the grown-up men and taughr
them Tibetan."4'Nodoubt this was in line with his long-held strategy that the more literate
the Tibetans would become, the more of his ethnic countrymen would be able to read his
future Tibetan newspaper as well as the Christian Scriptures and thus facilitate the spreadof
the Christian message throughout Buddhist Tibet.
But during this same four-month period at Yatung, Dorje Tharchin would become direct11
involved in communicating the Christian message-at least on Sunday mornings if not during
the rest of the week. This activity, it may be recalled from the previous chapter, was always
conducted within the premises of Mrs. Macdonald's privately-owned and -operated schoola neutral site, to be sure-and not in the Macdonalds' Trade Agency home that was of
course British Government property. In the course ofthis Christian activity Tharchin would
be assisting Rev. J'. Isaac who, it may again be recalled from the previous chapter, was
Macdonald's head clerk in the Agency but also the one to whom for many years the Trade
Agent had entrusted the preaching and pastoral responsibilities among the large group of
Christians and non-Christians that assembled for the weekly Sunday service which the
Macdonalds on their own had established at Yatung.
Now in the letter he would write from Gyantse that was referenced early on in the
present chapter, Dorje Tharchin eagerly described for his correspondent his involvementm
gospel preaching, prayer, and teaching on temperance at this i~nportantCliumbi Valley town.
But the letter also alludes to the li~nitationswithin which the messenger of Christ was
compelled by the politico-religious circumstances of the tiine to observe in laboring forthe
gospel in this Closed Land. Here, then, with only some minor editing added for greater
clarity, is a most interesting passage from this Christian evangelist's letter:
Every Sunday I preached in Tibetan and Mr. lsaac in Nepali, because [during my stay at
Yatung] he always speaks only Nepali.When the people heard that on every Sunday at the
school [there now was] preaching in Tibetan, then more people begall to attend the church:
soinetimes 70, sometimes 60. Thus 1 had very nice opportunity to testify for the Lord. But I was
very sorry that during weekdays I could not do this, as we cannot go out and preach openly.
And thus because there was not much to do [along this line], I spent 111uchtime in prayer.
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But then, for about t h e weeks, I spoke on the subject of temperance because there arc
many who drink, even among the Christians. The Lord has used me, many having been
touched by the word [preached].One Christian brother, for example, who used to drink much,
promised before the small church that he would never drink in future; so we are very glad, and
up to this time he is holding to his promise, and in future we hope he will continue to stand firm.
But we must pray that he may not fall back into the same pit."'
Despite the limitations imposed on openly preaching the gospel, Tharchin would
undoubtedly do here at Yatung what it is definitely known he would later do--and quite
effectively at that-at both Gyantse and Lhasa: engage in quiet personal evangelism which
at other places in the Forbidden Land he would conduct on rather an extensive scale. This
little known facet to Gergan Tharchin's lengthy experience in Tibet will be appropriately
enlarged upon in subsequent chapters of the present biography. Suffice it to state here,
however, that this messenger of the Cross had by this time well learned, from the remarkable
example of his dear friend and fellow Christian evangelist Sadhu Sundar Singh, not to allow
oneself to be circumscribed by human proscriptions whenever these were in direct
contravention of Heaven's mandate to preach the message of Christ to all nations, but
especally to the peoples of those lands where that message had barely, if ever, been heard.
And for Gergan Durje Tharchin, Tibet stood as a clear and prime example of this very thing.
Here at Yatung, then, he would speak privately and quietly to as many of his ethnic countrymen
as were willing to lend him their ears.
That Tharchin would make many friendships with the Yatung citizenry which proved to
be longlasting is made quite evident by what occurred sixteen years later when he made a
return visit in 1937. That year he had accompanied as guide and interpreter an American
Buddhist scholar, Theos Bernard, who was journeying all the way to Lhasa. Wrote Bernard
afterwards concerning their stopover at Yatung: "While I lay in the dak bungalow resting,
Tharchin made calls on.his many Tibetan friends in the village. They no sooner heard that he
had arrived than a steady human stream was coming and going ..."*I

There was one facet to his experience at Yatung, however, which must have been most
disconcerting to the visitor from Kalimpong. For while marking time at this Chumbi Valley
community in advance of his traveling farther inland up to Gyantse, Dorje Tharchin became
totally penniless. In a letter he wrote shortly afterwards from Gyantse Tharchin laid out the
sad details of his plight:
Mr. Macdonald came back to Yatung, but then even he did not go to Gyantse for about two
months more. So still I had to wait in the same condition of being without any tixed work and
pay. I had about fourteen rupees in my pocket, but that was taken away by somebody [apparently
an indication of theft],and I became so poor that not a single paisa was left to me. Moreover,
I could not write letters to my friends [no money for postage], and I was ashamed to ask from
Mrs. Macdonald.
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This dire predicament in his life not only brought upon him great disappointment but even
pangs of doubt about the wisdom in having left India: "I thought that I had made a mistaketo
give up my work at Kalimpong and to come up here; and so, I was much tempted."
Fortunately for this stranger in the land, however, the Yatung school's founder, also his
Christian brother the head clerk, and others were t o befriend the Indo-Tibetan in this ven
serious situation. For his extreme poverty was soon t o be transformed by a touch of prosperih
which quite providentially came his way. Here is how this Christian from India would justa
few months later describe his surprising change of fortune at Yatung:
[Though left penniless] I did get all my food from Mrs. Macdonald, and aIso Mr. Isaac helped
me very much, they being very kind to me.. . . Then the Lord was very good to me. He sent me
some money through Mr. Ferrie, 51- rupees; through Miss Kempe, 51-; then Mrs. Macdonald,
51-; and Mr. Isaac, 51-. 1 had not asked from [any ofJ them, and I got all this money in just one
day! I was much surprised and gave thanks to the Lord, who is f a i t h f i ~ l . ~ ~
A s the narrative further unfolds, the reader will learn that Dorje Tharchin's faith in his God's
provision would be greatly tested once more, this time at Gyantse; even so, never again
would any more doubts assail him about his having left the secure and familiar surroundings
of Kalimpong for the unknown circumstances o f life in a "foreign" land. He now knew that
this first venture into his ethnic homeland was without question the event and place ofhis
God's appointment for him at this juncture in his life.

I n his end-of-life "memoirs" Tharchin was wont to describe the environment and people
of Yatung in this way:
The natilral scenery of the region was quite vivid and lively. The landscapes around Yatung
were charming and beautiful. The people in the locality were simple and honest. They are a
hardworking race. The population was not then contaminated by the corroding influences of
modem civilization. I noted a great difference between the peoples on both sides ofthe SlkkimTibet border with respect to language, culture and mode of living. Everywhere the general
atmosphere was calm and peaceful.
Tharchin continued in his "memoirs" with his reminiscence on having been able to come
to Yatung and Tibet:
After crossing the [Jelep] Pass, I thanked the Lord for opening the door so wonderfully so that
I could have the unique opportunity of entering the land of Tibet. I thought of Psalm 23 in a
special way in view of Sadhuji's [i.e., Sundar Singh's] and my disappointn~entin 1914 in not
being able to enter Tibet. My heart was overjoyed, and 1 was very happy indeed to enter the
Land of the Lamas. I stayed for three to four months-that is to say, from May to ~ugust-in
Yatung, and then, in the middle of August, I turned my face towards Gyantse.
Prior to Tharchin's departure for Gyantse. however, he had twice met fortuitously his friend
Rev. John Graham. For both before and after experiencing his first visit ever to Bhutan.
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Graham had halted at the Chumbi-Yatung area before proceeding o n his way t o and from
the Kingdom of the Thunder Dragon. In a letter from Gyantse sent shortly afterwards
Tharchin would spell out in some detail what had happened o n each of these t w o very
interesting occasions. 'lt reveals as well something of Tharchin's Christian philosophy and
his hopes for the enlightenment of Tibet through the spreading o f the Christian gospel there.
But it also includes a cautionary remark of David Macdonald's-and
Tharchin's echo o f the
s a m e - t o the effect that the recipient of his letter (believed, though not absolutely certain, t o
have been Rev. Evan Mackenzie o n an apparent missionary furlough in Scotland) should
carefully adhere to the advice given concerning any possible public dissemination o f information
on the Christian activity in the Great Closed Land now being described. Here is what
Mackenzie's informant related, with only some minor editing added for better understanding:

... On [Friday] the 5th of August [l9211 Dr. Graham came up to Chumbi [the village nearby to
Yatung] on his way to Bhutan. He stopped [at Yatung] on Saturday and a half day on Sunday
the 7th, and on that day he had the good opportunity of baptizing 12 persons in number, 7
children of Christian parents and 5 new converts. We had a very nice time, and after both the
[Sunday morning] service and the baptism we had the Lord's Supper [the Christian Communion
or Eucharist]. We sensed that the Lord was among us and He blessed us all. Then Dr. Graham
left Chumbi for Bhutan on the same day [i.e., on Sunday afternoon the 7th of August].
Just here it ought t o be noted again in passing that all these Christian services on Sunday
had been conducted on neutral grounds, as it were, at Mrs. Macdonald's private school premise^,^
thus avoiding any conflict of interest on the part o f the British Trade Agent Macdonald.
Again, on his returning from Bhutan Dr. Grahatn came to Yatung via Phari Dzong, on 16th Sept.
He once again had the same opportunity to baptize 10 persons in number. That took place on
Saturday 17th Sept. [again conducted at the private school]. As he had to reach Kalinipong
soon, he could not stay with us for the day on Sunday the 18th. On Sunday morning he left
Yatung and I went with him up to Old Yatung.
We were very glad that Dr. Graham came up here. Really, we believe God has sent him. Now
the church at Yatung is growing up and up, and I believe now that the no. of Christians are [sic]
about 65-perhaps more than that, but I am not quite sure. Praise the Lord that though this
country is quite dark and closed, yet He is working very ~londerfullythrough His chosen ones
[i.e., through His earthly servants]. He has kept Mr. Macdonald, Mrs. Macdonald and Mr.
lsaac there for to shine God's light. And though they are serving under the worldly government.
yet, at the same time they are serving under the heavenly government.
Also, I am glad and thankful to the Lord that He brought me to serve Him and to help them
[serve the Lord] directly. inasmuch as [in tlie gospel work] they [in particular, the Macdonalds]
could not work [with tlie Tibetans] directly. This news about the Lord's work at Yatung Mr.
Macdonald told me not to write a n ~ ~ l i i ningany papers. also riot to write about it to friends. But
I am writing to you that J ou too Inay enjoy this news with us and give thanks to the Lord, but
please do not write in any paper about the Lord's work which is going on in Tibet. for this might
hinder the work.4'
Interestingly enough. s o important was it to Tharchin that the sliared news concerning the
Christian activity tlien occurring at Yatong be kept confidential by Rev. Mackenzie that lie
emplo).ed an additiolial means o f emphasis to underscore tlie point. For in his letter he had
taken tlie firther precaution o f ink-marking a series of long perpendicirlar slashes on both
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left and right margins immediately adjacent to the warning lines of text. f ust as Jesustheir
Lord had long ago instructed His disciples to "be wise as serpents but harmless as dovcqUro
Trade Agent Macdonald had cautioned Dorje Tharchin, who in turn had cautioned the recipienl
of his letter: all for the purpose of not doing or saying anything which might inadvedentl)
hinder the gospel work from continuing in the Forbidden Land. Happily for Tharchin andhis
fellow laborers in the gospel at Yatung, the Christian work would continue to prosper as Ion!
as their God's servants remained there, which would be the case at least through 1924.
One significant aspect to Tharchin's encounter with Rev. Graham he had failed to mention
in his letter sent from Gyantse. This had to do with what had transpired between these two
while on the trail together to Old Yatung. On the good reverend's departure from Yatung.
wrote Tharchin later, "I had the privilege to accompany him for about eight miles" back
towards the border in the direction of the Jelep Pass. And as he and Graham rode alongon
their ponies together, the latter, explained the Tibetan, "gave me much valuable advice."But
when they had reached the village of Old Yatung, the two of them dismounted from their
ponies at the place where each of them would separate from the other. Tharchin could still
remember quite vividly in the early 1970swhat then happened. Rev. Graham, he said, "firmly
held my hands together and prayed for me as well as for Tibet." Indeed, at a later point in
their prayer together, Rev. Graham had placed his right hand on Tharchin's shoulder and had
proceeded to pray the prayer of hope that God might some day open the closed land of Tibef
and that the gospel of Christ might be freely preached to the Tibetans everywhere. ~fterthis
momentous event, the two of them bade a mutual goodbye, with the Scottish missionary and
his servant galloping off towards the Jelep La while the man from Poo retraced his steps
back to Yatung, where he remained for but two days more.46 He would in fact depart for
Gyantse on the 20thof Se~ternber.~'

From Yatung, then, Tharchin went on to Gyantse, located some 140 miles north along the
~ritish-built
main trade route that was dotted every ten or fifteen miles with the
dak bungalows that were available for use by both travelers and officials.48This strategic
trade route wasjointly administered at the time by both British and Tibetan Trade Agents,in
accordance with the Treaty of 1904 at Lhasa that brought to a close the brief hostilities
between the two forces in 1903-4 that were highlighted by the Younghusband ~xpedition.
David Macdonald, longtime authority on this part of Tibet, has given a brief but enlightening
sketch of Tibet's landscape through which Tharchin was to wend his way on numerous trips
he made north from Kalimpong in the years that lay ahead. Writing in 1943 when even b!'
that later date little in the terrain had changed, Macdonald described the environme11t as
follows:
The Chumbi Valley, of course [from whence at Yatung Tharchin would always launch forth],
lying on the southern side of the great Himalayan Divide, presents much the same physical
characteristics as Sikkim, to which country, geographically speaking, it belongs.
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Once on the plateau [north of Yatung], however, the scene is completely changed. Wooded
slopes and deep valleys give place to a series of flat basin-like plains, obviously old lake beds,
separated by low ranges of weathered hills. These latter, ofcourse, are low only in comparison
with the plains they border.
Along the trade route followed by the traveler, however, the eye is held [to the right side of
the trail] for several days of the march by the immense mountain mass of Chomo-lhari, the
Queen of the Divine Hills, a mountain sacred to all Tibetans [and situated along the TibetBhutan border at an elevation of nearly 24,000 feet].
The fascination ofTibet lies in its utter bleakness and wildness, and . . . once the traveler has
climbed onto the plateau [which really is not a tableland at all, as is made clear above]. not a
bush, let alone a tree, breaks the monotony of the windswept plains, until he reaches the town
of Gyantse. Only a few stunted willows are to be found in sheltered places where they are
prized as providing windbreaks to the local people when the latter are picnicking, a form of
diversion of which the Tibetans are very fond.4Y
Tharchin's journey up to Gyantse was for him a fascinating experience, because it brought
him deeper and deeper into the land of his ancestors that had heretofore never been traversed
by him. One particular place along the trade route, however, he might have wished to avoid
had he been able to, which he was not. This was the community of Phari, located about a
third of the way up to Gyantse above the Chumbi Valley's northern limit. It was an "eerie
town" consisting of a rude collection of stone and sod houses "dominated by a huge grimlooking fort" which rose some two hundred feet above the surrounding level land. "Though
ideally situated as a market town'' and always bustling with actilrity "even in the most appalling
weather," added the Japanese spy Hisao Kimura, "it seemed an altogether discouraging
isas either
place to live." This was because, as one Tibetan has commented, this co~n~nunity
"famous or infamous for its dirt." According to Lowell Thomas, Jr. and his farnous father,
who were there in 1949, Phari "has been unanimously described by travelers as 'the highest,
windiest, dirtiest town in the world!'"-an
opinion, he immediately added. "\i ith \+hich i+e
were heartily inclined to agree." Situated at an elevation of well over 14.000 feet, this bleak
town was always cold, even during the summer. So cold, in fact, that "despite the refuse of
hundreds of years in the narrow spaces between houses, there was little or no odor because
of the dry, bitterly cold climate."50
The Thomases first noticed the physical appearance of the residents of Phari and came
away with the distinct impression that they seemed to be dirtier than all other Tibetans the)
had encountered anywhere else in this Country of the Unwashed. Thomas. Jr. described
their costumes as "colorless, drab, greasy and smudged from yak-dung smoke." The longer
a Tibetan lived at Phari, he lamented, "the darker his complexiotl got, apparently because
more dirt had worked its way into his skin." As mentioned earlier in the present chapter.
layers of dirt on Tibetans' bodies serve as a protection against the winds and the cold, but
apparently because the winds were extremely ferocious in their blasts across the quite level
but elevated Phari plain, especially during the winter, the people here. even more so than at
other Tibetan communities, allowed the dirt to accumulate on their skin without letup. "Phari
folks," said Thomas, Jr., "did not seem disturbed that water rarely touched their bodies."
Indeed, another visitor to the town was moved to call its residents "Phari's soapless citizens"!"
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It is obvious as well that they were not in the least disturbed that sanitation was
premium when it came to their streets and lanes. The Thomases were appalled to find them
literally "piled with the dirt and garbage of centuriesw-so high, in fact, that "it was almosr
impossible to pick one's way through the muck." As a matter of fact, it was the observation
of Kimura, after traveling through its unappealing precincts on numerous occasions during
the 1940s, that the refuse was so deep "that most people preferred to walk along the roofso[
the interconnected houses and enter through upper-story windows"! "It seems quite
appropriate," the younger Thomas noted, "that the translation of Phari is 'Hog Hill"'! Observed
the Tibetan quoted earlier, who had been born and reared in Tibet, Phari to her had been
nothing less than a putrid scene of narrow streets "half blocked with piles of rotting manure
and filth." And although an early nineteenth-century traveler in Tibet, Thomas Manning,
readily echoed the severe verdict of these and other visitors upon the town's extremely
unsanitary conditions, he did find at least one good thing to say about Phari: "Dirt, dirt!
grease, smoke. Misery, but good mutton."52

Now Gyantse, ihe seat of an important Tibetan administrative district, had always stood
strategically at the junction ofthree chief travel routes that met "like the limbs ofthe lettery
much flattened out." Up from the south was the leg of the Y which led north from the
Chumbi Valley and was the road over which the Tibetan from Ealimpong had traveledto
reach the country's third largest city (population, some 5000 inhabitants); the western leg of
the Y, down along which the river Nyang flows even to Gyantse, led four marches awayto
Shigatse. Tibet's second city and nearby to which served as the site for the monastic seat of
the land's second highest ecclesiastic, the Panchen Lama; while the eastern leg, leadingas
it did over the 16,600-foot Karo La, took the traveler along a route nine marches' distance
towards the fabled city of Lhasa, Tibet's first and most sacred community. (A march would
in those days have been a day's trek of some fifteen miles in length.) Some two years hence
would find Dorje Tharchin traveling over this latter leg in his quest for more knowledgeof
Tibet and its culture as well as for more opportunities to share the gospel.
Near to the city of Gyantse in Tharchin's day could be found numerous farms and villas
surrounded by fair-sized groves of poplar and willow trees and "acres of dwarf iris." situated
in the middle of a fertile valley which was entirely surrounded by hills (reaching to 16,Oo0
feet) and that was crisscrossed with irrigation channels, Gyantse (itself over 13,000 feet
high) had from time immemorial quickly become one of Tibet's leading communities inasmuch
as through its portals passed all the trade from the east on its way to Northwest Tibetand
Ladakh and to Nepal, India and Bhutan.
Crescent-shaped in its appearance, the town was notable for an isolated and precipitous
mammoth rock that rose right out of the center of the plain and was crowned at its 600-foot
summit by an ancient large-scale stone dzong or fortress that dwarfed the community below
with its hundreds of white, flat-roofed dwellings clustered around the base of the rock. "So
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great is the mass of masonry and sun-dried bricks with which the steep and isolated hill is
crowned that it is a matter of some surprise that it has received scanty or no attention from
the few travelers who have passed beneath it." So cabled from Gyantse the London Times
just a few months before the fortress fell to the British in 1904. Thornas
Manning, he noted, had indeed referred to it in 181 1 as "a sort of castle on the top of a hill,"
but that meager observation, continued the Ernes correspondent, was "a somewhat inadequate
description of a pile of buildings hardly less in size than that of Mont St. Michel [a fortresslike cathedral complex on the French Normandy coast]. Ruinous the Gyantse hilltop castle
now actually is, but this is hardly perceptible at a distance, and the apparent strength of the
huge towers and curtains which overhang the almost precipitous rock would, one thinks,
have impressed the most incurious of observers, among whom Manning, the only Englishman
who has ever reached Lhasa, is, unfortunately, to be placed." Even in its present condition,
he added, "a week's siege and a couple of hundred casualties would be the price of any
attempt on our part to take the successive defenses by storm in the face of the slightest real
opposition."
Deemed by many to be the most impressiveand certainly one of the most imposingof all Tibetan fortresses, and easily deserving to be ranked with any of the medieval European
castles, the dzong had at one time been considered impregnable. Indeed, according to a
British officer (William Ottley) who had assisted in the capture of it in 1904, an old tradition
among Tibetans held that Gyantse Dzong served as "the key to Tibet," and that "if it ever fell
into the hands of a conqueror, further resistance was useless." Down through Tibetan history
the Gyantse fortress (well named, since Gyantse signifies "the Peak of Victory") had never
once been captured despite the fact that Tibetans had waged wars with the Chinese.
Mongolians, Sikhs, Gurkhas and Bhutanese. True to the tradition just mentioned, however.
once the Younghusband Expedition of 1904 had in only one day and with few British casualties
overpowered its seven thousand defenders (who had been armed with obsolete weapons).
this defeat. noted Major Ottley, "practically put a stop to further fighting in Tibet" and paved
the way for the British advance onward to Lhasa where but a short time later, after lengthy
negotiations between the parties, a treaty between Tibet and Great Britain was signed in the
Potala Palace. (Chapter 16 has more to say about this Expedition.)

The dzong not only dwarfed the community of Gyantse with its busy marketplace and
teeming irregular streets and lanes, it also overshadowed-but to a lesser extent-the nearby
Palkhor Chhode, the great lamasery of Gyantse. At its height in Buddhist history. Gyantse
had in reality always been two communities: a secular town and a monastic city. The latter's
name, Palkhor Chhode, was derived from (a) dPal 'Khor, the name of the important guardian
deity Samvara, and (b) chos sde (pronounced as chhoide), a title meaning a "religious place"
and a term which had especially been applied to temple-monasteries within villages or towns.
Born in 1389, Palkhor Chhode's builder was a Tibetan who became the second prince of his
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period at Gyantse, and who, under the inspiration of the Sakyapa order of Tibetan Buddhism
founded the main temple in 141 8 and the nearby celebrated chorten a few years later. well
before Tharchin's day, of course, the temple had come to belong to the Gelugpa or YelloH
Hat Sect, the Tibetan Buddhist branch o f the Dalai Lamas, even though among the statuesto
be found in its sanctuary there were several of Red Hat personages.
Now the chorten already alluded to, five stories in height below its gilded tower and
representing the five steps to enlightenment, is deemed to have been one of the highee
achievements of Tibetan architecture and is considered one of the most beautiful structures
in all of Tibet. Constructed in 1427 purely for worship (no monks live in it), this immense
chorten eventually came to contain a significant series of frescoes in its 108-chapel interior.
but it also was richly painted and detailed on its outside, with the top of it-the tower withi~s
thirteen rings signifying the stages of advancement towards Buddhahood-ornamented with
brass heavily gilded with gold leaf. Among its other exterior features were the famous
painted eyes located on all four sides just below the top of the gilded tower and said to
represent the Buddha's eyes that continually look in every direction in his concern for all
mankind. Now the center of this "highly symmetrical edifice" consisted of one mammoth
Buddha that reached upward from the ground to a height of over a hundred feet. This greal
gilded shrine, most likely the largest chorten in the land and popularly called "the Golden
Pagoda," had over the centuries become the object of pilgrimage by the peasantry for hundreds
of miles around. Powell Millington, a pseudonym for an individual who accompanied the
Younghusband Expedition to Tibet, has described this singular edifice and its Buddha monument
in a most engaging and informative manner:
Round the giant Buddha are built tiers upon tiers of small shrines; each tier contains one less
shrine than the tier below it. The shrines are ofequal size, so that the general effect ofthe whole
edifice is that of a pyramid. You rise from tier to tier by a narrow hidden [spiral] staircase.Each
shrine contains one idol. If you start at a certain point on any of the tiers, and go round that tier,
you will first enter the shrine ofa perfect Buddha, for whom you will feel at least some reverence.
The next shrine will contain an idol that impresses you less, and has about it some taint of the
world. The next is a thoroughly worldly idol, the next is ugly, the next is obviously wicked, and
the next a demon. The demons grow in demoniacal qualities till suddenly you arrive again at
the Buddha from whom you started. The tiers above are all arranged on the same principle,
except that, the number of shrines decreasing by one in each case, the gradation from Buddha
to demon grows more abrupt as you a~cend.'~
As one leaves the pagoda-like chol-ten and enters the immediately adjacent central temple
of the Palkhor Chhode Monastery, an "exquisitely-painted 'Wheel of Life"' (or "Wheel of
Existence") confronts the visitor immediately to the left of the doorway leading fro111 the
Temple's vestibule to its central apartment. The Wheel pictorially explains the Buddhis'
conception of life, death and rebirth. In this pictorial delineation of the life cycle of all selltient
beings a wheel is held, as it were, in the clutches of a demon who sylnbolizes impelrnanencee
In the wheel's hub is a drawing symbolic of Buddhism's cardinal sills: lust, anger-and i@lora1lce.
111the segments of the wheel itself can be found representations of the different worlds of
rebirth. And in the outer rim are to be seen twelve scenes that dralnatize various stages
through which Inan passes follow~ingbirth,
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Concerning the particular replica of the Wheel of Existence which met the visitor's eye
upon entering Palkhor Chhode's main sanctuary of worship, the 7imes correspondent quoted
earlier considered it to be one of the finestexamples of man's artistic talent with the painter's
brush. "It is difficult," he explained, "to convey any idea of the minute finish of this piece of
work. A few will realize it when 1 say that it is probably the only product of man's brush
which rivals the Book of Kells or the Lindisfarne Gospels." The Times "art critic" went on
to say that although he found, in the balcony level above, some other "exquisite work" by the
same Tibetan artist; even so, it was his opinion that upon the Wheel of Life "the artist has
lavished an obvious affection and care which must be seen to be believed. In style it resembles
thirteenth-century illuminations, but, for exatnple, no vision of hell was ever drawn with such
amazing delicacy and strength of line as are the quaint tortures of the damned in this
representation of the Buddhist Sheol [the hellish realm]."
Within the central hall itself, which was crimson-pillared, the only conspicuous object to
be seen was the great seated figure ofthe Maitreya or Coming Buddha. He was, as could be
expected, seated in the European manner, a tradition, the correspondent remarked, that was
"more suggestive than most modem Buddhist legends, and instinctively recalled the belief of
Lamaism that the end of the present age will be in the hands of the Piling or Western
foreigner."
The Timesvisitor noted that there were many more temples and apartments on the grounds
of the Gyantse Monastery, "from the inspection of few of which," he added humorously,
"we were excused by the talkative and, apparently, perfectly friendly lamas.'' Indeed, the
extensive compound of the Palkhor Chhode Lamasery covered the entire southern slope of
a lower rocky hill that was situated a mere 1300 yards to the north-northwest of the dzong
and actually leaned smack up against the town's huge fortress. This sacred center's crescentshaped crimson-colored walls some thirty feet high, and known as "the Dragon's Back,"
encompassed a heap of buildings (including altogether eighteen temples in some twenty or
more structures) which rose up in tiers to the top of the hill some three hundred feet above
the plain. Even from a distance one could easily catch a glimpse of the gold-plated roofs of
these buildings as they glistened in the brilliant unimpeded sunlight. The entire monastery.
wrote another visitor to its precincts (Riencourt), was surrounded by "a thick ribbon of
fortified masonry reminiscent of the Great Wall of China and running along the crest of the
hill."S4

AS will be seen, Tharchin would often have occasion during his lengthy stay at Gyantse
to engage in conversation with some of the lamas of Palkhor Chhode (who numbered from
fifteento eighteen hundred at this time), even as he would with officials at another equally
important institution in town: the British Trade Agency. The latter was located to the southeast
a thousand yards away from the dzong on the outskirts of the city some one hundred yards
from the right or east bank of the Nyang Chu. To the British this was known as the New Fort
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area of the town, but called by the Tibetans "Changlo Sarpa." Within a few years followiai
the Younghusband Expedition to Lhasa it had been built up and fortified by the Britishfv
their own use as the Gyantse headquarters for their Trade Agency as a consequence ofth
peace treaty which had been signed that had brought the Expedition to a close. Insidet\!
Agency's compound could be seen a cluster of Tibetan buildings constructed of red brit\
barracks, a dispensary, a post office, living quarters for the Trade Agent and one or IN^
British officers in command of the Indian troop detachment based there as the Agent'!
escort to prevent any attempt on his life "by any of the fanatical peasantry"; and at thefronr
of its main gate was to be found a large parade and playing ground. Isolating this British
outpost from the many surrounding suburban villas were long lines of poplar and willo\r
trees. Because of the Trade Agency's presence at Gyantse, Tharchin had opportunity 10
have social intercourse with a variety of interesting individuals: British, Indian and Tibetan
officers, both military and civilian, as well as with other visitors to the city.
Still another feature of the town and one which must have become a fixture in Tharchin's
weekly if not daily schedule for visiting was the bazaar. Tibetans here shopped "in theage.
old-way": they would go to a central market to buy whatever they needed and to sell whatever
they themselves had brought along. Being a center of the Tibetan wool trade, Gyantse
possessed a particularly "busy and elaborate" bazaar-ne
that was "rich in color, human
interest and activity," wrote one visitor in 1949. "The goods are spread out on the groundor
on rough tables," he added, "and the merchants often sit under large umbrellas or awnings,
where they enjoy gossiping as much as making sales." Here one could find "Chinese brick
tea, Tibetan salt and soda, dried fruits, jewelry, dyes, handwoven Tibetan rugs and bowls
made of silver birch transported from Bhutan." Utilizing the diaries of two ~mericanswho
visited the town in 1942, Rosemary Tung has provided a further picture of what Gyantse's
central market must have been like even in the 1920s. She writes:
The market was held within the monastery walls-in fact, the spaces for the merchants' stalls
were rented from the lamas. Outside the monastery walls there was a special area where traders
from other cities and farmers from the countryside could leave their horses and other pack
animals while they displayed their wares inside. The color and the noise were considerable.
The horse blankets were bright with traditional Tibetan designs, and old friends called out to
each other as they unloaded their animals.. . . There was nothing necessary to Tibetan life that
one couldn't buy in the stalls of a market like Gyantse's, .. Above it all, the ancient wall ofthe
[monastery]+alled the Dragon's Back-dominated the h o r i z ~ n . ' ~

It was on 25 September 1921, then, that the Indo-Tibetan, in company with British Trade
Agellt Macdonald, finally reached the.placewhere Tharchin had intended to stay on amore
permanent basis, circumstances permitting.56Exclaimed Tharchin in the letter he wrotejust
ten days later: "At last I got the opportunity to come up to the land of my dreams, Le.?
Gyantse"!17 For here he hoped, career-wise, to establish himself firmlyfor the foreseeable
future.
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Ppon his arrival at Gyantse Dorje Tharchin immediately arranged to rent an empty
house in the Old Fort area of the town known as "Changlo Nyingpa." For nearly the first
month, though, he could find no work.* In fact, during those first few weeks it would be
touch-and-go whether he would even be able to remain at Gyantse. Already, after just ten
days in the town, there was talk of his having possibly to return to Yatung and work there if
nothing promising developed soon. So bleak did the outlook appear initially that Tharchin was
moved to offer up the worst possible scenario of all: that he would have to return to Kalimpong
and Ghoom! Such were the stark options which confronted him so soon into his stay at
Gyantse. This he made clear in his letter of 5 October previously referenced several times
earlier in the present chapter.
Nevertheless, it is also clear from the letter that well before arriving at Gyantse both
Tharchin and his benefactor David Macdonald had been intent on establishing a school there
much like the one at Yatung; that this would be the means of livelihood for Dorje Tharchin as
its Headmaster; and that, further, the school could serve as a way to reach both children and
adults with the gospel of Christ. Accordingly, almost immediately after their arrival, the
Trade Agent, wrote Tharchin, "is trying to tell [i.e., convince] the Tibetan officers to send
their children to [the] school and also telling every [other] parent." But the lengthy passage
in the letter about the school project was also full of unanswered questions on how the
expenses of the school-in particular, teacher salaries-would be met. One of the primary
decisions facing the future Headmaster and Agent Macdonald was whether to charge fees
or provide free education.
Macdonald was holding out for charging fees and thus this would amply provide for the
Headmaster's pay and eventually that of the Assistant Teacher. Tharchin, on the other
hand, feared that if fees were charged, few parents would want to send their children to the
school since, he frankly remarked, "they do not want to pay"; and hence, he wished to teach
free and depend on gifts in cash or kind from parents and local well-wishers. Another possibility
would be to try obtaining the necessary support from one or several Christian Mission
organizations or else attempt to interest a number of well-wishers back in India and Europe.
His own needs would be simple, said Tharchin in his letter: ''It is not how much I get [that
matters], for I do not want much but only [what is required for] any necessary things." He
added, hopefully: "How nice if I could get some help from a mission for my support and [so]
the school could teach free . .. and [then] I am sure that I may be useful in the Lord's
service." In fact, he had already written to Ghoom Mission, admitted Tharchin, but he did not
know if they could support him or not.
Yet the would-be Christian Headmaster readily acknowledged in h is letter that whatever
support came his way and whatever form that would take must ultimately be the result of
divine providence. Additionally, he greatly coveted the prayers of his letter's addressee, who
is thought to have been Rev. Evan Mackenzie, who at that time was believed to be in
Scotland on missionary furlough. At this juncture, Tharchin concluded, "I do not know anything
about my future here, only, 1 trust in the
As matters would turn out. it would prove
NOW

*This fact is known from Tharchin himself, and is sourced in Oskar Pfister's work cited in an earlier foolnote to
the present chapter, Die Legeude Sundar Singhs, 2 14.
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to be a combination of various means of support which would enable Tharchin to estrblid
his school and provide an education to its students that in large part would be free.
Indeed, the rather somber picture about the school's prospects which the Indo-Tibetan
had candidly sketched out in his letter would soon change for the better within a relativelk
short period of time. For having heard of Tharchin's teaching qualifications and haviq
apparently been convinced by the recommendations which Macdonald had conveyed
throughout the town and countryside to those interested, the more prominent personalitiesof
Gyantse and its surrounding area had requested him to establish there a private English
school similar in type to the one founded at Yatung. To this request he responded positivelq.
even though, he would later say, "there was no financial help forthcoming-not even inthe
shape of a promise!" He would establish his school mostly for the sons ofthe Trade Agenc!
staff as well as those of the aforesaid prominent Tibetans who in time would become some
of his closest friends there. Tharchin thus became the Founder-Headmaster of the first
Primary School on the British Indian model ever to be established at Gyantse. Indeed,i~
would be Sundar Singh's assertion two years later that his Tibetan fiiend's school constituted
the first Christian school in all of Tibet (see more on this a few pages hence). Moreover,as
will shortly be seen, some of Tharchin's pupils would go on to assume high posts in the
Tibetan government. He was very happy to grasp hold of this opportunity. He believed that
apart from the request which came from the local citizenry and others who were here from
Lhasa (see below), he had already received wisdom and guidance from Above to do so and
he was therefore quick to offer his sincere thanks to his Lord. He was grateful to Him for
His great mercy and grace.59Undoubtedly Tharchin must have also had in mind Rev. Graham's
parting prayer only recently offered up on his behalf and for the sake of the gospel in Tibet.
Besides his normal school duties at Gyantse he began to drink at the fountainhead of
Tibetan language and literature. He continued to learn from the Tibetan scholars regarding
the various phases in the development of the Tibetan language.
The new Headmaster was later to describe the private school he had founded at Gyantse
along Western lines in the following words:
I opened the school with an admissions register. Initially fourteen children were enrolled for
the opening class.60 . . . I myself prepared benches, desks, blackboards and other essential
school paraphernalia. The school was [unofficially] opened at the end of September [19211.*
Gradually the roll-strength continued to increase until the number reached from fourteen to
twenty.? 1 taught the pupils kindergarten songs and dramas. Subjects which were taught in the

* This month of September, stated by the Tibetan in his "memoirs"

at the end of his life, could not possibl~be
correct in view of the facl he had only arrived at Gyantse on 25 September-this per the previously referenced
letter he had written from Gyantse just ten days after his arrival. The month indicated above for the unofficla'
opening should have read October: 28 October 192 1 to be precise, a date he col~municatedto Jesuit Fr. Hosten
in his conversation with the priest at Darjeeling in June 1925, a conversation held l101 even four years afterthe
school's creation and therefore amuch more reliable date than that given in his so-called memoirs of a half-cent"?
later. See Pfister, Die Legende Sundar Singhs, 21 4 , as the source for the correct date.
This number would shortly increase to twenty-five (see Carlson, .'The Story of Chrislian Missions to 'Tibet-''
in Carlson et al.. V t h e l'ision Tarry, 13). and by mid-1923 to thirty-three-all boys (so Sundar Sineh asserted*
documentation fbr which is cited in a subsequent footnote bclow). Rut so, 100. has this sarnc inhrmation been
sourced in Pfister, Die Legende Sundar Singhs, 2 14. But by October 1923 the number ol.students would fa!' :t
eighteen. Per "Daily Attendance Register for the K. 0. [ < U ~ ~ - N ~ ~ ~school,
- O ~ -Gyantse
S ~ ~ ] for the month O1
Oct. 1923." ThPaK.
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school at Yatung were also given here. Besides the Tibetan language, both Hind1 and English
were also taught the children.

Tharchin's school was conducted in the empty rented building mentioned earlier, with the
upper story reserved for the school accommodation and the lower story serving as the yclung
Headmaster's residence. The school thus had its own premises, with a courtyard included
as well. The building was situated in a section of the Changlo Nyingpa area of Gyantse
where an old and outmoded group of houses stood in linear fashion on either side of the road.
On the day of formal inauguration, the school was named "Kun-Nang-Od-Sel." Translated,
the name in brief meant as follows: Kun-all, Nang-to shine, Od-light, and Sel-bright;
which is to say, "the lighthouse." In the true sense of the word this humble institution founded
by a humble servant of Christ Jesus was a lighthouse of knowledge and learning. The official
inauguration day of the school was observed in the month of January, 1922; in fact, it was
held on the English New Year's Day.
For this New Year's program Tharchin invited parents. guardians. high officials and
noblemen. On the occasion, the children successfully staged a drama which Tharchin-with
the help of Dr. (later Rai Bahadur) Bo Tshering-had painstakingly taught them. They also
sang some action songsjubilantly, loudly and enthusiastically.The performance of the children
must have been a great joy to.their parents and even greater joy to Tharchin, the proud
Headmaster. At the cdnc~usionofthe function, subscriptionswere solicited from the audience
for the further development of the school in terms of providing needed equipment such as
furniture, a cloci, a school bell and other needy items. It would also provide, reported the
Headmaster long afterwards, a much needed future resource for helping "to meet the recurring
monthly expenditure of the assistant teacher's salary" (see later below). "I still remember,"
said Tharchin, "that we raised a donation of over Rs. loo/-. With this amount we were able
to purchase teaching aids such as maps, charts and textbooks for the children. The school. in
short, was properly equipped with the essential requisites for an ideal institution. The school,
by the way, consisted of two classes"at the beginning, but by the end of its second year the
school would have increased to five c l a ~ s e s . ~ '

Four of the invited high officials (they were actually military officers, all but one ofwhom
were of the Tibetan aristocracy) had only recently arrived from Lhasa, from whencehaving been selected this same year (192 1) by the Tibetan government for eventual military
training in India-they had been sent to Gyantse by the Dalai Lama to study the British
military system. Some Tibetan troops had also been dispatched to Gyantse with these officers
that they might be trained by the British who had been stationed here as the "Trade Agents'
Escort" to protect the Trade Agents and the Trade Marts that were there and at Yatung. as
called for in the various agreements that had been struck between the two Governments.
This arrangement whereby British officers, both English commissioned and Indian noncommissioned, were allowed to give the Tibetan soldiers direct courses of instruction had
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to be a combination of various means of support which would enable Tharchin to establish
his school and provide an education to its students that in large part would be free.
Indeed, the rather somber picture about the school's prospects which the Indo-Tibetan
had candidly sketched out in his letter would soon change for tho better within a relatively
short period of time. For having heard of Tharchin's teaching qualifications and having
apparently been convinced by the recommendations which Macdonald had conveyed
throughout the town and countryside to those interested, the more prominent personalitie~~f
Gyantse and its surrounding area had requested him to establish there a private English
school similar in type to the one founded at Yatung. To this request he responded positively,
even though, he would later say, "there was no financial help forthcoming-not even in the
shape of a promise!" He would establish his school mostly for the sons of the Trade Agency
staff as well as those of the aforesaid prominent Tibetans who in time would become some
of his closest friends there. Tharchin thus became the Founder-Headmaster of the first
Primary School on the British Indian model ever to be established at Gyantse. Indeed, it
would be Sundar Singh's assertion two years later that his Tibetan friend's school constituted
the first Christian school in all of Tibet (see more on this a few pages hence). Moreover, as
will shortly be seen, some of Tharchin's pupils would go on to assume high posts in the
Tibetan government. He was very happy to grasp hold of this opportunity. He believed that
apart from the request which came from the local citizenry and others who were here from
Lhasa (see below), he had already received wisdom and guidance from Above to do so and
be was therefore quick to offer his sincere thanks to his Lord. He was gateful' to Him for
His great mercy and grace.59Undoubtedly Tharchin must have also had in mind Rev. Graham's
parting prayer only recently offered up on his behalf and for the sake of the gospel in Tibet.
Besides his normal school duties at Gyantse he began to drink at the fountainhead of
Tibetan language and literature. He continued to learn from the Tibetan scholars regarding
the various phases in the development of the Tibetan language.
The new Headmaster was later to describe the private school he had founded at Gyantse
along Western lines in the following words:
I opened the school with an admissions register. Initially fourteen children were enrolled for
the opening class.60 .. . I myself prepared benches, desks, blackboards and other essential
school paraphernalia. The school was [unofficially] opened at the end of September [ l 92 1 l.*
Gradually the roll-strength continued to increase until the number reached from fourteen to
twenty.? 1 taught the pupils kindergarten songs and dramas. Subjects which were taught in the

* This month of September, stated by the Tibetan in his "memoirs" at the end of his life, could not possibl~be
correct in view of the fact he had only arrived at Gyantse on 25 September-this per the previously referenced
letter he had written from Gyantse just ten days after his arrival. The month indicated above for the unofficial
opening should have read October: 28 October 192 1 to be precise, a date he ~o~nrnunicatcd
to Jesuit Fr. Hoslen
in his conversation with the priest at Darjeeling in June 1925, a conversation held not even four years afterthe
school's creation and therefore amuch more reliable date than that given in his so-called mernoirs ofa half-centur)'
latcr. See Pfister, Die Legende Sundar Singhs, 2 14, as the source for the correct date.
l'This number would shortly increase to twenty-five (see Carlson, "The Story of Christian Missions 10 'l%et-"
in Carlson et al.. V t h e Lbion Tarry, 13). and by mid-1923 to thirty-three-all boys (so Sundar Singh asserted*
documentation for which is cited in a subsequent footnote hclow). But so, too, has this same information been
sourced in Pfister, Die Legende Sundar Singhs, 214. But by October 1923 the number of students would fall to
eighteen. Per "Daily Attendance Register for the K. 0 . [Kun-Nang-Od-Sell School. Gyantse for the month of
Oct. 1923." ThPaK.
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at Yatung were also given here. Besides the Tibetan language, both Hindi and English
were also taught the children.

Tharchin9sschool was conducted in the empty rented building mentioned earlier, with the
upper story reserved for the school accommodation and the lower story serving as the y o u ~ ~ g
Headmaster's residence. The school thus had its own premises, with a courtyard included
as well. The building was situated in a section of the Changlo Nyingpa area of Gyantse
where an old and outmoded group of houses stood in linear fashion on either side of the road.
On the day of formal inauguration, the school was named "Kun-Nang-Od-Sel." Translated.
the name in brief meant as follows: Kun-all, Nang-to shine, Od-light, and Sel-bright;
which is to say, "the lighthouse." In the true sense ofthe word this humble institution founded
by a humble servant of Christ Jesus was a lighthouse of knowledge and learning. The official
inauguration day of the school was observed in the month of January, 1922; in fact, it was
held on the English New Year's Day.
For this New Year's program Tharchin invited parents, guardians, high officials and
noblemen. On the occasion, the children successfully staged a drama which Tharchin-with
the help of Dr. (later Rai Bahadur) Bo Tshering-had painstakingly taught them. They also
sang some action songsjubilantly, loudly and enthusiastically.The performance of the children
must have been a great joy toatheirparents and even greater joy to Tharchin, the proud
Headmaster. At the cinclusion of the function, subscriptionswere solicited from the audience
for the further development of the school in terms of providing needed equipment such as
furniture, a cloci, a school bell and other needy items. It would also provide, reported the
Headmaster long afterwards, a much needed future resource for helping 'V0 meet the recurring
monthly expenditure of the assistant teacher's salary" (see later below). "I still remember,"
said Tharchin, "that we'raised a donation of over Rs. loo/-. With this amount we were able
to purchase teaching aids such as maps, charts and textbooks for the children. The school, in
short, was properly equipped with the essential requisites for an ideal institution. The school,
by the way, consisted of two classes"at the beginning, but by the end of its second year the
school would have increased to five c l a ~ s e s . ~ '

Four of the invited high officials (they were actually military officers, all but one of whom
were of the Tibetan aristocracy) had only recently arrived from Lhasa, from whencehaving been selected this same year (1 92 I ) by the Tibetan government for eventual military
training in India-they had been sent to Gyantse by the Dalai Lama to study the British
military system. Some Tibetan troops had also been dispatched to Gyantse with these officers
that they might be trained by the British who had been stationed here as the "Trade Agents'
Escort" to protect the Trade Agents and the Trade Marts that were there and at Yatung, as
called for in the various agreements that had been struck between the two Governments.
This arrangement whereby British officers, both English commissioned and Indian noncommissioned, were allowed to give the Tibetan soldiers direct courses of instruction had
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only been reached recently. This was a result of Sir Charles Bell's diplomatic missionto
Lhasa in 1920-1. Indeed, the consequence of his successful negotiations at the Tibetan
capital now ensured not only temporary British influence in Tibet but also that the Tibetan
government would be supplied by the British with mountain-guns, machine guns and rifles;a
million rounds of small-arms ammunition annually for the next several years; an offertotrain
batches of Tibetan soldiers in drill and musketry as well as the training of officers in the
Tibetan army; and the education of Tibetan mechanics by their British counterparts in the
manufacture and repair of weapons at Indian ordnance factories.62Taking advantage ofthe
favorable Gyantse situation (without the necessity of a special importation of British officers
for the purpose) the Tibetan government had commenced sending down from Lhasa a group
of fifty soldiers at a time, with their officers; and once this group would be fairly well trained,
it was then brought back to the capital and replaced by a fresh batch of troops dispatched to
Gyantse. "With only a few intervals," explained David Macdonald, "Tibetan troops were
being thus trained up to 1924."
It needs to be understood that modern army drill had hitherto been unknown to these
Tibetans, but because of an ever-present threat of a Chinese invasion, as well as for other
reasons, drill and other army tactics would now become a part of Tibetan military training.
This would be in keeping with the Dalai Lama's current policy of modernizing Tibet in
various ways as fully and as quickly as his conservative clergy and Government might allow
without their overriding opposition. (It will be learned later, however, that the Dalai Lama,
under severe pressure, would reluctantly revert to a conservative policy of suspicion towards
outsiders and strict isolation once again.) With respect to modernizing the military, an experiment
had been launched in the early 19 10s to determine along which foreign national lines the
Tibetan army would ultimately be modeled. In his notable political history of Tibet, W. D.
Shakabpa-as corrected where necessary by more recent research provided by Scott Berry
in his fascinating book on the Japanese in Tibet-has recorded that (i) the military system of
the combined Chinese and Mongol army was to be incorporated into the training of one
Tibetan regiment; (ii) a Buriat Mongol officer who had been trained in Russia would be given
command of another Tibetan regiment, which he would then discipline and drill accordingto
the Russian system; (iii) a Japanese officer would assume the training of a third regiment;*
and (iv) a Tibetan who had been trained in India would be placed in charge of allother
detachment of Tibetan soldiers who were to be instructed according to the British system.

* The employment by the Tibetan government of Yasujiro Yajima as a military instructor created a good deal of
consternation among some highly sensitive pro-British Tibetan officials, who were troubled lest the British
Government of India might interpret this use of so well known a Japanese as constituting a pro-Japanese
statement by the Tibetan government. See Tokan Tada. The Tlzirt~e,.tthDalai Lama. 70. l'he British had for some
time suspected that Yajima had been sent as a spy to l'ibet by the Sapanese government. Whether or notasPY9
he was certainly a non-conformist. Tharchin's very good friend of a niuch later day, tlisao Kimura, \vho\Vaa
Japanese spy, has described Yaiima thus: "With his shoulder-length hair and handlebar moustache he had begun
his travels toting a sign on his back declaring that he was the 'I3cad of the World Traveling Society (Withou'
Finances),' and eventually he became the first Japanese to marry a Tibetan." Kimura explained that the hiringoi
Yaiima had come about through the efforts ofanother but earlier Japanese visitor to l'ibet, Teramoto Enga. Hehad
first met Tibet's Great Thirteenth Dalai Lnnia during the latter's Mongolian exile in I 905, and later he becameone
of the Thirteenth's trusted advisers. "Although an ordained monk, Teramoto kept his thoughts far more
worldly and political matters than spiritual ones and bent his efforts towards establishing relalions between
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Berry has pointed out, however, that since "the Tibetan language was short on modem
,iliW terms, [Chinese,] Russian, English and Japanese were employed respectively for
commandsby each troop section, which must have led to some confusion when they were
later amalgamated"!
These four Tibetan troop detachments would be trained and disciplined for some two to
three years at various designated sites in and around the Tibetan capital. Finally, a review
was held there in the late spring of 1916. Here at Lhasa, wrote Shakabpa, during four days
of military display they "were made to parade before the Dalai Lama, officials of the
Government, and the public. In fact, what turned out to be a great military parade that
included "the display of troops and weapons, which the people had never seen before,"
brought out the entire city's citizenry to witness this unusual event that took place very near
Norbu Linka Palace, the Dalai Lama's summer residence. In the end, and despite the fact
that in the eyes of the Dalai Lama the Japanese-trained troops were by far the best, the
British system would win the nod from Tibet's ruling circles, with the Tibetan army henceforth
to be modeled along British lines, including even the adoption ofthe British style of uniform^.^'
Now among the four officers sent down from Lhasa to Gyantse in 192 1, Changlo Chen
Gung Kusho (born 1898) and Doring Thaiji (born 1900) were two who were of very high
rank and respect in the Tibetan government. Indeed, the title Gung (or Kung) attached to
the former's name was equivalent to the elevated British title of Duke, which had been given
to this near relative of the previous Priest-King of Tibet, Dalai Lama X11,63aby the Thirteenth
Japan and Tibet-to the advantage of Japan. Partially as a result of his efforts. a flambo!,ant soldier of lortune
named Yasujiro Yajima wound up training part of the Tibetan army.'' Kimura, Japanese Agent in iribe~,104-5.
In fact, according to Scott Berry. there was another Japanese in Lhasa at this time \rho most likel) assisted
Yajima in his efforts to train and strengthen the Tibctan arm!-. This bras Runkyo Aoki. another person from thc
Land ofthe Rising Sun on \\horn the British down in India had focused much attention. tlicy havins belieced him
to be a spy for the Japanese as well. Indeed. while Aoki was studying the Tibetan language at Ghoom. Political
Officerfor Tibet Charles Bell had informed the British authorities in nrarbj Darjeeling to have their spec~alagent
at Ghoom kecp an eye on him. .4oki. howej-cr. ~ . o u l give
d the latter the slip h>,secretl! entering adjacent Scpal
with two companions. all having disguised themselves as Tibetan mendicant priests. Eventuall! making his \r a!,
to Lhasa, Aoki would in time be directed bv the Dalai Lama himself'to write the military in Japan rcquestin that
some Japanese military manuals be sent. Upon their arrival five months later, Aoki spent much time translating
them into Tibetan.
Berry went on to point out that Yajima believing his troops were w'ithout question the best 111the competition
(see further in the Text above), was greatly disappointed at the outcome. Categoricall!. declaring "We \\on a
complete victory," he felt that the British had won out onl! because of "behind-the-sccncs rnaneu\ sring and
favoritism." Berry believes that may very well have been true in the light of Bell's comments publ~shedin 1924
to the effect that the other foreign-trained detachnients had been put into competition for the nod at a timc hen
the attitude of the British \sas in doubt and possibl! unfriendly; but that with the restoration of friendliness. the
Tibetan government had ceased experimenting M-ith the other national militar!. systems and had decided. dlic~.
subjecting all of them to a formal inspection. that the British system \\as the best one to he adopted throughout
the Tibetan army. Yet. notes Berry. there remained something inconclusi\.e about the British \ ictor!,. for long
after Yajima had Icfi Tibet for ~ a i a nin 1918 "he \\.as still making attempts to get Japanese m i l i t a ~ad\.iscrs to
Lhasa-attempts that were successfully blocked b!, the British in China." Atonh, Spies u d a Soldier qfForttmc.
l359 138. 125, 155, 158. Aoki. incidentally. on his own depanure from Lhasa in earl! 1916. carried a letter liom
the Tibetan Kashag for the Japanese governmellt requesting arms bc sent Tibet. especiall! artillcr\- and machine
guns. On his \va!, home he conferred with Bell at Gangtok. He ivould never return to Tibet. I b ~ d .15
. 1. 155.
later. interestingl~~
enough. Aoki \vould cany on a correspondence with Gergan Tharchin. They ma!
ha\ t.
first met each other at Ghoom when both \vex there during the early to mid-1910s.
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Dalai Lama in 1919; and with respect to Doring Thaiji (whose personal name was Tenlin
Norbhu, and aka: Gab-shi-wa), he, too, had received an unusual title, and a very high onea,
that. According to the introduction of Who's Who in Tibet, "Dzasa" and "Thaiji" were titles
"awarded sparingly to distinguished officials." Those who received the title of D ~ ~ ~ ( ~ h i
was similar to an English earldom) were third rank officials just below the second rank
Ministers (called Shapes) of the Kashag or Cabinet of the central Government (the Dalal
Lama himself being of the tirst rank, along with the Panchen Lama), and those of ~ h q ,
ranked just below the Dzasa but were still considered among third rank officials of the
Government.* It was in fact while on a much earlier military training assignment at this same
fortress city tliat Doring had bee11granted the title of Thaiji in 191S at the rather tenderage
of only
Hence both these Tibetans-though even now only in their early twentieswere those wlio at tliis time were held in high esteem by the ruling circles in Lhasa and
elsewhere in Tibet. 'There will be several occasions later to say more about tliese two officials
and their relationship with Dorje Tharchin and his friends.
The other two officials among these four from Lhasa, Kyipup (born 1904) and Dingja
(born 1897), were at this time quite young officers, too, but of lower rank when compared
with tlie first two. Nevertheless, both of them would in a few years' time be promoted to the
military rank in the Tibetan army of Depon or Commander (all Depons, who each headed a
battalion consisting of about five hundred soldiers, were considered fourth-rank officials in
tlie Tibetan government). With regard to Kyipup, for example, he would be appointed in that
rank in 1932, after which he would be sent to east Tibet on military assignment. Furthermore,
in a 1938 British publication, Kyipup (whose personal name was Sonam Tobgye) was by that
time classed as "able" and one wlio "promises to rise to higher rank." As if to underscore
tliis observation, it also noted the fact tliat by 1935 he had entered Government service at
Lhasa witli the rank of Rin~shi(title below that of Thaiji), where he became the Dalai
Lama's Palanquin Officer.65One other facet to Kyipup's life which deserves to be mentioned
has to do witli liis older and more famous brother Wangdi Norbhu, who, like his younger
brother, was also known as Kyipup. He it was who was numbered among the four young
Tibetan boys whom Dalai Lama XI11 had in 19 13 sent off to England to secure a Europeall
secondary and University edi~cation.~~
Dingla, too, would be elevated in rank, but much more rapidly than Kyipup. In fact, bytlle
time tliese four officers had concluded tlieir training at Gyantse in 1923, lie would be appoillted
a Depo~iin his own right. He was known more familiarly as Dingja or Dinp-bya than by his
personal name of ~ 0 r j -Gyaltsan
i
(or more formally rDo rje dgrn hdu/) since he was one of
three brothers who took their territorial title from the family estates of, respectively, Dil1~a.
Lholing and Dele Rabden. Interestingly, Dingja-like Kyipup's older brother-had origillall)
been selected as one oftlie four boys to be sent by the Dalai Lama to England for education.
but liis name was scratched upon liis appoiutnient as Keeper ofthe Wardrobe of His Holilless
At the time of Tliarcliin's stay at Gyantse, Dingja, even at tliis young age, was one of tlletwo

* ..'I'hese

comparisons of official rank are inevitably somewhat arbitrary. l-ibctans share thc L3ritish obsessio1'
with position and hierarchy, \vhich gave lndia Onice officials the opportlllli,) to clra\r u p detailed tables or
comparison: (/:LIS(Iti)r carl. klrng for duke. and so on." Patrick French. l ~ ~ r , ~ ~ l r u s b t r3~12
r tnore
i . 2.

-
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Dmngpcns (a fourth-rank position) of that fortress city. When in future years he would
become one of the two City Magistrates or Mipon of Lhasa he would simultaneously be
placed in charge of the Police Department. By 1937 Dingja would be occupying the highest
among all the Dzongs of Tibet, that of fii-Dzong or Dmngpon of Shigatse. He would in
time marry the sister of Tsarong Shape, Tharchin's very good friend of future Lhasa days.
The 1938 British publication on Tibetan leaders quoted fiom earlier termed Dingja "very
intelligent,jovial and sociable," one who "promises to be a great man" in Tibet. As a matter
of fact, in future years Dingja would come to be frequently consulted by the Kashag or
Ministerial Cabinet of the Tibetan government, a body with whom he would in time have
considerableinfluence. A promising leader of Tibet, indeed!67
Later on, these four Tibetan officers requested Tharchin to teach them the Hindi
(Hindustani) language. This is made clear by the teacher in a brief biographical sketch he
wrote of himself in 1942, wherein he stated that "at Gyantse ... I opened a private school.
Several Tibetan officials' sons came to my school, to whom I taught English and Hindi."
Sometime following New Year's day, they commenced coming to Tharchin daily after their
physical drills to take lessons from him in Hindi. The reason "they took great interest to learn
... Hindustani," the Headmaster explained later, was because at the British Fort nearby "the
military instructions [by which he meant drill and other commands to soldiery] were imparted
to them through the medium of Hindustani."" And hence, these officers were quite eager,
with Tharchin's tutorial help, to develop their skill in this language as quickly as possible. In
his autobiography David Macdonald discusses this aspect of the Headmaster's activities at
Gyantse on behalf of these four men: "Several of the army officers who were in training at
that place invited a teacher, by the name of Tharchin, a man from Kulu, who was then in the
city, to hold a daily class for them. He undertook this work, his pay being subscribed by his
[officer] pupils .. ."69(Macdonald was mistaken, of course, in identifjling Kulu as the IndoTibetan locale from whence Tharchin originally came.)
Still further light has been shed by Tharchin on his private instruction of these officers
and on the accomplishments of his star pupil, Doring Thaiji. For in a letter to Sir Charles Bell
which the Tibetan teacher was to write much later from Tsarong House at Lhasa while on a
visit there in 1937, Tharchin discussed his experience with these men in some detail:
When I was in Gyantse in the years 1921-23, where I started a private school, at that time,
Doring and Changlochhen Kung Kusho and some other ofticers came to Gyantse to get
Military instructions with some others. I used to teach Hindustani as well as English, and
Doring Thaiji worked very hard and did very well in reading Hindustani. Then I ordered for him
many books on Army training in Hindi and also in English. We translated [together?] many
books into Tibetan.. During that time Doring bought niany books on Military and spent over
1,000 [rupees] for them. He thought [of a] lot of things to do in hture for the development of
the Army in Tibet.'O

:.

That the young Headmaster's instruction of these four officers in Hindi proved to be effective
is col~oboratedby what the already-cited British government publication in India, printed in
1938, had to say about two of his pupils. Under the entry for Kyipup in Who's R'ho in fiber
there is found the following assessment of this officer's language abilities: "Speaks Hindi
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well and also a few words of English." And for Dingja, the entry reads: "Speaks Hinduslani
quite fluently, a few words of Chinese and a little English."''
It is clear from Macdonald's account that Tharchin's non-Buddhist faith did not presenl
any obstacle to these Tibetan Buddhist officers being willing to receive illstruction fromthis
Indo-Tibetan Christian. For in reporting further on the young Headmaster's teaching
relationship with these adult pupils, the British Trade Agent, after noting that "Tharchinwas
a ~hristian,"added that "he spoke and wrote Tibetan and English quite well. and was able to
teach the rudiments ofthe latter language to his pupils, who, it will be noticed, had no prejudice
on the matter of his religion."72This quite tolerant attitude on the part of these men towards
Tharchin's Christian faith would continue to evidence itself quite remarkably in other situations
which were to occur later when they-both Buddhist officers and Christian Headrnasterwould be together for a lengthy period of time down in India. All in all, it spoke well ofthe
jvinsome testimony Tharchin apparently bore wherever he went and in whatever context he
rnight find himself.

Meanwhile, the work of the school grew and the small institution began to show signsof
development. Its fame spread abroad in no time. Yet due to the pressure cf increasing
responsibilities, Tharchin was compelled to request an additional teacher; and so he
communicated the problem to Mrs. David Macdonald at Yatung. She kindly dispatched to
Gyantse a new teacher, Habbu by name, a Sino-Tibetan who had been raised in Kalirnpong
and had been a former SUM1 student there. With the arrival of this additional teacher from
Yatung the burden of the school on the Headmaster was much alleviated.';
At first, however, the salary of the assistant schoolmaster proved to be the most difficult
problem for the Headmaster to solve. Nonetheless, Tharchin-who himself had to be satisfied
with very little income-managed to pay from his own resources the initial remunerationof
Rs. 201- per month for the additional teacher. Later on the salary was paid out of a donation
received from Sadhu Sundar Singh who from time to time faithfully helped his friend in this
manner." Indeed, found among Tharchin's personal papers at Kalimpong was the
Headmaster's month-by-month "Daily Income - Daily Expenditures" ledger for much of
1923 that showed an interesting inked handwritten entry in the .'Income" column ofFebruary's
record that reads:
2.2.23 Received from Mahatma S. Singh Rs. 201-.

What had prompted the Sadhu to begin donating funds in support of Tharchin's school
was what appears to have been the Tibetan Headmaster's first written report sent from
Gyantse to his friend and spiritual "Guru." According to Jesuit Fr. Hosten, who learned ofall
this from Tharchin himself two years later, the Sadhu, in response to the Gyantse ~eadmaster's
report that was sent him shortly after the formal inauguration of the school on New Year's
Day 1922, had replied that
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he wished to help; that if poor children were there who couldn't pay (a Rupee per month was
demandedfrom those with a better standing), he would want to support them; he would send
10 Rupees a month and at times 20, but nothing instead when he was on a [preaching]journey.+

Interestingly,in his end-of-life "memoirs" Gergan Tharchin had indicated that during his
two-year period as Gyantse Headmaster he himself received virtually no pay. On the other
hand, in his remarks to Fr. Hosten in 1925 the Headmaster had opined that "he could make
a living from the 33 students who jointly paid 15-20 Rupees, since two [of the] Tibetan
officersfrom Lhasa ... paid him 20 Rupees as well for the teaching of Hind~stani."'~
These
WO statements are reconcilable ifthe two figures mentioned represent in each instance-as
is more likely the case-grand totals received over the entire period of Tharchin's stay at
Gyantse, rather than that they represent monthly payment amounts. According to custom
prevalent inlancient Tibetan times, school children would bring several useful articles as gifts
to their teachers, which were more than sufficient for their personal needs. But in Tharchin's
days at Gyantse he would sometimes have nothing to eat, yet the Lord, he remarked, always
miraculously provided his "daily bread" both "wonderfully and marvelously." During that
period he must have had frequent occasion to recite the Lord's Prayer by heart in times of
need. All his personal requirements were met by his God's grace and mercy.

A case in point were three particular students of Tharchin's whose gifts helped to meet
the latter's needs. Two were the sons of Taring Raja and a third was a son of a Tibetan
nobleman. Much more needs to be said about the former. Born in 1878, Taring Raja, who
was the eldest son of Thutob Namgyal, the then reigning Maharaja of Sikkim ( 1 874- 1914),
had had a Sikkimese nobleman uncle, named Lhase Kusho, who had escaped to Tibet during
the war between Sikkim and the British during the latter part of the nineteenth century.
Lhase K ~ s h o , thereafter
'~
electing to stay permanently in Tibet on his landed estates along

* This is a summary by Fr. Hosten of information gleaned from Tharchin in their lengthy conversation together
about the Tibetan's relationship with the Sadhu and held at Darjeeling on 4 June 1925. This summary had been
forwarded by the priest to S~visspastor Oskar Pfister. who in turn published ustracts of it in his Die Legende
Sadl~uSundar Singhs. the particular extract quoted above appearing on page 2 14. It should be ohserved that on
Page 215 Hosten, as informed bj.Tharchin, is quoted as reporting that ultimately the Sadhu's monthl) contribulion
of 10 Rupees was given to Hahbu on a regular basis.
The remark quoted above about the fact that the Sadhu would not be able to send any funds while on preachi~ig
tours is further borne out in the contents of a letter from the Sadhu to Tharchin which the present aulhor found
among the ThPaK. Among other things, it is quite indicative of the Sadhu's \villinfness and desire to assist
financially in his Tibetan friend's m i n i s t ~fol. Christ. The document in question is a one-page hand\\~.illrnletter
in llrdu sent from his lior~leat Subathu in the Silllla Hills. Part of the page is torn nu.a!.. the upper-right section
\+'herethe date would be located also having been torn away. ~ v i t l onl!
i
the day of 28. showing: thus one cannot
beabsolutely certain that it was sent durirlg Tharchin's stay at Gyantse. though it is this author's opinion that i t
"as. Nevertheless, enough of its contents remain for the reader of it to know where the Sadhu's heart trul! la!
regard to wanting to help liis Indo-Tibelan friend with funds if he at all could: especially since it ~vould
from the fact that l'Iiar.cIlin had sent a /c/eg,.nnt to his esteemed friend. that the need-most likely at the
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the Lhasa road just outside Gyantse, was ultimately succeeded by his nephew as head ,-,fthe
family, most likely due to the fact that though he had a son, the latter was declaredan
incamate Lama and in the end came to reside instead at Lingbu Monastery near the Taring
estates at Gyantse." The offspring of the nephew Taring Raja,'%d
what eventually
happened to them, presents a most interesting study of an intricate interconnection by marriage
among five Sikkimese, Tibetan and Bhutanese families of high nobility and rank, a not
uncommon phenomenon in the countries of Central and Southeast Asia even as it was not
uncommon in Europe.
These families figured prominently in the society and politics of their respective three
countries during the first half of the twentieth century, and their influence is still felt in some
measure even up to the present day. Moreover, Tharchin's own life was to intersect with the
lives of nearly all of these personages on a number of occasions in the years that lay ahead.
It might therefore be helpful to spend a few moments reviewing the lives of most of the key
p:rsonalities involved before continuing further with the narrative of Dorje Tharchin's life.

At the time when two of the three sons of Taring Raja were students of the Tibetan
Headmaster, Taring's youngest half-brother (Tashi Namgyal) was the reigning Maharaja
(1914-67) over the land of Sikkim, even though Taring himself had been by descent and
circumstance the rightful Raja to assume the throne. But owing to his failure to return from
Gyantse school-was most urgent and may even have been sent by the Headmaster in response to the need of
having t o pay the salary o f his assistant teacher Habbu. Here, then, is what the Sadhu wrcte. a s translated bya
friend o f the Tharchin family w h o is a n expert in the Urdu language:
Greetings. Am in receipt of [your] telegram and [herewith] is its response. I d o not have much money.
otherwise [I would send you some?-tom away].
I don't know if any cash is in the L.I.C. Bank [i.e., the Life Insurance Corporation Bank where the Sadhu's
account was kept] . . . . I had left it [there] for the work of my ministry and am spending it accordingly....
Sometimes the money is not available, in which [case] I also have to st~spendwork.
And now I'm going to Saharanpur. Ajmer and Ratlaum [sp?] for KONON S W U L [meaning undecipherablel
and I also need [my] money [for this].
I'm praying to the Lord that Hc will take care ol'every~hingand help [you].
After this [preaching] mission is conipleted I shall write you again. tlowcver. I I~opcto hcnr liom sou also
about your ministries.
Now may my salaam 11.e.. greetings] reach you.
God bless you.
Yours obediently.
Sundar Si~igli

It may very well have been. in fcl. that the follow-up letter promiscd by the Sadhu suhscqucnt to his prcaclline
mission conveyed the commitment. alluded to above by Tharchin, of eventually undcrtnhi~lgto support Ililhbu
on a regular basis.
TO round out the picture of Sundar Singh's chal.itahlc involvcmcnt in I.Iial-chi1i.55clioul li~rtlicr.I'lislcralso7.7
published the fact-again gained from the Tharchin-I losten conversation--tll~ at 111c('lllistmn> sc;lson of 19,the Sadhu '.had sent t\vo packagcs ith second-hand clothes for boj.5 ancl girl5 ilnd also I otI1c1.lgL~niicnLs.
alld in
addition a picture OT the Lord Scsus. In this \\a!, a small Cllristmns cc.lchralion jjils in\tilutc.cI."
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the Land of Snows, he had relinquished his place to his half-brother. In Tibet where he now
l i v 4 Taring Raja and his family grew into one of the most powerful families in all of the land
and ranked high (a fourth-ranked official) among the nobility, the title of Raja also being
conferredon him in 1922. By this time, noted one visitor to his vast Gyantse estates, Taring
Raja had "adopted the peaceful life of a Tibetan squire" and seemed "to bear no envy
towardshis younger brother immersed in the cares of government" in far-away Sikkim. The
"isitor, Sir Charles Bell, was returning to India from a most fruitful one-year diplomatic
mission at Lhasa, and had stopped off for an overnight stay with the Raja at his spacious
country villa. This had been in October of 192 1, just a few weeks after Gergan Tharchin had
himselfarrived at Gyantse. While with the Raja the British Political Officer discovered that
his host had taken up painting and music and noticed that his skills in both were "beyond the
ordinary." These artistic achievements aside, however, to his neighbors, Bell wrote, the Raja
would always be looked upon as "Gyal-se Kusho, 'The King's son'.""
Now besides the two sons who were students of Tharchin, Taring Raja had sired one
other son and four daughters. The eldest of these four girls in time married into a famous
Lhasa household, the mDo mkhrba family, but more generally known by the name Rakasha
(or Ragashar). It was one of the two oldest and important peerage families in all of Tibet,
having in the past given several Chief Ministers to its Government. Indeed, it was one of the
purest lines to be found there, tracing its roots back in a more direct course than any other
house. In fact, all were descendants of the most celebrated of all kings of Tibet, the so-called
"Religious Kings" of the seventh through ninth centuries. Because of their unique historical
ancestry, the heads of these peerage families--of which the Rakashas were the second
oldest-would always receive both civil and religious honors on all State occasions including
the Installation of the Dalai Lama. Moreover, the peasants working on the estates of these
illustrious families always greeted their heads with the kind of obeisance only accorded high
religious dignitaries and monks in memory of their anc,~stors.
NOWRakasha Depon, a general in the Tibetan army, was at that time the head of this
most prominent of Tibetan households. And the Rakasha son in question (born in 1904)
whom Taring Raja's eldest daughter married happened also to be the full and eldest brother
of Kunzang Dechen Rakasha, the Maharani or Queen Consort of Sikkim's Maharaja, the
half-brother of Taring! This had come about because for centuries now the Rajas, and
especially Maharajas, of Sikkim had gone to Lhasa for their brides, and this practice underwent
no change in the case of the Maharaja who was reigning at this time. And thus the head of
the great Rakasha clan in Lhasa was in October 1918 to provide, in the person of'his thirteenyear-old daughter, the bride for Sikkim's ruling monarch, and, in the person of his fourteen~ear-oldson Phuntso Rabgye, the groom for Taring Raja's eldest daughter."
Another prominent Tibetan family into which a member of the Taring household would
marry was the Tsarongs, in the early davs the wealthiest and certainly one of the largest and
oldest truly indigenous noble families in all of Tibet. But early in the second decade of the
twentieth century, the head of the Tsarong family ofthat time-along with his married sonwere cruelly liquidated. This had occurred when rumors, though never substantiated, spread
abroad that they both, accused of being pro-Chinese and of revealing State secrets to them,
had thus plotted together to betray Dalai Lama XIIIsl while he was in exile in India during
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tlie years between 1910 and 19 12." Upon his return to Lhasa, however, His Holiness,
had esteemed the Tsarongs greatly, gave "his favorite and most promising friend [and]young
attendant." Chensa Nang-kang, to the bereaved family as its new head. WhereuponChenv
(the word for favorite, literally meaning "visible to the eyes" because the favoriteremained
in the presence of the Dalai Lama continually) not only married Tsarong's eldest daughter
(who as the new Mrs. Tsarong later became known more familiarly os Tsarrong Lacham)
but also married two of her sisters (including the later well-known Mary La). AS~~k~~~~
resident son-in-law, Chensa now inherited all the estates, family rights, and retainersof his
deceased father-in-law.82
Born in about 1885 of extremely humble origins (his father a maker of arrowheadQ,
Chensa Nang-kang was to have the good fortune of rising extraordinarily rapidly to prominence
in the Tibetan government. At first, though, Chensa had been employed in a most menial
position among the Dalai Lama's household. He was then, however, noticed by His Holiness
and selected to become his young attendant. It was a wise choice inasmuch as the young
man was one of the devoted few who accompanied the Dalai Lama in his flight to Mongolia
in 1904 and during his long exile in China thereafter (and described elsewhere). Becauseof
his bravery in 1910 when leading a small party of Tibetan soldiers in successfully beating
back a larger force of Chinese troops (at the Chaksam Ferry crossing on the River Tsangpo
two days ride south of Lhasa) who were attempting to prevent the Dalai Lama's flight to
India, His Holiness by early 1913 appointed Chensa as the Tibetan army's Commander-inChief and gave him the rare title of Dzasa that same
It was in July of 1913 that he
married into the Tsarong family with the blessing of His Holiness, was granted his own
estate, Lhanga, in recognition of his bravery during the Chaksam battle, and in the following
year after the Simla Convention was made one of the four Shapes or Ministers in the Tibetan
Cabinet to replace the late Sechung Shape. He was also put in charge of the Drapehi
Ngukhang or Government mint the same year. As a consequence of these honors, Chensa
Nang-kang was ever afterwards to be known as Tsarong Shape, Tsarong Dzasa, Ge~ieral
Tsarong, Tsarong 11, or simply Tsarong. (It would be in the Lhasan home of this newlyconstituted Tsarong household, incidentally, that Gergan Tharchin and his traveling American
companion Theos Bernard would stay for some time during 1937; see Chapter 20 forthe
details.)
Now it would be into this reconstituted Tsarong family that Taring Raja's elder son would
eventually marry. [t was this latter son, along with his younger brother, whom Tharchinwas
currently teaching in his school at Gyantse, which happened to be just six miles from the
Taring e ~ t a t e . ~ q helder
i s Taring son had a very bright future ahead of him. Born in 191:
and named Kumar Jigme Sunchen Wangpo Nambyal Taring, he was only around ten Years
old when Tharchin first had him as a pupil. He would be sent later to Darjeeling for further
education at St. Paul's school, where he not only learned to speak ~ n ~ l i fluently
sh
but also
received a much-prized European training. During the Darjeeling school's annual holidays.
Jigme (which in Tibetan means "Fear Not" or "Fearless") would spend the greater part of1'
each year at tlie Macdonald home in nearby Kalimpong, this family being close friends tothe
Taring Raja household-and to Tharchin as well, for that matter.
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to Tibet Jigme served as "a Tibetan military leader" for "about twelve
Upon
before ultimately "becoming Treasurer to the Tibetan government," a fourth rank
governmentpost in which he served for eighteen years. In the meantime, in 1930, when in his
ePrlytwenties, Kumar J i b e married the "daughter" of the new Tsarong Shape who, though
no longer the Tibetan army Commander nor a Kashag Minister, nonetheless continued to exert
powerand influence upon the ruling circles. Jigme's bride, who had been born in 19 10 and was
next to the youngest of the daughters of the original head of the Tsarong family (and hence
next to the youngest sister of Tsarong Lacham), had come under the care of Chensa Nangkang when as the favorite of Dalai Lama the XIIImhe had assumed headship over the Tsarong
household. Her name was Rinchen Dolma. Her upbringing is a fascinating one.
In 1921 General Tsarong decided to send Rinchen, who by this time was nearly twelve
yearsold, to an American Methodist boarding school in Darjeeling: the Queen's Hill School
atop Mount Hermon. However, Tsarong requested his friend David Macdonald to take her
into his family at Yatung for some six months prior to the upcoming Indian educational
experience (that would begin in March of 1922) so that "by association" with the Trade
Agent's daughters she "might acquire some knowledge of English and become acquainted
with European manners and customs." It so happened that it was the Macdonald family that
had come to give her the nickname by which to Westerners and others she ever afterwards
came to be known: "Mary" or "Mary La." This name had been selected inasmuch as it was
the closest English equivalent to her Tibetan name, Dolma, which means "Pr~tectress."~~
Mary quickly adopted European dress and manners, and, like her future husband Jigme. she
did well with English both in the Macdonald home and especially at the Western school in
Darjeeling. But because she progressed so well and so quickly at Queen's Hill. Mary needed
to stay but three years there-March to December. 1922 to 1923-for her to become the only
Tibetan girl up to that time to have been educated along Western lines. (The same. incidentally,
was true of Jigrne, as the first Tibetan boy.) And on returning to Lhasa in 1925 she became
confidential secretary to her "father," an importa~itpost not previously held by a Tibetan woman.
Within a year or so, "father" and "daughterv-for various reasons-\\ere married in 1926,
though Tsarong was twenty-five years older than Mary and even thougli the latter \bit11 great
reluctance entered into the marriage. On his part, however. Tsarong. \\rote Mar! in her
autobiography, "assured me . . . that 1 could marry again whenever I c a m across a suitable
young man." This she did in three years when it was agreed that Prince Jigme Taring \vould
indeed make a "suitable" husband for Man/. After these hvo were married in 1930. the! settled
down at Taring outside Gyantse where, whenever not on assignment \+it11 the Tibetan
government, Jignie assisted his father in the management of the fanlily estates.
But by 1937 when Theos Bernard (for the first time) arid Tliarchin (once again) made his
acquaintance, Jigme, now around twenty-five years old. had alread) risen in a \cry short
time to high military and Government posts-all of which enabled liim to exercise considerable
influence in the Tibetan government. In fact. it was Jigme and Marq and Mary's older sister
Tsarong Lacham (along with Tharchin, to be sure) who "had played considerable roles" i l l
obtaining the invitation" from the Tibetan government for Bernard's visit to Lhasa in 1937.
For it was because Jigme in that same year had coincidentally been deputed b>,the Lhasa11
authorities to receive at Kalimpong a ~onsignmelltof arms for the Tibetan go\ ernment that
U
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he and Mary and the Lacham were at the Indian hill station at the time and could therefon
be in a position to render such assistance to Bernard. One of Jigme's other duties, which he
performed quite well because of his English-language educational background, was to serve
as interpreter to high Tibetan government officials during important negotiations,
Both Jigme and his wife ended up escaping separately to India, along with other refugen
at the time that the current Fourteenth Dalai Lama had made his own way to India in 1959 as
a result of the Tibetan uprising against the ChineseSg6
Mary was the first to flee to Indiavia
Bhutan, whereas Jigme did so at a subsequent period. By the time His Holiness finally eslablished
his exile residence north of Delhi-first at Mussoorie, and ultimately at Dharamsala in mid.
1960-both Jigme and Mary Taring had become highly useful in the Tibetan government-in.
exile. Significantly, Jigme in time was appointed Education Minister in the Cabinet of His
Holiness and served until his retirement in 1975; while Mary involved herself in educational
projects for Tibetan refugee children both at Kalirnpong and later, with her husband, at Mussourie.
Tharchin was himself later to meet Jigrne in Mussoorie when summoned there by His Holiness
in connection with the furtherance of the education of Tibetan refugees in India.87Indeed,they
were to serve there together for a brief time as fellow-participants in an educational advisory
committee that had been convened by the Dalai Lama.87
It should finally be mentioned that an aunt of Jigme's, Rani Choni Wangmo La(born 1897)who was the fill1 sister both of Jigme's father Taring Raja and of Iiis uncle Tashi Namgyal, the
Maharaja of Sikkim-became the wife of Raja S. T. Dorjee, the popular Prime Minister of
Bhutan and former "protege" of Tharchin's friend Rev. John Graham when the Bhutanese
Raja was in his teens pursuing his education at Kalimpong. It was at the latter's residential
headquarters at Ha-Dzong, it will be recalled, that Tharchin and SUM1 principal Sutherland had
stayed as guests, both in 1917 and 1919-20 on their Education Missions to Bhutan commissioned
by the Maharaja cf Bhutan liir,;self. It will also be recalled that Raja Dorjee, who was staying
at Kali~npongat tlie time, himself accompanied Tharchin and Sutherland, he traveling the elltire
journey with them to and from Bhutan on the 1919-20joi~rney.~"
It should be pointed out that the third notable pupil in Tharchin's school was a son of
Cl~okteKusho, a Tibetan nobleman (who was himself to colne down to India as a refugee In
1959). This son, whose personal name was Dorji Wangyal, also took tlie family estate name
of Cliokte, and \\hen grown to manhood was addressed, like his nobleman father, as Chobte
Kuslio (the latter term being equivalent to the English title of "Sir"). Born in 1910, DorJi
Wangyal would have been eleven or twelve years old at the time lie beca~nea student of
Tharchin's in 192 1 . Not too many years hence, in 1925 to be exact, young Chokte \vould
enter Govern~nentservice, and later become Dzongpon (District Officer) of Namlillg. And
by 1937 he would rise to become one of the prestigious Gyantse Dzo~igpons.'~

Returning now to the events at Gyantse, it so011becanie the practice that the cbildrenof
Taring Raja, the elder Chokte Kusho, and of other ncblemen would from time to time bring
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tsampa, meat, butter and cheese for the teachers-just as in ancient times, as mentioned
earlier, disciples used to bring essential commodities for their guru or teacher. In other
words,the tuition fees at the school were paid in both cash and kind. These the Headmaster
and his Assistant Teacher would receive with much gratefulness.
AS a result of Tharchin's considerable contribution to the community, Doring Thaiji and
Changlo Chen Gung Kusho became especially friendly with him. The latter, an aristocrat
who was a senior Tibetan officer in rank and honor, extended an invitation to Tharchin to
stay with him. He accepted the invitation and spent some time with him although most of
the time the Headmaster stayed with Doring Thaiji at his family's ancestral home near
Gyantse known as "The Four J ~ y s . " ~It' had come to have this name in a most unusual
way that requires a little storytelling which S ICharles
~
Bell, who himself more than once
had visited this country estate, has recounted in his most interesting volume, The People
of Tibet:
The most distinguished ancestor of the Do-ring family, and known, because of his great
learning, as Do-ring Pandita, had been Regent of Tibet for a few months during the minority of
the Seventh Dalai Lama. In fact, he was the first layman ever to hold this high position in Tibet
[it almost always having been filled by a high ecclesiastic]. Moreover, the Regent's son, only
22 years old, had served as a minister of State at the same time.. .. Now the first known ancestor
of the Do-rings was the incarnation of one of the religious ministers (cho-Ion) of the Great
Teacher (Padma Sambhava), who had foretold that this minister would be reborn in a salty,
sandy plain where there would be four kinds of happiness: that of the fish to the north. the
birds to the east, the human beings to the south, and the wild animals to the west.
The first head of the house to attain wealth and fame, Do-ring Pandita. received as a grant
of land from the Tibetan government this estate, Gab-shi. Its name means "The Four Joys,"
and its situation bears out the prophecy. To the north is the river with the fish, in the east the
birds cluster, to the south stretches the whole plain of Gyantse with its fertile crops for the
sustenance of the human kind, and to the west rise the hills, the home of the ~ i l dsheep
(burrhal) and g a ~ e l l e . ~ '

Some idea of the charm and graciousness of this latter host of Tharchin's-and of the
hospitable surroundings of that host's e s t a t e i s provided by Mrs. Henrietta (Sands) Merrick.
an American traveler and explorer of some repute. She had traveled in Tibet as far as
Gyantse in the spring and summer of 1931. While there she had called on Doring Thaiji at his
nearby estate, accon~paniedby none other than Gergan Tharchin himself whom she had
engaged in Kalimpong to be her guide and interpreter on the journey. Little would have
changed with regard to Doring or his estate from what Tharchin was even now esperiencing
in the 1920s at the hands of his good host and friend. Here. then, is what Mrs. Merrick had
to say about her visit with this Tibetan nobleman just outside Gyantse a few miles to the
north:
When an invitation came from one of the most prominent nobles in Gyantse. I forgot entirely
that I had determined never to partake of another Tibetan meal, and accepted forthwith.
One of the most delighthl experiences 1 have ever had was at Gabshi Kusho's, who in
Lhasa is known as Do-ring, and is one of tile greatest nobles of Tibet.. .. He still holds the title
of Major General, and is Jonepen [Dzongpon], or Commander, of a fort on the borders of
Nepal.. . .
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A very charming gentleman is Gabshi Kusho. One might meet him in the most distinguished
social circles of any country and be impressed with his culture. His thin face was not handsome
according to Western standards, but with all its Oriental guardedness, could never be
inexpressive. One felt a responsiveness and a keen intelligence . . . [in] our conversation.
From Gabshi Kusho's left ear hung a long pointed turquoise with large pearl atop; his
fingernails were long, denoting as in China, one who is a stranger to manual labor; on his right
thumb was a jade ring a quarter of an inch in width and an inch thick . . . a relic ofthe days wheR
bows and arrows were weapons of war. "General" in Tibetan means literally "Lord of the
Arrow."
Gabshi Kusho's robe hung long, and was of fine plum-colored brocade embroidered at the
neck and on the cuffs. It was somber compared to the vivid green brocade worn by his young
son.. . .
We lunched under an open skylight that ran up hnnel-wise, decorated inside with religious
paintings. On two sides of the room were elaborate altars, gleaming with gold, and heavy with
red lacquer.
From twelve little bowls each one helped himself with chopsticks, and after luncheon Gabshi
Kusho's wife, who had taken little part in the conversation after the first greeting, showed me
through their spacious house, where beams were hand-painted and frescoes adorned most of
the walls.
There were student officers bending over books; around the porches sat rows of little boys
writing lessons on long slates; and down in the courtyard dozens of women were spinning
with tiny hand wheels. On the roof, carpets of beautiful design and workmanship were in the
weaving.
1 had brought simple gifts to this prosperous home, and the night before my departure from
Gyantse an enormous bundle arrived for me, containing small rugs and yards ofwool cloth and
table d e l i ~ a c i e s . ~ ~

With respect t o Gung Kusho, who was a descendant o f the family of a former Dalai
Lama,93 besides being a senior officer in the Government he was a b o considered one of his
country's foremost writers o f Tibetan prose in his day and a greatly renowned scl~olarin the
field of Tibetan language and literature. Especially was his scholarship unquestioned in the
fields of poetry and grammar. But Changlo Chen was likewise viewed as an extremely
gifted speaker. O n e who came to know him much later in Kalimpong has written that "peopk
flocked to hear his tales of corruption and intrigue among the Lhasa nobles." It was some
measure of his speaking skills, adds the former Japanese spy in Tibet, Hisao Kimura, ''that
he was able to hold his audiences despite all his teeth having been yanked out under torture."
In exchange, therefore, for instructing Gung Kusho further in Hindi (the more usual literary
form of Hindustani, which, a s has b e e n ' d e n , Gung Kusho spoke fluently), the Headmaster
endeavored to learn from him some of the salient features of Tibetall literature. ~harchin
later observed that "his style was both simple and sweet at the same time." The young
educator tried to learn as much as he could from this scholar, and would have the oppomnil)
of benefiting still further from him some thirty years hence when Gung Kusho, as a matured
scholar living at that time in Kalimpong, would provide Tharchin with a Tibetan translation of
several chapters of Charles Bell's highly-praised biographical work, Portrait of the Dalai
Lama, that would appear in serial form in the Tibetan newspaper which Tharchin publislled.
Now, though, the young teacher sought to profit as much as he could from still other scholars
at Gyantse, which was partly his aim in visiting Tibet in the first place.
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w i l e Tharchin was Headmaster of the school at Gyantse, Rev. Evan Mackenzie, who
had been a longtime missionary to the Tibetans, came to the town while on a trip through
parts of Tibet. The trip had been prompted by an invitation to attend the wedding at Yatung
British Trade Agent Macdonald's eldest daughter Anne to the Trade Agent's former
in Tibet, F. W. R. Perry, who had served for some three years as the commander
of Macdonald's military escort. Possessing the distinction of having been "the first, and only,
European wedding ever held in Tibet," it turned out to be quite a popular event, it attracting
a number of other guests from India besides the Scots missonary. After the wedding, which
was held in August of 1922,95Mackenzie traveled farther north to Gyantse, where he visited
Tharchin's school and was very much pleased to see the good work the Headmaster was
carrying on among the children for the sake of Christ. The pupils sang several Christian
songs and hymns, which delighted the missionary a great deal. After the program Mackenzie
and the Headmaster prayed together. "It was a blessed time of fellowship in the Lord,"
Tharchin recalled. (Much more regarding this outstanding servant of the Lord is recounted
in Chapter 16 below.)
There were other marks of a Christian orientation which Mackenzie had beer1 able to
observe at the Indo-Tibetan's Gyantse school. Indeed, Tharchin's description of his multifarious
Christian administration of the school was communicated to his dear friend and colleague in
the gospel, Sadhu Sundar Singh, prompting the latter to declare in a letter to a friend of his in
July 1923: "Now we have a school in Tibet with 33 boys and a Tibetan Christian teacher.
This is the first and only Christian school in the 'Forbidden Land'."* For Tharchin included
in his school's daily session both morning prayer, Christian hymns and Bible readings. He
also conducted a Sunday school every week. The school walls in fact were decorated with
Bible texts and posters. Scripture verses and texts were displayed at those vantage points
where students, monks from the local gompas or monasteries, and others could readily see
them; and, judging from their outward appearance at least, they all seemed pleased to read
them. As a matter of fact, these various gospel displays. Tharchin reported later, "evoked

* This quote from Sundar Singh's letter-which admittedly nowhere nlentions Tharchin or Gyantse but which
obviously refers to the latter identities-was a part of a two-paragraph section in the letter which prompted the
Sadhu's arch nemesis, the Darjeeling-based Catholic Jesuit Fr. Henry Hosten, to publish it as an example of the
Sadhu's dissimulation and imbosture. The Jesuit priest. 17rst seeing it in a Ceylon newspaper, now reprinted it
as Part of an ongoing attempt by him to discredit Tharchin's friend as a true Christian and servant of God.
Believing from the outset that the Sadhu was a charlatai, Hosten latched onto even. shred of "factual" evidence
he could ferret out to support his accusation of inlposture; and this assertion by the Sadhu about a Christian
school in Tibet was one such instance that contributed to the controversj, about Sundar Singh \$hicl1raged in
Europe and India during the 1920s (for the details see again Chapter 1 I of the present biograph!,'~ first volullle).
Not pri\'y to the facts which validated [he Sadhu's assertion here, the Catholic priest launchcd an unmerciful
attack out of what proved to be ignorance and un\vil]ingness to give the Sadhu the bencfit of the doubt. "Note the
magic number 33 for the pupils of his bogus Tibetan school," began Hosten uncharitably. "Where is it') LAnd
what is] the name of the schoolmaster?" he inquired presumptuously. "Ho\v rnuch money has been collected for
the Tibetan school already and spent on this side of the Himalayas?" he further charged. "No wonder that S. S.
[Sundar Singh] can manage to pay for comfortable traveling to Conventions and Conferences and has leisure to
write a new bogus book. The money from the sale of his books . . . could make him and others li\:e in ease; but he
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many questions and discussions,"" which very thing he had hoped would happen. Forashe
made clear in a conversation he had with Catholic Jesuit Fr. Henry Hosten in Darjee]ingho
or three years later, it was his aim "from the very beginning to conduct [my] school i n I
religious spirit." And though the Tibetans, he had added, "did not understand this purpoxll
first," they "later did not make any objections. Lamas came out of curiosity and wantedto
discuss religious questions, yet were always fiiendly by assuring that Christianity and Buddhism
were ultimately onew*-a sentiment with which, of course, he did not agree.
As intimated here by Tharchin in his talks with Hosten a year or so after his return from
Tibet and as he would much later assert in his "memoirs," there was no Tibetan objectionor
protest of any sort from any quarter to such an outright presentation of the Christian religion
in what was an overwhelmingly Buddhist country. Indeed, ifthere was any objection registered
never accepts money, we are told a d nauseam," the Jesuit went on in his unjust diatribe. See letter, SundarSingh
to K. R. Wilson, Simla Hills, 19 July 1923, reprinted in Hosten, "Sundar Singh's 40 Days' Fast ...," CHI(4 June
1924):369.
Later, another harsh critic of Sundar's, Swiss pastor Dr. Oskar Pfister, carried on the controversy over the
Sadhu's character and ministry and published his own volume on the debate, utilizing in a collaborative way much
of the Hosten "findings" as well as the results of his own research. In his book, cited in earlier footnotes to the
present chapter and denigratingly entitled Die Legende Sundar Singhs, Pfister devoted more than ten pages (21020) to just this one issue, designating an entire section of inquiry as "6. The School of Gyantse" and extensivel)
quoting in the process not only Hosten and other participants in the debate but also Gergan Tharchin himself. In the
opinion of the present writer, however, it was much ado about nothing.
At the outset, Pfister accused the Sadhu of indulging in "gross lies," charging the Sadhu-in the school issueof having claimed the following: (a) that he himself had founded the school in question; (b) that it was "an Evangelical
School for Tibetan youngsters and Buddhist priests"; (c) that it was his "first school in Tibet"; (d) that it was his
"Bible School in Tibet"; and (e) that he had asserted that "it had to be closed on the order of the Tibetan authorities."
As it turns out, though, each and every one ofthese so-called Sadhu claims and assertions were not made by himbut
by his close friends and admirers-nd
without his authorization or instruction. Indeed, any careful reading of
Pfister's highly unfair critical account of this issue surrounding Tharchin's Gyantse school, including the author's
various but flawed attempts at documentation, will bear out such a conclusion.
Even the statement made by the Sadhu in his July 1923 letter to his friend Wilson and quoted in the Text above"Now we have a school in Tibet with .. . a Tibetan Christian teacher .. . the first and only Christian school in the
'Forbidden Landv'-is found to be accurate in every respect when carefilly considered in light of the relationship
which had existed from the very beginning between the Sadhu and Tharchin in connection with the evangelizing
ministry which these two had engaged in over the years together. For example, Sundar's use here of the editorial
"we" in the phrase "Now we have a school in Tibet" is not, as the good Dr. Pfister would probably have described
it, a "pompous announcement" (Die Legende, 2 1I). For was not the Sadhu the chief contributor to the School's
maintenance? But more importantly, both Sundar and Dorje Tharchin had looked upon their relationship in gospel
evangelization as that of "teacher-student"; even as E. Sanders and E. Judah, on page 5 of their Sadhu biography.
Sundar Singh, the Lion-hearted Warrior (London: S.P.C.K., 1923), had inferenced: the royalties from their book
were "sent through Sundar Singh to the only Christian school in Tibet, where over 30 boys are educated througha
student of the Sadhu." Nowhere and at no time did Sundar Singh ever personally claim or assert that he himself had
been to Gyantse and founded the School there or that "with bold exaggeration" it was "his school" (Die Legendef
21 5a-s)
Pfister. in collaboration with Hosten, had attempted to establish as proof of the Sadhu's dissimulation.
But finally, on the entire matter, it has been thoroughly shown, in the course of the lengthy discussion thus far
about Tharchin's Gyantse school in the Text above, that so far as the Tibetan Headmaster was concerned, it
indeed a Christian institution he had established, even as 11ehad so reported to his mentor in the Christian g0q13
Sadhu Sundar Singh. In short, therefore, what Pfister and Hosten had tried to create was a mountain out of amoleh'l':
yet what they ended up producing was the merest of anthills.
Such were the thoughts and observations which Tharchin comm"nicated to Fr. Hosten in the oft-mentioned
lengthy conversation held between these two at Darjeeling on 4 June 1925, subsequently reported on by Hosten
Swiss pastor Pfister, and summarized by the latter in his aforementioned work, Die Legende Sundar Sin& 214
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all, it was found among the British! This the Tibetan Headmaster made plain long after the
event in a paper he and others prepared on the history of Christian Missions to Tibet. At the
point in this historical sketch where his evangelizing efforts by means of his Gyantse school
were touchedupon, Tharchin unapologetically asserted that during those years while "in his
school,it was his experience that the chief opposition tp Bible teaching and witnessing came
from the Tibetans but from the foreigners (British) who were afraid of giving any offense
to ~ib~tans."%One
particular and quite prominent "foreigner" whom he unquestionably had
in mind here was none other than British India's Political OfTicer for Tibet, Major "Eric"
Bailey. According to Tharchin, in 1923 while still at Gyantse, he "heard that the British
Resident at Gangtok did not like the Christian character of [my] school, although the Tibetans
themselves had raised no objections."*
Some of the other "foreigners" he most likely had in mind when commenting long
afterwardsabout this matter were members of a so-called British Buddhist Mission that had
been stalled at Gyantse for a month in the fall of 1922 awaiting what proved in the end to be
a negative decision by Lhasan authorities on the Mission's request for permission to advance
onward to the Tibetan capital. These foreigners from London were quite sympathetic to the
Buddhist faith and, having the time and opportunity for an entire month to observe the
Headmaster at work, it could very well be that they were upset by, and took exception to,
Tharchin's endeavors to spread the Christian faith among the Buddhist Tibetans through his
school and in other ways. Certain it was that the Mission's leader was quite critical of
Tharchin personally but unjustifiably, as will be discussed a few pages hence. It is not too
much to say, however, that given British Trade Agent Macdonald's Christian predilections,
there would have been no attempt on his part to thwart Tharchin's gospel-spreadingactivities
at his private school so long as no protest arose from the Tibetans themselves-which never
occurred. (Macdonald, incidentally. did not himself look too kindly on the members of this
British Mission; see below.)
Accordingly, Tharchin took advantage of many opportunities to witness tbr his Lord
Jesus Christ. As but one of the more dramatic examples, one day the Head of the Gyantse
Monastery, who was a learned and scholarly lama, happened to inquire of the Christian
educator regarding the original source for the references which he always displayed
immediately beneath the Scripture texts. Whereupon Tharchin showed him the Tibetan New
Testament from which he had quoted the Scripture verses. The Head Lama borrowed the
Testament and, after thoroughly reading it through, passed the Christian Book on to others
who had seen it in his hand and were interested to look through ;t. Only after a lapsed time
of three or four months did the copy of the Tibetan New Testament, now tattered, find its
way back to its owner! Tharchin so prized this Testament that decades later he could write
that he still had it among his most valued posses~ions.~'
But besides the Head Lama of Palkhor Chhode, some of the latter's other lamas would
frequently make visits to the Headmaster's quarters. The lamas at this celebrated lamasery

* This observation about Political OfficerBailey's attitude towards his school's character the Headmaster had
sharedwith Fr. Hosten in 1925 as recounted in Pfister's published work. ibid., 2 15. See a few pqes hence in the
Text above for firther on the Bailey-Tharchin relationship when the h ~ of
o them met at Gyantse later in 1923.
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were noted for their tolerance, at least within Tibetan Buddhism with its varioussectso,
branches of the Doctrine. Although because Palkhor Clihode was subject to Lllasa a,,rl
therefore nominally a Gelugpa or Yellow Hat institution that followed tlie niajority branchol
Lamaism to which the Dalai Lama himself belonged, nevertheless the Gyantse lnollaste,,
contained representatives of nearly all the recogliized Lamaist sects, which were l l u l l l e r o ~
and ofttimes jealous of their own distinct existence-tliough not essentially opposed toeac,,
other in doctrine. An example, however, of their mutual tolerance of each other at Palkhor
Clihode could be seen in the fact that whenever the Red Hats would worship
the
Gelugpas in the monastery's central temple, they would make, in the words of one Westen,
visitor there, "the not inconsiderable concession of wearing the yellow cap instead oftheir
own distinctive red one"!98
Tharcliin's frequent visitors from Palklior Chhode would often ask pertinent questionsof
him. "What is your religion?" "Whom do you worship?" They put these and other such
inquiries to Iiim wlien they noticed tlie absence in his room of images, incense, water-offerings,
and pictures of gods and goddesses. Now it was customary for them to designate Buddhisls
as Nurigpus (the Inner Ones) and the non-Buddhists as Chipus (tlie Outer Ones). At one
point Tharcliin remarked to them, "I am a Nangpa." To which they responded, "You haveno
images as we have, so how can you call yourself a Nangpa?" He enigmatically a~iswered,'~l
am a Nangpa but you are Chipas." This paradoxical statement, reported the Tibetan from
Kalimpong, puzzled them no less than it pained them.
What most likely accounted for the pain they suffered at Tharchin's remark can perliaps
best be explained by referring to a passage from one of Sir Charles Bell's writings. Shortl)
after retirement from his many years of service as Political Officer for Tibet, Bell once
made the observation that travelers in Tibet hardly ever failed to notice tlie people's lackof
cleanliness. The Tibetans themselves, he acknowledged, viewed the matter from a far different
standpoint, tliey dealing with it by means of one of their many short, simple, yet most incisive
proverbs. Before quoting it, however, Bell first explained that Tibetans, as mentioned already.
divide humanity into two classes: Buddhists, whom tliey refer to as "the inside peop1e''or
Nangpas, and non-Buddhists, whom they refer to as "the outside people" or Cllipas. And
hence, reported Sir Charles, their proverb, as translated, ran like this:
"The outside man is clean outside;
The inside man is clean inside."99
By Tharcliin having perhaps nai'vely denominated these local lamas, who must have beell
quite familiar with this proverb, as Cllipas or Outside People, lie was in so many words
saying to them that not only were tliey not Buddhists but also tliey were not spirituallY'or
lnorally clean inside! And thus one could well understand how tliey must have been terribl)
pained i~iwardlyby the remark. Tharchin, the converted Christian, proceeded, then, to provide
his own singular interpretation of the puzzling statement lie had just voiced to them. He
explailled the apparent contradiction by boldly declaring: "I do
from inside my
heart or spirit, so I am aNangpa. You do everything with the help of external objects suchas
images or prayer wheelslo0 or w a t e r - ~ f f e r i n g ~ -you
~ ~ are C I i i p a ~ . " ' ~
This
' sort
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must have often sparked a debate, but let it be said right here that Tharchin
couldbe a very forceful debater!
Some of the religious leaders observed what appeared to them to be a few peculiarities
about the Headmaster's way of life. They pointed out, "You do not touch drink at all when
you are invited to a feast by the noblemen. We see that you are different from othm people."
Tharchin replied, "This is my religion, and I try to conform to the social practices and religious
tenets of my faith. My conduct should be in conformity with my Christian creed." The lamas
~eernedto be satisfied and pleased with this reply. Tharchin was also doubly happy to know
that in this way he could avail himself of the opportunity to testify through his life and
conduct on behalf of his crucified and risen Lord Jesus Christ.

Many people invited the Headmaster to various social feasts. As a consequence of these
invitations he developed many contacts and acquaintances. His circle of friendship began to
grow wider and wider day by day. This brought more social functions for him but with them
as well some trying temptations. For on these occasions drinks were always served, especially
a favorite intoxicant of the Tibetans, chang, described by one later Western resident in Tibet,
Robert Ford, as "a rather flat and yeasty beer made from barley that looks like cloudy
lemonade." Tharchin, however, refused to partake of such drinks. Although the girl-servants,
called "chang girls," who were particularly chosen for both their beauty and poivers of
persuasion, tried to coax him by their beguiling smiles into drinking, he still declined to touch
the goblet-whether it held wine, whiskey, brandy or beer.
Tharchin may have been faced here not only with what he perceived to be a moral issue
but a religious one as well. For at some festive gatherings in Tibet the guests are expected to
participate in the traditional ritual of offering chang to the gods. On such occasions one of
the chang girls would explain the merits of propitiatirlg the "Evil One" bjl sprinkling a feu
drops of beverage into the air as an offering to the "Merit-Accumulating Ones"! This sprinkling
ritual was accolnplished, wrote Ford, by "dipping the third finger of tlie right hand into the
changand flicking a few drops upward with the thumb. The third finger was considered the
cleanest as it was said that babies are born with it in their no~trils."'~'
The converted Christian
schoolmaster was not about to indulge in such idolatry and denial of his Lord; he stood his
ground.
Even so, when their beguiling smiles proved ineffective with Tharchin, these chang girls
now resorted to force: if jogging his arms did not produce the desired effect then they
proceeded to prick him with needles or sharp pins! It was said in Tibet, in fact. that these girls
had the right to run a long pin into any guest who might hesitate to drink at their urging.
Apparently. this was not an uncommon practice in Tibet. since Ford noticed the same tllitlg
happening at large parties in Lhasa to which he had been invited. If by jogging the guests'
arms and saying " r u ~ d a~~ony-ro-nar~g7'
("Empty it, please") the girls were unable to coax
them to drink or drink quickly enough, then out \\ould come the pins. "I have see11 chang
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girls," he reported, "sticking pins into senior officialswho drank too slowly." (Indeed,~ ~ i
Political Officer Basil Gould could report after his visit to Lhasa in 1936 that even fir
Tibetan Prime Minister was not immune to such prickly treatment!) Such a tactic at larec
festive functions, Ford noted, "was regarded as great fun, and it was reckoned bad manna
to stay cold sober." On the contrary, a state of intoxication demonstrated to the host that
guest found his chang or other alcoholic beverages SO good that he could not refrainfrom
indulging. Moreover, if the guest drank himself to such an extent that he was unable to
"he was presented with a white scarf as a compliment."lo3
Despite all these attempts at manipulation, however, Tharchin's resolution did not falter,
He remained strong and adamant in his determination. Later, he was left to himself and
nobody bothered him any longer over the drinking of these intoxicants. Surely, this Tibetan9$
end-of-life "memoirs" was careful to note, none but Daniel and his companions of oldla
could have empathized with the schoolmaster and his problem in such a critical and "facelosing" social situation. What a testimony for his Lord in a strange land! Thereafter,Tharchin
would later remark, he was served instead with tea, and he drank it by the thousands of
cups! Though this may admittedly be a case of hyperbole on Tharchin's part, it should
nonetheless be pointed out that Tibetans have been notorious in the past for consuming
enormous quantities oftheir famed butter-tea. A London Times article in 1898, for example,
reported that Tibetans, whom it had earlier described as "a people which drinks tea morning,
noon and night" and whom it now deemed as probably the world's greatest tea drinkers,
were consuming twelve to fifteen million pounds of the beverage every year. "Tibetans,"
noted Heinrich Harrer (traveling in Tibet in 1944), "often drink as many as sixty cups i n a
day," with another writer stating it was as many as eighty cups!'05
By way of explanation of his conduct in this entire affair, Tharchin humbly observed that
"once we yield to a temptation, it makes it doubly difficult for a person to withstand the
second one next time. I can testify that only my Lord and Savior Jesus Christ enabled meby
His grace to triumph over these trials and temptations to stand true to Him; otherwise,1 am
no better than other individuals."

In the light of this very strong testimony which Dorje Tharcliin bore before the whole
watching world at Gyantse, and in the light also of his having earliestly taught for three
weeks on Christian temperance in tlie church down at Yatung just a year ago, it is most
difficult to understand and incredible to think that George Knight could have reported such
outrageous behavior as drunkenness and bad-mouthing of British officials on the part of
Gergan Tharchin at Gyantse. Knight had been the self-styled leader of a British cultural
expedition to Tibet in tlie fall of 1922,whose party--dubbed by tllelmselvestlie British I3uddllist
Mission-was "stalled" at Gyantse for a montll (most likely late reptember-late~ctober)'"
as it sought permission unsuccessfully to proceed to Lhasa to make a film of the capita'.
These accusations made by Knight can be found in his short voluliie on tlie ~x~editioll'~

~
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rnperience inside Tibet. Although this Buddhist Mission was denied access to Lhasa,
by requesting and ultimately securing an extension o f their passes from the
Government of India, the group managed to remain in Tibet for nearly three months total.
~ o u g the
h Buddhist party leader did not identify the Gyantse school-founder by name, it is
obviouswho the particular target of his poison pen was. Knight showed little restraint when
he wrote the followingl:
The native schoolmaster at Gyantse, who spoke English rather well, and taught little Tibetan
boys and girls to sing Tibetan songs to the tune of "Auld Lang Syne," "Mother McCree,"
"Molly McIntyre," etc., was always on the qui-vive, and his reports to the Tibetan officials on
our conduct in general were not couched in very favorable terms. This, however, did not
trouble us greatly, since we afterwards learned that he never thought well of anyone outside of
his own race, and hls opinions of Mr. Macdonald, the British Trade Agent, and Major Bailey,
the Political Officer, are unprintable. He was engaged to spy upon us during our month's stay
in Gyantse,* and he was candid enough to admit it while under the effects of a strong dose of
Indian whisky, the worst in the world, which everyone is strictly forbidden to drink in Tibet,
although all the Tibetan officials with whom we came into contact admired its flavor exceeding
much.
Knight, who otherwise possessed high credentials as a Fellow of the Royal Geographical
Society and a Corresponding Member of the Royal Botanical Society of London, sank to a
very low level in aiming these charges at Tharchin that had no basis in fact--especially the
supposedly unprintable opinions of his friends Macdonald and Bailey.? Interestingly enough,
Bailey had himself been warned by the Indian O f f ~ c ethat the Mission, whose members
were mostly Oxford University graduates, "are a queer crowd ... [who] . .. clearly show the
cloven hoof."
As it turned out, Knight and his British Buddhist party's future intentions in Tibet, now
that they had been denied permission for farther advance into the country, were little better
morally or ethically than was the character ofthe unfounded charges the Expedition's leader
had brought against Tharchin. That there must have already been sufficient warrant for the
Gyantse authorities to suspect potentially unauthorized conduct on the part o f the so-called
British Buddhist Mission is borne out by what Macdonald himself reported concerning the
incident a decade later. In the autobiographical account of his years in Tibet, the former
British Trade Agent wrote: "Towards the end of this period" at Gyantse the Mission members
"became impatient, and I had to watch their movements very closely, for 1 feared that they
might make a dash towards the capital." Furthermore, by his own admission Knight made it

* Although the rest of Knight's accusations were patently false. this one about having been engaged to spy upon
the Buddhist Mission for Tibetan officials may have had some validit). to it in the light of Tharchin's known
intelligence-gathering activity on behalf of the British that had begun to evidence itself by the mid-1 920s and
which is referenced at a number of places elsewhere in the present narrative, especially in greater detail in Chapter
24a of the final volume.
t Sonam T. Kazi. who was almost like a son to Gergan Tharchin and therefore knew the Tibetan very well, when
informed of the above statements bv Knight, had this to say by way of testimony about this schoolmaster's
character: "Gergan Tharchin spoke ieV
highly of David Macdonald on a number of O C C ~ ~ S I in
O ~m
!
S' Presence.
Moreover, Tharchin would never do or say anything bad or demeaning against anybody; on the contrar): he was
very kind towards all." And hence, the Kazi concluded, the Britisher's charges are "not at all correct." Intervie\v
with S.T. Kazi. Oct. 1991 .

clear in his book that even "before leaving London for the East," he and his group ..had
determined" that "if the Governments of India and Tibet refused to grant" them "permission
in a gentlemanly way" to advance to Lhasa, they "had an alternative course of action-%
which was, to say the least, devious in the extreme. "Disconsolately," wrote Macdonald,
"they returned to Darjeeling, and I prematurely concluded that I had seen the last of them:
But as Knight himself explained it, upon receipt at Gyantse of the negative decision
rendered by Tibet's National Assembly requesting, as its telegram to Major Bailey read,thal
"the Mission ... return the same way as they came," "we deemed it expedient to quil
Gyantse for our base at Darjeeling, and make an assault of Lhasa without the knowled@
and permission of the Indian and Tibetan governments." Although the group as a wholedid
]lot follow through, it yielded to one of its own number to implement the plan. He wastlle
American, William McGovern, a lecturer at the School of Oriental Studies in London andthe
Scientific Adviser of the Expedition, who later recounted his successful venture to the Secre1
City and back in his now celebrated volume, To Lhasa in Disguise.
"It appeared," noted the Trade Agent, "that when the British Buddhist Mission arriced
back in Darjeeling they were laboring under a sense of deep illjustice at having been denied
passports to Lhasa." In finally deciding that one of their members should attempt to reach
the capital in disguise, the selection, wrote Macdonald, "naturally fell to Dr. McGovern,a
profound Buddhist scholar, as he knew a certain amount of Tibetan." It was at a placejust
below Gangtok that the American adopted the guise of a lowly Tibetan, and, accompanied by
several coolies and a local Sikkimese Bhutia teacher, McGovern managed to get by Gangtok
into northern Sikki~nwithout detection. His disguise was to act as the servant of his "teacher,"
nominally the leader of the party. "To complete the deception," continued Macdonald,
"McGovern himself carried a small load." In rounding out the story of the ~merican's
adventure and his own involvement, the Trade Agent explained as follows:
Several weeks had passed since the Buddhist Mission had left Tibet when I was informed that
Dr. McGovern had reentered Sikkim, and all trace of him had been lost. It was presumed that he
would attempt to reach Lhasa, and orders were issued to stop him if he came to Gyantse or
Yatung, or at any other point on the main Indo-Lhasa trade route between the two towns.
McGovern, however, avoided these marts. Later, when he passed through Yatung from Lhasa,
he told me the tale of his experiences.lo7

The Tibetan officers who had come from Lhasa had by this time (in 1923) completed
their tenure of training after having been at Gyantse for the space of about two years. On
several occasions they suggested, even encouraged, Tharchin to begin a school at ~hasafo~
the general public welfare. They promised every possible assistance for the establishlnenfof
such an educational institution. In commenting about these officers and their hopes for such
a school in the Tibetan capital, David Macdonald wrote: ''They were so well satisfiedwith
their progress" in their private studies with the Headmaster "that these officers. their militan
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miningin Gyantse over, persuaded Tharchin to return with them to Lhasa, so that they could
continuetheir studies there."Io8
Encouragementto Tharchin along this line came from another though quite unexpected
quarter. Just about this time Major (later Lieutenant Colonel) Frederick (Eric) Bailey ( l 8821967),at that period the Political Officer for Sikkim, Tibet, and Bhutan, came to Gyantse. He
had assumed this sensitive office in 192 1. Born the son of a Lieutenant Colonel in the Indian
A ~ Y
and, a member of the Indian Political D e p m e n t from 1905, he was made a C.I.E. in
1915 in recognition of his invaluable discoveries in exploration. Bailey, read one of his obituaries
in 1967,was "a man of many parts," excelling in such numerous capacities as soldier, explorer,
naturalist,diplomat, intelligence officer and l i n g u i ~ t .Portrayed
'~
by his close friend, George
Taylor, as "an unassuming man of handsome appearance and military bearing," the Political
Officer normally "spoke in a soft voice," "was modest and gentle mannered, with immense
charm and persuasiveness," and possessed "a fine sense of humor" that earned him the
nickname of Hatter. "Although he sometimes defied authority," a friend acknowledged, the
results of Bailey's actions "usually justified his resolve";110though as will be learned shortly,
in the mid-1920s he made a colossal error in judgment in not so much deQing as ignoring that
authority altogether when it came to his actions in Tibet involving one particular episode in
Anglo-Tibetan relations.
As a noted explorer and traveler, the Major had participated in some extraordinary ventures,
not least of which had been the Rawling Expedition between Gyantse and Simla that had
brought him and his party through Tharchin's home village of Poo decades before and which
was recounted in Chapter 3 of the present work's first volume. Having spent many years in
Tibet and the northeastern border areas of India. Bailey may in fact be one of the few
individuals in the world-whether from the East or West-who has viewed the entire length
ofthe mighty Tsangpo River in Tibet, from its source near the Sacred Lake in the far west to
where it leaves the Land of Snows and eventually becomes the expansive Brahmaputra in
India's extreme Northeast."' This had taken place in 1913, the consequence of which for
geographical knowledge was, in the view ofCharles Allen, that Bailey and his fellow explorer
Henry Morshead had "effectively settled the last doubts about the exact course of the
Tsangpo."I1?No Passport to Tibet (1957) was Bailey's personal account of this feat that
has been described as one of the longest and most remarkable journeys of exploration ever
undertaken on foot in the twentieth century.
But perhaps an even more exciting and certainly more colorful adventure awaited him
after his active military service in Mesopotamia during the Great European War of 19 14-18.
For in the late summer of 19 18 Bailey, in the words of one historian. welit
on a highly adventurous journey to Tashkent in Russian Turkestan, whicl~the Bolshevihs
were trying to bring under their control. In order to evade imprisonlnent and possible execution.
Bailey, disguised as an Albanian deserter from the Serbian Army. audaciously enlisted himself
in the Soviet Secret Service, remained at large in Turkestan for many months and finally made
his way out through Bokhara to Meshed in Persia in January 1920.'"

The story of this extraordinary adventure is told at length in Colonel Bailey's own k m k .
~f;s.slo)r10 Tushke)r( ( 1 946), as well as in Sir Fitzroy Maclean's .4 Pcrsonfionr E J I ~ / ( ~ ) ~ [ I .
ltsllollld be noted that hvice lie visited Lhasa: in 1904 as a member ofthe famed Youngllushand
Expedition. and in 1924, tile \,cry llext year follo\ring Tliarcl~in'se~icounterurith h i m here i l l
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Gyantse. On this latter visit to Lhasa, the Major "was well received by the Dalai L ~ , , , ~ ~ .
having become "a personal friend" of His Holiness, "with whom he could converse
Had the God-King on Tibet's Lion Throne known, however, what his British guesthad
been up to behind the scenes back at the Residency in Sikkim, he would not have welcomed
him in the least; in fact, it is extremely doubtful the British Political Officer would haveeven
been perrnitted.to step foot inside Tibet, let alone inside the Tibetan capital. For as the
several chapters of the present narrative will intimate in greater detail, it is strongly believed
by one or more recent historians on Tibet, who have meticulously researched the matter,thal
for nearly a year prior to his arrival at the Tibetan capital in mid-July 1924 Bailey had been
clandestinely directinga plot from Gangtok, in association with the Tibetan military at Lhasa.
to overthrow the Dalai Lama and his court and place Tibet's temporal power in the handso/
the country's Army Chief, Tsarong 11. So secret had his plotting been that for the Iongesl
time Bailey--one of Britain's most renowned secret agents, and who by virtue of his preselll
position as Political Officer was able to tightly control the reporting of events and to conceal
evidence-had successfully kept any knowledge of its existence froni even his political
superiors in both Delhi and London.
Nevertheless, the planning and plotting proved of no avail, the coup attempt having petered
out following a series of unforeseen events at the Tibetan capital during May 1924 that
ultimately overwhelmed the Lhasan participants in the plot. But as historian Alex McKay
has observed, no real proof of Bailey k involvement prior to these unfavorable May events
would have been available to His Holiness just two short months later when he and the
Political Officer, as alluded to above, had held cordial conversations together on various
state matters. Several years would need to elapse, McKay notes, " before versions of eve~its
began to emerge publicly." As these details commenced to surface, however, the Dalai
Lama "must have gradually come to suspect that Bailey had been involved." It turned out to
be a monumental miscalculation on the part of this otherwise astute, talented frontier officer
in having misjudged the strength of the conservative opposition in the country and, more
importantly, where Tsarong's deepest and truest loyalties ultimately lay: with and not against.
his longtime benefactor, His Holiness the Dalai Lama.
Now when tlie chronology of events surrounding Bailey's alleged clandestine activities
are taken into account, one is better able to understand his interaction with Gergan D Q ~ J ~
Tliarchin at Gyantse. Thanks to McKay's recent research, it is now known that by tlletime
of the Political Officer's visit at Gyantse during the late su~nmerof 1923, plans for tllecQu~
were already taking shape in Bailey's mind if not yet in tlie mind of his soon-to-be agental
Lhasa, Sonam Wangfel Laden-La. Darjeeling's celebrated Police Inspector. Havillg been
dispatched to the Tibetan capital by the Political Officer, Laden-1,a woold depart ~a1:ieellll~
Town on 27 August"' bound for Lhasa where he would do Bailey's bidding by establisllill~
contacts with tlie Tibetan military-especially its younger officers-and where gradually Ilc
l I1
would commence to encourage and assist in the implementation of the attempted COUP
Well aware of Tharchin's close friendship and language tutorial activity with four of ~saro%''
key young Army officers, Bailey, not surprisingly, would prove to be most accomnlodat~@
towards Tliarchin, once his initial fears concerning the Headmaster's Christian activitieshad
been removed (see below). In particolar, the Political Officer wot~ldprove illosi
freelyl.;4
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accommodating
towards Tharchin's proposed plan to open another Western-style school,
this time at the Tibetan capital. Bailey probably viewed the school's establishment as that
could contribute further to the Dalai Lama's program of modernization and to the
progressivefaction's hoped-for orientation of the country towards the outside world. These
latter developments, Bailey believed, could aid in tying Tibet more closely to British India,
thus advancingBritish interests in the entire region vis-a-vis what this experienced "forward
school"frontier officer had come to perceive as a growing challenge in Central Asia from
Bolshevik Russia. Bailey also may have considered Tharchin's current involvement with
these officers at Gyantse and his future association with them at Lhasa as possibly useful in
some way in helping to ensure the success of the plot.
Though the four officers were probably at this moment completely oblivious to the plot's
existence, most likely at least three of them, as would many other officers already in Lhasa,
would eventually become privy to it sometime after their arrival with Tharchin at the Tibetan
capital the following month. The Headmaster, liowever, would probably never have knowledge
of Bailey's involvement in the plot, nor would he become aware of the coup attempt itself
until sometime after its failure and the resultant punishments flowing from its discovery had
been meted out upon its.known and suspected Tibetan participants. It will be learned at the
end ofthe next chapter that three of the latter would turn out to be three of Dorje Tharchin's
four officer friends. All this, though, lay in the future following Bailey's visit to Gyantse and
his interesting interaction with Gergan Tharchin.
Now during this visit at Gyantse the Political Officer was quite pos~tivewhen he heard
about the future school plan for Lhasa and about a proposed visit by Tharchin himself to the
Tibetan capital. But it may be recalled from a few pages earlier that prior to his current visit
to Gyantse the Political Officer had questioned reports he had received at Gangtok concerning
tlie Christian character of the Tibetan's school that was only now allayed when upon asking
Tharchin face to face "about his teaching methods" Bailey "received an open reply" from
the Headmaster "and did not make any disapproving remarks." Apparently the Political
Officerwas reassured by Tharchin's explanation that no objection or opposition had arisen
from any of the Tibetans themselves-lay or clerical. The Indo-Tibetan "then asked for the
favor, and received the authorization, to go to Lhasa and further teach the oficers."*
Then, too, Major Bailey was very surprised but happy when Tharchin recalled the Oficer's
one-time visit to his home village of Poo so many years ago. At that time, of course. the
Headmaster was a mere adolescent youth of fourteen and Bailey but a Lieutenant and only
eight years older than the Tibetan at that! The revival of old memories such as this and othcr
aspects of that long-ago event had an electrifying effect on the stern-looking Political Officer
with whom the young Headmaster at Gyantse was now reminiscing: and for a moment the
British officerrelented. His heretofore stony attitude--no doubt a result of his earlier suspicions
about the Gyantse teacher's Christian activities at his school-was completely changed by
this reminiscence, and he instantly became warm and friendly toaards Tharchi~l."'Happilj
Commenting on the Headmaster's proposed trip to the fabled capital of Tibet, the Major a as
C

*Thisex~hange
is, once again, as confided bv Tharchin to Fr. Hasten in his conversation wjlh Hosten in 1925 at
DarJeeling,and is recounted in surnmm fashion by Pfister in Die legend^ Sundar Singhs. 2 15.
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heard to say to him: "Be sure to teach the students horse polo at Lhasa!" For anyone
might have known the British officer during his younger days at Gyantse where
and on
between 1905 and 1909 he served as Trade Agent, such a statement now would have
as no surprise. Bailey in those earlier days, noted his biographer, was only too glad "to find
that illembers of the escort to the trade agency were organizing games of polo on
little Tibetan po~iies.""~

It will be learned in the next chapter that Tharchin, while revisiting Gyantse on his return
journey back to Kalimpong from Lhasa in early 1924, felt impelled for various reasonsto
close down his school. Unquestionably, the primary reason for this action was the news from
both Lhasa and Londoii that as a result ofjoint efforts by the Tibetan and British governmenls
a new school that would admit boys of twelve to twenty years of age was to be opened in
1923 at Gyaiitse and was already in session when the Tibetan Headmaster arrived back in
Gyantse.* Long before this, of course, Tharchin had already heard of this new development;
for in a brief biographical sketch of his early life that couched in the third person he had
written decades later, the Tibetan educator had noted that "before his departure [to Lhasa
from Gyantse], he had understood that an English school would be opened at Gyantse by the
Tibet government ..."Il9 Moreover, as early as July 1922-at the height of his teaching
experience at Gyantse-there had appeared a brief article in the London Times entitled, "An
English School for Tibetans," which read:
A notable indication of the realization on the part ofthe Tibetan authorities that the permanent
isolation of their country from modern influences is i~npossibleis afforded by the decision of
the Lhasa government to start a school on English lines in Tibet for the education of the sons
of officials.
The boys will be given a sound education in both English and Tibetan. The Headmaster
l selected from the educational
probably will be an Englishman, and an assistant master w ~ l be
service in India. At first the number of boys will be small-perhaps not more than about
thirty--but the school will expand as time goes on, and the boys will be kept at school for terms
ranging from five to eight years, according to requirements, and afterwards will be sent to
European schools in the Indian hill stations. The school is to be at Gyantse, where there is a
British Trade Agent, and there will be an opportunity to mix with a few English people.'20

More than likely, Tharchin had even been apprised of this information about the English
school nearly a year earlier. It must be mentioned that Sir Charles Bell, who had officiall~
retired in March of 1919 as British Political Officer in Sikki~n(and hence for Tibetan affain

* That this was indeed the primary reason for Tharchin to shut down his own institution of learning is madeven
clear from the information about this matter which the Tibetan had shared with Fr. Hosten at Darjeeling:
school was not closed at the order ofthe Tibetan authorities, but as a consequence ofthe competition ofaBrltlsh
go\lernment school" at Gyantse. Thus did Swiss pastor Pfister summarize this pall of llosten's repod h's
con~lersationwith Tharchin which the Catholic priest had shorlly &erwards communicatedto fiste er who then
published it in ibid.,21 1 .
IThe
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,well),was asked by the Government of India a year later to return to public service one
final time to head up a diplomatic mission to Lhasa that required him to be there almost a
year. The Government of India, darmed by the news of the arrival at the Tibetan capital in
January 1920 of China's Kansu Provincial Mission, called Bell back from retirement to
accept the Dalai Lama's longstanding invitation to be his guest at Lhasa.121 He was
accompaniedto the Forbidden City by Trade Agent Macdonald who, however, did not stay
long at the Tibetan capital-he only being there about a month from late December 1920:
While at Lhasa Bell saw a great deal of the Tibetan ruler and other Government officials,to
whom he personally made several proposals for their consideration. One of these concerned
"the establishment of an English school for the sons of leading Tibetans-to be opened at
Gyantse; and moved later on, if desirable, to Lhasa."
This proposal of Bell's had not just then been conceived freshly in his mind at Lhasa; on
the contrary, he had been pushing the idea ever since he had attended the lengthy Conference
proceedings held at Simla and Delhi between October 1913 and April 1914 among Great
Britain, China and Tibet that had been convened to settle the political position of Tibet and
which resulted in the so-called Sirnla Convention of 1914. While in attendance, he had
conversed with Tibet's Prime Minister (Lonchen Shatra) and other leading Tibetan oficials
about the idea of establishing such a school in Tibet as a small yet prudent means among
others ofending the Snowy Land's isolation from the rest of the world. Bell had long recognized
as stated in one of his studies on Tibet, that the upper-class Tibetans "were averse" to
"sending their boys and girls to schools in India for an education, and wished to see a school
established at Gyantse or even in Lhasa itself." Yet interestingly enough, all with whom he
was to discuss the matter from 1913 onwards "insisted that the Headmaster should be
British." This included not only Lonchen Shatra but also all whom Bell would no& be conferring
with at Lhasa on this and other matters of state.
Now it so happened that as the diplomatic mission was returning from the Tibetan capital
to India during October of 1921 Bell and his party made an overnight stop outside G).antse at
the estate of his good friend Raja Taring, the father of Jigrne, one of Tharchin's students.
Bell would have also made an even longer stop for his caravan at the British Trade Agency
headquarters in Gyantse itself before proceeding onward to the Hinialayan passes on the
Tibeto-Sikkimese frontier, which he at last reached in November.':' And hence. the Tibetan
Headmaster, himself having arrived a month earlier at Gyantse, would have heard something
of what had been decided but not yet officially announced from those nations' capitals
concerned.
This assumption can be asserted ivith certainty since not only had the Tibetan from
Kalimpong heard of this decision. as noted already above, he had even applied for the post of
Assistant Master in this new educational center. This is known not only from Tharchin's

* Macdoliald had hcen private]!. invited h!. Political Oficer Bell to join him at the l'ibetan capital for
Christmas 1930. but without having requested pernlission from Delhi to do so. I4ence. because the I!ldian
eo\'ernmenl was reluctant at this sensitive period in ,4nglo-Tibetan relations to allo\+.v e q man)' otlicials 10
visit Lhasa. Delhi. upon discovering iyherr: Macdonald was, ordered him back to Yatung. Before departing
Lhasa, ho\vever, the Trade Agent \,,as able to ha\!e st.\feral lneetings with the Dalai Lama. talks irhich no dollbl
furthered the Rell agenda. one item of which included the establishnlent of an English school in Tibet. Ale?.
M c k a ~Tlber
.
nnd rllc R r i / i s l ~R'!,, 6 8 .
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end-of-life "memoirs" but also from his reported talks with Catholic priest Hostenat ~
~
a year or so after the event. For after explaining to Fr. Hosten how there was to be a
Government-established school at Gyantse "for Tibetan young people, under a European
teacher and his assistant," the Tibetan Headmaster had gone on to add that when the Politiwl
Officer for Tibet had arrived at Gyantse, he had immediately "applied for the
position with the Government school to be founded . . ." God, it appeared, had other plansfor
Gergan Tharchin, however, since the latter now "received the answer" from MajorBailek
that he had requested the position "one month too late."* The Political Officer went on
remark to him, "You applied for the teaching post, but it has already been given to ateache,
from Darjeeling. In the future we shall keep your application in mind." With no stinginhlr
words at all Tharchin reacted to this development by saying, though somewhat hyperbolically
"I helped to open their eyes to the need of education and the necessity of establishinea
school in Gyantse."
Now it is known from the brief biographical sketch of Tharchin's alluded to earlier thal
this Darjeeling teacher was a Tibetan, for in his sketch the Gyantse Headmaster, after notine
that "lie [Tharchin] had applied for the Tibetan Assistant Teacher," added that "it was too
late, as tlie post had already been filled by an English-knowing Tibetan from Darjeeling."12'
Although the identity of this teacher from Darjeeling cannot with absolute certainty be
determined, it was most likely Khenrab Wangcliuk, wlio was seven years younger than
I'liarcliin. As a matter of fact, he would later become Abbot of tlie very same Gyantse
Monastery mentioned earlier whose lamas had put interesting questions to Tharchin co~iceming
liis Christian faith. Klienrab Wangcliuk had apparently been sent to Darjeel ing for either
fill-tlier education or to receive a teaching post there, or both. 111any case, \vlie~ionce tlie
Headmaster, Frank 1,udlow ( 1885- 1972), had been selected for tlie new s~liool,"~
Wangchuk
had also bee11chosen to serve as tlie Tibetan Assistant Master to handle tlie younger-aged
classes.
Possessing a three-year contract witli the Tibetan government, Ludlow would arriveat
Gyantse in October of 1923, a month after Tharchin would depart tlie town alid llead
~iortliwardfor Lhasa witli liis Tibetan officer friends. And though tlie British Headmaster
was ~iiosteager to stait tlie school, it would require several months to make tlie llecessar!
filrnitore and assseliible sufficient students to begin classes. Yet e\eo when the school did
opeli officially i l l December, only thirteen boys presented tlielnselves for schooli1lg--~eil
below tlie originally anticipated e~iroll~iient,
altliougli tlie number would eve~ituallydoubl~
Further disappointing news came when in less than a year illto tlie school's operation. 'I1
August of tlie following year, Ludlow began hearing runiors tliet tlic scllool wollld close
down! That would not be tlie end of bad news, ho\vever. Alcs McKay, wlio gnilicd accessto
the British I-lead~naster'spersonal diary, has sum~narizedpart of what lie l'o~llidin it conceflllnc
the conduct of some of the stiidents wliicl~was cause for shoch to Ludlo\\ a illere l1lontl1
later:
September brought further shocks. One of his pupils turned out to be n stand-in \z.ll@m the
17ar"lts ofthe real pupil were paying to fill-in for their son. .I'\vo o,Ilrr pupils. aged I4 alld Is,

* Scc I ' l i h ~ c ' l . . rhrtl.. 2 15
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were found to be suffering from venereal diseases. When Ludlow proposed expelling them, the
Tibetan authorities told him that if he did, "other boys will voluntarily get these diseases in
order to escape being sent to school."
Tharchin's friend, David Macdonald, has devoted extensive space in his autobiography to
this school, providing an informative and interesting profile of its founding, its teachers, its
daily schedule, and-its ultimate demise. In contrast to the earlier and less pretentious institution
founded by the humble scholar from Poo, it would seem that this Government school had
less success in its endeavors overall than Tharchin obviously had had in his private facility.
Macdonald writes:

... [This] school at Gyantse [established] in 1923 [was] for the sons of the Tibetan officials and
wealthy landowners. The school was opened with forty Tibetan youngsters [an obvious
discrepancy here with Ludlow's own figure cited above], whose families had received orders
from the Dalai Lama to send their sons for education. Most of the lads came from Lhasa, and
were accommodated in the paper factory, and the dak bungalow was lent for classrooms,
pending the erection of suitable buildings by the Tibetan government.
The first, and only, Headmaster was Mr. F. Ludlow, a member of the Indian Educational
Service, who was lent to the Tibetan government, which undertook to pay his salary.. .. Eventually
the new school buildings were erected, close to the paper factory. As far as was possible, Mr.
Ludlow endeavored to organize his school on the lines of an English public school, but from the
beginnink there was constant friction between the English head and the Tibetan master, the latter
having been appointed by the Tibetan government without consulting Mr. Ludlow.. . .
Mr. Ludlow was enthusiastic about the venture, and his one thought was for his boys. So as
not to tire his pupils he would not allow them to study long at one subject. The Tibetan master
thought nothing of keeping the boys working for seven hours at their Tibetan lessons. In
Tibetan schools it is usual to keep the pupils constantly at work from dawn to dusk, with the
result that the boys and girls detest their school. At Gyantse games formed an important item in
the curriculum, as Mr. Ludlow wished to create in his young charges an early appreciation of the
team spirit. This noble aim met with considerable resistance, for the lads were required to attend
Tibetan classes for several hours after their games, which resulted in fatigue and poor work the
next day. Eventually a compromise was arrived at, by which the boys should study English in the
mornings, and Tibetan in the aftenloons up till four o'clock, after which they were to be free for
organized games. After dusk, not more than two hours were to be spent in study.
Unfortunately, this government-sponsored school for the sons of aristocratic and middleclass Tibetan families had to be closed three years later (at the end of 1926), but not before
at least Doring Thaiji, if none other of Tharchin's officer friends did so, had had the opportunity
of anending the Ludlow school. Apart from other, more official reasons put forward by the
Tibetan government for abandoning the project, Macdonald identified the following additional
explanations for the school's early demise: (i) the parents were opposed to sending their sons
so far away from home; (ii) the lamas were against the school because they reasoned that if
there was a division in the use ofthe boys' time between English and Tibetan they would not
learn either language properly; and (iii) the Tibetan government was unable to maintain
"gular payment of the Headmaster's salary.* Macdonald endedhis discussion by commenting.

McKay's research has uncovered the fact that during the school's operation. the British Headmaster had
d'scovered why the Dalai'l,ama's personal representative at Gyantse. the Kenchen (or Khenchung) Lama.
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in a note of finality, as follows: "There is no likelihood of this school being reopened,"~~,,~
incidentally, Tibet's current ruling Dalai Lama, the Fourteenth, would cornme,,,
critically about this school's failure, but tinged with extreme regretfulness: "The obstlcleslo
.. . modernization were created by narrow-minded people. This was something the Thineenh
Dalai Latna fought against all his life. The failure of his attempt to establish a British rhool
is
very regrettable." Indeed, if his several attempts to increase Tibet's modem
educational opportunities "had continued," he remarked on another occasion, "I think the
Chinese would have found it more difficult to invade Tibet" in 1950.
Yet in reality, behind all the apparent reasons noted above for the school's closings,
Gyantse lay the virulent opposition of the conservative ecclesiastical establishment thatwas
so deeply entrenched in power and privilege within the country. The well-known modem
Tibetan historian W. D. Shakabpa has explained, for example, that the shutting down ofthe
British school was "because of objections from the monastic groups, who felt that it would
prove hal-mful to the religion." Furthermore, the monks, as another historian, Bina Roy Buman,
has pointed out, had a near monopoly on education in Tibet and therefore felt that this English
school at Ciyantse was a serious encroachment on their rights. Even more to the point, Dr.
Tsewang Y. Pemba, a Tibetan whose childhood education in the 1930s had been receivedat
Yatung and Lhasa, was wont to observe the following:
For a long long time the monks opposed any modern influence in Tibet. The reason for this is
obvious. The power of the monks depended upon their grip on the mind of the country. The
reins of education and knowledge were in their hands. So long as this lasted the people would
not question the religious teachings of the monks. In the ways and the knowledge of the
modern world they saw the seeds of destruction. Modem knowledge das something pernicious,
something that could tear away the twin pillars on which they based their power and security,
ignorance and superstition. The monks were clever, and knew that revolutions were not the
only things that produced changes in the world. Things can be wholly altered by seemingly
paltry happenings. Something trivial and innocent that is new may contain the seeds of hture
revolutions. They knew what the thin end of the wedge was.
Nevertheless, although the conservative monastic community was indeed opposed tothe
school, they would probably not have taken the step they ultimately did of pressuritlgthe
Government to shut down the Gyantse school had not the Chinese bribed and instigated
powerful ecclesiastics at Lhasa to do so as a way of cleverly exploiting the situation to tlleir
own national advantage. Certainly there was ample evidence of the existence at this timeof

Lobsang Jungne, who also was the Tibetan Trade Agent there, was so implacably opposed to the school
Explains McKay: "Ludlow discovered that the Tibetan administrator had good reason to want the scho0ltofal'
The Lhasa government, lacking the funds necessary for investment in such projects, had instructed the Kenchen
to pay for the school himself [including, no doubt, the Headmaster's monthly salary!] and he wanted it toclose,
SO he could take over the school buildings." In fact, Ludlow confided to his diary at the time that he laid mod''
the biame for the school's demise at the feet of the Kenchen (although historical scllolarship since that time
shown this to have been but one of several factors contributing to the school's closing) First describing Ihe
Kenchen in his diary asL'acunningfox with pro-Chinese tendencies." Ludlow added this biting
knows I hate him. [and] I know he hates me." See McKay, Tjbe, and [he BrirlSh Raj, 1 1 7. And for additiona'
information about the Kenchen Lama, see Chapter 19 of the present volume.
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,pro-Chinese, ant i-British party in Tibet on the one hand, and of a pro-British party on the
other. William McGovern, the American earlier mentioned as having reached Lhasa in disguise
in early 1923, had noticed this pervasive division of loyalties at the Tibetan capital and of the
chinese-Tibetan priestly connection just now alluded to. For in his book on his Tibetan travels
published the following year he wrote:
The country is sharply divided into two actively partisan groups. One is the court cabinet
and is supported by a considerable portion of the lay nobility and of the peasantry. The
other, represented by the [ Tsongdu-the] so-called National Assembly, is largely composed
of [monks-] the nominees of the priests of the three large monasteries in the vicinity of
Lhasa. Both these parties are largely autocratic, but the priestly party is by far the more
reactionary [whose steady policy it has been to check the Dalai Lama and Tsarong Shape in
their efforts at reform and reorganization]. The court party consists largely of persons who
have dwelt long enough abroad to absorb new ideas and is comparatively progressive.. . .
The court party is pro-British, while the priestly party is strongly anti-British and proChinese.*
Now the possibility of Chinese interference in the Gyantse school situation was asserted by
one Tibetan scholar, Dawa Norbu, who wrote that it was said "that Chinese bribed the
abbots of Drepung, Sera and Ganden monasteries" which were located in the vicinity of
Lhasa "to force the Tibetan government to close down the school." And in a much earlier
writing of his, Norbu had categorically stated this: "No sooner were the two English schools
opened, one at Gya~itseand the other at Lhasa, than they had to be closed down. Disguised
as monk-scholars, Chinese and Russian spies used to stay at the Lhasa monasteries and
spread the rumor that any Western influence (presumably Christianity) would be detrimental
to the Buddhist Dlzarma. Under their influence the Lhasa monks compelled the government
to close these primary schools."
As a final commentary on the demise of the Ludlow school at Gyantse, David Snellgrove
and Hugh Richardson made a telling observation, that though written in hindsight was without
any doubt quite true:

* This portion of McGovern's volume on his surreptitious travels in Tibet especially nettled British India's
frontier officers likc Major Bailey. "Any evidence," writes Alex McKay, "suggesting that an! Tibc~ans.
particularly in Lhasa, in any way f a ~ o r e dthe Chinese rather than the British was alwa! S denigrated." So
"criminal" from their perspective was this and other claims made h!, McGovern that Political Officer Uailc}
requested the Secretary of thc Royal Geographical Society to arrange for that Society's prestigious Journal ro
publish "as strong an attack on McGovern's reliability and reputation as was legally possible." Adds AlcKa!.
subsequent references to h4cGovem by various members of the British frontier cadre "n.ere inevitabl! deropator!."
Nevertheless. much. if not most, ofthe observations made by the American scholar in his book and articles on his
experience in Tibet have proven to be valid and/'or accurate. including the one quoted in the Test a b o x concerllintr
divided loyalties at Lhasa; and this, despite
Richardsonls expressed opinion that "descriptions o f Ihls or
that ofiicial as .pro-British,' [or] 'pro-Chinese' [are] too facile; the only thing thc Tiberans have been 'pro' is 1 1 1 ~
Preservation of their Religious State." See Mckay. fiber and [he Bri/ish Raj. 106. 1 I5 for all the above details ancl
qlloted material. The present author savs "despite" here in regard to Richardson's coniment. for as R.1). I'ari~lE!
(Mary La) once observed aboul her -'father" and es-llusband, Tsarong Shape 11. he was \cithout quesliofl ProBritish but only because he was even nlore so pro-Tibe[!-more than likel) signif}.ing that General 'Tsaron€
closer ties wit11 British India as that
above other possible ones available to the Tibetans \\.hicl1 in his
could best ensure the preservation of Tibet as a viable entity. Much the same could probably be said abo~l[
other leading individuals in Government and/or Buddhist Church at the Tibetan capital.
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thereafter a number of Tibetans able to understand the thoughts and ways of the non-Tibetan
world, and come to terms with them on their own ground. NOW,when they were needed as neva
before, such men did not exist or were so rare as to be totally discounted. The [world]war yean
provided the Tibetan government the last opportunity to make its case for independence known
to the outside world, but through the sheer force of past circumstances it just did not possess the
human means for establishing the necessary contacts. Seldom can the law of karma, the inevitable
effects of past actions, have operated with such terrible transparency.
But it was left to the British Headmaster of the Gyantse school himself to offer up whal
unquestionably was the most searing judgment ever expressed on the closing of this
educational institution; it was quite prophetic as well. Warned Ludlow in his diary at that
moment: the Tibetans "will regret this decision one day when they are Chinese slaves once
more, as tliey assuredly will be."125

As it turned out, Gyantse was not to see another scliool opened in its precincts until some
ten or twelve years later, ivlien after having established a Chinese primary school at Lhasa
in 1937, tlie Cliinese Nationalist government, through its Co~nmissionfor Mongolian and
Tibetan Affairs, and with the apparent acquiescence of tlie Lliasan government, set up a
second pri~naryschool at Gyantse. The time was probably sometime in the very late 1930s
or very early 1940s. Both these schools had been founded for educating the cl~ildrenof
mixed Cliinese and Tibetan parentage; in fact, in early July 1937 Tharcliin liad written toSir
Charles Bell from Lliasa indicating that in this Lliasa scliool there were already between60
and 70 half-Chinese, half-Tibetan students enrolled, all of them studying tlie Chinese and
Tibetan langi~ages;!'~
botli, liowever, would have a none too long existence, being ter~ni~iated
i l l July of 1949 and their teachers deported back to China in the face of tlie impending
Interestingly enough, tliougli. in
Communist triu~npliover the Nationalists in
another letter to Bell from the Tibetan capital, this one in late July 1937, Tharcl~i~l
would
intimate that in his judgment "an English school was badly needed in Lhasa or at Gyalltse."
Indeed. '.all the officers [officials?] ... are very anxious to learn English and they asked me
to start a private scliool in Lliasa and tliey would send their sons to study." He went on to
frankly admit, however, that lie lli~nselfmight not "be able to do so onless" he obtained
"some help from son~eone."Tharcliin countered instead wit11 an alternative proposal. I1
would "be very good for Tibet," he stated, if someone else, having "a good and strong
character" and knowing botli English and Tibetan, could secure "some help
frorn
elsewhere and establish "a private school in Lhasa." But lie made it clear that tile person
must be loyal to our Government (of India]"; if so. lie concluded, "I think lie could doalot
of good for botli G o v e r ~ i m e n t s . "Unfortunately,
~~~
nothing of any consequence along this line
ever materialized either at tlie Tibetan capital or at Gyantse.
Not until the academic year of 1955156 did Gyantse see another school opelled. once
again by the Chinese. This was when tlie new masters of Tibet, tlie Chinese communist'
GG
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establishedan institution created ostensibly to teach its pupils to read and write Tibetan. But
accordingto the school's faculty head and teacher of Tibetan grammar and poetics, its real
was '40 indoctrinate Tibetan youth in Communism."* 12' Ironically, three years later,
this same "headmaster," Lama Losang Khyongla by name, was befriended in Kalimpong
when a refugee by none other than one of his Gyantse predecessors, Gergan Tharchin! And
coincidentallyas well, they both then went on to serve Dalai Lama XIV as participants in
refugeeeducational work at the Grand Lama's exile headquarters in Mussoorie, Northwest
India.'3o

Dorje Tharchin's mind and heart now looked forward to Lhasa and whatever would
await him there. Upon "entrusting" the school he had founded at Gyantse to the "charge" of
Habbu, his Assistant Teacher,I3'Tharchin, along with the four Tibetan officers, left the town
in the first week of September (1923) bound for the City of the Gods and the Vatican of
Tibetan Buddhism.

* This Communist strategy would not change one iota over the next decades. For by 1990 it could still he
reported that "the main aim of education in Tibet seems to be to Sinocize the Tibetan population and indoctrinate
them with political dogma." What has grown even worse since the mid-1950s has been the further denigration of
the Tibetan language to the point where "the written language has almost disappeared and in man!. places spoken
Tibetan cannot be understood"! Paul Ingram additionally explains that Chinese is now the official IaWJage in
Tibet which thus "discriminates against Tibetans in every sphere of life." Promises which were made b. Tibet's
Comr'nunistmasters in 1988 that from
of the followillg year onward Tibetan would he employed throughout
China's artificially constructed Tibet Autonomous Region were never fulfilled. While teaching of Tibetan has
been Permitted in some village schools the best schools have continued to employ Chinese as the medium of
Instruction.In any case, lng- concludes, there is today "little incentive to study Tibetan as no jobs are available
unless one is well versed in Chinese," fibet. the Facts; a Report Prepared .. . for the United : ~ . ' a t i ~Comnli-ysi@n
~ls
0" Human Rights (1 990). 39.
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First Visit to Tibet (Concl'd):
Finding a Wife in the Sacred City of Lhasa
He looked for the city which hath the foundations,
whose architect and maker is God.
Whoso findeth a wife findeth a good thing, and obtaineth
favor of the Lord.
Hebrews 1 1 : 10 mgn; Proverbs 18:22

DURING
THE FIRST WEEK of September (1923) Dorje Tharchin left Gyantse on the forward
journey to the sacred city of Lhasa some 155 miles away to the northeast. In terns of travel
time it would require a minimum of seven days by horseback to reach Tibet's ancient capital.
"Lhasa," wrote one distinguished Tibetan, "is by no means the only city or town in Tibet, yet
in Tibet, as in the world outside, to hear people talk you would think that Lhasa way Tibet. It
is the one place that every Tibetan yearns to see at least once before he dies. Many [pilgrims]
walk over a thousand miles across snow-covered mountains and windswept plateaus to
fulfil1 their desire, and many die in the attempt. They die happily, for they believe that the
effort to achieve a goal is almost as important as the goal itself, or its achievement-in some
ways more so. I was no exception, and in fact Lhasa was the first city I ever saw, apart from
the monastic city of Kumbum where I was educated, [a three-month's caravan trek away]."'
So wrote Thubten-JigmeNorbu, the eldest brother of the current Dalai Lama and himself
a former Abbot of one of the most important temples within the famed Kumbum Monastery
in East Tibet. Now though Dorje Tharchin was by no means a pilgrim in the Tibetan Buddhist
sense of that term just described, he nevertheless was a Tibetan by race, and it was only
natural that this true son of Tibet would wish, like all others, to gaze upon this legendary city
ofhis ethnic homeland. He was not unlike the famed explorer, Sven Hedin, who twice wrote
to a friend who had achieved what he was never able to do, that Lhasa had always been "the
destination of my old dreams.. . . You have reached the city of my dreams.": Said Tharchin.
upon achieving his goal: "This was a real answer to my prayers for years. For this I thank the
Lord from the inner core of my being." For many years he had longed to see Lhasa.' the
"hermetically closed capital of Tibet" (as Sven Hedin was wont to describe it), the city about
which he had read and heard so much.
Perhaps he had read, for example, the book by Isabel Robson published in 1909 in which
the authoress had waxed philosophical about sacred cities and the significance such places
have played in the fortunes of nations and their religions. And not surprisingly, Lhasa had
been chose11 as one such sacred community to illustrate her poirt. ''It has been said." noted
Robson,
that in the history of all great nations of the earth and of their religions, it is commonly found
that their fortunes and aspirations are held to be interwoven with the possession of a stronghold
symbolic oftheir power, a sacred city which, so long as they can guard it faithfully, is as it were
an invincible talisman against the downfall of their fortunes. Towards it all the religious and
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feeling of the race converges, and it remains a source of strength and inspiration,S,,
Mecca symbolized the purity of the Mahommedan faith; SO Jerusalem of old united the races
of the Jews; so Lhasa enshrines the mysteries of Lamaism, and in its invasion by foreigners
Tibetans have always seen some foreshadowing of disaster, a menace to their faith.'

And perhaps musings of this sort may have indeed occupied Tharchin's mind whileeagerli
traveling towards the object of his journey, the city whose foundations had been laid bi
Tibet's first great so-called Religious King more than thirteen centuries before.
Moreover, as he drew nearer to the Mecca of Lamaism, Tharchin must have witnessed
along the roadway scenes similar to that which Sir Charles Bell had witnessed as lie, too,jun
two short years before, had traveled along this same route. One such scene was of man\
pilgrims who were going and returning. Some whom Bell had seen had covered every inch
of the way by having prostrated themselves onto the ground and then moved forward in
unforgettable fashion. Describing afterwards what he saw, Sir Charles wrote:
Lying on his face the pilgrim makes a mark with his tingers a little beyond his head. Rising, he
brings his feet to this point and again, muttering a prayer, prostrates himself. We met a Mongolian
pilgrim who was traveling thus from Lhasa to the Yambu Chorten, a sacred Buddhist shrine
near Kathmandu, a distance of some 700 miles. He had already been three and a half months on
the road, and would take at least two years more to reach the goal of his pilgrimage. Slabs of
wood were fastened to his hands to prevent them from being torn to shreds on the stony
ground. Pilgrims from eastern Tibet, seeking the sacred lake of Manasarowar in western Tibet.
have been known to traverse 2000 miles in this manner, a journey which takes them from seven
to ten years.
Perhaps some of our party, more than three-fourths of whom were Buddhists, were inclined
to envy these pilgrims on account of the amount of religious merit which they were amassing
by these niortifications of the flesh. But we were entitled to consider that we too were not
entirely without religious merit. We had come to Lhasa . . . over th,: high Tibetan passes and
tablelands.!
But so, also, had Gergan Tharcliin, who now must surely have been overjoyed at tlie firs!
sight of the ancient community, whose very name had become synonymous witli Forbiddell
City. Like those first visitors of 1904 from Britisli India on the Youngliusband Mission. he
must have felt the urge, upon his first glimpse of it, to exclaim witli unabashed fervor, as
some of them did: "Here at last was the object of our dreams!-the long-sought, mysterious
Hermit City, the Rome of Central Asia, witli the residence of its fa~nouspriest-god-andil
did not disappoint us!"' Its glittering roofs in the far-off distance-especially tlie glealllille
goldell ones of the Potala Palace that is deemed by some to be a display of tlie ~ibetalls'
highest arcliitectural skill-must liave lifted Tliarcliin's tl~ougl~ts
to eve11 Inore sublime llei!$ts
as is often the case wlien one encounters such an object of supreme artistry. As a matter of
fact, upon his first glimpse of this unique 11 illtop palace, Perceval Laodon, special correspolldent
on assignment with the Youngliusband Expedition, was moved to hail tlie Potala as "aner"
glory added to the known architecture of tlie world."' And Tholnas Manning. one of on1)
three Westerners to liave visited tlie Forbidden City during the entire ninetee~~tll
centur!.
readily acknowledged what "a magnificent effect" the PotaIa. <'a majestic mountain o f a
building," had had upon him wlien there in 181 1
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sublimity does indeed exert its intrinsic elevating effect upon the human soul which is
thereby lifted upward into the realms of purity and truth. In the words of Edmund Candler,
anotherof the Younghusband Mission's special correspondents, who telegraphed to the
LondonDaily Mail from Lhasa in 1904 his impressions of this awesome sight: "The Potala
surpassedthe greatest expectations. The golden domes shone in the sun like tongues of fire,
and they must strike with awe and veneration the hearts of pilgrims from the barren tablelands.'"
~ n though
d
himself no pilgrim from the barren Tibetan tablelands, Perceval Landon, quokd
from earlier, when traveling towards the Rome of Central Asia, could not contain himself
when later he described the tense anticipation which he and the other members of the
Younghusband Expedition exhibited in straining to be the very first to behold from a distance
the Potala's roof:
The hour teemed with a fierce interest of a. kind no man will perhaps ever feel again .... Here
there was to be seen a gleam of gold in the far distance, and we thought that Lhasa was at last
in sight... . [But] we had to possess our souls in patience.
However, when Landon finally did glimpse in all its splendor the Palace of the Tibetan GodKings, he was overwhelmed by the extraordinary panoply. Indeed, wrote one chronicler of
Landon's reactions, for him it was nothing less than "a numinous event." "The light waves of
mirage dissolving impalpably," exclaimed the fimes correspondent, "just shook the far outlines
of the golden roofs.. .. " They stood forth, he declared, as an "image of that ancient and
mysterious faith which has found its last and fullest expression beneath the golden canopies
of Lhasa." And at this supreme moment, beamed Landon, "life seemed very full."" But
then, too, Frederick Spencer-Chapman, who saw the unusual structure that is the Potala for
the first time in 1936, was likewise deeply affected by the sublime quality of its appearance.
"In common with the few unquestionably perfect buildings of the world," he mused. "it has
some transcendent quality derived neither from the inspired skill of some master builder or
craftsman, nor from its historical association, nor from the fact that it is the cynosure of
innumerable religious devotees." On the contrary, the transcendent quality which SpencerChapman saw in the building was derived instead from what he was wont to call its "divine
e~cellence."~~
Be that as it may, for the lowly Tibetan from Poo there doubtless welled up
within h i m similar elevating impressions as he, too, caught his first glimpse of the majestic
edifice, whose Sanskrit name itself means "High Heavenly Realm.""
This winter palace of the Tibetan kings was unquestionably a breathtaking sight to behold.
especially if one approached the city of Lhasa from the same direction as had Tharchin. C.
Suydam Cutting, the Trustee of the American Museum of Natural History in New York and
who was well-acquainted with many of the world's architectural wonders. had nothing but
the llighest praise to ]leap upon tile Potala as he himself neared the Tibetan capital along the
same route that Tharchin had traveled. Recalling that moment when in 1935 he too had had
the Joy of witnessing for the first time the Residence of the Divine Kings of Tibet. Cutting
described the unfolding scene before him as follows:
Finally a bend in the long valley brought into view the great Potala, seven miles away. Few
cities, in fact. offer such a dramatic approach as Lhasa, with the Potala looming out ofthe blue
and enticing distance. It was illdeed an awe-inspiring sight. Just as Shigatse is dominated by
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the Lamasery of Trashilhunpo, so Lhasa is by the Potala; but of the two the latter is by far the
more beautiful. It is indeed devastating to behold; and the spectacle increases as one
approaches. Towering above the city, supreme now and forever, it is possibly the
magnificent building in the world, including the Taj Mahal. Although it has general shape only,
with no balance of its component parts, it seems to wear better on intimate scrutiny. What a
building, and by full moon! Its architecture, purely Tibetan, reminds one definitelyofno other
style.. .. It could make one dream of ancient Persepolis, for perhaps this is what Darius mighl
have lived in. There is room for much delightful speculation.''

But in the opinion of two other visitors from the West the Potala holds its viewers in its
spell not only as they approach the city but ever afterwards as well upon enteringthrough
Lhasa's Western Gate. Said Major Laurence Waddell, after seeing it for the firsttime in
1904: "From first to last, from far and near, this imposing pile on Potala Hill dol~lillatesthe
landscape and catches and holds the eye. Wherever else we might direct our gaze for a
time, we invariably found our eyes involuntarily returning to this towering mass alld resting
on its fascinating outlines." And declared Lowell Thomas, Jr., who with his famed American
father visited the Tibetan capital in 1949, the winter palace is truly "the real spectacle in
Lhasa." "You cannot be in the city for a moment," he observed, "without feeling its perpetual
presence." For "when you enter the city gates you do what everybody does-you look first
at the Potala, up at its white walls, its red upper stories, its multitude of windows. From then
on the ~ota'ladominates your attention as long as you stay."" I n fact, during his stay at
Lhasa in 1904, correspondent Landon had wired his employer at the British capital, the
Times, to say that this monumental building "would dominate London" even as "Lhasa itself
is almost eclipsed by it"; while his fellow correspondent at the Tibetan capital, Candlerofthe
Daily Mail, asserted with equal confidence that the Potala was "not a palace 011a hill, buta
hill that is also a p a l a ~ e " ! ' ~
Without any question, this incredible structure-"built in the colossal monastic styleof
Central Tibetv-must indeed be classed as one of the Wonders of the World; and only
because Tibet had until recently been so successful in keeping Westerners from traversing
her frontiers has it not even yet today received the recognition which the Potala so undeniablr
deserves. It was Major General (later Lieutenant General) Sir Philip Neame, visiting the
Tibetan capital in 1936 as military adviser to a Mission to Lhasa that year, who unabashedly
recalled years afierwards in his memoirs that "the Potala is, to my mind, one ofthe wollders
of the modern world. I say so, without exaggeration. It is a majestic building-immense,
strong, impressive-standing on a great whale-backed, cliff-like hill, rising sheer fromthe
11,000-foot Lhasa plain. With its stark lines, immensely tall sloping walls, battered and
buttressed, rows of hundreds of openings and windows, and the shining, golden pagoda roofs
on top of all, standing up in the crystal air of these uplands of Central Asia, the whole thingls
unique and purely Tibetan, with no likeness to anything else in the ~ o r l d . " ' ~
Constructed in its present form some three hundred years ago, the Potala at Lhasahad
largely been built by the Fifth Dalai Lama, who chose a site on which previously there had
been a fortress-residence belonging to the early kings ofTibet but which had been destroyed
by the Mongols during one of their invasions. When Dalai Lama V had first begun constructlo"
of the Potala in 1641, huge stones had been carried to the site by donkeys or on the backs
men and women-one stone per person lashed to the back with yak thongs; then to be hewn
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by skilled masons-b~t without the benefit of any technical d e v i c e s i n t o a gigantic edifice

which now rose sheer right out of the rocks. The faithful were willing to do all this heavy
labor,and without payment, for and in the name of their living god. But when in 1682 the
GreatFiftllsuddenly died, there was fear that the work would remain unfinished. The Regent
at the time, Sang-gye Gyatso, who could not depend on the people's loyalty to himself to
completethis challenging task, kept the news of the Grand Lama's death away from them.
~ i ~ ~ t ~ ~ n o uthat
n cthe
i n gDalai Lama was seriously ill and then that he had gone into isolation
to meditate,this Regent's deception was to continue on for nearly ten years until the Potala
was indeed successfully completed! It required a total of fifty years to construct.
Eventually the Palace contained a monastery with five hundred monks (whose duty it
was to pray for the welfare and long life of the Dalai Lama), a College of Statecraft (School
of Civil Service), the Treasury, the National Assembly, a State prison, the mausoleums of
previous Dalai Lamas (located at the summit of the Potala, with golden pagoda-like shrines
covering these tombs), the nation's archives, the personal treasury of successive Dalai Lamas,
the private quarters of His Holiriess to be found in the main, central portion called the "Red
Palace," and the Throne Room. It is also said to have more than a thousand rooms, ten
thousand altars and two hundred thousand statues! Indeed, the story has been told of how
the current Fourteenth Dalai Lama's Court Chamberlain. Phala, needed a full fifteen minutes
to walk from his own living quarters in tlie vast Potala to the Grand Lama's private apartments!
So vast, in fact, is the Potala that even the Fourteenth Pontiff, after having lived in it for
years, was wont to confess that he himself "could never know all its secrets.""
This magnificent architectural gem, 600 feet in height, stands atop 400-foot-high Red Hill
against tlie backdrop of distant snowcapped mountains; and hence the golden roof of the
Potalagleams in the sunlight some 900 feet up from the ground level-an elevation, incidentally.
that is two-thirds the height of the Empire State Building in New York City! Moreover. the
lellgth of tlie Palace is an imposing 900 feet, with its width somewhat less if one does not
include the massive staircases which extend at the front of tlie building down the side of the
hill. The bulk of the Potala appeared so tremendous, in fact, that one Western visitor to
Lhasa, when contemplating its "Cyclopean" dimensions and mentally comparing its size to
the other great palaces of the world. co~icludedwith a slight tinge of humor that "Spain's
Escorial or England's Windsor are small sliacks compared to tlie stupendous Vatican of the
Buddhist world."1sYet as one writer has observed, though the Potala appears to be one
single building, it acti~allyconsists of several that nonetheless have been perfectly blended
into olle magnificent s t r i ~ c t u r e . ~ ~
Once a year, if possible, the Tibetans freshly whitewash most of tlie walls (that is. the
massive wings of this the wor1d.s largest palace);'(' but ill tlie upper central stories ~ h i c l l
conlprise wiiat had been tlle early central portio~iof tlie structure where the royal chapels.
shrilles and chortens are sitllated (and appropriately called the "Red Palace"). the \\ails are
~fcrilnsoncolor, signifying their special sanctity. (This is a color wbicli absorbs heat in the
winter and sheds it in the sulnlner.)" Even so, wllst enhances the natural appearallce of the
entire edifice is tlie peculiar c]laracteristic of the windows: they are wider at the bottom than
at the top. "SO !bat the liiglier one raised olie's eyes," noted Noel Barber, "the more the
building seemed to recede" to a height Inore itnniense than it actually possessed."
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Yet in the opinion of Thomas what strikes the viewer most about this physical specbcle
"is the perfect union of the Potala and its setting," because until one draws closer "it is ver)
difficult to tell exactly where the hill ends and the building begins." This featurewas in
keeping with Tibetan architecture as a whole, one that as Rosemary Tung has remarked
"blends with the landscape in a way not often found among other cultures." Tibetans,
observed, saw their world as a whole, and "their aim was to keep it organic and
harmonious""-a
concept no better realized and no more magnificently displayed than in
the majestic castle of Buddha's Vice-Regent on earth. For in the words of Spencer-Chapman,
"The Potala gives the impression not of having been built by man but of having grown the^,
so perfectly does it fit in with its surrounding^."^^ As Thomas pointed out, however, this
illusion "is accentuated by the inward slope of the walls, which seem to be an extension of
the hill tapering towards its summit." But no hilltop, exulted the American visitor, "ever
gleamed with pure gold!"25With such a sight a's this before him of the dazzling Potala and
the rest of the fabled city, Dorje Tharchin must assuredly have felt moved beyond telling.

The towering Potala may have indeed dazzled the eyes of the low-born Tibetan from Poo
as he neared the goal of his lifelong dreams of one day beholding the fabled Abode of the
Gods; yet to be completely frank in the telling, one must acknowledge that there was alsoa
dark side to the Tibetan capital which, by its centuries-long build-up of mystery caused in
part by its own willful and determined isolation, was little known or reported to the outside
world.* "If," wrote Edmund Candler in 1905, "one approached within a league of Lhasa,

* In this connection, it is worth noting here what P. Christiaan Klieger has observed

in his review articleof
Peter Bishop's book, The Myth ofShangri-La (Berkeley, 1989). The book is a seminal study of the mindsof
those Westerners who during the past 200 years have written on Lhasa and on Tibet a s a whole. Kliegcr agreed.
first of all. with Bishop's conclusion that there has been an incredible "distortion" of truth in much of this
writing. This has been due in large part to the formation of a Shangri-La image in the mind of the West on
account of the oft-surreal presentations in Western writing on Tibet.
But then the reviewer went on to point out that this creation of Shangri-La in Western Tibetan wrilinghad
"not been without Tibetan cooperation." It is Klieger's view that at certain periods in their history Tibetans
have consciously presented an image of themselves which "corresponds to a perceived prolection of Shan8riLa anticipated" by Westerners. And hence, Klieger might argue that Tibet's strict isolation during much ofthe
country's recent history could be construed-in part at least-as a Tibetan response to this perccivcd notion
in the imagination of the West; namely, that Tibetans only "csist by the grace of b'cstc1.n fiintas)--noble
savages who are unable to exist in the glare of an encroaching modern world." As a possible rcllection o f h i s
feared inability for Tibetans to exist vis-b-vis an encroaching modern world, Sir Basil Gould. one of the last
British Political Officers for Tibet, has been quotcd as having declared, in the prcsencc of Gergan Tharchina'
Lhasa when both were there in 1940 on the occasion o f the most recent Dalai 1,anl;l.s elllhronement as Pries1King of Tibet, that "all the Powers ought to keep Tibet as a museum for the world." Letter. Tharchin toGould.
Kalimpong. 7 July 1950, ThPaK.
It is Klieger's contention that because living cultures like the Tibetan one constantly change. "a
complete understanding of the sacralization and imprinting of Tibet in the Western mind" ought to includcVa
thorough discussion of inter-cultural dynamics7'-something \\,hich isabsent in Bis1lop.s other\visc high!!
commendable volume. Tibetan culture, he adds. "was not created slri generi.~in vac~l~ro"
See Klieger.
Tibet That Never Was," 'I'R (Sune 1990): 19-20.
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the glittering domes of the Potala, and then turned back without entering the precincts,
one might still imagine it an enchanted city." But once the traveler crossed the threshold of
its Westem Gate, as Tharchin himself was about to do, and passed along its main thoroughfare,
he would find himself, in Peter Fleming's starkly worded phrase, "surrounded by a nauseous
squalor."For the capital city of Tibet's ancient Priest-Kings was nothing short of "an insanitary
slum."
In his full account of the British Expedition of 1904 Fleming went on to describe what the
membersof the invasion army found upon their entrance into the M y territory of the Vatican
of Tibetan Buddhism. "l'n the pitted streets," he wrote, "pools of rainwater and piles of
refuse disrupted the march-discipline of the British Fusiliers. The houses were mean and
filthy,the stench pervasive. Pigs and ravens competed for nameless delicacies in open sewers."
Even Candler, despite a special place he had in his heart towards Tibetans, had to acknowledge
that the Sacred City of Tibet possessed little in it which would appear attractive to anyone
from the West. Duplicating Fleming's observations almost totally, the British journalist was
compelled to report the following: "We found the city squalid and filthy beyond description,
undrained and unpaved. Not a single house looked clean or cared for. The streets atter rain
are nothing but pools of stagnant water frequented by pigs and dogs searching for refuse."
As a matter of fact, Thomas Manning's own verdict on the condition of the City of the Gods,
delivered up some ninety-odd years earlier, would reveal by comparison with what has just
been said that the state of the Tibetan capital had little improved during the long interval:
S,,

There is nothing striking, nothing pleasing, in Lhasa's appearance.The habitations are begrimed
with smut and dirt. The avenues are full of dogs, some growling and gnawing on bits of hide
that lie about in profusion, and emit a charnel-house smell; others limping and looking livid;
others ulcerated; others starved and dying, and pecked at by ravens; some dead and preyed
upon. In short, everything seems mean and gloomy, and excites the idea of something unreal.

Yet not only Occidentals were put off by the squalid and unsanitary state of this-most
sacred city of Mahayana Buddhism. Even a well-known Oriental from Japan, the celebrated
monk Ekai Kawaguchi, was likewise appalled, as when there in 1901 he witrlessed both men
and women defecating publicly into open cisterns. So appalled was lie by Lhasa's squalor
that he entitled a chapter in his book of travels into Tibet and to Lhasa as "A Metropolis of
Filth"!
But there was a further facet to the "shadow side" of the Tibetan capital and, by extension,
to the entire Land of Monks and Monasteries which, whether apprehended correctly or not,
greatly offended the sensibilities of most Western writers on Tibet at this time. In 1903, for
example, the French explorer Fernand Grenard, in his book on Tibet publislled that year.
succinctly pinpointed the matter for his readers when he wrote that "the Lhasa government
is not a tender one."26 By which he meant that though a sacred city, the Tibetan capital, for
all its supposed spirituality, represented in his mind, to borrow a phrase from Peter Bishop.
('the center of a dictatorial police state." In Lhasa the Mysterious and tlie rest of tlie Forbiddell
Land, outsiders firmly believed, one could discern numerous and perplexing colltradictions
which with apparent ease CO-existedthere. Explains Bishop:
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Here was to be found a mix of confused filth and imposed order; childlike innocence and also
petulance; ignorance and ancient wisdom; sexual chaos (polyandry, polygamy, monogamy co.
existing) and monastic renunciation; benign governance with cruelty; a center of repression
alongside a source of creative, spiritual, vitality... . [In sum, there was a] split between monastic
wealth and power on the one hand, and the pure, sublime essence of Buddhism on the other,"
Yet leaving aside, of course, the opinions of Kawaguchi, it is the view of Jamyang~orbll
that the various Western, especially British, accounts of Tibet, such as those quoted from
already, had purposely "played up" this darker side of the Tibetan capital, as well as the
country's general backwardness, peasant ignorance and monkish fanaticism. It is Norbutb
belief that just like present-day Communist Chinese propaganda to some extent, such accounts,
particularly by the British, served as "a contrived moral justification for the armed invasion
of a peaceful neighboring country." Because of the particular political climate at the time, il
was apparently felt necessary by these writers to do this even though it would be "at the
expense of the ... romance, adventure and mystery" about Tibet which they and many other
Westerners had quite willingly believed and embraced for a very long time. But once the
land had appropriately yielded "to imperial supremacy," writes Norbu, Western reportingon
Tibet, especially by the British, "seemed to take on a more congenial tone." Contributingto
this, admittedly, was the increasing information now available about Tibet and the sympatlietic
writings of knowledgeable colonial officials such as Sir Charles Bell. Nevertheless, adds
Norbu, "the fantasti'c, magical elements never quite di~appeared."~'
One person, however, who refused to be taken in by this lingering nostalgia and romance
regarding Tibet long after 1904, would give voice once again, to a more candid, realistic vie\\
about Lhasa upon seeing the Tibetan capital for himself in 1922. For just a year before
Tharchin's visit to the sacred city, General George Pereira, whom the Tibetan schoolmaster
had met at Gyantse, was most glad to depart its precincts, deeming the Mecca of the Lamais1
World to be a rank disappointment as the conclusion to his monumental trek from far-off
Peking. Other than remarking favorably in his diary on the splendors of the Potala and "the
very nice villa" which had been provided him as his temporary residence, the General.
echoing the sentiments &other Western travelers before and after him, could only pronounce
the Divine Abode on earth "a rather dirty city" indeed.29He had still more unfavorable
comments to make about Lhasa upon his arrival at Gyantse not long afterwards, heren not
only Tharchin had met him but also the Tibetan schoolmaster's nemesis there, George Knight*
the leader of the so-called British Buddhist Mission. Knight recorded in fulsome detail what
the General had to say concerning the City of the Gods which the Buddhist Mission members
had themselves, ironically, so much sought to visit but had been denied the privilege (except.
of course, William McGovern's surreptitious visit). The General's report on the Tibetan
capital was far from flattering. "Pereira was not very favorably impressed by Lhasa," wrote
Knight,
and he could not understand those people who have weaved a web of romance. quite
unwarranted, round the capital. As a matter of fact, there is little doubt that he was happy
turn his back upon the city. He was not to be envied, he told us, for having visited Lhasa, one
of the least interesting places he had seen. What struck the General about the place was its
filth! AAer two or three days, he said, it began to pall, he felt confined, be loved the free and
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open-air life of the county, he could not understand why men live in monasteries, twirling
prayer wheels and counting their beads. The General was a Roman Catholic. He was fond of
shooting.... What gave the capital of Tibet its romance? Possibly its inaccessibility, coupled
with the fact that the traveler has to traverse the most glorious mountains in the world to reach
it. But Romance, no, it is not to be found in Lhasa! So thought Pereira.*'O

r Peter Bishop has perhaps gone a long way in explaining what perplexed General Pereira so much about those
whohave indeed portrayed Lhasa and the Land of Snows as possessing an aura of romance about them that, in
he General's words, is "quite unwarranted." Unlike much of the Western writings on Tibet during the past two
centuries,the four Western writers just now quoted from above had not hesitated to describe for their readers
aspectsoftheSacred City which were most unromantic in character. Yet their observations and sentiments would
have to wait some little while before they would be echoed in such analyses as are found in Edward Said's book.
Orientalism (published 1979 and described below) and more recently still Peter Bishop in his volume published
adecade later and cited already in the footnote immediately above. Far from romanticizing Lhasa to the e~clusion
of its seamier aspects, Pereira and the others had told it like it was, warts and all.
As one reviewer of Bishop's book has written, in that author's psycho-social analysis of the phenomenolog~
and history of the "seemingly endless caravan of slick, contemporary Western accounts" of Tibet's land, people
and culture, Bishop has implied that the "distortion" which has often accompanied these accounts by various
travel writers, adventurers, missionaries and mercenaries has not been due necessarily to "bad scholarship."
Rather, and more significantly, it has been because "surreal presentations of Tibet have been perpetuated by
literary paradigms which favor a view of Tibet that is hidden, mysterious, and forbidden": necessag elements.
ofcourse, for creating romance. As a matter of fact, writes Klieger the reviewer, in Bishop's anal~,sis-which is
concerned primarily with the creation of Tibet in the minds of Westerners-the author has found that what was
created ofTibet in their imagination was "a mythical landscape" which was at once "forbidden. lost. occulted."
The remote Land of Snows has therefore existed in the Western mind more often than not "as a vision of the last
link between the modern world and the civilization of the ancients." It is the opinion of Bishop-and readily
documented in his work-that "two centuries of travel writing on Tibet tell as much. if not more. about Western
jbntasies than they do about a literal Tibet" (p. 8, emphasis added).
Far From Lhasa-and Tibet in general-having been a genuine culture of romance. the West's obsessive
imagination about it, representing, as it has, what the reviewer has described as "the dreams and aspirations of
particular Western eras," was "transformed through the very act of traveling to Tibet into 'truth'." Indeed.
Klieger continued, over time "Tibet and the outside world" came to correspond "to such categories as sacred/
profane and natural/civilized." And just as it has been with the British in their discovery of Tibet in the late 18'
century, so, by the following century, "the Russians, French, Italians, and other expansionistic Western powers
were to create their own mythical versions of Tibet." Quotations, as noted, have been taken from Bishop's book.
The Myth of Shangri-La, and more particularly from Klieger, "The Tibet That Never Was" (book review). TR
(June 1990):19-20. See also a more recent writing by Bishop on this same general theme but more from the
Perspective of western perceptions of the palace of the Tibetan God-Kings: "The Potala and Western Place
Making." TJ(Summer 1994):5-22.
Continuing in this same vein of Klieger-s and Bishop's that goes to debunk much ofwhat Westerners in their
writings during the ISh and 19b centuries and much of the 20" have imagined Tibet as having been. Donald
Lopez, Jr. has noticed and traced what has occurred in the late 20h century. This Tibetan and Buddhist Studies
Professor at the University of Michigan first describes for his readers the heritage of "Orientalism" as documented
by Edward Said in his now famous study referred to above and defined by him as an Occidental-i.e., a
European--technique by both scholars in-Europe and colonial officials in Asia to acquire authority Over the
Orient and thereby control Orientals both epistemologically and politically, they speaking for and representing
the Orient because, they sincerely believe, the Orient was incapable of doing so for itself. This very kind of
thinking. in fact, may have been what in part had prompted colonial official Gould to have said what he declared
at Lhasa in 1940 that was quoted in the preceding footnote; namely, that "all the Powers ought to keep Tibet as
a n'NIseUm for the world."
But Professor Lopez then proceeds step by step to trace the emergence during the last three or four decades
ofthe 2OthCentUry of a variety of new mbqhs about Tibet that have cometo be espoused by an increasing number
devotees of Tibetan Buddhist culture which are highly romanticized portra~alsof a tradltlonal
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There was no doubt that at this time the Snowy Land known as Tibet had had aboutit$&,
symbolic value in the Western mind" that had extended "way beyond any experiential realir) -,
Her longtime diplomatic isolation and physical inaccessibility,adds Patrick French, had i n d d
helped the legend of romance to develop. Closed to all but a comparatively few representative,
of the outside world, "fantastic tales," he explains, had multiplied in the imaginationofmuch
of the West: stories-some true, some not--of "flying yogis, peculiar tortures, polyandrous
practices, lecherous lamas, rare jewels, strange reincarnations, excrement pills, astral pr0jmion
and even (myth of all myths) no wheels-except the prayer wheel of course." At the beginning
of the twentieth century, and for a long time thereafter, asserts French, the Roof of the
World had "represented the ultimate in pure, virgin territory."
Few public figures of the time were willing to acknowledge this land's "symbolic l u r e
and to explode "the glamor of the myth." There was one, however, a Liberal politician in
London, who, French discovered from his research, was willing to do so. For in December
1903 Sir Henry Cotton gave an interview with the London Daily Mail, the result ofwhich.
notes French, "stirred up a hornet's nest of imperial outrage" for having questioned the
motives for the soon-to-be-realized Younghusband Expedition's entry into Tibet and its militq
advance upon its capital. He had been to India, said Cotton, and while there he had become
keenly aware of numerous young men
t o w h o m the glamor of the Forbidden City was irresistible, t o whom the romance attaching to
the unknown formed the great temptation o f their lives, and whose curiosity to trample out the

Tibetan society of the past that like the much earlier myths are for the most part grounded in gross misperceptions
o f ~ i b e t a ncultural and political history. Here are some of those at which Lopez takes gentle but needful crilical
aim: (1) that the lineage of the plethora of autochthonous Tibetan Buddhist literature, made widely available10
Western universities as a result of the Tibetan diaspora following the Chinese invasion and occupation ofTibet
and heretofore unstudied, can be traced back to the Buddha himself; (2) that the corollary to this claim is alsotrur.
namely, that Tibetan Buddhism is itself the original and pristine Buddhism; (3) that the pre-I950 Tibet had been
a land free from all strife ruled by a benevolent Dalai Lama; (4) that this pre- 1950 Tibet had been an ideal sociei!
devoted to the practice of the Buddha Dharma; (5) ihat its people had been devoted to the preservation of the
environment and that therefore it "was a kind of ecological paradise" where animals ran free without fear ofthe
hunter and where mining was prohibited to avoid disturbing the earth spirits; (6) that this same pre-1950 nation
had needed no police force since her citizens were voluntary observers of karma's laws: and (7) that pre-1950
Tibet had been a society "where a peasant boy could become a great lama through the workings of an 'inner
democracy'." See Lopez, "The New Age Orientalism: the Case of Tibet," TR (May 1994):16-20: cf. his later
larger work, Prisoners ofshangri-La, 1-13. This needful debunking of many of these myths. especiall! [host
mentioned in numbers (4) through (6), has begun to be addressed by other scholars; e.g.. cf. Toni Huber'sline
article in TJ(Autumn 1991):63-77, entitled "Traditional Environmental Protectionisnl in Tibet ~econsidered."
In his various reconsiderations, Huber points out the glaring discrepancy betileen the ideal and the real in relation
to the issues of mining, the hunting and killing of animals, and certain deficient human aspects of the Tibetan
social system-all of which. in his scholarly opinion, goes a long way in demoristrating that Tibet
far from
constituting an "environmentally friendly" pre-modern society. For solme further de-mythologizingqcf. also
Jamyang Norbu's fine prlicle. "Tibet in Film, Fiction and Fantasy of the West." TR (Jan. 1998):18-23,And
one very plausible explanation of what and where might have been the inspiration for J a m s Hilton's
Horizon novel of the 1930s which had coined the term "Shangri-la," see Wu Jiachun's nrticlc that
China Daily, 16 Oct. 1998, and was reprinted as "Shangri-la Revisited.' in TR (Nov 1998):25,1n tll~ar~iclcthg
author states that many researchers have speculated that Hilton's novel had been impircd by !he
American Joseph F. Rock's series of ten articles on China's Yunnan Pro\ince which had anpcarcd in h ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Geographic between- 1924 and 1935, accompanied by scores of exotic photographs.
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secrets of the Grand Lama's palace was only one degree less burdensome than their desire to
for the fun of knocking the stiff-necked old exclusivist off his perch and humbling
go
him before their "march of civilization" merely because he just chose to be exclusive.

Many letters to the Daily Mail denounced Sir Henry's views but a raw nerve had clearly
been touched, for there had undeniably existed a "romance attaching to the unknown" that
had for long gripped the British public's imagination. And even though many ofthe publications
which almost immediately followed upon the invasion of Tibet attempted to uncover the
&'magicand mystery" of the World's Roof (those now well-known volumes entitled, for
example, Lhasa and Its Mysteries, Tibet the Mysterious and The Unveiling of Lhasa),
such so-called unveiling did little to destroy the "web of romance" which over the centuries
had enveloped the land.
Far from eliminating the myth, wonder and mystery, the latter continued to flourish even
to the very end of the twentieth century; thus cutting short John Buchan's expression of
disappointment when he had confessed in his book The Last Secrets (London, 1923): "It
was impossible for the least sentimental to avoid a certain regret for the drawing back of that
curtain which had meant so much to the imagination of mankind .. . With the unveiling of
Lhasa fell the last stronghold of the older romance." Throughout the decades since the
Younghusband Mission's penetration to Lhasa, "countless traveling writers," French
accurately points out, "have continued ostensibly to uncover, discover and unveil this island
in the sky." And so, the mystique of Tibet and its people has lingered on.3'

Be all this as it may, however, the teacher from Kalimpong now accompanied the Tibetan
officialswho had previously come to Gyantse for undergoing military training but who today,
with its completion, were returning to Lhasa, the military as well as political headquarters of
the Tibetan government. And as they were nearing the capital the military officials first went
straight to the Norbu Lingka (meaning "Garden of Jewels"), the summer palace of His
Holiness the Dalai Lamaj2a mile or so southwest of the winter palace and outside the city's
limits, to pay their respects to him. This was the usual custom-nay, almost a requirementfor all government and military officials to perform upon returning to the Tibetan capital. AS
temporal ruler of Tibet and spiritual head of Tibetan Buddhism, the Dalai Lama is unique
among all earthly rulers in that he is chosen when discovered and identified as the rebirth of
the previous Dalai Lama. Although fourteen Dalai Lamas have been recorded in Tibetan
history, their followers deem them all as one Dalai Lama reincarnated in fourteen bodies.
In addition to being a secular and spiritual ruler, the Dalai Lama is reverenced by Tibetans
fora third reason: he is their protector, the manifestation and presence on earth of Chenrezi
( ~ b a n r ags~ i gin. ~Tibetan; to the Hindus he is Padmapani. and in Sanskrit he is ~valokita
Ishvara), the Tibetan Buddhist personification of divine mercy, compassion and grace and,
as was learned in the previous chapter, the one deemed by the Tibetans to be the founder of
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their race. This thus upholds the ancient tradition that affirms that this patron deity descends
periodically to the Land of Snows for the specific purpose of watching over the spiritual
destinies of its inhabitants. And he does this by personally selecting one among its people
namely, the Dalai Lama, to carry out his mission of salvation; in other words, the missiono;
what Tibetan Buddhists call a Bodhisattva: one who, having achieved the thresholdofeternal
bliss, nonetheless chooses to reenter the wheel of life by means of constant reincarnations
that he might assist others to attain perfection.13And hence, Tibetans believe that "whereas
the physical body changes" from one Dalai Lama to the next, "the essential deity ofcompassion
remains." Now since, as one writer on Tibet's rulers has observed, the Dalai Lama manifesis
an active spirit or being that is dedicated to the salvation of all sentient beings frolnthewheel
of suffering, he is involved in both temporal and spiritual affairs of men; and thus, writes
George Woodcock, the Dalai Lama represents the combining of religion and state, "theocrat,
in its purest terms," although this explanation, he adds, can be no more than approximate
since even among Tibetans themselves "there are many subtly varying views of the exact
nature and function of a Dalai Lama."
Now as one of those most highly reverenced in Mahayana Buddhism (that branch of
Indian Buddhism, it will be recalled, which became the faith of Tibetans), Chenrezi-by
means of his manifestation through the Dalai Lama as a Bodhisattva-"renounces the
opportunity of vanishing into indefinable nirvana;so that by taking human form and undergoing
birth, death, all the vicissitudes mankind is subject to, he may illumine with words and example
the creatures he protects, and thus swiftly lead them to that state of spiritual perfection
which a s h e s them paradise or liberation, within the bounds of their ability, keenness and
karma."
But after a Dalai Lama's death-which, for the above reasons, "is justified as an
accommodation to the human lot, since men are susceptible only to a teacher who divests
himself of any transcendent character and goes through the same life as themselves"-the
patron deity retur~isto his heavenly home to determine "in what place, family and condition
he should be reborn." (In fact, the Dalai Lama may be found in any family. regardless of
social rank; indeed, if there be any democratic element to Tibet's theocracy, it is this very
point: that any male child, no matter how lowly his birth, has the possibility of becomingth
ruler of his land and people; and interestingly enough, most of the Tibetan pontiffs,including
the two greatest ones, the Fifth and the Thirteenth, were born into poor families; accordingly.
there has developed no hereditary ruling family, and measures have continually been taken
to prohibit relatives of the ruling Dalai Lama from obtaining too much power.) Here,thenq
can be seen a fresh repetition of the event told of in the story of Gautama Buddha himself*
when, according to the legend, before being incarnated as the son of his father suddhodana
at his birthplace of Lumbini, "he cast his gaze over the world eight times to determine where
he should descend." It thus reproduces a pattern "to which faith and scriptural authorivglve
the status of dogma" among the Tibetan people.
It is for this third reason, therefore, that titles such as The All-Knowing presence (Or
simply The Presence), The Precious Sovereign, The Precious Protector, Tlie Inmost protector9
The Powerful Ruler, The Holy One, The Tender Glory, The Mighty in Speech, ofExcellent
Intellect, Of Absolute Wisdom, The Noble One of Sofi Voice, The One Without Equal, The
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invincible One, The Holder of the Thunderbolt, and Holding the Doctrine (The Defender of
the Faith) are used in Tibet more often than Dalai. Indeed, "it is not for nothing," assertson=
writeron Tibetan affairs, "that the Dalai Lama is called by Tibetans: Kundun, T h e Presence.
His function in the eyes of his people is not primarily either to teach or even to rule but simply
to bepresent. They believe that by his Presence the protective power of the Lord of Mercy
is made active in their midst."
Yet the line o f Dalai Lamas can be traced back only a s far as t o the fourteenth and
fifteenthcenturies a.d. and is explained by the Tibetans from their tradition as follows, beginning
in the time of the Great Reformer Tsong Khapa w h o had founded the distinct school of
Tibetan Buddhism with which the Dalai Lamas themselves from the very outset have been
identified:
Tsong Khapa's closest disciple was Gedun Truppa, the son of stockbreeders from the high
plains of western Tibet. Tibetan legend has it that Gedun Truppa's first encounter with the
outside world was when a gang of brigands burst into his village one cold night when the place
was howling with gales. Gedun Truppa, then a newborn baby, was hidden by his mother
behind some stones until the danger had passed. The villagers later found him smiling under
the guard of a crow. They concluded that there was something special about the boy.
Such thoughts were justified. The young Truppa displayed a great talent for studying
religion and, when his father died, entered a monastery to train as a monk. He was seven years
old at the time.
At the age of twenty, Truppa met Tsong Khapa and was tutored in the mysteries of the
tantras (Buddhist mystical and magical writings) by his followers.
Gedun Truppa [who long after his death would be designated posthumously as Dalai Lama
the First; see below] was to live eighty-three years. On his deathbed, he declared that he would
return to continue his work. As his spirit left his body, the physical remains began to glow and
turned gold without decomposing.
Some years later, the high dignitaries of the Drepung monastery in Lhasa claimed that
Gedun Truppa had returned to them in the body of Gedun Gyamtsho. Gedun Gyamtsho [who
likewise would be posthumously declared a Dalai Lama, the Second] lived until 1542 and, one
year later, another young monk, Sonam Gyamtsho, was proclaimed the reincarnation ofGedun
Tmppa [and would have the title of Dalai Lama conferred upon him during his rule; see below].
Sonam Gyamtsho thus marks the official beginning of the Dalai Lama in Tibetan records.
NOWas noted above, neither Dalai Lama 1 (1 391 -1 474) nor Dalai Lama 11 ( 1 475- 1542)
was ever referred to by the title of Dalai during his lifetime. It was not until Sonam Gyamtsho,
Dalai Lama 111 (1543-88), that Dalai a s title was conferred, and done so by the Mongol
Prince Altan Khan who in 1578 had invited him to Mongolia. Whereupon the Lama converted
the Khan and his followers t o Buddhism and in turn received from the Prince the Mongol
title of Talai (written a s ''Dalai" by others): it beillg the Mongolian word for "ocean," with
Gyamtsho being the Tibetan equivalent. And hence, an appellation meaning "Vast AS the
Ocean" (in terms o f the LamaYswisdom) or "All-Embracing Lama" became the new title o f
the Grand Lama o f Tibetan Buddhism.* T h e title o f Dalai Lama was then extended
had all taken place at the ancient Mongolian site kno\vn as Huhrhota (which in that language means "Blue
City")but which has always been known aTlong the Chinese as the town o f Suiyan. Tharchin's close friend of
a much later day, Hisao Kirnura, the Second World War Japanese spy sent to Mongolia and Tibet. h a provided
a
of the place. For i t was there in March of 194 1 that he and others began in earnest their study of
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posthumously to the Third's two predecessors and later to all of his so-called incamak
successors from Dalai Lama IV ( 1 589-1 6 16) onward, the latter being the great-grandsonal
Altan Khan and the only non-Tibetan in the long line of Dalai Lamas.
It was the forceful leader Dalai Lama V (161 7-82), called "The Great Fifth," who acbllv
became the first spiritual and secular ruler of Tibet in 1642 when he induced the chine;
Mongol Emperor Gushri Khan to capture Tibet from the Dalai Lama's opposing forces and
to enthrone the Grand Lama and make a religious present of the land to him. When in
Peking, he was indeed acknowledged by the Emperor of China as an independent Sovereign,
And it was Dalai Lama V who then held himself to be a god-incamate, presenting himselfas
the incarnation of Chenrezi, patron deity of Tibet; and in keeping with this conceptionof
himself, he had set about building the massive palace-temple, the Potala, on one of thetwo
hills that directly overlooked his capital. It was given this name, as explained elsewhere,
after the Sanskrit name of the mountain abode of his divine prototype Avalokiteshvara,"~he
Lord Who Looks Down from On High [with Compassion]." And once moving the Fifth's
residence to the Potala from Drepung Monastery which had been erected on the outskirtsof
Lhasa by his much earlier predecessor Dalai Lama the Second, this more central Lhasa
palace-temple has ever afterwards remained the seat of the Tibetan g~vernrnent.~~

Now it was only after the four Tibetan officials had paid the customary respects to their
supreme ruler at the latter's summer palace of Norbu Lingka that they and their small
caravan (with Tharchin accompanyi~~g
them) could then head for their own residences in
Lhasa proper-nearly another hour's journey away. But in order to reach the immediate
precincts of the capital one needed to pass through a narrow opening between two hills
which stood guard at the western approach to the Secret City and which could be seen some
distance away to the west of Lhasa: on the right the s~nallerand more pointed hill calledthe
Chakpori or Iron Hill, upon which sat "a quaint, square, tower-like buildingv-the Lama
College of Medicine, or Mentsikhang; and on the left, of course, the larger and more rounded
the Mongolian language and culture, although he himself began it even more seriously within the precinctsoflhe
Tsagan Tologai-in Khural (or Monastery) of Mongolian Buddhism that of course had originally come fronlTibrt.
He writes (in Japanese Agent in Tibet. 1, 5-6):
The first and last image was that of space. of endless windblown plains. snow-covered, parched. or brilllanl.
green depending on the time of year. Away from the borderlands there werc no cities at all and what gathcrlnJ
places existed were located in the monasteries, the only permanent dwellings in the grassla~ids
. . . Since all of us were studying Mongolian rather than Ch~nescit was natural for us to think ofthe town [lo
which we had come] not as Suiyan, but to use the Mongolian name of' Huhehota . . Although Mongolians are
never really at home in cities, preferring their nomadic encampments or monasteries, t h ~ sromantic Old
market town was a good place to begin our studies. There was a feeling of n n t ~ q u ~ there,
y
and of a contlnult)'
with days gone by. It was not hard to imagine it as the place where a high lama from Tibet had converted Ihe
Mongol chieftain Altan Khan to Buddhis~nin the sixteenth century and received the Mongolian title of . . .
Dalai Lama in return. The very dust pervading the air seemed to have been there for centuries. [And] ... Ihe
Mongolian nomads who camped right outside the town . . . were just close enough-as was the f s c a r ~ ~ ~ " '
leading to the grasslands-to be mysterious and intriguing.
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Marpori (Red) Hill that was surmounted by the many-splendored Potala Palace. So narrow
opening between these two hills that a huge chorten had easily been placed over it,
necessitatingtravelers, however, to dismount, and people and caravans to pass single file
alonga tiny roadway running through this shrine or stupa. This archway thus formed was
the famed Western Gate, whose Pargo Kaling Chorten had been built over a thousand years
before. Beneath its gilded spire for these many centuries had coursed the western
entranceway into Tibet's Vatican City. This Great Chorten had contained the relics o f the
Buddha Mindukpa, but the shrine no longer stands today. During the massive shelling of
Lhasa perpetrated by the Chinese Communists shortly after the clandestine departure of the
Fourteenth Dalai Lama from the capital, the Pargo Kaling Stupa with its ancient archway
'(was reduced to an anonymous heap o f rubble." That was in March of 1959.
For Gergan Tharchin in 1923, however, what a sight lay before his eyes once he filed
through the Chorten Gateway! According to William McGovern, who had just left the Fabled
City six months before, "a long and magnificent avenue" led the would-be visitor a mile or so
farther eastward to the city of Lhasa itself, the main buildings of which could easily be seen
looming in the distance. But immediately on the left Tharchin would now come face to face
with the gigantic structure of the Potala--covering as it did the entire face of Marpori Hilland at its base the historic village of Sho. McGovern has described this avenue which Tharchin
and his friends now eagerly traversed to reach the latters' residences:
Although, of course, unpaved, the avenue was remarkably pleasant, not only on account of
the breadth and evenness of the road but also on account of the park-like pleasure-gardens
which lay on either side of it. These pleasure-gardens were private property, partly belonging

to the Dalai Lama and partly owned by other aristocratic families. and were separated from the
road by high, well-constructed walls; but they were filled with trees, willows mostly,. . . which
reared their heads high over the walls, [and] lent to the great avenue a remarkable sense of
beauty and grace.. ..
A little later the road turned to the right, and we soon came to a canal, which was formerly
the main stream of the Kyi River but which is now only a stagnant backwater. But this stream
was crossed by a famous bridge, the Yutok-sampa, or Turquoise Bridge, a curious structure
which has walls and a roof, making it look like a long corridor. Here there was supposed to be
a guard to examine all travelers seeking entrance to the city . . . The city proper began some two
or three hundred yards farther on and was entered through a low Chinese archway.
Lying well out on the Plain of Lhasa, the capital proper was graced along its southern
outskirts by the "Waters of Felicity or Pleasure," the meaning in Tibetan of the river Kyi
already mentioned: a major tributary of the Tsangpo, Tibet's principal waterway that in
Tibetan means "Purifier" and which becomes the mighty Brahmaputra much fanher east."
Flowing from the north past Lhasa into the Tsangpo farther south. the Kyichu had bee11wellnamed, for her waters in those days did indeed bring pleasure and felicity to the Tibetan
capital's inhabitants; for besides the avenue-lined trees described earlier, Lhasa was itself
surrounded by groves ofwillow and poplar trees that were well watered by the Kyi. (It must
be noted that the entire Lhasa Plain was very marshy, and that at no point did one have to go
lower than four or five feet to strike water.) And amid these groves-whether situated along
the banks of the river or elsewhere-were to be found several other parks (linl7-k~in
Tibetan) that the local populace, so fond of outdoor life. were eager to frequent. Especially
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were these grove-parks popular with both rich and poor for summer picnics, an activib
which in the opinion of the American, Charles Cutting, the Lhasans "had raised to the shtui
of a fine art." For a jaunt into the open would sometimes require ten to twenty servants,o
carry the food and games and to transport and erect the tents. And once ensconced amid
these gaily-colored, beautifully embroidered tents that were set up everywhere in the parks
many days at a time would be spent, wrote Sir Charles Bell, "in singing, dancing and gambling;
Moreover, between the elaborate meals which would be served, the picnickers might
mahjong, tell stories or walk under the trees. But they would also indulge in one of the;
favorite pastimes of all: bathing in the nearby river Kyi. In fact, so delightful for the Lhasa,,!
were these summer outings that they were wont to term the summer bathing and picllit
season lingka, the same word in their language for "park" or "garden."
Many homes of the capital-particularly among citizens of the better class-were large
and solid, with flat roofs, and generally with a courtyard formation; they also were whitewashed.
and had two or three stories to them, made very often of stone below and, becauseno
brickkilns existed, of sun-dried bricks above. As was customary in most Tibetan towns,the
lower level would often be used for sheltering the family's livestock, although around the
Lhasa bazaar area it might accommodate a shop instead. Within the upper story(ies)would
be the living quarters and on the flat roof was where such goods as animal feed and fuel
would be stored.
Situated as it is on the right bank of the river Kyi some thirty miles east of that stream's
confluence with the Tsangpo, Lhasa lies at an elevation of nearly 12,000 feet above sea
level; yet its climate is dry and the latitude is approximately that of Delhi, Cairo in Egypt, and
America's New Orleans. On the eastern side of the city the large Lhasa Plain stretches
away for about six miles before it is once again closed in by mountains, as is the case on its
western exposure. Occasional manor-houses could be seen dotting the Plain, and through it
ran the great caravan route that leads beyond the horizon to distant China and Mongolia.At
this time, entrance to Tibet from China was prohibited, but Mongolians were permitted in for
pilgrimage to Lhasa; and their caravans were quite recognizable because of the large Mongolian
two-humped camels, since in Tibet itself camels are never used. As stated already, on the
southern exposure to the capital ran the river Kyi; and on the stream's other side the Plain
continued for another mile or two until it too gave place to mountains, the southern rangeof
east to west hills. And finally, Lhasa's barren Plain "stretched away desert-like towards8
great mountain wall, forbidding and mysterious to the beholder": the massive range of
mountains called the Nyenchentanglha towering upward to nearly 24,000 feet above Sea
level. The city of Lhasa itself, only half a mile square in olden days, had been surroundedb!
a wall "in true medieval fashion," but in Tharchin's day only small portions of it could still be
seen, the rest of it having been destroyed. By the time of Tharchin's visit, however, the
Forbidden City had grown in size to some two miles long east to west and about a mile In
length north to ~ 0 ~ 1 t h . ~ ~
Now even though the sacred city ranked first in size, holiness and importance all
Tibetan communities, its local population in 1923 was most likely no n~orethan hadbeenthe
case in 1904 when British forces had ever so slightly opened up its "forbidden" precinctsto
the outside world. Then as well as later Lhasa's citizenry scarcely numbered mo" than
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20,000 people (about two-thirds of them women, wrote one Britisher), although the number
ally given moment might have appeared to be much greater due to the proximity of three
large monasteries (which would obviously UP the number of males in the city), numerous
visitorswho continually made their way into the capital from elsewhere in Tibet, as well as
the flocksof worshipers who were drawn to its holy shrines and objects from other Lamaist
lands. And during the New Year's celebrations the population cou!d easily swell to more than
fivetimes as much as in ordinary days, it fairly well exceeding a hundred thousand.)7

Tharchin lodged with Doring Thaiji at the well-known Doring House, the ancestral Lhasan
residence of this Tibetan oficer's family and that was situated right in the heart of the
capital. It is told by Charles Bell that an earlier head of the Doring family had been dismissed
from the service of the Tibetan government many years before on the allegation of having
been involved in a conspiracy against the Dalai Lama. At the same time, said Bell, he had
been degraded in rank, and his best estate, the one near Lhasa, had been c o n f i ~ c a t e dBut
.~~
in the Tibetan capital itself the Doring family was able to maintain the house into which
Tharchin had now been welcomed. It was a large mansion of three stories with a central
courtyard in the middle. On all four of its sides the Doring House was surrounded by streets
or lanes, except on the east, where it overlooked a small square on which, among other
things, was located the famed stone Treaty Pillar, described in the previous chapter, on
whose columns had been inscribed in both Tibetan and Chinese the text of the peace pact of
821 a.d. between these two Central Asian empires. This four-sided pillar monument, about
fourteen feet high, had been erected in that very year to commemorate the event and has
stood ever since at this same spot where it can still be seen in Lhasa to this day (although it
is now enclosed within protective brick walls, making it nearly inaccessible to the public). It
will be of interest to the reader to learn that the word for stone pillar or ancient stone in
Tibetan is rdo-rin (it can also be translated long stone), and hence this explains how the
more common name Doring was derived for the noble house of Gab-shi-wa (dga ' - b z i b
the other and less well-known personal name for Doring Thaiji's ancestral family, the meaning
of which was explained in the previous chapter.
Overhanging this Pillar or Tablet of Unity (as the Treaty Monument is sometimes called)
was a large willow tree of very great age and deemed to be thrice holy because of its
reputedly having sprung from a hair of Lord Buddha that had been brought and planted here.
And thus it is known to the people of Tibet as Cho (or J o or JOWO)U-tra, that is, ''The
Lord's Hair." Tradition claims that the hair had been personally planted by a Chinese princess
as a symbol of friendship between China and Tibet, and the resultant tree is said today to be
well over a thousand years old, though the tree nowadays would appear to be dead. As a
matter of fact, David Macdonald once reported that in 1924, a year after ~harchin'sfirst
visit to Lhasa, the tree had been seriously damaged during a severe storm, losing in the
process many of its branches. ''The superstitious Tibetans," he wrote in 1932, "took this a
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an indication of troublous times to come." Whereupon the Government made sure thatall
broken branches were tied back onto the tree and ordered that special religiousrites h
conducted in every monastery and temple as a means of averting or lessening the oncoming
misfortune.*
Beneath this same tree, incidentally, and close by the Treaty Pillar, stood a second da
ring, or edict pillar, of stone. This one also had an inscription upon its face. consisting,howevu
of published regulations governing the segregation of smallpox cases, the terrible diseast
which through the centuries had ravaged SO many at Lhasa. Looked upon by Tibetansass
kind of fetish or talisman, this edict monument had become by the 1920s so badly disfigured,
because of the countless small cuts and marks made by those who petitioned for its presumed
protective powers, that the pillar's face had nearly been worn away. Included in the
disfigurement of this stele's face had been the formation over time of numerous concavities
as a result of Tibetans having rubbed their heads against its stone "in the hope of magical
intervention."39These three celebrated objects could not fail to be noticed by Gergan Tharchin
during his months-long stay at Doring House.

Nearby to these objects could also be found, in the words of one traveler, "the heaving
and bustling bazaar" for which the fabled city of Lhasa was justly famous. The chief street
along which the market ran was called the Barkhor, which actually was a narrow lane of
stalls and shops that circled the city's central Cathedral-Temple. Because Lhasa was the
Tibetan capital, this street naturally attracted goods in huge quantities from far beyond the
country's boundaries. A Western visitor here in 1947, Amaury de Riencourt, has left an
incredibly vivid description of this facet of everyday life in the Sacred City of Tibet, which
deserves to be quoted. As he himself was led to comment, nothing had really changedabout
the bazaar in over a thousand years of Tibetan civilization. Here is how Riencourt paintedhis
lively picture of it as during a golden summer visit in Lhasa he witnessed in all its color and
vitality a bazaar that could not have been at all different from Dorje Tharchin's own experience
of it some twenty-five years earlier:

* Tibetologist Siegbert Hummel and other scholars on Tibet have confirmed what Macdonald had asserted
Summarizing approvingly what another German scholar, E. Schhfer, had observed, Hummel pointed out that
this very tree was supposed to preserve Lhasa's "good fortune" and thus no one had the right to
sacred branches. Moreover, should it ever suffer damage in, for example, a lightning storm, "prayer ceremonies
were held." But various scholars, including Hummel, have invested this ancient willow tree with further
significance. Hummel first described the ancient three-tiered cosmography of pre-Buddhist shamanisticTibel
that consisted of the earth as the middle region, the sky as the upper realln of the gods, and the underworldas
the lower realm dominated by the dangerous lords of the waters and earth. Given this conception ofhe world.
writes Hummel, "the famous willow tree close to the [holiest Lhasa] temple acquires a profound meaning''
is the World Tree related to the shamanic tree, and the pole with umbrellas, found on top of eveV stup"
(mehod rten). The World Tree represents the Great Willow.. . the Royal Willow.. . the King of Trees... 'he
Tree of Life ...- which reaches into the underworld with its roots, into the dcmain of men with itstrunkyand
into the sky with its branches.'' See Hurnmel, "The Construction Site of the Lhasa g j u g fag khaflgand Its
Cosmological Significance," TJ(Winter 1997):72-3,77 note 10.
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pots of flowers decorated many windowsills and from protruding and rnulticolored wooden
beams hung cages with many singing birds. The motley crowd of the bazaar was made up of
men from the far corners of Central Asia: turbaned Moslems from Kashmir and tarbooshed
Turkis from Sinkiang, short and brisk Nepalese, shaven-headed Bhutanese, silk-gowned Chinese
traders fiom Yunnan or Kansu, lanky Mongols and Buriats from Soviet Russia and M-lia.
The variety was just as great among the Tibetans themselves, between the giant Khampas and
the small, wild Mishmis and Abhors of the Assam frontier, the filthy Pharisians [from Phari] and
the barbarian Goloks from Amdo, between Tibetans from Tsang and Tibetans from U.
" ~ 1 1roads lead to Lhasa" says a Tibetan proverb. The main street of Lhasa was a living
demonstration of it. In this most forbidden city on earth, the last representatives of doomed
civilizations meet as they met a thousand years ago and though the bazaar can sell anything
now, from Singer sewing machines to cameras and Parker fountain pens, nothing has really
changed. Here is still a living past, so alive and powerful in fact, that one doubts if time is
anything more than a convenient symbol invented by modem man, that one even doubts if the
outside world exists at all.
All the wealth and luxuries of Central Asia were spread out in the bazaar or jealously
guarded in dingy shops; leopard, sable, lynx and bear skins; furs and multicolored brocades
and silks hanging from the ceiling, colorful cloths, rugs and carpets spread out on tables. Brass
lamps and candlesticks, shining bowls and jars were intermingled with delicately chiseled
Tibetan furniture. In the food market, bricks of tea brought over from Tachienlu, the great tea
center in westem China, piled up in the streets. For the first time since 1 left India 1 saw baskets
full of appetizing h i t : peaches, gooseberries and mulberries. Plenty of perfume and highly
worked metal saddlery from Eastern Tibet, carpets from Gyantse, spices, indigo, coral, pearls
and brass-work from Nepal, porcelain and silk rugs from China, leather saddlery, coral and
amber from Mongolia, sugar-balls, musk and rice from Sikkim, all these highly appreciated
goods from the four corners of Asia were displayed for the benefit of wealthy Tibetans. But
foreigners who came to exchange these goods could purchase and load their yaks with products
for which Tibet is famed: wool and cloth, rugs, hrs, drugs, musk, salt and silver. Also amazing
quantities of gold from the fabulous goldfields of Central Tibet most of which, reputed to be
the richest in the world, have never been seen by the Westerners: Thok Jalung and Thok
Daurakpa on the edge of the Chang Tang, Mani Serkha southeast of the Yamdrok Lake, near
the sources of the Subansiri River. For religious reasons, nuggets of gold, though plentiful, are
carefully left untouched and only gold dust is collected.
Business discussions are violent, and short-tempered customers often appeared ready to
choke with rage. Men's pigtails flew in all directions'as they argued back and forth. But as soon
as their business deal was completed, jokes and laughter came into their own with the help of
large glasses of chang at a nearby r e ~ t a u r a n t . ~ ~

But dwelling at Doring Thaiji's residence also placed Tharchin close to another famous site
in the fabled city of Lhasa. For just to the east a very short walking distance was to be found
the holy cathedral called Tsuglag Khang. Built just before 650 a.d. (though restored and added
to since
as the center of Tibet from which all the
this holy site has long been
main roads and caravan mutes radiated, connecting the Holy See of Tibetan Buddhism to the
lnost distant provinces of the Land o f the Lamas and to the lands of the Buddhist world
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surrounding Tibet. Commonly known as the Jo-khang because it enshrined an alloycastall
famous image of Lord B ~ d d h a , ~
it 'is deemed the most sacred temple of Buddhism in a ~ ~ i h r
land of the Tibetans." Believed to be the oldest image of the Buddha in the world, this castof
the Buddhist saint is said to have been modeled from a sacred alloy of five metals (gold, Silar
zinc, iron and copper) and "five precious celestial substances" (presumably diamonds,rubit;
lapis IazuIi, emeralds and indranila) during the Buddha's lifetime while he was ministeringhIr
ethical teaching in the Hindu kingdom of Magadha (part of what is today Bihar State) in
ancient India,44the land of his birth and personal philosophical development that ultimate1\
gave rise to Buddhism. According to Tibetan tradition, the Jo-khang Cathedral4shad been
erected by the first Buddhist sovereign of Tibet, the seventh-century Tibetan king Songtsan
Gampo,46for the purpose of housing this famed image of Gautama Buddha, thus makingthe
Jo-khang the first place of Buddhist worship ever to be built in Tibet." The JO-khangstill stands
today in the city of Lhasa that had grown up around it.4s
Now this celebrated statue had been brought to Lhasa as a portion of her dowry by the
Princess Wen-ch'eng Kungchu (Mun sheng Kongjo in Tibetan)-said by many to be the
daughter, by others a family member-f
the Tang Dynasty Emperor ~'ao-bung(and known
to Tibetans as Gyasa, the "Chinese wife"), when she had arrived from Peking in 641 to
marry the Tibetan king as a means of cementing an alliance between Tibet and CI~ina.'~The
story is told that the princess had not at all wanted to go to Tibet. When compelled todoso,
however, she set off with her Tibetan escorts on the long journey to Lhasa. But upon reaching
a high pass just east of Kokonor, Wen-ch'eng, so goes the story, refused to go any farther.
for she realized that this pass marked the point of no return. Not to be outmaneuvered bythe
Princess, her Tibetan escorts said to her that if she indeed wished to return home then her
father would have to provide compensation to their King-Emperor: "the sun made in gold
and the moon in silverv-their way of informing Gyasa that the only choice she really had
was "to weep and cross into Tibet." As a consequence, this pass has ever since bornethe
name of Nima Dawa La: "The Pass of the Sun and the Moon."S0
Now besides the famed statue of Buddha, Gyasa had also brought with her several
volumes of the Buddhist scriptures, along with a few treatises on medicine and astrolo~."
This Chinese princess, together with the King's first wife, a Nepali princess (see belowhare
credited with having been responsible for the conversion of Songtsan Gampo to the Buddhist
faith and with having therefore brought Buddhism to Tibet.* Now the magnificent image

* Concerning these two princesses and the priceless Buddha statues which they both would bring with them.
Dawa Norbu differs in a number of respects with the views of other writers and scholars on Tibet and whose
publications have been sourced in the present chapter's End-Notes. Writes Norbu: "The first recorded even'
in Sino-Tibetan relations took place around a.d. 635.. . . Songtsan Gampo married a Chinese princess, Wen.
ch'eng, and then a Nepalese princess, besides his three Tibetan wives... . However. Garnpo's was not a
politically motivated marriage [to either of the princesses]. The Tibetan chroniclers emphatically state that Ihe
king married two foreign princesses in order to get the two most venerable images of Buddha for
Star Over Tibet (1974; 2d ed., New Delhi: Sterling, 1987), 65. First of all, his date for the marriage to We"
ch'eng is off considerably and second, contradicts the fact that the marriage to the Nepalese
occurred
first, some ten years prior to Gyasa's arrival at the Tibetan king's court. Cf. Hugh Richardson. '"I-he
Vairocana in Early Tibet." in T. Skorupski. ed., Indo-fiberan Studies, 273, wherein he states that Tibetan
historians from the fourteenth century onwards have agreed that the King had .'married first a Nepalese
princess . . . ; and secondly that he married a Chinese princess . . . " Moreover. Jack Finegan (and, for thatmatter.
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which Gyasa had brought from China came to be known variously as the Sakyamuni Buddhas2
the JOWO Rimpoche (the Precious, Supreme One). As earlier indicated, it is believed that
this image had been made during the lifetime of the Blessed One but in his likeness as he
was when only a youth. It was a two-meter high (6.6 feet) life-size statue of him when but
a young
. - royal prince some twelve to sixteen years of age, handsome, robed in princely
and seated in the lotus position. It soon came to be highly prized even though the
statue was an image of Gautama when at this point in his life he had not yet renounced the
world to become an ascetic and later the Enlightened Oneas3Moreover, it was said to have
been sent by one of the ancient kings of Magadha to the Emperor of China as a deep token
of appreciation for the assistance the Chinese Emperor had given him in his defense of his
kingdom against the marauding Yavanas from the west." Only much later had it found its
Richardson, p. 273, citing the Tun-Huang Cave Annals) has pointed out that Wen-ch'eng had to wait six years
more in Tibet before actually being presented to the King-Emperor Songtsan Gampo for marriage, and then
lived with him for only three years till his death in 649. She herself would live on till 680. Tibet: a Dreamt of
Image, 43, 208. Yet according to other Tibetan scholars, the Chinese princess had been secured not for the
Emperor but for his son (the one whom the Emperor had sired by the third of his three Tibetan queens). who
ruled Tibet for only the few years between 64 1 and 646. Only then, upon the death of the son, did the father.
Songtsan Gampo, take to wife Princess Gyasa. See Beckwith, The Tibetan Empire in Central Asia. 23n.: and
cf. W. D. Shakabpa, Tibet: a Political History, 27.
As to the view transmitted by the Tibetan chroniclers that the motivation for the Tibetan Emperor's two
foreign marriages was the securing of the two Buddha images, it is doubtful to the present writer that the KingErnperor-at the time an adherent of the aboriginal shamanist religion of Tibet-had even been aware of their
existence, let alone that he would have demanded that each be a part of the required dowry of both princesses.
Theaforementioned chroniclers, in their zealous devotion and near veneration of Songtsan Gampo as the firstand
noblest ofthe so-called Three Great Religious Kings ofTibet responsible for the initial development of Buddhism
ar, the State religion, were most likely crediting their illustrious King-Emperor with more farsighted wlisdom and
piety than was warranted. Only after being exposed and then converted to the religion of his two foreign wives
did the Tibetan king perhaps begin to see the value of having the two statues housed. safeguarded and venerated
as part of his subsequent intention to introduce Buddhism into the land.
Yet such introduction of the foreign faith may not only have been because of his new personal religious
preference but perhaps even more significantly because he may have perceived that there would be an extremely
important political benefit that would accrue to him and his court were he to do so, as one author, a Tibetan, has
asserted. Dolkar Tseten. who grew up at Lhasa in the 1940s and early 'SOS, reminded the readers ofher book Girl
.tom Tibet, 5 3 , that the religion of Tibet at the time of this King's conversion had been chiefly characterized by
"the worship of Qirits and devils through magic rites presided over by a priesthood of shamans and wizards."
Therefore, she writes. apart from the romantic influence of his two foreign wives. "there were probably good
sound political reasons why such a strong-willed and far-seeing ruler as Songtsan Gampo wanted to supersede
[the old indigenous faith] as the state religion, for its stronghold on the people made the position of king little
more than that of a pawn in the hands of the priest magicians. For a leader who intended to unify and modernize
his land, their reactionar) power had to be broken, so . . . he encouraged and welcomed learned and holy men from
China and India to come and bring the new light of this higher and better religion to us."
Nevertheless, Dawa Norbu is on solid ground \,,hen he states in the later edition of his RedStar volume (page
257) that the period of Songtsan Gampo's rule and that of the two other supposedly Religious Kings did not see
extensive spread of Buddhism throughout Tibet but that such pen~asivenessof the faith was to come much
later. "There is a popular myth," writes Norbu. "that the so-called Tibetan religious kings during the seventh and
eighth centuries were largely responsible for the propagation of Buddhism in Tibet. This myth has come down
from the medieval Lamaist hagiographies and transmitted by the modem Western writers on Tibet. There
historical fbundation to this myth. During the so-called Dhanna-rajya (~hos-rg),al)period only six or seven
monasteries or temples were built. The vast majority of about 4000 monasteries were built after the d i s i n t e ~ t i o n
the centralized royal power (842-1 249)."
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way to Tibet in the manner described above. It was then enshrined initially in
second
oldest Buddhist temple, the Ramoche (see below) which had specifically been constructed
to house this sacred image; and only upon the death of the King was it aftenvards,,laced in
the Jo-khang, where it has remained ever since.s5
Enshrined as it long ago came to be in the Jo-khang, this priceless Buddha figure had
been carefully positioned behind a silver mesh screen, from whence the devout of the
of Snows would be able to glimpse beneath its gilding, crown and robes "a physicalseal:as
it were, "on the adoption of the Buddha's teaching as the national religion of Tibet."56 According
to one young incarnate Lama from Kham in East Tibet, who beheld the Sakyamuniimage
for the first time in 1936, the figure "was seated on a high throne ["facing the west"-S, C,
Das], wearing a tall crown of gold inset with jewels--diamonds, rubies, turquoises and
pearls. At its back was a great gilded panel of copper covered with figures and Buddhisl
symbols. At the top of the panel, just above the Buddha's head, was a large sunbird,a garuda
with outstretched wings. Jowo Rimpoche's face had been lacquered so many times with
gold leaf ["by rich worshipersW-R. D. Taring] that one could not make out what it must
have been like in the beginning."57Wrote one American visitor to Lhasa in 1923 who, disguised
in Tibetan peasant garb, had gained entrance to the Jo-khang and viewed the holy image: "it
is the object of the unbounded adoration ofthe Tibetan; and enormous wealth in the forrnof
offerings is laid on its altar. The lamps [having cups "two-feet-high"] which burn before it
are of pure gold ["and silver"], and everything about the image is covered with enormous,
though uncut, precious stones."58
Buddhist texts assert that the Sakyamuni Buddha had been fashioned by the artisan of
the gods-an artist named Visvakarma (or Besho Karmaeunder the guidance of the god
Indra,59and the story goes that while the Buddha was yet alive in the early fifth century b.c.
he had expressly forbade artists to make images of him. This.artist, however, was said to
have been so deeply moved upon seeing the Buddha sitting by the Ganges in Benares (then
a part of Magadha), that he could not resist the desire to somehow draw the Buddha's
likeness. He canie up with the rationalization that if he drew the reflection of Gautamaas~t
appeared in the waters of the Ganges, he would not violate the injunction agaillst making
images! And from this drawing thus achieved Besho Karma was then able to execute the
alloy cast that now sat in the Jo-khang as the most precious object in all of Tibet." One
additional detail about this particular image ought to be mentioned here; which is. that the
fabulous gold crown that rests on the figure's head and which was described above 1s
reputed to have been the gift of the great Tibetan Buddhist reformer Tsong K h a ~ a . ~ '
Now the specific physical location within the Jo-khang where the Jowo ~irnpochew~~
placed-a small enclosed area near the Temple's center and formed like a chapel that was
partly open on three sides-soon became the brightest part of Tibet's holiest sanctuaVThls
was because the chapel area which housed this most sacred object was well lit U P by be
many lamps of the pilgrims who would daily come and stand in the lolig approaching line
waiting for their moment of fulfillment to view, and to prostrate before, that which allthe
Buddhist faithful deemed to be a "holy 'self-created' Buddha image." Still in place in late
March of 1959 after the Jo-khang had been shelled unmercifully by the Chinese duringLe
unsuccessful Tibetan Independence Uprising days earlier, the figure of the young Prince
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could still be seen inclined slightly forward from the tall, upright box in which it had always
stod-a shrine which was shaped, said one Western journalist who visited Lhasa after the
uprising, "like an upended coffin..'
(Soon afterwards, however, the atheistic Chine%
occupiersperemptorily closed the Cathedral to all worship and other religious functions,
converting"this most sacred of Tibetan temples into a cinema and dormitory for visitors."
~ o until
t benty years later, in March of 1979, was it restored to its original purpose and
openedby the Chinese once again for worship. Almost instantly intense throngs of worshipers
and pilgrims began to stream back to the Jo-khang's holy precincts on a daily basis as before,
the sanctuary now being open six days a week.)63
But besides this celebrated Jowo statue of Sakyamuni when aged twelve, there-Gas
another image of Lord Buddha, though an image of him at the tender age of eight, which had
also found its way to Tibet; and, like the other, it was understood to have been crafted by
Visvakarma as well.64This one, however, had been carried to Lhasa in 632 by King Songtsan
Gampo's first wife, sometimes known as Balsa, but mostly known as Brikhuti of ~ h a k u r i
~ e p i la: devout Buddhist and a Nepalese princess and commonly referred to by the Tibetans
as "the Nepale~e."~~
It so happened that the Tibetan king's army had subjugated the land of
Nepal, and Songtsan Gampo had wanted to cement the relationship between the two countries
by means of a marriage alliance. According to Rinchen Dolma Taring (Mary La), when the
Tibetan king asked the Nepalese king for the hand of this princess, her father (uncle?)
commanded that she go to Tibet. As part of her dowry she was given this image of the
Buddha, whose vacant seat, wrote Mary La, can still be seen today in
This, too,
was enshrined in the Tibetan capital, originally at the Jo-khang but later removed for
enshrinement at the three-story Ramoche Temple (literally meaning "great she-goat temple")
that had been founded, ironically, by Princess Wen-ch'eng to house the Jowo Rimpoche and
In fact, when King Songtsan
which came to be located on the northern periphery of the
Gampo died in 649 the statues of these two tutelary deities were made to change places: the
Nepalese queen's Buddha image moving to the Ramoche and the Chinese queen's Sakyamuni
Buddha coming to the Tsuglag Khang, with the latter Temple's name now becoming known
more familiarly as the Jo-khang as a result of the presence within its precincts of the Jowo
Rimp~che.*~~
*Though many historians and other writers on Tibet have subscribed to this explaiation ofhow. when and where
there came to be an apparent relocation of these two images, Hugh Richardson offers a different account of hots
these two venerated Buddha statues ended up being housed where the!, were and still are to this day. First of all,
he notes that Tibetan historians from the fourteenth century onw,ards had been in agreement that the Jo-khang
was established by the Nepalese princess to enshrine her Buddha image and that the Chinese princess Wen~h'engsubsequently erected the Ramoche for her Jowo statue. But Richardson goes on to point out that on]!. in
the histoy of the Tibetan historian Bu-ston is "'the changing of the places' of the two images . . . specificall?
mentioned."
Next, though. Richardson posits the notion of there having been a s ~ c o ~Chinese
~d
princess in\rolvrd in the
however, was wedded not to the so-called First Religious King Songlsan Gampo but to the latter's
great-€Teatgrandson. For since. he argues, there are in Lhasa hut two ancient royal temples--the Jo-fimg and the
Ramoche-and because hrther it is kno\m for certain that the first of these two had been most closely associated
With Brikhuti in its erection. and since also one of the Tun-Huang Cave documents "states that at a lime ~ : h i c h
Can
be the reign" of Songtsan Gampo's great-great grandson, the latter had married a Chinese princess who
then had built a great rsl,glng k/lclrrgin Tibet, where. the document further said, fugitive nlonks from Khotan had
been given refuge. Now becarlse the Ramoche is the only great temple in Tibet attributable to a Chineseprincess.

both these images were reputed to have been blessed by Gautama himxlfand
were therefore deemed by the Tibetans to be especially sacred and consequently deeply
revered, if not worshiped, by them; but the Jo-khang Buddha brought by Princesswn.
ch'eng was to become the more famous and sacred of the two." Nevertheless, wheha
these statues (which came to be known, respectively, as the Great Jowo and the Littk
Jowo)70really were of such early workmanship as has been claimed for them is, in the
opinion of one respected Tibetan scholar, "open to doubt." David Snellgrove writes
qualified visitor seems ... to have had the opportunity of scrutinizing them carefullyv
Lhasa to determine this, and adds that the strength of the tradition surrounding the original
the Jo-khang Wen-ch'eng image "is no guarantee of accuracy." Snellgrove further noted
that Buddhism practically disappeared from central Tibet following the murder of one offie
later kings, Ral-pa-chen, the third of the so-called Three Great Religious Kings and brother
of the infamous Langdarma,71but that when the Doctrine returned to the ascendancy once
more, "pious sentiment would willingly have associated the main image in the central temple
with the earlier period."72
NOW

that1ln0

Because the fame of the Jo-khang Temple had spread far and wide, Tharchin was naturally
very eager to seek entrance into its precincts that he might view its fascinating interior.This
he was able to do shortly after his arrival in the holy city. Just as in the days of old medieval
Europe, the Jo-khang was surrounded by narrow streets and numerous houses that nearly
abutted its very walls instead of it having been aesthetically zoned off, as it were, within the
center of a large public plaza where visitors might view it with admiration in a more appropriate
setting. Nevertheless, the Cathedral area was never without its visitors, who came in droves
to experience its sacred ambience both within and without. Daily services at the Jo-khang
Temple were always attended by crowds of worshipers, and the "circumambulation path'"'called the Barkhor ("Middle or Intermediate Circle"+which encircled the main buildings
of the Temple grounds and served also as a market street was continually packed with the
devout who made the circuit as a deed of merit," always doing so in clockwise fashion 10
ensure favor from the gods.
writes Richardson, it is therefore "probable that it was built by or for the second princess sometime afier710a.d
and that the image" of the Brikhuti Buddha, "its principal deity, was installed at that time."
Yet if thls be true, then what of the long-held tradition that the Jowo Rimpoche had first been Set U P InIhe
Ramoche by Wen-ch'eng? That assertion, declares Richardson, had probably been "an attempt by later
historians"-unaware of the erection of a temple by a second Chinese princess-"to attach the genuine Chinese
connection ofthe Ramoche to the great name" of Songtsan Gampo. Thus, "it may well be," concludes Richadson"that the image of the Jo-bo [Jowo Rimpoche], from whatever source it was received, was established" in the ?Pkhan12 "at the time of its foundation, and that the worship" of the Buddha image brought to Lhasa by Brikhu;,""
the early seventh century "did not reach Tibet until the 8" century." Richardson, "Cult of Vairocani%,ln
Skorupski, ed., Indo-Tibetan Studies, 273-4 (emphasis added). For a somewhat later, more complete discussion
of the matter by Richardson, see his article, "... Two Chinese Princesses in Tibet," TJ(Spring 1997):3-11t
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There were actually three of these Sacred Paths, Walks or Circles in the Holy City of
Tibetan Buddhism, the Barkhor just mentioned constituting the second longest but which
was not circular so much as it was square in layout. The most sacred of these three holy
pathswas called the Nungkhor ("Inner Circle") which, as the innermost of the three, encircled
the CentralTemple within the grounds of Tibet's religious center itself. This circumambulation
is traditionallyperformed three, five or thirteen times. Then came the second or middle ring,
the most popular of the three walkways and which enclosed in square-like fashion all the
Temple's buildings and the shopping and business center o f the city: the celebrated bazaar,
with its many stores and outdoor booths and stalls. The outermost ring, called the Lingkhor
("Park Circle"), was by far the longest and for a distance of some five miles encircled the
entire city of Lhasa together with a number o f its parks as well as its two well-known hills
that sat nearly a mile from the capital's center: Red Hill on which stood the Potala, and Iron
Hill on which was located Tibet's Medical College. This largest circle would have been
named the Chikhor ("Outside Circle") except for the fact that the word "outside" conjured
up an inauspicious connotation and was therefore considered inappropriate for this highly
sacred walkway of Tibet's most holy community.
The Lingkhor provides a fascinating study in extreme-one might almost say fanaticalreligious devotion on the part of adherents of the Tibetan Buddhist faith. One former resident
of Lhasa who grew up there in the late 1930s' Tsewang Y. Pemba, recalled what had
impressed him the most about the Lingkhor when as a child of seven or eight he had first
witnessed its many unusual sights o f severe devotion by those who circumambulated its
path. As a surgeon later in life in England, this son o f Rai Sahib Pemba Tsering (whom
Tharchin had taught at Ghoom), now recalled with obvious disbelief if not also disdain those
sites along this sacred walk which reputedly had magical powers associated with them to
effectmiraculous cures of various physical disabilities in the anatomy of the faithful pilgrims
who passed by. Here is Pemba's delineation of what from those earlier days in Lhasa he
remembered witnessing along the Lingkhor:
One sees a great variety of people on the walk, most of them pilgrims. They all mumble prayers
and spin their prayer wheels: Abu-hwm, Lhasa folk, and worshipers from far and near who
have come to Lhasa, "The Abode of Gods" and the Mecca of Lamaism. Some devout fanatics
believe that the more strenuous the walk, the greater the merit obtained. So instead of walking
the)' prostrate themselves, get up, prostrate again and so on right round the Lingkhor. Some
can be seen prostrating at right angles to the road, taking a side step and prostrating again,
which makes the task extremely grueling. One saw many of these people, their faces dusty and
bruised, their eyes tight with pain and their mouths set hard. It is said that a man once prostrated
his way from Lhasa to Buddha Gays where the Buddha obtained his enlightenment,a distance
of almost a thousand miles, winding through snowbound passes and tropical plains. It is
amazing into what paths religious devotion can drive human beings throughout the world.
For refreshments on the way there were delicious turnips to be bought. We came across a
rock face with two large holes in it. These holes were polished and greasy, and I was told to rub
my knees in these holes, as any pains and aches at these parts of the anatomy would be
miraculously cured! Here is certainly a tip for harassed orthopedic surgeons who have patienb
with intractable arthritis of the knees! Send them off to the Lingkhor to nib their knees at these
rocks.
At another place there was a slab of rock resting against a wall. One goes under the rock and
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rubs one's back against its smooth surface, which is believed to cure all backaches. ~ 1 this1
probably indicates the great incidence of rheumatic aches and pains in Tibet, for the Lingkhor
certainly specializes in orthopedics! It thus draws as many patients as pilgrims.

Sir Basil Gould, who was Head of the British Mission at the Tibetan capital duringthe
same period, has provided additional details of what one could witness along this famed
circumambulatory walkway for the devoted Tibetan religionists: "In one place they have to
turn several huge fixed prayer wheels; further on just below an immense painted Buddha
carved on the cliff," they must put their foreheads t o the rock, which is now polishedto
marble smoothness by the attentions o f the faithfbl. In another place they must crawl through
a hole formed by a boulder which leans up against a cliff. Nearby there is a deep hole worn
in the rock since each pilgrim, as he passes, must put his finger there." Actually, alongthe
entire route of the Lingkhor there were more than just the few prayer wheels about which
Sir Basil had remarked. According t o David Macdonald, no less than two thousand of these
wheels were scattered along the Park Circle, "with the mystical formula Om inscribed on
each in letters o f gold." And when coming across each of these huge praying (praising?)
devices, the pious pedestrian would give it a couple o f turns, "thus registering several millions
of prayers to his credit.''
Another writer on Tibet has drawn a vivid picture of the full prostration method (called in
Tibetan chang-cue0 for circumambulating the path by the religious devotee in his quest to
accumulate greater merit for what he devoutly hopes will ensure the realization of his lifelong
desire of achieving Nirvana after death. Writes Rosemary Tung:
If a pilgrim to Lhasa had traveled a long way and conceivably might never make the circuit of
the Lingkhor again in his life or, at best, not many times, it was the custom to do the pilgrimage
on the Lingkhor by prostration. This is a Tibetan practice in which the body is lowered to a
totally flat position, face down, to indicate humility and devotion to a higher being. In this
circumambulation, the easier way was to follow the road and measure progress by the length
of one's body. This method took about three days [to cover the five miles]. Pilgrims often wore
mittens to protect their hands, and knee pads.76The most serious devotees, however, made
things more difficult for themselves by always prostrating in the direction of the Potala, which

was to the right of the road. This meant that the progress was measured by the body's width.
Doing it this way, the very devout spent five days circling Lhasa.
One ought to add here, finally, the testimony of one Western visitor to the Vatican of
Tibetan Buddhism who in 1904 had himselfjoined the pilgrim faithful from the most distalll
parts of Asia in treading the Lingkhor's religiously arduous five-mile pathway. perceval
Landon, quoted from earlier, believed that he in fact was the very first non-believerevertQ
walk this unusual sanctified circuit. Writing that even a non-believer would be spared hell's
fierce agonies were he to die while in the process of accomplishing Lhasa's sacred pikrill1
route, Landon vividly described what he had witnessed that day as lie circu~na~nbulated''th~~
Buddhist via dolorosa": "From dawn to dusk along tIiis road mokles a procession, melland
women, monks and laymen. They shuffle along slowly, not u~iwillinglynow
to
exchange a word with a companion overtaken . . .: but. as a rule. with a vacant look
abstraction from all earthly things they swing their prayclinottcl. ceaseless'!
,.-beneath their breath the sacred formula which shuts from them tile doors of their six Ilells.
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Tharchin, of course, could not have avoided witnessing man) of these PIOUS acts just
described,yet not only along the Lingkhor but likewise on the Barkhor and Nangkhor as he
was now intent upon gaining entrance to the Jo-khang. Doubtless the Tibetan from Kalimpong
had mixed feelings about what he had seen and must have offered up many prayers to his
LivingGodfor the liberation of these pious countrymen of his from such a terrible round of
slavishobservances which according to his evangelical Christian conscience that had been
purifiedby grace could only be characterized as a reflection of "works-righteousness.~9
Given his religious predilection, this visiting Christian must have also wept inwardly if not
outwardly as he witnessed manifestation after manifestation of hearts darkened towards the
Light of Life as it is in his Lord Jesus Christ.

Gergan Tharchin now took note of the large flagstones situated at the main great entrance
gate to the Temple, which was on the southwest side appropriately facing in the direction of
Nepal. Polished to mirror-smoothness and hollowed out at many places, these stones have lain
there as a silent witness to the deep piety and devotion of the Tibetans who, with only brief
interruptions, have been falling to their faces at this spot for well over 1300 years, prostrating in
' ~ Temple entrance was a huge and ornate affair,
adoration ofthe divinities housed ~ i t h i n .The
agateway which, hung with black curtains, was set slightly back. and in front of which was the
open space where, on the ground, had been placed the ancient flagstones just mentioned.
Further enhancing tlie appearance of the entrance were finely carved wooden pillars which
are believed to have been the artistry ofNepalese craftsmen who had been commissioned long
ago by Princess Brikhuti to do such work. But also at the front of the Temple could be seen by
the Kalimpong visitor one of four sangkhangs, large potbellied incense burners from whence
smoke perfumed by juniper twigs would unceasi~iglyrise "to please the Jo-khang's protecting
gods."79These four sangkhangs have stood for centuries at the four cardinal points around the
Barkhor. The famed Middle Circle, in fact, had its beginning at the particular sangkhang that
stood at the entrance area of the Central Cathedral.
Near the entrance Tharchin took into view once again those two other noteworthy objects
discussed earlier: the Tablet of Unity and the so-called Princess Willow (the latter the ancient
tree alleged to have sprung from one ofthe Buddha's hairs that was believed by the Buddhist
faithful to have been planted liere by Prillcess Wen-ch'eng). Before stepping inside the
three-story temple, Tharcliin lnust have taken cognizance as well of two other features of
the Jo-khang: the "Lhasa pl1lpit7'and the Catlledral's impressive spires. Given the fact that.
unlike the Wcst's predominalit religious faith, preaching plays little if any pan i l l the Buddhist
faith of Tibet, tlie pulpit lnentiollrd \+,ouldappear to be an oddity. which it indeed was. it
probably being the only one in all of Tibet.
This so-called pulpit was in reality a platform, "rather elaborately decorated." rising four
feetabovr the ground, and up011which was placed a throne that was five feet lligller still. It
was situated in the area of the open space on the Jo-khang's south side that was closest to
the Temple structl~reitself: and tilerefore it looked out southward upon the said open space
C
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where thousands of people could in packed assembly gather together to hear whoevermieh,
speak from this elevated platform. As a matter of fact, this "pulpit-throne" was used by the
Dalai Lama but once a year and always on the fifteenth day of the first Tibetan m0,g
which, because of Tibet's lunar calendar, was always the day of the full moon and
the most holy day during the chief religious festival of the entire year. On this o c ~ a s i ~ ~ ~
Holiness, as High Priest of his people, would deliver a short discourse to the assembled
Lhasa community that consisted of both priest and layman.
Seated on the platform but below His Holiness on the "pulpit-throne" would be the Prim
Minister, the members of the Kashag or Cabinet, those Tibetans who held the titled ranksaf
Kung, Thaiji or Dzusa, the higher Incarnate Lamas, the Abbots of the Three Great Monasteries
of Lhasa, as well as the Enthroned One of Ganden who was an especially high ecclesiastical
figure within the Tibetan Buddhist hierarchy. The service was called "The Spoken Religion..
and was dominated by the presence of the Dalai Lama who, as Head of the Religion, would
read from a book with yellow pages and black print that contained the commands of Buddha
for both clergy and laity. With the conclusion of his reading, His Holiness would then preachto
the assembled crowd, explaining the meaning of what had been read, since the book's text was
cast in archaic language and therefore difficult to understand.
William McGovern had attempted, when in Lhasa in 1923, to learn the origin of this "very
quaint customv-as he called i t - o f an annual sermon, but failed to find anyone who could
explain how it had gotten started. McGovern carefully noted that pulpits and preachingtothe
common people are quite alien to Tibet's religious system (with but this one exception already
noted) simply because the peasants have always been quite willing to pay the prieststo
perform ceremonies for them which in propitiating the gods and demons would therefore
obviate any necessity to listen to sermons; and because, further, the monks themselvesover
these many centuries have seen no good reason for delivering religious secrets to the masses.
And hence the lone Lhasa
The Tibetan convert from Poo must have longed for an opportunity to mount this singular
pulpit-platform and preach the unsearchable riches of Christ to the Buddhist pilgrims who
thronged all about him. But it was just not to be. Gazing upward, however, Tharchin, onhis
way inside the Jo-khang, caught a closer view of the Cathedral's glittering spires which he
had seen from afar when first he glimpsed the Fabled City along the caravan route up from
Gyantse. Now he saw how they shot into the sky high above all the surrounding structures
Rising to mere points at their upper extremities from the rather picturesque ~hinese-sl~le
roof, these cone-like spires had been made initially of brass and were then heavily gilded;but
it has been said by some that the principal spire had been made of pure gold." Still another
feature of the Cathedral's roof was the location there of four golden chapels, dedicatedrespectively, to Tibet's patron deity Chenrezi, the Lord Buddha Sakyarnuni, the JamPa Or
Maitreya Buddha expected to be reincarnated in the Coming Age, and Tibet's celebrated
and highly reverenced (as a god) King Songtsan Gampo.*

* One explanation for why the Tibetan king has been reverenced, even worshiped as divinity, dales back to'hi
Year 649: the year in which both the Chinese Emperor T'ai-tsung-who had given Princess ~ e n - ~ ~ ' ~
Songtsan Gampo in a politically motivated marriage a l l i a n ~ e - ~ ~the
d Tibetan sovereign had died within
few months of each other, T'ai-tsung having passed away first. Now the new Chinese Emperor, Kao-tsu"e
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While everybody else inside Tibet's most holy place was engaged in praying the Buddhist
formula of worship, "Om! Ma-ni Pad-me Hu~n!",~'
Tharchin reported that he himself was
busily occupied in offering up his own prayers instead. Lest one might have misunderstood
him, lie was quick to clarify by saying: "I prayed the Lords Prayer-and prayed it loudly
too!" Otlier devotees prostrated themselves before the image of the Sakyamuni Buddha,B3
but he naturally refused to do this in keeping with his Christian faith that precluded bowing
down to any graven images." As he stood watching the stream of those who worshiped
before this prized Tibetan holy image, Tharchin must have experienced feelings of sadness
similar to those which Alexandra David-Neel(1868-1969) would feel some six months hence
when she too would stand where he now stood witnessing the same scene. Disguised in the
poor garb of a lowly Tibetan peasant, this first white woman ever to walk the streets of
Lhasa would make her way to the Fabled City of the Gods by pony and by foot the entire
distance from western China. Shortly after her and her Tibetan companion's arrival in February
1924 she too would make a point of visiting the Holy Cathedral of Tibetan Buddhism and
observe with profound regret the scene which now gripped the attention of Dorje Tharchin.
Madame David-Neel was no stranger to Buddhism nor, for that matter, to the Tibetan
variant of that faith. She had rejected the Roman Catholic religion of her youth and had
joined the Theosophical Society in Paris, where lectures on Hinduism and Buddhism were
an integral part of the program. W hat ultimately provided her the personal philosophical
moorings she had sought for her life were the classical teachings of Gautama Buddha
himself; and thus she became a practicing Theravadin Buddhist, to which practice she
apparently remained faithful throughout her life.* Moreover, prior to her journey to Lhasa
installed on the throne exactly one month following his predecessor's death. was a fervent Buddhist. \\h0
proceeded to bestow upon the Tibetan king the title of Pao-wang. In Chinese Buddhism. notes Christopher
Beckwith, pao-wang (which means "Precious King" or "King of Jewels") "is an epithet of the ruler of the West:
it also appears to be a title of Buddha Amitabha. whose realm was thought to be in the West (as seen from China).
Significantly,it is known that Songtsan Gampo was identified with Amitabha from very early times." Amitabha.
of course, is the Sanskrit word for the celestial Buddha 0-pa-me (..Measureless or Boundless Light") ~ h iso
believed by Tibetan and other Buddhists to be presiding over the present world era. or kolpa. the fourth of live
thought to constitute the entirety of cosmic history. B e c k ~ i t hhas observed that the-hat on the statue of King
Songtsan Garnpo housed at the J o - b a n g has on it an image of Arnitabha. The Tibetan scholar \vent on to
speculate that "this identification might have been one ofthe sources for the later identification orthis ruler with
Amitabha's emanation, the bodhisattva Avalokitesvara, who was from later medieval times on considered the
'patron' [deity] of Tibet." The Tibetan Empire in Central Asia, 24-6.
* SeeJohn Blofeld, "Some Thoughts Relating to Alexandra David-Neel's The Superhuman Lr/e of Gesar of Ling,"
TJ(Winter 1982):94. Nevenhcless, even though David-NeeI was a lifelong adherent of Theravada (Hinayanal
Buddhism,she published-beginning in the late 1920s with the very book which relaed herjoumey to Lhasa in
1 9 2 3 - Q - - n ~ ~ e rvolumes
~us
on Tibet and Tibetan Bbddhism that "give very friendly and even inspiring accounts
Ofthe~ore
popular aspects ofTibetan religion.'' Indeed, Lbonlyvery occasionally is her preference for Theravadin
Buddhismbrought to the reader's notice." AS a consequence ofthese '.zestful, colorful and highly entertaining"
writingsofher~
Madame Neel played a major role "in pioneering the entry of Buddhism in its Tibetan form 10
the West,"In fact, her publishd works were "responsible for m u s i n g the interest of readers whom she inspired
to
under Tibetan lamas and, in some cases, they became notable Tibetan scholars." Ibid.. 96. Blofeld has
hlmelfbeen a longtime student of Mahayana Buddhism, having traveled extensively in the Tibetan border
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she had made many other Asian journeys: to India (where at Kalimpong in 1912 she, the fie
ever white woman, had the unparalleled experience of interviewing at great length the exild
Thirteenth Dalai Lama whom the French woman journalist impressed quite favorably)anl
to the Buddhist lands of Sikkim, Nepal, Shigatse in Tibet, Ceylon, Burma, Japan, Konr
China and Kumbum Monastery in Northeast Tibet (where in the latter place she had Spn;
three years furthering her knowledge of Buddhism and the Tibetan language undalhr
guidance of the Pegya Lama there and deepening her determination to reach Lhasa).I ~ L ~
volume which recounts her incredible trek to the Tibetan capital, Madame Neel tells whal
she experienced when finally she entered the Jo-khang and saw what Tharchin war even
now seeing-hundreds prostrating before the Sakyamuni Buddha and other sacred images
"1 felt saddened at beholding the procession of worshipers, lost in superstition and exactly
following the path that was condemned by the very one whose memory they worship."She
left the Temple with heaviness of heart, keenly disappointed at what she had witnessed.*"
Now the Jo-khang has for centuries been the goal for not only Tibetan pilgrims but also
for millions of other Buddhist pilgrims in Mongolia, China, India and elsewhere in Asia.To
them it is as sacred as is the Kaaba in Mecca to the Moslems or St. Peter's in Rometo

regions, Mongolia and China, where at Chengtu in western China in the mid-1940s he had his last rneeting\vith
Madame Neel when she was "only" 76. She would go on to live another 24 years!
But though she as an adherent of Theravadin Buddhism may have been tolerant of the Mahayana school of
Buddhism, it should be noted that she was intolerant of the followers of Christ. A case in point is what shedid
during her time in Sikkim. Shortly after entering a Buddhist monastery at Lachen in the north of that land.
Madame Neel reportedly incited the Sikkimese Maharaja against his Christian subjects, all of whom were
summoned to his court for questioning (at that time there were not that many Christians). According to relirrd
Finnish missionary to Sikkim Miss Vappu Rautamaki, MadameNeel, after becoming acquainted with theyoune
King, "began her fight against Christianity, missionaries and believers in Sikkim." Moreover, the Maharaja-had
decided to expel the missionaries from the country, and gave Madame Neel permission to question the Christians
and to persuade them to turn back to the Laman religion." Furthermore, "the Maharaja himself," reported Miss
Rautamaki, in what she termed "the great opposition of 19 12- 19 14." actually went to the Lachen and Lachunc
communities to confront the new Christian converts and even made threats of punishment against them.
However, this "hopeless situation" for the Christians and missionaries had a surprising and ironic conclusion
Unexpectedly, the reigning ruler, the retired missionary could report, died prematurely, "and soon afierwrdj
Madame Neel was expelled from Sikkim." Whereupon, the new Maharaja, Tashi Namgyal, who had expelled
Neel, now "invited the Finnish missionaries to his coronation on 1 51h May 1916, and missionary work could
continue . .." Rautamaki, "The Free Church of Finland Himalayan Mission and the Nepalese." translaledouloi
the Finnish, her account appearing as Appendix F (pp. 420-42) in C. L. Perry, Nepal; around the hbrld
Emphasizing Nepali Christians of the Himalayas, 1 10. 13 1 note 166.440.
* Her explanation for why superstitio~iin relation to the Buddha continued ro cloud the minds of the Buddh'y
masses in Tibet and elsewhere was due to what she felt was a serious distortion of Gautama Buddha'
teachings. This she made clear in one of her many writings, Buddhism, Its Dorrrines and Methods (I919',
where she criticized modern Buddhism for misrepresenting the true teachings of Gautama. I t was Madam'
Neel's u~derstandingthat the Buddha had taught doubt and continued questioning. not faith
goal was Knowledge, and the way to its apprehension was through skepticism that leads to r c s e a r ~ h a n ~ " ~ ' ~
in turn brings one the sought-after Knowledge. It was her belief, however. that modern Buddhist praitilionsr'
had come to rely, as do nearly all adherents of every religion. on faith
And that is lvh)'ihi
concluded. superstition had continued to becloud the thinking ofthe masses. She had come to t h i s ~ o ~ ~ ' ~ ~
even as early as a year before her private audience with the Great Thirteenth Dalai Lama (see earlier in ihcTe''
above) as published in French in a similar book. Le Modernisme Boldddhiyar.el /c B o l r d d l ~ i ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~
(Paris: F. Alcan, 191 1).
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c8fiolis Christendom. Furthermore, the Tibetan people in general emternin a superstition
regarding the efficacy of this sacred shrine's blessing. It is believed that after visiting the
~ ~ ~ ~ heart
l ~ desire,
~ n ewhatever
* s
that might be, will be realized o r fulfilled. Tharchin was
equally quickto affirm his view on this matter also: "I d o not subscribe to this sort ofsuperstition.
on the contrary, while there I prayed that some day this particular cathedral might be
convertedinto the church of God and that the kingdom o f Christ might reign in the hearts of
men," Until then, however, the central court within the Jo-khang would remain a s the site
where thousands upon thousands, if not millions upon millions, of prayers (praises?) would
continueto be offered to Lord Buddha. For on either side o f the great interior court of the
Temple were to be found hundreds of small cylindrical prayer wheels set on greased spindles
so that as the monks and others strolled by they would instinctively spin each barrel-like
prayer wheel until the entire row had been set in motion. Commenting oil what it was like to
hear all these cylinder devices in motion at the same time. an American visitor to the Temple
court in 1949 remarked that "the rumbling o f these wheels, transmitting thousands of prayers
to Buddha simultaneously, sounded like the roar o f a diving roller coaster"!86
The visitor from Kalimpong sighted a shapely metallic bell hanging from the ceiling o f
a narrow passage that forms the entrance t o the innermost part o f the shrine. T h e bell, a
"moving reminder" of a once fairly visible witness o f Christendom in the Tibetan capital,
was the only artifact remaining a s evidence o f the Catholic Capuchin Mission that after
nearly forty years of constant labor had to be abandoned in 1745 due to lack o f funds and
harassment from the Tibetan Buddhist clergy.87Its pendulum was tied to it with a piece o f
leather cord. The people would ring the bell while stepping in and out of the sanctum. On
the bell were inscribed in bold letters the Latin words Te Dezrm laudamus. T h e phrase,
translated, means: "Thee, God, w e praise," and forms the opening words to the wellknown Cllristian Hymn of Thanksgiving and Praise.88 In the past Tharchin had read a
descriptio~lof this bell in a book. N o w his personal experience confirmed the truth of the
statement, and he observed:
I felt the monastery was like a picturesque museum. Images of many noble and notable
personalities are enshrined here. Moreover, several archaic and ancient artifacts are preserved
in the monastery. Above all, though, the Christian bell hangs in this temple ever proclaiming
the most powerful witness for Christ. God's word, though inscribed in Latin. silently continues
to testify in the sanctuary of this sacred shrine of the Tibetans.

Unfonunately, this physical testinlony to Christianity no longer hangs in the Jo-khang. The
Austrian Heinrich Harrer, on a return visit to the Tibetan Holy Cit). in 1982 after an absence
~ ~ t h i q y e a rgreatly
s,
desired to see the bell once again. But upon stepping into the precincts
oftlle Holy Cathedral of Tibetan Buddhism. he was immediately confronted with the

disappointment:
I wanted to find the bell which had been left behind by the Capuchins in the eighteenth
c e n t u r ~and which bore the inscription Te Drum laudamus. It had once been suspended
from a wooden beam in a passage leading to the shrine [of the Jowo Rimpoche], together
wlfh many other bells. Some of these were now hanging along the side of an ante-room, but
that ofthe Capuchins had disappeared. A Tibetan suggested that, together with other historical
it Was locked up in a room ofthe Norbl~Lingka. The pilgrims now entering the shrine

therefore lack purification, for they believed that passing under a bell liberates a man fro,,,
the wrong way.89
Tharchin also reported another intriguing thing he witnessed in the Tibetan capital
visited the site of the small church which had been constructed by the early Romancatholr
missionaries to Lhasa. The building was no longer there, not even a sign of a mere stoneol
itagoHowever, the historicity of it does stand as proof that once upon a time" Catholic
Christianity "had been preached to the Tibetan nation by [its] mi~sionaries."~'

At the capital every day for a month and more the man from Poo enjoyed sumptuous
feasts and dinners with various officials. As was the case during the feasts in Gyantseso
also here in the capital the hosts' chang girls tried to compel him to take intoxicatingdrinks.
yet he resolutely refused to touch the stuff inasmuch as he was determined to testifj for hIs
Lord through his life even in the city of Lhasa. Very likely, as a result of enjoying the man\
fine preparations and the numerous dainty dishes, he may have put on some extra weight!
Yet, not only did Tharchin indulge in high society's dainty offerings of Tibetan cuisine;the
maturing scholar frgm Kalimpong indulged as well in Tibetan literature, culture and learning
He himself, two decades later, gave further expression to what was cited earlier in the
present narrative as to what he had purposed in his heart to achieve during these years
abroad in the Great Snowy Land; and clearly, the emphasis lay upon learning as much as he
could: "I ... went to ~ i b e t ' t ostudy the Tibetan [language] more.. .. During [my] time [at
Gyantse] I tried to gain for myself more Tibetan knowledge. In 1923 I went to Lhasa and
there I studied more Tibetan, where I also had the chance to make . .. acquaintance with
many high Tibetan
In short, Gergan Tharchin gained far more at Lhasa than
merely some social standing and a larger waistline. He took advantage of every wakiq
moment to better prepare himself culturally and intellectually for what might lay ahead inhis
life as that life more and more appeared increasingly oriented towards his ancestral landand
its people.

Without a doubt the most significant consequence of this lengthy first visit to Tibetwas
the fact that Dorje Tharchin found his future wife in Lhasa. Of this romance he offersa
charming explanatory version. "I was in Tibet for more than two years," he began, "andsti1'
I had given no thought to finding a companion for my life. Even the people around menoted.
my unconcern along this line." But the day finally dawned and Tharchin became the hero''
this minor epic tale. AAer all, he was on the safe side since the Holy Bible records
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..,elloval,
~ o said,
d It is not good that the man should be alone; I will make him a [helpmate]
for l ~ i ~ ~ l . " ' "
This story of romance began innocently enough for Tharchin. Two houses faced each
other at about the distance of ten yards. The house on the opposite side of the Doring home
llad small windows. "One day," he reported with some humor, "I happened to look in the

directionof the house on the opposite side of mine. I saw a lady. She was looking at mc. Tlic
stare did not intimidate me. I turned. She also turned. I hid. She also hid. I stepped forward.
slle also stepped forward." Inevitably and unmistakably, this episode was repeated again
atid again. With every passing day these reciprocal exchanges between the developing lovers
increasedand the sentiment of love grew deeper and deeper. Tharchin termed it "Love by
~ook."He sent for her through his servant whom he had brought with him from Gyantse.
The damsel obliged and came. He conversed with her for a short while. He asked the
woman, "Why were you looking over here?" She answered, "I have continually been trying
to meet you but you always looked elsewhere."
Then Karma Dechhen, for that was her name, recounted a strange experience. "Before
your arrival in Lhasa I had dreamt of a person whose dress and appearance I could still later
recall. Then, when thousands of people were cordially welcoming the Tibetan oficials who
had returned from Gyantse after their military training, I saw you in their company and
recollected the dream." A simple and sincere man, Tharchin later recalled his reaction to this
revelation: "I believed her dream. In fact, now it is too late not to believe it! I proposed to her
and asked her whether she would be willing to marry me and accompany me to the far-off
land of India. She replied, 'I am willing to go with you. Furthermore, I would like to advise
you to obtain my mother's prior permission, as this would be in keeping with our social
custom."'
After this, the would-be bride surprised Tharchin with the disclosure of still another strange
experience. Its hypnotic effect on him was as captivating as it was mystifying. The young
woman brieflyrecounted it for her futurehusband as follows: "In another dream I saw somebody
from the sky and a book coming from the sky above and hanging above the roof. The book was
approaching nearer and nearer to my forehead. I was trying to get hold of it but it was all the
time trying to go away from me." Now in conversation with her would-be fianc4 Karma
Dechhen herself suggested to him that the book in the dream may have referred to the Holy
Bible. Andwhen she had seen Tharchin for the first time in company with the Tibetan military
officials,she wasat once convinced that this was the fulfillment ofthe predictive content oithe
firstdream. In the light of all this, Tharchin asked her, "Will you walk with me through water,
fire,river or ; u ~other
.
critical situation of life? Will you follow my religion?Kma answered
these questions a f f i a t i v e l and
~ unreservedly. After this probing conversation and much prayer
nmhin, now thirty-three years old, made up his mind and determined to choose this particular
womiut--herself twenty-six years old-as the ideal, God-sent and God-willed pamer for his
life. The choice was made. The Rubicon was crossed.*
ageofnar~hin'shture bride has been deduced from a letter he wrote in September of 1949 that gave a brief
of his life up till then. In it Thmhin said: "Now I am 59 years old [which is correct accprding to
reckoning] and my wife is 52 [which would mean K-a
Dechhen was born in 1897, making her seven
years younger than Tharchin]." Letter to Joseph V. Nunes, Kalimpong, 21 Sept. 1949, ThPaK.
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The Headmaster consulted the Tibetan official with whom he was staying in Lhasa, D~~~~~
Thaiji. He wished to have his host's viewpoint on the matter. The Tibetan official
happy about this development and welcomed the proposal wholeheartedly.On Dorje~harchln;
behalf be dispatched his chief servant ladened with scarves and presents to ask permisslonol
the mother, who agreed to the proposal readily and joyfully. Her consent was complete.
In this manner and in accordance with the standing social custom of the day, the expllcll
consent was obtained beforehand through consultation among the right parties. The yoully
lady willingly offered to leave Lhasa and her loved ones and accompany her fianci to the
distant land of India. Her willingness reminds one, does it not, of Rebekah of old, who leftller
country and kindred to become the bride of Isaac? These are miraculous cases, Tharchlll
explained, and the credit must be given to the Lord God alone. Although the couple would
shortly in India have a marriage ceremony performed that was according to the Chr~stlan
rite (see later in the present chapter), Tharchin makes it clear in the earlier of his t ~ o
unpublishedautobiographical documents that he and Karma Dechhen were in fact un~ted111
marriage before their departure together from Lhasa.gs Nowhere in the document, howe\er,
is there any description of what took place publicly or privately in the way of a ceremony On
the other hand, there would be plenty he would say about the Christian events which awalted
the couple down in India.

It will be recalled that in September of 1923 Tharcliin had come to Lhasa from Gyalitse
on the initiative of and in company with four relatively young Tibetan officers who liad
wanted him to establish a school here. But these same gentlemen were now ordered bytlle
Dalai Lama to procded to India for even more specialized training, with one oftliem(Chan:lo
Chen Gung Kusho) destined for Gangtok for a course in gunnely training and the other three
bound for Shillong in Assam for the same purpose.96Whereupon these officersnow suggested
that Tharchin accompany them to India as their guide, interpreter and language teacher The
Indo-Tibetan agreed to their request, as is intimated in a letter of Tharcliin's to Sir Charb
Bell written from Lhasa in 1937. He writes: "In [early] 1924 when Doring Tliaiji, ~illgjaalld
Kyipup Kusho came to India and went to Shillong for further military training. I wasvlitll
them as an interpreter."97They advised the Headmaster to postpone his plans to f ~ u n da
school in Lhasa till after their return to Tibet from India. At about tllis same time, *Ilich
would probably have been sometime in late December 1923 or very early Jan~~aryof
192J.
the Tibetan received a letter from Rev. Graham. 111it the Scottish missionary advisedhinllo
return to Kalimpong, he "asking me," Tharchin reported later, &'towork as a Tibetan catechist''
there in view of the fact that Rev. MackenziegRhad retired and no one had replaced hill1
look after the spiritual needs of the Tibetan congregation tIlere."OIt needs to be stafedlleT
that Tharchin was as much interested in the pastoral care of t1.e Tibetan congregatiolll"
Kalilnpong as he was in the evangelization of Tibet. These several co~isiderafiolls
ib"i
impressed upon him the need to return to India as speedily as possible.
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yet for this particular Tibetan, who had waited so long in life to see and experience the
sacredCity of the Gods for himself, to now be required by necessity to depart from it so
soon must have stirred within Tharchin feelings of regret not unlike those which the Italian
scholar and leader of expeditions to Tibet, Giuseppe Tucci, had once described when he
observed: "Leaving Lhasa is not like leaving any other town. It is easy to return
r n ~ h e r else,
e but Lhasa is so inaccessible as if it were out ofthis world. Departing from it
is like seeing a dreamt of image vanish, without knowing whether it will ever appear again."Im
~t this point in time, Tharchin, too, knew not if it would ever appear again. Nevertheless,
~~limpong-and all that awaited him there-beckoned him with some urgency to return.*
Now since it would be the Tibetan officials who would determine the exact date of
departure from Lhasa, the visitor from Kalimpong must of necessity be bound by what they
decided. As it turned out, though, it would be another month and more before the party would
leave the Sacred City.''' This was because Tibetans in those days were particularly
superstitious about such matters; guidance needed to be sought. Indeed, Tibetans, explains
George Patterson, have had "a history of 2,000 years of devising a complex system of divine
and demonic guidance." He goes on to describe the various kinds of guidance sought by the
Tibetan people from their numerous "expert practitioners" in guidance, much of it superstitious
in nature:

,

There was the top-level guidance required to find the new reincarnation of the Dalai Lama after
one "retired to the heavenly fields." Then there was the guidance sought through tantric
oracles; the drawing of lots; mathematical divination; mandalas; trances and visions. Guidance
was also sought for travel, trading, naming children, holding weddings, health, investments,
choice of spouses. They even sought guidance by writing down the negative and positive
aspects of any pending decision, putting each paper in separate balls made of barley paste;
then the balls were put into a wooden or silver drinking bowl and, after a time of personal or
group prayer, one ofthe balls was selected and the negative or positive decision made according
to the c h ~ i c e . ' ~ '

With respect to guidance for travel and related matters, people did not leave on a major
jouniey or commence any new undertaking on just any day of the week, or for that matter on
just any day ofthe month. It had to fall on a so-called "lucky" day: either Monday, Wednesday
or Suliday, and on one of the days of the month that was also considered auspicious-such
as the 9Ih, 1 Jth,1 9Ihor 29['l,which in the belief of the Tibetans had an especially good omen

* Dayid Macdonald seems to paint a rather bleak and somber picture of Tharchin's first visit to Lhasa. and
appears to imply that the "unhappy" experience he thus delineates for his readers was what sent Tharchin
Packing back to Kalimpong. If so. it does not stand up very well against what has been narrated in the present
and may perhaps be misleading. Wriling in his book. T ~ l e n )tars
v
in nbet. Macdonald asserts that when
Tharcllin accompanied the army officers up to Lhasa from Gyantse. .'he remained for some time in the capital.
but found life there ver\. trying. and not ver), renlunerative. as living expenses for a person not ofthe country are
hi.@.Finally. hcrried t6 augment his income by trading in a small way, but still found that he could not make ends
meet. He is no\\ wit11 nle in Kalimpong. \\here he is employed as a lay teacher by the Tibetan Mission in that
place."This passage is found on pages 223-4 of his book that was ~ublishedin 1932. The reasons for Tharchin'~
return
as stated in ~ h present
c
narrative: the fact of his forthcoming Christian marriage rite, the re-assignment
Orlhearm! officers to India. and the glaring need ofhis assistance among the Tibetan congregation in Kalim~ong.
Their cumulati\l: eni-ct upon Tharchin qllill: oh\iously demanded a speedy return to India.

about them. Even a particular hour, say, at 9 0 0 in the morning, was deemed more a ~ r p i c l o u ~
or lucky than others. Moreover, if any Tibetan were for urgent reasons compelled to comment,
a journey on an inauspicious day, then he would often dispatch his hat or some other Persond
of clothing a mile or two ahead along the route by messenger on an oua~piciousdai
. ,I
preceding "in order to beguile the gods into believing that that was when he departed,"l
Needless to say, Tharchin himself never indulged in any superstitious practice like this, bin
on the contrary, entrusted his soul into the hands of "a faithful creator."'"

Once the party of travelers had finally departed from Lhasa, which took place in late
Ja.nuary of the new year, they headed immediately towards Gyantse. More tha~ilikely he
experienced a twinge of sadness as on the road south from Lhasa he glimpsed the PotaIa
and therefore theaSacred City for the last time. Perhaps his feelings at that moment were
akin to those which Perceval Landon gave expression to when he wrote of his own departure
from the legehdary capital of Tharchin's ethnic homeland. Wrote Landon of his reluctant
departure some twenty years earlier:

... the last vestige of the Potala is hidden from our view forever. The road goes on, but for many
miles the warmth had gone out of the sun, the light was missing from the distant slopes .... I
went on, somewhat depressed at heart.lo5
Whether Gergan Tharchin felt pangs of regret like Landon's will never be known. Inany
event, the trip home would hold its own great interest for the Indo-Tibetan. For on the way,
Tharchin, in company with Doring Thaiji, who had asked him in Lhasa before departingtodo
so, took a diversionary trek separate from the main party. These two had left the latter and
traveled alone west and then southwest to Shigatse, with the understanding that they would
eventually rejoin the rest of the officers and Karma Dechhen at Gyantse later. (Apparent!)
Tharchin had left his wife in the care of Karma's relatives who were presumably accompanying
the newly-wedded couple down to India, though this is not clear fro.;^ the available documents.)
In both his end-of-life "memoirs" and his brief biographical sketch of his early years the
Tibetan educator made mention ofthis first visit of his to Tibet's second city, and by putting
these two documents together one is able to gain a fuller understanding of why there was
this side trip. It appears that Doring was traveling to Shigatse at this time because hewas
under military orders to go there and recruit more soldiers for the enlargement of the Tibetan
Army. And before leaving the Tibetan capital he had purposely sought ~harchin's
companionship for the journey.Io6
Doring was more than ten years younger than his companion from Kalimpong, yet the
two of them had apparently struck up quite a close friendship, which nevertheless should not
now be surprising when one recalls that the older Tibetan had stayed most of the time at
Gyantse (when not .teaching) with Doring Thaiji at the latter's estate outside the town.
Moreover, at Lhasa he was a guest the entire four to five months while there in the home of
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the same host. And again, it was Doring whom Tharchin had sought out for advice and

counsel duringhis "period ofromance" with Karma Dechhen that ultimately led to his marriage
to her at Lhasa. As still a further demonstration of their close friendship, there was found
among the Tharchin Papers by the present author a telegram that was sent by the Thaiji
from Lhasa in December 1944 which read: "Best wishes for Christmas and New Year"proof,if any were needed, of their continuing friendship even some twenty years later.
Whether Doring had now asked Tharchin to accompany him to Shigatse merely for
companionship
or for further study in Hindi and English (as well as in advanced Tibetan) is
not known. It was probably for both purposes.
But a question arises, Wouldn't it have been far more natural and logical, and perhaps
more effective, for there to have been at least two military officers ordered to Shigatse
together on this recruiting assignment: Doring and one other of the four officers heading for
Gyantse and India or Doring and one other officer not of these four? Yet if this be so, does
it not raise speculation in one's mind that the purpose reported later by Tharchin for Doring
to have gone to Shigatse-the recruiting of additional soldiers for the Tibetan Army-was
but a cover to hide the real reason for this officer to have gone there: that perhaps he was on
a secret mission alone? And if true, what was that mission? And why have Tharchin
accompany him?
Historians Alex McKay and Melvyn Goldstein may have provided an explanation for
why this young aristocrat Army officer had r r a l l ~been
~ sent to Tibet's second city. It is now
believed, on solid evidence, that at this time, that is, early to mid-1924. a failed plot had been
brewing to overturn the Dalai Lama's secular power in favor of transferring the country's
temporal authority to General Tsarong, Tibet's powerful, progressive-minded and influential
Army Commander-in-Chief.The research into these events of the period undertaken by
these two scholars have definitely uncovered this evidence with incontrovertibledocumentation.
Yet it was also a plot which historian McKay believes, again on strong evidence-but of a
circumstantial kind, had been hatched by none other than Political Officer Bailey and tvhich
was to be encouraged and ultimately fomented through the subversi\feactivities of his agent
at Lhasa, the Darjeeling Police Inspector Laden-La, and with the apparent assistance of
another individual who during the early period of his time in Tibet had been in the employ of
the British. But the latter had also been in the employ ofthe British earlier in India, for he had
been hired as an interpreter/translator when during the early part of 1923 a group of Tibetan
officersand men had been sent for training to the Quetta Military College in Assam. There
he had trained with the men and then accompanied them when they returned to Tibet alld
more particularly to Gyantse. at which point Mckay picks up the story in his study on the
British frontier cadre l~;s-b-v;sTibet. Utilizing much of the material about this individual
which Goldstein had previously ferreted out, h.lckay has a very intriguing paragraph concenling
thisPerson and the helpfulness he had subsequently rendered to Laden-La at Lhasa. Observing
that there are still many unexplained events surroundingthis failed coup attempt, the historian
singles out the shadowy role played by Padma (or Pedma, Pema) Chandra
(Tsendra):
L
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~e w a a~ Bhutanese monk who had taught Tibetan at Calcutta University c.1922-23; and wa
then briefly employed by the British as a translator for Tibetan troops training at the Gyantsa
Agpncy, which apparently earned him the rank of Major. Chandra then turned up in Lhaa
seemingly assisting Laden-La. The Tibetan authorities later accused him of being one of th;
prime moven behind the alleged coup. Pedma was accused of encouraging Tibetan
officersto gather their troops in Shigatse ["to tight the Tibetan government," he is reportedto
have said; for at Shigatse was] where there was considerable ill-feeling towards the central
government since its tax-demands had [in November 19231driven the Panchen Lama into exile,

miliw

i*

Significantly, the time-frame for both Chandra and Doring at Gyantse generallycoincide
which means that it was here where the two most likely made their initial acquaintance;
bu;
if not at Gyantse, then most certainly at Lhasa. For in the light of ~ o l d s t e i nand
l ~ McKayts
findings on Chandra, it can be asserted with confidence that the timing of their presenceat
the Tibetan capital is precisely the same-at least in the early period of the plot's developmenl
D ~ r i n having
g
remained at Lhasa from about mid-September 1923 to someti~neill late Januq
1924, and Major Chandra having been in Lhasa during much of the period of Laden-La's
own lengthy stay there, the latter having reached the capital in the same month of D~rin;'~
arrival-September 1923-and not departing Lhasa south for India till early October 1924
If, therefore, the accusations subsequently leveled against Chandra were in fact true,and
'
if, further, as was later suspected by the Dalai Lama government, Doring Thaiji-a Depon in
Tsarong's army and hence a Commander of some 500 soldiers-had himself become a
secret supporter of the plot, then the following scenario involving Tharchin's friend could
quite easily have developed. By late January of 1924, when Doring departed from Lliasa
with the other three officers and Tharchin bound for India, Laden-La and the former eniployee
of the British, Major Chandra, had become intimately associated with Tsarong's arm!
leadership, especially the younger officers, many of whom supported Tsarong 11's reform
ideas for the country as well as for the military. Slowly but surely and ever since the
preceding September, the outlines of Bailey's coup attempt began secretly to take sllapeat
Lhasa among these officers as gradually advised and encouraged by tlie Political Officer's
agent and the latter's assistant. Word of the plot spread clandestinely among those officers
believed susceptible to becoming supporters of the coup, one of wl~om,it would appear,\vas
Doring Thaiji.
Whereupon, when the time came for Doring to leave Lhasa for India, he n a y have beell
instructed by the plot's ringleaders among the Lhasa military, and perhaps even personall!
suggested by one of the later-suspected prime movers in the plot. Major Chandl-a.fobkea
diversionary journey to Shigatse on a highly secret mission i~~volving
the delivery tllereof
messages, instructions, documents or whatever related to the activity with wllicll C h d n
would subseque~itlybe charged: namely, encouraging military officers to gatller tlleirforcer

'"

* This monk. interestingly enough. had most likely been succeeded as Tibetan Lecturer at the Universit!
Calcutta by none other than Dorje Tharchin's Ghoom Mission School Headmaster. Karma Su~ndhonPaul. Itma!
be recalled from Chapter 5 of the present narrative's first volunie that throaph ihe food ufliccs oflheGrntrrl
Secretar) ofthe Royal Asiatic Society of. Bengal and member ofCalcutta tJniversil);'s Senate. Johan ban fdanen.
Sumdhon Paul had been appointed in late 1923 as 1,ecturer in 1-ibctan at the (Jniversity. This ncn poslfor Kar''!'
Paul had followed upon the heels of his olficial dismissal earlier that year from [he cllristian Mission School
headmastership for having returned several ycsrs previously to his original religious liilh 01.1-ibetan ~ ~ ~ ~ d h i i l "
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at Shigatse as preparation for opposing Tibet's central government headed by the Dalri
Lma. ~ f s othe
, invitation to have rnunshi Tharchin accompany Doring may have provided
,furthercover for the secret mission, thus projecting the impression of a benign journey by
a Tibetan military officer to recruit more soldiers for the counby's armed
a legitimateactivity at this period in Tibetan military history-and-at the same time have that
officer accompanied by a munshi who could continue to instruct him in the languages of
Illdia to where this officer was bound anyway for further military training. But to have had
key young officers of Tsarong's army-Doring and Dingja, for example-traveling
together to a sensitive site like Shigatse had become and from whence the second highest
ranking Lama in the land had so very recently fled ( l 5 November 1923), would probably
have drawn too much attention to this diversionary trek.
Nevertheless, whatever may have been the true purpose of Doring Thaiji's journey to
Shigatse, it will be learned at the end of the present chapter that just a year later many
military officers, suspected of having been a party to the dot, were either dismissed, as
General Tsarong would himself be, or else demoted andlor dispersed to the provinces. In
fact,Doring Thaiji would be one of those suspected of being a participant in the coup attempt
and would be demoted from his military rank of Depon. And as for Chandra, in attempting to
flee Tibet when the Dalai Lama commenced dismissing military officers suspected of being
involved in the plot to overthrow him, the Bhutanese monk was hotly pursued and ultimately
killed by Tibetan troops, who had caught up with him on the Gokhar Pass just a.t\vo days'
journey from the Tibetan capital. "His head was brought back and exhibited in Lhasa,"
reports McKay, "with a notice accusing him of embezzlement and of speaking out against
the Dalai Lama." Whether Chandra, McKay muses, was guilty of these and other charges
brought against him, or was simply "a convenient scapegoat, remains a my~tery.'"~'
Finally, ifDoring Thaiji was indeed involved at Shigatse in more than merely recruitment,
he would hardly have disclosed it to his munshi friend Tharchin. These two were certainly
close at this time, but not that close. In any event, Dorje Tharchin must have enjoyed this
first opportunity in his life to visit not only Shigatse but also nearby Trashilhunpo Monastery,
the ecclesiastical seat of His Serenity, the Panchen Lama: although by this time. it must
again be noted, this Second Highest Personage of Tibet was no longer there. having fled the
country to China in mid-November 1923 in self-imposed exile (the reasons for which are
explained in Chapter 18 below). Tharchin would not visit this area again till thirteen years
later when he would do so as guide and interpreter for the American. Theos Bernard (see
Chapter 20 for a description of that visit and what he saw while there).
Now once Doring Thaiji and Tharchin had concluded their business in Shigatse, they
"aveled quickly southeastward to Gyantse. Here the reunited party from Lhasa would delay
their forwardjourney for several more days to afford the Tibetan Headmaster an opportunity
stock of the school which he himself had founded two years before. He now decided
toclosedownthe institution for three reasons. First, he could not be there in person an}'more
the general administration;* second, he did not anticipate returning to Gyantse

*

',"laner of fact, during his absence from Gyanae. the administration of the school under his Assistant
care had deteriorated considerably in a number of sipificant areas. This is known from what Tharchln
had 'ld Jesuit Fr. Henry Hosten in his conversation with the Catholic priest at Dadeeling in June 1925. as
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to live and work again, at least not in the foreseeable future; and third, whicll was probabl,
the overriding reason, because, as he himselfwould put it in his "Brief Biography3,
lalerianj
couched in the third person): "he closed down his own school inasmuch as the Tibetan
government English school was already functioning at Gyantse" as a result of the jolnl
efforts by the Tibetan and British governments to undertake ways of modernizillgTlbel I
Indeed, shortly after his arrival back in the Tibetan town, Tharchin made a point ofhavlnp
"an interview with Mr. Ludlow [the English Headmaster of the new school] a the d~
bungalow." And although having failed earlier to get a post with the new Gyantse schooland
doubting there would ever come to him the chance to be the Tibetan Assistant Teacher
future, Tharchin nonetheless "requested" Ludlow "to remember him in case any vacancl
occurred for the post of his Assistant." In the end, then, Tharchin's own school in Gganlir
folded up and its doors of learning were closed in February of 1924. This action was mosl
likely taken in the early part of that month, and either while the Tibetan Headmaster wasstlll
at Gyantse or just shortly after his departure south to India, but more than likely beforelils
departure, which would thus enable him to handle these concluding affairs personally.As for
Habbu, the deputed Sino-Tibetan Assistant Teacher originally sent by Mrs. Macdonald.he
went back to Yatuug and resumed I~isformer teaching profession there.*Ios

reported by Hosten to Swiss pastor Oskar Pfisler. Recounts the latter in his book, Die Legende S~rnd~r.
Singks.
21 5: "His Chinese assistant [Habbu] could hold the school only for a brief period of time. He [Habbu]soon
advised [Tharchin] that he had been asked by friends to suspend prayers, hymns and readings of the Bible: also.
allegedly. the students did not progress as well as earlier. Moreover. he [Habbu] wished to assume work indt
Government school."
* I t needs to be noted here that in March of 1924 Tharchin apparently gave a variant explanation for \rh! ht
closed down his school. For on the 7"' of that month, and sent from Calcutta, he penned a letter to Moravian
missionary Fred E. Peter, who for a few months that year was residing at Tharchin's birthplace of Poo atlemptinf
to dispose of the Mission property there in consequence of the decision by the London-based Moravian Mission
Board to close down this station altogether. As will be learned a few pages hence in the present chapter.
Tibetan at this juncture had not yet fully decided to cast in his lot with the Kalin~pongScots Mission. On
contrary, he was keeping his options open and making inquiries in several different directions-oneof\chich\\ah
PO-as
a means of determining what his future course should be in working among 'l'ibetans for the sakeofllle
gospel.
According to Rev. (later Bishop) Peter, in Tharchin's letter tohim, a copy of which the present
unfortunately not able to find among the Tibetan's papers, Tharchin mentioned he had only just relurned fron1
Tibet where he had been operating a school for Tibetan children. Missionary Peter alludes to Tharchin's lellt'lIn
one of his own sent to Moravian Bishop Arthur Ward in London, liom whom Peter was seeking counst.laboui
the Tibetan's inquiry relative to working among his ethnic countrymen at Poo. 'To Bishop Ward Rev. Pcler\4'ro1t
the following concerning Tharchin: "He has only a few weeks ago returned from Tibet. I t is intere~tin$h@\~~~
tells that his prosperous school in Tibet was not stopped by the Tibetans but by the British Political OficerIn
Sikkim [who at this time, of course, was Major Bailey], a state ofaffairs that quite coincides with \vhatIlearnrd
from Mr. Mann." Rev. Williarn Mann, a British missionary, was a member of the Christian and Missionan
Alliance Mission in India, a committee of whore Society was about to propose the establishment fa\^^^'
among Tibetans in the Kalimpong District, with Mann as its missionary. Much against the will ofth*alimP0!'P
Scots Mission, he was sent for this purpose in early 1925 to Pedong near Kalimpong, where he and his fam,' nl!
remained for two years. Rev. Peter, who was on the Tibetan Mission field with the Moravians in
Northwest India for decades, immediately added here his own observations about British policy
Missions: "It is of course the old trick of fearing that Mission work produces political unrest, whilst1helales1
news from doings in Tibet show clearly that prohibition of the Gospel does not help in stopping unresb which
is brought by our Wedern civilization to out-of-the-world places." Peter to Ward. Poo. 25 March 19249
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on the return journey from Gyantse Tharchin must have been one of the most joyous
men 0" earth. "1 conducted a Bible school for my [bride]," he confided, "on the back of the

pony; that is to say, while riding the pony 1 coached her concerning the important articles of
the Christian faith! She could recite by heart the Lord's Prayer, the Ten Commandments and
the Apostles' Creed."
From Gyantse the party proceeded to Kalimpong, where they arrived while it was still the
month of February. From here they traveled down to Siliguri in the plains on their way to
Calcutta, though it would appear from documentary evidence that before reaching the latter
place they briefly stopped by at Shillong (perhaps to finalize arrangements for their training
period there). Siliguri, located several hundred miles north of the Bengal capital, is the railhead
Now when this that Rev. Peter reported on of what Tharchin had written him is placed alongside all that has
been related in the Text above and at the close of the preceding chapter. it would seem that there was a variety of
considerations which conspired together to impel the Tibetan Headmaster to close down his school, not one of
which by itself would have probably been sufficient to compel Tharchin to do so, except. ol'coursc. if Major
Bailey had indeed ordered the Tibetan to cease his work at G>.antsebecause of it having taken on a Christian
Mission character about it. Yet it is not clear from Peter's account ifthis in fact is allat happened. Moreover. it
must not be overlooked that Tharchin, though an ethnic Tibetan. was nonetheless a citizen of British India; and
therefore, he could only have remained at Gyantse for the two years he was there at the good pleasurc of not only
{heTibetangovernment but also that of British India (read: the British Political Officer for Sikkim. Bhutan and
Tibet). The British were fully a\vare of Tharchin's educational activities, including their Christian character.
throughout his stay at Gyantse. It is not too much to say, therefore, that had the British been unduly concerned
over Tharchin's conduct of his school--especially if it had stirred up anykind of unrest. political or otherwise.
among the secular or religious ruling circles at either Gyantse or Lhasa: something it is known never occurredthen he would most certainly have been ousted long before this. Furthermore. if Major Bailey had felt compelled
to "stop" the Indo-Tibetan's school at Gyantse, and for the reason just described. then ho\c could this same
British Political Officer turn right around and commend him for planning to open another school at the \.er), heart
ofBuddhist Tibet; and, moreover, grant him the requested authorization to go to Lhasa for this ven purpose?
It may well have been true, of course, that when Tharchin and Bailey conversed at Gjantse. the latter maj
hmsuggested. perhaps even strongly, that because of the agreement forged between London and Lhasa. there
would be no need to have two schools there, he leaving for Tharchin himselfto conclude from this that it \\ould
be redundant for him to keep his institution open \\,hen almost next door to it there was in operation even then
another, and Governmen(-instituted. one that had every intention of drawing through its portals the ven, same
sludent clientele as was presently the case in Tharchin's school. Moreover, this de\elopment may account ibr
Political Officer Bailey expressed enthusiasm and encouragement when he learned of the proposal-first
broached.and then greatly supported, by Tibetan officialsthemselves-for Tharchin to open a school at Lhasa
theseofficialsand for the general public welfare. For such a consequence would remove W-hatevercompetition
in time have occurred at Gyantse had Thxchin decided to keep his open. Additionally as was intimated in
lhe Previous chapter, perhaps Bailev also viewe. the creation of Tharchin's proposed Western-st!.le school at
Lhasa as contributing funher to thebesired modernization of the country that would aid in r) ing this nonhem,
bufferstate more closely to British fndia, thus advancing British interests in the entire region, especially m the
lace~ f w h aatt this time Bailey perceived to be a growing challenge from Communist Russia in Cermd h a . But
say STharchin apparently did. according to Rev. Peter, that his school was "stopped by the British Political
Officer,"may be too strong a statement for him to have made, if indeed he couched it in those terms, d i c h is
doubthlsince nowhere in his xvcral historical and biographical sketches ofhis life and m i n i s 0 in Tibe6 s w e l l
his lengthy talks with Fr. Hasten at Darjeeling, did Tharchin ever once take the 0 ~ ~ o r t u n itoQmake such
a statement;but without being able to peruse a copy of the Tibetan Headmaster's letter to Re\.. Peter ~tself,the
I"atter must be left at that.
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in northern West Bengal which serves Kalimpong and Darjeeling. Besides trekkingby fw,
or transport animals down to Siliguri, there were in those days two other means from
Kalimpong: one of them a motorable road the entire forty-mile distance; the other involviny
the combined use (in either direction) of (a) the now defunct Darjeeling HimdayanRailwa\
between Siliguri and the Gielle Khola (Jelle Kola) Station two miles west of the Teerl
Bridge, and (b) that part of the motorable Kalimpong Road which takes the traveler,hr
remaining twelve miles to Kalimpong due east of the said Station. It may be recalled froman
earlier chapter that much of the railway just mentioned was totally washed out ass
consequence of the massive landslides resulting from the cyclonic rains that wrought
devastating destruction upon Kalimpong and the surrounding area in June 1950; and it has
never rebuilt afterwards.'09
The motorable road from Kalimpong to Siliguri provides a beautiful drive through someof
the loveliest terrain in the lower elevations of the Himalayas. And doubtless Tharchin musl
have enjoyed serving as guide to his bride and the four officers as they made the~r\+a!
together through this lovely terrain down to the Siliguri plain. George Patterson, a one-time
resident of Kalimpong, has described the scenery through which they must have traveled
(though in the reverse direction) as follows:
. . . in Siliguri we hired a car to take us the forty miles to Kalimpong. The road ran out of Siliguri,
across a flat plain, for almost ten miles, then entered the foothills ofthe mighty Himalayas. Far
above, the eternally snow-covered Kanchenjunga provided an unparalleled backdrop to an
exciting play of ever-changing greens and yellows and browns. The road curved and climbed
between thick forests, laced by yellow sunshine across which exotically colored butterflies
dipped and twisted, and sometimes along the face of a mountain above the green and rapidfrothed river Teesta far below. Well up the Teesta Valley an elegant bridge spanned the river,
and crossing it the road tilted into an even steeper gradient and snaked its way across the face
of the mountain in ten miles of acute bends to Kalimpong."O

Upon reaching Siliguri Tharchin was to go on with the Tibetan officers to ~alcutta(via
Shillong, but only briefly) while Karma Dechhen was to remain in the ~arjeelin~District(II
is not certain at what point in their travels the four officers had been destined to split offone and three. More than likely it had not already occurred prior to their reaching Kalim~onl
but was to take place after the officers and Tharchin would return to the Darjeeling Districl
from Calcutta late the following month of March and as they would then shortly afteriVards
make their way from the District to their respective training sites, with Changlo chengoing
off to Gangtok for a course in gunnery and the others to Shillong for the same purPose.Set
next paragraph.) Arrangements were thus made for his wife to stay, during this temporan
separation, with Finnish missionary Miss Kempelll at Kurseong 20 miles south of~arjeeling
who kindly went down to Siliguri to receive the young lady fron~Tharcliin's l ~ a n d s . N e ~ ~ ~ ~ !
Alli Kenlpe and the new bride retor~iedtogether up to Kul-seong, where Miss KelllPe.
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~ h ~ ~ ~ hwords,
i n ' s would "acquaint her with the Christian teachings.""' In facf the new
Mrs. Tharchin would benefit from Ani Kempe's teaching for the equivalent of t h r a month
that stretched intermittently over a len*y period between March and the end of July 1924,
as will be explained below.'13
long about the end of March, Tharchin arrived back in Kurseong from Calcuna while
the ~fficialsproceeded directly to Darjeeling. These officials and their party spent a few
days in the hill station with the intention of later leaving with Tharchin for the Assamese city
of Shillong for more military (gunnery) training. During the interval of their few days' stay in
Darjeeling, arrangements were made for the water-baptism at Kurseong of Karma Dechhen
and for "the marriage ceremony," said Tharchin later, that would unite them "according to
he Christian ritesv-both events to occur on the same day! Rev. J. Kelly, who conducted
these rites for the Tharchins, was at that time the Tibetan Mission missionary who was
stationed in Darjeeling* On the appointed day-which was the 2 P of March 1924--all
preparations for the baptism were in order, and for the occasion several friends from Ghoom
and Darjeeling arrived in K ~ r s e o n g . " ~
Like many other communities which had sprung up along the slopes of the Indian Himalayas
of the Northeast, Kurseong, whose own elevation is about 5000 feet above sea level, was at
this time enjoying its heyday as a place to which Government officials and army officers'
wives would come up during the hot season as a means of escaping the oppressive heat of
the plains.At the time that a five- to six-mile-wide strip of hill territory had been ceded to the
British by the Raja of Sikkim in 1835, it would appear that Kurseong-which was included in
tlleceded tract-was an insignificant village. But with the extension of the "toy train" to the
place in 1880,thus bringing Kurseong into direct link with Calcutta, the town grew in popularity
as a hill station from that moment onward. So that by the census of 1901 the town could
boast a population of about 4500. Moreover, in 1891 Kurseong became the headquarters of
a large subdivision of District Darjeeling that included the terai area of Siliguri and a portion
ofthe Darjeeling hills. During this same period and on into the first decade of the new
century. Kurseong saw the founding of a number of hotels and small guesthouses, several
Mission schools and Government schools, a Jesuit church and seminary, a Scots Mission
cllurch, a Catholic convent, and an Irish Catholic industrial school.
t

... the Tibetan Mission founded by Miss Ferguson. a colleague of Miss Annie Taylor,... works in Darieeling

So wrote Church of Scotland missionar!. and future supervisor of Gergan Tharchin in the Tibetan work at
Kaliln~ong.
b.Dr. Robert Knos. in a Icttcr he sent to a friend ofhis in Auckland NZ during the latler 1930s. a
coP!of\vhich was among TharcI~in'spersonal papers. '.In Darjeeling a number ofdifferent missions and workers
hbored from lime to time, Rev. and Mrs. I(elly had a Tibetan mission there for many !ears. and one still
meets People in the Darjeeling area
Lvere illfluencedby their ministry.. . . Rev. Kelly was also instrumental
I n brini3ingaBritish soldier. hlr. hlann, to the Lord. Later on Mr. Mann married one ofthe Finnish missionaries,
and some lime they also did Tibetan \vork in Pedong." Lillian Carlson, "The S t o p of Christian Missions to
Tibet." in earlson et al.. I/rhe I 'ision Torn. 16.011 an earlier page (p. 13) Carlson noted that Karma Dechhen "was
haptiledal Kurseong . . b! the K e c J , hell!,,.. Mann, incidentally, is the same Mr. (later Rev.) William Mann
mentioned i l l thc prekious note ah0\ nlld at the beginning of the previous chapter's Test. It ma)' further be
rec"led that it \+asRev. Kelly. ha\ing
become a friend of Tharchin's, who much later that same Year figured
Pro~nincntl~
in supplying the uctl nclTlesisot'Sadhu S u n d Sinph's.
~
Jesuit Fr. Henn. Hasten. and a1 the
lanerp
inli,rn~atio~
aboll1
an J about Gergan Tharchin-s relationship with the Punjab1 evanpllsl.
Ihc
\olunle o f the present biopraph?: Chaptcrs 10 and 1 I.
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Now besides many Tibetans, there were living here as well a sizable comlnunilyo,
Mongoloid-featured Nepalis, Marwari Indians from the plains, a Chinese and a Moslemhen
and there, and o f course, E u r o ~ e a n s . "Called
~
by the Tibetans Karsang, meaningthe h(jood
Castle," this hill station was, and still is, the site of one vestige of Tibetan religious life:asmall
lamasery. Here is where one of the many divinities of the Tibetan pantheon-l(ananp
Gyepo, the "King Demon o f the Good Castle," the divine guardian of this little ~ ~ , - ~ d h ~ ~ i
shrine-has his dwelling place.lI6
But on this particular day in the life of this Tibetan community, Kurseong would playhon
instead to a remarkable gathering and fellowship of Christians, and not Buddhists, althou@
some of the latter were present, too. Held against a superb background of incomparable beautv
that combined District Darjeeling's lovely Himalayan foothills and the much higher SI~O\\.
covered peaks in the distance, this small assemblage of the faithful would be witness to oneof
the ancient and most significant rites of the Christian faith. For it was here in this well-nigh
~r~paralleled
beautiful setting that Dorje Tharchin's spouse was immersed beneath the waters
of a fast-flowing stream among the peaceful hills. "I believe," said Tharchin, "that she wasthe
first Tibetan lady convert from Lhasa proper ever to be baptized in India." Much impressedand naturally so-by the baptismal ceremony, he remarked that the occasion was incredibl!
inspiring. The four Tibetan officers were represented at the baptism by their deputies who,as
Buddhists, w i t ~ e s s e dthe Christian rite of baptism for the first time in their lives.
Tharchin went on to describe the event in even greater detail:
A small tent was pitched in the vicinity of a running stream. After the lady had removed her old
clothing, she put on a long white gown symbolic of the purity of the heart that has been
washed by the precious blood of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. Small weights were attached
to the border of the gown all around in order to hold it beneath the water and thus prevent it
from rising to the surface. After a few catechetical questions and answers which the young

lady assented to most affirmatively, she was immersed in the cool waters of the stream-the act
of immersion reminding her of her conformity with Christ in His death, burial and resurrection.
The calmness of the contemplative hills was only once disturbed: the reverberating echoes of
the Christian hymn,
"There is a fountain filled with blood
Drawn from Immanuel's veins,"
which is traditionally sung after the emergence of the baptismal candidate up from the water.
The ceremony was carefully watched by the deputies of the Tibetan officers and by man!'
other representatives and friends, all ofwhoni showered lovely presents and milk-white scarves
upon the beautiful bride.
After the baptism Tharchin (a soon-to-be convinced Presbyterian) and Karma Dechhen
(now a staunch "Baptist"!) were later that same day united i n holy matrimony in aChristian
ceremony that was performed by Rev. Kelly. The Christian wedding took place in the
Kurseong residence of Ani Kempe. Karma was gorgeously
for the occasioll. She
combed her hair according to the Tibetan style but did not wear any earrings. A lovely
photograph was snapped.
Later when the Tibetan officials saw the wedding photo, one of them complained totheir
friend about the absence of earrings on the bride's ears. To which the husband replied. did
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not have any with me at the time." Whereupon the Tibetan oficial flared up, saying: "why
did you not tell me about this earlier? If you had told me in advance I would have borrowed
my wife'searrings and given them to Karma Dechhen for the occasion." Although it was
obviouslytoo late, nevertheless, the goodwill gesture on the part of this official was most
touching and highly appreciated.

By now the Tibetan oficers, who at this time were still in Darjeeling spending their
leisuretime as profitably as possible, decided to move on to Assam's hill station of Shillong in
the Khasia Hills for the more technical training in artillery and machine-gun n.arfare. It was
most likely at this juncture in their Indian sojourn that the four officers and their respective
retinues separated: with Changlo Chen and his party traveling to Gangtok while the other
three and their retainers journeyed toward Shillong. This latter city was at that time the
capital both of Assam Province and of the Khasia and Jaintia Hills District in British India
some distance to the southeast of Darjeeling. Its population in the 1920s was estimated at
around 25,000. With the three officers who were bound for Shillong went Dorje Tharchin.
who also took along his wife. The newlyweds spent one month together at Shillong?after
which Tharchin brought his wife Karma back to Kurseong in late April of 1924 and left her
with Ani Kempe. He then proceeded back to Shillong again. Upon completion of their respective
courses of studies towards the end of June, the four Tibetan oficers (now reunited), together
with Tharchin, reassembled once more at Darjeeling where the Tibetans from Lhasa lodged
in a building near the railway station. These four, along with Tharchin. spent the month of
July there where the four probably received further language instruction at the hands of their
talented Indo-Tibetan linguist from Poo. Yet it is Inore than likely that during his stay with the
Tibetan oficers at Darjeeling, Tharchin took the opportunity now and then to slip away via
the "toy-train" down to Kurseong to be with Karma Dechhen. But a day came at the end of
July when Dorje Tharchin and his wife were reunited permanently and went on to Kalimpong
to establish their new home.'"

Before leaving this period in Gergan Tharchinqslife, one more event needs to be recounted.
While walking through the streets of Sllillong one day in early March of 1924 (which had to
havebeen during the Indo-Tibetan's brief stopover at this Assamese hill station in company
with tile four Tibetan officers on their journey together ultimately to Calcutta), Tharchin
"~ticedsomeposters displa).ed announci;lg special Cluistian meetings at which Sadhu Sundar
was to be the featured speaker. A llistorian by taste and aptitude. the Tibetan noted the
datesof the meetings carefully and recorded them in his diary. (Today. however, this diary
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cannot be found.) He inquired from the local pastor about the details of the meetingsand
especially asked the current whereabouts of Sadhuji. AS it happened the Sadhu had accepted 1
some speaking engagements in the region of Assam which would occur prior to his launching
'
a ~ontemplatedevangelistic tour into Tibet over the mountains from that vantage point.
had left Kotgarh in the Simla Hills sometime in October 1923, no doubt speakingand l,
evangelizing everywhere along the way to distant A ~ s a m . " ~
I
February of the following year found the Sadhu spending five days among the Santals,an ,
aboriginal tribe of northeastern India. Meetings at which he spoke were held at the town of
Grahampur in the Goalpara District of Assam just to the north of Shillong. '.'His visit wasan
event of rare joy to the Santals," one of his biographers noted. During March of 1924 the
Sadhu visited the Khasia Hills, nearby to Shillong, on the occasion ofthe Synod (Assembly)
of the Presbyterian Church of India, which was held at Mairang. He was in this area, in fact,
between the 6h and 21" of March, speaking at various meetings. By June, however, the
Sadhu was back in the Simla Hills recuperating from the strenuous preaching tour he had
just concluded in Assam and its environs from where, as noted, his original intention had then
been to visit Tibet again with the gospel. But in a letter to Rev. H. A. Popley on 13 June 1924
he explained his failure to go there:
I returned from my tour last week. 1 have had very good opportunities of preaching the gospel
but I am sony to say that owing to the weakness of my lungs 1 could not cross over high
mountains on my way to Tibet and so I had to return. Hard work and continuous speaking for
years in large meetings have affected my lungs, but I am feeling better now.'I9

It would appear, then, that his physical inability to negotiate the high mountain passes
along the Indo-Tibetan border ofNortheast India now left him free to address additional and
perhaps even larger public audiences in the Shillongdistrict and elsewhere in Assam before
departing the area to return to the Simla Hills. These additional gatherings, such as the
one(s) which the Sadhu's old friend was to attend, would have occurred sometime between
6 and 18 March, and earlier rather than later in the period, givtn the chronology of both
Sundar Singh's and Dorje Tharchin's r n o ~ e r n e n t s .What
' ~ ~ now follows delineates how these
two fellow workers in the Christian gospel were able to meet up with each other again after
several years of separation.
On the appointed day which Tharchin had noted in his diary Sundar Sing11 addresseda
mammoth daytime gathering in Shillong's public nruidun. Tlie latter is a Hindi term thal
conveys the idea of a level or gently sloping grassy plot and usually signifies a municipal
park, parade ground or esplanade, and is found in Asiatic and African towns and cities. The
maidan at Shillong thus provided an ideal setting for accomlnodating a large crowd. ~housands
upon thousands of people flocked to hear the sermon of the great yellow-robed Indian Christian
saint. After the public address was over Dorje Tharchin met his old friend at the pastor's
lodge. The date was 6 March 1924."' He met him again, probably the same day, but in the
evening at a church building where Sadhuji was conducting a prayer meeting. Both were
very happy to see each other once more after an interval of three years since they had last
met at Agra in early 1921. Ever since his first encounter with Sundar at Kotgarh in I9O7
Tharchin had maintained regular correspondence with him, and as a result of this colltinua'
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by mail the Sadhu had come to know about the Headmaster's school at G y a n t a~ d
his marriageat Kurseong. In the course of their conversations in Shillong Tharchin told

sundvSinghthat Rev. Graham had asked him to return to Kalimpong to help with the local
Tibetan
work there; he surely also shared with the Sadhu the idea he had of perhaps
to Poo to labor in the vineyards of the Lord there (see below, however, for the
outcome);but he likewise informed Sundar Singh that he would not be going back to Tibet on
a permanent basis. Here, then, was an unexpected opportunity for the Tibetan to convene
with the Sadhu about the various options which now lay before him with regard to his future
ministry and to receive from his friend whatever counsel and prayer fellowship he could
have from this most valued co-worker in the gospel. But it also represented what was
probably the last time these two friends ever saw each other again; and by April 1929 when
the saffron-robed sadhu commenced his last known journey to Tibet, the rest of the world
never saw or heard from him again either.

For various reasons Dorje Tharchin had now decided to stay in Kalimpong and not return
to Tibet-at least for the time being. Hence he declined to accompany the Tibetan officials
from Darjeeling back to Lhasa. Indeed, Tharchin must have breathed a great sigh of relief
over his decision not to return with them when later he and everyone else concerned eventually
came to learn what had awaited three of these four officer friends of his upon their return to
theTibetan capital. For had he gone back to Lhasa with these friends, it could very well have
resulted in a serious case of "guilt by association" conceivably ending in the Indo-Tibetan's
expulsion from Tibet and thereby dimming expectations of being able to return to his ethnic
homeland any time soon. Here, then, is what happened, with more background detail provided
than heretofore presented previously.
As was only briefly alluded to in the preceding chapter, of these four officers, three
would be stripped of their high rank within a year of their return to Tibet. For in 192415 all
three would be tainted by the charge of conspiracy that would be brought to the attention of
Dalai Lama XI11 against his very own most favorite official, the Tibetan Army commanderin-chief Tsarong, by the latter's powerful opponents at Lhasa. The allegation was to the
effect that Tsarong was conspiring to "strengthen the Army to make himself ruler of Tibet."
WhileTsamng was out of the country during most of that year on pilgrimage in India with his
wife and Mary La, these opponents-principally (a) the ambitious poor nobleman Lungshar
as one of Tsarong9srising rival favorites of the Dalai Lama, now "longed to have all the
power for himself," and (b) Dumps (Bhrumpa) Dzasa, nephew of His Holiness who would
ultimatelyreplace Tsarong as Army Chief-were, it was said, ''often" telling the Dalai Lama
'his story about Tsarong. In fact, it was reported to Mary La by her sister-in-law that the
lanerhadheard "that Dumps had shed tears in the presence of His Holiness, saying that he
not bear the responsibility if Tsarong succeeded in taking over the country and that
Tsaronghad already built a palace for himself," a reference to a new Tsarong House in
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Lhasa built in 1923-4 which, wrote Mary, "some malicious people said was even finerhm
Norbu Lingka," which it was not! She added that Dumpa had been taking opiumand Ha,
very lazy in his work, and further, that it was rumored "that Lungshar had schemedto hav
such a weak person made Commander-in-Chief."
But besides these rivals for power, there were also influential monastic voicesbeiny
raised against Tsarong because these ecclesiastics "suspected him of being pro-British'
(which he was, but only because he was even more pro-Tibet!) and because they were
fearful that if all the progressive reforms were implemented which the Army Commander
(and for that matter the Dalai Lama himself) wanted to institute in many areas of Tibetall
life, such a development "would lessen their own power." They were particularly resentful
of the increased taxation of monastic properties as a way of supporting Tsarong's enlarging
Army whose officers-then being trained by the British at Gyantse and the Quetta
College-were already under suspicion of having embraced Western values which these
clerics believed posed a serious threat to Tibet's Buddhist culture. Furthermore, their worsr
fears of how the Army could be used to curtail their traditional influence and power had
already been demonstrated in 1923 when the Great Thirteenth had ordered the use ofTsarong's
soldiers to suppress a threatened revolt by the aggressive inmates of the powerful Drepunf '
Monastery nearby, and again in 1924 when Tsarong and a group of his young officers had
madewanunprecedented request of the Tsongdu or National Assembly (predominantl)
ecclesiastical in its representation) that a military representative be admitted to its hallowed
monkish membership. Though the Tsongdu ultimately agreed to the request, Tsarong's enemies
used this incident to further their intrigues against him. All these opponents now joined together
to level against Tsarong Shape what on the surface appeared to be a false conspirat!
charge but which, according to historian Melvyn C. Goldstein, now seems to have h a d 8
considerable basis in fact, though from his perspective not proven beyond a reasonable
doubt. Nevertheless, Goldstein was compelled by the force of rather extensive and convincine
documentation to cast Tsarong in quite an unfavorable light, stoppingjust short ofconcludinl
that there was indeed a plot by the military to usurp temporal power from the Dalai Lama.
with Tsarong at the center of the plot.
As already pointed out earlier, a more recent research into the matter has been provided
by another historian, Alex McKay, who presents a quite convincing case for believingthatin
192314 a coup by young military supporters of Tsarong to wrest secular power from the
Dalai Lama and transfer it to their top Commander had indeed been set afoot. It was a plotthough, which, surprisingly, seems to have been planned by one of British India's moa
prominent frontier officers for Tibet, Major F.M. Bailey. Having dispatched to Lhasa In
August of 1923 the Darjeeling Police Inspector Laden-La to serve as almost his own persona'
agent, Political Officer Bailey, acting on his own initiative and outside British author'^^
commenced using his agent as the on-site catalyst in developing the clandestine scheme.
Indeed, according to McKay's more recent research into the matter, it is believed that LadenLa, besides successfully carrying out the wishes of Tibet's government to create an effective
police force for the Tibetan capital, was also being directed by Bailey to gradually assumean
advisory role with the Tibetan military and commence by degrees to encourage ~ s a ~ ~ ~
military supporters, if not Tsarong himself, to move in the direction of implementing a
Militanj
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like g old stein, however, has given General Tsarong the benefit of the doubt ( x e
Chapter 20 in the present volume for further details on this aspect).
NOW because Tsarong's enemies, reported Mary La, "had been working hard against
him"during his lengthy absence in Jndia, their opinions ultimately prevailed, resulting in the
reluctant removal by the Great Thirteenth of Tsarong as his top Army Chief. AS Goldstein
has written:
~ l t h o u g hthe Dalai Lama realized the importance of the military both for national defense and
for control of the u m l y monks, he had thought a strong and professional military, under the
control of his trusted favorite Tsarong, would be completely subordinate to the Government.
He now found this unrealistic. Goaded on by the Dronyerchemmo [the Lord Chamberlain,
Temba Dargye, the then monk officialwho headed the Dalai Lama's personal staff and who
shared the monastic party's fear of a large and powerful army], he chose in the end to weaken
the military rather than risk their deposing him.

As a consequence, many of the younger Army officers who had supported Tsarong in his
lnilitary and other reforms were removed from the Army, and other supportive officials, like
Tharchin's three friends, were demoted. The announced reasons given at the time for these
actions by the Government "were not sensible" in the opinion of Tsarong's "daughter" Mary
La, who wrote that some of the younger officers had been removed on the flimsy grounds
that "they had their hair cut short while training at Shillong" (!) where the heat was obviously
extremely uncomfortable for any Tibetan. Though Tharchin's friends were not removed
from the Army, Commanders Dingja and Doring Thaiji had nonetheless been demoted from
their military rank of Depon and "were ordered to put up their hair again as soon as possible"!
As for Changlo Chen, he was deprived of his titled rank of Gung (Duke) because of his
alleged involvement in the same supposed plot of Tsarong's to usurp power at Lhasa. But
even with Tsarong's dismissal from the Army, his rivals would continue to plot and spread
rumors against him, still urging the Dalai Lama to depose him from the Kashag; but the
Tibetan ruler "was always reluctant to be unfaithful to his hero." As a matter of fact, it would
not be till 1929 that the Great Thirteenth would finally succumb to the relentless pressure and
at last remove him from the Cabinet post of Shape "and leave him no power.""' Still further
facets to this fascinating plot and Tsarong's alleged role in it must be touched upon in Chapters
18 and 20 of the present volume.

l'4ow as a result of Tharchin's decision not to accompany the four Tibetan officers back
Lhasafrom Darjeeling, the proposal to found a school in the Tibetan capital as previously
plannedcould never be achieved. In fact, the tense atmosphere present at Lhasa during the
Year of 192415, "with rumors of conspiratorial oaths and hidden weapon^,""^ would not in
the least have augured well for the establishing of a school there modeled along British or
lines. Indeed, the idea was abandoned totally. Tharchin managed instead to send
anotherYoung man with the officials, who would now leave Darjeeling for good in early
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~ u g u s tThis
.
particular Tibetan, Sonam Tobgay, had read up to Matric; that is to say, hehd
finished the tenth class of high school, which in those days was considered a good educational
achievement in India. His original home had been the village of Algarah near Kalimponp
Sonam Tobgay was to die much later in a catastrophic flood which overtook GyantR

,,

1954.Iz4

I

On the 1 Yh of August 1924, Dorje Tharchin entered upon a pivotal change in his lifeand
service: he joined the Mission work of the Church of Scotland in Kalimpong. Yet it canbe
discerned from a perusal of the pertinent documents available that the final decision tocast
his lot in with the Scottish Mission did not come quickly nor easily. For it came only aftera
period of soul-searching and waiting before his Lord God over a number of months. It also
involved soliciting the opinion and advice from a number of individuals in several different
directions-in particular, the Moravians in Indo-Tibet and his good friend Sadhu Sundar 1
Singh.
As has already been learned, in early March of 1924 shortly following his return from h s I
long stay at the Tibetan capital, Tharchin sent off a letter of inquiry to Moravian missiona~
at Poo, the Rev. Fred E. Peter. In it he sounded out the possibility of his going to his placeof
birth with his newly-wedded wife to settle down and commence a ministry among especiall!
the ethnic Tibetans there; and with a view, no doubt, of later penetrating the borders of the
Closed Land of Tibet itself at the appropriate moment. Although a copy of Tharchin's letter
could not be found among his personal papers, enough of a summary of it has been preserved
within the pages of a signed copy of missionary Peter's lengthy reply to it, as well as in
more letters the Moravian sent to others which discussed Tharchin's proposed project.
Interestingly, Peter's letters not only are informative about Tharchin's possible plan for
his future; they also reveal, to some extent, the doubts and misgivings which apparently
continued to lurk in the minds of the Moravians at the West Himalaya Mission about this
<c
former Poo boy," as Rev. Peter was wont in one instance to refer to him. Consider these
passages, for example, from this missionary's several letters sent from Poo:
l

Your kind letter of 7 March 1924 reached here . . . 1 have read it with deep interest and have
prayed to God to show me clearly what to answer, for this is a matter which may deeply affect
the spread of His kingdom in these parts either for good or for evil. Ifyou are induced to come
here to p00 by the real desire to work here in your native village for Him and ifyou do so in the
strength of Him who died that you may have peace with God, then it is all right and you will be
a means of great blessing, though it will probably not be an easy place for you. If on the other
hand you should come here for the sake of any worldly gain for which you might hope, I have
no doubt that not only will you gain nothing in that respect, but that you will help to finish
what good may be left here as a result of long years of work for the spread of His kingdom In
these parts. A man like what 1 hope you have grown to be is just what is needed here at present,
But I also hope you will let me say without offense to you that I scarcely know enough about
You, even with this long letter before me, and with the good repofis about you received
Mr. Mann, to judge confidently that you are the man we want here. I know from my Own
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experiencethat man's heart is SO deceitful that one o k n deceives onerelf. 1 pray that God may
help you to understand and fix your own mind and show you clearly what to do in this
important matter.. ..
Remember that no financial aid from wherever it comes will make your stay in P m a happy
and h i t f u ] one. The conditions for that are peace and power that Jesus alone can give and
whichHe will give only to a man whose sins He has forgiven.. . . (Peter to Tharchin, 25 March
1924)
I beg to send you herewith copy of a letter of mine to Tharchin, a former Poo boy, who seems
to have half a mind of returning to his native place. 1wanted him years ago as a helper for Poo,
but then he was not at liberty to come. If he could be settled here in Poo it might mean the
saving of some of the fruits of our work here, but 1 am afraid that, afier consultation with
Sundar Singh or Mr. Mann, who spoke very highly of him, he will give up the idea.. ..
... I learn that the Scottish Mission is more or less ready even to ordain him [as perhaps a lay
carechist, at this point]. But I wish you to understand that 1 cannot say good for him, without
knowing him more intimately.. .. (Peter to Bishop Arthur Ward in London, 25 March 1924)
The matter of Tharchin has meanwhile been settled. He has accepted a call for service with the
Scottish Mission at Kalimpong, has married a girl 6om Tibet and is not likely to be available for
work in connection with us. This is all the better, as Bm. Kunick and Heber were rather doubtful
about the wisdom of helping him in aqy wise to settle here at Poo, which certainly would have
required an extraordinary degree of strength from him, such as only the grace of Christ is able
to work in man whom the Spirit of God has previously convicted of his sin. From what Mr.
Mann told me about Tharchin, such seems to have been the case; but that is, as I told you,
really all I know about him. Br. Kunick knows him probably much better than I. Anyhow, I think
we can dismiss any thought of connecting him with our work for good and all. If he is worth
anything, the Scots will keep him, especially as their pay is said to be very liberal; and if he is
a fraud,we do not want him. (Peter to Br. Klesel, 20 May 1 924)Iz5
Needless to say, in the light of all which has been narrated concerning the life and ministry
ofGergan Dorje Tharchin up to this point since his departure from Poo in 1910, the Moravians
should have no longer entertained doubts about him by 1924. Far from being a fraud or in
search of worldly gain or lacking in God's forgiveness of sin, Dorje Tharchin was developing
into a most useful, reliable and deepening spiritual servant of the Lord Jesus Christ. But
because a great distance separated the West Himalaya Mission stations from those Mission
centers ofother missionary Societies working in the far-off Darjeeling District, it can perhaps
be understood why there was such ignorance on the part of the Moravians about him. In
time, however, these lingering clouds of doubt would quickly and forever be dispelled.
As intimated in the quoted passage from Rev. Peter's letter to Br. Klesel, the Tibetan
from P00 had by early May of 1924 made his decision to lay aside any thought of settling at
Poo and to accept, instead, the invitation which Dr. Graham had extended to him several
monthsearlier to join the work of the Scottish Mission at Kalimpong. Even so. this decision
tOforegoPoodid not colrte without Tharchin having first sought out the Sadhu's advice on
the maner even as Rev. Peter hiinself llad lloped he would have done. For the Mora\,ian
had written in his let-er to the Tibetan the following: "Sundar Singh . . . has written
to me also from Shillong on the same day as you [i.e., on the 7Ihof March 19241- and this
makesme hope that. though you seem both to have written without knowing one about the
you meanwhile will have talked with him about this project of going to P009 and You
know that at one time [i.e., quite recentlv] he thought of settiing down liere llinlself."
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Probably, though, Tharchin and the Sadhu were aware that each would be writing
Peter at some future point, following their Shillong talks on March 6'. On the otherhand,
is doubtful they knew both of them would be writing on the same date: the Tibetan
fiom Shillong on 7 March concerning his POOproposal, though now with only "half a
to use Rev. Peter's phrase, after having just learned of Sundar's decision not to settle in
after all; and the Sadhu also writing from Shillong on 7 March concerning his declinationlo
make the Tibetan's home village his headquarters (see Peter's letter to Bishop Ward, 25
March 1924). It may not be too farfetched to assume, incidentally, that the idea which
Tharchin had entertained about possibly going to Poo was perhaps partly inspired by his
having most likely learned earlier through his correspondence with the Sadhu that the latter
himself had been contemplating the same thing. It may well be, in fact, that when informed
ofthis the Tibetan, with no doubt great enthusiasm, had immediately fancied the prospectof
teaming up once again in gospel evangelism with his esteemed fellow worker of yesteryears,
hoping by this means that he and the Sadhu could together further the spread of the gospel
inside the very precincts of Tibet itself. Now, though, upon learning face to face at Shillong
of Sundar's own final decision not to go to Poo, which is known he had made by at least 7
March when on the day after their talks he wrote to Rev. Peter informing him of it, the
Tibetan had not long afterwards made a similar decision not to connect himself with Poo
again.
In any event, by late April or early May, Tharchin had communicated his negative intention
on Poo to Rev. Peter and had finally accepted the call for service with the Church of
Scotland in Kalimpong. Indeed, well before Peter's 20 May letter to Br. Klesel that reported
the Indo-Tibetan's final decision on Poo (see again a few pages earlier), Tharchin by letter
had apparently conveyed a positive response to Rev. Graham's request to work among the
Tibetans in Kalimpong. But wanting to keep Graham aware as well of his movements and
activities, he had also apparently informed the Scots Mission leader in the same letter that he
would not be available till after the depature of the four Tibetan officers from India backto
their homeland. All this can be deduced most certainly from the contents of a letter which
the Scotsman had written to Tharchin fiom Kalimpong. Dated 2 1 March 1924, it was Graham's
reply to a letter he had received earlier that same month from the Indo-Tibetan which the
latter, either during or shortly following his time with the Sadhu, had posted from Shillongor
possibly from Calcutta. Found among the Tharchin Papers, the Mission Head's letter reads
as follows:
My dear Tharchin:
1 am very glad to get your letter & rejoice with you in the spirit and [in the] help You have
received at the Sadhu's meetings. It is splendid to hear of the marks of [divine] Power present.
1 expect it is impossible for him to come here now, as his engagements will be made ahead. But
we must all try to get him here before long.
We shall do all we can to keep the Tibetan Church work going till you come Mr. blacdonald
will be here for 2 months more, & 1'11 ask him to help.
And when your work with the Tibetans [i.e., with the Tibetan officers] is finished.YOU
get a warm welcome here.
Kind regards.
Yours Sincerely
J.A. Graharn

,
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assured of "a wann welcome" and having finally bade farewell to his Tibetan
friends at Darjeeling in early August, Gergan Tharchin, with his newly-wedded wife,
~ a s n o wfree to travel to Kalimpong and all which awaited him at the celebrated hill station.
loiningtheMission work there on 15 August 1924, the focus of his Christian ministry would
henceforthbe-as he himself would describe it later-"Tibetan missionary work under the
supervision
of the Rt. Rev. John A. Graham." In so doing, he also affiliated himself with the
Church of Scotland it~e1f.I'~

h
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Central Asian Geopolitics and the Tibetan Church at Kalimpong
Jesus .. . saith unto him, Feed my lambs.. ..
Tend my sheep.... Feed my sheep.
John21:15-17
EVANGEL~S~C
ACTIVITY is the expression ofthe living Church. The evangelization of the perishing

world has been one of the stupendous tasks which has confrorlted the Christian Church
thrbughout the centuries. Repeatedly the Church, the Bride of Christ, has made attempts
under the most trying of hardships and difficulties to take the saving gospel of Christ to the
ends of the world, especially to the lands closed to the gospel of Christ. The great servants
of God down through the ages have forsaken their motherlands and loved ones and with
them the riches and the pleasures of the world for the single purpose of proclaiming Christ to
people who from their perspective have been bound by the chains of superstition and false
beliefs. No wonder, then, that Christian missionaries have struggled to preach the gospel
even also in a land as remote and as harsh in climate and topography as Tibet!*
With this definite aim in view, the members of the Moravian Mission sent out by the
German Moravian Brethren eventually established, as was already described earlier, four or
five Mission centers along the Indo-Tibetan border areas of that day known as Ladakh,
Lahul and Bashahr-those such as the ones at Leh, Kyelang and Poo. The border territory
of Lesser Tibet where these Mission stations had been founded has been described as
"rugged and pathless," and whose "risks and dangers for a messenger of the gospel were in
noway less than the dangers in Tibet proper," which at that time had been "officially closed
to Christianity."' In fact, in 1909 one of the Moravian Christians had been martyred in the
nearby Spiti region along this same area of the Indo-Tibetan frontier.'
The pantheon of great missionaries who labored evangelistically and in various other
ways in these harsh regions were, as was learned earlier, such men as H. A. Jaeschke, A.
W. Heyde, J . E. Pagell, Th. Schreve, R. Schnabel, H. Kunick, and Dr. Karl Marx. "It would
be impossible," observed Charles Andrews, writing in 1934, "to speak too highly of the
Christian endurance of this tiny band of missionaries in their pioneer work." Having been
Personally acquainted with many of them in the later generation of Moravians along the
Indo-Tibetan frontier area, Andrews added that "for more than sixty years they persevered
with undaunted co~rage."~
Rev. John A. Graham, too, has noted with praise the willingness
these pioneer messengers of the Cross to endure many adverse circumstances that the)
mightbear the message of Christ's savinggospel to Tibet and the Tibetans. "The Moravians,"
he observed in his informative history of the missionary expansion ofthe Reformed Churches,
"werethe first Protestants to begin the attack upon the closed land." Writing in 1898 at a
timewhen he himself was a part-time missionary to the Tibetans at the eastern end of the
*Exceptfor Some minor editing the author, the content of this opening paragraph ofthe present chapterhas
been excerpted from a longer paragraph that served as the opening section of Chapter 14 of Ille u n ~ l l b l l s h e d
Tharchin"memoirs." See GTUM TSMS. 137.
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Himalayas, Graham could empathetically add the following observations about their
efforts along the northwestern end of the Himalayas where the Indo-Tibetan frontier lay.
"Very touching and heroic is the story of patient toil and painful witness of these Moravian
pioneers in their isolated stations among the Himalayan Snows, where they sufferedmany
hardships and had little cheer in the form of direct results. But they were preparing for the
present extended attack on Tibet from many quarter^."^ And though in terms of numbersol
converts there was never, as Graham and others have indicated, that much to show for all
their efforts, the Moravians were highly respected noneiheless by all and sundry who witnesd
their self-sacrificing labor of love on behalf of the Tibetans. As one British cavalry offcer
testified in the early 1890s following his journey across portions of the Land of Snows into
Lesser Tibet: "Tibet is not a good field for missionaries. With a similar people even under
British rule, where they are naturally not in the hands of the lamas as they are in Tibet,very
little progress is made; as may be seen in the results of many years' work in Lahul and
Ladakh by the Moravian missionaries, against whom no one, not even the most anti-missionary
sceptic, could say a word."5
But though converts were few, even so, as a result of the various gospel centers which
these courageous missionaries established and maintained over the many decades of their
ministry, countless Tibetans had the opportunity to hear of the redeeming love of Christ.
Moreover, the Moravian Mission enjoys the distinction of having given the Tibetans a translation
of the New Testament into their own language which, with the subsequent translation ofthe
Old Testament, resulted in a complete Tibetan Bible for the first time. Perhaps this is the
greatest contribution of the German Church to the Tibetan nation, the narration of which is
recounted in Chapter 28 of the final volume of the present work.

The history of the Tibetan church at halimpong is as interesting as the history of the
fledgling Tibetan church among the Moravian missionaries along the northwestern IndoTibetan border. For it was in the "little neck" of India near the southeast corner of Tibet
where Kalimpong is located that Christian activity among Tibetans gradually came to be
centered after the first decade of the twentieth century, and especially after World War11
and the Chinese Communist invasion ofTibet. But it all began with the devoted laborsofan
independently-related missionary from Scotland, Evan Mackenzie, who may rightly be
regarded as the father and founder of the Tibetan work at Kalimpong.
h cam-nemorationof his and his wife's original contribution, bronze plates have been inscribed
and dedicated to the memory of both Rev. and Mrs. Mackenzie.6The plates were placed
inside the Macfarlane Memorial Church whose annex served as the venue for the Sunday
morning worship7ofthe local (Scots Mission) Tibetan church in ICalimpongwhich Mackenzie
himself established. (Since that long-ago day, of course, the entire adnlillistrationofthe Tibetan
church had meanwhile been brought within the jurisdiction of the Church ofNorth
a further way in which the Guild Mission had memorialized the founder of the Kalimpong
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Tibetan church, and in even more tangible form, would occur in 1936. Indeed, Rev.
~ ~ k ~successor
~ ~ as
i the
~ supervisor
* s
of the Guild's Tibetan Mission, Rev. Dr. Robert
Knox,had termed it a "noteworthy development" that year in his Annual Report on the
Tibetan Work for 1936 (and found among Tharchin's papers). There he took note of the fact
that in June of that year "a new house was opened for the use of the Catechist [Gergan
Tharchin]who has been living in Polhill Hall for nearly 12 years. It is named 'Mackenzie
coage9in memory of the Rev. Evan Mackenzie, the first Guild Missionary to the Tibetans."
OriginallyRev. Mackenzie had arrived in India with the specific intention of seeking
into Tibet in order to proclaim the Christian gospel there. At first he ministered as an
independentmissionary under the interdenominational Tibetan Pioneer Mission Band that
had been founded, organized and led by Miss Annie R. Taylor and latterly administrated
underthe leadership of missionary CeciI Polhill-T~rner.~
The story of how the Band's attempt
to enter Tibet via Kalimpong and Sikkim ended in utter failure and even alienation by its
members from their original leader is related later in the present chapter. Returning with the
restofthe Band in late 1894 to Kdimpong in frustration and misgivings as to their future, the
Mackenzies decided to station themselves at Pedong, the Indo-Sikkimese border village, it
may be recalled, that was only thirteen trekking miles to the northeast from Kalimpong.lo
"With great bravery" they settled into one of the indigenous houses there, and "with complete
faith in God resolved to endure all the discomfort of such a situation if only they could do
something for the advancement of His Kingdom."l
It should be noted that the town of Pedong was situated along the great mule track from
Tibet, and had thus become one of the more prominent caravanserais or resting-places for
the Tibetan traders and muleteers.12Usually these late-arrivals from Tibet would halt at
Pedong, on their way to Kalimpong, for overnight rest, food, and fodder for the ponies and
mules. Kalimpong's bazaar in this early period of missionary activity was not nearly the
trading center it was to become in just a few short years hence. Nevertheless, it was
sufficientlyimportant during the 1890s to motivate these Tibetan traders to bring to its bazaar
from across the frontier (some fifty miles away) their wares of wool, ponies, musk, yak tails
andothergoods. At Kalimpong they would then sell these items to the two or three Europeans
or the Manvari Indian merchants who were engaged in the wool and other trades, and in
return take back with them to Tibet copper and manufactured goods."
It was in such a caravanserai setting as Pedong that Evan Mackenzie and his wife
they might usefully apply their knowledge of the Tibetan language, so recently acquired
atGhooln,in preaching the gospel to those who might in turn carry back with them to their
closed homeland the knowledge of the Savior. "From many unexpected quarters they received
SUppofl,
and in many ways they were given to feel that their work lay in the place which they
chosen." They were there, i n fact, for eighteen months." The conditions of life in
Pedong,
however, were in the end too much for them, and on the advice of Rev. Sutherland,
the Mackenzies-afier leaving Pedong to spend what proved to be nearly a year with the
Polhill-~umers
at GhoomAecided to offer their
to the ~alimpongGuild Mission.''
this time, of course, the missionary in charge of the Scots Mission in Kalim~ongwas the
Rev. John A. Graham." It will be recalled that he had first arrived on the scene in 18897 and
s h o f l l ~thereafter had received the
of administrationofthe ~alimpongMission froin the
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hands of Dr. Sutherland his predecessor, who nonetheless continued to be in ehage ofthe
Scottish Universities' Mission and its Training Institution. Within but a few yearsGrahamWaar
1
concentrating most of his ministry upon the Lepchas," but he had observed with some dem ,
of pain that little was being done to care spiritually for the Tibetans in the area. He would hale
to wait a few more years, though, before such a ministry could be launched.
1
NOWthe early part of 1895 found the Grahams taking their first furlough back to Scotland
that would last for an unusually long three-year period inasmuch as it was felt by Church 1
leaders there that Rev. Graham should visit as many Young Men's Guilds as possible and
present a firsthand report to his numerous audiences on the work in Kalimpong.I8Meanwhile,
in early to mid-l896 he began to receive letters from Sutherland which described in detailthe
entire situation concerning the Mackenzies and the advice he had given them. At the latter
bit of news Graham was enthusiastically in support of the idea of their joining the Guild
Mission; so much so that at the Guild Conference held at Stirling, Scotland, in October 1896,
he pleaded with the Guild to accept the Mackenzies' services in the work at Kalimpong.
With the result that funding towards the support of these new Guild missionaries was readily
provided for by various elements within the Guilds.19

Graham through Rev. Sutherland now asked Mackenzie and his wife to come from Glioom
to Kali~npongand commence a ministry among the relatively neglected Tibetan or Bhutia
populatio~ithere. The latter term was commonly applied to embrace the whole of the
race," whether its members came from their original home of Tibet or from among the other
closed border lands. In Mackenzie's and Graham's time there were four main groups of
Bhutias: the Sikkimese Bhutias, who were a mixed breed descended from Tibetans whohad
settled in Sikkim and had intermarried with the Lepchas there; the Sllerpa Bhutias or Bhufias
of Nepal who had made their way across the border into the "wedge-district" from eastern
or northeastern Nepal; the Drukpa Bhutias or Bhutias of Bhutan; and, of course, the Bhutias
of Tibet or Tibetans.
Unlike during a later period, at this time tlle Bhutias were comparatively few in number9
but they were easily distinguishable from the other tribal peoples in the ~ a l i m ~ o n ~ a r e a s u ~ l l
as the Lepchas and Nepalese. Rev. Graham, in an early treatise on his missionary experience
in northem Bengal, and written for the enlightenment of his many supporters back holne, has
described the Bhutias as
big-limbed traders from across the snowy passes. Their long, wide-sleeved red mantles which
serve as their covering by night are in the daytime hitched up by a girdle, and within the
capacious folds much gear can be stowed away. From the girdle hangs the inevitable knife The
long woven boots with thick woolen or leathern soles are suited to their rigorous climate. The
religious" atnong them may be seen carrying in one hand a rosary by which is counted the
revolutions of the prayer wheel in the other. each revolution being supposed to make effective
the sacred Buddhist phrase On1 lnuni pad1,re H U I ~printed
, ~ ~ or written so many times on the
scroll of paper within the prayer cylinder.'?
'L
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spent many years in Kalimpong, has noted that
~ ~ d ~ ~biographer,
~ h ~ mwho
' s himself
the Bhutias, because they had never been a subject race, had "considered their religion
for their needs." It was "colorf~l,full of pageantry, and to them satisfying," inasmuch
as it
most aspects of their lives." He went on to observe that the Bhutias in the
Kalimpong area
particul.rly liked the social organization of their religion which was not stringent like the caste
system. The layman's duty was to support the lama and, by abstaining from sin, he might
become a lama himself in his next incarnation. It was a gentle religion. inextricably mixed up
with culture and customs, with nature and folklore. It was a religion which somehow was in
keeping with the majestic grandeur of the surrounding^.^^
Such, then, was the social and religious character of the Tibetans among whom the
Mackelizies were now to set about working. Formally joining the Churcli of Scotland Guild
Mission, they soon initiated the work at Kalimpong in early 1 897,24resumed ministering the
graceand love ofChrist to the Tibetans in the area, and eventually organized the first Christian
congregation of Tibetans there that subsequently began to be conducted in a special service
that met and continued to meet in the Macfarlane Memorial Church. It will be recalled from
Chapter 7 of the present narrative that this church building had been completely constructed
and then dedicated only a few scant years earlier, in 1891. Led by a delegation of missionaries,
European tea planters and other friends, along with some 700 local Christians from all over
the Mission area, a great ceremony had taken place at its dedication. This had then been
followed immediately by a huge baptismal service ( l 34 candidates, mostly Lepchas) and the
firstChristian nlela or fair ever held in District Darjeeling. Inspired originally by Rev. Grahaln,
this fair would soon become a popular annual event that would draw a large gatliering of
people, including numerous Christians from all the surrounding district churches. By this time
called "lsai Sammelan" (Christians' Gathering), this annual occasion-which was held not
ollly in Kalimpong but also at Darjeeling and in Sikkim-provided
times of Bible study,
special speakers, sports and games,-and also set aside an opportunity for "a multi-language
song contest for new contributions to be added to the hymnals being compiled." Usually held
during the Hindu festival of Dasain, the Isai Salnmelan thus came to serve as an alternative
gathering for the entire Christian community that included Christians and even nonChristians
withill the Tibetan community. And in Kalilnpong, at least, the Christian niela became SO
~o~ulartllat
it would solneti~nesextend over an entire fortnight!'"
Now by the end of 1897 there had been tile conversion of a Tibetan teacher, and the
establishmentof a scl~oolfor Tibetan children in Kalimpong in which the missionary hilnself
taughtas well." Yet the converted Tibetan teacher would not only be instructing fiberall
childrento read and write Tibetan letters; gradually his Tibetan language class would come
include Bhutanese, Sikkimese and Chinese children too."
As a way of further encourage~nentto tlie Tibetan community Mackenzie llndenook a
home visitation progranl,
a view to helping traders. In addition. he would often \isit
Tjbetan patients at the Charteris Hospital. All this brought him good response from
T'betan people as several of theln had already beell acquainted with him due to his residence
a"d
activities among the Tibetans in nearby Pedong. They were impressed with
sacrificial sewice. The spacious Tibetan Mission House.
and his wifeysgood work
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which still exists today though it no longer serves the needs of the Tibetan church cornmunib
of Kalimpong, was at this early period in the work erected and set aside for
i
accommodation and ministry outreach. And as a consequence of new converts that wa
emerging from among the increasing influx of Tibetans and Chinese from Tibet (seebelow) '
a catecl~umen'sclass attended by both these national groups began to be held at this neh
Mackenzie house every evening except on Saturday and Sunday. Moreover, besidesthe 1
ordinary morning Sunday service for the Christians, a magic lantern service that was heldat 1
the Tibetan Mission House in the evening came to be very greatly attended, producinggood
results.2BAssembling together at 7:00 on a given Sunday evening, the men, women and
children who desired to attend such a service would typically first be shown slides ofTibetan
or Sikkimese landscapes, followed by various religious scenes; for example, a slideofJesus
as a baby night be shown, together with other scenes from the life of Christ. There would
then be prayers and a sermon by the missionary that encouraged those in attendance to
become C h r i ~ t i a n s . ~ ~
S

!

Yet besides these endeavors among the Tibetans at Kalimpong, Rev. Mackenzie-who
in 1909 "was ordained to minister in India"30-also labored elsewhere. According to Cecil
Polhill, the new Guild Mission worker "made numerous evangelistic journeys among the
Tibetans in Sikkim and [British] Bhutan." Indeed, it was pointed out by another narrator of
these events involving this newly-added Scottish missionary, that during the furloughs of
other Darjeeling District mis,~onariesRev. Mackenzie gladly "spent two years in Sikkimand
one in the D~ars."~'
He i l l addition had the privilege, along with British and Indian officials,
of accompanying the Panchen Lama, the Vice-Pontiff of Tibetan Buddhism, at all stagesof
an historic pilgrimage tour of India he made in 1905-6. This was the first time in the history
of Tibet that either of the two Grand Lamas of that Great Closed Land had ever stepped foot
on Indian soil, the birthplace of the founder of Buddhism. Furthermore, it would be ajoumeY
which would culminate in the Panchen of Tibet being present at the Royal Reception andall
other public events in Calcutta in connection with the visit of Their Royal Highnessesthe
Prince and Princess of Wales at the then British Indian capital.
Leaving his Tibetan monastery of Trashilhunpo at Shigatse on 8 November 1905.the
twenty-three-year-old High Lama and his following traveled down by easy stagesto
Gangtok where they were guests of the Maharaja of Sikkim, who "placed his palace at
their disposal." Later that same month Rev. Mackenzie met the Panchen h m a w a n d
his company of some four hundredm-elsewhere in Sikkirn, and thereafter, in the words
of Polhill-Turner, "traveled with them stage by stage" from that point to Peshok, Ghoom,
Darjeeling,* Kurseong, Siliguri and onward by train to various places in central and
bG

* It was at Darjeeling, it may be recalled, that Tharchin's future Ghoom Mission School Headmaster, Karma
Sumdhon Paul. had joined the Panchen Lama's entourage as one of its several interpreters.See again volume"
Chapter 5 of the present narrative for the details.
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,,-thwest India as far as Rawalpindi, the party finally returning to Bengal via the Hindu
and ~ ~ d d h iholy
s t places at Benares, Sarnath and Buddha Gaya on their way to Calcutta
forthe Royal Reception to which this high Lama ofTibet had been invited by the British
Governmentof India. As reported by missionary Polhill, during the entire journey,
Mackenziehad rendered invaluable assistance to the Panchen and his large entourage,
them in many ways and receiving from several officials warm invitations to
"isit them in Tibet and Bhutan."
interestingly enough, it was one of Dorje Tharchin's unexpected but friendly visitors to
p00 on Christmas Day 1904, Lieutenant "Eric" Bailey, who now served as the official
British escort for the Panchen Lama during the remaining period of his historic journey. It
wasat Siliguri railway station on 13 January 1906,just two days after the Tibetan Lama and
his party had departed Calcutta for the northern journey homeward, that Bailey assumed
charge over the ~anchen'swelfare from the furlough-bound Captain Frederick 09Connor,
the then British Trade Agent at Gyantse. In fact, as the latter's temporary replacement as
Trade Agent, Bailey escorted the high Tibetan cleric "and his crowd of retainers" back to
Trashilhunpo near Shigatse, where they all arrived safely by late January 1906.*3'

Now the coming of the Tibetans to Kalimpong in large numbers in the early 1900s is
attributable to certain historical events whose review may prove lielpful here in better
understanding what in time confronted Christian workers like Mackenzie and Gergan Tharcliin
whosought to help those of the latter's ethnic homeland who found their way to this particular
hill station. But it may also prove helpful in understanding the incredibly complex international
milieu within which Tharchin--the future Indo-Tibetan newspaper publisher, Tibetan educator,
friend and confidant to various Tibetan political leaders and social reformers, and secret
agent for the British-would from this time forth conduct himself as these facets of his life
and work at Kalimpong began to emerge and take shape.
For such a review, however, one must go back to the late nineteenth century and even
earlier. For at that time Tibet, though always apprehensive of China, had begun to look upon
the British as the principal threat to her sovereignty. Having witnessed throughout the century
the systematic absorption into the ever expanding orbit of Anglo-Indian influence of the
various Himalayan principalities to her south and west, Tibet now viewed the British-with
their army of Indian sepoys right at lier borders-with far more alarm. And thus, "given the
logic of imperial expansion," notes one recent historian of the period, "it was not hard'' for
Dalai Lama "to conclude tllat his domain would be next."" Seeking a coullteweight
'Numbered among the Panchen LamaYs"crowd ofretainers" who accompanied Tibet's Vice-Pontiffall the way

"Shigatse.and where he remained fur nearly a year hereafter. w f i Karma Sumdhon Paul. The lafler\roulda's0

subsequentl~
serve Lieutenant Bailey a Gyantse before returning to his home area of Ghoom. where he developed
a personaland professional relationship 1, ith Gergan Tharchin, Once again. conlult Volume 1. Chapter
the details.
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to this threat, it was not surprising that if provided the right opening the young Tibetln rub 11
would look elsewhereto Tsarist Russia-for support should the situation from his persp~lj I
become dire enough. Meanwhile, India was to have a new British Viceroy, Lord Cumn,the 1
kind of man who would not take kindly to such overtures when eventually apprised ofthem I
Now although when Curzon had assumed the Viceregalship of India in 1899 Chinese
power in Tibet was already on the decline, the Viceroy soon came to realize that the
concessions which Britain had earlier gained in Tibet at the hands of the Chinese wouldbe 1
meaningless unless implemented. These concessions, granted by China when she signedthe
Anglo-Chinese Convention of 1890 and the supplemental Trade Regulations of 1893, had
failed to be implemented because Tibet herself had refused to recognize agreements which
had been negotiated without her own participation. The convention of 1890, for example,
had acknowledged the British protectorate over Tibet's southeastern neighbor Sikkim and
had defined the boundary between the latter and the Land of Snows, while the 1893 Trade
Protocol to the 1890 Convention had called for the establishment of a trade mart at the
Tibetan town of Yatung in the Chumbi Valley which would be open to all British subjectsfor
trade purposes. Reacting to these agreements to which it had not been a party, the Tibetan
government actively attempted to obstruct trade at Yatung as well as the efforts which were
being made to demarcate the frontier between Sikkim and Tibet.
Confronted, therefore, with this ongoing stalemate of many years, the new Viceroy of ,
India concluded he would have to make a direct approach to Lhasa if this intolerable situation
was ever to be eliminated. He thus made several attempts to send letters, "couched in the
most complimentary terms," to the Dalai Lama by way of the Garpons of Gartok in far West
Tibet3' and of the Bhutanese Raja Ugyen Dorjee at Kalimpong. All letters, however, were
returned unopened, the last one even having been taken to the Potala Palace personally by
Raja Dorjee, actually delivered to the Dalai Lama, only to be spurned by him who refusedto
accept it, he returning it with its seals intact." Compounding the disappointing news from ,
'
Lhasa regarding his letters was the report which came to the Viceroy in late 1901
Tibetan Mission composed of "eight prominent Tibetan statesmen" had only recently been
dispatched to Russia (where it arrived in June) and headed by a Russian Siberian subject.a
Buddhist Lamafrom Buriat-M~ngolia~~
by the name of Ngawang Lobsang Dorjieffbr
Dorjiev, Dorzhiev, etc.) who had already been residing at Lhasa for many years."
I
The Buriats, of whom Dorjieff was one, were a talented tribe of Russian subjects whose
indigenous religious faith had from time immemorial been Buddhism of the ~ a h a ~ aschool
na
and who therefore, not surprisingly,would ofien find their way to Tibet on pilgrimage but also
to study; and frequently, noted one authority, the latter would often arrive "with financial
assistance from the Russian government." At the opening of the twentieth century, for
example, there were some two hundred of them in Tibet. These acceptable visitors tothe
otherwise closed land of Tibet were the ones who supplied the Tibetans-both cleric and lay*
ruler and ruled-with knowledge and information about Tsarist Russia, its ~ o v e r n m e n t , ~ ~ ~
that county's generally tolerant policy towards her Buddhist minorities,ofwhich the Mongolian
Buriats and Kalmucks were the most notable. And thus these Russian visitors to ~ibetandt~
the Buddhist Vatican of Lhasa tended in the main to project to their hosts a most favorable

I
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imageof Russia and the benign character of her Christian Tsar's rule in having permitted
minorities to retain their Buddhist religion.
these
many of these Buriats were able priests whose ability and scholarship earned for
them "the respect and confidence of the Dalai Lama.")' One such priest was Lobsang
Dorjieff(1 854- 1938 Western reckoning dates), who was destined to play a prominent if
shadowyrolein Tibetan politics for many years to come. "His personal qualities and religious
erudition,"wrote the former British Consul at Tachienlu on the Sino-Tibetan frontier, "had
advanced him to the notice and favor of the Dalai Lama, who gave him a position in his
immediate entourage."" Yet to the Dalai Lama Dorjieff would not only project a benign
image ofhishomeland's tolerant rule towards her Buddhist subjects, which had been bestowed
upon them by the Tsarist governmelit in exchange for their loyalty; lie would also niake it
clear to His Holiness that Tibet had far less to fear from the distant power to the north than
from the Manchu power to the east and especially from British India to the south. And
hence, concludes one modern-day scholar, "it needs no conspiracy theory to explain why
Dorjieff encouraged the Tibetan government to offset the threat from Britain by contacts
with R~ssia."~~
Yet Dorjieff's ultimate aim, it would appear, was never the preparation of Tibet for Russian
occupation, as the British came to believe; rather, it was the realization of his dream to
establish the semblance of a three-state Buddhist Confederacy headed up by the Dalai
Lama which would assure a secured pan-Buddhist unity among that faith's numerous adherents
in Tibet, Mongolia aod Russia. Though the idea was barely formed in his mind at this moment,
he seemed to have concluded early i n that an essential brst step must be a rapprochement
between Tibet and Tsarist Russia, since only the latter, as he himself would later observe,
"could be the protector of the Mongols and Tibetans against Chinese, Japanese and British
~ppressors."~~
It would thus appear that the Buriat Lama had come to perceive that the
establishment of friendly
political relations between Lhasa and St. Petenburg could not only
- serve to meet the long-term
needs of Tibet but also serve as the best route by which to
achieve his visionary religious conception of a vast Buddhist confederation stretching from
Tibet to Siberia-a vision that throughout the rest of his life was apparently what governed
his evev action. For Dorjieff,a Tibeto-Russian political and, by extension, military arrangement
would be the handmaiden to the fulfillment of this grand project. And all this the )'outhful
Dalai Lama's confidant and adviser must certainly have at some point communicated to His
Holiness, in whom he found a positive response, Dorjieff becoming the teenage Tibetan
"ler'sofficia~emissary to Russia's ruling circles and remaining so over the next thi@'years
and more.*
'For n u r l ~ acentur)' now, questions regarding Dorjieffand his work in Tibet and Russia have been Wued about
again. But as new sources of infomatidn in both landshave become available, innumerable gaps in the
'"ld
lolowledge about this unusual and seemingly inscrutable historical figure have today been filled, thank to
mntlyc~ncluded
scholarship.Yet one question in panicular continues to defy a satisfaclon;answer: namely that
Dorjieff~iU~nqueaionabl~
a great political visionary and a great religious pragmatisl. neveflheles: lvhen
One considershis multifaceted work in Tsarist Russia and the Soviet Union. what was heprimorily: a politlciarlOr
arellglous
figure?or was it the case,
the Russian historian Alexander Andreyev, that pclitics and religion lWre
absolutel~
inseparable for him in an imperfect materialisticworld? As of today the present \llriter is of the opinion
UlatAndx~ev'~
is correct. For in a paper delivered before London's Royal Academy 0fAfls ill late 1992.
Overafld Over
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Now for the longest period, and even before assuming the position of Viceroy lord
j
Curzon had been studying with deepening apprehension the growth of Russiall
1
Central Asia and the unfavorable impact it might have on Britain's own econolllic aid
!
interests in the region to the south of Central Asia: the Himalayan principalities and lndia,
Indeed, Curzon had by this time become an unalterable advocate of a "forward p o l i c ~ a ~
government which in his view the British should pursue with all vigor within this vast region
of the world. It was a policy which held that whatever possible intentions Russia lnishl
manifest towards the Subcontinent could only be contained by strong military power and the
creation of a ring of strategically located buffer states. It was the resultant rivalry wllich
developed between these two imperial powers and the partly clandestine intrigue thatKas
attendant upon it which soon came to be known as "the Great Game," the ultilnate issueat
stake being the frontiers of empire in the Asiatic uplands.41
The new Viceroy of India was well aware, of course, that long before the end of the
nineteenth century Tsarist Russia had extended herself to the Pamir plateau-the presentday territory of the former Soviet Union which borders upon the high mountainous Hindu
Kush that forms the long, narrow neck of what is now northeastern Afghanistan. In fact,
towards the end of that century there had occurred on the ground in this very territory an
extraordinary encounter in this Imperial Rivalry between the respective agents of the Russian
Tsar Nicholas and the British Queen-Empress Victoria. For just a short distance sou the as^
of the Pamirs on the east side of the River Yarkand at an obscure place called Khaian Aksai
there met in 1889 two of the most famous Great Gamers of them all: Captain (later Colonel)
Francis E. Younghusband and Colonel B. L. Grombtchevski, both of whom were on special
assignment for their two sovereigns.
Though both men were cordial towards each other (the Colonel even having invited his
rival to dine with him at his tent table that served up delicious Russian "soup and stews,
washed down with a plentiful supply of vodka"), Grombtchevski, in the course of their
intense conversation together, insisted to his guest that up to a half million of his countryme11
were prepared to plunge southward towards India at a moment's notice. For his
Younghusband was equally forthright, acknowledging that they were "both ~layingatabig
game" and that therefore they "should not be one jot better off for trying to conceal the

I

the Russian was wont to observe the following: .'Today, looking at the mysterious Dorjiev Phenomenon. lie
perceive it as acurious combination of political ambitions and religious aspifiltions... . [Yet] I think al this ~ o l n l ( ~ ~ ~
I am Sorry to disappoint those ofyou who expected me to solve the mystev ofDoriicv). rre still don't have enough
hformation to pass a solid judgment on the man personally, I am lenlpled to look at Ilorjicv still s0n1eonef0'
whom the political intrigues of his day served a religious purpose, but 1'1n afraid this is,just a hunch." Andreye".
"Agwan Doriiev's Secret Work in Russia and Tibet," TR i ~ e p t 1993):
.
14.
The author of the first full-length biography of the Burial Lama, John Snelling. has ofielcd U P a similar
judgment with respect to the man personally For on the collcluding p a p s of his scholarly work the hil)€raphrr
was moved l0 observe that "in the last analysis the real core of Agvan Dorzhiev-lhe inner man. his s!Jiritua'
life-remains an enigma. There are brief items that one could take as llashes of self-revelatio~lin the menlolrs.,.:,
but no completely satisfactory psychological explanation is possible on i l ~ eevidence that we presently
Indeed, like Andreyev, Snelling was compelled to acknowledp finally that ..for a11 the quantities of research I
have amassed. 1 . .. do not feel competent to write an obitualy," Buddhism In Russ;a rhr, S~OIJJ
of,lpan DO^:'"^''
Lhasa 's Emissary to the Tsar. 253-4.
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fact,"But then, upon the parting of these two celebrated rivals to go their separate ways,
Gmmbtchevski declared to his "alter egov-who later reported his gracious host's wordslhat "he hoped we might meet again, either in peace, at St. Petersburg or in war on the
lndian frontieru;but that in either case Younghusband would "be sure of a warm welcome"
even as had just then occurred!
Let it be noted here that in well over half a century of Great Gaming thus far this was the
very firsttime that the two sides in this hotly-contested Imperial Rivalry had even encountered
each other on the frontier, and that both of these "thrusters," writes Patrick French, "must
have been conscious that they were making history." As a matter of fact, the Russian took
theoccasionto have a photograph taken of the combined spy-exploring parties with his box
camera, as though to suggest the historical significance of the event. Indeed, the historian
John Keay was wont to describe the picture taken as "the most representative and memorable
vignette in the whole of the Great Game." For in the photo (which still survives to this day)
and standing ranged behind the two principal players in this high drama were to be seen all
the members of both military escorts that had been recruited from some of the many races
ofcentral and South Asia: Gurkhas, Cossacks, Andajanis, Ladakhis, Baltis, Kanjutis, Pathans,
and Kirghiz-a memorable vignette in the whole of the Great Game, indeed!42
But apart from what during the latter decades of the nineteenth century had occurred on
the high western Pamir plateau and its adjoining territory, the Russians had even earlier
expanded eastward to reach the western borders of Manchu China. North of India and
Afghanistan at that time had lived a number of "backward" and nomadic tribes: a mixed lot
ofMongols,Afghans, Turkomans and Tatars. This region, long crisscrossed with important
caravan routes, boasted a few but strategically significant trading centers such as Samarkand,
Bokhara, Mew and Tashkent. The Tsar had long been attracted to these centers, and when
Russian forces finally plunged across the steppes north of the Aral Sea into this region of
Turkestan, Tashkent--which lay the farthest east-was the first ofthem to fall, in 1864. By
this military action against Tashkent, and by the Treaty of Tarbagatai with China in 1860 and
thesupplemental protocol agreed to in 1 864 that among other things recognized the annexation
ofthe Tashkent khanate, China's western borders were realigned in favor of Russia, thus
bringinf3thelatter to the very gates of Eastern or Chinese Turkestan that in the 1880s would
befornetheChinese province of Sinkiang.
One Western writer on the history and exploration of Tibet has described how these
Tsaristaggrandizementsin Central Asia were being viewed among responsible circles in the
Indiangovernment. British military strategists, explained John MacGregor, could now reason
that
was Russia in position to move southward into the Subcontinent across Afghanistan
over the Hindu Kush and through the Khyber Pass, but it now had the option to take a
more easterly invasion route through Eastern Turkestan, bypassing Afghanistan altogether.
This latter route could either lead southward through Karakoram passes into Baitistan and
Ladakh, or run farther east along the traditional caravan route from Kashgar [modern-day
the chief town of Chinese Turkestan] to Ganok, which crossed the Aksai Chin desefl
and followed the westem edge of Tibet to the Himalayan passes leading into K ~ r ' f ~ a and
o~fi
India
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It should come as no surprise, then, that rumors of Russia's apparent diplomatic
political activity regarding Tibet, which had been circulating in India for some little while,
would easily set off alarm bells in the minds of Lord Curzon and some of his closest advisen,
The news in October of 1901 of the Dorjieff Mission to St. Petersburg earlier that summer
and its most cordial personal reception by the Russian Tsar and Dowager Empressnok
appeared to the new Viceroy to be just the proof required to demonstrate beyond any doubl
Russia's definite interest in the Forbidden Land.44A year earlier, it is true, the Tsar had
received the Buriat Lama at the head of the very first Tibetan embassy from His Holiness,
But the scant press coverage given this visit and its seemingly insignificant character had led
the British Viceroy, upon learning of it, to remark: "Tibet, I think, is much more likelyto look
to us for protection than to Russia." A year later, however, with news of yet another Tibetan
embassy headed up by the same Mongolian Lama, Curzon's reaction to this 1901 visit by
Dorjieff had changed to one of deep concern. For in a letter to the Secretary of State for
India at the Home Government in London he wrote the following: "... the head of the
mission, though originally a Russian Mongolian subject, has been resident in Lhasa for many
years and is no doubt familiar with the priestly junta who rule in that place ... I have not the
slightest doubt that the result must in any case be unfavorable to ourselves." Especially
might the mission have inspired fear among leaders in British India like Curzon when it was
reported tliat one prominent Russian paper had editorialized in tlie following vein: "Underthe
circumstances, a rapprochen~entwith Russia must seem to the Dalai Lama tlie most natural
step, as Russia is the only power able to counteract the intrigues of Great Britain . . . " 4 5
In addition, rumor liad it tliat Dorjieff, although not originally having any positio~iin the
Russian government, liad joined tlie Russian secret service46and had even come to actasan
emissary of tlie Tsar, Nicliolas 11, on whose behalf he had now invited tlie Tibetan ruler to St.
Petersburg. It must not be overlooked that Dorjieff, who was popularly known amongthe
Tibetans at Lhasa and elsewhere as Tsen-nyi Khen-po, or "Master of Dialectics," had
ingratiated Iiimself greatly to all Tibetans by means of a short treatise lie had written mall?
years before but which by now liad gained wide currency tliroughout Tibet. ~ccordingtothe
Japanese Zen Buddhist monk, Ekai Kawaguchi, who, it will be recalled, had traveled alld
studied in Tibet for three years (including a fourteen-month stay at Lliasa)just after the turn
ofthe twentieth century, this treatise of Dorjieff's had propounded the notion tliat the Russian
Tsar was the incarnation of tlie great Tibetan Buddhist reformer and founder of the Gelugpa
sect of the ruling Dalai Lama, Jay Tsong Khapa, and that Russia itself was the shalnbalaof
Buddhist prophecy: the ~iiysticalkingdom that would in time emerge as the great patron and
defender of Buddhism against tlie hostile forces of a decadent world order," Literally meallillg
<
source of (all) happiness." Slia~iibalaliad frequently beell identified in the past with ~ussin.'"
And hence, Dorjieff's treatise could quite ~iaturallyhave exerted considerable influence
the foreign policy overtures of the Dalai Lama at this time vis-bvis Tsarist ~ussia."Wrote
Kawagucli i:
b

I knew several priests who undoubtedly possessed copies of this pamphlet.. . . The one from
wholn I confidentially obtained tlie drift oftlie writing told Ine that he found in it so~ne~lnkno\''"
letters. 1 concluded that the letters must be Russian., . . Tsen-nyi Klien-po's artfill scheme has
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h e n crowned with great success, for today almost every Tibetan blindly believes in the
ingeniousstory ... and holds that the Tsar will sooner or later . .. found a gigantic Buddhist

empire.
Moreover, Kawaguchi (who some historians have alleged was a secret agent in the
either of the Japanese or British--or both)''' reported having heard of a Tibetan
whose text located Sliambala some three tliousand miles northwest of the
Buddhist lloly city of Buddha Gaya, whose distance, if measured on a map, would site the
location
of the legendary kingdom in the vicinity of Moscow. It would not be too niuch to
assert
from this that the clever Dorjieff probably used this text to buttress his contention that
RussiaandShambala were one and the same.? Kawagucl~ialso reported in liis diary witnessing
the arrival in Lhasa of two separate caravans from the Russian Tsar bearing a l l kinds of
gifts:the first consisting of 200 camels, the second, 300. But the Japanese visitor made
special mention of the numerous golden brocades o f monkish garb that were meant as a
personal gift to the Dalai Lama, a present which conveyed more value symbolically than all
the other gifts ~ornbined.~~
Needless to say, these exchanges between the Land o f Snows and Central Asia's restless
empire to its north inspired great fear aniong the ruling circles in British India. The Viceroy
*One possible explanation for why the Zen Buddhist monk might have been deemed a spy for the British has to
do with liis relationship with the pundit-spy for the British. the Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Das. For it is known
that both prior to traveling to Tibet and immediately after his return from there to India, Katvaguchi had spcnr
considerable time with Chandra Das in the Darjeeling area. With respect in particular to Katvaguchi's return sta)
with Das for over a month (1902) in recuperating frorn malaria. the celebrated pundit. in the words oFScott Berr):
hadC'pickedhis brain" for any and every piece of intelligence about Tibet. I n fact, Berr! adds. "since Das \vas one
of the most important agents working for the British, i t is a logical enough assumption thatsome of the
information that led to the Younghusband Expedition came from Kawaguchi through him." .Ilonks. Spies ondn
Soldier o/Forlune, 50.
t Sowrites Edwin Bernbaum in his fascinating and highly-researched volumt: on the Shambala legend. V i e IIa!.
foShambala(GardenCity NY. 1980), 36. He adds that Doriieffconvinced the Dalai Lama and othcr high Tibetan
oficials to believe that anyone who discounted his claim that Russia and Shambala were the same countr)?and
denied that the Tsar was the King of Shambala must be a heretic and Buddhism's enemy (p. 17). Moreover.
according to Tokan Tada, Dorjieffhad also intimated to His Holiness that the Tsar. for the sake of ehpcdiency.
'''asonl~pretending to be a Christian but that his true Buddhist identity would be revealed at the appropriate
mo~ent.
See Tada The Thirteentlt Do/ai Lama. 39. Bernbaum fiJrther notes that "there was-and still may bea
in st. Petersburg . . . that claims to trace the ancestrv of the R~manovDynasty of Russia back to King
Sucandraof~hambala''-~ucandra being one of the many rulers \rho shall hake ruled the mythical kin_edotnuntil
RudraCakrin("The Wrathful One \r ith the b'heel.'), the 32"d and iinal King. shall rise from his throne to lead a
and victorious army against the forces hostile to Buddha i n one last ~rmageddon-likebattle on earthlhus
in a golden age of perfect peace. enlightenment and happiness that will last at least a thousand
years. BerIIbaum cites as his source for [he book tracillg the Romanov Tsars to Shambala the \vorli h) Albefi
'Anwedcl. ed.. Der il+g nach Sonlbhola (a German tralslation o f a Tibetnti guidebook to Shambala) (Munich.
p See Bembaurn. pp. 18. 22. 23. 271 with 270.
the first intimatior~about Shambala came fro171 Gautama Buddha, and thus Tibetans ground their
the existence ofthis hidden kingdom on no less an authority than that afthe Buddha liimself. Since he had
enlightenment. it was presulned by them tllat he knew everything there was to know and
Iherefore
to know what he was talking about \rhen he delivered certain sermons. now contained jn
bown as the Kalacakra texts, in which the Buddha described Shambala and the role it lvould play I n
h l s t O r ~ . Whenever a Tibetan-whahcr
!av or cleric-receives an initiation into the secret leaching
the
Is
Kala*
it assumed that this *,ill
[ha[ individual a hture rebirth in the golden a!3eofShambala
even
t h y believe, ripening in secrecy.
Bes'desBuddha's teachings, hoverer, \\hat gives additional weight to Tibetans' belief in the k
i
~
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must have been extremely relieved to learn. therefore. that because of the strong opporitlon
to the proposed visit of the Dalai Lama to Russia by the Tibetan National Assembly,which
wished Tibet to avoid all contact with foreigners (especially Europeans). the trip wascanceled
despite tlie young Buddhist pontiff's own eagerness to travel to the Russia11capital as
evidenced by tlie fact that he had already sent his throne there in advance!'? E k e l l so, the
Dorjieff Mission to Russia alone was sufficient grou~idsfor arousing grave concern in the
mind of Lord Curzon.
Aggravating this concern still further were rulnors the following year (1902) of all even
more ominous sort which, if true, would seriously threaten British interests in Central and
South Asia: tliese were stories, unconfirmed, of a secret Russian agreement having been
struck with China concerning Tibet and other Asian lands. According to these rumors, Chilla
had agreed to permit Tibet to orientate towards Russia in exchange for Russia's assent to
per~nitChina to take over several areas of eastern or Chinese Ti~rkestanand eastern Mongolia
It was clear to tlie nervous British-at least to those in India-that any possible Russian
influence in Tibet, coupled with support from China, would obviously pose a dangerous
threat to tlie entire Himalayan frontier of British India. That the Indian Viceroy liad put great
stock in these unconfirmed runiors is confir~iiedby what lie wrote in November of 1902. For
at that time Curzon liad indicated that lie was "a firm believer in the existence of a secret
undertaking, if not a secret treaty, between China and Russia about Tibet . .." and that he
considered it his "duty to frustrate this little game while there is still

i

1
i

l
!
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Convirced that the only way to prevent this was to send a British mission to Tibet. Lord
Curzon submitted such a proposal to tlie Imperial Government in London. It would haveas
its mail1 objective, the Mission's leader later explained, "the establishment of our relations '
with Tibet on a regular and [more] neighborly footing." The Viceroy was more direct. He
proposed to dispatch "a pacific missioo," he wrote, that was intended to "conclude a
treaty of friendship and trade with the Tibetan gover~ime~it";
but it wor~ldbe supportedb~
"a sufficient force" to ensare tlie safety of this "pacific mission," while the ~epalese~heI
added, who reportedly were "itching to have a go at Tibet" themselves, would serve as
part of the escort.5J

!

Shambala arc recent events which appear to correspond to the predictions "[the legend. Buddliisrn's
destruction in Tibet and the blatant spread of materialism all over the world, coupled with the taanlldh
c e n t u r ~ ' smany wars and much turmoil-all thcse tit well \vith uhilt is supposed to occur bcli)rr. l* lina'
calaclysmic battle of human history takes place. Moreover, the rapid and dranliltic advances in sciellce and
technology tit \veil. loo. educated Tibetans believe. wit11 that Sacet "l. thc prophecy which declares that lh'
barbarians who ovcrsprcad the world with their evil \vill ultimately obtain the means and power to find Ihu
ancienl and recent speculations
hidden kingdom. See Bernbauni, pp. 28-9. and for a discussion of
Shambala's location. including those ofthe current Dalai I,am;l, sec pp. 36-8. 87-90,
* Probably all scholars today would give assent to the conclusion that no such treaty or understanding had E"rr
been agreed upon or even contemplated by the parties concerned.

In ~~~d~~ the Curzon Proposal met with an unenthusiastic response; indeed, though
concerned about possible Russian intrigues on the Roof of the World, the Conservative
of Britain-and especially its Foreign Office-was more concerned to maintain
the status quo vis-a-vis St. Petersburg and Peking, and thus did not relish in the least the
thought of a British presence on the Tibetan plateau, no matter how temporary; nevertheless,
against the better judgment of the Home Government, the Viceroy did receive authorization
from it to dispatch a mission-but only as far as to Khamba Dzong, a Tibetan fortress town
just beyond the frontier from Sikkim. Here talks could be held with both Chinese and Tibetan
Appointed to lead this sensitive diplomatic mission was Lord Curzon's geopolitical
ideologicalsoul-mate,Colonel Francis E. Younghusband ( 1863-1942). with J. Claude White.
the Political Officer for Sikkim, as second in command.* The mission, with its entourage,
reached the Dzong in July of 1903. The talks failed, however, thus enabling the Viceroy to
obtain reluctant permission fiom London to mount an expedition which, accompanied by a
sizable protective military contingent under the command of Brigadier General J. R. L.
Macdonald of the Royal Engineers, would proceed to G y a n t ~ eBut
. ~ ~after several serious
engagements with Tibetan forces there, London was compelled by these unwanted
circumstances to acquiesce to the wishes of Curzon and Youngshusband: the Expedition
received grudging permission to proceed to the Tibetan capital itself.?
In the face ofthe impending arrival of British troops at the gates of Lhasa, the Thirteenth
Dalai Lama fled with Dorjieff (and his young favorite Chensa) on 3 1 July 1904 to Urga in
Chinese Mongolia, or as one writer of the period had described it, His Holiliess went to
Mongoliaas "a voluntary exile, having fled there when the sacred city became polluted by
the presence of English soldiery." Indeed, Tharchin's later friend David Macdonald. who
wasone ofthe lesser official staff members of the Younghusband Expedition, reported later
that as he and the others in the Expedition were marching into Lhasa and past the Potala,
'"1. Claude White liv~dfor twenty-one years in the Himalayan region. Trained as an engineer, he was appointed
lothe Public Works Department of the Governlnen( of India in 1877. He M.as promoted to the post of Political
OFficer in charge of the administration of Si&im in 1889 and of Bhutan in 1905. Upon retirement he published
S;kk;m and Bhutan, an account of his political career. His photographic albums. Sikkim ( 1902) and fibet fltld
Lh~so(1908).
were published by [the photographic studio of) Johnslon and H o h a n . Calcutta in both carbon
and bromide print editions. These albums, which contain some of [he most sublime and other\vorldly inlages of
TFland the Himalayan landscape, were oddly enough compiled as official documents of t1r.0 armed British
missions by a man who was disdainful of the Tibetans and their \va\*of life and exasperated by their refusal to
lake Part in ... 'The Great Game3-British and Russian imperialism in Asia." Martha ChahrouJi. '-The
Photogra~hers."
in Tibet, the SacredReohI: photogruphr 1880-1950. 155. White would rcliiain as the very iirst
Po'iticalOfficer
for Sikkim and Bhutan until 1908 when upon his retirement he \vas succcedud by Charles Bell.
Oorn in 1853, White died in 1918.
t.lnterestin&'enough. Patrick French has noted that Younghusband-as a way to buttress his and the Viceroy's
on the matter-had not hesitated to ~ ~ bfor~cOnSidrration
~ ~ i [ by his superiors "eve? conceivable reason
whythemission should advancedeeper into Tibet,'. And among his accumulating list of reasons LVasasupp()sed
bilofintelligenceoffered by missionarr Annie Tavlor who was based at Yatunp nearby to Khamha Dzone. For
a letter he wrote to Sir Louis Dane.*ForeignS;cretan to the Government of India. the Mission leader had
c
to attack lndia from K h m b a lone
and t"enb
quoted Ta~lor repofling the following: . 6 ~ hTihnan;are
Ihousand Russians arc said to be on their \"a) to help [he Tibetans.'. It needs to be added that therexwas
subnantiali~n
the Colonel could producr in s~pp0l-tof[hicj alarming claim. French. )bl1fid1l~sbfltd
185
is
fully discussed later in the present chapter.

'"
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from whose lofty and remote precincts the priests were doubtless watching the foreip
entourage, he "wondered what was going on behind the blind walls, and imagined the lama
invoking all the aid of their magic to overwhelm the intruders who had destroyed the inviolabilib
of their chief sacred place."56
A thoroughly non-worldly account as to why His Holiness left Lhasa has been provided
in the text of the Dalai Lama's official hagiography, A Sfring of Wondrous Gems. Various
reasons, all of a non-secular nature, are there put forward to explain the Great Thirteenth's
motivation for leaving the Tibetan capital at this time. All of them had to do with (a) holy
places to be visited in the northeastern sector of Tibet and in western China, (b) a feeIingfiht
was destined to re-discover" certain "religious treasures" in those same Buddhist areas
which would be significant for "the future of Buddhism," and (c) a realization that numerous
monastic trainees there were "in need of his attentions." "Therefore," concludes this nonsecular explanation for the Dalai Lama's departure from the Sacred City, "when the British
appeared at the bridge south of Lhasa he decided that the time had come for him to leavethe
Potala and travel to these faraway region^."^' Clearly, any fair-minded reading ofthe reasons
given plainly reveals that they were nothing but a disingenuoi~slitany of excuses to veil the
real reason for his flight: in the words of Patrick French, the Dalai Lama "felt it would be
unwise to risk direct dealings with Younghusband, while his advisers feared he might be
taken hostage."58

Yet the question needs to be raised, Did the Expedition's leaders find any indication of
Tsarist intrigue in Tibet-for example, a cache of Russian rifles in Lhasa and the presence
of Russian soldiery, and proof that Dorjieff was indeed a secret Russian agent: notions
which liad been rurnored and firmly believed by Curzon and Younghusband? Nearly all
historians of the period are of tlie opinion today that despite the many rurnors and stories
about Russian agents and secret arms shipments to Tibet, no evidence whatever of an)
Tsarist activity along these lines had been perpetrated.* As to tlie first notion (Russian me11
and arms), Younghusband, writes his brilliant biographer Patrick French, "had to accept
reluctantly that his detailed tlieories about Tsarist conspiracy in Tibet were mistaken: there
were no Russian arsenals, no lurking Cossacks.. . . The Russian bogey had turned ollt to be
a phantom." And with respect to tlie Mongolian Lama being a spy. Fre~iclioffered the
followi~igassessment: "It is clear that Curzon's fears about tlie 'insinuating DorJieR'
[Yol~nghusba~id's
phrase] were wide of the mark: there is no evidence that lie was aTsarist

* See. for example. Snelling's Blrrldllisnz ;,l

Rlurin (1993). 108-9, 1 1 5 : Da\id S van drr Oye. .'rourn~nlrn~o"
Shadows: Russia's Grcat Game in Tibet." 7'R (Jan. 1994): 19; and Patrick French, ) ~ r r ~ ~ g h r r s h n19g4)9
~ l d ( whoSr
views on the matter are offered nest in the Text above. As asserted by Russian 1lit~)rifin
Nikolai Kalc~hov.lhuugh
on its own initiative Tibet had itselTchosen Russin as ..a would-be gaara~ltorof ith lradi[iollal \vay of life.'.Russia
had "iiilcd 10 respond-indocd. it actively sought to avoid becoming cmbroiIcd in .[.ibet;lll all'airs. This failureis
explaiiied not by its obliga~ionsto (;reat L3ritaill or China but rathcl. by [lle ;~hsenccof signilicant R ~ s s ' ~ ' '
interests in 'l'ibct." R~rs.vi~t
:Y 7;hL>/jjle. 1,.
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Rather he . .. was ... a Tibetan agent seeking Russian support-a roving ambassador
for the Dalai Lama who attempted to gain support for Tibet among the higher echelons of
Russian society . . .; support [however] which did not prove forthcoming.""
jtwould appearthat French has been well justified in asserting that some modem accounts
offieExpedition
have been incorrect in implying that the origins ofthe Younghusband Mission
liWererooted
in invention, and that suspicions about Russian activity in Tibet were made up
by Curzon and his allies as an excuse for a shameless act of imperialism." Far from this
having been the case, declares French, "the reverse was true": namely, that their genuine
though misplaced fear of Russian expansion "made them invent flimsy pretexts for sending
younghusband's Mission across the border." Both private papers and official correspondence.
which~renchhas amply cited in his work, clearly support this thesis, and "that by 1903 both
Curzon and Younghusband had a firm but misguided conviction that Russia and Tibet had
signed secret treaties which threatened British India's security. The focus of their fear was
... Dor~hiev."~~
It would seem, then, that Britain's decision to send the Younghusband Expedition all the
way to Lhasa had been influenced more by Lord Curzon's obsessive fear of Russia than by
any realistic assessment of Tsarist policy. Indeed, according to David S. van der Oye. Russia
"never really had a policy for Tibet," the Tsar even having failed to reciprocate the heretofore
unprecedented step by the Dalai Lama of sending an emissary to St. Petersburg." In the
end the entire episode surrounding Lama Dorjieff and the Younghusband Expedition up to
Lhasa serves as a glaring example of gross misconceptions and miscalculations by one
power regarding the foreign policy aims and intentions of another. In the words of exiled
Tsarist diplomat Nabokov, who had been present at the negotiations between Dorjieff and
the Tsar's Foreign Minister and who would later make reference to British concern about
Russia's allegedsubversion in Tibet, the latter had been "a comedy of mistakes based on
fantasies but not on fi~ts."~2
"Ironically," writes French, "the result of the Expedition was
further confusion a'xut Tibet's status, rather than a new stability in Asia. The most significant
consequence was not Younghusband's Treaty of Lhasa, which was largely disowned by the
British government, but the precipitation of Curzon's own resignation from
Following the humiliating defeat suffered by the Tibetans at Gyantse and at the Karo La
furthernonh,the Expedition-whose "trail of soldiers, servants, advisers and coolies," and
of "Pathan, Parsee, Balti, Dogra, Sikh, Irish, English, Tibetan, Scottish, Sikkimese,

*

yen

asked at aTibetological Conference in 1992 by a Tibetan scholar from Tibet University at Lhasa lvhether
Dor~leu
was really a Tsarist spy, the Russian historian Alexander Andreyev's immediate feactioll was: No.
celainly not But upon further reflection the historian later asked himself Can one assert this without s m ~ e
heslution?Howmuch do we really know of \vhat he said or did behind closed doors at government 0tfices and
Pr'vate
.
Yet to arrive at a positive answer to the Tibetan scholar's original question, notes AndreP"
ev'denceofrecruitmcntis essential..' Though ~ e m Orientalis
m
Wilhelm Filchner and other Western scholars
have ssefled thac Dorjiefi was recruited by Russian intelligence in the mid-1880s. the Russian historian
that he "could find no evidence in the Russian sources to either prove or disprove this fact." He
went On to observe, however, that the work Dorjieffcarried out in Russia between 1905 and 19149 and
matter
how we label it, included basically a mediating service as well as a consulting one, provided for both the Tibetan
md
govemrnents:. AndreJ,ev,
Dodiev9sSecret Work in Russia and Tibet." TR (Sept. 1993):11.
ForsOmeintriglling
details, incidentally, about Filchner7s
himself. See Snclling's B.dhisrn in Russia,G

39,275-6.
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Bhutanese, Ladakhi and Gurkha," stretched forward in a long line over a great distance- l
did finally enter Lhasa on 4 August 1904 in a subdued triumphal march.14It did so justfo,,,
days after the Dalai Lama had felt compelled to flee its sacred precincts. And by 7 Septemh,
a treaty known as the Lhasa Convention was duly signed in the Potala between Britishand '
Tibetan officials whose main features called for the following: the opening of new trade
Inarts at Gya~itseand Gartok with a British Trade Agent to be resident at each; no sellingor,
leasing of any Tibetan territory or resources to any foreign power without prior British
consent (aimed against Russia); British consent prior to Tibetans dealing politicallyaith
other foreign powers (again, aimed against Russia); the imposition of an indemnity on TibeI
for Britain having had to invade her country, to be paid in seventy-five annual installn~ent~.
with the Chumbi Valley to be occupied by the British until the indemnity was paid;and,bl
separate article attached to the Convention, the British Trade Agent at Gyantse to be permitted,
whenever the need arose, to visit Lhasa. Although the Convention liad been aimed at
completely excluding Russian influence from Tibet, it had the effect as well oftreatingchina
as a foreign power.

Surely Colonel Younghusband had extracted a list of monumentally favorable concessions,
both political and economic, from the defeated Tibetan government: a diplomatic achievement
of the first rank, it would seem. Yet within a few short months after the signing, tlieColonelwhose actions had sent shock waves throughout Europe and Asia-found himself censured
by the London government for having deliberately gone beyond his instructio~lsand for
having caused it great international embarrassment by his 300-mile penetration to Lhasa.
This latter situation liad occurred because in late 1903 Great Britain had assured thevarious
European powers concerned that there would be no permanent interference in Tibet's affairs;
yet Younghusband's treaty terms had plainly suggested a long-term presence in the countv
by the British. As a consequence, the indemnity was almost immediately reduced. the period
of its payment changed to a mere three years, and the attached article abandoned. 111fact.
many of the other concessions which Younghusband had won were in effect nullified by
subsequent British actions over the next few years. For with the victory of the Liberalsin
Great Britain in late 1905, the policy of the new Secretary of State for India, John Morle!'.
was now to be-"in
a burst of anti-imperiaIism"-ne
of non-interference in Tibet that
represented a complete reversal of British policy there!
In 1906, for example, an Anglo-Chinese Convention was signed in peking whereby Britain?
motivated in part by sensitivity to foreign criticism, now agreed not to interfere in the
administration of Tibet and-stopping "just short of declaring the Manclii~sto have sovereign
rights over Tibet'-recognized China's special positioil there. All this was in excllangefor
Peking's reluctant adherence to the 1904 Lhasa Co~lvention,now geatly modified lhe
extreme advantage of China.
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hryet anotherexample of Lord Morley's retrenchment policy towards Tibet and much
ofcentral
Asia, an Anglo-Russian Convention concerning Persia, Afghanistan and Tibet
the following year (1907) as a result of repeated attempts by the British to
end the "Great Game" politics of Anglo-Russian rivalry in the region and to preserve the
quo in Central Asia. (On the surface, at least, the rivalry in Asia seemed indeed to be
ameliorated
by this Convention; not, however, till the Russian Communist Revolution of 1917
did the
cease altogether.) That part of the Convention respecting Tibet called for both
rival powers to agree not to appoint any official representative at Lhasa (though this did not
hinder "direct relations between British commercial agents and the Tibetan authorities,"
which in fact was specifically provided for by the Convention), mandated both powers to
recognizeChina's "suzerainty" over the Great Closed Land (the first time ever that this
word had been employed in any diplomatic document to describe China's relation to Tibet),65
and also bound both signatories to refrain from interfering in Tibet's internal administration
and to negotiate with Tibet only through Chinese intermediation. I n so many words, therefore,
thisConvetition in reality reflected the true, long-standing sentiments ofTibet's ruling circles.
both ecclesiastical and lay, when it came to the country's external and internal affairs. As
one important British official of the period, Frederick (later Sir Frederick) O'Connor, had
well put it: "Tibet has never been averse to accepting China's rather shadowy suzerainty. but
hasalways strongly objected to, and indeed resisted, any attempt at the assertion of sovereignty
or control of her internal affairs" by anyone-whether China or European countries like
Russia and Great Britain.66
Two further contributing factors to the declining influence ofthe British in Tibetan affairs
at this time were the withdrawal of all her troops from the Chumbi Valley in 1908 (though
this did not terminate the British garrisons at the trade marts) and the signing by Britain that
same year of new Tibet Trade Regulations with the Manchu government to replace those of
1893. Although a Tibetan minister had been present at these negotiations, his participation
was minimal. These new trade agreements further strengthened Chinese economic influence
In Tibet at the expense of the British inasmuch as all three trade marts at Gartok, Gjantse
and Yatung would now be placed under the control of Chinese officials. (This Chinese
would last only till 19 1 1, however, when her very presence in Tibet would be totallj
eliminatedwith the onset late that year of the Republicall Revolution in China itself. see
below.)
The effect of these various actions was now all too obvious: no longer \vas Chinese
influenceill Tibet in eclipse as before; to the contrary, the Mancliu government. having been
stunned
by the ease of Younghusband's march through Tibet, quickly realized that the indirect
ryleOftllepast could no longer maintain Chinese influence in Central Asia and that only
direct administration could there be ally guarantee of hlanchu control of the frontier. And
hence Pekillg not only began reorgallizing the Tibetan administration and ridding the countr)'
'lthe
British influence, it even
to assert Chinese suzerainty over Nepal
Bllutan.Moreover, even before the two Conventions of 1906 and 1907 had been signed.
Pekinghad also begun taking military measures to restore her control over Tibet: for nlith the
Dalai La*a*s absence from tile country having created a political vacuum in Lllasa and the
Tibetan forces having been solllldlydefeated by the British. Tibet alas ill 110 positiollto P I r
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much resistance to China's military advance which commenced in earnest in 1905 alongthe I
sine-Tibetan border under the ruthless and efficient generalship of Chao Ehr-feng,*0
significant consequence of these military actions was an influx into Kalimpongand other l
Indian and Sikkimese communities of large numbers of Tibetans ravaged and made homeless
by the ruthless Chinese general and his troops as they steadily advanced through Tibetan
territory from east to south to west. These resettling Tibetans would be joined by even more
of their countrymen just a few years hence as a result of still further unusual events !ha I
were about to ~ n f o l d . Rev.
~ ' Mackenzie and much later Dorje Tharchin would thus have ,
their hands quite full in coping with the economic, social and spiritual needs of an ever
increasing arrival of Tibetan refugees (and also even disaffected Chinese) in Kalimpongand
its vicinity.

1

!

Meanwhile, in September of 1904 (after the departure of the Younghusband forcesfrom
Lhasa), the resident Chinese Amban at the Tibetan capital had posted on the streets an
Imperial procla~nationdeposing the Dalai Lama for having deserted his country. The posters
were immediately torn down by the Tibetan populace. Even so, during his stay for more than
five years in Mongolia and elsewhere in East Asia, His Holiness was invited in early 1908to
Peking by tlie very same Mancliu Emperor, Kwang Hsu, who had deposed him, and by his
"evil-genius" mother, the old superstitious Empress Dowager Tzu Hsi; and after a brief
sojourn there-during which both Elnperor and Dowager, within one day of each other,died
in November of 1908-he finally was permitted to take his leave of the Heavenly City and
return to Lliasa, where lie arrived in December of 1909.68By that time all of eastern Tibet
had been brought illider Chinese control, making it possible for General Chao to direct his
forces westward towards tlie Tibetan capital.
Incredibly, for tlie second time in less than six years, the harried Grand Lama of Tibet
w0111dfeel conipelled to flee once more from before the enemy. Having fled towards Mollgolia
and China from before tlie advancing British in 1904, this time, ironically, lie would fleeto
India and tlie protective embrace of tlie British in the face ofadvancing Chinese troops! For
,[.ibc\ans as . ' ~ L l t c t ~Cliao"
e r hacausc his
habit ofbeheading all who stood in his \ray. his hehendings. it was said. having reacht.d into tlia tens ofthousandh
in numbcr. 1.ater recalled, however, from Szechuan Province (the Cicncral never elltering Lhasa but all the\\hllc
remaining in the Sino-'Tibetan area). Chiio hilnself~.asput to dcatll by bcllrading-thc.
hind oflcrriblcdcah
he had inflicted on numerous Tibelans. See Mullin,
o / l / l r ~ o t / / l , s a ~Ibir,-,.jo,..
/ l ~ c 7 78-9. In sharp conlraslrc'
.'Butcher Chao's" strategy and barbaric methods \$as ~ o l ( , Younghusband's
~~l
invasive expedilion in10 l'ihrl.
Whereas the Chinese under Chao had concealed their plans and shoLved every indication oI.re111ainiW in l*
countr): the British. notcs Roger Hicks, .'had announced their intention to invade. allcl the purpose oflhcir
im'asion; they had invaded; and once the)- ]lad secured their purpose. they had \\itlidra\\n." M~)r'OvcrYounghusband .'had been careiil to avoid unnecessary bloodshed. and of course had lint pcrnii~trdfih'ocitics.
looting or wanton destruction.'. So that when [he I)alai [,anla felt compelled to llee his land once more (';"
subsequently i l l tht: present chapter's I t s t ) . the Bl.i[ish in India "seelned a sal:r
bet'' 10 I lis I loliness to 1" lo
there rather than 10 China. /litlde,l 77bct, 5 5-6,

* SO savage was his ruthlessness, in fact. that llr: was

10 tllc
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in errly Februav of 1910 one to two thousand Chinese soldiers were within two days'
of~hasa,
into whose precincts an advance unit of forty cavalrymen and two hundred
infanweneventually entered on the 10" and made their presence known by firing on the
pobla(where the chief officials of the Tibetan government were then residing) as well as
plunderingmd
burning parts of the city. Another thousand and more troops under the command
of Chinese general Chung Yin arrived two days later.b9
surelyValentine Chirol of the London fimes had been most prescient when he prophesied
in 1906 that "the end of it all will be that China will have climbed back into Lhasa on
husband's shoulder^!"^^ In the wake of these events, at twelve midnight on the 1 2h,
the Dalai Lama and his ministers, with a small following, rode out of the Potala undetected
and fledsouth to India." There His Holiness spent the next two years and more as a refugee
at both Darjeeling and K a l i m p ~ n ginasmuch
,~~
as the British government in India-having
already begun to reassess its recently-adopted reticent policy towards Tibet--had immediately
granted him asylum.73On her part, the surviving Chinese Empress, Hsiao-ting, in the name
of the new Emperor Hsuan Tung (the three-year-old nephew of her deceased husband and
known more familiarly as Pu Yi), was not so kind: "in a pathetic gesture that only served to
underline the myth of Chinese authority in Tibet,"'" she issued from a throne already weakened
by thedeaths of both her Emperor husband and the powerfully intimidating Empress Dowager
a proclamation formally deposing the Dalai Lama, just as her husband the late Emperor
Kwang Hsu had done-in September 1904 and for the same reason: for having deserted his
country.
Now it was during his days of exile in India that the Dalai Lama became friends with
Charles (later Sir Charles) Bell and, together with his close confidant and friend the future
new Tsarong Shape, learned much about the modern methods of government and military
~ience."Also while in India, His Holiness visited the Viceroy (Lord Minto) at Calcutta: and
duringthe winter of 19 10-1 1 he made a religious pilgrimage to many holy places. including
hddha Gays, Samath, Kushinagara and Benares in India and Lumbini i l l N e ~ a l . ' ~

In the meantime. in China the Kuomintang (Chinese Nationalist People's Party)
revolutionaries under the leadership of Dr. Sull Yat-sen ( 1867-1925) successfully toppled the
cenhries-longManchu Dynasty ( 1644-1912) and founded a republic for China." The Tibetans.
emboldened by this upheaval in China, seized the opportunity to cast off the Manchu yoke in
Iheir country as well. The "patron-priest" relationsllip which had for so long existed between
the Manch~rulers and the Dalai Lama had gradually lost its original meaning, it having
developed instead into one in which China had more and more dominated and even finally
exertedoverlordship in both the domestic and foreign affairs of Tibet. This fact was nowhere
more readily reflected than in the powers that by ~rogressiveacquiescence on the pan
the Tibetan government had ultimately accrued to the Lhasa Amban, the Chinese
"presentative who resided at the Tibetan capital. According to the Li Fan Yum TseLi (the
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Board of Dependencies Regulations, 1816 edition), the duties of this Imperial official,
title was Chu Tsang Ta Chen (High Minister Resident in Tibet), had empowered him with 1
full authority over the Government and military forces of Tibet: that is to say, every higher
I
ecclesiastical and lay appointment had required his confirmation; and furthermore,
relations with her neighbors-Bhutan, Sikkim and Nepal-had been solely underthecontrolI
of the Amban.
1
It was not surprising, therefore, that the Tibetans, having suffered such indignitiesforso,
long, reacted in the way they did to the electrifying news from Peking of the end of the
oppressive dynasty of the Manchus. They now rose up in arms, routing the Chinese forces
in a number of small clashes at Shigatse, Gyantse7' and elsewhere and besieging the Chinese
garrison at Lhasa for an extended period of time. Moreover, with the abdication in February
19 12 of the recently-installed Manchu Boy-Emperor Pu Yi7' and the establishment of the
Republic of China under President Yiian Shih-kai, the Dalai Lama was free to return toTibet
that same year after the appropriate political, military and security arrangements had been
made for his safe conduct back to Lhasa.a0Moreover, the Imperial decree that had previously
deposed him would be rescinded by Presidential mandate of the Republican government in
October and His Holiness-together with the Tsongdu (the Tibetan National Assembly)would issue a Declaration of Independence. Meanwhile, plans were afoot for thechinesein
Tibet to evacuate the land since they were going to be turned out of the country in droves
l

According to the Three-Point Agreement (and its accompanying arrangements) that was
signed on 12 August 19 12 between Chinese and Tibetan representatives" (and witnessed by
five Nepalese officials including that country's envoy to Lhasa, Lieutenant Lal Bahadur).
Chinese soldiers were to return to their homeland. This achievement of a peace agreement
between these two unfriendly and suspicious Governments had not been an easy or speedy
one. Only through the good offices of the Nepalese envoy at the Tibetan capital and the
chief of the Ladakhi Moslem community therea2-both approached by the Lhasan Chinese
officials-was it at all possible for negotiations to have begun and for a settlement to have
been signed. Although the Tibetans did not object to the conciliation efforts ofNepal andthe
Moslems, and agreed to the Chinese request for a rapprochement, they nevertheless insisted
on the prior condition that would require the Chinese to surrender all their arms and ammunition
and immediately return to China.83Yet this bold demand, as well as Chinese fears about their
safe passage through Tibet and what fate awaited them in their homeland if they returned
wwmed-these three matters were the ones which for many months of negotiation ~ 0
the greatest impediment to achieving a settlement of the accumulated disputes which had
festered between the two powers for many years.
It was perhaps the return in June 1912 of His Holiness to Tibetan territory, though onlyas
far as Sam-ding Monastery some seventy miles south of Lhasa," that according to One
authority on Tibet and Central Asian affairs helped to break the logjam; for apparently It
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created,in Ram Rahul's opinion, "the necessary climate for peace negotiations."" But it
well have been due also to the presence in Lhasa of Sonam Wangfel Laden-La
m,y
(,876-1936),the son of a long-established Tibetan-Sikkimese border family of the Darjeeling
~ i ~ n For
i ~ this
t . talented individual had been sent to the Tibetan capital-with the approval
,,fthe Dalai Lama-to assist in the negotiation^.'^ Yet whatever the reason, in less than a
month thereafter, an Agreement was indeed concluded, the consequence of which, in its
impacton Sino-Tibetan relations during the next forty years, was profound beyond measure."
as Rahul observed with regard to the significance of the Agreement of 19 12: "A connection
[between the two lands] which had been maintained without a break since [the 1720~1,had
been rudely snapped.. .. Chinese control was no longer a factor to be reckoned with." This
was because the document had basically called for precisely what the Tibetans had demanded
from the beginning: the immediate surrender of all Chinese arms and ammunition and the
expulsionof all Chinese officials, military officers and troops from Tibetan territory. It of
course also provided sufficient safeguards to allay Chinese fears about their safe conduct
through Tibet. But the Agreement never addressed, because under the circumstances it
could not, the other Chinese concern about the fate they might experience in their own
couritry were they to return without any arms amidst a highly-inflamed and destabilizing
revolutionary situation there. That concern was apparently to be left in the hands of the
gods!
The Agreement made crystal clear, however, that the route by which tlie Chinese would
returri to their homeland would not be eastward through Tibet but would be via India to tlie
south, and more particularly by way of the Kalirnpong area. The surrendering commander of
the Lhasan-based Chinese troops, General Cliung Yin, had originally requested that his lnen
beallowed to return to China via Kha~nto the east. This was refused, however, due perhaps
tothe fear by the Tibetan government that they would join forces with those Chinese troops
still ill Kllaln and thus be able to perpetrate a counterattack upon Tibet. And hence. the
evacuation of the Chinese would have to take place through more friendly British India and
l l l a i n l ~tllrough the entrep8t of Kalimpong. Moreover, as further called for in tlie Agreement.
all Chinese officialsand soldiers were to be evacuated from Central Tibet "in three batches,"
110 delay to be tolerated in their departure. Indeed. all three contingents of troops and
Officialsl~ere
to leave Lhasa beginning the very next day followi~igthe signing and sealing of
tLA.P'eelnent!In fact, the document called for the conclusion of all departures fro111Lhasa
byilolaterthatthe 27Ihof August 1912! With respect to the departure of the first contingent,
lt left on schedule 13 August and included the Amban himself. Yasujiro Yajima. the japallese
"lilitarl'
officer who had arrived at Lhasa in Julv and was therefore all eyewitness to the
depafiure.has described what it looked like:
Beginningon 13 August more than twelve hundred people led by the Amban. 011 mules. horses
yaks, were escorted from Lhasa. Everyone was surprisedto see how much they took with
t h e m It was typical of the Cllinese to think more of their possessions than of tlleir lives."

As it
o~lt.however, the clevel-Cllillesewere extrerilely slo\rl in fulfilli~igthe provisions
of General Cllong and his bodygllard) llot
the Agreement, their last bLbatcll"
departing Tibetan capital till 19 December 19 12." He had remained i n Lliasa hoping
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reinforcements from Peking would arrive. Though they did not, General Chung,hsvini l1
replaced the departed Amban in that post, resumed ineffectual hostilities against the Tiktans I
'The latter, fed up with Chinese delaying tactics, retaliated with pent-up inclinationsofbruhliv
The Japanese officer Yajima was an eyewitness once again to what happened:
I

/

l

The heads, legs and arms of five Chinese killed were displayed in the streets. Crowds gathered
and shouted "Pigs, thieves!" as they threw stones at the gruesome remains. several days later
they became food for the wild dogs.90
It was the intolerable delay in ridding the Holy City of this last contingent of Chinese r n i l i ~
forces which kept the Dalai Lama waiting impatiently at Sam-ding for the moment toarrive
at last when he could arise and return to the Lion Throne of Tibet within the sacred perimeter
of his beloved Lhasa. Finally, though, he did set foot in the capital on 23 January 1913.

l
i
'

Now it so happened that as the Chinese soldiers were evacuating themselves, many
Tibetans, who were either their friends or else their relatives by marriage, also ame along
with them. This occurred because it had been agreed that those Chinese who h d married
Tibetan wolnen would be allowed to take their wives and children with them so long as their
families were willing to go. However, in the case of the departing Chinese garrison from
Gyantse, for which there had been a separate and earlier agreement negotiated between the
two sides, if any Tibetan wives desired to remain in Tibet, the agreement had stipulated in its
Article 2 that the Tibetan authorities would "undertake not to molest or persecute"themUin
any way" for having married the hated C h i n e ~ e .(Those
~'
Chinese, on the other hand, who
wished to stay behind in Tibet would be able to do so under guaranteed protection ofTibetan
authorities, provided they agreed to become Tibetan subjects obeying Tibetan laws.) 111the
process of evacuation the Tibetan government, in keeping with the Three-Point Agreenlellt,
deputed an official representative "to accompany the different batches" of Cliinese troops
and to "arrange to si~pplythe necessary pack animals and riding ponies." The Agreement
was also careful in stipulating (in its Point 11) that the "Tibetans will supply on proper payment
and according to local rates foodstuffs such as rice, flour, tsarnpa, meat, butter and tea totbe
Chinese at llalting stages up to the frontier, through the Tibetans escorting them." In addition*
it made clear that on their part "the Chinese shall not take by force any pack or rid in^
animals beyond the frontier."
In China. ~neanwhile,the new Republic's President Yijan Shili-kai liad in June 1912
reqllested of Britain's envoy Sir John Jordan that the Government of India should assist in
any evacuation shol~ldit ever develop; and when it did, Yiian had gladlv accepted Jordall'~
offer to provide the services of his outgoing Military Attache, Lieoten;lnt ~olonel(later
Brigadier General) M. E. Willougliby. as a liaison officer between the retreating cllinesealld
the indial1 authorities.'' Willougliby had been a distinguislled officer of the Brit is11 Indial'
Army who had seen inany years of service in China and along the Sino-'Tibetall border. He

f
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had l a t r served as British Military Attache at Peking and was there at the time of the
ofthe Nationalist revolution which quickly toppled the Manchu dynasty, thereby
,fiectingdramatically
events in far-off Tibet to which the depaning Attache would now give
hisattention.For within a few days following the signing of the Three-Point Agreement and
ofthe arrival at Calcutta of the joint telegram of the Amban and General Chung to Viceroy
Hudinge requesting permission for the troop withdrawal via the Subcontinent, Willoughby
himselfarrivedat the Bengal capital and by early September he and his Chinese Repatriation
Mission were ensconced at the frontier village of Gnatong just inside Sikkim across from the
Tibetal border, where the Colonel and his Mission could receive the Chinese forces onto
Indian soil and forward them on home.
This was much easier said than done, however, for as Willoughby was later to write: "It
meant a good deal of arrangement; stages, accommodations, transport, supplies, medical
arrangements,escorts, railway arrangementsfiom Darjeeling to Calcutta, shipping arrangements
thence to China, etc." It was the IOth Gurkhas of the Indian Army, he added, which were
required to furnish the escorts on this side of the Tibetan border.93Between Willoughby's
arrival at Gnatong in early September 19 12 and his departure in late March 191 3 nearly two
thousand Chinese men, women and children (which included a little better than a thousand
soldiers ofthe Lhasa garrison), along with a number of pro-chinese Tibetans and Tibetan camp
followers,would pass through the Mission's transit camp; yet even before the Mission leader
had arrived, there had already been a number of Chinese troops from the Shigatse and Gyantse
garrisons who had come down through Sikkim and Kalimpong to Calcutta.

It must surely have been a most disconsolate, embittered and bedraggled first "batch" of
Chinese who in mid-September of 1912 finally did take to the trail that would lead them
soutllward out of the Holy City, which they had so frightfully desecrated ("it looked like a
heap of ruins," wrote Dorjieff when he saw it later), and up towards the high-altitude exit
from the Land of Snows. By means of slow-moving yaks, mules and ponies, and escorted by
Tibetans who kept a wary eye on them, Chinese officials, officers and their troops-the
latter''in poor health and with their clothes in tattersw-wended their SOY way up to the
Tibetan-Sikkimesefrontier point at the Jelep La. But as they made their way thus escorted,
the Chinese soldiers could still not escape entirely the animosity which yet lodged in the
heaflsofthe Tibetan people. At Gyantse, for example, Tibetan women were seen throwing
dust after the departing Chinese troops and lapping their hands: a typical way exhibited
Tibetans of that day for expelling devils! For this reason alone the members of the
Chinese
"caravan" must have been quite relieved to reach-despite the difficulty in doing
'%the relative safety of the Jelep La, from whence this vanquished and "sorry remnant"
of disarmed and frankly homesick soldiers passed on back to their own country.
Infact, the Russian consul in Calcutta, having witnessed the departure through the Bengal
from Indian soil of these returning Chinese, was moved to write: ''The last remainder
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of Chinese troops, representing a mob of wretched ragamuffins, in which one cannot possibly
recognize soldiers, have been chucked out from Calcutta the other day." "Chucked
notes historian Nikolai Kuleshov, because of "their turbulent behavior causing numerous
troubles for the police.'" "Gratefully," noted Lord Ronaldshay, the army and its Tibetan
followers rested for a time "in a small enclave provided for them at Kalimpong." In oneof
those unusual ironies of history for which the chronicles of human folly are famous, this
resting place, he also noted, was "within sight of the very house"-the Bhutan Durbar
House-where only a few years earlier the Dalai Lama had himself rested when, in being
pursued by perhaps some of the same Chinese troops who now rested nearby, he had made
his own, albeit much hastier, retreat from the Land of Snows.
But there was yet another ironic twist of fate to all this. When on the day after the Dalai
Lama's flight from the Tibetan capital in 1910 the senior Chinese Imperial Amban at Lhasa
had learned of it, he became furious and immediately asked for, and got, two volunteers from
his own security forces to bring back to him the head of His Holiness. Instantly, General
Chung gave to these volunteers three hundred of his best cavalrymen, who with the two
voluuteers then gave hot pursuit in what nonetheless proved to be an unsuccessful bid to
please the Amban. As fate would have it, however, the Amban, Len Yu, would by 1911112 be
deposed by his own mutinying Chinese soldiers who disliked him on the two counts of being
a Manchu and the one responsible for their overdue wages; and Chung, upon his return
home with his evacuating troops, was himself executed by his new Chinese government as
a way of placating the outraged Tibetans for the manner in which he and his undisciplined
troops, in their unrestrained excesses at Lhasa and elsewhere, had treated the citizens of
Tibet during the few short years of their presence in the Land of snow^.^'
Although all these Chinese forces (which has been estimated to have been about three
thousand troops and officers) were in time removed from Tibetan soil, many ofthem, together
with their Tibetan wives, children and friends, were either unable or unwilling to leavelndian
soil and make their way back the long route to their far-off homeland. As it turned out, it was
particularly from among the Shigatse and Gyantse garrisons that many Chinese manifested
no desire to return to China but rather wished to settle in British India.* In the wordsof
Ronaldshay again, the vanquished army lefl behind a "jetsam in the shape of those who
found the actual conditions of life in Kalimpong pleasanter than the prospect of a return to
the greater uncertainties of life in China." Instead, receiving permission to remain in the
Subcontinent, they ended up settling in India in substantial numbers: both at Kalimpong1
oul;l

* A classic case in point has been documented by Twan Yang about his Chinese Father and Tibetan mother. T'ran
Yang himself ligures in the story oSGergan Tharchin's intelligence-gathering efforts on behalf of the Britishtha'
is related in a later chapter o f t h e present narrative, Chapter 24a o f v o l u m e I l l . In his published a u t o b i o g r a ~ ~ ~ ~ '
account o f his life up t o age 2 I . Twan Yang. w h o was born in Kalilnpong in 1919. tells o f his parents' plighlof
a few years earlier back in Tibet (in Holrseboy India, 1):
My father served as a sergeant major in the Chinese army in Tibet where the Chinese ruled at that time. M y
father was from Szechuan, and was a Confucian. He married my mother in Shigatse. She was vev kind-hearted
and was a Kham-mo [a native of eastern Tibet] and also a Confucian. After her marriage she gave birtll a
girl, my elder sister.
In 191 1 the Tibetans rose against the Chinese and my father was taken priso~~er.
tie escaped execution .b'
the Tibetans and was sent alive to India with many other Chinamen. After a very hard tramp over mountall's
and hills, with my mother and baby sister. he came to Kalimpong, . . and there he setrled down.
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Weelingand Calcutta; and some also settled in Sikkim." (Their desfendants, incidentally,
,till living in these places even up to this day.I9'

for the many who stopped at Kalimpong, the Government erected some huts to
accommodate
them temporarily at the Kalimpong suburb of TopkhanagBin the Eleventh Mile
Realizing the need of the people who settled down here permanently, Rev. Mackenzie
hadsomedwellingsbuilt to give them timely shelter since they had no other place to stay. He
had more than a dozen thatched huts erected just below the Scots Tibetan Mission Compound
where the needy and deserving Tibetans and the others could shelter themselves from sun,
rain and storm. Among these "others," of course, were the "disaffected Chinese" mentioned
earlier. For besides laboring among the Tibetans, Rev. Mackenzie was called upon to labor
among the Chinese as well. Having intermarried with the Tibetans, not a few of these
evicted Chinese soldiers now became interested in the work that was being done for their
wives and children. Accordingly, "to enable himself to widen his influence," wrote one close
observer in 1914 after visiting Kalimpong that year, "Mr. Mackenzie is studying the Chinese
language and bids fair to be soon as proficient in it as he is in Tibetan."IooBut whether they
were Chinese or Tibetan evacuees from Tibet, all proved to be in need of much help in
restoring themselves to econornic we1I-being.
In this regard, some of the Tibetans were e~nployedin the "industrial" cotnplex that came
tobe known popularly as Kalimpong Arts and Crafts and which was founded in 1 897 (under
the original name of "Kalimpong Home Industries") by Katherine Graham. the wife of
missionary Graham.lo' In fact, nearly a thousand people from throughout the area w.ould
eventually be employed by this industrial instit~tion.'~'Some
ofthe ones who were employed
here were Tibetan and Chinese artisans who, among other talents. were quite skillful
carpenters. One sucl~was the father of Twan Yang, mentioned earlier. "My father," he
recalled, "knew carpenter's work and could earn his living by making all kinds of wooden
things. He got work in the workshop of the industrial school in Kalimp~ng."'~'
Besides
and wood-working, wrote David Macdonald, the Chinese settlers had also those
whofollowed the bootmaking and cooking trades.Iw In addition, there was opportunity given
to those men who wished to engage i n blacksmith work and tailoring.lo5They even had
among
their number an artist, "whose pictorial genius," declared Ronaldshay, had already by
1923 ''attracted the attention ofconnoisseurs from Calcutta." and whose talent bade fairSbto
exciteinterest in still wider circles."106 ~ 1 ~some
0 , of the Tibetan womenfolk were excellent
weaverswho engaged in carpet-weaving. knining and lace-making. Others of those who
were involvedin Kalirnpong Arts and Crafts worked in making and selling Tibetan eatables
as "khapses" and ground nut sweets know11 as "badam mitthai." In these and other
'vaYs~afi
of the influx of this evacuatingpopulation from Tibet took to business
comlnerce.
And as a consequence some of theln becalne highly s~lccessfulin their various o c c u ~ a t ~ ~ ! ~ ~
and garnered for themselves an excellent income, with some of them even becoming quite

1

rich and influential.* Another portion of the evacuees from Tibet sought work amongtheka
gardens around Kalimpong and Darjeeling rather than journey onward to China. These in
particular were the mothers with their "half-breed" progeny that had resulted from th
intermarriage of Tibetan women with the Chinese soldiery back in Tibet, they electing(,-, I
remain in India rather than go on to China with their soldier-husbands.Io7
NOW those who lived in the huts built by the Mission worked in the industrial complexIM
and attended the Sunday church services regularly and voluntarily, for there was nocoercion,
From among these regular church attendees some forty or fifty persons were baptized on
request and thus they were added to the fellowship of the church. Rev. Mackenzie looked
after their spiritual needs. Numbered among those with such needs was Twan Yang's fami$
The latter recalled the following:

1

When my father had settled in Kalimpong, he had great difficulties.Mother had been ill and he
had no money to pay for treatment and none of his friends helped him much. But he had one
friend who had become a Christian. He advised my father to become a Christian also because
Christians give kind help in the troubles of life. So my father and mother became members of
the Church of Scotland. When my mother was ill, the late Rev. E. Mackenzie, and Mr. Tharchin,
and others, came to visit her and took her to hospital. I think I was baptized by Mr. Mackenzie
but I am not sure. So my mother died in hospital and was buried in the Christian cemetery.... I
think my father took me often to church.'09
Rev. Mackenzie was assisted by a Tibetan convert who belonged to a well-bred and
respectable family in Tibet. As Peter of the New Testament had previously been called
Simon, so this convert who had formerly been known as Jhola Ngodup was later christened
Yishui (Joshua or Jesus) Jhola.

It was noted earlier in this narrative that Rev. Mackenzie, having founded and faithfully
labored in the work of the Tibetan church, eventually retired from it in the very early part of
1924. So that by the time Dorje Tharchin came on the scene, Mackenzie had already 10%
since departed on furlough for good. Indeed, as was pointed out in the previous chapter,
Tharchin only joined the Mission work in mid-August of 1924. Thus during the rather lengthy
final-furlough absence of Evan Mackenzie tlie spiritual condition of the Tibetan congregation
had deteriorated to a deplorable degree. Many Tibetan believers became scattered here and
there. They were, in fact, "as sheep not having a shepherd."l1° The previously mentioned
Tibetan teacher (see near the beginning of tlie present chapter), who by this time was

* In this connection, Tibetan scholar and writer Jamyang Norbu has recently observed that the Arts and CraRs
Center was "the first instance of the utilization of traditional Tibetan design to create 'curios' and anifactsfor
sale to tourists" and which since these earlier days has "evolved into a big business in the Tibetan refugee
with orgallizatio~l~
such as Paljor llandicrafls, Norbulingka Institute, Zi .Tibetan Collection and other enterprises
in Nepal, India and even the West, benefiting fiom Mrs. Graham's initial inspiration and eflort."Norbu.
of Kalimpong," Lungta (Winter 1998):34.
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in the ~~M~Institution,
remained in the church along with his family. As was seen
Rev. Mackenzie had engaged this teacher in the school the missionary had
foundedwhich in those earlier days had been conducted in Pollhill Hall. Later the school was
and amalgamated with the SUM], which action also automatically transferred the
teacher as well.
Some Christians stopped attending the church services. Others became backsliders and
totally went back to their original faith of Buddhism. The situation went from bad to worse.
Some believers got into financial difficulties. Due to economic pressures one believer in
particular,Mashi Das, had pledged or pawned his sewing machine. When Tharchin heard of
this he was very much grieved in heart. He went with this Christian brother and retrieved the
machine from the pledge and helped him to resume his business as before. At the time,
brother Das was an elder in the Tibetan congregation who at times would preach in the
church."' Yishui Jhola also used to conduct the services in the congregation since he was a
catechist, but he had left the church fellowship long ago. Yishui Jhola had in fact left the
Mission work even before the retirement of Rev. Mackenzie. Later he was employed as a
copyist at the world-renowned "natural university" called Shantiniketan1I2near Calcutta
that had been founded by the 1913 Nobel Laureate in literature Rabindranath Tagore,'I3
who himself often visited Kalimpong.'14Upon completion of this assignment Yishui was in
time to return to the hill station.
Despite the painful state of affairs in the church, Tharchin nevertheless gradually
encouraged brother Das who had earlier pawned away his sewing machine. By so doing,
this believer was helped to return to the church fellowship. After much prayer and counseling
brother Das and his family came back and continued to attend church services regularly.
Later both this Tibetan and his wife died in the Christian faith. They had remained faithful to
the end.
Tharcliin began to conduct daily Bible classes in the Mission Girls' High School for the
benefit of the women and in the Arts and Crafts Industries for the benefit of the Tibetan
workers there. On Sundays they would also attend the church services. From time to time
Tharchin would present an old magic lantern show at both Topkhana and the Tenth Mile
areas- The Topkhana area (Eleventh Mile) is vividly described a few pages further on in this
Present chapter. Unlike the Eleventh Mile, whose inhabitants in those days forthe most part
came from the poorer Tibetan classes, the Tenth, by contrast, had more or less emerged as
for the offices, warehouses and shops of the well-to-do Tibetan merchants. But a
fewMamarishops and the workshops of several Nepali silversmiths were able to insinuate
lhemselvesin between some of the Tibetan houses that were there. A later close acquaintance
~~Tharchin's,
a young Austrian Baron by the name of Rene de ~ebesky-Wojkowitz,has
described
''the most rnarvelous wares" which during this and subsequent periods could be
found in the wealthy shops of these Tibetan merchants of the Tenth Mile district:

'hick

bundles of reddish-brownjoss-sticks lie alongside piles of blankets made from coarse
wool; Chinese rice bowls of paper-thin porcelain stand next to fat yak tails. used as
ceremonial fans in Hindu temples. Bales of silk and brocade, of which wealthy Tibetans have
clothes made, little caskeh full turquoise and old silver coins, the rolled-UP skins
'lbetan
snow leopards, strings of artificial beads, and big white shells used by the lamas
'lbetan
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musical instruments lie cheek by jowl with tins of Chinese delicacies. Here, too, are Chinese
chopsticks of ivory, or cheaper ones of plastic Or wood, colorful Tibetan rugs and saddlecloths, musk in little leather bags, triangles of brocade, with which Tibetan women embellish
the corners of their gaily striped aprons, simple eating-bowls of wood and more expensive
ones inlaid with silver. Men of rank prefer this type of bowl, for a sudden blackening of the
silver gives them timely warning that poison has been added to their food. Turquoise or coral
rings from the Eastern Tibetan town of Derge, bells for the leading animals of caravans, and
long strips of white, blue, yellow, red, green and black linen, from which the lamas make prayer
flags, are also for sale. Beside them lie Tibetan and Chinese medicinal herbs, brightly colored
silk cords for decorating the pigtail or the sword, and other unusual goods."S

i1
(

i
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This Tenth Mile district may have appeared calm and unintimidating by day; by nigh[,
however, it wore a different face. Nearly undetectable during the daytime, after sundownits
character would be transformed into what o n e Western resident in the hill station duringthe
1950s termed "the 'casbah' of Kalimpong." Another Western resident during this same
time-frame had also characterized Tenth Mile a s having a double face, observing that its
name came to have "a slightly objectionable flavor" t o it among Kalimpongians in that besides
the reputable shops and offices o f the merchants and tradesmen, this Mile area was notedas
well for having "the lodgings o f numerous Tibetan ladies o f easy virtue." And what was true
at mid-century had more than likely been true earlier in the 1920s and '30s. The former
Scottish missionary-turned-journalist George Patterson had described the Tenth Mile's
nocturnal appearance in the most colorful language:
Here are the caravanserais for housing and stabling the Tibetans and their animals after their
months of travel across the mountain wastes of Tibet. Here are the great trading houses, wool
godowns and multiplicity of shops catering to Central Asian trade. Here is the color of the
native bazaar, the roaring area of beer shops, brothels, brawls and murders. Usually obscured
throughout the day by a haze of dust thrown up by the feet of thousands of mules and
absorbed in the intense activity of hundreds of brawny, sweating, grinning Tibetan muleteers
loading their caravans, [the district] comes alive [at night] in a different way as Tibetans,
newly-washed and oiled, with colored gowns and shirts of silks and brocades, leave their
mules in the caravanserais and devote themselves to uninhibited enjoyment. To use the term
"paint the town red" would be a misnomer and even understatement, for this is a usual process
with the Tibetans at any time, who feel that it is due them after several months in the bleak
wastes of Central Asia. Even the fearless Nepali policemen go into this part of the town in pairs
and ignore everything but the most obvious violations of the border-town law. All Europeans
are discouraged from visiting this section after dark.. .. ' l 6
N o w in the decades o f Tharchin's Christian ministry when he was showing the maPc
lantern, this Mile area as well as that o f the Eleventh were full o f Tibetans who came down
from their homeland t o Kalimpong during the winter a s traders and pilgrims, a season of
activity by these visitors that was described earlier in the first volume of the present narrative#
in Chapter 7. Although there was some response t o Tharchin's gospel efforts llere at Tenth
Mile, there was a greater response to his gospel lantern shows at the Eleventh.Yet, whetller
at the one or the other o f these two Mile areas, not only did the lndo-~ibetan-and later. he
and the SUCC~SSO~-missionary
to Rev. Mackenzie in the Tibetan work, Dr. Robert Kiloxregularly conduct magic lantern preaching among the Tibetans here and in the rest of the
bazaar sector oftown, but also, and particularly during the winter season just now mentioned*
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ininistry was faithfully carried out farther afield among the many Tibetan campers
who were marking time at their camps before taking their homeward journey.
In fact, writing in his Annual Report o n the Tibetan Work for the year 1934 (and found
among the Tharchin Papers), missionary K n o x could report that "by means o f literature,
lantern addresses and personal interviews" a "large number o f Tibetan residents and also
travelers"fromthe Snowy Land itself "was reached" with the gospel. And in his Report for
the following year, Knox more specifically indicated that much o f the Christian literature
thusdistributed "was taken by [these] travelers returning to Tibet." Still, the missionary was
moved to confide in his Report for 1936 that "it is hard to estimate the results of such work
among people who come and g o constantly." Nevertheless, he could add this interesting
story: "One man who lived with us for a while and came under instruction but left because
he was disappointed at not receiving great material benefit has now written from Lhasa
asking for literature." It was encouraging instances like this which impelled Knox to declare
in the following year's Report that the visitation among the Tibetan residents and especially
theitinerant campers constituted "a work which, though showing little visible return, I regard
as of the utmost importance."
Indeed, on this point Knox had expressed himself even more strongly at this very same
time in a letter he had written to a N e w Zealand inquirer preparing to become a missionary
to Tibet. Describing in his letter first, however, the then current situation vis-h-vis British
India'sstringent policy in regard to any thought of missionary penetration of the Great Closed
Landand indicating continuing British mistrust of certain Christian missionaries in particular.
Rev. Knox nonetheless had much to say of a positive nature with respect to the Scottish
Mission's evangelistic work among Tibet's numerous border-crossing visitors into his district
oflndia."The Church of Scotland Mission, which covers a vast area and ministers to many
different peoples," he began,
has me at Kalimpong as its Tibetan missionary.... So far as our work is concerned, we are up
against the fact that the British Government [of India] is anxious to keep on good terms with
the Tibetan government and not to proceed too quickly with the opening up of Tibet. It
therefore takes a strong line in preventing unauthorized travelers, especially missionaries,
entering Tibet. If I thought that anything were to be gained by disregarding the rules laid
down by the British government, I should not hesitate to do so, but the only result would be
that one would be promptly deported from Tibet and one's actions very closely watched in
India.
On the other hand, in Kalimpong, which is the meeting-place par excellence between Tibet
India, we meet people from every district in Tibet and can touch a greater number and
v a r i eof
~ people than we could reach, I believe, in any place in Tibet itself. So that. keen as
are to Penetrate its fastnesses and great as the need is, we can do a better work for the Master
for Jesus1 here, for the present at any rate.
I dislike the word "stealth" because it suggests dishonesty-though 1 kno\v You
mean that. However, the Government thinks it has had cause to suspect the
in the past and there are some missionaries still living who would never be
allowed to cross the frontier because the Government feels that they could not be
Well, situated as we are on the border of the Forbidden Land and coming into contact 'lth
travelersof every class from ever) part of it, what
need most is to increase the opponunities
contact with them,
by increasine the number of witness-bearers [to Christ] and the
places at which they can be ,,let. 1 1"
L
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This last-mentioned desire Knox and his colleagues, such as Gergan Tharchin, would attemp,
to realize as much as possible over the ensuing years and decades.
In addition to these various avenues of ministry j US^ now described, it became a
practice that twice a week in the mornings, gospel meetings would be conducted guib
successfully by Tharchin for the leprosy patients at the local Mission Leprosarium."7

lI

!

Sometime towards the end of the nineteenth century, CeciI Polhill-Turner of the China
Inland Mission (CIM) had donated a substantial sum of money to construct a gospel preaching
hall, called in its earlier days the Tibetan Preaching House but which has ~ u b s e q u e n t l ~ ~ ~ ~
to be rightly named after him as "Polhill Hall."Il8 During his first stay in District Darjeeling
missionary Polhill had contributed these funds as a token of his appreciation for earlier
kindnesses shown the Tibetan Pioneer Mission (the one originally created and led by Annie
Taylor but latterly led by him) as its members had passed through Kalimpong on their way to
Tibet but who were then subsequently required by circumstances to return and remain in the
hill station for some little while.'I9(As will be learned later in the present chapter, this hadall
occurred during 1894-5.) The Hall, now more than a century old, still stands by the side of
the main road in the center of Kali~npong.~'~~Appropriately
it was dedicated for the ministry
ofthe gospel alllong the Tibetans. In time Polhill would again visit Kalimpong in 1926.12'
Now as was mentioned near the beginning ofthis present biography;Cecil Polhill-Turner
had been numbered among seven individuals who had together emerged in 1884 as that
famed group of young missionary-minded men who came to be known as "the Cambridge
Seven." Two years earlier the well-known American lay evangelist, Dwight L. Moody, had
been invited to conduct a mission on the Cambridge Univeisity campus; and as a consequence,
this renowned British institution of higher learning had been stirred to its depths by Moody's
ministry. Five of its brightest and talented students (including the former stroke oar ofthe
Cambridge boat, the Captain of the University Eleven, and Cecil Polhill's own brother Arthur).
together with Cecil himself and one other young man, D. E. Hoste (who would later become
the General Director of the CIM), banded themselves together in a united commitment to
devote their lives to foreign missions. ~ n when
d
the announcement came that these seven
men had been accepted by the China Inland Mission, it created a great stir in Britain and
America, since some of them not only were highly respected at Cambridge but were also
socially prominent. One of them, for example, was a nephew of a member of the House of
Lords, another was an officer in the Royal Artillery, and the two Polhill brothers were sons
of a late Member of Parliament, while the two brothers themselves had been, respectivelyprominent Eton and Cambridge cricketers. The one who became the most prominent among
the Cambridge Seven was Charles Thomas (C. T.) Studd (1 860-193 1). Studd, whose name
was already a houseliold word "as perhaps the greatest gentleman bowler in ~ngland"and
ex-captain of the Cambridge cricket team, would go on to found the Worldwide ~ v a n g e l i z a ~ ~ ~ ~
Crusade (WEC) and became one of the outstanding missionary pioneers of all time. And

aohcrofthem,William W. Cassels, would in 1895 be consecrated the first Anglican Bishop
in west china. By the end of 1884 they would all be enrolled with the CIM, the same year in
which AnnieTaylor had also joined that mission society and had gone off to China. Polhill
and the rest ofthe Cambridge Seven would themselves leave for China early the following
year (1885), sailing together on the same ship with the founder of the Mission, J. Hudson
Taylor,who was returning to the mission field after a long-delayed and well-deserved furlough
back home.
~ l t h Cecil
~ ~ Polhill,
~ h like all the others of the Cambridge Band, was initially drawn to
China,he, and later his newly-wedded wife, would in time settle along that country's border
with Tibet. There they entered into an active ministry among the many traders and other
Tibetan citizenry who continually traversed the border crossings. In fact, they had been in
chinafor only three years when in July of 1888, following their marriage in the spring of that
year by Polhill's fellow-Band member, Rev. C a s s e l ~they
, ~ ~removed
~
to Sining in Kansuh
Province not far from the famed (Lake) Koko-Nor and the equally famous lamasery town
ofKumbum very near the Tibetan border village where the current Dalai Lama XIV would
be born and shortly afterwards discovered. For several years thereafter the Polhills labored
forthe sake of the Christian gospel among the Tibetans and Chinese throughout this entire
Amdodistrict. It will be of interest to the reader to learn, incidentally. that during this period
copiesofall the books and other literature in Tibetan which through the years up to this time
had been lithographed by the Moravian missionaries working along the Indo-Tibetan frontier
were being sent to the Polhills to assist them in learning the Tibetan language and in the
colporteur work they were conducting. But it was also during this period that the Polhills
became aware of the beleaguered state of affairs among the Moravian mission stations in
Lesser Tibet which prompted the Polhills in 1890 to write the Tibet Prayer Union's Secretary
of their intercessory prayer support on behalf of the spiritually barren situation at Dorje
Tharchin's home village of Poo and the other Moravian outposts there.
By the spring of 1892, though, the Polhills resettled to the south at the town of Sun-p'an
in the large Chinese province of Szechuan where they nonetheless continued to work among
the Tibetans. But not long after their arrival, a most harrowing experience occurred which
forced them to leave for England to recoup their shattered health. It so happened that a
had for some time existed in the area; and when it would not end, a mob of superstitious
pm~le(noneof whom were Tibetans, the Polhills were careful to report) ultimately accused
thetwo missionaries of being the cause of the drought. On 29 July 1892 this mob attacked
thePolhillsphysically, and badly treated them by tearing off part of their clothing. beating
them and dragging them from the town. Only through the timely intervention of a military
Oacialwerethey rescued from a tragic demise and helped in their departure from the town
by a military escort two days later.
But while recuperating in England from these terrible trials, missionary Polh i 11 had time to
assist his sister-in-law, Annie W. Marston, in preparing her book, The Greof Closed Land
(1893)9which
chronicled those various mission works everywhere whose aim was to penetrate
the
of Tibet with the gospel of Jesus Christ. This volume, as the reader may recall,
proved to be an invaluable source of information in writing the opening chapters of the
Present narrative.
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In the meantime, the near-legendary missionary Annie R. Taylor (b.1856), who had
originally been attached to the CIM, had herself returned to England on 1 July 1893 following
her own harrowing experience in unsuccessfully attempting from the China side to reach
Lhasa with the gospel during 1892-3. (In his own ~nissionarytravels through the Chinese
province of Kansuh, Cecil Polhill had in late 1891 met Miss Taylor and her now celebrated
Lhasa Tibetan servant and companion Pontso at the town of Taochow, from which place
she, Pontso (by this time a converted Christian) and others in her party had commencedtheir
ill-fated journey towards the Tibetan capital.) Yet, despite Taylor's failure to reach Lhasa
and to make her way down to Darjeeling for the purpose, as she had declared, of "claiming
the country for the Master," her adventure in Tibet had not been in vain. As one well-known
missionary in Little Tibet (F. B. Shawe) was led to exclaim, "Her marvelous feat drew
universal attention to the people on whose behalf it was made."Iz2
Miss Taylor herself encouraged further interest in the Great Closed Land. For while back
in Britain she spoke from many platforms concerning the urgent need for Tibet and Tibetans
to be reached for the Lord Jesus Christ. At the same time she urged the formation of a
Tibetan Pioneer M i s s i o ~ icomposed
'~~
of those who would accept God's call to serve as
missionaries to the Tibetans in Tibet itself. With the help of the China Inland Mission's
founder, Hudson Taylor, and Mr. R. C. Morgan, a proprietor of the British magazine, The
Christian, she did indeed organize such an interdenominational Mission. It would consist of
nine men from Europe (two Norwegians, one Swede, one Englishman and five Scotsmen,
including Evan Mackenzie), together with Mackenzie's wife and infant girl ("the first Christian
child to start for Tibet"), Miss Taylor herself, and her faithful Tibetan companion-servant
Pontso and his wife. Although the work in Tibet would be an independent effort unaffiliated
with the CIM (but with that mission society's "hearty sympathy and prayers"), those who
had volunteered would be expected to labor in the gospel along the lines of the CIM, with
whose methods and principles Annie Taylor was still in complete sympathy.
Miss Taylor and her Tibetan Mission members eventually set sail from England on 24
February 1894 bound for India, specifically heading for the ~hoom1Jorebungalowarea In
Darjeeling, but with Tibet as fheir ultimate objective. It was the group's intention upon !heir
arrival at Ghoom in April to live there and also in Sikkim for some time that they might acquire
the Tibetan language before making an attempt to enter Tibet via Sikkim where Miss
herself had studied the language for a year in a Buddhist monastery at the village of Turn-Turn
(Tumlong) back in 1890-1. (Just before this she had also studied the language for some five
months while visiting with her married sister in Darjeeling and then living in a Tibetan hut
among Tibetan settlers at Ghoom.) By the end of their stay in the Ghoom area, two her
Mission-most likely from among the Scandinavians-felt called to work among the Tibetans
already ill India, they doubtless wishing to join themselves to the members of the Scandinavlan
Alliance Mission at Ghoom by whom Miss Taylor and her group had been so warmly welcomed
upon their arrival and who were even then engaged in similar work of learning the Tibetan
language and ministering to the already established Tibetan community there. By septemberOf
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,894~ ~ y land
o r the remainder of her Mission were on their way to the borderjoumcy
which by premgement took them though Kal impong, where for a few days before pro&ing
Md
into Sikkim ''they experienced much kindness from Mr. and Mrs. Graham, ~ rMama
.
ofthe Universities' Mission, and Dr.Ponder of the Charteris Hospital." During these few days,
in fact, they were graciously lodged at the Guild Mission House.

NOW it so happened that shortly after Miss Tay lor had

first arrived in the Darjeel ing area,
she, as leader ofthe group, had received a telegram from Captain James, the British Political
Officer in Sikkim.* In effect it intimated that she and her party could not be permitted to
enter Tibet, that they must limit their gospel endeavors to the area south of the Himalayas,
and that the missionary party could go no farther in their attempt to penetrate the Tibetan
borderthan the Sikkimese frontier village of Gnatong. This village was the site of a British
fort community perched some 12,000 feet above sea level ("perhaps the highest military post
in the world held by Europeans" at that time-Laurence A. Waddell) and a mere nine miles
horn Tibet. Yet Miss Taylor would not be turned aside by this refusal of permits to enter
Tibet from the Indo-Sikkimese side. As one of her biographers noted, to both the Government
of India and the Government of Bengal she immediately wrote letters which, though
"reasonable" and "respectful," were "plainly and forcibly" worded and which explained her
Purpose in desiring to enter Tibet and "the impossibility of turning back at this stage." In
commenting about these letters, the Indian Methodist Times for July 1894 had declared:
In sentiment and phrasing there was a touch of Cromwellism, especially in the strong undertone
of unfaltering confidence in a power higher than that to which the letters appealed. They were
documents the like of which are not often received by Secretaries of Governments. They were
calculated to set them thinking. Especially strong was the protest against the order which, now
that the law allows traders to go up to a certain point within Tibet [i.e.,at Yatungl. will exclude
missionaries entirely, simply because of their profe~sion.'~~

Despite these appeals, however, the Indian governments concerned with the matter remained
adamant in their refusal to budge from the official position earlier enunciated in the telegram
fmmthe~ritishPolitical Officer in Sikkim.
It was at this point that Annie Taylor made a monumental strategic error in keeping the
'Ontents of the telegram to herself, because it ultimately cost her the allegiance of every
memberof her party. Keeping her own counsel and moviiig forward under false pretences.
Ta~lorled her innocent young band of stalwart missionaries across the border into Sikkim
and on up to Gnatong ("the forest meadow") where she was determined to establish a
'his have been H.E.M. .lames ofthe Indian Civil Service (ICS) and author of Thhp Lojlg ~l'%;/e~~lo1~nta;n
1888)? The latter is an eyewitness account of lieutenant (later Colonel Sir) Francis y 0 u n ~ h u s b ~ d . s
exrraordln~over~and
trek from Peking to Srinagar in ,887. ajoumey in ivhich lames was asipificmt Pafllcipvll~
'lmes
have later entered the Foreign and Pjlitica] Serkice branch ofthe ]CS and ma!' have beell On
'emporary in 1894 for only a fe\,, months as an acting Political Officer in Sikkim.
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mission station and wait for the opportunity, which did indeed come, to cross the frontier in
disobedience to the official order of Britain's highest authority in the region, she and her
faithful followers plunged forward just beyond the border into Tibet proper.
When news reached Captain James of Miss Taylor's action, he immediately orderedher
and her party to be returned to the fort at Gnatong where the Political Officer poured out hir
anger upon her for having disobeyed his order by telegram. "The sequel." wrote one narrator
of the event, "was only natural." With other differences having already arisen betweenthe
missionary and her party, the Mission members, including the Mackenzies, now feelingha
they had been betrayed and unfairly dealt with by their leader, all resigned in frustrationand
disappointment. It should be pointed out that William Carey, who later was to edit alldthen
publish Annie Taylor's Diary of her Tibetan exploit of 1892-3, and who had himselfvisited
her at Yatung duriwthe summer of 1899, indicates that "all but one" of the Mission's members
had "seceded from their leader." Most likely this was the Mackenzie daughter who obviously
was too young to enter an opinion on the matter. Carey went on to comment about the
"secession" of the Mission's members:
It was unhappy, but it was inevitable. There were incompatible elements in their mutual relations
which ought to have been foreseen and more wisely adjusted. Some regrettable circumstances
notwithstanding, it would be very unjust, I think, to blame them for the act of withdrawal.
Separation was best in every way. It was doubtless a deep disappointment to all concerned,
and not least to Miss Taylor, when the Mission dissolved; but God has given her a better thing
than the thing she wanted to have. He has scattered the Band that he might use it in a wider
sphere and fit it for better work.lZS

"Henceforward," wrote the earlier quoted narrator, "there was nothing before the individual
members of the party but to face the situation as best they could." In the event, all oftliem
would initially end up spending a year and possibly more in and around Kalimpong. (For
instance, this was the juncture in their lives when the Mackenzies decided to settle down in
nearby Pedong for a year and a half working among the Tibetans who frequented the place.
before finally joining the Kalimpong Guild Mission of John Graham's.) Here they would
engage in further language study in Tibetan. By the very early part of 1896, however. all
except the Mackenzies and one or two others, who would join them later, would be backat
GhoomlDarjeeling again for further study in the Tibetan language as they awaited action on
their future status.'26

In an attempt to recoup the situation as quickly as possible, Miss Taylor felt compelled$
shortly after the debacle at G~iatongand with the willing agreement of the other members,
send all urgent request to Cecil Polhill, still back in Britain, to come to Kalimpongto assume
the leadership ofwhat was left of the Mission group, a responsibility which she realizedslle
could no longer effectively handle. This urgent summons for help slie had sent to pollllll
late 1894, and alnong other things it expressed the "hope that before long a door miglltoPen
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intothe closed Land" of Tibet; though on what grounds Annie now based such sanguine
fllicipation, afier wllat the Tibetan Mission had just experienced at the hands o f stringent
~ ~ ipolicy
~ i towards
~ h
Christian missionaries and its officials who uncompromisingly applied
lhatpolicy,
can only leave the knowledgeable observer somewdat mystified. Nevertheless,
polhil], always desirous of more Christian workers willing and able to evangelize among
Tibetans, did indeed answer the call, came to Kalimpong by early 1895 ahead of his wife
(who remained in England for another year of recuperation), and assumed the Mission's
leadership, He would return to England later that same year to fetch his wife and family,
after which, "towards the end o f December," they both would depart together for the
~ ~ ~ j ~ ~ l i n g l Garea
h o oto
massist further in resolving the Taylor Mission debacle.
Polhill himself has left a record in several writings-both
contemporary with, and
subsequent to, these events--of what had occurred between himself on the one hand and,
on the other, Annie and what he has described as Annie's "party of young men who had gone
to the Tibetan border and were staying at Kalimpong." But this record also indicated that,
apparently, besides having been "asked ... in the autumn of last year [l 8941 .. . to go out to
Darjeeling [District], and settle upon some course to pursue with reference to the former
members ofthe Tibetan Pioneer Mission [emphasis added]," Polhill was confronted with the
fact that, meanwhile, that same Mission at some point along the way had acquired some new
members, who iikewise were in need of leadership and guidance. Here, then, is what he
reported in one of the aboveqeferenced documents of record, in this case the wellknown
CIM publication, China h Millions. Writing for publication therein during the latter half of
1895, Polhill-now poised "towards the end of December" to depart once again for Northeast
India, "there to remain for a year studying the [Tibetan] language, etc.," but this time to be
accompanied by his wife and family--described in some detail what had transpired during
his first visit to Kalimpong alone at the beginning of that same year of 1895:
Leaving England with the concurrence of the CIM council in January . . . ,I reached Kalimpong,
where nine of the former members ofthe Tibetan Pioneer Mission were staying, and a few days
subsequent to my arrival went on to Gnatong, distant three days' journey, in order to confer
with Miss Taylor. It was felt better that they [i.e., the nine, numbered among whom were the

Mackemies] should proceed independently [of the Pioneer Mission] in carrying on their
hhrework, and my duty was to remain with the new members, seeking to help them to equip
themselves for their prospective labors among the Tibetans.
the missionaries at Kalimpong, it seemed the wisest plan to remain there, and avail
of the quiet seclusion it afforded for [language] study, while not by any means
Ivlth0utTibetanswhom we could get amongst, and utilize [in gospel evangelism] the [language]
knowledgegained, especially during the colder months, when the wool carriers come and
go..-. On Sunday mornings and, when the wool carriers arrive, in the afternoons also, short
were held for the Tibetans, and we were thankful to notice real interest among them,
especially of late.
Accordingto another but much later record of these events, Polhill, apparently combining
logether the time-frame of both his 1g95 and '96 visits to District Darjeeling, related how he

and mOstf~rmer
and all new members of Taylor7sPioneer Mission had "spent nearly ayear
together" at Kalimpong, receiving much assistance from the Grahams, Dr. Sutherland and
Others in the Scottish Guild Mission there. He further p i n t e d out that he and his new group
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ofyoung Christian missionaries were fortunate to receive "splendid help from a younghasl
Lama, Yeshi," with whom "for about ten months" they and the helpful Lama (whobefos
dying of consumption became a Christian) "had a famous time of Tibetan [language]shdyn
Moreover, because of his abiding interest in the evangelization of Tibet, Polhill
a point of mentioning that the Guild Mission, besides its many other works and structures
which could be observed all about him, "now [has] a preaching Hall for Tibetans, and associated
with this a Tibetan-Christian Church." Yet it must be noted to his credit that missionary
Polhill had humbly failed to mention the fact that he, from his own pocket, had contributedall
the funds necessary for the construction of this gospel preaching hall. Indeed, it is onlyfrom
other documentary sources, not from Polhill himself, that his much benefaction dispensed
here in Kalimpong and elsewhere has come to light. In the present instance, for example,it
is the so-called memoirs of Gergan Tharchin that one learns of missionary Polhill's exceptional
generosity. Wrote Tharchin: "[Mr.] Polh ill donated a substantial sum to constiuct a gospel
preaching hall which .. . stands by the side of the main road in the center of Kalimpong.it
was dedicated for the ministry among the Tibetans.. .. He was considered as one of the
seven stars among the Christian missionaries sent out by the China Inland Mission"-amost
touching and eulogistic reference, of course, to "the Cambridge Seven."
One can safely conclude from this display of his charitable liberality that it was Polhill's
way of expressing his deep appreciation for having been helped by so many in Kalimpong's
Scottish Mission in relation to the traumatic disbandonment of the Taylor Tibetan Pioneer
Band. But even more so, perhaps, it reflects as well this missionary's great desire to contribute
in every way possible to the expansion of the work in reaching many Tibetans for Christ in
this strategically-located hill station that even then was increasingly attracting Tibetans from
everywhere.
Having now assumed the general oversight of these young men formerly under Annie
Taylor's leadership, Polhill would carry out this oversight not only while he remained in
Northeast India but also upon his return to China and the ministry he would resume conducting
along the Sino-Tibetan frontier. This was where the work of the Polhills among theTibetans
had so violently been interrupted at the town of Sun-p'an only a few years earlier. Polhill's
assumption of oversight would henceforth signify a new arrangement that would bring
satisfaction to everyone.
Yet this new arrangement had come about as follows. By Januaty-February of 1896the
Polhills had arrived in Northeast India; and they, along with various members-both oldand
new--of the soon-to-be defunct Taylor Pioneer Mission, had now established themselvesat
Ghoom where they continued Tibetan-language study and engaged in gospel work among
the many Tibetans in that area of District Darjeeling. Then, shortly afterwards, Hudson
Taylor and his wife appeared on the scene, having arrived at Ghoom on the 28th of Februar)'.
Taylor, the celebrated founder of the China Inland Mission, had only recently fallen ill In
China, and to recoup his strength he and his wife sailed for India in February where they
hoped to gain some much needed rest and at the same time fulfil1 a speaking engagement
him at the first Christian Student Conference in Calcutta. But in addition, the founderofthe
CIM took the opportunity, in the words ofone ofhis biographers, 'to place his ~ ~ l l g e x ~ e r
at the disposal of others" if it could "serve any of the Lord's people, whether connectedw'th
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the Mission or not." Citing the t i p to India as one example, Hudson Taylor's biographer
,tdthatwhileon the Subcontinent the famed missionary "took counsel with a company of
on the Indian-Tibetan border" because "a critical situation had arisen in regard to
heirfuture work"-an obvious reference to what had happened to Annie Taylor's ekhvhile
~~~d~fmissionarie~.
But another of Hudson Taylor's biographers put it this way: "A former
member of the [China Inland] Mission, Miss Annie Taylor, who had made a remarkable
journey across Tibet, was urgently needing help with a band of inexperienced workers she
had been the means of calling out. They were in northern India, hoping to gain an entrance
from the Darjeeling District to that long-closed land ..."
Coming up to DarjeelinglGhoom, therefore, and most likely at the behest of Cecil Polhill, the
CIM leader and his wifeafter a few days of needful rest--met with the Polhills and "all the
rest of the Tibetan missionaries of these parts" on the 3rdof March 1896. The Taylors even
stayedasguestsfor ten days with the Polhills at the well-known Evelyn Cottage in Ghoom that
had now become the residence of the Polhills, the Mackenzies and other missionary families
throughoutthe remainder of that year. The outcome of their discussions and fellowship together
proved quite positive before the Taylors departed Ghoom for China once again in mid-March.
A happy arrangement was struck between Polhill and Hudson Taylor, for in their meetings
together it was "decided that six of the men who went out with Miss Annie Taylor should start
tochina,as associated with the China Inland Mission, definitely for work on behalf of Tibet"
(with the remaining members, as it turned out, working- either in British India or British Bhutan;
but all of them, regardless the location, laboring, as one chronicler of these events observed,
"entirely for Tibetans"). And thus a new company of workers was formed under the aegis of
the CIM whose members would be Associates of that Mission; they would "work under its
direction," reported Mrs. Polhill at the time, "but under Cecil's leadership." Furthermore, no
longer would this group of missionaries be known as the Tibetan Pioneer Mission but was
immediately designated as the CIM Tibetan Band. And within a few days, the six new CIM
Associates (one of whom, interestingly enough, was Edward ~mundse;), all of whom were
single, departed Ghoom for Shanghai on the l Oh of March.
The ultimate destination in China of this new Band of workers formerly associated with
Miss Taylor would be to the same area to where the Polhill-Turners themselves would
go back: the vast north to south Sino-Tibetan frontier region, and at first
s~ecificallyto
the CIM station at Tachienlu in southwestern Szechuan not far from the Tibetan
frontier in the south. According to Polhill, he and his wife and children eventually arrived
lheretogetherin 1897' "in company with welcome r e i n f o r c e m e n t s " 4 ~ ~ b tal reference
e~~
lo the members of the newly-formed CIM Tibetan Band, six of whom had preceded by
a year the Polhills' arrival back in China from Ghoom. Here these Band members*
'long with the Polhills and others, would labor for the Christian gospel among the Tibetan
'Thesourcefor this date is according to Polhil] himself in his "Tibet: the Land ofthe Lamas." in M. BroOmhall~

!': TheChlneseLmpire, 336, where he writes that after recuperation in England (from late summer 1892)and a
to DarJeeling,he and his wife reached china i n ,897. 11 is further sourced. with additional information. On P.
On
15' ofPolhill'~unpublished menloirs, where he \vriles: .*ln 1897. leaving my \ ~ i f at
e Chefu. C h i n a I
10
the
present
author
h!'
Polhill's
find premises in T a ~ i ~ ~A ]photocopy
~ . ~ . of ,his page tyas kindly
Bandson! Professor Doctor Victor Funnel].
'''lt
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traders who daily crossed the border as well as among the large numbers of Tibetanswho
lived just outside Tibet itself. And thus was the short-lived bizarre history of the Pioneer
Mission founded by Annie Taylor brought finallyto a close, to the satisfactionof all Concerned
As for Annie herself, after a year more at Gnatong, she was at last permined to sehlt
the Tibetan town of Yatung, a mere twelve miles over the frontier (but still quiteaelevated,
i,
being situated only 4000 feet below the 14,500-foot Natu La). This had come about as a
result of a protocol to the Anglo-Chinese Convention of 1890 having been concludedin
December 1893 which regulated trade, communications and pasturage between Tibet and
the British protectorate of Sikkim. Among other things, this protocol, as alluded to earlierin
the Methodist Times article, provided for the creation of a trade mart at Yatung that was
opened in 1894. But only under the guise of a tradesperson was Miss Taylor permitted togo
to this Tibetan town to live and work, having applied for and obtained permission toestablish
a medical supplies shop there. As one British scholar, Alex McKay, has most recentlywritten
about these events involving Miss Taylor: "While it was well known that she was amissionary,
it proved impossible to refuse her a trading permit." Accordingly, here till late 1906 she
ministered to Tibetans, British and Chinese in the capacity of both small shopkeeper and
would-be nurse, the latter ministry carried out not only among the Tibetans on almost adaily
basis but also among the wounded victims of the Younghusband Military Expedition up to
Lhasa which occurred in 1903-4. For while passing through the Chumbi Valley the Expedition
had established a camp and also a field hospital to which Annie, upon offering her services,
was appointed a nursing sister. Miss Taylor would likewise sell a few useful things in her
shop to the traders who passed to and fro as well as dispense medicines to the sick.
But above all she shared the gospel and distributed portions of Scripture and other Christian
literature in an attempt to convert the Tibetans (and others, for that matter) to her Christian
faith. Remarkably, noted one religious commentator about her work in 1899, "theopeningof
Yatung as a trading station for Europeans has thus far only resulted in the missionary trader
[Miss Taylor] getting a footing there." Indeed, though two or three other female missionaries
did join themselves to her on several occasions, none of them stayed for very 10%.And 11
would pretty much remain that way throughout most of her stay there, inasmuch as themart
was situated on a completely unsuitable site, located as it was within a narrow side-valle)
that ran down from the Sikkimese frontier towards the Chumbi Valley.
Furthermore, if missionary Taylor still harbored illusions of penetrating deeper into the
Snowy Land for the sake of the gospel, she would have to contend with a wall that had been
constructed from side to side just a few yards farther down this little side-valley andwhlch
was manned by Sino-Tibetan soldiery to prevent British traders, travelers and others from
traversing any farther into Tibetan territory. Moreover, various official British doclimentsqf
the period reveal that the Tibetans at Yatung, ever cautious about this invincible lnissionary
evangelistic efforts, made certain, in the words of McKay, "that her local assistant repoded
her activities to the Tibetan government at Lhasa."
At one point during her lengthy residence at Yatung, Miss Tay lor made a return visit to
England in early 1905, only to return to Tibet in December of that same year instead Of
returning to her shop to live and work, however, she made her way-after crossingthe
Sikkimese-Tibetan frontier without a pass-to the Yatung Customs House where she took
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but refused to pay any rent because. she argued, it was in need of repair! In
from this point fonvard things went downhill disastrously for Annie.
shehavingsent several letters of abuse to the British Indian government, Annie's sanity,
dtesMcKay,began to be questioned. As a matter of fact, the British and Chinese authorities
had already had some reason earlier to believe that Miss Taylor had begun to exhibit some
mental instability.This was because she had registered an outlandish protest against the
Chinese Customs Officer at Yatung, British Captain W. R. M. Parr, who was in the employ
ofthe Peking government and had been posted to the Chumbi Valley in 1904. Not long into
Parr's stay at Yatung, Annie made known her claim that the "hard-drinking" Captain had
ken inthe habit, shecharged, of6'drowninghis illegitimate children in my well" (an accusation.
obsemes McKay, that was not taken seriously by either the British or Chinese there).
Regretfully,it must be stated, missionary Taylor's increasingly bizarre behavior, which.
amongother conduct, had inspired Captan Parr to label her an "intolerable nuisance," finally
prompted her removal from Tibet altogether. This came about in October 1 906 when. having
been sent to England, she was placed in "a 'lunatic asylum"'; an action, explains McKay.
that had "probably" been taken "by fellow church people." Whatever happened to Atinie
after tbis is not known-"not even," one chronicler of her life sorrowfully remarked, "the
dateofher death." Meanwhile, the British In-Charge over the Chumbi Valley at that time.
Captain W. L. Campbell, had the unfortunate duty of having to dispose of her belongings "in
thetraditional frontier manner" ofthe British cadre there: "a public auction"-an ignominious
conclusion, it must sadly be noted, to Miss Taylor's extraordinary career in Central Asia as
brave explorer and zealous missionary.'*'
And as for Cecil Polhill-Turner, it would be many years later before he would once again
havethe opportunity to come to Kalimpong. The intervening years. however. ~rouldsee the
Polhills back in England to stay, having survived the violent Boxer Rebellion of 1900-01 as
wellashavingwaited till their gravely ill child had recovered sufficiently to enable tlie family
toendurethe longjourney home from China. They were later counseled by their doctor not
togoout again to China to resume their missionary work. Not long afterwards Mrs. Polhill
~ouldexPire-*n the last day of 1904. Thereafter Cecil would be based in England where
he remained closely associated for a while with the CIM, even serving on its Board for
SeveralYears. However, because of doctrinal differences with the Mission, he eventually
transferredhis allegiance to the Pentecostal Missionav Union, for which he served as its
limpresidentduring the
1909to 1925. Yet missionar). Polhill's keen interest in furtheritlg
'he evangelization of Tibet and among Tibetans never dimmed. In fact, over the ensuing
th'q~earsfollowing
his return to England he would make fivejourneys, and possibly more.
'O China and India for the purpose of evangelism. His memoirs make this clear, for he
acknowledged
in them that ''after the Boxer Year. 1900, the work that has fallen to me. not
On1yinChina
but also in India, has mainly been evangelistic." And in the latter country PolhiII
fmallypaidavisit
once again to Tharchin's hill station, the brief story ofwhich must now be
toId.128
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On missionary Polhill's visit to Kalimpong in 1926, which was his second of at leasithrtt
known visits to Tharchin's hill station,I2" he saw once again the gospel preachinghall h,
Tibetans. As learned earlier in the present chapter, this structure had been erected at hisown
expense during his first visit back in 189516. At some point subsequent to that date,however
the structure had taken on the name of the principal donor for its construction.In
Tharchin, when referencing in his "memoirs" this latest visit of the renowned missionar):
had specifically remarked that the building "has rightly been named after him as Polhill Hall1'
in recognition of the fact that the Hall stands as "a concrete expression of his love for, and
gift to, the Tibetan people." Most likely the time-frame for the inauguration of this current
PolhiII visit to the Darjeeling District area was late September-early October 1926.For inhis
diary for that year and found among the Tharchin Papers, the Indo-Tibetan had made several
entries which indicated the following: that on 16 September he had reached Ghoom from
Kalimpong, had delivered a "sermon at Ghum Church" on 25 September, had then "met Mr.
Polhill at Ghum Station" on 28 September, had attended a Darjeeling Christian Convention
on 29 and 30 September, and finally had returned "to Kalimpong from Ghum" on 1 October.
One can safely assume that CeciI Polhill either accompanied Tharchin back to Kalirnpongat
this time or else made his way to Tharchin's hill station residence later on his own.*
The esteemed "Cambridge Seven" member, once ensconced in the home of his Kalimpong
host, partook of some Tibetan food and tea with 'Tharcliin and his family who were themselves
then residing at Polhill Hall. There is no way of knowing for sure what tlie turn ofconversation
was like once the pleasantries of introduction were over. Were host and guest able todiscern
in the spirit that they had had a prior spiritual relationship which decades before had spallned
the great expanse of the vast Tibetan plateau between its eastern and western borders and
which now spanned the time between 1890 and 1926? One can only speculate whetherby
this time, or at any time thereafter, Dorje Tharchin was aware of his guest's intercessory
involvement-as a local member in China of the Tibet Prayer Union-in effecting the
turnabout in tlie moral and spiritual fortunes of his home village. But then, too, one canolll!'
speculate as well whether Polhill was by this time aware himself that his very host seateda1
tea with him represented in living tangible form the very firstfruits of that historic turnabout
at Poo in terms of the spiritual rebirth and subsequent growth i l l Christ of Tl~arcllinllimsele
If so, it must have engaged the rapt attention of both parties; but if not, they most ce*ainl!
are privy to this knowledge now as they lie at rest in eternity's bosom.
Certain it was, however, that Polhill and the Tharchins did discuss-if not at thislnomentthen certainly on another occasion during what probably was a protracted stay at Kalimpongan anticipated trip to Lhasa by the latter, which eventually took place the f ~ ~ l ~ w i l l g ~ e
Chapter 18 for details). This would be a visit to the Tibetan capital that would very likely
include an audience with His Holiness, tile Dalai Lama. The Kalirnpong visitor therefore
* I t should

be ernphasiled that besides the 'Tharchin d i a n entries just no\! cited, thc other and primary
for the far1 of the Polhill visit to Kalirnpong in 1926 and ;he k n o i n details surruundillg the visit as it ~~~l~~~~~
to Tharchin in particular is all per GI'IJM I'SMS, 145.
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took advrntageof this bit of intelligence to request his host to convey to the Grand Lama of
~ i mappropriateand expensive gifts from him. This, as the narrative will subsequently
show, Gergan Tharchin was able indeed to do for his honored guest.
it is unclear from the pertinent documents available exactly how long Polhill remained
atKali~pong.
An interesting enty within the minutes of one of the meetings of the Church
of~cotland's
Eastern Himalayan Mission Council that had met at Kalimpong in late January
of1927 may shed some light on the matter. After recording the fact that a longdesired
mirrion~additi~n
to the Mission staff at the hill station who would administer the evangelistic
andsocial work among the Tibetans would most likely be forthcoming in the near future,*
theminute went on to record the following further news:
~nthis connection, it was reported that Mr. David Macdonald [then currently living in Kalimpong]
was willing to work ... with the Tibetan Mission temporarily and that Mr. Cecil Polhill had
offered a sum of El00 as allowance to Mr. Macdonald while so working.+ This matter was
remitted to the [Kalimpong] Guild Mission Council with powers to appoint.Izq
*The particular Western missionary w h o was eventually added t o the staff for the Tibetan work w a s Rev. Dr.
Robert Knox from Australia, w h o would arrive t h e following year and work most closely with Gergan Tharchin
(see a few pages hence in the Text for more details).
t Polhill had no hesitation in proffering such a generous gift o f support for Macdonald, inasmuch as back in 1896
at Ghoom the two ofthem had happily labored together o n behalf o f the Christian gospel a m o n g the Tibetans. In
fact, both the English missionary and his wife had had m u c h t o say in praise o f their younger colleague in the
gospel during those much earlier days. It m a y b e o f interest t o repeat here from t h e opening volume o r t h e present
narrative (p. 199) what Mrs. Polhill had written in a letter from G h o o m dated 2 8 Aug. 1896:
There has been a great deal of interest [in the Chr~stiangospel] among the Tibetans lately. though none have
come right out. The young Eurasian Macdonald, who was till lately a devout Buddhist. is keeping on steadil!;
helping us in all the meetings .... The leading Buddhists write him threatening letters. warning him not 10
preach Christ, but he continues and is growing in grace. Another Tibetan, baptized some years ago, but a v e v
cold Christian, if one at all, has come out very brightly and is v e q earnest. It is good to hear these two young
men Pray, and to see their fellow Tibetans listening to them.

And in a letter a month earlier from G h o o m , dated 26 July, and published in CIM's well-known periodical.
Ch;naiM;llionr (1896):134, PolhiII himself provided the following report o n the Eurasian Macdonald and some
of his other associates' praiseworthy Christian activities at G h o o m :
Since my last letter we have had solne encouragement in our Tibetan work. For some time Past our brothcr.
Macdonaid,...having such a command of the Tibetan language. has been giving great assistance. taking part in
many of the [gospel] meetings. His having been a staunch Buddhist. too, gives additional weight to his
During the past few weeks another Tibetan brother, PentsSog [the other person referenced by Mrs.
Polhill above], an old school-fellow of Macdonald3s, and also a former Buddhist. has been helping us materially
the two are an aid to one another. Their schoolmasler, judging by their devotedness. had thought that In
a
life they must have both been ~ u d d h a s ;imagine his disgust then on learning that these promislng
disciples of Buddha had become Christians! ~ 0 t hthese brethren are the fruit of the labors of the Scandinal-l,an
Alliance Mission [SAM]. Pents'og had grown cold, and therefore we are the more pleased to welcome him
back... His coming out is an eticouragement to us, and an answer to prayer. More Tibetans. as a consequence.
are listening to the Gospel; there seems a deeper interest among them.
At the same time the enemy is not idle. A learned Mongol Lama. Sheral Gyats'o. an old man Over
habeen arouwd to write a tract warning people of the dire consequences of li~tenlngto heterodoxy. and i n
lhls
old
habeen actively engaged in going round reading his tract to the Tibetans. I Saw
morni%opposite our home
Cottage] visiting on this errand. The tract concludes with these words.
I'
G ~ a k ' o ,Say SO." Will you pray for him? [This Lama. incidentally, Was the same Mongol priest. I t
had kindly engaged four Years earlier as ''le
may be recalled, whom the renowned Indian pundit, S.C.
be
Tibetan munshi for the three SAM missionaries: Fredrickson, Shoberg and Gustafson. But I t may
recalled that this Lama Sherab Gvamtsho would likewise serve as the munshi for teacher Tharchln Ghoom
the latter was but a lad. as well as for the famed japanese monkMissionSchool Headmater. K S , Paul.
traveler to Tibet. E. Kawaguchi ]
The
them lhat
has also approached our two brethren [hlacdonald and Pents70?l
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Fmm this record it is not clear if ~nissionaryPolhill had remained in the Darjeeling~islricl
well beyond October of 1926 and had thus made the offer while physically present in
area, or whether liis offer had been communicated from elsewhere after learningof
Macdonald's willingness to fill in temporarily till the arrival at Kalimpong ofthe soon-to.br.
appointed missionary for Tibetan work. If the retired Sino-Tibetan border missionary
did stay on for some months at Tharchin's hill station, as is very probsbly what happened,
then more than likely he spent most of his time rendering invaluable assistance in the gospl
outreach endeavors among the Tibetan community throughout the immediate vicinity or
Kalimpong in association with Tharchin, Rev. Graham, Macdonald and others. For this would
have been quite in line with Pol hill's own stated purpose for why, in the first instance.
he had been making frequent return visits to Asian lands like India and China: namely,
evangelism; and, as was earlier learned from other sources of information recently discovered.
his efforts in evangelism were particularly targeted towards Tibetans and even the closed
land of Tibet itself. For it must be noted here that ever since Polhill's initial visit to District
Darjeeling, this missionary, like so many others before and after him at Ghoom, had longed
for the oppurtunity to carry the gospel message deep into Tibet from that closed land's
southern frontier with India-Sikkim.
In 1895, for example, after describing how he and his wife anticipated establishing
themselves the following year at DarjeelingIGhoom to engage in further Tibetan-language
study concomitant witli their desire to render assistance in resolving the thorny Taylor Mission
problem, Polhill had then gone on to write that only "if Lhasa has not opened meantime"
would he and his family "proceed to our old district in China" along the Sino-Tibetan border.
Indeed, it was liis hope that even should the gates of Tibet not swing open during his Ghoom
stay that year, a "few" of the old and new members of Taylor's erstwhile Band would
nonetheless "remain [behind] to continue the work commenced in Dajeeling and district,and
take possession of Lhasa [for God's kingdom] when it opens." And b'whenthat becomestlle
case," added this devoted Christian missionary, "we shall be delighted to move forward and
occupy Tibetan territory" for the Lord Jesus.'29a
Yet even on this current and much later visit ofPolhill's to District Darjeeling, his unflaggillg
interest in Tibet continued to manifest itself and, on this occasion, in quite a remarkablewa~.
For in a letter dated 5 December 1927 and forwarded to the Tibetan through the llel~ful
assistance of the ex-British Trade Agent in Tibet Macdoliald, missionary Polhill, and while
most likely still in Kalimpong, had written Tibet's Dalai Lama of his desire to meet His
Holiness; which signified, ofcourse, that Polhill, the former leader of the C I M ' S Tibetan Band
of missionaries along the Sino-Tibetan border, was now earnestly seeking--even at this late
date in his missionary career-permission to enter Tibet and travel u p to Lhasa. As will be
learned two chapters hence in the present narrative, the Great Thirteenth, in his reply
December, had responded in quite politic fashion that he wollld "keep in mind" all thillgslhe

Tibetan coolies will assai~lttheni on the street if tllcy collt~nueto preach there. and i~dl'islllgtllcln nnt l@
associate witli the missionaries in this work.
Macdnliald's brother, also a Christian, ant1 n good I i n g u ~ ~occasio~lall)
t.
j o ~ n s11s In the preaclllng. lI1Ouglla'
present he has not himself taken part ....
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about in his letter, but gave no immediate positive answer to Polhill's
missionaryhad
reqwstfor an audience with Tibet's spiritual monarch.
1, must have been a keen disappointment to this zealous missionary of Christ upon receiving
[he Dalai Lama's less than encouraging reply. Yet conceivably, even before receiving the
(jnnd Lama'sresponse, which would not in any case be posted to the missionary till early
,he followingyear, Polhill may have already decided to depart Kalimpong that same month
ofDecemberfor either other locations of evangelistic interest in India or else, as is most
likely the case, back to England. This is because the return address that was to be used by
theDalai Lama for any reply was indicated by Polhill in his letter as Bedford, England. And
thus it would behoove the missionary to commence his long journey homeward almost
immediatelyafter giving his letter to Macdonald for delivery to the Dalai Lama so that he
could arrive back in Bedford in time to receive any response from His Holiness. And if all
this be true, it would mean that this esteemed servant of God had remained in the area of
Tharchin's hill station for well over a year.
But regardless the length of his stay at Kalimpong on this current Asian trip, Cecil Polhill's
generous offer of financial support provides further evidence of where his heart truly lay in
regard to the ministry of the gospel: Tibet and the Tibetan people. Moreover, this generosity
towards the Kalimpong Tibetan work was very much in keeping with what he had done
repeatedly in years past while still on missionary duty in China laboring on behalf of the
Tibetans. Indeed, it has recently come to light how back then this elite member of "the
Cambridge Seven" had provided out of his own resources a great part, if not all, of the funds
necessary to establish several of the C1M.s Tibetan Mission stations that eventually came to
be located at a number of key centers along the Sino-Tibetan frontier.13' And even now with
this current manifestation of Polhill's generous heart in having given of his substance to
support Macdonald's labors with the Kalimpong Tibetan Mission, his benefaction still did not
ceaseafter leavingthe area but continued to be displayed in concrete form. For after departing
Kalim~ongPolhill kindly sent a new magic lantern to Rev. Graham and the Scots Mission to
beutilized forthe ministry among the Tibetan people. Graham in turn handed over the device
toTharchin for that purpose.I3l Many people, especially Tibetans, attended the magic lantern
in the open air. Some of them became curious, wanting to know the mechanics of
the lantern and the accompanying hand-cranked phonograpl~-playerand how a man
enter the machine to sing songs or preach the gospel message so clearly and loudly!'"

As wasintimated near the begillningof this chapter, a major shift in the center of Christian

among Tibetans began to occur following the Second World War, but especially
fo'losillgthearrival of Chinese Communist troops in Tibet after 1949. Prior to this period
m'ssionar~labors had been concentrated along the eastern and western borders of the
c O u n t ~ During
*
the first half of the twentieth century, eastern Tibet, then under nomina'
Chlnesecontro~,
provided Christian workers with a substantialarea that was heavily peopled
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by Tibetans. The workers were able, though admittedly witli difficulty, to move about and
even live among whole towns of Tibetans, Tibetan moaasteries and elicampments.whereas
missionaries i n India had to content theniselves with a smaller nu~iiberofTibetantradenand
pilgrims who might cross over from Tibet. those lllissiollaries on the China side of thisclaed
land could actually settle among inhabited areas comprised of as many as tell or twentJ
thousand Tibetans.
With tlie Co~n~nunist
supremacy achieved in 1949 over the Nationalists in China,andits
subsequelit occupation of Tibet, the entire situation changed dramatically on Tibet's borders,
Those Chinese as well as foreign mis~iollarie~
with a call to evangelize in Central Asiaand
who had arrived in western China immediately after World War I I had their freedomto
witness suddenly curtailed or else entirely halted. The foreign workers were expelled and
the indigenous Chinese missio~iariesrestricted, although solne Chinese Christians drafted
illto the army, oddly enough, journeyed as foot soldiers the entire distance to Lhasa and
beyond, hopefully giving witness to the faith as they went.
With the cessation of missionary activity on the Sino-Tibetan border, "tlie place of major
opport~~nity
for witness to Tibetans," wrote Tharchin in tlie early 1970s, "lias ill the last
[thirty] years reversed itself from tlie China side to the India sidev-resulting in tlie shift of
missionary workers to tlie Darjeeling "wedge district," situated strategically but a few
kilometers from Tibet's well-traveled southeast "tongue" that is sandwiclied in between the
Sikki~nstate of India on tlie west and independent Bhutan on the east. "Here," Tharchin had
added, "tlie major evangelistic and social work continues today witli greater encouragenie~~t
than ever before."I3j
Yet frequently national Christians and missionaries have wondered why, with all this
activity, labor and evaligelistic effort among the Tibetans over the years, there lias been so
little spiritual fruit to show for it. In the past, missionary after missionary from different
denominations have come to tlie Darjeeling hills to work among the Tibetans. Some have
made a few converts here or there while others have left the field discouraged at seeingno
tangible results of their prayers and labors whatsoever. The time and money involved in the
venture did not justify their residence here any longer, so at least some of them thought. But
there have been a few faithfill ones who have carried on the gospel ministry as best as
possible, looki~igto their Lord alone and remaining loyal to their original pledge. Such have
walked not by sight but by fait11 in the pronlises of God, despite failures or slow results. They
have continued to testify to the Tibetans in the hope that some day God will honor His word
and reap a rich harvest for His glory and honor. Indeed, "the just shall live by faith."'"
When sharing his "niemoirs" in the early 1970s, Gergan Tharchin was asked to comment
on the causes of fruitlessness among the Tibetans as far as conversion to Christianity was
concerned in view of the colossal efforts which up to that time had been put forth already in
the evangelization among his people. His penetrating analysis may be ofvalue to the subsequent
generations in helping them to avoid the mistakes, pitfalls and disorders of the past and to
adopt or adapt whatever measures or remedies which could bring forth lasting fruit for
Christ from among the Tibetans.
In reply to the query, the wise and experienced Tharchin gave an extensive analysisof
tlie situation:
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F , ~ ~the~Tibetans are deeply rooted and grounded in the teaching and traditions of their
original faith-Buddhism. The Buddhist philosophy, its way of life and thought panems

,japly ingrainedin the Tibetan temperament. Buddhism has certain strong rational and logical
foundationswhich the average layman Cannot easily resist or refute. Its appeal to their minds
is captivating.
second,any conversion from Buddhism to Christianity will [automatically] entail
from social rights and privileges. This ushers in persecution which very few
,-an face boldly in attempting to remain loyal to the Christian faith. Often threats and
intimidationscompel a person to change his place or locality which in turn involves certain
difficulties.
Third, in general people can be divided into three classes: the rich, the middle class, and the
poor. The rich neither care for their own religion nor for the religion of others. They are satisfied
with external formalism and nominal ritualism. The middle class do not take religion seriously.
And the poor readily accept any religion for material or monetary gains. They tend to
compromise, saying that all religions are the same.'j5
All this therefore implies that a Tibetan convert to the Christian faith should be grounded in
the basic Biblical truths, that he should have an average permanent employment so as to
maintain his livelihood, and that he should be engaged in evangelistic outreach which will
develop the spirit of witnessing and thereby develop an attitude of taking one's religion
seriously.

From the moment he returned to &ilimpang from his first major visit to Tibet Tharchin
didall he possibly could to bring back the scattered Tibetan believers into a united Christian
fellowshiponce again. Concerning this effort Tharchin, in his so-called memoirs. was given
toquoting here a well-known Bible passage, "He that is wise winneth s o ~ l s . " "On
~ the other
hand, some co~nplainedagainst a few prominent personalities who were at the helm of the
church's affairs. The lowly Tibetan from Poo reasoned with them and advised thein not to
Pay any attention to human beings but to look to Christ alone because He is the l-lead of the
church and tlie Captain of their salvation. Aimed particularly towards the Tibetans. he also
intmduced, and continued thereafter to conduct, open-air meetings on market da)s.13'
It was noted in an earlier chapter that Kalimpong's bazaar on any given day. but especialll'
On the weekly market days, was jamlned full with a lnultiplicity of races and religions from
"ear and far. Baron Nebesky-Wojkowitz fro111 Austria, previously identified as one of
T'larchin'~friends of a nlucll later period, paints a vivid pen-picture of the bazaar on a
"larket day that must have differed little from what it looked like some three decadesearlier.
Des~ribillg
what he saw one day in the 1950s. he wrote:
market days the bazaar presents an unparalleledsight. Its wide area is filledb~
an immense.
crowd. The vendors sit in roofed stands on both sides ofthe principal lane. which runs
across the square. The majority are Nepali peasants from the district offering
agnculturalproduce-orn
on the cob, buckwheat, millet, beans, tomatoes. red Peppers and
above all rice .. . Fruit of all kinds can also be bought in the bazaar. especiall~large and
de!iciousoranges and bananas, while traders fioln the neighboring Chumbi Valley Tibet

bring tasty sweet apples,
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A Nepali street-trader has taken up his position near the peasants, spreading out a bewilderhg
plethora of wares on the ground. They include paraffin, lamps, little mirrors, brown and purple
woolen caps, sticky sweets and dried up biscuits, buttons, balls of thread, needles, saucepanr
and gaudy silk scarves. A young Tibetan woman sitting close by has far less to offer: a help of
bent and rusty nails and a battery of bottles of all sizes stand in front of her. I wonder who on
earth can want to buy such things, but I soon discover that the bottles, in particular, sell well
among the Tibetans.
Directly beside the Tibetan woman sit two of her countrymen-from Lhasa, to judge by
their clothes. They are selling undyed Tibetan wool. Tibetan wool merchants are a common
sight in Kalimpong, for wool is Tibet's principal export. An old Lepcha with a horrifyingugly
face, but the friendly and guileless eyes of a child, squats next to the Tibetans. He is modestly
offering some of the products of the Sikkimese jungle for sale: bamboo shoots, which can be
made into a dish resembling asparagus, combs of wild honey, dried medicinal plants and the
tubers of rare orchids that he has .gathered at the risk of his life from the topmost moss-grown
branches of dead and rotting giant trees. Opposite the Lepcha sits a Tibetan herdsman. He has
come to the market from the Almas of North Sikkim and is selling pieces of dried curd ...
together with yak butter squeezed into little goatskin bags, and yak cheese that is cut into
small cubes and then strung on a cord.
An Indian barber squats in the dust behind the stands. His lathered customers crouch in
front of him. The turbaned Figaro goes through the operation of shaving with measured
movements, as though performing a ceremony, before the admiring gaze of a mob of half-naked
children. Not far from the barber, in the shade of a projecting roof, several Nepalis are busy
breaking open bales of Tibetan wool tied up with yak-leather straps. Afterwards the wool will
be picked, sorted according to color and quality, and taken to a warehouse to await transport
to Calcutta.. . .
With luck all sorts of interesting scenes can be observed in the marketplace. A Nepali
wedding, for instance, with the barefooted bridegroom in the middle, a thick layer ofrice grains
stuck to his forehead as a symbol of good fortune and an umbrella-considerably the worse
for wear-held over his head as a mark of dignity. Or a Chinese funeral procession may wind
slowly past, accompanied by the howling of hired female mourners clad in white and the loud
reports of firecrackers-the noise is supposed to drive away demon^.!'^

Although Tliarchin was fluent in a number o f other languages, he targeted his preaching
especially towards his fellow Tibetans. "More often than not," he observed, "the gramophone
was
best companion for singing songs o r preaching the gospel messages to the crowds.
which on market days might number into the thousands at any given moment. The machine
never suffered from any shyness o r nervousness, cold o r cough."
But th0~1gl1he frequently relied on the gramophone for the spreading of the Christian
message o f salvation to these teeming bazaar crowds, Tharchin would also quite often be
heard bringing fonh to them himself the saving message o f Christ. His preaching, said oneof
his CO-evangelistso f yesteryear, Victor Subba, himself one of the elders ofthe large Macfarlane
Church congregation, "was the simple gospel o f Jesus Christ dying to save sinners." Added
this church elder, Rev. Tharchin "preached with full power,
courage and boldness.''
These preaching traits Subba would liiany times witness in his fellow gospel-preachernOt
only within tlie bazaar area but also when tlie two of them would frequently go forth to
"evangelize together among the villagers o f the surrounding llill areas of ~ a l i m ~ o n gIn. "
fact, brother Subba and the Tibetan pastor served their Lord together in this manner for
many years-doing so right up to very near the time of Rev. Tharcliin's death ill 1976."'
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id^^ opm-air reaching to the Tibetans (and others) in the bazaar area, Tharchin also
ronducted midweekprayer meetings at Polhill Hall in order to strengthen the believers in the
christian faith. He helped some Tibetan Christians obtain employment. He managed to
rsureb
scholarshipsfor children of poor families SO that they might receive free education
in he
In August of 1936 Tharchin, as Rev. Mackenzie had done years before, even
esbblishd"a school for children of Tibetan-speaking people," with himself as one of its
instructors. This he did in carrying out the recommendation of the Guild Mission Council's
blimpong District Committee which the Council had approved a year or so earlier. In fact,
the school was mandated to be opened in Polhill Hall. And though attendance would never
be very large, it was looked upon "as an evangelistic agency among the young, a means of
future workers, and a factor in keeping alive the Tibetans7 pride in their own
culture."* The cumulative effect of these remedial measures was to kindle new life and
unity in the Tibetan congregation; and once again the assembly became conscious of its
importance and its responsibilities in the total program of the church.

The departure from the mission field of Evan Mackenzie on his final furlough in the very
early part of 1924 meant that for the next four to five years there was no missionary working
full time among the Tibetans to look after the spiritual needs of the congregation. During this
periodRev. Graham, having full responsibility for the entire Scots Mission, managed as best
hecould the affairs ofthe Tibetan church. But when Tharchin appeared on the scene in midsummer 1924 he carried on the work of the church in consultation with Graham, who served
for over three years as the first moderator of the local Tibetan church kirk session in Kalimpong
that the missionary had himself originally formed and that was then recognized in 19 18. And
upon the departure of Mackenzie, Rev. Graham assumed the office of moderator again and
would continue as such for a number of years thereafter. Moreover, Tharchin would himself
soon be ordained an elder of the Tibetan church.'40
Perhaps a word of explanation will be in order here. In the time of Graham, at least in his
Years at Kalirnpong, the kirk session (a Scottish ecclesiastical law term) in a Scots
Mission church was a congregational parlchayal or ~ornmitteeof the local church that was
'Some Of this information about the school is according to t\vo lon@me residents of Kalimpong. who themsel\cs'hough not Tibetans-had attended this school during its early phase. One of them is P. R. Pradhan. an attendue
monh~when
a boy of right or nine, and sent there by his father, the illustrious K. D. Pradhan. Tharchln
Son ofthe former
dear friend of many years. The other is Gym Jyoti, now living in Kathmandu,
'ocally-based
Prominent Kalimpong business family of Jyoti. For two years he had attended the Babu's scllool
polish up his Tibetan which he had already acquired because ofhis i n \ r ~ l ~ e meven
~ n tat an earl)
'Ith the fmil~
business that had continuous dealings with Tibetans. Interviews with P R. Pradhan*Jan.
3Gyan J Y O ~ Feb.
~,
1993. The information and quoted words about the school's creation and meetln%at P o l h l l l
are perthe Minutes of the
meeting, 16-17 April 1935, p. 12, EHMC Minutes 1921-1935 The date
Of the
establishment and the other quoted words are from Mackenzie's ~ ~ ~ ~ e s ~ o r - m i s ~ i the
ona~).
Tikb
Rev. Dr. Robe* Knox, in his Guild Tibetan Mission Work Annual Repon for 1936 ThPah,

'!
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composed of all heads of families, the elders and the minister (or ministers). early
1876, during tlie days of William Macfarlane, it had been resolved that "a pancllayat should
be formed of members of the church for dealing with moral questions," whicli was held,
ultimately, every month. As the churches grew, the necessity for limiting tlie numbers became
apparent. It was before the kirk session that all matters having any bearing on tlie membership
of the congregation would emerge; and, if necessary, these were then referred to the central
Panchayar or Presbytery, which was also theoretically composed of the heads of all tile
families of all the congregations in the Mission area, although in practice it was chiefly
confined to the catechists and those elders who might travel with them when they came
from their local churches once a month to Kalimpong. Now it was on 1 March 1925. less
than seven months after his arrival in Kalimpong on a permanent basis, that Gerga~iTharchill
was ordained an elder and automatically became a member of tlie kirk session, as the
following excerpt from the minutes of the pertinent ecclesiastical meeting 011 that date
makes clear:
At Kalimpong, a meeting of the Tibetan Kirk-Session was held on the 1 st of March 1925.
Present: The Rev. Dr. J.A. Graham, 1l.D..C.I.E., Mr. David Macdonald, Mr. J.D. Namgyal, and
Mr. Tharchin.. . .
2. As no objection was raised, the Tibetan Kirk-Session proceeded with the ordination of Mr.
Tharchin as an Elder.
3 . It was resolved to admit Mr. Tharchin to the Kirk-Session. He joined the Kirk-Session

today.. ..
SignedID. Macdonald
Session Clerk. 1/3/25.

SignedlJ. A. Graham
Moderator,
Tibetan Mission Kirk-Session.

In time Tharchin would serve as Treasurer and then as Session Clerk of the Tibetan kirk
session under the moderatorship of Rev. Mackenzie's replacement as the new Guild Tibetan
missionary (see next below). And, of course, following his ordination as a Scots Guild Mission
minister in the early 1950s, Tharchin himself became noder rat or.'^'

With the arrival in the hill station in tlie spring of 1928 of Dr. Robert B. Knox, an Australian
missionary doctor, there was hope that the spiritual condition of the Tibetan co1lgregationalready changed for the better through the faithful ministry of Gergan Tharchin, would brine
about further improvement.I4' Indeed, within two years of Knox's arrival there was developed
a for~iial"Policy for Tibetan Work" that was set forth in a brief position paper which the
Australian missionary, with doubtless some significant input from Tharclii~iout of his Own
=cent experience in Tibet, had submitted to K a l i m p ~ nGuild
~ ' ~ Mission Council f o r a ~ ~ r o ~ ~ ' .
Approved on 10 October 1930, it summarized tlie various activities and modes of evank?listic
outreach which up to that moment the Mackenzies, the Tharchins and Dr. Knox had ellgaged
in and which the latter would continue to undertake to do in the years ahead as op~ort~"lV

-
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allow. Found among the Tharchin Papers and marked "Confidential" d u e t o =me

.itive

content, the paper makes for interesting reading because it not only relates how the
Tibemwork in the Church at Kalimpong and throughout the surrounding District was t o be
,--ied on but also reveals the modus operandi for h o w the people and country of the Great
closed Land were to be reached for the sake of the Christian gospel. A s one reads this
d~umerltone can clearly discern echoes of what Rev. Knox's predecessor and what his
current catechist colleague in the work Gergan Tharchin had already been doing: both at
home and abroad. What follows is the complete text a s it appeared on Church o f Scotland
Guild Mission (for Kalimpong) letterhead stationery:
Confidential
POLICY FOR TIBETAN WORK
A. In Kalimpong and District

(i) Kalimpong. A catechist to be stationed in Kalimpong and to be responsible for pastoral
care of the Tibetan congregation, evangelistic work in the town, and the management of the
Press.
(ii) Butia Bustis. A colporteur (if possible, with a compounder's qualifications) to visit.
Tibetan schools may be opened but could not enjoy Government grant.
(iii) Traveling Tibetans. To be lnet in their camps and on the road, and literature distributed.
Owing to the difficulty of any connected teaching, the centers at which contacts may be
established should be increased. Arrangements may be made with other branches of the Guild
Mission whereby Tibetan-speaking compounders and teachers should be stationed at the
centers most frequented by traveling Tibetans for this purpose.
B. In Tibet
(i) Literature to be introduced through travelers.
(ii) Colportage work to he undertaken when and as opportunity offers.
(iii) The Tibetan missionary should undertake visits to Tibet, under the conditions laid
down by the Political Authorities, as often as permission can be obtained-if possible,
annually-to acquire a firsthand knowledge of conditions with a view to starting work in that
count9 should it be opened to missionaries.
It may become possible to spend longer periods than are usually granted to tourists in
Tibet, e.g., in Yatung, even before the door is opened for direct niissonary work. Advalitage
Should be taken of every opportunity to stay there even though definite missionary work may
be forbidden.

Both Tharcllin and the new missionary supervisor of the Tibetan Mission liad specific
new planswhic1l they wanted to ilnplelnent for the benefit oftlle local Tibetan church. First.
"ley
poor and deserving ctlildre~lbut it did not
to start an orphanage for
Vterialize."' Second, tlley wanted t o begin a Christian Inn for the Tibetan traders
in the inn for a few days free of charge
p''grimswh0 could avail tllemselves of the
also hear about the gospel ofCllrist. In fact, it was annoullced at a meeting of tile
'ulld~ission C ~ ~ ~ doubt
~ i bpl Dr.
- K~n o~s wile was present as a Council membel-tllat
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of about Rs. 10701-" had come "from an anonymous Australian donor for building
"a
[such] a Christian dharmsala for Tibetans." Yet this plqn too failed.'" Third, Tharchin
wanted to settle the Tibetan Christians on aplot of land but this also, like the other planr,lhe
Tibetan leader noted in his "memoirs," could not be carried out "because of the lack of
vision, faith and cooperation from the then higher authorities" in the Scots Mission.*

Knox and Tharchin were great assets to the Tibetan church. Knox deserves particular
credit for pruning (and purging, where necessary) the church congregation roll itself. This
becomes clear when reading the already referenced Annual Reports on the Tibetan Work
for the 1930s which the new head of the Tibetan Mission had submitted. In the Report for
193 1 , for example, and under the heading of "Congregation," the new missionary had not
minced words: "The statistics appear disappointing. However, during the time [when]there
was no Tibetan Missionary [i.e., between 1924 and 19281, the number of Christians on the
roll was about doubled [from the more realistic 90 to 100 figure] by the inclusion ofa large
number of ineffectives. This is gradually being remedied by the transfer of some to other
congregations and the removal of a few others." He then could point to future prospectsof
the Tibetan church roll, stating in the next sentence that "two young people were admitted to
communion on profession of faith; one very promising young man has been accepted asa
catechumen; and we are in close touch with three other inquirers."
The Tibetan Mission supervisor, in his report for 1932, provided some clarification as well
as discussed further developments regarding the church roll. "Records show a large decrease
in the number of members," he began, "but this is more apparent than real, being due tea
great extent to the transfer to other congregations or the removal of the names of members
who had long ceased to have any connection with this congregation [the "ineffectives"he
had cited a year earlier]. 111addition, several names were removed by death and for disciplinal!
reasons. No adult baptisms took place during the year as it has been found u~ldesirableto
hurry catecliumens on to baptism too quickly." Nevertheless, Rev. Knox went on to report.
"in spite of small numbers, we feel that there is a healthy spirit developing." lodeed,b~fl~~
time of the 1934 Annual Report, it could be stated that "four adults who had
bee1'
accepted as catechumens . . . were baptized." In fact, over the next several years thew
would occur a steady increase in tlie number of both catecliumens and those eventual1)
baptized. So that by the end of 1937 the missio~iarycould report the followillg:
it is a
matter for rejoicing that there have been no removals from our congregational roll by discipliae*
transfer, etc., and only one death. Baptisms . . . and transfers ill bring the number on the

* These two map have indeed "had the right ideas." as I ' h a r ~ h i n ,bbmenloirs.'
'~
furlller slate. but the Tibetan
haye been too harsh and sweeping in his judgment of the Scots Mission ,ha1 its iililurc to agree to these
oftha1 day alivetada!.
due to its "hck of vision. faith and cooperation." Were any o f t h e Mission',
the). \vould more than likely present a dilTcrent explanation fijr their inaction on thesu proposals of Dr Kn"'md
Gergan Tharchin. For Tharchin's discussion o f all this. sec GTUM ~ 5 ~ 149-50.
s .
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91, so that it is gradually regaining the level from which it was reduced some years ago
&drastic purging of the roll." Furthermore, by the end o f 1938, the last full year o f Rev.
box's presence in K limpong, the missionary could report that "one o f the younger
[cmgegational]memb rs is taking an interest in Sunday School work and there are signs
that we shall have others following him." Unquestionably, a new and encouraging chapter
hrd begun in the history of the Kalimpong Tibetan church under the guiding hands of both
missionaryKnox and catechist Tharchin.

h

But the missionary doctor especially deserves credit for having made another significant
contributionto the Kalimpong Tibetan community-both Christian and non-Christian alike:
Dr. Knox was chiefly responsible for having opened the Eleventh Mile (Topkhana) Tibetan
dispensary. This was an area o f town which certainly had need for such a medical facility, if
onecan accept the Austrian Baron's description o f this part of Kalimpong a s well. Situated
onlyashort distance from where Gergan Tharchin's Tibet Mirror Press shop would in time
belocated, here is what in this earlier period Topkhana must have at least in part been like,
to quote o!ce again from Nebesky-Wojkowitz's account o f the early 1950s:
... Only three hundred paces from the ~ibeta;lpress stands a long stone building. "Topkhana,"
the inhabitants of Kalimpong call it. Here the poorest of the poor live, Tibetans of the lowest
classes, who cannot find shelter anywhere else. At night the interior of the Topkhana looks like
ascene fiom hell. Twenty or thirty open fires burn in small enclosures erected along the walls.
The high, bare room is filled with their acrid smoke. Dark figures wrapped in filthy rags squat
round the fires and look fearhlly, inquisitively or threateningly at the stranger who has ventured
among them. Most of those who live here are beggars, but the Topkhana sometimes affords
bee shelter to a poor muleteer or mendicant monk. Over there four young priests are sitting
round a fire. One of them is laboriouslv reading the grubby pages of a tattered book in the
flickering firelight, while his three co&panions intone a prayer, clapping their hands in the
rhyfhm ofthe verses. Outside the circle of light an old lama squats, leaning his back againstthe
sooty wall, with glassy eyes and half-open mouth and beads of sweat on his leathery face. He
wheezes as he draws air and now and again his hands flutter up as though he were trying to
push something away. The priests observe my questioning glance. The man with the book
shr'Jgshis shoulders and says unconcernedly: '&Fever.He often has it."
Each of the many fires illuminates tile same melancholy picture. But even among these
destitutepeople the gods of Tibet are at home. Here and there little altars of flat stones can be
on which stand amulet caskets and images. Even the poorest beggar has set UP a clay
Imageofthe mercihl Chenrezi, before whom a little butter lamp bums.'"

seen,

If in the 1920s and '30s the inhabitants of the Topkhana and the Eleventh Mile district were
but
as impoverished, beggarly and destitute a s is ~ o r t r a y e dhere from a later period, it
cOu'dS~rely
be said with great justification that Dr. Knox's medical dispensary was (no Pull
intended) absolutely indispensable to the well-being of these abject SOUIS.This is the inl~rcssion
One receivesupon perusing the various Allnua] Reports of the Tibetan Work that as mentioned
earlierwere
and submitted to tile Ka]impong Guild Mission by Dr. Knox throughout
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the 1930s, copies of which are a part of the Tharchin Papers. Concerning the
dispensary, whose creation occurred in 1930 and constituted "the outstandingeventT3
Tibetan work that year, Knox went on to report for that period that "numbers of Tibetrnr
mostly birds of passage [vagabonds, wanderers], have called at the dispensaryto get rnedicln;
or [Christian] literature." The following year he could further repon that the dispensaq
"remains our chief point of contact with visiting and, indeed, resident Tibetans."And when
an epidemic of malignant malaria broke out in Sikkim in 193 1 it "resulted in the influxora
great number of infected Tibetans and kept us busy." Insofar as possible, added the medical
missionary, "all patients receive [Christian] tracts, and those who are very likely to appreciate
them are given Gospel portions because very few are willing to buy."
To give some idea ofthe immensity of the work performed at the small Tibetan dispensan!
Dr. Knox could state that for the two years of 193 1 and 1932, the number of treatmenis
freely offered were 2328 and 2220, respectively. Indeed, he could assert two years laterthat
this medical facility had become "busier than ever," thus signifying that unquestionably the
dispensary "fills a need among the Tibetan people besides increasing our contact with them"
and, he noted significantly,"preparing a way for reaching Tibet itself.'' By which the missionar)
meant that many of those treated at the facility were visiting Tibetans who had come down
from the Roof ofthe World, a great number ofwhom, upon receiving at the dispensaryeither
a verbal or written witness (or both) concerning the message of Christ, would at some point
thereafter return to their homeland and hopefully share with their countrymen what they had
learned about the Christian gospel.
In any given year, explained Knox in his 1935 Report, there was always a greater demand
for medical assistance in the dispensary at the beginning and end of the year but alnays a
considerable decrease during "the hot weather when this work is almost at a standstill."This
was because very few Tibetans, who generally found it extremely difficult to acclimate
themselves to the much warmer weather south of Tibet, would ever venture forth down to
India at that time of year. Even so, one "gratifying feature" of the Tibetan medical work, the
missionary noted in his Report for 1935, was the fact of "the increased readiness ofpatients
to contribute to the cost of running the dispensaryv-always, of course, on a voluntaly basis:
and that, furthermore, "although the expenditure on drugs, etc., was greater than ever. income
from patients, for the first time, exceeded it by a fair margin." This was the case even
though 1935 proved to have had the greatest number of treatments performed at the dispensaq
in any one year up to that time. Moreover, another record year i n the number of Tibeta'"
treated could be reported the following year, and in 1937 patient contribution "was higher
than ever before," and would remain about the same in 1938. All in all, these higllly favorable
developments must have been extremely heartwarming to both Dr. Knox and his catech'''
colleague Tharchin.
Nevertheless, despite the quite positive results which continued to evidence thelnselves
from the services rendered at the Tibetan dispensary, some people, reported Gergan Tllarch!n
later, had actually wanted to terminate this highly successful ~ission-financedfacilit).;but'n
the end, Dr. Knox prevailed against the opposition."'. It was fortunate for the Tibetansthat
he did, especially after the flood of Tibetan refugees com~nencedto swell the KalimponC
Tibetan community from the late 1950s onward.

,
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Anoher
a c t i v i v h ione
~ sponsored by the Tibetan congregation itself--must also have
,rned the heart of both these Christian servants, but especially Tharchin's pastoral h u r t .
xnoh in his Report for 1934, recounted how the Tibetan church assembly as a whole had
been "learningto take up some social and evangelistic work." And the result was that, on a
holiday known in the hill station as Boxing Day, the church members had "entertained about
@beggars
with tea, presents and a lantern show" on the Life of Christ, which doubtless had
ended with a short gospel message having been delivered by the Indo-Tibetan. And on
another,similar occasion, this time "at or around the New Year," reported the missionary in
his 1938 Report, "the Congregation as a whole [rendered up] a united witness" to numerous
destitutes in the hill town. In fact, it was "a record number-about 120-[who] turned up to
enjoy the treat." Sitting down in the yard of the Tibetan Mission House, the poor guests were
first served tea, followed by a Tibetan pastry called "kab-ze," next given oranges and, lastly,
offered uncooked rice which they were to take away with them. But before the beggars
departed, they were also treated to a magic lantern presentation on Christ's life. "Last of
all," Knox concluded, "each was given a piece of soap with instructions to use it!"
A still hrther ministry, this one quite practical and for the benefit especially of the members
of the Tibetan church themselves, was developed during the 1930s by the church leaders.
Wrote Rev. Knox in his Report for 1934: "An attempt is being made to teach some of our
Christians and others to become good and useful citizens by helping them in their work and
in the proper use of their wages. In one [family] case particularly, the results have been very
striking."And in the following year's Report, the missionary could assert that this Christian
family ''has made good under our care." Yet not all attempts along this line of church social
\vorkyielded the kind of result just now related. For the Tibetan Mission supervisor had to
acknowledge that another family, having arrived from Tibet that very year (1 935), had come
under the care of the Tibetan church and remained for some nine months learning a trade,
to have then disappeared before it could "benefit fully from the religious and social
instruction received."

Although Tharchin and Knox saw eye-to-eye on some matters, like those discussed
above, there were others on \vhicIl they could not at all agree. Especially was this the case
as it involved the llewspaper publislling
of Tliarchin in the late 1920s and on illtothe
I93Os. (See Chapter 19 for details.) This and otller related matters in time created a strain in
Ihelr personal r e l a t i o ~ l ~ lbut
~ i ~which
,
nonetlleless was repaired in due time. Through it allGerganTharchinalways held Dr. Knox in high regard.
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Needless to say, like the Scottisll missionaries Evan and Mrs. Mackenzie, Dr. Knoxloll
deserved a bronze plate in the local Macfarlane Church. Its absence for the longest
was most surprising. Yet funds were finally collected by the Tibetan church for this
and plans to inscribe and install the plate to the sacred memory of Dr. Knox were a lasl
implemented. All these missionaries have endeared themselves to the Tibetan church bv
their sacrificial service, and the Tibetan congregation has therefore honored them with
tributes.

Over the years the Tibetan church in Kalimpong, at tirst perhaps slowly but nonetheless
s~eadily,grew and developed spiritually and organizationally.As the ordained ministeroftIle
congregation ever since 1952,14' Gergan Tharcliin at the time of his retirement from active
niinistry had for many years been ably assisted by the cliurch elders'48and by some ofthe
members of his congregation. A classic instance of this was cited by Rev. Tharchin himself
just a few years prior to liis retirement. It concerned the spiritual welfare of one of the
Kalimpong Tibetan church's very own elders and his wife, the Tshering Wangdis, aad
exemplified how the elders--one of whom was Tharchin's son Sherab-and otliers in the
church rallied roiuid and proved, in the estimation ofthe Tibetan pastor, the power ofprevaili~lg
prayer "of the righteous" (see James 5 : 16 in the Christian New Testament Scriptures).At
the time of the incident recounted by tlie Tibetan pastor the Wangdis had removed tliernselves
from Kalimpong to the sister hill station of Darjeeling. "Our God is an answering God indeed!"
began Tliarcliin in his account of the event, which was a part of his summary of "Church
News" about liis congregation for the year 1970 that lie annually submitted for eventual
publication in the Eustenr Hin~alayanChurch News. "Many friends prayed for Mr. and
Mrs. Tshering Wangdi," he continued, "that they might repent and reenter the ligllt."'Their
names, the pastor went on to explain,
were mentioned even in some papers for prayer. In the meantime, my son and others used togo
to their place whenever they happened to visit Darjeeling and gave them fellowship. A coll~le
of months ago they shifted from Darjeeling and settled down in our compound, as they are
related to some of our church members living in the same compound. By God's grace alld wit11
our humble effortthey have silicerely repented and made a confession before our collgregation
in the church. Praise the Lord! Let us rejoice for them, as written in tlie Bible (Luke 15:10):"...
there is joy in the presence of the angels of God over one sinner that repenteth."""

observation that
illcident. in fact. points LIPtlie truth and validity of a most
was made to the present author by a prominent Tibetan trader from Lllasa \\.l10 wit11 ]lis
fanlily was to take up residence in Kalinipo~igfrom 1951 onwards. In speahillg ofhis
relationship wit11 Rev. 'l~liarcliin,which had begLlnas early as 1945 with his first busillesstrip
to Kalimpong that year, Tashi Dorje waxed most eloquent concernitigtlie Tibetall pastor"
service to both tlie Tibetan cliurch and the larger Tibetan comms~iityi l l [lie hill station
Interestillgl)' eooupli, this merclia~it-traderfrom L.hasa siogled out i l l particl~larthe 1llinis1r\
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,,frccOncilistionwhich he had been able to observe again and again in his friend R ~ V .
'J'huChin, ~ ~ ~ e c i ainl lthe
y area of "domestic family disputes," this Christian pastor, he
.rnark4, proved to be a very effective "reconciler." Yet this service. Tashi Dorje noted, "he
rnndered not only to Tibetan but also to non-Tibetan families." Moreover, whenever anyone,
,heher insideor outside the Tibetan church. fell into any kind of dire diWculty beyond t h a
PMn'sabilitytocope with it alone-and "no matter if legal, financial, business or family in
nature"-the Tibetan pastor, when made aware of the situation, "was always available 10
assist." But there was one additional and quite significant service which Rev. Tharchin
abundantly provided to his ethnic countrymen from Tibet, and no matter if Christian or not,
Tashi Dorje made clear. According to this promiment Tibetan, who himself never became a
Christian, the Kalimpong pastor served
as a very good adviser to all Tibetans on all kinds of personal problems and everyday issues
of life. Especially for those Tibetans new in India and who knew nothing of Indian culture,
customs, ways and language, Gergan Tharchin helped them very much, and regardless their
social rank, economic status or religious faith, including me myself!

Clearly, those within and without the Tibetan church at Kalimpong had, in the person of
this remarkable Christian pastor, "a very faithful, honest and kindhearted man" as their
benefactor, servant-leader, and constant friend in need.lsO

Now the Tibetan church in Kalimpong regularly assembled every Sunday for prayer and
worship. Important Christian festivals like Good Friday, Easter and Christmas were observed
by this little flock with greatjoy, a sense of unity and in deep fellowship. Under Rev. Tharchin's
direction the church members, as noted earlier, would take an active part in evangelistic
work. Every year contributions were sent for the work of the Bible Society of India. Even
the most humble believers would contribute their mite for the work of the church. The
mothers in the congregation adjusted their own schedules to enable the monthly prayer
meetingsand fellowship to take place with their participation.
One ~Prticularlyimportant development for the Tibetan church was the presence and
a s i s ~ cfor
e many years of David Macdonald. This former British Trade Agent at Yatund
Gymtsein Tibet had retired from political service in 1924, had then settled down in Tharchin's
h'''tomwherehe eventuallyjoined in fellowship, membership and, subsequently, the leadership
ln the Tibetan church (he would become an elder) alo~~gside
Gergan Tharchin himself. In
factyaccordingto various observers wllo were in a position to know and witness firsthandy
theseh'ocame to be viewed '&verymuch lib
brothers in the flesh," they having becolne
cxbemel~
close-knit in their relatiollship through the years. AS One longtime Kalirnpong
nsldelrremarked, "They were always teasing each other and hugging each other
addemonstrably"! Both of them would often conduct together the regular weekly Tibetan
service, always held, of course, in the side annex of the main sanctuary at the
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Macfarlane Memorial Church. "Alternating with each other," these two church leaderr
would determine between themselves "who would be the one to deliver the morningsermon
and who would be the one to lead the worship service."
And at the time when Rev. Knox was still on missionary duty in Kalimpong ministering
among the Tibetans, all three of these men would lead the Tibetan congregational Worship
Service. For example, scribbled in ink on a slip of paper still preserved among the Tharchin
Papers is the Order of Service which the three of them conducted together one Sunday
morning. In this instance it was on the occasion of the Lord's Supper or Communion and
reads as follows:
Hymn 148 - Prayer - Lessons: Mathew 1 1 :28-30;Philippians 4: 13; Acts
Th:
4:lO-12-Hymn 138-Offering
K:
Sermon - Confession of Faith - Exhortation - Hymn 67 - Lord's Supper
Macd: Prayer
K:
Hymn 38 - Benediction
Moreover, on those occasions when unexpectedly the one or the other of these two closeknit Christian friends could not be together in responsibility on a given Sunday morning, they
would send messages to each other's home at the hands of servants during the days preceding,
requesting that the one or the other take overall responsibility for the upcoming Service.A
case in point was what happened on 2 1 September 1940. Referring to Rev. William Scott,
who by this time had replaced Rev. Knox as Guild Tibetan missionary, Tharchin began his
Saturday-sent missive to Macdonald thus:
My dear Sir,
As Mr. Scott forgot to request, if it is not too late we [Scott and Tharchin] shall be grateful
if you kindly help and take the Sunday Service tomorrow. If so, I am going to Algarah [a nearby
community to where the Tibetan catechist would sometimes go to minister to the Christians
there]. This was my mistake, as I forgot to tell Mr. Scott [about Algarah] in time. In case ifyou
are going out [elsewhere on Sunday] and have no time, I will stay tomorrow [and hence will
lead the Tibetan Service]. With respects.
Yours obediently,
Tharchin
And so, in the lower left corner of the same note sent by Tharchin (and preserved amongthe
Tharchin Papers), the recipient had written in return his brief but most welcome reply that
was taken immediately back to the sender: "Very gladly. D. Macd."
01consider another, even more interesting, example of this kind of considerate-though
in this case more urgent--fommunication back and forth which had occurred just prior fo an
Easter Sunday Service. The Pastor of the Nepali-speaking congregation at Macfarlane had
asked the Tibetan catechist to speak before the combined Tibetan and Nepali Easter Worship
Service that year. But for some reason Tharchin had felt it necessary to send a letter lo
Macdonald on either the day before or most probably very early on Easter Sunday morning
itself, perhaps requesting that the Eurasian Christian speak in his place, tllough Tharchin
himself would most likely still be present to help conduct the Easter Service. Very soon
thereafter came Macdonald's reply, either handcarried back by Tharchin's servant or
delivered by Macdonald's, and once again preserved among the Tharchin Papers:
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MY dear Mr. Tharchin,

fiaJ you very much for your letter. Will you plcase talk [i.e., give a message] to the people
in the Church as the Pastor has asked you? Joe [Macdonald's son?] and I have arranged to go
tobe Homes' Church [i.e.,the Katherine Graham Memorial Chapel at Graham*sHomes] this
So I regret I cannot come to the Nepali Service. With kind regards.

Ever yours,
D. Macdonald
I will remember you in my prayers.

so,as was his habit in never wasting a bit of paper, Gergan Tharchin wrote on the reverse
sideof Macdonald's letter the following Scripture references which he then used in creating
[he Easter sermon he later that same morning delivered before the combined congregation
of Tibetans and Nepalis at Macfarlane: Mark 16:6-7; Romans 6:23, 5:2 1 ; 1 Peter 1 :4; and
Romans 6: 1-4.
Interestingly enough, those who had availed themselves of the opportunity to hear either
one of these two men offer up the Sunday morning sermon would scarcely, if ever, have
been disappointed. This was because, aside from the excellent content of their sermons,
both these Christian gentlemen had a superlative command of the Tibetan language. Much,
ofcourse, has been written about Macdonald's proficiency in that language; but it needs to
benotedas well what others have commented concerning the Christian pastor's own skill in
Tibetan. For example, it will be recalled from the present narrative's first volume what
Professor Dawa Norbu of Delhi's Jawaharlal Nehru University had to say about it: that the
Babu was a master of modern literary Tibetan, both spoken and written. Then, too, B. C.
Simick, Jr., a younger Christian friend of Tharchin's and longtime Lecturer in Tibetan at
Kalimpong College, has observed that "there is no doubt he was an authority in the Tibetan
language, he speaking perfect Lhasan Tibetan."
Still another friend, who by his own acknowledgment had previously been staunchly antiChristian but had later greatly softened his stance towards Rev. Tharchin's faith. had nothing
butthe highest praise and profoundest respect to convey when commenting to the present
author on the Tibetan pastor's speaking talents and his other life accomplishments, declaring
unhesitatingly that Tharchin ''was truly a great man." This friend's observations are especially
telling in view of (a) his education, world experience, cultured background, and well-placed
position in life, and (b) the fact that his comments shed further light on Rev. Tharchill's
constant benefaction towards the larger Tibetan community that included the Bhutanese (or
Bhutia)~ibetans.
For this particular friend was none other than the late Drasho Rigzin Dorje,
whose Paternal great-grandfather ]lad been Penlop (Governor) of Thimphu Valley
contem~oraneo~~ly
during the reign ofugyen Wangchuk, the very first Maharaja of Bhutan.
RigzinDorJe it was who in 1984 had been appointed Secretary of Religion and Cultural
Affairs in the Cabinet of His MajestyYsGovernment of Bhutan. But prior to this prestigious
hehad obtained his higher education at Austmlia9sSydney University and subsequent
same honor had often been sent by Bhutan's King (now called the d r u k ~ a k oto)
Other
as a kind of roving ambassador. Having in his youth, along wit11 his slightl?
'lder brother, been taken in by Babu Tharchin into the latter's family compound i n 1957
when about 15 years old and enrolled for his secondary education at the Scots
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SUM Institution, Rigzin Dorje had become like a son to the Babu, receiving, he explained

"my food, shelter, needful guidance, pocket money, the furtherance of my Tibetanlanguag;
training, and even ... on-the-job training in the Babu's Press." This was all provided for hirn,
added the Drasho, so that upon reaching maturity the young lad-in the words of the Babu
to him-ould
"return permanently to your homeland of Bhutan and be able to contribu~ta
the uplift of your people and assist in your nation's Government." And it was while experiencing
this kind of highly personal upbringing in the Tharchin household for some four years, recalled
the Drasho to the author, that "I regularly attended the Tibetan Christian service atMacfarlane
Memorial Church" where "I greatly enjoyed listening to the Babu's messages which he
often gave there." Noting what an excellent speaker Rev. Tharchin had proved to be in
these Christian services at Macfarlane, Bhutan's Religion and Cultural Affairs Secretary
was most sincere in his laudatory expressions about Babu Tharchin, fondly recollecting,
among other things, how "he had spoken flawless Lhasan Tibetan."
In summary, therefore, these two "great friends," Gergan Tharchin and David Macdonald,
who by their common profession of the Christian faith had become "brethren in Christ,"had
indisputably constituted a very great asset to the life and ministry of the Tibetan church in
Kalimpong during its heyday.I5'Indeed, Rev. William Scott, the substitute missionary in
charge of the Tibetan work during 1939 and for several years thereafter, expressed his
great indebtedness to both these gentlemen for their handling of nearly all the congregational
responsibilities in the course of that year; and Scott's replacement in mid-year 1943,missionary
David McHutchison, praised these same two elders of the Kalimpong Tibetan church most
highly for their Christian patience and faithfulness when in his Report on the Tibetan Work
for 1943 he offered up the following encomium: "A great debt is owed to Mr. David Macdonald
and to Mr. Tharchin for the admirable work they willingly and patiently continuetodo.The
fruit of their labors is not always encouraging but they overcome momentary fitsofdepresslon
and carry on in faith."

The present congregation consists of a small number of Tibetan Christian families and
others. Though few in number in the total aggregate, they are faithful in spirit. Though small.
they are alive. Yet some people in years gone by, Rev. Tharchin noted, had tried to obliterate
the existence of the Tibetan church, but God preserved
Some of the members of the
congregation are scattered abroad. "This makes the Tibetan church wofiddwide," observed
Tharchin. Some of these believers are in Tibet, China, Nepal, Bhutan and even as faraway
as Hong Kong. From time to time letters of love and concern were received from someof
these believers. Rev. Tharchin's comment on this was typical of his continuing concern for
all of his flock: "There are some with whom \pe cannot communicatenor they with us.For
such we only pray and hope that they stand firm and strong in the Christian faith and that the
Lord will protect them under the shadow of His wings. Some are scattered due to
transfer or some other reason."
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Interestingly,in the concluding remarks t o the contents of the present chapter that appear
Tharchin's "memoirs" shared by him a t very near the end o f his life, the retired
in
depherdofthe Kalimpong Tibetan flock had the following t o say:

The prayers of Christians everywhere are earnestly solicited on behalf of the Tibetan Christian
church worldwide that by God's grace it may continue to develop and grow in the p a c e and the
knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ.15' May it turn out to be a great witnessing agency under the
pidance and leadership of its ordained ministers both present and future. After all, it is hoped
that the Tibetan church in Kalimpong will keep its eyes ever open and oriented towards the Land
of Tibet whose evangelization must be effected should God in His mercy and goodness grant the
people there a golden opportunity to regain their freedom and independence once again in the
stream of history. May His will be done. ' 5 4

C H A P T E R
The Birth of the Tibetan Newspaper and Printing Press

,f

The grass withereth, the flower fadeth: but the word of our God shall stand for ever.
HOW beautiful . . . are the feet of him . . .that publisheth peace, that bringeth good tidings
good, that publisheth salvation.
Isaiah 40:8,52:7

newspaper and printing press in modern times can hardly be
overestilnated.
Their incalculable service to the advancement of knowledge and technology
scarcelyneeds any recapitulation here. The information and new ideas they disseminate to
[heends ofthe earth and the education they afford to millions of people can be easily judged
by the impact newspapers, periodicals, magazines and books have made upon the masses.
Witliout the printing press the victorious advance of the Renaissance and Reformation would
have been as slow as a snail's progress. But one example need be cited here to demonstrate
the incredible step forward which was made in Europe as a consequence of the perfecting,
ifnot the inventing itself, of the printing press by Johann Gutenberg in the fifteenth century:
in 1400 one person could copy one book in a hundred days, but by 1 500 a hundred books
could be printed in just one day!
Like many inventions, the origin of the printing press was complex. Printing by means of
carved wooden blocks (and even by means of movable type) had been known quite early on
in China but failed to spread as far westward as Europe after its discovery. However, the
knowledge of paper making (dating back, if not to the secbnd century b.c., then at least to
the first century a.d.) did spread westward to the Continent from that East Asian land by
oftlie Arabic world as early as the eiglith century. But this art did not become common
inEuropean lands till the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. "It is scarcely too much to say,"
historian H. G. Wells has observed, "that paper made the intellectual revival of Europe
possible." In this regard, few may be aware how critical in all this was the invention of the
$inning wheel at around 1300. It greatly reduced the heretofore high price of cloth and
tile latter's use by providing an extensive supply of linen rags for making a large
and clleap paper supplyavailable. And thus the replacement of the more expensive parchment
cheaply manufactured paper furthered the rapid spread of the printing press for the
other forms of literature, on an
of books, and in time newspapers
Incorn~arabl~
large and economical scale unheard of before.
Yet more than just paper was needed to make the printed book a success. OrigjnallY
in ancient China in about 600, the idea of so-called "block-books" had taken a
book only really coming into use on the
longlime to find its way to Europe, tllis kind
Contitlentduring the first half of (lle fifreenth century. if not a little earlier. Called ~ y l o g r a ~ h ~ ,
lMhis
metllod of booklnaking all entire page of' lettering would in reverse characters be
car\.ed O u t of one woodell block froln
multiple impressions could be taken. But ''the
great
beyond this," explained European historian Ernest Knapton. ''was to devise some
lormof movable type, to develop tile techniques necessary in order to have a P o d casting
"leta'-good type faces, nlolds, ,matrices and inks, and to combine all these elements in a
THk PL,,~~AND ~ ~ ~ P O R T A Nof
C Ea
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workable printing establishment." Such precisely appears to have been the achievement
Gutenberg in his print shop at Mainz in Germany around the year 1450.
This now famous printer had diligently studied the earlier woodcuts of European
printmakers; these were engravings made on wood, after suitable inking had been discovered
for making prints and-by 1440-for printing the first book ever made with engraved
blocks, one for each page. His study of woodcuts in the end led Gutenberg to perfecta
method by which individual soft-leaded letters were able to be placed in such a mannerthat
they formed words and entire pages; and thus a movable metal type could be used indefinitely
in making multiple numbers and kinds of books until after so much use the type would finally
give out. Hence printing by this means was dependent upon successful type founding,On
the other hand, European historians Thompson and Johnson have pointed out that "the problems
of the press itself and of its manipulation were not so difficult, since the principles ofthe
press were well known from its use in the making of wine."
Within fifty years following the appearance of the first piece of printing which has been
preserved from Gutenberg's press-a religious document-all major European countries
were in possession of the means for printing books using movable type. Almost immediately,
it has been said, the prices of books dropped to one-eighth of their previous cost; and hence
books were now within the reach of multitudes who formerly were not able to purchase
them. Knowledge and new ideas were therefore able to be extended to a thousand times
more people in a relatively short period of time; which meant that Europe's, and later the
world's, intellectual life entered upon a fresh and more vigorous phase than ever before in
the annals of man. Added Wells in his short history of the world: "It ceased to be a little
trickle from mind to mind; it became a broad flood, in which thousands and presently scores
of hundreds of thousands of minds participated." In this respect, it would be difficulti~deed
to overestimate the effects of the printing press in this quickening of ~urope'sintellectual
life.'
of

wmdei

Yet it must be lamented that unlike these epoch-making advances on the European continent
which impelled her peoples into the modern era, the Tibetan masses remained shadowed,if
not altogether imprisoned, within a medieval world of their own which only a radical upheaval
from the outside ultimately brought to an end. For the longest period, even up to the moment
of the Chinese invasion of the Great Closed Land in 1950, Tibet never did possess a movabletype printing press of any kind. In fact, as far as is known, the only advanced kind of printing
apparatus which she could claim to have possessed prior to 1950 was but one lone lithographic
press. This device had been carried, dismantled, over the Himalayas from India on the backs
of mules and coolies to Shigatse. There in early 1882 it had been ir.troduced by saratChandra
Das to the Spiritual Adviser and Prime Minister of Tibetyssecond highest ranking Buddhist
prelate, the Panchen Lama, who at the time was Lo-zan Choikyi Wang-chug.
Figuring prominently in this entire affair had been a copy of an Arithmetic volume which
had been prepared in Tibetan by Heinrich Jaeschke, the Moravian missionary-linguistat
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~ ~ ~mdl which
~ ~ had
g been
,
printed and published there on the mission station's now@lebntedlithographic press. Somehow, a copy of this school textbook had fallen into the
hads the famed British Indian Pundit, Chandra Das, who had brought it with him to
Shigdseon an earlier visit in 1879. Having shown and then presented the copy to Sengchen
lma,
the panchen Lama's first minister, Das had almost immediately been drawn by his
host into a lengthy conversation about Tibet's printing system, the most notable operating
center of which was located a mere five to ten miles from Shigatse at the famed Narthang
Monastery (see Chapter 20 below for more on this printing center). In his diary entry for 26
~ugust1879 at Shigatse, Das wrote:
He ... deplored the wretched block printing used in Tibet. I described to him the printing press
and lead types used in India and Europe, and also gave a short account of lithography, of
which the Kyeiang Arithmetic was a specimen. He thought a printing press would be too
heavy to be brought into Tibet, but that a lithographic press would answer his purpose just as
well, and asked me to draw up an estimate of the price, packing and carriage of one to

Trashilhunpo [the Panchen Lama's ecclesiastical seat just outside Shigatse]. In the evening, in
the course of conversation with the Panchen Lama, the Prime Minister suggested the
introduction of a lithographic press to supersede block printing. The Lama approved of the
suggestion, and requested the Prime Minister to furnish him with the necessary estimate.

By the first of September, Das was "told that the Panchen Lama had approved [the estimate
for the press], and would pay the money from his own private funds." The Panchen then
asked that the lithographic press be brought from India by April of 1880; Das, however, was
prevented from returning till late in 188 1 ; but by January of 1882 the Panchen Lama and his
Prime Minister had their press assembled and operating before their anlazed but delighted
eyes.?Whetherthis lithographic press ever did appreciably replace the block printing method
at nearby Narthang is extremely doubtful; and whatever happened to the press itself is today
unknown. Certain it is, however, that it was never put to any consistent use sufficiently
enough to have caused the powers that be to effect a radical change in the techniques used
for bookmaking throughout the land of Tibet as a whole or in the manner by which information
and knowledge would be disseminated. Indeed, though it cannot be proven that there was
any connection, the fact that a few years later (in 1 887) the Sengchen Lama had b a o m e the
of a State-ordered execution by the Tibetan government at Lhasa, reportedly on the
grounds that he had "given refuge to foreigners in his monastery and betraj.ed the secrets of
lamaism to the envoy of a foreign power,'. may have possibly contributed to dampening any
lufiherinterest-at least in the Sh igatse area-in seeing a more modern and Western printing
adopted as a replacement of the traditional block printing method."

As far the Hidden Lalld was
she and her people had for the longest while
Progressed beyo~ldllandwritten lnanuscripts that from the Ltery beginlling of her
I lteraryhistOryhad bees the form ofall Tibetan books. These had most likely been executed
'
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on papa (palm) leaves imported from India, wit11 the text so~netimeswritten in SanSkkril
vety occasionally in Chinese, and at times in Old Tibetan.' According to Jack Finegn:
writing in 1986, some examples of these, "reportedly a thousand years old, were, at leas
until recently, preserved in the Potala at Lhasa." These rare books, housed in the various
libraries of the winter palace of Tibet's ruling monarchs (but found also in a handfulofthe
country's monasteries), have been d scribed by Noel Barber: "In the libraries were someof
the books which the Dalai Lama S udied from time to time-seven thousand eliormous
volumes, some weighing eighty pounds and written on palm leaves brought over the mountain
passes from India centuries before. Nearby rooms housed two thousand illuminated volumes
of the Buddhist scriptures. No books in all the world could ever match their beauty, foreach
line was written in a different colored ink, which the monks had made of powdered gotd.
silver, copper, turquoise and coraI."t3
Now these palm leaves served as the prototype of the more familiar oblong sheetsofthick
parchment on which the texts were later printed by means of the carved wooden block method
already described above and mentioned as having been originally invented quite early in Chinese
antiquity. In fact, the first extant printed book created by this means was the DiumondSutra,

7

* The Tibetan written language came into being. as noted in a previous chapter, in the early seventh centunb!
King Songtsan Gampo's able and scholarly minister, l'honmi Sambhota. By adapting various Indian alphabr~s
current at that time, he created a Tibetan script that is distinctly phonetic and not ideographic as in the Chinese
form of writing. The script possessed forty signs, "all read in conjunction with the vowel 'a' ('ka,' 'kha' 'sa'
'sha,' etc.); other vowels are indicated by small signs written above or bclow consonants." Comrnentingiurthrr.
the well-known expert on Tibetan culture and history, Dongge Luosantselie. adds that "reading and writing
Tibetan is very difficult because over the centuries the spelling has largely remained the same, \+bile [he
pronunciation has evolved, mostly toward simpler solutions." The sanie problem, of course, he notes. ''is
characteristic of English." D. L., "Palaces, Monasteries, and Their Art," in N. N. Jigmei et al., Tibe,. 206.
Formerly an Incarnate Lama D. L., at the time of his article's publication, was an Associate Professor in Ihe
Beijing Central Nationalities Institute.
Yet it needs to be pointed out that some Tibetologists have begun to raise doubts npt only about the historicil!
of this ostensible founder of Tibetan literary culture, inventor of its alphabet and its First Grammarian but also.
as ROYMiller has framed the question, "whether anyone in human history ever did what is attributed toThonml
Sambhota. i.e., artificially create not only a grammar hut the language that lies behind it": or. as Millerhasaeain
framed the problem: How could Thonmi Sambhota have been the one "not only respo~isiblefor dcscribinr!the
Tibetan language" but also the one to have "made up the language that he was describing"? Until fairly recentl!.
explains this Honolulu University Tibetologist, these matters "were never raised in Western (or in Japanese)
Tibetology. Tibetologists have in the main been entirely conlent to accept this particular part of the Tibetan
tradition precisely as they have received it from the Tibetans; and in the process they have ifanything enhanced
the cultural-historical role of Thonmi Sambhota far over and above its original proportions in the Tibelan
tradition itself" Miller, "On the Utility of the Tibetan (iramm;uians,.. in E. Steinkellner. ed,, T;be/a~l
~ i ~ l o r ) . ~
Language, 354,361,355.
t The former Incarnate Lama. Dongge Luosantselie. quoted
i l l the note immediately above. has proyidid'
further description of these rare handwritten palm-leaved lnanuscripts: "l.he leading ~nonastericsofthe
sects all have complete sets ofthe 108-volume Buddhist scriptures, handwrittcl~in gold and held to bemasterpleies
of the calligrapher's art. Some are particularly celebrated, such as the five sets written in gold. sil\'er,cOPPer*"o"'
and cinnabar by order of the Regent Sangye Gyatso after the death of the Fifth Dalai Lama [doubtless
volumes to which Barber has made reference above] At the time of thc 'Tenth Ilalai Lama the ReligiousLord
Pholuoding sponsored the copying ofthe [108-volume B~lddhistcanon) in leners of liquid gold. The set
presented to the Ganden Monastery and is now preserved in the Potala Palace, At the TrashilhunPo
the Fifth and Sixth Panchen Lamas each sponsored a set of the Buddhist canon, one in gold and the other in
D.L., '-Palaces ...," in Jigmei et al., ;Qbet, 207.
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prind
in 868, which was more than 250 years after the Chinese invention of the block-printing
,dod. This book had been discovered among a great body of manuscripts found in 1907-8by
Stein on his Second Central Asian Expedition in a long-sealed cache within the Caves of
be~housandBuddhas at Tun-Huang in China's northwest province of Kansuh. Ironically, the
xunahad been printed by the Chinese during the time of the great Tibetan Empire's conquest
andoceupation
of Kansuh for a hundred years in the eighth and ninth centuries. (Interestingly,
,,thou&
he Chinese were the first to devise the movable type technique of printing, for the
longestperiod
in their history they continued to find the wooden block method quite satisfactory
for their needs since their language consists not of an alphabet but of separate characters to
represent concepts or ideas.)
~ o o k like
s the Sutra would have their sheets engraved with text made from images cut
in the wooden blocks; these loose printed pages would then be placed between oblong
boardsalid tied together with usually a saffron-colored cloth to make up the volumes, hundreds
ofwhich found their way onto the library shelves of the great Tibetan monasteries. But even
thiscumbersome and quite laborious printing method did not arrive in Tibet for quite a few
centuries following the production of the Sutra in China. For according to Tibetan records, it
would not be till the late thirteenth century that wooden block printing would first occur in the
land. It was only natural, of course, that the subject matter of these earliest productions by
thismethod was religious in nature: a printing ofthe 108-volume Buddhist scriptures known
asthe Kangyur(the Buddha's original teachings), together with the Tertgyur, the voluminous
commentaries on the Kangyur.j
In time, block-printing centers were established throughout Tibet, each of which invariably
was identified with a well-known monastery. Friendly artistic rivalry set in among these
printingcenters, and according to Dongge Luosantselie, "the highest level in the art of printing
is held to have been reached by the Narthang and Trashilhunpo Monasteries, and by the
Buddhist Scripture Printing House in Lhasa.'' Each of these centers, he added, could boast
several expeRs who were not only skilled in the art of wood-block printing but also gifted in
i*er~retingthe Buddhist scriptures themselves. In addition, each center possessed its own
distinctive printing style.
It was not until quite late, however, that the first printed editions of the Kangyur by the
block-~rintingmethod had been produced at Narthang-in 173 I . This was followed at the
sameMonasteryby the printing in 1742 of the Tengyur. The blocks for such a aork as the
Kang~ur
or the Tengyur would have occupied several large buildings, \*.it11 each set of
blocksbeing
housed on separate racks. Other editions of these two uorks were subsequently
produced at Lhasa, at Derge in the eastern Tibetan province of Kham.* at the two influential
Gelug~amona~teries
of Kumbum and Labrang? in Amdo Province of Northeast Tibet. and
* The
.S

printing press and libran at Derge on [he Tibet-Srechuan boundar).are the larI?estof their
liind0nge~ibetan
li~bleland,Vast numbers engraved wooden boards are preserved there. including BuJdhlst
"phl?and works ofTibetan history. literature,medicine, astronomy and astrology."Jmpei Chinlei9
Buddhism," in ibid., 182.
'amten, Karma~has commented on the intellectual and literary richness of this p a i c d a r
Founded in 1708 south of Koko Nor In Ihe Kansu
"C
lnstil~ionand i s in-house printing
Labrangmonastery, he noter, very soon became the largest center of learning in .h'ndo monk-studenb
fromnot Only Amdo and oam
hut also Mongolia and Manchuria. producing many outstanding Buddhls'
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elsewhere. David Macdonald, when writing one of his volumes on Tibet in 1932, had pointed
out that there was "only one set of iron blocks, for the Kangyur," in the entire land ofTibeI
which were, "or used to be," he added, "kept at Derge .. ." In fact, Sir Charles Bell, writin;
in 1924, had remarked about these blocks at Derge made of metal that their "impressions
are said to be clearer than those at Na-tang [Narthang]."
Besides possessing one set of the wooden blocks for both the Kangyur and Tengyur,
Narthang-a hilltop gompa situated between Shigatse and Sakya that was completely
dedicated to printing--could boast in its Library a unique fourteenth-centuryhand-copied
of these same two voluminous works of Buddhist literature. During the terrible RedGuard
rampage of the decade-long Chinese Communist Cultural Revolution (1966-76),all these
materials-both the blocks and the hand-copied set-as well as the Narthang Monastery
itself were reduced to rubble and ashes. To give some idea of the quantity of wooden blocks
which had constituted the one set of the Kangyur and the other of the Tengyur, witnessesof
the event reported aftenvards'that when these blocks had been piled up for destruction inan
open field, all of them together resembled a small hill!*
The celebrated French explorer and writer on Tibet and Buddhism, Alexandra DavidNeel, who had traveled widely throughout the Great Closed Land and related regions,tellsof
a quaint scene she had witnessed during her visit to Narthang Gompa in 1915. After staying
at nearby Trashilhunpo Monastery for a while, where she had been warmly received by the
Panchen Lama and his mother, Madame Neel went on to Narthang. Reputed to have
possessed the largest printing establishment in all of Tibet at the time, Narthang presented
quite a contrast to what David-Neel had been accustomed to seeing in the West. She tellsof
finding monks seated on the floor inking engraved wooden blocks and cutting up beautiful
rice paper, while all the time chatting quietly and drinking quantities of buttered tea. "Whata
contrast," exclaimed the visitor from France, "to the feverish agitation of our newpaper
printing room^"!^
The Austrian Heinrich Harrer has described what it was like to work in the State printing
center at Lhasa, which was located at the foot of the Potala Palace in the village of She,
Known as the Shoparkhang (from Tibetanpar-khang, monastic printing house), it wasone
of two main printing presses then existing in Lhasa. It was established by the Thirteentll
Dalai Lama himself (1 876-1933), and chiefly for the preservation ofthe original wood blocks
which were used to create the so-called Lhasa edition of the Ka~igyur.~
Harrer had opportunit)
philosophers and scholars, this monastic center, besides providing instruction in Buddhist philoso~h!. a'so
taught astrology, medicine, poetry, painting and sculpture in the various colleges there. "It boasted ab~ulJ.Oon.
monk-students and possessed a rich collectic>n of rare manuscripts m d printed books which \rere theohiccio'
envy of even the great monasteries in Central Tibet. There was also a large Lvood-hlockprinting I I O U S ~ rilhilllll'
monastery complex." Karmay. '.Amdo. One of the Three Tradiliol~alProvinces of Tibd." Luni!lfl. R
(Dharamsala, 1994), 4-5.
* Narthang. however, was the scene of but one o f many-perhaps countlcss-acts ofthis kind of pillageand
destruction inflicted during the Cultural Revolution. Writes Heather Sluddard: ..the vast rnalorit). ofTihaan
monastic libraries, manuscripts. woodblock prints and the uoodblocks ihemsrlves were burnt, buried. m a d c l l l ' ~
the soles of shoes. used for toilet paper, for building and so forth, The last great librar) burning was re~or'cd.a'
late as 1978. in Phenpo, north oil.hasa where the fire from hurnillg books and xylographic w o ~ d h l o larlrd'Or
c~~
three weeks"! Stoddard. .'Tibetan Publica~ionsand National Identity. i l l l<. Damell ancl S. Akincr. eds.. R~'~bm''cl'
and ReTorm i n Tihef, 132.
"U
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,,isit this establishment during his several-years' stay at the Tibetan capital in the late

,940~.The printing shop was housed in "a high, dark building, from which never a mund
issues into the outer world." As Harrer explained, "There is no humming o f machines and
only the voices ofthe monks echo through the halls." The Austrian continued:
Wooden blocks lie piled on long shelves. They are used only when a new book is printed. The
preparationof a new book entails endless work. The monks must first cut out small wooden
boardsby hand, as there are no sawmills here, and then carve the squiggling letters one by one
in the birchwood boards. When they are ready the tablets are carefully placed in order. Instead
ofprinter'sink they use a mixture of soot, which the monks make by burning yak dung. Most
ofthem get black from head to foot during their work. At last the separate plates are printed on
handmade Tibetan paper.' The books are not bound. They consist of loose pages printed on
both sides and enclosed by two carved wooden covers. One can either order books in the
printing press or buy them from one of the booksellers in the Barkhor.. .. The price of Tibetan
books depends on the quality of the paper used. The Kangyur, with its commentaries [the
Tengyur], costs as much as a good house or a dozen yaks.
There is another very large printing press at Narthang in the neighborhood of Shigatse, and
almost every monastery has the [same wooden-block] apparatus for printing books on local
saints and the annals of their lama~eries.~
Nevertheless, despite the ubiquity ofthis apparatus, it remained the only method ofprinting
in Tibet right up to the time of the invasion and consequent occupation of Tibet by the
~~
in terms of newspaper publishing in Tibet, and
Chinese Communists in the 1 9 5 0 Moreover,
thedissemination of knowledge and information (in the modern sense of that phrase)? prior
to the twentieth century these activities, when all is considered, amounted to absolutely
nothing. As Gergan Tliarchin himself once observed, for the longest
time "Tibetans never
tookany interest in newspapers and consequently they were quite ignorant about the importaflce
ofa newspaper."1° Indeed, the attitude displayed by most, though not all, among the ruling
circles in Lhasa seemed to reflect a total unconcern about such matters and was an attitude
which persisted right up until just before the Chinese invasion. As late as 1944. for exampleand a mere six years before the Colnnlunist upheaval in Tibet began-a Western visitor to
Lhasa. Arch T. Steele, an American journalist then covering the war in Asia for the Chicago
D o i l ~ N e ~has
l ~ , quite bemused at the response he received from a highly-placed official in
[heTibetangovernment to his question of wily Tibet had no newspapers. The official, reported
the correspondent later, "looked at me with surprise, and his reply was immediate and
characteristic. 'Why, because nothing ever happens here."'*

*

"The Bo!,-Ruler of Shangri-la." ,yofirdnl. ,F,.pn;p ~ ~ ( I$3 Apr.
1
1946):14. Cf. Steele's book. In rhr
Kn'fdornoffbeDolai Lnnrn (Srdona ,\z U S A : I n Print Puhlishing. 1993). 84. where he mentions spending two
'"eeksal Lhasa during the sumnlcr of 19.14,
Dcspitc the lack of nruspapurs. h ~ \ ~ e \ ' ethese
r . same ~ o r c r l ~ m eofficials
nl
uould resort 10 other meansh?
"hrhlocollecl 11e\vs for thcrnselves,Stccle \vent on 10 lcll of being invited b > the Regent (Taktra) a Pad?.at
his monatic residence a
miles ou,side the Tibetan capital, b'*rhescLhasa panics are sonlething to remember."
IheAmr.ricanj~umalisl
recalled ..The! are chicfform ofrecreation and. in the absence of'nc~spa~ers.
sene as
acle!rin~place for news.'. Funhcrmort.. [hcsewere "01 short affairs. h ) an! means. ''They ofiel1 began in the
mQr,nlne."he explained. .'and go on into the nicht,'' In fact. Ile added. .'the Regcnt's pan!' was to be a three-da?'
'"lr. I
prilvidcd for the
in\.ited for the second day," Ihaj. 79, Needless 10 sa? then. ample time
o f news,
..
Steele- incidentally. \jould
a
ofa,-,icles
on his t\r.o-\r.rrk Lhxsa visit. Sr\'eral of\vhich. 11
O"
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Such, then, has been the meager extent in Tibet ofthe printing and publishinglegacy fro,,,
its past, which by the time of Gergan Tharchin's adulthood had failed to be advanced any
further by Tibetans themselves within the borders of the Roof of the World.* AS will shortly
be learned, however, there would be several attempts made by non-Tibetans both inside the
Closed Land and just outside her borders to effect some progress in this vital cultural area.
it would be the efforts of the humble-born Tibetan from Poo, now based at Kalirnpong,which
would achieve the most progress in this field of endeavor. Accordingly, the name ofGergan
Tharchin must indisputably rank first among all those who set their hands to creatingeffective,
more up-to-date techniques and agencies for producing and disseminating newspapers, books
and other literary works among the Tibetan people wherever located along the wide-sweeping
llimalayan arc of nations, including deep within the Forbidden Land herself.
Now the utility and significance of such modern techniques and agencies as were gradually
created at Kalimpong had been long recognized by Tharchin before his actual involvement in
newspaper printing and bookmaking. Some evidence for this can be seen in the answer he
gave when asked in 1964 what he had actually done in Tibet since his first visit there in 1921.
It reveals a well thought-out understanding of the relationship between his educational efforts
in Tibet andthe subsequent ventures he entered into in the publishing field, both ofwhicli
were to be utilized for the furtherance of the Christian gospel. Said Tharchin:"It was always
a secret possibility for me to give faith messages there, [but] . .. one had to be careful ...The
main thing I sought was to establish a school [whether at Gyantse or Lhasa or wherever].
Then, after a person could read, the Bible would be open to him. 1 established in Kalimpong
my small printing company. And with it, I sat, so to speak, before the door of my ~eo~le-the
Tibetans."" Indeed, possessing such a great vision and gospel burden for Tibet and Tibetans
as he did, this would-be newspaper publisher turned out to be, in the opinion of one lafler-da)
close Christian friend of Tharchin's, "the first Tibetan national pioneer ... to ~ n d e r s t a n d t ~ ~
place of literature in Christian evangelism among Tibetans."I2
them, Tharchin would publish in his Tibetan newspaper during 1945 at the instruction of ~ a j oGeorge
r
Shemtt,the
then Head of the British Mission in Lhasa. See letter, Sherriff to Tharchin, Kalimpong, 22 July (19451ThPaK:
* Despite this failure to advance, however, Jawaharlal Nehru University Professor DawaNorbu, afierre~ie\~l~!
this chapter for the present writer, was quick to point out, and rightly so, that though the printing mcthod
employed for centuries had been by the wooden-block process, nevertheless, "for a pre-industriali~edsocie1!*
Tibet had more printing presses than others." (As Harrer had observed, nearly every manaster). could
possession of such an apparatus for printing hagiographic and other religious materials.) And thus. professor
Norbu added. "Tibet's high literate culture was made possible by such abundance of presses" ofthiskind:
although as one leading modern Tibetan historian has recently observed, whatever literacy Tibet could boas'o'
in 1950 '&wasprimarily associated with Buddhism." As a matter of fact, adds Tsering W Shak),a. the neiVRd
Chinese masters in Tibet, in their attempt during the early 1950s to saturate the country with CommunlSi
propaganda literature printed in Tibetan, "realized early on that the effectiveness of the printed medlil Ivs
limited by the [wide] extent of illiteracy in Tibet." And hence, he notes, .'from the very beginnin< the Chi"rsr
turned to radio broadcasting and other methods as alternative means of information and propaganda dissemina'lon.
See lener. Dawa Norbu to the present author, New Delhi, 28 Feb. 1992, and Shalya. "~oliticilalion
Tibetan Language," in Barnett and Akiner, eds., Resistance and Reform in Tibet, 1 58.
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7hanhin, of course, had for the longest time envisioned starting a printing press of his
~ ~ f i ~ ~the
~ tmechanical
ely,
skills which through Daud Singh's help he had pick4 up in
Arnbala and Delhi (see earlier in Volume I, Chapter 4 of the present biography) assisted in
helping him to realize his dream. And when the opportunity came his way, the future Tibetan
publisher remarked with enthusiasm, "I caught it by the forelock."

~t must be made clear at the outset, however, that there had already been three or four
previousattempts at producing a Tibetan-language journalistic medium, but they were either
inamagazineformat or else quite short-lived in their history, or both. The first attempt, and
one which Tharchin must have been thoroughly acquainted with,* was made by none other
than that giant of erudite learning, the Rev. Dr. August Hermann Francke,13later respected
worldwide as one of the outstanding scholars in Tibetan studies-in particular, the languages,
history and archaeology of Lesser Tibet. He it was who, himself serving as one of the
Moravian missionaries stationed along the West Tibet border, founded and edited, commencing
in 1904, a Tibetan monthly magazine called the La dvags kyi ag bar (in English, the Ladakh
Newspaper or the Ladakh News or the Ladakh Gazelle or the Ladakh Times).
At its inception Francke's journal istic creation had been handwritten and then produced
by lithographic means at the Moravians' Mission press at Leh in Ladakh and was doubtless
disseminated by various means throughout the Little Tibet region where the Moravians had
their Mission stations and where the predominant culture was Tibetan. As one of the official
historians of the Moravian Missions was subsequently to observe in 1923. "Francke was
introducinga new idea. For the first time in the histoy ofwestern Tibet non-christian Tibetans
realized that printed matter might be read, not for the purpose of acquiring [salvific] merit
[one of four ways of which, according to the lamas, was to read, and to read as much as
~ossible!],but because it contained interesting information." Indeed, it was Francke's intention
that his publication be as broadly educational as possible with the hope that it would popularize
aconcept, heretofore unfamiliar to most Tibetans, of a secular-r
at least a non-Buddhistliterature. Indeed, observed one exile Tibetanjournal in 1999, "the fact that the first Tibetanlanguage newspapers calne not from Tibet.' herself "but from the British-administered
$derlands, exposes the lack of p o p u l a r i ~ of secular writing in Tibet" when nearly all
'lterahrebeingpublished there had been religious in content. As Francke had himselfexplained
at the time, unlike the European tradition ofpossessing a wide varieq of novels and other
non"-religious
writings, most Tibetan publications were Buddhist-oriented. And it was his
"lew that Tibetans more often than not read these materials solely that they might gain
religiousmerit without ever displayinglnucll,if my, interest in their contents.
m a ' h c r a s indeed acquainted wit11 [his initial attempt is made clcar by the fact that ~ ' h mcreating his
memo'rs 'near the end ofllis life. Tharchin. ,llough onl\ alluding to [lie matter in the bricks[ of terms.
from other places. First. in the ?.ear
Iha!
anem~ts"had been made
publish a Tibetan
published a Tibetan neWSpaper. LadaHl Akhbar
Russo-~a~anese
War, Moravian
lodvags~iag
from Leh in Ladakh by a Litho printing process ..." GTUM TsMs. 1.5411,

1903-4
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On the other hand, a news magazine would clearly not be read for the purpose ofgainink
merit; and to make certain that his readers would be sure to recognize that his publieation
was ~ r i m a r i l ysecular in character, Francke, as explained by John Bray, "wrote the text in
cursive Tibetan script as opposed to the U-chen script used in religious books. At the
time he employed a style of language which, while conforming to traditional Tibetan
grammatical and spelling rules, was nevertheless as close as possible to the
11
was this editor's hope that once his readership had become habituated to his journal it might
be more open to the more identifiable Christian publications of the Moravians.
The very first number of the "newspaper-magazine" has been described in some detail
by Moravian Bishop Benjamin LaTrobe, who, it will be recalled, had visited this church'^
Tibetan mission stations two years earlier. His description provides a good idea of its earliest
format:
The first newspaper ever published in Tibetan lies before me. It is a little quarto sheet of four
pages with double columns. The title at the head: The Tibetan Newspaper, stands out in bold
Tibetan characters, such as are employed in religious books, both Buddhist and Christian ...
The lithographed matter of the eight columns of this paper is written in cursive characters,
such as are used in Tibetan letters. On the first page, the editor, our missionary Francke, tells
his Ladakhi readers what is the purpose of this paper, and what it designs to bring them: 1News of other lands and peoples; 2-Short, instructive tales; 3-Specimen letters, as a guide
to letter-writing; 4-Passages of Holy Scripture, important for this life and for the life ofthe
soul beyond the grave. Explanations are added.
This first number contains four articles. The first is a translation of an article in the Bomb91
Guardian, with respect to the advance of the British mission into Tibet, including the advice
of the Nepal government to the Dalai Lama, to enter into friendly relations with the British. The
second relates to events in Turkey, and shows how the Christians of Macedonia are oppressed.
The third is a story. The last applies a Tibetan proverb to the religious condition ofladakh,and
leads up from the claims of very sinful men to be saviors to the truth that there is only one great
Helper for this life and the next, Jesus Christ, in whom not even His bitterest enemies could f i d
any fault or sin.
This is the realization of a plan long-cherished. It seems to have been started on fair business
lines. The paper costs one "pene" a month (not I d., but rather less than a %d.), and it invites
subscribers, old and young, Mussulman, Hindu, Buddhist, or Christian.
With respect to the Younghusband Expedition alluded to in Bishop LaTrobe9sdescription, it is
of interest to note that Francke later remarked, in Bray's paraphrase, that liis readers doubted
the Journal's "veracity" in reporting "that Tibetan troops, equipped with protective amulets.
had proved vulnerable to British bullets, but subsequently local Ladakhis encou~iteredTibetal1
prisoners of war in S i ~ n l aand the paper's credibility was confirmedw!
Noteworthy news from lands fat-tl~erafield proved difficult to interpret. or example, in
preparilig a particular issue of his monthly, Francke felt it necessary Crst to set abouttrYlne
to explain to one of his Ladakhi assistants something about sea battles since these figuredin
the RUSSO-JapaneseWar of 1 904-5 on which tlie missionary editor wanted to report. ]l1 "le
vv01-d~of Bray, Francke "was rather taken aback" to discover that when his assistant
approached tlie task of setting down the news story he employed the tern1 for "rivet' rat'1er
than the one for " ~ ~ e a i i thus
. " "suggesting an image of battlesliips on tlie l~idus"!Evell
the correction of this mistake, however. Ladaklii readers nonetlieless found tile llewsrepO'
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to understand:"even if the Russians and Japanese did wish to blow each other up,"
explained Bray in his article on the La dvags kyi ag bar, "it was not entirely clear why they
had to go to sea first."
an alternativeto the folktales which the second section of his magazine would often
inelude,
Franckewould at times substitute a series of extracts from the Ladakhi royal chronicles
( g e ~ o b o grpplrabs)
s
which had initially been studied by one of missionary Fmncke's
predecessorsat Leh, Dr. Karl Marx, and which eventually formed the basis of Francke's
own later historical researches. Bray notes that the Moravian editor once remarked that the
ladakhis found enjoyment in these extracts because "although they were somewhat dry,
they nevertheless recalled the past glory" of the Ladakhi Kingdom before the latter had
been subjugated by the Dogras in the mid-nineteenth century and subsequently made a part
of Jammu and Kashmir.
By the time Francke had picked up the editor's pen to commence producing the Ludukh
Nee~~spaper
in early 1904, he had already been collecting Ladakhi proverbs for future
publication. The very first one in his collection, which happened to be the particular Tibetan
proverb singled out by Bishop LaTrobe, ran as follows: "If the lama is himself not perfect:
how can he guide the dying [to a better rebirth]?" Francke thus took up this well-known
Tibetan saying and went on to explain in his news magazine's final section-which was the
most characteristicallyevangelistic-that "the only truly sinless great lama was Jesus Christ."
Within a year or two the magazine w ~ u l dhave only three parts to it: Part I had political
information,focused mainly on Tibet; Part I1 always presented an old Tibetan story; and Part
111 featured a short sermon. (It shall become evident in the pages to follow that Tharchin
was to model his own journalistic medium after these earlier formats, although it was to be
far from entirely the case.) It was the express hope of Francke himself that "if the people
read his magazine in order to gain instruction, they might some day read the Bible for the
Same purpose."
Bray reports that with the very first edition of the La hags @i ag bar the press produced
I5Oco~iesbut that "this soon settled down to a circulation of some 60 copies an issue, of
which 20 copies were sent to Darjeel ing for distribution by missionaries there.'' The chief
confronting the publisher of the news journal was the problem of how to distribute
.,
It I n a mountainous region marked by an inadequate postal service. There were admittedly
reglllardeliveriesalong the lleavily traveled trade routes but not in the far less accessible
villages.Asolution to this problem soon came when Francke began selling the paper in the
lehbazaarto representatives froln these more remote villages. Explained Bray: each individual
passed to several readers and thus reached the most isolated districts of Ladakh
a"d even crossed the frontier to Tibet itself."
By I906the publication had becolmeregularly ~ubscribedto by about a hundred persons.
Ihough"it [was] read by a great Inany more," thus "bring[ing] the influence of Christian
thoughtto bear on a considerable number." So declared one part of the reports that Year
from the Moravian West Himalaya Missioll, the publis]lerof the magazine. Unfortullatel~,
I9O8, Or most 1909, would be the Ladakh Gare(,e h final year of publication (Bray
Statesthat "it seems the paper foldedw in 1908). Francke had moved fronl Ladakh to
Kyelang
in 1906 (from whence lie departed on furlough in late 1908) and handed overthe

paper's editorship to the Moravian colleagues he left behind at Leh. Sometimeafterthe
J U ~ Y1st issue in the following year (1907) they decided to change the journal's nametothe
Ladakh Herald or Ludakh Messenger, that is, the La dvags Pho nya. (Their great
Moravian predecessor on the West Himalaya Mission field, Heinrich Jaeschke, had used
the word Pho nya for "angel" or "messenger" in his Tibetan Bible translations.) the
little magazine would cbntinue for only another year or two before it met its
having lasted for but five or six years. Yet the very fact of its publication, tllough admittedly
of short duration, may have been one of the things that sparked the dream within Dorje
Tharchin to publish a bona fide newspaper, and to produce one which would havealnore
lasting impact upon its Tibetan readership.''

The second earlier attempt at newspaper publishing for Tibetans, and a little noticed
event by the world outside, actually took place in Tibet itself at its very capital. In the words
of one observer, this fresh attempt at newspaper publishing inside Tibet "is among the
innovations which have broken in upon the conservatism of the Great Closed Land since the
British expedition to Lhasa." In the wake of the Younghusband invasion of Tibet in 1903-4
and the consequent flight to Mongolia and China of the Dalai Lama from before the advancing
British troops upon Lhasa, the Chinese made various efforts to reassume control over Tibetan
affairs and introduce a modicum of progress. And the first order of business was to post a
new, no-nonsense, senior Amban at Lhasa, Chang Yin-tang.*
Arriving at the Tibetan capital on 8 September 1906, Chang (whom the Tibetan authorities
referred to as Tang Darin) immediately addressed the task of implementing the mandate he
had brought with him from the Peking Emperor to reassert China's position. As Alex M c K ~ Y
has recently observed, the new senior Amban "set about establishing his authority in l,hasa
and introduced various measures designed to modernize Tibet's institutions and bring forth
their administration and cultural practices in line with Chinese custom."
According to the Times of London, these measures included the establisllment at the
capital of a Chinese-Tibetan school for students of both nationalities, the creation of lecture
and reading rooms where the populace might receive instruction in the geography, history
and industrial condition ofthe country, and the inauguration of "a native newspaper" for "the
enlightenment of people in both inner and outer Tibet" about such matters as "the history and
geography especially of their own land, and as to their commercial relations to surrounding
countries." Furthermore, said the Times, "this newspaper will be the first in the Tibetan

* He it was. it may be recalled from Volume I, Chapter 5 of the present narrative, who, while passing throu? h
Darjeeling on his way to Lhasa, had selected as one of the English-speaking Tibetans to serve him as interpreler
at the Tibetan capital the paternal uncle of Karma Sulndhon Paul, Tharchin's fellow teacher and Headmastera'
the G ~ o Mission
o ~ School. See again K. S. Paul's personal narrative in Peter Richardus, ed., nbelafl Lives:Three
Himalayan Autobiographies (London, 1998), 108.
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hguagenflThe British daily was, of course, incorrect in this latter observation, as one of the
~~~~i~~ news organs was moved to point out when, in referring to this unusual news story,
!heeditor of the missionary magazine reminded his readers of the following information: "It
is well to remember that this is by no means the first newspaper in Tibetan. Moroviml
Mj~jjonshas repeatedly referred to the Ladakh Gazette, published at Leh by our
missionaries."
NOW the announcement regarding the newspaper was made by the Amban at Lhasa in
the summer of 1907. By March of the following year implementation of this design to
communicatethe news was already being acted upon as reflected in a news report from
Calcutta that "officials [Chinese?] in Lhasa are importing machines for the purpose of printing
a Tibetan newspaper." And in the capital by the end of March this "first newspaper in
Tibetan," called in English The Tibet Times, had "begun publishing there." Though
implementation of the plan did indeed reach fulfillment, no more was ever heard about it,
most likely because of Tibet's being overtaken by a rapid succession of unsettling political
and military events that soon engulfed Central and East Asia.Is

A third earlier attempt took the form of a mixed Chinese-Tibetan newspaper that began

publication in the year 1910111 in China, most likely along the Sino-Tibetan border. This was,
ofcourse,during the chaotic period in Chinese-Tibetan relations, already alluded to, when
Chinesetroops were in Tibet, the Dalai Lama himself was once again in exile-but this tine
in India, and the Ching Dynasty of the Manchus in China was about to fall to the Nationalist
revobtionaries. Like the two previous efforts, however, this journalistic attempt experienced
aquifk demise after only a short period: in the words of Gergan Tharchin, it lasted only "a
few years."'
Butthere was a fourth attempt at newspaper ~ublishing;this, too, having taken place in
China9at Peking itself. The source for this information is the highly respected Dutch Orientalist
scholarand linguist, Johan van Manen (1 877-1943), previously mentioned in Vo~umeI, Chapter
Ofthe Present narrative as having first met Gergan Tharchin at Ghoom in 1916 when at
Ihattimethe
Dutch scholar had inaugurated a serious two-and-a-half-year personal study in
Ihe Tibetanlanguage under the tutorship of Tharchin's Mission School Headmaster. Kat-ma
SumdhonPaul.
As the indefatigable General Secretary ofthe prestigious Royal Asiatic Society
Bengalin Calcutta, van Manen often mounted exhibits of artifacts he had collected related
lo Tibetandthe Tibetan language. And in 1926, at the Society's Annual Exhibit forthat year,
Dutchmanplaced on view examples of three Tibetan newspapers: an issue of the MOravian
Journaldescribed earlier; the very first numberof Gergan Tharchin's own news organ only

the

a?
rour~cthe present author could find for this earlier attempt at newspaper publishingfor
lhuchln
himself, who when laying out his m-called memoin near the end o f his life made a point of brlnglnglhlS
li'le lrnown fact out. See GTUM TsMs. 154n.
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recently inaugurated ("Published at Kalimpong," van Manen announced, 'by a Chriniln
Tibetan, Tharchin," and most likely sent by the latter to the General Secretary as a token of
their friendship and mutual interest in things Tibetan); and an example of anotherone
title in Tibetan, van Manen noted, was Bod yig phal skad kyi gsur hgyur (The ~ i b ~ , ~ , ,
Colloquial Language News; or, Newspaper). Produced by the lithographic process, this
last mentioned newspaper-like its immediate predecessor-was a mixed Chinese-Tibetan
language publication that was described by the Asiatic Society's Secretary as ''a semiofficial gazette of the Chinese government." It so happened that the Government ofthat day
in China was the Nationalists' Republican-installed regime at Peking headed by the dictatorial
President, Yiian Shih-kai, a military leader in the Nationalist movement who hailed from
northern China. Launched just a year after the welcomed downfall in 1912 of the Manchu
Imperial government, the mixed-language newspaper would be published for only fouryearsbetween 191 3 and 19 16-before meeting its demise. Nevertheless, observed the Dutch
Tibetologist, this news journal made a rather frequent appearance: in "about six numbers
annually."'6The most likely reason for thetermination of this publication, incidentally, was
the death of the discredited President Yiian in June of 1916; an event that immediately
plunged the Chinese government into a decade-long period of dissension and political co~lfusion
which only ended in 1927-8 with the triumph of Sun Yat-sell's handpicked successor Chiang
Kai-shek as Nationalist leader of a more or less united Chinese government at Nanking.
With the demise ofthis Peking-published gazette in 1916, Tibetan readers would have to wait
nearly another decade before a much more promising prospect could be inaugurated.

But with the arrival of such a welcome prospect on the scene at last, it could be said
without any equivocation that for the first time ever, a Tibetan newspaper had co~nmellced
to be published that unlike its predecessors would continue indefinitely beyond a mere feu
years. In this sense Dorje Tharchin's journalistic enterprise could clai~iito be the first trul!
Tibetan newspaper. And Michael Goodmall finds his news jour~ial"unique on three co~lllti'
more, which in the year 1925, at least, were genuinely true ofTIiarchin's "jounlalistic prodig).-"
These three distinctives, according to Goodman, were: (a) that "it was the only 11ewspaPel'
available in Tibet written i l l the Tibetan laoguage"; (b) that "it uas the only mediulnof
information published in Tibetan that discussed the affairs of tlie outside world"; and (c)that
~twas not printed in Tibet at all but rather in Kalimpong, the Indian border town and llubof
the centuries-old caravan route between India and Tibet.""
'C.

Within a year, however, all three distinctives would be overtur~~ed
when in 19z6
"Moravianjournalistic tradition." to borrow Jol111Bray's phrase, was revived in Lesser Tibet
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aheran :bsence of many years. It was in September of that year that the first edition of a
rnivedmonthlyjournal-produced on folded sheets of foolscap-reappeared, but this time
more closely resembling the format of a newspaper. In fact, when writing up his various
,pofion the subject, that was what this publication's new founder and editor, Walter Asbm
ofthe Moravians at Kyelang, himself termed it, using such phrases as "the Kyelang Tibetan
newspaper,"
"the local Tibetan newspaper," "the Tibetan newspaper," and so on. Its masthead
in Tibetan: Kyelang kyi ag bar (the Kyelang News). For many years to follow he
would serve as its chief editor, at the outset producing it, as was done by A. H. Francke
some twenty years before, in handwritten form on a lithographic press, but now at Kyelang
in Lahul Province and not at Leh in Ladakh.
To ensure its ability to circulate in all parts of Tibet, the paper was published in the
classical Tibetan text. Sometimes, even, a cultured Tibetan would contribute an article to it.
In its format, observed Bray, the Kyelung News was similar to Francke's old monthly; in
1931, for example, a typical issue included an Aesop fable, some local news, a domestic
hygiene article, and international news. All the educated classes could naturally understand
the newspaper, though there were large numbers of people who, being quite illiterate, would
bedependent upon others such as the lamas to read its contents to them-which as a matter
ofpracticedid actually occur. At first it was circulated throughout the local neighborhood,
with the intention, as Rev. Asboe put it, "to disseminate news of world affairs, and, most
imponant of all, to use the paper as an evangelistic agency by inserting gospel stories, etc."
within its pages. During this first year of its issue the paper was made available free of
charge, but commencing with the following year, "a small charge of Is. 4d., and l S.8d. post
Free, was made annually."
Within two years of its resumption missionary Asboe could report in 1928 that the KveIang
New'swas being "read with avidity by the Tibetans of Lahul and adjacent districts" such as
S ~ i t i Zallgskar
,
and Ladakh, even though "only a limited number of copies" was available
''owing to a lack of funds" and also, he added, owing "to the poor apparatus which I was
to use." The growing readership, despite these inadequacies, was due to the fact
that the few copies produced were "passed round from hand to hand." Later on, when a
greater quantity was available, a copy of the paper would be sent to the gopa or hedm~anof
eafhvillagein the Lahul valley around Kyelang, who, "perhaps to show off his learnillg,"
"ld Rev- Asboe. "calls the villagers together and reads it to them..' Also, by 1928, the
"'spaper editor could repon that four skushog lamas (monastery abbots) had persollally
asked hiln to be given the paper molltllly, indicatingfurther that they were "willing to subscribe
'Owardsit.'' Needless to say, they wo11ld receive it regularly thereafter.
eve11foulid their way across the border illto West Tibet. carried the^ by lllelldicaat
lamas and others. Funllermore. there \$/ere instances of travelers. in possession of the
ne'vs~a~er,
who were bound for distant Lhasa, the &'Romeof Buddhisln." And it was the
hope and expectation of the Moravian publisher that along the way. b.man>,wayfarers M i l l
Ican its colltents" as they encounter on the road these travelers from Little Tibet.
the
Dafal
mld-1930s
Asboe could even report tllat ''one copy of the paper alkVaysgoes to
lamaat Lllasa." BLitinterestillglv enougll. tile paper welit even farther afield than tllis:a l l
Ihe
to the Bcrlill Slate
alld to Professor Gillseppe Tucci in Rome, anlollg other

Libl-ary

subscribers. Even the British Museum's Curator of its Oriental Manuscript Depanment
sought a subscription.I8
These, then, were just some of the promising developments which manifested themselvn
during an entire decade (1 926-3 5 ) in which Rev. Asboe's Tibetan journal was produced
Kyelang on a regular monthly basis. The only exceptions were for two one-year furlough
periods when it ceased publication temporarily due to the editor's absence from the field,(]l
would be resumed in 1937, however, but at a new location.)
NOWthanks to some very timely help from a girls' school in his home country of England
(at Tytherton in Wiltshire), Asboe, because the school had donated funds for a new printing
apparatus (a gelatine duplicator), was able by 1930 to produce, by means of copying inkand
the new duplicator, a better quality impression of the newspaper-including illustrations,thus
enhancing the monthly publication's usefulness as an evangelistic tool "in disseminating
Christian truth." That this latter purpose for the newspaper was preeminent was made only
too plain by Br. Asboe in his two-year report from Kyelang for 1933-4, in which he openly
declared the following:
Whilst current news of the world is occasionally inserted in its pages, its primary purpose is to
proclaim the gospel, thereby undermining the hold that superstition and ignorance have upon
the people in Tibet.... The paper now reaches the Pontifical Palace of Buddhism at Lhasa, and
other high eccltfsiastical Buddhist dignitaries get copies month by month. The gospel thus
reaches places and people inaccessible to the missionary or even evangelist.
During this sake period the editor had noted that the monthly's increasing circulation wasda
good sign." It was so good, in fact, that two or three years later, with "demand for copies"of
this patently Christian journal continuing to increase, missionary Asboe, now stationed at Leh
in the Ladakhi region of Kashmir, decided to restore to the resumed publication the name
which Francke's missionary colleagues had given it back in 1907: the Ladakh Herald-a
name which would ever afterwards remain on its masthead. This "new" appellation forthe
monthly would thus reflect more accurately its contents and what its editor had in mind as its
primary function: "that God can and will use this means of heralding the glorious news of
salvation through Christ's atoning sacrifice."
One other change in its masthead appeared: a text from the Bible was placed just beneath
it, which thus established the newspaper's Christian character for all to see; nevertheless.
the main section of the paper's contents was devoted to world and local news of interest. At
first, observed John Bray, Rev. Asboe must have derived his newsworthy information from
the Indian press; from 1937 onwards, however, "he was able to monitor international
developments by listening to radio broadcastsv-a method for gathering news which Gergan
Tharchin would himself come to employ during the many years of his own newspaper
publishing experience.
It should be observed here, though, that the situation for the Moravian editor at his new
location of Leh did not at first seem promising for a revival of the Tibetan paper. "owingto
certain restrictions in the matter of publishing circulars or pamphlets in the Kashmir State,"
he later noted, "it seemed as if there was no hope of continuing the Tibetan paper hitherto
published in Kyelang. However, contrary to all expectations, a discreet application madeto
an important official in the State, to publish a monthly pamphlet on the lines of the Kyelang
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NrwspapCr, produced very satisfactory results." For, Asboe added, "the Wazir of Ladakh
permission to publish a monthly circular in Tibetan, and suggested that it should be
given *ide circulation"! With such unexpectedly good news like this, the relocated newspaper
edilurwasted
no time in coming forth with the newly-entitled Ludakh Herald. And although
itstillcontained
world news when available to if and included in its pages other, local practical
features such as rural uplift, agricultural methods, first-aid information and local bazaar
thejournal would nonetheless continue to have as its primary object the dissemination
0fGospel truth.
The gelatine duplicator heretofore at Kyelang, was brought over to Leh where, said the
editor, it continued to function "as well as ever." The editor would also be fortunate in having,
i she indicated in 1937, "the expert services of an artist to illustrate the front page": a lady in
a Moravian congregation at Bristol back home in England! "She has already sent me,"
reported Asboe, "a few clever little sketches to attract the attention of my Tibetan readers."
These would usually portray scenes from Ladakhi domestic life-a woman spinning, for
example. Other illustrations appearing throughout the newspaper's pages might include,
wrote Bray, a sketch map of Europe depicting the claim by Germany to portions of
Czechoslovakia and Poland, a drawing of a German soldier in uniform, a parachutist jumping
from an airplane, or a caricature of a skull looking out from behind a "mask" of Adolf
Hitler's face.All such illustrations, of course, would be accompanied by appropriate explanations
to facilitate the reader's understanding of what otherwise were foreign topics.
That the revived periodical proved to be an unusual success locally, at least with respect
to ifs circulation, is attested to by what Editor Asboe wrote within a year or so after its
resumption: "I have a distributing agent in the [Leh] bazaar, and he tells me that within
WenQ-four hours all the papers I give him are taken by Tibetans from the outlying villages
'vhocome on trading or shopping expeditions to Leh." This technique of using the Leh
bazaar as an effective distribution point Asboe had no doubt learned from his clever
predecessor,Editor Francke. And as was the case in his predecessor's time, one particular
featureof the newspaper which may help to account for its rapid popularity under Rev.
*sb0e'seditorship was his illclusion of texts from Ladakhi history. For instance, according
in 1938and 1939 Asboe serialized extracts from a Khalatse villager's reminiscences
~~thenineteenth-centur~
Dogra Wars which Francke had originally recorded and which had
been published in his mollumental two-volume work, Antiquities of Indian
EbeWalcutta, 1914, 1926).
The Tibetan journal at Leh would continue to be ~ublishedthere for many Years to comeBut ~ ~ g h tbe
t oobserved that with the coming of the Second Great War in E u r o ~ e w h i c h
engulf Asia, to-the
monthly would cease publicatioll yet once more, not
be revivedagain till well after the end of hostilities and under a new editorship.
It Is significant that within a year of each other there would have appeared a
Chrlstian-oriented
Tibetan-language newspaper at both ends of the Himalayas on the lndlan
"bcontinentadjacent to the Forbidden Land. For even as Dorje Tharchin's print
begunin 1925, was destined, as will be seen, to serve a readership that would be found On
and
'lther
of the nofiheastern Indo-Tibetan border region and deeper still into
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southeastern Tibet itself, so also, the subsequent journalistic effort of Walter Asboe
Moravians at Kyelang and Leh w a s destined for a Tibetan readership in the noflhwesrern
sector of India that w a s similarly scattered along both sides of the border and deeper as well
into Tibet proper at the latter's western and southwestern end.
Samuel Hutton, one o f several authors w h o have chronicled the history ofthe Monvian
missionary effort worldwide, has provided a record of Asboe's embryonic revival and
interesting format o f the Ladakh Newspaper's successor publication at Kyelang In hir
volume on the Moravians published in 1935, Hutton, without mentioning Asboe by nameand
with an apparent lack o f knowledge concerning Tharchin's decade-long newspaper efforts,
wrote in the following vein:
Come farther over the Pass [near Kyelang], a pass that is blocked with snow for three months
of the year, so blocked that not even the postman can get through. Here is a you,ng missionary,
with his wife and little daughter, the only English people in the village.. ..
A few years ago this young man revived the idea of a newspaper for western Tibet. It is not
easy to imagine a country without a newspaper, but here was one: Tibet should have its
Christian newspaper. Foolscap paper was procured, paid for by a boys' school in Yorkshire; a
gelatine copying press was given by a girls' school in Wiltshire; and by means of a neat hand
and a gift for drawing, the newspaper made its appearance. By no means a "dailyn-no, a
monthly edition is all that is possible, for everything must be laboriously handwritten and
drawn in the midst of a multitude of other duties.. ..
On the front page is a topical article with a picture-shoeing a horse, or the latest great
ocean liner-the center pages have news of the land and of the world, health talks, advice to
farmers, and such like; on the back page is a portion from the Word of God, or a gospel address
written by one of the native evangelists. The pilgrim gets his copy: he cannot read, but the
picture interests him vastly. He looks about for someone who can read, and presently a group
is gathered together, with one better than the rest reading aloud fiom the Christian Newspaper.
The seed is sown by the wayside; but the sowing is surely seen by the eye of God.
That the revived Moravian journalistic tradition at Kyelang and the successively-named
Ladakh Herald at Leh exerted a considerable influence on its readership in and out of Tibet
cannot be denied. Yet it must nonetheless be acknowledged as well that by comparison
between the two efforts, Gergan Tharchin's publication, as this biography of his life will
make abundantly clear, has had by far the greater impact and exerted the wider influenceon
the whole of Tibet and the Tibetan-speaking peoples in almost every way.I9 Indeed, in 1985
one prominent Tibetan journalist and scholar, nhuchung K. ~ s e r i nwas
~ , moved to describe
the late Tharchin Babu as "the father of Tibetan journalism" because of his great contribution
in the field of newspaper p ~ b l i s h i n gThis
. ~ ~ contribution must therefore now be lookedinto
more closely.
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When in 1925 the man from Poo was presented with a golden opportunity to experiment
in such an enterprise, he could not easily be turned aside; and thus there began a

-
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internsting saga of a truly authentic Tibetan newspaper. And although, like its founder and
origins sprang from the most humble of circumstances, it would
the
nevertheless
increasingly come to exert a considerable impact on its Tibetan readership over
a widely-scatteredgeographical area for many, many years. It would grow in time from a
mere hand-operated duplicating machine process by which to produce the newspaper to an
actual printing press process that Gergan Tharchin himself would inevitably come to own:
press, type matrices and all!
Now from its very inception Tharchin made it quite plain that his purpose in undertaking
thisventure into newspaper publishing was threefold: cultural, journalistic and evangelistic.
First, he wanted to ameliorate the adverse cultural situation of the Tibetans who in those
days
numbers had settled down in Kalimpong. Although on the one hand they did not
. in great
care to educate their children according to the standards of modem tirnes, on the other hand
the parents had not been taking any precaution to preserve the mother tongue; and with this
attitude they quite naturally left the children to the fate of learning any language (excepting
their own) that was the linguafranca of the locality or neighborhood in which they now lived.
No thought was give11to the maintenance of their past heritage. They did not even care to
preserve their culture, historical traditions, or even their national dress anymore. In this way
Tharchin observed a gradual decline in the adherence to Tibetan customs and mores.
Tosalvage the situation from further deterioration, Tharchin the traditionalist went from
home to home in an attempt to enlighten the parents and those responsible leaders in the
Tibetan community, but they would not pay attention to his pleadings or suggestions. Some
toldhim that it was useless to study the Tibetan language and literature. They presumed that
the study of Tibetan would not help in their future. Some argued that since they were in
bdia, a working knowledge of English or Hindi was required to manage their daily affairs.
They thought that if their children learned English, they would have every hope of securing
employment in the industrial units or Government services. Reflecting on the cultural situation
ofthat long-ago day, Gergan Tharchin mused: "1 am a lover of Tibetan since it is my mother
so I wanted to propagate it among others. With this in mind I commenced publishillg
theTibetan newspaper, but some complained that it was only because I was interested i n
PropagatingChristianity that I had started it ."
Second, Tharchin wanted the people of Tibet in general and the literate Tibetans in
panicularto know about tile events and happenings which were taking place around the
As he himself explained it many years after the event. "In 1925. 1 started the . ..
newspaper just to give some idea of the news of the world to the Tibetans \\.howere
quite ignorant about the outside world."" In the far-off and in many ways isolated land of
T ' b e t O n l ~a newspaper could "go in" and educate the people about modern social, economic
and political trends. Said Tharchin the journalist: "Paper has wings. It can fly fast any
place in the world."" And doubtless. given the low literacy rate among the general Tibetan
Populaceof that day, the would-he Tibetan newspaper publisher must have envisionedand
hoped that, as often happened with the La jags kyi ag bark Successors.
of the
I 'te~a!erecipietlt~
of his fort~lcomingnewspaper woi;ld make it a habit of calling together
illiterate friends and neiRhbors-and read aloud to them from the paper's pages.
'
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And third, his primary objective in publishing the Tibetan newspaper was indeed
evangelistic. "A man of deep conviction and whose first emphasis was the evangelismof
Tibet," Gergan Tharchin, believes B.C. Simick, Jr.,
would-if there indeed existed any evangelist for Tibet-have to be counted as second to
none. This is because whereas the human Christian agent of the gospel must obviously have
been limited [back in those days], the discerning Tibetan reader was aSle to discover the
message of Christ in this celebrated publisher's Tibetan journal that was eventually able to
find its way into every nook and cranny of the closed land of Tibet as well as reach the hands
ofmany officialswithin the highest echelons of her Government-even into the Potala itself.
Unapologetically, Tharchin the Christian wanted to use his newspaper as a medium to present
expository articles or publish passages from the Bible so as to bring the Christian gospel, if
he could, within the reach of the entire reading section of the Tibetan-speaking population
wherever found. And to that end, as he himself commented years later, "I dedicated one
page of the newspaper to Christian
That his superiors in the Kalimpong Scots
Mission would soon realize the utility of his newspaper in reaching Tibet and Tibetanswith
the message of Christ is clearly borne out by the observation which one of them would make
just two years afterjoining the Mission staff as the missionary in charge of its Tibetan work
and only a short five years following the paper's inaugural issue. Writing of Tharchin's
printing responsibilities for the Mission in his Annual Report on tlie Tibetan Work at Kalimpong
for the year 1930, Rev. Dr. Robert Knox would observe that the "monthly newspaper which
he founded and edits ... continues to find much acceptance even in Tibet. With its definitely
Christian outlook, this paper is a valuable adjunct to our [evangelistic] work."
One must acknowledge today that on the whole he was successful in attaining his cultural.
journalistic and evangelistic goals. But the problem long ago had been how "to bell the
cat9'-that is to say, how to start a Tibetan newspaper. He needed a printing press which he
neither had nor could afford to buy. He often pondered how he might make his vision a
reality. But a day at last dawned, an opportune moment arrived, and he was ready to take
advantage of it.

One day he happened to visit Dr. Graham's office at the Scots Mission. It was housedin
the extant Anderson office buildingzs located on the right side of the road going from the
main bazaar towards the Charteris Hospital and facing the Macfarlane Memorial Churcll
building. Inside the Grahaln office he saw several clerks engaged in their duties. Some were
recording while others were typing or ste~iotyping.AS lie was coiiversing wit11 one of the
staff members, he chanced to see a Roneo duplicating machine (in essence a mimeograph
machine)" lying in a corner on the floor. It had for some time been lying there neglected.He
made inquiries regarding the apparatus. The clerks inforlned him, "As we could not handle
or operate this machine properly, we have just dumped it in a corner." The ofice staff had
tried their level best to operate it but they had failed. Moreover, in tlie attempt to make"
workable, some parts of the machine had been spoiled or even broken.
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Suddenly the idea, which for years had been lying dormant in the subconscious, of starting
a~ibcm
newspaper, forced its way to the surface and took hold of Tharchin's thinking. The
,isionary idea of somehow operating this machine to begin producing a newspaper fired his
imagination.
He therefore made bold to approach Dr. Graham right then and there. Tharchin
saidtohim, "Sir, ifyou give me that machine, I will try it out." Graham very sympathetically
"Your thought is an excellent one. All my workers have tried and failed. I doubt,
however, ifyou can handle it at all." Nevertheless, Tharchin-who at times can turn out to
bevery strong-minded-insisted by saying, "Sir, if you give it to me, I will try to make it
operate."Dr. Graham thought for a while and then gave a slip of paper to Tharchin to be
given to the clerk in charge, who was thereby directed to hand over the Roneo to him as well
asall the materials connected with it. This took place in mid-1925.
Theemployees in the office turned over the machine, ink, a packet of stencils, a pen and
aplate to Tharchin. Most of the workets scoffed at the idea, however, commenting: "Why
do you waste your precious time? You cannot do it. We tried so hard and we were
unsuccessful. You will only waste your time. We are sure you will never make it work. You
will never do it." This last sentence pierced through Tharchin's heart like a sharp red-hot
iron, cutting him to the quick. In fact, these very words, as he later acknowledged, aroused
his determination to accept this challenge that had been hurled at him. He commenced right
away in great earnest to overhaul the machine. He readily confessed: "No one had taught
me or trained me to handle the Roneo. I had not even seen such a device before. If there
was any instruction manual about it in the market, I was ignorant of it. All along 1 had to
struggle on my own."
~halchinthe visionary transported the machine to his residence at Polhill Hall. He kept
on working with the thing day and night. He experimented with it from different angles. He
bought paper and fed it into the machine. In his endeavor he consumed three or four reams
ofthe expellsive stuff. Even his family now quarreled with him. saying. "You are wasting
Paper, money and time. You are not getting sufficient sleep. You are disturbing yourself and
others around you.,,
Yet in spite of these adverse circ1,mstances Tharcllin was determined not to give up his
~~~l.Hewould
not be daunted or turned aside. For as \+,asdemonstrated repeatedly in Inan\;
'lher facets of his long and varied career, Gergan Tharchin seemed to thrive on cballellgs.
Indeed, when asked in an interview in late 1975 whether as a pioneer in this field he had
been faced with many problems in launclling his newspaper, the indefatigable Tharchin
"plied flat O u t . "Yes, but I liked tllemt'." And one day he succeeded in crowning all his
laborswith victory: he had finally produced a four-pap Tibetan newspaper! ~ d r n i ~ e d lthis
?:
maiden COPY did not have any;llillg
like a neat appearance about it. For one thine. the
handwrittell
lines of text were crooked. Later \\as to say. "If YOU were to see that
You would laugll at it. I nlvself laugh at it whenever I tllink of its initial format."
Tharcllin added: "1 have kept tha; copy solnew here."
Afiermuch further trial and error, the would-be newspaper publisher succeeded in bringing
the
O U t a better copy with visibl) greater illlprove~~ent.
Still he had to grapple
liveto six weeks Inore before he could produce a fair enough Cop)'. Whell Tharchintook
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the finally-wrought first issue to Dr. Graham he said, perhaps with some pride: "Sir, at last,
have learned to handle the machine. Now it can be operated without any dificultya7.The
Scottish missionary's first reaction was one of admiration for Tharchin, who recalled
scene quite vividly: "When I first held the Tibetan newspaper before Dr. Graham,he looked
at it and then he looked squarely into my face with surprise time and again. He patted meon
the back and said, 'I congratulate you for this good work. At last you have succeeded,u1
Immediately thereafter, Graham led Tharchin to his officeand showed the newspaperl.
the staff. First turning to the Tibetan and then to the clerks he recited how Tharchinhad
produced a newspaper by means of the Roneo duplicator-the very device which they
themselves had failed to operate. Upon hearing Dr. Graham's commendation all the members
of the staff sat silently without speaking a single word. After the missionary left the office,
the man from Poo lingered behind for a few moments and then, facing the clerks directly, he
said, "Thank you for your word, :You will never do it.' That expression pierced my heart and
I set myself to work hard to prove that I could handle and operate the machine." In response.
one of the clerks, acting in a most pious manner, at that very moment brought out a certain
mechanical part belonging to the device and handed it to Tharchin, at the same time apologizing
for having failed to give it to him earlier. It was only at this very moment that Tharchin
became aware of the existence of that part to the machine, and confessed long afterwards
that he never did learn why it had not been given to him before. Could it have been that
Graham's staff had deliberately held this part back so that he would not succeed where they
themselves had failed?-for that is the implication one would have to consider when reviewing
their strange conduct. Yet even more intriguing is the question of how this would-be newspaper
publisher was able to achieve a successful operation of the apparatus without this missing
part. This, though, Tharchin never revealed when sharing this incident for his so-called
memoirs. He was to recall, however, having brought out the very first copy of the Tibetan
newspaper sometime in that same year of 1925.
As a matter of fact, this Issue No. 1 was dated 1 October 1925 and had in its front-page
masthead or nameplate in Tibetan characters the words Yulchog Sosoi Sargyur MeloV
signifying the title of the newspaper, which in English (and included in the masthead) was
translated as sin~plyThe Tibetan Newspaper; although its literal English translatioll was
the Mirror of News from All Sides of fhe World.* In the years that were to follow, the
publication usually retained in its masthead the Yulchog Sosoi Sarhyur kfelongtransliterated
title already mentioned (accompanied by its equivalent in Tibetan characters): but immediate')
bracketed after the Yulchog title would be such English short-title variants as [Tibetall
Newspaper], [The Tibet Mirror], [The Monthly Tibet Mirror], [The Weekly TibetMirror]3
etc. These several "Mirror" titles especially came to be applied to the title of "The Tibetan

* This translation represents bul one among various translators9 renderings of thc title in I'11ylish. Anolhtron'.
provided by Bhuchung K. Isering, former editor-in-chirf of the fibeltrll Bullclin and a grcal ;~drnirol.ofG~~g~!
1.harchin.s ivork, is as follows: A4irror on the
nhOlll Inc/i1~idllo/
( ' o l , l l / l ~ , e Sec
s . D. K. 'l'sering. " l ~ s I'aP"
t
pages hence in the present chapter for !'C[ .ln(1lhrr
a
Ebctan Rlrllefin (Ocl-Nov. 1985):20. Rut see the
reinarkable English-language rendering of the tille ol'Tharcllill's newspaper. tllis onc appearing 011 [hc liol1[ pasc'
of the h'ew k1.k Tjnlps!
,VEMtS
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after the establishment by Tharchin of the Tibet Mirror Press in 1948 (whose
hidory is recited in a later chapter of the present narrative).

also as part of the masthead, and centrally visible to the eye of the reader, was an
explicitly Tibetan Buddhist emblem, the Dorje Ge-tram or "double dorje"; an odd, even
confusing,
thing for a Christian newspaper publisher to have done, in the eyes of some
observers at the time-both Christian and Buddhist. Indeed, there were comments expressed
by some of Gergan Tharchin's Tibetan contemporaries and by latter-day commentators on
his work who have openly wondered whether he was "really" a Christian. That Gergan
Tharchin was a Christian is a fact that, if not yet convincingly obvious to the reader at this
point in the present study about the man from Poo, will be made abundantly clear throughout
the remaining pages of this narrative on his life and times. Let it be said here, however, that
upon furtherreflection, the use of the Buddhist double-dorje symbol by this Christian newspaper
editor need not be viewed as something strange or confusing after all, once an expanded
appreciation is gained of this far-from-ordinary ethnic Tibetan who just happened also to be
adevout Christian.
The term "maverick," though not completely applicable to Gergan Tharchin, comes readily
tomind here, in that he was not your run-of-the-mill believer in Christ; far from it, he was
neither stereotypically narrow nor in the least stodgy when it came to his Christian walk.
\vorkand testimony. In the words of Dawa Norbu, "there was no sign of identity crisis nor
confusion of values" in Gergan Tharchin the converted Christian. And though much more
will be Set forth and explained in a concluding chapter of the present narrative concerning
"narchin the Man," this much needs to be said right here in regard to the use by him of the
dOubledorjeand, for that matter, a few other Buddhist symbols or signs with which he had
newspaper. For in speaking at some length
the front page of his
members of the Tharchin family and close Kalimpongian friends of the Indo-Tibetan
publisher,the present writer has learned that the Christian editor had continually sougllt to
various ways to draw as large a readership as possible to the pages of his journalistic
And what better tecllnique, they opined, than to decorate the ver). first issue of the
recognized by all Tibetans: the double dorje. It
TbetMirrorwitha Buddhist symbol
emblem which, signifying as it doe; permanence and unity. had for centuries graced
front panel of the venerated Lion Throne of Tibet's Priest-Kings. the Dalai Lamas.
Through his Tibetan newspaper, as it were, Gergan Tharchin had consciousl~wished
and unity ofthe Tibetan nation
ass'st, if he could, in maintainingthe permanence,
People.
Moreover,the present autllor3sinformants on the matter wholeheartedly agreed,
apprisedofit, with the speculative observation recently put forward by John Bray in a letter
lothe author that because the design of the double dorje used by the Christian editor
paper'smastheadhas the appearance o f a cross (in this instance, that of a MalteseChrlstlan

in his
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Cross), perhaps this could be viewed as a kind of "visual 'pun'." Indeed, noted the
Tharchin's son, the choice of the double dorje with which to adorn the Tibet Mirror wasan
example of his father's attempt to put at ease its potential Buddhist audience so that, free
from any fear or anxiety, readers would easily be drawn to its pages, including even to the
page devoted to Christian themes. Not unlike Christ's faithful apostle St. Paul, GerganDojo
Tharchin, it may be said, had "become everything to everybody, in order by all means tosave
some of them"; and did so, like Paul, without compromising his Christian values. In a
remarkable passage from his First Letter to the Corinthian church (9: 19-23), the apostle of
old had spelled out in some detail what he meant by this profound statement (as quoted here
from the Williams New Testament translation for easier comprehension):
Yes, indeed, though I am free from any human power, I have made myself a slave to everybody,
to win as many as possible. To the Jews [or, in Tharchin's case, To the Buddhists] 1 have
become like a Jew [or, for Tharchin, like a Buddhist] for the winning of Jews (or, for Tharchin,
the winning of Buddhists]; to men under the law, like one under the law, though I am not under
the law myself, to win the men under the law; to men who have no written law, like one without
any law, though I am not without God's law but specially under Christ's law, to win the men
who have no written law. To the overscrupulous, I have become overscrupulous, to win the
overscrupulous; yes, I have become everything to everybody, in order by all means to save
some of them. And I do it all for the sake of the good news [i.e., the gospel], so as to share with
others in its blessings.
Interestingly, as far as can be determined, the Christian publisher only ernployed the
Buddhist double dorje emblem in his Christian newspaper's masthead on the occasion of
very special editions: those, for example, like the initial issue of the Tibet Mirror in October
1925 and the very first issue of it produced on a lithographic hand press in September 1928.
On the other hand, with respect to his newspaper's office letterhead stationery, the Dorje
Ge-tram, in combination with the Norbu Me-bar or flaming jewel with its six gems radiating
light-a sign to Tibetan Buddhists of enlightenment and prosperity, became a standard fixture.
It had apparently been adopted for the purpose of expressing to all Tibetan recipients of his
communications, and by means of symbols they would well understand, his hope and optimism
that the Snowy Land of his proud ancestors would experience unending national life, unit):
enlightenment and prosperity. Nevertheless, the symbol or sign which usually graced the
front page of nearly every other issue of the fibet Mirror was the Dungkar Yekhll (or,
White Conch Shell), one of the Eight Auspicious Signs of Tibetan Buddhism known collectivel~
as the Tashi Takgye. This particular sign of auspiciousness or good fortune appeared as the
centerpiece within the decorative display that was splashed left to right completely across
the topmost area of the newspaper's upper fold.
AS the newspaper founder well knew, of course, the White Conch was looked upon by
Tibetans as a most auspicious sign, it constituting a very precious object that collveyedthe
idea of "the spreading of the (Buddhist) teachings far and wide." In the mind of this clever
and enterprising Christian publisher, however, the adoption by him for his news journal ofthe
DungRdr Yekhil sign was meant to symbolize not the spreading of the Buddhist dllarma but
of two other things: one of which was secularly-oriented in content, the other, religiously so;
yet both of which, in the thinking of Gergan Tharchin, were very much interrelated and
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whose spreadingabroad was to be accomplished by means of his newspaper. So that first,
t h m u g his
~ publication there could occur the spread, diffusion and dissemination among
libelans far and wide the news of the outside world that he anticipated would assist in
bringinghis long-isolated ethnic countrymen into the modern experience of the twentieth
renluq ~~t second, and equally significant for this Christian publisher, his news organ, with
isone page set aside for the propagation of Christian truth, would also be the means of
spreadingfar and wide the message of Christ among those same ethnic countrymen of his.
Tharchin was very much aware, though, how for centuries the Land of Monks and
Monasteries had continually perceived that the widespread exposure of her people to outside
ideas and practices and especially to the Christian gospel would be highly inimical to her
socio-political and religious well-being. Most likely, therefore, the newspaper editor had
purposely chosen the familiar sign of the Conch to be his signature emblem on the front page
ofnearly every issue of the Tibet Mirror as a way, he hoped, of immediately putting potential
Tibetan Buddhist readers at ease; resulting, he further hoped, in attracting large numbers of
them to the pages of his newspaper so that they would become willing beneficiaries of his
attempt to spread widely among them news about the outer world and about Jesus and His
sacrificial love.
Without modernization and a more outward-looking perspective, Tibet, Tharchin was
convinced, would continue to remain-as she had been for several centuries past-isolated
within her tightly closed borders wellnigh untouched by an alternative competing religious
option like Christianity. But with appropriate exposure to the news, concepts and ideas of the
modern world from which she had long ago consciously separated herself, Tibet and Tibet's
people, the Christian news editor hoped and prayed, would no longer remain impervious to
theclaims and appeals of the Christian faith.Z7a

Now in the very first issue of his journalistic creation, incidentally, the newspaper founder
made it quite clear what he was attempting to do in having created the nbet Mirror.
"Presentl~,"~harchinexplained on its front page, "India, China and other foreign countries
have been bringing out their own Khabar Kakas,"--the term he used here which is a literal
Hinditranslati~~
of the English word "newspaper." And by this means, he continued, their
peopleshavebeen made aware of the various happenings around the world. T h i s newspaper*"
fledglingpublisher confidently asserted, "is an attempt to do the same thing for the
T1betan-~peaking
peoples.q72E

'he

With a sense ofjoy and triumph the publisher mailed fifty copies of his first Tibetan
to his friends at )'atung, Gyantse, Lhasa and other places-but "most

T;be'fl"

he said, "to my friends in Lhasa"; though first he posted a Copy to His Holiness the Thirteenth
Dalai Lama.* "His Holiness was very pleased," recalled Gergan Tharchin in 1975.
he might be, in view o f the fact that the two English journals published in Calcutta,h
Statesman and the Englishman, and to which the Dalai Lama had himself subscribedseveral
years earlier, had proven too much of a challenge for him inasmuch as "he was unable to
read a word of them." Needless to say, the subscriptions were shortly afterwards dropped,t
compelling the Grand Lama to continue to depend upon his Tibetan officials stationed~t
Yatung and Gyantse, who by their favored geographical location were more in touch with
the outside world, to "forward to Lhasa foreign comments on Tibetan affair^."?^ As a matter
of fact, until the arrival on the scene of Tharchin's news journal, the people of Lhasa, apart
from its highest court and official circles, remained "in complete ignorance of the outside
world" and were "completely unconcerned with what the outside world might have thought
or said of it."$ This, according to an account written by the Western observer, William

* Some idea of who were the fortunate recipients of gratis copies in those early days of the Tibet lllirror j.histoy
can be ascertained from perusing a handwritten "Free Copy" list of names dared 17 March 1926, compiled by the
publisher less than six months after the paper's inaugural issue. Found among the Tharchin Papers. the lisl
indicated-besides a number of influential Tibetans at both Lhasa and Gyantse-the following individuals: Rev.
F.E. Peter at Leh, Ladakh (six copies); the Political Officer at Gangtok, Major F.M. Bailey; Rai Bahadur Norbhu
Dhondup, wherever; Tharchin's four military officer friends, wherever; the British Trade Agents at Yatund
Gyantse and Gartok; the two clerks at the British Trade Agency, Yatung, Y. lsaac and the future Rai Sahib, Pemba
Tsering; the University ofcalcutta; Karma S.Paul at the same University; several Larnas in the Simla Hill Slates:
the Dzongpon of Gyantse; the Head Lama at both the Gangtok School and the Darjeeling High School: Frank
Ludlow, Headmaster at the British School, Gyantse; Tarnyed Nasib Ali at Kotgarh; etc.
t William McGovern, To Lhasa in Disguise, 426. His Holiness even had two of the rour Tibetan boys whom he
had sent to England for education-now that they had returned to Tibet--engaged in translating at Lhasa for him
these English newspapers. These two were Mondo and Kyipup. But a third of these four. Ringang (who later
would work with Tharchin at the Tibetan capital), wrote back to England to his educational adviser to say
"the Dalai Lama complains of not being able to make much out of the translation, which is small wonder. I l isso
difficult to convey [Western] ideas and inventions into our language." Ringang went on to confess: "I shall be in
a worse position than they as I cannot read or write properly in our language." This latter observarion
attributable to the fact of his having been away from Tibet the longest of the four-nearly ten years-and onl!:
recently had he arrived back in the country and was even then making his way to Lhasa to assume, among other
duties, translation work for His Holiness and for the Tibetan Cabinet. Ringang to Dr. T. W. Arnold, Gyantse.'
July 1920, quoted in K. Dhondup, "The Thirteenth Dalai Lama's Experiment in Modem Education." TJ(Autumn
1984):55.
1It is quite true that the Tibetan leadership at Lhasa was not unaware of developments occurring in 0 t h ' lands
both near and far. This is made clear when one reviews the various accounts of those visitors to Tibet
succeeded-ither
legitimately or by subterfuge-in penetrating the country's frontiers which during the lrs'.
two centuries, as was learned in Volume I. Chapter 2 of the present work, had been fairly ~ffectivelysealed
either by the Manchu regime in Chinaor by the British in India, and ottcn in tandem with the Tibetan i?overnmen'
own predilection towards an exclusionary policy with respect to the outside world Tor in perusing lheSc
accounts, whether Western or non-Westcrn, the reader discovers that, in the words of Beatrice Miller. "lhu
Tibetan government was not at all shy about attempting to glean whatever information these visitors
provide about the state of affairs in L e rest of the world,.,. They were inevitably questioned about lhes
homelands and about the situation that prevailed in the neighboring or Inore distant States." Millcr. "Lhasa: An
International Politico-Economic Center through the Centuries," in 11, Uebach and 1. Panglullg. eds.3
Studies (Munich. 1988),260. Yet even for those in leadership and in positions of influence at the ~ i b e t a n ~ ~ p l ~ ~ '
the information collected by this means could not be comparable in scope and depth to what a reliably accurate

-
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M,,,ovem, whoas mentioned before had made his way in disguise to the Tibetan capital in
,dy,923 wherehe remained for several months interacting with the people and observing

hei,-ustomsand habits." Moreover, as another writer, a Tibetan, observed decades later,
t,ecaug ,,,.'independent Tibet did not have newspapers through which to comment on the
current situation" there, the masses had "to resort to folk songs, street plays and other
similar devices to show their approval or disapproval of various goings-on in their ~ociety."~'
Acase in point was the example told on himself which Tharchin's future friend Sir Charles
~ ~ recounts
1 1 in one of his studies on Tibet and published in 1924. By that time he had retired
asthe British Political Oficer for Tibetan affairs but had been privileged, as the head of a
diplomatic mission, to spend nearly a year in the Tibetan capital during 1920-1 at the express
invitation ofthe Tibetan ruler himself. This thus gave Sir Charles an invaluable opportunity to
observe at close range the ways of the people. At one point in his volume he commented on
how both men and women among the laboring classes of Lhasa were wont to compose
topical songs-"usually of an uncomplimentary character'-about "their own officials, high
and low" and to sing them on the streets in lusty fashion as they went to and from work. Bell
also noticed that no check was ever placed upon the people for doing so; for, he explained,
theauthorities were quick to recognize that this was one of the means by which "public
opinion findsexpression." Even Bell was not immune to their musical wit, as he was later to
learn. "Such a song," he wrote, "was composed about me after I left Lhasa" (in October
1921); "but, fortunately," Sir Charles added with a bit of wry humor, "I am able to record that
itwascouched in complimentary terms. It was somewhat on the lines of a nickname which
thellbetans had given me several months earlier."32Other officials, though, whether foreign
or domestic, would not be so fortunate.*

of quality, consistently produced and disseminated, could provide. Indeed, it may have been for this
Fason.amongothers. which led one influential member of the Tibetan ruling Cabinet to remark to Tharchln:
'Tibetmay become civilized through your newspaper." (See a few pages hence in the Text to follow.)
'ThoughBell may not have been the butt of an uncomplimentary street song, he did become the target:ven
"hl'e in the Tibetan capital-of some ver) hostile poster-pasting on Lhasa's walls: another popular tolm of
widely used, a the case might be. by either happy or disgruntled Tibetan citizens. Not surprlslngl~.
Bell's critically significant diplomatic mission, certain of his proposals for modernization of various
Tibet's ~ 0 c i o - e c o and
~ ~ political
~i~
life encounteced vim]ent opposition from the conservative.
p?!'
tradlt!on-boundelements in the countv, in panicularfrom the ecclesiastical establishment. The latter was
esPeclall~o~Po~ed
to the Tibetan Army that at the suggestion of Bell was being augmented and strenghened, b?'
Lhasagovernrnentas a defensive measure i n the event of another Chinese invasion. And at one point during
Sir Charles'slengthy stay at Lhasa when the nature of Bell's ideas had beconlr k n o m . Posters suddenly
"Peared on the walls of prominent capital buildings which demanded Rell's dpa~b!bhl~lacards."\rroteB~ll.
"are
'p
one night at various places in Lhasa, telling the people to kill Kenncdy and m ~ s e l f ' - ~ ~ . R .
S K e n n e dbeing
~ the doctor ofthe pany ofthifly in Bell's entourage and by that time his'bsolewhitecomPanlon
On the
be seen marching through the streets in pro'rst and
Moreover, several thousand monks
pmfosals'
d e m ~ d l n g ~ h a t ~ g o t i a tbei oconducted
ns
immediately with h e Da1.i ~ a m ConCeming
a
Bellqs
dispersed: but only after the British d l ~ l o r n a Itn. Ihe
MerclBll~ for Bell, the monks were in the end
wordsOf~~biographer,
C, J , Christie. had .hcarehlly
dissociated himselffrom extreme demands for the expansion
Orthe
See Bell, Portmit
L ~ , , , 276;
~ , Alan Wianington. fiber: ~ e c o r d o j u J u ~ ~ ~ ~ j ~
Diq.
19s7)' 'l7: and Christie. .'Sir Charles ~ ~ 1 a1~: ~ m ~ Arian
i ~ , .,4flfljrs
.
(F&. 1977):57 See also Bell'
B r h h Museum). vol. ir, p p 45-9; vol, xi. p 9.
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With the advent of the Tibet Mirror, information relevant to Tibet-both internal and
especially external in character-began to appear routinely in the pages of the ~
i
b
~
newspaper. Gergan Tharchin himself, when asked long afterwards if he thought his
had made "some impact on Tibetans," remarked that "it was the only [print] mediumin
world through which the Tibetans, at least in Lhasa, learnt something about the fastmehanging
world outside: revolution in China, World War 11, India's Independence. etc." And, headded
"the impact was ~onsiderable."~'Actually, the Kalimpong publisher was too modes[in hi;
assessment of his news journal's impact on Tibetan society. For in reality, T l ~ a r ~ hnews
i~~'~
journal was an instant overnight success, it becoming quite popular with the elites of Lhasa
and elsewhere in the Great Closed Land. Indeed, in the opinion of one latter-day observeron
Tibetan affairs, Bhuchung K. Tsering, the Tibet Mirror "did much to expose the Tibetan
rulers in Lhasa to the ways of the modern world." Moreover, other less highly-placed
individuals were also drawn to its pages. In what is one of the most detailed biographies
published on the life and times of the current Dalai Lama, Michael H. Goodman has pointed
out that the Tibetan-speaking traders and other nomadic peoples who could read had come
to be quite dependent upon his newspaper for outside-and even, to some extent, insideinformation. Commenting on the traditional trading patterns of the Tibetans, Goodman noted
that for over a thousand years traders would gather immediately after hat-vest time at outdoor
markets, creating overnight sprawling tent-cities at predesignated places throughout the barren
landscape. These markets were not only trading posts for conducting business by barter;
they were likewise social centers where old friends would meet and exchange news oftheir
lands and regions-"an especially important consideration for Tibetans," wrote Goodman,
"because aside from the pages of Tliarchin's Kalimpong-based Tibet Mirror. there was little
other way for the news of the world to reach them."*34 (Had lie been aware, of course, of
tlie Lulakh ,Ve\t!.~p(yerk silccessor publication at Kyelang and Leh under Rev. Asb0e.s
editorship, a montl~lythat had increasingly been finding its way deeper and farther into the
Land of Snows-reaching even to Lhasa itself, Good~nancould have cited that 1lewsPaPer
as well.) It was nonetheless Bhuchung Tsering's further considered judgnlellt concerning
the impact of Tharchin's news organ that "if only the majority of tlie Tibetan p~lblich i l l a d
access to this newspaper Tibetans would have been more prepared for
cruel mOrid of
politics" during the ensuing quarter century following the successfi~linaug~1ratiollofG~~g~
Tharchin's news j~urnal.'~"

As a demonstration of just how "pleased1' the Dalai Lama illdeed was with ~ h a r c h i ~ ' ~
first efforts at newspaper publishing, tlie editor in far-off Kalimpong promptly received in

* As late a s

1950 Tharchin could claim that inasljluch ;IS the Tihrt ,\f;r.r-oi. \\as the CJ~I!, paper in lhc Tihera"
langllage. he had "a clear field ill a country 01. four milliaos." So [he ]l,do-,l-ihdan puhlisllcr slid Ille l n d l a
correspondent of 1.ondon's llbi.C/s Press NC~,,mr
ancl pllhlishcd i n a,l srliclc \\Ilich appeared ia the i s s l r ol lhrl
periodical for 35 h4a\: 1950, p. 13.
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from His Holiness, accompanied by a gift of Rs.201- (today
equjvakntto Rs. 1001- and more). This w a s in early 1926." In the letter he expressed his
admiration for the newspaper publisher and proffered his congratulations on the fledgling
publishsr'~
achievement. In fact, over a period of years thereafier, the Tibet Mirror editor
blreceivedseveral congratulatory letters from the Thirteenth Dalai Lama, who became a
wlusubscriber" and was to remain s o till his death in 1933.j6One o f these subsequent
letters is especially worth quoting, since one can easily ascertain from it just how much
indebtedthe Great Thirteenth felt he was t o the Babu's news organ for providing him with
reliable information about the outside world. In the brief missive, sent on the 161ho f the
second month of the Fire-Hare year (1927), the Dalai Lama indicated he was sending
separately another "symbolic" gift to show his appreciation, while writing thus:
BEponSeP lener of appreciation

You have diligently been sending me news about various countries for the last few years. In
appreciation I have sent a symbolic present of Rs. 20 separately. If you continue sending me
your monthly newspaper containing news about countries like China, Britain, etc.. it would
greatly help in my understanding of the various situations. The subscription charges will be
paid without any loss to you and you are to send the bill at the end of the year.37

Thesubscription, incidentally, "was still in effect" in 1940 upon the accession to Tibet's Lion
Throne of his "reincarnate successor," Dalai Lama XJV:and it continued so up through
1959,38
When in 1927 at Lhasa Tharchin was able for the first time to meet personally with the
Thirteenth Dalai Lama, His Holiness remarked, "I have always hoped that some day someone
might bring out a Tibetan newspaper." The Grand Lama of Tibet once again encouraged the
publisher to continue and keep up the good work. Indeed. less than two years later, Tharchin.
in a handwritten note sent to his esteemed friend Bell back in England, explained in some
detail the success the newly-created news organ had met with during its first few years of
existence and the reaction of the Dalai I,ama and other Tibetan leaders to it. But as hewas
wonttodo with others, the Tibetan publisher humbly petitioned Sir Charles for some sound
advice on improving his journal. Here is what he wrote the fornler Political Officer in the
Summer of 1929:
This little newspaper has been published for about five years for the benefit of the people of
Tibet Nevertheless. only 200 copies approximately go to Tibet. The precious protecting

Omniscient Sovereign [the Dalai Lama] has shown great kindness and has sent WO or three
'Ommands [i.e., letters of commendation, that included some financial help as well]. And the

[the members of the ruling Cabinet] and officers are very pleased with it and have
askedmetoincrease its size and publish bi-monfhbr. But as this entails additional expense and
Ihe Income is but small, I have hitheno been unable to do this. By the mercy
this
Ywspaper, it is hoped, shows the good customs of British countries. This respectful One
'lnle intellect petitions the great powerful man kindly to advise him. saying. ''Do this, do not
that." And please give me for my [newspaper] office the two profound books on Tibet [The
me. but
~ f n b e t Tibet
.
Po.rt o,ldPresaw] which you have written recently. Donot
Show
holding the immensity ofrelipion in a moment of time.*39
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Now as Tharchin had intimated in his missive to Bell, there were others among ~ i , , ~ . ~
ruling circles at Lhasa besides His Holiness who expressed deep interest in the TibPt~,rror,
As a matter of fact, during the same visit to the Tibetan capital in 1927 in which he had fin,
met the Dalai Lama, Tharchin was able to ascertain just how extensive was the salutav
impact his fledgling newspaper was indeed having in the Closed Land. For during the
publisher's lengthy visit at Lhasa that year, various officials in high places had takenitupon
themselves to express personally to him their praise and encouragement.
One such high official who proffered his deep appreciation to Tharchin was none other
than Tsarong Shape. Until recently the Tibetan Army Commander-in-Chief and second most
powerful figure in Lhasan politics next to the Dalai Lama himself, Tsarong, even at the time
of the Kalimpong publisher's visit in 1927, was still a very influential member of the
Government's Kashag or Cabinet which advised His Holiness on all important rnattersof
state. Now in one of Tharchin's letters sent from the Tibetan capital to Rev. John A. Graham
at Kalimpong, the publisher recounted how the former Tibetan Army Commander had on
more than one occasion sent his servant to fetch him and bring him to his villa that the two
might discuss a number of subjects of mutual interest, not least of which was the Tibet
Mirror and its possible future effect on the country.
"He is greatly interested in my paper," wrote Tharchin of Tsarong, "and he gave mealot
of hints." Furthermore, added the publisher, and here he quoted the Shape directly,"hesays
that 'Tibet may be civilized through your paper."' So impressed was Tsarong with the beneficial
possibilities of what the Tibet Mirror could provide for his country that this powerful,and
certainly the most progressive, member of Tibet's ruling Cabinet went a significant step
further in his talks with Tharchin. "He gave me advice," continued the newspaper editor,
"that [I should] apply to the Tibetan government for help in getting a proper press, and he
promised that he would recommend [approva,l] very strongly; for if l apply," it was explained
to Tharchin by Tsarong, "the application has to go through him and through the other three
Shapes." On this point in his letter to Rev. Grallam Tharcbin concluded by saying, "Iam
praying about it whether I will apply or not as he advised."

same purpose. AS the gathering storm surrounding the crisis in Sino-Tibetan relations was colnmencing to
manifest itself by the late summer of 1949, the Tibet Mirror editor was moved to write directly 10 the fifteenyear-old Fourteenth Dalai Lama. And as an aid to the teen-aged Boy-King ot'Tibet, Tharchin had
his letter copies of various communications about the fiber M;rror he had received over the years fro111theGrea'
Thirteenth. ('lhis had been the suggestion made to the publisher by Yapshi Se): the present Dalai ~ a ~ ~ - ~ a ' s b r o ~ ~
in-law.) In part the newspaper editor had written as follows, first indicating to the Dalai Lama how he hadbrrn
privileged in 1927 to have been granted a private audience by his predecessor:
1 had received much "nectar of advice" from His Holiness. Keeping in mind his kindness, I am serving till no"'
by working very hard [on the newspaper].... [However.] I an1 finding it diffic~lltto meet all the expense I am
to publish only once a month, but according to the written instructions of Ilis Holiness [the Great Thirteenth!,
1 am working hard to [continue to] serve.... I am enclosing herewith copies of letters sent to me by the P
~
~
~
Dalai Lama and urging Your Holiness to go tlirough (hem and kindly dirccl ins regarding my fllture Course 'l
[newspaper] work ( i e., what I should do and what I should not do).... please do not exclude Illis hulllhlc
newspaperman from heneath your benevolen1 umbrella, and grant nie the 111structio11
of Your Holiness,,..
lithe Ofice o f l l i s Holiness did ultimately give reply, more [!lan lil\ely the response emanated h o ~ n
~ublless
surrounded lhe young Dalai Lama, which dcveloplnent--under the circumstance~-l~ha~hinmust
'Tibet Mirror Press letterhead stationer!'
have expected would occur. Source: Copy ofle,tcr in ribetan urittcn
(and translated for the present author by Phurhu Tsering), Kalinlpong. 18 Scptcnibcr 1949. ThPaK.
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in this same letter to Graham the Tibetan publisher had thanked the Sconish
Mission leder for sending the WOmost recently printed issues of the Mirror which, wrote
Tharchjn,"1 received just this morning." But he continued his letter immediately with this:
u~h~Tibem
officialsare very keen to hear the different news [reports, and] they are asking
c, to publish,if possible, the Tibetan News fortnightly, if not weekly." To which request the
isingncwspaperentrepreneur, ever on the lookout for new and better printing facilities, now
tooktheoccasionto follow up on what Tsarong had mentioned to him earlier. "I told them,"
rcpond Tharchin to Graham, "that if they help me to get a press, then I will try."q The
reader will learn in Chapter 19 below the outcome to all this.
Sufficeit to add here, however, that no matter the frequency of Tharchin's publication, as
time would go by, officials in the Tibetan government as well as even a number of important
monks and lamas in the monasteries grew increasingly eager to learn more regarding the
outside world. But they were likewise eager to hear-some of them for the very first timeabout the modem ideas in politics, science and law, ideas which heretofore had fallen on the
deaf ears of many of those in Tibet who had already been aware of them. By the time of the
Tibetan publisher's visit to Lhasa in 1937, for example, Tharchin could report to Sir Charles
Bell the unusually favorable reaction he found there among the ruling circles-both lay and
cleric-to his newspaper, and of their nearly insatiable hunger to imbibe the latest Western
ideas. In the letter of 25 July he sent from the Tibetan capital, Tharchin went into some detai I
indescribing for his friend Bell his remarkable findings:
Some ofthe officials are very much interested in modem ideas and they are keen to know and
learn more and more, but at the same time, still, they are afraid of the monks and lamas. But I met
many educated and high class monks and they are also interested. They all asked me to write
[in the Mirror] something on the present development of the world or on different countries
and especially about our Government [in India], about the Sciences and [our] laws. I was able
toget about 500 subscribers to my small newspaper [beginning] fiom next year; of course, I am
very doubtful whether I can get all the money from them all. All the Trulkus and Khen~osof
SERDRE GA SUM [the abbreviation in Tibetan for the influential Big Three monkish institutions
of Lhasa: Sera. Drepung and Ganden monasteries] asked me to send [the paper] and many
monks also asked the same and they said that they have not seen or heard bout the
at all. I think if I am able to get some [financial] helps and print 1,000 copies and
Sendto every monastery for a year or two freely, I am sure it will do good for them and also for
the Paper in future. Also, if I get contributions of articles on different subjects that may do
good for Tibet, it will be very good for me.. . . All the officials are very much interested and
other officers advised me to bring a small litho press to Lhasa and also keep a radio and
publish a small daily newspaper in Lhasa. The Regent, Prime Minister and Shapes are all
much interested. If I can only develop this paper it may do a lot ofgood for the Tibetans as
our Government [of India]. Some suggested to me to print weekly which I am unable to
at pre~ent.*~I
presentwriter could not agree more with three of Heather Stoddardqsmore rCCent ohser\,atinns 1994)
Tharchin'~newspaper when she \\,rote that the fiber j,irror b'pro\,idcd a unique lbrunl in which other
and histor),": that it "is a lnine ofinlbrmation On e\'enls In
could express their idras on
Asia and the Hinlalayas intile rnid-20~Qentury..; and that therefore "a conlplctc Sd of copies' of
use before it isloo
late.' ~~t in ,he light of lhc f~refoingdiscussion inlhc
becollectedtogether for
influence
Lhasan ollicialdonl durlngthc tlrsl
Text above which has highlighted the ,\firm,. t
Ine

Fhal

daadeof

~ublication,he could not *.prrl.

nlorr \,.;th an adddilioal recent conlrnrnt Ms.Stoddard has
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Needless t o say, the strong encouragement which Tharchin received from so many I ,
Lhasa during this early period of the Mirror h history was truly heartwarming to him,
would continue to be pleased and gladdened by the response of Tibetans to his newspaperas
the nations o f the earth approached another period of worldwide conflict. He himselfwould
long afterwards c o ~ n ~ n eon
n t the nnusual, even somewhat peculiar, impact World WarTno
would have on Tibetans' perception of the place and importance of the Tibet Mirror, Wrote
the newspaper publisher in 1963: "Gradually all the Tibetans began to realize the value ofthe
newspaper. Because all the news published in it during the war came true, they would write
to say that my paper was a prophecy-teller, and s o they liked it very
It must have
therefore buoyed his spirits up imme~iselyto believe that he had not striven in vain to produce
a news organ that in his view could fill the informational, cultural and even spiritual needsof
s o Inany of his ethnic countrymen+specially among those in positions of responsibilityand
leadership.
Nevertheless, these initial successes and the generous plaudits of men did not puff up the
publisher's heart with overweening pride or conceit. To the contrary, with all simplicity
Gergan Tharchin long afterwards confided the following to a close acquaintance:
I felt humble before God when I realized how people praised Iny sincere efforts to produce a
Tibetan newspaper. The Dalai Lama and Dr. Graham spoke admirably about it. Both inspired me

and advised me not to be discouraged but to press on. Some laughed and mocked at me.
saying, "How long will you work on that sort of machine and who will appreciate your efforts?"'
Yet high Tibetan officials sympathetically endorsed me as they realized the power and
importance of a newspaper for the future progress of Tibet. Some others criticized me, saying
that I had started the paper [solely] to spread Christian propaganda. But that was in the year
1926. After some time I began to produce the paper monthly.

But the enterprising and talented newspaper publisher had nulnerous other notions on
how the Tibet Mirror could assist "in the future progress of Tibet" in a practical way. In an
extremely wide-ranging letter to Sir Charles Bell from Lhasa during the summer of 1937.
about the Indo-Tibetan's journal: namely, that ". . . Iharchin's long-term intentions. like Franche's. \verethoseoi
awakening the flock to the truths of Christianity, thus largely restricting the real impact of his newsPaPfl..."
Stoddard. "Tibetan Publications and National Identity." in Barnett and Miner, eds., Resistclnce atldR401"~cr1
fibet, 126, 155, 126. Nowhere in all the research among a huge number of primary and secondary sourres
(including the vast collection of the Tharchin Papers itself), as well as in the course of his many
the Present author encounter anything written or said which would suggest that the Mirror.would havebeenahlt
to exert a greater influence had it not been for its Christian identity and evangelistic purpose. It wouldaPPear.In
fact. that the Christian slant to the newspaper had little ifany negative
upon its ~uddhist-orientedreaders.
So hungry were they for news, information. and new ideas and ways of thinking, Just as Thatchin's
Christian faith seldom if ever presented an insurmountable obt;lcle in his personal inleractions with othersofr
different religious persuasion, just so. the Christian nature of his newspaper never seemed to be such la
readers. either. Though the one page of his p u b l i ~ a t i ~devoted
jn
to Christian themes may never haveenhomdihr
news organ's impact. it would appear that it never diminjrl,rd its impact, either. And as decade followed
in its rather long history, the fibet blirror would continue to be an incredibly influential
lhe
remaining chapters of the present biography of Gergan Tharchin will make plain.
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mhipBabu highlighted a number of ideas about which he had been seriously ruminating.
The following passages from the letter make for very interesting reading on at least four
couna:first, these passages demonstrate just how necessary, from an outsider's point of
view,Tibet was in need of modernizing in a number of key areas; second, they also reflect
thebreadth of Tharchin's interest in the welfare of his ethnic countrymen; third, they reveal
the eagerness which was displayed by the progressive wing of the Tibetan ruling elite in
seekingtheBabu's help through his newspaper-thus indicating the valuable and important
mlethese ~ibetanleaders now believed a newspaper could play in the life of a country; and
finally, these excerpts clearly signify the willingness of Babu Tharchin to help in whatever
way he could to bring Tibet into the twentieth century.
[Concerning tobacco and cigarettes]. Though there is the prohibition against smoking and
bringing [such products] into Tibet, yet I saw in Lhasa and Shigatse that cigarettes are openly
being sold in the market and on the street all along the Barkhor and other streets. But along the
trade route or at Yatung and other frontier places Tibetan officials are seizing and confiscating
[tobacco] goods and punishing the poorer traders heavily [but] the rich traders who can afford
to pay bribes they let them do so. Because of this, many traders are very much disappointed
and also [one particular] Indian trader at Phari is doing largely [i.e.. doing a huge business in
this prohibited product]. Many traders and the public have asked me to write on this matter in
my Newspaper and tell the Tibetan government either to stop [this illicit trade in a] proper way
or else the Government should withdraw the [prohibition] order and let everyone trade openly.
Thus in this way the public would benefit [by being able to] buy [tobacco products] more
cheaply.
[Concerning the military in Tibet] ... Unfortunately [many of] the officers [in 1924-51 were
degraded and Tsarong was also [removed from command of the Army]. Since that time the
arm) of Tibet has become slack. During the time of Tsipon Lung Shar I wrote him and sugested
tllat army books of instruction [from India and elsewhere] be printed in Tibetan and that a
[military] school be started. He was just thinking to move these matters to [the attention of] His
Holiness when he [the Tsipon] became powerless.
[Concerning hospital and medicine]. The hospital at Dekyi Lingka [British Mission at Lhasa]
is ,doing good. but only the common people are attending for extrials [meaning unclear] or
external diseases. The better class people and also the Monks are not taking much interest.
say it is only good for sourses (rma) [sic; again, meaning unclear] and they do not
understand the benefits of the hospital. I think, houever. that such thoughts Call be remot1ed
frolntlleirniinds througll the distribution ofpamphlets or through m ) Nraspapel: I f l can eel
hel~hl
articlcs on tlie benefits of [HJestcrll] ~lledicalaids. then I think the Tibetans m i l l
vet-!, soon and ~vouldlike to have a permanenl hospital in Lhasa.
work is not so good yet. Many letters
lConcerningthe Tibetan postal service] Tile
are not delivered properly alld tile postmasters are just taking tlir money for stamps but the
letters are not stamped and arc simply sent bare [ ~ f a n stamps]
)
and sometimes the!' do not
send the letters at all. Moreover, tile sealing or the stapling of the StainPS on the letters
'I "Ot good. All receipts havr to be recorded and !,et there are no printed fornls and much
is thus wasled,
,talllps thelllsel\es have to be cut nith knife Or S C ~ S S Oand
~ ~ are
'lthout gum. I Ila\ suggested a strclling [sic: starching?] machine and also \ba)s of puni''e
Ihe glue ollt0 the stalllps: and I hope ver\. soon they are goillg to do So. It would be good i f
lhe
Bovernment joins tile postal iervice
,rith [that ofl our Government- Some have
asked me 10 print in
Newspaper the post office rules and urite S h o ~ i n gproper lllethods.
.I4
But again. I need assi;tallce from a person who has experience about the Post office.

eben
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But just exactly what kind o f news and cultural coverage did the Tibet M
~
r
embrace in its pages during the early decades o f its existence: the period of the 1920s,
'30s and '40s? O n e later generation Tibetan scholar, Tashi Tsering, who had accesstoa
nearly complete run of the journal that is today housed in the Library of Tibetan Workrand
Archives at Dharamsala in northern India, made an in-depth study of the newspaper and
gave the following summary o f its contents for that period:

r

Inspired by the British press style, the Mirror published articles on world events and
especially reported what was taking place in India, Tibet and in the region of Kalimpong. ~t
was a rich source of information on the world of Asia of the time. It reported the movements
and diplomatic activities of the functionaries of the governments of Bhutan, China, Britain,
Sikkim and so on, as well as the goings-on among the nobles and the endeavors of Tibetan
scholars. The paper debated the question of the Status of Tibet and the position of Tibet
towards China.. . . In the 1930s [it] attacked and criticized the Chinese advances into Kham
[East Tibet] . . . Some reports [in the paper] presented contemporary political personalities
such as Stalin, Hitler and Gandhi, as well as some modem Tibetans, who had been educated
in China and India. They also described the great military powers, the latest war machines
and the latest cars in detail. The dates of important events such as the anniversaries ofthe
Indian Empire as well as the Olympic Games were also announced.
A classified advertisement section was [provided] for the Kalimpong wool market, and to
announce gold and silver prices.* A series of cultural articles was regularly published as
were examples of classical Tibetan poetry. Sometime in 1936 [the publisher] hired Dge-'dun
chos-'phel ( l 902-1 95 1) and [later] Lcang-can gung bsod-nams rgyal-po [Changlo Chen Gung
Kusho] (1 897- 19 ) and the quality of writing In the paper improved n~ticeably.~'
In the year 1930 a great depression and gross unemployment had begun to spread all
over Europe and America. In view o f this worldwide situation Tharchin was led to publisha
small article in his newspaper on the subject: "Why Unemployment in the World?"e
treated the topic from both the religious, economic and political perspectives, which treatment
prompted a good deal o f reader response from many places (see below). He even later
received a newspaper clipping about it taken from the front page of the 27 January 1934

*

But there were other kinds of advertising as well, which in their own peculiar way exerted considerahlr
influence upon the not altogether discerning readership of Tharchin's journal. including the Dalai ~amahim~l'
As but one indication of the power and influence of the Trbel Mirror h advertising page, there is the amusingstor!
told the present writer by Sonan T. Kazi, who himself would spend many years in Lhasa later. He related the.
incident of the Great Thirteenth having once read in an issue of the paper an advertisement for a special,lind
candle. whose rather hyperbolic main line ran as follows: Iang-la z ~ Mun-srl.
~ ~ This
- in/lranslationslgnleed
~ ~ ~
that here was a candle which will shed light over the whole world! Upon reading this extravagant claimmade,h
the candle manufacti~rer.the credulous Dalai Lama immediately sent a telegram and money to Tharchin
him to kindly have sent to Lhasa two entire mule loads of such marvelous light-spreading instrumentsThe
neivspaper editor duly carried out the instructions of His Holiness. The Dalai [.ama may have been
disappoin!ed. however, upon discovering that these were no more extraordinary lhan the r u n - o f - t h e - m i l l ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~
which were obtainable in the Tibetan capital's own bazaar! Interview, with the K a i , Oct. 1991.
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cityEdition of the New York Times that had the interest-provoking headline: "Way to
pros,.rity Found by Lone Editor in Tibet." It obviously had reference to Tharchin's reant
afliele, Datelined Shanghai, January 26' and made available to the Times by the Canadian
press, it began the news article as follows: "Interest in the 'forbidden land' of Tibet, revived
bytherecent death ofthe Dalai Lama, discloses that there is only one newspaper in all Tibet.
his publishedmonthly and is edited by Tarchin Baboo,' at Kalimpong." The fimes article
also revealed that at this time the Tibetan newspaper was an eight-page publication and that
iefrgly translated title in English (an indulgent poetic license, to be sure) was The Mirror
of the New ficissitudes of Every Corner of This Universe!
In his article Tharchin advanced the provocative argument that manual labor be used
instead ofmost machinery. Prior to the introduction of machines hundreds upon hundreds of
people received employment, but now as a result of the machine agc only two or three
persons are required to handle the work that otherwise would have kept a thousand persons
employed and supplied with food. As the Tinles article said in summing up what Tharchin
had written, "Unemployment brings distress: distress means no money and no money brings
bad trade." Tharchin's newspaper, the Times article concluded, "thinks the Western world
could immediately become prosperous by abolishing" most machines.
Some readers evinced interest in Tharchin's arguments. Others were critical of them.
He received dozens of letters pro and con. Some said, "You have really found a solution to
the problem of unemployment. Please write more along the same lines." Others retorted,
"This is the industrial age. How can you do without machines?"
Tharchin especially remembered with interest those correspondents who had responded
tohisdiscussion ofone aspect of the subject from a Biblical perspective. In his article he had
written that Jesus told his disciple Peter to put the sword back into the sheath. In other
words, Peter was ordered by Christ not to fight with weapons. Tharchin fell back on these
'vordsof Christ to buttress his case against the use of machines or weapons. In the anicle he
had confronted his readers with the words, ''YOLJ are manufacturing these machines. Put
these machines back into their sheaths. If not, the machines will kill you." In reply to this
challenge'some correspondents referred to the motor vehicle and the railway engine. The
newspa~eredit~r
responded to that observation by saying: am not against such goodwill
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machines. I am against producing deadly weapons. These lethal instruments will comeback
upon their manufacturers with striking power. There is a Tibetan proverb which runs, $\~i,,,
goat's hair you niake a sling to hit tlie goat!' These deadly machine weapons will
boomerang against their designers and makers."
In discussing this whole matter Inany decades later Tliarchia Babu was beard
those people who opposed my arguments were alive today they would repent. Theyhlo.ould
admit tlie truth of my statements. Take. for example, the case of the atom bomb. Evevoc
is afraid of it--even the riianufacti~rerIiimself!"
The present reader Inay decide for himself what side he woi~ldhave taken in this debate
had he been a part of tlie Tihel Mirror b readership of that day. One thing, however, is lnost
certain from all this: the newspaper editor had a knack of creating unusual interest in llis
journalistic organ that would continue to manifest itself with each passing year.

One need not be surprised, incidentally, that the 7in1c.sarticle dealing with Gerga~iTliarchin's
newspaper had been datelined Shanghai, for apparently his publication liad bee11finding its
way into many places much farther afield than merely northern India or even soutlier~land
central Tibet. It may have also been, and probably was, the inspiration for tlie commencement
of another Tibetan-language newspaper in the late 1920s that, if tlie report be true, \jlas
interconnected with one of the most remarkable though short-lived developments ever to
appear on the scene in Tibetan-Chinese-Mongolian relations. The initiator of this ne\\
publication was none other than the self-exiled Panclien Lama himself, to wlio~nit is known
that the Tibet Mirrvr publisher had sent copies of the nekvspaper. Some three or four years
after his controversial departure in 1923 froin the ecclesiastical seat of ~rashilhunpohe had
inaugurated in Mongolia a weekly Tibeta~inewspaper that would later be published by His
Serenity at China's then capital of Nanking. The d o c u ~ n e n t a sources
r~
for this i~iforlnalian
are two books published in 1935 and 1942 authored by an American, Cordon B. Enders.
Enders, the son of a Presbyterian ~nissionaryin India, liad been brought up as a sclloolbo!
on the indo-Nepali-Tibetan frontier, liis father having been a teacher there. ~ f t ecolllpletinb'
r
his higher education at the College of Wooster near Cleveland, in the American State of
Ohio, and seeing service as a pilot in Europe during the Great War, Enders returned to Asia
as a representative of the United States Department of Commerce posted to Peking alld
Shanghai at the American legations tliere. He then left Government service to go into private
business for himself in Shanghai, where he was living in 1923 when he heard that the pancben
Lama was leaving Tibet in voluntary exile to China and Mongolia. Enders was later introduced
to His Serenity, an encounter which led to his becoming an adviser to the panchen On
economic, technological and scientific affairs. For it so happened that havillg lefi his Own
countr)"s Government service, the American had beell taken on by ~eneralissilnoCllianp
Kai-shek as his technical aviation adviser during
late 1920s. Furthermore, during this
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same period (1927-9) Enders had eve11taugilt flying to Chiang's armies.* And as will be
~e,,thi~kind of knowledge and expenise was precisely what the Panchen was in search of
for his own future plans.
NOW when tlie Panchen Lama had unexpectedly fled from Trashilhunpo and his very
own country in late 1923, he had bee11 accolnpanied by a large retinue of some 400 priests
and other followers. Initially finding his way to Peking and other areas of North China
(where he would stay for some two or three years), His Serenity and his entourage Lad then
relocated to Lamaist Inner Mongolia in 1927, where he took up residence within the safe
precinctsofa yellow-walled gompa known as the Monastery of a Hundred Miracles located
at the town of Peilingmiao. Here he would be supported by Marshal Chang Hsueh-Iiang and
sould also receive a contribution from the Nationalist government of China. It is known
from other sources (see earlier in the first volume of the present narrative, Chapter 5) that
the Panchen Lama exhibited a great interest in modern gadgetry and western inventions
and, to use the words of the American, "not only understood but welcomed modern methods"
oftransportation, communication and dissemination of news and information. And hence,
added Enders, for the next six years, from roughly 1927 to 193 1 or 1932, "he published a
[Tibetan] newspaper ... in Inner Mongolia." In fact, it was within Peilingmiao's famed
monastery that this high Tibetan cleric's newspaper was published.
But then, China's Generalissimo invited this forward-looking Lama to establish his residence
atchiang'scapital ofNanking, the date for this invitation having been sometime in late 193 1
or into 1932. For nearly six years thereafter, wrote Enders, "I spent many hours alone in the
presence of the Panchen Lama." Not only at Nanking and Shanghai, but also at Koko Nor
and Peilingmiao, the American would engage in many conversations with His Serenity. It
would be in 1933, almost immediately after the death of Dalai Lama Xlll and the resumption
ofthe Panchen Lama's influence upon the Government of the Generalissimo, that Tibet's
second most powerful spiritual leader accepted Chiang's invitation to relocate his residence.
And by early 1934 His Serenity would order his editor "to bring his Tibetan newspaper from
the Monastery of a Hundred Miracles dowll to Nanking," where without further interruption
ltwould continue to be published till the Lama's death at the end of 1937.
The newspaper, wrote Enders, was being edited by the American's old friend Liu, a
fellow nwnber of the Panchen7sCabinet and the latter's envoy at Nanking. According to
Liu had "a brilliant mind, a nimble pen and an innate knowledge of the etiquette of
The weekly publication, in the estimation of Enders, had "gradually built for itselfa
lirm place among the eight million Lamaists in China and Mongolia," but it had apparently
yet had any discernible impact on Tibet. Often "isiting Liu in his editorial oftice. Enders
roundout this American's interesting career over the next few years. it can be noted here t h a ~ u s before
t
the
Lama's death in late November ,937, Enders ,vould rerum to the United States 10 write. lecture. and
'each.histOr~
at Indiana's Purdue University But \vith America's eventual entry into the Second World War
loomlngclo~
on the horizon, he accepted a Maior3scommission in the U.S. Army in O ~ t o b e r o f and
~~~I
sentOnshonl~
afierwards to Kabul. *fghanistin, as the American Military Anache. the tint dlplornat
in Asia in two very interesting vo!umes'
repRsentfie U.S. in that countr)., Enders would record his
In bO$ Ofwhich he described in great detail his relationship and interaction with Tibet's Panchen Lama during
latter length)' exile in East Asia: ~~~h~~ fire in ,lle )jfor/d ( 1935) and Foreign Devil; un A ~ n ~ r l c a n
ModernA S ~ O
IT'
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happened one day t o discuss Liu's plans for eventually relocating the paper's officefmrn
Nanking t o Koko Nor. T h e latter place, just then beginning to be developed as an impoaml
city by the Panchen Lama's followers, w a s t o become-if it can be believed-the capitalof
an extensive heart-shaped province by the same name whose region wasstobe the centerof
a visionary Central Asian Buddhist Empire which, according to Enders, His Serenityhad
proposed to, and had been approved by, the Nanking Chinese Nationalist government. I,,
fact, reported the American adviser, His Serenity had told the Chinese officials that he
wished t o build a new capital city for himself "on the banks of Koko Nor, the Azure Lake,a
a point where China, Mongolia and Tibet came together. It was to be a holy city whencethe
Incarnation could extend his spiritual influence over the hundreds of millions of B~ddhisti~.
Lamaistic believers o f Asia."
"With polite smiles," explained Enders, officials of the Nanking government had approvedthe
Koko Nor scheme in an attempt to trap this unworldly guest of theirs when asking him wherethe
funds would come from to finance the operational expenses for this Tibetan Lncamation'scapital
city. But the Panchen Lama had a ready answer that must have surely surprised his secularist
inquirers. "There was gold in Tibet," he had replied simply. But then, wrote Enders:
When the Chinese asked how he proposed to get this gold out to world markets, His Serenity
replied promptly: airplanes. Where men and animals m~ghtnot safely traverse fourteen hundred
miles of robber-infested back country, loaded with Tibetan gold, an airplane could. Furthermore,
the cost was less and the time shorter.
It was largely for this reason, His Serenity told me, that he had added [me] to his Cabinet.
His plan was to exchange Tibetan gold for power plants, road-making machinery, motorcars
and radios [all of which he had witnessed both in India on his visit there in 1905-6 and now in
China]. It was his purpose to make his New Heart for Asia accessible to all his people .... [And]
if he did not live to carry out his plans, there would be another Incarnation, and another, to
carry them out.
While he thought in terms of eternity, the Panchen planned in terms of airplanes which
could annihilate time and space . . . [and] release Tibet from her age-old shackles by means of
the airplane.. ..
Years later, in looking back on his experience with the Panchen Lama, Enders could see why
the N a ~ i k i n ggovernment had allowed him to build an aerodrome at Koko Nor but never
allowed His Serenity to use it to carry his gold out of Tibet. Though the Chinese officialshad
continually sought to retain his favor, Enders remarked, "they feared that gold might builda
secular power for the Incarnation which would rival theirs."
Enders recalled how prior to his discussion with Liu, he had personally visited the pall~lle~~
Lama at his temporary residence outside Nanking. At one point after being usliered into the
Lama's office the Panchen had stepped to a wall map and "in a few neat strokes" had
outlined in heavy black the boundaries of Tibet; then the boundaries of Mongolia. With alkhter
line, he indicated the much larger limits of the egg-shaped territories of Laniaism. Finally. witha
line twice as broad as any he had previously employed, he drew the province of Koko
between Tibet and Mongolia. Nobody had ever before noticed that Koko Nor is shaped exactly
like a human heart, with its apex pointed towards China. Here the great trans-Asiatic caravan
routes cross, and at their intersection the Panchen proposed to establish the new capital of a
Central Asian Empire. Here today is the new town of Koko Nor, tile "City ofthe Panchen Lama.
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,Ar a Iflatterof fact, in the second volume of his experiences in Asia, published in 1942,
heplnchenLama's American eco-technological adviser could actually report on and &ribe
in rnedetailthe ongoing physical development and fulther planning of Koko Nor, including
heestablishmentalready of a local municipal police force there as well as the gathering of
equipment and s~pplies.
While still discussing with Liu his intention to move the Tibetan newspaper's ofices to
the newly developing town of Koko Nor, Enders innocently suggested that Lhasa might
be a more suitable location. Liu bristled at the idea, liowever, and pointed to a map
,$Asiaon the wall behind his desk. On the map could clearly be seen the heavily outlined
heart-shaped area of Koko Nor. "Never again," he declared emphatically, "wil I Lhasa be the
center of Lamaism, for the Central Asian [Buddhist] States will henceforth be united at
Koko Nor."
This extraordinary plan-if it ever did have a chance of succeeding--died a sudden
death, however, with the passing to "the Honorable Field" of the Panchen Lama in late 1937
atthe important lamasery town of Jyekundo on the borders of East Tibet.* By the autumn of
1936 His Serenity had already created for hiniself a new residence there in the nearby Raja
Gornpa-the Monastery of the King. Dutifully Enders liad gone to be with Iiim at the Gornpa;
and even later, when in Shanghai, tlie American kept in periodic touch with the Panchen
Lama by means of the latter's radio station which, not surprisingly, tlie forward-looking
Tibetan Buddhist prelate had established at this important Chinese metropolis. Enders would
returll to America just two months prior to the high Lama's death on 30 November 1937 at
the vely moment when His Serenity had been poised to return to his ecclesiastical seat at
Trashilhu~lpo.But if tlie Pancllen Lama liad died, so, too, had died the Tibetan weekly
newspaper he had initially founded in Inner Mongolia and which later utas based at Nanking;
thusbringillg to a swift close one of the most mystifying incidents i n Tibetan affairs.
It should be added, however, that a ).ear before his death the Panchen Lama had beell
made aware of Enders' first book tliroi~ghthe word of Basil Crump. a lonbqime acquailltance
ofthe Lama in China. Up011being informed of its contents, the Panchen wrote a letter of
refutation
to Crump, stating that ..Enders3strange statements [dealing with various comlnercial
and political schemes of His Serellity] are entirely without foutidation or fact." Wllether the

',l1
is sorth noting that one prominent authorit\ on the religio-pulilir.al histor) o f Crnlral Asia during the
nlnercenthand
t\ventieth ct.nlllrirs had quite
opinion about such a scheme's possible Success- Ijritish
scholar.lOhllSnclling. author 0 1 . ~ \.olllme on RLltldhisn1inRussia. bc.lie\,rsthat had Inner Asia
been gobbled
Up
''le
vast Chinese and Russian clllpires
under Marxisnl. and had its local Buddhisl traciilions not been
dsimaled
result. the vur\,
poss;b;,il\r (,l'slch a Pan-Buddll;st cnlil)~
arisille a ccnlur?. aC.0 could have
OCCUrrcd. W r ~ l SIlelling
e
ill 1993: ..,, . r h e Bir).al
lalds inthe [Siberian) north. Mongolia. par(s 0l'eastern Chills
'hole of Tibet could
ha\,e heroine [hc
()fa
i.amaisl Buddhisl confedemlion ol'the.ki"d
en"sagcdb) I/\gvall] Dol.zhicv, ]'erhaPS. despite evcg,lhing that has happened. dormalll \'csligcs
that
remain." B l ~ d d lill~ H; l~l S S~j O~. 79.
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new Koko Nor Province concept was one such scheme which the Panchen had had in mind
in his refutation is a matter which will probably never be known; but because His Sesniv
was at that moment in the midst of sensitive negotiations with the Lhasan government forhis
return to Trashilhunpo, the Panchen Lama may have felt, if this book published in 1935 by
Enders had been known to the Tibetan government as well, that his denial of the scheme
would have been the better part of wisdom!46Nevertheless, it ought to be observed that

I
l

in successfully bringing about a treaty between Tibet and Mongolia. For the Buriat Lama had beeninstrumenlal
,
in convincing both the Great Thirteenth of Tibet and the Jetsun Dampa of Mongolia to enter into amutual
of friendship that was ultimately signed at the Mongolian capital in Janauary of 19 1 3 In the words of the tally
1I
itself, "Whereas Mongolia and Tibet, having freed themselves from the Manchu dynasty and separated lhemsrlurs
I
from China, have become independent States, and whereas the two States have always professedone and ,he i
same religion, and to the end that their ancient mutual friendships may be strengthened:" therefore,the two I
Governments' signatories to this document pledged, among other things, that "both States shall take measures.
6fier mutual consideration, for the prosperity of the Buddhist faith" and that "both States ... shall henceforlh,for
hll time, afford each other aid against dangers from without and from within." As the Dalai Larna'splenipotentia?:
Dorjieff, together with two Tibetan officials, signed the document on behalf of Tibet's Priest-King. Wrote
Snelling of this coup of the Buriat's: "It is of course quite possible to discern here the rudiments of D o r ~ h i ~ ~ ~ ' ~
... grand design for a Pan-Buddhist confederation in Central Asia." Ibid., 15 1. Despite Sir Charles Bell'sdoub~~,
incidentally, that a treaty had ever been executed between these two lands (he describing it as the "alleged"
Mongol-Tibetan Treaty, 1913), later scholarship, especially by Indian historian Parshotarn Mehra, has shown
on fairly solid evidence that such .a treaty had indeed been consummated. See Mehra, "The Mongol-Tibe~an
Treaty of January 1l , 1913," Journal of Asian History ( 1 969): 1-22. The treaty's complete text can be found in
Bell, Tibef Past and Present; 304-5.
It is interesting to note as well that Dorjieff and later Roerich himself had made personal contacl wilh the
Panchen Lama or else with the latter's entourage. In fact, a little known meeting had occurred at the turn ofthe
twentieth century betwien His Serenity and the Buriat Lama. It so happened that by design and in disguise the :
latter, while en route in March of 190 1 on a third mission as Dalai Lama XIll's emissary to the Russian Tsar. had
stopped off at Trashilhunpo for two full days. And from the Panchen Lama personally,~Dorjieffhad received no1
only gifts but also "secret teachings and, most significantly, oral readings of the Prayer of Shambhala."The
nature of this latter spiritual exercise, Snelling explained, was a popular text which had been composed by fie
Third Panchen Lame (1737-80) and concerned the millennia1 Buddhist kingdom of Shambala, ''which wasor
central importance to the visions of Agvan Dorzhiev."
Snelling went on to observe that there was thought to exist a special connection between the entire lineofthr
Tibetan Panchen Lamas and Shambala, since some of them were believed to be incarnations of specificShambala
kalkis or kings. Taking the Shambala myths quite seriously, Dorjieff, Snelling believed. thus "linkedlhemwlth
the potential he saw in the great heartland ofcentral Asia for a glorious Buddhist regeneration." sincetheBuria'Mongolian cleric was also a practitioner of Kalacakra teachings with their portrayal of the destructionand
renewal of the Buddha-dharma. It will be recalled from the previous chapter that according to Buddhistmyth0lo~
these teachings hpd been heard by King Sucandra of old from the very lips of the Buddha himself and then laken
by him to his kingdom of Shambala somewhere in the north of Asia. It will also be recalled that DorJieffhad
occasionally identified this "Northern Sharnbala" with Russia and therefore looked upon the Tsarist E ~ ~ i P ~
later Soviet Union) as "the protector'' of all Lamaist-oriented peoples in Inner Asia who might be cOn.ioined
together as a theocracy under the Dalai Lama. And if not under the latter, then perhaps under the panchenLama !
whom Dorjieff years later would rush to meet again upon hearing, while at Urga, the sensational news
1
Tibetan Lama's flight to China and Mongolia in 1923, Though Dorjiefftraveled as far as Peking in searcho f H l S I
Serenity, the Mongolian-Buriat Lamasomehow missed him. Before returning to Mongolia. however.
care of someone in Peking a letter from himself for the Panchen Lama.
His deep interest in and knowledge of the Shambala myths and their interconnection with Ihe
teachings Dorjieff would convey personally to Nicholas Roerich. This he would do in 1909 atSt. petersbureIt
had happened that the Buriat Lama had selected Roerich, along with an architect and seven other promlnen'
European Orientalists and artists, to serve as a construction committee for the creation of a Lamaisl Buddhlsl
temple at the Russian capital. Roerich's meeting with Dorjieff had greatly excited him. and the Russian Ialer \
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despite ttle panchen Lama's categorical refutation in 1936, Enders repeated and amplified
on the Koko Nor plan-as well as reported his own witness of its development-

inhislatervol~me
of 1942; the implication of which was that all that he had described in his
earlier book was essentially the
11 is significant to point out, furthermore, that the Panchen did not deny the existence of
the weekly newspaper. That Gergan Tharchin had been aware of its publication is made
clear by an exchange of letters in 1943 between him and a former student of his at Ghoom,
Pemba Tsering, who by then was on the staff of the British Mission at Lhasa. "My dear
Gegenla," Pemba endearingly wrote to his former teacher, "when I was at Kalimpong I
forgot to ask you ... how many Tibetan newspapers there are in existence ..." In the course
ofhis reply, the Tibetan publisher, after noting the cessation of Rev. Asboe's Ladakhi monthly
journal, made reference to the Nanking publication (though incorrectly assuming it was
published by the Chinese): "Another paper, a weekly, in the Mongolian, Chinese and Tibetan
languages, used to be published in Nanking sometime in 1935, 1936, [and] 1937 by the
Chinese; but that's also stopped since the [beginning of the Sino-Japanese?] War."48

confided that it was during the construction of'this Buddhist temple that "I first heard of Shambhala." As a
member ofthe committee. he added, "1 met with a very learned Buriat Lama who was the first to pronounce the
nameofchang porth] Shambhala.""It will be known one da3" Roerich prophetically declared. "why this name
pronounced under such circu~nstanceshad a great significance"-at least for him and for \*,hathe envisaged the
U n i t of Asia. And as recounted in the previous volume of the present narrative (see Chapter 2's End-Notes).
during the latter phases of Roerich's five-year Central Asian Expedition ( 1924-8). its leader had made contact
the Panchen Lama's entourage in Mongolia. I t was his hope and expectation that Ilis Serenity would join
him in agrand spiritual procession all the way to Lhasa as a prelude to the fulfillmenl ofthe Shambala legend.
",hoseultimate consequence, he believed. would be the ushering in of's New Age of Universal Brotherhood. Peace
andEnlightenment, a notion not unlike the millennia] messianic kingdom found in the Christian faith. As stated
elscwhereqhowever, the march on Lhasa was never realized. Roericl~never stepped foot inside the l'ibetm
ca~ilal,
and the Panchen himself failed to return to his countr\- before his death. Nonetheless. as was learned in
Ihe previous chapter's End-Notes, Roerich would apparently
cease his efforts to see the legend of Shalnbala
For while on a ~ u b x q u e nAsian
t
expedition in 193415, he conducted Shambala-inspired Banner of Peace
prayermeetings among the Mongols and had even attempted to secure rillss and arnmunition from American
'"lzt~stationed in Nonh China for the purpose of creating-by
force, ilnecessary-a new Slate in Siberia!
Alexandre Andreyev. "Soviet Russia and Tibet: a
SeeSnelling.Brtddhism in Russia, 74-9, 136-8, 228-3 l ;
Debacle of secret Diplomacy." TJ (Autumn 1996): 19. 26-7.
'That all Enders claimed concerning ~ o l Nor
\ ~ was in facl true is strongl~supported by the record of
which had been transmined back and forth at this rime between the h ~ c h e nLama
the
government. in his volume on the history of the Thifleenth Dalai Lama published in I Y 9 6 Tibetan
h'st0rian K. Dhondup has reported the following:
In 1934. when the Panchen Lama demanded that several Trashilhunpo officials, 30 monks and 300 people
lromamong his subjects be sent to Koko Nor. the Tibetan pbernment a1 once consented to It hoping I t
'"Ould speed Up the long awaited retrlrn [to Tibet] of the Panchen Lama. A ).ear later. the h u o m l n t a " g
government[of China] anllounced that the Panchell Lallla \vould establish his headquarters a' Sinirlg
lo koko Nor] and [hen ellter Tibet ,vlth a Chinese representative escorted b\' so0
lhe Idea of
the Tibetan r e p r c ~ e n ~ r ~ i irne rNanking, the Tibetan government vehementlr
Sending 500 soldiers to Tibet as an escort of the Panchen Lama.
Dhonduphas provided funher evidence. in this instance circum~tantialin nature. that l h e
and h's m a y followers had looked upon the ~ ~ lNor/Sining
\ o
area as their hoped-for future r r l ~ l o u s ' polltlcal
Lama pany'
culturalcenter ARer the Ldamaas d e a h at Jvekundo. writes Dhondup. the numerous
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Whether or not the Panchen Lama and his Cabinet had been inspired to commence
short-lived Peilingmiao- and Nanking-published Tibetan newspaper because of Gergan
Tharchin's own journalistic production cannot be verified. Nevertheless, it is inconceivable
that His Serenity was unaware of the Tibet Mirror k existence; for as noted earlier,he was
one of those to whom Tharchin had especially sent a copy on a regular basis as a foufiesy
to be extended to such a distinguished Tibetan. In any case, as was pointed out before, fie
Kalimpong publication had already begun to find its way beyond northern India's and southern
Tibet's borders. Furthermore, by the late 1930s editorial writers elsewhere were staningto
take note of Tharchin's paper." A significant case in point is the lengthy and quite interesting
article which had appeared in 1939 in the North-China Herald, Shanghai's important
ivdependent English-language weekly. This somewhat amusing though at times quite serious
and perceptive article, entitled "News for the Lama," was signed simply "Tibetan."soIt
would do well to pause for a few moments to consider this article, for it provides insight asto
how others were beginning to perceive Tharchin's publishing efforts and in addition reveals
the extent to which the paper was being circulated far and wide. It also provides a few
pertinent housekeeping details of the newspaper that might otherwise go unnoticed by less
acute observers.
"Tharchin Baboo," the article began, "may or may not be a great editor, but he certainly
makes every attempt to keep the Land of the Lamas informed on world events. Lamaland
lies entirely at the Baboo's feet, as he encounters no competition whatever, his Tjbeiajl
News [the title this author chose to use in referring to the Kalimpong newsjournal] beingthe
only medium of information between the lama and the outside world."" "In the issue before
the present one," the writer went on to explain, "world events were so hurried and so varied.
that Tharchin had, perforce, to dismiss many of them in a few sentences."
which over the years since the Panchen's flight from Shigatse had further grown and developed organizationall!
in China and Mongolia, split up into two groups. One group eventually returned to Trashilhunpo with
Panchen Lama's body; the other removed themselves to Koko Nor. Nevertheless, these two groups \vent on10
collaborate together on the search for the late Sixth Panchen Lama's successor reincarnation. Between them.lhree
candidates were discovered by 1944 and put forward that year for the Lhasa government to consider. Whereupon
the latter instructed that all three boys should be brought to Shigatse to undergo the tradilional spiritual lsSISlbr
the final discovery among them ofthe true reincarnation. The Sining search party. however. proceeded t 0 a ~ l . I ~ ~
Tibetan government to confirm their particular candidate as the true one, after which. they declared. they
bring him to Tibet. Lhasa had refused this overture, which in time led the Nationalist Chinese governmrnl."
Support the Sining candidate. And when Sining ultimately fell to the Communists, this candidate was arbilrarl'!
proclaimed by Chairman Mao to be the Seventh Panchen Lama and a few years later was iormallg installcd
the Chinese upon the ecclesiastical throne at Trashilhunpo. See Dhondup, The water-~irdandOtller lkvs129. 134-5. Thus ended all h o w for the creation of a new center of Buddhism i n Central ~ s i which
a
~nders~"
fully reported the Sixth Dalai Lama had been bent on establishing in the Koko NorISining region.
That others besides Enders. incidentally. have come to believe that [his could have been true 1s reflectsd in'hr
fact that the respected American scholar and proSessor of history at lhe University of North Carolilla.
Rupen. did not think it a fanciful idea at all to assert that ..aner [hc Thirteenth Dalai Lama died in I9j3.Ihr
Panchen Lama tried to get support for moving the focal poinl ofBrlddhism from Lhasa to ~ a i l i n ~ mand
ia~
Nor." citing Enders as his source, Rupen, "Mongolia, Tibet and Buddhism ." ~ ~ ~ ~ d n - l l ~ nRevier
g ~ l (APr
ifl
1979):9.
,, ,
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l, describingthe format of the Kalimpong paper, "Tibetan" was hard-pressed to delineate

isfrequencym
"lt is somewhat difficult," he wrote, "to describe the Baboo's newspaper: it is
not a daily, weekly,bi-weekly, monthly or a bi-monthly." Indeed, in a moment of "cheerful
,dOsvthe editor-publisher, who constantly relished making a play on words, explained to
lndib comspondent for London's World k Press News: ''l sometimes have to make [my
paper] a once two-m~nthly."'~Nonetheless, continued Shanghai's "Tibetan," the Tibetan
N~~~ "leaves Tharchin Baboo free both with regard to his time and his energy. ... The
issue can come out any morning;. .. and ... if one issue is missed, or five, then the
next is crammed tight ..." For example, "Tibetan" tells of a recent copy of the News in
which "Tharchin, like many other editors, seems to have rolled up his sleeves in earnest.
Page one offers an editorial dealing with the Dalai Lama. The Baboo is a Christian, but his
editorial deals with the view held by the Tibetans all over Lamaland, namely, that the world
will only reach a state of tranquillity and stability when the incarnation of Tuden Jamtso [the
late Dalai Lama XIII] sits securely on the Lama throne in Lhasa."
This same issue of the newspaper also covered international affairs in different countries,
illustrating the discussion of each nation with a picture of its leader. At this point, though,
"Tibetan" waxes serio-comically about the depiction of Neville Chamberlain, at that time the
embattled British Prime Minister. "A Tibetan artist," he writes amusingly, "may be all right
when he is drawing the sun, moon and stars, but he is all wrong when he tries to reproduce
the face and figure" ofchamberlain. "True, the proverbial umbrella is not there, but Neville
Chamberlain's face from the artist's point of view gives one the impression that it might rain
at any moment." In the depiction of the Prime Minister, he "looks tired and weary and the
burdens of state sit very heavily upon him"! "Tibetan," however, has no criticism to make of
the photos of Japan's and Abyssinia's Emperors, which, he points out, are also published in
this particular issue of the Tibetan News, accompanied as they are by events relating to both
these nations that appeared in the news columns.
It was the opinion of "Tibetan," clearly stated, that "Tharchin Baboo faithfully mirrors
world events as he hears them on the radio* and reads them in the daily press." His aim. the
Shanghai observer went on to say, was to keep Tibetans everywhere "informed as to the
progress of the history of the world.. . . In Tachienlu [a border city in a Chinese-controlled
provinceof far distant eastem Tibet] we find incarnations,drabass' and others quite keen to
read this Tibetan newspaper, and in the interior, Tharchin7sfibetan News is the only available
meansofknowing
what is going on in the world." Those fortunate to receive the newspaper
he adds, "spend hours on one copy of the Tibetan News.''
.
Tibetan" gives high marks to Tharchin for the literary and erudite qualities of the
Kalim~Ong
publication. He praises the editor with these words: "Tharchin Baboo makes
attempt to keep up a high literary standard in the fibetan News.. . . He writes a leader
'lth
issue and highly educated lamas on the border here have been impressed with h is
erudition."
46

'Even ~0me40years laer Tharchin was still relying on the radio for gathering ne\vs for the f i b e t h M r A

'" his home for two weeks in ,964 tool. note, retrospectively, of this feature of his past daily life: "Because

BereponingthPthe needed for his newspaper, the radio would run day and night. When Mrs. Tharchin
a d notice that her husband slept, she would turn it off" Margaret Urban. Jus~r-unler fibetern. 33'
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"Tibetan" is likewise impressed with the wide dissemination enjoyed by Tharchinlr
newspaper, despite obvious obstacles that would normally impede its penetration todistanl
places. "Circulation," he observes, "must present great difficulties in the Land of the Lalnar
where post ofices are almost unknown." HOWTharchin, he wonders, "gets the melon
~ e w into
s Litang, Kanze, Derge, Dzochen and other lamaseries throughout Sikang[province\
must remain somewhat of a mystery.* There is no doubt, however, about the Ners being
widely circulated, as the paper is now fairly well known." The paper, the Shanghai writer
adds, "can be sent by the Tibetan post as far as Lhasa54and it may be that the Baboo has
some distributing agericy there." His "agency," it shoi~ldbe here explained, was iliitiallv
simply a growing list of faithful friends whom Gergan Tharchin could rely upon to disseminai
farther afield the additional copies he would systematically send to the Tibetan capital. AS
will be learned later in the present narrative, however, the publisher felt compelled toengage
a prominent resident of Lhasa now and then to serve as his distributing agent for the Tiber
Mirror. In fact, there would come a time when the Babu would even have
agents to rel\
on at the Tibetan capital for distribution of his newspaper as well as personnel at the British
Indian Mission. And in every major town along the main trail between Kalimpongand Lhasa
Tharchin would have either the postmaster or another individual living there handle tlie task
of disseminating his paper. (For each issue of the newspaper, incidentally, the total run produced
would remain in the range of 500 copies right on through the war years that lay just ahead.)
The newspaper's most distant subscribers by 1950, incidentally, were situated along tlie
Mongolian trade route at Amdo, and along the East Tibet-Assam border at Sadiya."Copies
sent to these places," wrote one foreign correspondent in India as explained to him by
Tharchin himself, "might take four to six months to arrive as all transport was either by mulepony caravans or by foot porters over hilly, difficult country." Moreover, "requests for back
copies" of the news journal "from distant monasteries" might require as long as four months
to effect their deliveries.5Ja
The North-China Heraldwriter's finatcomments about Tharchin's publication addressed
the matter of subscription costs and how they miglit be paid. He noted that the Baboo
charged only five rupees as the annual subscription. But then he asked: "How is a dmho
living somewhere in the heart of Asia going to pay this?" By which he meant, h o was
~
payment to be forwarded to the founder-editor, and in what form? "Yak butter all over
Lamaland," the correspondent observed, "is always a convenient means of barter; but Tharchill
lives in Kalimpong and a subscriber may live in Gada. 1000 niiles away; and that seemsa
longdistalice to send a consignment of evil-smelling rancid yak butter"! It is highly interestin:
to note what conclusion "Tibetan" himself arrives at: "tlir only solution we call conletl'ls
that the editor, being a Tibetan Christian, may run his paper on purely idealistic lines. ver!

* "Considering the rustic nature of Tibet's postal system."

2-harchin's T;hui ,Jlj/.,.r,r-. \.rites hlicliacl ~ ~ ~ l ~ i i l l m ~
\\,as likely conveyed to these and other provillcial outposts ..h! traders
reliyious pilgrims." llir lZ1l5/ i'ii'~i
Lulna. 110. In fact. distribution of the paper. so colorhllly explaillcd h \
llldia corrcspondcnl ( j f l - O " d O "
IVorldi Press N P W . ~ "is
. by mule trains" which literiilly ..pass by [he il(;llilllpong]
office dooi' ofthe ii'n
Mirr.or. "on their four weeks trek over the Himalayas to [.hasa7' and born where -.ll~cbulk o f l b 3 0 0 ~ [S?!0 ~ ~ ~
there] were redistributed" elsewhere within 'libet. Sec ..][S Distrihulion l<ollle 1% h! Mule aver t h Hinlala!rs.
~
IWPN, 25 May 1950. p. 13.
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pciously believingthat it is more blessed t o give than t o receive. O r he may be a man of
independent
means and run the fibetan News largely as a philanthropic adve~vure."''TibetanW
far from the mark on both counts (Christian idealism and philanthropic motivation);
the correspondent's surmise that Tharchin might be a man o f independent means
MstotaIIy off the mark! Indeed, writing some three years later, Tharchin would himselfgive
,he lie to such a notion as well as describe further the same problems "Tibetan" had remarked
uponoffundingand distributing his news organ during the early years o f its existence:
I first started with 14 subscribers and then it went up to 200, but I did not get the [subscription]
payments properly. In consequence, I had to send them almost free. There were no helpers
inasmuch as I had to bear all the cost myself, though the Mission under which I serve had been
kind enough to permit me to do the newspaper work along with the Mission work. I could not
run the paper smoothly due to two main reasons: Firstly, most of the papers I sent did not reach
their destination, they having been lost on the way through lack of proper Postal arrangements
and also the lack of a Tibetan Postal system of remittance. Secondly, only irregular issues of
my paper [were produced] because of a lack of funds. Later on, I issued 400 copies of 8-pages
each, most of them free.55

Before concluding this discussion on the position and influence which the Tibet Mirror
increasingly came to have in relation t o various facets o f Tibetan affairs, mention ought to be
made of one other person who expressed appreciation for Gergan Tharchin's remarkable
news publication. This was the Austrian author o f tlie celebrated book Seven Years in fibet,
Heinrich Harrer. In an obvious reference t o Tharchin7sjournal, Harrer tells o f an incident
bat occurred in Lhasa while he and his fellow wayfarer, peter Aufschnaiter, were waiting in
March of 1946 to be granted asylum by the Tibetan government under the Fourteenth Dalai
Lama. And in SO recording this incident, the Austrian revealed still futther the degree to
'hicl1 by that time the fibet Mirror was finding its way even more widely beyond Just the
krritor~
of the Snowy Land. Wrote Harrer:

One [our friend and former host] Thangme brought us a newspaper in Tibetan and showed
us an article about ourselves, which related in a very friendly spirit how we had burst our way
throughthe mountain barriers and reached Lhasa; and how we were now begging for the
protectionof this pious, neutral country. We thought that these friendly lines could only have
a favorable influence on public opinion and hoped they might lend Some suPPofi to our
petition11 is true that the journal in question would have been of little account in Europe. It
appeared Once a month and was published at Kalimpong in India. Its circulation did not exceed
livehundred copier, but it was read rather extensively in ~hasa'incertain circles. and individual
numberswere sent to Tibetologists throughout the world.56

The reader wi I I be interested t o know that Harrer and his ~ o m p a n i o ndid Ultimately receive
asylum to remain in Lhasa, despite an attempt by British Indian authorities to have
Ihem
expelled. They had arrived i n the Tibetan capital at about the time when Hugh
R lchardson,the last British representative in Lhasa, had returned there followinga six-year
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absence from Tibet. Upon receiving instructions from his superiors in India to have the
Austrians sent back to India, Richardson discreetly inquired about them and learned thal
they were "well-liked," and so he "let the matter drop." His excuse to New Delhi was that
k a u s e there was no "extradition treaty" between the two countries, he could not haVD
them e~pelled.~'
As it turned out, the two escapees from the British concentration camp at
Dun
would remain in Lhasa until late 1950, when Harrer withdrew to Kalimpong in the face of
the Chinese Communist invasion of Tibet that even forced His Holiness to retreat to Yatung
in southern Tibet. Haner was of course to meet the newspaper editor who had unknowingly
befriended the Austrian at his time of urgent need by means of his friendly article.According
to Tharchin's son, the two of them, in fact, came to know each other well during the rnally
months of Harrer's stay at Kalimpong; and hence there is little doubt that he made a point of
extending his personal thanks to the newspaper publisher for his favorable report in the fiber
Mirror on behalf of the two Austrian wayfarers.*

* It is unfortunate that in an otherwise accurate presentation of events, the screenwriter of the 1997 H o I I ~ ~ ~ ~
film version of Harrer's classic travel epic, directed by Jean-Jacques Annaud and using the same title as that ofthe
book, felt it necessary to indulge in artistic license of the worst kind when handling the concluding chronology
of
events surrounding Harrer's exit from Lhasa. In the present writer's opinion it is unforgivable what this film
production did in so grossly straying from historical fact in an apparent attempt to give the film accounl of thc
Austrian's tale a more dramatic finish. Here are just some of the most glaring misrepresentations of fact and
timing.
(a) No makeshift airstrip was ever created at the Tibetan capital by the Tibetans in 1950 to accommodate dlc
arrival of any plane from China, or from any other country for that matter, since religious taboo would havernadr
it unthinkable in still "sovereign" Buddhist Tibet to have done so. This is because such an act would habe
contributed to the violation of the sanctity and preeminence of the land's "god-king," the Dalai Lama. in that il
~ o u l have
d
placed other human beings (the aircraft's crew and passengers) at a higher elevation than lie. Only
after Red China had become h l l y entrenched in its occupation ofTibet and could therefore dictate its wishes\r.ith
impunity was there ever an airfield constructed and utilized at the Tibetan capital.
(b) The future Chinese overlord of Tibet, accurately identified in the film by name as General Chang Chillgwu, never made-along with two other fellow generals-a plane trip to Lhasa in 1950 or 1951 to have talks \rill1
Tibetan leaders and an audience with the Dalai Lama as a supposed part of Peking's attempt to intimidart tht
Tibetan government into submission; in fact, the very first encounter between the Dalai Lama and General Cllall!
did not occur till July 1951 and not at Lhasa but at Yatung in south central Tibet; and the General ~llld
entourage traveled there not byplane but by jeep and mule caravan from Kalimpong! (See Volunie 111.Cha~tcr?J
of the present work for the details.)
(C) Both Harrer and the youthful "god-king" had departed Lhasa in November-December 1950
respectively, for Kalimpong and Yatung; and therefore they could not have been in the Tibetan capital atlI1clillls
of the first influx of Chinese troops into Lhasa: an event that did not occur till August 195 1 ; yet the filnl plncC5
Red soldiers, Harrer and His Holiness together in the Tibetan capital from thc end of 1950 or early 1951 ollaaJ'
(d) It was not, as the film version makes it out to be, that the Secretary of the live-member rulillg KflsillrL'or
Cabinet was Ngabo Ngawang Jigme That lesser post was occupicd by someone else. Ngaho. on lhc()therhii,'ld,
who many Tibetans feel did indeed conduct himself in a traitorous fashion with the Chinese (lllo~lghlakr l i l y
Tibet and at Peking, and not initially in Lhasa as the film lvould have it), was a very highly-placed aristocln'lc
Tibetan who. far from being the Kashag Secretory, was himself a nlr.nlber of that elite body ~ l . ~ ( ) ~ l n s ~ l ( ) r ~ ~ ~ " l I
LIPoll
Regent. It was Ngabo's misfortune to have had the rotation lot among the Kashag menibership
shoulders in the late 1940s to assume the Governorship of' 1.ibetTsincorrigibly independent-lllindcd C"""'
province of Kham and to have been dispatched to h a t province's strategic center olChanda \illare
he who in early October 1950 had surrendered the 8500 Tibaan tl(,()ps 10. and l i d hi~iisulfbecn lilkcn p r i s o r r
Dalsi
by, the dreaded People's Liberation Army of Comrnu~ii~t
China. I ic had t l r n been orlercd b!,
government to leave C h a m d b w i t h the p1.N~ agreemclll-for Peking d;,ur.r/y,There lie. as head o~1h~'Iihd""
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In brief, then, it is quite plain that Gergan Tharchin's humble newspaper had begun to

assert itself and to make its own impact on the larger world's opinion around him.58
Furthermore,as for his blood brethren's appreciation of the newspaper in general, the
publisher-in a moment of justifiable pride-was heard to declare decades later that "the
Mirror is treasured by all Tibetan~."~~

delegation which had been dispatched in late 1950 from Lhasa to Chamdo and on then to Peking, would become
[he CO-leader
with Yapshi Sey, the Dalai Lama's brother-in-law, of the combined delegations--the one from
IhasaChamdo and the one led by Yapshi Sey and sent in early 195 1 from Yatung-Kalimpong-to "negotiate"
and later-against their will-to forcibly sign the infamous Seventeen-Point Agreement between Red China and
Tibet on 23 May 195l .
(e)And thusNgabo could not possibly have been in Lhasa at the time when. according to the film, Harrer had
personally and physically vented his displeasure and hot anger upon the Tibetan traitor. since not only was
Ngabo no longer there but also the Austrian had himself already left Lhasa in late 1950 for Kalimpong in nearby
India where he would mark time so as to be able to witness, close by, the outcome for Tibet of the Sino-Tibetan
"negoliations" before his ultimate return to his European homeland in 1952.
In the light of these misrepresentations. it is no wonder that Beijing, and justifiably so in certain respects.
lashed out at the film. Quoting a Tibetan researcher at the China Tibetology Center. Dotar by name. the official
Xinhua news agency reported on 17 December 1997 that the researcher termed the movie "cheap stuff' that is
based on "invented stories." Claiming, and rightly so. that the film "distorts historical events," Dotar added that
"the ignorance ofthe movie makers is shocking. They seem to try to cheat their audience." The present writer for
one fell cheated indeed. See "China Hits Out at Hollywood over 'Cheap' Tibet Film." h'arhrnandu Post. 18 Dec.
1997, p. 3.
Insharp contrast to this film of distortion. Director Martin Scorsese. and his screenwriter Melissa Matthiesen,
Fetobecommended for their extremely accurate portrayal of the life of the Fourteenth Dalai Lama as presented
~~!heirlloll~wood
film Kundun that was released to the American public on 25 December 1997. TOthis present
wrlter'sknowledge.there was but one minor departure from historical chronoloo in A'undun and no instance. of
which he was aware after viewing the movie twice, of any distortion of essential fact or event throughout the
entire film.
On other hand. Seven )ears in Rbe, screenwriter Becky Johnston is to be faulted greatly for her faithless
adherence
to the facts of histor): which did not need to be perpetrated at all in order for the Story to have a
drmlatic
For the latter was there already in Harrer's book! Furthermore, the present writer could not
agree
with JalnyangNorbu's chief criticism of the movie as a whole. Although happily acknowledging that
Seven barsin fibet stands as the first featurc fjlm that has represented Tibet "as a real place.'' he \vent 011 to say
lhat his main objection to the movie was that. unlike the book, it reduces Tibet to mere background for the
Yenonal dramaof a white man. Musing that he believed it would not bc unfair to observe that the Harrercharacter
In
'lm
himseli'most of his se\,en \ears in the land engaged in ..ostentatious soul-searching and grief
for lhe son he h% abandoned in Austria," horbuperc-ptirely noticed that '*the Sense of wonder and high
that the book conveved is sacrificed to this ovenurought and essentially unconvincing emotional
drama." Norbu. "Tibet in ~ i l m . - ~and
i ~Fantosv
~ i ~ ofthe
~
West," TR (Jan. 199022
The film. incidentally, did not eloss over the faciof
a Nazi past in the life of Heinrich Hamr in the
he ??ln his early to mid-twent;s back in Austria. Haring been confronted b)' Eumpean press lnvestlgatl~n
Which indisputably revealed the AustrianVspast Nmi connections, Director Annaud at the last moment hastrly
'"lcned Into the script at three or four places clear indications to this effect i n Scenes. narration and d l a l o ~ u e '
lhouehacknowledging to the press prior to the film's ~ l e a that
x he had joined the Nazi Pan). at the time
have
no
OCC~pationof Austria in 1938, Harrer declared he had done SO only because he
chmcetofulfill his youthful dream of,oining a govemment-~inanced
Himalaya m ~ ~ n ~ a i n - ~ l i m h i nand
s~~p~~"~
lhat he had never carried out an,, actiiitics
+i,rthe Nazis, Indeed. asserts the Tibetan Review'-^Ihere Is

',hen

had
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record to show that he had taken part in or committed any Nazi atrocities." Moreover, in defense of the Austrian
mountain climber-explorer, Annaud, though having suspected when making the film that Harrer had had some
sort of Nazi connection prior to World War Two, added nonetheless that following the War, "he [has1 devotedh's
life to nonviolence, human rights and racial equality." Moreover, the well-known Nazi hunter, the German
Simon Wiesenthal. has likewise exonerated Harrer, declaring that the Austrian had never been involved in ~ ~ l ~ ~ '
and was guilty of no wmngdoing. To the Austria Press Agency Harrer had himself remarked that "fiomtod?
view the former Wmi] party and SS membership is an extremely unpleasant thing"; and had further said*Ina
subsequent interview given at his Austrian home in Huttenberg, that his involvement with the part' and Ihe SS
had been "a stupid mistake," an "ideological error7'and '.one of the aberrations in my life, maybe the biggest";
he added that he had a "clear conscience." See TR (July 1997): I 2- 13 and (Aug. 1997):10- l 1.

!cw

C H A P T E R

18

Second Visit to Tibet:
the Notovitch Hoax Unmasked, Christian Evangelism at Lhasa,
and an Audience with Dalai Lama NI1
There are some that . . . would pervert the gospel of Christ....
Add thou not unto [God's] words, lest he reprove thee, and thou be found a liar.
Galatians 1 :7, Proverbs 30:6
I am not ashamed of the gospel; for it is the power of God unto salvation to every
one that believeth.

Romans 1 : 16

IN 1927 GERGAN
THARCHM
availed himself of another opportunity to visit the city of Lhasa.
On this occasion he accompanied Mr. and Mrs. Norman Odling and Mrs. George Sherriff.'
Thisentourage, which departed Kalimpong in late August, went as far as Gyantse together.
Tharchin and his wife, however, shortly after their arrival at Gyantse, proceeded farther as
they were desirous of meeting- his mother-in-law and other relatives in Lhasa. "In 1927," he
would write years afterwards, "I went to Lhasa to see my dear wife's mother and relatives
..." Moreover, Tharchin entertained great hopes of meeting His Holiness the Thirteenth
Dalai Lama and other high-ranking Tibetan officials. According to news he included in a
letterwhich he would subsequently send from the Tibetan capital to his friend and superior
in the Scots Mission at Kalimpong, the Rev. John Graham, Tharchin and his wife left Gyantse
on the gthof September and arrived at Lhasa on the 14fi,
the journey taking but six days.
These two would remain at the capital for quite some time, not returning to Kalimpong till
March of 1928. In all, the Tharchins would be away from the hill station for nearly seven
months.
In the same letter to Rev. Graham. which was the first of a series the Tibetan ~ o u l d
foward to his valued missionary colleague, Tharchin briefly recounted the opportunity he
had on the journey to share Christ with the Tibetans who served as boatmen on one of the
familiar coracles (kolva in Tibetan) which habitually plied the waters of Tibet's n ~ a i n
"aterway, the river Tsangpo (known also elsewhere along its course as the Brabmaputra).
These traditional Tibetall boats, incidentally, primitive but extremely practical, were
constructedfrom a tiuniber of yak hides that were sewn together and stretclled over a
wi'lo\r frame. Although l i i ~ were
n ~ ferried
~ ~ ~inside the coracles, the horses and ponies had
to swim alongside but were held in cIleck by means of their reins from inside the boats.
Thoughthis could be a tricky operation, the boatmen were quite skilled in handling the
animals- The Tsangpo7s strong currents, of course, would invariably pull the coracles
dOwnstrea~n,
which thus lneant tllat the boatmen, once depositing their Passengers On ('le
side oftlie river, would llave to carry their craft back upstream; nevertheless, due to
t"eirlightness.this was not a difficult task.
Now in referencing his ferry experience on the river. Tharchin's brief account was
tingedwith the excitelnent o f a n evatlgelist:"On our way we came about twenty
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boat on the river Brahmaputra. We had very good weather and I had long talks with the
boatmen, to whom I told the story of our Lord Jesus on the Sea of Galilee and how
stopped the tempest after being awakened by His disciples. Oh! they were very mueh
interested to hear the story."

Just here would be an appropriate place to indicate to the reader just how fortunate
and,
it may justifiably be said, just how unique, in one important respect, it was for Gergan Dorje
Tharchin-a stalwart servant of the Christian God-to have gained access repeatedlyinto
the very heart of the Land of Buddhist Monks and Monasteries, where with care and wisdom
he could and did spread the message of Christ in an unhindered way as opportunities presented
themselves to him (the most interesting of which are recounted later in the present chapter).
Indeed, it had clearly become obvious to those around him in Kali~npongthat "when so many
other people-both foreigners and Indians--could not enter Tibet, Tharchin had somehow
obtained a kind of special permission to travel even as far as to the Tibetan capital"; and
consequently, added the Christian Babu's Kalirnpong friend D. K. Khaling, "he had much
opportunity to spread the gospel of Christ there."2 This quite singular development in
Tharchin's life is all the more remarkable; for it must be understood and appreciated,as Alex
McKay has most recently pointed out, that a "ban on [Christian] missionaries entering Tibet
[had] remained in force throughout the 1904-47 period, and none of them ever reached
central Tibet." As a matter of fact, following the Younghusband diplomatic and military
expedition to Lhasa in 1903-4, there had been frequent requests by Christian missionariesto
be granted permission to enter Tibet and carry on gospel evangelism there; a case in point
was the petition of missionary Annie Taylor, described and discussed just two chapten
earlier; but "the imperial government" of British India, notes McKay, "refused them all."As
was made clear in Chapter 2 of the present narrative's first volume, the Indian governme,
of that day was especially concerned about Christian missionaries, it having realized early on
in its relationship with Tibet that Tibetan authorities were extremely opposed to their entry
"Buddhism was at the heart of the Tibetan socio-political system," explains M C K ~"and
Y , the
Tibetans regarded the missionaries as a direct threat to their historical culture." ~ccordingly7
the British took every precaution to preclude even the slightest intrusion of ~hristianit~
into
that culture; to the point, even, reports McKay, of having disallowed the British and Foreign
Bible Society from presenting a copy of the New Testament to the Panchen Lamadurlng
the latter's visit to India in 1905-6!
It was quite evident to the British Indian authorities, of course, that Gergan Tharchinwas
a strong adherent of the Christian faith (see earlier at the end of Chapter 14 forthe deta'ls)a
But because they recognized in him, as stated about others, an "experienced 'bonafide'
traveler of 'temper and discretion'," and one who was quite familiar with the Tibetanlanguage
..
and customs, Tharchin was permitted to cross into and travel up to the very heart Tibet'
As will soon be learned. moreover, because of his unusual connections not only with Brltlsh
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auhorities
but likewise with key government officials at Lhasa, the Indian government came
Tharchin as one who could and would, in McKay's words about other desirable
ovelers to Tibet, "advance British interests." Furthermore, it must not be overlooked that
because the Indo-Tibetan babu constituted a valuable source of intelligence to the British
ilnperial government, it was not about to deny him entry into the land of his forefathers
unlesshis Christian conduct there ever proveci to be an embarrassment to the British, if not
an afiont.tothe Buddhist Tibetans. It can be stated here, however, that the latter situation
would never arise;* and consequently, the same could be said with regard to Tharchin Babu
as was said by the British about other acceptable travelers who were permitted to enter
Tibet as a way of benefiting British interests; namely, that the "systematic acquisition of
intelligence would receive all possible enc~uragement."~

As expected the Tharchins put themselves up at the mother-in-law's home. "By the
grace of our Lord Jesus we arrived here safely," began Tharchin's letter to Graham. "We
were very glad to be in Lhasa, and my wife's mother and sister were also very glad to meet
us." Indeed, everyone was very happy about this family reunion after a separation of four
years. There were tears of joy and happiness at the first meeting of the near relatives and
loved ones. Many gifts and presents had been carried from India to be offered to the motherin-law, relatives and friends. Mrs. Tharchin had two younger sisters who were happy to
meet their eldest sister "Acha" after such a long time away. Her second sister's son, Ringzin
Wangpo,'was also there inasmuch as he preferred to live with his grandmother "Mola" all
the time. It was truly a blessed and joyful family reunion, one that was charged with deep
emotion. Then, too, there were occasions for the Tharchins to share their Christian faith ~ ' i f h
these many relatives. For in that same first letter to Graham from Lhasa Tharchin made a
point of relating the following: ''The mother is very much astonished with my wife as when
[before our marriage] she was here
used to drink and smoke, but now she does not. Alld
SO,
[mywife's mother] asked her how she could do so: then she told her mother that 'm).
lord gave me the power and He changed me,' and so, on she testifies and sings I ~ Y J ~ ~and
s.
they laugh very much when they hear the tunes."
'Aproposofthis, one latter-day prominent Christian in Kalimponp. a Nepali. had on one occasion Put the
fOllou!ngqueaion 10 his older friend, Babu Tharchin: the latter known far and wide for his fearlessness In
preaching (he Christian message that "('hrist isLord" to ethnic peoplesever).\vher~.Why ISit. the Nepal1had
speaking this Same mCSSagC in l i b c t and
his Tibetan friend. that he had not been publicly bolder
b)
his inquirer 11 he
especlall!'
ivhile at Lhasa? To which the rhrislian babu had
have been the Consequence had he attemptedto spread the gospel that \traywithin the Forbiddell
to describe for him in qlllte ~
~
Thepuessuoner
not knowing the dire truth ofthe maner, Tharchin
ending indeath. to be sure-tvhi~l~might hare h ~ lllc[cd
n
d e t a l l a ~ ~ ikind
~u~
ofavely
r
than the one he had chosen to adopt fl!slead.
OU' 'pon him had he followed a far bolder
isdon don^ alld with care ahene\,crllt \\3sar lhr
erp'alnedThar~hin,
he had privately
his faith
Intcrvieiv witn P.R. Pradhan, Jan. 1995,

f-n'll:
~
p
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Tharchin was particularly happy to be in Lhasa again, as he expected to see sekeral
Tibetan officials as well as old friends and acquaintances, all of whom in the past monthsand
years had received and read his Tibetan newspaper. Indeed, shortly after his arrival,repofled
Tharcliin in his initial letter to Graham, "I paid my respects to all the Tibetan high officialsand
they were bery glad to see me again in Lhasa and were very kind to me." He went on
indicate to Rev. Gral~amhow his interaction with these officials created for hiln an incredibly
busy sclledule from the very outset of his visit to the Tibetan capital. "I had no timeto
home," Tharchin explained, "every officer sending servants; sometimes two, but even three.
will come at a time to call me [to their masters' homes], and I go with the man who comes
first' and then I have to stay the whole day" with that official, adding, significantly,thatby
this means '&lget very good opportunities" to share the Christian message. In fact, he wrote
years later, "I got good opportunity to preach [i.e., present or share] the gospel to high
officials, as 1 knew them before and through my paper."5 Some of these same individuals
would even come themselves personally to the newspaper publisher's Lhasa residence to
pay their respects to him because they recognized and appreciated the origirial and lasting
contribution of his newspaper to the people of Tibet. Other individuals, however, ofhigher
rank and influence, requested the Kalimpong publisher to call on them at their homes that
they too might tender their thanks to him for his publishing efforts on behalf of Tibet and
discuss a wide range of other topics with the Babu.
One such individual was Tsarong Shape, whose significant talks with Tharchin at this
time were touched upon in the previous chapter. The humble Tibetan from Poo ~nelltionedin
his letter to Graha~nhow this powerful and influential official "called me again, and 1 wasthe
whole day with him," after which "I canie back at 9 p.m.," both of them, added Tharchin.
having "had a very good time." It was on this occasion, incidentally, that the Babu had
received the startling but heartwarming comment from the lips of Tsarong, told of in the
preceding chapter, that "Tibet may become civilized through your ~iewspaper."*~
There was another important individual whom the Kalimpong publisher saw atLllasa.
When we arrived here," wrote Tharchin to Graham, "Rai ~aliadurNorbhu ~ h o l l d u[Iss4~
19441 was here and I met him, and he was very kind to me. Yesterday he left for~l'ants~."~
LL

* 'rharchin never forgot this comment of Tsarong's. That it had made a lasting impression upon the 1hbu is
confirmed by the fact that he paraphrased it in a letter he wrote some 22 years later whon describing to a hiend
what he had wanted to do for Tibet through his newspaper and prGss. f i e \vrotc as follows: "UP to now I am
running the press at a loss, hut if 1 can develop it [further] there is a grc.at prospect for the future. as 'fibel is a
virgin country and it is gradually developing. I am trying to open their eyes. and the time may comevcr) soon
that Tibet will develop along the line ofciviliration." Tharchin to .loseph V. Nuncs. Kalimpnng. 21 S c ~ 1949l
I'hPaK.
t Not long affer Norbhu Dhondup had left, however. Tharchin became fearful and distrustfill ofhim. B! thistin''
the Tibetan publisher had commenced serving as voluntary intclligellce agelit for the British Governmen1 India
[,hasa
as the information gathered might relate to Tibet and Tibetans; and tvhcn on tllis \,cry risil
conveyed through the Rai Bahadur somc sensilive pIiolograpIls to the PolilicaI (]nicer for libel. Cololjel
somc~resen'
the latter. reported Tharchin in a letter to Sir Charles Bell, had '.asked llim [R;,i Baliiidur] to give
.I
!i.e.. a remuneration for his services]. but I never got it." As a conseqLlencc. \vrott:.l'llarchin in the same Ictler.

, ~ ~vi,~jr
~ 10~ Tibet:
, ~ d Hoax Unmasked. Evangelism, Audience wilh Dalai
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~ h i ~ ~ ~ ~ twas
l e mbya nthis time well on his way towards achieving a brilliant career both in
and Tibet, as his titles of Rai Bahadur and Dzasa, respectively. would indicate. He was
,Tibetan who had been born in Kalimpong, and had commenced his associatioli with tile
~ ~ i twhen
i ~ h he served as a junior transport clerk with Colonel Younghusband on the latter's
Mission to Lhasa in 1904. Because he demonstrated "such a flair for political and Tibetan
affairs," he was "specially selected to become a clerk in the Indian political service." So
lifted was Norbhu with an intuitive perception of things Tibetan that his fellow officers
uoll~din time offer the following observation about him: "He has such an intuitive knowledge
ofTibetanaffairs and people that his conclusions, however fantastic they may appear, are
prac~ically
always right." He would go on "from strength to strength" and later become the
personal assistant to the Political Officer for Tibet, Sir Basil Gould. be appointed British
Trade Agent at Yatung, and even serve during the mid-1 930s as the In-Charge of the British
Mission at the Tibetan capital. By this time Norbhu had become so trusted a frontier oficer
..insider"by the British that he was treated with appropriate honors reserved for the Briri.sh
"politicals."For example, subsequent to his taking up the post of Lhasa Mission Head, this
Indo-Tibetan would now be shown all the ceremony deemed necessary "to uphold the prestige
ofa British oficer"; for upon his arrival one time at Gyantse from Lhasa, Trade Agent
Captain Saker rode out with 25 troops to escort the Rai Bahadur into the Agency cornpound!
All told,Norbhu would visit the Tibetan capital some fifteen tinies prior to the creation ofthc
British Mission there in 1936.
1,ieutenant General Sir Philip Nearne, \v110 served as a military adviser on the team of a
special politico-military Mission of the British Indian government to Lhasa in 1936. and
lvhosechief interpreter would be tlie Rai Bahadur, was moved to describe Norbhu Dhondup
in the following laudatory terms:
...he has a deep and thorough knowledge of Tibetan affairs and a wise judgment, practicalI),

as to the reactions of the Tibetan government to any given matter. He gives the
most excellent advice, for he will, unlike some Orientals. tell what he really thinks, instead of
what he thinks you would like. He has a keen sense of humor, and gets on well with evev class
of person he meets, European or Oriental. He has been on every Mission to Lhasa and .. . the
Indian government has made him a Rai Bahadur.
on instinct,

Soinl~ressed
was the Tibetan government by his abilities that it would soon reward him wit11
an
Dzasa of Tibet. Moreover, he would become a trusted confidant of the Tibetan
itself. "Although he was an Indian Tibetan," observed Tsewang Y. Pemba, ''he was
acOm~lete
Lhasa Tibetan." Indeed, noted Pemba, this bbsn~all
dark gentlemall, with a 101%
turquoiseearring," wore "a head knot denoting his aristocratic rank." There will be occasion
later in the present narrative to make fu*Iler reference to this extraordinary public ser\'ant.'
+

afraid of Rai Bahadur and did not trust him," This distrust \vould only be dispelled some ten years later
Tharchin would again bc in ~h~~ this time ,,.ith the American, Theos Bernard. It was aner this lalcst
in 1937 that the Tibetan publisher \vr"te the letter to Sir Charles Just no\, quold
Ihc
deeribin% to Bell what had happened in 1927. Tharchin then remarked: "An~,ho\r:1 am quite happy
" Tharchin to Bell.
in 1.hasa and was very (ood,to me.
Uahadur.because] this time [in 1937) he
more details surroundingthe incldent \vith the photographs'
Kalim~ong
25 December 1937, ~ ~ papers,
1 1
'"lhe opening pages of Chapter 24 in the final volume of the present ~vork.)
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Prior to his departure from Kalimpong for the Tibetan capital, Tharchin had already
written a letter requesting an audience with His Holiness the Dalai Lama. In the application
he indicated his deep desire to pay his respects to His Holiness personally. He also mentioned
that in Lhasa he would be staying with his mother-in-law whose address was likewiseincluded,
His several letters to Rev. Graham from the Tibetan capital shed more light on the intricacies
of the protocol that was required to be followed for the visitor from Kalimpong to obtainthe
coveted audience with the Grand Lama of Tibetan Buddhism. For example, in his letter of25
October, he wrote: "Yesterday 1 got two letters from His Holiness the Dalai Lama, butthey
were only replies to my letters from Kalimpong; he is very pleased with my letters andhe
knows that I am here. I hope now I shall soon get the opportunity to pay my respects,"for
earlier, on the 4thof October, Tharchin had applied more formally for the audience, and by
the 1 7thlie had received a reply from the Office of His Holiness to the effect, he wrote, that
"I will get the opportunity, but the date for it is not mentioned."Nevertheless, added Tharchin,
"the Officers told me that 'You may be called any day, [and thus] it is better for you ~iottogo
far" away from the capital; "so I am waiting for tlie date."' As it happened, however,
Gergan Tharchin would have to wait patiently for the long hoped-for summons two months
more from the date of the initial application made by him in Lhasa! Such did the slow wlieels
of ecclesiastical officialdom turn in those days.

During his stay in tlie capital Tharchin applied himself diligently in learningabout Tibetan
literature from the noted scholars there. Especially did lie devote liis time and energytotlle
study of the general cliaracteristics and special peculiarities of Tibetan poetry and grammar
He read scientific works available in tlie fields of prose and poetry, rhetoric and prosody
The textbook on poetry which he thoroughly mastered is still in his personal library. Ifnlight
now cost over Rs. 10001-. Moreover, this maturing student of Tibetan literary culture benefited
greatly from his growing circle of intellectual friends and acqoaintances at Lhasa, fortbe!
either gave or loaned him a number of prized works in Tibetan covering a variety 0fsublects.
Fro111his letter to Graliam dated 14 October 1927, for instance, it is learned that Ile llad
obtained "very interesting Tibetan [works] of ancient history from a Tibetan officer7"and.
Tharcliin added with a tinge of satisfaction: "I am copying them." At tlie same time7hewent
on, "Tsaro~igShape has lent nie an interesting hook on tile history of Tibel; lie liar askedme
to read it as it will help me, he says, for iny newspapers.l~"~t
was most likely 011 this le%tb!
visit to Lhasa, incidentally, that Tharchin (as discussed earlier i l l Volume I. chapter2)receiwd
the title of Gergan (Gyemen in Tibetan). which means Teacher.
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N~~ accordingto Sadhu Sundar Singh traveling in 1912, some twenty-five years before
a Russian by the name of Nicholas Notovitch had written that at one of the IndoTibetan Buddhisttemples he had received into his hands a certain book in Tibetan translation
whose pages had stated that Jesus (or Issa) had gone to India and Tibet. (And by Tibet here,
both the Russian and Sundar Singh had Little or Ladakhi- or Indo-Tibet in mind rather than
Tibetproper itself, even though the subtitle to the Russian's book about his discovery ofthe
so-calledUnknown Life of Christ had been deceptively worded: "From an Ancient Manuscript,
Recently Discovered in a Buddhist Monastery in ThibetV!)*On a visit in 19 12 to one of the
monasteries of Indian Tibet in or around the town of Kanum (which is a long day's march
down the river Sutlej from Poo), the Sadhu had inquired of the Head Lama if there were any
such book there. To which the Lama had sternly replied that "there [was] no such book in
any ofour libraries," and that ever since the death centuries before of a converted Christian
Tibetan king, Christians had been "banished from the country and . .. have no permission to
come here." Tharchin had of course read the account of this incident, and its mention of
Notovitch and his Life ofJesus, in the Sadhu's little Urdu volu~neon his early travels published
in.1915entitled A Collection of Incidents, and had made careful note of the details.tI0
What Tharchin's good friend had not been aware of was that a great controversy had
been spawned by the publication of a book by Notovitch nearly two decades earlier which
toldofJesus'supposed travels to the East. Unknown as well to Sundar Singh (and apparently
to Tharchin, too), but definitely known by 19 12 to a number of scholars and critics both East
and West, the Russian had almost universally been accused of having committed a grievous
fraud upon his readers with the sensational book's initial publication in 1894 at Paris entitled,
lovie incomue de JPsus-Christ. Indeed, it came to be viewed as a grand hoax perpetrated
by this European journalist upon an unsuspecting public whose appetite in those days for
accounts about the "mysterious East" was insatiable. Furthermore, it would appear that the
of a more recent critic of Notovitch's resumed Gospel discovery was as trueb

,*

The aurathat came to surround the idea of travel in Tibet," writes Alex McKay, "meant that Europeans began
'OmakeliberalUse of the term 'Tibet' to include the entire Tibetan cultural world. in order t i claim distinction of
to Ladakh S Tibet or 'Little Tibet' and
visited the 'forbidden l a n d 3In pmicular, they frequently
lhere are
travel accounts from the late nineleenth century ,$hose titles suggest that the author visited
\'hereas in facl their travels were limited to i.adakh, Others simply claimed to have been to Tibet whrn
Ihey hadnot. and some went as far 10 profess to ha\,e visited Lhasa. Such a claim mlght not have been e a s l l ~
but those who did so gave themselves away with obvious fantasies." McKay. "Tibet: the Mflh
'so'alion~"in p . d . Velde and A. McKay. eds.. New, Developments in lslan S~udles,306-7.
+lt
berccalled from Volume 1, Chapter I I of the present narrative that earlier in 1927 while at Darjeeling on
at his hotel by a prominent local Catholic Jesuit priest- Fr. Idcnr?.
a business trip Tharchin had been
hav(ne
Host'n
inquiring ofTharchin
the Sadhu9su;du book he had asked if he Could borrow It.
refused to give it up to the Jesuit even tempowlly'
Ihoroughl~
read [he volume himself, tile 'ribetas had
had no doubt prompted ~ h ~to read
~ ~his friend
h i Sun
~ Jar's small tome offravelsome agan; yd
Ihus
[hetime later that salne year uhen he
for Lhasa (he
remarkable find by Notovitch
stlll
qu"e fresh In his mind as he subsequently
while at the Tibetan capital to resolve one way Or lhe 'Iher
be found the Pali original on the Life
Ihe Russian'sclaim that in one ofthe ~h~~~~
archives
and his~ourney
to the East.
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and ~ e r h a p seven more SO--in the late ni~ieteenthcentury as at any other time in histor).
since the days of Christ: that "the idea of the unknown Jesus manuscript seems to lie deep
in our unconscious, and many of U S seem to hope or fear that such a manuscriptmiehl
appear."'' In general, then, what follows in the next few paragraphs are the main elements
comprising the Russian's claims regarding his supposed manuscript discoveryin ,887,
culled from the text of the Issa tale itself, from the "RCsumC" and travel narrative
of
his book published in English as The Unknown Life of [Jesus] Christ (the London edition
of 1895), and from his lengthy note of defense against his early critics which appearedunder
the heading, "To the Publishers," in this same British edition of the. UnknownL ~ J ~ ,
According to the Russian, the so-called Life of Issa (as Jesus is reputedly known in much
of Central and South Asia) had been written down within three to four years after Christ's
crucifixion. This recorded narrative had been based upon accounts brought back to lndiain
the same year of Jesus' death by a number of Indian Hindu merchants returning from their
trading in Palestine where they had witnessed the horrendous event at Jerusalem. Solneof
those who heard these merchant reports, wrote Notovitch, were "Buddhists belongingtothe
sect of the Buddha Gautama" who soon thereafter became "the chroniclers" in the Pali
language of the Issa story by recalling and recording what they had heard.
But then, some two hundred years after Christ's death, successor Buddhist scribes began
to carry from India to Ladakh, via Magadha (the Indian locale of Buddha's birth) and adjacent
Nepal, these same Pali manuscripts on the Life of Issa and had apparently even continued
on with further "compilation" of this tale in Magadha-Nepal. At least this was what the
Russian's Ladakhi Lama-infonnants with whom he supposedly had conversed had intimated
to him while on his journey through Little Tibet in 1887. Indeed, after declaring toNotovitch
that Issa's "name and his acts are recorded in our sacred writings," one such Lama, who
was the Russian's host at one of the Ladakhi gompas he had re sum ably visited, is recorded
as having said to the visitor that the "compilation" of "the principal scrolls" liad been "effected
in India andNepal at different epochs, proportional to the events .. ." Moreover, much ofthi*
information was apparently confirmed to Notovitch by the Chief Lama of the prestigious
monastery the traveler had visited at Hemis located near the Ladakhi capital of Leh.Forin
response to the Russian's question, "In what language are written the chief rolls relativeto
the life of Issa?", this Head Lama had replied that "the docunlents brought fro111India to
Nepal and from Nepal to Tibet concerning his existence are written in the Pali languageand
are now in Lhasa. But a copy in our language-that is, the ~ibetan-existsin this convent."
These and many other things about Issa and the lssa tale were claimed by ~ o t o v i t c h t ~
been recited to him on his initial visit to Hemis.
But upon his allegedly being laid up with a broken leg during a claimed second visit there
a few days later, Notovitch had the opportunity-as he recorded in his travel accountAf
hearing this same Presiding Lama read to him from this Tibetan-language version
of IssalJesus which told of lengthy travels Eastward by Him to India, Nepal and
Himalayan regions during the years of His life between age 13 and age 29.
Issa tale indicated that Jesus had been discipled by both Brahman and ~uddhistteachersien
their respective doctrines, had himself taught while there, and had then returned to His
homeland where he took up His own ministry among the Jews that ended in Hiscrucifixlon'
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i t c h believed, his Buddhist manuscript discovery had at last fi 1
1
4
~ , , d ~ ~ t ~ ~confidently
"silent (or lost or missing) years" gap which he, and others before him, had
in the
,ith certainty assumed was evident in the four Gospel records of Jesus' life.
ya in the process of telling the story of his travels to Ladakh Notovitch painted a most
incongruous
picture for his readers of how he had acquired his "discovery" at the Hemis
gompa: from "two large bound volumes with leaves yellowed by time" the Lama read out
thenearly 250 scattered passages which went to make up this "biography of Issa," while the
Russian traveler's less than minimally capable shikari interpreter simultaneouslytranslated
itall to his master verbally while at the same time the bedridden Notovitch feverishly set
down in his notebook the various parts of this most bizarre tale! Only much later-in fact,
only towards the end of a long seven-year lapse of time-did the Russian journalist set about
Isputting in their order of sequence" these scattered passages "so as to give their consecutive
sense" and "deducing from them," he added, "what forms my translation ..." Only, too,
when pressed by his early critics, did the "discoverer" feel cotnpelled to admit that he himself
had transformed these Issa passages into the familiar Biblical chapter and verse format.*
Now when this alleged translation of the supposed Issa manuscript discovery was at last
issued in French in 1894 and in English translation later that same year," what in reality the
Russian had done was to nurture still further the oft-repeated centuries-old legend about
Jesus having gone Eastward which has refused to be disbelieved and disavowed in various
quarters even to this day.? As recently as 1987, for example, the author of this present work
onTharchin, while in India, came across a newspaper article in the (Calcutta) Telegraph for
29November, datelined Washington DC, entitled "More 'Evidence' on Jesus in India." The
Indian newspaper editor was wise enough to place the headline word "Evidence" in quote
marks, for he doubtless had been made aware of the heated debate on the subject that had
erupted in the public prints back in the mid-1890s (when Tharchin and Sundar Singh, it
should be kept in mind, were hardly Inore than babes in arms). The news item began with the
following intriguing lines:
Between his youtl~fulappearance at the temple of Jerusalem and the start of public ministry by
the Jordan River-a period of nearly 18 years-where was Jesus?
It is believed that Jesus spent 13 of the lost years in India. He came to India at the age of l 4
and left when he was 28.

any reader of this Issa document who is eren a little
* "lch a format in itself. incidenlallv. should
know'ed$eable
about ancient texts
?;Llspiciousas 10 the gmuinencss of it. For though such a lormaL
Seem"Riblical,"
it cannot be an illdicatjon ofauthenticity for the simple reason that tr~eancienttests IVere
dirid'd in such chapter and verse fashion Moreover. the dividing up ol,thc Chrislian Scriptures in Ihis manner
be dated no earlier thall the nledieval period of European histor)-added initially 10 the Bible's leXt
cardinal Caro in 1236 and later by Kclbcrt Stephens in 155 1 !
'lndecd. since N ~ t o v i t c hda),
' ~ there have been many for whom his fraudulent work is gospel to lheir
and that Jesus niade one Or more voyages
Buddhist (eat e\islcd. ifnot still
many'0
them all herr in the discussion \,,hic., follon.s immcdia[ej)' above. the interested reader can consult
~ ~ l ~ \ , ifraud,
t c h The Isso Tale Th17f JOill~"O1
'heprewnlauth0r.s r e n rccenllv puhlislled book on the
'"choiQs! ~ o f o , ~ r r co,;d
/l
hmrdl,lr.,,,
(iosl,rl ( ~ ~ MD~ USA:
t university
, ~ ~ Press
~ of America- 2003 ).
loramucl1 more cot,lpldc lecilstion,
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T h e article then proceeded t o report o n the apparent new evidence, in so doing referring
back t o the pbpularization by Notovitch himself o f the theory of Jesus' travels abroad:

-

Evidence of a visit by Jesus to India was first published . . . in a work by Russianjournalist
Nicholas Notovitch. And now an American spiritual [read, spiritist, and SO throughoutthis
article] teacher, Elizabeth Clare Prophet, backs the theory in a book written by her.
,
In her book, The Lost Years of Jesus (1984), Mrs. Prophet cites evidence and backs
Notovitch's theory with new data.*
Tibetan Lamas had told Notovitch while he was visiting their [Indo-Tibetan] country
Ladakh] in 1887 that the archives at Lhasa held an ancient Buddhist manuscript that discussed
the life of Issa, their name for Jesus.. . .
The text said that Jesus was in India when he was between 14 and 28 years of age. He was
also said to have studied Hindu and Buddhist teachings and to have become a prominent
spiritual leader in India [after which he traveled to Nepal and other Himalayan areas and
returned via Persia to Judea where he then began His public ministry and was later crucified
but not resurrected].
Notovitch's account was refuted by some Biblical [and secular academic] scholars when
first published in Europe. In the early twentieth century, however, another traveler to [Ladakhi]
Tibet [allegedly] corroborated that the text Notovitch had cited did exist in the [Hemis]
Monastery.? But the [presumed original ancient] texts today [in the Lhasan monastic archives]
are assumed to have been destroyed after the Communist revolution of 1950 which made Tibet
a part of China.$
The Washington Times, in an interview with Mrs. Prophet, says that "those missing years
are a missing path." Mrs. Prophet and other groups believe that revelation of truth about
Jesus' lost years would lead to a "new age" of spiritual awakening.
Mrs. Prophet held a five-day spiritual conference here this week. She said that for people
seeking spiritual growth it was important to "understand what Jesus was doing during that
formative period of his life."
The idea has been debated since 1894 when [it was first reported that] ~uddhistscrolls
elucidating the fact [had recently been] discovered. This "may be a guide to the linkill2 of
religions the world over, and provide the basis for a world religion-the 'new age'," some

* The 011-repeated notion of Jesus' Central Asian travels has continued to be so popular in thc East even tolllc
Present day that it has prompted Rook Faith India publishing house in 1996 to reprint Mrs. Prophet's boolitha1
was originally published by Summit University Press at Malibu CA USA in 1984. A bee-lance writcr. A. Gllosh.
has most recently given the book further prominence by having reviewed the Indian reprint ol'Pr~pllet'svolu~~~
that appeared on the book review page o f Tile k ' a t / ~ n ~ aPost,
, ~ d ~26
~ Jan. 1997. p. 4. Couched in tentalive laneuagt
because of the writer's limited knowledge on the subject, the review. entitled ..A Conlroversinl Topic." \viscl!
took no position on I'rophet's claims and conclusions, but nonetheless declared that the book"relies O n reaaruhcs
conducted too far away and long ago to inspire that much confidence." Indeed. wrote (ihosh. "sincc Chrislllvrd
So long ago . . . it is wellnigh in~possibleto prove that he was in Jagannath, the Valley ol.tlie Kinss in I'crsia.
lndia. Ad Ladakh."
t This is a reference to the visit in 1922 to tlemis of the celebrated Swalni Abhctlananda ( I 866-1939) of'hc
Ramakrishna Vedanta Math. Calcutta. The word "corroborated" is most illaccurate here and no1 to bc a ~ c ~ ~ '
a s fact when one is apprised of 1Lnher details regarding the so-called Notovitcli discovery at Hemis: sec
pages hence in the Text above. Thus the cautionary word "allegedly" has been inserted.
The results o f Gerpan Tharchin's investigation on this very point at the Tibetan capital in 1927. ~ ~ ~ l l h c h ' a l l ' c
195U Communist invasion ofTibet by China. \\,ould give the lie to tllis statelnent, 'This is heciluse I.hilrchilla"'
others could demonstrate that no such manuscripts existed [here and. for that malter. could never ha\'r
there in the first place. For the details, See a few pages hencc in tllc l'est above.

:
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spirimlleaderb and philosophen at the conference felt. The Washington Times yesterday
,,id M ~prophet's
.
talk on the lost years of Jesus was based on Tibetan texts and the gnostic
gospels. "
ofextensive inquiry into the matter, the present author felt compelled to insert
Ass
much of the bracketed material above as a corrective to what otherwise could leave
misleading,
distorted or outright false impressions in the minds of the article's readers since
itsoriginalappearance in 1987. For it must be stated in the most unequivocal terms that
within but afewyears after the publication ofNotovitch's claims, every major feature of his
story, including the alleged manuscript discovery itself as well as numerous minor details
associated with his supposed travel adventure to Hemis Monastery, had been refuted by
both religious and secular scholars alike-East and West. Moreover, as the decades have
passed since the earliest storm of criticism broke upon the initial publication of the Life of
Issa, there has continued to appear additional critical writing on the issues raised by Notovitch's
work: and not only about the alleged manuscript find itself but also about its contents concerning
theassumed lengthy visit by Jesus to India and the Himalayan mountainous region ofcentral
Asia. Too lengthy to document here, it is suggested that the reader interested in this fascinating
topic should consult the present author's recently published work on the Notovitch "find"
that was fully cited a few footnotes earlier, where both these issues are discussed in great
detail in the light of both early and later critical research.
Sufice it to say here, however, that the author's book on this subject will show that the
Inorerecent scholarly inquiries into the "Notovitch affair" have provided even more evidence
than ever to support the assertion that the work of Notovitch was nothing more than the
product ofthe Russian's "fertile imagination" and that it is quite reflective of the particular
kind of intellectual, religious and cultural climate in which he !lad lived. Then, too, with
respect to Jesus' so-called "lost years," it is likewise sufficient to say here that the conclusion
theautllor's book comes to on this issue is quite simple and direct: there exists 110such
missillggapofyears evident in the biblical accoilnts of Christ's life as so often claimed, and
that upon reaching accoulltabi l ity to tile Mosaic Law at age 1 3 Jesus neither jour11e~edeast
to farther Asia, south to Egypt nor west to Britain, and indeed had no necessify to do so 111
order to fulfil1His mission on earth.
Yet despite the fact that the claims ofNotovitcll, in the words of one of his early and most
'"Owlled critics, Oxford University Professor F. M u Miiller, were "completely refuted. or3
'should rather say, annihilated," tllose same claillls have certainly not been forgotten in
'Ither the East or West, alld so-called serious students of Buddhisln and other Eastern
religionscenainly contillue to be takell i n bv M. Notovitch. AS early as 1894
for
exanl~le,
one Catholic Christian writer and barrister fro111Calcutta. Julien A. H.
a
Fellowof the Royal Geograpllical Society and
of the Buddhist Text SocieW of India*
had Obviou~~y
believed tile hoax ofthe Russian's
discovery-at leastt0 the extent
Ofbe'ievillg
that a genuine ancient Buddhist text had been found at Henlts . For in a book
Publishedthat~ear
Louis wrote the following:

In Tibet there are at least a dozell different sects of Buddhism ... In Ceylon and Burma there ye
differencesagain, froln the Buddhisms of China or of Tibet, and as an illstance offhe
Of Buddhist texts to all possible requirements, I would cite the Pali manuscript
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discovered in Ladakh, purporting to give a history of Christ, in which the period between the
flight into Egypt and the active, preaching portion of Christ's life is ingeniously bridged over
by a voyage into Tibet! an attempt, no doubt, to reabsorb into Buddhism some of the earlier
converts to Christianity.... l 4

Needless to say, this passage from Louis's book constitutes a sad revelation of how even
learned people such as he could be taken in by a hoax like this simply Ly accepting withoul
question M. Notovitch's various declarations of discovery of the said rna~~uscript.l>
But take as two other examples two individuals who were indigenous to India: one a Kashmii
the other an educated high-caste young Hindu man from Bengal, both of whose expreaed
beliefs are reflective of just how influential Notovitch's book has been. A Swami, Rama by
name, relates how the pandit from Kashmir did not doubt for a minute that Jesus had spenta
number of years in the East, and in particular, in his homeland. Writes the Swami:
He started telling me a story about Jesus Christ, claiming that Jesus had lived in Kashmir
practicing meditation. The pandit referred to a manuscript written in the Tibetan language that
is preserved in a monastery situated at the height of 14,000 feet in the Himalayas [an obvious
reference to Hemis, but whose elevation is only 11,000 feet]. It was later translated by a
Russian writer and then into English and published as The Unknown Life of Jesus Chrisr. In
this
of the Himalayas, many people believe this story, and you dare not disagree with it ....
The pandit claimed that Jesus Christ left Asia Minor for the unknown period ofhis life when he
was thirteen to thirty years of age, and that he lived in the valleys of Kashmir. 1 did not know
whether to believe him, but ... I did not want to argue with him.
The much earlier testimony of the high-caste Bengali is no less convincing in showing ho\v
people in the East have been taken in by the claim, elaborated upon and popularized still
further by Notovitch's literary production, of Christ having journeyed to Central and South
Asia. In 1914 this fervent young Hindu had declared in utter sincerity to Edwin Schary,the
American traveler mentioned in Volume I, Chapter 10 of the present work who had sought
to find in Tibet the Great Mahatmas, the following state~ne~it
of belief: "We in India have
ancient records of your great spiritual leader, Jesus of Nazareth; coming to India and
disappearing into the great Himalayan mountains for years, to later appear again in the
Levant [Palestine] as the spiritual herald of a new day."I6
But take, as still another example, a European, Andreas Faber-Kaiser, who has been
called a "scholar of comparative religion and philosopher." He it was who published abook
in 1977 with the highly self-assured sounding title, Jesus Died in Koshn~ir(Lo~ldon:
Gordon
& Cremonesi). In the work, he claims that Jesus did not die on the Cross but lies buried'"
Kashmir, asserting in addition that there is no evidence that Christ actually died at CalvaV
(This bizarre notion from the days of late eighteenth-century Rationalism has often been
labeled the Resuscitation or Swoon Theory and is still subscribed to by a considerablenumbrr
of people even today.)" But more to the point of the present discussion is the notion FaberKaiser also puts forward that there is indeed a Tibetan Life of Christ at Hemis, making
lengthy reference to Notovitch's work as the basis for this be1 ief and citing a certaill
Henrietta Merrick" as "confirming," he wrote, that the Hem is golnpa "possesses docume''tr
written in Tibetan and Pali that speak of the days when Jesus was in Leh. wllere he was
received with gladness and preached."
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Upon closer scrutiny of this maner, Lady Merrick turns out to be none other than plain
//enrjefia Merrick (1 886- 1944)' the American traveler and adventurer who just prior to her

journey to Ladakh in the summer of 193 1 had engaged Gergan Tharchin to be her interpreter
andguide
into southeastern Tibet earlier that spring. Her adventure with Tharchin is detailed
in a Subsequentchapter of the present narrative on Tharchin's life. Now in her unusually
book, In the World h Attic (New York, 1931), to which Faber-Kaiser makes reference,
she narrates her visit to Ladakh. Yet she makes no mention of the esoteric Life of lssa in her
chapter on Hemis and in another chapter only devotes a single sentence to the legend under
discussion: "In Leh," she writes on page 2 15, "is the Legend of Christ who is called 'Issa,'
and it is said that the monastery at Hemis holds precious documents fifteen hundred years
old which tell ofthe days that He passed in Leh where He was joyously received and where
He preached."
But several additional points need to be made here in response to Faber-Kaiser. First of
all, he is not consistent within the text of his very own book, for on page 13 of his volume he
specifically tells his readers that Notovitch had been told by his Ladakhi Lama-informants
that, quoting Faber-Kaiser's words here, "the originals" of the Buddhist Life of lssa "were
written in the Pali language and rested in ~hasa,-butcopies in Tibetan existed in Hemis."
This is in fact what the Russian claimed had been tolb him. Yet when discussing- Mrs.
Merrick some hundred pages later in the same volume (page 106). Faber-Kaiser states most
inaccurately that she had confirmed that Hemis possessed documents of lssa in both
languages, whereas what she actually wrote in her book was nothing of the sort. Secondly,
Merrick did not at all say, as Faber-Kaiser claims, that the Hemis monastery definitely
possesses documents on Issa/Jesus; she merely intimated that "it is soid that the monastery"
there houses such documents-a v ~ s rdifference! And finally, the supposed Notovitch
manuscript discovery on Issa nowhere speaks of his having specifically been to Leh or
Ladakh, though that is the impression Faber-Kaiser leaves with his readers blr citillg the
Merrick statement. The closest the Notovitch document came to intimating these places
Wasin its sixth chapter where Issa, afier having spent time in India among the Hindus and in
what is now Nepal among the Buddhists, ''then left Nepal and the Himalayan mountains.
descendedinto the valley of Rajputana, and went towards the west." eventually returning to
What Mrs. Merrick probably had reference to was another alleged ancient Buddhist
about Issa in the East which the Russian CmigrC to America and Central Asian
explorerNicholas Roerich in his writings mentioned having come across while traveling
through
Ladakh in 1 925 . l 8 So much, then, for Faber-Kaiser's re1iabi lity in research, which
10 say leaves much to be desired. As one commentator on his work. John Bray*has
his citing of Merrick is "not a very convincing authority" to use as confi~mationof
Notovitch's claims.19
went on to observe that the legend of Christ's sojourn to distant Asian parts as
Popularizedby Notovitch still persisted on into the 1950s, impelling a Bengali Christiansadhv
had come all the way to Leh-to visit Hemis in 1953 to conduct an investigation
'therumon, fashionable in some circles, concerning a journey of Christ to Kashmir and a
kept in a Ladakhi monastery." (Vittoz) The sadhu, Huldar by name. was

yho

accompanied by three companions: Moravian missionary Pierre Vittoz and Ladakhi E, T I
Phuntsok (who would themselves soon become friends and co-workerswith GerganTharChin
on a revision of the Tibetan New Testament); and S. S. Gergan who, like Phuntsok,wasllro
a scholarly Ladakhi Tibetan (and, incidentally, was the son of the late great TibetanBible
translator, Joseb Gergan). The sadhu and his colleagues undertook a meticulous search of
"all the books" in the Hemis library "page by page with full cooperation from the monks,"
( ~ i t t o and
z Bray) As a matter of fact, they spent all of five days searching throughout every
inch of the monastery for any such ancient handwritings on Issa. But although accordingto
Bray the four of them found many literary treasures, they uncovered nothing remotely referring '
to him; and according to Vittoz, they took the precaution of "recording the testimonyofthe
head priest" there, which needless to say was unfavorable to such rumors. Vittoz. who
hailed from the French-speaking area of Switzerland, would later describe their careful
search in his book, Un autre Himalaya (Lausanne: ~ d i t i o n sdu soc, 1957); but earlier, in 1 I
report of his mission station activities at Leh for the year 1953-4, the Swiss missionary had 1
noted in his English-language summary of this event that, "as could have been foretold,[we]
found no evidence whatever of these fancies."20
Bray also went on to tell of how in 1980, while teaching at the Moravian Mission School
at Leh, he met several Westerners who confessed to having been inspired by Faber-Kaiser's
volume and hoped to find evidence of the Unknown Life of Christ. One of them even wished
to make a film about it. But so also have two other individuals, an American couple from
California, Richard and Janet Bock. These two not only realized their wish to make the film
I
but in addition one ofthem, Janet Bock, had a book published under the momentous-sounding 1
title of, The Jesus Mystery of Lost Years and Unknown Travels (Los Angeles: Aura I
I
Books, 1980). On pages 5 and 24 of the volume she wrote:

1

I
,

.. . Our need to know .. . is shared by so many once the fact and potential significance of the
missing years is grasped. As the bits and pieces of information began to fit together, we
decided to make a documentary film, and by the time we were ready to begin, we had spenttwo
years exploring the idea.
This was as far as we could go to validate the existence of the legend. We knew it had been
seen and written about by Notovitch in 1887 and 35 years later by Swami Abhedananda We
knew also that scholars with time and determination might be allowed to search again the
musty chambers and unlit corridors of the sprawling 400-year-old [Hernis] Monastery once the
lamas were convinced of their ability and sincerity.
We had good reason to believe the manuscripts had existed, and had been seen [by thesehvo
visiton to Hemis] and translated.*21
Now it was the path of the legend itself we were to follow.

I

* As is confirmed in much more detail in the present author's published study on the Notovitch affair (andcilrd

!
in an earlier footnote), the claimed ancient and genuine lssa Life manuscript discovery by Notovitch has
'
proven by various scholars and writers-n
the basis of both internal and external evidence-to have been
.
fraudulent. Indeed, far from being antique and authentic, the text of the mo-pan so-called IssdJesu~n~anuscrlp'
which the Russian journalist claimed to have seen and to have had translated at Hemis in 1887 neverexiswd at a"
except in the mind and imagination of the arch-hoaxer Notovitch. And \vhatevcr was the text of asi17g1e-pan
manuscript which in 1922 Abhedananda's Lama guide at Hemis had shown 1" the Swami and who had thenhdped
the Swami translate a portion of it. the latter, one can be most confident in asserting. was likewise no1 antiqaand
authentic For putting aside the obvious discrepancy in the number of m a n u s c r i r ~
segments respectivel~
m

~~d
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soMnvinced
were the B O C ~that
S Notovitch's supposedly ancient Life of Issa manuscript
had existed that they traveled all the way to the exiled Dalai Lama XIV's headquarters at
~ h ~in Northwest
~ ~ ~ India
l ain their quest for evidence of its existence. Wrote Mrs.
~~~k on page 96: "Our main purpose in coming all the way to Dharamsala had been to find
t, if His Holiness the Dalai Lama had any information about the legend by Notovitch at
Hemis ... Now, as we sat with Sherpa in the Lama's dining room, ... he told us that His
Holinesshad been asked this question by visitors about one year ago and had replied that he
had no personal knowledge of the legend."
Yet even when confronted by the ignorance about both legend and manuscript on the part
,fthe highest religious authority in all of Tibetan Buddhism and who had by this time become
oneofthe most highly educated and knowledgeable of all Tibetan Lamas,zzthe Bocks would
still not be deterred from their quest to ferret out the whereabouts of Notovitch's presumed
authentic but now "lost" Life of Issa and make a documentary film about it in the process!
No one therefore need be surprised that Bray should have felt led to comment about the
Notovitch affair in the followingterms: "Evidently it is still possible to promote a legend about
'mysterious Tibet' on the authority of a mendacious Russian ... Both Christians and Buddhists
have an interest in crushing this absurdly persistent hoax."*23
AS a Christian out of a Buddhist background, Tharchin-long before Bray's admonition
to the followers of both faiths-was intent on pursuing this very interest expressed by him.
With Sundar Singh's written reference to the Notovitch "discovery" fresh in his mind, Tharchin
wasnow highly motivated to try to resolve the intriguing mystery surrounding the supposed
Pali text that according to the Russian journalist's Lama-informants in Ladakh was the basis
fortldibetan text of the manuscript he had allegedly found at Hemis. For at Lhasa Tharchin
now proceeded to try to get to the bottom of the matter by inquiring everywhere if any such

Uleseforeignvisitors to the gompa, when comparing these two supposedly ancient textual finds in their published
Englishtranslation, one discovers that the 44 verses
the Swami's partially translated and published
text are ahost exactly parallel in both arrangement and content to the pertinent parts of the much earlier
NotOvit~hpublished text that has been proven incontrovertiblyto be a fraud. And hence, if the earlier Notovitchdscovered" text is fraudulent, that which parallels it and which was shoum to Abhedanmda decades later
had to have been fraudulent as well. See the pmicular chapter end-note indicated at this point in b e Text above
Iorlhe bibliographic documentation by which to
a
of these two published
texts.
*
interest accounts for why the present author has gone to such great lengths, in a quite mcsncly
this penistent hoax once and for all with defmlnve.a
a u d ~on Notovitch. to attempt to
of Elizabeth Prophet's volume: whose full tltle Is
Presentationas is possible. Ghosh, in his review
The
Years of Jesus; on ,he ~ i s ~ O ~ ~O~ / r~iOe ~S O V ;~bhedananda,
~Ch,
Roerich. and C a s ~ a r ;made
,
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concluding observations:
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*'l four researchers on whose work this book is based were honorable people . . . "Could all . . . have fabricated
their stories...?" asks Prophet towards the end of her book. That is a question for the individual reader

answer.

Due l0h i ~ ~ b ~ ilimited
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Pali manuscript or similar document existed at the Tibetan capital as claimed by the Russian
in which the details on the life of Issa were described. As it turned out, the Tibetan
many inquiries-while on the surface somewhat promising at the very end ofhis
proved to be quite fruitless since the meager results ultimately achieved by his inquirieshad
really nothing whatever to do with what Sundar Singh had sought to find.
That Tharchin's quest ended in failure could of course have been predicted by anyoR
who had had any knowledge of the explosive refutation which had been administered to
Notovitch some thirty years before; or by anyone. too, who had any knowledgeo f l h e Pali
literary tradition in Buddhist history. It will be recalled that the Russian had asserted hellad
been informed by Ladakhi Tibetan Lamas that a number of Pali-languageoriginalsofthe
Life of Issa (and from which tlie alleged Hernis-lio~~sed
Tibetan translation liad supposedl\
been derived) were kept at Lhasa. Indeed, according to his Ladakhi informants these
could "be found at Lhasa to the number of several thousands"! Yet in the light ofthe testilnonq
of William McGovern and bther scholars this could not possibly liave been true; in
even a single such copy could have existed there or anywhere else in Tibet. McGovern has
the well-known American scholar-explorer-Tibetologist who in 1923 had traveled in disguise
through much of Central Tibet and who later, after revealing his identity at Lhasa, liad been
able to stay on for well over a month at the Tibetan capital (an unheard-of stroke offortune
for Western schoiars up to that moment in modern Tibetan history). In tlie book he published
a year afterwards which detailed his extraordinary experience in the Forbidden Land.
McGovern made the following declaration: "The ancient manuscripts of Tibet colisist of
writings in both Sanskrit and Tibetan, very occasionally in Chinese. Contrary to popular
supposition there are no Pali nlanuscripfs in the counlry, as Buddhism had long rid itselfof
the Pali literary tradition before Tibet came under its infl~ence."~'
This meant tliat the endof
that tradition had occurred well before the seventh to eighth centuries of the present era
when Buddhism had achieved its influence over Tibet. As a budding scholar in Tibetan
studies, Tharchin may not as yet have been aware of this information and was tllerefore
intent upon ferreting out a Pali text of the lssa story; or, if he was aware of it, he ma)
nonetheless have been in search of any manuscript whose content remotely paralleledtllat
of the alleged Hemis discovery.
Imbued with a compelling curiosity about the subject, Tharcliin during this cllrrentvisitt0
Lhasa in 1927, finally on his last inquiry approached a high-ranking Tibetan official aboutlhe
matter. In response, the official stated that he did not have in his possessioll a COPY the
manuscript in question but knew of a gentleman who had it. At this the visitor to Lhasa grey
rather excited. The official was kind enough to arrange to secure it, and ultimately handeds
over to Tharchin. The latter in turn engaged a calligrapher to copy this padiculal.lnanuscrlpts
which was entitled Zarnling Thagring Thongwe Dlrrbinu, which clumsily translated literally
means "a binocular to see the world from a long distance by." In reality, it \\.asatreatise On
the geography of the world! Based on the Tibetan official's apparent kllowledge of the
contents of this work, Tharchin must liave assumed that perhaps a life of [ssa lnigllt be
buried somewhere within its text. In another letter lie sent from the Tibetan capitalto Rev'
Graham. Tharchin spoke of this document: "the manuscript is very old; it is wrinel1by aka'
Mongolian traveler. It is as a world geography. In it is mentioned about our ~ o r d ' s ~ ~
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His r:surrection. It is very interesting. At the same time I am getting good opportunities
~ ~ , ~ ~about
t i f Christ
y
and His gospel]."
*lthough by this event lie may have been granted opportunities to \r itness for his ~ o r d ,
for which he was doubtless most grateful, unfortunately for the Kalilnponp visitor's purse,
lhecopyist
took three months to write out the manuscript for Tharchin who had arranged for
his board and regular remuneration. And as a consequence, his stay in Lhasa, which was
originally to have concluded by about the 2Whof October, was delayed considerably beyond
that date; for in the same letter to his friend Graham, the visitor to Lhasa wrote: "Now 1 am
lying to start [for Kalimpong] as soon as possible. The . .. old manuscript which 1 am copying
not yet finished; as soon as it is finished .. . we will start."25
Tharchin was to point out later by way of clarification that he subsequently learned that
[lie author of the said treatise on world geography, the Mongolian travel-writer Chang Kya
Ho Thog Thu, was one who had been recognized by Tibetans to be an incarnate Lama and
who hailed from Northwest China. He had drawn his information about the birth. ministry
anddemise of Jesus from a certain Roman Catholic priest who had made specific statements
to him about Christ's life, crucifixion and resurrection. These statements were then
~ncorporatedby the incarnate Lama into his manuscript referred to above. This final inquiry
ofTharchin's, like all the others, had proved to be a dead end.
Suffice it to say, therefore, that a life of Issa-as described and boldl) published in Western
languages by Notovitch and claimed by him as having in ancient manuscript form been
housed in monastic archives at or near Lhasa-never existed there in Tharcliin's day. nor
ever did exist in the Tibetan capital, nor anywhere else, at anytime in the past . .. except in
the mind of the arch-hoaxer, M. Nicholas Notovitch. As the first two selections from the
Christian Scriptures which stand at the head of this present chapter declare. "there are
some," like Notovitch, "that would pervert the gospel of Christ" by "adding to God's words";
nevertheless, in due time, God has "reproved" him, and Noto~itchhas been "found a liar."
That, so far as Gergati Tharchin was concerned. was the end of the matter. But he could
now turn his attention elsewhere during the rest of his stay at the Tibetan capital.

. .Other events in Lhasa were soon to absorb Tharchi~l'stime and interest. For one thing he
an old Tibetan man from Lhasa whom he had first met at Kalimpong earlier in the
whom he had had the joy of leading to Christ. This elderly Tibetan's spiritllal
was a most unust~alone and is certainly worth telling. since it reveals as well the
effectiveness
of Tharchinqsgospel ministry among his Tibetan people whereverthey might
be found.Out of hunger for something better
more satisfying to his heart, this old man
had been stimulated to learn Inore about Cllrist. But how was be to do so? He knew nothing
bener, Tharchin was later to say, than to visit a 90-year-old cave-dwelling lama. The latter
had
the Tibetan hills for the sole purpose to meditate and
himselfaway
"lstted

par

C
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pray, this being regarded a s an especially holy exercise to perform, completely dependelllar
he would henceforth have to be for his food and drink on the contributions of the pious who
might visit him.
This quite old lama was now asked by his somewhat younger visitor "what hethoughlof
Christianity, whether it made one crazy." Unlike some other lamas who, reported Tharchin.
were "only too happy to say that Christianity makes a man crazy," this lama surprisingly
responded with just the opposite judgment; for he answered in a loud and confident tone:
"Don't you believe that! This religion is very good, but very difficult to follow. When, howesr
a person can [follow it], he has the best!" At that, the elderly visitor immediately exclaimed:
"Give this to me!" "No, that I cannot," the honest lama replied. "But should it llappen that
you meet up with some Christians, then," he wisely counseled, "you will see for yourself."
Tharchin continued with his interesting narrative about the old Tibetan and his reniarkable
conversation :
In the year 1923 I was in Tibet, yet we did not meet. But in 1927 this old man came to a place near
Kalimpong. In the lodging-place there we had distributed [Christian literature] tracts at the
door. He chanced to find one and read it. He asked the innkeeper where he could find those
who had passed out the tracts. He disdainhlly answered, "A nuisance, these Christians!" The
old man, however, came back with a ready response: "Do not say that. A cave-dwelling lama
recommended Christianity to me." Whereupon the innkeeper sent the man to me. The old
gentleman asked many questions. After a week, he said to me: "1 am well satisfied; I now
believe and am completely happy. I see myself now as God sees me." I gave him my New
Testament which I had had since my youth. He wanted to be baptized but was sick and had to
return to Lhasa.
But nowthat Tharchin was once again in Lhasa, he made it a point of priority to follow upon
the old Tibetan by visiting him to see how he was progressing in the Christian faith. The
shepherd o f the Tibetan flock in Kalimpong would not be disappointed. He later told in a
most touching manner what then transpired in the Tibetan capital:
We prayed and cried together. "On earth," I said, "we will not see each other anymore, but we
shall in front of God's throne!" A baptism in Lhasa, the citadel of Lamaism, was out of the
question. After six weeks I received the news that he had died. Short was the time of his new
life, but he made good use of it, because always and everywhere this one marked for death had
witnessed: "This is the best religion: a very old cave-dwelling lama said that to me!""

This would not be the only occasion for Tharchin to share the gospel of Christ durillghis
lengthy stay at the Tibetan capital. In fact, in the course of explaining in one of his lettersto
Rev. GrAham the reasons for his protracted delay in returning to Kalimpong, the
evangelist wrote: "We are trying to return as soon as we get the opportunity"; neverthelesr
he meaningfully went on to say, "I am not wasting my time but by His [God's] grace
The
doing something, and in due time we may see the [spiritual] fruits. Please pray for us.
77:7
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GrornethingW Tharchin had reference to here and for which he appealed for prayer was
nohingshort of an incredible abundance of quiet but effective evangelistic activities, the
slating of which filled many paragraphs of his several letters to his missionary friend at
In one of them he declared: "I am paying visits to all the high officials every day
and .,. so I am very busy"; "at the same time," he continued, "I get good opportunity to talk
individuallywith these Officers and with the lamas."28
Indeed,concerning his Christian witness to "these [military] 0fficers"and many high
and Lamas in and out of the Tibetan government, it has come to light what one
pdicular kind of interaction had taken place between the visiting Christian babu and these
many friends and scholar-colleagues of his at Lhasa. In an interview the present writer had
with Gergan Tharchin's daughter-in-law, he learned of a singularly interesting and quite
enlightening dialogue which had occurred time and again at the Tibetan capital between on
theone hand Tharchin and on the other hand various prominent government officials. as well
as lama-scholarsand other prominent associates of his with whom he had worked together
on linguistic research projects during his several lengthy stays at Lhasa. Sharing much later
with his family and friends back in Kalimpong about this aspect of his capital visits. Tharchin
had humbly indicated what a wide variety of friends: acquaintances and colleagues he had
come to have at the Tibetan capital, many of whom were aristocrats, and all, of course,
Buddhists.
And so it came about, he had recounted, that afier a given government andlor scholar
work day had been completed, a group of these Government leaders, officers, scholars and
other important friends of his-that is to say, as many as five, ten, twelve, or more of themwould request Gergan Tharchin to come along with them for a night ofmahjong gambling, or
for an evening ofdrinking and gossiping, or else for an evening entertainment pa@ at which
dancing girls might provide the centerpiece of the entertainment. However. explained the
Christian babu, these kinds of private gatherings to which he was constantly being invited he
saw no point in attending since he viewed them as either a waste of time or else as providing
"oo~portunityfor cultural uplift or spiritual witness. This was because, he ingeniously but
accurately observed, the focus oftlle gathering's attention was too narrow and therefore too
riveting upon what for him would be conlpromising
On the other hand, henever
llature of these relaxing get-togethers was less focused, more general, or uplifting in
Tharchin would gladly accept tile invitation and attend the function.
'*l about this same time he war also relating his Christian outreach efforts in and m u n d Lhasa to !h esteemed

in the gospel, Sadhu Sundar Singh. \\h0 was always eager to hear of any Christian penetration Into the
Land. Although no extant cop" of Tharchin9sletter to the Sadhu could be found among his Kalimpon~
a letter
found from the famid Indian evangelist in reply to that sent him b!, his Tibetan friend It
Tibet.
lndlcatesthat~harchinhad likewise solicited prayer suppon from the Ssdl~ufor his evan/?elistic
Writing
to Tharchin at Lhasa from Subathu i n the Simla Hills on 28 November 1927, Sundu replied I n part as
follows:"~
returned here from my Ipreachind tour last we&, 1 am glad to hear f r o m p u about your trip Lhara
prayer.
ad,the Lord's work there. May God bless you more and more and use YOU for His glory is m)
I
be glad to hear from you whenever you can write to me.'. Tharchin must have been greatly
encouraged
by this response from his old friend and doubtless sought even more ~
P
P
share
O
the
~
Christian message during [he
months of his stay at the Tibetan capital. Since in the end he
lorKalimpong till the earl) pan of the follo\ving year.
?aP,ersy

~

~
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His well-placed friends and associates, though, would always take careful notice offie
Babu's absence if such ever occurred, which in the course of time frequently did, ~,,d
afienuards-perhaps the next day or a few days or a week later--one or more ~ f t h ~ , , ,
would stop by his residence and inquire of him as follows:
You are a very strange man to us. What kind of person are you; because here we were having
such a good time after a long, hard day's work and in need of rest, recreation or enteminment,
but you were nowhere to be found at our party the other night. Instead, here you were sitting
alone in your quarters and missing out on such a grand get-together with us. Why weren9tyou
with us? To us this is all so very strange!
On such occasions of inquiry by his numerous friends at the Tibetan capital Gergan Tharchin
had repeatedly replied with the same, though quite exceptional, answer:
I was not there with you because my Lord was not there. If He had been there, most certainly
I too would have been there, because He has taken up His dwelling place within me. Let me say
that I am a person just like you. We are the same, except for one difference; which is, that I have
my Lord Jesus with me and inside me. 'And He did not permit me to attend your particular
function because He would not have liked what was going to take place there, and therefore I

had to obey Him.
Remarkably, because this response of Tharchin's was most unusual, the curiosity of his
friends was aroused that much more, and so they would question him further: "What is the
meaning of this? What is this all about?" To which the Christian evangelist, when telling
about this kind of incident long afterwards to his family or else when giving his testimony in
company with other fellow Christians, would mention that this additional inquiry by his
prominent Lhasa friends and project associates would always provide Tharchin a quite natural
opening to witness still more for his Lord Jesus. And in speaking about these particular
Lhasa incidents from his life with his family, relatives or Christian friends, Babu Tharchin
would invariably explain how it was that on each occasion he would be led by his Lord to
know if he had the liberty to accept or decline the invitations to these private party functions
of his many Lhasa acquaintances. Nevertheless, in either circumstance-whether his Lord's
leading was for him to be present or absent-the Christian visitor to Lhasa was given
opportunity to witness concerning his firm belief in, and walk with, Jesus through the inward
guidance and instruction of his God's Holy Spirit. In every instance he never hesitated to
speak warmly of his Lord and the central place in his life Jesus continually occupied."
Indeed, far from following the extremely cautionary advice which earlier in 1923 Tharchin
had received personally at Lhasa from Laden-La of Darjeeling, the Tibetan from Kalim~ong
had opted to adopt instead the clear witness of Paul the Apostle of Christ whose wordsof
long ago head up the present chapter: "I am not ashamed of the gospel; for it is the power pi
God unto salvation to every one that believeth." It will be recalled that duringthis periodm
Angle-Tibetan relations Laden-La, by now an important friend to Gergan Tharchin, had
been serving the Governments of both Brirish India and Tibet in a variety of ways asdiplornaC
mediator and counselor. And upon Tharchin's very first visit to the Vatican of Tibetan Buddhism3
it had been "recommended" to him by Laden-La "that he give no indication of his Christianltx
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,incc this could cause trouble."*30 Yet, as has just now been learned, it would become the
habit of this Indo-Tibetan Christian that on every visit to Lhasa, beginning in 1923, Gergan
~ h ~ ~ would
~ h i serve
n
as a fearless and faithful, though wise and careful, witness to the
(joodNewsof his Lord and Master Jesus Christ. One is reminded of the instructive words
of Jesus to His disciples, recorded in the New Testament Gospel of Matthew, of how in
certainevangelizing situations they were to be "wise, cautious and sensible as serpents" but
"harmless, guileless and innocent as doves" (1 0:16 various versions). And thus, it ought to be
observed,it may very well be that the Christian witness which began to be carried on by
Gergan Tharchin at the Tibetan capital in 1923 represents only the second such "missionary
activity"to have occurred in the Forbidden City since the expulsion of the Catholic Capuchin
Mission in 1745, the brief but concentrated witness carried on at Lhasa by David Macdonald
in 1904 having been the first, as far as can be determined (see again Chapter 5 of the present
narrative's initial volume for the details of Macdonald's remarkable gospel witness for
Christ there).
One of the most interesting passages from Tharchin's letters touching upon his Christian
witness at the Tibetan capital dealt with his visits among the inmates of two of the three
great monasteries in the vicinity of Lhasa. It reveals the extent to which Tharchin went
about sharing his faith and unveils as well the great burden he carried in his heart to see the
Light of Salvation penetrate the spiritual darkness which he felt enveloped so many of his
ethnic brethren. Here is how, in a letter to Graham dated the 14thof October 1927, he
outlined his gospel activities among the monks who inhabited both Drepung and Sera.
There are about five monks in the great monastery called Drepung who are from my country
[i.e., from Kunawar], and one monk is fiom my very birthplace; and they all come to see me now
and then. One monk is already convicted and he is quite willing to come out [fiom Buddhism]
and wishes to come down to Kalimpong if he gets any work. He was nine years in the monastery
and he learned the Tibetan philosophy and is very clever in discussing matters and religion. I
am praying for him and at the same time praying for apress; if l get a press by His grace, 1 may
be able to give work to the monks ofmy same country and also to others. (emphasis Tharchin's)

In this same letter, as well as in an earlier one dated the 29thof September, Tharchin described
his visit to the other monastery, which, like Drepung, was only a few miles from Lhasa:
'Butthe highly talented Laden-La was also serving at this time, if not in ever). instance the wishes ofDelhi and

Lhasa
then most certainly those of his most immediate British superior, Political Officer for Tibet. F. M . Bailey-

then secretl!.
had begun to act on his own initiative and outside British authority in regard to \that
at Lhasa it may be recalled from Chapter 15 of the present narrative that in September 1923 Laden-LalikeTharchin,
had arrived at the Tibetan capital, the Darieeling Police Inspector having been
. .dispatched
. .
thereb)
B'leya theIaner'~agent. And in the course of his stay ihere, Laden-1.6 either on his own lnltlatl*e- b a f a r m o ~
probablyat the persona] direction of Bailey, had commenced
with the Tibetan mililar) to o v e f l h r o Ihe
~
Lama for the purpose of transferring temporal power in Tibet from him to T S X O Shape.
~ ~ Most I l k e b :
therefore.Laden-L& wishing to avoid any and eveV possible incident which could ~nnecessaril?complicate lhe
highlysensitiveand clandestine activities he \vas engaged in on behalf-not of London. Delhi or L h a a but--of
to his friend Tharchin, Unforeseen adverse events; however.
British ~ f i c e Bailey.
r
gave this candid
failed to achieve its objectives See Alex MCha).
OVenaketheplotters, and the coup attempt
BrilishRa,. 108-14; and cf. his subsequent monograph article on the plot, T i b e t 1924: a Ver) British
~ o u r n dof the Ro.va/ Arju,,c S o r j u ~3d
, Series (Nov. 1997):4 1 1-24.
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~ o d (29
~ ySeptember] I went to the monastery called Sera where there are thousandsoflmv
1 had a talk with them and took a photo of the monastery.. . . There are supposed to be 5500
monks here but at present there are over 8000.1 met one monk who knew me horn the last time
I was at Gyantse [ l 92 1-23]. 1 did not recognize him but he himself came [forward]and asked me,
"Are you Tharchin?" and 1 told him yes; and so we began to converse, and he told me ... how
I had told him some [Bible] stories--of the Lost Son and of the Rich Man and Laz,arus. . . [He
also told me ofi the tracts which I gave him, and of the Ten Commandments which l wrote
and gave him and which are still with him. All this . . . he told me, and I was so glad to meet him,
and so we had a long talk again. He came twice to my place and asked me for some [Christian]
books which I gave to him. I praise the Lord that His light is shining in a small [way in the]
hearts of some monks in those great monasteries.

Interestingly, it was a review of these very letters of Tharchin's sent to Rev.Grabam
which prompted research scholar and writer John Bray to comment thus: Tharchin"is chiefly
remarkable for the extent and breadth of his contacts. He was well known as a Christian
and openly discussed his religious beliefs in Lhasa; his experiences show that the prohibition
of Christianity in Tibet was far from absolute." As a matter of fact, they "show that Christians
. . . were able to establish close personal relations with prominent Tibetan~."~'
One ought to
add here that undoubtedly his ethnic background and recognized mastery of the Lhasan
Tibetan dialect greatly contributed to the Lndo-Tibetan's success in communicatingthe Christian
gospel to so many in Tibet, and especially at the Tibetan capital.
Yet it cannot be emphasized too much that it was unarguably because of his discreet and
sensitive conduct which made it possible for him to carry on without hindrance his styleof
personal evangelism. In the words of his younger-generation Christian friend at Kalirnpong,
B. C. Simick. Jr., "Tharchinla was a quiet worker on behalf of the Christian gospel because
he who understood the Tibetans and their Buddhist culture so very well had realized earlyon
that if he attempted to press the message of Christ upon the Tibetans they would reject it out
of hand. And hence, he chose to spread the gospel by his life and evangelized covertlyalld
wisely for the sake of the gospel." This was why, incidentally, added Simick, that "in his
various published works in Tibetan which he periodically composed and published at his
Kalimpong Press-many of them school texts-Babu Tharc h in would include, as some of
his teaching examples, passages and stories from tlie Christian Bible, particularly Jesus'
parables." If any further evidence were needed, Simick concluded, such a modus opera)ldf
confirms that this Indo-Tibetan "was a Christian of deep conviction and a first-rate
evangelist ."32
Then, too, Tharchin and his wife continued their strong but sensitively delivered Christian
witness among her relatives and the Tharchins' many friends and acquaintallces at
Tibetan capital. His several letters from Lhasa reflect this in a clear way, and demollstrate
the great lengths to which the Indo-Tibetan was willing to go-even to go into debt, if need
be, if by this means many of then1 could be brought down to Kali~npo~lg
whe1.e they
hear the gospel of Christ further and see it lived out before their eyes on a collsistent
basis over a long period of time. Wrote this zealous "missionary" of tlie gospel at Lhasa:
BYthe grace of our Lord Jesus we are keeping well and ~ i n our
g hest to do so~nethingforHiln
during our . . . stay in this place.. .. My wife is doing her best to testify to her relations...- M y
wife's mother and brother . . . and one sister about 14 and one boy about 7-altogether four In
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one family-are willing to come down with US and remain at Kalimpong, and we have great
hope that they will come out into the light and get salvation.. ..
The husband of [my wife's] younger Sister is a brother of a Tibetan oficial, and at present
they are also here, as they have land about two days' distance away from here. With the
husband I talk every day and we discuss [religious] matters. He is very clever in Tibetan and
in their own [Buddhist] religion. He also wishes to come down to stay at Kalimpong and he too
is very anxious to work in a press.
MY wife's mother, brother, the young boy of 7 and the sister of 14-they have all decided
tocome down with us, and we hope by His grace they all will get the true salvation. It seems a
heavy burden on me as . .. they have no money for the road expenses. Only some goods [do
they have] which they are trying to sell, but they could not get a good price; and so they think
that at Kalimpong they will keep a small shop as the mother has some ornaments which she
wishes to sell .. . at Kalimpong. But she asks me to give help for the road. So I am praying to the
Lord to give me the necessary help.. ..
In my wife's [family's] house [at Lhasa] there are nine persons [intending to come down to
Kalimpong], and I am supplying all the expenses for all; they have no money. I am afraid I shall
be put under debt again. Still 1 have to take out a loan from a Tibetan Oficer. [Nevertheless] I
trust in the Lord if [by this] these souls get s a l v a t i ~ n . ~ ~
As will be learned at the conclusion of the present chapter, all of these relatives and friendsand a few more besides--did take the journey with the Tharchins to Kalimpong, the Lord
providing,wrote the Tibetan publisher, the necessary funds to assure that all would reach
theitdestination in India. Moreover, the light of the gospel did shine in the hearts of most, if
not all, of them, as Tharchin himself would testify later.

On yet another day while in Lhasa there at last arrived at Tharchin's door an official from
theDalai Lama's palace who carried a message granting the Tibetan visitor the unusual and
much-sought-afieraudience with His Holiness the very next day! In the opening line of his
letter to Rev. Graham dated 6 December 1927, an enthusiastic Tharchin exclaimed: "Praise
Ihe Lord! Day before yesterday the call from the Dalai Lama came and yesterday at about
'I
I paid my respects to him ..
NOW it so happened that when the messenger
broughttheword, Tharchin was away from the dwelling. So the message was delivered to
hfimother-in-~aw
to pass on to him. 111 tile evening when he returned to the residence of his
"Iatives he received the message and learned of its momentous contents. Immediately he
to the residence of Doring Thaiji'5 who now advised him concerning the correct
proceduresto be observed while interacting witll the Grand Lama of Ti bet. He kindly offered
Tharchinhis pony and a servant, and also suggested that early the nest morning he consult
the matter with the forlller ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ dof~the~Tibetan
- i ~ m-i l ~i t al~forces,
l i e f
Tsarongshape. Though no longer ArmS. Commander, he had nonetheless continued to serve
a member of the Dajai LatnaYs~~~h~~ or Cabinet and was still one of the most trusted
oficials0fHi.s Holiness.16 One can only wonder if the lowly Tibetan from P00 was able to
much that night as he lay down with what inside him must have been intense feelings
Ofexcitementat the prospect of what lay in store for him the following morning.
.373*
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11 would be a day Gergan Tharchin would never forget, and for him it was a day
began quite early. In what is perhaps the finest description to be found in all the English
literature on Tibet which devotes any space t o how a typical day in Lhasa might have
commenced, Noel Barber has captured the essence and ambience of what it must has
been like for Tharchin t o have awakened from the precious-little slumber he had beenable
t o gamer through the night just past. In a masterful delineation of those early hours which for
century after c e ~ ~ t u had
r y marked the opening of every day at the Tibetan capital, Barber
penned the following evocative passage:

On this particular morning ... dawn broke across the city with an almost exaggerated Oriental
splendor. As the first daubs of pink lit the skies behind the mountains circling the capital,the
throb of drums and the low, mournful boom of ceremonial trumpets seemed to linger and
tremble high in the air before swooping down to earth, to the city far below. Everyoneknew
from where the sounds came-the gilded roof of the white and russet Potala, the greatest
building in all Tibet, towering high above the Plain of Milk on which the city stood twelve
thousand feet above sea level. The heavy trumpets were between ten and twenty feet long, so
the Lamas in their saffron-colored robes rested them on golden supports as they blew notes
which carried far beyond the edge of the plain, fifteen miles distant.j7
In a way the trumpets were Lhasa's alarm clock. Within a few minutes the first wisps of
smoke were trailing upwards as dutiful wives lit their fires ofyak dung and brewed the morning
butter tea. In air made cold with the tang ofthe mountains, Lamas and monks shuffled through
the streets to their morning devotions, shadowy forms in the uncertain light of dawn. The first
carts trundled past. The pathways leading south to the broad River Kyi-where the houses
quickly gave way to countryside-were alive with small boys fetching water or with girls
milking yaks or goats.
It was perhaps at dawn more than any other moment of the day that Lhasa displayed to
perfection its enigmatic and remote mysticism. Certainly . .. there was no capital in the world
like it. Locked in by the endless contours of mountains carved throughout the ages, aloofand
apart from the world, it was a city of yesterday uninterested in tomorrow. Wrapped in an aura
of mysticism, of devotions, of tinkling bells and fluttering prayer flags, its religious life spilled
out into every street-pilgrims spinning their prayer wheels, the chanting monks, the panoply
and color of each new procession with its clashing cymbals and gigantic drums shaking the air
. . . No wonder the weavers of romantic novels had found it irresistible as a setting for fiction,
and had added their own mystique, so that to the Western world Lhasa was not only remote
and unattainable, but had somehow achieved a peace and serenity denied to ordinary mortals
in the frenetic world outside.
Much of this was true, and there was a dream-like quality about the tales which had reached
the West from the few travelers who had penetrated the country-stories of devout mYstlcs
who could see to the heart of the human spirit, animals and insects treated with loving care
because they might house the souls of humans; Lamas who lived in solitary meditation for
years, praying simply for their fellowmen; of a country with no concept of time as the Westem
world knew it. And as if this were not enough, the very isolation of Tibet doubled its mystery
to those who read about it, with perhaps an uneasy feeling that here, in this timeless tranquillib
lay the secret of life as it was meant to be lived.
Yet Lhasa was a city of bewildering contrasts. As the streaks of dawn gave way tothe clear9
sharp mountain air, the first of the pious pilgrims were making their ritual tour of the Lingkhor9
the five-mile sacred walk round the city; another caravan was preparing to set off
incredibly hostile country to China. Already the fretting ponies, the stoic yaks, the placid
mules were being loaded with yak skins of frozen butter, saddlebags of barley, bricks of

across

haunches of dried yak meat-[an]
thirteen centuries ... l 8

... almost Biblical scene, one enacted without change for

sush,then,were the sights and sounds of Lhasa to which Gergan Tharchin had awakened
onthiseventfulmorning in his life. Soon, after completing his routine ablutions and %eking
[he face of his Lord for the day, he set forth on his pony with his servant towards the villa of
Trarong Shape as had been suggested to him the previous day. The Lhasa residence of this
veryimportantperson lay about a mile away from the town proper and some four miles from
Lingka, the summer palace of His Holiness. When Tharchin reached his home, the
shape happened to be absorbed in his own regular morning worship, which was naturally not
Christian but Buddhist in character. It was well known by all, incidentally, that Tsarong was
adeeply religious man for one who was not of the ecclesiastical profession. In the meanwhile
Tharchin waited for him in his host's reception room.
When Tsarong was at last free he graciously received Tharchin and proceeded to instruct
his visitor as to the right gestures and protocol to be followed in the presence of the Dalai
Lama. Tharchin was asked about the presents to be offered to His Holiness. Whereupon the
visitor brought out a beautifully packed tin of tiny biscuits, and a solid gold watch which he
was carrying on behalf of missionary Cecil Polhill-Turner that was to be presented to the
Dalai Lama. The tin of biscuits was nicely covered and decorated with a lovely fancy
wrapper.
Tharchin was asked about the ceremonial scarf or khara he had brought with him for this
august occasion. According to Tibetan custom a silken ceremonial scarf, instead of flower
garlands, is offered as a mark of respect and good wishes. "There are at least three kinds of
scarfs," wrote one visitor to Lhasa in 1948, "called respectively nangdso, ashi and doshe.
The first is of the finest silk and this was the kind I intended to give the Dalai Lama and the
Regent; the second is silk as well, but of a lower quality, and the third of a coarser cloth.
They were so much in use that they were sold by the bolt, and all came from China. The
price varied according to the quality." When one visits the person meant to receive the
this traveler further explained, the scarf "is rolled up, to be unfurled sicifily on the very
moment ofthe meeting so that its middle lies on the outstretched palms. from which it glides
illtothehost's palms, likewise outstretched. Host and guest bow gently as the scarf changes
hands."
Woven nearly "to the tineness of a spider's web," the khata is deemed to be a sign of
puriVandsincerity "From time immemorial," \r.rites Chapel Tsetan Phuntso. "Tibetans have
.
that white symbolizes both purity and good luck, so most kliatas are \rlhlte.
Nevenlleless,he adds, there are ceremonial scarves which are gaily colored as urell-made
" bble, yello\kl,green, and red-"and
these are presented to those who have made
to
Buddhahood and are wound around the arrows for the bride to give them color."
Indeed, Phuntso notes, colored khatas "are the grandest gifts of all." This is because the
colOredscarf, in accordance with Buddhist belief, "is the dress of the Bodhisaflva and can
thereforebe used only on special occasions.v 1t has also been observed that khatas which
have been consecrated by a Lama are belie\1ed to possess magical Power.
are presellted i n an extraordinaryvariety of situations: for instance, in addition
birthdays and funerals, they are presented when an individual calls on his
1,
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renders homage to figures of the Buddha, or takes his leave of an honed person to wmmcnce
a journey. These "scarves of blessing" as they are sometimes called arc also
presents when presenting a petition to a person or at the great Tibetan festivals,and the kind
of khata presented should, in the words of Heinrich Harrer, "be consistentwith the rankof
the giver." To anyone versed in Tibetan etiquette, noted another writer on Tibet,"it is
either to convey delicately a compliment or a slight in the little slip of silk, and foreignen have
been known to make sorry blunders in this point without being the least aware ofthe fact,^^^
Although Tharchin was certainly not a "foreigner" to Tibet in the strictest sense ofthetem
nevertheless, General Tsarong wanted to be very sure his visitor would not blunder in thi;
important regard. Upon being shown Tharchin's ceremonial khata, the Shape immediaiely 1
expressed his disapproval of the kind his visitor was intending to offer to TibetYs
Highest
Personage. To him it was of an inferior quality. Accordingly, the Cabinet Ministergave
tohis I
guest another khata from his own personal collection. In those days it cost Rs. 501- butnow
it might cost as much as Rs. 2001- or even more.
Tharchin then proceeded to explain to his Buddhist host that as a Christian he would be
unable to prostrate himself before the Dalai Lama, which Tsarong understood very well and
took with good grace. Tharchin was excused from this ordeal in view of his faith and
commitment to a way of life which prohibited any act of prostration before man or matter,4o
Tsarong Shape then dismissed his guest with a most courteous goodbye, sending him on his
way with best wishes. Tharchin must have departed with a great deal more confidence
about what lay ahead than when he had first arrived at the General's doorstep.
By the time the Tibetan from Kal impong and his borrowed servant reached the gates of
the Dalai Lama's summer residence, it was already 8 o'clock in the morning. A two-mile
distance separated the Palace of Norbu Lingka (meaning "Jewel Garden" or "Jewel Park")
from the Potala Palace. The Jewel Park Palace was the residence the Dalai Lamas loved
best, for "it had none of the prison-like atmosphere, the dark corridors and dimly-litroomsof
the Potala." Furthermore, added Noel Barber, Norbu Lingka "was not a palace in the accepted
sense ofthe word, but an amorphous collection of buildings, more like a village than a palace,
set in glorious parkland, square in shape, surrounded by four ten-foot walls, each a half a
mile long." These walls, he further explained as he quoted Frederick s p e n c e r - c h a ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~
description upon seeing them in 1936, were "'built of huge blocks of granite laid in lines'.''
The 160-acre Jewel Park not only had well-tended flowers and trees; it also containedthe
Dalai Lama's small zoo, an arsenal for the Kusi~ngRegiment (the ~ o y a ~l o d ~ g u aand
r~),
residences for a few select government officials of high rank. In the middle of the parkwas
situated the private well-kept garden and summer residence of His Holiness, surrounded
itself by an inner wall, known as the Yellow Wall, and its two large gates, securedby members
of the Bodyguard and a pair of enormous fierce-looking mastiffs.
The Jewel Park's grounds themselves have been described in picturesque detail by
Margaret Williamson. She, with her husband Frederick Williamson, the British pOliticai
Officer for Tibet in the mid-1930s, were taken on a personal tour of the entire complex
one summer day in 1933. In her Menroirs of that ~ e r i o dshe recalls their visit the
splendid Norbu Lingka:

we were escorted round the beautifully kept gardens by Kunphela and Ringang [respectively,
he then favorite of the Great Thirteenth, and one of the four Tibetans educated in England
earlier in the century]. We followed flagged paths that wove through them and admired the
profisionof blooms on every side. There were lupins, nasturtiums, sunflowers, hollyhocks,
stocks and roses. There were also dogs of various breeds--dachshunds, dalmatians, pekinese
and many ferocious Tibetan mastiffs-not to mention three monkeys and a bear.
In a small resthouse the Dalai Lama kept his collection of exquisite jade carvings and
c/oisonnebrought back with him from his exile in China. There was also a lake in which a
delightfullittle temple had been built. This was surrounded by stone balustrades and pots of
flowers,and on the outside walls were painted panels. Here a scribe was seated cross-legged,
so deeply engrossed in his work that his nose nearly touched the paper.
Outside one of the many small temples we found a tiger and a leopard-both stuffed-and
a pair of brass lions. In the stables were real animals: about 150 horses and mules. Since the
Dalai Lama had acquired his motor cars, however, they were only used once a year for the great
ceremonial procession to the Potala.
Down a broad avenue of poplar trees we found Chense Lingka, meaning "favorite garden,"
which consisted of another private palace and garden that Kunphela had recently designed
and had built for His Holiness. Here more flowers bloomed and we saw the bower where His
Holiness liked to sit in the afternoon. Behind the main palace was another small palace with a
sun-room at the rear.
In our tour of this miniature wonderland of palaces, temples and gardens, we came at length
toapath lined with trees-and from every tree hung a cage with a little bird in it. This delightful
aviary-walk brought us past another summer house to the garages where His Holiness's cars
were stored. The first car, acquired about two years before our visit. was a Baby Austin bearing
thenumberplate TIBETNo. 1 . Painted yellow and red, its interior was lined with Chinese brocade.
Later a six-cylinder Dodge had been added which was brightly painted, had no number and
seemed to have its hood permanently raised. Yellow silk trim had been put around the windows
and the rear seat covered with yellow brocade. Lastly, there was the blue Baby Austin, TIBET
No. 2, which Kunphela was permitted to use. The cars had to be transported in pieces over the
mountains and the petrol brought up in cans.
We walked back around the palace and looked into a large audience chamber, the centerpiece
of which was a huge throne with a gold-washed table beside it.41
11would be this Audience o r Reception Chamber, of course, that Gergan Tharchin would
be ushered into to have his "moment in the sun.'' Nevertheless, upon their arrival at
NOrbuLingka,Tharchin and his servant had to wait for some time inside the gate. Another
"isitor to the Tibetan capital exactly twenty years later-a Westerner, in fact-had also had
Ihe privilege of an audience with the Dalai Lama, although in his case he had it with the
Great Thirteenth's successor on the Lion Throne of Tibet. Like Tharchin's current visit to
the
City, it was the summer season in 1947 when Amaury de Riencourt was at Lhasa.
and therefore the lanerys audience was held at tile Norbu Lingka too. Hence. it may be
quoting this Westerner's account of his experience of what happened as he made 'lis
way tothe Palace and waited his turn to be
into the presence of the Dalai Lama; for
Itcan give some idea of
it lllrlst have been like for Tharchin on his own memorabJe day.
Rlencourt,it should be added, was accompanied to the Norbu Lingka by George
DarJeeling-educatedand son of the same General Tsarong who had rendered assistance to
Tharchi"hventy years earlier, Here is ho\v this Westem visitor described his early morning
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experience of 1947 just before he entered the Reception Room for his audience with !L
Dalai Lama:
It was a beautiful morning and it certainly looked auspicious. George arrived late at 8 a.m. and
we left right away .. . We trotted briskly on a large dusty road . . . [and] halted shonlyafterwards
in front of the large golden gate of the Dalai Lama's residence.
A small platoon of khaki-clad Tibetan soldiers presented arms. We dismounted, , , and
walked straight into Norbu Lingka. Trying my best to look dignified, I followedGeorge along
a wide paved alley lined with a large multicolored variety of trees gathered in densethicketsof
oaks, poplars, woods; a small silvery lake, covered with lotus flowers and slightlyrippled by
white swans sailing majestically, shimmered under the bright sun. A small island surrounded
by the calm water carried a delicate Chinese pagoda connected with the mainland by ayellow
marble bridge.
Ahead of us, throngs of cherry-colored monks of the household ambled slowly along the
alley . . . There was an air of hushed expectancy about Norbu Lingka; it was as if the H O I ~
Presence of the God-King made it imperative not to raise one's voice.
A small group of yellow and purple-robed lamas, the Peak Secretaries of the Ruler's Court,
were apparently waiting for us, twiddling the beads of their rosaries. George salaamed the First
Chamberlain of the Court and I imitated him. Without a word, we walked on towards the far end
ofthe alley where the Audience Hall stood in all its majestic splendor, with its golden dome and
shingles, dark woolen curtains covered with Kyilkhors or magic diagrams and green leering
dragons.. .. I spent the rest of the time waiting in the chamberlain's reception room, talking to
our host . ..
The sound of a loud gong interrupted us . . . Nine o'clock had just been struck and we rose
in a hurry. 1 made sure that my silken khata was at hand and that Chumpa followed with the
presents. The sounds of a beating of drums and gongs started, spreading a strange musical
rhythm through the gardens ofNorbu Lingka.. . . Cohorts of gigantic monks ofthe Dalai Lama's
Bodyguard took their position near the entrance ... These seven-feet tall Khampa lamas are
recruited in eastern Tibet, in the province of Kham where men are larger than anywhere else in
Asia.42
Such must have been some of the scenes and activities which Tharchin himself encountered
on his momentous morning; for doubtless little was t o have changed between 1927 and 1947.
And a s the visitor from Kalimpong now awaited his turn inside the antechamber tothe
private Reception Room o f His Holiness, Tharchin noticed that there were also other Tibetan
officials w h o were waiting their turn t o be interviewed. Every visitor was allowed afive-toten minute audience with His Holiness. At last Tharchin's turn came and he was called1".
T h e Highest Dignitary of Tibet whom the lowly man from Poo was about to meet has
been well portrayed by a learned American Oriental and Buddhist scholar, William McGoveY*
w h o in 1923 traveled in disguise through much o f Central Tibet. Upon revealinghisidellt'V
at Lhasa, he was permitted t o remain on an extended visit there for more than five
During that time he was commanded by the Dalai Lama himself to have a secret nocturnal
interview with him in an upper chamber o f the Potala. It lasted a fill1 hour, with Just
o f them together in a small darkened room. McGovern has left the followingvivid andqu'te
full portrait of the Inmost One:

theyo

I found him to be a smallish man, lighter in build and with a face longer and more oval than
Tibetans. A childhood attack of smallpox had lefi slight traces upon his countenance.
these were almost invisible in the gloom. His head was shaven, as becomes a priest. but he had
long, pointed mustaches, which he had learned in India to wax. He was a man who obviously
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was accustomedto be regarded as a god, and who, moreover, had a firm belief in his own
divinity, and yet there was a great quietness, even modesty, about his manner. He has not the

delicate, half-mystical appearance which characterizes the Panchen Lama of Shigatse. He is
more a man of the world, a careful observer of human nature, and a shrewd conjecturer of
ulteriormotives. His personal life is above suspicion. He is rigid in his celibacy and in his
abstinence from wine and tobacco. His food is simple, and his dress on ordinary occasions is
to be distinguished from that of an ordinary monk. He prefers to reside as much as
possiblein his villa at Norbu Lingka, another mile beyond the city, instead of living in state,
with pomp and ceremony, in the Potala ... Yet he is obviously concerned with this
world'saffairs.He is ambitious in a cool, calculating way, ever seeking to unify his power and
to weaken opposition.
In his youth his violent temper frequently led him to commit some rash or foolish act. but the
trials and tribulations of exile and deposition have taught him greater caution--one might
almost say craftiness. He is afraid to commit himself, and his intelligence is not gigantic. Fine
points of metaphysics and theology he leaves to others, but he is possessed of a great deal of
acumen and acuteness. Above all, he is blessed with the faculty of being able to choose wisely
his human instruments. His most notable success along this line is Tsarong Shape, and the
wisest thing he ever did was to place in Tsarong's hands much of the reorganization of the
S~ate.~'

When Tharchin entered the Reception Room, he noticed the god-king of Tibet sitting on
a throne raised about one and a half feet above the floor. It has been said by some that no
one can ever be positioned on a level which is higher than the Dalai Lama. This is not
altogether accurate since whenever the latter on occasion makes his way in procession
through Lhasa's streets the people may, without fear of rebuke or reprisal, clirnb onto the flat
roofs of the houses located along the way and look down upon His Holiness. It is true in
audience, however, that the Lama-King of Tibet will always be seated higher than all others
present.44Such was the case in the present instance. Now upon the raised throne His
Holiness was sitting in a cross-legged fashion, the familiar lotus position of the Buddha and
aposture quite common as well in lnost parts of India. I-le was attired in a rich yel.lo\v robe.
As the reader of the present narrative may by this time have deciphered. yello\v is the
color of the Reformed Sect of Lamaist Buddhism, also known as the Gelugpa or Yelloa
Church of Tibetan Buddhism. And, of course, all modern-day Dalai Lanias are of this
Reformed wing of Lamaism. Heinrich Harrer tells of an old legend that is supposed to
why this color was selected.
@g Khapa, the great reformer of Buddhism in Tibet, was standing, on the day of his enW
Intothe monastery of Sakya, at the tail ofa line ofnovices. When it was his turn to be robed the
of red hats had run out. In order that he should not be hatless, someone grabbed the
first hat that came to hand and put it on his head. It chanced to be a yellow One. Tsong K h a ~ a
never gave up wearing it and so yellow came to be adopted as the color of the Refomed
Ch~rch.~~
seeing His Holiness i n his golden-colored robe, Tharchin saluted hiln in militar).
Style. The Dalai Lama nodded his head i n acceptance of the greeting. He motioned Tharchin
to be seated. The visitor was now positioned almost directly in front of His Holiness at a
dlstan~e
apart of fiveto six feet. "1 dared not look here and there in the Reception Room:"
"ported Tharchin, "except to look straight at the impressive countenance of the Dalai Lama.h
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Beautifully designed woolen carpets were spread on the floor. The entire room conveyed
the idea of contemplation and peacefulness."
If the decor of the Audience Chamber at Norbu Lingka escaped the notice of Tharchin
because h e was s o greatly preoccupied, a s ceremony strictly required him to be, with guing
nowhere else but upon the face of the one whom Lamaists believe to be the Vice-~egentof
Buddha, there has nonetheless been left to us, happily, a fairly good description of the Chamhr
by another, Tokan Tada from Japan, w h o lived and studied for the priesthood at LhasaYssera
Monastery during the decade 19 13-23.* Because he was one of the Dalai Lama's personal
disciples, b e c a ~ n ean informal foreign adviser to His Holiness, and frequently attended the
Grand L a ~ n of
a Tibet at his Court, Lama Tada grew quite familiar with the Audience Hall at
the Summer Palace and could thus delineate in detail its rich interior:
The Throne was placed .. . facing south, and on top of the Throne there were five-colored
brocade cushions, reaching 1.5 meters high. From the ceiling a yellow brocade canopy was
hung. On the surrounding walls there hung many painted scrolls depicting the story of
Sakyamuni [Buddha] in gay colors. On the capital ofthe pillars and on the panels were designed
flowers and birds after the Chinese fashion. On the brackets were engraved lion-dogs after the
Nepalese fashion, which showed the origin ofthe Tibetan arts. The pillars o f t h e inner sanctum
were covered with gold brocade, and between the pillars were hung the banners and the
incense-banner to which small bells were attached to make a tinkling sound in order to give the
atmosphere of solemnity in the
Indeed, s o l e ~ n ~ i iand
t y majesty were united in the person of the Great Thirteenth Priest-King
of Tibet.
Once he was seated in the presence of His Holiness, Tharchin was asked routinequestions
regarding his arrival, the duration of residence and the time of his anticipated departure.

* He \vould later become, incidentally, a correspondent with Gergan Tharchin; and he even paid a visit 10
Tharcliin's Kalimpong home in 1961. Tada would die in 1967. See the final volume of the present biographh
Chapter 23. for details. Ho\vever. morc than likely Tokan Tada and Gergan Tharchin had initially meteachother
lone bclbrc 196 1. and, of all places, at Choom! This would have been during the lirst two years of thc Rabu'ssta!
at the tiny hill station. From both the Japanese monk's book on the Great Thirteenth and a volume on the
Japanese in I'ibet by Scott Berry. one is able to piece together a likely scenario for how these two metat Ghoonl.
For in Januaq, 1912 'Tokan Tada had come to India. and Inore specitically. to LIarjecling. \vIlere he had anaudielice
with the Dalai I.ama during the latter's exile from I,llasa 19 10- 13. Mol.co\,~.r.
\\hilt still at 1)arjrcling. lheTibeian
God-King even officiated at the rile that tnadc the Sapanere ..a true lamaist priest.'. \vas given his lamais1 nanltoi
Thubten Gyantshm that included. the disciple carefully noted, part of tile Great l'hineen~li'sown name
Thubten Gyaallo. and rvas provided formal permission to enter 'Tibet and .'a guarantee of many conrenienas''
1 . h ~Dalsi i.ama3s disciple. however, did not accompany 7 r i h ~ , ' Priest-Kinp
s
on the latter's return to llislanil
in June 191 2: instead. and as directed by the Grand [.ama. he wollld remain bellincl for more than eighteennlonlhi
and lean1 Tibetan at Cihuom fioni an aristocrat m,llo hilnsrlf'llad originally hailed from Lhasa. Only in l u l l I9l3.
some six nlontli~follo\ring the Dalai 1,ama's own arrival in the ribetan capital, \vould the Jap~lcsemontliLr
leave orGhoom and enter Bhutan .'as a Tibetan pilgrim" on his \!lay on the lengthy trek up to IJlasa.
'l-his thus meant that during nearly all of 191 2 alld lllc first llalfof 1913 both lokan isdo ;md Ger€an
Tharchin were present in the little hill town of (ihoom, \vllere it is inconceivable thal at some poilltduringthi'
monk' s study of Tharchin's native language these two budding intrllcctuals \ ~ u l have
d
Uailed 10 ellcoullt~reach
other W1 some occasion or other See Tada TIrpT/l;nr.e,ah&,la;
8 8 : alld Berr!. Iloriir .y,,i~r ( ~ ~ l d ~ l ~ " ' d ' r r
o l ' l . b l ' l l ~ 10
~ ~1 . \r ith 12 1. 136. Funhermore. depmding on
long into 1923 tllc Japanacre monk had rcmuin'd
in .[-ibet. it is quite conceivable thal the t\ro nlight llave met again eitller at Gynntse or a he Tibetan c3pilrl ils'lL
\vhert: -l'harchin I V O U IlinlselCarrivc
~ ~
111early Sep[enlbcr ofthat year,
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*fierfhis His Holiness asked him several questions on various phases of social and political
life, He inquired,"Who is the Viceroy of India?" Happily for him, the visitor knew the name
.dRplied, "Lord Invin." He had answered correctly and had pronounced the name properly
loo. Said Tharchin later: "Fortunately, the name was on the tip of my tongue."
The Grand Lama of Tibet then toid his visitor, "I am pleased to know about the Tibetan
newpaper which you have founded." Reported Tharchin long afterwards: "The Dalai Lama
encouragedme to continue to pub1ish the newspaper, to which sentiment I rather apologeticaI ly
le~lied
that the newspaper was not properly printed." To which His Holiness responded
w;th,"Go on, and do not give up." Thereafter the Dalai Lama inquired about the civil war
that was then going on in China between the Nationalists and the Communists. This interest
in the Chinese Civil War unquestionably stemmed from the Great Thirteenth's increasing
dread of "the Red menace" which had begun to spread in Asia. Ever since 192 1 with the fall
ofBuddhistOuter Mongolia to the brutal Soviet variety of Marxism, His Holiness had grown
increasingly concerned for his own Buddhist land were the Chinese Communists successful
in defeating the Nationalists. Aware of Tharchin's ability, as a newspaper publisher, to
monitorthe news and gather information about happenings in other lands, it is not surprising
that the Dalai Lama would have inquired of the Babu about the current status of the political
and military struggle then taking place in Tibet's vast neighbor to the east. But he also
inquired about the Panchen Lama who at that time was away in Chinese Mongolia. His
Holiness evinced this interest particularly inasmuch as he was anxious about the safety and
return journey of the next highest ranking Lama of Tibet. Another reason for his reference to
the High Lama of Trashilhunpo in his conversation with Tharchin was because the newspaper
publisher had recently featured a series of articles about the Panchen in the Tibef Mirror.
It would do well to pause in the narrative for a few moments to add some further words
about this ecclesiastical personality, who proved to be so important, yet quite troublesome, in
recent Tibetan history. The Panchen is the Lama next in rank to the Dalai Lama as spiritual
head of Tibetan Buddhism. Indeed, the followers of the Panchen Lamas had frequently
maintained this Lama's supremacy, at least spiritually-speaking. over the Dalai. As a matter
offact,in the East Tibet province of Amdo, where the current Fourteenth Dalai Lama was
discovered,
the Panchen more often than not ranked in the minds of the people there as the
'Ore important figure. Tibetans address him as Panchen Rimpoche ("The Precious Great
or Sage"), which is an abbreviation of Sanskritpandjla ("scholar") and the Tibetan
'?-po ("great") with Rimpoche ("precious," the form of address applied to all supposedly
reincarnated Lamas). His official residence at the Tashi Lhunpo or Trashilhunp0Monaster~
a!Shigatse(so~thwestof Lhasa) provided early Westem visitors the 0ppomniQ of nicknamjng
Tashi Lama in contradistinction to the Dalai Lalaa. but the appellation lacks any v a l i d l t ~
for
never call him by that name. The) do haye the designation "Tashi Lalra-'' but
leserveitfor priests of an inferior position who attend weddings and furnish the materialfor
jokes!
The Panchen Lama is regarded by Tibetans as a supreme incarnation, an emanationOr
manifestation
of the celestial Buddha O-p-me. "Measureless or Boundless Light''-in
Sanskrit,
Amitabha-who is believed by Tibetan Buddhists and other Buddhists to preside
Over the present world era, or ku/l,u, the fourth of the five deemed to constitute the entirer).
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of cosmic history. Now these presumed successive incarnations of O - p m e have
recorded in official biographies of the Panchen Lamas. The first Lama to hold the
Panchen (1 569- 1662) received it from Dalai Lama V (1 6 17-82).
a sign
immensr
appreciation to his teacher, the then Abbot of Trashilhunpo, the Great Fifth had given himlht
title of Panchen Rimpoche. And ever since then, the Trashilhunpo Abbots or Panchen lamas
have succeeded one another in accordance with the very principle of reincarnation
thal is
followed by the Lamaist pontiffs at Lhasa.
Around the year 191 0, at the time when the Chinese were occupying much of Tibet and
the Thirteenth Dalai Lama had had to flee to India, a rift began between lliln and tile next,o
the most recent and late Panchen Lama, the one referred to in the interviewhere
Tharchin by His Holiness. Some of that Panchen Lama's attendants seized the opportunig
during Dalai Lama XIII's absence from Lhasa to register a complaint regarding the taxes
then being levied by the Government against the monastic seat of the Panchen Lama at
Shigatse, and other similar seci~larissues. The occupying Chinese on their part soughtt~
exploit the rift and thus attempt to divide Tibet along ideologically religious lines,48but failed
to do so: they themselves, by early 191 3, having been totally driven from the country. What
had especially presented the Chinese with an opportunity to attempt to exploit the division
between these two important administrative centers in central Tibet was the fact that during
tlie period of Chinese expulsion from the country (191 1-1 3) the followers of the Panchen
Lama had not lifted a finger to assist the forces of the Dalai Lama to expel the Ha11from the
Panchen's own administrative area of S h i g a t ~ ewhich
, ~ ~ doubtless deepened the suspicion in
Lhasa that the Panchen's supporters-if not the Lama himself-were pro-Chinese. This
naturally aggravated the rift between the two High Lamas still further; and when the twoof
them, as will shortly be delineated next in the present chapter, differed over similar taxand
other economic issues in 1923 the Panchen Lama, on 15 November of that year, fled
immediately to China. There and in Chinese Mongolia he wandered about for the restofhls
life, only infrequently setting foot inside Tibet in its northeast section that in any caseoflen
fell under Chinese influence if not its outright control. He never again saw Dalai ~amaxlll
Now in the interview between the Great Thirteenth and Tharchin in 1927, there was
perhaps a more specific reason for the keen interest His Holiness displayed in conversation
with his visitor from Kalimpong with regard to tlie welfare of his so-called spiritual rival.
Indeed, it would appear that the Dalai Lama's attention given towards the panchen was
bordering on an obsession; but perhaps justifiably so, since it greatly revolved aroulldBe
matter of the Tibetan treasury, or better stated, the growing lack of a public treasurYaThree
years before Tharchin's own audience with His Holiness, Major Bailey, the then British
Political Officer at Gangtok, was invited by the Dalai Lama to pay a visit to Lhasa in 1924
for talks with him and his Prime Minister. And according to Bailey's biographer, A*hur
Swinson, "the most important topics" for discussion (apart from the then current Everer'
Expedition)l0 "were the flight of the Tashi Lama and Bolshevik intriguesv* alld a suspicion
by the Dalai Lama that some hidden connection existed between the two. Swinson

* Besides the Dalai 1.arna's anxiety over the possible triumph of communism in China to the east of Tiba3
*
Was also concerned about the nlachinations of the R
~ ~ ~ l~ ~ lbrand
,~ ~ ~o f ,i~ akr s i ~r ; mto the
~ north. T h l ~ \ \ ~ '
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,oobwn.c that the big sticking point between the two Grand Lamas of Tibet had for years
,tered upon the matter of annual taxes or contributions. The "curious financial arrangement"
which
in respect of the Panchen Lama was that "he paid a quarter of the Tibetan
expenses in time of war," but paid "nothing in time of peace."
inasmuch as there had been many years of conflict with the Chinese, the contributions of
Tibet's second-rankingprelate had been falling due continuously for a considerable number of
yeus. Yet each time he had failed to pay. Swinson explains that when eight full years of
defaultedpayments had gone by, the Dalai Lama, no doubt anxious beyond measure, had
demanded immediate payment. Further compounding the Panchen's problem of contributions
in arrears was an issue which revolved around the status of the vast estates belonging to his
monastic seat at Trashilhunpo near Shigatse. For the longest time a number of estates, particularly
those which had been granted to high religious figures or families of aristocrats for having
rendered outstanding service, had been given tax exemptions by allowing the holders of these
exemptions to render the required tax not in coin but in kind in the form of agricultural or
nomadic products. The Monastery of Trashilhunpo was one such estate-holder which had long
enjoyed this special privilege. But when in the early 1920s a reform program-whose aim was
togain increased central control and central revenue to help finance the formation of a stronger
Tibetan military force and other secularist changes in the country's polity-led to the
because two years earlier the Soviet government had apparently already authorized the Buriat Mongol Lama
Agvan Dorjieff,British India's nemesis of yestevear, to organize a secret Soviet Mongolian delegation to Lhasa
toopen diplomatic relations with Tibet and offer arms and ammunition to the Tibetan government. I t would not
bethe last mission the Soviets would dispatch to Tibet in the 1920s, either. See Volume 111, Chapter 24 of the
Present work for details. Suffice it to add here, however, that by 1924 the British Political Oficer was himself
equallyconcerned about the Bolshevik threat from the north. Like many other members of Britain's frontier cadre
identified with the ''forward school" mentality in British ''Great Game" politics, Bailey harbored a deep-seated
fear ofRussia's intentions in Asia especially following the Bolshevik victory over the Tsarist government. After
all, Bailey possessed his own informants among the Russians; for example, the Burial Buddhisl Lama-leader
zamba Haldenov of the Astrakhan Kalnlucks in the Soviet Union. As historian Alex McKay has observed.
information received from such sources had to have convinced the Political Ofticer that a real threat existed of
influence in Tibet and that, ''like Curzon" some twenty years earlier, Bailey "was determined 10
meet the challenge in Tibet before it became a challenge to India." And in line with this intent. Bailey had not
hesitatedlo
warn the Delhi government a mere few weeks before he himself had launched this currentJourne!'of
Lhasa that a Russian. by name "Zyrianin." was even then undefl&ing a mission from L'rga to the Tibetan
capita1 "with a view to establish Bolshevism in Tibet... In fact. as intimated at several places in the present
he had become so anxious about atread\ kno1s.n recent Soviet intrigues in Tibet that he had eyen then
been plottingsecretly the overthrow of the Tibeian ruler with whom he was at that veQ' moment holding
about the Bolshevik menace! McKay, nho has thoroughly researched the matter. has explained that by late
summer of 1923 Major Bailey had concluded that tlis Holirtess, made extrerndy ineffecti\'e due to the
hcrth Government and Buddhist Church to his Socio-economic reforms
by r e a c t i ~ n afactions
~
ndmllltar)modernization, was no longer \+>illingor able to create a strong enough Tibet \rhicll could successfull~
""hstandthe Communisl Russian attelnpts to gain influence in the land. Yet ifthis be true. as Bailey nlosl
then this would unqllpstionahly aflecl ad\.rrselv Britain's primay interests in India. Accordinghi lhe
PoliticalOflicer now thought that only General Tsaroig.
if made head of Tibet's secular P''\"erand thus protect Britain's imperial interests to the south. He,nce7
e'ectively with L e perceived soviet
had Set in molion the aneml,ted coup to ejTcct tile desired change in Tibetan temporal leafershlp It
though.dueto Bailey's nlonumental
miscalculation,
s e e again McKa): f i h t anddle fil/ishR".I. 102-15.and ''ls
subsequentmonograph on these events. .q-ibet 1924: a Very British COUPAttempt?." Jollrllo'
As'anc S ~ ~ i3de Series
~ - (Nov. 1997):4 1 I -2 J.
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reorganization of the land's entire tax collection system, the Dalai Lama
l
removed
Trashilhunpo's special tax status. And together, these two actions by His Holinessveryguickly
impelled His Serenity the Panchen Lama to flee the country in 1923 and findrefuge in China
and Inner Mongolia, taking along with him a large retinue and a considerablepo*ion oft,iros
treasury. The Panchen's flight, sudden and unexpected as it was, created a near panic
Lhasa. (Gergan Tharchin, incidentally, was himself present at the Tibetan capitalatthat vev
moment.) Moreover, sizable segments of the Tibetan populace viewed the flight of this populu
successor incarnation of 0-pa-me, in the words of one scholar on Tibet, "as yet anotherofthe
undesirable consequences of secular changes and the rise to prominence ofthe Anglborientd
military fa~tion."~'
More importantly, the Panchen's hasty departure set offa politicalconflict
of serious proportions between, if not personally the two Lamas themselves, then most
tlie two groups of retainers and other followers each of them had; for it was fairly well belieL,;d
that the two holy men themselves would have soon settled the dispute had the matter been left
ta them to resolve.52As one writer on Tibet observed, the conflict did not in the first instance
originate over the matter of territorialjurisdiction or power and authority, as some have alleged,
but was a controversy which erupted "over the privilege of tax exemption and the questionof
revenue."53
When the British Political Officer appeared in Lhasa ayear later he had been asked bythe
Dalai Lama to use his considerable influence to try to effect his "rival's" return, since most
Tibetans, including the Grand Lama himself, had been made extremely sad over his exile; but
even though Major Bailey had over the years become a great personal friend of the Panchen,
he was unable, in his biographer's words, "to make any practical ~uggestion."~"
Hence, the
resultant conflict which emerged between these two power centers of Tibet provided the
Chinese with a pretext they had long sought after, since their deportation in 1912,for interfering
in Tibetan political affairs, an interference which would last for decades to come.
At some point during his audience with the Dalai Lama Tharchin was able to present no!
only his own gift (the decoratively wrapped tin of biscuits) but also the gifts from missionaq
Cecil Polhill-Turner.These gifts-a gold wrist-watch and an expensive writing instrumentwere duly conveyed by the Kalimpong visitor to His Holiness, who would several week,^
later acknowledge the same to Polhill-Turner by means of a sealed letter in Tibetan.Asr
turned out, the letter was transmitted by mail to the British missionary in Englandbytllehand
of Gergan Tbarchin when the latter left Lhasa for India to post it there early thef0llowmp
year. The full text of the letter, so kindly made available to the present writer by Cecll
Polhill's grandson, Professor Doctor Victor C. Funnell, makes for interesting
reveals the contents of a letter sent His Holiness earlier by Polhill that had been forwarded
to the Dalai Lama by the latter's old friend in Kalirnpong, the retired ~ritishTradeAgent.
David Macdonald. But it also reveals a quite obvious hesitancy by Lhasa, at this
period in Tibetan affairs, to respond positively to Christian missionary ~olhill'srequest
permission to enter Tibet and travel up to the Tibetan capital for an audience with tlleGreat
Thirteenth. In contrast to the earlier-described success of "missionary" Tllarcllln less
obtrusive approach to Christian evangelism in Tibet, missiollar) Polliill, tllough not present!
with s n outright negative to his more direct approach (perhaps Jue to his identification
'lt''
two quite respected friends of Tibet: the Babu and Macdonald), was nonetheless recipient

,

a
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government's by now all too familiar temporizing when it came to
appealsby Christian workers to be granted permission to enter the Great Closed Land. How
coincidental-b~talso how ironic-that missionary Polhill's "unsuccessful" letter was dated
the same day on which the "successful" Tharchin had had his audience with TibetTsGreat
One: 5 December 1927! The Dalai Lama's reply to Polhill's missive, a very clear English
translationof which was found by Professor Funnell among his grandfather's papers, reads
this way:
The reason for writing this letter is as follows:
I have duly received your letter dated the 12' day ofthe 1 Oh Tibetan month of the Fire-Hare
year (5" December 1927) through Mr. D. Macdonald, late British Trade Agent, Yatung and
Gyantse, together with a gold wrist-watch and a pencil, and have understood the contents. In
it you state that although you are not acquainted with me personally, you have a great desire
to meet me. Formerly you had visited Amdo and Kham, and made the acquaintance of the
Tibetan people and established friendly relations with them and that you are keenly interested
in them. Therefore you propose to send me news from the English town of London, also
illustrated newspapers and Chinese news that will be useful to me, as you have friends in
China from whom you are receiving letters. Furthermore. you wish to tell me what sort of
religion the British people have, and what is going to happen in the world. You are of opinion
that wonderful things are going to take place in the near future. I have thoroughly understood
all that you say, and I shall keep them in mind.
This letter is sent with a silk scarf of greeting and a Tibetan gold coin on an auspicious
date-the 5' day ofthe 1 Ith Tibetan month of the Fire-Hare year (3 1" December 1927).
Round Seal of the Dalai Lama.
Reply sent through Tharchin of Khunu [i.e., of Kunawar]
To C. Polhill Esquire
Howbury Hall
Bedford England*
On the whole the Dalai Lama was openly expressive of his goodwill towards his visitor

Kalimpong, who in return was very glad to have met His Holiness, the political monarch
as well as the religious ruler of Tibet. The Grand Lama was kind enough to grant Tharchin
an interview of thirty minutes whereas various top-ranking officials were getting barell, five
to ten minutes. Observed the Kalimpong publisher later: "I believe this good gesture towards
mewasindicative of the Dalai Lama's admiration for, and appreciation of, my services and
eonkibutionto the people of Tibet through the Tibebn newspapet:" Indeed, such a conclusion
appear to be quite reasonable when one considem the contents of the brief report about
audience which Tharchin sent from Lhasa to Rev. Graham by letter the ver). next day
followingtheevent. For amonghis few remarks to his friend concerning the unusual interview,

*

Fepraent author owes a debt of gratitude to Mr. John Bray of London for having put him in contactOfwit,h
"

f'olhill's grandson. In consequence, Professor Funnel1 kindly furnished the author a
b ~ s h t i 0 na d graciously vanled him permissionto quote i& ~ 0 n t f l S . Letter, Funnel1lo the prrwnt
Beling, 6 November ,995. Professor be li ell, incidentally, is a Council member ofthe Tibet Societyof
Ene*ad,a d is Cunently (2003) editing for publication the unpublished memoirs of h e gmdfather
gPanduncle
Arthur, Polhill-Tumer(brothers)that will be entitled TWOEfoniam in China.
'""!Onq
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Tharchin mentioned in particular the fact that "at the last" few moments of his time withtlIe
Dalai Lama the latter once "again asked me to continue with the paper and try to enlarge itby
and by.'' Furthermore, the Tibetan publisher added significantly,His Holiness also declaredat
the end of the audience that he "would keep me in mind to help me in the work."" In the light
of these statements, therefore, it would seem that Tharchin was not off the mark at all l,
conclude that the unusual length of his audience was due in great measure to this progersively
minded Dalai Lama's keen interest in the Kalimpong publisher's newspaper as yet another
instrument in the furtherance of his country's modernization which the shrewd Tibetan ruler
had been pursuing so diligently during the latter years of his long reign.*
After the conversation was concluded, and in accordance with the requisite etiquette,tea
was served by a Tibetan attendant who was the faithful and favorite servant of the Dalai
Lama. His name was Kuchar Kunphela (or, Kun-pel La) whom Tharchin was to come to
know much more intimately in Kalimpong in the years after the Dalai Lama's death in 1933,
One-third of a cup of tea was poured into a Chinese porcelain. According to custom Tharchin
acknowledged the offer but declined it with thanks. Then, in a round basket, Tibetancakes
and "khapses," along with a bowl of fruits, were brought in but again the visitor declined
these politely but with thanks. When Tharchin emerged from his audience with theTibetan
god-king, he found-as he was supposed to find-that all the offerings which he had
courteously declined inside had been handed over to his servant who was still awaiting him
at the gate. Many people who were standing at the entrance greatly desired to have a share
in these preparations because they, like all Tibetans, believed thcse were now infused with
the special blessing of His Holiness.
This was not at all unlike the instance told of by David Macdonald about an occasion in
1919 when he had dined with the same Panchen Lama only just now discussed above-This
second most reverenced of all Tibetan Lamas had been on a return journey from Lhasa back
to his monastic seat outside Shigatse, and had purposely arranged that his itinerary would
take him via Gyantse to see his old friend Macdonald, the then British Trade Agent there,
Upon being conducted by the Panchen to his temporary quarters at the local palkhorchhode
Monastery, Macdonald found himself seated at table in one of the Great Lama's rooms
where lunch was about to be served. Small bowls of rice, cooked in butter, and driedfruits
were shortly afterwards passed around. "Before we ate," the British guest reported later!
-

'

A discrepancy exists here concerning the actual amount of time the visitor spent with the Dalai L~maIn Le
account above of what Tharchin reported long after the event, he stated it as having been for thirty minutes
in his letter to Rev. Graham dated 6 December 1927, just one day after the audience, the Tibetan had statedtha'
his interview with His Holiness had lasted only ''about ten minutes." Yet given the variety of topics saidtohave
been discussed, as indicated in both Tharchin's brief description to Graham and his much more thoroughrep0"
of a later date, there is little doubt in this author's mind that the audience lasted much longer than amerelen
minutes. Perhaps the discrepancy can best be explained by making the observation that the excitement
moment for Tharchin of at last sitting face-to-face with the near-legendary Great Man of Tibet had probabIs
caused him to lose all sense of time. And when only twenty-four hours aAerwards he took to his f ~ ~ ~
report to Rev. Graham this momentous event in his life, the emotional high of the previous day still lingered"lh
him. But upon further reflection much later, when, a he said in his lefier to eraham, '1 shall tell all the ne'qsof
[about the audience] on my arrival" back in Kalimpong, calm reason could assess more accurately theieng'
time he had actually Spent in the presence of the Inmost One of Tibet.

~
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panchen Lama solemnly blessed the food. My confidential Tibetan clerk, a devout
maist,who was also present, instead of eating his portion surreptitiouslyemptied his bowl
into the pouch formed by his robe and waistband, to take home to his family." This was
k-ure once the Panchen had blessed it, explained Macdonald, "this food was sacred.
such food is considered a very potent talisman as protection against all ills and misfortunes."%
Whether or not before departing the presence of His Holiness the visitor from Kalimpong
had had placed round his neck by the Dalai Lama a wisp of red bandage material that had
been knotted by Tibet's spiritual ruler himself and rubbed between the palms of his hands,
Tharchin never did say.* More than likely, however, out of respect and appreciation for
Tharchin's unique contribution to Tibetan life and culture, and the fact that His Holiness had
ganted such an extraordinarily lengthy audience, it is not too much to assume that the Dalai
Lama had in very truth graced the neck of his visitor with one of the ceremonial red ribbons.
This is another object which Tibetans would regard as most valuable-indeed, as even more
precious than the said food preparations. Atpublic audiences held by the Grand Lama such
red ribbons are distributed by one of his Lama ministers to the crowd of pilgrims who file
past before him, and would not have likely been knotted or blessed by His Holiness. "It is
when he performs this ceremony himself, as he sometimes does at a private audience, that
one isconsidered to have received, in that tiny scrap of material, a treasure beyond the value
ofall the gold in Tibet."S7
Before concluding this portion of the narrative dealing with Gergan Tharchin's unusual
private audience with the ruling monarch of Tibet, mention should be made of one or two
more details. According to the letter which Tharchin had dispatched from Kalimpong.
permission was sought by him to study under an erudite and renowned Lama who was then
engaged in the task of revising the Kangyur, the canonical scriptures of Buddhism. The
would-bescholar had hoped during his period ofstudy at Lhasa to reside in the same compound
where the learned Lama was living while taking lessons with him. But because His Holiness
was not pleased with this Lama, the latter was compelled to move away to some other
place. In Tharchin's audience with the Da]ai Lama, the latter inquired of his visitor whether
or not he was studying under this learned Lama. Tharchin wisely replied. "As the place of
IhatLamais far away, I am not going to study under him. Illstead, I am taking lessons from
another Lama in Lhasa city itself."
When asked later to convey his final impressionsof the Tibetan ruler and the interview he
had had with him, the elder Tharchin replied: "His.Holiness the Thirteenth Dalai Lama had a
very afiractivepersonality. His eyes were forceful and penetrating. In fact. you could never
look straight at him even if you were a non-Tibetan. The British Oficers used to have the
of simplicity was written on his face. He wasa
Samefeeling. Even so, the great
kindheadd,
broadminded alld farsighted person. Yet he was also a man wllo was made of
At
"em stuff. He was toug], and dignified-almost born to command. He was shrewd,
"tisknown, though. for Tharchin said SO i n his leurr written the folloainp da) 10 Rev. Graham- lhatihe Da'ai
a large ''lk
his visilor, Wrote Tharchin: ..He .!?arcme
Lamapresented a panicularly
lhata
which he meant a longer than usual one] to take with me.'. This, too. was a hrthcr indication of the
respect His Holiness had towards Gergan Tharchin.
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the conclusion of the interview the lowly Tibetan from POOsaluted him againin militPrysVle
and moved slowly backwards, as was strictly required, without showing his back
Great Man of Tibet.58
That the Thirteenth Dalai Lama always had at heart the best interests of Tibet is borne
out especially in his foreign and domestic policies as they pertained to the country's huge
neighbor to the east. When asked in 1975 what he thought was this Grand Lama's chief
accomplishment, Gergan Tharchin answered that the main achievement of His Holiness
was the latter's "realization that Tibet must change or perish. His lifelong attempt wasto
modernize Tibet and make her independent, [completely] free from China." Tharchin added,
meaningfully, that the Great Thirteenth had always "wanted to be friendly with China, but
not be under China."59
After this visit to Lhasa Tharchin was never to see this great personage ofTibet again,for
Dalai Lama XI11 (1 876-1933) would die six years later before his next visit to the Tibetan
capital. Since this Buddhist Priest-King's death he has gained the reputation ofhaving beenthe
greatest Dalai Lama second only to the Great Fifth (1 6 17-82). Furthermore, as the author of
his definitive biography in English, Sir Charles Bell, has asserted, he was "unique among allthe
Dalai Lamas, for he was the only one among them to exercise the worldly, as well as the
spiritual, power throughout the whole of his adult life, that is to say, for thirty-seven years."'

'

i!

The publisher from Kalimpong claimed that the Dalai Lama read his newspaper carefully
One need not doubt in the least the credibility of tliis statement. Indeed, "every importan1
Tibetan-whether he have been a Government official or a person dealing in commerceor
trade--depended upon Gergan Tliarcl~i~i's
fiber Mirror," reported a latter-day member of
India's Lhasa Mission, "since, among other things, the A4irir.mr pi~blisliedtlie latest priceson
woo! and other news related to the wool trade."" The following incident bears out, in fact.
tile validity of tliis report and tlie Babu's claim regarding the Great Thirteentli liilllself./~s
already indicated, in his newspaper Tharchin ~ o u l dregularly pllblisli tlie currelit pricesof
items such as wool which was at that time a very good sourcc of inconie annually for Tibet
In tllose days a ~nonopolyof wool Lras entrusted by the Tibetan governmcot to a parlic1llar
I
tradel.. On one occasion His tlolinesr noticed that a price list of wool subritted b!
(.hvern~llent wool trader for a particular month differed fro111tlie price list publislled h! 1
Tliarchin in his Tibetan tnontlily newspaper. ImInediately tlie Dalai Lama called for a'1
explanation fro111the trader concerned.
Now since the Tibetan government had taken over the Mooltmdc. tlie general \voolmercballlr
began to lose their source of income. Hence they begall to export sliecp by the tllo1lsandsof I
lhe 1
thousands to India. which was unprecedented in tllc Iiistol) the \boo1 trade. ~ltllo~g"
'
so thc traders be.@lllokill
slleep were being sold very clieap, still tllere Mere no buyerr
l"
sheep and to sell tlie meat (which \\as in those days eve11 cheaper t l i n ~ ibee0
tllc Ilcadline b L M u n ~1s"S e l l l l l ~
hollse. ' ~ h a r c h i npublished this Illaner in [>is ne\\lspaper
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cheaperThan Beef" and under another headline "Wool-Selling and SheepSelling." He pind
outhatifsheepwhich are the source of wool be killed, then a day will come when there will
tnomore sheep, which in tum would mean there will be no more wool trade. As soon as the
Tibetan monarch read these articles he immediately ordered that not a single slleep along the
border between India and Tibet was to cross the boundary. This incident again showed that His
Holiness read the Tibetan newspaper very carefully and acted promptly whenever an economic
measure was required in the greater interest of the country.

Whether or not His Holiness took any special notice ofthose pages in the issues of the Tiber
Minor devoted to Christian themes is not known. It is known,h&ever, that on at least two
occasions, either a copy of the Tibetan Gospels or else a Tibetan New Testament (the revised
one published at Ghoom) had been made available to the Dalai Lama. In the first instance the
information comes from Annie R. Taylor, celebrated missionary to Tibet from the China side
whose life and career have already been discussed elsewhere in the present narrative. In an
interview she granted to a London Daily N ~ Mreporter
JS
in late 1905, she reported that "the
Dalai Lama had sent for copies" of the Gospels that she continually kept available in the store
she had operated at Yatung, in Tibet's Chumbi Valley, dubbed the "Yatung Medical Hall." in
which the chief articles of sale were "simple drugs, books, and copies of the gospel^."^'
In the second instance the British and Foreign Bible Society's Mongolia Sub-Agent and
Colporteur, Mr. F. A. Larson, had made the acquaintance in the summer of 1908 of a wealth)
Mongol prince, at whose horne town northwest of Urga (today's Ulan Bator) the Dalai
Lama had stayed as a guest for some time earlier that year while on a voluntary exile from
U~asasince 1904. Larson subsequelltly met the Prince again at Peking, where the latter
was in attendance on the Dalai Lama. Through tile Prince's connection \r it11 His Holiness.
several well-bound Tibetan New Testaments and Gospels had been given to the more
prominent members ofthe Dalai Lama's entourage. But Larson was foiled b) the suspicious
and protective Chinese in the PrinceYsattempt to effect all interview between the Colporteur
and His Holiness "that had been desired on both sides." Instead, a Testament was left wit11
the Prince's son. who promised to deliver it personally to the Grand Lama once Larson and
the Prince's party had left Peking on a joint trip to ~hanghai."And sure enough. durillg the
autumn of 1908 at Peking the Mongolian prince's son fulfilled his promise by person all^
presenting to the Dalai Lama, "in the name of the Bible Society," a Copy of the "Tibetan
New Testament and Psalter bound in yellow br~cade."~'
Moreover, the Dalai Lama had also been the recipient of a Tibetan version of
Bun~an's
famous seventeenth-century Christian allegory, The P i l ~ r i m iProgress. The
Tract Society in London had, by means of "a missionary working on the Indian
frontier"[James A. Mcdonald ofCalcutta?], forwarded to His Holiness in early 193 a
~~~hetrans~ation
that had been colnpleted earlier by none other than Tharchinaspredecessor
before
"lieague in the Tibetan work in Ka]impong, Rev. Evan ~ a c k e n z i e ~ j u sfew
ta

l

the laner had departed for Scotland on his final furlough. The Tract Society had, in h,
published Mackenzie's translation of the allegorical masterpiece in 1928 in conjunctiOnHilh
;
the tercentenary celebration of Bunyan 'S birth. Translated into more languagesthan any
book in the world save the Bible itself, Pilgrim's Progress in its Tibetan editionwas
illustrated with pictures drawn by an artist with Indian experience and hence calculated
appeal to the Oriental mind.15 The Times of London in March 1932 printed the text ofthe
letter of acknowledgment which His Holiness had sent to the Society expressing his
appreciation for their sending him a copy of Mackenzie's translation; it makes for highly
interesting reading:
Greeting. Received the letter and the Ashi scarf [a better quality khata, it will be recalled,
befitting the dignity of the Hierarch of Tibet] sent on the 2 I" of the 6IhTibetan month of the
Iron-Sheep Year, in which it was said that [David] Macdonald Sahib who is [temporarily]living
in Englando6had written that the religion of Jesus Christ had been translated into Tibetan and
printed under the title of "The Pilgrim's Progress." It is difficultfor us, who accept and spread
the doctrine of those who wear the yellow hat [the Reformed Sect of Tibetan Buddhism], to
accept and live your religion. I have received the copy you forwarded by post from the Religious
Tract Society. Please thank them. With Ashi: written on the auspicious date, the 10lhofthe10lh
Tibetan month of the Iron-Sheep Year.67
It is worth noting that it was the Moravian missionaries at Leh in Ladakh who were responsible
for yet another Tibetan translation and preparation for printing of Bunyan's masterpiece,
which was completed in 1 929.68

At the end of 1932 the Dalai Lama sent another gift of Rs. 201- to the publisher in
Kalimpong earmarked for his newspaper. Failing to receive an immediate acknowledgment,
however, His Holiness ultimately dispatched a telegram (dated 7 December 1933)to Tharchin
requesting him to acknowledge the receipt of the contribution by return telegram. It SO
happened that the publisher was unable to write a letter of acknowledgmek when thegifi
was first received because during those days he was lying i l l in the local hospital. Now)
though, he promptly sent offthe requested telegram and thanked His Holiness forthe timely
gift. About all this, Tharchin commented: "This goodwill gesture of monetary gifls was
demonstrative of the Dalai Lama's love and concern for me personally."*
But Tharchin added the following sad observation to the above comment:

' This proved to be the last instance of financial help the Great Thineenth would be able to extend lo Ihe

a'

Kalimpong publisher, as the ensuing paragraphs of text above will explain; even so. it would not bethe end
contributions emanating from Lhasa and its Government leaden, For in a letter which Tharchin dispatchedtosir
Charles Bell from the Tibetan capital when the newspaper publisher was there in 1937 with the ~ m e r i c a n ~ a ~ ~ ' ~ ~
and scholar Theos Bemard, he could write the following: "Here I met the ~ c g e n tPrime
,
Minister. and thefovr
Shapes. [inasmuch] as the)' were SO good to me just before lefi Kalimpong, the Tibetan government [hav'n~l
Sent me Rs. 1001- as a help to my Tibetan newspaper [and] saying they were very much pleased with the paper
and asking me to continue it and send regularly." Moreover, in the same year but prior to his trip with t em*^"
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Rn daysafter the ... telegram, His Holiness passed away. I was one of the few persons who
heard ofthesad news first. Right about this t h e Sir Charles Bell, the [retired] Political Officer,was

intendingto proceed to Tibet. When the news of the Dalai Lama's death was first conveyed to Sir
Charles, he did not believe it at all. [Those like him who knew His Holiness well had assumed he
live for at least another fifteen years.] When it was finally confirmed through the post and
ulegraph depart~nent,'~
the Political Ofticer's face suddenly changed and became quite p e f stricken inasmuch as he had had a very high regard for His Holiness the Thirteenth Dalai Lama.

Sir Charles has himself described the event, and Tharchin's involvement, in a scholarly
biography he authored about the Great Thirteenth, a s follows:
InNovember 1933,the Dalai Lama summoned one ofthe Nepalese photographers in Lhasa to
take his photograph. This alarmed the people of Lhasa, who took it as a sign that he intended
to die soon. Towards the end of November I arrived from England, at Kalimpong, hoping to go
to Tibet the following May as soon as the passes over the mountain ranges were open. On
December 19h my wife and daughter and I were having tea with David Macdonald and his
family in the little hotel that his daughter, Mrs. Perry, was running there.
Suddenly the blow fell. A note from Tharchin was handed to Macdonald. It told him that
Tharchin had heard a report that the Dalai Lama had gone to the Honorable Field, or in other
words, had passed out of his thirteenth Incarnation.
A Chinese newspaper declared the story to be a hoax. The Dalai Lama, it said, was going towards
eastern Tibet for the purpose of making war. But the Tibetan report was true; the Chinese statement
was entirely devoid of foundation, as Chinese statements about Tibet often are.
I sent a telegram of condolence to the Prime Minister and another to the Cabinet.. . . Tibet
[now] felt as though orphaned. One of the glorious Rebirths had gone to the Field; the other
[thepanchenLama] was absent far away in China. On the worldly side she was sadly weakened
by the passing of the Precious Sovereign, for who else could hold the Land of Snow against
foreign aggression and internal comm~tion?'~
Rinchen Dolma Taring (Mary La), who was in Lhasa at the time of the Great Thirteenth's
passing, has described the poignant reaction o f the capital to the news the night it became known:
Lights were burned inside every house and on the roofs; the flags and banners of all houses
and temples were brought down; officials put on their mourning dresses and took off their
earrings; women took off their gaily striped pangdens (aprons) and all their anan~ents.(The
Ommental pangden of a Tibetan woman is considered most important and is only taken off on
the death of a Dalai Lama.. ..) . . . Next morning people flocked to Norbu Lingka to pay homage
tothe Holy Body and everyone wept at having lost their great Ruler and I ~ m a . "

At Lhasa Gergan Tharchin finally bade goodbye to officials and friends and took the

-

journey. His entourage had a permit from the Lhasa government instructing the local

L h ~Iheq KalimpOng publisher had remarked in another letter to Bell that *'whenHis Holiness the Dalai
\'~'"

'O

ldarna
life, he used to take much interest i n it [the nearpaper] and used to send me help and glvcmcouragen'ent.
kindletters are with me, and I hope to produce them in my paper now and then in the futun." Tharchin
Tsmng House Lhasa 1 July ,937; Tharchin to Bell, Kalimpong. 16 Feb. 1937--Be" Papers.

l

gopas o r headmen at the different stages along the journey to supply ponies for ridingand
luggage. It must be understood that it was frequently the custom in those days for the
Government to grant to certain parties who might apply for them appropriate pennits which
would provide the use o f animals free o f charge or at minimal cost on the variousshger
along the caravan routes within Tibet. And a s a matter of fact, in his Lhasa letter to Rev
Graham of 10 October 1927, Tharchin had expressed the hope, as he said, "that I may be
able to get two o r three pack animals ... free on the stages, as I am thinking to apply vl,j
request this o f His Holiness the Dalai Lama."
Modern-day Western travelers may not be able to appreciate the difficultieswhich hadto
be overcome by Tibetan travelers o f the recent past. The arrangements for travel and I
communications required in making the journey contemplated by Tharchin was no simple 1
matter back then. Some idea of the intricacies involved can perhaps be gleaned from a I
description that was given by a young Tibetan nobleman when he. too. was preparingto
make the same journey to India from Lhasa which Tharchin was himself about to begin.
Though the nobleman in question, Lobsang Lhalungpa, traveled this route twenty years later
than the Babu's party, the arrangements he had to follow were exactly the same as no\\
confronted Gergan Tharchin and his large group of fellow travelers; for even in 1947,
Lhalungpa noted, "communications and modes of travel in Tibet were still old-fashioned."
He continued:

l,

,

The route from Lhasa to Darjeeling, over three hundred miles across rough caravan trails and
high mountain passes, usually took three weeks on horseback, although it could be covered
by fast runners in less than ten days. I planned to make the trip in six weeks, because I wanted
to visit friends, lamas, and holy places along the way.
1
For traveling on official assignment, the Council of Cabinet Ministers [the Kashag] issued
me an official document addressed to the administrators and elders of districts along the route
with instructions to provide me and my party with lodgings and replacement horses, for which
1 was to pay but a minimal fee. Certain farmers and landowners all over the country had to
provide these services for the Government in lieu of paying a land tax. The unpaved caravan
routes were maintained by volunteers as a religious act, often poor people who accepted
donations from travelers.
Before leaving I sent advance notice to the village elders of each district where I intendedto
stop, giving them the approximate date of my arrival and the number of horses that would have to
be cared for. Handwritten on a big sheet of paper and wrapped around an arrow, this notice ~med
through a system of relay runners, each ten or so miles beyond the last, beginning with a runner
provided by an agency in Lhasa. This was a modified version ofour ancient communication~Y~te~
in which messages were wrapped around arrows and shot to the next village."
I

1

i
I

i

requested, tbusreduclnE ,
Tharchin's party was fortunate in receiving the Government
considerably the road expenses involved. Nevertheless, it was a case of " t ~ u c h - a n d - g ~ 1' ' ~ ~ ~
the Kalimpong visitor during much of his stay at Lhasa whether or not he would be able to i
collect sufficiellt filnds necessary to cover the expenses for such a large party of travelers'
B
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A, it turnedout, Tharchin, a s he had feared, did have to g o into debt after all since, as he
repeatedly remarked in his several letters to Rev. Graham, those from his wife's family who
planningto accompany him back to India "have no money." In his final letter to Graham
fnrm the Tibetan capital he explained his predicament in some detail:

am trying to start [for home] as soon a~ possible.. .. We finished [collecting] all our road
expenses, but I took a hurldi of Rs. 2001- [a check loan in this amount] fiom Khan Sallib
Faizullah and gave him a letter and a receipt addressed to you requesting [you] kindly do this
favor for me by paying [him] this amount. Even so, I am afraid this is not sufficient for our road;
[because]from this amount only half is left since we had asked for this money from Khan Sahib
a long time back .... I [therefore] have to take a loan from a Tibetan OfTicer. Anyhow, I am
trusting in the Lord [that] these souls get salvation. I think we shall miss Xmas there.']
NOW]

Tharchin Babu's reference here to Khan Bahadur Faizullah should not be surprising at all
when one understands that he was one of a number of very important Moslem traders and
businessmen whose ancestors had settled in Lhasa a long time before. The background of Haji
Faimllah is amost fascinating one. (Haji is a prized title for any Moslem who in his lifetime has
accomplished the coveted goal of making the Hajj or pilgrimage to Islam's most holy center of
Mecca in Arabia.) For it is instructive as to how most ofthe Moslem corninunity at the Tibetan
capital-which in its heyday had nuinbered 2000 residents-came to be there.
It needs to be explained that the bulk of the Moslem citizens in Tibet was of Kashmiri and
tosome extent Ladakhi origins, living primarily in the country's two largest cities-Lhasa
and Shigatse. (Other Tibetan Moslems were of Chinese and Nepalese origins, too.) According
tolocal tradition, writes one authority on the subject,
these Kashrniri Moslems migrated to Tibet during the seventeenth century. during the reign of
the Fifth Dalai Lama, when the Kashmir Valley was in the grip of a severe famine. The Dalai

Lama allowed them to settle in Tibet permanently, and provided all basic amenities. During the
Dogra rule of Kashmir, too [which lasted till its defeat by Tibet in 184 1-21, many Kashmiris
migrated to neighboring countries, including Tibet, on account of the oppressive measures by
the Dogra rulers.. . . Under the influence of Kashmiri Moslems, many Dogra Hindu soldiers
embraced Islam and were called ''Singhp Kllachey," or Dogra Moslems [Kha-the, the 77beh~1
wordfor Moslem, also means Kashmiri.]. (''Singh'' is a Sanskrit word meaning "lion." All Sikhs
and many Hindus add "Singh" to their name as a sign of fearlessness.) ... Like other Moslems
in Tibet. Kashmiri Moslems adopted Tibetan culture. language. dress. food. etc.. after
their migration.

The

who came from Ladakh were by and large traders who traveled to Tibet i n
with business. Indeed, these traders established large Stores in Tibet's
including the capital, where, in the words of Hugh Richardson, they were "British
Protected subjects," llaving continually bLgoodrelations with the British Mission" there-" But
trade, they wollld also engage i n various other businesses: for example' many of
them Operated tailor shops in the Tibetan bazaari.
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among the Tibetan Moslem families whose origins were Ladakhi, a very prominenl
one was the Khowja family. Some o f its members, explains this same authority,
NOW

regularly visited Tibet in connection with trade. One member of this family, Haji Umar shah
sealed in Lhasa. He was allotted land at Lhasa and Shigatse and his descendants settled
both these cities. In addition to Lhasa and Shigatse, the Khowja family had a house at ~ " d ~ k ,
a trading center in western Tibet.
Four members of this family were awarded the title of "Khan Bahadur" by the British
Government of India for services rendered to the British. Ofthese, two-Haji Faizullah andHaji
Ghulam Mohmad-lived in Tibet. Haji Faizullah was very close to the Thirteenth Dalai Lama ..,
A s a matter of fact, the Khowja family w s extremely influential, having regular contacts
with His Holiness. The other Khan ~ a h i b , ~ ~Ghulam
a j i Mohmad,
headed a five-member committee of Singhpa and Kashmiri Moslems, which had been given the
authority to resolve disputes within the Moslem community, as authorized by the Tibetan
government in a document of the Fifth Dalai Lama. Austin Waddell referred to this committee
in his book, Lhasa and Its Mysteries, where he wrote: "An aged, gentle and good-hurnored
Ladakhi Moslem chaired the committee. He has got powers of an honorary magistrate to settle
criminal and other cases of his CO-religionists."
But as a further sign of this family's influence at Lhasa, two of Haji Umar Shah's grandsons,
and their two relatives-all four of whom likewise bore the esteemed title of Khan Bahadurwould in time be provided land in the Tibetan capital by the Great Thirteenth's successor,
Dalai Lama XIV. But after 1959 they, like all Moslems of Kashmiri origin, would flee to India
and be rehabilitated at Srinagar in Kashmir and at other places in India.*75

* Indeed, in 1959 many members of the Tibetan Moslem community pressured the authorities in Tibet to vie\\
them as foreign nationals (that is, Indian citizens), this being seen by these Moslems in Tibet as "primarily a
politically expedient move." So writes scholar JosC I. Cabezon, who goes on to explain that following the
complete Chinese Communist takeover of Tibet in 1959 this action would turn out to be "to their advantageln
that it provided the Indian government grounds for claiming these Tibetan Moslen~sas citizens of India
Nevertheless, despite Indian intervention in their support, only a few hundred Moslems were able to IeaveTihel.
they settling as refugees mainly in India and Nepal. "We find today," notes Cabezon, "concentrations ofTibetan
Moslems in Kathmandu, Darjeeling and Kalimpong, though the largest community is to be found in Srinagat"
Cabezon, ''lslarn in Tibet," in A. W. Radhu, Islam in Tibet [and] Tibetan Caravans (1997). 23.
These Moslem refugees from Tibet, like their indigenous Tibetan counterparts who also fled south, \vtrelo
miss dearly the Land of Snows. Dawa Norbu recounts the observations of one Tibetan Moslem escapee
Lhasa whom he met in Kalimpong. An old man who wore a long silvery beard, he "was full of nostalgiclnemorler
of heavenly Tibet." Said the elderly Tibetan Moslem to Norbu: "We can', be more free even in lndiathan wewerc
in Tibet. Our only obligation was that some of our elders used to attend the New year celebrations and doobeisancr
to the Dalai Lama. We owe him and his government immense gratitude. Son. you will never have thehappincsslnd
freedom that we enjoyed in Tibet." Red Star Over fibe[, 88.
For a beautifully written biographical work of nostalgia, authored by a younger-gencration Ladakhi h40sl!n'
trader and sometime member of the Lhasa Moslem community who had frequently visited the Tibetan
and had lived there for several lengthy periods both before and after the Chinese Communist invasion ofTlhaln
1950, see Abdul Wahid Radhu's highly personal account, fibelan Caravans, first published in F r e n ~ h a ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~
1981. and that appears in English translation in Islam in
[and] fiberan (bravans (~ouisville.1997)n"
of kidhu's cousins, incidentally, were sons of Haji Faizullah, and two brothers of Radhu's father-in-law-knosn
prominently in Lhasa as the "Tsakhur brothers7'-were descendmts of ,he above-rnentioned Hali urnar(Omar'
Shah, one of the very early Moslem settlers in the Tibetan capital, Radhu, who off and on through theyears
also resided in Kalimpong, most likely came to know Gergan Tharchin at this latter place.

from
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was no wonder, then, that in an emergency such as now confronted him, Gergan
Tharchin,when faced with a shortage of funds for his delayed stay at the Tibetan capital and
for his homeward journey to Kalimpong, would approach the prosperous and influential
Khan Bahadur Faizullah for timely assistance. But it will be learned later in the present
narrativethat he would also approach the good Khan Sahib to petition him to serve as a
distributing agent at Lhasa for his fiber Mirror newspaper.
jt

Now although pony permits for the journey homeward were indeed available to Tharchin
for his party, an unpleasant incident involving one of the riding ponies occurred along the
way. At the third stage, from Gyantse to Phari, it so happened that the local gopa supplied a
bad riding pony which began to kick back very nastily. The servant was thrown off of the
pony and its saddle became tilted. During the turmoil half of a sword had come out of its
sheath and the pony went on kicking against the edge of the sword until it cut the nerves of
its hind leg. With great difficulty they stopped the pony from kicking further against the
sword. There ensued an altercation between the parties concerned over the damage done to
the pony. At last the price of Rs. 1201- was fixed for the animal, out of which Rs. 601- was
paid by Tharchin with the rest to be paid by the owner. Thus did the owner take away the
Pony.

On this return journey, which is believed to have begun from Lhasa on 5 February 1 9%'"
ten or twelve other persons, mostly Tharchin's mother-in-law and other near relatives.
accompanied him and his wife to Kalimpong. They reached the Tharchin home in March of
1928Justtwo months prior to the arrival of Dr. Knox, the new ~nissionaryfrom Australia.
Here at Kalimpong the party of ten or twelve from Lhasa spent one full year. During this
long interval Tharchin's relatives, he noted later, had many opportunities to attend the Sunday
church services and thus hear the gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ. They learned, he added.
~~theredeemin~
love of God expressed in the crucifixion of His Son Jesus wliich was then
~~~dicated-accordin~
to Christian belief- by the resurrectioll of Christ from the dead.
About his loved ones at this time Gergan Tharchin had this to say: "From Lhasa we came
back as a great joyful company. I be]ieve my relatives were inwardly convinced of the truth
of Christianity. I even believe that they accepted the Lord Jesus Christ as their personal
were
Fior. o f course they were not initiated into the Christian rite of baptism because
Intendingto return to Tibet within a very short while'Lthus meaning there was insufficient
"me to undergo the necessary period of instruction which in the Church of Scotland was
requiredof any potential candidate for baptism.

C H A P T E R
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1 will bless the Lord at all times: his praise shall continually be in my mouth.. ..
1 sought the Lord, and he answered me, and delivered me from all my fears....

This poor man cried, and the Lord heard him, and saved him out of all his troubles....
0 taste and see that the Lord is good: blessed is the man that taketh refuge in him.. .. For
there is no want to them that fear him.
Psalm 34: 1,4,6,8-9

AFTER HIS SECOND VISIT to Lhasa, Gergan Tharchin-as was indicated beforereturned to
Kalirnpong in March of 1928. During his long absence proper arrangements had been made
so that his newspaper, the fibet Mirror, could continue to be published regularly through the
kindness of David Macdonald. Nevertheless, the newspaper and its printing schedule had
not been far from his mind while he was at the Tibetan capital. "I am very anxious about my
Newspaper," wrote Tharchin early into his stay at Lhasa. "It was due to be published on the
2 P of September 1927," he noted in his letter to Rev. Graham of 14 October, "and they
have not yet reached Lhasa, though ... about twenty days post" have already passed. Tharchin
continued with his concerns to Graham: "I do not know whether Mr. John* and Atukt
published it in time or not. I hope Mr. Macdonald is helping them and is getting on well with
the church work. Please give him my respects ..." Since Macdonald was an elder in the
Tibetan church, he also, while Tharchin was away, had conducted the Sunday morning
worship services.
It was obvious from his several letters that his mind and heart were not only ~ ~ r ~ e r n e d
about his newspaper publishing but likewise about the well-being of the Tibetan church
during his long absence. In his 25 October letter, the would-be pastor of the Tibetan flock at
Kalimpong had this to say: "We are praying for you all and specially for the Tibetan
congregation. I hope Mr. Macdonald is doing well. Please remember us to all. Also, please
remember us to Rev. Dr. Knox, if you happen to write him, who will be coming to work
*

likely this is a reference to John Macdonald, a son of David Macdonald.
and most intimate friends Babu Tharchin ever llad His
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among the dear Tibetans ..." And in an earlier letter to Rev. Grallam he asked that hir
respects be given "to all the brethren during Panchayat day [most likely a referenceto the
day-long meeting of the congregational kirk session or committee of the local Tibetanchurch]
Please tell them to pray for me. I am praying for all the [church] work at Kalimpong.vl
Immediately upon his return from Lhasa the newspaper publisher went to pay his respects
to ~ rGraham,
.
who among other things remarked: "I have good news for you. I ]]ave got a
double crown lithographic press for your work. Just go and pick up the machine from tile
godown." This particular handpress had been donated to the Mission by a friend of Dr.
Graham9s.It will be recalled from two chapters earlier that Tharchin had been waitingupon
the Lord in prayer as to whether or not he should follow the advice of Tsarong Shape to
apply to the Tibetan government for financial assistance in acquiring "a proper press" for
printing the Tibet Mirror in the future. And as was learned, the newspaper publisher continued
to pray about this press, for if such could be obtained, he had written, it could provide
err;ployment in Kalimpong for those monks and others at Lhasa who wished to escape from
what he perceived to be the deadening spiritual environment of the Tibetan ecclesiastical
system. But in his letter to Graham of 25 October 1927, Tharchin altered somewhat the
nature of the prayer burden regarding the press when in asking prayer of Graham he wrote
the following: ". .. please pray for: a Press, and if not a proper one, then a lithograph."*
be serving as Kalimpong's Inspector-of Police; but by mid-1 949 and probably sometime earlier he had becornea
De.puty Superintendent of Police with the I.A.R.F. and stationed at Barrackpore near Calcutta. By 1950 he had
become Kalimpong's Circle Inspector of Police. In time Tshering would rise through the ranks of India'sCentral
Intelligence apparatus, eventually working under the Chief of India's Intelligence Unit-forTibetan Affairs.Burin
the early 1950s Atuk would finally end his public service, having retired as the Assistant Director of India's State
Intelligence Bureau (SIB). The capstone to Atuk Tshering's public and professional life came in 1953 when
India's President bestowed upon him the President's Gold Medal Award in recognition ofhis distinguishedcareer
and meritorious services rendered to Independent India.
Tshering would die in December 1975, only a few months before the death of Gergan Tharchin, the latter
physically able nonetheless to attend the funeral of Atuk, his "very intimate friend." Still a Buddhist when he
died, Tshering had nevertheless left beneath his pillow a note on which had been written by him the instruction
that upon his death he would like the Darjeeling Di~trictPolice Band to kindly play his favorite Christian hymn.
"Abide with Me." This the Band indeed did, which must have cheered the ailing Tharchin Babu much.
Atuk Tshering's eldest daughter Yudon (meaning "turquoise") would marry Tashi Pempa Hishey. the firs1
Tibetan to be admitted as a student into Graham's Homes School, an action personally arranged by Dr. &aham
himself in 1939 when Pempa was a boy of 7 or 8. Young Pempa would go on to become a prominent patronof
eraham's Homes, a longtime Kalimpong Municipality Commissioner and Chairman of its Committee, and,"p
until his death not long ago had for many years been Commandant of Kalimpong's Home Guards and chiefClr1l
Defense Warden for the hill station. At the time of the present writer's interview with Commandant Hishey?One
of Atuk Tshering's sons had already become President of the United Trust Bank of New York in New York
a second son was serving as India's Ambassador to Spain; while a third son had achieved the distinction ofbelng
the first Tibetan to become a Colonel in the Indian Army.
Besides various interviews with members of the Tharchin family, other sources for the above informationand
brief quotations were the following: Tharchin letter in Tibetan addressed to
intelligent bosom friend"-a
Person at Phari. Tibet, written in ink and sent from Lhasa, dated I Feb. 1928 (translated for the presentauthor
by Phurbu Tsering), a copy found among the ThPaK; Tshering letter to Tharchin, Barrackpore, 20
1949'
ThpaK; and interviews with (a) Hishey, Nov. 1992; (b) Dawa Babu (a retired SIB Officer who, while
SUM Institute Classes 7 and 8 between 1948 and 1950, had stayed with Atuk Tshering in the latter'sh0me)3N0y'
1992; and (c) Gyan Jyoti (son of the prominent Jyoti business family of Kali~npongand yoUngercontemporar)'
of Atuk's in the hill station who now lives in Nepal), Feb. 1993.

C',v:

lt wrs no doubt in response to this altered prayer request that Dr. Graham saw in the
donationof the double crown lithograph an opportunity for this prayer to be answered.
~~d thusdid the Kalirnpong publisher come into the use of a newer and better hand-operated
mechanicaldevice by which to produce his Tibetan newspaper. And thus, too, he believed,
washisprayer answered by God in a most remarkable way, through the kindly beneficence
oftlle Guild Mission leader who from the Tibet Mirror b very inception had been one of the
strongest supporters of Babu Tharchin's newspaper efforts as a means of opening up the
Great Closed Land and furthering the Christian gospel's presence inside its borders. Indeed,
over the years of their association in Kalimpong, it was because of this mutual interest in
Tibet and the Tibet Mirror which, among other reasons, would forge a close friendship
between these two servants of God. "Attending numerous religious, social and public functions
together in the hill town," noted one prominent longtime resident of Kalimpong, "Tharchin
and Dr. Graham were considered by all and sundry in the town to be very close friends.""
Now upon receiving the lithograph machine at the local godown (warehouse). Tharchin-in
his capacity as manager of the Guild Mission's Tibetan Press-was soon afterwards
commissioned to travel to Calcutta for three months to acquire some experience in operating
this litho press. He was given a letter of introduction (probably signed by Graharn) to a
European firm there for apprenticeship in litho printing. The name of the firm was the
Caledonia11Press. On the first day of arrival he was met by a European gentleman who
ordered a foreman in the firm to instruct Tharchin in litho press techniques.
The next day the foreman led the would-be apprentice to ont: of the rooms in the plant
and instructed him to polish a litho stone lying there. Day and night thereafter it remained his
dutytocontinue polishing this stone, a tiresome activity which insulted his intelligence beyond
measure. He quickly became fed up and even annoyed at the foreman for giving him this
kind of monotonous task. He had approached the foreman on several occasions requesting
him to give him further training, but in every instance the publisher from Kalimpong was
given false assurances by the meaningless words uttered of "Yes, yes." For in practice the
foreman made no move to teach his visitor any technique.
One day the foreman told Tharchin point blank: "We took several years to learn the art of
printing, and YOU want to master every detail in a very short time like a quick horse." The
'Indeed.af1lnher mark of their friendship \vas the gift which the Mission head had hesto\red upon the Tibetan
Publisher in the very "ear of the nber b i , r r o r i inception, For on the flyleaf of a copy of Edmund
Candlrr's unveiling o / l / l o s d ( ~ ~ 1905)
~ d ~ ~found
, in the Babu's personal librarjt were these words \britten
'nObviousgratit~de
by Tharchin: "Presented
bv Rev, Dr. J . A, Graham D.D.,
C.I.E. 1925." I t should be added
here thatGraham'~contribution to the inauguratiin and ongoing improvement of the n b ~.\!,rlor
t
h% not been
fonunatel~.
on a later generation of Tibetans. In a recent anicle of appreciation on Dr. eraham in a s ~ w i a l
Issue ~ ~ t h e l n u r n Lungta
al
&voted to Christian missionaries and Tibet, respected Tibetan scholar and author
Jam)angNorbuhad this to say about ThNchin Babuls esteemed friend and benefactor in relation .10.hisne\VsPaper
, .
publlshlngefforts: "Dr. (irahanl played an imponantrole in the
ofRer. G.Tharchln fiber
ne'vspa~eK
In the Silver Jubilee Number of the paper, Tharchin has a photograph of Dr Gra,ham on the front
'Over and recounts that the first issue o f t h e paper
first printed with an old Roneo duplicator I n Odober
1925*The duplicator was so kindly prcsenred by ,hc late
Rev Dr. J.A..Grahanl, CIE. ivhosr kindness is
a h v a ~ sremembered: In Scptelllber ,928 tllere
a major improvement In the production or Ihc Tibe'an
Dr.
"''spaper, which came about through an old lithographic hand press presented to the Tibet Mirror
Graham" for its u s e Norhu, ''GrahaIn of Kalimpong," Lungto (Winter 1998):35.

J ' ~

attitude of this man was highly insulting, and in spite of repeated petitions he would wt listen
to the pleadings of his frustrated apprentice. It was quite evident that the foremanwouldnM
condescend to teach either the printing process or the transfer process involved in lithoBaphic
press work.
Ultimately Tharchin lost his patience and threatened the foreman with these words: '.If
you do not teach me anything then I am going to report you to the manager," In the end
however, he did not carry out his threat, thinking later it useless to do so; funhermore,ifth;
foreman would come to know about a complaint registered with the manager againdhim,he
might become angry, which would jeopardize still further Tharchin's chances of leamine;
moreover, it might even make matters worse. Although many types of chemicals were
stocked in the plant, the foreman adamantly refused to show an iota of sympathy towards
this deserving and struggling hillman fiom the District of Darjeeling. Tharchin was still ignoranl
of mixture and the applications of various chemicals.
In his exasperation the Tibetan happened to mention his difficulty to one ofthe employees
of the Press. He told him how the foreman was harassing him and refusing to teach hi~n
anything about the press work. "He only gives the orders," explained the employee; "we are
the ones who have the knowledge of the practical side of printing." This statement opened the
publisher's eyes and he immediately thereafter entertained some !lope. He offered Rs. ?I- to
each of the three workers there, and they consented to teach him everything they knew about
the chemical transfers and procedures. Tharchin, incidentally, had brought an instruction manual
with him. Using it as the basis for his inquiries, he asked a number of questions ofthe workers,
who most gladly answered them and quite satisfactorily. It needs to be said that Tharchin
picked up the techniques quickly and intelligently. In fact, he had gone down to ~alcunawith
the intent of spending three months but returned after only nineteen days. During this shod
period he completely mastered the art of litho printing. Quite an achievement!

Back in Kalilnpong Gergan Tharchin installed his first litho press (the one donated tothe
Mission by Dr. Graham's friend) in a building now occupied by the Central Bank locatedon
the main road in Kalimpong. The first issue of the Tibetan newspaper to be run offontllis
new device occurred in September 1928 just three years after tlie inception of the
its front page, and positioned in the center, was displayed a inagnificent pliotograpll ofthe
Potala Palace and its Lhasan environs, taken from tlie vantage point ofCliakpori Hill located
to the west southwest of the Dalai Lama's winter palace. From time to time Dr.
sometime in April-May of 1928 had arrived in Kalimpong as n (Incdical)niissiollar) toll1e
Tibetans, made it a habit of coming in to oversee the general manap~nentof the Pressthat
was in the hands of its manager, Gergan Tharchin. ]t was plainly t~nderstoodtllattlle litho
Press belonged to the Scottish Mission which would do its owl1 prillting\vorkthere. b l l t a t t k
salme time it was also made quite clear that the Tibetall lle\ispnper nmld be onllcd ''ld
operated exclusib ely by Tbarchin Iii~nsclf.111otller wo1-d~.tile 11c\\spaper aas ~ l l a r c ~ ~ ~ ~

privalepropee,
with the Mission having no claims whatsoever in this regard. The Tibem
pblihermaintained that Dr. eraham had granted him this privilege. Because of this, he did
have to pay any cost for the paper stof k, labor involved, or for the use of the litho press
in printing the newspaper. Later, from what is now the Central Bank building the Mission
pxsswas shifted to the Tin Dhuray quarters just above Polhill Hall.

Just here may be the proper place in the present biography to amplify further upon the
relationship between the Tibetan Press manager Tharchin on the one hand and the Tibetan
missionary (whomever he might have been) and the Scots Guild Mission on the other. A few
words also need to be added describing briefly the kinds of printed materials the press ended
up producing during the late 1920s, '30s and early '40s-all printed on the aforementioned
donated lithographic press. First of all, it was as a consequence of the Babu's success in
printing his newspaper on the Roneo machine and subsequently on the double crown
lithographic press which in due course prompted the Guild Mission to authorize the creation
ofthe Tibetan Press with Tharchin as its manager and the eventual hiring of one full-time
employee to handle most of the printing operations. However, the overall responsibility for
the Press ultimately lay with the Tibetanmissionary; who at this time, ofcourse, happened to
be Rev. Knox
Both Tharchin's proven abilit~eeand the establishment ofthe Press now made it possible,
by virtueoftheabove-mentioned understanding between the Guild Mission (read: Dr. Graham)
and the Babu, to produce the Tibetan newspaper as an agency for gospel evangelism and
dissemination of news that was to be distributed within the local Tibetan community but
more so within the neighboring lands of Tibetan Buddhist culture, including Tibet itself. Yet
the creation of the Press also made it possible to print for the Scots Mission and its various
branches a whole range of in-house materials-and not just in the Tibetan language, either.
These materials, for example, were such items as Christian tracts. pamphlets, leaflets and
booklets; also, Mission announcements, calendars, forms, stationery; also. posters and
pamphletson health matters; etc. In addition, as a means of generating income to enable the
to operate in the black or at least break even, special items would periodically be
designedand printed for sale; for instance, a series of Christmas cards with local scenesand
racial Vpes pictured on indigenous paper, or a booklet entitled "Scenes of Tibetan Life9'both which proved to be profitable for the Press. A further way to generate income was
to take orders from institutions, offices and shops outside the Mission.'a
particular notice should be taken of the special, close relationship which had
and
between Dr. Graham and Gergan Tharchin because of their sllared
burden for Tibet and all Tibetan-speakingpeoples everywhem in Asia and,
bccauseoftheirmutual recognition ofthe vital role which the printed page could play in the
funherance
of that common vision and burden. And as a conSeqUence, Grahamwas not only
'Feat supporter of Tharchinysefforts to win his ethnic brethren for Christ by every legitimate
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means, including both his Tibetan newspaper and his frequent permitted journeysintoth
Closed Land, but also a most helpful reconciler between the Babu and his "friendly
adversaries" within the Mission. For though the Scottish missionary would soon retire fro,,,
the Guild Mission, he would nonetheless remain close by in Kalimpongat his beIoved~rahami
Homes Establishment and was therefore available as a peacemaker when now and then
Tharchin found himself at variance with his Mission colleagues over important marterrof
interest pertaini~igto Tibet, the Tibetan Press or the Tibetan newspaper. Indeed, a care
point is discussed just a few pages hence.

*

l
I

I

i

During the month of May 1931 Tharchin had wished to go to Yatung and Gyantse inTibet
as a guide and interpreter for the American author, explorer and traveler, (Mrs.)Hellrietta
Sands Merrick, who desired to travel at least that far on a brief expedition into the Forbidden
Land. On her way from New York to India she had stopped off in London where she was
privileged to have tea with the celebrated Sir Francis E. Younghusband. "How you will love
the Sikkim jungles!" he had exclaimed to her. "I envy you the experience. But you should
take with you someone who knows the flowers and trees and the birds and butterflies,for
nowhere are they so wonderful as in Sikkim." Although Mrs. Merrick was not fortunateto
secure such an expert as this, she would be able to secure the services of one who kneu ,
much about Sikkim and Tibet in general and the trail to be traveled in particular: Gerga~l '
Tharchin.
,
Having arrived in Kalimpong from Darjeeling, Mrs. Merrick's intention was to leas
May l" and arrive in Yatung via the Jelep La no later than the loth;for she had promisedthe I
British Trade Agent, Captain E. W. Fletcher, to follow this schedule as closely as possibb
and then leave Yatung on a specified date thereafter on the onward journey to Gyantsesoas
to avoid "running into an inspection party that was coming in over the Natu La." While
making final preparations in Kalimpong for her Tibetan journey, the American lady stayedat
the Himalayan Hotel4where by this time the David Macdonalds were living as ownersand
proprietors, he having retired from all Civil Service in 1924.1 Merrick was soon illtroducedto
Mrs. Norman Odling, one of the daughters of Dr. Graham, and known affectiollatel~
as I
6
Bunt)'." She was the one who recommended to the American traveler that she take
Tibetan with her to serve as guide and interpreter. Whereupon, when asked by Mrs.Memck
who should be the one to accompany her, "the ever-resourceful Bunty," the ~ m e r i c a ~ ~ ~ ' ~

l

L

I

* For his many long years of distinguished service to the British Crown Macdonald had been offeredabi@thmd'

he turned it down. however, in favor of a gran, of land he received in Kalimpong on which he lhen bullt Ih'
Macdonaid f a r n i l ~ ~tine
s hotel. Kirnura. J a p n r s r Agent in fiber, 134. indeed. ..over the y e m ~ a l ~ ~ p ~
made such a ravorable impression" on MacJonald that
his lime llad come to retire from indim g
~
~
s e ~ i c e , "it was at this hill slation where "he chose to settle,.. R,K , S p r i g , ..Foreword," in ~andeep
1
comP.7 Kalimpong: a Guide and Handbook oJ'/,gbrmation, 3,

-

pdh a ~ @ d t i e L
s e d to ahol~b
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;

inher narrativevolume of the journey, "suggested that I might persuade the pastor of the
Tibetan Missio~ito go along with me as interpreter; and when I offered an inducement .. I

his service^."^

it turned out, however, it was not going to be an easy matter for "Pastor" Tharchin to
from the Mission the necessary leave of absence for this purpose. In fact, it must
have come as quite a surprise, if not shock, that when he requested Dr. Knox6 to grant him
one month's leave from his accumulated leave, the missionary turned down his request on
theground that the granting of any such privilege was not minuted in the Mission records. It
should perhaps be pointed out that earlier in the spring of 193 1 Dr. Graham had retired from
the Mission and was away in Scotland. He had every intention of returning to Kalimpong,
anddid so early the followi~igyear, though not returning to any oficial capacity at the Scots
Mission, which by this time had a new head, Rev. William Scott (see below). Dr. Knox,
however, was the one to oversee not only the Mission's press affairs, as mentioned earlier.
but also all its Tibetan work. It is almost certain that had Rev. Graham been present in the liil I
station and still in charge of the Scots Mission, Tharchin would have immediately appealed to
theMission leader for a final decision, and would probably have obtained his permission, for
the reasons given a page or two earlier above. Lacking this option, the Babu took the most
drastic course of action open to h ~ m .
Indeed, the negative reaction of Dr. Knox to Tharchin's request of a month's leave of
absence instantly impelled the Tibetan to tender his resignation from the Mission serilice, so
convinced had he apparently been that this contemplated journey to Tibet, liavillg already
beenapproved by the concer~iedpolitical authorities, would have happily been \ iewed and
SUP~ofled
by Rev. Knox as a means of furthering the entrance of tlie Christian gospel into
lhat Closed Land. After all, Tllarchin probably reasoned, Knox's own recently Missioll"Policy for Tibetan Work" (see again Chapter 16 above) had called for such visits
'~beundeflaken"as often as [tile political] permission can be obtaiaed" and "with a view to
work in Tibet should it [eventually] be opened to missionaries." And though he.
Tharcllin9 was not, as Rev. Knox was, the Guild Tibetan Mission missionary. he may hake
been of the opinion that in tile foreseeable future Knox would himself seldolll, if ever-.be.
to enter ~ i b eand
t that therefore the missionary. far from opposinp the proposed v l s l t
totheForbidde~i
Land, would lnost likely have beell
oftliis oppoflullit) forTharchill
'he evangelistto make tile jourlley there. Illstead, Knox had not 0 1 1 1 refused
~
to grallt [lie
necessar~
leave for h is catecll ist/evangelist to lnake tlie journey but had also reftlsed
the resignatioll wllich llad only been given at a moment's notice. The missionar)
decided to deduct frolllTllarc~lillqs
wages one month's salar) The shreibd Tibetan.
qultelegitimate~y
so, it
appear, objected to this by reasoning that "ifthe privilege
leave was not minuted, then tile ,natter of withholding One month's salaQ'was also
.." These
"Ot minuted, and as such, the nlissionary doctor had no right to cut the salary
AS

I.
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altercations complicated the relationship between the two, and Tharchin thereafterleft
Tibet having "left the service of the Mission from the end of April."*6a

for

1

Meanwhile, Merrick, during the final days of preparation in late April, was taking the 1
opportunity of becoming acquainted with her guide. For her, she wrote, "Tharchin was a
new experience. Never before had I met such elaborate humility. He rarely raised his eyes
above the level of my feet, and talked with bated breath, in whispering voice." ClearIv,she i
added, "he was the prodigy with whom a woman might safely go into the wilds." Added 1
insight into Tharchin's studied humility was provided by the American explorer further on in
her nzrrative of the journey (which she enigmatically entitled Spoken in Tiber). Merrick
records that one day after her party had reached Gyantse, she and Tharchin called bv
appointment on the Kenchen Lama, Lobsang Jungne. The latter, a high monk official.wk
the Dalai Lama's personal representative at this fort town and who also served as the I
Tibetan Trade Agent. Previously the Kenchen had been an experienced diplomat at Peking
as the official representative of His Holiness there. Indeed, the former British Trade Agen~
at Gyantse, David Macdonald, had remarked in 1932 about this Tibetan gentleman in the
following laudatory terms: "He is a cultured man, and has traveled widely in China and
Mongolia with the Dalai Lama, with whom he was a great favorite. He has retained his
ruler's confidence through all the storms that have swept across the political stage in Lhasa."
This would not be the first time, of course, for Tharchin to meet the Kenchen, i~lasmuclias i
the latter had been serving as the Trade Agent at Gyantse ever since 1916 and was
consequently present at this fortress community during the period 192 1-3 when, it will be
recalled, Tharchin had been living and teaching at the school lie had founded there. Formore
than one reason, therefore, Tharchin would naturally wish to accompany the visiting American I
to the interview with this high Tibetan personage.' Merrick describes the scene in colorful
detail.

1

1

1

,

i

* The reader will learn later on in the present chapter that Dr. Knos and the l'ibetan publisher would disaPcon
other issues. too. exacerbating further the strain already existing in their relationship. In all ofthis. o(courje.lhr
reader is only being given Tharchin's side of the story; yet there doubtless was another perspective
missionary's point of vicw. Moreover, Tharchin's leaving the Mission made lbr an extremely troublesomeYear '
for the missionary, as he explained in his Annual Repon on [lie Guild Mission's 'Tibetan Work for 1 ~ 3 ~ : ' ' ~ ~ ~
year has been a difficult one. ... partly on account of [he resignalioll oj.rlle fibetan catechi~t.Mr 'r~larchill"~"~
threw more detailed work upon shoulders [his o \ ~ n as
] yet i\l-prepared to receive it." Even so. it necdstohc
recalled that there were still other issues on which these two were in opmmlr.,,,. pill-ticularlyas
rclil~dlOlh'
welfare of the Tibctan community in Kalinlpong: see earlier in Cllapter I 6 , 11 also needs to be poilllcd oullh~l'''
far as is kno\Vn neither party to these disagreclncll~sc\,er exllihitcd any pcrs(,nal vin'lictirfll~S~
Or ipir ('l an!
kind towards the other Indeed. Tharchin al\vays hacl hieh regard [ilr [)l l(n(,x. a ~ i dihe latter ~)~linllall?
rhe~'('
cilllicr llle missio~li~n
had .
kindness to\vards the Tibetan and his fanlily /\dJi,ionally, illsl a
j
Mission sllperiors a i t h a most bvorablc assess1llent or ~ . h ~ ~pcr~~,-,,lilncu
~ h , ~ ,a* ~llis~ ussociale ill l* I l h n " " ;
ofthe Scots Mission Wrote Knor in his Annual Report for lq)(): ...l.llc ciltcclli\[ has bet11a hus! Illi'"". '
in addition the [pa~toral]care of the Kalimpong and ]>edongprihetilllChris[iilll\.lie is lllllch ~ ( l ~ l aR'r'i'r
~ h l
10 bpcak I()
On
advice and help. by Tibetans visiting or resident in Kalimpong and hc i s ;ll\\,a!s
I
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... I had presentedthe ceremonial scarf, my gifts had been delivered, and 1 was seated behind
one of those delectable little folding Tibetan tables, brilliantly painted, while the Kenchen sat,
~~ddh~-wise,
to my left, dressed in a dark robe of brocade.
"Tharchin," I said, "you don't have to be afraid of him." The conversation was being W
longdrawn out that I began to fear that I would reach the Tibetan's daily quota of from 50 to 70
cups of tea if Tharchin could not be induced to talk more rapidly. Every sentence had to pass
through the mill oftranslation, and came out, I am sure, with all of the "chaff' and much ofthe
franknessground out, for there are established customs in Tibet, and reverence for authority
requires a hidebound humility that tries one's patience.
Tharchin obviously enjoyed his role; but with all due respect for a necessary self-deprecation
in the presence of a superior he was overdoing it;' his breath came in humble gasps; words
followed haltingly with long pauses between, and his eyes were rarely lifted higher than his
folded hands. And so 1protested.
"It is a manner I assume," he answered
"Then please do assume another one or we will
be here all day."

Now on the day of the expedition's departure from Kalimpong, Tharchin brought forward
what Merrick termed "three Tibetan urchins" whom her Tibetan guide indicated were to be
her pony boys: Lhakrey, Phurbutsering and Bainig. "But this is not a kindergarten, Tharchin,"
Isaid.'They will have to walk all the way and could never keep up." But Tharchin. as later
events proved, knew what he was doing. "They are all good boys and strong," he answered
the lady. "They never get tired. They live with me, and Lhakrey wants to go to Gyantse to
visit his mother." (This was the same pony boy who would accompany Tharchin six years
later with Theos Bernard to Lhasa and who would receive news of his mother's death while
all in the party were on their way to Gyantse; see next chapter.) "I started to reason,"
countered Mrs. Merrick, "that that was a poor excuse for taking the infant along." But
Tharchin's humility, she explained in herjournal, "was reinforced by determination, and he
continued: 'Lhakrey is a good boy ...; his name means "Gift of the Gods".'" "That settled
the matter," she wrote. "Far be it from me to refuse a Gift of the Gods at the beginning of
Such ajourney. Then, because every Inember of his household except his wife was in my
bandobast[arrangement], 1 asked Tharchin if she was to accompany US also. The reason he
gavefor her not doing so was that she was too busy." As it turned out, it was perha~sjustas
well that Mrs. Tharchin did nor travel wit11 the party in view of the rigors and dangerswhich
awaitedthe group over the Jelep La. As it was, Karma Dechhen would be in a good situation
whileher husband was away, since fortunately, despite the disagreemellt between Tharchin

.

.

sP'r'tual matters. In addition he manages the .ribrtm Press and edits a n~onthlynewspaper ahich ... is a
two were eventually reconciled to each
ad~unctto our ivork..' Furthermore, il
nol he overlooke,j that
and
Other: with both of them able to rise above their differences for the sake of the work ofserving the
lhe
Church in Kalimpong l.hese facets of their relationship the present chapter will also male 'lear

and Dr. Knox, the latter had kindly agreed prior to the publisher's departure with Merrickl,,
allow the Tibetan's wife to stay on at Polhill Hall until his return from the Land ofsnows

Traveling along the great mule track that wended its way out of Kalimponginto Sikkim,
the Merrick party left as scheduled on May 1" bound for an unusual rendezvouswith the
Jelep La, the experience of which none in the group would forget for a long time to come,
Moreover, the expedition would not return to India until late in July via the Natu La and
Gangtok, two months longer than Tharchin had originally planned to be away. But fortunately
the trek would take them through territory that by now was quite familiar to the Tibetan
guide.
At one point on the path towards Pedong in Sikkim Lhakrey suddenly pointed to a boulder
on which was the imprint of a human foot. Tharchin translated: "The footstep of the Holy
One." "Buddha?" asked Mrs. Merrick. No, he replied; it was that "of Padrna Sambhava,the
saint, who traveled all over Tibet preaching long, long ago." When Merrick remarked that
that was a very long while ago, Lhakrey interjected with an innocent statement of faith,
"Yes, and the rocks were then very soft so that his foot sank in. The rock grew hard later."
From pedobg the group made their way towards the village of Ari, beyond which wasa
four-mile descent over a rock causeway so rough that riding over it was impossible. Suddenly
at a bend in the road, wrote Merrick, "the very heavens seemed to open, and the stupendous
vision of the whole Kanchenjunga range rising to unbelievable heights into the sky, lay before
us, gray in its shadows, rose where the dawn touched its peaks. It was as if all the fine
courage of the universe, every noble deed and high aspiration had been caught up and visibly
perpetuated." The American continued her narration of the event. "~harchin,"she
"spoke at my elbow:
wrote1

There is said to be a book held in one of the monasteries in Tibet which contains the story of
Kanchenjunga. It tells of five treasures that lie buried under the mountain, and relates that on
the appointed day the right person will discover them. He alone may liA the stone under which
lies the key that will open the door to the treasure chamber. And therein will be found amaP
showing the only possible ascents to Kanchenjunga and Everest. The book says also that
there will be a famine all over the world and that everything necessary to relieve the sufferings
of men will come out of Kanchenjunga.
"Do you believe these things, Tharchin?" I asked. "'It is so related. Who can say?' was the
answer."
Beyond Ari (4700') Merrick's party made their way to Lingtain (4000'), a
caravanserai,I0from whence there began an incredibly long ascent of 10,000 feet in fifteen
miles to the "sleepy mule caravanserai" of Lingtu situated at nearly 14,000 feet. Traversing
the Pemberingo Pass they made their descent from there some 2000 feet to Gnatong
12~300')~
the last major village before the formidable Jelep La and the Tibetan borderandthe
formerly British fortified town where Annie Taylor had made her serious blunder as the
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gofi-livcdleader of the Tibetan Pioneer Mission. Here, the Merrick party was overtaken by
,,,lly
bad weather for this time of year, which delayed the group considerably. May I 0"
had come and they were nowhere near Yatung, the place at which they had aimed to reach
by that date. Merrick recorded what happened next:
. . . when that date arrived and I still saw no chance of fair weather, I got out of my sleeping bag
at two o'clock in the morning and woke the men and said to Tharchin: "It's impossible to hold

over longer. We must cross today." He shook his head dubiously at the prospect of marching
eighteen miles in such weather. Waiting had not helped matters. The snow had piled higher,
and a steady drizzle of rain promised slippery going over the high-flung pass. This was the
pass ofwhich Colonel Waddell had written: ' ' H a ~ i b a lcrossing the Alps was a mere bagatelle
compared to General Macdonald's [Younghusband's Army Commander in 1903-41 crossing
the Jelep Pass." And he remarked that then there was no snow." I wondered just how much
worse it was going to be for my little outfit, with paths obliterated, and the ground many inches
deep under snow.
The mules, tethered in front of the bungalow, drooped their heads. We were all in sorry
mood and Tharchin remarked: "It will be difficult to get across in weather like this." "Ask
Tsigyalbu if it can be done," I said. The old muleteer shook his head, but smiled and answered:
"1 think we can get through if the blizzard gets no worse, but it will be hard going."
"Tell him to load at once," I decided, "and let's get started. It will be worse ever), day that we
delay."
When all eight mules plus the additional transport animals they had taken on at Lingtarn
were loaded up, the somewhat dejected party pushed off in the direction of the Pass, whose
llame in Tibetan, it may be recalled, means, ironically, "Lovely Level Pass"!! The party
would find it otherwise that day. Merrick continued with the narration o f the event:
What a dreary spectacle my little caravan made as it mounted ever steeper grades. slipping on
stones and into the snowdrifts. I and my men were up to our knees in snow, and a high wind
drove sleet into our eyes. Mists soon blotted out all but the short stretch ahead, and a heavy
snowstorm soon turned into a howling blizzard. The mules seemed to know the unseen path by
instinct, and we followed them. Once I stopped and called the camera coolie to me, and with
numb fingers unbuckled the ;traps of the canvas cover that protected it. While my pony boy
held an umbrella to cover it, I tried to catch the impression of my little band in that desolation.

In fact, two photographs appear at page 1 18 of her book that pictorially record the incredible
feat in which Tharchin was a reluctant participant. 11was fortunate for him that he had only
Just turned 4 1 years o f age. Had he been much older he might not have made it.
''some men passed," the American traveler continued, who looked "like \walking haystacks
as
bent under loads of fodder brought down across the high pass from the forests of the
ChumbiValley just across the range in Tibet, to the treeless, grassless regions on the Sikkim
side of the range." Merrick then described ill gtaphic detail the climb up to the crest of the
J e l e ~La that now lay before them.

For the rest of the way it was just a heart-straining, breathtaking climb at zigng over S ~ ~ P P
loose stones hidden under mow, or pulling one's feet out of deep drifts only to sink into
another one at the next step. A weary clinlb. No chance to rest. One could not sit down the
and there was not even a boulder behind which one might hide from the \~lndor lean
Yet one had to halt for breath every few minutes. All that was witten
the strainOn

~ V
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heart and lungs, pulling up at such altitudes, was true. I was able to make the grade simply
because I was so fit. I was dripping with perspiration from the exertion, but chilled the minute
I stopped moving. We were covered with snow as we climbed up and up until we reached the
ridge, where a cairn with prayer flags" floated above the watershed . . .: the top of the Jelep La,
14,390 feetabove sea level.

Merrick confessed that the climb to the crest of the Pass had indeed been strenuous,ba
she was high in her praise of the members of her party. Noting in her narrative that not one
of the eleven-member group, including Tharchin, had contracted mountain sickness,h e
American lady attributed this to the fact that her men were hardened to such conditionsand
familiar with the trail; and, she observed proudly, they all "came through smiling"-adding&
well concerning herself that "I had not suffered more than discomfort."
They were not yet beyond the danger point, however. For the party still had to get down
the Tibetan side of the Pass that was marked by similar climatic and topographical conditions.
On the crest we paused for breath, but not too long in that driving wind. Just long enough to
sense the mysteries of the Forbidden Land of Tibet which lay beyond, cloaked in cloud and
snow.
There was a drop of four thousand feet in six miles from the top of the Pass. Mindful ofthe
danger of halting, we slid and slipped down, going sideways along the mountain where the
grade is one in two, and one in three. The pack mules with somewhat lightened loads, because
of extra transport animals taken on at Lingtam, were helped down by the mulemen, and the
riding ponies were carefully watched by the other boys. Deep snow hid what might otherwise
have been terrifying drops; one could slide when the grade made walking difficult.
Some trouble was experienced when we struck ice-covered rivulets hidden in the drifts of
snow, but one came to the help of the other who might be in temporary difficulty; and it was
really glorious.fun . . .

The Party was now out of any further danger and soon entered the lovely, relatively level
but exceedingly warm Chumbi Valley that was in sharp contrast to what they had just experienced
in the Jelep La. After spending a few days at Yatung recuperating from the unforgemble
ordeal in the Pass, Merrick and her party resumed the forward journey towards Gyantse.
traveling the route which had become so familiar to Tharchin up the long stretch of Tibetan
terrain to the town where ten years before he had spent so many wonderful montlls teachine
in the school he had founded there. Memories of that bygone era must have come rushingbacL
into his mind, especially when he encountered two acquaintances of yesteryear: ~oringT1lail~.
in whose home at both Gyantse and Lhasa he had stayed when on his very first visit to Tibet;
and Jigme Taring, who had been his student at Gyantse, and who by this time !lad Man
Tsarong for his wife. Though Jigme's father, Taring Raja, was absent, his mother, Taring Ran'*
was there with Jigme and Mary at the family estate some six miles outside Gyantse.
Unfortunately for Doring Thaiji, in 1930 he had lost favor with His Holiness tile Dalai
Lama, who had confiscated his Lhasa estate (called, it may be recalled, Doring, from "hence
he had gotten his name), had deprived him of the title of Thaiji (although he still continuedto
be commonly addressed as Doring Thaij i), and had degraded him to the sixth rank because
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dnrpicion of his having intrigued against the Government. N e v e ~ h e l e s s ,he still had a
sp8cioushome and estates near Gyantse, had been able to retain his achieved rank of Major
~ ~ ~in the
~ Tibetan
r a l army, and was about t o become the Dzongpon, o r District Commander,
ofa fort at Nyanam on the borders o f Nepal.I3
1n the homes of both these friends Tharchin, in company with Mrs. Merrick, experienced
gacioushospitality as only Tibetan noblemen can show towards any honored guests. Indeed,
Tharchin's and Mrs. Menick's delightfully charming experience at Doring Thaiji's country
villa has already been described for the reader in Chapter 14.

One final episode in this journey of Tharchin's ought to be recited here. For it serves to
indicate the change in the attitude o f the Tibetan government towards the education of the
young that had apparently occurred since the days when eight years earlier Tharchin had
been about to establish a school in Lhasa itself at the invitation of Doring Thaiji and other
Tibetan officials. Mrs. Merrick records an interesting dialogue which took place during :hat
same interview partially recounted earlier which she had had with the Kenchen of GyantsetheTibetan Trade Agent. It will be recalled that Tharchin was also present as interpreter. At
one point she said to him:
"Please tell the Kenchen that I want to open the school in Gyantse again, and install you as
teacher, but that I understand that the Dalai Lama does not wish to have the people educated."
"The people themselves do not wish to learn," the Kenchen answered.
"But, Kusho," I replied, this being the correct way to address a Tibetan gentleman, "I have
found out that there are 100 children in Gyantse whose parents are willing to pay five rupees a
month to have them taught."
At this the subject was adroitly shifted, the Kenchen asking after the author about her
Journey to Gyantse, her age, and whether she had any children back in America. But the
American lady would not be deflected so easily, and she returned to her subject but with a
new approach.

:cKusho,
I want also to stan a newspaper here for the Tibetans. I can send lots of material for
It,so that they can learn about the outside world."
''The people do not wish to know about the outside world. They wish no contact with
foreigners."
"But 1 think they do, Kusho. A I along
~
the road they seemed interested. They have heard of
President H ~ o v e r ' s e f f ~fol-world
n~
peace, and asked me to tell him please 10 continue them.
for
they told me they had heard that America was the richest
a dreadful thing.*
c O u n t in
~ the world, and that England owed her money. When I told them that other nations
Owed us also, they seemed surprised that there were other Western nations.""

her

lThis
that Mrs. Merrick related rqarding fhe then ",S, President was quite lrUe Just a few Years prior
OWjourney into Tibet, he Russian afiisl-cxplorer Nicholas Roerich had spent four )'ears in Central
'nc'uding
a lengthy stay in the Land ofSnows,A, the conclusion of his travels he could report that [he
heof~oovrrbecause ofhis work as head ofwar relieimissions in Europe ibllowing the Great War haJ even

Aria.
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~ u once
t again the Kenchen cleverly changed the subject and no more could be said
thereafter on the matter!' Truly, the conservative-minded clergy of Tibet had
influenced even the Thirteenth Dalai Lama from further pursuing the modernizingofhis l
country and the continuance of the policy His Holiness had initiated of turning Tibet in a I
more outward direction in the aftermath of Sir Charles Bell's visit to Lhasa in 1920-1 atthe
invitation of the Dalai Lama. And as the reader will learn, one terrible COnSeguenceof~hir
return to a conservative stance in educational matters and to the earlier reclusive foreign
policy was the ease with which the Chinese in the 1950s were able to intimidate the worldespecially Britain and Independent India-into accepting the twin notions that China had the Ir
right to meddle in Tibetan affairs and that anyway the Land of Snows was an integral part of i
I
the Chinese empire.
i

~

During Tharchin's three-month absence from Kalimpong someone had edited his
newspaper without proper authorization. An article had been published in it con~paring
Buddhism with Christianity. The writer of the article made several glaring mistakes which
went to prove that ~uddhismand Christianity were the same. Tharchin naturally tookexception
to this sort of mismanagement of his newspaper, for which he was the legal editor
Accordingly, upon his return from Tibet in late July of 193 1 the newspaper publisher wrotea
letter about this matter to the ruling Mission Council-that body which was responsible for
handling all administrative and policy matters of the Mission.
The Mission Council or, as it was also more completely known, the Eastern Himalayan
Mission Council, was, in the words of Scottish Churchman J. N. Ogilvie, that ruling hod}
within the Scottish Mission of the Eastern Himalaya which linked together and controlled"all
the component parts of the Kalimpong Mission Group." As was further explained by Rev
Ogilvie, who himself visited Kalimpong twice (in 1905 and 1921), the Mission baseda
Tharchin's hill station constituted not one but a whole group of Mission componentsthat
individually were supported either by the Home Church of Scotland, by the latter's Young
Men's Guild organization, by its Women's Guild organization, or by the Universities Missionq

1
,

l

i'

1j
I

penetrated into these distant regions of the earth. ''In the remote places of Asia," noted the famous Orlcnta'ls'
"President Hoover is regarded as a legendary giant who feeds all peoples." And in Tibet, he commented,lhemamu
''I3oover'' had been distorted into "Yoovera*'-the Tibetan name for the God of Happiness! Professor Roerlch
had even discovered an old photograph ofthe President enshrined in a Tibetan house. See NW Yorknn1es.9L'ai
1929, p. 1 and 7 June 1929, p. 27.
* It should be pointed out that this was the same Kenchen who by his .'implacable opposition" to the Lud'o"
school just five years earlier had himself contributed to its demise after only three years' existence A1lha"lrnr'
It may berecalled, the Kenchen had been ordered by the Tibetan government that all expenses forlhenhoo""~
l? OPeratlon must be paid for out of his pocket, since the Government claimed it lacked funds forsuchaprOl"
I
Llnle wonder- then, that on the personal level, if not on any otl~er,the Kellchen five years later, when pres'"'Ldthe
by Mrs. Merrick with a similar school proposal, had displayed no interest whatever in even dlscusslng
matter. Perhaps he did not wish to be reminded of what the Ludlow school had cost him!
1
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(or else were supported by two or more of these ScottisKChurch entities). And
hencehenecessityfor there to be such a ruling Mission Council. By 192 1, reported Ogilvie,
it had come to be "composed of the missionaries [both Inale and female] and four Indian
membersv-these latter four doubtless being of Nepali, Lepcha, Bhutia or other
ethnic extractionsindigenous to the geographical area of the Mission's labors.I5Moreover,
two years later these four nationals were given full membership status; and by 1933 they
ivould be granted the right to sit on those Council committees that were responsible for
controlofthe various departments of mission work.16
In his letter to the Council Tharchin first pointed out the fact that his paper had been
edited without his permission; but he then mentioned as well the article containing inaccuracies
on thecornparison of Buddhism with Christianity. The Mission Council discussed Tharchin's
letter sympathetically, and it was also resolved that his one month's salary which had been
\vithheld should be given him. Dr. Knox therefore called him in and offered him the previously
deducted back salary as a "gift" which the Tibetan refused to accept, for he correctly
argued that "the Council had decided that the pay should be given ... as salary and not as a
'gift'."The matter was soon settled in his favor and Tharchin was indeed given his arrears
as salary. The Tibetan had courageously stood his ground on principle and had in the end
been vindicated by the Council itself. One must note, however, that although he had some
legitimate disagreements with the Mission authorities, Tharchin still did not separate himself
fromthe local Tibetan church fellowship. He continued to attend the church services. sitting
in the back pew while Dr. Knox conducted the Sunday morning worship.
At about this same time Dr. Graham returned to Kalimpong after having completed an
elected term as the Moderator of the Church of Scotland for the year 193 1 . This was the
Presiding Oficer elected within the Scottish Church to preside over its General Assembly.
which is the highest ecclesiastical judiciary or governing board ofthe Church and composed
ofministersand ruling elders delegated from each and every district presbyter- within the
Church of Scotland. Usually the Moderator must be, and almost always is, a minister. AS
stated earlier, Graham had gone on furlough back to his home country in the spring of 193 1 ,
having retired from the Kalimpong Mission earlier that same year. It proved to be quite a
whirlwindfurlough year for the missionary: he arrived in Scotland sometime in May, was
later that same month surprisingly elected the Church's Moderator, and arrived back in
Kalim~ong
on 18 March 1932. Retirement the previous year, after forty-two years of devoted
in the hill station, had not, however, meant ],is leaving "his beloved Kalimpong" but
moving up to the Homes Establishment "to continue to work for the project which
Wasso dear to his heart."" (It so happened that David Macdonald was also at this time in
but he returned a little before Dr. Graham.)
thanks to Dr. Graham's timely assistance
Happily for Tharchin and all others
(hestill maintained membership on the Guild Mission Council under a special provision of its
Constitution),the difficulties over the question of accumulated leave were clarified adthe
POlntsofdifference reconciled. Whereupon Tharchin, as the Tibetan catechist, rejoinedthe
ScofiishMission work,effective I September 1932,IQwhich by this time had come under the
ofone of the Scottish missionaries who had been On the Eastern.Himalaya
..
field the longest, the Rev. William M.~ ~ o n . in
2 0fact, in advance of ~harchin'sreJolnlngthe
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Mission, missionary Knox, in an apparent move to obviate the recurrence ,-,fthe kind
dispute which had erupted the year before between him and his eatechist, had
,
precaution to update and further codify, in a document he had drawn up, a b b ~ h u r c h
Scotland Guild Mission [Set of] Rules for the Appointment of the Tibetan Catechist,"Thi,
typed document, found among the Tharchin Papers, had been either initialed or signed in
by both parties on all three of its pages. It had further been signed by both men at its endland
had further included the following initialed handwritten inked statement by Dr. Knoxatht
bottom of the final page: "Tharchin re-entered the service of the Mission on 1st Septembn
1932, and agreed to these conditions at that time. RBK."
Interestingly, exactly two weeks prior to this transaction, on 15 August, Tharchinhad
apparently rpquested from Knox clarification of these conditions before he would givehis
assent to them. For found also among the Indo-Tibetan's personal papers was a lettersent
by the missionary to his would-be re-appointed catechist, dated 16 August 1932.Its opening
section reads: "Dear Tharchin, With reference to the points raised by you yesterday in
connection with the conditio~isof yovr re-appointment as Tibetatl Catechist, the following
may serve to make matters clearer." And upon clarifying the first two matters-"Salary"
and "Non-Mission Work9'-Knox addressed the subject of "Leave" in the following fashion:
"The allowance of 14 days leave every year is considered sufficient [In the aforementioned
"Rules" document that was initialed two weeks later the number of days had been changed.
from " 14" as typed to "2 1" inked over the originally-typed number of 14.1,but the ruleallows
further special leave to be granted at suitable times .... I can assure [you] that a sympathetic
consideration will be given to requests for special leave and [ I ] feel that the special case
which you suggest, viz., a journey to your own country [i.e., to Tibet] might quite easily be
met from accumulated ordinary leave [which would be "with full pay"] together with some
special leave." Moreover, the "Rules" document itself included a provision whereby the
catechist's ordinary leave, "subject to the exigencies of the work," could "be made ~ u m u l a tive within a period of 3 years"; and that "the Missionary may, at his discretion, grantadditional short periods of leave." Obviously, Tharchin was making certain, before ever rejoining
the Scots Mission work among Tibetans, that he would have the right, if the oppo*unib
presented itself, to visit his ethnic homeland again in the future.
On the other hand, Knox as missionary, was intent on making sure there would henceforth be no misunderstanding over the matter of future catechist resignations. SpelledOut
specifically in the "Rules" document of 1 September 1932, it called for the following:"The
appointment [of Tibetan Catechist] may be terminated by one month's notice being givenon
either side. If dismissed without [this] due notice, the Catechist shall be entitled to One
month's salary, less 1130th for every day for which notice is given; and if he leaves
[giving] due notice, he shall forfeit one month's pay, less 1130th for every day for wh'ch
notice is given."
With these various conditions now clarified, the two men were able to alnicably
their signatures to this newly-created document of understanding. ~evertkeless,this transaction did not at all signify the end of disagreementsbetween these two over other issues'as
the reader will soon learn.

Duringthis same troublesome year for Tharchin (193 1 ) a split occurred in the local
MacfarlaneMemorial Church and a sizable group of members, led by their "leader-pastor,"
separatedthemselves from this local congregation and joined the Roman Catholic Church.
Accordingto Dr. Graham's biographer, this leader o f the breakaway group was the Lepcha
Christian, Rev. C. T. (more accurately, G. T., for Gyan Tshering) Sitling, who, writes
JamesMinto, "almost wrecked the [Macfarlane] Church because of his ... opposition to
the missionaries." Taking with him "about one-third of the ccngregation," Rev. Sitling
became a Roman Catholic, and "he and his group strengthened considerably the small
the Catholic Church at
struggling Roman Catholic community in Kalimp~ng."~'Actually,
first-had shown little interest in the Darjeeling District and the immediate surrounding
areas "as mission fields in their own right" but had considered them as "barriers to be
overcome" in her quest to establish routes through the Himalayas into Forbidden Tibet.
But when frustrated in their various attempts to make entrance into the Great Closed
Land, the Catholics, as was learned in Chapter 7 of the present narrative, did establish a
mission station at Pedong in 1 882 under the leadership of Fr. Desgodins. Meanwhile, in
1846 there was opened the Loreto Convent at Darjeeling Town, which was in time followed
by other Catholic institutional works.22Nevertheless, in Kalimpong the Catholic Church
had by and large maintained a low profile, it having had no established work in the hill
station prior to the Sitling group's departure from Macfarlane. And hence, the action taken
by Rev. Sitling and his followers, in the words of Dr. Cindy Perry, "sent shock waves
throughout" the ruling Council and the entire Eastern Himalaya Mission. Dr. Perry went
on to describe what happened and the apparent reasons for it having occurred:
In what was termed ''Roman Catholic aggression," the pastor of Macfarlane Memorial Church
in Kalimpong, Rev. G. T. Sitling, and most of his family, including his brother Pasang Sitling, a
catechist, his father Rev. Gora Sitling of Chhobo Church, and two teachers, left the Scottish
Mission fold to join the Roman Catholic Church. ... The exact reasons why the SitlingSJoined
the Roman Catholic Church are unclear. Neither Rev. G. T. Sitling nor his father ... became
priests. According to local informants Rev. G . T. Sitling had a vision which he felt was from God
fiim to join the Catholic church.. .. This event was a precursor of what was to come,
although from within the Protestant fold, as more and more outside Christian influencesentered
DarJeeling District from [this time
As amatter of fact, the Sitling-led split would prove to be only the first of many breakaways
from theMacfarlane and other congregations
the Scots Mission over the next several
decades.

Now when some of the 193 1 separatists heard of Tharchin's own disagreements with
Ihe Missionauthorities, they approached him with the purpose of enticing him away from the
Scoftish Mission work in order that he might pilot their own new printing press whicll belonged
'O One of the group's members.* In order to please him and at the same
capture him.
[he Wanr Press in a bljilding in Kalimpong
*Accordingt0 . T h a r ~ h i'.memoirs...
~'~
sitling had
Ihe
at the lime by [he r i b a a n 3 jchristian friend. F, Desrai, the building later havine, been purchased
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Tibetan type was specially ordered for the publisher from Hong Kong. But TharchinrefuKd
despite these and other attractive overtures made to him, to secede from the Mission and
join in with them. Indeed, in a letter David Macdonald wrote the following year to the Bible
Society in London, Tharchin's esteemed friend commented that "the Roman Catholics did'
their utmost to get hold of Tharchin, but have failed to do ~ 0 . " ~Far
' from taking advantage
of such a troubled situation for his own self-interest, Tharchin-the always helpfulmanthat
he was-recommended to this separatist group some other person to aid them in the useof
the Tibetan type, but this recommendation did not meet with the approval ofthe owner ofthe
new press. The "fish" was thus lost and the "game" foiled, since Tharchin stood firm
throughout. He was not at all an opportunist, his loyalties always having been towards ]\is
church which he served faithhlly throughout his lifetime.

I
I

Still another difficulty arose concerning the question of printing. For in the wake of
Tharchin's resignation over the Tibet trip issue, Dr. Knox had (rightfi~lly)claimed the litho
press as Mission property. In the end the publisher, though no longer on the Guild Mission
staff, was still allowed to print his Tibetan newspaper on the press, but in receiving this
privilege he was now to pay for the actual cost of the paper used and for the labor involved
Dr. Knox, who still supervised the management of the Mission Press, agreed to this settlement
Yet the next time that Tharchin printed the Tibet Mirror, he was given a bill for Rs. 161..
which proved to be Rs. 31- over and above the actual cost. The publisher, again on principle,
objected to this extra charge. Knox reacted by pointing out that there was wastage attendant
upon the printing of the newspaper; and besides, he observed, Tharchin was not beingchvged
anything by way of house rent at Polhill Hall where he and his family still resided. Yet these
issues had never entered into the aforementioned settlement that had been agreed upon
Instead of surrendering to what appeared to him to be Knox's extraneous logic. Tharchin 1
went to the Mani Press in Kalimpong and requested them to allow him to print the fiber
Mirror on their small litho press which at the time was lying idle. By so doing, of course,
Tharchin-to meet Government regulations in such matters-was required to declare
the printer and publisher of his newspaper; and accordingly, he would have to pay the wages
I
of the workers from his own pocket. Hence, the cost to him in printing and producinga
newspaper on the Mani small litho press, including the salary of the workers and materials.
would now be Rs. 351-. But Gergan Tharchin was willing to suffer this additional expen"
for the sake of upholding what he felt was principle rather than succumbing to expediencyn
The litho machine at Mani was so small, however, that he could print only one page at a
time whereas on the Mission press he could print four pages at a time. everth he less.
Central Bank of India. After a shon while, however, the Press folded up and was eventually shifiedtoKurseOnY
In 1932. See CTUM TwMs. Ch. 22, p. 5n. Interestingly, in this same year of the Church split at Macfarlane: ,
Tharchln had printed at his Tibetan Press for Rev. Sitling a
of events for the Christian ~ e ~ c h a '~ ~ ~
''The Young Lepcha" and edited by Sitling himself,See a page from the calendar for March 1931.~~~''
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monthshe was financially able to manage the production of his paper by means of this

Mani machine.Long afterwards the original owner of the small litho press put it up for sale,
and theeditorand publisher of the Tibetan newspaper felt led to purchase it as a remembranfe.
ltwasstill with him at his death, and serves as an important landmark in the history of the
developmentof Gergan Tharchin's modem Tibet Mirror Press.

During the period of Tharchin's resignation from the Mission service, and after his return
From the Tibetan city of Gyantse, he changed his place of residence from Polhill Hall to
Kasirn Manzil located just across the street. This was doubtless a consequence of the
disagreement between the Tibetan publisher and Rev. Knox surrounding the Rs. 31overcharge. As will be learned a few pages hence, this shift in residence would be temporary
only. Now it so happened that shortly after Tharchin had resigned from the Mission service,
someone remarked to him, "You fool! You have left the work. What will you do next?" To
which the Tibetan's faith responded on this wise: "You will see what I will do. God will open
the way for me."
And sure enough, a way was opened, opened for Tharchin to assist a learned French
scholar, historian, explorer and geographer, the world-renowned Professor Jacques Bacot
(1877-1965), who was then engaged in some ongoing research work and translation. A
specialist in Asian civilization, Bacot contributed in his works to Western knowledge of Asian
peoples, especially the Tibetans. As a consequence, he was also a noted scholar of the
Tibetan language who taught many Europeans at Paris.' Bacot, who had many disciples in
Europe, had even traveled during the period 1906 to 1908 through Kham Province in the
eastern part of Tibet.25But he undertook several other Asian exploratory travels that led him
tonorthern Indochina ( 1 909-10) and various parts of the Himalayas ( 1 9 13-14 and 1930-31 ).
*Asamafieroffact, Bacot's linguistic work in Tibetan still maintains a central place in the stud)' ofthis lan!?u%e
and its grammatical literature. It was the year 1928, "the true annl1.g mirabilrs of Western studies of the Tibetan
grammarians," writes Roy Miller, which "saw the publication of the two basic studies thal continue to set the
lone forthis field. Schubert (1 928, completed 1929). and Bacot ( 1 928)." Stressing in particular "the presumed
' ~ ' ~ " ~ ~ T h oSambhota
nmi
"in inventing not only the grammar but the language behind the grammar," Bacot.
notesMiller, viewed the Tibetan of Sambhota7s texts "as by and large an artificial creation"; indeed. Miller
in the thinking of this French Tibetologist, "one could hardly believe that anyone-much less the
Tibetans!--hadreally ever used and mastered such a ]anpage: and \rhat we find in our texts today must be the
~ f c u n n i and
n ~ artifice, both mainl\. to be laid to the charge ofthe first granlmarian." Thonmi Sambhofa.
ButTibet~i~gist
Miller points out thaimol.e recent scholars are raising serious doubts about Bacot's fl prior'
"Su"'~tions. which. Millcr declares, b&continur
to interpose hemselves between US and ourtexts-" S ~ e c l ~ ~ ~ l b :
heassens,the question surrounding Bacot9sassumption ofthe artificial nature of both the Tlhelan language and
!"grammar cannot. in Tihetoloeical terms, *.be divorced froln the problem of the historicity ofThonmi Sambhuta:
has
'lheneverlived, then he could hardly have in\,ented the Tibetan Imguage. But this same question
but
dimension:this is 1-101so much whether or not lThonmiSamhhota did what Bacot believed him to have
to
Thonmi
Sambhota,
i.e.,
artificlall?.
create
ratherwhether anyone i n human histo,,,
did what is
Only agramrnar but the ]angllage that lies behind it,'' Miller, "On the Lltility ofthe Tibetan Grammarians." in
Steinke'lner.
ed.. fibrmn Hir,or). and /2a,tpsog~,
358-9.36 I .
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Now it had only been three months after Tharchin's resignation and at about the time ofhis
return from Tibet in 193 1 that Professor Bacot had arrived in Kalimpong,* wherehe
as was not surprising-at the ~ i m a l a y a nHotel. Tharchin was brought to the attentionof
Bacot, who, upon recognizing the originality and ability of his intellect in the fieldof rexvch
in the Tibetan language, requisitioned his assistance in the translation project.
Chief among the works which the French Tibetologist assigned to the grateful Tibehnto
translate for him were those portions of the famed Tun-hang Cave Documents which deah
with ancient Tibetan history. These extraordinary Cave artifacts constituted a great body of
manuscripts which in 1907 had been obtained by the renowned Tibetologist and scholar.
explorer Sir Aurel Stein from a long-sealed cache in the Caves of the Thousand Buddhasat
the Gobi oasis town of Tun-Huang in China's Kansu Province and which were then brought
to Europe and divided between the India Office Library in London and the Bibliotheque
Nationale in Paris. It will be recalled from Chapter 14 above that the ancient Tibetan Ernpire
had conquered and then held control over Kansu and Szechuan Provinces ofthe Han Empire
for a hundred years; and apparently it was during this period of control that certain Tibetan
texts found among other ancient manuscripts at Tun-Huang had been written down, they
dating from the eighth and ninth centuries. These Tibetan documents include Annals covering
the years 649-747; a list of the ancient Principalities of Tibet and a Genealogy ofthe Tibetan
Kings from the beginning down through the Third Religious King and on to KingLangdama's
reign (838-42); and a chronicle down to the end of the Second Religious King who ruled
Tibet between 755 and 797.Tz6

* Per Kvaeme,

in reviewing Heather Stoddard's biography of Gedun Chophel (Le mendiant de I'Amdo), is
incorrect in the date of Bacot's Kalirnpong visit when he states it was "during a long stay in Kalimpongaround
1940" that Bacot, working "on historical texts from Tun-Huang," had "enlisted the help of Tharchin Babu in
reading these difficulttexts." Kvaerne, "The Beggar from Amdo," TJ(Autumn 1987):73. See Chapter 23 ofthe
present work for more on the collaboration among Bacot, Tharchin and Gedun Chophel, wherein is indicatedthe
fact that Tharchin sought the aid of the famed Tibetan scholar Chophe1 in assisting Bacot (who was back in Paris)
in his work of translating the ancient Tun-Huan Cave Documents.
f Claudine Canetti has provided additional detai s about this remarkable discovery at Tun-Huang. Duringthesocalled "Buddhist millennium" of roughly the first to the tenth centuries ad., in which Buddhism graduall~s~re~~
from North India to the large countries of the Far East, especially to China, there had dcveloped north ofTibe\
writes Canetti, a "prodigiously rich" artistic and religious culture that came to be centered "in oases a few
walk from one another'' and located on two diverging ancient silk routes: "one to the north and the other tothe
south of the impassable desert of Takla Makan, from the Pamir mountains in the west right to the Chinese
province of Kansu in the east." It was archaeologist Stein who "gave this region, divided between the influences
of India and China, the name of 'Serindia.' referring to the 'land of the Seres' spoken of by the ~ r e e k g e 0 g ~ ~ p ~ ~ ~
Pausanias (around 180 a.d.) based on the name for silkworms."
Some twenty or SO great Buddhist sites had been rediscovered during various dangerous expeditions~Onducted
by Russian. British, German, French, Swedish and Japanese archaeologists that included Kucha Tamstd and
Turfan on the northern silk route and Khotan, Luan and Miram on the southem route. "But the real gatewa).
silk roads linking China to the West," explains Caneni, "was Tun-Huang, an oasis located at the fork bemeon'"d
routes in . .. Kansu and where Chinese Buddhism developed and spread under the empire ofthe Tangsin pan
centuries." bIow it was here that "an extraordinary collection ofsome 450 sanctuary caves, carved outoft!
were discovered"
which came to be known as the Chtien-Fo-~ung
("the Caves ofthe Thousand Buddha ).One
p m i c u l ~sanctuary, called "the cave with the manuxripts" and characterized as a hiding-place. which had been
walled UP during the I I" century, was thoroughly explored by both Stein and a young French expen i l l ~ h ~ ~ ~
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lt wrs portionsof these works, difficult in the extreme to decipher, which Tharchin Bpbu
to lend a hand in translating. Bacot had not brought the originals-they
far loo priceless to be allowed to be removed from the French National Library--but
phologaphsof the sections of these Tibetan texts which three Tibetan Lamas invited by the
French government to perform the translation were unable to decipher. As a subsequent
will reveal, in time Tharchin would be able to read and understand three-foufis of
bephotographicmaterial which the French professor had brought and left with the Babu to
work on after his departure back to France. This remarkable achievement gave ample
evidence,ifany were needed, of Gergan Tharchin's linguistic ability in the classical Tibetan
language. That Bacot appreciated and enjoyed immensely his time in Kalimpong with the
Indo-Tibetan is evident by what he would say to Tharchin nearly two decades later in his
letter of 7 February 1948 (and found among the Tharchin Papers):
... How many events [have occurred] since I [last] saw you and how important [they have
been] in Europe and recently in India!. . . I wonder what Kalimpong is like after 18 years. I
seldom had such a nice time in my life than [I had] there. And you were my only visitor when
1was ill. Your hiendship is among my best souvenirs [i.e., memories]. Had I less duties at home
and less than seventy-one years, I would be pleased to see you and Kalirnpong again.
Now as a consequence of his association with Bacot, Tharchin became the recipient of
Rs. 2001- per month as compensation for the scholastic assistance he rendered the Professor.
This incident of what he perceived to have been God's providence once again deepened the
Tibetan's faith in the goodness of the Lord who he firmly believed is ever mindful of every
need of His children. Surely he could identify with David the psalmist of old, who had
declared in the midst of his own difficulties: "I will bless the Lord at all times: his praise shall
continually be in my mouth.. .. I sought the Lord, and he answered me, and delivered me
from all my fears."

It so happened that one day afier his return from Tibet Tharchin's wife Karma b w m e
"V seriously i l l from the developlnent of an acute abscess on her neck. The pain Few so
Pelliot Here was discovered a rich cache of hundreds of rclieious wall paintings. paintings on silk. and t h o u ~ d of
s
manuscripts on paper or on wood that "had slumbered for a thousand years. mimculousl~preserved."
as large
?he caves at Tun-Humg also contained religious statues made of none. wood or dried e h , as
banerS. painted on silk, hemp and paper, which wem carried in religious pmcessions
"getherwith some 300 paintings and more than 6,000 manuscripts (sacred texts and archive documentstha' throw
lighl On everyday life in medieval China). were acquired by Pelliot and are today housed in either
Or the Bihliotheque Nationale. both at Paris,
Ph-cmlurv painting on rill found at Tun-Huang that delineates "a
In conclusion. Caneni describes a
accompanied by a lipr..' thus symbolizing '.the meansof ~
~
~of p
weighed down with books,
who
Buddhism
from the Indian world towards the Far East across Central Asia thanks to these scholarly
on the Silk Road" (culled from French Fealures). Kafhmmh
brOughtthe
Sacred books,.3 Cnneni, ..~,,ddhi~
' 0 ~ 1 , I I Feb. 1996. p. 4,
precious

~

g
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unbearable and the condition SO bad that it required immediate treatment. Ignoring all
strained relationships of the past, Dr. Knox rushed to see sister Karma and said to her
husband: "If you want me to operate on her with chloroform, then I am willing to do it,.
Tharchin likewise ignored the past difficulties and agreed to tlie Doctor's proposal with
faith and trust, since he was a Christian doctor. Knox personally went to the Tibetan'shoma
and there performed the operation with his own hands, and dressed the ~ound-~hi~h
was
deep and putrid-by cleansing out the pus with a long piece of cloth.
At the time, some people chided Tharchin in the following fashion: you
have
disagreements with Dr. Knox and yet you still call him to treat your wife. You are beingvery
foolish." To which he replied, "It is true that at times in tlie past we have had cedaln
differences; nevertheless, lie is a Christian missionary doctor, and l am sure he would never
think of doing any harm to my wife. I trust him fully in the operation." In the event, Dr. Knox
was as good as the proverbial Samaritan doctor even as Tharcliin was childlike in reposing
his faith and trust in the missionary. Subsequently, Tharchin's wife recovered completely.*
Apropos of all this, Gergan Tharchin would remark later that "Dr. Knox was truly a
sincere and well-meaning missionary, especially towards tlie little flock ofthe Tibetanchurch
When there was any sickness, and while others were hissing or passing him by, he would
care for the Tibetan patients, not being concerned in the slightest for himself. One day,for
example, tlie missionary saw a very sick Tibetan who was so helpless he could not walk
The Doctor literally carried him on his own back and got him admitted into tlie Christian
hospital. Dr. Knox was indeed a Christ-like missionary. Later he left on furlough [in late July
19391 but could not return because of i l l health." Following his furlough, however, Dr. Knox
would continue to live out his life for many years back in his homeland of ~ustraliatill his
death on 19 May 1963.
As noted before, Knox was instrumental in opening the Tibetan dispensary at the Eleventh
Mile in Kalimpong. And as was made clear in an earlier chapter, this dispensary was to
render a great medical service to the Tibetan-speaking population of the area-both residents
and visitors alike-for many, many years.
For more than thirty-five years Miss Dorothy Christianson (from 1950 to 1986)andfor
nearly twenty-five years Miss Lillian Carlson (1950 to 1973), both of the World Mission
Prayer League, had been of great help to the Tibetan church in both the medical and
educational fields. Often they had assisted in conducting Bible classes in Polhill Hai1-At
times they had also helped deserving Tibetan students with free tuition. Moreover, formany
years Miss Carlson faithfully taught English to the children who were being educated
Kalimpong Tibetan refugee school. Besides their regular attendance at the Tibetan church
services these two would in addition often visit Tibetan homes as a means of evangelizingor
else confirming the Christians in their faith. From time to time these two sisterscarriedon
literature and translation work for the benefit of the Tibetans. Furthermore, these

*. AS
. f ~ n h e revidence of Dr. Knox's kindness towards rharchin despite the sharp differences betweenIhe

""'

I t 1s repofled by Sonam T Kazi that on one occasion the good doctor had presented the Tibetan with a peach "d

brought from his Australian home, which 'Tharchin planted outside Mackenzie Collage. There it grew iroa
beautiful tree that in time bore yellow-skin peaches. interview with the Kaz.1, Oct. 1991.

,issionary ladies had proved to be very helpful in the preparation of Tibe!tan tapes for Gospel
broadcasts that were then relayed in broadcasts to Tibetan peoples from a Christian radio
slion--owned and operated by the Christian group known as FEBC, the Far Eastern
Bm~dcasting~ompany-l~~ated
in Manila, the Philippines.' Another missionary, Dr. Janet
Duncan, ever since her first arrival in Kalimpong, had continually visited the Tibetan Mission
dispensary at least once a week that she might aid the sick Tibetans there with her medical
&ice and treatment. Miss Christianson, too, labored at the dispensary, and for many years.
Indeed,one worker at the dispensary, whom the present author interviewed, recalled laboring
with missionary Christianson for a number of years. A self-made "doctor" though not doctor"Dr." N. Tshering indicated to the author that he had ministered for over five years
atthe dispensary (1959-64). He humbly related how he would himself preach to the patients
in Tibetan (which he had himself thoroughly learned on his own), and then, "Dr." Tshering
added, "Miss Christianson and I would render medical service to the Tibetan~."~'
Unfortunately, Dr. Duncan's service was cut short with the onset of cancer that took her life
in the mid-1970s." The Tibetan church is very grateful to these women missionaries for
their timely assistance and for their encouragement in spiritual matters.29
It has been appropriately remarked by some observers that the fruit of Dr. Knox's ministry
isstill present in the Kalimpong hill station and its environs. During his one month study ofthe
Tibetan language in Algarah Bazaar near Kalimpong, he happened to lodge with the founding
family of the village. And in the course of time this missionary doctor witnessed to them
about the love of Christ, and as a result the entire family was won for the Lord Jesus. After
some years both parents died in the Christian faith. The youngest daughter of this Tibetan
farnibhad for the longest time been a teacher in the local Mission school and one of the most
prominent members of the local Tibetan church. Moreover, she in time married a close
acquaintance of Tharchin's. Needless to say, in that family the name of Dr. Knox is still
greatly revered.

After Dr. Graham's wise and kindly intervention, everything was amicably settled and
Gergan Tharchin with his whole family were able to shift back to their former residence at
Polhill Hall (where they would remain until 1936with the opening ofthe newly-built ~ackenzie

'ln his *nual summary of"Church News" about his Tibetan congregation in Kalimpong for 1970 .rharchin.
whotwOde~adesear~ier
had become its ordained pastor. had singled out these two and one othcr Christian sister
lor
mention in this regard: "Under the supervision of Misses D. Chrilianson. L. Carls0n and Miss Riela
Of[heFme~hurch
of Finland Mission, Ghuom, again
have been able to translate some gospel literature and
make a numberof tape recordings in Tibetan for radio broadcast from Manila. PleiUe pray that the Holy S ~ l r l t
may
in the hearl of many listeners as the programs go on the air." See G. Tharchin, "Church News of the
Congregalion, Kalimpang, f<>rthe )'ear 1970.'. p. 2 of a three-page typed document found among the
'hPaK.andprobably submitted by the pastor in early 1971 for eventual
in the Eastern H i m a l f l ~ ~ l n
Ourch
News that was circulated widely among the 1JCNl churches ill the region.
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Cot-age that as mentioned in an earlier chapter had now been specifically designatedforhe
use of the catech ist-"pastor" of the Tibetan church). Admittedly, during this period ofthe
Tibetan's life there were many difficulties to OverCOme; yet in spite of them all there was
significant development as well. During these troublous times how truly apt for god'^ faithful
servant from Poo were the words of David in Psalm 34: "This poor man cried, and the Lord
heard him, and saved him out of all his troubles.. .. Oh taste and see that the Lord is good:
blessed is the man that taketti refuge in him.. .. For there is no want to them that fear him,"

C H A P T E R
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1937: Conducting Research with Theos Bernard in Lhasa
and Befriending Kuchar Kunphela and Changlo Chen in Kalimpong
Prove all things; hold fast that which is good.
1 Thessalonians 5.2 1
INTHE YEAR

1937 Gergan Tharchin visited Tibet on a third majorjourney.* He was to spend

over sixmonths away, leaving Kalimpong in early May (reaching the Sikkim-Tibet border on
the I lh)
and arriving back in late November. On this particular occasion he accompanied
Theos Casimir Bernard, the soon-to-become well-known American scholar, author, and
research student in the field of religion, particularly in the area of Tibetan lore. Indeed,
Bemard was currently engaged in an extensive research project in the field of Buddhism
and its deep logical phi1osophy.l
Born in 1908 in the United States, Bernard would receive his Ph.D. degree in oriental
philosophy in 1943 at Columbia University, New York, where, incidentally, he had submitted
as his doctoral dissertation that year the text of what one year later the Columbia University
Press would publish as a book, under the title of Hatha Yoga: the Report o f a Personal
Experience. Before this Bernard had become a member of the prestigious Explorers Club
of New York City, a member of numerous scientific societies, and a consultant for the
Bureau of Indian Affairs at Washington DC.He also became an attorney, having received a
law degree from the University of Arizona. And by the time he had teamed up with Gergan
Tharchin in 1937, the American had already undertaken a field trip to India in connection
with yoga studies. Moreover, just prior to his departure with Tharchin for Tibet, he had spent
theentire summer and winter of 1936-7 at Kalimpong studying the written language of Tibet
and three of that land's spoken dialects. His Tibetan teacher, in fact, was Tharchin himself.
As it turned out, Bemard would be one of the few Americans prior to 1950 to ever visit the
Tibetan capital. Furthermore, he was said at the time to have become the first white man
ever to witness, photograph and participate in the religious rites of the lamaseries and
monasteries of the Great Closed Land.
blow at first the American Buddhist scholar had intended to make only a short trip to
Kalinl~ong,
but his search for original materials ultimately led him to Gyantse, where he
for a permit to visit Lhasa for a ten-day ~eriod,but which when granted by the
Kashag or Cabinet in a telegram allowed him "to come to Lhasa by the main road for a
three weeks' visit." However, because of his unusual knowledge of the Tibetan language
andBuddhi~m,
he was subsequentlygranted permission for an indefinite stay. (which ended

' It,should
be made clear that Tharchin made several other briefer and less extensive journc)'~into Tibet at

throughout his adult life.
A case inpoint \ras the 193 1 journey as guide and interprctsr \bith Mrs.
to Yatung and @antse that was Jiscusscdat some length in the pre\,ious chapter.Another instance
a
he hadmade in late 1925 but only as far into the Closed Land as Yaong and its cli\.irons. the Purpose for
repofled Tharchi~llater, was ..a Visit he had paid to the Congregation in the Churnbi V a l l e ~ "He had
reported lhis to his fellow nli=mberson the Kalimpong Tibetan Congregation Kirk Session at i t s meeting of 13
both Dr. Graha~nand [)avid MIcdonald
being present as well. hlinutes. Thf'aK.
"arlous

19263

up being an almost unheard-of length of time for the ordinary foreign visitor: two and onehalf months!). Bernard gave much of the credit to Tharchin for his securing the three-week
permit to visit the capital, to where from Gyantse Tharchin had in fact gone in advancewib
Bernard9sapplication, resulting in the approval by telegram.2"With Tharchin taking things in
hand," he had later reported, "and journeying to deliver my messages [of application] in
person to the Regent and to the members of the Kashag, I felt my chances were good,,*)
Indeed they were, and meant an unparalleled opportunity for the Tibetan from Kalimpong,*
For by this association with the American, Tharchin was not only able to visit Lhasa again,
he was also able to make contact with a number of highly educated Tibetan scholars and
Lamas, some ofwholn were already personally acquainted with him. But in addition,by this
trip he was able to avail himself of an opportunity to meet his mother-in-law, friends and
relatives once again.

* I\ would appear, in fact, that much of the credit for Bernard's good fortune in receiving the unusual permission
which he obtained must indisputably go to Tharchin Babu. This becomes quite clear when one is apprised oflhr
stringent travel regulations controlling access to Lhasa which were then in place as well as ofthe understandings
which had gradually developed between the British Indian government and Tibetan authorities at the capilal.
Following upon the Younghusband Mission of 1903-4, the only travelers permitted to enter Tibet from
British lndia were those who in that Government's opinion would or could advance British interests in some
manner or other. But later, in consequence of Sir Charles Bell's one-year diplomatic mission to Lhasa in 1920-1.
his recommendation that the number of Western visitors into Tibet be gradually increased so that Tibetans could
familiarize themselves with Western customs was eventually adopted despite protests from certain suspicious
quarters in Tibet.
Permission to visit the Tibetan capital, however, was another matter altogether, as Alex McKay additionally
makes clear in his article on "Tibet: the Myth of Isolation." Since permission to visit Lhasa-and not jusl some
distance inside the Snowy Land's borders-required the central Tibetan government's approval, writes McKa~,lhe
British, wishing to avoid the blame for any exclusion, were able to claim that this access was controlled solely by \he
Tibetans themselves. Yet, "their control was soon shared with the British." For in certain instances. the Tibetan
government would ask the Indian government to prevent undesirable Western individuals and others any access
farther north beyond Gyantse. For although the Tibetan authorities would invariably permit British oflicialslu
travel up to the Lhasa Mission that had been established by the Indian government in 1936. ~ c ~ goesontopoinl
a y
out that "other would-be visitors required strong British support before the Tibetans would admit then',"
Consequently, those Europeans and other Westerners lacking official connections who might wish to apply tothe
British Government of India for permission to visit the Tibetan capital '.would be told that the Tibetansdidnnl
allow entry to private individuals and that there was no point in asking" the British.
Only ifthe British perceived some political or economic benefits redounding to them by allowingsomeoner0
travel to Lhasa would they forward an application to the Tibetan gover~iment.After which. British 0ficialsatlhi
Lhasa Mission would then seek approval of the application that according td McKav would "invariably be
granted." given the fact that the Anglo-Tibetan alliance during this period '.meant that the Tibetan attitudew:
that 'as the Political Officer in Sikkim is asking for the permission, we see no objection to the proposed "ls".
AS a matter of course. in fact, this procedure. slates McKay, was cmploycd to iecure permission for a
of visitors to the Tibetan capital between 1936 and 1947. It must be addad here, however, that Bernardihe
American was not one of them. Instead. as McKay was careful to point out. several American and Canad'?
visitors to Lhasa during the 1930s were able to obtain their pernlils in a different way: they could, and
good
"apply directly to the Tibetan government for travel pernlission," And that is how Bernard. lhroWh
b u ~br
offices of his indefaligable guide and interpreter Tharchin, was able ro achieve success in the
beyond the expectations of either of them.
One must therefore conclude from all this that it was preemincntly because o f the Tibetan publisherP prior
and gran'edss
connections with key government otticials at Lhasa tllal the i\1nerican3sapplication had been
liberally. See McKay7sarticle in P v. d. Vel& and A, McKa); eds,. ,Velv DLq.p/ol,mm/~
in ~ s i o , g.dlcs.
?
309-?2'
This success by Rernard in 1937-through
indispensable aid of 7].~larchin-apparmll~~lpsetIhe Br'ash

,937: ~ ~ ~ ; ~Theus
t ; nBernard
g
a~zdBefiiendingKuchar Kr~nphelaand C'hang10 Chen 359

Bernard was quite effusive in his words o f appreciation of Tllarchin a s his ''Lopon"
(Tibetan for teacher in secular, rather than religious, education) and his "fast friend." In the
tjrstoftwosyndicated newspaper articles he wrote in America shortly after his return from
lndiaalldTibet, the America11Buddhist scholar had the following to say about the Tibetan
from Poo and the invaluable assistance he rendered in teaching him the Tibetan language
(indeed, Bernard would be able ten years later to publish his own Sit~iplijiedGrammer of
the Literary Tibetan Language and present a copy to Tharchin, "my first Tibetan teacher,"
as he would declare in a flyleaf inscription):
AS I sought for literature in Kalimpong, I became acquainted with a Tibetan who was to
become my Lopon .. . and my fast friend. Through him and with him I did what research I could
do in Kalimpong, and through hi~nI met a number of Lamas who came from Tibet on pilgrimage,
as well as the Tibetan traders and merchants who came there to do business.. . .
My Lopon was a good teacher and in a few months with him I managed to pick up rudiments
ofTibetan and became able to converse haltingly with the Tibetans whom I met in Kalimpong.
Later, in Tibet, my comlnand of the language improved, and before 1 left I was conversing in
Tibetan quite as fluently, say, as the average Chinese laundryman converses in English.. ..
... From my Lopon . . . I learned the proper forms of address to the various categories of
Lamas and secular officials. l learned what sorts of gifts should accompany various requests
for favors ...

111the thumbnail

sketch of Bernard that is provided the reader in the very first end-note
to the present chapter, a number of books which the American authored are mentioned.
These had entirely to do with Oriental religion, philosophy and language. But by far his
most famous work appeared shortly after his return from his trip to Tibet with Tharchin
and made him almost overnight somethillg of a celebrity in his own country and in Britain.
This was the book that in tile American edition had the intriguing title of Penthorlse of [he
a Pilgrimqe in10 the Hearr of Tibet and /he Sacred City of Lhrrsu (New York:
C-Scribner'sSons. 1939) and which in the London edition had an equally fascinating title
landof of a Thourond Buddhas: a Pilgrinrqe . . (Rider & CO.. 1940).* It describes in
very much.For according to Eleanore Murray. confidante to Bernard's father, they did all in their power 10
his reentry into Tibet ten years later; see later in the present chapter for the details.
* * S a mark of his deep gratefullless to Tharchin for making both journey and book possible. I3er11ardsent a Cop)
'(PPnrh0use to him shortly after its publication, on the flyleafof which the American once more gave the Tibetan
pr'ma13' credit for the success of the enterprise when he inscribed thereon the following brief but effusive llole
of pra~se:
(;reetin@! Well. Tharcl\lll-here
i t i s at las\-alld
you are tile one who deserves all tile credits-To
last?(illegible)] I !rill al\cay appreciate your falthfulness-l
hope y011 are well again.
Sincerely
Bernard

the [end"
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very interesting detail h i s experiences o n t h e very journey from India to Lhasa on which
Tharchin had accompanied him partway a n d which t h e Tibetan himself had told aboutin
his end-of-life "memoirs." Some of these experiences and other events of interest
n o w recounted more briefly in t h e present chapter.
In his finely-written and extremely personal voluhne o f his Tibetan experience Bernsrd
made numerous positive references t o Gergan Tharchin and commended him often for hir
help, kindliness and sympathy, a s well a s the Tibetan's loyalty to the American traveler,
Several passages in particular from t h e work would b e o f special interest to readers of this
biography of Tharchin, since they provide (from an observer more likely to be
further glimpse into the life and character of this humble and compassionate Tibetan from
the village o f Poo. What follows is a sampling of a few such revealing passages (culled from
the American edition).
At Kalimpong I secured the services of Tharchin, a Tibetan who had been raised on the border
and was well qualified to act as my mentor; he was to remain with me throughout my entire
pilgrimage. I was extremely fortunate in my choice.. . . 1 could not have been in a more ideal
place, as Tharchin . . . had a host of friends in Lhasa and a wide acquaintance among the Lamas
from the large monasteries. (p. 32)
Henceforth, Tharchin was to be my almost inseparable companion. He was a smallish man,
with a figure inclined to plumpness. He had a little fat face with a tiny ~noustache,and he was
dressed in plus-fours and a rather loud English tweed coat. He usually held his cigarette within
the palm of a closed fist, and it scarcely touched his lips.5 What is more important is that, a
Tibetan who had been raised on the border, he had a full knowledge of the literature of his
country and he had been in Lhasa many times, and had devoted many years to study. He was
exceptionally competent. (p. 36)
Lhare [Lhakrey], one of our boys, hoped to see his mother on the following day at Kangmar. It
would be their first meeting in several years and I felt the trip meant as much to him as it did tome.
Just as we were leaving Dochen, the [dak bungalow] chowlkicrirr called Tharchin back and told hinl
a message just came in saying Lhare's mother had died. Tharchin delayed telling him until evening
rather than to let him ride all the afternoon on a jolting pony trying to nurse his grief. (p. 5 3 )
Being of a literary turn of mind, Tharchin rarely visited anywhere without taking an arlnful
of books along, which served as return gifts. More than once he saved my face by havingthem
in readiness. (pp. 74-5)
. . . I spotted Tharchin racing through a cloud of dust Ljust outside Lhasa]. It was a cheering
sight in a lost corner of the world to see a friendly, familiar face. I rushed towards him as
fervently as he towards me, and as we met there was an infusion of deep emotion. Had it not
been for his loyalty, which enabled us to work quickly in tlie brieftime at our disposal. Ishould
never have been able to manage to be here. When he left for Lhasa neither of us was by any
means sure that we should meet again there. }-]isanilnated face with the flowilig moustache
stretched out from ear to ear revealed how great the joy my arrival afforded him. I allnostfeel
that he was getting a bigger kick out of it than I was. Perhaps I should not be using so blatant
an Americanism in writing of a pilgrimage to Tibet; but the fact is, tlie sort of personal exuberance
I experienced at the meeting is always conducive to a reaffinnatim ofthe native idioln Aftera
few minutes he insisted upon taking a couple of hurried shots with the movie camera whichhe
had brought along. (p. 149)
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NO^ unlikeother Western visitors to Lhasa, Bernard's first moving experience upon reaching
+J,O putskirts of the fabled city was to feast his eyes upon the imposing structure of the
Poiala, Tharchin had traveled five miles outside the city to meet the American on the western
approachto the Tibetan capital. Bernard would later recall the feelings which rose up within
him as he, Tharchin and the others with him made their way through the Western Gate:
We lrad barely passed through the famous gate, when there loomed to our left, seeming to
penetrate the clouds themselves, the palace of the Dalai Lama, majestically dominating the
landscape .... Its majestic sweep left me breathless, and 1 had to pause for a few moments, to
take it in, to feel it, to let it sink into my soul.. .. And, strangely enough, I did not even think of
takings picture of it; for something different possessed me, and I had not thz least inclination
co bring the mechanical note into the mood of the moment. Indeed, I was aware of nothing but
the sense ofthe life and feeling it had created in me.

Andon a subsequent occasion weeks after this initial encounter with the Palace of the Gods,
Bernard was given to expressing afresh his feelings of awe and wonder towards this incredible
structure: "As I approached it on horseback I was impressed anew wit11 the magnificence of'
theedifice towering hundreds of feet into the heavens. Its rhythm is that of a rapid rhapsody,
with no two lines balancing, but forming a perfect composition by uniting in the glittering roof
of the gods."b

During his stay in Lhasa Ber~iardand liis party lodged in the large palatial home of
Tsarmg Shape.' whom the reader n i l l remember as the high official ~ h had
o advised Tharchin
on the formalities of his audience wit11 the late Dalai Lama. As a matter of fact. Bernard. in
keeping wit11 the Tibetan custom of hospitality, had been met by Tsarong on the road some
seven miles out from the city. "He ]lad brought fresh horses and a Govern~ne~it
deputation."
\VroteBernard, "to welcome me." The Alnerican and his party, joined by Tharchin five lniles
Out, were then led to the Tsarollg holne. Another traveler to Lhasa whom the Shape was to
befriellda decade later was Heinricll Harrer from Austria, who, with his co~npanionPeter
Auf~cllllaiter,
were l i ke\r,ise pllt up as gllests in llis home. The Austrian portrayed Tsarong
as "a sllperb ad~iiinistrator,even by %tester11 ~tandards,an outstanding diplonlat wllo dared
'O
the Dalai Lama, a mall fore\ er trying to achieve reforms in liis country, and a Illan
'llose wise cou~iselwas sougilt on all important Government matters..' A self-made Inan i l l
themostmoder11inold, Tsarong's abilities, he added, "would have made him an outstanding
Personality in ally Westerll coulltry. 1 sllall llever forget the gratitude I owe to Tsarong for
havillgO~ened
his house to Aufscllllniter and me. and for helping US to settle in ~hasa.'.'This
latter sentiment was easily sllalrd bv Ber~lardand Tharchin.
Buttllis sentiment was also .sllare>by many other foreigners who frequently elljoyed the
warm llospita~ityof this ~lig~lly-placed
Tibetan. Two such foreign visitors \\ere Frederick
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Williamson and his wife, w h o spent over t w o months at Lhasa in the summer of 1911
Williamson was the British Political Officer for Tibet at the time, and his wife Margarethar
left a record of their impressions of the man and Tsarong House itself.
We were often entertained at Tsarong House, which put me in mii~dof an English country
house with its drive bordered with hollyhocks.
Tsarong Dzasa . . . greeted us at the head of the steps to the house.. .. Tsarong was a short
man, dressed in a strange mixture of Western and Tibetan dress. His eyes, his whole bearing,
clearly showed unusual energy, will, courage and intelligence.
Tsarong House had many Western-style appointments. There was a brass bedstead in the
master bedroom; and the main staircase was fairly substantial, in contrast to the rickety ladder
that sewed in most Tibetan households. The bathroom, too, did not have the usual hole in the
floor but had Western fittings; and there was a large table and real chairs in the dining room,
The house was not only large but unusually clean and airy for a Tibetan house, many of which
were rather dark. Tsarong House even had glass in the windows. Another surprise was when
I was offered "real" tea and biscuits. Then I felt truly at home.
The gardens at Tsarong House were also impressive. The soil and climate of Lhasa are
excellent, and not only can up to three crops a year be obtained but the size of everything is
quite remarkable. There were mawelous cauliflowers, cabbages, onions, carrots, lettuces,
radishes and turnips that would easily have won first prizes at any English country show.*
One of Tsarong's hobbies-and a very unusual one in Lhasa at that time-was photography,
and he had a collection of cameras. On one occasion when we were at his house, while the men
talked in the vast sitting room, the ladies took me to his office to show me his photograph
albums. Later we played an original version of Snakes and Ladders that he had devised himself.
There were entertainments, too, usually Tibetan music and d a n ~ i n g . ~
Such, then, was the kind of comfortable+ven affluent-accommodation to which Bernard
and Tharchin could now look forward.
B y the time o f t h e American's visit in 1937,1° however, this heretofore most trusted ofall
advisers to His Holiness had fallen on bad times politically. He had left his homeland on
pilgrimage to India in late 1924 as the most powerful and influential man in Tibet next tothe
Dalai Lama; but upon his return in 1925 he had taken a great fall; for he was deprivedofhis
position a s Commander-in-Chief of the Tibetan Army, and four years later, in 1929, was
degraded from Shape to the rank, though still high, of Dzasa (he nonetheless continuingtobe
known a s Tsarong Shape despite this demotion).
These developments had been the consequence of his having fallen out of favorwith
certain elements ofthe Tibetan ruling classes-both cleric and lay, particularly withcefiain
conservative religious leaders who continued to wield considerable influence with theDalai
Lama. Shortly before his demotion, it had become fairly well known that he was takingan
increasingly dim view of the entire monastic system that had become so pervasive in his
native land. For example, Sir Charles Bell remembered once speaking about this matterrvith
Tsarong, probably during the British diplomat's year-long visit to Lhasa in 1920-1-''Heapeed
with me," recalled Bell, that Tibet's population was decreasing, .'and gave as one ofthe
reasons the large number of celibate monks." "That," said Bell in response, "is a manerof
Sonam r.Kari has reported that the ever-resourceful Tsarong had even introduced the tomato pia" lino
and had successfully propagated it in his gardens. Interview with the Kazi, Oct. 1991.
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religion on which I can make no comment." "I also can make no comment about matters of
re,igion,flthe
Army Chief replied, with a wry smile. Yet he did comment upon it, and quite
candidly, less than three years later to the American, Willialn McGovern. The latter reported
in ,924 just after his visit in disguise to Lhasa the year before, liow he had had long
conversations
with Tsarong about religion and other matters. He could write that the General
"has no illusions as to the nature and value of the average Tibetan monk. He asserts, and
rightly,that there are far too many inhabitants of the monasteries. This surplus number
weakens,he says, the economic structure of the country; and even from the religious point
of
it is impossible for so many people to be really fitted for the monastic life."
consequently,added McGovern, this highly placed Tibetan was doing what he could "to limit
the numberof entrants to the priesthood, and to place it on a more colnpetitive basis."
Moreover, Tsarong-whom one British frontier official at Gyantse in 1924 had described
as'?he one man who is really wide-awake in Lhasaw-was the prime mover among the Dalai
Lama's inner circle of advisers and government officials in pushing for reforms in both
government and society in order to effect a more modern Tibet that could successfully adjust to
a world outside her borders which had changed so radically. These reforms, he felt, were
absolutely essential if Tibet was to maintain its independence, especially vis-a-vis China.
Indeed, he readily endorsed the maxim of the Italian revolutionary Garibaldi, which Heinrich
Harrer reported the Tibetan General had once quoted to him: "If we want to remain as we are,
certain things must change." But if his goal of Tibetan n~odernizationwas ever to be brought
about, Tsarong recognized with greater clarity than most that the country's long-established
aristocracy and monastic hierarchy must change. Yet because these twin pillars of conservative
Power and influence in Tibet were so deeply bound by centuries-long custom, tradition and
bureaucratic privilege, the forces they represented greatly opposed a policy of change for any
reason and from any quarter--even from the Dalai Lama himself, who for a long while had
been very much in favor of the modernization and secularization of his country along the lines
of what Tsarong espoused: until, that is, His Holiness was confronted by the overwhelming
opposition and inordinate fear exhibited by those leaders among these reactionary forces who
still very much had the ear of the Dalai Lama. As one recent writer on Tibet, Heather Spence,
has remarked: "The keynote of Ti betan life was its ready acceptance of the traditional order of
things. Change was frightening, a path that led to the unknown."
Thus, those in power were not about to give up their familiar and comfortable existence
one that promised to be most unfamiliar, far more disciplined, and much less privileged.
And hence, because of the ideas and actions of Tsarong relating to their privileged religious
and Preserves, and because, further, they viewed him as being far too progressive in his
Outlook on Western culture and technology, and as being far too friendly with the British in
PPnicular,a number of powerful religious leaders-in concert with certain nobles among the
'ay government
able to prevail upon His Holiness to remove Tsiirong from
h'shvohighposts. Another and highly significant factor in inducing the Dalai Lama to take
these
against his former chief favorite was his own growing suspicions-Created in
hamillcl in part by tsar^^^'^ rival Lungshar who sought power for himself-+f Tsarong's
"Ormous Power and wealth, which His Holiness now viewed as constituting the most
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formidable threat to his.own rule in Tibet.* Hence, the dismissals from both the militaryani
1
the Kashag.
Later, ironically, the former Shape was once again offered the post in the Kasha&bulh
refused to accept it, though he did accept the opportunity to become one of the Directorro,
the Drapchi (hydroelectric) factory located just outside Lhasa. Apparently his deep intensl
in Western technology had also fueled his interest to improve the means of trannpo~lion
and communication within his country, because Tsarong had also by this time (in 1937)jusl
completed the construction ofthe first steel bridge in Tibet, it spanning the Kyi Chulstributar)
(the Tolung Chu) at Trisum, eight miles from the capital. This feat of Tsarong's skill was
-

* Indeed, as intimated in earlier chapters of the present narrative, most likely, though not as yet absolulsl,
confirmed, in 192314 'Tsarong's supporters in the Tibetan military, if not the General himself, "began."in [h;
words of Alex McKay, "what was apparently a somewhat disorganized effort to take secular power fronl the
Dalai Lama and transfer it to Tsarong Shape." Moreover, it is the firm belief of this British frontiercadrehis[orian
as well that the then highly regarded and trusted Darjeeling Police Inspector Laden-La, whom the Tibetan
government had requested be sent to Lhasa by the British Government of India for the purpose ofsettingupand
training a police force at the Tibetan capital, was without any doubt also involved in the plot againsl the Dalai
Lama. Certainly the Indian government had come to accept that he had been involved, since the file on this maller
at its National Archives, though still classified, is entitled: "Indiscretion of Laden-La in associating\rithTibelan
officers attempting to overthrow the Dalai Lama.'' And though the British governments in both London and Dslhi
were most certainly not involved. it is McKay's considered judgment, after thoroughly researching all available
sources, that "the weight of circumstantial evidence definitely points to a coup having been planned under
[British Political Officer] Bailey's direction" and that its unfolding and partial ,implementation prior to ils
eventual failure had been carried out by means of"his own key agent" Laden-La whom he had hirnselfdispatched
to Lhasa in late summer of 1923.
For by that time it had become clear to Major Bailey that the Dalai Lama was either unwilling or unable10
continue his efforts at social reform atid military modernization sufficiently enough to counter \+hatthe Polilical
Officer deemed to bc a most serioi~sthreat from Conimunist Russia to British intercsts in Tibet and thereforein
India. Eventually coming to see that, in this important respect. the Dalai Lama was unable or unwillingtofollo\\
British "advice," Bailey. it would appear, attempted "to establish an alternative leader" at Lhasa who would
follow that advice. And hence, most anxious about the apparent Soviet threat in Central and South ~ s i athisBrbish
.
Political Officer, McKay believes, gradually concocted a plan whereby through contacts to be established at Lhasa
by his agent Laden-La with Tsarong and the Tibetan military. he anticipated. if all \vent well. an overthr0wofthc
Dalai Lama government and the installation ofcentral rule at the Tibetan capital headed up by the progressive*rm!
Commander-in-Chief.
Bailey, whose plan was chiefly molivated by the Soviet threat, had hecolme convinced. \c.ritesMcKa)qrha'
"the only way to modernize Tibet to the extent \\,here it would provide a secure northern border f ~ r l n d i ~ . ~ " ~
exclude Russian influence, was under Tsarong's leadership.' McKay further believes that ~ a i l e ythough1tha'l'
his plan succeeded and British (that is. Bailey's) involvelnent were concealed (something ~\~hich
this poli'ica'
Officer was in a very strong position to effect), then Delhi and London would ha\e accepted the situation
the British would have had to depend largely on the advice which B;liley and other Rritish fi0ntierofico'
possibly involved in the plot would give; namely, "that a Trarong-led .libet was in Britain's besl interests,"T\'"
of these other frontier officials. with both of whom it is known Bailey had been in close touch at this
the then British Resident at Kalhmandu in neilrhl Nepal and former l.radc Agent 31Gymtse, i.ieulenanlCol"'l
William F. T. 09Connor,and the then Poli[icnl ()flicer in Assam. Caplain (j. A. Nevill. In p r e ~ i l ) ~ l ~
had worked closel) ~vithboth of these frontier oflicers. he having been lmrn,ored h!, O'Connor as the layer
longtime "loyal protkgk" and having served under Nevill as the latter's l~ltellipenccOflicer in 1912-'' dllr'ngr
sensitive mission among the hostile Abor tribespcople in Assam.
Unfortunate to Hailey's plans, ho\rever, was a scrics ol.ullrorcseenand lligh]y ;~d\ersr.
events"hich oncrRa
for lht
another unfolded at the Tibetan capital in the spring of 1924, and \vIlicll lecl to a clear-cut \'ictoq,
conservative and reactionary factions within the l-ihe[an governlnent and ]Juddhist Church. McKay "l" t\"o
unrhle I"
primary reasons for the plot's failure: (I) because Bailc): continllall) haalstrung hy l.ondan,

time3\'eK
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in two ways, in that (a) he built the bridge without the assistance of foreign
engineers, and (b) all steel pieces had to be brought from India over the Himalayas by
because the girders were far too heavy for pack animals to carry.
Highly cosmopolitan for a Tibetan-with an ability to speak a little English, Russian,
Mongolian and Hindustani-Tsarong, despite his demotions, had continued to exert a
considerable
influence on Tibetan affairs, he even having been considered the leading figure
in the fiangduand its main driving force. Furthermore, the Great Thirteenth, in an apparent
change of heart towards his former favorite, appointed him a Finance Minister-a post he
hold till the coming of the Chinese Communists in 1950. In addition to these distinctions,
on the other hand, Tsarong's wealth, business acumen, and sound practical wisdom were
bound to maintain for him a substantial share of influence in the economics and politics of the
country far into the 1940s.And on into the 1950s Tsarong served as Economic Adviser to the
Government of Tibet, that would now conduct its affairs under the watchful and sovereign
eye of the People's Republic of China. He even had the complete support of the Regent
(Reting Rimpoche), the one who upon the death of the Great Thirteenth in 1933 had offered
Tsarong-who refused to accept-the opportunity to rejoin the Kashag. Moreover, in spite
of his turn of fortune earlier, Tsarong was nonetheless able to maintain a high degree of
visibility among the upper circles of Lhasan society. Indeed, observed one later-day resident
of Lhasa, "for a man of such a simple background, his everlasting success sparked the
imagination, and the expression 'clever as Tsarong' became proverbial.' Not surprisingly,
therefore, many people in and out of government still greatly admired and respected him, and
sought him out for advice and counsel.* l 1
provide much, if any,
suppon" to the progressive forces at Lhasa especially the decisive element of
militar):assistance; and (2) Tsarong's uncharacteristic indecisiveness. With respect to Tsarong himself. McKay's
Judgment on him, even as is this historian's assessment of the plot just now described for the reader, appears to
bequite plausible. The Tibetan Army Chief and Kashag Shape. writes McKay. was
apparently unwilling to take the decisive step of declaring, his claim for power. He owed his position to the
Dalai Lama's patronage and knew that if his patron died or was overthrown he lacked sufficient suppofl to
take over Tibet without British assistance [which under the circums~ancesthen current in Anglo-Tibetan
would most assuredly not have been forthcoming]. Tsarong was also a Tibetan patriot. His dealings
with foreigners were designed to benefit Tibet, not the British. and his personal and patriotic loyalty to the
Dalai Lama was too strong for him to turn against his benefactor.
It is the particular conclusion of McKay to this entire spisode, incidentally, which in this historian's view
adequatelyexplains why there was a rapid deterioration in hglo-Tibetan relations fiom 1925 onward till
Ihr
of better relations once again in the early 1930s. Other historians (e.g.. Peter Hmsen. Alytair
WaltUnsworthand A.K. Singh) have blamed this decline on various other causes: it is McKay3sc0ncluslon3
however,that onm the Dalai Lama ,yas made aware, as indeed he was-and rather quickly, of the details
S$oundin€! the events duing the first half of 192.1, His Holiness "must have gradually Come to suspect that
Bal'ey had been involved:' h d that would explain, reasons Mckay, why the Tibetan ruler "began to distance
from the British. and turned away from British-sponsored reforms."
F o r M ~ ~ detailed
a ~ ' s analysis of [his episode in hglo-Tibetan relations. see again his volume. fibet a n d t h e
kish Raj9 102-15; and his suhsequrnt monograph anicle, "Tibet 1924: a Ver) British Coup Attempt?."
R q ~ aAsiatic
l
Socjeh: 3d Series ( ~ " v 1997):4
,
1 1-24; and cf. also Melvyn Goldstein's account* A
H ' s t o ~ ~ f ~ ~ oTibet,
d e m1913-1951, 12 1-37,
various "might have beens if only . . ." One of the most invieuing
* Recent Tibetan histov is replete
!vO1ves~O~nd
the premature ending ofthis illustrious Tibetan leader's career at the height of his powers and
lngenua~,
in her well-developed anicle on General Tsarong and the modernization struggle which Occuned I n
lunb3
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they also counted it a privilege t o be invited to one of many parties the formerrnilihR
and political leader o f Tibet still often gave. O n e such gathering occurred while Bernardand
Tharch in were his guests. A passage from the American's book on his experiences in Lhasa
can provide some insight into the careful but nonetheless exciting preparations Traong
made for such a party, a s well a s provide a further portrail of this famous Tibetan. Writn
Bernard:
Everything was confusion about the house, adding unaccountably to my inner excitement,
Tsarong's large house was nothing but one stack after another of things which would be uwd
for his party. There was scarcely room left to walk. I now began to understand what he meant
when he said that it took a lot of trouble to give a large party to which all the high officialsof
Tibet were to be invited. In all he was going to have over 300 guests, 200 ofwhom would.bethe
servants of the other 100. The ground of the entrance would be lined with carpet so that noone
need put his feet on the ground on arrival. There would be the most lavish decorations. His
private temple surpassed any other private temple I had seen, and l had seen a good many. His
images were superb, entirely covered with gold and radiating with the finest jewels. The silks
in evidence here were also of the best. There are few persons who know their silks better than
Tsarong, and, indeed, what little 1 know about silks I learned from hbn. As for Tsarong'ssitting
rooms, they make as perfect a museum of Chinese antiquities as any 1 have ever seen. He has
objects ofart which even the Museum of the Forbidden City of Peking might regard with envy.
And in this respect the entire house is of a piece. Yet, quite apart from this, and in spite ofhis
wealth and power, Tsarong dresses very simply and there is no ostentation of any kind in the
matter of daily living. It is only when he gives a party of this kind that you begin to realize the
high place he holds in Tibet. I have heard it said that he set the pace for Lhasa. Everything he
did was regarded with respect, and his ways regulated the ways of others.''

Tibet between 1912 and 1933, Heather Spence has speculated on what might have been different about Tibet's
future destiny had Tsarong been given a freer hand to develop and implement his ideas of modernity withinthe
Tibetan polity. Ms. Spence took note of the fact that Tsarong had only been in his mid-20s when in 1910hehad
led his tiny force of soldiers into the rearguard battle against the much stronger Chinese force, thus saving'hr
Dalai Lama's life as the latter fled into Indian exile. But then, too, Tsarong was only in his mid-40s at themomem
when he fell from the pinnacle of power in 1929. Many more years of significant and superlative servicelohls
country could still have been his fate and that of his nation had only his fellow leaders in Governmentand
Buddhist Church treated him favorably. "Had conservative forces, both within the monastic ordersandIhi
Government," writes Spence. "not obstructed the Thirteenth Dalai Lama's attempts to modernize the Arm!
during the 1920s, under the command of Tsarong 11, then Tibet might have been an independent c o u n l ~ ' ~ ~ ~ j
But "Tsarong's conviction, that modernization of both the Government and the Army were necessary lorTlbrl
to Preserve its status, brought the military into direct collfrontation with conservative forces*... In thec0qln
of historical circumstances it could be argued that i f Tsarong had been able to ac~~fnplish
his prOgrm''
strengthen and modernize the Army and undermine monastic conservatism, Tibet might have beenableto~sisl
the Chinese invasion [of 19501 and gain valuable time, thus allowing the Government to harness internatlona'
SuPPorf and gain recognition and validation of its autonomy, The fighting in Kham had clearly indi~ated!!'~',~~'~
DUI thr
effective leadership and modern weapons, Tibet was able to more than hold its own against China.
adverse effects resulting from conservatism's unending negative reaction to the various attemptshy
the Dalai Lama at social and political engineering during the critical period of 19 12-1933 .'lefl Tibet ml'l'arl'i
weak and In a state of political instability." Spence, "Tsarong 11 . ." TJ (Spring 199 1):33. 5 5 .

Tsarongad
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Hence,by Bemard being lodged in the home of such an important and ilifluential figure in
Tibetan politics and culture, it made it possible for the American visitor to investigate all
aspectsof Tibetan life, thought and customs. Tsarong was also the one who, on Bernard's
behalf, now collected andlor made preparations out of various materials such as butter, flour,
incenseand tea that were essential for his guest to engage in worship and to make offerings
attheseveral
centers of religious activity the American was to visit, including especially a
visit to the shrine of the late Dalai Lama at the Potala Palace. Two such offerings which
were quitecommon for pilgrims to offer at Tibetan places of worship as gifts for these
institutionsandlor their inmates would be butter for the prayer lamps "to lighten the darkness
ofignorance"and contributions of needles "to sharpen one's wisdom." So declares Buddhist
teaching.'' A type of yak-butter lamp, called choeme gya~shoand meaning "yak-butter
lampocean," was widely used in Buddhist places of worship in Tibet. "The wicks float in the
yak butter," explains one writer on Tibet, "which was constantly being replenished by the
offerings of the pilgrims. These lamps were never supposed to go out. Lamp holders were
generally made ofcopper, but sometimes gold was used." Flasks or other vessels carried by
pilgrims into Tibetan temples were often filled with yak butter or even yak-butter tea. "Yak
butter was added to the lamps in front ofthe various shrines as an offering or act of devotion.
Yak-butter tea was given as a form of alms to the monks who lived and worked in the
monastery. Both offerings were pious acts, and built up the individual's store of good deeds,
thushelpilig towards a good rebirth in the next Iife."I4 From this brief explanation, therefore,
it Can well be understood why the preparations made by Tsarong were so essential for the
ritual performances Bernard was about to embark upon at various places of uorship in and
around Lhasa. Besides the butter for the lamps, the American was in need of butter, flour
andtea as vital ingredients for making the kind of butter-tea for which Tibetans were famous.
Thus, with Tsarong's valued assistance, Bernard, accompanied by his competellt guide
TharcIlin,was now prepared to make his entrke into a world that, if not totally esoteric, was
llnleknown or understood, at least to the outsider. What, though, uould most likely have
been the ambience with which the American would typically have been confronted as he
Indhissmallparty went from one sacred place to another within and around the precincts of
the Vatican of Tibetan Buddhism? A most engrossing passage from one recent study on
'lbet can help to set the scene for the ullinitiated, a scene with which Gerga~iTharchin was
qllite familiar but one which Tlleos Bernard must doubtless have initially been
sOmewllat
unsettled by and wllicll was perhaps even intimidating to him, despite some exposure
"thism~stifyillg
world earlier at the Gvantse Monastery. Highly vivid and dramatic in his
dellneation,David Bonavia paints the foilowing picture:
any Tibetan temple or monastery is an eerie and to some people disturbing experience.
!n 'Ihe yellow half-light of dozens ofstrong-smellingyak-butter lamps, and the pale wreaths of
Incense.
one gazes up at the inhumanly calm or fierce expressions of bodhisanvas?gods and

demons, sculpted in huge effigy. On shelves behind them lie stacks of dusty scripturecil
would take a century to read them all, even if one mastered the difficult Tibetanclassical
writing. Immense robes of brocade and gold thread clothe some of the images. And in case one
were getting the impression that all Buddhism is an enemy of carnal pleasures, one deity is
shown, with a woman entwining her naked legs around his lap, while in one hand he holdr a
small bell, and in the other a bronze thunderbolt, symbol of spiritual power. Coins lie scattered
around-fferings
from pilgrims ... Many of the walls are covered from top to bottom in
magnificent, detailed mural paintings, depicting temples and gardens, demons and godr,
heavens and hells, monks, lamas and ordinary people, going about their daily affairs. One can
only dimly make them out in the lamplight, and in places they have worn or flaked away,,,,
Along winding corridors, up steep stone stairs, and down seemingly endless galleries with
recessed shrines and murals, one strolls with a feeling ofmounting astonishment-even aweat this proliferation of overwrought decor. It is a relief to emerge into the light .. . l 5
Relief, indeed!

Now the first sanctuary the research group of Bernard visited was the Jo-khang Cathedral,
where the American offered a thousand butter lamps in the temple. This ceremony, called
doncil, was usually performed by individuals. Next, they visited Ramoche Monastery where
in its holy temple Bernard also offered a thousand butter lamps. After this they visited
I
Drepung Monastery about five or six miles west of the capital and again Bernard offereda
thousand butter lamps. The original enrollment of monks in this Monastery liad bee117700, 1
but later the number rose to 10,000, having thus grown into the largest la~naseryin the world1 1
Divided into six colleges, it had monks not only from all over Tibet but also from Mongolia, I
India, Ladakli, Sikkim, Bhutan and Nepal. These monks at one time controlled 25,000 peasants
and herdsmen who worked 185 nearby estates and tended 200 pastures!16 A city in itself,
Drepung possessed a multitude of stony hoises and hundreds of gilded pinnacles pointillg
upward above its shrines. Next they went to see Sera Monaste~ythree miles llofih o f h
capital where again a thousand butter lamps were offered by Bernard." The original enrolllnent
of this Mo~iasteryliad been 5500, which subsequently increased to Inore than 7000.
Now it may seem unusual to some readers that Bernard would not only offer but offerup
s o nlany butter lamps wherever he went in his monastic visits. There is a very good reason 1
for this, however, as is explained by another American, who was perhaps an even more
learlled scholar in Tibetology and Tibetan Buddhism than Bernard: " ~ e a r l ~ e v e r ~ o n e ~ ~ ~ l ~
older religions reveals a fondness for having some light burning before its sacred imagesland
in Tibetan Buddhism this practice lias been carried to extraordinary lengths." Himselfa
traveler to Lhasa (in 1923), William McGovern went 011to comment about this extraordinaO
practice in the following way:
At all times the principal idols have two or three sacred lamps burning in front ofthem. and at
festival periods the number of such lamps set alight in a temple will be increased by hundreds
and even thousands. It is a common form of piety to bestow a sum of money on a temple to

1
1

,

dijplay of such lights. In all such cases the only fuel used is butter.. . . The flame
ha* a
isarich and creamy yellow and is rather pretty but gives out little light, for which reason, and
also because ofthe expense of the fuel, these butter lamps are chieflyused in religious buildings
and are but sparsely employed by laymen. The Tibetan believes in going to bed with the sun,
in an ordinary household artificial light is seldom required. During the last few years wax
candles of European design have been imported into the larger centers, such as Shigatse and
Lhasa, and the townsmen are taking to the use of them; but they remain entirely secular, and it
would be considered blasphemous to bum a candle before a sacred image.I8

ln the light of these comments, therefore, Bernard, who would later come to be known as
-'the White Lama" because of his eventual reception into the Buddhist priesthood while in
Tibet, and who in some ways had already adopted a number of the traditions of a Lamaist,
hasmerely carrying out the practice of offering butter lamps at holy places in Tibet as would
mostTibetans-but particularly as would the well-to-do, who, like him, could afford to offer
butter lamps in the hundreds and thousands on special occasions.
The Bernard party next visited the famous Ganden MonasteryI9 some twenty-five miles
eastofLhasa and situated on a mountain some 14,000 feet in elevation. It is one of the oldest
monasteries and was founded in 1409 by the great Tibetan Buddhist Reformer Jay Tsong
Khapa (1356-1418).?OIt takes its name from the same Tibetan word (dGa ' Idan) for the
Tushita Heaven where the Maitreya (Jampa) Buddha is believed to reside. For the longest
time the simple quarters in which Tsong Khapa, as first Abbot, had lived were preserved
here: dark rooms with low ceilings, and walls covered with paintings. The original enrollment
ofthis religious house had been 3300 monks but it had increased to more than 5000.
Oneformet'citizen ofTibet who later lived in London for a while has noted that Tibetans
have in the past compared these three great monasteries to the painting of a Tibetan book:
'Ganden represents the leaves of the book, as it is famous as a seat of learning. Sera is the
hvoblock~of solid wood that guard the leaves: it produces warriors and fighters that defend
the faith of Tibet. Drepung, as it holds the lnonasteries of Tibet together, is the cloth that is
bound round the text.""
On the way back to Lhasa the party stopped at the sacred place of Drag Yarpa (Trll Yerpay ''the Rock of Purity"), an ancient site wllere many devotees retire for meditation to
sainthood. This place is located one day's journey between the capital and Ganden.
HudlRichard~~~l
has described this sacred site as "a lovely quiet valley containille a group
'lcave
hermitages and small telnples associated with the nanies of Songtsan Gampo. F%dma
Bmbhava,Pandit Atisha and other lloly lnen.'' Each year a small festival. known as Yarpa
TsecLer,
would take place here. During the festival a prayer service was held which \%as
lhen followed by religious dances comlnemorating the fouliding of a temple liere that had
Occurred lollg ago at the very same time as the establishment of the most sacred Tibetan
all, the Jo-kIlang." Many people frolll Lhasa would attend the festival, tllougll this
"Ould not llave been tlie "lotivation for Bernard7sown visit to Drag Yarpa Monastery (see
it Just so happened, incidentally, that Tharchi~l's longtime acquaintance.
mentioned in the previous cllapter, the former Tibetan Trade Agent at Gyantse. Kenchen
Lobsang~ungne.had in this very year of Bernard7svisit been sent to supervise the
of
'ls 'listoricmollastic site near Lhasa."
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Here at Drag Yarpa Bernardwas very desirous of meeting a well-knownhermit who
was said to have spent twelve years in meditation in purely a sitting position inside a nearhi
cave. Since Bernard wanted to learn yoga techniques from this Lama, a request was madr
to that effect by Bernard, which was granted. When narrating his "memoirs" decades later
Tharchin well recalled the incident that followed at Drag Yarpa and described in detail ,vha;
happened. The Lama said to the American, "You are so curious to know aboutyoga you
may be around here only for a week or SO,but beyond that perhaps you may "0,
permission to stay longer. You should be here for at least six months if not for one year
which is the reasonable period in which to truly pick up yoga techniques. You will haveto
learn several formulas." To all this Bernard replied: "I have learnt these formulas in India,"
When he heard that Bernard was already rightly acquainted with the correct formulas, tile
hermit suggested that since his own technique of yoga practices did not differ from the
Indian types, Bernard need not spend further time in the specialization of yoga in tile
Monastery.
Tharchin continued with his clear recollection of this unusual incident involvingthe American.
When the Lama had become convinced of Bemard's comprehension of yoga knowledge and
exercises, he decided to confer "Wang"-that is, "Authority"+n the American.The procedure
was simple yet meaningful. At first Bemard was directed to bow down to the picture ofMilarepa"
three times, which thing the American did very gracehlly. Then the Lama said, "Bow down 10
me three times." Bernard carried out this instruction also. Tharchin remembered that a l a m p ~ a s
burning nearby, which enabled the hemit Lama to read thereafter all the pages from a booklelof
yogic scripture. He handed the book to Bemard as a present. After a time of prayer, "Wangor
"Authority" was conferred on the visit0r.b~the invocation of the words, "I hereby give You
'Authority' to practice and propagate yoga among others who are desirous to learn it." And with
that, noted Tharchin, the ceremony was concluded. Bemard appeared quite happy and colltellt
Sometime later, critics of Bemard doubted the truthfulness ofwhat he himself had repofled
of this experience at Drag Yarpa Gompa, they not believing his interaction with the care
hermit had ever taken place. Referring to the Drag Yarpa initiation of Theos Bernard, Eleanore
Murray, companion-confidante to the American scholar's father, has written that "certam
well-known persons" from the West had "hunted down" Tharchin, Bernard's "guide there
who had taken him to the cave of the hermit, in an attempt to discredit his claim of
spent hours there, and receiving certain initiations from him." These enemies of
.
must have been greatly disappointed to learn from his Indo-Tibetan guide to the
cave that all the American had claimed was factual, since he could bear witness to the truth
about this event in Bernard's experience in Tibet.*'MucllInore will be revealed shortly
Bernard's well-placed enemies and their further attempts to discredit him in the eyes
and Tharchin's Tibetan hosts.
%

abou'

' Lener. Mumay to Wesley E. Needham, Calimcsa CA, 18 June ,963. This lengthy research letter ("rim'
Adviser on Tibetan LiltratUre
r).ped by Ms. Murray) is addressed to Yale University LibraryYs
cir~uitou~
rOU'''ht
response to his inquiries about Bernard7s experience in India and 17ibct, an
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N~~ besides the opportunities granted him to visit the monasteries, temples and shrines
which abounded in and about the Tibetan capital area, Bernard, as a guest of the Tibetan
wvemment,
was given the unique privilege of taking still and motion pictures everywhere he
visited and of recording ceremonies on film whicll even many nat~onalsof the country had
neverseen. He photographed, for example, the celebrated Black Hat Dance and the unveiling
ofthe Kiku Banner. In addition, the American was able to purchase thousands of valuable
booksandmanuscripts on various aspects of Buddhism, which he later took with him to the
United States. One can get an idea of the extent'of this cache of rare materials when it is
understood that it required twenty mule-loads capacity to bring it all down to India! These
materials, including banners and historical relics that had been presented to Bernard as gifts.
werecarried from Lhasa in yak-skin bags for hundreds of miles by a pack caravan of mules
and yaks over 18,000-foot mountain passes and streams down to Kalimpong, where Tharc hin
was responsible for seeing that they were shipped off to America.
Before leaving Lhasa Bernard was taken by Tharchin on a visit to the infa~nousTibetan
prison housed in the dungeons ofthe Potala, in order that, as the American was wont to phrase
it, he might "touch on all sides of life." Ir was an experieiice Bernard, and for that matter, his
Tibetanguide, would not soon forget. Here is how the American visitor described it:
... the Tibetan prison ... reminded one of a trap to catch a man-eating lion; it was filled with
wretches, withered souls, trotting about with shackled limbs. We entered into a conversation
with one poor fellow. He told us that he had stolen a couple of charm boxes about five years
ago, and he had no idea when he would be released. What actually happens is that the

(hernment forgets whom they had put in and for how long, which means that once in, always
in, unless one day the Government decides to win a little grace by releasing some of its
prisoners; and on so auspicious a day any man may be the lucky one. Just as we were about to
leave, we heard faint echoes which emanated from a still lower dungeon; a crying soul was
singthrough the ritual that he might gain happiness in the next life. It turned out to be a friend
ofTharchinls,who had once been very powerful, and had the reputation of being a fine scholar

to boot.25

Presentauthorhad secured a photocopy of the letter along \c.ith photocopies of other related documents d ~ o u t
prepved by Murray. The original source from whence copies o f these materials were obtained was
BeinickeLibrary, secured in the first instancc by Paul Draghi at Yale. He sent a Copy of the materials to
lohnKcnneth Knaus, author of Orphan q / l j I e cold ~k(1999), a volume by this former CIA Agent On the
CIA role in Tibet's unsuccessful struggle for freedom against the People's Republic ofCh!na. Knaus in
IUrn had then provided a copy to William S, Manin,
a US State Department Foreign Service Oflieer In
and friend ofthe present
who kindly gave the latter a COPY. Thesedocuments
chygeOfthe~ustria
b, Ms. Murray figure pronlinently in the Texl discussion a few pages hence dealing with judgments made by
OIhers about~ernardpersonally and \vith his ultimate demise. These materials are hereaflercited the Mumy
Documents.
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~ oallt the time while in Lhasa was Tharchin required to be at the American's side,Onh
contrary, the visitor from Kalimpong w a s able to meet with the highest officials ofthe land. ln
a letter he wrote from the Tibetan capital o n 1 July t o Sir Charles Bell, Rirchin remarked
"Here I met the Regent [Reting Rimpoche], the Prime Minister, and the four Shapes."lt was
probably o n this occasion with the Regent that Tharchin, asked to draft in Tibetan amemanal
and petition t o him by Bemard, submitted the document in its final form to Rcting. ~ o l,~ ~ d
among the Tibetan publisher's papers, its English translation reads in part as follows:

1

I

To the lotus feet of the Golden Throne of the Snowland's main pillar of well-being for the
Religion [i.e., Buddhism] and people, Savior Reting HututhuWith full respect, I would like to pray you herewith. As I have prayed for, I am thanking you
wholeheartedly for having extended my period of stay by allowing me to remain for the period
of two months in this Nation, I studying religion.
During my stay here, I am eager to copy the text of a golden-lettered [bound book entitled]
Dorjee Choipa,* and [certain] prayer-books, etc., [written] in gold letters.. . .

l

l
m

i,

O n the other hand, the Babu from Kalimpong had numerous opportunities to see and
converse with his many friends he had come t o know over the years since his first experience
at Lhasa in the early 1920s. But these visits with friends were not exclusively social in ,
nature. Tharchin the evangelist never missed an opportunity to share his faith with both high
and low. A most intriguing passage that appeared in another of Tharchin's letters sent at tlils
time t o Bell reveals h o w he occupied himself during those periods of his stay at the Tibetan
capital when free from any responsibility involving his American friend. But it also bares j
what w a s the attitude which many Tibetan leaders harbored towards the British concerning
their apparent lack o f religion. Written in the form of a report to Sir Charles, Tharchin
entitled this section of his letter a s "About Religion," and ended it with "My Own Opinioi

1
'

,411 the Tibetan officers know that I am a Christian and now and then they themselves askedme
questions and we had long talks and they are not against our [Western] religion; they say that
all the religions are the same-that just as there are differences in nature, customs and food.
[so is if] the same with religions. But they said they blame some of our officers who are in Tibet
or who visit Lhasa who have no religion of any kind. They said that they saw only Sir Charles
Bell and Mr. [David] Macdonald and Mr. Guthrie [Major James Guthrie, the Lhasa British
Mission Doctor] doing and observing their religion. But other [officers from India] they hare
not seen [displaying any religious faith], and they [thus] think that they have no religion.

My Own Opinion
If all the officers who visit Tibet and stay here try to observe and show the Tibetans according
to our own ways of worshiping on every Sunday at their owll place and read the Bible eveq
morning and evening. I think all the Tibetans will appreciate more than without any [i.e..
than the absence of any religious expression by the British officers whatsoever]. Of course. I
told them that we have nothing to show outwardly but we worship God in spirit and
[even as] our officers are doing.

* According to Tibetan Buddhism, by reading Illis volume one'r sins can he dinlinished or even foreirtn,

1

!
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yet this latter explanation of Tharchin's-charitable as it was towards the B r i t i s h d i d not
his various Lhasan hosts, whose religion was SO steeped in external rituals and
obKrvations.For "they said," added Tharchin, that "there must be some outward signs."2b

From the Tibetan capital Bernard and Tharchin went to Shigatse. Prior to their departure
from Lhasa on the 1 Yhof September2' the latter bade goodbye to his mother-in-law, relatives
and loved ones. At Shigatse, which at an elevation of about 13,000 feet was then the second
largest town in Tibet, they visited the famous nearby Monastery of Trashilhunpo (meaning, in
Tibetan, "The Mount of Blessing or Good Fortune"; the word pashi signifying "good luck"),
the magnificent residence and ecclesiastical seat of the Panchen Lama. It might do well to
quote Sir Charles Bell here on the relation between this Tibetan Buddhist Prelate and the
highest-ranking Priest of the Tibetans, the Dalai Lama. In their turn, Bell has explained, each
ofthe Dalai Lamas has been recognized by all the people of Lama Land
as the Vice-Regent of the Lord Buddha in Tibet ... and regarded by Tibetans as the head of
Tibet, both in the spiritual and on the secular side. The Panchen Lama, who originated a little
later, is practically of equal spiritual rank with the Dalai Lama. In strict theory, indeed, he is even
somewhat higher, because the Panchen is the incarnation of the Buddha of Boundless Light,
whereas the Dalai is the incarnation of the Buddha of Mercy, and the former is the spiritual
father of the latter. But as regards secular authority, the Panchen is a much smaller figure. His
power extends to only three or four districts in Tsang, and even Shigatse, the chief town of the
Province, adjoining his own Monastery of Trashilhunpo, is not under his authority."

At the time Bernard and Tharchin were in the Shigatse area the Panchen Lama was not
there, and ill fact died later that very year in China wfhere he had been living for nearly
fifteen years following a breach betweell him and Dalai Lama X111 (see again Chapter 18
earlier).
Located but a mile or so from Shigatse, Trashilhunpo was generally viewed to be the best
of all monasteries in Tibet. Falned for its learning. it had attracted monastic students
fromall Parts of the land, who sought to secure the highly prized religious degree which it
bestowed.At the time of Bernard's visit the Monastery housed some four to five thousand
mOnks.Tlle
Panchen's residellce alld Monastery, separately situated, were beautiful structures
'Ontaining
fine decorations, tlla,lgkos* alld other paintings and unusual architectural f o r m ~ .
Rare Chinese articles could be found illside tile complex of buildings which made up the
Monasterysite. The Monastery was also
known for its rich icons, among which \\as a11
'mmel'lseimage of the Maitreya or Jampa Buddha that measured Some nille stories high.
reaching
UP 110 feet. The eno;lllous
buner lamp which sat before this image had a
c a p a c i l oftwelve
~
khels of buner (approximately324 pounds)! Moreover. as the ecclesiastical
* A t'lfllrgb (literally meaning "hanncr.') is a Tibetan pinled scroll, and is thus a Tibetan r e l i g i o ~painting
~
on

cloth.
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seat of the Panchen Lama, Trashilhullpo Monastery housed the golden chodensofthe past
five or six Panchen Lamas and their slrnbums (complete works) that numbered a tolll
some forty volumes.29
Prior to the Chinese occupation of Tibet that occurred after 1950, Shigatse,like her sister
community of Gyantse to the southeast, could boast one ofthe finest architecturallyinlpresive
fortresses or dzongs in the whole land, towering majestically as it did high abovethecity on
its hill. But today it lies in ruins, with merely the foundation walls remainingto bearsilani
witness to the carnage heaped upon the town by the fanatical young Red GuardsofChllla's
so-called Cultural Revolution that in 1966 erupted throughout China's domainsthat would ,
I
only cease a decade later.
The Panchen Lama's Monastery, which required some seven years for its construction.
I
had been founded in 1447 by Gedun Drubpa. This monk was the son of a herdsman as well
as the nephew and disciple of the great reformet- of Tibetan Buddhism, Tsong Khapa
Eventually Lama Drubpa became the Great Reformer's successor. (Gedun had earlier
founded, in 14 16, the largest monastery in the world's history, Drepung near Lhasa, as a
means of housing the quickly increasing number of Yellow Sect monks of his Reformia
uncle.) Tsong Khapa's successor had subsequently founded Trashilhunpo in holior of h ~ s
teacher Kadrub; this was because although Gedun Drubpa had indeed been one of Tsong
Khapa's disciples, he was fairly young when the Great Reformer died, and had therefore
come under the primary influence of Kadrub, an older disciple of Tsong Khapa.joBecause I
of a wide reputation he had for saintliness and because of the pe~ple'sgreat reverence
towards him, Trashilhunpo's founder would later be posthumously regarded as the very first i
Dalai Lama. As it turned out, it would not be till the seventeenth century that Trashilhunpo
would become the seat of the Panchen Lamas of Tibet.
One additional important facet of Tibetan culture was to be fcund at the famousNarthana 1
l
Monastery only five to ten miles from Shigatse. This Monastery, as was noted earlierII1
Chapter 17, owed its fame to the printing shop which was there; for here were printed, b)
the ancient method of wooden blocks, most ofthe books to be found in most any respectable
monastery throughout tlie Land ofthe Lamas. Although Lhasa had its pri~ltingcapabilit~b!'
the same xylographic technique, and though some Tibetan books were at this time stillbeln~
printed at the Lama Monastery in Peking, neither ofthese places could begin to rivalNarthane
for fame in this regard: only tlie printingpress and library at Derge in East ~ibetcouldco~l~
close to doing so. Tibet's large canon of literature, a great part of which consists oftranslatiolls
of works originally composed in India in Sanskrit, is al~nostall of a religious nature
because these Sanskrit originals have in most instances been lost, students of ancientIndian
literature, history, customs and thought have invariably had to turn to the %beta1' literaQ
canon for research purpose^.^'
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Both the h'nerican visitor and the Tibetan guide were greatly impressed by an extensive i
tract of land, vast and flat, which stretched along the hills that serve as guardians ofthetown
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o f ~ i p s e , Bemard,commenting on this large piece of land, remarked: "The time will come
,,,htn g,igatse will become larger than Lhasa."12 Several reasons went to support this
,,ion,
First, the wide geographical plain affords spacious room for the expansion of the
,iry Here larger and broader buildings can be constructed on the flat land. The surface is
,,itable for roads and highways which would cost less to construct. Furthermore, the area
could
provide the necessary and proper space for an aerodrome for smaller and even
larger planes to land and take off. Second, in the vicinity of Shigatse the Brahniaputra River
(calledthe Tsangpo in Tibet) flows wide and deep, carrying within its basin plenty of water
throughoutthe year. The river receives most of its water supply from the seasonal rains and
the snow which melts during the summer. The river call be easily harnessed to produce
hydroelectricity which can illumine an entire town as well as supply sufficient power to
operate large-scale industries. In the course of time, noted Tharchin, Bernard's prophecy
had in fact become true. For ever since the aggressive intentions, invasion and occupation of
Tibet from 1950 onwards, the Chinese had developed the city of Shigatse and its environs
intoan important industrial and political complex that was designed to serve the purposes of
the new Communist masters. Indeed, by 1989 it could be reported that the Chinese would
expend throughout the country as a whole some 300 millio~idollars annually to maintain
Peking'scontrol over Tibet and improve the standard of living not for the Tibetans but for the
primay benefit ofTibet's allegedly predominantly ethnic Chinese citizenry."
Navigation has also been made possible in and around Shigatse with the coming of the
modern facilities created by the Chinese, and naturally, observed Tharchin, this has enhanced
trade and commerce which in turn have increased the material prosperity of the town. This
has all been at the expense, however, of the monasteries in the area, most of which, Tharchin
laterrepofied,have over the years of the Chinese occupation been ransacked and the most
valuable curios dispatched to China, whence they have either been transported or smuggled
into Hang Kong where the foreigners have bought them for huge sums of money for the
Purpose of taking them to the libraries or Inuseurns of Europe and America. Much of the
precious loot has also been taken by the route to Kathrnandu, a principal point oftransshipment,
and from there to the great antique markets of the world. The large amounts realized from
these sales have been utilized to further expand the construction of the city of Shigatse. Wit11
from these sources huge buildings have been erected. Such a drain on the objects of
an~llotedThar~hin,
is a most tellillg commentary upon the state and condition of the cultural
of Tibet which has been gradually yet alarmingly undermined. Indeed, one recent
estilnate
of the value of the priceless cultural objects removed from Tibet by the Chinese
runsintobillions of American dollars.34

Shigatse Bernard, accolllpanied by Tharchin, was presented with an oppomni?
toobserve1 1 0 Tibetans
~
dispose of their dead. In his "memoirs" created near the end of his
'lfe' the
from Poo evinced a fascillation for the subject, if the somewhat len@h~

discussion he presented of what he witnessed at Shigatse can selve as an indication.A ~ ,
rule, he noted, Tibetans do not bury or burn their dead. TOthe contrary, David Macdonsld,a
longtime observer of the Tibetan scene, has explained the matter this way: "The fact ofthe
ground being so hard in the winter, coupled with extreme scarcity of firewood, probably
accounts largely for the Tibetan custom of air burial." He went on to point out that Tibh
Buddhism recognizes four means of the disposal of the dead: by air, fire, water and earth,
These were four of the Lamaist elements, to one of which "the body must return afterthe
soul has left it."I5 Perhaps an even more significant reason for Lamaist Tibetans to refrain
from "earth burial" is their animistic "fear of disturbing and annoying the earth spirits."k 1,
Nevertheless, there were two classes of people in Tibet whose bodies were consigned tothe 1l
i
earth, as explained by one authority on Tibetan customs and rituals, Chapel Tsetan Phuntso: i
Burial in the ground is reserved for people who died of contagious diseases such as leprosy
and smallpox, as well as for robbers, murderers, and other criminals. The law denies them
celestial burial and even water burial, for if their souls are trapped underground, they will not
be reincarnated and their kind will become extinct. This type of burial ... brings dishonor on the
family of the deceased . . .

I

~

Under normal circumstances, however, the choice of burial method, as noted by Tsetan
Phuntso, was usually made "according to the financial and social status ofthe deceasedand
the family."j7
In Shigatse Bernard and Tharchin had a unique chance to witness the most common
method used by far to dispose of the dead: "air" or "celestial" or "sky burial"; that is to say,
how Tibetans feed a dead body to the vultures and ravens, which, in turn, Tibetans believe, 1
upon taking flight "carry the spirit of the deceased h e a v e ~ ~ w a r dMoreover,
."~~
the ritual of
having one's body fed to the birds of the air actually serves as the dead person's final act of
devotion to the needs of these other sentient beings, and for which, incidentally, he believes
he will acquire merit. Yet it must be added that the entire procedure i l l air burial is as
apprehensive as it is fascinating.
First of all, it must be understood that the body of a person who has died is looked upon by
Tibetan Buddhists as now a useless husk to be discarded, because it is the soul ofthe Person
that is important; without it, the body has no meaning; and hence, the treattne~ltwllichthe
human carcass receives is of no concern to the survivors. Usually the dead person, after
being washed and dressed in the best clothes of the deceased (normally white), is placedin
a sining position in a corner of a room in the home for three to five days.* A priest will be

l
1

* In some instances-for example. as happened when Professor Dawa Norbu's father had died in Tibe[-'l0' ,
only is the corpse placed in the death chamber but a life-sized r m g y of the deceased, and dressed in acornplde
set of the dead person's clothes, is also set up there, before which may he burned many votive b ~ l t t e r l a ~andp ~
much incense. But when the corpse is finally disposed of. this effigy is carried to the abode of the lalnauhoaC"
as the custodian of the dead person's spirit. In the case of N0rbu.s father. an inscr~ptioll( d u n g - k 1 1had
) been I
Inserted In the front of the etsgy's head, which read.

'

1. the world-leaver. Thubkye Choephal, adore and lake refilge in thee my morl venerated Lama.
and all ""'
Ihe I
accumulated
deities peaceful and wrathful. May the Lord o f C o ~ n p a s i o n ,phakpa Chenrezig, lorgive
and impurities of former countless lives and show me the white pall1 to the ~ o r l do f eternal bliss.

l

The e ( f i g ~ clothes
'~
became the possession of the lama and the chang-ku was burned By the color ofthe
emitted the lama was able to decipher "whether the deceased was on or off the 'white path'" to thc Wes'ern

l

-
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remain in constant attendance in the dead person's room, reciting prayers
who
d, chmting scriptures as a means of releasing the soul from the body and to ward off any
evil
which might attempt to OCCUPY the corpse.*39Dawa Norbu has noted that what
he
and his attendant do is to read and re-read in relays day and night for the requisite
numberof days the Bardo Thodof (the Tibetan Buddhist guidebook for dead souls). The
picrt-Iarna, who acts as the custodian of the dead person's spirit, sits near the head of the
shroudedcorpse chanting melancholy dirges and keeping out all family members and other
relatives ofthe deceased from the death chamber. For silence, explained Norbu, was necessary
for the lama to communicate the Bardo Thodol message to the spirit which would aid the
latter to seek the path which leads to "the world of eternal bliss."40
According to C. T. Phuntso, it is during this brief four days' period that friends and
relatives of the deceased make their presence known at the house of mourning. He writes:
Friends and relatives bring a bottle o f barley beer, a silk khata, some butter, a bundle o f incense
sticks, and sometimes a paper package containing money and labeled "condolences." The
khata is for the deceased, but the money and other presents are for the family, who are not
supposed to comb their hair or wash their faces or laugh or speak aloud, so that the soul o f the
deceased will ascend quietly. The family must also put away all the ornaments in the house.
Neighbors are also expected to express grief and avoid any form o f levity such as singing or

Paradise ofpeace.Unfortunately, wrote Norbu, "the flame threw doubts about Father's solitan journey tou.ards
realily, as 1 learned much later." Red Slur over Tibet. 48-9.
' According to DawaNorbu, one pan of these ceremonies was the particular ritual known as thepho-wa service.
"which was always performed by the favorite and most venerated lama of the deceased." In the case of his own
hher's death at the Tibetan monastic town of Sakya, this lama happened to be in life-long retreat and SO he
conducted the service in his cell on behalf of Norbu's dead father. The lama. said Norbu, "mentally ~ ~ n c e n t r a t e d
upon the deceased, visualizing his body and calling my father's spirit to his presence." For it must be explained
Ihatpho-wa is defined as "the extraction of consciousness," and consists of a magic chant that commands the
s~irit"no1to haunt its family and not to cling to the world of spirits. but to seek the 'white path' to the b'estern
Paradise of Peace." In other words, observed Norbu, the pho-wa ritual was meant to provide the deceased one
with thecorrect beginning to his new life, thus enabling the dead person .'to face reality": since Tibetans believe
Iherearemany impediments to be overcome. Yet .'reali~"here, Norbu made clear, has a differentconnotation 10
lramthenormal understanding ofthe word. For within the present context it means that "the deceased must
"Oldeludehimself by haunting his family or his relatives but must go where the lama leads."
Ne8ly everyone. Norbu went on to explain, expires with rvishes unrralized. food left unconsumed. wealth not
u'i'lzed and relatives separated from him. All these situations come to a person's mind in an instant m~omentof
[lrne
Person is about to die. thus inclining his con~iousnesstowards one or several of these desires or
'p'ra!ions, even though all be immaterial to the dying one now, And thus it is because such impulses of
consc!Ousness
could be detrimental to the well-being of surviving relatives and iriends. through the spirit's
that particular Tibetan Buddhist rites like pho-wa were advised S a means to direct the spirit or lhe
deceasedtowards the "white path,"
Yet just as the rite of pho-wa \ras believed by Tibetans to serve as a guide to the departed in lhe norids
so the death horoscope could serve as a directive to the survivors of the deceased in this
when Norbu's father died, an astrologer was instantly called to the home Once given cenaln !l0the deceased and his family and the time of death, the astrologer was able to arrive at spec'fic
after consulting his book, l-he
results announced had to do in pan with v ~ O u s ~ a s p e c t s
O f t h e deceasedone's previous life but also in pan with what could be expected regarding his next reb!nh. Ihe
wrOloaraddingthat ifthe survivors would consecrate an image of Chenrczi. he would be reborn a male ina land
Buddha's teachings were heard, Otherwise. he would be reborn an a n i m a l - ~ i % n i f ~ ~lhat
~gIt
require
for the opponunitv to enter a human womb, Finally. the Str010ger also determines the
day for removing the.corpse oftlle deceased from the home. Ibid..47-8.
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dancing. A common Tibetan saying runs: ''If your neighbor's domestic animal dier, it is proCr
to grieve for three days. How much more so when it is a human being!"41

l
The family of the deceased will then choose a propitious day for the funeral. ~~~l~~~~
morning, usually before dawn, the body is taken away from the house. ~~t in the riles
preparatory to this, the cadaver is stripped, the limbs bound, the body wrapped in a woola
blanket (called aphula), and then carried by the heir to the door of the house, wheretheone
who will serve as "undertaker" of the sky burial is waiting to carry the body away on hir
Sometimes in Tibet the road or path outside the house of the deceasedwill be
adorned with the eight precious sy~nbolsof Buddhism: done in lime whitewash, thus denoling
the route of the funeral procession.43But sometimes, too, as in the instance of the death of
Dawa Norbu's father, neighbors-particularly friends-would bar their doors wit11 a lineof
sand. This was done in the beliefthat each grain would appear as a hill of impedimenttothe
spirit of the deceased; and hence, said Norbu, it was believed that there would be nochance
for the spirit to visit and subsequently haunt its friends and relatives. Though in theorythe
cadaver ofNorbu's father was by then nothing more than the four elements ofearth,air,fire
and water-inasmuch as the spirit had been transferred to a life-sized effigy of the deceased
that in turn had been taken to the lama who had served as the spirit's custodian, nevertheless.
its neighbors were not taking any risks!44
Now a special class of people (called the ragyapas and denominated by one Tibetan
as "outcast undertakers") is qualified to dispose of the corpse, for which task they are
given "the clothes off the corpse and good pay" and for which they also "inherit certain
silver decorations from the dead."*4s Household members and relatives may or may not
choose to follow the dead body to the place of i ts disposal; but according to Tsetan Phuntso.
44
only one or two close friends, representing the family, actually witness the celestial burial
itself."46If a family can afford the expense, a lama or two will acco~npanythe body tokeep
the vultures at bay while the ragyapas occupy themselves with the necessary sky burial
rituals, to pray, and to comfort the dead person's spirit. Indeed, accordi~igto charlesBell.li
the deceased is of the upper classes or of anyone else who can afford it, a lama is engaged
by the dead person's relatives to go to the disposal area a day before the corpse for
purpose of praying to the spirit (Iha) of the deceased one, when next day it will witness 'ls
body being cut up and torn from it.47
Meanwhile, for a period of forty-nine days the house of mourning will continuallybe
purified to drive away any lingering evil. At the same time, constant prayers will also be
offered up by the priests in a death ritual known as the "Forty-Nine ~ f f e r i l l g s " - a n d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

tF

* But there were other corpse-bearers in Tibetan s o c i e ~besides the rapyapas; and in one of his booksonTibe"!

life and culture, Sir Charles Bell has taken note of these others and drawn a distinction between
known class of Tibetan "undertakers" and the others in this profession. On pages 290-1 of his p e o ~ bofhbp'
volume (1928), Bell wrote the following: "If the deceased is of the gentry, the corpse is carried 10 [ t h ~ d l s ~' s a '
ground] by the tom-den .... a class by themselves, carrying on their prescribed occupations from falher10
are not much higher in social position than the Ra-gyap-pas, the beggar-scavengers of Lhasa. bulthodo
live In a quaner by themselves as the R a - g ~ a p do,
- ~ should
~~
the deceased be of the lower or middle rank '
the
is carried by Ra-gyap-pas or other beggars even fanher down the scale. for the Ra-gy?p-pai i
S O ~ I There
~ .
are other corpse-carriers, beggars, whose StatusAand fee-are the lowest of all.

i
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by [heln every Saturday of this very long mourning period-as a means of ensuring a good
,incamation,since during this period the departed soul of the dead person is believed by
Tibetans to remain in a state of limbo before ultimately being reborn in another creature.'"
~ ~ ~ ~ r d ithe
n gBuddhist
to
doctrine of reincarnation, this other creature may not necessarily
be in the form of another human. AS a way, therefore, of helping the soul of the departed to
lass through successfully the various "psychic experiences" it would encounter during this
weeks-longperiod-all of them crucial in determining the kitid of rebirth it would have,
family members of Dawa Norbu's deceased father wou Id daily repeat Tibetan Buddhism's
most sacred mantra as often as possible, make certain not to kill any insects, and refrain
fromeating any meat. In addition, beggars who might come to the doorstep of the deceased
would be encouraged daily to utter repeatedly the same sacred mantra on behalf of the dead
person. Moreover, family members would be sent to nearby monasteries to replenish the
butter lamps there. In short, observed Norbu,
it was a seven-week-long period of accumulating merit, believed to be the only influential
power capable ofhelping the deceased.. . . In addition, we were required to keep up our spiritsadifficult ifnot impossible task. Our aunts (Mother had five sisters) repeatedly warned us that
we should not weep during the forty-nine days, especially on the weekly ritual days. While
undergoing after-death experiences and trials, the spirit would still visit its home occasionally.
lfthe spirit saw its relatives weeping it would not be able to face reality, which was the only
way to be born again .... Our hair we left uncombed and unoiled, looking like a yak's tail. Our
grimy faces were covered in layers of dirt by streams of tears, and our dark, sober clothes were
thrown on anyhow.49

Now the cadaver that has been removed from the home of the deceased is taken to a
special spot where there is a huge flay rock. The corpse is lowered onto this piece of
rock-"on which places for the limbs have been roughly hollowed outw-with "their faces
tothe sky and their limbs stretched out." A fire made of pine and cypress wood is then lit,
after which tsan~pais sprinkled on the fire. The dense smoke thus created rises skyward
as a signal that is answered immediately by the appearance of two vultures acting on
conditioned response as they have done over many years' time. "If these vultures in their
flight wheel to the right," reported one foreigner at Lhasa who in 1883 had witnessed such
Proceedillgs, "then the soul is [believed to be] happy 'in heaven'; otherwise the vultures
eitherturn to the left or go away.vsO
BYthe time the ragyapas finish their tea, hundreds and
perhaps thousands of sharp-eyed and sharp-billed vultures-the sacred bird of Tibet*'Ome flying from long distances, alight upon the ground, and then wait around the rock.
(It should be noted here that not i n every case, apparently, do the vultures always
appear at the appointed place and hour for their grisly duty. In some instances.
even
they must be called. A case in point is the experience of a Tibetan lama along the
Chinese
Communist side of the Sino-Tibetan border who has for years taken it upon himself
' perform what he calls "a charitable work" of disposing of the dead bodies brought to him
I

'<

To

vultures are sacred birds because of the imponant part they play in the celestial

and

baause lhey are believed not to harm any small creatures. They have thus become a protected s p e c l ~and
huntersare "01 allowed to
them,'' C. T phunlso. '.Customs and Rituals of the Tibetans." in N. Jigmei

fibet, 91

,
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by relatives of the deceased for that purpose. When asked if the Government or anyoneelre
interfered with his "burial" work, the lama replied: "I have problems, but not wig~ h ,
Government." He went on to explain that "for a while the vultures would not cwperatcthey were simply nowhere in sight." Shaking his head, he continued: "Some lamas bo,,
how to call the vultures, but unhappily I do not. SOI hired an assistant who knowsthelrick
His calls are always answered, and now we have successful burials once more.")*~l
After prayer and the usual formalities, the head of the body is cut off and kept separately
and away from the eyes of the vultures, the reason for which will shortly be explained.Ahr
this the decapitated corpse is cut up by means of a sharp instrument into portions of flesh ,
small enough to be devoured by the vultures but with the portions remaining separated.Bv I
now the hungry birds have been alerted. Interestingly enough, the vultures do not touehth;
body without there first being a small formal ceremony of their own. These carrion creatures !
have a leader. When one of the ragyapa men gives the signal to the vultures, their leader,
usually the oldest one of the flock, waddles forward first and bites only a mouthful of flesh
and immediately returns to its flock. This formal inauguration is a signal for the rest ofthe
birds to rush in and finish off the entire corpse. "One wonders," Tharchin mused within
himself, "what form of government these creatures have among themselves!"
After a while the bones of the cadaver are crushed and cut up into small enough pieas
and then mixed with tsampa and fillally rolled into a ball; whereupon they are given to thew
carrion birds to be consumed, or else they are pounded to a paste and thrown to the dogs. I
Should any of the bone be left by the vultures, it must be bunled to ashes and scatteredfar
and wide. In view of the fact that these creatures like the brains best, the latter are fedto
them at the very end when all the flesh and crushed bones have been completely devoured: l
otherwise, the birds would ignore the rest ofthe carcass. And thus, with but few exceptions
(see below), the entire dead person's body-bones and all-is by this bizarre ritual disposed
of so that the soul is free to leave it. As Thomas Manning, the first Englishman ever tovisit
Lhasa, quaintly put it when protesting in l 8 1 1 against the closed game laws ofthe Tibetans:

I
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I
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* H a r r i s ~ nForman. an American explorer traveling through Noflheast Tibet in 1932, tells of\+itnessinghav
burial that was conducted by two Buddhist lamas shortly after the death of one of his Tibetan guides
a ~ ~ o i n l place.
e d and after an altar fire had been lit, the elder lama moved o f f a short distance away from\\htri.
the corpse lay. Writes Forman: "For a lnolnent he stood there as if in a trance, head back. arms wideandatlu't!
of expression in his eyes. Then suddenly he called aloud In a mournful. yet imperious voice:
Ai-Yah! Ai-Yah! 0 you Monarchs of the Unknown! Come! Corne!
I co~nmandvou. come! Feast' Feast! Feas~l

!
Atcnse silence followed. I was a little cynical,
could finite man call upon the Infinite. with
I What \\a!
I ~ a n n e the
d heavens.. .. The sky overhead was void of all but a few scattering clouds. But no.
. ,
that' Black dots coming over the horizon. Many of them. Growing and g o w i n g i n size. And q u i c k l ~ ~ ~ ~ 1~ ~ E ! ~ '
identity became manifest. Flying high and majestically. suggesting for all ,hc \vorld some v a t armadaoffigh'lnE
planes on parade. they came straight toward as: as though Rnln the "er). beginning they had knownexactl?\''h"
to come. . Overhead they circled once or t r i c e , and then spiralcd sharply ear,h\vards.. . . Utter silence h"d
with the folding of their wings." Through firbidden Tibet; on Adve,r/urc into rh (irtknown ( N ~ ~ ~ ~
269-70. Forman's description of the entire burial procedure for his 'ribetan friend. related on P.
makes clear that there IS no uniformity in all aspects of the air burial ritual in Tibet, but may vary trornp'"""
place.
I

1
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no birds, but, on the contrary, let the birds eat them."52Now once this extraordinary
ceremony has been completed, the family representatives will "produce food and barley
beer, pepred in advance, for the undertakers' fee."53
A" unsavory sidelight to these rituals has been revealed by the Japanese Buddhist monk
Ekai Kawaguchi, whose fourteen months at Lhasa right after the turn of the twentieth
centuryhad afforded him an opportunity to observe the practice of sky or air burial close up,
pdicularly when a friend of his had died. He noted that in the course of their rather messy
work ofcutting up the body, separating the flesh from the bones, and reducing the bones to
powder, the "undertakers" and attending lamas got hungry and thirsty. In response to this
circumstance, the Japanese visitor wrote afterwards, they would
h

g

~

h

~

~

~

t

prepare tea, or help themselves to baked flour, with their hands splashed with a mash of human
flesh and bones, for they never wash their hands before they prepare tea or take food, the most
they do being to clap their hands so as to get rid of the coarser fragments. And thus they take
agood deal of minced human flesh, bones or brain, mixed with their tea or flour. They do so
with perfect nonchalance... . When I suggested that they might wash their hands before taking
refreshment, they looked at me with an air of surprise. They scoffed at my suggestion, and
even observed that eating with unwashed hands really added relish to food; besides, the spirit
ofthe dead man would be satisfied when he saw them take fragments of his mortal remains with
their food without aversi~n.'~

Another interesting sidelight to this entire grisly affair has been related by Rinchen Dolma
Tarilig(Mary La). While these large birds are consuming this human meal the ragyapas are
busilyoccupied pulling out their big white tailfeathers from \vhich will be made shuttlecocks
for Tibetan children to play with.55Mention should be made, too, of one rather unusual belief
among Tibetans which has it that if a person's air-burial funeral is attended by a large
lumber of vultures he is said to have been most virtuous in his life, ivhereas if a person's
corpse attracts only a small number, with even the dogs refusing to go near his remains. that
individual is deemed to have led a sinful
Now as intiniated above, there were exceptiolls to having a deceased person's entire
fed to Tibet's sacred bird. There were times, for example, wllen some parts of the
skeletal remains would be ground up as fertilizer to renourish the soil, while other parts lnigllt
be kept back for use in religious art. The reason for such transforlnation into religious
and ceremonial objects goes to the very heart of the Buddhist faith itself. One author on
Tibet,Roseniat-yTung, has explained that since the goal of Buddhism is to achieve a state of
perfect elllightenment or Nirvana, ''these objects seen in daily use in religious ceremonies
had the effect of reminding the faithful of their own mortality. Buddhist doctrine says that
One
the greatest obstacles to enlightenment is arruchrnen,, particularly to one's owl1
body." It is not to be surprised at, then. that frequently the bones of the dead would be
forlned into nlusical instruments and other Buddhist ceremonial objects and sold to the
and temples. For instance, skulls, writes Tung, will be made into drums
Sawingoffthet~p
and stretclling skin over its opening. Then. too. leg and arm bones might
transforlnedinto cerelnollial horlls, "The better the specirnetl. the higher the price." with
"le thigh bones of tall men," for example. being preferred "because they n~akea bener
Furthermore, these llumall bones might also be carved into varying shapes and sizes

be
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and, by attaching them together, be made into ceremonial aprons for monks to wear during
religious festivals and other observances. But the skulls themselves had still other ceremonial
uses: they might be made into attractive offering cups for use at Buddhist altars. S ~ ~ ~ h ~ k ~ l
would then be finished off, explains Tung, "with silver or gold liners, set with semiprecious
stones, and topped by intricately decorated lids of precious metals." Cups or chalicesofthis
kind, she adds, were highly prized by Western art collector^.^^
Before leaving this intriguing subject, one should note the gradation in respect to the
various ways in Tibet for the disposal of dead bodies.* If the deceased person is a highly
renowned Lama like the Dalai and Panchen Lamas or some other such celebrated Buddhist
saint, his body is embalmed by being preserved in salt. Once this has been done, it is dried;
the mummified corpse is then "rubbed with precious ointments and spices,"59encased in a
bronze casket and inurned in a stupa or large-sized chorten. The responsibility for implementing
this customary method of embalmment for renowned Lamas has always been entrusted to
members of the monastic community. It should be observed, incidentally, that the Dalai and
Panchen Lamas have their chortens plated with gold or silver. But there are also bronze.
wooden, and clay chortens-used according to the status of the Lama-that are then stored
in the halls of the pertinent rnonasterie~.~~
For the practical and religious reasons already
given earlier, there is rarely a cemetery to be found in Tibet for "earth burial" except forthe
Moslems, who have had in Lhasa two such burial grounds for the disposal of their dead.?
The bodies of the lesser incarnate Lamas are burnt, this being the one exception to the
general rule among Tibetans cited earlier that no dead bodies are disposed of by the method
of cremation or "fire burial." The ashes of these great
teachers are then often placed into
smaller chortens because of the belief that such relics could serve as a reminder of their
teachings to future generations; or else, in the case of the learned scholar-monks called
Geshe, their burnt bones and ash are "either scattered to the winds or cast into a river."6'
The corpses of the third type are fed to the vultures as narrated above. A final and fourth
method, "water burial," is for the dead body-usually of the very poor class, includingthe
beggars, widows and widowers-to be dismembered and thrown into the nearest lake or
swiftly flowing river (or else wrapped in white cloth and thrown in whole)61where it is
devoured by the fish: the belief being, as stated previously, that in death as in life one's body
can provide service to its fellow creatures.t When infants die, however, "their bodies are Puf
in porcelainjars covered with lids and thrown into the river, though sometimes thesejarrare
kept for a long time in the families' storeroom^."^ It should be added here that at Lhasa

*

The origins of the burial rites in Tibet lie deep in the religious history and legends of the countn It is saidlhal
some 2.000 years ago a king called Drigum Tsenpo adopted burial in the tomb; before him there was nosuch~ll'~.
and kings simply rose to the sky. Records of early rites are preserved in The KingS Admonitions and otherTlbe'?
histories. From the times of King Thothori Nyanlsen, who lived around the year 200 of the C h r i ~ t i a n c a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , "
was stipulated that tombs be set up for kings. queens, royal concubines, and princes. The remains of tombsst"'lo
be seen in Chunggye in the Yarlung valley are evidence of the early burial of royalty in tombs. When Buddhism
became the dominant religion in Tibet, other riles came into use, such as cremation for some great Lamb*to re'eacr
their souls in accordance with the Buddhist scriptures." C. 1: Phuntso again, in Jigmei et al., Tibet,
t Or as the authority on Tibetan customs quoted above, C , .F. ]'hunlso, has put it: "In the water burial. the fecdinF
o f a c o ~ s to
e the fish has the spiritu;ll signilicance of a gifi to 1 1 1 ~Buddha, and so fi~lfillsthe ~ ~ i s h l o ~
~o~ks"--and thus, 100, the deceased can thereby gain further merit for a good reincarnation /bid
"

-
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mountain one day's ride away on top o f which only members of the
,here is one
arislocracyand high Lamas of a lower rank than those whose corpses are mummified have
bodies dismembered and offered to the vultures.65
Tharchinhad anticipated an opportunity at the Tibetan capital to observe the ceremony of
feedingadeadbody to the carrion birds, but the chance did not present itself for him to d o so.
However, he was successful in witnessing the same disposal ceremony, and more minutely
so, in Shigatse when, as indicated earlier, h e accompanied Bernard to the burial site used
here for such purpose. Nevertheless, Tharchin was to admit later that he found it very
disturbing to have watched the air burial at Tibet's second city. Bernard, on the other hand,
did not seem to be emotionally unsettled by these unique rituals; to the contrary, he exhibited
such detachment from it all that with apparently great composure he was able to photograph
the entire affair with his movie camera! Perhaps his composure at Shigatse can best be
accounted for by the fact that he had already experienced the observance of an air burial
outside Lhasa only a few days before his and Tharchin's departure from the capital. It had
taken place at the edge of Sera hill, and on this particular occasion "three persons had just
died" and would be jointly treated to the "graveyard" proceedings (Bernard's term). For
some reason Tharchin had apparently not been able to accompany the American on this
short but unusually motivated trek to Sera.66
About his visit to Tibet's second city Tharchin was wont to remark that his "short trip to
Shigatse was truly an interesting, informative and quite memorable one." Memorable, indeed!
One person who came away from having witnessed an air burial with a far different impression
was Mary La, wife of Jigme Taring, Tharchin's former pupil at Gyantse. "Dreadfulv-and
no( "memorablen-was her characterization of the scene, although she did assign to the
experience a positive benefit of sorts. In her autobiography she wrote:
... when I was grown up I once witnessed this ceremony. Early one morning 1 went with some
hiends to a place in Lhasa near .Sera Monastery, where the bodies of three ordinary people.
which had been carried from their homes . . ., were placed on a huge slab of rock.. .. The six men
who were to cut up the bodies sat by the rock and drank chang before uncovering one of the
bodies and laying it flat on the slab, face downwards. About twelve yards away hundreds of
vultures were waiting ... [She then described the unseemly ceremony in some detail.] . . .
Witnessing this rite was a dreadful experience for me. Yet I had been anxious to see it, as
watchingsuch a thing is considered very beneficial to our spiritual development. No matter how
happy and successful we are we become corpses eventually and some Tibetans keep a skeleton
In their home as a reminder that we all [must die. When we think of dying we feel less ambitious.
Forda~safienvardsI could not eat and 1 did not touch meat for nearly a month, as the recollection
~ f w h a It had seen was so awful. For a few days I had ~ a i n in
s all my joints and could not comb
hair because my scalp was so sensitive. [She had seen the ragyapas pull the hair of the corpse
to be burnt later; it had come offquite easily, and had left the skull all white.16'

From Shigatse Bernard went to Sakya and then returned to Kalilnpong in India. Very
O
'n

a a f t ~ a d he
s left for the United States, where he mounted a number of lecture

that were accompanied by his photographs and motion pictures, and where he
offered
lessons in yoga. In the meanwliile, Tharchin went off to Gyantse to pick up tile A
~
considerable luggage full of rare manuscript materials and other memorabilia,
had
been deposited there for the Tibetan eventually to carry away to India, from where it was
fillally shipped to America. So extensive was the American's cache of Tibetantreasuresthlt
it required Tliarchin close to a month's stay at Gyantse to make proper arrallgeme-,ts for
their transshipment by caravan down the rest of the way to tlie Sikki~neseborderand on
then to Kalimpoog. From alllong the considerable amount of material Tliarcllin helped to
ship, it sliould be noted tliat in 1963 Yale University in America purchased from the estateof
the late Theos Bernard what the New York Tintes reported as a "rare 63-volulne unbound
'encyclopedia' of Buddhism, written in Tibetan . . ." and "printed from wooden blocksand
containing 50,000 pages, each about 3 % inches wide and 17 inches long." Tlie Tiniesarticle
went on to say tliat this set of voli~mescontains the collected writings of the first Tibetan
monastic order, founded in the eighth century, and is "a copy of one written during the
lifetime of Pad~naSa~nbliava,tlie founder of Tibetan Buddhism. Tlie particular printing blocks
were carved in 19 10 although tlie set was not printed until 1937 in Lhasa by Buddhist monks
for Bernard.. .. Tlie books, written in liiglily technical theological language, were hidden in
caves and under rocks to be preserved for f i ~ t i ~ rreincarnated
e
monks, but they were
discovered by lamas in tlie thirteenth centi~ry."~'
Eleanore Mi~rrayhad indicated to Yale University Library's Adviser on Tibetan Literature,
Wesley Needham, that Tharchin "would be able,'' if Needliam cared to write llim (whit11
he did), "to give you inside information on the history of the manuscripts" Bernard had
collected and which Yale had later purchased. "According to Theos' diary," she wellton,
Bernard "was at a loss to know what to buy, as lie was not prepared for the great surprise
of being invited to Lhasa. He carried and studied Laurence Waddell's book en route and
this helped liini a great deal, but being a scholar he wanted only scholarly works alldnot
just tlie ordinary popular scriptures." "I do know," explained Murray, "tliat his nameand
presence spread [tliroughout Lhasa during his lengthy stay] and lie was visited by sundr!
Tibetans, go-betweens of course, bringing many of the books to him for sale. ~ i s d i a r b ' '
however, "says that inuch lie turned away, and in this manner the rare tllillgs becalne
available." She had further indicated that "Tharchin would be the best source" fordetenninil'g
precisely what Bernard had purchased, both a n works and books, since the hericanfailed
to indicate much of this in his diary.*@

While at Gyantse Tharchin met a Tibetan Christian convert. He had met the collvena
few Years before in Kalimpong. This relatively new Cllristian did not originally belollb lo

* l~elter.Murray 10 Necdham. Calimesa CA, I R June 1963, Murray Documcnls. From t h 1-harchill
~
kno\vn that Needham had been i l l corrrspondcnce with Rahu Tharchin since a, least 1953. long heforr
purchase in late 1963 of much oftlie Bcrnard materials collected from 1,hasa.

~
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wrnwbut hailed from some other place. Though alone here this convert had remained
faithful his Lord a11through the yean despite the fact that he had had no spiritual fellowship
with other believers and was therefore lonely and limited in his expression. Yet the
Christian
noticed that he led a deeply prayerful and spiritual~life.~ e e d l e sto
s say,
thisbrother was overjoyed to meet the visitor from Kalimpong who had a like precious faith
tohisown.Tharchin was later to remark that such lonely Christians were still living in Tibet
but were scattered everywhere. From Gyantse on 8 November Tharchin traveled to Yatung
where he visited a small Christian c~ngregation.'~
Spending the 20b and 2 l U of November
there, he had a time of prayer and fellowship with the believe~s.~'
The visit definitely inspired
theChristians in their faith and spiritual life. Prayers are still requested to this day on behalf
ofthese scattered ones, noted Tharchin in his end-of-life "memoirs," who, he added, were in
need of God's grace and mercy to stand true to the Lord Jesus Christ at all costs.

Before concluding the account of Tharchin's association with Theos Bernard completely,
itshould be pointed out that the Tibetan's American friend visited India once more ten years
later. This visit in late 1946 and into 1947 proved to be Bernard's last. On this final occasion
he would be accompanied by his wife, Helen. Bemard had wanted to journey to Lhasa again
but could nrobtain from the authorities there the permission needed to enter Tibet. Bemard
Mapplied to the Kashag for permission to visit the Tibetan capital during the famed Monlam
(Great Prayer) Festival; but in February 1947 the Cabinet notified him of its refusal on the
Pounds that because many others were also applying it could not permit one without feeling
obligated to do so for all.72This, however, appears to have been an excuse triggered by
Pressure from the British, and not a valid reason for refusing the American's entry application
(sees few pages hence for a probable explanation why this time he was prohibited).
For some little while-in fact, for well over six months-Bernard, with his wife, stayed
On inKalimpong. He occupied his time pursuing further his research in the field of Buddhistic
"dies(on occasion borrowing a Tibetan book or two from Tharchin's well-stocked personal
libq)andpolishing up his handling of the Tibetan language (inviting the Babu to his residence
fora lengthy lunch period now and then).73It was also at this time that Bernard had presented
lo
first Tibetan teacher Tharchin" a gift copy of his Simplified Granmar ophe Literar?,
'beran Language (Santa Barbara CA USA,1946). According to Eleanore Murray, who
her information from Bernard9spersonal diary, the American scholar had "spent
Of his days while in Kalimpong (1946-7) with his [Lhasan] Geshe, translating a ~ d
'Yerpreting."Moreover, reported Murray, "he says he read everything Tibetan he could lay
h!s handson and retained Tibetan servants in order to exercise his speaking knowledge of
T'beran-"In fact, added Murray, during this period in Kalirnpong "he spoke it solel~."' One
Or moreofthese Tibetan servants, incidentally, had been provided him by Tharchin.

most
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Now it was not Bernard's intention subsequently, as was alleged by both Lowell -,-homu,
Jr. and Hisao Kimura, that because he failed to receive the sought-aftersecond invitstimto
visit the Land of Snows, "he must have planned to enter secretly" (Thornas,Jr.) by utryinno
sneak across the border" (Kimura)." On the contrary, the American couple thereafter
to Himachal Pradesh, traveling to the Spiti region via the Kulu Valley" in orderto dorealrch
on Buddhism and to secure rare manuscripts from the ancient Tibetan monasteriesin L~~~~~
Tibet beyond there. As Murray had reported, "His Geshe in Kalimpong was unable to obtain
them from Lhasa, and advised Theos to seek them in Kyi Monastery."* And hence,the first
goal of his joumey was to be this very gompa located north of the Spiti River.Tharchin,a
always, had tried to be helpful, this time loaning to Bernard his own faithful Tibetan Khmpa
servant, Senge.
Actually, Bernard had at first approached Hisao Kimura to be his guide and interpreter
on the trip. For while waiting to hear from Lhasa, the American would often call at theTibet
Mirror Press office to chat with this young Japanese, whom he had met through Tharchin
who had given Kimura needful and timely employment at the Press. "My English was now
up to it," explained the former Japanese spy long afterwards, "and I felt I would probably
benefit more from a trip like this than from further English lessons" at the Graham'sHomes
school to which he had been sent by his Kalimpong benefactor. Tharchin, however, would
not hear of Bernard's offer to Kimura since, wrote the Japanese much later, the Tibetan
publisher "had other things in mind for me" and instead "dispatched one of his servantsasa
guide" for Bemard.t76As events would subsequently demonstrate, it was extremely fortunate
for Kimura that he was not allowed to accompany the foreign scholar into Lesser Tibet.
Beginning his travel to Kyi Monastery on August 20th,which was just five days after
Indian independence from Britain had been declared, the American met with foul play only
a few days into his jour~ley.For according to a New York Ernes article of 3 1 October 1 9 4 1 9
six days after Bemard had left the Punjab and gone into the Kulu Valley, "he was last
reported seen by a group of shepherds who said the scholar's party was attacked by tribal
raiders who killed his Moslem servants." The article added, ominously, that the shepherds
"did not know whether Mr. Bernard had escaped, however." Also, ~ernard'swife,whohad
originally been with the party, and who had fled on foot 126 miles to Simla fromthenorthem
valley where the attack had occurred, feaied "that her husband . . . was missingand probably
killed."
Hopes in America, though, were subsequently raised when in a follow-up article On
November 1 7th,the Times printed the story that Bernard's New York
had rece'ved
a letter from New Delhi in which Mrs. Bemard was quoted as having written that "information
had reached her from the Punjab that . . . her husband had escaped and was safe ... Iand1

* Letter, Murray to Needham, 26 September 1967, ibid.
t What Gergan Tharchin had in mind for the former Japanese intelligence agent was what proved to

a "'"!
ublishe'

One-Year ~ntelllgence-gatheringassignment into distant East Tibet-a journey which in due course
P''''
personally commissioned Kirnurato undenake on behalfof, and i n the pay of. the British ~ o v e r n ~ ~ ~ ~
See later in the present work for further details,
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N,,repofied now in the [Indo-]Tibetan Mountains," the very area towards which Bernard
bd initiallyset out August 20' on his trip t o Kyi Gompa.
Meanwhile,on the very day on which the first Times article had appeared, Helen Bernard
was writinga lengthy letter from Calcutta t o Tharchin about the chain o f events-as
best
$heknewthem at that moment-which had happened weeks earlier in Kulu. She was intent
on leaving for Hong ~ o n g ' o nNovember 1 Oh, she explained, and wished t o know how best
toget back safely to Tharchin a Tibetan-Hindi dictionary Bernard had borrowed for the Kyi
journey, she not even trusting registered mail at that chaotic period in Independent Indian
affairs.She then went on to write about her husband Theos and Senge whom she still hoped
and believed were still alive:
Theos is not with me. He is somewhere in Spiti or Ladakh and not able to get back or communicate
with me. He and Senge left Kulu on August 20thto visit Kyi Monastery and planned to return
to [where I had remained in] Kulu [Valley] and then we would all go through Lahul to Leh. It
seems that he got back to the Haupta Pass about the 12" of September or thereabouts and
there ran into transport trouble as his rnuleteers were Mohammedans and all the Mohammedans
in the Valley had been polished off [killed] by then and they [Hindus?] were out after the stray
ones. There were all sorts of rumors back in the Valley that he had been attacked and looted
and his servants all killed, etc.-but that Sahib was unharmed. Whether that means Senge, too,
I do not know. I haven't heard from him [Theos] since. Other rurnors say that he has returned
to Spiti and is attempting to go to Leh-I guess he can't get out through Kashmir at this stage
anyway.
I had to walk to Simla as it was the only way out of the Valley now that the roads are all
washed out and there are no trains out of Pathancote on account of tom up tracks and bombs,
etc. 1 managed to get on the last armed refugee train out of Simla as there are no regular trains
there either. The Punjab is a complete mess generally.

l ~ e turning
n
to the matter o f Senge's belongings, Mrs. Bernard now wrote in forlorn fashion
one moment and in more sanguine manner the next, as follows:
I also have Senge's best clothes here and his silver charm box [the dablant],etc. and newest fur
hat, etc. Can you suggest any place where I could leave them or send them so that they would
eventually catch up with him if he is still alive and kicking? I somehow can't believe that
anything could have happened to him. I'm sure that he will turn up in Kalimpong one of these
days. I could leave them at the [Calcuna] apartment where we lived after we left Kalimpong as
think Senge could find that and he knows the servants there ... Perhaps I could leave the
dlctionaly there for safekeeping, too, until the situation and the postal service improves. If I
hear from you, this is what I shall do.. . .
Do let me hear from you as soon as possible. I hope you are well and that Mrs. Tharchin is
well from her illness. Best wishes.

Helen Bernard
P,S. Did You ever receive the registered letter with the clippings sent hom K U ~ in
U August?

The

information supplied by Mrs. Bernard as to her husband's and Senge's
however, proved later to be falllry, and hopes were forever dashed. since. afier a
reasollableperiod had elapsed, no word frolm Bernard himself was ever received. Illdeed.
even an attempt by Mrs. Bernard to wire Lhasa concer~iingthe whereabouts o f Tlleos
Proved negative. She had written Tharchin again from Calcutta a few da),s after her first
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letter, ''wondering," she wrote, "whether it wouldn't be a good idea for me to hse h
American Government wire t o Lhasa to ask if they have received any reports of$
whereabouts of Dr. Bernard or, if he should have to return via Tibet, if they would extend^
courtesy, etc." She inquired of Tharchin the best person in the Tibetan capital to
American officials in India should address the telegram since the United States h4 no
representative there. Unfortunately, at that time Tibetan officials had no inkling of what had
happened to Bernard beyond their country's far-western border."
Alas, the American scholar was never to be heard from again. Piecing together 111I
information that in time became available to him, the father of Theos, G. A. Bernard,
gave this account of his son's death:
In 1947, Theos Bernard was on a mission to the KYI Monastery in western Tibet in search of
some special manuscripts. While on his way, rioting broke out among the Hindus and the
Moslems in that section of the hills; all Moslems including women and children in the lisle
village fiom which Theos departed were killed.
The Hindus then proceeded into the mountains in pursuit of the Moslems who had
accompanied Theos as guides and muleteers. These Moslems, it is reported, leaned of the
killings, escaped, leaving Theos and his Tibetan boy alone on the trail. It is hrther reported
that both were shot and their bodies thrown into the river.
To date we have not been able to get any authentic information on the entire circumstances
of his death, nor have we any line on the [personal] effects Theos had with him. That region of
Tibet is so very remote that it is unlikely we shall ever learn the full details.'"
'

-J

'

This account, published in 1970 (see End-Notes of this chapter for details), doubtless represents an attemp1
made on the spot either by the elder Bernard or his representative to try to ferret out the facts. For interestin~l!:
the present writer came across copies of two pieces of correspondence in the ThPaK bearing on an official
investigation into the matter by the Indian government. They reveal the following information.
In 1966, Tharchin received two letters from someone at Kyelang in Lahul inquiring into the death of Dr.
Bernard. Immediately upon their receipt, the Tibetan had notified the American Ambassador in New Delhi,
Tharchin intending to answer the letter-writer after hearing from the Ambassador. But not receiving any response
from the Embassy after a long lapse of time, and in the meantime having unforlunately misplaced the letters
because of his office having been shifted several times, Tharchin had to Ict the matter go.
But, then, two years after receiving the Lahul letters, the Babu received by registered mail an official memorandum.
marked SECRET, from the Superintendent of Police for the Kulu District in the Indian state of~imachalpradesh
dated 15 May 1968. Its subject read: "Whereabouts of Dr. Theos Bernard, an American National." ThePolicr
Superintendent indicated that a copy of Tharchin's 25 August 1966 letter to the American Embassy had been
forwarded to the Superintendent of Police, CID, for the entire state of Hilnachal Pradesh; who in tur11passdon
a COPY to the Kulu District Police Superintendent "for conducting a detailed inquiry into the matter."TheKulu
Superintendent wrote further: "l understand some source has given you infor~nationregarding the allegedmurder
of Dr. Bernard7'-this source most likely being either the elder Bernard or his on-the-spot investigator
sent the two letters. But, continued the District Superintendent in his secret memorandum to ~harchin-'~~~''~'
I depute someone 10 contact you personally at Kalimpong, . . . could you please . . send us the re'er*
information so that we may have some solid matter to begin with in the inquiry."
After searching unsuccessfully for a month in an attempt to find the misplaced letters f r m Lahul. Tharchin
finally wrote to the KUIUDistrict Police Superintendent on 22 June 1968 explaining his embarrassment
finding the letters and unable to remember the name of their sender and only
that the lellrrsIlad
from Kyelang. Whatever the Indian Police uncovered in their investigation ofBcr"ard's death was
conveyed to the elder Bernard or his investiga~or-reprrsentatiVe.And uhcther or not alllone lrom lh'
Superintendent's office was ever deputed to interview Tllarchin is not tno\\n, Moreover. 110( ) t ~ ~ ~ r d o c u r n e n e
the lellers 10
on the case could be found among the voluminous Tharchin Papers at Kalimpong.
Tharchin Babu in 1966 were indeed authorized by I)r BernardVsfather. the latter. after wailing hllr
IMa
which never came, could delay no longer in publishille the above sumlnnry of events rurroun~lill~
untimely death.

Yew
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~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ [ ~the
n a"Tibetan
t e l y , boy" referred to by Bernard's father was none other than
fiarchin'rKhampa servant already mentioned. It was alleged that since Bernard wore a
hard.somebody had mistook him to be a Moslem during the awful afier-partition HinduMoslem riots and other disturbances which were then rampant, and had killed him. This
the beard would seem to be the truth of the matter, as is confirmed in what would
appear to be the definitive explanation for Bernard's death that was reported by Tharchin9s
eood friend Prince Peter of Greece and Denmark to the Explorers Club of New York to
which both Bernard and the Prince belonged as members. His Royal Highness had arrived
in Kalimpong in February 1950 to learn the Tibetan language in preparation for leading out
Group 2 ofthe Third Danish Expedition to Central Asia that would continue his anthropological
researches in Tibetan polyandry (one of his more important language teachers being Tharchin
himself). In his report on Bernard fiom Kalimpong that year which appeared in the Club's
Journal, Prince Peter wrote the following:
I have since obtained quite reliable information as to how he died. It was during the communal
trouble which followed partition between India and Pakistan. Bernard was on his way to Lahul,
a valley lying north of the Punjab to which access is obtained over the Rohtang Pass (14,000
feet), at the head of the Kulu Valley. He spent the night at Koksar, a bungalow to the north of
the pass, and the next day, bearing a commotion outside, came out to see what it was. It turned
out to be a party of Lahulis (Buddhists) marching down to Kulu to avenge Hindus who had
been massacred by Moslems. They were excited and drunk. Bernard had a beard, and they
mistook him for a Musblman. Before he could explain, their leader (whom I know personally
[the Prince having made a lengthy visit to the region in 19381)shot him. Finding out afterwards
that he was an American, they buried him stealthily and tried to hush the matter up.79

Doubtless these same Lahuli Buddhists were also responsible for the death of Tharchin's
Tibetan servant, Senge, whom they killed as well either because he had tried to defend his
American master or that he would have been too reliable a witness against the murderers
"re he allowed to escape the scene of the crime. Eleanore Murray would later report that
shortly afterthe disappearance of Bemard's party, the Indian govemment had sent in Gurkha
~ ~ O O Pto
S investigate the situation but that before they could reach the specific trail used by
Bemard, heavy rain storms set in, destroying bridges, causing landslides and washing out the
trail; and thus, they had to turn back. For many months afterwards, she added, both the U.S.
and Indian governments attempted, unsuccessfully. to discover the bodies and to ferret out
"the facts of the tragedy, but nothing more was ever learned.'" As was noted a Page or two
prlier,the Tharchia Papers reveal that the Indian government had conducted another inquir).
matter in the late 1960s, but again, no new information was apparently gleaned frorn
t h ' s m u ~ hlater investigation.
LowellThornas, Jr., writing in 195 1 about his and his famous newscaster-father'sjoume~
IhroughTibet to Lhasa in the late summer of 1949, tells of their having inquired about ~ ~ ~ a r
from some of their Tibetan friends at the Tibetan cr lital. "All of them agreed," Thomas
repofled,"that Bernard had been killed, that the bodies of his [Moslem]
were

the

' Le'ter to Needham, Calimcsa CA, 26 September

1967. M u r r ~Documents.

lbund. and that although his body was never found, they said he had unquestionably
bRn 1
~nurdered,too."
Thomas. Jr. had gone on to add that his and his father's friends at Lhasa had told ,hern
tliat when the American scholar had been in the Tibetan capital in 1937 they had bpa
"amazed and puzzled at the way Bernard had kept changing his costume ... oneda!. L
\vould wear a Tibetan nobleman's outfit and the next day he would appear in the robesHon
by tlie abbot of a monastery. But what had puzzled them most was that when he retuned to 1
A~nericahe called himself 'a white lama'." Whereas the Tibetans had been puuled
Il
a~nazedat the American, the British were amused. Wrote Hugh Richardsonto Tharchln
from Lhasa in 1947: "I was amused to hear and to read in your paper that Bernard has
turned up again." Others, like Hisao Kimura, came to view the American visitortoTibetas
having a "questionable reputation" because Bernard had allegedly claimed to have been
none other than the reincarnated Padma Sambhava. So, also, two other modem-day writers, I
.lames Cooper and Alex McKay, have likewise asserted that the American had made this I
claim; although McKay has at least commented that Bernard's "exotic" garments and behavior
while at Lhasa "were not unacceptable to the T i b e t a n ~ . " ~ ~
Kimura's allegation needs to be looked at with some skepticism. He asserted that Bemard,
in his book on his Tibetan experience, had "claimed to have passed through his complex
nionastic initiations quickly and effortlessly because he was none other than the incarnation
of I'adnia Sambhava, tlie Indian mystic who converted Tibet to Buddhism in the 7'"century"
Tlie Japanese spy, however, is incorrect here in stating that Bemard had himself made this
clai~ii.On tlie contrary, it was those among the Ganden monastic community, includingnone
other than tlie Ganden Tri Rimpoche himself, who had done so. On page 2 of the American's
book tlie reader is told that it was his Lama guides and escorts at Ganden gompa who first
had asserted these things to Bemard, but without identifying by name the "celebratedsainr ,
of u lio~iithey said the American was a reincarnation; and on page 22 the reader is informed
that tlie Tri Rimpoche, tlie highest-ranking Lama in Tibet at that time, and who had personall!
bee11tlie one to install Bernard as a Tibetan Buddhist monk, had said the same thingstoh '
American. Only later in his book, on page 100, while discussing the Tantras, doesBernard!
reveal-and merely by way of parenthesis-whose precise reincarnation he was supposed
b~ the Tiberans to be: "With the coming . .. to Tibet of Padma Sambhava (whose reincarnation
I atrt believed to be), there developed .. ." (emphasis added). Nowhere else in the bookdoes
the A~iiericanmake reference to his supposed preexistent identity. Yet
hyperbolically asserted that Bemard "persistently" referred to himself in his bookas
the said reincarnation, further labeling his claim "to be ... the reincar~iationofthe/ounder@f
Buddhism in 'Tibet" as "outrageous,"f"
Eleanore Mi~rraywas far from "amusedmor " p u ~ l e d "by all this. Writing in 1967
Wesley Needham at Yale, who had been contemplating tlie publication of a volume
life and career of Theos Bernard, Ms. Murray had few if any kind words to say ofeithe!the
Tllomases or tlie British and other critics of Bernard. In a lengthy letter to Needhamywr'nen
011 bellalf of the elder Bernard, she presented a far different slant on why Theoshad been
barred fro~iientering Tibet again in 1947 and how
title of "White Lama" had bern
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the American Buddhist scholar. She would also take the celebrated news broadcaster
tolark for airing misinformation about Bernard.

tothe White Lama business," Ms. Murray began. "that was unfortunate." Explaining
thatthe author of a series of articles on Bernard's Tibet journey appearing in Fanlily Circle
had "taken it upon himself to give Theos that title," Murray asserted that both she
andtheelderBernard were "certain that Theos did not know about it until the publication of
the firstarticle." Without a doubt, noted Murray, he thought that the matter would end there
and so he "let it go, but such was not the case." She went on to declare:
~t certainly is the only thing insincere that his henchmen [enemies?] could tag him with, and
they made the most of it. So, it seems that this White Lama business was the only thing they
[the British] could balloon into great proportions, particularly since it was in black and white
[Le, it was in print]. It was unfortunate, but certainly not of his choosing. The author probably
thought the title fitted him, and in truth it could [have], for he had his initiations. But I do not
want to justify it, for I am not qualified.*

"As to Lowell Thomas," Murray continued, "when he returned to America and even
before, he was referring in his broadcasts to Theos over the air in derogatory terms, and
[these terms] were unfounded, as his diary would prove." She decided to contact Thomas,
Sr.,and in successfully doing so, she had dinner in New York with the famed newscaster and
viewed his films that very night. "We had a very long talk, and he never since then lnentioned
Theos' name, to my knowledge." It had been "a clear case ofjealousy," added Murray, yet
"not for himself but for the son. This I could see as we talked."
Finally, as to the prohibition against entering Tibet again ten years after Bernard's initial
visit, MS. Murray had much to say, most if not all of it appearing to have the ring of truth
surrounding it. "Theos had many enemies," she began,
because of his good fortune [in 19371. It was because of lies that he did not get back into
Lhasa but settled for his death journey. The Tibetan oficials who held Theos in high esteem
would no doubt have let him reenter whenever he wished. In fact, [in 19371 he was invited to
stay as long as he wished, even to live there, but he was very anxious to get back to America
asany of US would so yearn. The doors were [eft open to him. But the British really fixed him
with their stories. I cannot mention names but the diary does. It was not the wish of the
British and some other Westerners for this to happen, so the [Tibetan] officials were told
that he was selling and making money on his experiences in Tibet and had intended only to
usethe teaching to make money. It doubtless took much clever talking to convince his hosts
thathe was insincere, and a money-mad American who used them, but this [convincing]
seemed to have been accomplished. No wonder the Tibetans were "puzzled" at the reports
received. Theos dearly loved the Tibetan people and their life.. .. This information came
back to Theor thru the grapevine. t
*ln fact*hOivcver.Bernard. shortly afier his return to India and before his departure back 10 America had \\ritkn
"icles
about his Tibetan experience for the idondon Do;/\,\!a;/ (and appearing in the 12th and 17th
Novcrnber1937 issues) in which he had stat,=d. ..l am the fin[ \ ~ h l aL.ama :.This is according to Jamer Coopc:
Thms Bernmd: Fact and Finion." TR (Apr ,986): 12. 15 note 7. Ncvcnhelcss. if indeed Hernard received his
lnrtlatlonswhileat Lhasa and Ganden, as seems to have occurred. then in the absence o r an)' inrorlnalion 10 Ihc
may ver), well have been the case that he was in truth the first Caucasian Lama of Tibclan Buddhism
"d that therefore the title did fit him.
Excer~ledfrom two of MurraYqslaters l. Needham. Calimesa CA. 18 Junc 1963 and 26 S e ~ l c l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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~t must readily be acknowledged that Theos Bemard was certainly a most unusual and
ofttimes enigmatic personality. His matrimonial episodes (he was married three times in
twelve years) with wealthy New York socialites had earned for him, by virtue ofnv,,

controversial divorce settlements, sufficient funds with which to carve out for himselfa
if not luxurious lifestyle and to assist in funding his two lengthy Asian journeys,
Yet, despite the sometimes flamboyant behavior of this unorthodox American, which of;n
resulted in lurid headlines in American newspapers, it can nonetheless be said that thetragic
circumstances in far-off Kulu had unquestionably cost the Buddhist world a great friend,
admirer and scholar. In the words of Eleanore Murray, "Whatever else Theos Bernard was,
he was the most sincere and most likely the most astute scholar of Buddhist philosophyand
Tibetan studies in his era. It was the only thing he lived,-and died for."*
Murray Documents. Tharchin has himself corroborated the assertions of Ms. Murray above favorable l.
B:mard in his interaction with the Tibetan officials at Lhasa. For in a letter he wrote to Sir Charles Bell whileslill
at the Tibetan capital with the Buddhist scholar, Tharchin declared the following: "The American gentlernan.Mr.
Bernard, is still here. He is a Buddhist and doing lots ofceremonies in all the monasteries. All tlieTibetanoficials
like him very much and also he has become a very good friend to our [British] officials who are in Tibet. I arnailh
him and found that he is only seeking after Tibetan literature and researching Buddhism in Tibet, and he is
thinking to write a book on Buddhism. Also, lie is taking lots of photos with the permission of the Tiberan
officials." Tharchin to Bell, Tsarong House Lhasa, 25 July 1937, Bell Papers.
These statements by Tharchin, along with the foregoing discussion in tlie Text above. certainly fly in the face
of not only the assertions of Kimura but also those rendered up by both historian Alex McKay and \rriterIames
Cooper. The historian declared that when Bernard "claimed to be the incarnation ofan important rsligious figure
and to have participated in 'secret ceremonies,' British (and Tibetan) support for him vanished." McKa): Lber
at.zcl flip Britis11 Raj, 173. Support may have indecd vanished, particularly in the case of the Tibetans, bul on!!.i f MS. Murray is to be believed-afier an intensive rumor-mongering campaign against Ber~iardhad been
~nountedby certain Britishers and other Westerners vis-ci-vis Tibetan officialdom at Lhasa. And iiMcKay1sendnote observation .'Bernard's . . . [book] account ( 1939) is unreliable") is chiefly based on Thomas. Jr.'srepofling
(he cites this Anierican's book in his Bibliography) and on Cooper's assessment (whom hecites in the sameEndNote 27 on page 261). then it is this present writer's belief that the basis for McKay's observation is faultYFor
apart from Thomas. whose reporting has been answered by Murray, Cooper's five-page article of criticism isso
full of inconsistencies. non-sequiturh echoes from Thomas (whom he cites), and an unjustified reading into the
Bernard account at numerous points. that one is compelled to question the motive for cooper's abusivealtackon
Dernard. See Cooper, "Theos Bernard: Fact and Fiction," TR (Apr. 1986).
* The Murray quote is from her letter to Needham, 18 June 1963. Murray Documents T\w exampIpl
newspaper article headlines in 1946 that were far from flattering to either Bernard or his SpollX. c l i ~ ~ ~ ~
which are among the Milrray Doculnents. were: "Mme. Walska Divorces Sixth Mate. Who Must Quil'Penthousr
ofthe Gods"'; and. .l.he Handsome Young Yogi 1s Offto Tibet: Ganna Walsta's Divorce ~ C t t l e m c n t r i ~ ~ ~ "
Trip for Ex-Husband."
A further indication of Bemard's deeper scholarship in Tibetan studies than has heretofore hcennotrd
discussion on his work can be had by consulling a three-page typewritten precis by Eleanore ~ u r r ena'lrJ'
a ~
"Concerning Dr. Theos Bernard's Work in the Tibetan Field.' (1967). a pan of the Murray Documrnts
Murray1s paper on Bernard's Tibelan scholarship has revealed that before his untimely deal11 in 1947~'
!h
'la
already labored several years on a biography 0,. Padlna Sanihhvva,This i n v o l v ~ the
d translalion h!'
number 01. Sambhava's manuscripts, ullich had led hiln to seek out therein-as a \ray ~ f c o n l ~ l ~ ~ l ~ g l ' "
philosophical training-..the U-me doctrine (aaork on emptiness, Inore detailed and f~lnhurcsplainc~than'hJ1
giien i l l the I'rilina Para~nita). . , " I3ernal-d had alsl)"anlassed a trcnlrn(~l~us
.[.ibctan vocubukil-!l).,
cross-indcs'i'i"
detail. and which included the rarc lnedical nomenclature3' Furthcrnml>re...a diligent prc,lecl of his lVasIhr
indexing ofthe Kang>,urand Tengyur." on lvhich he had lahored during illc last ten years o 1 . h ~lire
~
wilh
to the American scholar's translation of important Buddhist works. .'the Tendre/ was his best rndravor'
Bernard and his L.hasm Gcshc having translated numerous manuscripts on this juhject. He had cvCntranrla'"

rrsp'cl
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Thischapter would not be complete without relating one other aspect in the life of Gergan
rharzhin which occurred.during this most eventful year of 1937. For upon returning to
blimpong in late November from his lengthy journey to Tibet with Bernard,s2Tllarchin was
subsequentlyvisited by two previously very influential men from Tibet who now sought
temporary asylum with the Tibetan newspaper publisher. Both of them were important enough
fortheir names to have been listed in Who h Who in Tibet that was published in Calcutta by
the (British) Government of India Press in 1938, and marked Conjdenriul on both the
casebound cover and title page. The eighty-page volume, as was made clear on both the
cover and title pages, had been "corrected to the Autumn of 1937, with a few subsequent
additions up to February 1938," and had been prepared by the Political Officer for Sikkim
(BasilJ. Gould) and submitted to His Majesty's Government of India Political Committee for
publication on 14 June 1938 with only l00 copies to be printed.
One such copy fell into the hands of Gergan Tharchin, to whom-as will shortly be
learned-the Political Officer was now in debt for the very latest information about the two
men inquestion which he had been able to add at the last minute for inclusion in his confidential
publication. (As a matter of fact, research has revealed that Tharchin had been the source
aswell for some ofthe personal data in this Who h Who relating to a number of other Tibetan
personalities included in its pages; and thus this serves as a further illustration of Tharchin's
ongoing contribution to the British Raj in gathering and reporting intelligence data dealing
with Tibet and Tibetans.)
NOW over the years the meticulous-minded newspaper editor had made additional
handwritten inked entries and notations onto the pages of his copy ofthe confidential volume.
Indeed, it is because of certain of these notations, together with one or two of Tharchin's
h e r s to Sir Charles Bell, that it is known that the two Tibetan VIPs under discussion had
visited and even stayed for some little while with the Kalimpong publisher and his family.
These individuals had been so prominent and influential, in fact, that in the Who Who they
had not one but two stars printed next to their names to indicate, as the introduction to the
volume stipulated, "the relative importance of the more prominent persons" listed in the
bO~k-with "three stars indicating the most important." Before falling from political power,
One of these two visitors would have had three stars affixed.
Now one of these two Tibetans who knocked at Tharchin's door was none other than
Changlothen Gung (or Kung) Kusho (personal name: Sonam Gyalpo) who at the time was
forty years old. It will be recalled that he had been one of the four higher Tibetan
from Lhasa to Gyantse for military training with the British at the time when
medicalwork on the treatment of horses, informationfrom which "could be transferred to interpret'' the
mimalls"make-upphysically."Bernard also labored "intensively on Nyaya translations."considered a
ve''Y ',%nificmtpart of any Lama's curriculum, Finally, writes Murray, the American had collected sumcient
for a grammar ''that would have probably been the best yet written in the English languak!e"\lhis
mater'!,
had been lost at the time when Bemard was killed in Indo-Tibet while searchink!foraddltlonal
"ddhlst mmUscripts.
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Tharchin had been Headmaster of a school established by him there. It will alsobe recalled
that a close friendship had developed between these four and the Headmaster:especiallv
they approached Tharchin to instruct them in Hindi, which he faithfullydid duringt&
nearly two years they were together at Gyantse. In exchange, Tharchin was able to increlu
his knowledge of Tibetan language and literature at the feet of Changlo Chen, who wouldgo
on to become a highly respected scholar in that field. AS was learned earlier, this highly
"refined literary man" had previously held the rank of Gung or Duke. But in 1925 hehad
been stripped of this rank when he and other officials (among whom were Tharchin's ven
close friends Tsarong Shape and Doring Thaij i) had been degraded by reason of an allege;
conspiracy by the Army to gain political power, an allegation that at the time was never
definitely proven (but which since then, as discussed earlier in the present and previous
chapters, has fairly well been documented as having occurred); as a consequence, this
spelled the end of the hereditary dukedom of the family of Changlo Chen. Some yearslater
(193 1-2) Changlo Chen was reinstated in Government service, appointed a Depon or
Commander, and dispatched to Kham on military assignment in eastern Tibet, but brough,
back a year later to Lhasa where he was appointed an Assistant in the important Drapchi
Lekhung Department at the Tibetan capital.*83
Shortly following the death of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama in December 1933,Gung Kusho
was banished because of his having been a member of the inner circle of dedicated supporters
of the reform party of Lungshar, he having in fact become this party's Secretary and theone
who, having literary skills superior to the others, had drafted the document containing the
party's reform proposal, or, as one of his later acquaintances at Kalimpong, the Ladakhi
Moslem trader Abdul Wahid Radhu, has described it, "had edited most of the texts defining
their ideas and political objective^."^'^ (Lungshar, having been influential with the Dalai
Lama, had in 1934 been arrested on the well-grounded charge of having conspired to
overthrow the then existing Government at Lhasa in order to establish a more progressive
government and seize power for hi~nself.)'~
As is well known, Lungshar, as the primay
guilty person, was condemned to have his eyes torn out from their sockets and to be imprisond
for life. But Radhu, who was to meet him at Lhasa in his blinded state, has reported that
several years later Lungshar was allowed to leave prison and dwell for the rest of his days
in a cabin situated within a Lhasa park that served as a sanctuary for old animals which the
Buddhists had not wished to kill. And as for Changlo Chen, writes Radhu, who learnedof
these events from Gung Kusho himself later in Kalimpong, the Kashag's sentence upOdhis
participant in the Lungshar affair had called for both hands to be cut off ~ercifully,repO~
Radhu, "he had the good fortune of escaping this terrible punishment" by havingthissentenCe

* At about this Same time he was even serving as the Lhasan guide to the British Political Oficer. Fredrnc'
Williamson, and his wife Margaret, who were on a diplomatic mission to the Tibetan capital for two m,0nths
during the summer and early fall o f 1933. Mrs. Williamson writes funher about Chanelo Chen KushO l n had
her
the fact that while at ~ h ~ ~
delightful memoirs of the period as a Political Ofieer1s wife, She
westem
learned that "lately" Gung K U S ~had
O been "appointed one of the Dalai Lana's garpons or viceroys In
Tibet, though apparently he had no intention ofexchanging the sophistication o f life in the capital for bledie!i'e
~ n t h ewastes of Ngari Khursum and had dispatched a proxy to discharge his duties t h e r e . " ~ e m o'fi
; ~ ~po'i'd
Oficer Wife in Tibet, Sikkim and Bhutan, 9 1 ,
I

'

~
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~ c m m u t ~todexile.'"a The place of Gung Kusho's banishment was to Chaknak Monastery
in fcoffKongpo Province, located about a week's journey east southeast of Lhasa.
The second of these two men was none other than the monk official, Kuchar* n u p t e n
Kunphela,the latterday favorite of the Dalai Lama whom Tharchin had first met at Lhasa
in the audience chamber with His Holiness back in 1927. Born in the area of Nyerno southwest
ofLhasain about 1905, this young monk of humble origin, "who possessed one of the finest
brains in Tibet ... [and] who by sheer ability and personality made himself indispensable,"
turned out to be one of the most fascinating and powerful yet tragic figures ever to arise on
thepolitical landscape ofTibet during and after the Dalai Lama XIIl's reign, and one whom
Tharchin not only came to know most intimately but to respect very highly. Described by one
early American visitor to Lhasa as "a handsome, bright young man of peasant origin,"
KunphelaUhadpushed himself up to a position oftrust and honor, but not without stirring up
a bit ofresentment and animosity, which his personal arrogance helped along." In the opinion
ofthe Sikkim Political Officer who had prepared the Who's Who in Tibet volume, Kunphela
was not only a favorite, but the "supreme favorite," of the late Grand Lama of Tibet, and
who had been "consulted" by His Holiness "in all matters private and official."
Indeed, Kunphela had grown much closer to the Dalai Lama than was the case with most
attendants to His Holiness. The British Political Officer F. W. Williamson has described this
close relationship in an account he sent to the Indian government of an official reception he
attended in 1933: "The Dalai Lama was attended with tea on the dais by Kusho Kunphela, a
tall rather good-looking young man of 28. He is, next to the Dalai Lama, undoubtedly the n~ost
powerful person in Tibet. He holds no official rank, but is always in personal attendance on the
Dalai Lama who is very fond of him and treats him like a son. He has immense influenceover
fheDalai Lama.. .. He is extremely clever and intelligent and his talents would bring him to the
fore anywhere." And in the same dispatch to India describing his 1933 Mission to Lhasa.
Williamson added that on the occasion of showing a motion picture to the Dalai Lama. the
Britisher again observed that the Dalai Lama's "fondness for Kunphela was obvious." Rumors
had it that the relationship between these
men was more than one of father to son. "Because
ofhisgood looks and his youth," writes Hisao Kimura, "it was rumored that there was something
u n s e m lin~ Kunphela's relations with the Dalai Lama, and that political power had been willed
to him as a result. To anyone who knew the wisdom of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama such a
bkwas ludicrous, but power-mongen in Lhasa found it useful."tg5
Williamson's wife Marpet, in her highly informativeand delightfully co~nposedmemoirsl
gave an extensive record of the inlpressions which botl~she and her husband ("Derrick")
came to~ossessabout Kunphela as a reslllt of their frequent interaction with him duringthe
Summerof 1933 at the Tibetan capital. They found him to be at once arrogant, handsome.
chmin& well-mannered and brilliant:
Ofthe other Tibetans whom we got to know, Derrick and I were most impressed by Kunphela.
'Kuchpr:
Tibetan. silu--Dalai
Lama,and bcn-ne
who goes and stays with: that is to say. someone who
Is 'lwa~sin the presence of the Dalai Lama: thus signif+ing: a most intimate Private Secretar?. to His
See Surkhm12 wangchen Gelek. '.The Thineenth Dalai i,ama." TJ(Winter 1982): 16.
the homosexual proclivities and the licentiuusqnd
Kimura3~ a p ~ n e~~~~r
s o ill E h , , 15 1 , Rumors
lavishlifestyle o f another of the ~
~L~~~~~
l y o~u l l gir faroriter had far more basis in truth and r e a l l t ~l h e
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His Holiness was very fond ofhirn and showered him with wealth and favors. As a consequence
Kunphela had been able to acquire for himself a f i e house in Lhasa and to fill it wih
and beautiful objects. He also had the use of His Holiness's second Baby Austin car, ~ ' rare
IBF~
No. 2, which was painted blue.
Aware of the high favor in which he stood, Kunphela could be arrogant. His mamers were
faultless, however, and whenever we visited him he was invariably an impeccable and delightful
host. He was also very handsome, and I said to Derrick that it was a very good thing that he
was a monk or else the ladies of Lhasa would be breaking their hearts over him. Despite his
religious vocation, Kunphela had a good grasp of worldly matters and had a~~ornplished~~it~
remarkable things out at Drapchi, where he was chief director ofthe new installations.... There,
about three miles outside the holy city, Kunphela's forward-looking vision, energy and
organizing genius were on full display [for us to see after] paying two visits to this factory in
1933.... He spent much time with Derrick discussing business matters, including the supply of
munitions.
As we both got to know and like Kunphela more and more, the fact that he had many
powcrful enemies saddened us. Being a progressive force in the country-and a very effective
one-he had unavoidably attracted the enmity of many of the conservatives, notably the
malevolent Lungshar Tsipon.
But it is Tharchin's distinguished friend, Sir Charles Bell, who has provided the fullestand
most vivid sketch o f this young Tibetan attendant of His Holiness. In his extensive biograph)
o f the Great Thirteenth published in 1946, Sir Charles writes as follows (but interspersed
with related quotes from other sources):
A Jrounyfavorite of the Dalai Lama, a lad of singular personal charm, was coming into influence

and power as the years passed. When he was initiated as a monk, the Dalai Lama himselfgave
hinl his religious name, Tup-ten Kun-pel, which means "Doctrines of Buddha, All, Increase."
That is to say, "He who spreads the doctrines of Buddha in all directions." For general use his
name was Kun-pel La . . . By 1930 he had become, after the Dalai Lama, the most powerful man
in Tibet. [In her autobiography, R. D. Taring (Mary La) has written that Kun-pel La had become
so influential by 1930 that "even if he said 'East is West,' everybody had to say 'Yes' because
the Dalai Lama trusted him so much."] He had the charge over the Precious Sovereign's
Property, and had himself accumulated considerable wealth. His power was on both the civil
and the military side. All orders ofthe Dalai Lama were carried out through him; he knewevey
action that the Inmost One took.. . .
Afier the Dalai Lama's departure . . ., Kun-pel La exercised power for a brief period, butwvas
then arrested and imprisoned. He was tried by t l ~ enow powerful Parliament The main charge
against him was that he had failed to report the illness of the Precious Protector to the Cabinrt,
and would not let the Members of the Cabinet see His Holiness. His defense was that
Precious Protector had told him to act as he did. [Another version, reported by the Americanl
C. S. Cuning, has it that upon being arrested Kun-pel La was charged with poisoning his late
master. "TO this he had a ready and convincing reply: 'Poison His Holiness? I had eveqqhlng
to lose by his death."']
But he had many enemies; his position as the Dalai Lama's chief favorite rendered Iha'
subject of these more credible tales was none other than the abbot of Reting Gompa, the incamate
R1mpoche.who at a remarkably young age would soon be thrust into the highest position ofpowerand lnflueq
I n Tibet upon the untimely death of the Great 'Thirteenth,For a discussion about this aspat of RegentRrt'n'~
life, as well as a frank discussion about the prevalence of homosexuality in pre-1950 Tibet among the rnonasll~
in general, See the note indicated at this point in the End-Notes for the present chapter.
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inevitable.He was found guilty; the wealth which he had amassed during his years of power
wasconfiscated;
and he himself was banished to a monastery [the Chaknak] in the province of
Kongpo [in January 19341 . . .
Then a surprising change occurred. Being endowed with a disposition of singular charm
and other attractive qualities, he was so greatly liked by the monks that in the course of time
they made him, their prisoner. the head of the monastery. This enabled him to escape through
Bhutan to British India and ... [on to] Kalimpong.

~ u there
t was another Tibetan who joined Kunphela in his escape from the Kongpo
monastery of Chaknak. This was, of course, Changlo Chen Gung Kusho. These two had
wellknowneach other back in Lhasa before their mutual banishment to Kongpo, inasmuch
asGungKusho had worked directly under Kunphela as one of the latter's Assistants in the
Drapchi Lekhung. According to the entry for Changlo Chen in Who's Who in Tibet, "he fled
in the autumn of 1937 to India via Tawang and Bhutan in company with Kun-pel 1,a" to
Kalimpong. The entry for Kunphela reads similarly: "In autu~nli1937 he ran away . . .,entered
Bhutan via Tawang, and proceeded to Kalimpong . . ."
Now upon their arrival at the hill station on Sunday the 19Ihof December at about I0
am., these two escapees went imnzedia~elyto Tharchin. This is intimated in the latter's
inked notation added as a continuation of Kunphela's entry in the Who b CVho volume. It is
written in the third person in tlie Kalimpong editor's handwriting, and as though he were
merely updating the Kunphela entry more completely for the sake of any future reader of
the volume. The notation, though erring with respect to the month, reads: '-Nov. 1937 he
arrived with Chang Clland Kung Kuslio [i.e., Changlo Chen] and [they] put up ~ . i t l[i.e..
i
lodged with] G. Tharchin tlie Editor Tibetan Newspaper." And in a letter marked "Private
and Confidential" which Tharchin soon after their arrival wlrote to Sir Charles Bell, the
Kalimpongian described in more detail their coming, thus:
Kuchar Kunphela, the v e v favorite of the late Dalai Lama, and Changlo Chen Kung Kusho
came in acar 6om Siliguri direct to my place and asked me to let them stay with me and 1 did so.*
They ran away from Kongpo via Bhutan; they first went to Calcutta and then came to Kalimpollg.
They said that they were four months on their way to here but that they had stayed one month
and a week at Tashigang in eastern Bhutan, the Dzongpon [Ciovemor] of that place [being]
known to Kuchar Kunphela and was very good to them.

One can speculate, with a great deal of confidence of being correct. as to \+!h) these two
Tibetansfound their way to Tharchjn j doorstep. Doubtless they were aware of his falnous
regularly subscribed to by His Holiness and by other high officials at Lhasa
(includingperhaps even these m o ) , and which over the years had in its pages continually
shown great favor and respect towards the Dalai Lama and an editorial stance sllppoflive of
''nterestingly.the biographical account of Kunpllela by his later Lhasa wife. Lhazom Tseten Dolkhar (he \\ould
"based on Ivhal my
'p his monkhood vows in 195.1 and nlarq her): an account which she writes
husband told me and what I've heard from othefi," is incorrect on two counts in slating that her husband
Chlng10Chen. "in 1936. . . . reached India through Bhutan [where] a, first they sta~edat the Radre% [Relln%l
guest housein Kalimpong."The Text of the present narrativeabove belies her account
respect to
the
'Iar
of their arrival in Kalimpong and where they first stayed. See Dolkhar. ..liuchar Thupten Kunphelu" in
Appendices
of K.Dhondup, T/lr Nbrer-Bird dand Other Years. 2 14.

the latter's progressive measures then being implemented for the developmentofTih,
Moreover, Kunphela must have recalled the Kalimpong publisher's unusually lengthy
with His Holiness a decade earlier when the Dalai Lama's favorite had first met the foundo
of the Tibet Mirror. Furthermore, as Private Secretary to His Holiness, he must havs
personally handled the Grand Lama's telegrams, letters and contributions in support ofthe
Mirror which His Holiness not infrequently sent to the newspaper publisherduringthe last
years of his life. Then, too, Gung Kusho himself could not have forgonen his veq close
association and friendship with Tharchin at both Gyantse and Lhasa and i n India, Indeed
Tharchin made a point of informing Sir Charles of his prior associatio~lwith t~lesetwon~en'
"Chansen Kunphela was known to me in 1927 when I paid my respects to the Dalai Lama,
and Changlo Chen Kung was first known to me in 1922 when he came down to get arm)
training at Gyantse where I taught him Hindustani, and a little English too; he call speakthe
first very well, and speak a little English also. I came to know all about his nature."
All these factors, therefore, must have suggested themselves to Kunphela and Changlo
Chen as compelling reasons, once they had decided to escape, for fleeing to the particular
town of Kalimpong above all others in India. And possibly not knowing a single Tibetan soul
there whom they could trust except Gergan Tharchin himself, Kunphela and his friend would
have quite naturally sought him out for temporary asylum until they could get a betterliandle
on their lives which had been so dramatically altered so quickly for the worse.
The first issue confronting these two exiles was the matter of a more permanent
arrangement for lodging. Temporarily, though, they were glad to stay with Tharchin."lhave
very small rooms to put them up in," wrote their concerned Kalimpo~lghost to Bell in llis
letter he had typed up so late in the evening of Christmas Day, "but they were very happ!
with me" and stayed in the Tharchin home from the 1 9ththrough the 23" of December;but
on Christmas Eve, Tharchin added, "I had to arrange some other place for them, as mall)
poor-class Tibetan Christians will be coming to me [for the holidays] 2nd we will have
mettings that may [include] Communion for them." So the two exiles, Tharchin continued*
indicated "that they want to come back to my place as soon as our Xmas and New Year ls
0ver.t Or, he concluded, "I will try to get a small nice house for them on hire." In theend,tllis
is what happened, the two finding lodgings elsewhere in the h i l l town, after a further sta)
with the Tharchins was concluded.This other lodging p!ace, where they would remainabou'
a year till a more permanent place was arranged for, was the "Radreng [Retingl Guest
House" that was most likely connected with the Tibetan Regent Reting's TradingCornpan)
in Kalimpong and where Kunphela would acquire gainful employment "helping the Radreng
traders and side by side did some petty business to maintain his living.""'
But the issue which was uppermost in their millds was to somehow obtain permissionto
return to their homeland as quickly as possible and resume a normal life. This, however,",as
easier said than done. According to a recent study by one Western historian, ~ e l v ~ n ~ ~ '
both the Kuchar and Gung Kusho had become embittered during their exile years at
as they witnessed how many other exiled and debarred politicil figures Were being permined
to rejoin the Tibetan government, while they themselves were prevented from even
to Lhasa simply to live. At the time of their flight to India, Changlo Chen, poet that he was'
penned a letter to a Lhasan friend which, asserts Goldstein, "became a classicin Tibetan
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It was even circulated among certain lay officials and memorized by them, one
ofwhom,in an interview with Goldstein long afterwards, could still recall part of it for him
from memory, as follows:

fie false explanation in which Sherkarlingba Depon is [said] to be the father of young Lhalu
who is Lungshar's child has been accepted, but our request, which was only to be allowed to
return to our homeland, [has not], because a few of the principal lamas and lords cannot judge
fairly [literally,not treat equally happiness and sadness, higher and lower]. [Thus] we have no
choice but to secretly go for a while to sightsee and seek refuge in the capital of England
though we are faultless. Because of this please do not have any regrets.

Their place of settlement turned out not t o be London, but Kalimpong-and
for a very
long time at that. Here is what happened, a s described further to Sir Charles in thorough
detail by Tharchin Babu who had waited upon Kunphela and Changlo Chen hand and foot
duringthose initial hectic days o f theirs in Kalimpong. Much o f the letter is worth quoting not
only because of its informative value with respect t o these former high oficials in the Tibetan
govemment, but perhaps even more s o because o f what it reveals o f that aspect of Gergan
Tharchin'scareer-as a most willing and loyal intelligence agent for the British Raj in relation
to his ethnic homeland of Tibet-which during the Babu's entire life had for the most part
remained a closely guarded secret from even the closest and most intimate o f his associates.
relatives and friends. Here, then, is what he conveyed to Bell in an exhaustive report on his
two visitors:
They say that they did not do anything against the Tibetan government. You know, of course,
that Kunphela was exiled just a few weeks or a month after the death of the Dalai Lama.
Changlo Chen Kung was among the Lungshar party and wrote the plot [Tharchin really meant
to say "plan" here, though it is true that this party's opponents had viewed it as indeed a plot;
see below] or the petition letter to the Kashag about their reform schemes.. . . Changlo Chen
Kung says that there were 108 persons in this party and they asked the Kashag Five "Dontshen"
about reforming Tibet, and that [this] application [petition] was offered to the Kashag. There
was nothing against the Government, [said Changlo Chen,] they only wanted to change some
ofthe governing methods. But the Kashag blamed [accused] them that they had [in mind]
some private plot [in submitting] the application which they offered. But he says there was
"one. And SO he also was exiled.
Now they are thinking to move to [i.e., petition] the Tibetan government and request them
reconsider their case and allow them to return to Tibet. Kuchar says that the Tibetan
government has confiscated about RS. 250,000/- worth of his properties and gold and silver. He
Is thinkingto [petition]. and thinks the Tibetan government might consider to give him back
his ~ ~ o ~Hee says
n ~that
. the judgment of the Tsongdu [National ~ssembl!~]was not just. only
ithat]some of his enemies had done [this] and the chief among them was Lungshar He
LKuchar1was blamed that he had not informed [the Kashag] that His Holiness was seriously ill.
But Kuchar says that he was ordered by the Da]ai Lama not to inform [anyone] and also that He
Was not so seriously ill. Kuchar had many things to prove and say [before the Tsongdul but he
not do so as he was not given the chance.
m0 officers are thinking that they might get help from our Government about this
matter.1 advised them to see the Political Officer in Sikkim, and they agreed. On the day before
Yesterdaythey went to see Mr. [later Sir] Basil Gould and I also accompanied them, and at 3j30
p . m we Saw Mr. Could [at the British Residency, Gmgtok], and they paid their respects to h'm.
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They did not openly request Mr. Gould, they only said that at Kongpo their health wsr not
good; so they came away secretly to India, and would like to go back to Tibet if they can do
~ rGould
. asked them whether they had made any application [to the Tibetan govemment]about
their going back to Tibet, but they said they have not done SO. Mr. Gould said that it is a matter
of internal affairs and he may not be able to do anything. Anyhow, he is going to inform the
Kashag through Rai Bahadur [Rai Bahadur Norbu Dhondup] that they were here and came to see
him. They had a nice time with Mr. Gould and came back to Kalimpong yesterday [24hDe~ember],
While still a t Gangtok, Tharchin himself had a private conversation with the Political ofice[,
In the s a m e letter t o Bell, this quasi-intelligence agent for the British confided as follows:

I told Mr. Gould all about their thought which I had gathered, since they were quite frank with
me, and they trust me. They are thinking that the Political Officer might help and advise the
Tibetan government to reconsider their case so that they might go back to Tibet in safety,but
also that they want safety once they have returned to Tibet. If our Government does not take
any action to help them, then they are thinking to go to China.
At this point in his narration t o the former Political Officer, Tharchin was moved to
mention the Chinese official, Mr. Chang. H e it w a s w h o had been sent as envoy to Lhasa
from Peking in early 1934 to convey that Government's condolence to the Tibetan government
over the death of the Great Thirteenth but w h o then, together with his oflicial p a q , had
stayed o n indefinitely at the Tibetan capital-though
unwanted by most of the Tibetan
oficialdom there. Chang and his party had gradually insinuated themselves into Tibetan
affairs and ultimately created, a s it were, a quasi-Chinese Mission in Lhasa that in time,
incidentally, paved the way for the British t o d o the same. Tharchin now continued his
account of his private talk with Basil Gould:

... the Chinese officer,Mr. Chang, who was in Lhasa for nearly four years, is also here at Kalimpong.
[having] arrived two days before these two, that is, on the 17" of December. He is on his way back
to China and is trying his best to take these two to China and has said that now that the Chinese
government is removed to Szechuan [as a consequence of the Japanese invasion of Nationalin
China which began in July], they are going to take much more interest in Tibet. He is also
promising to give [to the two Tibetan exiles] all their expenses needed for going to China: andhe
will also arrange with the Chinese government to give them regular pay. But [, continued Tharchin
to Gould,] I understand their thoughts and came to know that if they get help from our Govemnlent*
they are not keen to go to China. But at the same time they are not going to rellllest [our
Government] to do so, but it seemed [to the two exiles] that our Government might advise and say
something to help them to return to Tibet and get safety.
w h a t had led the Kuchar and Clianglo Chen to intimate to Tharchia why they believed
say son~ethingto the Tibetan
the British Government o f India might be inclined t o d o
aware of and whicll they no"
government o n their behalf was the precedent they were
cited o f t h e British having performed a silnilar service during the recent reign of DalaiLama
the Thirteenth:
They said that though [their situation] is indeed an internal matter. yet once while the Dala'
Lama still was [alive], through the Political Officer the Tibetan government was requestedtO
release or let go the Gung and Yabshi of Trashilhunpo, and that was gralltcd
are
that they may also [receive] the same [treatment].
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But,then, speaking directly t o Sir Charles, Tharchin wrote of his concern for Tibet were
hesewoformer high officials o f Tibet t o go t o China, especially in the case o f the Kuchar.
~ h ~ lindo-Tibetan
~ ~ a l
informant explained his fears in a roundabout fashion a s follows:
]think ifhe goes to another country such as to China it may be harmful for Tibet. Yesterday when
wereturnedfiom Gangtok I advised Kuchar to write to you all about his troubles. He said that this
is [the]best advice [and] that he will write, but he asks me to send a cable to you and state that
he with Kung Kusho arrived here safely fiom Kongpo and to ask for a reply cable from you about
your health. But yesterday was late and today is Xmas Day and tomorrow is Sunday; so I
advised to cable on Monday, which we will do. I think if you advise, he may come to you,
inasmuch as I believe I have read his thought carefully. Meanwhile Mr. Chang is trying his best
to take them to China but I am advising them not to do so. At the same time I have been asked by
Mr. Gould to let him know all about their movements, and I will do so.
... I am advising the Kuchar to write you everything and hope he will do so soon, as he
promised to do. Also, I asked him to tell all to Mr. Gould but he says for the time being he is not
going to do so. Please advise Mr. Gould or our Government to consider his case, for if he goes
to another country it may be bad for Tibet, because he might tell all the private things to
others.... There are yet many things the present officials [in the Tibetan government at Lhasa]
do not know, but he knows. ...*

Finally, turning once again t o the present situation o f the two debarred officials, Tharchin
wrote:
lfhe [Kunphela] is not able to return to Tibet soon, then until such time as he can, he or both
of them may perhaps be maintained in India and given a house and support for their living.
This is of course,only my own humble opinion.. . . These two officers have one man with them
who is the husband of Kuchar Kunphgla's sister; and they have three more servants at
Tashigang in Bhutan. If they [the two officers] settle something about their movements. they
want to call them here.. .. It seems that they have some money but not much.
Indeed, as Sir Charles later was wont to describe this new situation in India for Kunphela in
~aicular:"he who had gained and lost [a small fortune], and had exercised extensive powers
over Tibet, was reduced t o working in Kaliinpong as the manager of a wareliouse where
'Thuchin went on in his letter to Bell to give but one, but cenainl) a most ironic. arample o f the K11char.s
privileged omniscience on matters of state: "Kunphela savs the cost of the gold of the Dalai l-am3's shrine Ithat
yas to be installed atop the Jo-khang Cathedral] is
than three lakhs rupees [i.e.. Rs. 300.000:-1 and the
Jewelsmenotcounted[i.e.. uncountable]; and all these \c.ere gathered by the Dalai Lama himselfand also h \ him
I t h e K u c h aWhen
~ the Shrine was being made, the Tibetan go\.ernment did not knon where all these difirent
an'c1eswere kept: and so they wrote him at Kongpo and asked. and he replied and the), found them"!?!
But besides the gaining of inside information from these exiles, the Chinese g ~ \ ~ c r n m eat
n tthis time sought.
'lrough c h W , to make use of them for another more nefarious purpose. Huph Richardson h a pointed out \vhal
Chma'sgrmdpolicy towards Tibet was at this time, Speaking of Nationalist China's aim ofcstahlishinp conlrol
OverTibet.Richardson enumerated a number of propaganda methods h? hich "to ctj-e~la radical ctlan%e in
Tibe$attitude" in the direction of assenting to the false notion that ribat was a part 01. china. Such "~raclical
"bv'ties" towards this end, he wrote. were the following: "the education of border Tibetans and their emplo!.men[
nChlnese oficia~s;teaching Chinese Buddhists Tibetan
the view to using them as miSSi011arie~in Tihet: the
Ofdiscontenkdandexiled fibPtonr arpropopanda ogpn,s; presents to Tibetan monasteries and oflicials- m d pOss'bly~
10 buy over some oficials; the establishment of a school and a \r ireless trafl~lllitlerat Lhasa."
Richudson9fibelan Prrcis. 83 (emphasis added), What Chang, the returning Chinese Nalionalist '.condolence
"'OY, w a attempting 10 achieve in Kalimpong with Tharchin9stwo exiled and discontented Tibetan tiiends
constituted a prime example of what Richardson had in mind in ciling here what is i l l italics.

more
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n e y did not openly request Mr. Gould, they only said that at Kongpo their health was
so
good; so they came away secretly to India, and would like to go back to Tibet if they cm do so,
m.Gould asked them whether they had made any application [to the Tibetan government]about
their going back to Tibet, but they said they have not done SO.Mr. Gould said that it is a matter
of internal affairs and he may not be able to do anything. Anyhow, he is going to inform the
Kashag through Rai Bahadur [Rai Bahadur Norbu Dhondup] that they were here and came to see
him. They had a nice time with Mr. Gould and came back to Kalirnpong yesterday [24"December],
While still a t Gangtok, Tharchin himself had a private conversation with the Political Oficer,
In the s a m e letter t o Bell, this quasi-intelligence agent for the British confided as follows:

I told Mr. Gould all about their thought which I had gathered, since they were quite hank with
me, and they trust me. They are thinking that the Political Officer might help and advise the
Tibetan government to reconsider their case so that they might go back to Tibet in safety,but
also that they want safety once they have returned to Tibet. If our Government does not take
any action to help them, then they are thinking to go to China.
At this point in his narration t o the former Political Officer, Tharchin was moved to
mention the Chinese official, Mr. Chang. H e it was w h o had been sent as envoy to Lhasa
from Peking in early 1934 to convey that Government's condolence to the Tibetan government
over the death o f the Great Thirteenth but w h o then, together with his official party, had
stayed o n indefinitely at the Tibetan capital-though
unwanted by most of the Tibetan
officialdom there. Chang and his party had gradually insinuated themselves into Tibetan
affairs and ultimately created, as it were, a quasi-Chinese Mission in Lhasa that in time,
incidentally, paved the way for the British t o d o the same. Tharchin now continued his
account of his private talk with Basil Gould:

. .. the Chinese officer, Mr. Chang, who was in Lhasa for nearly four years, is also here at Kalimpong,
[having] arrived two days before these two, that is, on the 17" of December. He is on his way back
to China and is trying his best to take these two to China and has said that now that the Chinese
government is removed to Szechuan [as a consequence of the Japanese invasion of Nationalist
China which began in July], they are going to take much more interest in Tibet. He is also
promising to give [to the two Tibetan exiles] all their expenses needed for going to China; and he
will also arrange with the Chinese government to give them regular pay. But [,continuedTharchin
to Gould,] I understand their thoughts and came to know that if they get help from our Government*
they are not keen to go to China. But at the same time they are not going to request [our
Government] to do so, but it seemed [to the two exiles] that our Government might advise and Sa!
something to help them to return to Tibet and get safety.
believed
What had led the Kuchar and Changlo Chen to intimate to Tliarcliin why
the British Government o f India might be inclined t o d o and say sonietliing to the Tibetan
government on their behalf was the precedent they were well aware of and wliicll tlle~no"
cited of the British having performed a similar service during the recent reign of Dalai Lama
the Thirteenth:
They said that though [their situation] is indeed an internal matter, yet once while the Da'ai
Lama still was [alive], through the Political Officer the Tibetan govern~nelltwas requested
release or let go the Gung and Yabshi of Trashilhunpo, and that was granted. So,
are
thinking that they may also [receive] the same [treatment].
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then, speaking directly to Sir Charles, Tharchin wrote of his concern for Tibet were
lhacwo fonner high officials of Tibet to go t o China. especially in the case o f the Kuchar.
fit loyalindo-Tibetan informant explained his fears in a roundabout fashion a s follows:

think ifhe goes to another country such as to China it may be harmful for Tibet. Yesterday when
wereturnedfrom Gangtok I advised Kuchar to write to you all about his troubles. He said that this
is [the]best advice [and] that he will write, but he asks me to send a cable to you and state that
hewith Kung Kusho arrived here safely fiom Kongpo and to ask for a reply cable fiom you about
your health. But yesterday was late and today is Xmas Day and tomorrow is Sunday; so I
advised to cable on Monday, which we will do. I think if you advise, he may come to you,
inasmuch as I believe I have read his thought carefully. Meanwhile Mr. Chang is trying his best
to take them to China but I am advising them not to do so. At the same time I have been asked by
Mr. Gould to let him know all about their movements, and I will do so.
... I am advising the Kuchar to write you everything and hope he will do so soon, as he
promised to do. Also, I asked him to tell all to Mr. Gould but he says for the time being he is not
going to do so. Please advise Mr. Gould or our Government to consider his case, for if he goes
to another country it may be bad for Tibet, because he might tell all the private things to
others.... There are yet many things the present officials [in the Tibetan government at Lhasa]
do not know, but he knows.. ..*
Finally, turning once again to the present situation of the two debarred officials, Tharchin
wrote:
lfhe [Kunphela] is not able to return to Tibet soon, then until such time as he can, he or both
ofthem may perhaps be maintained in India and given a house and support for their living.
This is of course,only my own humble opinion.. . . These two officers have one man with them
who is the husband of Kuchar Kunphgla's sister; and they have three more servants at
Tashigang in Bhutan. If they [the two officers] settle something about their movements. they
want to call them here.. .. It seems that they have some money but not much.
Indeed, as Sir Charles later was wont to describe this new situation in India for Kunphela in
paflicular:"he who had gained and lost [a small fortune], and had exercised extensive powers
Over Tibet, was reduced to working in Kalimpong as the l n a n a p r of a wareliouse where
'?uchinwent on in his letter to Bell to give but one. but certainl) a most ironic. crumple 01. the K u c b r ' s
pnv'IegedOmniscience on maners of state: "Kunphela savs the cost of the gold of the Dalai i.am3'~ sbrlne [tllat
was I' be installed atop the Jo-khang Cathedral] is
than three lakhs rupees [i.e.. Rs. 300.000/-1 and the
Jewelsuenotcounted[i.e., uncountable]; and all these \vere gathered by the Dalai Lama himselfand also h? him
t
lUlf K u c hWhen
u ~ the Shrine was being made, the Tibetan government did not knoa where all ~ h differenl
"c'es
kept; and SO they wrote him at Kongpo and asked, alld he replied and they found them"!'?!
'ln besides the gaining of inside information from these e=ilcs, the Chinese gorcrnnlenl at [his tilne sought.
lhrouqhchang-tomake ux ofthem for mother more nefarious purpose. Hugh Richardson has pointed out \\ha[
c h l n a ~ @policy
~ d towards Tibet was at this time, Speaking of Nationalisl China's aim of cstahlishine control
0v'T1be4 Ridlardson enumerated a number of propagmda
h! n hich "to effect a radical change in [he
Tlbe9
afiifude" in the direction of
to the false notion that Tibet \\(as a part of China. Such "Practical
"V'!'es""w~d~ this end, he wrote, were the following: $'the education of border Tibetans and lhelremP!o!'ment
'Chlne~offi~ia~S;
teaching Chinese Buddhists Tibetan with the
to using then1 aS lrII~~i01,ari~s
in Tlbel: rht'
'O!discontenkdande~i/ed
fibetam asp,.opagan~a
agents: presents to Tibetan monasteries and ofliclals. and.
schc)ol and a 1s ircless transmitter at ~ h a ~ a . . '
posslbly~afiempt~
to buy over some oficials:
establishment
What
Chang,
the
returning Chinese Nalionalist "condlllellce
Richadson. Tibetan Pmc;s,83 (en,phas,s
sfiempting to achieve in ~
~with Tharchin's
l
two exiled
i
and discontented
~
~ Tibetan friends
~
cOnStltuted a prime example of
Richardson had in mind in citing here i r h a is in italics,
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Tibetan wool was stored on its way to India." Even a petition finally submitted by the twvon
officials, who were assisted in its English drafting by the ever-helpful Tharchin,bore
result. This had been done some eight months into their stay at Kalinlpong, a gwd
translation o f which was f0~11damong the Tharchin Papers.* Having been drafted
Tibetan, and most likely by Cbanglo Chen, it was then translated by Tharchill into English,fm
s u b ~ n i s s i o n ~ n itc ewas polished up-to
Political Officer Gould, and read as follows:

firnin

Rozrgh Tra/ulutron

I Thubten Kunphel and son of Chang Chen jointly beg to request the followingfor your
consideration:
Our Savior, the incoplparable kindly His Holiness the Dalai Lama left us in the year ofthe
Water-Bird ( l 933).
For some reason, as soon as His death took place, some of His favorite servants who have
served Him faithfully until His end were exiled; also, some of the monk and lay officials were
also exiled.
The climate of the place to where we were sent was not suitable for our health; we triedour
best to bear up under it for many years, but at last we were unable to bear it any longer, and
because there was no means by which we would be able to appeal to our Government to
reconsider our case and find out the truth, we two came out risking our lives in a far and
troublesome journey to your land India, about which our Savior the Dalai Lama had left words
ofadvice in His small booklet to all the [Tibetan] officials advising them to keep fiiendshipw~th
the British Sovernment. And accordingly we hope our Government has been keeping friendsh~p
with the British government as brothers in one family.
Therefore we dare to pray to your kind Government to help make the crooked balance
straight by advising our Government to allow all the exiled persons to return to their own place
and to return all their properties which the Government had confiscated, in just the same
manner as the Government has been returning the same to others. Also, please help US that we
all may go back to Lhasa without any trouble and with safety for the future. If your Government
think that you can so advise our Tibetan government on our behalf, please kindly do so as
soon as possible, inasmuch as we have been here in India since eight months ago and now we
are unable to keep up with our expenses involving servants for any longer period. If your
Government think that you are unable to talk with our Government, then please let us knowas
soon as possible. For which kind acts we shall never forget.
This document had been prepared in the late summer of 1938. Either the Governmen'
o f India ultimately refused t o appeal t o the Tibetan government to reconsider their
grounding its refusal on the fundamental assumption that this was an internal matter beyond
the scope o f its authority t o involve itself in, o r else, having carried through with the
the Tibetan government declined t o respond in the affirmative. Most likely what happened
was that the British government did probably send some kind o f repon (if not the petition
itself) t o Lhasa indicating the presence o f these two Tibetans at ~ a l i m p o n g a n ddeslat ~ ~ ~ ~
rights1o
t o return home, and in safep, as well a s wishing an assurance of a resumption
their properties. For in the biographical account o f Kunphela's life already referencedand
which was set down by the wife o f his latter years, it is reported that "after about ayear

* Actually, there were at least two such rough English drafis ofthe petition extant among the ThpaK; 'heter'''
ls be''er
one. that given above. constiluting what was probably the second of these two drafts, since its
and text more complete.
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followingthe
arrival in Kalimpong of these two men the Tibetan government had ordered the
~~~~hiorGovernor
of Dromo (the Chumbi area o f south central Tibet immediately adjaf ent
rolndia)torequest the British Indian government "to arrest and repatriate Kunphela to Tibet
yhewas a political culprit"; meaning, of course, that he would become a political prisoner
of Tibet's central government. At this time the Drochi was Pomda Yarphel (Yangpel
pulgdatsang),possibly the wealthiest man in all o f Tibet and quite an influential fig&!. A
difficultmoment, however, had now confronted the Drochi. Here is how this episode in
Kunphela's life was finally resolved, as recorded by his wife:
He [Pomda Yarphel] knew that if he did not inform the British government, the Tibetan
government will turn against him. But as Kunphela was a popular man, his repatriation to Tibet
may turn many well-placed supporters of Kunphela against him. Moreover, he had maintained
good relationship with Kunphela when he was the Kuchar and he did not now dare to cause
such trouble against him. Therefore, Pomda Yarphel, before informing the British, informed
Kunphela of the instruction from Lhasa. Together they discussed a way to escape this
instruction so that both of them will remain unharmed by it. It was then decided that Pomda
Yarphel will notify the British officials and as soon as the talk of repatriation began, Kunphela
will take the help of the international law that any rehgee who does not go against the penal
code ofthe host country cannot be repatriated arbitrarily and if necessary Kunphela will find
an advocate to fight the case in British court and Pomda Yarphel will meet the expenses of the
legal battle. They did accordingly and Kunphela won the case and was able to stay in India for
the time being.8Sb
And thus Kunphela and for that matter Changlo Chen would remail] in India for some
years to come, until, in the case o f the Kuchar, he was deported to China in 1946 by the
British Government of India for clandestine political activities that were considered inimical
to political stability in both Tibet and 1ndia.And apparently not long afterwards Changlo
Chen would likewise end up in China. There at the Nationalist Chinese capital ofNanking he
would be reconnected with Kunphela for a time, though it appears that Gung Kusho would
later return once again to Kalimpong before being allowed to make his way back to his
homeland (see the present narrative's final volume, Chapter 24, where an attempt is made to
Sortout more definitively the subsequent events in Changlo Chen's life).
Meanwhile, Kunphela was experiencing a rough time health-wise in Tharchin's hill station,
as might be expected fol- someone who had been accustomed most of his life to tile rarefied
climateand unique diet that was part and parcel of a Tibetan's existence living on the high
lhasanplateau. h a subsequent letter to Sir Charles some three months following his edaustive
reponofthe Kuchar's arrival, Tharchin was compelled to write that the reason Kunphela
had not answered Bell's letter to the Kuchar was because the latter had lately come down
'lth a serious case of dysentery that had left him very sick. NOW,though, he was gening
benerand would be writing Bell sometime very soon.
ThatTharchin, by the end of 1937, had come to know much more intimately about the
late Dalai Lama's Private Secretary is confirmed by what the Kalimpong publisher further
in the lengthy letter of Christmas Day sent to his friend Bell and quoted
eXten~ivelyearlier.
This formerPolitical Officer for Tibet and Sikkim tells in his biography of
theGreatThirteenthof having received the letter from Tharchin and quoting a Passage from
It. Wrote Bell:
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our y e m after the Dalai's death, the Rev. Tharchin, of the Church of Scotlmd, ... wrotetor

from Kalimponh where he had made friends with Kun-pel La.. ..He wrote, "l came to how
about the Kuchar Kun-pel La and he is really a wonderful man I think he had the
experienceof the late Dalai Lama, and [is] a clever man.His age is thirty-three.He says h t l h r
Dalai Lama was a very very [good] friend of yours and always talked about you. He knowsall
aboutfie private affairs of the Dalai Lama, and all the confidences.... During Dalai Lama3stime
he was called, 'The Keys of the Dalai Lama,' and it was true."

I
l

i

There shall be occasion in a subsequent chapter of the present narrative to leam rnon
about the activities of Kunphela in Kalimpong and of his further relationship withChanrla ,
Chen Gung Kusho and also with the famed Pangdatsang brothers from Kham. ~ u f f i e e i i ~ ~
note here, however, that he finally was permitted to return to Lhasa from China in late 1948 '
where there was bestowed upon him immediately two very tangible signs of his social,ifnot
political, rehabilitation: he was provided with a house and an annual salary by theGovernrnent! ,
The reason for this permission and highly favorable turnaround in treatment isexplainedin
some detail by Goldstein in his historical study of modem Tibet. In a nutshell, it was because i;
Kunphela had been waiting for an opportunity, and found it, to take revenge against Retin! I
Rimpoche, whose Reting Monastery Labrang Trading Company in Kalimpong, for whom
Kunphela had worked while there managing the wool godown mentioned by Bell, had refused
to reimburse him when a venture which Kunphela had invested in at Bombay on behalfof
the Company failed and lost money. The opportunity to wreak vengeance for this refusal
presented itself to him in China during the spring of 1947 when he became privy to some
very confidential information about the clandestine attempt by the ex-Regent Reting toretake
power at Lhasa with tlie help of the Chinese. Kunphela, now living in Nanking, uponghing
the secret information, went i~n~nediately
to the Tibetan government's represenlativeath
Chinese capital, from where it was co~n~iiunicated
in code to the Lhasan Kashag. As8
consequence. the Reting conspiracy to overthrow the Taktra Regency was exposed, Reline
Rinlpoche was arrested and imprisoned, and shortly afterwards he died under mysterious
circ~mstances.~~
Apparently, to show its appreciation to Kunpliela for his most timely intelligence.hewB
allowed to return to the Tibetan capital, but not before he liad opportunity onceagain tovisit
\vith his Kalimpong host of yesteyear, Tharchill Babu. For the Kuchar \vould retumtohib
homeland from China not by way of the long, arduous and dangerous overland caravantray
but by way of the now familiar route via Calcutta, Siliguri and Kalimpo~ig.~ l e n e toKunphe"'
d
itinerary. Tharchin had tried to contact him b) letter at Calcutta, hut by tlie time llis illtermedlanHisao Kimura, had received the letter for delivery personally to the Kuchar (wllorn th[
Japallese had come to know several years earlier in Kalimpong), Kuaphela hadalread! Ieh
for the hill station on the 27thof ~~~~~~t 1948.
Arriving in Kalimpong a feu dal S later, tile forlllcr fav(~,riite
of the late Dalai
now celebrate his anticipated retor11to Tibet wit11 his older friend and confidallt*Ille Babu
who \\ould soon see him off after word llad collie frolll TllarcIli~i.s\Ier!* dear frie'ld*
Inspector of Police for Kalimpollg, Atuk Tsering: '-Denr GurL!ji." nalnlly hepll t l l ~ i l l s ~ s c ' o'r
brief lialidwritten note of 4 September. bbPleasedo ll,-Jt Illilld.I Ila\ e sent \\lord 10 KuchPr
"
see lne with )'ou at about 1loo11todLiY.I nlnst get ,-JtderSfiolll tile ~ l ~ ~ e l - i ~ i t eoCPolli'
llden~

I
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huthis departure." Shortly thereafter. the Kuchar would depart on the long-delayed but
nowluspicious
journey, bound at 1 s t for the Tibetan capital. Making numerous stops along
[he way, he would finally arrive in Lhasa on I November 1948.. Thus elided Tl~upten

~ ~ ~ ~ h euraordinay
cla's
odysse~~
that had begull nearl) fifteen years earlier Hhen he had
ken toppled from the pinnacle of po\ver."
AS for Changlo Chen, three years later ( 19-10)and while , e t in Kalimpong, he. the scholar
that he was, would aid Sir Basil Gould, still at that time the British Political Officer for
Sihim, Bhutan and Tibet. by assisting in the translation into Tibetan ofGouId's book about
theFourteenth Dalai Lama. Because Changlo Chen's reputation as a respected linguist arid
literary scholar had begun to spread far and wide, it was only natural that Gould. based in
nearby Gangtok, would take advantage of the Tibetan scholar's presence in Kalimpong. In
his political autobiography, Sir Basil gave credit to both Gung Kuslio and Rani Choni Dorjee.
the wife of Bhutan's Prime Minister, Raja S. T. Dorjee (and who liappened also to be the
aunt ofJigme Taring the husband of "Mary La," and the sister of Sikkiln's Maharaja. Tashi
Namgyal). Both ofthem. he wrote, "had undertaken a labor of pious love and had translated
into Tibetan my account of the Discovery and Installation of the Dalai Lama." Gould's
original English version of the book, entitled Report ON the Discol.eq; Recognition anti
lnsrallarion of the Fourreellth Dakui Lama, was published in 1931 at Delhi. The Tibetan
version, on the other hand, would have to wait till 1934 for publication Hhen the BI-itish
Government of India found it necessary to have Sir Basil mace a third and final diplomatic
visit to Lhasa, where, after careful perusal of the manuscript by the Kashag. permission was
granted for the Tibetan edition of the Report to be printed at the Potala P r e ~ s . ' ~
But at Kalimpong Changlo Chen would subsequently serve the British Political Officer in
yet another scholarly capacity. And for this labor Gould likewise gave credit in his political
memoirs: ".. . during my last visit to Lhasa in 1944, espertst went carefully through not only
*His return to ~ i b ewould
t
not mean he \vould never again set foot in India and more panicularl!. in Kalimpong.
Ontheconh~,
he would make a number ofjoumel,s into the Subcontinent. at least prior to 1952. A news item
lhat appeared in The Himalavan Times of Kalimpong noted the follotving in its issue of 24 June 195 1, P. 3: .'A
most important visitor from Tibet is at present here in Kalimpong on his way to Calcutta. He is Kunpel 1.a. .. .
lrhol
banished to Kongpo . . . but escaped later . . to India. He was deponed to China. but returned to Tibet
On
invitation ofthe Tibetan government. His mission in India has not been disclosed.'' Without question. the
char saw Tharchin during this visit to India at a time in Tibetan and Indian histov that
fraught with
n'omentousevents which Isere about to occur. ith KaIimpong at the crnter of much of them.
+Oneofwhom.had he been fieto go to Lhasa \vi[h Sir Basil. \vould have been Gergan Tharchin In the ThPaK
,ystill Presenled a letter of invitation sent to the 13abu from Gould. dated the Gangtok Resident!. 4 Jul\; [19JJ]:
l.? unring to Mr. [David] McHutchison (the then head of the Scots Mission] to ask whether. if you are
w'll'ngyyou could be spared to go \vith me again to Lhasa. There is p l e n ~of language work I \\ant done. i f w PerhqsyoUcould meet me at Krlli. probahl\ 0" Frida):" Gi\jcn his penchant for Tibetan scholarship. as \veil as
hise%eme~~
always to visit \\.i[h so man\ f;iends and relati\es in Lhsa. there is no doubt ofhis \\.illingness to
even at such ii moment's notice a s this. Apparentl\-,ho\r.ever. either the press of duties or else Rev.
?Hutchisoni denial of the request
[he ~ a b f;om
u
making one linal j ~ u r n e ) ~ the
t o Tibetan cap-1: a
Journeywhich he would u n q u e s t i i ~ ~ have
~ b l ~thoroughlv enjoyed making. AS it war, the length?' visit he \40uld
last ever to Lhasa. Had he gone
turn out to be his
make the Tibetan capital \+ith Sir ail in 1940 \voulj
\vhich Thwchin would are e n g g d in would have been
l" '944. Lough. p m of(jould.s
..language
S1tdom
with his Lhaan fello\c scholars and re\ric\v the \erv supplement of thousands of n e ~ \ ~ ' o here
~ds
mmiond in the m e
sentence above which chAglo ~ l l e n s n dthe Rani had prepared back in Kallm~ong.
,
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the nbetm Word Book [another work he had been preparing], but alsoaasupplement
[to
in manuscript of several thousand words which had been prepared by Rani Choni D~~~~
and by Changlo Chen Gung, a fine scholar who had been in the close confidence
Thitleent:~Dalai Lama."89
Meanwhile, Gung Kusho and Gergan Tharchin would themselves collaborateon
translation work that was now requested by Major George Sherriff, soon to be the new
British Mission Head at Lhasa.' Major Sherriff was a resident of Kalimpongduringthe
1940s who lived with his wife in the hill station residence called "Crookety." On Christmas
Day 1942 Sherriff, before leaving Crookety for the holidays, had penned a note to the newspapr
editor which explained what he wanted done: "Will you please try to help Gung Kushoto
translate Mr. Churchill's speech [into Tibetan]? He has got the printed speech, but wants
help with the English. I will be back on 1" January." And a little over a month later, now
poised to depart very soon for Lhasa to take up his new post, Sherriff made anotherrequest
of'hisfriend Tharchin that would involve both his newspaper and Changlo Chen. "I wantto
publish in the next two months' issues" of the Tibet Mirror, he wrote, "a paper on the wool
industry in Tibet. I will give you the English paper on this before I leave, or arrange withMr.
Odlingt to hand it over to you. Will you please ask Gung Kusho to translate it. I have written
to him to ask for his help.. .
Changlo Chen would remain in Tharchin's hill station till most likely 1947,duringwhich
period, according to Goldstein, he would often consort with Kunphela; with the ''somewha
idealistic Khampa nationalist and intellectual" from East Tibet, Rapga ~angdatsang(see1he
present narrative's final volume, Chapter 24); and with the "brilliant but dissolute monk.
scholar and rebel," Gedun Chophel (see Chapter 23)-al
four of whom were the guiding
members of a political reform organization, the Tibet Improvement Party, fOundedandled by
Rapga (again, See Chapter 24). But Changlo Chen would also continue, as frequently
requested, to lend his literary talents to Tharchin and others. Moreover, he must haveenjoyed

* Interestingly, beginning in April of 1943, Major Sherriff. accompanied by his wife, would replace m old
acquaintance of Tharchin's. Frank Ludlow. who was leaving Lhasa after only a one-year posting at theMission
that had begun in April of the previous year. Ludlow, it will be recalled, was the one who had sccessfu''~
competed with others for selection to the headmastership of the English school created at ~ y a n t wby theBntlsh
in 1923. It was this school's establishment which had contributed in part to Tharchin's decision to closedownhis
own school there and return to Kalimpong to begin his long-term association with the Church ofScodud
Mission.
t Norman Odling was his brother-in-law. they both having married the two youngest daughters ofRev
Graham: Sherriff to the youngest. Betty; Odling to the next youngest, '.Bunty." All were friends 0ftheTharchlnS,
l
Malor Sherriff. 0.B.E.. was born in 1898 at Kirriemuir. Angus, Scotland, and would die verjnearlhereinin196'the
bi
lust shortly before he went to Lhasa. Sherriff married Betty Graham. After their return to Kalimpong
of 1945. they resumed their residence at Crookety. In 1946-7 these two, with Frank LUdlowandcol0nd
Henry Elliott (as medical officer), undertook a major expedition into Tibet. In 1949 once again, the she"?:
Ludlow, this time with Dr. J. Hicks as the medical officer, made another expedition-b~t on this occasion
neuhis
Bhutan. Upon his retirement from India in 1949, Sherriff purchased an estate at Ascreavie.
binh~lace.and here created a beautiful garden in which, noted his obilualy. "he grew with ast0nlshlngnumerous Himalayan plants." Timenpr (London), 20 Sept. , 9 6 7 Upon word of his death, Tharchinsent qYccess
I
to Betty Sheniff, who wrote a lengthy reply of appreciation dated 9 Nov. 1967. In facl*lheY
carried on an extensive correspondence afier 1949. especially duringthe 1950s and '60s. the letters Ofwhicha 1
a part of the ThPaK.
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im,,w~y the frequent company of Tharchin at the latter's home. For the Babu, so it was
yrreported by one who witnessed it, would often put questions of Tibetan grammar to this
finescholar;that would then be followed up by a discussion on the finer points of the
fibetan
These various literary discussions and labors no doubt helped to divert
Gung ~ ~ s h omind
' s from constantly being occupied with his plight as an exile and at the
same time enabled him to garner some much needed income for his living expenses.
One major project which his friend Tharchin had taken upon himself to launch at the
kginningof 1950 was to publish in his newspaper in translated form for his Tibetan readers
the entire text (some 400 pages) of Sir Charles Bell's remarkable biography of the Great
Thirteenth, Portrait of the Dalai Lama (London, 1946). And for this project he had initially
called upon his great literary associate Changlo Chen Gung Kusho to provide him with a
translation of the preponderance of the book's first seven chapters, which he gladly did for
the Babu. This task Gung Kusho either had done just before departing for China (in 1947 ?)
or, if indeed he did return to Kalimpong before returning to Tibet, had done sometime during
1949. These translated chapters eventually appeared serially during the entire vear of 1950
and on into 1951 as well. It was a major undertaking for the editor of the Tibei Mirror, one
which involved many other translators as well, including David Macdonald, the Kusho Geshe
C. L. Sangpo, and Tharchin Babu's old associate from his Ghoom days, Karma Sumdhon
Paul, the former Headmaster of the Mission school where Tharchin had had his very first
experience as a tea~her.~'
Had Changlo Chen remained longer in Kalimpong, he would doubtless have had a greater
hand in this important enterprise. But as with his former Kongpo exile companion, there
would come a day when news for which Gung Kusho had been waiting patiently all these
Years finallyarrived: he was now to be allowed-by a more enlightened and less insulated
Tibetan government-to return to Lhasa and take up residence there once again. This good
turn of fortune most likely occurred in 195 1, his originating place of departure for there
having been either somewhere in China or Tharchin's hill station. And upon his return to
Lhasa at last, Changlo Chen was given the nobleman's title of Thaiji, doubtless meant as a
mark of his rehabilitation, by a Tibetan government that would need all the talented friends
and supporters it could muster, for the time of the menace of the Red Chinese was even now
Overshadowingthe county. In the critical year of 1959 it was made known to the outside
that Gung Kusho was still alive in Tibet.93

Beforeconcluding this chapter it should be "ientioned that when Tharcliin had originall),
his journey to Tibet ulith Theos Bemard in 1937 he had appliedfor a 1eai.eof
resumed his duties back in Kalim~ongafter
O.nlythreemonth~,
but as it turned out lie
of abse~icehis Tibetan newspaper had
S ' " ~ n t h ~ had gone by! Duringthese many
"4' been published at all. Hojvever, the Tibetail church services had beell c@lldllcled\'er?
faithfully by his close Cllristian brother and elder in the congregation. Da\'id hlacd@n31d."

PI. 1 The author once again with the son of Gergan Tharchin, Sherab Gyan
md
)r his wife Nini, outside S.G.'s office on the premises of the spacious "hichin compwnd, ,.*>
-S
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Founder ~acfarlanea d Other Early leaders of the c h d of & m t l d m
Himaiaya Mission (aka: C ~ U K
of Scotland
:~
Guild Mission).
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dr;m,,-

PL 3tt Kahywgin&eeady hp.
3% rnbpaag today.
3c

Za the bttck&l"ouadare the first Scots Midon buildings in Kalimpong; in the

2d

b m g m d m shown the bazaar a;rea9sfew graes huts.
.chw& of Scodwad W~sEoa'ar&:*g
House in the Krrlimpol~sbazaar am.

PI. 4a
4b

The faqade of the famed SUM Institution, Kalimpong, established 1886,
Ganga Prasad Pradhan.

.
. -, ;:5?P,*t
.,,? ,+
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- *-,L+
5b KristoDas 8tadhaa.
5c Grave of K.D. hahan, God's A m , Seats Mission, Kfdkpmg.
5d Thanchin aurrounde8. by his Tibetan-language cimtss sWm& c*
Thatchin, most were from B h m .
5e Rev. C.T. Pmo, pioneer and leader of the S i a m elwroh. H%BWCUXM
ofTibetan at S U M I when Thmbin kefi for Tibet in 1921.

PI.5a Rev. Dr. W-$.
Sutherland.
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PI. 7a The so-called Three Holy Roofs of Kalimpong: Christian church on hill, upper right; Moslem
mosque in foreground, center left; and Hindu temple in foreground, center right.
7b Belfry tower and fagade of Macfarlane Memorial Church, Kalimpong.
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h md display of wememcwial rrtl plm bunopd'
;
gTiberena: Revs. Evm Mackenzie, l o b
W d l above where the author is shown standing at the ddeahd
fully ministered Clod's word to fho ~ h r i s d ~ c o f i ~ ~ d
ans for many years.

''.FThe Bhotanese Kazi
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dalimpong, nrja Ugyen Dorjee; photo taken outside

Rsldence, Kalimpong,

9b U g ~ e nDorjee's son and successor in Kalimpong. Raja Sonam Tokye Dodec-

'

fie TongSa Penlop, Ugyen Wangchuk. the first Maharaja of Bhutm.
-pd'Dmng, one of Bhutan's great fortresses.
9e Pam-Taktsang. or Tiger's Nest, Monastery has stood for centuries
of kt
Valley.
wm~daw*M-*
9f
Oath of Allegiance signed at Pounakha at h e installation Of
Of Bhuta, 1907.
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P1.12a The wklee-mofcd pagoda-lihc

chorten or temple within fhe Palkfror Chb&
Monilstery. Gyantse. Oc!apd in duph it bu
1 five stories. 108 d m . and W W t olW7
bail for
'eet. Each floor is a
containing some of the estimated 1
0
0
W
]ages of Buddhas. Thus this
s h bh
I Tibet has sometimes been call& 'the Pttgodad
the Hundred 'l'kwmad.''
12b Some of the countlets Bolddltss Bo
be fbmd within the gree~tc h o m of PaiFIrbw
Chhode Monmtery.
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m

13a On right, Changlo Chm Gung Kusho, one of the yOWg offi- it3
with his A.D.C., at Gyantse.
1% Gmup of Tibet Army officers, with Tsmng 11 scat& WnRJ- 1920~.
whmhehdU*
~ i ~ Dinda
p n Dorie
one among Thmchin's several O ~ C W
- Gyaltsen,
languages while at Gyantse.

I
PI.16a Sir Charles Bell (seated center with arms folded) and
party, Lhasa 1921. Seated second from left is Rai Bahadur Sonam
Wimglfel Wen-La, and standing behind the right shoulder of Bell is Rai
*B
N d u Dhondup: two of Gergan Thatchin's close acquaintance%
i m h ~ f invdved
y
in iQnglo-Tibetan political reiations. The seven
iadividuslla shown with hat feathers are Sikkimese employ-.
16b Cintaed Charles G. Bruce, leader in 1922 of tbe first evei
Momt h m s t Climbing Expedician (seaM), li%~ning
to Tbchia's
C ~ M
friend -it
Sumdhon Paul--the Expeditim's int-terbugkit to the General fmLama Zatul Rimpoche, Abbot of TiWs
to be launched
west Climbing Expeditions had now been
Sir Cha&ys Bell's me-year diplomatic miSSi0II to Ma8il at h
to the ~~snslatiofi
&m b$lihto * i h
Paul would gmatly
''"'".~gfl~~
op~(6,
Ponmit ofthe o hi
(1 946). s biography of the
math
wOuM
*
LP'md@&l
h~ e r g Tharchin's
a
716rr Mirmr newspaper during h e catb 195W
. 'C T g i ~ ~L~ngshar
fi
(center) and the four Tibetan boys he is sbwt to ~ c c ~ to~%gbd
n y fa
'mng a E u m p a 8eMad~y
~
and university education, Lhasa 1913. m of fie fm
h&osS
b m b r Of Sonam Tobgye, one of Tharchin's four officer f h d 3 1a y ~ l s e K ~ i the~ older,
~ ~ however,
;
having become the *OE f ~ ~ s .
,
LlIdlow, who in 1923 became he Headmastet of &G
lshd
awnbe *at, like Tharchin's 0~
thmdd&d
Bdw Ilem.
m6 ~ W W Wdue
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a nl i d w ~ M * s .
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in
'I. : b '. . J street scenes in the Tibetan capital. At the top, one of the
which can be seen in the background: on right, the Pomla; in center, the Jo-khmg T e ~ ~ l e ; on
ndcs
Ch'pOi Hill's Medical College. The bottom photo shows another saEet linedon
and in the distance is a large ch0*en.

and
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IF'

a few iingknr ark^)^^^^^'^
valley foor.
21b A wealthy merchant's picnic tcnt in a park near Lhasa.
* l c Playing the dice game of sbo beneath a large picnic awning in a Lhasan li1ltkl1'ld Numerous tents of picnicking parties inside a park near Lhasa where willow and poplar trees
21a A view across the river Kyi from the steps of

PI. 22a In the center of Lhafa nw' thc Jokhang Temple is still found today dre maty Pillar
known as the Do-ring (meaning ancient sione). on
whose columns had been inactibcd in both Tib.Alsl
and Chinese the text of the peace pact of 821 a.d.
between these two Central Asian empires.
22b Overhanging tht Do-ring or Pillu
of Unity could be found in Thmhin's day the SOcalled sacred willow aee, said to be ovet a tbo&
years old, and believed by T i b m s to have spuq
from a hair of Lord Buddha that bad been hand planted here by a Chinese prioceas as a S*
of friendship Wween tbt! two peoples.

P1.23a, b Two exterior views of the Jomat antrance; che huge beil-shped object (
'
~ of Buddhism.
~
8 Tbc right photo: the hblls. a d aaimals *£cw m@*-

mm--

lx

26a-d A photo montage of Gergan Tharchin and his Lhasa wife Karma Dechhen. As bertas.m
d e t e m e d *these four photos were taken during the 1920s. See Photo Credits for moE detnlr

PI. 27a Capbin Younghusband and his &+G=at
Game3*rival C010~elG r ~ m m v s E
length black cape) meeting high in the Pamirs of Centnl Asia, 18892% The Younghusband Expedition staff in Tibet. 1904, including C* Y
Qlefi). Brig. Gen. J.R.L. Macdonald (to Younghusband's left), Lt. F.M. (Enc) Bdq
l&) and Capt. W.F.T. O'Connor (to Bailey's lefi).
2% Lt. Colonel Bailey (left) and O'Connor, shown t ~ ~ * ewifh
r
Xm CA
by m h u d mc&r
eitherbehe or shortly after the plot against Ddai
m e d mt at his direction by B*y 'S personid agent
my
Major Padma Chandm (inset). had failed by mid-s~mma1924.O'C-m
'V"
Bnw
hv0y to the Court of Nepal, was in close touch with Bsiky- md
involved in the plot himselfaf-a
Poli€kd
276 John Claude White 1 1 853- 1918). appoint& first British
in 1889 and wrved in that post lill s u d d by sir
27e "Sardar Bahadur Sonam Wangfel ~ a d e a - CBE.
h RGSfivfb'd*(kdad
Leagold 11 (Belgium). Retired superintendentof police,
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September 1904.

anden Ti Rimpoche, into whose hands the fleeing D
o a@txed the Dalei Lama's seal to the Lhasa Treaty in

,

d h,
topher with
PI. 30 Chinese soldiers departing Gyantse on deportation t~ In&, 1912.
Tibetan wives, children and assorted camp followers, settled down in ib&q~#
mtd &%When? in India
m e , themfm.
to the uncertainties of life in their Chinese homeimd.
F far the h d h ~
storical events then occwing on the Roof of t& WwM,
disaffected Chinese" in large numbers im K a l m d d ~ p i
wafromtiq
e f c l a a I € w ia
W Rev. Evm Maekengie and c&w&ist tkrgm T&t&& d&
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A.T. Pollhill-Turner

D.E. Hoste C.H. Pollhill-Turner Rev. W.W.Cassels

P1.32a A photo taken at Shanghai of the celebrated "Cambridge Seven." One of their number,
Cecil Polhill-Turner, would become a close personal acquaintance of Gergan Tharchin and would visit the
latter's hill station at least three times under unusual circumstances.
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32b Annie Taylor and her servants at afternoon tea in London. On her lefi is ponw*?
fan Tibetan servant who had accompanied Miss Taylor on her noteworthy Journeyfrom Cm
a t b s m p g ~ ~ u c c e s s h r lto
l yreach Lhasa with the Christian gospel in 1892-3. A Year later she'OW
d
Warn akmpt to penetrate Tibet with the gospel of Christ, this time from In-

and work
tfaG T i W s &em.
33b U
.
t h e M m c s e fhWer
~d~&iril~mi)8sfmmTLbiat
end tbc aceat of Amie Tayk's d i s m
attempt h 1894 to pmztrtm the C b e d LIad
w i & S B e ~ ~ ~ i n ~ y w i ( h .
ber TaxmJ Pislaeer Band d ymng
&&W5*
ta EBt ~ 0 ' .*ers sigh1 cse be
s ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ g B r o m ~ a $ i a o
E o r t , ~ ~ ~ ~ , A n n i e l i ~ Z o r a y a u
or m4zeirrtb rmgb shanty t2€mlWda8s~--,

P
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Pt. 35a-e Other servaots of Christ who had long labo~edamong T.,,.ans in

qkhe Wimpmg areat. In the p u p photo outside Jarvis Hall at G~aham'sHomes, &ken
'i?%mmhein the 1820s or early '30~.can be seen seated front and center left to rig&
Dr. Ckaham, his right hand assistant Mr. Purdie. and David Macdonald; just above tbx
J a w s W d s 8wgm Thruchin, probably a Tibetan cateehist by this time; and abow
&r& ie the longtime minister d Mdarlane Church P.S. Targain. And tlse ladies
shm~a$
am two American missionaries who for many years labored h the
W&fulIy m m g Tibetans and others in the area: Dorothy Chiistiansort (upper

and Lillimut Carlson.
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P1.40~

PI-Ma-c On previous plate (PI. 40a) is shown the front page of the very first issue of Ge%annd''

zlbetan Newspaper (1 October 1925), later to be known as The Tibet Mirror ( Y u k h ~ gSosojS@Wr
Meto:g)* poduced on an old-fashioned duplicator machine called Roneo. This machine for a 10%timebd?
l y n g Idle and neglected on the floor in a corner of Dr. Graham's Scots Mission office t h a t ~ a s ~ ? ~ ~ ~
the Andmon Office Building which still stands today in Kalimpong (see PI. 40b). With the ~ e m i s g l ~ ~ ~ *
rofsslonarY*Tharchin was able to take it to his home and get the machine up and running sufficientlytO~rodua
first and many succeeding issues of the newspaper despite there having been some broken
One Pm d s s l g ! l Immediately above is shown the front page of the first issue of ThacSn's new@
created on an old llrhographic hand press in September 1928. Both devices had been providd~hslrr byY
esteemed fhdand supporter, Scots Mission missionary, the Rev. Dr. John A. Graham.
. N d ~ shquld
e
~ s ~ ~ i abel ltaken
y of the Tibetan Buddhist double dorje symbol (the Dorje a.a'''
whch mychm Ibc Christian editor had occasionally employed in the newspaper's mashad Tb*
c o ~ o v ~ ~tol some
a l Buddhist and Christian observers alike, the use of this and other distinctly
his Paper and on his newspaper's office letterhead stationeq (see next Plate) was imeanS
attrscung to his news journal's pages, including the one page in the paper always devoted to ~ h n s ~ ~ ~
as many readers as possible from within a predominantly Buddhist audience both in Tibet and In&
Tibetan-speaking lands.

42%b Above is displayed a partial reproduction of an item of Christian l i t e r a t u n w ~ ~ h ~ ~
fm % Eastem Himalaya Scots Mission by means of the lithographic hand press. ~ h c l a m ~ ~ ~
hpusad m a bulldlRg, pictured immediately above, known as Tin Dhuray. The illustration badiag u ~ ~ e L
plftonall~depicts Christ's Ascension back to Heaven, leaving behind His disciples to continuclbcudD
e e o f ~ ~ r e a d i the
n g Christian message everywhere till the time of His promised S e m d Coming.M ' ~
*acc0mpmying tent there is indicated in English the following: "Printed and ~ublishcdb~
R . ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ '
the Chmch of Scotland Guild Mission at the Tibetan Press Kalimpong, 1940.)
3egioning in 1928 Tin Dhuray, situated above Pobil] Hall, would house the Tibef ~ i r r ~ r L
~ ~ F ~ @ ~
Ress.ms
Lif?loPress, like the Roneo duplicator machine, had been made available to BabuThucbn
ORham* h s case, in the early part of 1928. It would thus replace the Roneo process by w ~ c h f a w i
Years therafter the Tibetan newspaper would be produced until the time in 1948 when purchase of aTd
printing press made it possible for the Tibetan publisher to relocate back down
of
Rishi Road-the main thoroughfare of Kalimpong. Here he would establish
Mde
hbg
that s m e Year and oficially inaugurate the Tibet Mirror Press.
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PL,48a-d A photo montage of Tibet's God-King,the
C ~ S MTk&f~ntb
Ddai Lama, at various periods of his rule
&&r 1910.
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PI. 52a, b Several more personalities who figured in the life and times of Gergan Thar~induhg'
1920s. At top above can be seen seated center the then absolute monarch of Siklcim, the ~ahmjaorChg*l
(god-Ling) ofthis t h y Himalayan kingdom that was predominantly Mahayana Buddhist in dgionueTlM
Among the assembled dignitaries surrounding the Chogyal, who was on a visit to Kalimpong?canalsoobcrta
two Christians who were nonetheless on close friendly terms with the Sikkimese Buddhist monarch:@k
Thanbin (seated 3"' from right on ground) and his good friend and longtime Minister of ~ a c f a r l ~ ~ ~ ~
Rev, P.S.Targain (standing, 2d from right).
h p o t t o m picture above, and seated center, is shown the very first hereditary monarch of
KW3dm of Bhutan. Maharaja Ugyen W a n g c h t (1907-26), who paid a visit (0 Kahpongwhenbe
s t q d at the Bhutan Durbar House, the setting for this photograph. His kingdom, too, Was predomidm
Mahay~a~uddhist
in religious faith. Ch. 13 of the present narrative relates how in 1917 and 1919-Z0%
'Jkwchln had accompanied SUM1 Principal Rev. Dr. Sutherland on two Education Missions to Bhuuno@*
behyt offhe Maharaja, where they met the ruler at Bumthang. Not surprisingly, therefoE9am
L @ l m c s gathered around the Bhutanese monarch can be seen the indo-Tibetan Chfistim
wound (2d from left), as well as Rev. Targain (whose face is immediately behind and to nghl of@
., .~ n t l e m a nholding a pith helmet)
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PI: 54a-C Forms of Tibetan greeting showing respect. The photo on upper left depictSWbe@
Iite,lS$rseso
bngue out and thumbs up. The upper right photo pictures a single person revealing the mo*P
~dlttati~n,
wherein three forms of n s ~ e c t fmeeting
~l
are executed simu]tane~~~ly:
tOnP6 pma.
haad 0~tWetchedwith palm up, and ieft ear pushedforward.
NM3' all h a t foms of Tibetan grating have their &gins back in the remote r u * p liw*@
lad
still qvia evident during the days of Gngsn Thsrchio's mmY vikDto .thbgaoor~J-@
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hua-ican scholar on Indian yoga

In Punjab Aftm
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W by Wife Wb Escupu?

rdw 126 #gm.,.,. >,
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NEW b d : ' o e t m'rr~~n.
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T b w # ~ - c b N s r r md
Y ~
mats ~
'
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,W gan ~
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f o o t l 2 6 m i b r ~ t r l b r l ~
in flakbd xcnhl Vallay in ths
~ F ' l l 4 ~ u i d t o d r g t b r t
heP hurkab-r rchalar d nbatsn
lom-waa d m b g and probably
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P1.96 Exactlytea

years after his trip to
and Tibet in 1937, Bemd
Ituleu.
Mr8;=rrtirthsrbwitab
returned once nutre to
Bap. thet her do-yow+Id husband,
Kalimpong an8 sou& to
sari ort Q. A. Bsrnsrd of Northentrance again into the
CWU., had
raiders
Forbidden Land. But when
w b , abphmb a d , bad attacked
that country's Government
party*
politely but firmly refused his
NO trae4 a~ W body hsr been
application he went off to
found by meamherr, and hia wife
rrid it wu pmd?ale that Mr. Barconduct research in Spiti
mml, who sp&u Tlbetan fluently
Province and adjacentareasof
and i8 well quslated with the
Little Tibet in NW 1ndia.Tbe
tsmsn,mi@t lw tryfn to make
ever helpful Tharchin loaned
or
hia wry out t'hroulgh
Tlm.
Bernard one of his servaots.a
Mr. Bamub-rutbor oi a nmnL
Khampa from East TibeL But
bgdbookmonTibeturdpmecl..
he and the servant became
ror ai a
Ibruy a& o~uruvictims of communal strife
reriptr W t the Uttb-klwwtk land
which had erupted following
the partition between India
and Pakistan that same year
tempting to get back to the Kulu
of
1947. One of several
Valley.
him Modem amvanb. Thuy raid
articles on Bernard's
they dLd not know whether Mr. Mr. Bernard ir the author of whereabouts and final end
''Penthouse of the Gods," pubUlrhed
]Banurd brb crcsped, however.
Mm. Bernard, who urlved here In 1999,which describes hia expert appeared in the New York
yeaterday from Btml., left today meep on a journey from In&
to, Times. He was never heard
ior cahtt., Whcro #be laM to Lbara i
Tibet where h4 lived wlthl from again.
Waft f~ -8
d
ba&od
ta at the Buddhint &h%.
into
-d.
mfterherh1utJmdlsrt entually he w u m l ~ d

&*

b4b.b.d&--

K!='

~ ~ . r p r e 8 d I d 6 t h e ~ .

. W-

ssabc

Buddhim

Pictured above are the three great State Monasteries or Ecclesiastical Seats of Tibetan
enormous r e l i g i @ ~ ~ b ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
even aCOnowc,power over the country. Each of them, as it were, was a city in itself, SO vast Were th.ey In
allqwa~*
s b n e s , fells and monkish populations (one of them, for example, having possessed in 1" heydny
mmy as 10*Oooinmates!). Top to bottom above: Drepung, and 10 the right, the Nechvng State Oncr
center (the l ~ g red
e structure''
.od Gmdenv showing the Reformer Tsong KhapaVsmausolsum at

at Ulasa* Rior to 1950 these three religious institutions had for centuries

of m. panchen W*of ~ibetof Trashilhunpo Monastery, ec - ;iaatical ae I d u s -nd
largest dty. S h m in
'higab Dzong visible in the distance a mile away on the fight ~ d i n g
Secondphotograph is a part of the golden roofs of the Monastery.
h 1924 wah m r i m$
~ 4
I' %wn rhat Gergan Thmhia had visi&d S~gatseMid h e Monasm
of
tw. was wbik h- with Bemd m*
Theos Bernard, the latter being the longer s a y
hric("GM two PI*@.
of
fIrn fir firat (has w i m n l d in all its g w e ~ detail
~ ~ the
~ e

-

A

VLW
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What +OUS

and the next Plate's
aspects of the ritual
&mm a ."Wb
**ce~d''
m '*sky buriar':
h mast r@inmonmethod of dispsing of
@e .$s+ in 'Pibet; whbh is to say, bow
'h'tWm f e d a human corpse to the
v d t ~ q maud ra~eng..Bwn~lingwith the
t o p w d plioto above, come *'o-otast
U-rs"
catled mgyepas are shown,
wltomUwa; h ~ s d l a t e &on
d the m
01 tkc6 City's inhabitants-haw walls bailt
i

-

PI.63a-c Some orher events
of the early and mid- 1930s
which impinged themselves on
the life of Gergan Tharchin are

reflected in the above
,
illustrations: the arrival at the
Babu's home in late 1937 of
aanllo Chen and Kunphela
redress of their forced
exile outside Lhasa meant for the
Babu t&ng these men to see the
PofiticalOfficer for Tibet at h e
now familiar Residency at
Gangt~k.a British government
Imdmark he would frequently
h a v e ~ c a ~toivisit
~ n during h e
of his career: in 193 1
nuchin would find a new mis&onuy in
of the 3- MidM'i IWlaQay,m,
who would also on occasion tcmponrily bc hdnteedaemd.PrnlT&m,
ficmipt in 1937 ofa pstcprd fmm Tilwua ~udmd. gd*ad-ofwhaLI1
m dPtLI
Deed,'' W.Y.Evms-Went., ~qdeating,if pma
Rlalh~ong,
meant that, givm Thmhio'a wd-hQWUvMW& b.
h "lbD
U.-Oro
d ~m W' -ld
moher of IrnWing number of scbolun,
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END-NOTES
The reader is referred back to the "Abbreviations" page at the front of the volume for an important
statement and explanation about the abbreviations employed in these End-Notes for documenting the
useoftheGergan Tharchin Unpublished "Memoirs" (GTUM).A further word, however, needs to be
here about this same documentation.
The reader will notice from a perusal of these End-Notes that the documentation on the use of the
GTUM material appears in the following places within the listing of each of the Text chapter's End-

Notes:
(1)

at the very beginning of the section of End-Notes for each chapter there appears a
general citation which includes:
(a) the total pagination of the relevant part of the GTllM material used in composing
the Text of that chapter of the present narrative, and
(b) a summary enumeration of the specific pages of the GTUM material fiom
which were taken particular quotations appearing in the Text of that chapter
of the present narrative (see at the head of Ch. 12, e.g., which reads: GTUM
TsMs, 90-6; quotes: 91, 93n., 94-5,96);

(2)

in those important instances where unarnbiguity about the specific GTUM pagination
was felt necessary to provide the reader with beyond what ( l ) (b) above already .
provides, there is indicated in some of the individual end-notes for each chapter of
the present narrative a GTUM source citation which gives the particular page(s)
that was used or quoted from (see, e.g., end-note 46 of Ch. 13); and finally,

(3)

in those individual end-notes themselves in which quotes andlor information have
been included that were derived from the GTUM material, appropriate
documentation, with an indication of the specific page(s) of the GTUM, has been
provided (see, e.g., end-note 60 of Ch. 14).

I . Billy Bray 1975%p. 561.

2. Manuel 1914. p. I0 (emphasis Manuel's).
3. Weir 1900, p. 73.
4. All quotations in the discussion of Christian Missions and education are from Lindell 1979, p. 72.

5 . In one of his early letters from Gaya Macfarlane wrote: "The hearers are generally a band which one of
our brethren in the Punjab truly described as generally consisting of 'lewd fellows of the baser sort.' They laugh
andoppose and revile until one is sick of their company. Not a soul is himself seeking after truth. Not a Hindu
or Mohammedan ever comes to our house to inquire after Christ. Who can be satisfied with such a state of
things?"And in another letter. written in 1868, he makes it even plainer his discouragemcnt with gospel preaching
here:"The more I become acquainted with the Hindus, the more do I despair of bazaar preaching producing any
effect upon them. They are the most unspiritual, earthly, low-minded, deceitful, subtle, cunning, characterless,
unearnest race of men that I either saw or read or heard of.. .." Quoted in Manuel 1914, p. 9.

6. Hewat 1960, p. 158. See also Manuel 1914, pp. 9-10 for additional details on this momentous move from
Gaya to the Darjeeling area.
7. Lindell 1979, pp. 69-74. See also pp. 55 and 75-83 for more on his life.
8. Kilgour 1931, pp. 182-3.

9. Hewat 1960, p. 161. In fact, Rev. Kilgour, longtime member of the Scottish Mission at Darjeeling and
Kaljmpong who worked with Prasad on the Nepali Bible at one period and who in 1909 became the Editorial
Superintendent in London of the British and Foreign Bible Society, made it quite clear that to Rev. Pradhan was
"due the greatest credit of putting the whole Bible into his mother tongue." Kilgour 1931. p. 183. The entire
translation was finished and printed in 1915, and subsequently, in recognition of his remarkable achievements
in Bible translation. Pradhan was made an Honorary Life Governor of the British and Foreign Bible Society.
Lindell 1979, pp. 55, 80.
10. At Kalimpong, a catechist of the Scottish Mission in Macfarlane's day and later in the days of his
Successor,Rev. Graham, was more than what is usually implied by the term. Beyond being a teacher of catechumens
being an indigenous teacher of the Christian Scriptures. the catechist of a local body of believers
was in essence "the pastor, doing all the work of a Minister, except the administration of the sacraments" (i.e..
communion,baptism, marriage), this latter responsibi]iv, until such catechists were eventually ordained, being
administered
by the missionaries. Graharn 1897, pp. 138-9.
ll. Regarding Sukhrnan, see ibid., 55, 58-9, 149. See also Lindell 1979, pp. 74-5. For both Sukhman and
praad Pradhan, see Manuel 1914, pp. 12-14.
12.Neverthe~ess,
it should be noted that Macfarlane's immediate successor, Rev. Sutherland. must have felt
since by the early 1890s he had established a Preaching-House at a strategic point at the corner ofthe
Kalimpong (to w h e elements
~
of the scots Mission, as will be seen, were transferred), it having been
on that site for the purpose of providing a place from whose steps the gospel could be proclaimed to a v a t
of people who each week descended upon the hill station in droves to buy and sell on marker day.
Everysahlrday(formerly held on Sundaystill the Christian community, for various EaronS. SucmssfvllY ~ t l t l o n d
to change the day), as many a four to five thousand people would be in Kalimpong on
"~ll'qg
Whereupon Sutherland and his Training School teachers and students would draw the cr0wds.b~
"lr s~lging
a d t&e turns at various intervals delivering gyrpel addresses in different ImguageS to the ml'llng
poplethatgathered m u n d the steps of the Preaching-House. Rev. Graham, in his 1897 volume On the M1rrlon
far'' heard the gospel for the first time, while others
that by this means many &&from
near
however, that "the direct convenions fhm such
"lnded
h e preaching from week to week, He
b m ~ r e a c h i n g were
"
'.not numerous," but believed it to be, nonetheless, i m p o w t %encyt ammg
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by which the gospel could be brought to bear upon the people. eraham 1897. pp. 26, 51-4. In his om dg
ThUchin war also to use this technique of evangelism, especially among the Tibetans in Kalimpong; ch. 16
13. This little volume and its Q and A's are described and quoted from in Lindell 1979, p, 73.
14. Quoted in Manuel 1914, p. 11.

16. Quoted in ibid., 175.
17. Ibid., 171.
18. Quoted in Manuel 1914, p. 16.
19. Weir 1900, p. 103.
20. Much of the information on what happened during Macfarlane's furlough in Scotland is taken,from
Manuel 1914, pp. 18, 125-6 and Weir 1900, p. 100.
21. Ibid, 101.
22. Hewat 1960, p. 159; see also Weir 1900, p. 101.
23. Ibid., 101-2.
24. Ibid., 102.
2 5. Ibid.
26. Bray 1975% p. 56 1.
27. The quote is found in Weir 1900, p. 102; the sources for the rest of the information found in this
paragraph are: ibid. ; Simick 1986, p. 7; and Manuel 1914, pp. 126-7.
28. Quoted in Perry 1997, p. 43.
29. Weir 1900, p. 102.
30. Manuel 1914, p. 127.
31. Weir 1900, p. 104.
32. The source for most of the information in this paragraph is ibid. For on Kilgour, Rhenock and hismagic
lantern, see the April 1893 issue of the Darjeeling, Kalimpong & Sikkim News, a small newsletter publishedb~
the Church of Scotland's Eastern Himalaya Mission. For on Macara and Chidarn, see Louis 1894, P. 2633. The quote and all data are kom Weir 1900, p. 104.
34. Quoted from R. Sada and S. Mukhia, eds,, Kalimpong Girls High School CenfenaryMemoirs ld9@
1990 (Kalimpong: GHS Magazine Committee, 1991), 4.

35. The creation of the Young Men's Guild within the Church of Scotland in 1881 had occurred but afe\'
Years before the Guild itself appointed Craham as its first missionary to be sent abroad. he ending UP going3
the will of God, to the Eastern Himalaya Scots Mission based in Kalirnpong. The Guild's t-t~otlowar."Wesed
the Kingdom ofcod and His Righteousness," and its aim, to unite "societies which have for t h e i r o b ~ ~ ~ ~
the Lord Jesus Christ, by promoting the spiritual and intellectual life of young men, and by encouragingthemi0
undertake works of Christian usefulness." This the Guild was able to fulfill by unitlng the Young
Church of Scotland in a remarkably successful fellowship of prayer, study and service The Guild's founder\v'
the young Granam's mentor, counselor and Divinity School instructor at Edinburgh
Professor W.Chatteris. The latter so appreciated eraham's six years of labor as Clerk ofthe CommlneethX
managed the Church's magazine, The Chrirrion L@ and WO&,that when a paid secretary Was
the.Guild, he was immediately appointed. And thus began Graham's association with the Young Men
which by 1897 had grown to 68 1 branches scattered everywhere in [he world where the ChurchOf scotl.afld
to be found, and with a membership of 25.87 1 . all of whom were now greatly interested in the Scots Mission

squghli
q
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~ ~ l i ~supportifig
~ n g , it as "their" Mission, and Graharn in particular, throughout the l a r ' s lifetime ofservice
in India,Sources: Graharn 1897, p. 162; ~d Minto 1974, pp. 7-9.

36,The Report of the Foreign Missions Committee of the Church of Scotland for the year 1889 reads in part
as follows:"Mr. Sutherland has handed over the charge of the Kalimpong Mission to Mr. Graham, the first
missionary of the Young Men's Guild. In recording the severance of the connection between Mr. Sutherland m d
(his~iSjon,
your Committee would desire to express their deep sense of the noble service which Mr. Sutherland
haP, renderedto the cause of Missions.. ." Quoted in Manuel 1914, p. 20. The transference of administration of
,heKalimpongMission from the missionary hands of the Foreign Missions Committee to the missionary hands
ofthe Guild Mission came about as follows. At the time that Guild member (and Secretary) John Graham
volunteeredto be a Guild missionary, the Guild formed a Subcommittee and submitted to the Foreign Missions
Committee of the Church of Scotland its proposals with respect to the selection of a suitable overseas field for
mission work. The Missions Committee of the Church, as described by Graham's biographer, James Minto, was
*.concernedabout the state of their funds" and "suggested that instead of starting a new station the Guild should
relieve them of the financial burden of running an existing station." Furthermore, the Missions Committee
declared "that they would more than welcome the assistance and cooperation of the Guild in the Kalimpong
division ofthe very successful Darjeeling Mission [i.e., the Darjeeling and Kalimpong Missions]." In response
IheGuild's Subcommittee gave its assent to this proposal provided, in the words of Minto. "that there was such
an individuality in the Mission as would let it [the Kalimpong Mission] be known as the Guild Mission" and
halathe field should be such that the Guild could send a man [of their own] and not merely contribute to the
suppon of one [Sutherland, or whoever] already there." It was only a1 this stage in the negotiations that the
Guild's Subcommittee revealed that 'their efficient and industrious Secretary,' Mr. John A. Graham, M.A., had
volunteered his services." The rest is history. Minto 1974, pp. 13-14.
37. All the foregoing information and quotations concerning the relationship between these two missionaries,
as well as the commendation with regard to Sutherland, are from ibid., 19, 24-5, 38-41. The latter statement
quoted, about what Sutherland foresaw coming, is doubtless based on what he himself once said prior to 1914:

"If India is to be evangelized, it must be by native evangelists. The missionary from Scotland is a necessary
elrment in the Himalayan Church now; but gradually he must be eliminated. He is a foreigner cast in a different
mold from the people, and to a large extent he must always remain an outsider. One great object of the Training
S~hoolis to train the best of the Christian youth to be the future leaders of the native Church and more and more
Put on them responsibility and service." Quoted in Manuel 19 14, pp. 133-4.
37a. Quoted from minutes of (a) Council meeting (at Siliguri), 27 Jan. 1921:p. 7 and (b) Council meeting
(alKalimpong),5-6 June 1924, p. l , EHMC Minutes 1921-1935.
38. Quoted in Manuel 1914. p. 20.
39.Because the Mission, with the arrival of Graham. began receiving support from the Young Men's Guild
back in Scotland and elsewhere, it was only natural that Guild branches began to spring up in the various church
districtsbelonging to the Church of Scotland's Eastern Himalaya Mission. The branch at Kalimpong that met in
lh1sHousefor Bible study and general knowledge. reported Graham in 1897. "has proved itself to be one of the
best factors in the Mission work." '.Some of the natives are good talkers and keen debaters," added Graham.
"md from their consideration of various subjects valuable suggestions have arisen and many advances made."
Graham 1897, pp. 143-4.
40. Minto 1974, p. 25.
41. Per Simick 1986, p. 7.
42. Graham 1897, p. 145.
43. Minto 1974, pp. 24-5.

45.Graham 1897, pp. 149, 154.
46. AS it turned out, this honor would fall to G e g m Thuchin in 1917 md 1919-20. See next chapter.
4 7 Hewat 1960, p 162 (emdhasis added).
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48. m e ten are: Lepcha, Nepali (or Parbuti). Tibetan, Santali, Chinese. English, Bengali, Hindi, Hindurlani
(or Urdu), and Kol (or Uraon, and spoken by the Kols of Chota Nagpurl. Graham, 1897, p. 70. n e text o f ~ o h n
3: 16 in the New Testament is, of course, as follows: "For God SO loved the world, that he gave his only begonen
Son, that whosoever believeth on Him should not perish, but have eternal life."

49. Hewat 1960, p. 162. And to round out the picture still funher, by the end of the next thirty years (which
would include iharchin's early involvement in the Mission) these already encouraging statistics were aupentd by
even more impressive achievements. For by 1930 there was a Christian community of nearly 10,000 in the area
worked by the Scottish Mission, supported by a total staff of only 27 missionaries.The work on the westem sideofthe
Mission's area of labor in the "wedge-district" (the latter including the foothills and jungles known as the Terion he
west and the Duars on the east), and directed, of course, fiom Darjeeling and Kurseong, had a missionarycontingenl
of but two married men and four ladies assisted by three ordained Indian workers, and 60 Indian helpers. the
section of the Mission area worked fiom Kalimpong had 15 of the 27 missionaries residing there; there being ample
justification, however, for having a majority of the 27 situated at this strategic point, since the hill station still stood
poised "on the threshold of three closed lands" at that time. With a Christian community within its district that
composed of 3000 of the total 10,000 believers throughout the entire "wedge" region of upper Bengal, the Scots
(Guild) Mission at Kalimpong by 1930 possessed "a varied school work for boys and girls, many of whom" came
from "among the Tibetans, Nepalese and Bhutanese." Education was by that time conducted up to the High School
standard with also a large industrial school created. Also, the Teacher Training Institute at Kalimpong continued to
provide Christian teachers for the many schools of the Darjeeling and Kalirnpong districts. With its total of 152
schools and 4568 scholars, the Church of Scotland Eastern Himalaya Mission was by 1930"clearly the most successful
Christian work yet attempted on the frontiers of India." McLeish 1931, p. 134; data culled fiom pp. 134-6.
Encomiums continue to be heaped upon this Mission even today. As recently as 1986, on the occasion ofthe
Centenary celebration of the SUM Institution, the Secretary of Education in the Sikkirn State government of
India had this to say of this remarkable Mission in a letter he sent to the Institution: "The dedicated and selfless
work of Scottish missionaries in the Eastern Himalayas is worth writing in gold; perhaps no other single
organization has done so much over such a long period so consistently and so painstakingly." Letter of T.P.
Sharma, 28 Feb. 1986, quoted in SUM Institution 1986, on unnumbered page.
50. O'Malley 1989, pp. 170, 17 1-2.
5 1. Quoted ;n ibid., 5 1-2.
52. Weir 1900, p. 102.
53. The text of this tombstone inscription was noted at the cemetery and recorded by the present author
when on a visit to Kalimpong in late 1987. Interestingly, one Scottish Church foreign missions historian has
noted that "the chief work of founding the [ l 870 Darjeeling] Mission was done by Mr. Macfarlane and his
sister." Ibid., p. 74. And O'Malley, writing in his gazetteer, has remarked that it was "chiefly owingtotheenerg
and perseverance of Miss Macfarlane" that there was established the only girls' school which then exisledin
District Darjeeling back in the early years of the Mission; this, despite the strong opposition of the hill peoples
who considered the idea of educating girls "quite absurd." O'Malley 1989, p. 174. Margaret Ann had servedher
brother from nearly the very inception of the Mission, having arrived at Darjeeling in 1871.
54. Quoted in Weir '1900, pp. 104-5.
55. Where not already documented the sources for the general discussion of Macfarlane and thedwloprnenl
of the Scottish Mission in the Eastern Himalayan region are as follows: Graham 1897. pp. 29-30, 60-1*85!'
146-54; Hewat 1960, pp. 157-64; McLeish 193 1, pp. 134-6; Kilgour 193 1, pp. 182-3; Manuel 19149P ~ ~
Mint0 1974, pp. 23-5; Weir 1900, pp. 72-5, 95-105; and E.T. Lucksom, "Centenary Activity Repofi" BC'
Simick, "Centenary of SUM Institution.. . ," and R.K. Rongong, "Speech.. ."-all three in SUM institution19m66.
pp. 1, 5-8 and 24-5, respectively.
5 6 Sutherland served as Principal between 1887 and 1899 (with a furlough interruption in 1892).Ih?
r e t ~ m e dto Scotland for a while on another furlough (during which the Aberdeen U n i ~ e r ~confened
it~
on h'm
the D D degree), and served again as Principal from 1908 to January 192 1 (when he returned fo[ good lo
Scotland). Before these two periods, the founder, Rev. Macfarlane, was Principal for only a shon 'lrne
1886 until his death in Feb. 1887. Subsequent Principalships have been as follo\vs:

~
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Re\'. John Macara
1900-02
Rev. Gavin Fairservice
1945-47
Rev. T. Edw. Taylor
1902-05
Rev. Wm. M. Scott
1947-52
Rev. W.G. Mackean
1905-07
Shri K.D. Pradhan
1952-57
Rev. George Ogg
192 1-26
Rev. Wm. M. Scott
1957-63
Shri P.P. Mukhia
Rev. George S. Mill
1927-4 1
1963-65
Rev. G. Mclaren
1941-43
Shri P.R. Pradhan
1965-88
Rev. Wm. M. Scott
1989-present
1943-45
Shri N.R. Pradhan
Source: "Our Past Principals," in SUM Institution 1986, on unnumbered pages.

37,The Scottish Church still continued to support this Higher Secondary School but by the 1970s missionariss
were no longer there, it thereafter being run by Nepali and Lepcha Christians from Sikkim. Bray 1975, p. 93.

58. Simick 1986, p. 8.
59. "Enrollments in the Institution," in SUM Institution 1986, on unnumbered page.
60. Manuel 1914, p. 160.
61. Quoted in ibid., 133.

62. Quoted in ibid., 129-3 1.
63. Ibid., 13 1-3.
64. For more on this member of SUMl's Staff, see the next section of the present narrative.
65. The sources for all information and quoted material in this paragraph are two: GTUM TsMs, 93-4; and
(b) BB TwMs, p. 2. Since his stay at Delhi years before, Tharchin had apparently improved his knowledge and
skill in English, as is confirmed later by the testimony of Mr. Hornell, the Bengal Director of Public Instruction,

in his Note of Commendation quoted shortly in the present chapter.

66. Simick 1986, p. l l .
67. The sources for this information in this and the previous paragraph as to the area of the town to be
visited, the name and composition of the Commission party, and the date of the tour are three: (a) GTUM TsMs,
95; (b) BB TwMs, p. 2; and (c) Note of Commendation to Tharchin from W. W. Hornell, Calcutta, 30 Dec. 1917
(adquoted in the Text of the present narrative).

68. As was learned earlier, the celebrated Indian teacher Padma Sambhava (in Tibetan, Guru Rimpoche, "the
Precious Master") had flourished in the 8h century and brought a decadent Buddhism to Tibet. He also had
%ded (in 749) the Nyingmapa Sect ("Those of the Ancient Teachings") of Tibetan Buddhism that was Tantric
Incharacter (Tantrism was that school of Mahayana Buddhism which the famed teacher had carried into Tibet
adwhich became formative in Lamaist Buddhism as described earlier in Ch. 2 ofthe present narrative). Padma
Sambhavawas also the one who established the very first monastery in Tibet (at Samye near Lhasa) in 779.
hisNyingmapa Sect came to be the dominant Lamaist branch ofTibetan Buddhism for a considerable
length of time.
Meanwhile, three other sects had developed by the end of the 12" century: (a) thesakyapo, the school of the
TranslatorSakya Pandits (known as the "gracious teacher" of Tibet), which received its name not from the
North Indian kingdom in \c.hich Cautama Buddha had been born but from the fact that its first monastery
in 1071) had been constructed southwest of Shigatse about halfway between it and the Tibet-Nepal
hontlerona patch ~fgray-colo~ed
earth (Tibetan: s a - b a , ''tawny soil"): (b) the Kadampa (from h d a m 7meaning
Buddha'steachings"), which-laying stress on scriptural instruction and the practice of lovingkindnesc--had
been Inspired by the teachings ofthe famed Nonh Indian friar Atisa Dipankara, who Came to Tibet in the fourth
decade ofthe I I* century, and by his disciple Dram Tonpa: and (C)the Kagyupm (from hYu.meaning
lransrnissionof the doctrine from master to disciple"), who were organized in about the same ~ r l o das the
'lkyapasand whose lineage and teachings can be traced back to MW& the Great Translator and the teacher of
Imedpoet Milmpa. and who= Order's present form war given to it by ~atnpopa-a direct disciple0fMilarepa.
But a fifth and reforming sect founded by the Great Reformer of Lamaln Buddhism, Lobmg Tragpa
s u m ~ e Tsong
d
Khapa (1 356- 14 1 g), whose members were called the G e l u b a ("Those Who Follow Ihe Path
Of
Vinueq'or, .'the Vinuous Ones'.), arose to oppox the dominance of the Nyinflapar
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o v a the centuries had grown lax in morals and discipline. In 1407, in fact, L e reformers gained the
power of the State under the leadership of Tsong Khapa ("He from the Onion Country," i.e., born on the nonhe,.,,
borders of Tibet in the eastern Tibetan province of Amdo, though he was educated in the central pan o f h
country) and other Gelukpas. It must be noted that this reformist sect had actually had its roots in ihe early
Kadmpas, with the Great Reformer himself having been schooled among them. In the Gelukpa Sect peat aress
is laid on the study of scripture and on learning generally. The Kadampas would ultimately be absorbed into the
ranks of the Gelukpas, and by the 20' century the Reformers would become the most numerous of all the monks
in Tibet.
Now the priestly adherents of the older traditional Nyingmapa school always wore red hats and garments
and thus came to be known as the Red (Hat) Sect of Tibetan Buddhism sometime after the R e f ~ m i s t ~ ~ h ~
themselves began to wear yellow hats-had come on the scene. The religious strife of those days finally ended,
however, with the ascendancy of the Yellow (Hat) Sect to spiritual (and even temporal) power in Tibet; and it is
the Gelukpa school of Lamaism to which the Dalai and Panchen Lamas themselves have belonged. Even so, the
Nyingmapa Sect still continues to exist, not only in Tibet but in Sikkim, the rest of India, and elsewhereaswell,
All monasteries of this sect are still characterized by a prominent image of Padma Sarnbhava together with two
female consorts, and the followers of this sect continue to wear, of course, their red-colored headdress. The
other two older sects-likewise identified by Western writers on Tibetan Buddhism as Red--can also still be
found today, and among these four main elements of Lamaism which remain in existence there is really little or
no religious rivalry, although "there is a sharp difference of opinion regarding esoteric practices and monastic
discipline between the so-called Red Sects on the one hand and the Yellow on the other." (Sinha).
Sources for this note: Goodman 1986, pp. 73-4, 86n.; Taring 1970, p. 5; Tung 1980, pp. 201-2; Trungpa
1966, pp. 257-8; Sinha 1978, p. 15; and Chinlei 198 1, pp. 165-71 (whose pages provide one of the best brief
historical sketches of Lamaism's various sects to be found anywhere in the literature).
69. The source for the discussion of Padma Yangtse and Tashiding are: (a) Macdonald 1943, p. 12; (b)
Roerich, writing in 1930 after two visits to Sikkim in 1924 and 1928, in Roerich 1930, p. 14; see also his other
work, Roerich 1929, p. 56; (c) Pares 1940, pp. 230-1; (d) Tharchin, GTUM TsMs, 95; and (e) Agarwala (ed.)
199 1, pp. 62-3. The four most ancient monasteries of Sikkim, as identified by Roerich, are Dubdi, Sanga Chbling.
Daling and Robling. And, he adds, "the meanings of their names are noble ones: 'Palace of Meditation,' 'Island
of Secret Teaching,' 'Island of Lightning' and 'Island of Happy Striving'." Roerich 1929, p. 57.
70. All information and quoted material in this and all preceding paragraphs concerning Tharchin s visit to
Gangtok and his tour into northern Sikkim in Jan. 1919 have been derived from two sources: (a) BB TwMs, P.
2; and (b) the so-called Expense Travel Diary cited in the Text and found among the ThPaK. In no other source
Can mention of this journey be found. The reader is referred back to Vol. I of the present narrative, Ch. 5 and
especially its end-note no. 46 for more information on both Lachung and Lachen and the development of
Christian mission stations there.
7 1. All information and quoted material in this section having to do with Tharchin's reinstatement at Ghoom
and his return to Kalimpong permanently have been derived from either or both of two sources: (a) GTUM
TsMs, 94-5; and (b) BB TwMs, p. 3.
72. See "SUM Institution Staff Record-Locally
page; his name there is given as C.T. Pazo.

appointed Statfs," in SUM Institution 1986, on unnumbered

73. In his chapter on Sikkim in Hake, ed., Church m Asia, Billy Bray gives a great deal of Space tothis
important leader of the Christian Church in Sikkim. In fact, there is a picture of C.T. Pazo shown at thebeginnlnl
of the chapter. Writing in the early 1970s Bray states (in Bray 1975% pp. 555, 556, 562):
the
A Lepcha boy from a good family went to Darjeeling [and to the SUM Institution in Kalimpongl
Indian border to study early in this century; there he came to Christ under the guidance of PlOneer
Scottish missionaries. He later returned to Sikkim as a catechist to teach in a girls' school [which a
Scottish missionary Mary Scott had been permitted by the royal family to establish in Ganglok in 1 9 2 4 7
and who was later in charge of Scottish Mission work in the country]. Because he was a Lepcha, he was
able to move in royal circles; his fine education and brilliance made him a trusted adviser and latera
magistrate and member ofthe king's council. But all the while he
witnessing for Christ!.. gradually
assum[ingl pastoral responsibilities for the believers in Gangtok...and in reality [becomlngl the firs'
Pastor of the Sikkim church, though he was not recognized as such for some years... .[Pazo]went On to

-
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lend the merging national church (then Presbyterian, now.. .affiliated with the Church of North India)
unt~ltoday.

concerning
Mary Scott, the British Political Officer for Sikkim during the decade of 1935-45, Sir Basil Gould,
hadthisto say: "At Gangtok for man)' years 'Aunt Mw'-less well known by the name of The Honorable Mary
had given herself and her means to establishing a school for girls. She had worked in what some of
us had considered to be 'insubordinate cooperation' with the Church of Scotland Mission at Kalimpong. In a
houseoverlooking the Gangtok marketplace, from small beginnings she had created a sChool of some 200 girls
many of whom were boarders. She had had the strength of mind, at a time when the school was developing ytat
by year, to hand over her work to a successor in the young prime of life. This was Ruth Fairservice, whose
husbandGavin was the head of the Sikkim branch of the [Church of Scotland] Mission." Gould 1957, p. 180. It
should be added that GavinFairservice would later serve as Principal of SUM1 during the years 1945-47.
It was estimated that by 1930 there were 407 villages in Sikkim, in only 13 of which the 695 Christians were
living. By this year also, there was a total of 11 missionaries and 46 indigenousborkers laboring in Sikkim. By
hat time, too, it was noted that 28 percent of the Christians were literate as compared with the overall estimate
ofliteracy in the nation of only 12.7 percent. See both Cable et al. 1929, pp. 97-8; and McLeish 193l , pp. 1323. ltwill be recalled that on an evangelistic trip into Sikkim in late 1912, Gergan Tharchin himself had met with
achristian congregation at the town of Lachen in the north. See again Vol. I, Ch. 6 of the present narrative.

GTUMTSMS,97- 103; quotes: 99, 10 1, 102-3.

1. fie reader should be aware that much of this discussion of Bhutan in its various aspects is m adaptation

from Bray 1975, pp. 85, 88-9, 90-1, 92; with additional information and quoted material gleaned from the
followingother sources: Bailey 1930, pp.
1l , 2 19; Coelho 1970. pp. 66-8; Das 1969, p. 25; G O U I ~1957,
pp, 183, 185; the British envoy's statement quoted in Graham 1897, p. 157; the 193 1 observer was Alexander
hlcleish, in McLeish 193 1, p. 140; Mint0 1974, p. 165; Bomwetsch 1899, p. 25 (for his quote on the Bhutanese
~haracter),p. 26 (for the extract from the Dharma Raja's letter); Christie 1977?p. 50; and Temple 1887. 11: 162l.
2. Perry 1997, p. 145.

3. Tharchin's "dictated memoirs," taken down and composed shortly before his death in 1976, are incorrect
the year for this first Bhutan journey had occurred in 1918 (see CTUM TiMs, 97). On the other
hand, his earlier "Brief Biography," composed sometime between 1946 and 1955, is correct to asscrt that it was
in 1917 (see below), and to declare further that the month of departure was August (see BB TwMs. p. 2). The
present author has shown in his Text that the traveling party departed Kalimpong in late August: an assertion that
iscorroborated by the fact that Tharchin had to have still been at Ghoorn on 7 August since in his Tiberon Second
Book published by the Choom Mission in 1917 (see Ch. 12 above for details). Tharchin had signed thc Preface
to it as "Ghoom, 7 August 19 17." It was only after this that the Tibetan had gone to Kalin~pongto help launch
thetrip to Bhutan. Traveling to the hill station, then getting ready for such a long trip. and having Hornell come
up from Calcutta would have demanded that the trip could not be inaugurated till the middle of August at the
earliest. That the journey lasted as long as stated in the Text is confirmed by llornell's Note of Commendation
he had written to Tharchin from Calcutta after he himself had returned there from the trip. Dated Calcutta, 19
Nov. 1917, in it he refers to the journey thus: "Throughout a long and arduous tour ..." Hornell. along with three
other Calcutta University Commission members, would return once again to Kalirnpong the vet. nest month
(Dec. 1917)to make a cultural tour with Tharchin (as interpreter) into western Sikkim visiting various Buddhist
monasteries; see Gh. 12 above for details.
10 srate that

4. Minto 1974, p. I 65.
5. Macdonald 1932, pp. 105-6.

6. Graham, quoted in McLeish 1931, p. 143. The story behind the conferral of the Raja title upon Ugyen
Doljeeandthat of Maharaja upon Ugyen Wangchuk is most interesting. There had developed in the 1890s a
SenOus~roblem
between Tibet and the British Government of India over the former's repeated violations of the
rr~nt~ers~f~ritain's
protectorate and neighbor to Bhutan, the land of Sikkim. Eventually the British sought out
Iheald
Wangchuk's persona] Agent at Kalimpong. Ugycn Dorjee, by asking the latter in 1899 to write
tO.theDalai
Lama ofTibet a letter suggesting it would be a good thing for the Tibetans to commence negotiations
wlththeBritishover frontier and trade matters. This feeler produced nothing, however. U p e n Dorjee was then
"ked lndiaYSViceroy, Lord Curron, to take to Lhasa a personal letter from him and deliver it personall): to
Dalai Lama. But again, failure war the result, Ugyen Dojee having to return horn Lhasa utithout accom~lish!n~
h'smission.
He nonetheless served with distinction on other missions for the British. he later tAing an actwe
"leinthe1910 treaty between Great Britain and Bhutan which significantly revised the earlier Treatv of Slnchula
0~~865.
In recognition of thew distinguished semices, the British bestowed upon him the title of Raja in 1908.
A ye? earlier saw Ugyen wangchUk receiving the title and office of Maharaja 0fBhutan. Because of the
'lreidy faded attempts to get the Tibetan government to commence negotiations with them, the British
''launch a military expedition to Tibet; but needing the urgent cooperation of Bhutan for surveying posslFhg
Ofadirectroute to the Land of snows
through the latter's Chumbi Valley but via Bhutanese terrltor): the Brltlsh
Vproachcda d obtained from Uaen Wmgchuk-the then strongest man in Bhutan-a commirment
He even decided to join the Younghusband Expedition to Lhasa, and by his timely asistance rendered
between
Younghusband at the fibetan capital used his personal inflllence there to effect
1904
In
!"Q hostile powers, eventuating in a signed agreement: the Angle-Tibetan Convention of
mrude for his services, the British, through the then Political Officer in Sikkim (John Claude "lte),
their suppOnen) Iha'
put B ~ a r dthe suggestion to the Bhuranese power centers (the Lams, the Chiefs*

?

decided
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Ugyen Wangchuk should be installed as the Maharaja of Bhutan. Whereupon. in 1907, the British conferndthl,
title upon Ugyen Dorjee's kinsman as well. See Coelho 1970, pp. 67-8, 70.

7.A practice which had continued on into the late 1 9 5 0 ~a, further indication of the continuingirolalionof
Bhutan. Wrote a (London) Times correspondent based at Kalimpong in 1959: "In Kalimpong... live for halfthe
year the Prime Minister of Bhutan and his family, while behind the frowning hills to the east of his c ~ u n ~ l i ~ ~
out its long evening of latter-day medieval pageantry-surely the sole example of a country so shut offfromthe
outside world that even its Government is obliged to reside abroad for the purpose of c~nductingforei~n
relations,"
fimes (London), 7 Apr. 1959, p. l l .
8. Donaldson 1900, pp. 43, 46.
9. As one evidence of how close a member of the Graham family Kumar S.T. (Tobgye) became, when
Graham's youngest daughter Betty was married in Nov. 1942 at Kalimpong to George Sherriff (shortly afterwards
the Head of the British Mission at Lhasa, 1943-5), the best man at the wedding was none other than Tobgye,by
that time the subsequent Raja Dorjee. Per Betty Sherriff, "Lhasa, the War Years," in Fletcher 1975, p. 228.
10. Quoted in Minto 1974, p. 168.
l l . Ibid., 183.
12. Besides those already cited, the sources for the discussion of Graham's relations with Bhutan and its
leaders are: ibid., 165-83; Macdonald 1943, p. 76; and Ronaldshay 1923, p. 245.
13. The quotations up to this point in this paragraph are from Sirnick 1986, p. 9.
14. Ogilvie 1922, p. 125
15. The information about, and description of, the Ha-Dzong is from Ronaldshay 1923, p. 244.
16. Simick 1986, pp. 9, 46.

17. Manuel 1914, pp. 242-3.
18. This according to SUM1 alumnus (1937-47), Dr. Tashi Tobgyel, Bhutan's ambassador to lndia(1986)in
his letter photostatically reproduced in Simick 1986, on an unnumbered page.
19. Ronaldshay 1923, p. 245. That Lord Ronaldshay's assessment proved to be correct is confirmed by
testimony given much later by Lt. Col. F.M. Bailey. The latter was one of British India's Political Officersforthe
region and a later acquaintance of Gergan Tharchin. In a lecture given by Bailey on Bhutan before the Royal
Central Asian Society, London, on 12 Mar. 1930 (with Ronaldshay, one of the Society's vice-presidents.himself
present, along with Sir Charles Bell), Col. Bailey said in part: ''The policy of Bhutan is to develop the countn'
with their own people and not to utilize outsiders of any kind. To this end about forty boys were sent to Kalimpone
to be educated some years ago. These boys are now being employed in their own country as doctors, vet er in^
Surgeons. teachers. forest officers, engineers, etc. The moving spirit in this matter is Raja S.T. Dorjee. thesonoi
a distinguished father, Raja Ugyen Dorjee.. .The movement has been encouraged and assisted by Dr. @aham
and others of the Scottish Mission at Kalimpong. Schools have been opened at Ha and Bumthang, and
Raja Dorjee showed us a very creditable exhibition of boxing by the schoolboys there." Bailey 1930, P 210,
20. Reprinted from the Sunday-School Times (Philadelphia), appearing in Anon. 191%P. 466.
21. blanuel 1914, p. 242. Erected in 1907, Robertson Hostel had been named in honor ofthe conveneroi
the Church of Scotland's Christian Life and Work Committee back in, Scotland. Ibid.. 53.
22. Anon. 19 15, p. 466.
23. Simick 1986. p. 9 According to a handwritten inked note in the margin on pp. 168 and 1690fac0pyof
Mint0.s Graham which had belonged to the late B.C. Simick S r but is now in the possession ofhis son. B C
and shown to the Present author, B.C. Sr. had made the notation that these five teachers hadjoinedtheWorkln
Bhutan in 1916 and had remained till 1922 (or 1927?-the handwriting is not clear, but is most likely 19221'
24. Ogilvie 1922, p. 125.
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Collister 1987, pp. 174-5.
25. Bailey's Reports 1922-24, cited in Ptrry 1997, pp. 144, 164 note 54, and see also 164 note 59; Collister
1987, p. 174; and Bell, quoted in ibid.
26. Sources for this description of Chumbi Valley are: K. Majumdar, "The Chumbi Dagger," Geographical
Observer (India), 2 (1966): 62-7; Thomas Jr. 1959, p. 13; Bernard 1939, p. 44; and Robson 1909, p. 107,

27. Bell 1924, p. 39.
28. In fact, it was in this residence, situated two miles up from the bazaar and past the wool godowns on the
way to Tibet, that rooms (since then preserved in their original state) were occupied for several months by the

'Ihirtecnth Dalai Lama of Tibet during his India exile from Lhasa that lasted from early 1910 to June 1912.
Traveling via the Jelep Pass, the Dalai Lama had arrived in early 1910 at Kalimpong, where he became the guest
ofRaja Ugyen for one week before going on to Darjeeling to live in a house there called Padabuk or sometimes
called by the English, "Hillside." In Feb. of 1912 His Holiness would return once again to Bhutan House where
he would stay till June making preparations for his long-cherished return to Tibet. As an expression of his deep
appreciation for Raja Ugyen's hospitality, His Holiness conferred on the Raja and all his descendants the Tibetan
rankofRimshi (fourth Rank). Known today as Bhutan House, to the Tibetans the edifice is still referred to as
Migyur Ngonga Phodrang (Palace of Unchanging Delight) because of its association with Dalai Lama XIII.
Shakabpa 1967, pp. 230, 239,242. It has been customary in the past among Tibetans to conven any and every
roomaDalai Lama has ever occupied into a Buddhist temple. Rooms in the Bhutan House were no exception to
lhis custom. "Privileged persons," wrote David Macdonald in 1943, "are sometimes invited to inspect these
apartments, but they are not open to the general public." Macdonald 1943, p. 76. Another visitor to Bhutan
House has written that the rooms preserved in their original state have been set apart as a shrine in honor of the
sojourn there of His Holiness and have been "lavishly furnished with religious fittings and attributes associated
with him and with the creed that he embodies-in fact a veritable museum of Buddhism on a small scale." Percy
Brown, Tours in Sikkim and the Darjeeling District, 3d rev. ed. (Calcutta, 1934). 102. These apartments have
been described by E.C. Dozey: "In one room there is a library containing a complete copy of the Tibetan
scriptures; in mother there is the throne on which the Dalai Lama sat, with the vestments he wore and the
various ecclesiastical furniture he used; two beautiful prayer wheels, incense burners, chalices. vesscls of holy
water, etc. In a corner is the bed on which he slept, while opposite the window is a cabinet containing costly
Images and emblems; in another corner is an image of the great Lama presented by himself after his return to
Lha4 while the walls are hung with beautiful banners with emblems of the Buddha worked upon them in
rainbow-colored silks." Dozey 1922, p. 175. One interesting sidelight to the Dalai Lama's stay at Bhutan House
in 1910 is reported in a Time magazine article in 1950: "In 1910 frenzied devotees kept ripping the.exalted
exile'sbed linen to bits to preserve as sacred objects, along with the dust from his room and his holy bath water."
'"Haven't We Met?"' Time (4 Dec. 1950):3 1.
29. f i e information given here on S.T. Dorjee and his son since 1916 is from Coelho 1970, p. 70 and

70.

1975, PP. 1-2. It should be pointed out that Raja S.T. had many years previously married a sister of the
of Sikkirn (Tashi Namgyal), thus complementing his already high-ranked position. Coelho 1970. p.

S.T. DorJee's son Jigme Palden briefly relinquished the Kalimpong Bhutan Agency post in 195 1 on i~ccount
medicaltreatment he received in Europe. During his absence. his sister. Tashi Dorjee. was appointed the
*gent. On his return to Kalimpong from Europe he resumed the post and continued as such till 1962. when
lawrence Sitling succeeded him. However, even from 1957 onward, Jigme Palden had assumed the most
Significant role as principal adviser to the ruler of Bhutan (who by this time was Jigme Dorjee Wangchuk and
Who
1963 would no longer be referred to as the Maharaja but as the Druk Gyalp-King
of B h a ~ ) .
l i p e~~1de1-1
Dorjee became such a popular figure that the Indian press repeatedly referred to him as the Prime
Mmlsterof Bhutan. So greatly dedicated was he to the welfare of the Bhuwese people that it was a most
UnfOonunate
tragedy when he came to an untimely end at the hand of assassins at Phunehollng southern
Bhutanin Apr. 1964. [bid
I0. Tharchin was obviously incorrect to state in his 1970s .smemoin" that these two ''were the first
of this school-7at Ha (see GTUM T ~ M98).
~ , For in the light of the earlier documentation supplied
Sirnick 1986 and Manuel 1914, the original two schoolmasters had been u g y Tshering and Dawa Namgya
Ihehvowhom Tharchin met at Ha in 19 17 were replacements of the original duo of 1914.
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30a. Collister 1987, p. 174.
3 1. Tharchin was still officially a member of Ghoom Mission, despite his temporary (but which a few
later would become permanent) transfer to Kalimpong. And hence, this explains Hornell's referencehere
Ghoom.
had been
32. Unlike in the case of Tharchin's first Bhutanese trip, concerning which his "dictated memoirsy1
incorrect on the year the journey occurred, in the present case his "memoirs" proved to be correc, on the dateof
this second trek to Bhutan: namely, 1919: whereas his earlier composed biographical sketch, which with regad
to the first Bhutanese trip had been correct, is proven to be incorrect in the case of this second journey there! see
p. 2 of his BB TwMs where Tharchin mistakenly states that it was 1918, and compare that assertion with p, 99 of
the GTUM TsMs where he correctly declares that it was 1919, as will now be explained. It should be noted that
records show, and the present author's Text reflects the fact, that the trip-a long one-had to have extended
into the beginning of the year following the start of the journey in the latter part of the preceding year;
therefore the BB TwMs account (which would mean the journey began in late 19 18 and ended early 1919)cannot
possibly be accurate since irrefutable evidence reveals that Tharchin was traveling during late Dec. of 1918 and
into most of Jan. 1919 with a Christian brother by the name of James in Sikkim (see the Text of Ch. 12 for
details). Similarly, it could not have been 19 17 into 19 18, since again Tharchin was on a cultural tour in Si&im
as interpreter with Dr. Hornell during most of Dec. of 1917, and just prior to that had accompanied Dr. Sutherland
and Hornell into Bhutan the first time during the months of Aug. to Nov. 1917. Likewise, solid evidence would
also rule out the possibility of this second Bhutan journey having occurred during late 1920 into early 1921 for
the simple reason that Sutherland ceased forever being Principal of the SUM Institution the month ofJan. 1921
and indeed left for Scotland late that same month never to return to Kalimpong; thus meaning that logis~ically
Sutherland could not have been occupied for most of Jan. 192 1 in traveling through Bhutan and Tibet's Churnbi
Valley and have had sufficient time left over upon his return from Bhutan to recuperate from such an exhausting
journey, to wind up his affairs as Principal (with no doubt fetes being held in his honor by all and sundry a!
Kalimpong), and to make arrangements for his final departure back to Scotland. And hence, in the light ofall the
above, the only possible period for this second journey to Bhutan with Dr. Sutherland had to have been belween
late 19 19 and into 1920 (and most likely from late Nov./early Dec. 19 19 to late Jan. 1920) when by this time
(i.e., by the end of 1919), Tharchin-who had earlier that year returned to Ghoom to teach-had been pemanentl)
transferred back to Kalimpong (see details of this in the Text near the end of Ch. 12).

33. Quoted in McLeish 193 l , p. 143. As for Bailey, who was a guest of Raja S.T. at Ha in 1922, he had this
to say in 1930 at London: "Raja Dorjee, our host, is a very remarkable man. Brought up in Kalimpong, he has
received a first-class education and is entirely patriotic, placing his country's welfare before all else. Largebat
his own expense he has educated a number of boys with a view to their carrying on the development of their
country without the necessity of employing Europeans or Indians.. . .He was entirely in the confidenceofhislate
Highness Sir Ugyen Wangchuk, and his advice and assistance are evzn more appreciated by the present Mahar!ia
[Jigme Wangchuk, or Jimi Ongchhuk]." Bailey, speaking before the Royal Central Asian Society and whose
lecture appeared in that Society's Journal; see Bailey 1930, p. 21 3.
34. The various descriptive quotations are from Macdonald 1943, p. 83; Robson 1909, p. 107; and Merrick
1933, p. 123.
35. Easton 1928, p. 104. Easton was there in 1923.
36. Graham's description of Paro's drong was part of an account he had written of his journey into Bhutan
and which had appeared in both The Statesman (Calcutta) of 3 Apr. 1927 and the Kalimpong H o m e s M a g a P ,
The ~afllcularwords of description which Bppear here were quoted in McLeish 193 l . p. 145; S E also
1974, pp. 180- 1.
37. All information and quoted material in this paragraph are from Agarwala (ed.) 1991. PP. 176-7.
4.

38. The quotations of Gould and Bailey are taken from: Gould 1957, pp. 187-8; and Bailey 193O3 PP*211-

3 9 The sources of information regarding Wangdu Phodrang, Tongsa and its drong, and the relatiOnsh'p
between the positions of Maharaja and Tongsa Penlop art.: Coelho 1970. pp. 127-8: Bailey 1930.P. 2 I 5 ; and
Williamson 1987, pp. 74-5.
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40. Bailey 1930, p. 2 15.

41, Bailey 1924, pp. 29 1 K.;see also Agarwala (ed.) 199 1, p. 77 for the quotation about the monks' footprinb
81 Lhe Kuje Temple.
42. Quoted in Perry 1997, p. 163 note 52.
43, who was Jigme Wangchuk (or Jimi Ongchhuk). He did indeed succeed to the throne when his father, the
lirsthereditq Maharaja, Ugyen Wangchuk, who had ruled his country for 20 years, died in 1926. It was at this
hethat Jimi, now the new Maharaja, dispatched to Dr. Graham in Kalimpong an urgent invitation for him to
bepresent at his Installation Durbar. In his letter Jimi wrote in almost desperate terms the following appeal:
You were my friend in the time of my father; now also my full hope is in you. The Viceroy has sent a
letter in which he has ordered me that I should at once take the posit~onofMaharaja and accordingly on
the 5Qay ofthe 9Ihmonth of our Bhutanese year I assumed the office of Maharaja. ln the second month
ofthe Bhutanese year my Durbar will be held at Punakha. On that occasion, my dear friend, at all cosh
you must be present, what ever happens.
Dr.Graham did indeed attend the gala Durbar ceremony, held in Mar. of 1927 at Punakha, traveling there in the
company ofhis good friend, Raja S.T. Dorjee, who was to remain the new Maharaja's First Minister of State and
Bhutan's Agent stationed in Kalimpong. Minto 1974. p. 177.
It is to be further noted here that almost all the suggestions Dr. Graharn had made to Jimi's father for the
betterment of Bhutan had by the mid-1970s taken place. although some aspects of the work were still to be
completed. And it was primarily through the efforts of the son of Raja S.T. Dorjee, Jigme Dorjee by name. that
allthis became a reality. For it was primarily Jigrne who sought to bring his country into the 20" century. "It was
almost as if he" had been "following the plans suggested by Dr. Graham thirty years previously, to his father
Tobgay, and the then Maharaja9'-Jimi Ongchhuk. "Unquestionably, Dr. Graham exerted a tremendous influence
on Bhutanese policy and was treated as a true and reliable friend." And this was no better demonstrated than
when in 1935 the Maharaja (Jimi Ongchhuk) and his wife the Maharani of Bhutan visited Kalimpong, it was Dr.
eraham who played a key role in the official welcome given the royal couple. Ibid., 181.
44. McLeish 193 1, p. 14 1.
45. Except for Tharchin's "memoirs," all the information up to this point in the paragraph is from Simick

1986, P. 9; and "SUM Institution Staff Record-Locally
entry for Dawa Namgya on unnumbered page.

Appointed Staffs," in SUM Institution 1986, under

46. For this information on the Agent and Tharchin's strong words of admonishment, see GTUM TsMS,
101.Forba~kgroundinformation on the community of Buxa Duar and the development of Christian missionan.
there, see earlier in Vol. I, Ch. 5 and its End-Notes. It should be said here, ho\vever. that by 1930 Buxa
hadbecomea town of 60 houses, "where Bhutanese cultivators and traders to the number of about three hundred"
lived. McLeish 193 1, p. 14 1.

47. Simick 1986, p. 9.
48. GTUM TsMs, 101
49- Quoted in McLeish 193 1, p, 142. it can also be found in the original publishd article that appeared in
(Calcutta) of 3 Apr. 1 927 as we]l as in the Kalimpong Homes Magazine.
50. French 1995, pp. 2 16, 260.

and Colonel Bailey (the lhen Political Oficer for
S i ' l ~ Tibet and Bhutan) \vere themselves present at the Coronation of Ugyen's successor, his son J i ~ m e
Wmgchuk.20 Years later at the same town of Punakha. Accompanied by his younger friend Raja S . T Dor~ee.
and Bailey journeyed together in 1927, the latter representing the Viceroy of India at the festlvllles.
Onhmhadper~Ona~ly
been invited by the new Maharaja, and has provided an extensive account ofthe CeremonY
'd,olebratiol'lS that accompanied it, which can be found in Mint0 1974, pp. 177-80. Moreover. his account of
the~oum
heemade
~ to anend the Installation can be found in the JdApr. 1927 issue of The Sfafesman(Calculta).

as dread^ indicated elsewhere in the Text, Dr.

";'

The sources for the description ofPunakha and its dzonp are: Bailey 1930, p. 2 14: Williamson 1987* pp.
and A g m a l a (ed.) 1991, p 72.
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53. This new capital of Bhutan, situated along the banks of the Wong Chu, commands a tremendous view on
account of its higher than average elevation. The river flows through the entire extent of the nation southwards
to the town of Phuntsholing that borders northern Bengal in the Buxa DUU.The palace of Bhutan's rulerisa,
Dechencholling, just three miles from the dzong. Today, the main secretariat and Bhutan's Army headquaflers
are now housed in the dzong, along with some 300 or 400 lamas! A large hospital is in Thimphu, also a public
school, as well as a new micro-hydroelectric station. The main crops in the surrounding valley are rice, millet,
maize, potatoes and chillies. Coelho 1970, p. 128.
54. Paraphrasing the description of Jesus' action in cleansing God's temple in Jerusalem that was givenby
His disciples (John 2: 17), they remembering, and quoting directly from, Psalm 69:9a which reads: "...thezeal
of thy house hath eaten me up."
55. These various excerpts were taken from SUM Institution 1986, passim.
56. Tucci 1956, p. 17. "When we were there the only trace of China left were a few red-paper bills with p o d
luck inscriptions at the inn doors." Ibid. Yatung had the distinction of being the temporary rehge for the Fourteenth
Dalai Lama during 1950-5 1 when he had to flee from Lhasa before the invading Chinese (see more on this inthe
present work's final volume at Ch. 24).
57. The first quotation in this paragraph, describing the Agency House, is from Taring 1970, p. 55. She
stayed with the Macdonald family for several months in 192 1 just prior to commencing her schoolingat Darjeeling.
The second and subsequent brief quotation phrases regarding the bridge are from Easton 1928, p. 55. Easton
was a visitor there in the spring of 1923.
58. See Taring 1970, p. 50. A few pages later in her book the authoress wrote of how-upon arrivingforthe
first time in the Macdonald home in 1921 at the age of 12-"I was thrilled to meet Mrs. Macdonald in a
Nepalese dress made of Chinese gold-spotted brown satin, with a bright pink silk shawl about her shouldersand
gold ornaments on her neck and ears-and the hnniest thing to me was that she wore a ring on her nose"! Ibid.,
55.
59. The sources for the quoted material by and about Macdonald and the information about him and his
family's involvement in Christian service are: Macdonald 1932, pp. 11, 13; Tharchin and Woodward 1975,~.
652; and the information regarding the Lepcha NT revision work is from Hooper 1963, p. 151.
60. McLeish 1931, pp. 141, 142.

1. may be recalled that the catalyst which further sparked this great interest in the language and literature
goes many years back to a curious incident that had occurred while Tharchin was on a preaching tour
and passingout Christian tracts around the Siliguri area. See earlier at the end ofch. 6. Yet this "noble w i m i m , "
*he once called it, to go to Tibet and engage in higher studies of his ethnic language and literature had always
been within him ever since his teen-age years, urging him forward to fulfil1 this desire, as was repeatedly pointed
out earlier in Ch. 4.

2. See GTUM TsMs, 131 for the information regarding the Agra meeting.
3. Peter to Tharchin, Poo, 25 Mar. 1924, MCHA.
4. Tharchin 192 1, p. l .

5. McGovern 1924, p. 133. Far from themselves finding their skin layer of dirt and grease objectionable,
Tibetans are actually proud of it, believing that such a film of protection "not only keeps the cold out but also
keeps the luck in, and in many parts of the country a young man will want to be sure that his bride-elect has not
washed this luck-coveringaway." Moreover, "not infrequently the natural layer will be supplemented by smearing
the body with butter or sheep's fat ....As though, however, conscious that some criticism might be leveled
against them, the Tibetans have a common proverb, 'The Tibetan is black outside but khite inside, and the
foreigner is white outside but black inside'." lbrd., 202. (A variation of this proverb and ~ t application
s
within a
different context is discussed later in the present chapter.) It is said that the Tibetan lamas have given an altogether
different reason for the habit Tibetan women have of maintaining the so-called "luck-covering" cutch on their
faces:"they affirm that Demo Rimpoche, who lived in the latter part ofthe 18"'century, and is one of the greatest
oftheir saints, ordered all Tibetan women to disfigure themselves in this way so that the priests might not be
tempted from their vows of celibacy. The uomen obeyed the mandate, and cutch became as universal a custom
athe veil in Mohammedan countries." Robson 1909. p. 47. There is the somewhat amusing story recounted by
Col. Sir Thomas H. Holdich about George Bogle, one of the British East India Company's emissaries to the
Panchen Lama at Shigatse in the 18'h century. Bogle was the one, Sir Thomas thought. who had told the incident
oran infant Tibetan having been washed for Bogie's benefit so that he might determine, wrote Holdich, "the
Eeneral complexion of the Tibetan skin, which otherwise there was no possibility of observing. The child screamed
and struggled to such a degree as nearly to bring on convulsions. and the experiment was a fa~lure."Holdich
1906, p. 122.
6."So enormous, indeed, is this great projecting mass of the Himalayas." wrote Laurence A. Waddell in 1899,
"lh~physicistshave shown not only that it draws the plumb-line considerably towards it. but that it so atbacts the
sea as 10 pull the latter several hundred feet up its sides. Yet this fact is so little generally known that most seawould stare were you to tell them that in coming from Ceylon to Calcutta they had been actually sailing
uphill!Nothing perhaps gives a better idea of the enormous size of the Himalayas than this, that they pull the very
Seasofar U P their sides.".4mong
Himalayas. 2d ed. (Westminster, 1900; 1" ed. 1899), 34-5. "Since 1 unearthed
lhlsinterestingsubject in 1899 1 am glad to see that my remarks have induced the Survey of India to take up the
questionand institute observations to determine the exact amount of this disturbance." Waddell 1972. p. 75.
7.Thisdiscussion of the possible geological origins of Tibet. including the quoted material used. is based on
an articleby Robert Walgate \vhich originally appeared in .V;:aturemagazine dated 5 Jan. 1984 that then appeared
'nDulch in aNetherlands publication ('.NRC Handelsblad.' dated 12 Jan. 1984) and which Was finall)' translated
the Dutch into English and formed the entire content of "Tibet Was a Tropical Continent," TR (Mar
'984):21.It should be noted that the joint French-Chinese expedition was under the guidance of M Claude
'lkgreofthe lnstitut de Physique dc Globe in Paris.
Interestingly,most recently there came to the attention of the present author the fact that in the
'Oo3issue of the respected ,]ounln/ of the Geological Society of America there appeared an articlethat provides
'v?atmightbe termed a second supplemental theory
the formation of the Himalayas A team of lire
"en~i~s-three of
are associated with the U n i v e r s i ~of Arizona in the USA and the other trvO being
Ngali
scientists--had conducted field expeditions during the past several years in the rugged areas of
Prlnci~ally
in the AnnapurnaRange. usingstate-of-the-art radioisotope techniques to determine the exact dates
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of the minerals in the present-day rocks of the Himalayas, these scientists have discovered mck fornutions
which show that the Himalayas are predated by "ancestral mountains" which had existed within the sMu m
some 500 million years ago, long before the Indian subcontinent had much later collided with Asia.
Says one member of the team, Nepali Professor Bishal Upreti of the Geology Department o f ~ , + ~ h ~ b ~
College: From this research he and his teammates have concluded that "the modem Himalayan Mountainsare
built on the foundations of an ancient mountain range that may have been of similar dimensions." Funher,
Upreti states that the scientific observations demonstrate that "between 450 and 500 million years ago rocks in
the Himalaya were pushed down to a great depth and metamorphosed." The consequence of which, explains
Upreti m e r , that under this kind of tremendous pressure these rocks became so hot that they melted, pmducing
large granite bodies. These deep-level rocks were then brought back to the surface and formed mountains.
about 450 million years ago, he adds, as the mountain-building forces waned, erosion leveled the earth and the
ancient mountains disappeared, with the region eventually becoming submerged beneath the level of the sea
For the longest period thereafter the region remained buried beneath marine sediments until the time when some
55 million years ago the Indian subcontinent collided with southern Asia, resulting in the formation of the
modem Himalayas.
Although the above-described concept is not anything new, concludes Upreti, this is the first time specific
studies have been performed which support the theory of geoscientists that was first propounded back in the
1980s. It was acknowledged, however, that more research will be required to.completely understand these two
phases of mountain-building. See Suvecha Pant's article, "Ancient Himals Existed Long before the Himalayas,"
Kathmandu Post, 18 Oct. 2003, viewed on the Post k website.
8. It may be of interest to the reader to leam that it has been demonstrated that Tibet's various climatic
conditions affect the climatic phenomena of other countries both near-like India, and far-like those on the
North American continent. This so-called "Tibet connection" has been tracked sufficiently in recent decadesfor
weather-watchers to conclude that what happens on the vast Tibetan plateau can affect with far-reaching
implications the monsoons of India, cause North American heat waves, and may even be linked to unusually
cold North American winters of recent years. See Elmer R. Reiter's fascinating article, "How Tibet's Climate
Affects Other Countries," reprinted from the Sept. 1981 issue of Natural History (New ~ o r k in
) TR (Apr.
1982):ll-15.
9. See both Anon. 1983, p. 146, and Chinlei 198 1, p. 160. See, however, Ch. 17's Text for the discussion of
a contrary view as to (1) Thonmi Sambhota's historicity; and (2) that even if he were a historical figure,the
question is raised whether or not one single person could have accomplished the creation of both the language
and the grammar for it, as has been attributed to him.
10. The account of Herodotus can be found in his Histoy, 111, Chs. 102-5. These "great ants" were described
by the Greek historian as being "in size somewhat less than dogs, but bigger than foxes," while the marauderson
horseback who attempted to steal the gold were described as a tribe of men which "dwells northward of all the
rest of the Indians" and were "more warlike than any of the other tribesv-and who "fill their bags ...andride
away at their best speed," with the ants "rush[ing] forth in pursuit." Herodotus ended his interesting accounl
with the observation that "if it were not.. .that the Indians get a start while the ants are mustering, notasingle
gold-gatherer [i.e., gold-stealer] would escape." These quotes are from the edition of Manuel ~omroff,ed,,
The
History of Herodotus (New York, 1956), 184-5.
John MacGregor, in his chronicle of Tibetan exploration published in 1970. provides one plausibleexplanation
for this curious story found in Herodotus. He first notes that during the latter half of the 19' century, gold foundIn
Lad& was generally referred to locally as "ant gold" and that some of the indigenous population therecov0"'y
accepted the notion "that the surface gold which they found was the product of ants' labor," a notion notdisslm'lv
to the story found in Herodotus. MacGregor then indulges in some speculation on "this obviously
whose origin has been "obscured by time." The author thinks it quite possible that the marauding 1ndiansdesnbed
by the Greek historian may have actually seen "Tibetan gold diggers crouching on the ground shrouded In their
great black yak-skin capes to keep out the chilling winds." From a distant+ MacGregor speculates. "lhis
have looked like ants burrowing in the ground," and that antelope horns with which the Tibetan miners
scratch for gold may have added to that effect. Finally, fierce black mastiffs that traditionally have guudedTibe"
encampments, may-again from a distance-have been "mistaken for pursuing ants by the panic-stricken
of kIerodotus's time." MacGregor 1970, p. 259.
But the most recent explanation given for what the ''great ants" in the writings of Herodotus were has
in Himalayan exploration
by Michel PeiS~el,the French explorer and writer who has

been

-
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belate1950s. Indeed, by late 1996 Peissel had concluded his 25* expedition into the region. During this lates,
journeyhe spent an entire month with British researcher Sebastian Guinness in the Dansar plain that mns along
Ihcpresent-day
cease-fire line between India and Pakistan and overlooks the gorges of the Indus River's upper
reaches,Upon his return to France the explorer told the press that the giant furry ants of Herodotus which
lepuledlymined for gold "seem to have a basis in fact after all," the evidence for which, he iissem, he found in
lheHimalayanarea just mentioned. According to the report Peissel gave the AI'P, he and Guinness had followed
upahunchthat had previously been entertained by a few explorers during the 19" century, and these two men
have now determined "to their satisfaction" that the fabled ants are actually the furry marmots which can be
found in certain areas of the Himalayas like the Dansar plain and which are a genus of the burrowing quirrel.
PeisseI went on to say how he had observed the local species of the marmot, called arc tom,^^ h i r n a l a ~ y ~ ~ ~ ,
dig and burrow themselves into the plateau's black earth that throughout is laced with strata ofgold. Confusion
about the animal arose, notes Peissel, due to the fact that the Persian word for marmot literally translates a "ant
ofthe mountain"! When the explorer had first visited the Dansar plateau region 14 years earlier on the Indian
side he encountered the indigenous Tibetan-speaking Minaros people who had told him about the marmots. Rut
[his time he saw them on the Pakistan side of the plateau and there the local Minaros. whose community
numbers about 2000, related how their elders in past generations used to collect the gold dust "offered" up by
hemarmots. Fifty years ago, however, this tradition had died out, though some "gold washers" still go out today
loprospect in the upland streams which course through what the Minaros and others have dubbed "the Golden
Valley." See "Explorer Locates Gold-Digging Ants of Legend," datelined Paris, Dec. 5 (MP). in Kathmandu
Post, 6 Dec. 1996, p. 5.

I I. As told of in Allen 1983, pp. 14 1-2. Allen went on to relate that as Nain Singh approached the first
digging sites, "he could hear, but not see, the diggers singing in chorus as they worked." Although it was high
summer, the Chief Pundit "thought it the coldest place he had ever visited." These goldminers. in order to avoid
thechilling wind of the plateau, remained below ground, "pitching tents inside their digs and sleeping in a most
extraordinary position." As Nain Singh himself described it, "they invariably draw their knees close up to their
heads and rest on their knees and elbows, huddling every sc~dpof clothing they can muster onto their backs." In
spite of their hardships, the Pundit, observed Allen, "foJnd the miners and their families to be remarkably
cheerful and always ready to break into song"! Ibid., 142. It will be of interest to note that in some parts of the
Tibetan Changthang (of which the Thok Jalung is a part) a superstitious belief has prevailed for the longest time
lothe effectthat lumps of gold which occasionally can be found in the mountains there belong to the Genii or
spirits of the spot discovered and that *'any human appropriation of their treasures" would most surely be
"severely punished." This, according to Willialn Moorcroft and George Trebeck, Travels in the Himalavan
Pro~inces0fHindlrStan a n d the Punjab; in L a d ~ k hand Kashmir; in Peshawar, Kabul, Kunduz, and
Bokhara ...from 1819 to 18-75, 2 vols. (1 84 l ; reprint ed., New Delhi: Sagar Publications. 197 l). 1:314. Said one
Westernwriter on Tibet in 1970, "Many Tibetans are to this day convinced that to extract gold from beneath the
@Ound is to make the ground infertile." MacGregor 1970, p. 259. That would indeed constitute a severe punishment
lntheminds of Tibetans, and .hence the reticence on their part to engage in goldmining activities. Reticence.
perhaps,by the superstitious Tibetans, but certainly not outright prohibition by the authorities against larious
'Ormsofmining activity by those Tibetans who wished to extract numerous minerds from the land. "It is clear
accounts [by Western observers and Tibetan m i t e s ] that while holding their beliefs about nature
s~irib.Tibetans from both the upper and lo~rerstrata ofsociety were openly involved in mining for livelihood
and profit." SO asserts Tibetan scholar from New Zealand, Toni Huber, in his excellent article, "Traditional
Environmental
Protectionism in Tibet Reconsidered," TJ (Autumn 1991):65, who debunks, on quite credible
poundsof scholarship, the notion that the Tibetan socio-cultural polity forbade the extracting of minerals from
the earth.
12. Beckwith,a noted Professor at Indiana University (USA) in Uralic and Altaic Studies and Director of the

Tibnrn Studies Program there, has provided the particulaw with pertinent documentation, for his dixussion of
erhnonym of Tibet. He writes (in Beckwith 1987. p. 7):
K1audiosPtolemaios, the Hellenistic father of the science of mathematically precise geography, mentioned
a people called Baitai, or (more correctly) Bautai-i.e., the "Bauts." The same people are described by the
later Grew-~ommwriter hmianus Marcellinusas having lived "on the slopes of high mountains to the
"uth" of mother people in the m ofserica (mhi.) the same time. Chinese sour= r e d d h a t
where
certainCh'img tribesmen,after their defeat by the Chinese, escaped deep into the Tibetan
f h e took
~ r+ge with a Ch'iang group whose name is today pronounced F& but was in classical times
Pronounced somehing lib puat, T ~ Clamr was undoubtedly intended ~ p m m Bauc
t
b e name IM
Bod
(and
now
in
the
modem
U
~
~
a l s e ~
*clme pronounad by seventh-centuryT i m s
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the French peu). Unfortunately, several centuries were to pass before anyone was to record [he name
again.

13. Bonavia and Bartlett 198 1, pp. 12, 19.
14. Quoted in Finegan 1986, p. 9. It is this unarguable distinctiveness of race and culture, incidentallv,!hal
gives the lie to the endless claims of the Chinese government-whether that has been Imperial, ~~~~b~~~~~
Nationalist or Communist-that Tibet has always been an integral part of its vast territory. AS one Wcae&
scholar on Tibet has commented: "Those of us who are seriously interested in Tibet know that Tibet's real claim
to independence is not to be based so much on historical arguments, as on the very distinctiveness of its whole
cultural life. Tibet has a separate language and a vast literature which is separate from Chinese literature, has
a separate history of its own, quite distinct from Chinese history, although of course as neighbors they have
many points of contact. Most of all it has, rather has had, a separate religion of its own, imported mainly from
India, not to mention distinct customs, distinctive forms of music and art, and all that makes up the life and
culture of a people. It is sadly ironic that the Tibetans were up to the very last well disposed to the Chinese and
deeply suspicious of any Western innovation as likely to threaten their established way of life ..., and that it is
now the Chinese who have utterly uprooted their traditional culture, and we few Westerners who continue to
take a sympathetic interest in their now threatened plight." David L. Snellgrove, "An Appreciation of Hugh
Richardson," in Aris and Kyi (eds.) 1980, p. xi.
There has been an interesting recent development in the ongoing effort by the Chinese to prove that Tibet
belongs to China. Writes Lee Feigon: "Lately,. ..the Chinese.. .have even begun to use DNA samplings to probe
that they and the Tibetan people are biologically related and therefore that Tibet is part ofchina. It is a ridiculous
leap in logic. If all groups with similar DNA samplings were part of the same nation, China could claim 10
control much of East Asia and the Europeans would still have a share ofthe Americas." Feigon 1996,p. 219note
9.
15. Sources for this paragraph on Nazi Germany's interest in Tibet and approaches made to her are [our.
French 1995, p. 422 note 6; Feigon 1996, pp. 15, 21 8 note 18; Norbu 1998, p. 19; and John Bray, "Hugh
Richardson-In Memoriam," Ladakh Studies (Autumn 2000):25. See also Louis Paumels and Jacques Bergres.
The Morning offhe Magicians (New York, 1964), 197-8, for several bizarre references made to Nazi inlerest
and association with Tibet.
16. It may comc as a surprise to some to learn that the Sherpas are by origin not Nepalese, though they now
live in Nepal, but are Tibetans. They are actually called sharpas, which means "the people who came from Ihe
east"-that is to say, they are migrants from Kham province in East Tibet. Ten or so generations ago the)
migrated from there via Lhasa down to Nepal and in time became citizens of Nepal. But by their blood, language,
appearance, customs and traditions they are purely Tibetan. They are also Lamaistic Buddhists, who for the
most Part belong to the old unreformed Red Hat Sect, although by 1920 a reformed Yellow Hat temple had been
erected among the Sherpa valley areas of northeastern Nepal just south ofthe Tibetan Himalayas which separate
the two countries. The Sherpas more or less live quite apart from most Nepalese in small isolated valleys chiefly
in and about Sagarmatha, the Nepali name for Mt. Everest. The present author met many of them himselfdurins
a two-week trek he made in early 199 1 between the STOL airfield at Lukla and Mt. Kala Pattar very near Everes1
Base Camp. The% Sherpas have been left very much to themselves, "and on local matters they are praclicali)
autonomous" (at least they were in the 1920s). As of that time they were still divided in10 nine groups. witheach
ruled over by a chief, an office that appears to have been largely hereditary though not necessarily SoThemos'
famous Sherpa of all today, of course, is Tenzing Norgay, the mountaineer who with Sir Edmund
first to surmount the summit of Everest (in May 1953). Though he became an Indian citizen after setting'p
residence in Darjeeling, SherpaTenring, according to his very close friend Heinrich Harrer. "remained aT'bdan
at heart'' and was ''a practicing Buddhist." He established a world-famous mountaineering institute at D a r ~ ~ l l ~ l
and served as its Director for many yean. Sherpa Tenzing died at Darjeeling in 1989, but the S h e r ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ' '
continue to live Up to their renowned reputation as the most gifted and reliable of mountain-climbing guldesand
sirdars (leaden of porters) the world has ever seen. See McGovem 1924. pp. 447-8; and H a m
PP. 19.
40.
1 8with

17. The basic monkey god legend and the Sherpa version of it are related in Matthiessen 1979*
p. ! orthe
6.Origln
some other details added here having been garnered from five other sources: (a) Tenzin P. Atisha.
Tibetan,Race,'' TR (June-July 1984):28; (b) Knight ,930, p. 5 I ; (c) Bell 1946, pp. 187-8; (6)Shakabpa1967'p'
4; and (e) Gelek. "The Tibetan Plateau - One of [he Homes o f ~ aMan,"
~ l ~in Ramble and Brawn (eds,) 1991'
P P 75-6; See also Shen and Liu 1953, pp. 18- 19. The quote from the
is taken from
Tsuk-lar.l
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chochung 111 cited in Bell 19248 and quoted in Matthiesscn 1979, p. 3 18. In his article, cited above, Atisha
five other theories for the origin of the Tibetan r a a a l l of them m a down to
m d fnr snd away
more plausiblethan the Monkey-Ogress legend: the Rupati Theory, the Tufan Theory, the Chi-lang Theory, the
Cenlral Asia Theory and the Mongol Theory.
18,' ~ l ~ f utext
I J of the treaty translated from the Tibetan by Hugh Richardson, and from which the foregoing
quokshave been taken, can be found in the Appendix of Richardson 1962, pp. 244-5. The treaty is carved in
both languages on one side of the stone pillar at Lhasa. On a second side is an historical introduction in 'ribem
onlyionthe other two sides can be found bilingual lists of the names of the ministers who witnessed it. The King
ofTbet named in the treaty is better known as Ral-pa-chen (8 15-4 1 ): the Chinese Emperor is Mu Tsung of the
T'ang Dynasty (821-25). The frontier appears to have been not far to the west of the Kansu-Shensi border.
Translations from the Chinese text are likewise available in print. Ibid.. 245. The information about the other
mtypillars and where located is from Smith 1984, p. 12. The Lhasa pillar still stands today where it has always
stood, per ibid. and per Finegan 1986, p. 148.
19, This distinction was made by Professor Sondhi (see next note for documentation). Just here it should be
pointed out that this very difference between an offensive and defensive people belies thc: observations made not
long ago by University of Michigan Tibetan and Buddhist Studies Professor Donald I,opez, Jr. in his othewise
quite perceptive and needful critical article on the New Age "Orientalism." In it he has pointed out the errant
myths which an increasing number of Western devotees of Tibetan Buddhism have adopted that are highly
romanticized portrayals of a traditional Tibetan culture in Tibet which in their view constitutes the ideal place,
peopleand religion towards which Western cultures-all ofthem deficient in one \brayor another-must urgently
aspire to emulate before this "Oriental" cure of Western ills is forever lost because of recent cruel history
inflictedupon the Roof of the World by the Communist Chinese. And among the various errant late 20h-century
fantasiesabout Tibet which have been espoused by these new romantics, xserts Lopez, is the notion oflibet as
"ananned society3'-a descriptive phrase coined b ~Georges
.
Bataille. Lopez declares, lhough incorrectly, in the
present writer's opinion, that:
Tibet did not renounce armed conflict when it converted to Buddhism in the eighth cenluq, or in the
eleventh century, or under the fifth Dalai Lama. The fifth Dalai Lama assumed temporal power over
Tibet through the intervention of his Qosot Mongol patron. the Gushri Khan, whose troops defeated the
king of Tsang, patron of tlie Karma Kagyu. Tibetan armies fought against Ladakh in 1681, against the
Dzungar Mongols in 1720, in numerous interventions into Bhutan in the eighteenth century, against
invading Nepali forces in 1788-92 and 1854, against Dogra forces invading Ladakh from Kashmir in
1842, and against the British in 1904.
LopezJr. 1994, p. 19; cf. his later larger work, Lope= Jr. 1998, pp. 1-13. Failing to make any distinction between
aggressor and defender. hewever, Lope= overlooks the fact that in nearly all of these military clashes he has
mentioned, Tibetans were the defenders of their lands and not the aggressor seeking to expand in territory;
which is a significant difference to be considered, even as Sondhi himself was careful to take into account.
20. Prof. M.L. Sondhi of Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, has said the following on this very
matter:"More than one writer today is pointing out that what the [Tibetan] Buddhists, who were ahead of their
did was to arrive at the truth. They had the perception of knowledge which is extremely contemporary. if
interesting, and here comes thc question of the effect of Buddhism on the mentality of the Tibetans-the fact
a very warlike people gave up being warlike and adopted procedure, technique and social organization
~ ~ l ~ h e ~ c h eviolence.
w e d They may have been violent within the Tibetan system. but there is little evidence of
going out and toppling other people.'' Sondhi was one of the participanU in a Symposium. the
Proceedings of which were printed "Political Reality of the Tibetan Situation," in TR (Feb. 1979):11-19; see
P.IS.For an excellent historical perspective on this subject, see Norbu 1997, pp. 362-78. In conclusion On the
Norbu writes that "the change from people 'who delighted in killing' others, to people who avoided
k'lllngeven the fleas on their bodies is remarkable by any standard."
The only other comparable instance in history which comes to mind, and \tfhlchagain involved the influence
ofBuddhismis the King-Emperor
of the Mauryan Empire of India some nine centuries earlier to Son@=
GunpO. Described as "the first great royal patron of Buddhism," Asoka, "after youthful indulgence in War and
?nq.uest,"piously adopted the Buddhist faith, and devoted the rest of his life to conguesb o f ~ l i g i o n~l d i n g
mlsslonarie~
ofthe new faith everv&here,both at home and abroad. Having successfully invaded Kalingaon the
Southeastern
coast of India i n the Aiddleof the third century b.c. as his Very first military conqueA it s u r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g
rhlch he
disgust that arose in him over the C N ~ and
~ Vb a r b i b ' of
bdcye
his last because ofthe
of
the
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afteTWards"resolved never again to permit such acts of butchery." The conversion to Buddhism md its gentle
teachings intensified his aversion to warfare, and as the years followed, this unusual king grew even more piour
erecting numerous stone pillars everywhere which had inscribed upon them his imperial edicts that
compassion, kindness to all living things, truth, purity and liberalib Said H.G. Wells of this noble king:u ~ i r
reign...was one of the brightest interludes in the troubled history of mankind." For the quoted material on
~ ~ o ksee
a , Wells 1951, p. 115; Wallbank et al., 1967, p. 99; and McNeill 1967, p. 161.

stred

21. As Dawa Norbu has concluded, after a careful inquiry into the major dynamics of Tibetm-chinese
relations: "Generally speaking, pre-Buddhist Sino-Tibetan relations were characterized by frequent conflicts
between the two countries: Btsan Tibet (ca. 600-842 C E . ) was one of the major 'barbarian' powepj menacing
China, which attempted to resolve this security problem by forming matrimonial alliances with Tibetan kings,
But neither matrimonial alliances nor friendly treaties secured a durable peace; only the Buddhist revolutionin
Inner Asia solved China's pre-modern security problem. It not only tamed the Tibetan martial spirit but also
created a non-coercive regime necessitating military dependency. Post- 1245, and even post-842, Sino-Tibetan
relations were therefore characterized by Tibet's progressive military dependency on external powers." Norbu,
"An Analysis of Sino-Tibetan Relationships, 1245-191 1 : Imperial Power, Non-Coercive Regime and Miliw
Dependency." in BarbaraN. Aziz and Matthew Kapstein, eds., Soundings in Tibetan Civilization [Proceedings,
International Association for Tibetan Studies, Seminar. 1982, Columbia University, New York] (New Delhi,
1985), I93 (emphasis added).
22. Bell 1946. p. 3 1.
23. Bell 1937, p. 429. In the same passage quoted from in the previous note, Bell had in effect proceeded10
admonish Christian Europe for failing to do what Buddhist Tibet had done. Wrote Bell: "Buddhism came to a
country essentially warlike,. .. [that] was one of the chief military powers of Asia.. . .They experienced a real
change of heart, which in Britain and Europe has been so often on the lips of men and women, but has not
penetrated within. Buddhism has done for Tibet what Christianity, in spite of its high moral code, has failed to
do for the nations of Europe. It may be said that the European nations have always been too aggressive and
warlike. But so were the Tibetans until they were converted to Buddhism." Bell 1946, p. 31.
24. In an address which the present Dalai Lama gave on Capitol Hill in Washington DC 011.21 Sept. 1987
that detailed a Five-Point Peacc Plan for Tibet's long-range future, he warned inter alia that ifthe Tibetansare
"to silrvive as a people, it is imperative that the population transfer be stopped and Chinese settlers return
China. Otherwise, Tibetans will soon be no more than a tourist attraction and relic of a noble past." Dalai Lama
XIV, "Text of Address: Dalai Lama Explains Peace Plan for Tibet," TR (Dec. 1987):15.
In his book on Tibet published in 1986, Jack Finegan gave a population profile which, though probablynol
completely accurate at that time. was, nonetheless, more than likely close to the truth. Making a useful distinction
between "cultural Tibet" (which would doubtless even include western China, where many Tibetans still live)
and "political Tibet," Finegan wrote: "In the entire Tibetan cultural area and in the world there are said to besix
million Tibetans. In 'political' Tibet the population is presently reported by the Chinese as approximatel~
1,650,000,96 percent 'ethnic' Tibetans, the rest members of more than ten so-called 'minority' groups, Menpas,
Denpas, Lopas. Sherpas. and others, the Menpas and the Sherpas both being Tibetan Buddhist in religion In
exile in India and elsewhere are an estimated 100,000 Tibetans. In 'political' Tibet under present circumstances
there are also many Han Chinese, with their military camps not only in border areas but also practically wherever
there is a Tibetan population. and in Lhasa alone the Han military and civilian population is reportedly
than the Tibetan population." Finegan 1986. pp. 8-9. Indeed, by 1992 it could be reported that 75 percentofthe
people in Lhasa were Chinese! Per Cornpassion in Exile: the Dalai Lama and Tihe!. a guide booklet 10 a video
ofthc same name and published 1992 by Central Television, Birmingham, England, p I I This flies in the
of. China's official Hsinhua news agency report of Mar. 1993 which claimed there were only 118,000 Han,inthe
b b a ~ ~ ~ t o n o r n Region
ous
This, in the view of most Western experts. writes the Director of the Washington
DC-based International Center for Tibet, is "a gross ilnderestimate," they having observed that ''at lest
urban dwellers in Tibet are Chinese" and that "Chinese arc now a majority in all urban areas ofTibet, including
in the TAR." John Ackerly. "Population Transfer and the Future of Tibet," TR (July 1993):lI.
Despite this gloomy assessment by Western-based Tibetan watchers of their landlr developini ~ ~ p ~ l
profile. as recentl)' as September 2002 the Chaillnrn of the ~~lincse-occupied
Tibet AutonOmouS ReglOnal
government. IaeEquf b)' name. had denied, in the words of a report in the T,bPtanReview. that"Tibeens
soon hcconlc minority in their capital i.hasa9' Moreovrr, quoting China's 5 t h national census that
On l
2U00. 1.egq0g presented as "prooT9 that ethnic Tibelans accounted for 92.2 p e r ~ e ~ ~ ~
,
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dfthe TAR that he asserted then stood at 2.6163 million. He declared further that in this most raent
POPulation
census of China there were 2.41 1 million ethnic Tibetans within TAR, whereas only 155,300 were
elhnic Han, and ~ e o p l e sof other minority nationalities numbered less than 50,000. See "China Denies '].i&t
populationTransfer Policy," TR (O~t.2002):7.
11 should be added, finally, however, that what happened in recent history to both Manchuria and inner
Mongoliaat the hands of the various Han governments in Peking greatly troubles exiled-llbetan ]cadets and
presentsa bleak forecast of what is in store for Tibet if the population transfers of Chinese into the
of
Snowsare not radically checked if not ended entirely. In a report of its 1985 visit to northeastern Kbct. the Fifth
Tibetan Delegation allowed into the country was moved to pose this ominous question: H'ill the l'ibetan race
facethesame fate which the Manchus and Mongols long since have met? For startling statistics paint a horrific
picmreofwhat can be expected for Tibet if the Chinese have their way there as they have had among those two
peoples. "Early this century." wrote Professor Dawa Norbu in 1987, "the Manchus were a distinct race ~ i t h
their language and culture; today only two or three million Manchurians are left in Manchuria. where 75 millian
Chinese have settled. In Inner Mongolia, Chinese outnumber the Mongols by 8.5 ~nillionto 2.5 million"! Norbu
1987, p. 276.
Nothing which has occurred in Tibet since the mid- 1980s and early 1990s at the hands of the Communist
Chinese has provided any hope that the Sinocization of Tibet will end. Indeed. in the opinion of many Tibet
watchers, by the year 2003 at Lhasa, the Dalai Lama's dismal forecast of 1987 has nearly become a total reality.

25. Except where already documented, much of the physical, historical, social and religious descriptions of
Tibetand the Tibetans found in the foregoing paragraphs. as well as the quoted statements therein. is based on
material found in: Ekvall 1907, p. 122n.: Norbu 1987, pp. 25-6, 29; Robson 1909. pp. 44-5: "Introduction." in
Hyde-Chambers 1985, pp. 19-20; Hicks 1988, p. 14; lngram 1990, p. 2: Pallis 1949. p. 195: Pcisscl 1972. pp.
5-7; Petech, A Study on the Chronicles oJLadakh (Indian Tiber) (Calcutta: Oriental Press. 1939). 71; Finegan
1986, pp. 9, 13,40; McGovern 1924, pp. 133, 246-7,259; Goodman 1986, p. 29; Mcrrick 1933. p. 164: 7ime.y
(London), 26 Dec. 1906, p. 6; Woodcock 1965, p. 89; and Pemba 1957. p. 79. See also Fcigon 1996, espcciall!,
the first two chapters, for an excellent, balanced treatment on the climate. topography and geography of Tibet.
and on the origips of the Tibetans as a people.
26. See Macdonald 1932, pp. 236, 260.
27. See McGovern 1924, pp. 35-7; Gould 1957, p. 17; and Lt. L.T. Grove. "l'lro Sappcr Subalterns in
Tibet," Royal Engineers Journal (Dec. 193 1):692.

28. Tharchin 192 1, p. 1.

29. Both men had previously met for the first time in early 1920 at Yatung in the Chumbi Valley of Tibct
when Tharchin and Dr. Sutherland ( S ~ M I Principal
's
at Kalimpong) were on their return journe!. from Bhutan
beetheend of the previous chapter where more is said by Tharchin about the Trade Agent as a Chris~ian).
. Anotherperson who appreciated the abilities and sen.ices of Macdonald ( 1 870-1962) was his oldcr colleague
In the British civil service, the well-known Sir Charles Bell (profiled elsewhere earlier in the present biography
Ch. 8), afriend of Tharchin's and the one tvho had been the Political Oficer in Gangtok. Sikkim when back
In I 9 l 4 Sundar Singh and Tharchin had unsuccessfully sought permission there to proceed to l'ibct. In his book
the life of Dalai Lama XIII. Bell wrote that Macdonald "had helped the Dalai Lama great]! on the latter's
to India" in 19 10, .'and [here was consequentb. friendship between them.. I lirnself e n d o ed
~ r ith a
patient and kindly temperanlent," Macdonald "never failed to get on \\ell with Tibetans.. . .hlacdonald did
wonderfulwork at Yatung and C;j*antseas an agent subordinate to the British Representati\.e. In June 1929.
years after his retirement, [he Tibetan Prime Minister wrote to him, 'During the time that !'ou \+ere in
between the British and the Tibetans \rere v e n friendl!-. And when I relurllcd 10 'Tibet on a
Private visit in 1934,'' Bell went on to say, -1 could see how beioved he still was. though it Some ten \,ears
'lnce 1 had retired As long as the Dalai Lama lived. he exchanged letters with Macdonald." Bell 1946. PP 847
370.
also had this to sav about Macdonald: ..Writing and speaking Tibetan as one of themselves. thinking
In
[he good \rill of Tibelans of all c ~ s s ~ S . Bell
"
192Ja. p
' ' q ~ ~ b e t alines,,
n
,he se[,er failed to
U'rOkOne
well-known Tibetan lady. Macdanald .-was v e popular
~
in Tihet." Taring 1970. p .19.
Still another admirer of MacdonaJd \,.as the Alnerican author and Thetan scholar Theon Bemard.
Thuchin much later was to accompany pafi-aay on a lengthy journey to Lhasa in 1937. In his book dflcrlblng
ha pllgrimage to the Tibetan
kernard ;poke highb. of the Britisher: "At this lime I \ras makins many
\veil
and
""'able contacts3.in ~
~
l
i Macdonald.
~
~ \\rho
~ is so~
~ knann
~
, loved h!' all the Tlbaans
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because of his intimate friendship with the late Dalai and Tashi [Panchen] Lamas, was always most graciousin
introducing me to his many friends. who visited him on their pilgrimages to the birthplace of Laord~ ~ d ind h ~
India." Bernard 1939, p. 32.
One final Macdonald admirer who ought to be mentioned and who was one whom Tharchin also accompanied
on a journey to Lhasa was Sir Basil John Gould. He, together with Tharchin and others. spent six months in the
fibetan capital during 1940 working on a libetan wordbook. In the Preface to the resultant published workby
C;ould, he favorably comments on Macdonald's assistance in this regard and on his other accomplishments:
"Mr. David Macdonald, who has helped throughout, was already a Tibetan scholar of distinction when in 1905
he helped Sir Charles Bell in the preparation of his Manual o f Colloquial Tibetan.. .As a translator of the Bible
into Tibetan, Mr. Macdonald is reputed to be the leader ol'those who hold that even what is most sacred may,
without irreverence, be expressed in words which every man can understand. For many years he has conducred
on behalf ofthe Central Board of Examiners in India the ofiicial examinations in colloquial Tibetan."Gouldand
Hugh Richardson, Tibetan Word book (l,ondon, 1943). sii.
As a fitting conclusion, the comments of Scott Berry concerning Macdonald ought also to be included here.
Describing him as "this near legendary figure," Berry \bent on to declare that Macdonald "must have beenavery
remarkable nian indeed to have overcome the conlernporary stigma against Eurasians. ...It was probably only
his mixed parentage and his own marriage to a woman of mixed Nepali and Scottish blood that kept him from
rising as high in the service as Bell, and for twenty years or niore he was the most important figure representing
the British in Tibetan affairs." Berry 1995, pp. 152-3. Much more can be learned on the life and career of
Macdonald by consulting the text pages referenced under the Index entry for him in McQy 1997.
30. The information about what Tharchin found at Yatung is per his own observations recorded in his
"memoirs," per his younger Tibctan friend Tsewang Y. Pemba in the latter's article, Pernba 1977, p. 22, aswell
as other published sources.
3 1 . This per Tharchin in his RB TwMs, p. 3.
32. It was about 10 years earlier that she had established the school. Her husband David, whom she married
in 1893 at Ghoom and where they first established their home, has left a brief record of its founding and
subsequent history; see Macdonald 1932, pp. 224-5. 42.
33. All information and quotations in this paragraph concerning Tharchin, the school, and his relationship to
it have been derived from three sources: (a) Tharchin 192 1, p. I ; (b) GTUM TsMs, 105-6; and (c) BB TwMs, p.
3. The (b) source has it that Tharchin assisted at the school for three months, the (c) source, that he rernainedat
Yatung for four months before traveling onward to Gyantse. A four-month maximum period is confirmed by the

(a) source. Hence, the Text reads: "three to four months."
34. Pradyumna P. Karan, The Changing Face ofTibet; the Impact of Communist Ideology on the Landscape
(Lexington, 1976), 7 1.
35. Tseten 1971, pp. 81-2, 83, 87.
36. Pemba 1957, p. 127.
37. Reported in French 1995, p. 185.

'

38. Steele, "On the Roof of the World," sixth in his series of seven articles describbg his expedition into
Tibet, published in typewritten mimeograph form by Bureau of Public Information. Government of India
June 1945, pp. 1-2.

39. Peissel. Das Verbotene Kdnigreich im Hirnalayo (Berlin: Safari-VerIag, 1968), 116. he descriptivemd
quoted material taken from this book has been freely translated from the German by s ~ e r m a n a c q u a i n t m ~ ~ ~ ~
the Present author. A map that delineates the misconceived Tibetan view ofthe earth has been pr0videdonP-12'
of Peissells book. It is to be noted as well that this volume has been published also under the English tltleof
Mustang, rhe Forbidden Kingdom.
$0. The information regarding these four teachers is per Rinchen Dolma Taring (aka: Mary 1% see later in the
Present chapter). who as a twelve-year-old arrived in Yatung from Lhasajust after Tharchin wenton Gym!se'
She stayed for about six months (Oct. 192 1 -Mar 1922) in the Macdonald home before going on to Du~eellng
for three Years of schooling there. See her volume, Taring 1970, p. 56.
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41a Ibid.
43. ,411quoted passages in this and the preceding paragraph are taken from Tharchin 1921, p. I , with some
very minor editing provided by the present author for easier comprehension.
44. See Minto 1974, p. 173. See also GTUM TsMs, 107. The fact of the service being conducted in the school
ispernarchin Post-1962, p. 2. It will be remembered that Rev. Graharn's senior missionary colleague at the
Kalimpong Mission, Dr. Sutherland, had conducted a similar service here a year earlier, Tharchin again being
present. See the previous chapter.
45. Tharchin 192 1, pp. 1-2.
46. Besides the sources already cited in the previous two notes as well as p. 107 of the general GTUM TSMS
source frequently cited in these pages of End-Notes, another document was found by the present writer among
he ThPaK which sheds further light on the details of the Tharchin-Graharn encounter just now discussed; see
Tharchin, "Church News of the Tibetan Congregation, Kalimpong, for the Year 1970." p. 1 of a three-page
typed document submitted (early 197 l?) for eventual publication in the Eastern Himalayan Church Xews (UCNI).
in which this latter-day ordained p a t o r of the Tibetan congregation, in honor of the Centenary Year of the
founding of the Church of Scotland Mission in the Eastern Himalayan region, had recalled certain events and
works associated with the early pioneers of the Mission, including the Revs. Macfarlane and Graham.
47. Per Tharchin 192 l , p. 2.

48. Almost all the bungalows along the route between Yatung and Gyantse were designed according to the
same pattern: "two rooms and bathrooms, with offices, enclosed in a walled compound, for shelter from the
wind. That they were also built with an eye to defense is obvious. They are as comfortable as it is possible to
make them, but fires are necessary all the time they are in occupation." Dak bungalows in both Tibet and Sikkim
"are fully furnished, those above 7000 feet elevation being provided with mattresses also." Macdonald 1943,
pp. 87,25.
49. Ibid., 5-6. For a most detailed description of the entiie length ofthe route to what was then Tibet's third
largest city that boasted a population of some 7000 people (when including the lamas and monks of the great
Pakhor Chhode Monastery), see ibid., 84-90.
50. Sinclair 1965, p. 266.
51. Ibid., 267.

52. Manning is quoted in Cutting 1940, p. 244. For the Kimura quotations see his book, Kimura 1990, pp.
l4], 159. For the Thomas, Jr. quotations see his book of travels, Thomas Jr. 1951, p. 82. See also Tseten 1971.
P P 66,121. Thomas, Jr. was wont to conclude his description of the Tibetan community by pointing out that. "if
Phari has the reputation of being the dirtiest town in the world, it may also boast of having the world's loftlest
post ofice at an altitude of 14.700 feet."
53. Millington 1905, pp. 73-4.
j4. Since the days of T h a r ~ h ivisits
~ ' ~ deep into Tibet, which for all practical p u r p a ~ ended
s
in 1940. much
'lthe mOnastic communin. at Gyantse no longer exins, as a consequence of the Chinese Communist t * ~ ~ t r
Ofthecountv:hatbegm in*1g50and culminged in the notorious and violent rampage ofthe Cu~turalRevolution. S
RedGuardsduring the decade 1966-76. *Ithough the Golden Pagoda still stands intact. the Same ann not be
lorthelarIIasery center in \rhich it oncc stood, Ofthe 18 temples which existed in the d a p when Thachin lived
to the ground by the wanton zeal of the young
a'G~anfse,
only
now survi\ne, the others haring been
Red Guards. It is said. moreover. "that Tibetms were made to participate in the devastation." Harer
19'5, pp. 136-7 Harrer made a return journey to Tibet in 1982 and visited G?ant~eat that time Accordinglo
Finegm
compound'swalls and central temple still stand
lack
~ n e ~ abesides
n,
the Pagoda, the
1986,p . 156.
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55.~ h e s two
e bazaar descriptions are from Thomas Jr. 195 1, p. 99; and Tung 1980, pp. 90-1. E~~~~~for
Millington source, much of the rest of the description with regard to Gyantse is derived from
m l e y (Brevet-Major, 34. Sikh Pioneers), With Mounted Infantry in Tibet (London. 1906). 74,76, 191; M lohn
~
c
1924, pp. 50. 56ff.;Gould 1957. p. 20; Special Correspondent 1904, p. 4 (note: anicle datelined Gymtse,16
Apr.; the town did not fall to the British till 6 July 1904); photo caption of Plate 11 (opposite p. 11 17)ofUTibetan
m,"Encvclbpaedia Britannica 2 1 (Chicago. 1973); Finegan 1986. pp. 156-7; Riencoun 1950, pp. 46-7,56.
see also r u n g 1980 again, pp. 2 1-2 and Merrick 1933, P. 154.
56. Tharchin 192 1, p. 3.
57. Ibid., p. 2.
58. Ibid., p. 3.
59. Much of the information and all of the quoted matter in this paragraph have been derived from GTUM
TsMs. 108 and BB TwMs, p. 3. But the information about for whom he had initially established his school is
derived from Carlson 1988a, p. 13.
60. "When I finally returned to India from this trip to Tibet, I brought back that register with me, but
e71idently it is lost somewhere."-Tharchin, GTUM TsMs, 108.
61. All information and quoted material in this and the preceding paragraph have been derived from either
ibid., 109-10 or BB TwMs, p. 4 or the "Daily Attendance Register for the K.O. [Kun-Nang Od-Sell School.
Gyantse for the month of Oct. 1923," ThPaK.
62. See Prernan Addy. "British and Indian Strategic Perceptions of Tibet," in Barnett and Akiner (eds.)
1994. pp. 3 1 , 32. See also Spence 1997 in Krasser et al. (eds.) 1997. I1:920. where the author states that British
India "was willing to train four officers" (doubtless the very four now under discussion in the Text ofthe present
narrative) and to train "some 350 non-commissioned officers. All the military supplies and training were paid
for by the Tibetan government."
63. For much of the information found in this and the preceding two paragraphs, see Macdonald 1932. p.
155; Shakabpa 1967. p. 259; Berry 1995, p. 135; K. Dhondup, "The Thirteenth Dalai Lama's Experiment in
Modern Education," TJ(Autumn 1984):43-4; Rahul 1962, pp. 183-91 ; Tsarong 2000, pp. 50-5 l ;and McGovem
1923. pp. 458-9.
63a. Per ibid.,16 (photo caption).

64. See P.O.S. 1938, pp. 3, 10, 22; and Petech 1973, pp. 63, 214. For further details about the seven ranks
of Tibetan officials. their titles and the origins and meanings of these titles, see McGovem 1924. PP. 443-4;
Macdonald 1929 (Mar.). p. 2 15; Gould 1937, pp. 256-7; Taring 1970, pp. 18. 29; and Goodrnan 1986,P. 17611.
Doring was one of the two young officers who in 1915 had received such military training at Gyantse forafebk
months. The other was the nephew of His Holiness, Bhrumpa (or Dumpa) by name, who, largely through he
favor of the Dalai Lama. would soon rise to become the Commander of the latter's bodyguard regimental1d
would even assume the highest military position in the Tibetan army-eventually receiving the title ofDzasa
and replacing Tsarong Shape in 1925 as Commander-in-Chief. But Doring and Bhrurnpa had soon grown Jealous
of Gongkar, one 01. the lbur boys r h o had been sent off to England for education and had returned in 19161°
train Tibetan soldiers ender the dirvct s~lpervisionof Tsarong. These t\vo young ofticers-sons ofnobilir).-dld
not favor Gongkar.~~ p ~ ~ hnu\iledgc
iill
he had brought back with hi111t o m England nor his r i ~ i n g ~ o s i l ~ ~ ~
"conipared him ~ ~ l l i i \ ~ r i \\ bv ilt)l ~the British nlilitary officers at Gyantse. Above all, in a land where ? I n h
decided a person's cilrcer. (iongkilr ivas the son of a middle-class family and noble sons of high-rankingfamllles
regarded it beneath tlicir Jignit! to serve under him." K. Dhondup (see the citation two notes
See also Wangchen (iclek Surhhang, '.The Thifleenth Dalai Lanla,'' TJ ((Winter 1982):15, where, howfver'
Bllrunlpa-though not identilicd h) name-is inconectly called the Dalai Lama's brother. surkhangdescrlbed
Rllrumpa as "an incapable indiscriminating pcrson." See also Michael 1982, p. 163, where ~hrumpaisidentlficd
as the h l a i lLalna's ncphe\j, and the Dalai 1,ama's bodyguard regiment commander.
Sonam
65. P.(l,S 1938. p 37: see also Rahul 1962. p 19 1 . Interestingly, his father-the late ~ u s h Kyipup
o
l.~he?e--had been employed at Yatung at the time of the Younghusband Expedition to Tibet in 1903-4
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66, ~~radditional details with regard to the sending ofthese boys abroad, see the Text and End-Notes of Ch.
21 ~fthepresent narrative's final volume. Now after graduating from Rugby. Wangdi Norbhu went on to reejvc
some mining in mapmaking and irrigation engineering but "without mastering either subject." Failing to make
wh progess in these fields aner his return to Tibet in 19 17, "Kyipup Wangdi" war dispatched to Kalimpong
in the spring of 1919 in order to learn telegraphy, where he stayed till Nov. of that year. He eventually went on
10 become, in 1935, a Mipon (City Magistrate) of Lhasa; and by 1946, he had assumed the post U "a high
at the Foreign Ministry" in the Tibetan capital. (Harrer) The family name had actually been Kyipuk but
waschanged by Wangdi upon his initially leaving Tibet for England and using the more familiar spelling in his
writing of English. Ibid.; and Harrer 1956, p. 155.
67. P.O.S.1938, p. 20; see also Rahul 1962. p. 188; Tharchin 1937a. wherein Dingja is mentioned by
marchin as being one of the four who went down with him on his return to India in early 1924 after military
mining was completed at Gyantse; and Taring 1970, pp. 1 12-3, 123. The latter author relates the sad end of
Dingja's life as follows: "Our very dear friend, General Dingja, represented the l'ibe~angovernment in Peking
from 1957-59. During his absence his wife, Tsarong's sister, died, and when he returned to Lhasa after the
Uprising [of Mar. 19591 to find his wife dead. many of his friends and relatives gone into exile, man), killed by
torture, many in prison and his beloved country so changed, he got such a dreadful shock that he also died of'
heart failure." Ibid., 269-70.
68. The two Tharchin quotations are derived from, respectively: (a) Tharchin 1942, p. I ;and (b) BB TwMs.
p. 4.

69. Macdonald 1932, p. 223.
70. Tharchin 1937a.
71.P.O.S. 1938, pp. 37, 20.
72. Macdonald 1932, p. 223. Tharchin himself, in his unpublished "Brief Biography," confirms the fact that
hetaught these officers English as well as Hindi: "They also took great interest to learn English and Hindustani
[born me] ..." BB TwMs, p. 4.
73. Except for the name and ethnicity of the new assistant teacher, which Tharchin revealed in his BB
TwMs, p. 2, the rest of the information in this paragraph was derived from GTUM TsMs, 110 and from O S ~ X
Pfister's summary of what Tharchin had Shared with Catholic Jesuit Fr. Henry Hosten at Darjeeling in June
1925 and found in Pfister 1926, p. 2 15.
74. Both Tharchin sources: GTUM TsMs, l I I and BB TwMs, p. 3.
75. As reported by Hosten to Oskar Pfister and published in Pfister 1926, p. 2 15.
76."All [Tibetan] officials and certain of the wealthier non-officials are entitled to be styled kusl~o,literally
'your honor's feet,' which may be rendered into English as 'esquireT.lMacdonald 1929 (Mar.). p. 2 15.
77. This son has had a most interesting career. Born in 1886 to the late Lhase Kusho and Maharani Yishe
of Sikkim before her marriage to Thutob Namgyal (see next note), he was declared an incarnation of
MondOling
Monastery (in Sikkim). He possessed a considerable reputation for learning and for medicinal skills.
Rniously he had lived at Gangtok with his half-brother the Maharaja sewing as fmil) priest and religious
'ns"uctor.He even acted as head of Religion in SiEim and introduced many monastic reforms. !hti
the Durbar's
'nsent, he also issued orders prohibiting exorcists from killing animals as propitiation of evil spirits. But he
FRatedtrouble for himself
friction among Sikkim's Raj families when he laid claim to certain Dobtraesta!es
In T!bet (see next note), For this and other reasons, he was expelled from his homeland in 1934 and fame to ]lve
Monastery which he himself had monstmcted from a state of disrepair. He came to be h o t v n as
?ngRimp~~he.as Lingbu Lama and as =hatsun Rimpoche. P.O.S. 1938, p. 66. He died in the early 1950s
Just before the Fourteenth Dalai Lama rested at Lingbu in July 1951 on his way back to Lhasa from Yatungto
where His Holiness had fled with the invasion of the Chinese Communists. Oct. 1950. See Tming 1g70. p- 74.
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78. The more formal and complete name is Raja Tsotra Namgyal of Taring. the latter appellation(meMinp
in Tibetan. "long life3')-variously
spelled also as Tharing. 'rering. liering, lsaring, Traring, etc,-beinp derived
from the Tibetan village or town by that name located near Gyantse about 155 miles southwest ofLhasa, ,,,as
there that the uncle, Lhase Kusho, and his family were to be domiciled on landed estates he acquired in 1893
after fleeing to Tibet. The family had also acquired estates at Dobtra near Khamba Dzong. some 100 trekking
miles still farther to the southwest. Long before this, of course, Sikkim's ruling family's ties with Tibel had
already been established. As David Macdonald was later to explain in his autobiography published in 1932:
"Fonner]y, the royal family of Sikkim used to spend the rainy season in the Chumbi \alley, to escape the \>try
trying rains of Sikkim. None ofthe pests that make life unbearable in the latter country are found in Tibet.
as 1912 the Sikkini ruler held estates in the Chumbi Valley, but.. .these lands have since been granted as a firP
or ]eased, by the Tibetan government, "to the Raja.. .Tering.. .The Terings are the descendants ofthe late Maharaja
of Sikkim. Sir Thutob Namgyal," the predecessor to the Maharaja (i.e., Tashi Namgyal, the youngesl halfbrother oflaring Raja) who was reigning at the time Tharchin was at Gyantse. "and are, as a matter of fact.the
senior branch of the family. AI1 their interests, however, now lie in Tibet, from whence, as landed proprietors,
they will never return to settle permanently in Sikkim." Macdonald 1932. p. 59. The Taring Estate near Gyanlse
used to be a place of enjoyment for Depons "in place of a salary" and was small when compared with sonle of
the old Tibetan noble family estates and those belonging to the monasteries. See Taring 1970. p. 95.
79. Beil 1924a, p. 207.
80. The foregoing information on the Rakasha and other Tibetan peerage families is from: (a) Bernard 1939.
p. 3 18; (b) Petech 1973, pp. 19, 50fY.; (c) Rahul 1962, p. 189 note 28; and P.O.S. 1938, pp. 2 1,66.
8 1. This head of the Tsarong family, who was "one of the then chief ministers of Tibet" and "the on!y one to
remain behind and carry on his duties when the Dalai Lama and the rest of the ministers fled to India,
was.. .suspected of Chinese activities. The lamas of the Sera Monastery dragged him from the council chamber
at the Potala and killed hinl without any form of trial. Several other high Tibetan officers, including one of~he
sons of the murdered Tsarong, were also suspected of aiding the Chinese. They were killed by the Sera priestsat
the same time." Macdonald 1932, p. 1 I 1 . Tsarong and his son were literally dragged down long flights of the
Potala's sleps to their deaths in unmerciful fashion.
The jury is still out among the many historians and others who have attempted to get at the entire truth asto
who precisely was responsible for the decision to eliminate the Tsarongs, father and son. Some claim that
Chensa Nang-kang (aka: Dazang Dadul), who ~vouldsoon be elevated to be the Tibetan army's Commander-inChief and become the new Tsarong head of that household (see later in the narrative text), was himselfdirectly
implicated. But not enough solid evidence has yet been produced by researchers and historians for anyone
outside Chensa's family (he and they denied it) to be able to declare unequivocally that he was responsible. The
entire event is still shrouded in the murky mists of the Tibetan politics of that day, and perhaps the whole truth
will never be known.
What in general outline is known, however, is as follows: Towards the end of Dalai Lama Xlll's selfimposed exile in India (1910-12). His Holiness had dispatched his loyal favorite Chensa to Tibet and l.hasato
make preparations for his safe return, particularly in view of the Chinese military and political presence still
evident everywhere in Tibet despite the impending overthrow of the Manchu Imperial dynasty in China. 11 was
in the latter part of 191 1 that Chensa had been sent to Tibet for the express purpose of engineering arevo'l
against the Chinese occupation forces; and to this end His Holiness had even issued a proclamation to
people. Now according to one writer on Tibet (Riencourt), one ofthe first methods this secret agent oftheDaB
Lama's employed to effect this revolt was to go about the land in disguise, stirring up farmers and t o w n s ~ ~ ~ p ~ ~
to rise UP against the Chinese presence by organizing and keeping alive an effective resistance movement,
Chensa's clandestine work had proved so promising that at the end of the same year he could send to his mater
a glowing report of his activities. Riencourt 1950, p. 167; see also Petech 1973, p. 137 Then, upon Chensa
arrival at the Sacred City itself, he and two other Tibetan officials, it is said, convened a secret meetingOfthe
National Assembly. According to one prominent Tibetan historian (Shakabpa), at this meeting66itwadecidedto
arrest all pro-Chinese Tibetan officials, before there were any more defections like that of the TengY'el'ng
monastery" located at Chakpori just opposite the Tibetan pontiff's Palace in Lhasa. (The monks here had perhaps
allled themselves with the Chinese as a means of avenging themselves for the punishment which the lay
had
of the Tibetan government had meted out upon them several
before Dalai Lama
Powers In 1895. For many generations this monastery had been one ofsix leading oner in %bet with thepnv'lege
of supplying a Regent during a given Dala; Lama's minority; indeed, its ~ b b o had
t become the Regentdur'ng

years
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hefiimnth's mino,ity and had been responsible, along with others, for an unsuccessful antmpt to m u r d the
~
voungmai
Lama, leading to the punishment of that monastery's inmates already mentioned; and, then, because
bf its siding with the Chinese in 191 1-12, Tengyeling's substantial estates were confiscated by h e Tibetan
its monastery "sacked and burned," leaving an "empty shell" that "now stands as a warning to
~torf'-Hayden and Cosson.) "As a result of this decision," continues Shakabpa's account, "the members of
heKmhg were all arrested. Kalon Tsarong [himself one of these members of the Cabinet], his son, and.. .the
Secretary of the Kashag, were [killed] for having had close relations with the Chinese." The other threc Kalons,
had been appointed by the "suzerain" Chinese authorities, "were imprisoned." Shakabpa 1967, p. 24 1. See
also Goodman 1986, p. 14 1; see also Rahul 196 1, p. 42 1 and Hayden and Cosson 1927. p. 87 for data on
Tengyeling. Kalon Tsarong, then, had been the only one of the four Kashag members to have been appointed by
the Dalai Lama. Now with the conclusion of the Republican revolution in China and.the collapse of the old
imperial order, the Tibetan revolt under Chensa's lead proved successful, making it possible for him to welcome
finallyHis Holiness back to Tibet as far as Sarn-ding Monastery. At that time he had already achieved the rank
ofcommander of all Tibetan forces in the two central and most important provinces of the country ( U and
Tsang) that included the cities of Lhasa, Shigatse and Gyantse. By the third month of 1913 Chensa would be
appointed by His Haliness the first ever Tibetan army Comrnander-in-Chief of all forces throughout Tibet and In
addition he would have the title of Dzasa bestowed upon him. A year later the Dalai Lama would make him a
member of the powefil Kashag or ruling Cabinet. Petech 1973, p. 138. At only age 27 he had arriked at the
pinnacle of all lay power in Tibet! The Dalai Lama would eventually return to his capital b j earl) 1913. after all
Chinesetroops and officials had been removed from Tibetan territory and after Chensa had notilicd tfls I loliness
that all was now safe for him to re-assume his rightful place among his subjects. Shorlly thereaficr Chenu
became the new head of the Tsarong household, which immediately ennobled this son of a humble maker of
arrowheads and "assured his standing in the narrow circle of the ruling class." Moreover, "his talent for finance
and for international trade made him the richest man in Tibet." Ibid.

82. The reader is reminded to return to Ch. 1 of the present narrative for additional details regarding this
unusual polyandrous marriage, as well as an extensive discussion there concerning other such marriage customs
to be found among Tibetans.
83. See Macdonald 1932, pp. 73-4 for an exciting account ofthe dramatic way in which this brai,e young
man held off the pursuers of His Holiness at the Tsangpo River crossing south of Lhasa just long enough for the

latter to make good his flight to safety. According to Tibetan historian Shakabpa because of the help ofchensa.
theDalaiLama had actually escaped being beheaded and his head brought back to the Chinese Imperial Amhan
atLhasa.For the latter, upon learning of the Grand Lama's flight from the capital, had instantly asked for tno
from among his troops to bring the head of His Holiness back to him. These two. together with 300
c!val~en,were then dispatchzd in hot pursuit of the Dalai Lama's party, but fortunately for His Holiness.
withoutSuccess! Shakabpa 1967, p. 228. Chensa himself escaped capture and certain death when. after arrival
at theChineSe-occupied Tibetan town of Phari (28 miles from Yatung), he was able, with the help of the Phari
District~overnors,
to make his way secretly to Yatung where he feigned to be one of the British postal runners
letters and parcels between Phari and Sikkim. Chensa was thus able to escape recognition and to
'llrnbupthrough the snow to the frontier mountain pass and cross over to safety. From here he ultimatel! caught
9 with the Dalai Lama at Kalimpong and remained with His Holiness during much of his stay at Dar~eeling.
Bell 1946, p. 88.

'"ho

84. Robert Byron, First Russia Then Tibet (London, 1933), 2 12.

8S. Actually, it was the "devout Christian" Macdonald family's oldest daughter, Annie, who approached
Rin~hen
Dolma and bLak.;ked
me,*1wrote Mary later, "if I would liked to be renamed 'Mar).' before I went to
D9eeling.Mary being the Lord Jesus1
name. To me it rounded like Dolma [my Tibetan name for the
Indlmgoddess Tars, and which means ~Pr0tectress9],
a Christ's mother is also a pmktrfis [at l a l t o
'laccepted it and have since been known Mary to all my friends." At the Mount Hermon School. she went
"1 went to church regularly with the other girls, took scripture lessons and respected Christ. Yet I kept my
my karma deify--the goddess who had been my p r 0 t e c ~ S sin
in the Lord Buddha and in ~~l~~
'1 pray to the wmousPrOtsacss
Prevl~~s
...At church, and during prayers at whool, 1 uwd to
Pobal. Protect all living beings from frightening destruction and death.' '' Taring 1970-pp. 568. Mqmade
a point of slating that though a few conversions had been made in the day school which the Macdonalds
had
OPemed at Yatung when she was living with them, "they never tried10 convert me." Ibid.,56.
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86. An event told of in greater detail at Ch. 27 of the present work's final volume. Jigme Taringhad the
distinction of having filmed the only extant film documentation of the tragic March 1959 Uprising in Lhasa TJ
(Summer 198 1):84.
87. See Ch. 27 for details.
88. Sources for the foregoing information and quotations therein on the interconnectedness of these five
families are as follows: Tharchin himself, GTUM TsMs, 110-1 1; Bell 1946, p. 41; Bernard 1939, pp. 71-3,75,9g,
11 1, 120. 153-5, 3 16-8, 254; Macdonald 1932, pp. 59, 73-4, 124, 133-4, 205-7,285-7; Harrer 1956, pp. 168,
118-9, 134-5 passim;Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1955?, pp. 99ff.; TJ(Summer 1981):84; P.O.S. 1938, pp. 21,22,65.
7,73-4; (Mrs.) Welthy (Honsinger) Fisher, The Top ofthe World (New York, 1926), 4 1; Coelho 1970, pp. 18-24;
Hayden and Cosson 1927, p. 80; and Taring 1970, pp. 50-66,68, 73-5, 81-5; see also Spence 1991, pp. 35.6.
89. The data on young Chokte Kusho was gleaned from two entries in P.O.S. 1938, pp. 15 ("Ch~g-te-~~")
and 18 ("Dele Rabden").
.
90. It is not clear from the available records whether Changlo Chen had his temporary living quarters within
Gyantse itself or somewhere outside the town. In any case, most likely these quarters were limited in the amount
of space available for guests; which may therefore account for why, during Tharchin's periods of freedom from
school responsibilities, the Headmaster ended up spending more time with Doring Thaiji on his ancestral estate
than with Changlo Chen.
91. Bell 1928, pp. 93, 283. 98.
92. Merrick 1933, pp. 170-2.
93. Macdonald 1932, p. 155.
94. Kimura 1990, p. 15 1
95. See Macdonald 1932, pp. 275-6. See also McKay 1997, p. 99.
96. The source for both Tharchin quotations marked for this end-note no. is Tharchin Post-1962, pp. 2-3.
Both can also be found in Carlson 1988% p. 13.
97. Tharchin Post-1962, p. 2.
98. Special Correspondent 1904, p. 4. See also Finegan 1986, p. 156, where he identifies some of the
Buddhist sects numbered among the monkhood who occupied the 16 colleges that were present at Palkhor
Chhode.
99. Quoted in Bell 1924b, p. 92
100. A reference, no doubt. to one of the largest prayer wheels in all of Tibet, located at the ~alkhorchhode
Monastery where these lamas lived. David Macdonald has provided a description of this particular "external
object" of the Tibetan religion: "Near the main temple is a huge prayer wheel, ten feet high and eight fed in
diilmetcr. conlaining millions of repetitions of the sacred 'Om! Mani Padme Hum!' formula rvritten O n
thin
paper. 'This is revolved b). every pilgrim who visits the shrine. each revolution being marked b) !he skikingofa
bell. ~\hichthus records that the prayers have been wasted to the gods." Macdonald 1932, p. 131.
101 .17he~ l d cbrother
~l
of Dalai Lama XIV, and himselfa leariled incamate lama and former Abbot o f W r of
the nlorc ilnponant temples within the famed Kumbum Monastery of eastern Tibet, has shed funher lighton
does not.. . belong to one ofthe religious
fibetan
"Nawpa-Chips" nomenclature and their U=. He \vrites:
min~riticswill. if you ark him what his religion is, tell you that he is a 'Nangpa,' which inealls 'one who
belongs.. Actuall) anyone. provided that he belongs 10 some c(,nfession or other, can call hilnselfa NangQP3
sincc Huddhisln knows no religious fanaticism, Outside Tibet the \vord 'Cllipa,' which
use 11) dearlbe
someone
is not a Buddhist-actually [hc word Inems someone \vho does not belong-is urollglg [ranslat!
' b r e i g n ~ r 'or 'stranger.' The correct word for foreigner or stranger is .Cllilangpe'." Norbu 1961. P 8 8 Thli
underst;lnding. i f applied 10 Tharchin, aould have tllerefore still cn[i,led llinl to call l i i n i s ~al ~r all^^^"
G ~ a n t s cin his discussions with [he local lamas ,here. in view orthe filet that Tharc]lin\,,asa71ibttan3
ribet at the lime, and belonged to the minorit!, Christian confession!!

in
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102, ~~cietimes
this ritual involved a different beverage than chang, was done with a different fingcr. and
hd a differentobject in vlew. Tsewang Y. Pemba, already quoted from, who was born at (;yan(se in 1931 and
his childhood at Yatung and Lhasa, recalls how at Yatung his grandmother would engage in this riaal of
hefinger-dip
offering at breakfast. She, however, upon saying a short Buddhist grace at the meal, would, "aftcr
dippingthe forefinger of her right hand into her tea,. ..raise it and flick it three times to the rhree moslpmciow
,h,ngj ~ / ~ u d d h i s m
(Buddha, the scriptures, and the body of monks)." Pemba 1957, p. 26 (emphasis added).

i

l

103. Ford 1957, pp. 78-9; see also Agarwala (ed.) 1991, p. 64 for the "sprinkling ritual" quores; and see also
fjould 1937, p. 447. Interestingly, Charles Cutting, one of the few Americans to visit Lhasa during the first half
ofthetwentiethcentury, has indicated that these so-called chang girls served another, quite differen~but highly
useti~lsocial purpose, especially among the families of wealth and position in Tibetan society. One day while
fleain the home of Tsarong Shape, he and his wife reported later that as they walked in their host's garden "we
wereconstantly importuned to drink by the famous 'chang girls' of Lhasa, who strutted around heavily laden
wi~hjewels and finery provided by the hostess. The superlatively elegant clothes the hos~esscould not be
hothered with were worn by the chang girls, constituting a sort of formal parade of the house's riches, displayed
as Western houses display their paintings and tapestries ....The chang girls smiled coquettishly at the men,
administering pricks with a bodkin to those who seemed to be dallying too long with their beverage. The girls
were on a plane somewhat higher than a geisha girl's, and were hired by the great houses for gala occasions.
Ordinarily, it appeared, they were occupied with more prosaic professional duties." Cutting 1940, pp. 239-40.

104. S.ee the Old Testament book of Daniel, Ch. l .
105. Times (London), 1 Dec. 1884, p. 5 and 24 Dec. 1898, p. 5; Harrer 1956, p. 66. See also Goodman 1986,
P. I8n. A more recent traveler in Tibet (1982) has noted the following: "Tea is indispensable to Tibetans. They
aresoaddicted to it that both the Chinese and British once thought that by controlling the tea trade in Tibet they

could subdue the Tibetans. They were wrong, but tea is nonetheless an integral part of Tibetan life." Wong 1984,
~ 2 9 3 Yet
. John Snelling has noted that "superior quality Indian tea could certainly be had at more modest cost
bultheTibetans were firmly set against it. Wily Chinese tea merchants had put about the rumor that it induced
unpleasant headaches." Snelling 1983, p. 87. The tea, which is normally of a coarse quality, is grown in China,
where it is pressed into shapes of brick that on their long journey through Tibet are encased in coverings of hide.
Carried as they are on the backs of ponies, mules, or donkeys, or of yaks or other cattle. these tea bricks travel
''horn the extreme east to the extreme west of Tibet, a distance of some 3000 miles across the great mountains
andvalleysofthis difficult country." Because the journey takes such a long while (the yak. for example, covering
1% to 2 miles per hour, perhaps 10 to 15 miles per day), the tea must be well packed. Bell 1924b, p. 93.
largely used and much prized in Central Asia and all over the Russias, this Chinese brick-tea was generally
"Caravan tea" for obvious reasons. Louis I 894, p. 9. Yet one contemporary explorer of Tibet. Captain
C,G. Rawling, had aptly called the brick tea of that day sent to Tibet as .'the leavings and sweepings of the
Chin~secro~."
Quoted in Snelling 1983, p. 87.
. . Its Preparation, as one noted traveler in Indo-Tibet has observed, is somewhat complicated. Filippo de
!llppiex~lainS that "the tea stalks, with their leaves, are boiled some time in water, and the infusion poured off
'l0 long [i.e., tall] wooden cylinders [affixed with a plunger] where it is churned with the addition of salt,
bu'er~ali~le
sal" (flour made of roasted barley) and a salt of soda [found on riverbanks or lake m q i n s ] which
Peclqitatesthe tannin and coloring matter. ~t is then poured into large teapots and kept hot over a brazier. It is
a light-chocolate color, and not unpleasing to the taste. It is poured out into the little CUP which every
P b e t a . . . a ~ ~ ha yaswith him; about half the quantity is drunk: into the rest they put a pinch ofsaru
and
it into boluxS [sic] which they eat..' Filippi 193 1, p 190n. Very ofien, said another Writer. "the flavor 1s
with the addition of yak-dung"!! Riencourt 1950. p. 58.

Q'

The time-frame is not precisely k n o w . What h known are the follo~ing:(a) as idicated in the
his book of being stalled for a month at Gyantse; (b) another visitor to G?.anee9 General P e r e l r ~
McGovern and
'ls
his book of travels of arriving in the city from Lhasa on 5 NOV.1922 and finding
later for
~ ~ d d hMission9'
i ~ t there (see point (C) belo\+'),he then de~anin%
t\'O
Ellam o f a
heNathu La (Younghusband (camp,) 1925, p, 188); and (c) Prof William McGovcm. in hisoxn volume on
'ylntse journey ofthe Buddhist Mission (combined with the account of his solo,ourneY Lhasa in disguise
"lDm
lhe
ye,), states that \\,hen three members of the Mission returned to India he and
"yedon a G
~ nearlv another
~
month3'
~ in hopes ~that the Tibetan
~ government
~
might" lee'less intimidated
~
~
by only two Westemers
pemission
to journey to Lhasa, but that they. too.
lurned
they
~ I I in
S

~
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then returning to Darjeeling and arriving there on 9 Dec. 1922 (McGovem 1924. p. 59ff.). Since generallyit
lakes about 15 days to trek from Gyantse to Darjeeling (via Gangtok). one can calculate backwards from 9
fairly ~ l o s e l yestimate that the probable date for the departure back to India of Knight and his oh
h.
Mission members was during the very last days of Oct. And hence. the choice of late Sept. to late act. ( B is
shown in the Text) seems, given the data just now outlined. the most likely time-frame. give or take a few days,
107. The sources for all the quoted material and information with respect to the British Expeditionof1922
to be found in this and the preceding three paragraphs are: Knight 1930, pp. 6-7,60; McKay 1997,p. 106 forlhe
lndia Office warning to Bailey; and Macdonald 1932, pp. 277-82.
108. Ibid., 223.
109. Obituary, "Lt. Col. Frederick M. Bailey," JRCAS (June 1967):225. Indeed, the Royal Geographical
Society bestowed upon him the Gill Memorial Award in 1912 and its Gold Medal in 19 16. Bailey would also be
the recipient in 1920 of the Royal Scottish Geographical Society's premier award: the Livingstone Gold Medal,
See Taylor 1981, p. 62. In yet another obituary of Bailey. the writer had this to say ofhis kaleidoscopic career:
"In its diversity of adventure his career as soldier, explorer. linguist. secret agent and diplomatist can be compared
with that of Sir Richard Burton and it included not a few incidents reminiscent ofKipling's Kim; Sarat Chandra
D.ns, who examined young Bailey for his proficiency in Tibetan, was in fact the Rengali secret explorer who
appears in Kim under the name of Hurry Chunder Mookerjee." "Colonel F.M. Bailey, Explorer and Secre1
Agent." Times (London), 19 Apr. 1967. p. 10. Much more can be learned about the life and career of Bailey by
consulting the text pages referenced in the Index entry for him in McKay 1997.
l 10. The Times (London) obituary again. 1 9 Apr. 1967, p. 10.
11 1. Cf. Swinson 197 1, p. 225. But according to Charles Allen's thorough historical investigation of the
various explorations of the Tsangpo-Brahmaputra River system, there still remained unexplored one short gap:
"a forty-mile stretch of river into which [Bailey] had [not] been able to penetrate-the mighty Tsangpo gorge
itself' located in the ESE area of Tibet. Nevertheless, Allen did positively acknowledge the greet contribution
which Bailey's team made in having settled the last doubts about the precise course ofthe Tsangpo. Allen 1983,
p. 171.
112. Even so, wrote Allen in 1982, "the Tsangpo gorge still guards its secrets" today. Ibid.

113. John Connell, pseud. (John M. Robertson), Auchinleck: a Biography of b-;eld-h4arshal Sir Claude
Altchinleck (London, 1959). 28. Actually, as his friend Sir George Taylor put it in his biographical sketch of
Bailey, "since he understood and could speak limited-Russian, he was able repeatedly tc change his identity."
Moreover, upon succeeding in securing his own recruitment into the Russian counter-espionage service-and
this, "despite a price on his head"-Bailey was given the task, among other responsibilities, "of tracking a
foreign agent named Bailey!" And thus was he able to reach safely at Meshed. Taylor 1981, p. 62. But whilein
disguise serving the Russian secret police who had hired him, Bailey had iost contact with the British government.
Whereupon the latter was compelled at one point to tell his mother that "we can only hope" he "is makinghls
way across the passes to India." But because Bailey had become so important a figure to his British superiors,
they held hostage a group of Bolshevik officials in Persia till the talented intelligence agent had retumedsdely,
See McKay 1997, p. 104. That this,daring and venturesome Englishman was able to survive through So much
danger in Central Asia for so many yean has been explained this way in one of his obituaries: " p ~ i cin i ~ ~ ~
the 'great game' of obtaining information for the Government of India which would enable frontien be
defined continually risked death from assassination, disease, starvation and the accidents of avalanchesand
sudden floods, and it was by unusual resourcefulness, toughness, diplomatic tact, linguistic ability andiuchal'
in good measure, that Bailey survived so many hazards to reach the age of 85.""Coloncl F.M. ~ a i l e ~ . . T'mes
.."
(London), 19 Apr. 1967, p. 10.
114. Macdonald 1932, p. 285; and Taylor 198 1, p. 62.
115. His departure date is per "Farewell Entertainment," The Himulayan (Darjeeling). 29Aug. 19233P I'
116. See McKay 1997, pp. 109. 113 for the two quoted passages; and for other details in this and the
preceding two paragraphs, see his entire treatment of this episode on pp. 108- 14 of this same work; and 'lth
M c K a ~1997% which is this scholar's subsequently published monograph on these same events.
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117. )low different in personality and temperament was this current British Political Oflicef from his
@assor in that ofics, Charles Bell, who was a much closer friend to Tharchin than Major Baily ever
W ,
The American Buddhist scholar and disguised traveler to Lhasa already discussed, William M c G o v m ,
ha provideda revealing portrait of these two men with respect to the way each of them handled this highly
sensitivepost vis-a-vis Tibet; h e also briefly described how a third friend of Tharchin's, David Macdmald the
Tde Agent, fared with both Bailey and Bell. In the volume published in 1924 of his 1922-3 adventures in
Sikkim and Tibet, McGovern wrote:
Major Bailey had only recently secured the post of political ofticer, and I was much intercsd to
learn from him something of his policy towards Tibet; as in his hands lie, to a large extent, the future
relations between lndia and Tibet. From a personal point of view this presents a very great contrmt to
that of his predecessor, Sir Charles Bell, and well illustrates two difrerent ways of handling Orientals.
Sir Charles Bell aimed, not at overawing the Tibetans, but at securing their close sympathy and
friendship. In order to do this he lhouglit it necessary to conform to cerlain aspects of prejudice and
superstition. Thus, for example, he neither fished nor shot. He abstained from tobacco as the Tibetans
regard the use of tobacco with horror. When in contact with Tibetans he abstained from eating fish
and chicken, as the Tibetans regard these foods as unclean, This extraordinary regard for native
susceptibilities is not always successful, but in the case of Sir Charles it seems to have worked
wonders, and I was later to find that many Tibetan ofiicials have an unusual affection for him.
Major Bailey has followed the more ordinary lines of British adrninistralors, who believe it
inconsistent with the maintenance of dignity to pander too much to native ideas, but certainly his
policy has not decreased British prestige in this part of the world. [Indeed. though opposite in his
approach to Tibet from that of Bell's, Bailey nonetheless had a genuine concern for the country and
came to her defense when he felt it necessary. For example, he once protested to London's prestigious
Royal Geographical Society over one of its members, the photographer on the 1922 Everest Expedition.
Captain Noel, having made disparaging references a b u t Tibet.] But l believe that there is no great
love lost between the past and present political ofticers, and as Mr. Macdonald. the Trade Agent and
nominally Major Bailey's subordinate, is a prottge of Sir Charles Bell, the relationship between the
political officer and the Trade Agent has sometimes an interesting side.
McGovern 1924, pp. 39-40. (The bracketed material about Noel is per Adrian Moon. "Journeys into the Past."
TR(Dec. 1991): 18.) There is little doubt that Macdonald fared better under Sir Charles than he did under Major
Bailey. With respect to Bell. the Trade Agent, after retirement. wrote the following in 1932: "1 had served under
him for the greater part of my time in Tibet, and no one could have wished for a more kindly. conscientious and
ionorable Chief with whom to work.. ..l owe much to his kindness during my service in that count^." Macdonald
1932, pp. 272, 40.
118. Swinson 1971, p. 49. Upon completing the service of Political Oflicer at Gangtok that lasted seven
years-Baileywould go on to serve for some mollths as a political oficer in Central lndia before being posted to
SrinagarasResident and ultimately appointed as British Minister to Nepal. Though he retired in 1938, a year or
solaterwould find him joining the Home Guard in England following the outbreak of war against Germany in
1939,he being placed in charge o f t h e North Norfolk auxiliary units. During thc long period of war Bailey even
Served for nearly two years as a Kingas messenger based in the U S. at Miami and also at Washington DC.
Marriedin 192 1. he would die at his home in Stimey, Norfolk on 17 Apr. 1967. Taylor 198 1, P. 62.
119. BB TwMs, p. 4.
at

2.

120 Times (London), 13 july ,922, p, 10; see also Samphel, "Tibet and [he Modern World: Tibet's Failure
( 1904- 1949):' TR (Jan. 1980): 15.
121. SeeAddy. "British and Indian Strategic Perceptions of Tibet." in Barnett and ALiner (eds.1 1994. P P 3 1-

here involving the late British Political Oficer is
122. All background information
1924%Pp. 3. 194-7. 207; and Bell 1946. p. 342.

from

123. BB TwMs, p. 4.
124.Sir George Taylor. in a historical sketch on the life of the eventual Headmaster of the schoO!, Frank
Ludlow,reveals how the selection of him canle about, Lud]o\v had gone into the Indian Education S e y e e afler
'eCrrat war and became ]nspectar of European Schoolr in an extensive jurisdictional area of' West and honhwest
lndla"ln 1922 a request came from Delhi to submit the names of an). candidass for the post of lieadmater of
a
to be opened i n Gyallfsc, in Tibet, where Tibetans of good fNnil)' could be taught Ihc rudiments
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Western education. The work and prospect of living for three years in a medieval sunounding ippcddto him
and he submitted his own name and
eventually selected." Taylor, "Historical Introduaion," in
1975, pp. xiii, xxii, u v i i , 233. As will be learned a few paragraphs later in the Text above, L ~ , - woul,
J ~., ~hu
~
Gyantse only till the end of 1926 when the school was forcibly closed down by the Tibetan gov-ent,
According to another biographical sketch of Ludlow, this one by W.T. Steam, the Gyantse headmasterhad
been born in Chelsea, London in 1885 and educated at Wellington School in Somerset and at Sidney sussex
College, Cambridge, where in 1908 he received his degree in the Natural Sciences. Having immediatelyjoind
the Sind College staff at Karachi, he next served with the 97" Indian Infantry in Mesopotamia duringthe G~~~~
War, after which he filled the above-mentioned post of European Schools Inspector, with headqumers atPoona,
Steam notes that in 1927, the year following his Headmastership at Gyantse, Ludlow relocated to Srinagarin
Kashmir. It was while on an expedition to Chinese Turkestan in 1929 that he would meet for the first time
George Sherriff at Kashgar that was the beginning, explains Steam, of "the close friendship and the fruitfUl
partnership in [botanical] activities which lasted till Sherriff's death in 1967."
During the 1930s Ludlow would again be back in Tibet-in the southeastern area of the country--conducting
botanical expeditions there in 1934 and 1938. The year 1933, however, had seen the very first joint plantcollecting expedition between these two, which had taken them. into neighboring Bhutan, accompanied by
Frederick Williamson, the then Political Oficer for Bhutan, Sikkim and Tibet. Sherriff, incidentally, would
become a good friend of Gergan Tharchin in the years which lay ahead.
With the outbreak ofthe Second World War, these scientific activities ofLudlow's were interrupted. In 1940
he was appointed Joint Commissioner in Ladakh, from whence in April 1942, though, he was appointed as
Assistant Political Oficer for Tibet to take charge of the British Mission at Lhasa. There he remained for exactly
one year, after which he was replaced in April 1943 by none other than George Sherriff, Ludlow's frequent
companion on his botanical excursions into Bhutan and Tibet. Sherriff, who remained for two years at Lhasa,
happened to be the husband of Betty Graham, youngest daughter of Tharchin's new and eventual close friend
and fellow colleague in the gospel, Rev. John Graharn. Meanwhile Ludlow would return to Ladakh to take up
his duties as Joint Commissioner again.
After several more botanical expeditions with Major Sherriff to Tibet and Bhutan between 1945 and 1950!
Ludlow would make his final return to England in the latter year. Thereafter he would spend most ofhis remaining
years at the Department of Botany in the Natural History Division of the British Museum, where, writes Steam,
he "diligently, quietly and happily [studied] not only the Ludlow and Sherriff [plant] collections but also those
of other collectors in the Himalayan region." But he would also publish several papers and articles of botanical
interest relative to the rich flora ofthe Himalayan region he would come to know and love so well. He woulddle
at Harefield, Middlesex, England in early 1972 after many years of battling a painful condition of sciatica.
Ludlow, Stearn concluded, "was an extremely likable colleague whose modesty tended to obscure his great
ability and competence, but who always readily made available his extensive knowledge of ~irnalayangeography
ornithology and botany to any inquirer." See William T. Stearn, F'rank ~ u d l o w
... and the ~lddlow-Slle~~fl
Expeditions to Bhutnn and Southeastern Tibet of 1933-1 950, Bulletin of the ~ r i t i s hMuseum (NaturalHistov):
Botany? vol. 5, no. 5 (London, 1976), 243-6.

Flahi

125. Besides those cited already, the sources for the foregoing discussion on the Ludlow school at G~antse
and its demise are: for the statement of Dalai Lama XIV, see (a) the Snow Lion Newsletter, Spring 1987, quoted
in David Woodward. "Examining a Significant Minority: Tibetan Christians,'' TJ (Winter 1991):61 and (b) a
quotation from him in Vyvyan Cayley. Children of nbet (Balmain. 1994), 7; Macdonald 1932, PP. 22l:I:
McKay 1997. pp. 1 1 5-8; for the identity of Khenrub Wangchuk, see Macdonald 1932, p. 222 in conJunctlon
with P.0.S. 1938, p. 32; for Doring Thaiji's attendance at the Ludlow school, see Petech 1973. P 64:Shakahpa
1967. p. 264; Ruman. RelIgion andPoli~icsin Ebet (New Delhi, 1979). 62; Pemba 1957. pp. 102-3;McGovCrn
1924. pp. 400,407-8: Dawa Norbu, "The 1959 Tibetall Rebellion: .m [nterpretation." TR (Feb.-Mar. 1982):1611'
Norbu 1987. p. 73; and Snellgrove and Kichardson 1968, p. 264.
interestingly enough, a similar incident of an English school being closed was to occur in 1945 al LhasaanJ
for precisely the same reason. Because of a higher frequent) of foreign relations than usual having had l@
carried on bet\veen Tibet and English-speaking nlions during the years of World War Two. [he 17ibctangovernmen'
finally realized that Tibetans who could speak English \vere becoming quite necessary for the conductof"s
diplomatic, trade and other governmental atyairs. But with only a fn* Tibetans on hand who did hare such
language knowledge. the Government in 1944 approarhed Sir Basil Gould of the British Mission at Lhasa
a school and kach English!I
the matter and ultimaal? secured Richard Parker from Englalld to help
the school, \vl~ich opened at the capitol in the spring 1945. ~ 1 1after
,
only a b \ v months. "a stron~p"~'~'

on

-
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,@iSkd by the monasteries to the effect that "the school would affen the religious bliefs o f h e muntryn

~ l ~ bp.~ Lhalungpa,
ag
writing reVospcctively of this event, h a provided what in hindsight would now
have merely been an excuse ready to hand for these ~ ~ ~ e rmonastic
f u l institutions to usc for issuing their
P~OICS~.
Wrote Lhalungpa in the early 1980s: "BY the early 1940s [his memoy w a faulv, the anu.1 d a hing
19451 a modem school had opened in Lhasa, but it created new problems. In keeping with Westcm methods of
lmching,
instructors did not discipline students as much as Tibetan teachers or interfere with their studies. The
so treated-finding this freedom SO different from their upbringing and me traditional %betan way of
lifebeganto behave badly at home. Parents objected and organized support among the monks; eventually the
shoo1 was closed." Suffice it to say here that the school would have been closed anyway whether the p m n B
hadobjected or not.] Once again, wrote Hugh Richardson, '?he progressives had moved too fast for conservative
monastic opinion..."Almost immediately thereafter the newly-opened English school, "after a shon but s u ~ ~ f i l
existence" (Richardson), was shut down by "the abbots of Drepung" who were the ones specifically among the
monastic community at Lhasa who "engineered its speedy closure" (Snellgrove and Richardson). The abbots
wenot finished, however, with this unwelcome intrusion by foreigners into their holy city. For in their unabated
hostility towards what they perceived as English interference in their domain of education, they bequeathed to
the people ofLhasa a monkish ditty fit for street-singing that according to one Tibetan historian (Samphel) went
like this: "In the holy city of Lhasa there is that unholy English school. / Till our boots split we must go there a
their unwilling tool!"
Pmgressives in the Government were not to be undone by this disappointing development, however; for the
Government would subsequently send a few students off to India for study along Western educational lines
under Tibetan government scholarships. These students were to be enrolled in a special school for Tibetans
which, in the words of Riencourt, "the shrewd British" established in Darjeeling "so as to increase their influence
over the Roof of the World." This special school was a part of St. Joseph's College at Darjeeling. Now the
fibetan whom the Lhasa government placed in charge ofthis project was the young nobleman already mentioned
above, Lobsang Lhalungpa, who at the time was himself only about 21 years of age! Writing long afterwards,
Lhalungpadescribed this new education project and his role in it: "In 1947 1was summoned by the ofice of the
ldbDalaiLama's Regent, where the secretary read an order that placed me in charge of a new project. About ten
students, ranging in age from eight to twelve years, would be sent to the Jesuit College of Saint Joseph's in
Dajeeling,...where they would receive both a modern and a traditional education, eventually returning to Tibet
lobecome technicians, administrators, teachers and diplomats. In addition to supervising the traditional education
ofthesegovemment-sponsored students, my task was to oversee about fifty others already independently enrolled
inseveral modem schools in the Darjeeling area. I was also given general responsibility for cultural matters of
'libdin northe~India.After my appointment the number of Tibetan students in India increased to more than
onehundred and would probably have gone up to well over one thousand during the next decade. But political
events in our homeland changed all this."
Yet there was another facet to this entire matter which ought to be noted here. Critical of both the Tibetan
governmentand the British here, M a c 0 Pallis, a prominent Western friend of Tibet and one sympathetic of
Tibetan Buddhism, would most likely have viewed the appointment of Lhalungpa as being woefully inadequate
'OProtectwhat he saw as the interests of the country, culture and religion of Tibet. Pallis readily agreed that what
had led to the closings of the British schools at Lhasa and Gyantse were the strong objections of
Influentialmembers of the monastic establishment who had argued that "the existence in Tibet of Schools .of
under foreign management might become a cause of psychic infection to the detriment of the Buddhist
Ultlon."But he then went on to say the following:
fact that the [Lhasa]Government bowed to the [ecclesiaStical] pressure is far less surprisingthan
Ik failure to see that sending numbers of children of leading families out of Tibet for years On end
and placing them in the unsupervisedcharge of foreign teachers who, to say the least* cared
about Buddhism, was ten times more dangerous than having these same children educated In the
home country, admittedlv on somewhat alien lines, but at least under the watchfuleyes both ofthe'r
parents as well as the auihorities of the State.
It should be added here that there were at least two or three lay schools founded at Lhaa which had
by
'PPFntly pored no threat to the ecclesiastical authorities. One of these had been established much
lrnwrlal China through her Amban representative at the Tibetan court in 1907. A Reuters dispatch from 'cklng
'led 'I July and printed in the London rimes on 24 Augun of that year stated that Chan Ying-tank the Chinese
R!ident at Lhasa, "repons the
of a Chinese-Tibetan school at the Tibetan capital. where young
literature of China and Tibet." The Ambm added in his
Chlne~elnd
Tibetms will learn the languages
sUldents at the school would be '&destinedfor future Governmmt employment in Tibet." That was in

nOvelnwelm
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1907. By 1912 it had come to an obvious end when all Chinese military and civilian penonnel, includingthe
Ambans and all military ofticerr, had been forced to exit the country as a consequence of he ~ ~ ~ ~
revolution of 1911112 which overthrew the Manchu Imperial overlords of China forever.
A second of these three lay institutions of education was another Chinese-established rho01 for pnmmryaged children that had already been well-founded by the time in Oct. 1942 that an American military officeron
his way to China stopped off at the Tibetan capital and noted in his diary that such a school was in operation.it
had been founded in 1937 by the Chinese Nationalist government for educating the children of mixed Chinese
and Tibetan parentage. It had been set up by the Chinese Liaison Oficer at Lhasa, Chiang Chi-yu. It was later
taken over by the Nationalist government's Commission for Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs. This and one other
lay school, the American officer had been told, were the only ones of their kind in all of Tibet, and it too,
according to the American, was also at the Tibetan capital. Conducted, surprisingly, by a monk who happened
also to be a radio operator, this second of only two lay schools then in operation had been specificallyestablished
for the children of Tibetan nobility and lay officials in Lhasa. The Chinese school was eventually terminated
when its teachers were required to return to China in July 1949 in the face of the impending downfall of the
Nationalist regime at the hands of the Communists in China. The Tibetan government did not wish to see the
Chinese personnel in Tibet either transfer their allegiance to the Communist People's Republic which appeared
imminent and would thus gain for the Communists what the Tibetans would viedas an unwelcome foothold in
Tibet, or else be replaced by Communists consequent upon the change of government in China; so they deported
all the Chinesz officials in their land as a way of avoiding such a problem. See the present work's final volume,
Chs. 23 and 24a, for much more details on the expulsion order of the Tibetan government in 1949. Except for
the Riencourt quote, the sources for the rest of the material and quotations in this lengthy end-note are: Shakabpa
1967, pp. 289-90; Lhalungpa 1983, p. 35; Li 1960, pp. 198,287; Tolstoy 1946, p. 213; Richardson 1962,p. 163
with photo caption opposite p. 103; Snellgrove and Richardson 1968, pp. 263-4; Samphel, "Tibet and the
Modem World," TR (Jan. 1980): 15-16; Lhalungpa 1983, p. 34; Pallis, "Preface," in Radhu 1997, pp. 52-3;and
Patterson 1960, p. 60. For the Riencourt source, see Riencourt 1950, p. 112.
126. Tharchin to Bell, Lhasa, 1 July 1937, Bell Papers.
127. For additional details, the reader is referred again to two end-notes earlier, where in addition he should
consult once more two of the sources cited already therein; namely, the book by Li, and the article by Tolstoysame paging for both.
128. Tharchin to Bell, Lhasa, 25 July 1937, Bell Papers.
129. How unlike the previous two schools at Gyantse! In his autobiography, Tharchin's successor"headmaster" went on to explain that "the teachers.. .were both Tibetan and Chinese, but the curriculum was
strictly supervised by the Chinese. The Tibetans not only had no say in what was taught, but also were VeV
closely watched by these supervisors.. .The entire program was designed to prepare" the students' "uninformed
minds to accept Communist ideals, attractively presented." The "headmaster" learned upon arrival at Gyantse in
Sept. 1956 that he "had been listed in the curriculum as a teacher of Tibetan grammar and poetics in a course
designed for the teaching staff and advanced students. No Chinese would attend. My pupils would all beTibetans
and most of them," the teacher soon discovered, "had a real interest in the subject." At the first session nearly
200 attended. including all members of the school staff, both Tibetans and Chinese. "But from then On the
attendance greatly varied. Usually all the Tibetans were present, which meant about twenty regular students..Bul
not a single Chinese ever returned-vidently
they felt no need to learn Tibetan." After only six monthsatIhe
school, the "headmaster" returned to Lhasa in Mar. 1957 on a two-month leave. He never returned to GyantSe
afterwards. Rato 1977, pp. 171, 184-5.
130. The story of how these two "headmasters" met is recounted near the end of Ch. 26 of the presenl
biography's final volume.
13 1. Tharchin Post-1 962, p. 3

b

GTUMTsMs, 118-32; quotes: 118, 120, 120-1, 12 1, 122, 123, 123-4, 124, 1244, 126-7, 128, 129, 130.

I.Thubten J. Norbu in Norbu and Turnbull 1968, p. 105.
2. Hedin to Heinrich Harrer, Stockholm, late 1940s; Hedin to Harrer, Stockholm, 1946 or 1947; both quoted
inHamr 1985, pp. 38, 173. The renowned explorer was greatly disappointed and saddened for the rest of his
life over his inability to achieve the goal of his dreams, though he made many expeditions into Tibet for that
purpose, among others. As a Swedish youth, Hedin had been obsessed with the whole notion of exploration, he
[henhaving studied geography, geology and languages-for equipping himself to do just that-at Stockholm
University, Uppsala University, the Berlin Institute of F. von Richthofen, and the University ofHalle (of Moravian
fame).With the support of Sweden's King Oscar I1 and Russia's Tsar Nicholas 11, Hedin would explore and map
extensive areas of Chinese Turkestan (Sinkiang), Tibet and China between 1893 and 1908.
With respect to his Tibetan ventures, in 1896 the Swedish explorer crossed from west to a QU: entire
elevated northern Tibetan plateau. But then in 1900-0 1 he launched forth a journey soutb with the sole aim af
entering the Forbidden City itself. Not since 1846 had any European entered Lhasa, though many had attempted
unsuccessfully since the Catholic Lazarist Fathers Huc and Gabet had succeeded in doing so. Hedin now a~sguisad
himselfas a Tibetan lama, deserted his caravan and trekked to within a two-days' marchof his goal, only to be
halted by a district official. "Although Hedin was a fearless and even ruthlessly persistent traveler who many
limes evaded assigned escorts, he was unable to overcome the Dalai Lama's strictly enforced prohibitions
against Westerners in Lhasa. For aiding the disguised Hedin a Tibetan lama was forever exiled from the holy
city. Not until 1904, when the British invaded Tibet by force, did Europeans again set foot in Lhasa." Chahroudi
1983, p. 149. Though in 1906-07 he was permitted to visit Trashilhunpo Monastery at Tibet's second city, and
waseven granted an audience with Tibet's second highest ecclesiastic. the Panchen Lama, and though he explored
other vast areas ofTibet without prohibition, Hedin would never achieve his boyhood dream of one day feasting
his eyes on the golden roofs of the Abode of the Gods.

3. Lhasa: meaning in Tibetan, "the Habitation of the Gods," "the Place of God" or "God's Ground." The
capital's original name had been Ra sa, meaning "walled city."
4. Robson 1909, p. 33.
5. Bell 1924b, p. 91.
6. So wrote the Chief Medical Officer of the Younghusband Expedition of 1903-4, and a Buddhist scholar
in his own right, after his visit there as a participant in the Mission, in Waddell 1972. p. 330.

7.Landon, special correspondent of the London Times, is quoted in Hopkirk 1982. P. 185.
8. Quoted in Bishop 1994, p. 5.
9. Candler, the highly respected reporter of the Daily Mail, is quoted in Hopkirk 1982, p. 184.

From Landon's own account of the Expedition, Lhasa the Myskrious (1905). and quoted in Bishop
1994, p. l l.
Quoted in Thornas Jr. 19J I , pp. 178-9. spencer-Chapman had served as Private Secretsry 10 the H& of
recounted his experience there in his book, Lhasa: (he Ho!jf
British Mission to Lhasa in 1936
(London, I 938).
12.This according to the cunent Dalai Lama (Fourteenth), as told to Fred Ward; see Ward 1980. p. 238.
13.Cutting, "In Lhasa-the

Forbidden," Natural History (Feb. 1936):109-10.

I4. Waddell 1972, p, 330; and Thomas Jr. 1959, p. 15. And, Thomr added. "it is the last of lh-m You see
behind You as you leave." Ibid.
15.Both journalists are quoted in Hopkirk 1982, pp. 184. 185. respectively.
style'. quote is fiom ~ o w m a n19917 P 71
16. Nearne 1947, p 189. The LLcolossal
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17. Before giving the sources for this and the preceding paragraph on the Potala, it should be pointed
that the word Potala itself is the Sanskrit name of the mountain abode of Avalokita, the Bodhisanva
the
present narrative's first volume, Ch. 2, for explanation) who manifests himself in human form
the ~~l~~
Lama; consequently, the winter palace of the spiritual and temporal ruler of Tibet is also called the potala
Tibetans, however, generally refer to the Palace simply as Rtse ("the Peak"). Actually the name was
derived from the name of a hill on Cape Comorin at the southern tip of India, where the Indian Buddhisl
Bodhisattva Avalokita (or Chenrezi, the patron Bodhisattva of Tibet) is said to have had his sacred residenceand
where Hinduism's Shiva as "Lord of the W o r l d (Lokesvara) had his sacred dwelling place too. There is even
another Potala hill in eastern China. The word potala signified a harbor where pota, ships, find shelter.
The above information on the word Potala, together with the data on this Palace's construction and other
interesting details contained in the two paragraphs of regular text just now set down in the narrative, have all
been derived from the following sources: Snellgrove and Richardson 1968, p. 200; Hyde-Chambers 1985,p. 17
of Glossary of Terms; Ward 1980, p. 238; "Views of Lhasa," NG (Jan. 1905):29; Ira Ritkin, "Spiritual Leader,
Political Figure," Los Angeles Daily News, 23 Oct. 1984, appearing in TR (Nov. 1984):23;Das 1969,p. 65;se.e
also Goodman 1986, pp. 89-90; Harrer 1956, p. 193; the statement of the Fourteenth Dalai Lama is quoted in
Barber 1970, p. 28; and the story of Phala is found in ibid., 43.

ori~nalli

18. Riencourt 1950, p. 110. Riencourt, in fact, was the last white foreign traveler to be allowed into Lhasa
before the Tibetan government's decision was made, in Riencourt's words, "to close the country and seal it
hermetically against all foreigners until the [Fourteenth] Dalai Lama's [proposed majority] enthronement in
1951." Riencourt's visit in the summer of 1947 was concluded in late July, just two months prior to that historical
decision. The only exception to the decision was the well-known American radio news commentator and journalist,
Lowell Thomas, who visited the capital briefly during the summer of 1949. By that time the Government,
according to Riencourt, was "searching frantically for help" against the Chinese Communists. Ibid., 301.
19. Sinclair 1965, p. 110.
20. This whitewashing took place every September. "A bag of lime at the end of a yakskin rope was dipped
into a well [near the Potala], turning the water into whitewash ..." Barber 1970, p. 30. The whitewash wasthen
"carried in buckets on the backs of women and dashed up against the wall from dippers. The section ofwall that
cannot be reached from below is splashed with whitewash thrown out of the upper windows." Thomas Jr. 1951,
p. 180. According to Sarat Chandra Das, the famed Pundit who spied out Lhasa in 1882, this work lasts for three
days, after which, but only afterwards, the people are at liberty to have their own house walls whitened. He
added: "There is no one so poor that he does not at this season renovate the exterior of his dwelling." Das 1902,
p. 262. The massive white wings of the Potala (and called the White Palace in contradistinction to the Red
Palace) was the living quarters of the Potala monks, and acted as the administrative center of the Potala.
2 1. Of all the sources consulted, Sir Charles Bell is the only one, to this present author's knowledge, to have
noted the fact that besides the whitewash- and crimson-colored sections of the Potala's exterior, there was
"another small portion which is yellow" in color. Bell 1924, p. 4 1 . This was doubtless created in deference tothe
fact that ever since the reforms of Tsong Khapa centuries ago. the Dalai Lamas no longer belonged to theRed
Church of Tibetan Buddhism but to that branch of it known as the Yellow Church (or the Gelugpa Sect) that was
founded by the 14th-century Great Reformer himself.
22. Barber 1970, p. 30.
23. Tung 1980, p. 24.
24. Quoted in Thomas Jr. 1959, p. 15. It was this special passion in Tibetan architecture, wroteRosemW'
Tung. that influenced the great architect of the 20th century, Frank Lloyd Wright the American, to make it a pnn
of his own credo. A photograph of the PotaIa, she went on to say, "was the only picture of a building otherlhan
his own in Wright's famous studio in Oak Park, Illinois." Recalled one of his students. John H. Howe, in
to Tung. '1 well remember the large, aged photograph of the Potala in Lhasa which hung in Mr. Wrights
study.. . I feel certain that the photograph of this remarkable building had a profound influence on Mr Wr'd'
work.. . ." Quoted in Tung 1980, p. 24.
25. Thomas Jr. 1959, pp. 15-16.
26. Quoted in Bishop 1994, p. 12.
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36. Sinclair 1965, p. l 10.
37. ~ u c of
h the observations with regard to the Tibetan capital's general features and its population,ss well
as all quoted material, are adapted or quoted from the following sources: Bell 1924, p. 41; Cutting 1940, p, 239;
Hyde-Chambers 1985, p. 654; McGovern 1924, pp. 336-7. 338. 339-40, 351, 374; Riencoun 1950, p. 120;
Norbu and Turnbull 1968, p. 107; Tung 1980, p. 21; "Views of Lhasa," NG (Jan. 1905):34;Bell 1924b, p, 96;
and Sinclair 1965, pp. 107-8, l 10.
38. Bell 1928. p. 91.
39. Dowman 1991, p. 70. The other sources for the details regarding the two Pillars and the Tree are the
following: Petech 1973, p. 50; Smith 1984, p. 12; McGovern 1924, p. 369; Finegan 1986, p. 148; Bell 1924~
p. 27 1 n.; Macdonald 1932, p. 24 1; and Bernard 1939, p. 179.
40. Riencourt 1950, pp. 126-8.
41. It had been enlarged in the early 14th century, and once again in the 17th by Dalai Lama V. Finegan
1986, p. 147. Presumably, the very central portion of the original cathedral is still extant: "When we search for
the original parts of the structure, they can apparently be found in the innermost sanctuary, the so-called
Tjuglagkhang (Tsug lag khang)," Rhie 1984, p. 48. Enlargements were thereafter made to this innermost sanctuary
as time went on. Rhie had been a Lecturer in the Department of Religion and Biblical Studies at Smith College,
MA USA.
42. "Jo" is a Tibetan word for "Lord," and hence the name of this Temple means "House (or Abode) ofthe
Lord," referring as the word "Jo" does to Lord Buddha. Its original name of Tsuglag Khang meant "House of
Wisdom" or "House of the Mysteries" which, according to the current Dalai Lama's eldest brother, was "perhaps
a concession to the fact that the Bonpaba [those still extant but here misidentified, misnamed followers ofthe
ancient pre-Buddhist animistic religion of Tibetans] were already becoming a little restive at these foreign
influencesm-i.e., the influences brought into the country by the foreign Buddhist wives ofthe converted Buddhisl
king who then built this temple. Norbu and Turnbull 1968, p. 141. See also Dowman 1991, p. 70, who states:
"The temple was originally called the Rasa Trulnang Tsuklakhang, The House of the Mysteries, the Magical
Emanation at Rasa. Rasa, The Place of the Goat, became Lhasa, the Seat of God, soon after the temple's completion
and the consecration of the Jowo image within."
43. And as Siegbert Hummel has opined, it is not at all surprising, given the survival "in Lamaist cosmology"
of "the archaic, pre-Buddhist three-storied cosmography" (described in the Text's earlier footnote on the willow
tree) and which informed the site selection for the construction of the Tsuglag Khang, that compared to this
sacred edifice, "the Potala-more imposing but far less endowed with tradition as the residence ofthe god-king
of the Lamaist world-can only be of secondary importance." Built over a lake which constituted "the demonic
water of the underworld," this most important structure of Tibetan Buddhism "is actually the center of a once
widespread cosmography." This is "demonstrated" by several traditions: the "crystal sea" beneath the floorof
the sanctuary, "the exorcised chaotic water," and the temple itselfas "a holy fortress" ensuring "a sacred historical
order in the cosmos." Indeed, in Lhasa these traditions have survived, according to which water has still been
detected beneath the sanctuary, access to which is stopped by a stone slab located in a side chapel. "Every ye?.''
notes Hummel, "the slab is lifted and offerings are thrown into the shaft so as to appease the water deitles.
Otherwise it was believed that the holy city would be devastated by floods." The German scholar also noted that
a small mountain lake located about a day's journey from Lhasa is believed to be connected to the water beneath
the central cathedral, and because of this, offerings are made to the spirits of this body of water, too. ~ u t b e s i ~ ~ ~
these traditions that support this cosmological view, another one has likewise survived into modern times,
Described several pages earlier in the present chapter's Text and citing in a footnote there a few comments
by Elummel about the willow tree, the German scholar went on to say that this willow or World Tree locatedno'
far from the cathedral entrance also lends support to this view.
It is not coincidental that the proper name in full for Lhasa's and therefore Tibetan Buddhism's hol'es'
structure is Ra sa 'phrul snang gtsug lug khang-i.e., the Abode (or Temple) of the Marvelous or Magical
( ~ h r usnang).
l
and sometimes referred to as the Magical Emanation at Ra sa (Ro so: the Place ofthe Goat)'
"The fact that the central temple of the new Buddhist faith," writes Hummel, "had to be erected On a site where
there was a lake, on a particular refuge of the earth and water spirits-the hostile lords of the
only be explained when the reasons for doing so were quite plausible in the light of the then current [c0smologra1]
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conccptionr."
For does not this temple's ~ 0 ~ s t f ' ~ c t upon
i o n water and the demonic kingdom of the underworld
fit intothis world concept, thus taking upon itself a soteriological significance? "This kmple ofyoun,"
Tibetan king who built it for his wife, "is like a magical spell"-a statement that, according this mry,gave
hisholiestof holies its name. That this undertaking by this king and his spouse was plainly intended follow
his
marvelous course of exorcism is made clear, asserts Hummel, by the fact that the king h& o r d e d
hat a ring be tossed into the air-which like an oracle would thus indicate the most auspicious site for the
foundationstone-but tossed over a body of water rather than over any other place. "If," reasons Hummel, "the
subsequentcomplex task of draining the area could be justified by the fact that this construction site was a
refugeof...the hostile lords of the underworld, we could then, on the basis of contemporary pre-Buddhist
ideas, interpret the project as a large-scale process of exorcism." Otherwise, two seemingly unanswerable
arguments can legitimately be raised here, even as Hummel himself has raised them; arguments which greatly
support this interpretation: for how very strange that this temple's erection had been undertaken in a lake when
Cmore suitable sites in the Lhasa area must surely have been available; and how equally very strange that t h ~
responsible in selecting the site were so very insistent upon adhering to the choice of a place that was "clearly
defended in a particularly tenacious way by hostile underworld demons."
Accordingly, this "fortress temple" of marvels and mysteries "in essence" became, in Hummel's view, "...a
magical representation ofthe forces which maintain the cosmos. Exorcising the suoterranean powers, and moreover
providing auspicious connections between heaven and earth, it was the aris rnundi rising from the Underworld,
IheSky-column....similar to the stone columns (Tib. rdoring) or royal pillars in the old Tibetan temples, with the
[soteriologicifl h n c t h c ~ guaranteeing
~f
the divine order personified by the king." Though this cosmological
badition has now long been dead in most of Eurasia, notes Hummel, it has nonetheless survived up to the
present in Tibetan Buddhism. Yet, he concludes significantly, what "we are.. .dealing with" here is not only "a
still valid syrnbology; we have a whole cosmography, the elements of which are still regarded" by the Lamaist
Church "as actual facts down to the very eschatology." If any doubt remains in anyone's mind that the religion
ofribet is, as Hummel himself declared, "rooted" in the sharnanismkinirnism of "Indian Tantric Mahayana
Buddhism," then "the story of the construction of the.. .gTsug tag khang in the center of Lhasa, [and] surviving
lothis day," should dispel that doubt once and for all. See Hummel's two articles in TJ(Winter 1997):71-8 and
79-87, respectively, trans. G. Yoglioni from the German originals which, respectively! were published in 1960
and 1962: "The Construction Site of the Lhasa gfiug (ag khang and Its Cosmological Significance" and "The
Crystal Sea in the Lhasa gfiug fagkhang."
fhnmel's credentials as a scholar in Tibetan studies, incidentally, are. to say the least. quite impressive; one
could readily say, impeccable. According to a bio-squib of him appearing in the Tibet JorrmaI in the latter's
Autumn 2000 number, Hummel is described there as follows: Born in 1908 at Vogtland, Gemany, Siegbert
t('Jmmel"is a scholar who for more than 40 yeus has contributed much towards an interdisciplinq approach
In Tibetan studies. Having obtained his Abitur from Konig-Albert-Gymnasium in Leipzig in 1932. he studied
Leolog~,
philosophy, psychology and the history of art at the universities of Tubingen, Rostock, Leipzig and
Munich in the years 1932 to 1938, From 1938 to 1947 he tvorked in Leipzig and Dresden as minister in the
Evangelical
Church while at the same time studying Chinese, Japanese. Tibetan and Mongolian with various
leachersin Leipzig, as well as ethnology and ~g).ptology.In 1948 he obtained his doctorate (in Sinoloer) at the
University
of ~ e i ~ zIni 1947
~ . he war appointed in the Ethnographic Museum of Leipzig, fin[as curator of the
Asian department, and from 1949 as director of the museum. In 1955 he became minister to the countT parish
'lohn in Vogtland, a position which he held until his retirement. His scholarly output is to be found in over
201 Nicles, 175 reviews and eight books."
And with respect to Humme17sable translator into English, Guido Voeliotti. the latter is described in the
"me issue of fibs, Journn/ as having &&graduated
in English a the UniverSiV of Turin ( 1 977)+"aRer
to Munich in 1986, where he started to collect the
Dr. E, L0 Bue
studied Tibetan
of siegbert Hunlmej and then to translate them into English. In addition to the collection of
previouslypubiished in this iournal i n its special issue on Hummel's works (Vol. 22, No. he has
im Ge-sor-Heldenepos der fibe'er
Ihe tr?m~lationof ~ ~ books,
~ ~
~&t/lo,og;sches
~ 1 . Euraslen
i
1998)and Zhang.-h
L ltng (LTWA. 2000).
4)9
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The Jo-khang was truly a ..cathedral" rather than a monastery in the strict SenK of that term: for the 'odiffered from a Tibetan monaster) i n t\vo respects: "Firstly apart from the handful of monk
who 'm!
building and tend the shrines. it does not have a large monastic community attached to Secondlh I'
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is used by pmple from all different sects of Buddhism in Tibet, while most monasteries are dominated by a
single sect." Bonavia and Bartlett 1981, p. 114. Even today there is only a handfi~lof monks, and Lamas or
religious teachers, here. Ibid., 10. Incidentally, the Palkhor Chhode Monastery at Gyantse, extensively described
in the previous chapter of the present narrative, comes to mind as an outstanding exception to this general
regarding single-sect monasteries.
46.. This was the name he had received upon his accession to the Tibetan throne, and meant: "He who
Powerful, Just and Profound" (or, as others have translated it: "Strong-Straight-Deep").
Norbu and Turnbull
1968, p. 140. There is "no doubt," writes Hugh Richardson, that the Jo-khang was founded by Songtsan &mpo,
And on another page of his article Richardson asserts that "the Jokhang.. .is unquestionably attributable" to
Songtsan Gampo. Richardson 1990, pp. 273, 274.
47. Norbu and Turnbull, p. 141. Actually, it was the Tibetan king's first wife, the Nepali Princess Brikhuti,
who founded the Jo-khang, requesting her husband to build this temple to house, not this particular image but an
image of the Buddha which she herself had brought from Nepal. Later, her image was removed to another
temple, the one at the Monastery of Ramoche, which was founded by the Tibetan king's Chinese wife, Princess
Wen-ch'eng, and where the latter princess is said to be buried (according to Wm. W. Rockhill in Das 1902, p.
155n.). See later in these End-Notes and in the Text of the narrative.
48. "To be quite correct, this cathedral is itself Lhasa, and the city is only the buildings which have sprung
up around it." McGovern 1924, p. 390.
49. See Rato 1977, p. 43; and Wm. W. Rockhill in Das 1902, p. 151n.
50. This story is recounted in Kimura 1990, p. 67

52. Sakyarnuni: one of the hallowed names, it will be recalled, of Gautama aAer he became the Buddha and
meaning "the sage of the Sakyas," the latter being the name of the northern Indian tribe to which his family
belonged.
53. This description ofthe image is based on details found in: (a) Finegan 1986, pp. 44, 147; (b) Das 1902,
p. 152; (c) Rato 1977, p. 43; and (d) McGovern 1924, p. 392. The last three of these authors had actually seen
the statue in the Jo-khang, in 1882, 1936 and the spring of 1923, respectively, the latter, McGovern, havingbeen
there just a few months before Tharchin himself went to Lhasa and saw it; the two of them, of course, had met
in Gyantse in the fall of 1922 when McGovern had been there as a member af the British Buddhist Mission
under the leadership of George Knight. See again Ch. 14.
54. Das 1902. p. 15 1.
55. Finegan 1986, p. 44.
56. Hyde-Chambers 1985, pp. 642-3.
57. Rat0 1977, p. 43; the insert quotes are from Das 1902, p. 15 1 and Rinchen Dolma Taring (Mary La the
daughter of the original Tsarong Shape of Lhasa) in Taring 1970, p. 62. For a beautiful color photograph ofthe
Jowo Rimpoche. taken of it since the end of the decade-long Red guard rampage of the Chinese ~ o f ~ ~ m u n i s ~
Cultural Revolution (1966-76). see page 246 of Fred Ward's article about his visit to Lhasa that apPeafiinWard
1980.
58. McGovern 1924, p. 392; the two insert quotes are from Taring 1970, p. 62.
59. Das 1902, p. 15 1 and Rato 1977. p. 43. See also Finegan 1986, p. 44.
6 0 See Tung 1980. p. 26. A variation on this story. and probably a far less accurate rendering of it. can be
found in Roerich 1929, p. 62.
61. Das 1902, p. 152.
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62.n e description and quotes up to this point in this paragraph of the narrative are from Strong I
p,
124, A Chinese Communist sympathizer, this Western writer had visited Lhasa at the invitation of the Chinex
dmost immediatelyafter the Uprising had been put down.
63. See Finegan 1986, p. 147; H m e r 1985, p. 157; and Bonavia and Bartlett 1981, p. 10. It should be
that as a result of the uncontrolled and destructive rampage of the Red Guards during the so-called
~ ~ l t u rRevolution
a]
(1966-76) which swept through Communist China, including the T~betAutonomous Heeron
&hepeople's Republic, both the Temple and the Jowo image suffered some damage when at one point (sometime
beween 1966 and 1970) the zealous young Red Guards ran through the Jo-khang seeking objects to dcstro),
h a g e o r c q away (see Taring 1970, p. 272). Eventually the Sakyamuni Buddha, which was one of the prime
largets of the Red Guard foray, was restored to its shrine in a repaired state; likewise, the Temple itself w a
repaired;and when Heinrich Harrer made a return journey to Tibet in the spring of 1982 after a 30-year abscnce,
hevisited the Jo-khang and saw the restored image in the "Holy of Holies" shrine ofTibetan nuddhism "Despite
theserious damage done to the figure of Jo Rimpoche. he was once more magnificent w~thhis glittering turquoises.
; coralsand pearls; the gold again had a warm and precious glow. I felt sure that very fen people \could be able to
' lindany change here." Harrer, 1985, p. 158; see also Tsering Wangyal, "lnblde the I-hasa Cathedral." TR (Junc
, 1980).20.

/

64.Finegan 1986, p. 44.
65. These details according to Rato 1977, p. 43; Taring 1970, pp. 60-1 ; and Rhie 1983, p. 48. She has been
described by one chronicler of the period as having been 16 years old at the time of being summoned to Lhasa.
ofbeingofwhite complexion, fair and beautiful to look at, and of "not [being] entangled with doctrines of the
world, but finding her strength in the Treasury of Jewels [i.e., the Doctrines of Buddha]." Finegan 1986?p. 42.
According to Dalai Lama XIV, Songtsan Garnpo, Tibet's thirty-third king, possessed three Tibetan wives besides
he two foreign princesses. Dalai Larna XIV, 1962, p. 70. Finegan. in his volume, states the same thing. but
indicates that he only married these three Tibetan wives (and successively so) when the two foreign wives could
not bear him sons. Even the first two Tibetan queens had no sons, but the King was finally successful in siring
by the third Tibetan queen a son, whom he installed as king when aged thirteen. the customary age for hcirs to
the throne in Tibet to assume the throne. Finegan 1986, p. 45. These three Tibetan wives, like King S o n a m
Gam~o,also became Buddhists. Rato 1577, p. 43.
There has been soke question raised, however, as to whether there actually did take place a marriage between
he Tibetan king and the Nepalj princess. A. Tom Gmnfeld, after a careful study into the question, made the
following observations: "Only one historian [Giuseppe Tucci] has had the honesty to even bother to mention
it is quite possible that the marriage to the Nepali princess was only legendary, for his search of the historical
sourcescould not turn up a single confirmation of its existence. See G. Tucci, "The Wives of Sron Bstm Sgam
Po~" Orienrs Extremes 9 (1962): 121-30. An extensive search of the secondary material turned up no other
hlstorimwho even mentioned this possibility" Grunfe]d, "Tibetan History: a Somewhat Different Approach."
TR(June
1981):10. But another historian, Tunell V. Wylie, has even questioned the historiciq of the Nepalese
prlnCess3as Tucci had himself
implied; for (he latter had indicated that he had found no ear!v evidence for
her e~isten~*see Richardson 1990, p 273. Wylie, on the other hand. chiefly bases his argument on the facl
that she was never mentioned in the Chinese Tun-Huang Annals of the period (dealing with the Chinese role In
Tibn).nOrthatthe X b e m name for Nepal, Bolpo, appears there either, a name which W ~ l i ehas regarded as the
residence ofthe kings. But Franz Michae] a s e n s that these annals were not concerned with the Nepalese
UPe~t~fTibetan
policy and would therefore hardly be expected to mention it or the Princess. Moreover, Michyl
Pointsout that the father (or uncle) o f b e Princess (the Nepalese king, ~msuvarman)\*a
historical
In
'palihi~toly, thus making it obvious that any daughter or niece of the King would also be an
''gure,
SeMichael1982, p. 191. ~f Richadson 1990, p. 273, who stales that "it IS not impmbable that in hls
RPmsionin aivitie$" Songtsan G~~~~ -was in touch with Nepal and could have made some Son of mauimonlal
"Il~ce."He adds that the fwt ofNepalese EraASmen having been engaged in the cOnstmction the
lendsC~dence
to the notion ofa link between Nepd and Tibet during the reign of the Tibetan Ring-Emperor'

fiere

historical

66. Taring 1970, pp.
. 60- 1; see also Beckwith 1987, p. 2311.

@-

6). Wmting to build a temple in ha to house the Buddha image she had brought.
lheK1g'SChinere wif-"t
a site and ws advised to build on a small lake in h~clr).; but as Balsa had a
that the lake was the
doubt
this she consulted her husband, who confirmed, &er pWer r d mediutlon*
ewrstsite. To fill it up many goats c n n i e ~ loads ofeh
and stones on the~rbacks, So In their hanor we J'vays
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had an image of a goat in the Jo-khang." Taring 1970. p. 6 1. For this reason the
oficial name became
Kasa Trulnang Tsuglag Khang, literally meaning "goat-earth miraculous appearance temple o f ~ a
will be recalled, had been the earlier name of the city, later renamed [.ha sa). "True, the Buddha image brovghlil
from China by Wen-ch'eng is now housed in the Jo-khang: but the Jo-khang-which faces towardsNepal-war
founded by the Nepalese princess.. . The temple founded by Wen-ch'eng is the R a m o ~ h e - ~ h i ~faces
h towards
China. And though the site of the Jo-khang may have been suggested to Brikhuti by Wen-ch'cng, the templewar
built by h e Nepalese artisans who accompanied Brikhuti, and originally housed tlie Buddha imag broughl
from N c p a l . .Significantly, it is Brikhuti's temple which became the center of Lhasa city. Wen-chleng's
is secondary in importance, in a peripheral part of the city. It was damaged by the Han [the Chinese]in their
ignorance of its history, both in the fighting of March 1959. and during the Cultural R e ~ o I u t i oWarren
~ . ~ ~Smith
(a student of Tibetan literature and history for many years), Smith 1984, pp. 11-12. a review article
Epstein's Tibet Transjbrmed (Peking, 1983). See also Finegan 1986, pp. 44, 147-9. "From the plans and some
glimpses of carved wooden pillars published in a few books and journals, we can see [for the still extant original
part of the Jo-khang] a relation to the architectural form that was evolved in Gupta Indian Buddhist art ofthe5th
century a.d. and as translated into some 6th and 7th century Nepalese art." Rhie 1984, p. 48. This confimsthe
notion that Balsa and not Wen-ch'eng founded the Jo-khang, which in its original structure had little or no
Chinese influence in its architecture.
I t should be added that Melinda Liu. a Newsweek correspondent and one of 40 journalists invited by [he
Chinese government to pay a six-day visit to Lhasa in Aug. 1983, could report after her visit that "in the
ramshackle remains of Lhasa's Ramoche Temple, which had been looted and destroyed during the Cultural
Revolution and is now normally closed to visitors. a huge portrait of the late Chairman Mao Tse-tung is now
enthroned where a 7th century Buddha of Sakyamuni once stood." Quoted from Newsweek in TR (Sept. 1983):16.
It should further be added that the Ramoche Buddha image referred to by correspondent Liu, the Little Jowo,
which had for the longest time been thought by Tibetans to have been destroyed during the Cultural Revolution
by the Red guards, was reported by Radio Lhasa on 28 Apr. 1983 to have been "found" and brought back to the
Tibetan capital where it was installed-not in the empty shell of Ramoche-but within the Jo-khang. Indeed, an
image reputed to be the "missing" presumed destroyed Ramoche Buddha was returned to Lhasa and installed in
the Central Cathedral; nevertheless, it has been reported by the Tibetan Review that Tibetans both inside and
outside Tibet believe that the present image now in the Jo-khang is a facsimile. Several weeks after the Radio
Lhasa announcement, the New China News Agency (NCNA) in Peking claimed on 18 May that the image had
been broken in two during the Cultural Revolution, with "its upper half' having been "taken to Peking 10 be
melted down. but was saved in 1980 under a law protecting historic relics." "The lower half," the NCNAre~orl
continued, "was discovered in a factory scrap heap," presumably at Lhasa. The NCNA then stated the tophalfof
the statue had subsequently been returned to Lhasa and joined to the bottom half in Apr. and installed within the
Jo-khang. Almost immediately, the Information Office of the Central Tibetan Secretariat of the Dalai Lama,
Dharamsala, made it clear in a statement it issued that the decision to return the damaged statue and other
Tibetan artifacts of great value to Tibet had not been a unilateral initiative taken by the Chinese government, as
was claimed by the NCNA, but rather had been impelled forward by the fact that a Tibetan Tulku, on a
China in 198 1, had, after meeting with the Panchen Lama, joined together with the Panchen in appealingt0the
Chinese leadership to return the images and artifacts which the Tulku had noticed lying about in many parts.Of
China during his roving visit there. It was their joint appeal, declared the secretarial, which had in real'tr
activated the entire process that had finally culminated in the return in 1983 of the revered Buddha image.See
"Sacred Image Reinstalled in Lhasa Temple," TR (May 1983):5 and "Peking Claims to HaveReturnedDunaged
Statue to Tibet." ibid. (June-July 1983):4. 8. Incidentally, Finegan reported in 1986 that the Ramoche Temp'e
had at least been partially restored. Finegan 1986, p. 149.
68. Ibid., 44.
69. For the supposed dual blessing, see Rato 1977, p. 43.
70. Finegan 1986, p. 44.
lhree

71. "Buddhism suffered during the reign of King Langdarma (a.d. 836). King Ralpachen, One of
most religious kings, was doing much for the cou,ntry9s new religion when he was greatly opposed by his
brother. Darma. A man named Be Gyator killed Ralpachen-while the king was relaxing and drinking changointed
by twisting his head around until his neck was broken. Then Langdarnla took the throne, Be GyatorwUapp.
Chief Minister, and many other" followers of Tibetls ancient pre-Buddhist religion '*becamegovernment mlmSten'

-
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dc
nm laws to destroy Buddhism, sealed up L e principal temples lad bmkc a11 i ~ e . ~sn,,~
"
1~70,p, 152. ~angdarrnahimself was later slain by a Buddhist monk in 842, the lamr disguised as a sorcerer
belongingto Tibet's ancient religion. This was three years after I,mgdarrna1s accession. The disguised monk,
lhalunpaljor Dorje, who had taken r e h g e in a cave near Lhasa, had a vision that instructed him to eliminate the
,uTerking md revealed to him how to perform this task. "Smearine his white pony with charcoal m d donning
fiblackrobe
with white lining, the monk rode into Lhasa and sought out the apostate king, for whom he periormd
ablasti~
dance invented for the occasion. While making the threefold prostration that protocol demanded, he
,jpw from his broad-sleewed robe a bow and arrow and shot Imgdarma through the heart. Thcn he
lumed his cloak inside out and rode his horse through the nearby River Kyi, thus wahing off the charcoal
ialih too, became white; and in this way he made good his escape. The monk's dance came to he known S the
Black Hat dance, and upon the resurgence of Buddhism in Tibet it was celebrated annually in commemoration
ofthe avenger's exploit." Goodman 1986. p. 48.
Legend has it, incidentally, that the cuslorn of Tibetan government officials putting up the hair in knots and
: braided with red ribbons was begun by Langdarma himself to conceal his horns-the sign, so says the legend. of
lI hrs. berng
. a wizard. The royal hairdressers were warned that should they ever tell about the King's horns they
~vouldbe put to death. This ancient legend furthermore declared that Langdanna had possessed a black tongue;
1 %that, ever since the days of this wicked King, whenever Tibetans meet high-ranking persons they scratch their
l heads and thrust out their tongues to make clear they have neither horns nor black tongues! lbid., 45. Otllrr
rsplanations for the origin of the tongue greeting and the color black are told about in end-note no. 9 for Ch. 19
below.

72. Snellgrove. Buddhist Himalaya; 7i-avels and Studies in Qlres~oj'tlle Origins ... of fiberan Huddl~rsm
(Oxford, 19571, 145. "It was said that during the eclipse of the doctrine. it [the Sakyamuni Buddha) had been
buried and later retrieved, but the supposed burial of precious ob,jecls and texts is all too common a ston: \r hen
[hegenuinenature ofthe items is in need of vindication. The Tibetans are usually quite understanding in matters
ofreligious devotion. They \vill believe anything ivhich redounds to the greater sanctity of a place or objcct.
such deliberate faith being considered of great spiritual \,alue." lbid.
'

73.Circumanlbulation is an essential facet of Tibetan religious life whether the objcct ofveneration be 3 hill.
mountain,
lake. temple or an image. Yet it has to be traveled round a certain number of times before any benefit
can cometo the worshiper, and the more this required number is exceeded he more \rill he the merit reckoned
l0 that one's account. "Whole villages turn out in a body to circurnanlbulate a mountain. spending perhaps a
in the undertaking, camping out during the nights." Annie W. blarston. Tlre Gear Closed Lajld, 2d d.
(London9
1895?), 59. Circumambulation must also be performed according to a prescribed direction. thal is.
clockwise,and keeping the sacred object on one's right. "the side of good omen." The origin of this inviolable
"!can be found in India. where th; practice fom time immemorial has been to circumambulatc both sacred
ob~ecls
and one's own spiritual teacher (or grrrl,) in such clockwise fashion. thus imitating the (apparent!
movement
of the heavenly bodies around the earth or the movement of the planets about the sun. "TOBuddhists."
famed Buddhist Lama Anagarika Govinda, .'the Buddha is the Guru of Gurus. the spiritual sun oftheir
unrverse,
and the monuments...erected in his nlemov \vere not only receptacles of his relics-\rhich soon
were exhausted-but svmbols of enlightenl~lelltin its most universal aspect." And tlltls 11 \$as onl\
proper and appropriate, his jblio\vers
to imitate the celestial bodies in their moverncnts about the
physical sun when circurnambula(inethe sacred shrines and molluments having to do ivith their . ~ p ~ ~sun.
i ~ ~ ~ i ~ l
Govinda. "The G?antse Palkhor C<orten.., 7~ (()c(,-Dec, 1969):1 1 . The Italian explorer Filippo d~ I'ilippi.
ackn0aledging the possihi]ity that this rule finds its "rigin in the inlitation of the pll?sical ufli\flsc.
,hr the rule: ..it ma! be a case ofconsidcring the riptll side 3s the
palls perhaps an even
in the \r,knlu. or Dialogues of BudJlia. hich a i t h the f'iffkil
Position ofhonor alld respect, ~~~i~~~
10 sho\r both the relllO1e antiquit!. o f r h cpractrce
oldest existing documents o f ~ u c j d h i sdoctrine.
t
d' Its dcrivalion and preser\,atiOni n ,he Buddllist ritual, In mmly of the J i i l l ~ g ~ ~hell
e ~ .lhc interll'cutor l h ?
J i w i ~ l eO r neophyte ~~k~~leave of [hr ~
l One.~there is~ express
~ mention
~ ofdthe cewlnonial prsctlce
hiln... Filippi 19) 1, p. 1 1 8 and 1 18n 11,contrast l0 llle Buddhisls. I b r
him 0, oneq,
in
"'glous Pedeccssors to the Buddhists in Tiba al\vays circunlamb~latedin a colf*er-clockwise dircc'ion.
in Tibet who rvere at that time still f~)lloaingIhr prrh'h en asked the reaon for this custom,
lhere in 1882) that .'sall1l.ion. circumambulation'
Buddhl~tfaith had told saratchandra
Ihc)
the
sages
as
processes
to sanctify the h()d?. speech and
andLechanting0fmlantrabeing illtended
which
\ray
olle
~alu~~sandcircumanlhulers
didnotat all benefithe divinitv,LltiqL . therefire. immaterialho\v
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fie sacmd things, but it is the established usage of the [religious] community to circulate from ri@l to lefi.wp
which the f a m d Pundit had noted to himself when writing his report: "Not a very intslligible or ~ t i ~ f u ~ o v
explanation"! Das 1902, p. 206.
74. "The Barkhor is most thronged at the New Year.. ., and most of the life of the city is Concentrated in it,
Many of the big business houses are here, and here all religious and military processions begin and end. Towards
evening, especially on public holidays, pious citizens swarm over the Barkhor mumbling their prayer< and
performing the circumarnbulation. "but not only piety is represented in the 0.arkhor. You find also pretty women
showing off their newest frocks and flirting a little with the young bloods of the nobility. Ladies of my viae
are also there professionally. In a word, the Barkhor is a center of business, sociability and frivolity." So wrote
Heinrich Harrer of his first visit there in 1946, in Harrer 1956, p. 141.

75. This is a reference to the so-called Blue Buddha, the "Buddha of Long Life." It is the outstanding
carving among many others that form a mosaic of engraved Buddhas and Bodhisattvas w k i h long ago had been
carved by sculptors on every square foot of rock surface of a sheer rock wall that is part of a spinal ridge where
the Chakpori or Iron Hill terminates at its southwest side. "Previously these figures were painted immaculately
with a considerable amount of gold; today the painting is crude but still effective." Dowman 1991, p. 75.
76. "In the old days on the Barkhor," recalled Harrer in 1982 when on a return visit to Lhasa, "they used to
protect themselves against the hard stony ground by gloves made of wood &d leather; now they were using
pieces of discarded tires tied around their forearms." See Harrer, 1985, p. 97.
77. The sources for the information and quotes dealing with the three Holy Circles and especially the
discussion of the Lingkhor are: Rato 1977, pp. 42-3; Goodman 1986, pp. 30-1; Bonavia and Bartlett 1981,p.
114; Pemba 1957, pp. 84-5; Gould 1937, p. 449; Macdonald 1929 (Apr.), p. 31 1; Tung 1980, p. 194; and
Landon, quoted in Hopkirk 1982, p. 185.
78. See Harrer 1985, p. 156.
79. Dowman 1991, p. 70.
80. The sources for this discussion of the "Lhasa pulpit" were McGovern 1924, pp. 367-8 and Bell 1946,pp.
278-9-both men having witnessed the event. Though this unique pulpit was used but once a year for "preaching"
to the Tibetanpopulace in general by the Dalai Lama, it was additionally used for "preaching" to only assemblies
of Tibetan m o n b throughout the first month of every Tibetan year by the Ser Ti Rimpoche ("the precious golden
throne"). Ser Ti Rimpoche was the more familiar name which the Lhasan people had given this high ecclesiastical
figure, but his real title is actually Ganden Epa, "he who occupies the throne of GandenV-which is to say. the
throne of Tsong Khapa, the Great religious Reformer of the fourteenth century who founded both Ganden
Monastery near Lhasa and the ruling Gelugpa or Yellow Hat Sect of Tibetan Buddhism. Almost exactly a year
after McGovern's clandestine visit to Lhasa, Madame Alexandra David-Neel from France made her own way
there, disguised as a poor Tibetan peasant, where she spent a period of two months that included P~ ofthe
month-long celebrations of the Tibetan New Year. In her travel volume ofthe journey to Lhasa, she relatesher
own experience of having witnessed the fi Rirnpoche "preaching" to the monks from this same lone TibeLan
pulpit:
On several occasions I saw the man who is recognized as the most learned in all the country, and who
occupies the throne of Tsong Khapa. Throughout the first month of the year he preaches in the open
air, under a canopy erected for this purpose, close to the Jo-hhang. HISaudience is not recruited fronl
the crowd, as one might think from the fact that he speaks outside the Temple. The monks alone have
the right to sit crosslegged on the pavement at his feet, and those who hear the preaching have been
chosen by their superiors. They are there by command. Woe to anyone who spoke to his nelghborl
and who did not maintain an absolutely mo1ionless attitude. Woe also to the unfortunate layman
whose religious zeal led him hither to listen to the discourses of the Supreme Master The Clerics
acting as police officers for the assembly would soon lash him roughly wilh the long bundle ofropes
they flourish continually in a martial fashion.
The great philosopher of Tibet is a spare old man with a thin. angular countenallce and the
appearance of an aristocratic and haughty ascetic. He walks with short. quick slcps beneath lhe
yellow-brocaded umbrella of honor which a friar holds over him, as if he were anxious to havedone
quickly with an annoying duty. The expression stamped on his intrlligetit face is that ofthe suppressed
boredom of one to whom crowds and public ceremonies are distasteful.
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seated upon his throne, he does not preach in the way we understand the word in the West. He
speaks without gestures, without raising his voice, with an air of detachment, such as the thmri- he
is explaining demand. The striking contrast affordedby the doctrines expounded by the doctor, together
with his refined appearance, and the ignorant, listless crowd, watched by h e brutal clerical policemen
surrounding him, are well calculated to surprise a stranger. As to Ser Ti Rimpoche, being born, brought
up and having grown old in such an environment, he probably does not notice it.
Fora further discussion about the Ti Rimpoche or Ganden Tipa, see David-Neel 1927. pp. 282-3.
81. See McGovern 1924, p. 354.

82. "In a certain formal sense the Tibetans are undoubtedly a praying people, and the most preemincntly
praying people on the face of the earth. They have praying stones, praying pyramids, praying flags flying over
every house, praying wheels, praying mills, and the universal prayer, Om! mani padme Hum!, is never out of
lheir mouths." Wilson 1875, p. 255 (a book recounting his journey through, in part, Indian Tibet during the
summer and fall, 1874). Yet this six-syllable mystic phrase or prayer, if indeed it can be called prayer, presents
amost curious phenomenon, in that Tibetan Buddhists themselves-and Western scholars, too, for that matterhave never agreed as to its true meaning. One Western writer, Julien Louis, commenting on this matter back in
1894, argued that at its inception this most famous of Tibetan Buddhist mantras had probably been meant "as a
sort of profession of faith, a protestation against, a recantation of, the idolatrous beliefs of Hinduism, and an
adherence to the philosophical tenets inculcated by Gautama Buddha" Louis 1894, p. 108. There are about as
many interpretations of its actual meaning as there are learned Buddhist Lamas with whom one might speak. Its
literal translation from the original Sanskrit into English is generally understood to be as follows:
Om!--O! (or Hail!) mani-the

jewel p a d me-lotus

in Hum!-Amen!

-that is to say: "Hail! Thou Jewel (or Treasure) in the Lotus-Flower. Amen!" which one missionary writer on
Tibet had characterized as an expression of adoration directed originally to Gautama Buddha but was later
directed to the reincarnated Buddha embodied in the Grand or Dalai Lamas, "the idea being taken from the fable
that Gautama was born from a lotus" for the good of mankind. Frank D. Learner. Rusry Hinges; a Story of
ClosedDoors Beginning lo Open in Northeast Tibet (London, 1933), 57. (The lotus flower, incidentally? is a
symbol for Buddhism itself, its adherents believing that like this beautiful flower which grows from the mud,
Buddhism is pure and rises from the "mud" of worldly existence. Jack Finegan has noted that the lotus is "a
vi*uall~universal symbol in the ancient world and is of manifold significance. Growing out of the swamp. it
suggests the unfolding of the spiritual life. and it is the emblem of many Bodhisattvas. especially of Padmapani
[the Hindu name for Chenrezi], the holder of the lotus." Finegan 1986, p. 126.)
But another interesting interpretation of the mantra was once explained by an "incarnate" Lama to an Indian
visitorto Tibet as follows, as quoted by Francis R. Moraes: "'The Jewel is none else but the Buddha, and the
lotus is the heart. So its real rendering is: Hail to the Buddha in our hearts!' God. according to the Tibetans.
residesin every one of their hearts." Moraes 1960, pp. 62-3. An even more mystical interpretation was told 10
Cecil Earle Tyndale-Biscoe, the well-known longtime Principal of the famed CMS Mission School at Srinagar,
In Kashmir:"May my soul, 0 God, be like the jewel of water which lies on the lips of the lotus leafjust as it is
goingto fall into the lake and be lost in the ocean of water [presumably, be lost in Nimana]." Quoted in Biscoe,
Kashmirin Sunlight a n d Shade (London, 1922). 2 1 1-1 2. One of the more succinct philosophical statements
about the mantra's meaning has been provided by an English historical novelist on Tibet, Fredrick R.HydeChambers,in Hyde-Chambers 1985, p. 16 of its glossary of terms: "OM refers to the inexpressible Absolute.
MANltothe Buddha Dharma or Teaching, PADMEto the world in which that Teaching is expressed, and HUM
that it is victorious in defeating ignorance and its effens.'. A less flattering understanding of this Prayer formula
Tthrespect to its origin, meaning and usage comes from Heinrich Jaeschke, the great Moravim m l s s i o n , ~ 'lnguistand Tibetan scholar of the 19' century who was stationed for some yean at Kyelmg in lndlan Irbet.
About this sacred phrase he wrote the following:
The person addressed in these words is not Buddha, but Spyan-ras-yzigs [pronounced Chenresiki.e.,Chenrezi,'.the patron Bodhisaltva of Tibet and incarllale in King Songtsan Gampoas later I n the
Dalai Lamas"; Finegan 1986, p. 411; by some he is thought to be the author of them. The Tibetans
themselves are ignorant of the proper sense of these six syllables, if sense at there be in them- and
furnish lhe
I t is not unlikely that some shrewd priest invented this f0llll of prayer, in order
people with a fomula. or symbol, easily to be retained by the memo% and the frequent rec'ul of
which might satisfy their religious wants. And though there may be no obvious meaning in such
excIamationSor prayers, yet heir eficacy is surely to be firmly believed in by lhe peoplr9
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practical religion chiefly consists in the performance of certain rites and ceremonies, in a devout
veneration of their lamas, combined with frequent oblations to them, and in abstaining from gross
sins.
The numerous attempts that have been made to explain the "Om mani padme Hum" satisfactorily,
and to discover a deeper se.nse or even a hidden meaning in it have proved more or less unsuccessful,
The most simple and popular, but also the flattest, of these explanations is derived from the purely
extrinsic circumstance, that the Sanskrit words of the prayer consist of six syllables, and when
pronounced by a pious Buddhist conveys a blessing upon one of the "six classes of beings."
Quoted in Hermann G. Schneider, Working and Wailingfor Tibet; a Sketch of the Moravian Mission to [he
Western Himalayas (London, 189 l?), 4 1-2 note. Regardless the actual true interpretation of this mystic fomula
of the Tibetan Buddhist religion, it is sufficient to note, writes Wilson, "that the repeating of this prayerwhether vocally or by various mechanical means-has become a sacred and protecting symbol, such as making
the sign of the cross is among Roman Catholic Christians. However it may be with the more intelligent of the
lamas, to the ordinary Tibetan mind, 'Om mani padme Hum' is only known in that sense, and as a prayer forthe
well-being of the six classes of creatures-to wit, human beings, animals, evil spirits, souls in heaven, souls in
purgatory, and souls in hell.. ..And so it comes to be an aspiration of universal benevolence, which is supposed
to have a protecting influence on those who give utterance to it, or reproduce it in any way. The original meaning
of a charm of this kind does not much matter when once it obtains general acceptance; and it is quite in accordance
with the peculiar value attached to it. that the reproduction of it on stones, flags, and rolls of paper. should be
regarded as religious worship. as well as the oral repetition of it." Wilson 1875. p. 257.
Still another writer has explained the phrase's multiple meanings this way, that it "is as different as the
individual minds of Tibet's millions, for an old Tibetan proverb says. 'Every village has its own dialect, every
lama his own doctrine.' Some mechanically repeat it because they believe it secures for them a rebirth of bliss,
or better, no rebirth at all. Others interpret it with symbolism or mysticism. No one can realize the infinite
conceptions in it until he understands that these are the first stammering syllables millions ofchildren learn, that
they form the last sighs of millions of dj.ing men and women." Sinclair 1965, p. 224n.
It should finally be noted that the nature- and devil-worship shamanastic religion which antedated the Buddhist
faith among Tibetans had had its own rnantra, but instead of the Six Holy Sounds of Tibetan Buddhism, the
followers of pre-Buddhism in Tibet had a special invocation of eight syllables: Oum-ma-tri-mou-ye-sa-leh-don
(alternate spelling: Aom matre muye sale du), whose meaning, however, "has yet to be unraveled." So said Julien
Louis in 1894, in his book quoted from earlier, Louis 1894, p. 102.
83. The Fourteenth Dalai Lama did not make specific reference to this Buddha image when in his
autobiography he wrote the following: "It was before one of these images, in the Jo-khang, that I bowed when
I first reached Lhasa at the age of four" on 8 Oct. 1939 as the new "god-king" of l'ibet. Dalai Lama XIV 1962,
p. 70. However, the Times of London, in an article dalelined Lhasa 8 Oct. 1939 and appearing in the newspaper
edition of 4 Nov. 1939, p. 7, records the following; "The Dalai Lama reached.. .Lhasa this morning ...As the
middle of the procession reached the south entrance of the Cathedral it was met by the Oracle ofNechung in a
state of possession.. ..When the Oracle had withdrawn, the procession went on to the west door ofthe Cathedral,
by which the Dalai Lama entered to visit the shrine !thirteen] centuries old, in which is kept the Jowo Rimpoche,
an image of Buddha said to have been brought from China by a wife of' King Songtsan Gampo, who firs1
established Buddhism in Tibet." He even offered a khnla to the Jowo Rimpoche. Goodman 1986,p. 62. Actuallythe Boy-King of Tibet was simply fulfilling the religious tradition which every Tibetan is expected to observe;
namely, "...it is said that on arriving in Lhasa, one should go directly to the Jo-khang and touch one's forehead
to the knees of the Lord Buddha before the perspiration of the journey has dried on one's face." Rat0 19773 P,
43. R.D. Taring (Mary La). in her autobiography, has noted that on this day in Oct. 1939, "His ~olinessentere~
the Jo-khang. with his family and all his oficials A high seat had been raised for him in front of the cbef
precious image of the Lord Buddha and the 1.amas and monks prayed . N e x t His Holiness was taken tothe
shrines in Ramoche Tsuglag Khnng and then to Norbu 1,ingk.a.. Taring 1970, p. 14 1 She was in
time.

.:

8 4 ''I'hou shalt have none other gods before me. Thou shalt not make unto thee a graven image, nor
likeness of any form that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth:
thou
. . shalt not bow down thyself unto them. nor serve them: for I Jehovah God am a jealous God. visiting the
lnlquit~of the fathen upon the children, upon the third and upon the fourth generationofthem that hate me; and
showing lovingkindness unto thousands of them that love me and keep my commandments.'qExodus 2 0 : 3 - ~
the Old Testament Scriptures.
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15. David-Neel 1927, p. 28 l . Some have expressed skcptickm that she ever made such a journey to [,hq
claimingthat she would have been too easily recognized as a foreign white woman despite h a disguis, and
further that the photograph showing her and her lama companion Yongden (who b
e her d o p t d
son)seated
on the ground in front of the Potala had been "doctored up" and presented as proof of her visit to
ForbiddenCity, One such latter-day detractor was Jewne Denys, who denied David-Neel's achievement in her
volme~ublishedat Paris in 1972, Alexandra David-Neel a u Tibet. But Madame Neel's adventure has been
by David Macdonald, who has reported in his book Twenty Years in Tibet, cited many times in these
~nd-Notes,of having received her at Gyantse "one afternoon in August" at the conclusion of her journey
dressed in her elaborate disguise that fooled even Frank Ludlow, the Tibetan Boys' School Headmaskr here, to
whom she "had disclosed herself' first upon her arrival (see pp. 288-9, wherein, however, Macdonald incorrectly
sa
lM the year as having been 1923 when in actuality, of course, it was August of 1924). In waveling to Lbw
Madame Neel was clad-asa poor Tibetan peasant woman, with face smeared "with black lac" according to the
custom of Tibetan women, her hair dyed with Chinese ink, her hair also covered "with braids of jet-black yak
hair," and head topped with a fur-lined bonnet that additionally served to screen her face! In traveling from
Lhasalowards the southern frontier, all was the same, except that she had changed her station in life somewhat.
Inher book (p. 298) she explained, as follows:
I left Lhasa as quietly as I had entered, and no one suspected that a foreign woman had lived there for
two months. I looked somewhat different from the beggar I was when I first entered the Forbidden
City. I had promoted myself to a more respectable station in the social hierarchy. I was now a lowcrmiddle-class woman, the owner of two horses and accompanied by a man servant whom Yongden
[her adopted Tibetan son and lama companion throughout the journey] had engaged at Lhasa. Official
inquiries about travelers going from the capital to the frontiers are not very strict, so I could atiord to
make myself a little more comfortable.
Sheexited Tibet via Sarnye, Gyantse, Pedong and Kalirnpong, where at the latter place she had met the Greiu
Thirteenth Dalai Lama years earlier at Bhutan House in June of 1912. just priw to his d e p a u r e back to Tibet
from his long exile in India, and with whom she felt a great accord and who advised her to learn the Tibetan
language. This she almost immediately afterwards began to do, beginning her many years of continued study at
Lachen in Sikkim and elsewhere on not only the language but also the history and culture of Tibetan civilization.
Ibid., 298 with p. X; and also Brahm Norwick's review of Jean Chalon's Le Lumineur destin dP.4lexandra
Dalid-Neel (Paris, 1985) in TJ (Spring 1986):48-9.
Formore details on her life. see the Chalon volume just cited. a book which constitutes. says Nowick, "the
first serious, full length biography ofthis most popular of writers who specialized on l'ibet." See also William
D.Carlsen, Tibet: In Searcl? o / a ,\firac/e (Nyack NY USA: Nyack College, 1985). 23-8. Born near Paris in
1868, she would go on to live to within sevei weeks of her 10 I st birthday, passing away in her h~meh-~nd
of
France in 1969.

86. Thornas Jr. 195 1 , p. 142.
87.Richard~on1962, p. 62. See also Bell 1928, p. 16. Major Waddell, in his e),e\t.ilnessaccount of the 1904
YounghusbandExpedition. tells of one other possible evidence of the presence of the Capuchins when he
"The prevalence of Florentine window-sunsllades in Lhasa is. I believe, probably a survival of those
'ntroduced
by these old Italian fathers.. ." Waddell 1972, p. 425.
88.Thebell. wrote k{einrich Harrer, as probably tile last surviving relic of the chapel which the Catholic
"ssiOnarieshad built i n [,hasa man), centuriesago,,,.]I lna), be that the preservation ofthis bell in their Cathedral
IS dueto the deep respect
Tibetans feel for all rrligions"-Harrer 1956. p. 2 18: though. of course. their
lunar in general have a]ua),s \,ehementlv opposed proselytizing enbrts on the pan of some other faiths. in
putrularythat of the Christians. This no linger
extant chapel is the same one alluded to Tharchln In the
In
artifact dating from the time oflhe Catholic
Paragraph of the present narrative, Another
'lbet could be found in the ~
~ i2ama.s
l private
~
, chapel in the Polala. Therc. an eight-foot-hieh silver
T'lbet S patron deit?, (Chcllrcli) bvas flanked b). four Chinese porcelain VaSCS. On t h outermost
~
pair lhese
evcna
i n the life ofChrist and \\ere most likel) gifis 0fJesuil missionaries
'"'scould be seen depicted
l0 lhe [hen ruling Dalai I.alna, Sec caption beneath Plate 29 in rung 1980.
89. Harrer I 985. pp. I 58-9.
to construct the mall monastcr). and church
90.The catholic Capuchia ]:athers had been
This collsti~utedthe first
in 1724 or 1725. nearly twenty years after the roullding of its mission station at LhilSa,
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and only church structure of Christendom ever erected in the sacred capital of Tibetan Buddhism. Shonly &r
the demise of the Mission some twenty years later, Tibet's King-Regent at the time (Pholhmas by rime) *had
the Capuchin church razed1'-he being "probably motivated by political expediency" (MacGregor) becauseof
the influential monastic leadership at Lhasa who had felt threatened by the foreign religion and had continually
been opposed to the Mission almost from its inception, even though the government through most of the period
ofthe station's existence had been quite sympathetic towards these Western missionaries. But as David Snellgmve
and Hugh Richardson have so well observed in their cultural history of Tibet, some of the responsibility forthe
ultimate failure of the Catholic Mission at Lhasa lies with the Western religious authorities; for as these scholars
pointed out, the "Tibetan religious authorities seem to have been far more receptive then to strange philosophical
and religious ideas than they are now (after almost two centuries of self-enclosure), while the Christian religious
authorities, in ignorance of the nature of Tibetan civilization, sent missionaries who with one notable exception,
the *eat Jesuit Father Ippolito Desideri, were incapable of understanding the depths of Tibetan feelings and
convictions." Snellgrove and Richardson 1968, p. 220. The quotes of John MacGregor are from his book MacGregor
1970, p. 110.
91. The Mission at Lhasa itself was intermittently maintained for nearly 40 years ( l 707-45). Historically, it
had been preceded by earlier Catholic attempts to penetrate Tibet from the Indian side. It all began with the
Franciscans in the 14th century, followed by the Jesuit and Capuchin orders of missionaries in the early 17th
century. In the years following the Lhasa Mission the Catholics established extensive work on those frontiers
where it was possible to reach Tibetans. But an evangelical Christian journal in America has observed that
Catholic mission efforts among Tibetans have been rewarded by few (if any) converts, either then or now.
Moody Monthly (Mar. 1949):473, as paraphrased by Tharchin and Woodward 1975. p. 650.
92. Quoted from Tharchin 1942, p. 1
93. Genesis 2: 18 of the Old Testament.
94. See the Hebrew Old Testament story found at Genesis Ch. 24.
95. See BB TwMs, pp. 4-5. Until the moment of the Christian ceremony that was performed iri lndia in late
March of 1924, the record ofTharchin's so-called dictated memoirs continually referred to Karma Dechhen onlyas
"his fiancke," "the would-be bride," or some other such tern1 that was non-indicative of any earlier marriage
ceremony having been conducted at Lhasa. See GTUM TsMs, 122-30.
96. "Changlo Chen.. .has visited Gangtok.. ." P.O.S. 1938. p. 10. '.At the end of 1923 he [Sonam Gyalpo.
i.e., Changlo Chen] was sent to Gangtok for a coursein gunnery." Petech 1973. p. 2 14. "T\vo years later [i.e.,
19231 he [Doring Thaiji] was sent to Shillong for gunnery training." Ibid., 63. "sDing bya mDa dpon [i.e.,
Dingja Depon 1923- ]...recei\led gunncry training in India along with rDo ring mDa dpon [i.e.. Doring Depon
1919- ] and sKyid sbug mDa dpon [i.e., Kyipup Depon 1932- l.. . in 1923-24." Rahul 1962. p. 188. See also
page 191 in ibid., where the information on Kyipup is rzpeated: "sKyid sbug nilla dpon 1932-...received
military training in lndia in 1923-24." See also Taring 1970. p. 1 12 where shc writes: "...our closest friend was
General Dingja, one of the three Army officers who had been sent to ... Shillong [in early 1920~1for m i l i t a ~
training.'' The year date alier each name in brackets above indicates the ycar appointed to the rank of Deponor
Commander in the Tibetan army. Thc information found in thesc four or fi:e quotations, as "211 as in the
Tharchin letter citcd in the ncxt note below, \vhen placed together, s~lpportthe statement ~nadcin thc Test ofthe
narrative which declares the travel destinations of tticse four oflicers during the period 1923-3-4.Though a'
some point during their Indian sqjourn the group may have temporarily split up three and one, all fouroflicers
re-assembled together in the Dar.jee1i.g District at the appointed time ibr the rchlrn journey to Tibet. as Ihe
pages to follow in the present narrative will make clear.
97. Tharchin to Bell. Tsarong House Lhasa. 2 luly 1937. Bell Papers, See also Tharchin Post-1962. P 3:''S@
the military officials requested Mr. 'Tharchin to accompany them as an interprcler to India."
98. For more about this faithful and stalwart missionary of the Christian faith. see the next cIlapter.
9 9 This second quote from Tharchin in this paragraph is from []B TnlMs, p. 4. The fact ol'the ~rallalnietm
of invitation and its receipt in Lhasa is also found in ]-]larchin post-1 962, p 3 . And tinall!. lhc prohnhlelimeframe (late Jan. to early Feb. 1924) for Grahan1.s invitatioll letter is based on the fbllo\+ingcsccrpl glcanedfrO'
the minutes ofthe Mission Council meeting (at Siligllri),24-25 Jan. 1924. p. 9. EHMC Minuks 1921-1935:''1"
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yicwofthe
early [i.e., soon] departure of the Rev. Evan Mackenzie.. ., the Council.. .wished Mr. & ~ r sMackmzit
.
a hearty God.Speed when they leave.. ."

100,Tucci 1956, p. 115.
101, Deduced from internal evidence in BB TwMs, p. 4 and when compared with GTUM TwMs, Ch. 18, p.
mention is made of Tharchin's visit to Shigatse in Jan. 1924, which could only have occurred on the
rerumbek
to India from Lhasa, he reaching Kalimpong in Feb. 1924.

102. Patterson 1990, p. 53
103.Thornas Jr. 195 1, p. 2 17. See also McGovern I rL4, pp. 18- 19. l'ibetans carry such superstitious beliefs
Sarat Chandra Das, the Pundit who visited Lhasa and other pMs of Tibet in 1879 and 1881-2,
rcports that especially at New Year's time Tibetans are particularly on the lookout for omens for the ensuing
year. 'Tle best of them-if one is to start soon on a journey-is to behold a young woman ca, rying a babe in her
hs.He adds: "To see flags, banners. milking of'cows, persons carrying vessels filled with water or any other
liquid, or timber for house-building or firewood, is lucky. as is also the sight ofa corpse on .i bier. To meet welldressed persons, to be greeted by friends, to hear a lucky name, are also held to be signs vf good luck; but to see
beggars, ragged persons, empty vessels. a person descending a hill. or carr~~ing
shoes in his hand. a saddled
horse without a rider, to hear impolite or rough language, are portents of bad fortune." Das 1902. p. 265. ?'he
tditor of the Das Journey for publication. Wm. W. Rockhill, appended an editorial footnote to thi: passage
quoted indicating that "all these omens of good and bad luck are of equal importance at any time of the year."
Ibid.. 26511. Furthermore, superstition with regard to the welfare of children greatly abounded in Tibet. So
observed one Tibetan who has been quoted before, Tsewang Y. Pemba who. it will be recalled, had been born
in 1931 at Gyantse, grew up in Yatung, Lhasa and Kurseong (in Dt. Darjeeling), and later attcnded medical
school in London. Commenting on this aspect of Tibetan superstition in the published volume of his earl! years
a his homeland. Pemba wrote: "Whenever a child goes out a dash of soot is painted on the !ip of its nose. in
order to keep away evil spirits. When guests arrive they are not supposed to go and admire the child immediatel)
on arrival. The year thirteen and every multiple of thirteen are Ka years. unlucky years in which there may be
manymishaps. In order to ward ott'this evil. prayers are said at the monaster): and the person \r.ears sailioncolored clothes with the moon and the sun enlbroidered at the back. If a child continually falls ill. sometimes its
flame is changed." Pemba 1957. p. 52.
tven firther.

104.I Peter 4:19: found in the Christian New Testament Scriptures.
105. Quoted in Bishop 1994, p. I I

I06.The sources for all information in this paragraph are GTUM TwMs, Ch. 18, p. 2 and BB TwMs. p. 4.
107.For this and the other quotes regarding Chandra. see McKay 1997. pp. 113-4, McKay 1997a- P. 423;
"also Tsarong 2000, p. 69; also, cf. Goldstein 1989, pp. 128-30, 135; and for the outline ofthe plot itself, see
hlcKa~
1997, pp. 108- 14 and McKay 1997a. passim.
108. All new information and all quoted material in h i s paragraph have been deriwd from GTUM TsMr
I26and BB TwMs, p. 4.
!09. See the enrly notes of Ch. 6 above, he date of Feb. 1924 for Tharchin's arrival back in Kalimpone is
SPeclfrcall~
cited in BB TwMs. p. 4.
110. Patterson 1959, p. 24.
' l ' AS intimated in the present narrative's first volume. Ch. 5. Ani Anna Kempe ( 1077-1967) was known
for her selfless and sacrificial Christian service. One foreign missions writer, who had k n ouT1nen
~ nboth
Tharchins and Miss Kernpe, having labored in h e gospel at Kalimpong for many. Yeus henelf*
Christian history there are many lnd~vldualswho are w O n h ~of
Of?' Kernpc thus: "As in all mission
and unflagging faith in the Lord. Sufficeit 10 mention.. . Miss K e m ~ e for
IpeC"
for their untiring
~0ld:"LilliaIl CarlSOnin
of whom many interesting stories
m'y~em
served in the Daaeeling District
'Ison 19884 pp. 15-16, A ~ ~ ~to the
~ Thsrchin
, - J ~"memoirs'*
~ ~ there were indeed many Interesting stories to
*I' hiKeTtIpe W= a very devout and godly missionary Origindly she had worked
h e Tibetans
and
-Theamong
Evangelical
Alliance
OUlenat~hoom
with the Scandinavian Alliance Mission (which later became TEAM
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Mission). Afier certain administrative changes occurred in the mission she began to work independentlyin [he
Kurseong, Kalimpong and Pedong areas. The older generations around these places fondly remember her
great appreciation, and they have often commented on her selfless and sacrificial service to the people. Uliimaaly
she purchased a piece of land above Pedong Bazaar and constructed a single-story building for residential
purposes as well as for the weaving industry. A water tank used to collect rain was built near the house since
water scarcity was a big problem. In addition, it was also used for baptism.
Even to this day people remark that she never sent a visitor away empty-handed uithout o!Yering something
to the person as a gifi. Sometimes she used to give her vegetables away to others while she herselfwould go
hungry. According to a very reliable source, one day she even took her shoes off and gave them away to a needy
person.
Ani Kempe used to walk on foot for long distances. Her spirit of sacrifice was astounding. Very faithfully
through many sufferings she preached the gospel of Christ to Tibetans and others in that area. Her memory is
gratefully revered and remembered by the local indigenous Christians. Indeed, her life and conduct was an
example of practical Christianity at its best. Since her departure there has not arisen a second like her. GTUM
TsMs, 12711.
112. BB TwMs, pp. 4-5.
113. According to Lillian Carlson, Mrs. Tharchin "received Christian teaching for three months from Miss
Kempe, a Finnish missionary." See the chapter, Carlson 1988a, p. 13. See also Tharchin Post-1962, p. 3, which
document served as the basis for Carlson's published account. Miss Carlson, an American missionary who spent
many years at Kalimpong working closely with Tharchin and others among the Tibetans there, acknowledges
her indebtedness to Tharchin for some of the information in her chapter.
1 14. The sources for the quoted material in this paragraph and the date ofthe baptism and marriage ceremony
at Kurseong are per BB TwMs, p. 5. The rest of the information in the paragraph is per GTUM TsMs, 128.
1 15. The source for the historical and descriptive sketch of Kurseong, as well as for the composition of races
there, is O'Malley 1989. pp. 196, 197-8, 200.

116. Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1955?, p. 18. The author became a close friend of Tharchin's in the 1950s at
Kalimpong.
1 1 7. Apart from the description of Shillong and Assam, as well as the author's conjectural statements, the
sources for the rest of the information contained in this lengthy paragraph are GTUM TsMs, 130 and BB TwMs,
p. 5.
1 18. The date of the Sadhu's departure is per Parker 1968, p. 1 12.

119. In this paragraph the information dealing with the Sadhu's speaking engagements at Shillong and
Mairang in March 1924 is per Rowlands & Ghose (comps.) 1924, "Preface," p. i. The information and quote
about the Santals in Feb., and the quote of Sundar's letter to Rev. Popley, are all from Appasamy 1966, PP.2012.
With respect to the weakness of his lungs, the Sadhu, in one of his addresses at Mairang on 15 Mar.. madc
reference to this very problem-not only in physical but also in spiritual terms-when he said: "I need Your
Prayers. My 'thorn in the flesh' is a weakness in my lungs and throat which keeps me humble-otherwwise there
would be great dangers for me. I am unable to do what I ought to do because of spiritual weakness, so remember
me in your prayers." Rowlands & Ghose (comps.) 1924. p. l I . The Sadhu may have struck upan a help!'
though not altogether efTective antidote to the weakness in his throat if not his lungs. This was to drinkliqulds
as hot as could be served. This is borne out by an illcidcnt that took place when he was a guest ill 1918 for
months at the holiday retreat of the father and brother of Sundar's biographer. Bishop A.J. A~PasamYThe
evallgelist had just concluded a grueling seven-month gospel tour in western and southern India. and it\us
obvious that throat and lungs had been taxed to the ultimate. 111 a lcltcr to the biographer. the latter's bro'herhe
given to him. milk or coffee or
recollected the following: "...the Sadhu said.. . that whatever drink
\vanled as hot as possible. So we gave it to him as hot as possible, The silver tumbler in which the drink""
ser\ed used to be SO h01 that evcn the Sadhu could not Ilold it, He
it wit11 the end of his turban. and\vha'
was too hot for the hand he drank straight off in a gulp"! Appasamy 1966. p. 106.
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120. The Sadhu h?d spoken at Shillong and its immediate environs between March and 1 Bd, 1924. Per
~~wiands
& Ghose (comps.) 1924. PP. 1, 35, 36. For the sources of the chronology of Tharchin's movements
duringall these months, see again three notes earlier above.
121. This date is known from a conversation which Tharchin would have a year later with Fr. Henry Hasten,
hearch critic of Sundar Singh, at the Darjeeling home of Rev. Kelly. This conversation, held on 4 June 1925, is
r n a r i ~ on
d pages 212-16 of Oscar Pfister's unfavorable study ofthe Sadhu's life, Pfister 1926. 'The particular
ilemofinformationregarding the Shillong encounter between Tharchin and Sundar Singh is Sound on page 2 I 6,
Ptister, informed by Hosten, states: "On March 6, 1924 (the date not quire certain) he [Tharchinj heard to
hesurprise Sundar preach in Shillong and talked with him."
122. R.D.Taring (Mary La) is the source for much of the information and, except for the Goldstein passage,
all~hequotedmaterial in the Text's discussion of the plot at Lhasa in 192314 and its consequences for Tharchin's
h e military friends, as well as what also follows below in this end-note, all taken from Taring 1970 pp. 66-7,
71,105-6,115.See also Richardson 1945, p. 34 for a brief summary of these events from the perspective of one
British official; Goldstein 1989, pp. 12 1-37; cf. also McKay's treatment of these same events, in McKay 1997,
pp. 102-15, and cf. with McKay 1997a; for Changlo Chen's deprivation of rank, sec P.O.S. 1938, p. 10; and see
also Goodman 1986, p. 144.
Tsarong, incidentally, received the word of his dismissal when upon their return to Lhasa in 1925 he and
Mary Lahad reached Chusul some 30 miles out from the Tibetan capital. A special letter from the k b s h g had
arrivedto inform him ofhis deposition. Mary La went on, however, to say in defense of His Holiness: "W heard
arumor upon our return to Lhasa that Tsarong's opponents had tried to persuade the Dalai Lama to remove him
also from the Kashag and to confiscate all his possessions; but His Holiness tvas repofled to have said that he
could never be so mean to the man who had saved the lives of himself and his Ministers [back in 1910J." Yet, in
oneofthose peculiar ironies of history, Tsarong received this official word of dismissal from Army command at
Ihevery spot (Chusul) where in 1910 he had successfi~llybeaten back a Chinese force that was in hot pursuit of
lheDalai Lama and his Ministers, thus delaying the enemy long enough to enable the 'Tibetan ruler and his p*
loflee unmolested to the safety of Indian territory. As a consequence, His I-ioliness would soon clevale his brave
Protector to the top Army post.
123. McKay 1997, p. 109.
124. But it would also take the lives of former British Trade Agent Rai Bahadur Pemba Tsering ( 1905-54)and
it may be recalled, had been one of Tharchin's prim* class
his wife who were drowned in the flood.
students at Ghoom.) Furthermore, the graves of the late Political Oficer Sikhim. Frcderick Williamson ( 1891l935) and other Europeans who had died in Tibet were washed away. McKay 1997. p. 2 19. ". . .we heard the
lerriblenewsofthe flood that washed away the whole town of Gyantse on 17 July 1953, droirninp more than two
People, including many of our friends." Taring 1970. p. 190. Sonam Tobgay's sister Yangmm, incidentally,
the longest time one of the prominent members of Tharchin's Tibetan congregation in Kalimpng; see
GTVM %MS, 132. The August date cited for the officers' deparlure to Tibet is per BB TwMr p. 5. And the
declination by Thachin to return to Lhasa with the four oficers is reported in Tharchin Post- 1962. P. 3.

"

125. Letters of Rev. Peter, MCHA.
Twh.1~.p. 5: and for the date of 15 Aug. 1924. both of
126. The source for the quoted material is
Iharchin'sbiographical documents record it: ;bid, and GTUM Tshds, 132. About this change In denominational
Tharchin some 40 years later made the following interesting comments: ''1 became afliliated \vith the
konishPresbyterian Church, yet not because I wanted to change, Definitely not! But the border relion
joinshere
the
lorm0re than one hundred )!ears their mission field. 1 am all for it. tha at the same time lthat
one goes together \vith [or joins] the Mission Church ..." He declared these sentiments to missionary
weeks in 1964. and she later included lhese
'garet
Urban, who was a visitor in his Kalimpong home for
shtementsin her book, Urban 1967, p, 10, Previously,of course, Tharchin had been afiliated vlth the MOmvlan
Church.

1. Appasamy 1966, p. 4 1.
2. Ibid.

3. Sadhu Sundar Singh; a Persoml Memoir (New York, 1934), 8.
4. The Missionary Expansion of the Reformed Chumhes (Edinburghkondon, 1898), 156.

5. Hamilton Bower (Capt., 17th Bengal Cavalry), Diary of a Journey (1891-21 across TIber (New York,
1894),238.

6. Bronze Plate I reads: "In affectionate memory of the Rev. Evan Mackenzie, missionary to the Tibetans
1894.1924.'' Bronze Plate 11 reads: "In loving memory of Mrs. Evan Mackenzie, devoted missionary to thc
Tibetans 1894-1917." GTUM TsMs, 139n.
7. Though Sunday was "the weekly day of rest" for the Christian community, each Lord's Day was a h11 one
in the Kalimpong area Church. By the time the Graham's Homes Establishment had begun in 1900, the pattern
of worship from Sunday to Sunday-wherein peoples of many races worshiped the one God and were led in
worship either by Graham himself or by various colleagues in the Scots Mission-would often be something
like the following:
eraham usually took the l 0 o'clock service at the Homes, which in the early years was conducted in the
school hall there prior to the construction after her death in 1919 of the Katherine Graharn Memorial Chapel.
The main hour of the day's worship was the Nepali service at noon, later moved to 1 1 o'clock, when the
Macfarlane Church was always packed to the doors. (Since the Nepali language was the one most commonly
understood and used by all the ethnic groups, it was accordingly the best medium for preaching before mixed
audiences in Kalimpong.) No doubt the missionary who conducted this noon service would have already had an
early morning service, including communion and baptisms. at one of the five district churches down in the
"alley (see further in this note), all within easy riding distance of Kalimpong. Moreover, some Training Institution
students would have gone, two by two, and before breakfast, down to their little village Sunday schools to teach.
retuning in time for the noon service. Also prior to the latter. two other church functions at Kalimpong would
have occurred: the local Tibetan church-nce
it had been created-would have me1 earlier in the morning at
8130 or more usually at 9:OO; and, the Sunday school, with a large attendance of both teachers and children,
wouldhave just been held before the noon worship service.
''With the bell of the Macfarlane Church tolling, there could also be heard the gongs of the little village
in the valleys taking up the call.'' Years before, Rev. Graham had been personally responsible for
establishingfive new district churches, predominantly Lepcha in composition, at Nimbong. Pemling. Mangzing.
Dolo~chen
and Pedong. Even by the mid- 19705, notes Graharn's biographer. all of them, H-iththe exception of
rheMangzinglocal church, were "still functioning and flourishing,'. and even the lone exception still possessed
achurch but with a dwindling
(The biographer noted as well that many of Kalimpong's community
leadersincluding local political parry leaders were members of these Christian congregalions.) These local
district churches were ministered to in those days by the catechists and teachers who had been trained at
Ihe Kalimpong Training Institute.
The English service at Macfarlane was held at 3 3 0 p.m., at which there may have been only the feu Europeans
the missionaries7 and traders9 households and one or two nationals who understood English; but often
there may have also been a considerable number of Europeans in the hill station: Government officers on tourpassing to the front, planters on a visit, etc.
The worship of the entire day \vould finally end with a devotional time at 6:30 P-% "when all races took
parl In half an hour's silent devotion, and, at the end, joined in the Lord's prayer repeated by each in his O w n
Iznguage." A full day indeed! Sources: Mint0 1974, pp. 43, 63, 163; chhanl 18g7, pp. 7 1 - 3 ;and lnfomatlon
gleanedfrom the S.G. Tharchins regarding the Tibetan service.
8. A merger formed in late 1970 by &*a
union of the United Church of North India (for"1cd in 1924 throu@
IheUnion ofthe PresbperianS and the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ in~thet north),
i o n the
a northern
l i ~ t diOcews
~
of the
of India, Pakistan, and Ccylon, the Baptists, the Australian Methodists. the Disciples of Chr'sL md. the
Churchofthe Brethren in India Besides these major groups there are differentbranchaofLuthms'
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and smaller conservative evangelical denominations a n d independent churches." Theodore Williams, .*lndia,a
S e e t h i n g Subcontinent," in H o k e (ed.) 1 9 7 5 , p. 220.
9 . See later in t h i s present chapter for m o r e o n these t w o famed heralds of the gospel. On a journey madr
between Sept. 1892 a n d Apr. 1 8 9 3 , M i s s Taylor herself, accompanied only by five Asiatics--one or two of
w h o m a n e m p t e d t o take h e r life-had
penetrated Tibet f r o m t h e C h i n e s e side and nearly reached Lhasa itself,
o n l y t o b e turned back b y t h e Lhasan authorities at N a g c h u k a a f e w days' journey out from the Forbidden City
T h e c o m p l e t e story can b e found in C a r e y 1983.
10. T h e reader is reminded that at t h e e n d o f C h . 7 o f Vol. I o f the present work can be found additional
information o n this village a n d t h e missionary activity there, both Protestant and Catholic: especially the activity
o f Catholic Fr. A u g u s t e Desgodins.
11. M a n u e l 1914. p. 144.
12. Caravanserai: f o r a n excellent descriptive definition o f this term see end-note no. 10 for Ch. 19 below.
13. G r a h a m 1 8 9 7 , p. 43. Arnaury d e Riencourt h a s called t h e Marwaris "the greatest trading caste in India."
Riencourt 1950, p. 11. An interesting lot, these M a r w a r i s were, a n d n o doubt still are. Three accounts, one
written in 1897, t h e o t h e r t w o in 1 9 4 8 a n d t h e early 1950s, will demonstrate t h e tact that the dominance these
c u n n i n g Indian businessmen exerted o v e r t h e business atTairs o f t h e bazaar and over the Kalimpong area's far
less prosperous citizenry continued unabated d u r i n g t h o s e 50 years.
That black-bearded man-squatting on the mat, which serves also as his bed, and adding up the
beloved account book with his back against the iron safe-is the regular Marwari merchant from the
Bombay Presidency ...The bulk of the trade of Kalimpong is in the hands of those men. They buy
wool from the Tibetans and cardamoms and other produce from the cultivators, and in return sell
Manchester and Birmingham goods and many "made in Germany." Their hope, however, is not in
merchandise so much as moneylending, and the cultivator who once gets into their clutches does not
easily get free. Seventy-five percent compound interest is no uncommon rate!. . .The Mission has
done what it could to help the Government to checkmate such exorbitant demands.. . [of] those
extortioners-not, however, that they are all equally bad, nor that the debtors are all simple dupes.
only it is hard that the respectable have to pay so severely for defaulters. (Graham 1897. pp. 34-51
The whole econonlic life is in the hands of the Marwaris, who are ever)where. possess the most
profitable industries and trades, get hold of the most thrlving firms. lend money to the societies and
to private people and control the imports from and the exports to India. They hail rroln an area not too
distant from Bombay, but there is no village in India where they have not set foot. Even the Himalaya
is no barrier to them. When it still was possible, some of them went to Tibet and some to l'urkestan In
search of their luck. Wrapped in lengths of snow-white muslin, a small turban perched precariously
on their head, they squat from dawn to dusk in their shops where only the safe and a few chattels can
be seen as their staple goods lie stored in their godowns. (Tucci 1956, p. I I)
The houses of Kalimpong's wealthiest merchants are grouped on both sides of the road that
comes up from the Teesta Valley, at the point where it crosses the narrow bridge ot'rock linking Deolo
with Rinkingpong. These merchants are practically all Marwaris.. . [They] are born traders, unbelievably
hard-working, but hated by their fellow Indians for the craft and cunning with which they advance
their business interests. It has been claimed that eighty percent of India's national property is in the
hands of the Marwaris. People say that the Marwaris of Kalimpong charge interest at fifty percent or
more on loans, and that many of them present their bills twice.. . .
The Marwaris are extremely frugal; the only luxuries many of them permit themselves are a little
car, a radio, or a camera.. . .
The Marwaris keep no special shop hours. They open at sunrise and do not close until late at
night. Their shops are without windows, but open to the street along their whole width. A large
proportion of the space is occupied by a low dais covered with white linen, which serves as a counter
and desk by day and as a bed at night.
Another indispensable article of furniture in a Marwari shop is a safe. Beside the neatly piled
bundles of banknotes stands a little statue of the elephant-headed Indian god Ganesha, the divine
multiplier of worldly goods. The shopkeepers burn joss-sticks of sandalwood before the Safe every
evening in his honor. It was this practice, no doubt, which gave rise to the rumor that Marwaris Pray
every evening to filthy lucre. (Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1955?, pp. 66-8)
F o r a somewhat bitter critique of t h e Marwaris, w h o as outsiders-hailing from t h e region of Marwari (now
J o d ~ u r in
) Rajputan% Northwest India-had
m a d e tremendous e c o n o m i c and financial inroads overthe decade.s
m o m p o l i z i n g t h e trade activities in Kalimpong a n d throughout m u c h of Bengal. see Dr. panchmm NeOg''
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Gateway to Sikkirn and Tibet," Modern Review (Calcutta) (July 1939): 39-42. Writing
his articlefrom Kalimpong itself, Neogi noted with alarm how the Marwaris, having not only gained a virtual
in the trade situation of Kalimpong, had also "spread over the whole of Darjeeling district and had
penetrated
even to the trade marts of Tibet." He ended his article with a lament and a dire warning to the young
peopleof Bengal: "Though Kalimpong is a Bengal town, all its internal and external trade with Sikkim, T i h
and the rest of India is in the hands of people other than Bengalis. That story is true for every part of Bengal, and
so long as our young people do not develop the necessary spirit of enterprise and powers of physical endurance,
ppleofother [Indian] provinces will continue to deprive Bengal ofall wealth born out oftrade and cornmace."
14. Manuel 1914, p. 144.

15. Ibid. The information on the Mackenzies and the Polhills at Ghoom is per Annie W. Marston (the sister
ofElemor Agnes (Marston) Polhill-Turner, the wife of Cecil Polhill-Turner), in Marston 1905, pp. 171-5. It
should not be overlooked that during the near-total year together at Ghoom. Rev. Polhill and Rev. Mackenzie
spentmuch time as a team in public ministry. In one of Mrs. Polhill's letters posted to England from Ghoom and
dakd 5 Apr. 1896, she wrote: "My husband and Mr. Mackenzie have daily street preaching in Ghoom and two
small places nearby. Sundays they have two or three open-airs in Darjeeling. all in Tibetan. Then on Friday
evenings they go up to the soldiers' barracks, about twenty minutes' walk from here. At present there does not
seem to be a single Christian among the soldiers here. We are praying much for blessing on the Europeans in
Darjeeling and neighborhood. It seems to be very hard soil." Ibid., 172-3.
16. "Graham's influence in Kalimpong in its formative years" (he served there from 1889 to 1942) "was
profound and touched on the lives of all classes ofthe cornmunit!: It is significant that it is not only in missionary
circles that he is called Graham of Kalimpong-the two names cannot be separated. Kalimpong, without fiftyIwoYears ofGraham's presence, would still have grown, but it would not perhaps have grown in such an orderly
way. It would still, without Graham. have had its beautiful setting, but the spirit of the place would have been
vastly different.There is today-a tolerance in Kalimpong, a width of vision among the responsible citizens that
banscends community prejudice, religious differences and caste superiorities.On Independence Day, 15' August
KalimPong celebrates with more gusto and exuberance than does Delhi or Calcutta. The people of Kalimpong
likedoing things together as a group because to most of them it is more than just a place in which to live, to do
business, to bring up a family. This feeling forthe town is obviously not all because ofGraham, but unquestionably
hehelped 10 mold its character." Minto 1974, pp. 33-4.
Rev. Graham (later Dr. Graham, when in 1904 the University of Edinburgh, and in 1931 Aberdeen University
conferred a D.D. degree upon him), one of the Church of Scotland missionaries to Kalimpong and sent out as
Ihefirstrepresentative missionary abroad by that Church's Young Men's Guild (ofwhich he had been its national
was a man of many talents and many accomplishments. In his lifetime he served, among other things,
%Moderatorof the Church of Scotland (193 1). longtime head of the Scottish Mission at Kalimpong, the first
moderatorof the local Kirk session there, missionay to Lepchas, Tibetans, Bhutanese and others, educator,
ministerof the gospel, and Bible translator for portions of the Lepcha New Testement. But the most celebrated
lchievementand one for which he is probably most remembered in Northeast India was his founding in the late
IAh c e n h r ~of the unique educational and philanthropic institution in Kalimpong b o r n the Graham's
Establishment and School (originally called by ..the pretentious title" of St. Andrews Colonial and
lndunrialSettlement!).Ibid.. 5 6 Created originally for poor and destitute children of European descent ( e s p ~ i a l l ~
~~Anglo-lndians),
the Homes-almost entirely supported at that time by public charity from man?. sourcesbegan \vith six orphans in ] 900 but grew through the years and decades to where by 1975 it had a Strength of
well over 700 boys and girls with a staffof\*.ellover 70 being employed b) 1943. Macdonald 19437 p 'l. In lhe
!ears Since Graham7Sdeath i n 1942 the Homes Establishment had widened its Scope to include Tibetan
provide
a large number of students from Bhutan, Sitkim and Nepal. although "their main Purpose is
ofCalcutta
the
sanchq
and hope to Anglo-lndian children. no\*.mainly second or third generation,
ind other cities. Graham would have been pleased about the influx of 'hill' children, for he admired the aurdy
Independenceofthose people,.3 Minto 1974, p, 163; for a thorough histoly of the Homes and an
di'ussion of the entire Anglo-lndian problem. see pp. 48-92. 142-4. 155-64.
estate on the eastem slopes of ~alimpong'shighest hill (DeOlO)~
this
Situated in a lovely
E~lablishrnen~
provides accommodation for the children in small coItageS that dot this picturesquelandscape'
Indeed, Graham7scottage planning was greatly influenced by the work of William Q'Jmier and the "OmeS Ihe
estate,had houwpa?ts
had created in west ~ ~ ~ ~h each
l ~of~Qumier7s
~ d ~, cottages.
.
erected on a
And 'lke
(vs~bstituteparents) who looked after the needs and wants of the children from the Glasgow
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Homes the Graham Homes were established in a setting of "sunshine, flowers, fresh hill air1. md
above all else in "aplace where the children could find themselves" by preparing them "to face life with confidence
a confidence which had to be carefully built up by love and concern." Ibid., 60-1,65. Accordingly, with 30 or
children in each, each cottage back in those early days was placed under the loving supervision of a - H ~
Mother" and "House Auntie." One could see children of all ages. "ranging from babies in arms to young men
and women of 18 or 19 years of age." Macdonald 1943, p. 7 1. Today the Homes Establishment even h a its own
dairy, poultry and bakery. Sir Charles Bell, a friend of both Tharchin and Dr. Graham, has commented that the
Homes Establishment trained the children "somewhat after the fashion of Barnardo's Homes in England,but
with a splendid personality of its own." Bell 1946, p. 17. In fact, Dr. Barnardo himself had had no objectionto
Graharn's Homes being compared to the Barnardo Homes in the interdenominational appeals leaflet that was
disseminated widely to garner support from any branch of the Christian Church and elsewhere in the face ofthe
refusal (though a blessing in disguise) of the Foreign Missions Committee of the Church of Scotland and the
Young Men's Guild to assist financially (even though they both did approve the Homes scheme itself).Moreover,
Graham himself came to be known all over India and beyond as the Dr. Barnardo ofthe Anglo-Indian community!
Minto 1974, pp. 58, 96.
Another friend of Tharchin's had some highly commendable things to say of Rev. and Mrs. Graham, too.
Writing in the early 1930s, David Macdonald could assert: "Dr. Graham, the well-known missionary and
philanthropist, had, 1consider, the finest character I have ever met, and his broad-mindedness. tolerance, sympathy
ancl Christ-like life have gained for him a unique and lasting place in the hearts of all with whom he has come
into contact.. . .Dr. and the late Mrs. Graham were always kindness personified to me, and later to my family, I
used to stay with them at the Mission House in Kalimpong whenever I visited that place, and was thus privileged
to know the whole Graham family." Macdonald 1932, pp. 256-7.
Although Rev. Graham had a special love towards the Lepchas in the community (see next note below), both
Grahams also had a heartfelt concern for the Tibetans. This could be clearly seen, of course, in his having called
upon Evan Mackenzie to begin a work among them in the hill town and soliciting Tharchin by letter to return
from Lhasa to cany on the work among the Tibetan community. But as another example, Dr. Graham also
expressed a continuing interest in the spiritual and physical welfare of the flock of believers who comprised the
Tibetan local church in Kalimpong, which interest and concem will become abundantly evident to the reader as
the present narrative on the life of Gergan Tharchin further unfolds. And as for Katherine Graham, she was
inspired to establish a small "industrial" complex that came to be known popularly as Kalimpong Arts and
Crafts. In part it was founded and later greatly extended as one way to ease the employment problem which
faced many Tibetans settling in Kalimpong who had left their homeland in the wake of the social upheaval
caused by the military and political events of 1910-14 that engulfed Tibet, China and India (and which are
discussed in more detail later in the present chapter).
In summary, then, the reader shall readily have cause to discern in the pages to follow the fact that Rev.
Graham was one of the best friends Tharchin could ever have had, and one who aided and supported him
continually in moments both of triumph and of trial.
17. AS was intimated in the note above, Dr. Graham harbored a special love towards the Lepchas (concerning
the origins of whom, and additionally something more with regard to their character, sce again end-note 23 for
Ch. 8, Vol. 1 of the present narrative). Here, however, some background needs to be presented. Most of the
Scottish Mission's early conversions were from this parlicular ethnic community. Kalimpong's missionaries.
including Graham and Rev. Sutherland, soon came to recognize that contact with these more gentle folk \m
easier to come by. When. for example, the founder of the Mission. Williani Macfarlane. discovered the caste
system and orthodoxy of the Hindu Nepalese to be a hindrance to his labors in Darjeeling, he set about working
to convert the Lepchas upon his going to Kalimpong A classless society without a caste system of an). kind,lhis
tribal people even had certain social customs which were not unlike those of the Christian. For instance, there
was respect and obedience towards the words and thoughts of the elders. since in their society they "were
infallible" and required "unchallenged obedience." Thus the Lepcha elders, i f convened. soon assumed leadership
and patriarchal roles in Macfarlane's and Graham's Presbyterian form of Church government that
introduced
in Kalimpong. By 1890. writes Graham's biographer Jamer Minto, "the Lepchas were a diminishing wibe and
even then were in danger of losing their identity and language. Already there was much intermarriage with
Nepalese and Nepali was becoming their language." But by becomillg Christians they maintained theiridentIty
in a different way: they became leaders in the organized Church. And being the Savorites of the missionar'es.
"they won for themselves a kind of protection'. in the Kalimpong dis~rict,and, because of their simple wa}S*
"were easy to manage." Moreover, they had no taboos concerning food, and many of their legends were q""'

'he

~
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hi* to the Old Testament: Adam and Eve, banishment from home. the Tower of Babe1 and the hiuge
were
someofthe parallels to be found in both. Thus, unlike the Buddhist and the Hindu, who if convened often
,deemed an outcast, the Lepcha "had nothing to lose" by becoming a Christian.
The early Scottish missionaries, and especially Rev. Graham. understood the Lepchas and their problems
vwy~ell,
and he vigorously attempted to help them out of their poor economic condition throughout his life.
-slnhis writings." notes Minto, "Graham rarely differentiated between Nepalese and Lepchas. Yet in his early
hysthewordChristian was synonymous with the word Lepcha, and doing anything good for a Christian meant
doinggoodfor a Lepcha." Out of his love for and close rapport with this particular hill folk, he almost became
*tprotective"
towards them. Graham did his best, for instance, to keep the Lepchas liom entering the military
the Government from conferring awards and honors on them, and the Lepchas themselves fromjoining
Government service. "This was peculiar behavior towards a favorite tribe." observes his biographer. Yet perhaps
Graham, he explains, desired the people he loved so much "to remain simple, plain and artless." Minto 1974.
pp. 28-30,44.
As a still further indication of success by the Christian missionaries with the Lepchas. one scholar on the
subject, Gorer by name, writing in 1938, declared that "despite the small numbers. the Lxpchas represent one of
lhzmost fruitful fields ofmissionary endeavor in northern India and the conversion of individuals to Christianity
seems to have modified the converts' character far more profoundly than the earlier group conversion to
Buddhism." Quoted in Amal Kumar Das, The Lepchas of Wesr Bengal (Calcutta. 1978). 190. Das himself
observed in 1978 that because of the vigorous missionary activity begun almost immediately after the advent of
British rule in Darjeeling District and its Kalimpong subdivision. the educational standard of the Christian
sectionoftheLepcha population, being much better than that of the non-christian section. enabled the Christians
1o"raisetheir living standard better than the others." Ibid., 258.
Inanother earlier work on the Lepchas, CO-authoredwith S.K. Banerjce. [>asquotes tllc tcstimon!. regarding
IheLepchas ofthe Kalimpong area given to the authors in 1962 by a Lepcha Buddhist priest, Tshering Ongchhuk.
in which he discussed, among other things, the impact of the Christian missionaries. At thc time. he was the
Head Lama of Mani Gompa (established 1820). the oldest existing monastery of the Lepchas of Kalimpong.
Born in 1899, this later Abbot was therefore in a position to know of and to witness the work of Reks. Graharn.
Sutherland and their successors among the Kalimpong Lepcha community. In part. Lama Tshering Ongchhuk
commented as follows: .'The Lepchas are v e y poor and during my lifetime [he was b). then 63 years old] I found
many Buddhists [among the Kalimpong Lepchas] being converted to Christianity. Those people were economicalI!
depressed with a heavy burden of debt, etc. [due to their heavy drinking of"chi" or grain liquor. leading them to
alossoftheir money and eventually their land], and the missionaries helped then1 and converted them to their
religious creed. They are well looked after and are
educated and kvell-to-do. but \\e the Buddhist Lepchas
donot know beyond primary education, and have not seen anything beyond this little area. Who will sho\v us
light and when? Should we have to change our creed?" Quoted in The Lepchas 0fL)ov-eel;ng Disrricl (Calcutta
1962), 160, 42.
18. Minto 1974, p. 45.

?).See end-nbte no. 16 for Ch. 1 o f h e present narrative's first volume for funher insight on this term (\vith
'kvariantBh~d)
and its use in reference to Tibet and Tibetans.
chapter in ahich tllis prajer formula is thoroughl).
21.See the lengthy end-notr ( n o 82) for the
discussed.
,

22. Graham 1897, pp. 42-3.
23. Minto 1974, pp.
27-8.
..
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to China, she stating in a letter of hers dated Ohoom, l I Jan. 1897: "This week our final packing has to be done
we leave for Calcutta tomorrow week. Our sorrow at parting with the Mackenzies is mutual; we have been
happy together." The year 1894 cited on the Memorial Plates has reference to the time when they began their
among Tibetans at Pedong where, stated elsewhere, they were settled for eighteen months (beginningin
the late part of that year) immediately following the disastrous experience they encountered at the Sikkimese.
Tibetan border as members of Annie Taylor's Pioneer Mission Band, the story of which is told later in the
present chapter.
25. Regarding the Christian mela, see Peny 1997, pp. 52, 76 note 8 1.
26. Hewat 1960, p. 161
27. This is known from a b ~ i e faccount about the class written by an accomplished Tibetan monk-scribe
from Central Asia, Phuntsog Lungtok by name, who had himself been one ofthe Tibetan teachers in Mackenziets
school during the early days of its history. See the particular page in this monk-scribe's autobiographicalnarralive
that is found in Pete: Richardus, ed., Tibetan Lives: Three Himalayan Autobiographies (London, 1998),27.
28. Manuel 1914, pp. 145-6.
29. Again this is per Phuntsog Lungtok's autobiographical narrative that appears in Richardus, ed., Tibelan
Lives, 27.
30. Manuel 1914, p. 146, for both these quoted passages.

3 1. Except where already documented, the sources for all information in this and the preceding two paragraphs
regarding Rev. Mackenzie's evangelistic activities into Sikkim and Bhutan, as well as regarding the Panchen
Lama's visit to India and Mackenzie's and Bailey's involvement in it, are: (i) Polhill 1907, pp. 332-3; (ii)
Special Correspondent, "With Tashi Lama in India." Calcurra Review (Apr. 1907):212-9,228: and (iii) Swinson
197 1, pp. 48-9. Bailey's biographer relates an amusing incident in the friendly relationship which in the months
thereafter developed between the British officer and the Tibetan Lama: "...Bailey was to become great friends
with the Lama who was his own age. Many mornings would find him heading for the monastery with his
gramophone and collection of music-hall records. The Tashi Lama had a great fondness for the Harry Lauder
songs, and could not hear them too often. Once the music was interrupted by the so~rndof trumpets and Bailey
asked whether he should take off the record, thinking that perhaps some religious ceremony was in progress.At
this the Tashi Lama laughed, and replied: 'No, don't-stopthey're only worshiping me."' Ibid,49. It should
finally be noted that the young commander of the escort assigned to the Trade Agency at Gyantse during Bailey's
days there was none other than the future Field Marshal Sir Claude Auchinleck of World War TWOfame.
32. Van der Oye 1994, p. 18.
33. For a detailed account of this fascinating attempt by British India to efyect contact with the indifferent
Dalai Lama via Gartok, see John Bray, "The Lapchak Mission from 1,adakh to Lhasa in British Indian Foreign
Policy," TJ (Winter 1990):90-1. The Viceroy's letter, drawn up by !jarat Chandra Das in both English and
Tibetan, was addressed to the "Illustrious Dalai Lama Ngawang Losang Tenzin Gyatsho. Supreme Pontiffoftlle
Great Buddhist Church," and whose text read in part as follows: "It is an undesirable and unfortunate thingthal
two Governments and two peoples, who are so near to each other, and who possess so many common inlerests.
should not be drawn together by close and friendly bonds, but should be kept asunder, as though they were
complete strangers." The bearer of the letter from Leh to Ganok was Capt. R.H. Kennion, at the time the British
Joint Commissioner in Ladakh, who in Sept. 1900 secretly crossed the frontier, outpacing the Tibetan border
guards who had attempted to prevent his reaching Ganok. Then securing an interview with one of theGarpons
there, Kennion convinced him to agree, though reluctantly, to pass on the Viceroy's letter to Lhasa But
Indian government waited in vain for a reply. For in March 1901, writes Bray, Curzon's letter, ifs seals
was returned to Kennion by the Garpons, who at first reported they had indeed forwarded the letter on to
but that the Tibetan government had sent it back unread. But then the Garpons changed their story, admlttlng
later that the letter had remained in Ganok, they "net daring to send it to Lhasa in case they were accused
treachery for dealing with a British official."

'*

Lhasa

3 4 Cf. King 1926, P. 43. Raja Dorjee had been scheduled to visit Lhasa early in 1901 with twoele~han'r
peacocks and a leopard for the Dalai Lama. Lord Curzon had also given the Raja a revised version
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earlier letter sent via West Tibet the year before. He set out for Lhasa in June, In the revision Cumn h 4 written
hal if the Tibetans failed to commence negotiating soon with the British, then "my Government must r m r v e
[he right to take such steps as may seem to them necessary and proper to enforce the terms ofthe Tmaty, and to
ensure hat the Trade Regulations are observed." Raja Ugyen would return to India in Oct. of 1901 claiming that
~i~Holines~
had refused to accept the new letter. But Glenn H. Mullin has noted that Swat Chandra nas,who
fordecadeshad been serving as an adviser on Tibetan affairs to the British in India, had subsequently commen[d
the Raja, wrote Mullin, had most probably not had "the courage to present the letter directly to the D a J i
Lamas instructed, but instead had followed the traditional protocol of first discussing the matter with the ~ h m
ministers." Mullin added that Das had felt these ministers would doubtless have been opposed to the idea and
La~onceRaja Dorjee had petitioned their advice "he would be unable to go over their heads by approaching the
Dalai Lama directly." Mullin 1988, pp. 60- l .
Incidentally, this last personal letter of Lord Curzon's-said by Mullin to have been a revision ofthe earlier
one-had been drafted by Rev. Graham Sandberg. F. W.T., "Sandberg" article, Dictionary ofNationol Biography
23(1901-11):261.Besides serving at the time as Chaplain of Darjeeling ( l 90 1 -2), Sandberg had earlier mastered
heTibetan language, had written extensively on the exploration of Tibet and that country's histor)., and served
aan adviser and consultant to the Tibetan New Testament Revision C o r n m i t t e ~ h a i r e dby Moravian missionary
Heyde-that was even then sitting in deliberation at nearby Ghoom. See the present narrative's final volume,
Ch. 28 for details. Like John A. Graham of later years, Sandberg was especially concerned about the condition
ofthe Anglo-Indians, whose cause he espoused in an article which appeared in the Contemporary review^ of
1892 entitled, "Our Outcast Cousins in India." "His modesty and reticence," wrote one biographer. "concealed
Le extent of his attainments, which included a thorough knowledge of the Italian language and literature." Ibid.
He died back in England in 1905.

35. The Buriats were a nomadic Mongol tribe whose homeland had at one time lain at the S W end of Lake
Baikal in Siberia. They were in time subdued and absorbed into Tsarist Russia in the 18th centuty, the Tsar
having in the process bought their loyalty by permitting them to keep their Buddhist religion. By the first decade
ofthe 20th century there were approximately a quarter of a million Buriats dwelling round about Lake Baikal,
[he dialect of whom was closely allied to the Khalka or Eastern Mongolian dialect, the principal vernacular of
Mongolia at that time and used by about four million people. Per "The Bible in China," in Broomhall (ed.)
1907, Pp. 4 l l , 4 14. See also Terentyev 1996, pp. 60-63ff. After Russia's Communist Revolution of 19 1 7, Burial
Mongolia became, in 1923, an autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic following a violent and bloody purge of
much of the Lamaist Buddhist culture of the people in 1921. See Ch. 24 of the present work's final volume for
more details.
m

36. "Dorjieffs figure remains shadowy, as ghost-like he flits across the Tibetan stage." So has he been
described by Parshotam Mehra, in Mehra 1968, p. 361. A Buriat Mongol from Baikal, he was born in 1854
reckoning) and came in his young manhood to Tibet from Mongolia to study at the famed Drepung
Monastery outside Lhasa. After nearly ten years of study there he received in 1888 the lharampa degree, the
highest degree of &she ("Mater of Metaphysicsw or what in the West would be termed Doctor of Divinit~.
degree).It was during the latter stages of his study that Dorjieff, interestingly enough, became, because of his
brilliantscholarship and debating skills, one of the tutors to the youthful thirteenth Dalai Lama (b. 1876); and
apparentlyit was this relationship (between 1888 and 1898) which enabled the Russian Lama to gain considerable
with the new "incamation." Indeed, by his own autobiographical account, the Buriat Lama during lhls
Penadwould serve as the teen-aged Dalai Lama's "inseparable attendant," Tibet's priest-king coming to l*k
and protector.1'It was in 1898 that Dorjieff made his first visit
the Mongolian Geshe as hise,,-,thigh
as
"St. Petersburg, followed by another in 1900. On each occasion he met with the Tsar a
the
Dalai
Returning to Lhasa after each visit, he repfled dirmuy
govm'nent figures in the Russian
k . N ' h 0 was most eager to hear of his impressions of the Tsar, the Government, the Russian peopley and
eSPe~lally
the situation among the Buddhist minorities there. The pro-Russian faction which Dor~ieffform*
Tlbstan capital exerted a strong influence on the Government's foreign policy fora long time*ereafter'
hsme time the Russian Burial Lama amused eat suspicion among some memben of the T1bem ruler
he found support and ~ s p e cfor
t hisbowledge and unde~land'ng
O
' Un; but mOng
others
(he ruling
oflntemationalaffairs it was then that early in 190 1 L a Dorjieff, accompanied by three ribemofic'aJs9
Sent the Dalai Lama to St. Petersburg once more, where he arrived in June.

37. Ekai Kawapchi,
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38. King 1926, p. 44.
39. Van der Oye 1994, p. 18.
40. Quoted in Andreyev 1993, p. 13.
41. The term "great game" to describe Anglo-Russian rivalry in Central Asia was first coined by captain
Arthur Conolly in a series of letters he penned back in 1840 while on military assignment in Afghanistan,one
the key geographical areas in the rivalry. The 19th-century British historian of empire, John WilliamKaye, was
able to document the term's origin in two works which he authored: (a) The History of the War in
2 vols. (London, 1851), 1537-8, 54011.; and (b) Lives oflndian Ofjicers, 2 vols. (London: J.J. Keliher & co,,
1904, a reprint of an earlier 3-vol. ed.), 11:133-5, 141-2, 145-6. In his letters (May to Aug. 1840) Caplain
Conolly was inspired to give expression to the vision he had of the safeguarding of the status quo betweenGreat
Britain and Russia but also of the far grander and nobler joint enterprise of Christianizing this portion of the
world (and particularly Afghanistan) that under Mohammedanism was from his perspective backward, barbaric
and enslaving. And hence it was to the accomplishment of these two ideals that Conolly in his letters applied the
term "great game," "noble game," "grand game," etc., although others, like Lord Auckland-who were in
higher positions of British responsibility, both military and diplomatic-had only seized upon the geopolitical
implications of the term, ignoring the grander aspect of Conolly's vision. The English Captain, himself one of
the Great Game's "most enthusiastic players" and a sometime British secret agent, would fall a tragic victim to
the intrigues that enveloped the vast geopolitical playing field in Central Asia; for in June 1842, less than two
years following his first use of the term, Conolly, along with Colonel Stoddart, was found beheaded by rhe
sword of the Bokhara Amir's executioner. See Prof. Henry W.C. Davis, The Great Game in Asia (1800-1844),
Raleigh Lecture on History, Read l 0 Nov. 1926 before the British Academy (London, 1927), 3 l ; see also John
H. Waller, Beyond the Khyber Pass: the Road to British Disaster in the First Afghan War (New York, 1990),
passim. In his book on the Anglo-Russian rivalry, English historian Michael Edwardes, in a poignant passage
from the Preface, has captured for his readers the essence of the romanticism and profound personal tragedy
which unfortunately informed this unique episode in world history. In his volume, appropriately entitled Pllying
the Great Game (London, 1975, vii-viii). Edwardes writes:
The Great Game subsumes more than a century of public drama and private tragedy, of high policies
in ruins, needless wars, lonely deaths in wild places. It was a scenario which, ruthlessly edited, tilted
very well with the Victorian concept of "the romance of empire." But the romantic element should
not be discounted. It was part of the attraction for the men who willingly and joyfully played the
Great Game on the playing fields, not of Eton, but of Central Asia.. . .[It] was a contest for political
ascendancy [there] between Britain and Tsarist Russia. The secret agents, British and Russian, were
the advance guards of armies that never met, for there was never to be open conflict between the
forces of the two empires in Central Asia. But their clandestine activities often fed the dreams and
terrors ofthe decision-makers thousands of miles away in their comfortable offices... . In high politics,
however, illusions acquire a special armor against reality, and so the Great Game-in the g r a ~ h l c
words of the Tsarist foreign minister, Count Nesselrode-was but "a tournament of shadows," a
secret war of illusions.
See also Peter Hopkirk's more recent volume on the subject, The Great Game: On Secret Service in HighAsra
(London, 1990).
42. All details and quoted material concerning this encounter between the Russian and Englishman are Per
French 1995, pp. 75-6.

44. In Oct. 1901 an announcement had been made in the St. Petersburg official Gazette to the efle~ttha~!~'
Tsar had received a certain Dorjieff. The public prints in Russia thereafier elaborated on the story by indicaul'g
that this Dorlieff'was a Russian subject, a Buddhist Siberian, who had nonetheless been settled for 20!'earsIn
Tibet, and who
now charged by the Dalai Lama with the task ofestablishing good relations with ~ u s s i a . ~ ~ ~
Russian Press also described the Buriat Mongol as the head of "an extraordinary mission of eight
Tibetan statesmen," canying unspecified "instructions of diplomatic importance," and who tagether were granted
gifts and a letter. lmmcdiatr'!
audiences by both Emperor and Dowager Empress and to whom they
after this spate of reports had appeared, the Tsar's Foreign Minister rushed to assure the British ~ m b s ~ ~ F ~
St. Petersburg that though Dorjieff was indeed described as an envoy extraordinay of His Holiness, hismlsslon
had nevertheless no diplomatic or political character to it whatsoever. he stating that it was of a relieious nature
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likening it to those missions sent abroad at times by the Pope. But ChuIer &II h= o b m ani'
M religionand politics are closely interwoven with ench other," and added that the London g0vem-t
wu
conhnted
with the fact that while refusing to receive a British Viceroy's lener the Ddai Lma h a not only M
IFrsonalletter but dispatched a Mission to the Russian Tsar! Bell 19244 pp. 63-4. See also King 1926, p. 4;
Mullin 1988, p. 58; and van der Oye 1994, p. 18.

45. These last three quotations can be found in, respectively: (a) Preman Addy, Ebet on rhc Imperol
chrsdoard (Calcutta, 1984). 69; (b) Alastair Lamb. Britain and Chinese Cenlrai Asia (London, 1960). 49; md
(C) Flerning 1961, p. 40.
46. This according to MacGregor 1970, p. 286.
47. For an absorbing, beautifully-written, and near exhaustive treatment of the subject, see the lenglhy
volume by Edwin Bernbaum already cited, The Way to Sharnbaia (Garden City, NY USA: Anchor Press/Doubleciay
pperback original, 1980; reprinted 1989, again in paperback). Asian traditions often cite the Gobi as one
possible location of Shambala. This was the opinion of the followers of Madame Blavatsky, the Russian who in
the second half of the 19th century had founded the Theosophical Society. a mystical movement which soon
spread itself widely throughout the world, providing the West with its first meaningful exposure to Buddhism
and other Eastern religions. She claimed at one point to have been receiving secret teachings via telepathic and
written messages from spiritual masters who were living somewhere beyond the Himalayas. Some of her followers
believed that the highest of these masters, known as "The Lord of the World," dwelt in Shambala, who%
location was said to be an invisible oasis hidden away in the desert of the Gobi. In these followers' minds,
Shambala constituted the world's spiritual center and the original source of Theosophy's secret doctrines. See
Bernbaum's vol., p. 20.
Theosophical ideas have influenced a number of important individuals, among them. Nicholas K. Roerich,
'heRussian emigre to the U.S. whose son George N. Roerich would become a close friend of Gergan Tharchin's.
*rather full biographical sketch of both father and son is included in the early End-Notes for Ch. 23 of the
Present work's final volume, but a few words ought to be appended here concerning the part which the Shambala
legend played in a bizarre episode in the life of the elder Roerich that would contribute substantially to ending
$epolitical career of a prominent Vice President of the U.S. in his pursuit ofeven higher office. and would even
help to tarnish the reputation and influence of Roerich himself in the U.S.
Now Nicholas Roerich's extensive inquiry into Tibetan mythology had developed in him a profound interest
In [his particular myth of Shambala which ultimately inspired him to lead a five-year scienlific expedition
(accompaniedby his son George and wife Helens) deep into Central Asia in search of clues to the whereabouts
ofthe hidden kingdom (the expedition would, of course, have other objectives too). Indeed, in the words of
Bejnbaum,"Shambala became for him the ultimate symbol that bound together the quests and prophecies ofall
religious traditions." (In fact, Roerich's numerous poetic writings on the subject that included a volume which
itself entitled Shambala (New York, 1930), may have been the inspiration behind Jarnes ililton's idea for
'Ilangri-~ain his celebrated novel, Losr Horizon.)
Funhm-nore,it would seem as well that Roerich's interest in the Shambala myth inspired him to create and
advancethe cause of the so-called Roerich Peace Pact with its Banner of Peace concept (but known oficially as
Treatyon the Protection of Artistic and Scientific Institutions and Historic Monuments). This \ \ r ~ a treaty
''gnedon 15 April 1935 by representatives ofthe 2 1 Pan American Republics at the White House in Washington
DCin the presence of President Frank]in D. Roosevelt. It bound its signatory nations to respect and preserve a'1
culturaland scientific treasures by
aspecial symbol--the ~ a n n eof
r peace designed by Roerich himselfl0
temples, cathedrals, shrines and other monuments and institulions0f c~lture a ITXans protection
b0mbardrnent or other means of destruction in wartime. It had been endorsed by such prominent
IeadeuasAlben Einstein. Pope Pius XI, Belgium's King Albert, and Mrs. Eleanor R~ose\ell.
a
The Connection betrveen [he Shambs]a legend and the Roerich Pact Can easily be discerned b*
Pasage from one of the speeches ,,iven at the Third lntemational Roerich Peace Banner Conventionhe'd in
her speech, Francer R. Grant, Vice Preside~ltof New York's RoerichCultural
WahingtOn during Nov. 1933.
Museumand close friend of Nicholas Roerich, ofiered up these remarks: '.The East ha$ said lhat when lhe
BannerOfShambala \vould encircle the world, verily the New Dawn would foll@\V.Bornowingthis Legend
Asia, let US determine that the Bannerofpeace shall encircle the world. carving its \bard ofLi!?htand presaging
happened
the
very
next
speaker
was
Henry
Alard
\*jllace,
aNew Morning of human bro~erhood,.*
not only to be the oficial protector*fthe ~ - , , , , , ~ , , t i ~ ~ but also a key meniher in Presidenl Koosevelt'~
serving as
",S, secretaq o f ~ g r i c u l l u r e President had endorsed the Conrenti@ll
and
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Wallace had even been asked by the U.S. Secretary of Stale Cordell I-lull to represent the latter at the Convention
by pmsnting m,its delegates :'a mearagc frdni the Secretary of State," which was in fact the speech givenby
Wallace.
The Agriculture Secretary, who became the Pact's most important advocate within the Americangovernmenl,
had apparently shown interest in the Banner of Peace movement as early as 1929 but did not have any in~roduclion
to the Roerich group until the late summer of 1933 when "by chance" he received a letter from Miss Grantthal
submitted a proposal on the Roerichs' behalf for a new expedition to Central Asia to be sponsored by [he
Agriculture Department for the purpose of obtaining samples of those "rare plants" that have been "in constant
use in Indian, Tibetan and Central Asian medical practices." Eventually meeting Roerich himself as well as
having visited the Roerich Museum at least once in 1933, Agriculture Secretary Wallace was immediately
fascinated with the Russian's Theosophical ideas that soon led him into a study of Roerich's teachings.
Wallace, whose spiritual hunger up to this point had remained unsatisfied with his Christian afinilies
(Presbyterian, Catholic, and finally Episcopalian), had been studying Buddhism, Judaism, Confucianism,Islam,
Zoroastrianism, and Christian Science by the time he had his first persorial encounter with Roerich, tie had also
sought out various esote~icEastern cults. with the result that his religious identity took on an amalgamofall
these beliefs that was in addition replete with mystic symbols and amulets. In fact, one thing about the Roerich
Pact which particularly attracted Wallace was the symbol on the Banner or Flag of Peace: a red circle which
e~\closedthree red dots or spheres on a field of white-symbolic. in Roerich's mind. wrote one of his biographers,
"of the unity of the spiritual, artistic, and educational forces of humanity" which he felt "w~ouldprotect the
values of human genius and thus preserve the spiritual health of the nations." To Wallace, symbols like the
Roerich Banner had "a power unknown to science." So taken was Wallace with Roerich's Shanibala-inspired
symbol that well before the Pact had even been signed he wrote in his book New Frontiers (New York, 1934)
that for men to see the future they must return to a symbol of the past; perhaps to "the design used by Nicholas
Roerich for the Banner of Peace." Diverse peoples, he added, might "unite their economic, social and cultural
endeavors under this imagined circle of unifying freedom."
Yet the mystic-minded Wallace was as attracted to Roerich himself as to his Shambala-oriented symbol. As
two of Roerich's biographers have observed about him. "This aesthetic appearing man-whose shaved head
and long, pointed beard caused him to fit the popular stereotype of a monkish, Eastern mystic--displayed an
uncanny ability to influence people." And Wallace would prove to be no exception to this ability of Roerich's.
For there was indeed an aura of mystery about this unique individual which few men. if any, could fully fathom
but which no one could ignore for very long. Further described by one prominent American newsmagazine as"a
little man who looked like a Buddhist monk. with deep-set small blue eyes, egg-shaped head, ~ h i t eface, 10%
white goatee, and a soft voice." Roerich, "a painter of some 3,000 spectral canvases, had traveled all over the
Far East ... learning about Eternal Krishna the Regenerator, the 363 local gods of the Kulu Valley, and the
pharmacopoeia of the Himalayas." It was not surprising, then, that his intinlate friends were wont to refer to him
as "the artist-yogi" whose paintings possessed "divine healing qualities." It was not surprising. either, thal some
of his followers thought him "a genius andlor a god who could unify humanity through culture."
Moreover, the energy and charisma which exuded from this many-sided man of accomplishment-arllst.
archaeologist, author, Asiatic explorer, orator, poet, and mystic philosophsr-earned for him, noted Roerichus
same two biographers quoted above, "the admiration and support of numerous, frequently distinguished, men
and women throughout the world. Thus, Roerich developed a large international following. in a pyramiding
fashion, by bringing together influential, often wealthy, people with deep fcelings about the state ofthearts and
culture ..." Among many such of his followers and/or admirers were the Nobel prizewinning Hindu poet
Rabindranath Tagore, and the celebrated Russian composers Rimsky-Korsakoffand lgor Stravinsk~.
But there was also Henry A. Wallace. In his ensuing correspondence with Roerich. who had nowbe~omehls
spiritual mentor from whom he sought advice, this rising political figure in Roosevelt's Cabinet evinced adeep
interest in mysticism and revealed his knowledge about Shambala, His correspondence with the l l l Y s t i ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~
also revealed the fact that Wallace had become convinced that somewhere out on the mysterious desertsOfouter
Mongolia could be discovered signs of Christ's Second Coming.
With President Roosevelt's approval, the Agriculture Secretary in 1934 sent the Roerichs, father and
a U.S. government-sponsored expedition to Central Asia, ostensibly to obtain drought-resistant Pasturegrasses
and shrubs which could be useful in reclaiming western U.S. plains areas hardhit by several Years extreme
drought and wind and water erosion. According to a report in the same newsmagazine referred to earlier, however'
around the Department of Agriculture the Secretary's assistants freely admilted that he also wanted
64
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look for the signs of the Second Coming." In Edwin Bembaum's opinion. 'Wallaec m l , j only have hem
lhinking of the prophecy of Shambala and associating that kingdom's thture King with the coming Messiah."
The Roerichs, father and son. went on their mission to Central Asia. In h e mmtime, Walllce bgm singing
~raixsof the elder Roerich in public. On the day he announced in Washingon his own qpin-t
by
presidentRoosevelt to be the Representative for the U.S. to sign the Peace Pact the following year, Wallacc
glowingly declared: "This Pact owes its conception to the versatile genius of Nicholas Roerich, one of h
palest figures and true leaders of contemporary culture." Furthermore, at the actual signing ceremonies in the
White House in Apr. 1935 (with Roerich still in Central Asia), the Agriculture Secretary and Plenipotentiary.
with the President looking on, proudly asserted: "Today it is appropriate that we should give recognition to h e
geniusof Nicholas Roerich in whose mind this pact and banner first originated." Moreover, within just two
weeksfollowing the treaty-signing, Wallace was again voicing effusive adulation over the Russian kmigd to the
U.S., for he now felt led to submit Roerich's name to members of the prestigious Nobel Prize Committee,
writing to them that in his opinion "Professor Roerich would be a most worthy candidate for the ~ o h pc;lcc
l
Prize Award" for 1 935.
That was in late Apr.; but by late Oct. 1935 the U.S. Secretary of Agriculture had dramatically changed in his
altitude; for he now acknowledged to the Prize Committee, in speaking of Roerich, that "I no longer" had "faith
in him or those who" were "trying to aggrandize his name." In fact, Wallace wished the Committee to know that
he and other former friends of the Russian "have dissociated themselves from the megalomania" which now
appeared to be afflicting Nicholas Roerich.
There may have been many sources for this disillusionment with Roerich, but apparently the one "climactic
event," say two of the Russian's biographers, "which caused Wallace's disavowal of their relationship was the
disastrous expedition" of 1934-5 into Mongolia and Manchuria by the Roerichs for the U.S. Agriculture
Department. The details surrounding "this cloudy episode" are too complex to narrate here; the reader can sort
it out by consulting all the sources cited at the end of this note. But it needs to be stated that these sources reveal
that both the Japanese government (then the new overlords of Manchukuo or Manchuria), and the Russian
government, had complained about the Roerichs' activities in Central and East Asia ("certain officials of
Manchukuo" having "regarded" Roerich "as a spy," newspaper reporters were told ofithe record by Agriculture
Department officials), that the Roerichs had become embroiled in a bitter dispute with the two American botanists
assigned to the venture by the Department, that according to Wallace Roerich "had apparently mingled in
political affairs in a manner totally unwarranted" (with the then American Ambassador to Tokyo having agreed
with the assessment), and that, finally, Roerich had earned for himself bitter opponents within the Agriculture
Department who in his absence from America had been spreading embarrassing rumors about the Russian.
Moreover, disturbing reports of all sorts emanating from Asia came to Wallace's attention: these claimed. for
example, that Roerich had been conducting "Banner of Peace prayer meetings among the Mongols"; that he had
taken advantage of his friendship with the Agriculture Secret- by attempting to impress the Japanese "with an
'official'importance to which he was not entitled"; and most bizarre ofall, that he attempted to secure rifles and
ammunition from the 15th U.S. Infantry stationed at Tientsin for the purpose of establishing "a new state in
Siberia"! This all spelled disaster for the RoerichS. despite the submission by George Roerich of a progress
on their sample grass seeds in ~ u g 1935.
.
It was not sufficient to stem the tide ol'adversity for them.
to withdraw American support of the Expedition effective 2 1
As a consequence, Wallace felt
1935. In a letter to a well-known influentialNew York banker, the Agriculture Secretary \$rotethat "Roerich
of the U.S." Moreover. in a letter to the important political leader
has other objectives in mind than the
OfRooseveltl~
Democratic Party, Governor Lehman of New York. the concerned member of the President's
confided the fo]lowing: "Without having an)thing in the way of absolute proof that I can offer. I
convinced that Professor Roerich's interests are not in the United States but are in the troubled amairs of
[ H ~ s c c ~determined
s]
to stop at nothing [to satisfj] some extraordinar? fantasy of Asiatic P O \ ' ~ ~ . " And in a
at
reply dated 24 Sept. 1935 to Helrna Roerich's plea for a reconciliation, Wallace evinced great
desire
that
there
be
no
cornmuni~ation.
direct
or
indirect.
having bcen "duped7'by her husband and added:
on
other."
letter Or otherwise between the Roerichs (father, mother, and son) On the one side alld
R~erich'~
reputation and influence in the U.S. came quickly to an end. Returning to Ne'" York In late 1935'
meRussian fmigrd (uho though ).ears before had filed for U.S. citizenship still renlained a Russian citizen)Ivas
faced with sizable
delinquencysuits instituted against him by the American governmentfor 1926and 1927'
Ihe "soa far less hefty tax suit for 1934, In addition, the State Department gave instructionsquietly
in
Cdled Roerich pact.* ws to be depersonalized because "Roerich owes this ~ ~ v e m m e ~ ~One. Or
. ~ ~ ~ ~
'lro
W
' 0 other ways has caused questions to arise as to the wisdom of giving him any public
Nichollr
,
of his former faithful following in both the cultural and religious
Wl'h a r"bshtial
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Roerich departed the U.S. "a virtual exile" and went to live at his Urusvati Institute in the ~~l~ Valley,
where he died in 1947, never to return again to America.
As for Wallace, he would end his days "stigmatized-in the minds of many Americans-as a mystic, a
dreamer, and a spiritualist." Indeed, in 1948, it was reported in the press that astrologists claimed that he now
consulted them. Wallace did go on, of course, to become Roosevelt's Vice President in 1940. ~~t duringthe
political campaign that year, his earlier embarrassing mystical correspondence with Roerich almost came to
light and would plague him for the rest of his life. Even before 1940, in fact, leaders of the opposition Republican
Party, as well as newspaper publishers, commenced to hear rumors concerning Wallace's connection with Roerich,
his wife, and a woman at the Roerich Museum known only as "Zenda." In addition, photostats of letters to the
Roerich group which he was alleged to have authored began to be passed from hand to hand. Moreover,when
Wallace, now a left-leaning independent politician, sought the Presidency itself in 1948, a well-known conservative
syndicated newspaper columnist by the name of Westbrook Pegler published this politically devastating
correspondence in a series of four columns. And in a display of vitriolic dislike of the former Vice President,
Pegler dubbed the correspondence the "Guru Letters." These published letters. which the columnist alleged
(falsely) had begun with the salutation "Dear Guru," in the end discredited Wallace and helped to bring downhis
political career in ignominy.
Indeed, in the minds of some, like historian Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., the letters to Roerich and his supporters
had proven that Wallace, in the words of one writer on the affair, "was a spiritualist, muddle-minded man, and,
by inference. unfit for high public office." Wallace's own refusal, when given numerous opportunities, to
categorically deny that the letters were his has helped to create the mythology which has persisted over the years
surrounding the entire Wallace-Roerich affair. In publishing the correspondence for the first time, Pegler had
explained that the American voters in the 1948 presidential election were "entitled to know whether or not those
letters were written to a Russian whose followers regarded him as Almighty God and to members ofthis Russian's
Oriental political and pseudo-religious cult by a man running for the ofice of President ofthe United States..."
But it was to no avail, since Wallace remained silent about the matter even to his grave.
It is the opinion of the present writer, after sifting through all the evidence and documentation available, that
most if not all of the letters published by Pegler had indeed been authored by the former Vice President and
Secretary of Agriculture. Furthermore, if, as Edwin Bernbaum has observed, President Roosevelt had died
befire the 1944 national election (when Harry S. Truman replaced Wallace as Roosevelt's Vice President),
instead of afrer that election, then "a man [who had been] deeply influenced by the Tibetan myth of Sharnbala
would have become President of the U.S."
Sources consulted and/or quoted from are: Bernbaum, 20-2; Rupen 1979, passim; ~ i c h a r dD. Burns and
Charyl L. Smith, "Nicholas Roerich, Henry A. Wallace and the 'Peace Banner': a study in Idealism, Egocentrism,
and Anguish," Peace and Change; a Journal of Peace Research (Spring 1973):40-9; Harold Lavine, "The
'Guru Letters'," Newsweek (22 Mar. 1948):27-9; "The Roerich Pact," Pan American Union Bullelln (May
1935):359-69; Anne L. Day, "Roerich, Nicholas K.," in Warren F. Kuehl, ed., ~ i o ~ r a ~ h iDicllonar~
cal
of
Internationalisrs (Westport CT USA, 1983), 62 1-2; and New York Times, 12 Aug. 1934.11:14 and 2 1 Oct. 1934,
p. 20. See especially University of North Carolina History Professor Robert A. Rupen's incredibly fascinating
scholarly monograph on the Roerichs, Rupen 1979, that brings together so mahy different threads surrounding
both father and son, only some of which are reflected in the content of this lengthy end-note.
48. For example, there is an old Tibetan prophecy which holds that the Moslem power would overspread the
entire world until some 300 years later a Buddhist King would arise in a land to the north of Kashmir. Kashmir
itself, once Buddhist, had later turned predominantly Moslem in faith. The northern land would be calledNoflh (or
Chang) Shambala and its King, in breaking the Moslem g i p on the Kashmiris. would restore Buddhism to the
people. See Mehra 1968, p. 137 and Bell 1924%p. 132. Even Dorjieffhimwlf,;ust a few years hence, wouldreFr
10 Russia as "The Northern Shambala" in a report he submitted in 1907 to the Vice-Chairman of the Rusaan
Geographic Society and member of the Russian State Council, Semyonov Tan-Shansky, that was entitled "ona
Rapprochement between Russia, Mongolia and Tibet," and in which the Buriat Lama had poposed the establishment
of a three-state Buddhist Confederacy, with the key role going to Russia "The Northern Shambala" inaslnuch
Only that country "could be the protector ofthe Mongols and Tibetans against [outside] oppressors." 'This grandiose
project, however, received no state support. See Andreyev 1993, pp. 12- 13.

4 9 indeed. Mehra (see preceding note) believes Dorjieffmight have even hinted to the Dalai Lama that Ihe
Russian Tsar was already quite near to embracing his religious faith. In fact, similar to what ~lexanderAndreye"
has presented (see preceding note again), Roben Rupen has written that Dorjieff had himself envisioneda
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~ i k ~ ~ - ~ o n g ot'ieocratic
lian
empire that would be headed up by the Grand Lama of n h but
he
protectionofTsarist Russia." See Rupen, "The Buriat Intelligentsia," Far Emtern @ o ~ e , j(1955-6):383.98.
y
Mehragoes on to point out that it would appear that Dorjieff had told the young nidmh l h a becawe ofthe
pogmphicalnearness of Russians to Mongolia, they were increasingly rhowing i n w t in, .nd e v a anbrBCiy
Tibetan Buddhism. "What is plain is," adds Mehra, "that Dorjieff had convinced himself, and
in
~onvincinghis youthful Tibetan master, that the Great White Tsar of the legendary kingdom ofnonh Shambala.
and hosts of his innumerable sub-jects, were only too anxious to lend all the aid they could to he havs
faith."
&-HOW vivid," therefore, "must the contrast have appeared between a ruler who was moving nearer to his faith
and another [the Indian Viceroy] that seemed intent on destroying it. N d one wonder then that while ~4
curzon's letters were returned unopened, the Lama sent missions of goodwill, rcponedly ofa diplomatic -,h-,
10 SI. Petersburg and Odessa and that he looked to Russia to save him from the intense attention which his
southern neighbor was bestowing on him.. ..Though the British protested time and again that their principal
inlerest was commercial intercourse, the Dalai Lama must have viewed this as a clever ruse behind which lay
hidden their nefarious design of entering his land in order to destroy his (Buddhist) religion.. . ." See Mehra
1968, pp. 137, 360, 138.

SO.However, it is the opinion of Sajag Rana in his review of Abhi Subedi's recent t,iography of the Japanese
monk, Ekai Kawaguchi: the Trespassing Insider (Kathmandu: Mandala Book Point, 1999), that Subedi has
"quite convincingly reject[ed] the charge that the monk was a spy for imperial Japan." Sce Rana's review of
Subedi's work in the Kathmandlr Post, 2 1 Nov. 1999, p. 4.
51. Three Years in Tibet (Madras, 1909), 499-500, 505.
52. The information regarding the throne is per Norbu 1990, p. 37. See also MacGregor 1970, p. 297, who
reported the following: "So close was the Dalai Lama to making an unprecedented journey to Russia that he had
already sent to St. Petersburg the sacred cushion on which he would sit in audience with the C m . and an
exquisite codex aureus as a present for His Majesty. The Tsongdu.. .had intervened. ho~vevcr.and made it clear
hat the Dalai Lama had exceeded his authority in even entertaining such an idea."

53. Quoted in Mullin 1988, p. 61; sce also Mehra 1968, pp. 147-9.
54. Sir Francis E. Younghusband, "Introduction," in Hayden and Cosson 1927, p. vi; and the Viceroy's
words are from Mehra 1968, p. 152.
55. Although Colonel Younghusband was inferior in military rank to Macdonald, he was nonetheless supcrior
IotheGeneral in status, and therefore he occupied the senior position within the Expedition's leadership. Yet not
all wassweetness and light in the relationship between Younghusband on the oce hand and Macdonald or White
on the other, ,as Patrick French has clearly documented in his remarkable biography of the Colonel, French
1995:f~r
his relationship with Macdonald, see pps. 206-8, 215-7. 219, 230-2.244-6; and with White, see pp.
163-4, 183, 188, 195. Each of these hvo was jealous of Younghusband, with the General also manifesting
limidity and indecisiveness in m i l i t q matters; and the Political Officer demonstraling. From Younghusband's
Perspective, nothing but being a nuisance m d complainer. For his parl., the Colonel was not a saint in his
was un%uably
either; but among the three of them, younghusband easily played the better P m in
amost dificult and challenging mission all round.
56 Macdpnald 1932, p. 29: and this paragraph's earlier quotation is from Ekvall 1907. P 123.
57. See Mullill 1988. p p 56-7, where the author introduces to his readers a translation from the Tibetan lext
Offhishighly hagiographical work.
58. French 1995. p, 2 4 0 -l-he late British historian on Buddhism in Russia John Snelling-has posited
had
Interesting variant
on these political considerations. He believed that these polifical
he
be
poi*
also 10 do with Imperial Russia, 11 ,+,as his view that the Dalai Lama had fled to Urga
the Russ'M
"on the very doorstep ofthe ~~~~i~ empirev' and thus be conveniently placed to
a
dash
for
Russian
tenitory,"
adding
that
there
is
evidence
that
lnitlall~
he
had "had
FJ,vernmentor
welcome
this in min d." Funhennore. snelling
pointed out that the Russians had given HisHolinessa"ery
RuSlul
Monplian capital, fifty Cossacks having fired a salute in his ho'lor and
'Pan his arrival at
protection to him during his stay. Indeed. DorjieK nofed Sne'l'ng. had visited the
COOSUI therr having
"almost at oncc on ~i~ ~
~
lorders,"
i and
~ thus
~ through
~ the
~ consul
~ the
r RussianTsar NichOlas 'I had
,
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been informed of recent events in Tibet and "that 'the direct aim of his arrival in Urga was the wish to receive
help from Russia against the British."' Even the new Russian Minister to Peking, Dmitri Pokotilov,
Snelling, made a point to visit the Tibetan Buddhist Pontiff in June 1905 while en route 10 his new posing,
"bearing giAs from the Emperor and promises of support" despite the war then being waged by Russia againsl
Japan. Snelling 1993, p. 1 19.
59. French 1995, p. 24 1.
60. Ibid.. pp. 187-8. Glenn Mullin is the author of one of the "modern accounts of thc Younghusband
Expedition" which French had in mind here. Mullin believes that the Viceroy and his Mission leader
Younghusband had launched the Expedition imbued preeminently with a deep-seated desire for imperial glory,
In his book on the life and teachings of Dalai Lama XIII, quoted from already, Mullin levels some very harsh
criticism against both men, claiming that because of the "impetuosity," "peevishness," "immaturity," ignorance.
and the pursuit of "fame and glory" on the part of either Curzon or Younghusband or both. "these two rather
headstrong statesmen took the occasion"-provided by London's initial authorization to go the few miles into
Tibet as far as Khambs Dzong-"as an opportunity to launch a full-scale invasion to Lhasa, with the hope of
winning fame and glory for themselves." Mullin 1988, p. 66.
In response, the present writer is compelled to say that the most recent and exhaustive scholarship conducted.
and based on all the available archival and other source documents, belies this assertion. Though the one or the
other of these two men could indeed be charged with having been impetuous, peevish, immature and ignorant.
their aim was not primarily fame or glory of empire. One need but turn to Patrick French's thorough, balanced
and brilliantly written biography of Younghusband to gain a proper perspective on this issue.
6 1. Van der Oye 1994, p. 19.
62. Quoted in Kuleshov 1996, p. xx.
63. French 1995, pp. 24 1-2.
64. Ibid., 239.
65. For an excellent in-depth study ofthe terms suzerain@ and autonomy as applied to Sino-Tibetan relations

h modern times (and including British India's approach to both), see Norbu 1990, pp. 28-74, especially 60ff.
66. O'Connor, "Tibet in the Modern World," Geographical Magazine (Dec. 1937):109. O'Connor had been
a member of the Younghusband Expedition, the very first British Trade Agent at Gyantse, and later one of
British India's Political Officers for Sikkim, Bhutan and Tibet.
67. Except where already documented, much of the foregoing account of the historical developments in
Central Asia involving Britain, China, Russia and Tibet is based on Julie G. Marshall's masterful annotated
bibliographical work, Marshall 1977, pp. 137,216, 245,258-60,262,265, 271 -2,275; and with some additional
material gleaned from Goodman 1986, pp. 124-5 and from Howard 1934, pp. 34 1-2.
68. In his Last Testament, written just a short time before his death in Dec. 1933, Dalai Lama Xlll had
outlined briefly what happened between 1904 and 1909: "So 1 left [in 19041 for Peking via Tibet's northem
plateau and Mongolia. The Emperor [Kwang Hsu] and the Queen Mother [i.e., the Empress Dowager Tzu Hs,~]
received me graciously, showing me great honor and hospitality while l apprised them of our situation [backIn
Tibet]. Not long after that [this would be in late 19081, the Emperor and the Queen Mother passed away one
after the other. Hsuan Tung was installed as new Emperor [known also as PUYi, the Boy-Emperor]. Afierhavlng
talks with him and his father [i.e., Prince Ch'un, the brother of the deceased Emperor Kwang Hsul. I returnedt0
Tibet [late 19091.'' Quoted in Michael 1982, p. 172. Text of Testament trans by Lobsang Lhalungpa. It should
be added that while in Mongolia the Dalai Lama had maintained contact with Russia. But once the Angl0-Russlan
Convention of 1907 had been signed, His Holiness attempted to come to terms with the Chinese; who by thisame
were consolidating their power in his homeland. Now, while in Peking, he made anempts to obtain aid againstth,e
Chinese from various foreign representatives there: but when unsuccessful, the Dalai Lama agreed to Peklngs
terms regarding his return to Lhasa. Per Marshall 1977, p. 258. His movements during this period \~ereasfollonS'
On Mar. 1908 he left Kumbum Monastery on the Sino-Tibetan bordel; bound for Peking; on 2 1 Dec. 1908
Peking for Kumbum, where he arrived on 19 Feb. 1909 in time 10 celebrate the Tibetan N W Year: on 6 Mar 1909
he d e ~ a ~ Kumbum
ed
for Lhasa; and by end of Dec 1909 the Dalai Lama returned to his Potala Palace residence
All dates are per Tada 1965, pp. 47, 55-6.
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70. Quoted in French 1995, p. 257.
71.With respect to this 1910 flight, the Dalai lama's life was spared only through the timely asjrt.nfcof
marchin'sfuture friend and fellow Christian, David Macdonald, who just the ) e r before had lefi working with
m~van~elical
Alliance Mission in Darjeeling to accept the post of British Trade Agent at Gyantu, Thsrchin
woodward 1975, p. 652. He would subsequently be stationed at Yatung. In his rafe to xach the s d e q of
ahead of the pursuing Chinese, His Holiness made his way towards Yatung not far from the Jelep p s s
and safety. His biographer, Sir Charles Bell, picks up the story (in Bell 1946, p. 84):
The next slep was [to get] to Yatung, 28 miles away, where there was a British Agent, Mr. Macdonaid.
with a tiny detachment of Indian soldiers. Sikkim, safe from the pursuing Chinese soldiery, lay only
I2 miles beyond. The Tibetan Agent at Yatung, with the rank of colonel but a timid mind, went 10
meet the fugitive with such men as he could collect. The Tibetan retinue was now large enough to
frighten off the local Chinese troops, who were of inkrior quality.
Arrived in Yatung, the Dalai Lamaslopped in the British Agency housc there wllh Mr. Macdondd.
The two slept in the same bedroom. But the Lama Qid not feel safe, for the Chinese were hot on h ~ s
trail, and so, after halting one day [and two nights] in Yatung, he rode on down the valley, then up and
over the Jelep La ("Lovely Level Pass") into Sikkim and safety.
Aneven more detailed account of the Dalai Lama's flight is given by David Macdonald himself in Macdonald
1932, pp. 60-74, where he explains how it was that he and His Holiness slept in (he same room: "I shared a
bedroom with His Holiness, for he would not hear ofmy giving up my room entirely to himself." One reason for
Macdonald having given protection to the Dalai Lama and his ministers (the latter sleeping in the Agency house
living room) was because he had heard that the Chinese were intent on slaying the ministers and arresting His
Holiness. Macdonald was also told that few questions would be asked by the Chinese government were the Grand
Lamahimselfkilled as well. "This," Macdonald observed, "was tantamount to his death-warrant should he fall into
Chinese hands." (p. 67)
Interestingly, the Dalai Lama was to stay once more with Macdonald at the same place, only this time His
Holiness remained for nearly a week. It was in June of 1912, and the occasion was the beginning of the Dalai
Lama's return trip to Lhasa. In this instance, the Grand Lama and the chief members of his party ( 12 in all) had
the,British Trade Agency house in Yatung all to themselves, Macdonald having moved his family to the nearby
"comfortablyfurnished" dak bungalow that was "delightfully situated" on the opposite bank of the river Chumbi
from the Trade Agency house and barracks, and reached by a long wooden bridge. But His Holiness alitays saw
fittotake breakfast each morning with Macdonald alone. Ibid., 93ff.; also Macdonald 1943, p. 84.
72. Having reached Yatung and the relative safety of the British Trade Agency, the Thirteenth Vice-Regent
ofBuddhanowwrote a lettzr to Lord Minto, India's Viceroy. In it he explained how he had had to flee to India,
~filheface
ofChinese oppression, in order to consult with the British authorities. But it was also in this letter that
heharried Dalai Lama penned one of his more famous lines that has been oft-quoted ever since: "I now look to
you for Protection, and I trust that the relationship between the British government and Tibet will be that of a
fatherand his children." To this humble request the Viceroy could only reply in part, granting him. however, safe
haven on Indian soil and ordering local Indian officials to provide protection for him and 10 show the Dalai
lamaut~ostconsideration since His Holiness was regarded with veneration and awe in India. Lee 193 1, p. 69,
6911.
73. This reassessment of Morley's conservative policy towards Tibet was due to a number of factors.
Heretofore,Lord Modey in London had little concern over the continuing Chinese military encroachments
Tibet until Chinese intrigues in Nepal and Bhutan finally prompted protests from London to the Peking
and provoked the British into making a forward move in Tibet's neighbor Bhutan--to F e d i s a d m t ~ e
Ever since the Younghusband Mission there had developed closer ties between the Brit~shand Bhutan.
Uded visits there in 1905 and 1907 by John Claude White, the then Political Officer for Sikkim. But it
news in 1908 of the Chinese Amban\ open declaration in Lhasa of Chinese s~leraint).over B h u m and of
hevfsit10 this Himalayan kingdom by a Chinese mission that truly impelled the British govemmmttoKt
ant^ in Commissioning its new Political Officer in Sikkim, Charles Bell. 10 negotiate a newAngl0-Bhumcw
the
Jointly signed in ,910, this agreement placed Bhutan's external affairs under the dim1 control
Bntlsh Government of India. Furthermore, the Government in India much more aware of the fme and serious
o f t k s i t u m n in Tibet than Morley in far-off London, began Stationing voops along lhe Tlbew border
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at Gnatongjust inside Sikkim as a means of quickly being able, if necessary, to reinforce the Trade Agenciesat
Gyantse and Yatunn.
- Meanwhile, ~ i a Shi-kai,
n
the President of the new Chinese Republic that had toppled the cenaries-long
Manchu dynastic rule, issued a decree in Apr. of 1912 which declared that Tibet should be considered a province
and an integral part of China. Almost simultaneously with this pronouncement, the Republicans dispatched a
military expedition to its western border with Tibet. The British government, realizing that the internal autonomy
of the Land of Snows was vital to the peace of India's northern frontiers, now felt compelled by these actions
taken by the new Peking authorities to reconsider its Tibetan policy even more seriously and to take further
measures to establish closer ties with Tibet. Marshall 1977, pp. 27 1-2,275.
74. Thubten Jigme Norbu (Dalai Lama XIV's eldest brother) and Colin M. Turnbull, in Norbu and Turnbull
1968. p. 3 14.
75. As a matter of fact, Tsarong-the Dalai Lama's future Tibetan Army Commander-was himself trained
at British Army headquarters at Lebong (just below Darjeeling Town) during this exile period. See D.N. Tsarong
(Tsarong's son), "What Tibet was" (an unpublished brief account of his father), p. 37 and cited in Spence 1991,
pp. 41-2, with p. 56.note 6 and p. 57 note 29.
76. Shakabpa 1967, p. 237; and P.O.S. 1938, p. 2. Able to speak Mongolian, to understand a little Russian,
and read and write Sanskrit, the Dalai Lama also in time became "reconciled to the foreign ways" ofEuropeans,
even occasionally taking food with them. Ibid.
77. During the first decade of the 20th century a strong liberal and nationalistic movement began to emerge
intent on ending the Manchu rule. establishing a parliamentary form of government and modernizing Chinese
society. Sun Yat-sen became this movement's most important leader, who had organized the Kuomintang as the
vehicle by which to implement these goals. In the latter part of 19 1 1 (specifically on 10 Oct., and called ever
afterwards by patriotic Chinese as "the Double Tenth") a revolt broke out and spread widely throughout the
provinces of the country. Yiian Shih-kai (1859-1916), North China's outstanding military leader and former
confidant to the late Empress Dowager, now convinced the Imperial clan of the doomed fate of the Manchu
Dynasty. With the abdication of the Boy-Emperor Pu Yi (known under his reign title as Hsuan-tung) in early
1912, Yuan was asked to form a republic for the nation. Yet a few months earlier, in anticipation ofthe ouster of
the Dynasty, Sun Yat-sen had been elected by an assembly of revolutionaries at Nanking to be president oftheir
new republic. To prevent internal strife, Sun stepped aside and encouraged the republican group at Nanking to
elect Yuan, which it did. His Presidency, however, would prove to be short-lived.
Trouble soon broke out in the Republic when in 19 13 President Yuan negotiated a large loan with bankers
from a number of Western powers, thus giving these powers considerable influence in the new Chinese
government. A new rebellion, endorsed by Sun, was the outcome. But Yuan moved quickly to suppress the
revolt; he also dismissed the Parliament and proclai~ledthe imminent restoration of the monarchy with himself
as Emperor. Once again revolt broke out, and in June of 1916 dictator Yiian. now discredited, died ofnatural
causes.
Even with the death of Yuan, however, dissension in the Republican government \vould continue for the
next decade. Basically, the period was marked by a division between two would-be governments, one at Peking
in the north, a second at Canton to the south. The latter, consisting primarily of those radicals who had effected
the revolution of 191 1 - 12, ultimately won out, electing Sun as President in 192 1 . But during the years of his
administration till his death in 1925 Sun was never able to unite the Peking regime with his own Kuomintan!?
government. Nevertheless, he was able to groom his appointed successor Chiang Kai-shek (1886-1975).who
would by military force eventually unite the entire country by the end of 1928 under his government which he
created at Nanking.
It proved to be a shaky unification, nonetheless, and spelled trouble f,rr the future of China. This was
because Chiang, now declared a Generalissimo, would continue to be harassed from both the left and right
elements whom he had systematically purged from the Kuominlang in order to achieve the unity of the county
under his regime. And once the Sino-Japanese War (1937-45) and the Second Great War were over in 194591t
was only a matter o r time before the Communists in China, always having been Inore attune to the needs
aspirations of the people for social and political reform, decisively defeated the ~ieneralissi~no'~
Nationallat
forces in 1949. That same year the People's Republic of China was proclaimed under the leadersllip ofchairman
Mao Tse-tung ( 1 893-1976). This sketch based on Wallbank, et al. 1967, pp. 703-5, 72 1 , 765.
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78. ~ c c x d i n gto the London Times, in the surrender of the Chinex to L e TibctMr at Shigsm,

ofh
there who helped settle terms of the surrender agreement in May of 1912 was none other h
Indian
David Macdonald. In the newspaper's account he is referred to as "a Nepalese half-cask." Zwg( h d o n ) , 1 I
May 1912,p. 5. Some ten years later William McGovem reported seeing adjacent to Shigatre's Nymg River
wnal hundred soldier graves within a Chinese graveyard, "an apparent symbol of the extinct s u m a i n ~of
chinaoverTibet." McGovern 1924, p. 230. A similar instance of Macdonald's helpful mediation between thew
m t contending
~ ~
parties took place at Gyantse a month or so earlier, in which once again the Chinere trmps
~~recornpelled
to lay down their arms and leave Tibet. Assisting Macdonald, and, like him, signing as a witness
lhe6Agreernent between the Chinese and Tibetans" dated 3 Apr. 1912, was the Nepalese representative to K M ,
11,Lal Bahadur, which anticipated by four months what this respected Nepalese diplomat would likewise do m
Lhasa later that summer (see the next paragraph of text in the present narrative). See Macdonald 1932, pp. 839.

79.The Italian film director, Bernardo Bertolucci, made a full-length motion picture in English on he life of
Pu Yi (born 1906), accurately drawn and aptly entitled, "The Last Emperor," and wh~chamong many auards it
received from the (Hollywood, USA) Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, earned Best Picture for the
!ear 1988 of all films made in the world. Toppled from his throne when but a boy of six by the Nationalists,
manipulated into a puppet-emperor's role in Manchuria (1934-45) by the aggrandizing Japanese Emperor and
hiswarlords, captured by the Russians in Aug. 1945, and returned to China for trial as a war criminal in 1950.
and finally placed involuntarily in a slave-labor camp by the Chinese Communists, Pu Yi, though pardoned in
1959, died a free but poor, lonely, broken and hopeless man in Peking on 17 Oct. 1967 His autobiography was
published in 1964 (with an English translation by W.J.F. Jenner, From Emperor i o Citizen. 2 vols. published in
Peking in 1964-5). For more details see E.W. Wu, "Hsuan-tung," Encyclopaedro Brrrannica, 1973 ed., I 1.801.
80. Charles Bell (in company with his wife). representing the British Government of India, saw the Dalai
Lamaand his entourage off for Tibet from Kalimpong's Bhutan Residency early in the morning before dawn on
2dJune 1912. I-Iis Holiness had been ensconced at Bhutan House, in fact ever since Feb. 15th nailing for [he
~ropitiousmoment when conditions in Tibet would warrant his beginning to return to his capital. (The source
for these two dates is the Times (London), 16 Feb. 1912, p. 5 and 26 June 1912, p. 5.) Making his journey part"ay into his homeland, the Grand Lama felt it wise to stay south of the capital a certain distance, at Samding
(doaring Meditation") Monastery, some 70 miles from Lhasa and overlooking Yam-drok Tso ("Lake of the
Upper Pastures"), to await news from his favorite attendant, Chensa Nang-kang (the fufure new .rsarong), whom
he had sent ahead to Lhasa to make certain it ivould be safe for the Tibetan Theocrat to return. (During the
previous autumn, in fact. Chensa. col~n~issioned
by His Holiness to go from his presence at Darjeeling to
Shigatset~
defeat the Chinese there, secretly entered Tibet. raised a peasant revolt at Shigatse. and was successful
In compelling the garrison of Imperial troops to surrender their arms. thus paving the way for \*hat was now to
lbllow in 19 12.) In the event. it required well over a year for Chensa to complete the arrangements for the safe
of His Holiness; so that it would not be until early in 1913 that the signal was finall~~communicated
10 the
?lai Lama that he could now make his way back to Lhasa and the Potala Palace after an exile absence of over
elght~ears
(except for a fleeting period of time
in 1909/10). It may be recalled from an earlier chapter that it was
duringthiswaiting period and while Chensa was at the capital that the original head of the Tsarong family and
hlssonmet their cruel demise at the hands of the lamas of Sera Monasten in the wake of the unsubstantiated
mmorsoftheir having aided the Chinese and conspiring against His Holiness. Chensa himself \*as ne\er clearl?'
directlyimplicated in the murders, although certain pieces of evidence seemed to point in his dlrcction.
h the 1960s
RI.For an English translation ofthe document, see Rahul 196 1. pp 422-3. Prof Rahul.
had become the head of the Dept. of Central Asian Studies in the Indian School oflntemalional Studies at New
Delhi and who. incidentally. became a very p o d friend of Gergan Tharchin. has seen and compared both acoP?
OftheTibetan version (a copy of which he
at Kalin~pongin 1951) and the Nepali original (rlew'ed at
I(lthmandu in 1956). The latter, he declared. .'is absolu[el\ identical with the Tibetan version except fornlinor
dlfferenCe~
of idiom and usage nhich became archaic long ago.'. The Chinese ~ersion,hoae*er- has not been
aVaiilable.
Rahul added that
authorities on Central Asia Hugh E. Richardson. and Prof Luciano Petech
Iva)
China.
Ihe Italian Institute for the hliddlr and Far Eau, both ..doubt if this document ever found
'bid, 421-2.
..
communltles
8 2 Back in those days, and even affcnuards.these t,vo "nationalities.' were lvell represented
in disguise reached Lhasa in ear1) 1923.le'ls 1
in Lhasa.Willlam M c ~ o v e r nthe American scholar-csplorer
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~ f m e e t i n gseveral of the Nepalese and even the leader of the Ladakhi (Kashmiri) Moslem community while he
there. He wrote: '?here is still a considerable Nepalese community in Lhasa, and Nepal keeps a ministeror
consul-general there. Most ofthe skilled artisans, metal-workers, and craftsmen are Nepalese. They enjoy certain
exm-territorial privileges, and in most cases are tried by their consul and not by the ordinary Tibetan courts.., .rhe
K ~ h d r Mohammedans
i
constitute the only other group of foreigners in Lhasa. What is so strange is that
{hough bh&e Kashmiris by long-established custom are permitted to come to the Sacred City. other Indians.
whether Hindu or Mohammedan, are not.. . .The Kashmiris are British subjects, and my visitor, the leading man
of the community, had been given the title of khan bahadur by the Indian government; and as no Europeanis
to reside in Lhasa, he is more or less the unofficial representative of the Indian government there,
Diplomatic negotiations, however, do not pass through his hands.. ." McGovern 1924, pp. 446-7.
83. "...in the end, while leaving their rifles and ammunition, they [the Chinese] retained the bolts to theirms,
thus making the weapons quite useless. This caused the Tibetans considerable annoyance; and there can bt: no
doubt that some of the more extreme monastic factions in the capital had hoped to be able to wipe out the Chinest:
invaders with their own surrendered weapons." Lamb 1966, 11.380-1.
84. Sam-ding, whose mankhood belonged to one of the Red-Hat or unreformed Orders ofTibetan Buddhism.
is celebrated for being the monastery to have the only female incarnation in all of Tibet: the Abbess Dorje
Phagmo (which means "Thunderbolt Sow"), who is deemed the most holy woman in Tibet. Her name derived
from the famous centuries-old story of how, during the first Mongol invasions of Tibet, the Monastery's Abbess,
noticing the approaching enemy soldiers and fearing pillage and the killing of her monks, abruptly transformed
herself into a huge sow and her monks into piglets. Upon entering the Monastery complex and finding only pigs,
the Mongol troops were startled. But then the Abbess changed herself and the monks back into human form,
resulting in the Mongols becoming so overwhelmed by the miracle that then and there they embraced the
Buddhist faith! Since-then she has been venerated by all Tibetans. Believed by the Tibetans to be reincarnated as
a young girl ever afterwards, Dorje Phagmo would also carry the beloved appellation of the Thunderbolt Sow.
Moreover, she is granted privileges accorded only to the Dalai and Panchen Lamas. It is believed that on her
back beneath her robes are bristles as upon a sow! Per Tseten 197 1, p. 175; see also Macdonald 1932,p. 255 for
a variation of this legend. According to Heinrich Harrer, who was living at Lhasa in the 1940s when the then
present so-called rein~~arnation
was initially preparing herself for the life of a nun and abbess of Sam-ding, Dorje
Phagmo had later gone to India with the first wave of refugees. Very soon afterwards, however. she returned to
Tibet and "allied herself to the Chinese." It is said, he further wrote, "that by means of her spiritual powers she
prevented the drying up of Yamdrok Yumtso" (the lake along which Sam-ding .lonastery is situated). No longer
living at Sam-ding but at Lhasa, she married in total disregard of her religious vows, then divorced, had a child.
and "permitted herself a rather'indulgent life." In the 1980s she was drawing a salary frcm the State. Harrer,
1985, pp. 141-2.
85. Rahul 1961, p. 421. Rahul added, significantly, about the hidden role af the British: "The spirit ofthe
Anglo-Russian convention of 18 Aug. 1907 did not sanction a policy of intervention by the British. There is,
however, ample evidence of the advice the British government gave to Nepal to expedite settlement between the
Chinese and the Tibetans through their agents in Tibet, as well as of the British concern for the safety of lives
and property of the subjects of the frontier States bordering Tibet." Ibid.
86. This according to Chahroudi 1983, p. 150. Ladefi-La was one of the most unusual and talented border
Tibetans ever to appear on the stage of frontier politics in this Himalayan region. "The son of an insignificant
Sikkimese landowner" (McGovern), he was one of the first Tibetan boys to be educated by Jesuit priests, and
became quite fluent in'English and several of the languages native to the polyglot Darjeeling District of Bengal,
It should also be noted that Laden-La was a nephew of a well-known Pundit-Lama Ugyen Gyatsho who, like the
even more celebrated Pundit S.C. Das (see next) had undertaken several intelligence-gathering missions int0
Tibet during the late 19' century. Early on in hi career, between 1894 and 1898, Laden-La worked with the
scholar-explorer-Pundit Sarat Das in the preparation of the latter's Sanskrit-Tibetan dictionary. (Das, it wil!
recalled from Chapter 5 ofthe present narrative. was the one who in 1892 had befriended several ofthe missionanes
of the Scandinavian Alliance Mission at Ghoom. Moreover, the entire set of Tibetan type matrices created and
used for printing his famed Dictionary would much later be purchased by Tharchin Babu himself for use In the
latter's Kalimpong press; see Ch. 23 for details.) During this same period Laden-La lived with and Studied under
Ghoom M o n a t e r y ' ~learned Abbot, Lama Sherab Gyamtsho, thus furthering his knowledge of classical Tibetan
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rndlhe ~ r J d h i s religion.
t
Moreover, the vast knowledge he increasingly q u i r c d ofboth Elarsiul
~ikmresulted in his being appointed Chief Examiner in T i h for both Civil Md M i l i w *fieoamodsm
In 1899 Laden-La joined the Dujeeling police department as a m m s of seeing more of
Hi,&,ayrn
qion and W P r eventually promoted to higher Posh. not least of which were D=j=ling police Inspector rnd h
~i~uict's
Police Superintendent He also served for a short while in liaison work in the Chumbi vallg on fie
rafofthe ~ o u n ~ h u s b a nExpedition,
d
afier which, in 1905, he accompanied the Pmchen Lama twhors wppon
entourage, it will be remembered, also included two ofl'harchin's friends of later yean: GhWm Mission school
Headmaster,Karma Sumdhon Paul, and Church of Scotland missionary, Evan Mackenzie), on his tour of Indiaqs
holy places. Then when Dalai Lama XI11 fled Tibet to India in 1910, the border Tibcw police oficer W=
incharge oforganizing much of the Dalai Lama's visit with the Viceroy in Calcuctri, his own Indian lour, as well
ashis two-year stay in the Darjeeling District. As a maner of fact, Tokan Tada, the Japanese novice who me
one ofthe Great Thirteenth's disciples at Darjeeling and later at Lhasa, has wrinen that the Indian government
had appointed both Sir Charles Bell and Laden-La "to be in charge of entertaining the Dalai Lto
negotiate with the Tibetan government-in-exile." Morever, being "very clever and frank," notes Tada, Laden-La
"contributedgreatly to the mutual understanding of Tibet and Great Britain." Besides, adds the Japanese Buddhin
priest, the Dalai Lama "thought very much of him because he was a Buddhist." Tada 1965, p. 58. The Dali
Lama would not always think of Laden-La this highly, however, as later events would reveal (see below).
As a consequence of his many personal assistances to both of Tibet's High Lamas, there was conferred upon
him by His Holiness the title of Dspon (General) as well as theorder ofthe Golden Lion, the medal for whichthe first of its kind ever struck in Tibet-was a massive gold nugget bearing the name of the Dalai Lama. And
His Serenity made him Lord Chamberlain of the Court of Trashilhunpo. These bestowals were made in 1912.
The next year Laden-La would make his first trip abroad, accompanying a group of Tibetan boys bound for
England to study; there he was presented to King-Emperor George V on two different occasions; and while
abroad, Laden-La visited several other European countries as well.
The Himalayan border Tibetan would be awarded the title of Sardar Bahadur by the British Government of
lndiafor his help in recruitment and fund-raising during the Great War. So well thought of and respected by this
time, Laden-La would be asked by Bell to serve as his personal assistant during his sensitive mission to Lhasa
in 1920-21 referenced earlier in the present narrative. As a consequence of this, the Dalai Lama requested
Laden-La's assistance in establishing a Lhasa police force. Beginning this work at the Tibetan capital in 1923,
he would that same year receive the high-ranking Tibetan title of Dzasa. But because the British Government of
India was so eager,'based on Political Oficer Bailey's persuasive argument that it was of "considerable political
importance" to have the Darjeeling Tibetan at Lhasa again, "the ambitious Laden-La," in the words of historian
Alex McKay, "was able to demand promotion to Superintendent [of the Darjeeling Police] as a condition of
acceptance." McKay 1997, pp. 108, 25 1 note 19.
But as noted elsewhere in the present narrative's Text, there was a hidden agenda behind Bailey's atgument:
hisdesire to use Laden-La as his agent at Lhasa to effect, if he could, and in association with the Tibetan military
there, a coup against the Dalai Lama and transfer secular rule to Bailey's choice for Tibetan leadenhip: h e
Commander-in-chief, Genera] Tsarong. The coup failed, of course, but Laden-La fell under heavy suspicion as
having been involved in plotting against the Dalai Lama government. Indeed, when after returning to D~Jeeling
and assuming his Police Superintendent post the Government of India appointed him Yatung Trade *gent, the
Dalai Lama, now mistrustful of Laden-La, objected to this promotion by the British. His Holiness stated in his
objection that he "is not altogether a steady and straightfonvard man and it is not known how he
serve to
maintain Anglo-Tibetan amity." Result: the appointment was canceled.
Yet Laden-La had other critics along the Himalayan frontier. WilliUll McGovem, for One, had accused him
~~'Jsing
his ofice for profit. Indeed, hrther noted McGovern.
we found him the uncrowned king of the whole Darjeeling District. Ever)' native in the place Is
absolutely under his thumb, taking, changing, and losing his Post at Laden'~*mm*d, It is almost
'entirely at his order that Darjeeling remained nearly free ffol'l'lthe Gandhi movemenlthat swept Over
'l
Lhe whole of India, In accordance with Orienlal CUSlOm and tradidon, his position has
lhalhe Is now
advisable for the natives to offer him slight tokens of their esteem from time to lime,
in the possession of quite a considerable fortune.
he
good
Nevenheless,added McGovem, '.we found him an exceedingly acute and able m m and So Soon us
of
rnoughto grant us his favor we found thing mysteriously expedited, for not only did he
lntmductiOnto various people in Tibet, but he enabled to secure able and faithhl servan!.'
him
Another critic of Laden-La David Macdonald, wrote to Charles Bell that it was "mmg''
laden-Lamanages to mislead he powers that be!'' Moreover, added Macdonald. "in Dajeeling he is l i k d

openly only by those he can override." Only because Bailey protected Laden-La did the latter avoid "ltimnk
ruin. Knowing full well ttrat Laden-La had 6nly done at Lhasa what he, Bailey, had directed him to do,
Political Officer had for sometime denied that Laden-La had done anything amiss; but finally he conceded tha,
his agent at Lhasa had in fact "ctrtainly committed a serious indiscretion," he adding, however, that he hops, no
action would be taken against Laden-La. None was; for as Rai Bahadur Norbu Dhondup later wmte Bailey
eight years aftn the failed plot, "through your favor Laden-La was saved, otherwise he was mined." Despite
such a negative press, as it were, Laden-La, noted McKay, nonetheless "continued to be regarded as a valuable
agent and was employed by subsequent Political Officers on missions to Lhasa." McKay, in ibid., 108-13, is the
source for all information and quoted material appearing in this and the preceding two paragraphs, except the
McGovern quotes, which can be found in McGovern 1924, pp. 23-4.
In 1929, for exainple, when a grave dispute arose between Tibet and Nepal, with both sides having already
mobilized for war, India's Viceroy offered Laden-La's assistance to help mediate the dispute; which he indeed
performed at Lhasa, it resulting in peace. A year before his retirement from his official duties in 1931, this
distinguished servant of Himalayan nations was made a C.B.E. (Commander of the British Empire). He had also
earlier been elected a Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society in recognition of the valuable service he had
rendered in connection with the three Everest Expeditions during the 1920s.
Yet there was another facet to his career which ought to be pointed out. One authority on British frontier
officers has noted that Laden-La had "dressed and in many ways behaved like a British officer." However, "this
made him enemies among the local communities" and he came to be regarded with "some suspicion by many of
the British." For the latter had in those days felt that their local ethnic employees should on the one hand
"maintain the prestige of the Raj" but on the other "not abandon their own culture." See McKay, "Historical
Foreword," in Richardus, ed., Tibelan Lives, xix. Reflective of Laden-La's breach of this expected attitude by
the British of their employees was an incident in 1923 told of by an accomplished Tibetan monk-scribe from
Central Asia, Phuntsog Lungtok, who had settled at Ghoom. He was acquainted with Laden-La and, like the
latter, had been in the employ of the British, though by this time Laden-La had become extremely powerful in
comparison with the lowly Phuntsog. One day the two happened to meet on the streets of Ghoom, and Laden-La
invited the monk-scribe to attend a public meeting the following day that would feature the presence of the
British Governor of Bengal. Laden-La had instructed his fellow Tibetan in the following manner: "Do not wear
the clothes you have on now. For, dogs should mix with dogs and hogs with hogs!" The next day Phuntsog
decided not to attend the function because Laden-La had not wished to see him dressed as a Tibetan, even
though the monk-scribe had greatly desired to be present. See page 48 of Phuntsog 1,ungtok's personal narrative
in ibid.
Chahroudi has noted that Laden-La was a devout Buddhist and an activist in the reconstruction and
administration of the local monasteries and in various philanthropic activities during retirement. And sho*l~
before his death he assisted in the translation of the Tibetan life of Padrna Sarnbhava for Tlie T~betanBooko!ihe
Great Liberalion, edited by W.Y. Evans-Wentz. "Laden-La," she concluded. "was intensely inlerested In his
Tibetan heritage and in developing a true understanding of l'lbetan religion and culture in the outside world. 1.n
1912, he started making photographs and films of ceremonial occasions. customs, various peoples. and their
living conditions. His interests were shared by his son, P.W. Laden-La. who has been able to preserve many of
his father's plates and photographs." Chahroud~1983, p. 150. Much more can be learned on the life and Career
of Laden-La by consulting the text pages referenced in the Index entry for him i n McKay 1997.
87. Which was the last treaty document to be signed and fully recognized between the two governments
until the infamous Seventeen-Point Agreement of 23 May 195 1 that Tibetan representatives were pressured into
signing at Peking (and about which fuller details are given in Ch. 24 ofthe present work's last volumsj. There
was indeed another document in 1914 which had been agreed upon among the represenlatives of Britain. Chills
and Tibet and iniiialed by them; but this action by Peking's representative was subsccluently repudiated [he
Chinese government of Yuan Shih-kai which thereafter refused to give its full signature to the document. This.
of course. was the Simla Convention of Apr. 1914 that had been the result of the Simla Conference \Vhich had
been convened at the British Indian summer capital in Oct. 1913 a1 the initiative ofGreat Hritnih and which me'
continually thereafter until a final draft of the Convention had been drawn LIPfor initialing and ultimLite ralificatiol'
by the governments of the three parties concerned.
The chronicle of what happened was. in brief, as follows AS a consequence of the new situation in Tibet
brought on by the Chinese Revolution of 191 1-12 and the expulsion from ribetan soil of all Chineseoficialr
and troops, Britain had informed China's President that Chinese interfcrenccin Tibet's irllernol affairscould
longer be tolerated and that a new agreement should be concluded and sigllcd by the lllrce concerned parties'''
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atohave in writing an arrangement which would indeed reflect the prevailing situation in t k ~d
o,-~nows
adalong her borders. And hence, it was to effect such an agreement that the Simla Confercnce was convcncdfirst at Darjeeling, then on to Sh'l'lla-in late 1913 among the three nations' representatives and their
sir
H ~ ~ ~ M c served
M P ~PEothe
~ British plenipotentiary at the conference. who soon c a l l 4 in fmm ~ j a ~aslhir~ t
adviser on Tibetan matters, a future friend of Tharchin's, Charles Bell, who remained with the Conference
till their conclusion in April 1914. In Bell's absence at Gangtok, another future friend of 1-harchinqs,
flailGould, was temporarily appointed to act as Political Officer in Sikkim.
Now besides settling the frontier border between the British Indian protectorate of Sikkim. China arid Tibet
( d e d ever afterwards the McMahon Line that would become the focal point of dispute much later between
independent lndia and Communist China), the Simla Convention finally agreed upon by the three participants
called for the following main provisions (quoting in part from a Handbook on Tibet prepared by the British
Foreign Ofice in 1920) : (a) a recognition of "Ouler Tibe<".the ancient Lama kingdom (where such cities as
Lhasa, Shigatse, Gyantse and Gartok are located), as "an autonomous slate under Chinese suzerainty and British
protection"; (b) that because of this recognition of Britain's special interest and protectorate status over "Outer
Tibet," China was "not to send troops.. .or to station troops or officials or establish colonies" or to "convert.. . into
aChinese province" the vast regions which were to the east and northeast ofb'OuterTibet" which the Convention
now termed as "Inner Tibet"; (c) that "nothing in the Convention was to prejudice the existing rights of the
Tibetan government in Inner Tibet"; (d) recognition was given to the overall authority of China over Tibet
externally, and even permitted China to re-station an Amban at Lhasa with a very limited military escort 01'300
troops; (e) a re-affirmation of British rights to maintain certain Trade Marts and permission to station troops of
her own at these Trade Agencies (such troop strength to be limited to three-fourths of the Chinese escort at
Lhasa; in other words, 225), so long as Britain engaged not to attempt to anncx any portion of Tibct; (f) that the
British Trade Agency at Gyantse would have the right when necessary to visit Lhasa with his military escort; and
(g) an atlachment to the Convention of a number of' Trade Regulations which provided for various matters
affectingthe right of British subjects to trade. and for the maintenance of telegraph lines between the lndian
frontier and the Trade Marts.
Within two days of initialing this document, the Chinese government declared it> refusal to abide by thc
decisions of its representative at the Conference and declined to sign in full or ratif!. the Convention. However.
theBritish Minister at Peking informed the Chinese that Britain and Tibct considered the Conrenlion concluded
since all panies present had initialed it. In addition, he added. if China refused to permit hcr rcprescnvdti\~eto
place his full signature on the Treaty, then the other two Governments \\lould proceed and sign the document
independently (which is, in fact, what happened). Furthermore. these two governments drclarcd that as long as;
Chinawithheld her ratification, she would be debarred from enjoying all privileges accruing from the Convention.
The upshot to all this was that the Lama Kingdom of "Outer Tibet" remained a British protectorate of sorts with
Dalai Lama as its head, although the Chinese government never afterwards openly reco~nizedsuch a ~ r i t i s h
Protectorate over Central and West Tibet. Moreover, because of the outbreak of the Great Euro~canwars few
months after the Simla Conference had been concluded. the whole matter ofthc Convention \+aspushed
the
background. Nevertheless, at the end of the War, China made attempts to push her \vaY back into Tibet. bu1 she
failed, with the Tibetans remaining their own masters for nearly forty years. 4 Chinese mission did arri\'e at
Lhasa in early 1920 to negotiate a final agreement with Tibet. but after a few months' su). in
Tibetan capilaland T'ibet."
[he mission returned to China having accomplished nothing in the attempt. See *'SirCharles
(wittenby one of Bell's former colleagues, but unnamed).Aslarlc R e v ~ e a(Jul! 1945):295: Sudeohan Cha\'la
and
'Tibet: the Red Chinese Challenge to Indiaq'Curwnr Hi~rog*(Mar.
196 1 1: 172: Gould 1957. P
1934, p. 342 (wherein, i n k r a/ia, the 1920 Biitish Foreign Oflice Handbod on Tibet is quoled from).
88. Translated and quoted in Berry 1995, p. 127.

89 Even then. the General and some of his men would not depart Tibetan soil till Apr. 19131 lastair Lamb
d r o n i ~ lChurlg
e~
Yinqs movement in 19 12 and the follo\4 ing year in this \vay: .'On 16 December Chung Yin
sumnderedhis arms according to,, . agreement, and on 1 9 December he and his party. \a liich included man!'
out of Lhasa h! a Nepalese olficcr and sixteen
~ i v i l i a n ~traders
,
and their families, \vere
G u r ~ a s ~ l dofthe
i e n Nepalcse Residencyguard., .General Chung., .brought a,ith him 0i.U 600 people*i n c l u d l n ~
anumber of Tibetan women who had contracted local marriages with Chinese soldien and, n'ho noa
fo
remain with their husbands,.. . ~ mived
e
at Grantre a few da!.~ later and then O n 10 chulnhl \vhere he sta)rd '!l1
[Chumbl].
1913,. ..exploiting every device he could think of to p n p o n e his own
If
""
companionhhe
for India
Kalimpong a \ ~ c e kIller [?I April]..' Lalnh 1966.11'383'
the 1
385,380, 385, Bup \\,bile i n Chumbi, the General. in .'a fit ofderpalr,.' had attempted to hang
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local custom house. He must have anticipated he would be executed in Peking anyway. which in facl did occur,
Kuleshov 1996. p. 107.
90. Translated and quoted in Berry 1995. p. 128.
91. Quoted in Macdonald 1932, pp. 87-8.
92. The actual details of the manner in which this unique assignment came about are quire interestingand
were recounted much later by Willoughby himself and in rather whimsical fashion: "On June 24, 1912, I paid
my faewell official visit ...to the President, Yuan Shih-Kai, at Peking, under the wing of my Chief, Sir john
Joldan, who went to discuss Tibetan affairs. Naturally the plight of the beleaguered garrison in Lhasa cropped
up [they had fortified themselves in the Tengyeling Monastery where they were holding out "tbr sonie months
against some 15,000 Tibetans"], and Yuan suggested the possibility, in the last resort. of their withdrawal
through India. Sir John, I remember, laughingly said to the President. 'See, here is a friend ofthe Chinese army
going there. I am sure he will give them a helping hand if he can.' Well, 'there is many a true word spoken in
jest'." Willoughby, "The Relation of Tibet 10 China," JRCrlS (1 924): 197, the insert quote from 196.
93. Ibid., 1 97.
94. The Calcutta Consul quote as well as the Kuleshov comment can both be found in Kuleshov 1996, p.
107.
95. Chung Yin's execution by beheading was ordered by a (Chinese Republican) Presidential Mandate of 19
Mar. 1915 which particularly leveled the charge against him of having left his post in violation oforders. Rahul
196 1, p. 42 1. For a contrary view to the reasons for his execution. sce Macdonald 1932, p. 1 13.
96. Actually, even before the late 1912-early 1913 evacuation, which constituted the main deportation program
as called tor by the Agreement, there had been an earlier departure of Chinese forces from Tibetan soil-from
eastern Tibet. to be precise. The British Political Otficer in Sikhim, Sir Charles Bell. has reportcd that libetan
Ministers had frequently totd him that the reason the Chinese had found this part of Tibet so easy to subjugale
was the fact that, because any fighting by Tibetans would not be in accord with their religion. the Dalai Lama
had discouraged those Tibetans in the eastern part of the country from doing so. But at a certain point in the
difficulties between Tibet and China, and despite "adverse criticism" from his conservative Lhasan government,
His I-Ioliness had decided to order military opposition in the east. And as a result the Chinese forces there
commenced to weaken in strength; so much so that a large number of troops were captured and subsequently
sent ofl to Sikkim. Bell noted that because of the encouragement of his assistant in Tibet. Dacid Macdonald
(who was himself of Tibetan stock), the Tibetans treated the Chincst: .'with great humanity, providing ample
food for all, and ponies for the old and weakly to ride." But because the British Political Officer felt these
Chinese deportees "would prove a focus of intrigue and danger on the frontier," he persuaded the authorities in
Sikkim to not allow the Chinese troops to remain in Sikkim but to return them to their homeland. On the way out
of Sikkim via India a number ofthem, wrote Bell, were allowed by the Bengal government to remain in Kalimpong.
Later on, however, the government "found them troublesome and shipped them back to China." Bell 1924%P
121. These actions must have occurred during the 191 1-12 period, just prior to the more substantial nave of
deportations from Lhasa that was to commence coming through Kalimpong some six months later as a consequence
of the Three-Point Agreement signed in Aug. 19 12.
97. Other than what has already been documented, the various other sources from which have becn gleaned
the information and quotes that have contributed to the account given here of the events which led to the influx
of Tibetans and Chinese into Kalimpong in 19 12- 1 3 are: Bell 1924a caption of photo opposite p. 122: Ronaldsha~
1923, p. 119; Gould 1957, p. 21; Harrer 1956. p. 255; Goldstein 1989, p. 59; Lamb 1966. 11:378-85: Mullin
1988, p. 84; Rahul 1961, p p 420-4; Shakabpa 1967, pp. 228,245; Ingram 1990, p. 6; Eric Teichman. Travelsol
a Consular Oficer in Eastern Tiber (Cambridge. 1922). 40; and Tieh-tsmg Li, The Historical Sla(us of Tibet
(New York, 1954), 67.
9 8 During the Younghusband Military and Diplomatic Expedition to Lhasa in 1903-4. war weapons and
cannons were stockpiled at a place just above the Eleventh Mile ill a suburb of Kalimpong. In the Hindi language+
Cannon is called "top7' and store is called "khans"; and hence the nalne "Topkhana" was coined. The name isst'll
in vogue even today. See GTUM TSMS, I 4 1n.
99. Kalimpong districts take their delineation from the milestone markers that have been erected on the main
trade route beginning in the Teesta Valley below at the well-known Teesta or Anderson Bridge, with the
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lnrrkerscontinuing th:ir numbering u p w i d s to Kalimpung (the Ninth Mile) and through Sikkim as
ldrp p a s on the Sikkim-Tibet border. Up from the Teesta Bridp. the lint signs of the Kalimpong co-unily the
proper.in the form of thatched mud bustees (groups of poor huls which have been Iransformcd. as it were, into
small
appear at about the Seventh Mile. Another set of mileszones was erected by [he British (afirr
1~04)
beyond the Jelep I-a in Tibet all the way 10 Gyantse. A somewhat amusing incident has revolved around
,hemilestonesthat were first erected on the Phari-Gyantse portion of thc tradt: route: h e local T ' i k ~"inv-iabl\
s
dnroycd them, alleging that they were gods put up by the British to destroy their faith. Only afier man)
did his belief die out, and even at th'r Present time (19431 some of these cairns can be sari scattcrcd over the
plain." Macdonald 1943, pp. 76, 89.
100. Manuel 19 14. p. 146.
101. The Arts and Crafts actually had their beginning one Saturday alternoon in I894 wlien Mrs. (iraham
taught some of the local women. many of them very poor, how to make lace. "This lace was sold to relieve
distress among the workers. and gradually the little party that held its meetings on her beranda dcvelopd into a
larger gathering. Fingers accustomed to work became swift and accurate. the tidings spread that a new means of.
livelihood was to be found in Kalimpong. and \\;hen peasants came from neighboring districts it was decided to
leach both men and women other uscful crafts." Pares 1940, pp. 33-3. See also Manucl 1914. p. 193.
102. Perry 1997, p. 53.
103. Twan Yang 1947, p. 2.
104. Macdonald 1932, p. 90.
105. Perr~,1997, p. 77 note 85.
106. Ronaldshay 1923, p. 1 19.
107. Per articles in Times (Idondon), l 8 Sept. 1912, p. 3 and 14 Oct. 1912. p. 5. Some of thcsc 'I'ihtan \r ivcs
who,remaincd behind, said the Idondon Times correspondent at Kalimpong. were seen "wec'ping and cursing the
Dalai Lama as the cause of the desertion [of their Chinese husbands]"! Ibid.
108. They were taught and employed in such various arts and craf s as carpentq,. leather work, carving. the
blacksmith's art, tailoring. carpet-making, dyeing. lace work and embroidey. This self-reliant cooperari\e
handicraft production entity had continued on for many decades as the Kalimpong Arts and Cralis Center that
had had its showroom situated at almost the center of town. Its handicrafts-such as applique. wall panels.
firescreens,and embroidered bags and purses made after Bhutanese, 1,epcha and Sikkimese designs. as \re11 as
the famous Kalimpong tapestrv bags-had e\.c,ltual]ygained a wide recognition all o\,er lndia and had found
their way to places all over thc\c.orld, TO sho\v [heir deep appreciation for the many services rendered b j Mrs.
eraham. including her ibundine ol.[hr industrial complex, the community of Kalimpong erected all archwa)
entrance to the former Arts and Crafts Center situated at the very beginning of K.D. Pradhan Road that leads the
long distance up from the town to Deo]o Hill, An inscribed commemorative plate in English was placed on the
flght-hand Post of the Arch and is still there todaj: 1I-xEnglish inscription (with a Hindi translation of it to he
found on an inscribed plate located on the left-hand post of the Arch) reads as follo\vs:
In rncmon of
Mrs. Katherine Graham
Founder of This Industrial
School Who from 1889 to l919
Devoted Her Richly-Gifted Life
To the Glory of God in the
Service of the People of Kalimpong
This Arch and Other Building
Were Created by the Community
To Mark Their Gratitude,
Admiration and Affection.
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110. Quoting from M a r k 6:34 in the Christian New Testament Scriptures; it was the observation m d e by
Rev. Tharchin in his end-of-life "memoirs."
1 I I . T h e identity o f this Christian brother w a s m a d e known t o the author by G. Tharchin's son in his lefier,
S.G. Tharchin t o the author, Kalimpong, 14 Jan. 1991.

I 12. "Shantiniketan, or t h e A b o d e o f Peace, is a school that holds a unique place in cultural India." sowrote
o n e o f its visitors, who. h a s perceptively written that whereas Cecil Rhodes had been "obsessed with the idea of
building an Anglo-Saxon Empire t o dominate the world," t h e founder o f t h e Abode o f Peace had "wanted, above
all, a university where everyone should learn cosmopolitan tolerance o f all cultures and religions in prcpararion
for world cooperation." Situated about 1 5 0 miles north o f Calcutta near the-town o f Rolpur, this institution and
its environs as it was in t h e 1920s h a s been described with sensitivity by this same visitor in the following
fashion:
In this beautiful grove of trees of many Indian varieties is a university, the Visva-Bharati [meaning
"world culture"], where one may study various languages, religions, and philosophies; in fact, world
knowledge and world culture are to be found there. In addition to the university, there is a college
preparatory school, and below that there is the higher primary school. The presiding genius and the
pervading spirit of the place is the great poet, Rabindranath Tagore. Here he has his home [called
"Shyarnali"]; and here he lectures to the students, here he writes his poems and dramas, and here in
the heart of beautiful Bengal he sets his poetry to music.
The place was discovered and dedicated by the poet's father, Devendranath Tagore. He went
there to find a place of meditation away from the noisy city, and at the sunset hours he would find
himself daily drawn to a quiet spot under a group of chatim trees. Here he would talk to God, and
would spend much time listening to God's voice. After his death his son felt that the only fitting
memorial to so spiritual a father would help boys and girls, young men and women, to attain thc
higher life, and so it is that the poet has year by year seen his dreams for this school come into
fulfillment. At the Chatim Tala, which means, under the shade of the seven-leaf tree, at the prayer
place of his father, who was lovingly named the Sacriticer by his friends, the poet has placed a
marble seat for prayer and meditation. Over the sea1 are the words with which his father had so often
ended his prayer:
Thou art the Comfort of my life,
Thou art the Joy of my mind,
Tliou art the Peace of my soul.
There is no hard and fast rule aboul uniforms, but most of the boys wear a garment of saffron
color, and the girls sometimes a sari, or in the winter a shawl ofthat same color to keep them warm in
their out-of-door classes. One of the prettiest sights in the place is to see the classes in session as one
walks leisurely througli the campus about eight o'clock in the morning. Under mango trees, pipal
trees, and banyan trees scattered here and there are the classes and the teachers, seated and busily
concentrating on their work. If it is algebra, there is a large movable blackboard arranged for the
purpose. It may be history or reading; whatever it is, there sit the boys and girls robed in that beautiful
color, peacefully and comfortably at work under the trees. The school is ullusual for the reason that
coeducation has been tried and has proved successful. Boys and girls grow up accustomed to sit In
the same classes and to talk normally with each other. If one student has a talent for music, that talent
is developed and given every opportunity. lndian niusic at its best has been revived and made an
important part of the curriculum. If some other student has a talent for art. that talent is developed.
Probably the best teachers of India are found here in this school. Poe!ry. music. the drama. and
religion are all emphasized. and the atmosphere of the place is one of spirilual higllmindedness.
(Mrs.) Welthy (Honsinger) Fisher, Freedom: a S ~ o r yofYoung Indin (Ncw York, 1930). 73-5. The Cecil Rhodes
comparison is from Fisher. To Lighr a Candle ( N e w York. 1962), 201.
In the early days a1 Shantiniketan, wrote Mrs. Fisher elsewhere, Tagore had lived there "in a one-room
hut o f exquisite design, a m o n g his students, teaching, tutoring, laboring, carpentering, and cleaning, wuhl"g
his o w n clothes." S h e went o n (ibid.,205):
Lite was Spartan in the assemblage of thatch-roofed huts, in the mango and sal groves where ban~ans
and thc sacred neem tree grew, and all members shared in learning and labor. The original aim wasto
teach boys to live with restraint, free from evil passions and grecd and to gain knowlcdgc of their
cultural heritage.
In Tagorc's own home in Calcutta, a house of many mansions where his pri~icelyfanlily had lived
for a thousand years and where I first met him in 1925,l saw no single lavish object, but was enfolded
in an aura of warmth. Later he sold many of his own valuable properties and helpcd build replacsmcnts
for the huts at Shantiniketan. proper buildings but as low and ir~digenousas the huts and the classes
were still held outdoors, wliere slates were hung.
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Afkr Tagore won the Nobel prize in 1913. his concept of h. -1
U
),
prb*,
resull of his having crossed the "black water" to Europe. He madc hi6 ihtution
J
opened courses in all religions and cultures.
~ f ~ honethe
r university at Shantiniketan, see Ravindranatha T h & m ( w i n m T
-)
c hF
hdrews, The bisvabharatl (Madras, 1923). 5 1 pp. And for finher on
j Ooor$
,
Mamunn, The Religions and Hidden Cults of India (London, 1930?), 184-7. That the &r
p~ m
vk
ucellent resenta at ion of the Brahrno Samaj, an early 19th-century reform rnovmcnt wilhin Hinduim m y
influencedby Christian teaching and which, after the death of its founder. Run Mohm Roy, D c v e n d m
Tagore led for many years till his own passing in 1905. The latter's own father had baen a close associate of
~oy's,and upon the demise of Roy, Devendranath, with 2 1 new members of the Bnhmo Samaj (mming ibc
'society of God Almighty"), drew up a solemn covenant. In it, faith in a Supreme Being was enunciated, with
each member resolving to lead a new life, not unlike such an undertaking a follower ofChrisr would intcnd upon
a[ Christian Baptism. Devendranath and the Sarnaj remained faithful to the end to the Society's very first principle.
laught by founder Roy; which was a firm opposition to idolatry, a position which h e Sarnaj, noted Macmunn,
had adhered to for over a century. Being known himself as ,Uaharishi or "the Great Seer," Devendranath,
e~plainedSir George, "looked on the Societ) as an orthodox form of Hinduism and not a revolt from it; but his
followers thought otherwise, and so early as 1865 were greatly steeped in Christian teachings and the fenlor of
religious reform. The leader of this party, Keshab Chander Singh?who had joined the Sarnaj in 1857, became an
enthusiastic student and admirer of the life of Christ, and on this point split with Tagore, aid formed the larger
party ....The Sarnaj continued without gaining the wide adherence hoped for it, keeping outside any final movement
towards Christianity yet always admiring it and sympathetic to it ..." Chander Singh it was, incidentally, who
penned one of the most moving passages in praise of Christ ever expressed by a Hindu: "Verily, when we read
His life, His meekness, like the soft moon, ravishes the heart and bathes it in a flood of serene light; but when we
come to the grand consummation of His career, His death on the Cross, behold, He shines as the powerful sun
in its meridian splendor." Quoted in Graham, The Missionay Expansion of the Reformed Churches (Edinburgh1
London, 1898). 2.
113.Prize-\j,inning poet of India, aristocrat, educator. innovator, intellectual and spiritual influence. T a g o ~ .
~ntheopinionof one of his closest admirers, ''was the most beautihl male I have ever seen in the flesh. When
he rose from a low chair to greet me the first time I met him. unfolding to a towering six foot four and pressing
[he palms of his together to touch his massive forehead, I felt that I was looking at a portrait of a Bodhisattva.
Silverhair framed his elegant features and deep-set eyes. His skin was i \ o q and simple robes fell gracefully the
length of his superb body. He was a seer, but not a visionary seer. reaching up for spiritual things from the
platform of the real world." Fisher, To Light a Candle. 201.
The Indian poetess. Sarojini Naidu, wrote of figore: "By his genius. his beauty. his wisdom and wit. the
charm and prestige of his gracious personality, he was in his lifetime a unique and fascinating figure of romance.
Now that he has gone he will become an exquisite legend. a fain. tale for all time. But his song, however. ill
remain,generation after generation. as fresh as the first flo\\ers ofthc springtime and as enchanting as the music
moonlit streams." The Chief Justice of India. Dr. Sar\epalli Radhakrishoan, declared that Tagore ''\c.as the
greatestfigure ofthe modern renaissance. A poet of his qunlilies \re have no1 had for some generations. He was
in the grand line fron, Valmiki and Kalidasa." His v e v close. friund. h4ahatma Gandhi. once described Tagore as
lhe greatest poet of the age, and wrote at the time of the Indian poet's death that "there was hardl!an~ public
on which he has not left the impress of his po\r.erful personal it^.." And within a month of Tagorems
pusing. Jawaharlal Nehru \rrote from jail on 27 Aug. 194 1 a fitting summation of the great life the Poet had
lived: .'His death came as a grievous shock to me and the ~houghtthat I \rould never see his beautiful face and
since I came to prison this thought had haunted me. 1
his gentle voice q a i n oppressed me terribly.
10 see him oncc again
so much,, , H o \ ~ c \ ~ c. Ir.1
r , ,us rather congratulate ourselves that *c \\'ere pri\ileged
pans of Ihe
'o~omein contact a ilh illis great alld magnificent person,,. .I hare met man) big people in
mind that the t\+obiggest I have had the privilege of meeting have been
\'odd. But I have no
in
outaanding personalities in the aorld during the last Vaner
Gandhi and Tagore, I tllink they
been tllr
bJrdl
an1
sure
this
\+ill
bc
rccugnizrd. \\ hun all the gencrals and field marshals
a CentUrj: ,Ir time
are
long
dead
and
Isrgcl! Ibrgotl~tl."All quoted material can be lollndin
and shouling
ErishnaKripalani. ~ ~ b i , ~T d~ ~, , cl~~B;os,.opln~
~, ~ , , (London, 1962). 398-9. A mosl dramatic comp*son
Fxdenc'
made. incidenlall\..be~\vrenthese t a o piants of recent Indian his~orj.The American clcrg>man.
Rher the ~ ~ l h ~o f ~ adl c u tit a jurinf
~ ~the decade
- ~ of~the 1920s.
~ ~ kne\v
~ both
~ men ln[lnl~"l!- 'le Once
h,,..., i:iShcr guoad ah,rcalreil,j!,
lhal .l';rgure is like Everust. Hc lO\vers ma.iusticand-'think. A
told his wife.
,
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alone. He seems to be in touch with the infinite, a seeker for ubstruct trl~tli.Wherever hc finds it he
it his
own and it adds to his stature the way snows add to the glacial heights of l~vercst."On the other hmld, bL(;andh,ji
is likc the leaping cataract on the mountainside trying to reach thc stream so tllat lie may add his lilk [he
parched plains below where the people thirst." Quoted in Nl~rrnuti(.'oilsins. cd.. I'fi,/jlcs o ~ ' ( ; t l n c ,drnrricc,
i~i;
Remembers a World 1,tader ( 1969; ?d cd.. Delhi: Indian Book Co.. 1 970). 3 I .
Tharchin himself may have met the renowned poet. if in no other tnorc formal way than sinlply encollnterinp
him on the streets of the hill town they both loved. Rc that as it may. t\vo ol"1'harchiti's frictids did kllOw tI.agorr
personally; Sadhu Sundar Singh and Dr. John A. Graham. The fortiier. i~poticoming ap to ileng;lI in J u l y - ~ u g ,
1918 for rest and pence after an exhausting spcnking tour through South India and ('c!;lon that cullnillatsd in an
attack of inlluenza at Calcutta, went alter recuperating to the home ofthc glmei1tI~ldiiinpoet nnd I:astcrn mystic:
at Bolpur some distance from Calcutta. l'herc he spent a few days \vitli Sir Rahindrnnatli who wils himself
close personal friend of the Sadhu's greatly beluvcd ~nissionaryfriend Cllal.lss I:. Andrcws. I Ict-calso !le had all
opportunity for prayer in the quiet and seclusion of the poet's home. which was true to its name ol'Shantillikctan,
"the abode of peace." Appnsamy 1966, p. 1 13. These tw(--Sundar nnd -1'agore----valuedtheir lric~idshi~~,
:,~ldthe
latter once referred to the Sudhu. before n group of tiirnds at Osiord in 19.30. ils "iin cniinc~ltIndia11Chrisliall,
a friend of mine." Quoted in Anthony Elan.jiniittam. Tht* I'oel oj'Ili~~tlri.s~rrrr
( ~ ' : ~ l c ~1048).
t t ~ . 59,
his
pleasant and relaxing visit with Tagorc. Sundar returned to Calcutt:i and thc iiclivc \\,orlrl on1.c ;lp;iin. "10 (rhc! a
call to visit Burma and the Straits Settlen~ents."Parker 1968, P.61. Ahoi~lthis \.isit. ;111otIlcrS;~dhubiographer
made this interesting comment: "llere was another example OS what wiis now bcconii~lgso ~ . r l ; i i ~10
i the Ssd11".
l-lindu, Buddhist. Sikh. Moslem. Christian-they would all listen gladly to the Cliristiiin gospcl proclninled in
an Indian setting by an Indian who interpreted it in thc traditional Indian terms. The rcst ol'lndia did not Ihllow
the example of the animistic. superstitious 13uddhist ltlnds of the closed far north. 'l'licre was no pcrscculion.
only deep respect wherever hc went." Cyril J. Davey. The SIOI?~
q/',S~~dlru
S~rntkurSirr~lr(Chicirgo. 1903). 120.
And finally with respect to the Sadhu, it will perhaps be of intorest to the reoder to know o f a conipnrison that
was made between these two famous Indians-me n Hindu, the other a convcrtcd Sikh Christinn-when the
latter was bcing introduced to an audience in Sweden ii few yeiirs later in 1922: "WC iirc intcrcstcd in thrce grcnt
Indians: Gandhi, Rabindranath 'Tagore and the Sadhu. l'he two lormcr \vc lind \vcrc inilucncc'd Iryj Christ. the
Sadhu, wlibm we now sec, is w h o l i ) given
~
up 10 C'hris~."Quotecl in Pilrkcr 1968. 1 1.5.
Coincidcritally, botbGraham and Tagore were born the sa~iicyear and diccl less than a YCilr apart. And
though of Iwo difTcrcnt cultures and two sharply contrasting religious faiths. thcir vicws on many issues were
rcmurknbly siniilnr, a5. Graham's biographer. Jiimes Minto, ~iiakesabundantly clzor on pagcs 125-8 and 19 1-202
of his illuniinating volunie on the life of the Scottish missionary, Mi~ito1073. I\ccuusc rapnrc wus n licquenl
visitor to Kali~~lpong
(staying. as. was his wont. at Ciiiuripur tlousc. one ol'his liivorite huunts in the town and
situated on the way to Durpin Hill some 2-3 kilorneters from the ccnlcr oSKirlimpo~ig),thcsc t\vo old ge~itlcrnen
had opportunity to have long discussions on politics and philosophy. "'l'hcy had n healthy respect for one
another's vicws." with Grahani often quoting from Tagore's beloved pocnis. l lis m~iincotitact with lhc poet
occurred in 1938just thrce or four ycars prior to both ot'tlicir deaths. On that occasion 'Tiigorc had come LIPto
Kalimpong to recuperale aller a serious illness; from the hill stution, in fact. the rcvcrcd Indian poet hiid broadcut
his 77th birthday lrlessage to a waiting nation. And when (;rahii~ilI~adIhllcn i l l Ilimscll'tha~sanic ),car. Tagore
kindly and syrnpatlieticully called on him. "'l'hz two men growing olJ togctlicr had tiiucli in conirnon, their love
of and belief in humanity being their closest bond. Thc ideal behind Sliiintinihctrrn.too. oppci~ledlo Dr. (;reham."
Whcn finally in 194 I 'hgore died, the Scottish Christian stiitesnian "p;iid a glowing trihutc to hini not ollly
poet but ss musician. preacher, politician and educationist." Minto 1974, pp. 125, 126. 'I'hc (;tiuriptlr tl(luse
above mentioned. incidentally, had belonged at thc time to the Mahari!jn of (iauripur; herc at this "favorilc
summer villa for the great poet." l'agore would write many of his morc 1 i i m 0 ~poems
1~
ancl plilys. In time*
however, this liousc would be acquired hy the Indian governnient and convcrlcd into a cooperative 1bchers
Training Ccntcr that no longer exists there today. See Jain (cd. & comp.) 199 1. pp. 27-8.
114. "Rabindranath 'Isgore had hccn very Ihnd of Kalirnpone and had pl~rclinscdland there on which to
build a home for himself. I le died before lie could live there, but his son. Rutindranath. had complcled the
building and he nnd his wife were in the habit of spending part of every year there. I-lowever. their duties a1
Shantiniketan...only pennitted then1 a few weeks in the year nt 'C'hitrabhanu,' as the 'lirgorc house in Kalimpollg
is called. It was a lovely house in n magnificent situation, on q projecting platform of land that faced ollt on an
uninterrupted view of the 28.000-foot snow-covered Kluichenjunga range, and with the mountains spcctacularl~
dropping away just beyond the garden walls into the 'Teestn nnd Hangit valleys bencath. It was only a pleflssnt
wblk of about a mile to the cenler of the bazaar." Patterso11 1959, p. 58. A Plymouth Brethren missionarY,

-
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sbk s h rhis

p m o n ! l i m s e l f ~fortunate
~~
to slay in this home when in Aug. 1950 he all dathly ill and W=
muperation10 livr within its p l e a s ~ surroundings.
t
Ibid.. 48-58, A l o n g t i n mridmt ~ f K a l i m p ~ g d ~ ~ ~ t J , ~
duodcofthe1950s. Patlcmn developed n friendship with (iergan Tharchin during that turbulent pied in
hill town, 'ihc house. grounds and setting of Chitrabhanu, incidentally, WC u Pattcmn'r dcwriptian ~ ~ I a i m
,,lobe, rincc the present writer had himself the privilcgc of visiting it on ono a u r i o n and being dlowrd 10
\ i t n~e ~ l yevery room of this beautiful abode. According to a prominent locd resident of Kdimpng. who
hUxlfhad been a student at Shantinikctan, P w t Tagore had sought. througtl his son. to m d c l Ihe conswcriun
of('hifrubhanuafler his "Shyamali" home in which hc lived at Shantinikctan. And in commenting furthu to the
pmen~writer (In this subject. shc went on to my that having seen both homes she h d to acknowledge Ular
Chirabh~udid indeed closely resemble Shyamali. Interview with Mrs. Sunkesri I'radhan. Kalimpong. Ikc.
IW?.

115. Nebcskj-Wqjkowitz 1955'?,pp. 72-3.

I l h. Puitcrson. "Kolimponp: 'The Nest of Spies'," Kc.entil.tlr ( i n r u ~ : v(June 1958):525-6, in combination
I 'j, und L)o\vtl rlsiu (L.ondon, 195K), 117. 'J'he "cllsbal~"quott. is liom rbrd: the othcr two
lsulatcd quotes arc from Ncbesky-Wojkowitz 1955?, pp. 72-3.
~ l Patlcrson.
h

.

116a. From a partially cstanr Icttcr. Knox to a prospective-missionary inquirer. Kalimpong, dale unknown.
n copy of which is among the ThPaK. From both infernal and external evidence. it is ccmin thc letter was

wrincn bet\vrcn 1936 and 1939.
I I?. 11 \vus in 1926 that the foundation stone ofthe I.epcr Iiospifnl was laid; and h! 1928 eight houses had
been conslnlctcd to JIOIISC the leper patients and also the dispensary. 'Ibe 1.eprosariuni had been foundcd by Dr.
hlacdonnld S~nirti.the rhcn Mcdical Superintendent ofthe Charteris llospiral (which includcd both Ihc General
and 'l'u~crculosisl lospitals) 1,ocated close to tlic Chanrris Hospital (noh known as thc Kalimpong Municipal
flospilul). (Ilr 1.cprosariurn still lunclions loday. but since Aug. I973 it has been run h)-rhcgovernmcnl. Packard
(cunlp.) 1964, pp. 14-6; and Minlo 1974, p. 4211.
1 1 8. See (1 1'1!h1 'l'shls. 144 and Manuel 19 14, p. l SO. Polhill Ilall served us one of sct~crnlrcsidcnccs for
rllarcllill and his Iimil! li\r i\ considcrahle number ofyears, and \\.as also thu place \\here Tharchin produced thc
lirst issucs ol'his ['ihc~ilnnc\vspapsr. Sec later in the prccnt chapter. and Ch. 17.
119. Ibid. pp. 143, 150: and Graham 1897, p. 48. 'This is a reference to the 'Tibetan Pionccr Mission Rand
ul'Annic l'u!.lur's. \i,llich li1tcr, but ollly briefly, he assumed responsibility for. as will bc learned shortly in the
rrcscnl C I I ~ ~ I ~ ~ .
11%. l'hc ohscrvation regruding the agc of thc tjall is according to Rev. and Mrs. S.G. Tlarchin in a11
il\tcrvi~w.
Mar. 2003. 'I'hcy indicated to the ailthor that I'olhill liall is a structure easily a ccnlup and more old
and that except fbr repairs now and then it had never been renovated during its long histoy. Funhemlure, in this
snnlcinfcrview licv. l'harchin
with the observation put forward by his father in the Ialler's cnd-of-life
"memoirs" that file building
been construc[cd to serve as a Christian Preaching I h l l as a means ofreaching
l'ibetanswith tllc message of Christ. Intercslingly, found among the ThPaK is a copy ofe lcncr which Kalimpong
missionan, I{ev. [)r. Knox had written to Polhill, datcd 19 Sept. 1932, in which he r e f d to one
interior altilslion
that hild j u t then been complelrd: "You may also like 10 knou that I have J u g had.. . h e
Partition which srpnrslcd the living qusncrs frnln the p n uscd for meetings replaced b? folding dwrs so that
Ihc lmeclillgl hall part may hc used in comfon for large or small gatherings."
Rev. Polhill's
120. the course of his reseuch, the p ~ x n author
t
was brought into C O ~ Wlener
~

IRndson. Professor Victor C . Funnel[ofEngland buf currently living ill llaly. He a1 One lime had b ~ n ~ * ~ ~ l ~
a sMcturc
u n a w f l ~of llis gruldfa[hcr's conncctiono with Kalimpong ~d WaS surprised funher 10 lem
had betn nunled in his honor, [Jpon hearing about it in n1OrC detail. Pmf. Funnel1
to sec Kalimpang.,.and h o p that it will becomc possible." (This delrr
follows: '$1 an1 keener than
a guest at the Tharchin compound for a w a k - ) He lhen dM: "?lhc
U l ~able
t to kllill ill ~ ~1999,
b .nd
,
to
h e "1inisIl'Y. remaining plain Mr.'' Funnelt
"a)', my grand+ktllrrwas never
Nov. 1995.
121. Sec Marston 1905. passim.
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122. And missionary to India William Carey had this to say of Annie Taylor's incredible trek through the
L a d of Snows: "The real spell of the story lies in the significance of the deed. Miss raylor's journey changed
the whole face of missionary interest in Tibet. It sent a thrill round the world, and is the true beginning o f t h c
widespread eagerness for the evangelization of the land.. . .For solitary splendor and sudden quickening power
no deed in the whole history [of missions] will rank higher than this of the lone woman who opened the closed
door and deliberately walked through the country, carrying her life in her hands, for Christ's sake and the
gospel's." Carey 1983, pp. 127, 128. The world is indebted to Carey for making known to it the narrative ofhcr
exploit. In 1899 he visited Taylor at Yatung in Tibet (where she had been allowed. under the Sil\kim-'ribet
Convention of 1893, to live as a small trader or shopkeeper since late 1895). As the two of them conversed
together for hours "over the teacups in her little box of a room" (Carey's dzscription. p. 166), the visitor, in the
words of Taylor's biographer Dorothy Middleton, "handled with reverence the grubby little black notebook she
took from a drawer when asked if she had kept a diary of her famous journey." Carey would afterwards incorporate
this diary into his own book just cited, thus "doing posterity a service." wrote Middleton, "in putting on record
the authentic account of Annie's lone and valiant attempt at storming Lhasa." Middletorl 1982, p. 126.
123. Missionary Taylor was criticized, even by her friends. for using the term "Pioneer" in the name chosen
by her for her newly-launched mission group. Her warmest admirers. wrote one of hcr biographers (Middleton).
thought the name "cast something o f a slur on the labors of the French Catholics on the Chinese frontier in the
north and of the Moravians in western or 'Little' Tibet." As explained further by another of her biographers
(Robson), the name was felt by some to be "scarcely well chosen," since "the real 'pioneer' workers among
Tibetans were the French Catholics on the Chinese frontier and the Morabians ... Much good work had been
done by [these Moravians] and many lives laid down during that half-century [of their labors] ...purely among
Tibetans." Robson went on to point out that by their "splendid work" of the Bible translation in Tibetan and their
con~pilationofTibetan and English dictionaries and grammars, the Moravians had "removed one of the greatest
obstacles to the work of the pioneer missionary." Indeed. the very Gospels which Miss Taylor had carried into
the Tibetan interior in 1892-3 had been the fruit of their work.
Yet, in defense of Miss'raylor, it ought to be noted. as Robson did in her biography ofthis intrepid missionary,
that Annie Taylor "claimed her right to the term.. . in that her work lay in 'Tibet itself, not in Little or Outer Tibet.
and in that it was rather the work of the sapper. who goes forward to prepare the way for the following army."
Taylor herself once said that in looking back on her life, "I see that I have seldom undertaken what everybody
else was doing. I have always preferred to strike out a new road and then, when the way was made tolerably
smooth, I have left it for others to travel. In this sense I may consider myself a pioneer." Her call, wrote Robson,
was, in the words ofthe Christian Scriptures, to" egions beyond, where Christ has not been named" (2 Corinthians
10:16 and Romans 15:20). Robson 1909, pp. 2, 85; see also Middleton 1982, p. 124.

S

124. Quoted in Robson 1909, p. 86. See later. in the story now being recounted. regarding the trade law
(actually a protocol) involving Yatung.
125. Carey 1982, pp. 143-4.
126. The information regarding the time spent in Kalimpong by the Mission members engaged in language
study. and the date of their subsequent relocation to Ghoom, are per data gleaned from Marston 1905, pp. 1702; and per data gleaned from p. 15 1 of Cecil Polhill-Turner's unpublished memoirs. a photocopy of which page
was kindly provided the present author by Polhill's grandson, Prof. Dr. Victor Funnell.
127. 'The sources for much ofthe information and quotations to be found in this and the preceding paragraphs
dealing with the Polhill-Turners and Annie Taylor are: P4 (Mar. 1891):235-6; "Notes from the Wide Field."
ibid. (Dec. 1892):647-8; "Letter from B. LaTrobe, London 2 1 Feb. 1893. to a Band Enrolled in the Tibet Prayer
Union.. . ," ibid. (Mar. 1893):26-7: ibid (June 1894):295; "Miscellaneous Intelligence," ibid. (hlar. 1895):485;
ibid. (June 1896):97-8; Kev. I lerbert Brown (CMS), "Notes on Tibet." C,AII (Apr. 1895):256; Coelho 1970, PP.
20-1 ; Bible Society Reporler (Mar. 1901):57; Encyc/opa~dic~
Rri(nnnicn (New York, 19 1 l ), 26:922: Bell 19243.
p. 61: Graham 1897. p. 48; Marshall Broomhall. tll~dsonTayloc [he iLlun Who Relie\~edGod (London. 1929).
183 with year 1896 of the "Chronological Sum~nary"at end of volume; Frederick H. and Mary G.'raylor.
Hudson Taylor and [he China Inland hiission; the Growih of a Cf'ork oj'G'od' ( 19 18; reprint ed., London: Morgan
& Scott. 1920), 556: Marshall Broomhall, Cl! W: ('c~ssels,U r s / B;,yl~op 1f'e.yto.n C/I;,ILI
(London. 1926). the
chapter entitled "The Cambridge Scven," 40-5; Mnry G . Taylor, Tile Stov of 111cC'hina Inland i\lissiojl. 2 vols.
(London, 1900), Ch. 29 ("The Cambridge Band..."). II:438ff.: B. Broomhall, The E~qang~lizuiion
o f h e ij,brld,
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(I 885 unda the title A M i u i o w
d.,London: Morgan B Scan, 1888). 1,23; Manuel 1914, pp. 143-4, 150; M m m 1905, pp. 170-7;
~~lhill,
"At L e Tibetan Frontier," China h Millions (1 895): 169-70; Polhill unpublishsd msmoin, p. 151;
4!11jdlelon 1982, pp. 1 10, 1 14, 116, 124-5, 127; Minto 1974, p. 97; Luree Miller, On Top of trk World: Fhr
lbmtn hplomrs in Tibet (New ~ o r k 1976).
.
56.67.69; Robson 1909, pp. 38-9.79-8 1 , 8 5 4 , 1 12; Polhill 1907,
136;Carey 1983, pp. 142-5, 163-4; Charles P. Schmitt, Root Out of a Dty Ground, a History of the Chumh
(Grand Rapids: Fellowship Publications, 1979), 126; F.B. Shawe (late of Leh), "The Siege of Tibet," MRW
!Feb. 1897):93-5; Annie R. Taylor, Pioneering in Tibet (London: Morgan and S c o t i - O f i c e ofUTheC h s t h , "
I(W?),passim;McKay 1997, pp. 91-2; French 1995, p 205; and Susette M. Taylor (Annie's sister), "'The Only
Englishwoman in Tibet," Wide World Magazine (Aug. 1904):44 1.
, ~ ~ i o n c VBand
y
a Record of Consecration and an Appeal

b2d I.

128. The present author is indebted to both Polhill-Turner's grandson, Prof. Dr. Funnell, and research
icholar-writer John Bray for much of the information in this paragraph which they had derived from various
orl~inalsources recently researched: see their letters. Funnell to author, Hastings, 25 Julj 1999. and Bray to
iuthor. London, 30 July 1999.
128a. Discovered most recently among the ThPaK is a copy of a letter sent b j the Guild Mission .ribetan
missionary Rev. Dr. Knox to Cecil Polhill that is dated 15 Jan. 1933 in reply to Polhll17sof I4 Dec. 1932. Its
contents provide evidence of at least a third visit by Polhill to Kalimpong . Writing about the then cunenl
"prospects" for "our cold weather work" among the nomadic Tibetans coming down from Tibet to Kalimpong at
that season, Knox shared the following:
Unfoflunately, the Tibetan government seems to be discouraging people from comlng down this !ear
Probably the increasing economic difficulties are also having an effect. AI any rate. there are l'cutr
vlsitlng Tibetans than I have ever seen before at this time of year. In one \ra) rhrs is an advan~age
because it allows us to concenmate more definitely upon those who are with us here. You w ~ l understand
l
the dit'ficulty of connected preaching to the nomads and when !,ou were here I thlrih I po~ntedout (to
you] the site which we hoped to get for a Chr~stianDharmsala [inn or hostel] \\here v~hitingpeople
may stay... .
Sincemissionary Knox had onlv joined initially the Tibetan work of the Scots Mission at Kalimpong (frorn his
in Australia) as early as t h e spring of 1928. the above excerpt from his letter \rould mean that somclime
bet'\'een 1928 and 1932 the retired missionarj, Polhill had paid still anothcr and third \.isit to Tharchin's hill
station.But one also can deduce from the letter the fact of Polhill's ongoing interest in the if-orkof evangc.lism
amongTharchin's ethnic brethren from the Roof of the World.
129. This excerpt is taken from the minutes of Council meeting (at Kalinlpong). 27-28 Jan. 1927. p. 8.
EHMC Minutes 192 1 - 1935. N o further entrv concerning Polhill. whether before or after 19-77.could be Sound
In Ihis panicular Minutes volume. and no oiher EHMC Minutes documents were among the 'fhPaK.
I29a. Polhill. "At the Tibetan Frontier," C'liina j. .2lillions ( 1895):170.
130. Once more, the present
1999 to the author.

is indebted 10 Prof. Dr. Funnel1 for this informaliar\; Sr'C again his 1cltc.r

0r25 July

magic lanterns ill the Kalimpong area: ( i ) Dr. Sutherland's o\r 11 magic lantcrll
l31. In all. [hore were
\'hicllhad been used i n Bhutan; ( i i ) the old Rdission magic lantern: and ( i i i ) this ne\\ one donalr'd to l h t Mission
by Polhill. Per GTUM TsR4s. 145n.
132. The amazement produced ill the Tibflan onluokrrs ol.Kalimponp b) rhiirchin's gralllophon~111 1926
o f ~ i b e t a n si n 1929 to Sir Edivard &'akcfjeld's gr;imophone during his len-da!s' sra!
"Gatlok, capita] west ~ i b ~not
t . far *\:er [he indo-fibctan border froni l'liarchi~l'sold hun1e \illfifc of-Poa.
our~mnln~hOflc~..
Wakefield describes ho,,!, o f a l l [hings i n his p a n ~ , . lilllc
s camp [here. "the clliefatlraction
On to rclale
happened i n Pus/ /nlpcm/ilr
I!$.?
/,di(,. /9."-194- (L~ondoll.Iyhbl.
""
Wilen we pla)ed i t for [hc lirsl lilne a group of Dokp.5 (Tlhelmrj ~ u I C ~ Ip"l""'
? J
r""nd
lnlereslillr to uatcll lllelr reactions ,,.hell ,,.c put 011a recording ol. a l'ihrlan song First ILr! 'larcd
illlCllll)
[llF ,,ranlophone, the
ji>urcr of the music 'l'hcn. as the) recc'.YireJ llle l u n C Ihe!
looked tllcir
to sec ivhrrhtr the! too realized llle n l i r a c l that \\afhappenln. rhen.
'('l "'l1
heal rime 10 the illaslc. Vllell olie record \\as finishedIhc!
sltlills \, illl rapt
'\'l!
lo
for sn(,thrr ~ ~ \ low
, lime,
i ~ md
~ yultlngout their toligues in loklll l'frespecl
tell t h c ~ rI'rlc~idsof this extraord~nnr).phe~iomcnon
\\,as not unlike ,ht. reaction
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133. Tharchin and Woodward 1975, p. 654.
134. Quoted from the Christian New Testament writing, Roman 1 : 17 AV. (Cf. with the Old fistamen, boot
of Habakkuk 2:4, and with two other New Testament writings: Galatians 3: 11 and Hebrews 10:38) The text of
this entire paragraph was, afler some minor editing by the author, derived in great part from the unpublirhd
Tharchin "memoirs"; see GTUM TsMs, 145-6.
135. The reader should also be made aware of another analysis of why there has been ?vangelistic fruitlessness
among Tibetans, which Tharchin himself had published as a part of the chapter on Tibet he and David woodward
co-authored and which has frequently been quoted from already. It appears in Tharchin and Woodward 1975%
p,
655. Although there is some repetition, in many other respects it well serves to complement the analysisjust now
given, and is therefore felt worthwhile to quote here. w r o t e Tharchin:
Tibetans fall naturally into three main classes: the nobility and priesthood, who have been steeped in
and are relatively satisfied with lama Buddhism; the trader-middle class, who have been so busy
making money that they have had no time for religion; and the poor, who, though sensing a need of
help and having a desire to learn, have been held back by fear, superstition, and bondage to a primitive
system imposed upon them by their nationality and culture.
In a special way Tibetans are bound by culture, by their religion, and by a willful stubbornness
which tenaciously clings to old forms and beliefs even when these are shown to be impotent. Their
culture is supremely one of bondage; all of life is prescribed for them, and they cannot even name a
child without consulting an oracle or lama.
The Tibetans have been traditionally nomadic, moving so frequently that little prolonged conlact
with the gospel has been impossible.
Strong nationalism binds Tibetans to Buddhism. They are told that if they become Christians
they are no longer true Tibetans. Community pressure further seeks to bar them from the gospel. A
strong spirit of delusion binds them, and they are not able to see things in the proper perspective.
136. Proverbs 1 1 :30b from an Old Testament book.
137. As a reminder to the reader, an account of market day open-air preaching in Kalimpong as conducted in
the very early days of the Scots Mission by Tharch,in's older friend Dr. Sutherland and the latter's SUM1 teachers
and students can be found early on in end-note no. 12 for Ch. 12 above. Needless to say, neither Dr. Sutherland
nor Gergan Tharchin were ever guilty of conducting themselves in the manner of one preacher in the Kalirnpong
bazaar described by Tharchin's friend of later years, the young Austrian Baron, Nebesky-Wojkowitz, who in his
book quoted from earlier recounted the offensive behavior of this so-called herald of the Christian gospel, as
follows (in Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1955?, pp. 7 1-2):
A hoarse voice and the music of a concertina come from a corner of the market. They belong to a
preacher of some obscure Christian sect, who is endcavoring to convince the Tibetans ofthe special
advantages ofhis religion.. .The man speaks very imperfect Tibetan, and the dense crowd ofTibetans
gathered round him repeatedly roar with laughter at his bad pronunciation. To them this sermon is a
glorious entertainment. After the fervent propagandist has concluded by damning all other Christian
Churches as utterly heathen, he strikes up a hymn-accompanied by his wife on a squeaking concerlina.
At this the merriment of his audience reaches its climax. It undoubtedly takes courage for these two
people to make a public declaration of their faith in the face of such derision. But does not their
behavior damage yet further the already diminished prestige of the white man among Himalayan
peoples? Most other missionaries do far more useful work in this field. Without any ado they perform
valuable services to the community as physicians and teachers. making no distinction of race or
religion.
138. Ibid., 70-2.
139. Interview with Elder Subba, Nov. 1992.
140. For the specific source for the information regarding the origination of the Tibetan church kirk
Graham. the length of his moderatorship. and the ordination ofTharchin as an Elder, see amongtheThpah:
R e v G Tharchin. "Church News of the Tibetan Congregatioll, Kalimpong. for the Year 1970," p. 2 ~ f ~ h , ~ , ~ ~ ~ , ~ '
page typed d o ~ ~ m esubmiued
nt
(in early 197 1 ?) for eventual publication in ,he Eurm.nJfirolayun c/~lllril'"'
the Kalilllpong Tibetan congrcgiltiol,. in honor
(ucN1), and in which this latter-day ordained pastor
Year of the founding of the Church o[.Scu,land Mission in the Eastern Hinlaluyan region.
~~chad
farlane
certain events and works associated with the early pioneers of [hc Mission, including the Revs.
Graham. The recognition date of 191 8 is per p n v 1997, p, 74 note 47, And the date oSRer ~ a c h e nli"'~~~'~
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brloughdeparture is according to the minutes of Council meeting (at Siliguri), 24-5 Jan. 1924, p. 9, EHMC
Minutes 1921-1935.
141. Sources: Graham 1897, pp. 140-1; Manuel 1914, pp. 14-15; Minutes, Xbelan Kirk Session, I Mar. 1925,
copy in the ThPaK; letters in the ThPaK dating From the 1930s and later that reveal the titles and positions within
(he Tibetan congregation kirk session held by both Tharchin and Rev. Knox; cf. also Minto 1974, p. 30. With
respect to this latter source, it needs to be mentioned that the late illustrious B.C. Simick Sr. of Kalimpong had
lakenexception to some ofMintols descriptions on pp. 30 and 3 1 ofhis work concerning the monthly congrcg;llionaI
and the central or quarterly panchayats. On these pages of his copy of Craham, which copy is now in the possession
of his son B.C. Simick Jr. and shown by the latter to the present writer, B.C. Sr. had made inked handwritten
no~ionsin the margins which either expressed contrary opinions to those of Minto or else gave additional delails
not included by Graham's biographer. For example, on p. 30 he indicated in the margin that the Rurra (or Barhi)
Panchayats was monthly, not quarterly, as stated by Minto, that the meeting of the said Uurra Panchaya~was held
not at Graham's house but at "Church." that colporteurs were at the congregational panchayat as well as at the
quarterly one, and that "deacons" as mentioned by Minto were not members of the congregational panchayat.
Further in his margin notes on p. 30, B.C. Sr. wrote that "the Quarterly Panchayat was the meeting of Guild
Mission-workers: pastors, catechists, teachers, colporteurs." "The Jan. meeting was the most important." hc added,
i~involving"new teachers' appointment, transfer ofworkers, [and h e selection of] delegates to the Eastern Ilimalayan
Presbytery were made in that meeting." And finally, in the margin on p. 3 1 another informational note by R.C. Sr.
\vas inked in as follows: "The month!\, panchayat received reports from all churches, and problems presented
before it were discussed and solved. In the evening all \vorkers including students anended the monthly Guild
Meeting. Its Chairman and Secretary were annually elected." It was "this Guild," added B.C. Sr., that had "resolved
to send to Bhutan Sukhman as its evangelist in 1891-92. but . . ." [sic].

142. The spring of 1928 for the arrival of Knox in Kalimpong is per the minutes ofthe Council meeting (at
Kalimpong), 7-8 June 1928, p. l , EHMC Minutes. 1921-1935.
143. It did so, though, more than three decades later in 1962 when Tharchin and his wife were inspired to
establish a children's home alnlost singlehandedlj and ~ h i c his still in existence today. See ifolume I11 of the
Present work, Ch. 26, for details.
144. The donation and purpose are per the minutes of the Council meeting (at Kalimpong). 3-4 Oct. 1935,
EHMC Minutes 192 1-1935. It had not failed to materialize, however. in other places along the libctan
borderlands.At both extremities of'ribet-east and west-such establishments for the demonstration ofpraclical
and the heralding ofthe Good News began to make their appearance and proved to be an unqualilied
success.The very first to appear and most likely the one that inspired Tharchin and Knox to propose it for the
Kalim~ongbazaar, had been established as early as 1923 at the provincial capital of Sining. an important
crossroadsfor Tibetan traders near the Sino-Tibetan frontier. It had been started on Dec. I S[ of that year by none
than missionary Frank D. Learner of the China Inland Mission. He it was whose prizxd photograph taken
at
famed Kumbum Monastery in 1939 of the future Fourteenth Dalai Lama when the latter was but a boy of
four Provided Tharchin with an unexpected opportunit)' a year later at Lhasa to herald the gospel himselt in a
mostunorth~dox
way (see Chs. 2 1 and 22 of the present narrative's final volume for details). Writing in 1939
'Ome l5 Years after its inauguration, Learner describes the place the Inn had come to occupy in the missionary
effort among the Tibetans on the China side of the Forbidden Land:
During these fifteen years some 15,000 people staying in the Inn have heard the gospel. It is true that
the great majority of this number have come from near places on the border of Tibet, but a large
number too have come from the more distant places, some even from Lhasa itself The name of the
Tibetan Gospel Inn in Tibetan is ,Vlru,l-lseng Ch; Kang. a literal translation of which is "Gospel
Doctrine Hall
... there are the ten guest rooms, furnished with a kang (brick bed which can be healed at will).
atable, a fire stand, and a teapot...There is a kitchen where each guest can cook his food. In the 1-e
stable some 20 or 30 horses can be tethered. We have found this far too small. however, for fiktans
bring numberless horses with them. Besides other oulhouses, there are apartmen&for the gatekeeper
and evangelist. And, last but by no means least. there is the chapel. Thus you will see that the Inn Is
place for Tibetans staying for a time in the city.
quite an attraction, and a very
have
...The majority of there Tibetans do not speak a word of Chinese, SO 11 is essential that
a Tibetan evangelist, What an opponunily!,..lf we are spared. the work will to f o ~ a r dliusual.
God
leave
r i l l be preached, What will be the result' This
guests will come and the
Himself.

P.
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''The Tibetan Gospel Inn," China L Millions (May 1939):74. One of the positive consequences for Leamerand
his fellow laborers in the gospel resulting directly from the Gospel Inn itself was the fact that missionarieswere
often able to secure a night's lodging (and opportunity to spread the gospel further) in the numerous lalnaseries
in the surrounding district, including the Kumbum itself. This was because "many of the Tibetan priests, having
themselves stayed in the Tibetan Gospel Inn run by Mr. Learner in Sining. or having heard of it from friends,"
wished at their own place of abode to reciprocate the kindness shown. L.A. Street, "Open Doors 10 a 'Closed1
Land," Ibid., 69. '
More than a decade later, in 1937. the first such Gospel Inn made an appearance at the western extremity of
Tibet's border: this time at the important trading center of Leh in Ladakh. And it was the Moravians who were
responsible for its establishment in providing shelter and gospel enlightenment to the many wayfarers. First
begun as "a venture of faith," it soon grew in size and effectiveness to the point where in just two short years it
had ministered to the needs of over 4000 Buddhist, Hindu and Moslem pilgrims and travelers annually, and
"nearly as many animals"! Moreover. in the words of the Moravian Himalayan Mission's super in ten den^, Waller
Asboe, the Gospel Inn "has become an institution with which everybody in western Tibet is familiar. and which
villagers from outlying districts do not fail to use." One might have thought, he went on, "that the Buddhist
hierarchy would avoid a building which is expressly Christian. but it is quite common for a party of 20 or 30
lamas to shelter in the Inn." Asboe. "Annual Report of the West Himalayan Field for 1938-39," F13 (June 1940):
4. Because of its effectiveness at Leh. other Inns soon sprang up at nearly all other stations of the Moravians in
that pas of the Indian borderland facing the "Closed" Land of Tibet. By this time, of course, thc station at
Tharchin's old hotne village of Poo had had to be abandoned long before. Ironically, however. two elderly local
sisters in the Lord there. who had nonetheless continued to stay on at Poo for more than two decades afterwards
(yet remained "strong and faithful, still reading their Bible and singing old Moravian hymns") when all other
Christians had relocated to other places such as to Leh and Kyelang, at last themselves, nois very lonely, asked
in 1955 to join the Christian comtnunity at Leh where they soon thereafter became the new caretakers of the
Gospel Inn! Pierre Vittoz, "Annual Report of the West Himalayan Mission for 1952-53," ibid. (1954):21;and
Vittoz. "Report of West Himalaya for Jan. 1955-Mar. 1956." ibid. ( 1956):4.

146. Though the Tibetan dispensary is no longer in operation (having been closed down in the early 1970s).
the original structure in which this medical facility had been housed still stands today, but now serves as an
ordinary home. In a letter to thc author, S.G. Tharchin further noted that "the last occupant of the housc had
been a Tibetan Christian family of our Church congregation." But with the death of the mother of this family in
around the mid-1970s. he added. the other family members became scattered. with none of them at present
living in Kalimpong. Since then, others have occupied the house. about whom Rev. Tharchin knows nothing.
S.G. l'harchin to the author, Kalimpong. 14 Jan. 199 1 .
147. See Ch. 25 of the present biography's final volume for a description of his ordination servicc held in the
Macfarlane Church building, Kalimpong.
148. These were: Tharchin's own son. Sherab G. I'liarchin: Napa (N.P.) Tshcring: Tshering Wan@; and
Peter T. Rapgey.
149. See again the source cited a few notes earlier: G. ll-~arcl~in,
*'Church News of the Tibetan Congregation.
Kalimpon$, for the Year 1970," p. 2 o f a 3-page document found among the ThPaK. and probably suhnlillrdill
early 1971 by the pastor for publication in the Cnstrr-11fIina,llala,l C/,I,I-C-/I
.Ve:rl~.sthat a a s circalated \+idcl!
among the UCNl churches in the region.
150. Interview with Tashi Dor.je. Dec. 1992.
15 1 . Except for the three quoted docunlents in the -rc\t \vhich have already been identified tllcrc as hciner
part of the ThPaK. the sources for much ofthe other infc)rlnatioll and all other qi~otcdtnateriill in thismd
from the present narrali\r.'s
preceding live paragraphs are per: (a) Dawa Norbu's ohser.iition
volunle. as well as (b) intervie~vsheld with the follo\ving six individuills: R. Dorjc, Dec. 1992; P. Hishe!. D'c'
1992: A. Pradhan. Nov. 1992; B.C. Silnick, Jr., Dec. 1992; V Subha, late eld;r ()l. halirnpo~lg'sM ~ f ~ ' l a I 1 c
Church, NOV.1992: and Twan Yang. Dec. 1992.

'*

152. For more on this niattcr, see Chs. 25. 29 and 30 of the present llar.rative's final volumc.
153. See 2 Peter 3: 18a in the Christian Ne& l'estament.

GTUM TsMS, 153-63; quotes: 153, 155, 156, 157, 157-8, 158, 159, 160, 160-1, 162, 162-3, 163.

I. For the sources used in this brief discussion of European development of the printing p m s , m:Henrik
Wilcm van Loon, The Story ofMankrnd (NewYork: Pocket Library ed., 1956). 212, 214; Knapton, Europe:
1415-1850(NewYork, 1958), 73,73n.; Kemeth Swtt Latouretle, A History of Christianity (New York, 1953),
606; Wells 1951, pp. 2 14-5; T. Walter Wallbank et al. 1967, pp. 28 1,337; and James W. Thompson and E d w
N. Johnson, An Introduction to Medieval Europe, 300-1500 (New York, 1937), 1033-4.

2. Variops quotes are taken from Das 1969, pp. 78-9, 8 1, 82, 83; and for the arrival and setting up of the
press in Jan. 1882, see Das 1902, pp. 50, 59, 105-7.
2a. For details on the execution, see Alex McKay, "The Drowning of Lama Sengchen Kyabying: a Preliminary
Inquiry fiom British Sources," in Henk Blezer and Abel Zadoks (eds.), Tibet Past and Present: Tibetan Studies
I (LeidenJBoston,2002), 263-79. McKay writes that "later European language accounts of his execution blend
pathos and the miraculous.. .[and] the general theme of [these] accounts.. . is of the victim calmly accepting his
Fate, while proving difficult to kill" (267).
3. Barber 1970, p. 3 1. Theos Bernard, the American who visited Lhasa in l937 with Gergan Thatchin, has
furtherdescribed this highly developed art in Tibet. For he was deeply moved after viewing a number ofexamples
of such illuminated manuscripts that were shown to him by his Lhasan host, General Tsarong, from the latter's
own private collection. He writes: "Tsarong showed me some deluxe editions of small prayer books of perfect
workmanship, with high-raised gold characters set in a thin u-ooden frame, to which the paper has been pasted.
The frame itself was exquisitely painted, and covered with a strip of red silk with a layer ofyelluw. The rest of
the book revealed alternate lines of gold and silver.. . Usually, the first two or three pages of such a book and
perhaps the last, have hand-painted deities at each end as borders. This gives only a brief description of the effort
and care which g0 into the preparation of a fine Tibetan book, but there is no way to convey its beauty or give
any idea of the hours of patient toil necessary to produce the sanctified results." Bernard 1939. p. 229.
4. The Kangyur (literally, bkail-gyur, or the rendering of the word-that is, the word of Buddha himself) is
called "Tripitaka" in Sanskrit signiQing the three divisions. or "baskets" (Pitakas), of the Buddhist scriptures:
IheBaskets of Discipline. Discourses and Metaphysics, It has also been known as the Pali Canon. Pali. which
wasa mixed dialect descended from Vedic &ym. is for the most part a dead language today except that it still
is used as the liturgical and scholarly language of Hinayana Buddhism. This latter usage derives from the fact
that it was in this old lndic language that the original Buddhist scriptures had been written in India; and hence,
[he term pafi. which in Sanskrit means "row," "line" or '*series,'' came to be applied to the series of original
Buddhistsacred texts. Translated from Pali into Sanskrit, then into Tibetan (with a few of the works translated
indirectly through Chinese). the Kang~urconsists of 100, sometimes printed in 108. \.olumes. comprises 1083
works. and is supposed]\. the-closest to the original teachings of the Buddha. though higher criticism
made that these volumes constitute a record of the actual discourses
not allow for an instant the ciaim
of the Buddha.
The Tenflslrr.on the other hand (ivhich literall\. is h s t a n - ~ v ror
. rendering of the teachings). is a general but
~ficialCommenta~~
and interpretation-giverof the Kangjrur. This collection reveals something of the rational
and philosophical side of Buddhism, with "the crudities and absurdities of the Kangyur...softened do\rn."
of the Tengvurts commentaries were taken from Sanskrit, while others were originally composed in
nature. the Tengyur also consists of books
ar
Besides those works o f a purely
containing kno\v]edge of several sciences such as art. grammar. poetq. astronomy medicine, etc.. all of which
formed pan of ~
~ in its dmedieval
& development.
~
Most
~ of the
~ Kang~ur
~ and TengJ'ur fs'orks\\'ere
Or composed betlvren the
and 10" centuriesa,d.. \vhich \,,asthe period ofTibet's greatest literan' achievements.
by
An interesting llse to \,,hic-,the Long\,uras aphw,cnlre/ of 108 printed volumes \%'erePut
the
cc~rnjjeld~
surrounding
the
\.illage
of
K!'
i
rong
in
south
Ihe Austrian fleillrichilarrer in 1945 as it related
corn
ce"ral Tibet "ear [hr Nepal border, He \\fri[cs:"Sprinp[ime came. \Wrk ill the fields began and the
e ,countries. the cornfields are blessed by the priests.A long
Came up in ]or green shoots ~ ~as in~caholic
carried
the one
Procession ~
f f o ~ ~ o w~by
e d the ~
~
~ hundred~ and eight~\olumcs or
~ 'he libetan
,
lorthe
round the cillapc accompanied by prayers and sllcred music.'' Harrer 1956. p. 7 1 . This \vas no small
monks to perfc)ml.as [hc fi,\lo\,.inpinfclrnlationuill attest: rach of the I OR \olumes nunjberin~'OoO pages per
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volume weighs 10 pounds, with each forming a package 26 inchas long. 8 inches broad, and 8 inches Jeep,
These Tibetan scriptures require a dozen yaks for their transport, and "the carved wooden blocks from which
they are printed need rows of houses. like a city, for their storage." I t is said as well thsl a tribe ofMonguls"paid
7000 oxen for a copy" of these 108 volumes of Tibetan sacred writing! "The Tibetan Bible," A l ~ j j -(scpt,
1906):708.
h o t h e r way in which this "sacred number" 01.1 08 figures in .l'ihetan Buddhism is manifested in the ereclioll
of the famous prayer flags that dot the landscape of Lamaist countries, and especially in 1Iuddhist ,ribel,
Surrounding many monasteries and larger private homes can be seen high poles to which have been alxred long
strips ofprinted cloth. These are the ubiquitous prayer flags. According to the Buddhist faith, of course.whenever
these flutter in the wind the prayers inscribed on them are carried aloft to the gods for the benefit ofthe one
whose name has been inscribed thereon. Now to have e \ cn crectcd these Hags constitutes in itself-a merilgaining act"; but there is an increase in merit "if the sacred number of 108 are put up." Macdonald 1943, p, 14:
see also Pemba 1957, p. 55.
The number 108 figures in Tibetan Buddhism in still another way. alnlost all adherents of this faith having
created strings of prayer beads or rosaries (called in Tibetan "lcngwar") in much thc same fashion as tllose used
by adherents of the Roman Catholic faith; only, in the case of the Tibetans. there rnust be exactly 108 beads of
uniform size in theirs. Whcn being counted these beads arc held in the right hand, and when not in tlse tI,e rosay
i:; usually wound round the left wrist as a bracelet or worn around the ncck. Such beads may be of wood. seeds,
bone ("often humanw-Hopkirk). coral (Hopkirk). glass. crystal. turquoise and ivor!,. Ronavia and Hartlen
1981. p. 10. "A bead is slipped each time a prayer is repeated. until a complete circuit has been made of the
rosary. Also attached to the rosary are two or more secondary strings, each consisting often much smaller beads.
These are used to register each completed circuit of the rosary. Thus very large numbers of prayers can be
recorded." Hopkirk 1982, p. 16. The act of telling the beads. incidentally, is called by Tibetans ton-c'e, literally
meaning "to purr like a catw-doubtless derived from the sound which is evoked when saying the rosary in
rapid-fire fashion. See Tung 1980, Plate 87's caption. These beads are i~sed.in the words ofone traveler through
Lahul in Little Tibet, for two purposes: "to secure benefits in heaven [by telling off their prayers] and to keep
their business accounts on earth [as though the beads were those of an abacus]." Edirh Waugh, "Black Magic in
the Himalayas," Travel (NOV. 193 1):21; see also McGovern 1924. p. 296.
Still further applications of the sacred number can be found in 'l'ibet. In the vicinily of the Monastery ofTabo
in Spiti, Lesser Tibet, one can find many long rows of small chortens, often 108 in a row. And the illustrious
translator-scholar earlier discussed in the present narrative's cnd-note no. 5 for Ch. 1. Rin-chen-bzang-po, who
became spiritual adviser to King Ye-shes-'od of Guge in southwcstern l'ibet, was said to have founded. in hol~
observance of the sacred number of Tibetan Buddhism, exactly 108 monasteries. temples and chapelsthroughoul
West Tibet and Ladakh. See Finegan 1986, pp. 186, 188. And it will be recalled that one of these 108 lemples
was the one constructed at Gergan Tharchin's village of Poo. And in Dawa Norbu's home town of Saba in
South Central Tibet, exactly 108 monasteries and temples had at one time becn scattered among the hill slopes
ofthis ancient prestigious monastic community. But by the time of the Cult~lralRevolution of Mao's Red Guard
rampage (1 966-68), all but the central cathedral had been razed to the ground. See Norbu 1987. p. 262. Finallyit will perhaps come as no surpriseqo the reader to learn that in his exodus to India from Lhasa on that fateful
night in Mar. 1959, the young Fourteenth Dalai Lama had worn beneath his soldier's disguise "a.iacketof1o8
patches of multicolored brocade." tleinrich Harrer, "Flight in a Sandstorm: a h.liraculous Escape." LUe (4
1959):30.
5. Quoted in Luree Miller. On Top ofthe World: Five Hbrnen &,t,lorers in Tibet (New York. 1976). 156-7.
6. This information about the Shoparkhang is iound in Lokesh Chandra, Ehetcln llbrks Prilllf(ib~
Ille
Shoparkhang ofthe Pofala (New Delhi: International Academy of Indian Culture, 1950?), 120-2.

7. "The actual method of paper-making," writes David Macdonald, "is very crude and unpractical. b t ~ t ~ ~ ~
results are satisfactory to the Tibetans, who seldom use any paper but that made in their own country. eitllerlor
correspondence or for printing.. . .The paper factory [at Gyantse]. . .is the main center of thc industry in this part
of Tibet. Large quantities of paper are made there, mostly for the Tibetan government, which UsCS it for lhr
printing of sacred works for distribution to the monasteries, especially the K o n a l l r and Engvllr. ..The thicker
and coarser kinds [of paper] are used for printing and packing, while the finer qualities are used for lette,rwriting." Macdonald went on to describe the process for making paper by the slow and tedlous h.lndmefhOd('n
Macdonald 1932, pp. 17 1, 169, 171):

End Nofes: Chapter 1 7
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Fr~mthe hills around Gyanlse large quantities of the bark from a species ofa small poisollous shrub
are collected by forced labor, each village, according to its size, having to send out so many W.This bark, having been steeped in water for several days, is pounded by foot in a specially construclcd
trou*. The resultant glutinous mass is then spread on one side of a line gauze n d , stretched on a
wooden frame, about four feet square, and then washed in gently running water to reniwe impurii~es.
It is then respread to the required thickness, and the frame is placed in the open atr to dry. Aflcr the
moisture has evaporated the sheet of paper is peeled off, trimmed, and is then ready to usc It is a
peculiar fact that few insects will attack Tibetan-made paper, owing to its poisonous content, and Ibr
this reason also one must be careful not to remain too long in a room where large numbers of 'ribelan
books are stored, or severe headaches will result.
Though Tibetans seldom used any paper not made in their own land, as stated by Macdonald, 'l'heos Bernard
andpther writers (e.g., Sir Charles Bell, in Bell 1924a, p. 86) have indicated that the best quality paper to be hed
inTibet was that made in British Bhutan some 350 miles distant. thus increasing the price of paper due to the
lransportation costs involved. Reporting on his visit to Lhasa in 1937 with I'harchin. Bernard writes that the
paper from Bhutan "comes in oblong sheets of about four or five fret long and two-and-a-half feet wide. The
printer cuts up these sheets to the size of the manuscript and pastes several of the small sheets together. and after
\he paste has been generously applied and the paper ironed out, the book is ready for printing." Bernard 1939.
n 119
p.
LLO.

8. Harrer 1956, pp. 225-6. It should be pointed out that even as latr as the 1950s in Tibet, certain kinds of
literalure-such as anecdotal material, poems and songs-were still being produced in loose-leaf handwritten
manuscript form, copied over and over again by skilled monks, but ;lot gathered between boards like blockprinted books would be. These obviously fetchcd an even higher price than books did. The poems of the Sixth
Dalai Lama, however, formed an exception to this handwritten rule: for they were printed as a volumr. He *.as
Ihe ruler who became famous (or infamous, as the case might be) as the Dalai 1,una who chose \o satisfy his
need for women by slipping out of the Potala late at night in disguise to have secret rendezvous with various
lovers in the capital. "His people," wrote Harrer, "did not begrudge him his desire to satisfy the needs of his
poetic soul." Harrer added that he was not the only person to appreciate "the verses ofthis lonely prisoner: many
c
Tibetans love the poems of their long-dead ruler" too. Ibid., 226.
9. Sources for the discussion of Tibet's development of printing and bookmaking, other than those already
are: Finegan 1986, p. 26, and p. 13 in conjunction with Wallbank et al. 1967, p. 337 on the Cave d i s c o v e ~ :
Pemba 1957. p. 31; "Narthang Press Inaugurated [at Dharamsala. NW India]," TR (June 1989):6; J . Chinlei.
''Palaces, Monasteries and Their Art," in Jigmei et al. 198 1 , p. 207; again Macdonald 1932, p. 170; and Bell
1924a, p. 86.
10. Letter, Tharchin to Political Officer Sikkim. Kalimpong. 16 Dec. 1963. ThPaK.

11. Quoted in Urban 1967, p. 10. The authoress, a European-born missionq from Canada had visited for
twoweeks in the Tharchin home at Kalimpong in 1964 and had put the question to her host.
12. Interview with D.K. Kha[ing, Dec. 1992. Khaling served in Tharchin's latter years as his Advocate but
who later became a school principal in the Kalimpong area. I-le had even been considered a candidate at one
tlmeforselcctiori as Principal of the famed SUM Institution in Kalimpong.
13. He bore the sanlc names, in fact, as those of his fsrnous ancestor (1663-1727). the German divine and
philanthropistwho \vas the leader of the Halle Pietists and the Halle University teacher ofnone other than Count
vOnzinzendorf,[lie restorer ofthe Moravian sect. Born in I R70 at Gradenfrei in Silesia. the later Francksjoined
the Moravian staff of the West Himalaya Mission ill 1896, arriving at Leh that year. and generall? \\,herehe
remained on the field through 1909 (except for illfreqllrnt furloughs). While on the field and tllen, bacl in
after IT 10, Francke went on to become one of the great contribulors to the t~nslationofthe cntlre Blblc
into Tibetan, and until his death in 1930 worked closely with probably the greatest of all the translators oflhc
Bible illto Tibetan. Y()s,sehGergan.
Their joint \:ellture in that aork is more t~lOr0u~~ll)
treated in Ch z8 of lhr
Prescllt narrati\,e's final volume.
found in
himselfto master the Tibetan language thoroughl): the clasSic.l
Early on in his career had
the Buddhist sacred \vritings as ivell as the vernaculars found among niany ofthe groups he came into close
missionarv tmvels. One of his most famous,ioumeys tool, him through 'rhjrchin's
with on his
xreral \\reeks studying the antiquities of the region. The e n t l r e i ~ k .
home village o[*pooi n 1909 \,;hcrc
most of it done on fCj0t, began in June from Simln along the Hindustan-Tibd Road and
theLadakh.
Sut1c.1\'allr!throueh
into
and 'inall!' on
the hill slates ofl<anlpllr HashaIlr, on then into Spit1 and over the Pharmg
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to S r i n e a r which he reached in mid-October. All his findings were in time published by the British Governmen,
of India in two massive volumes, they appearing in 19 14 and 1926, respectively, and under the general title of
Antiquities of Indian Tibet. As a result, he was recognized as one of the great authorities ih Tibetan studies,
especially in literature, folklore and history, as well as a specialist in the archaeology of Little or Lesser Tibet,
His other great journey occurred in 1914. It began in May from his home territory of Silesia just a few
months prior to the outbreak of the Great War and took him through Russia in Europe and Asia and on into
Chinese Turkestan, finally ending at Leh in Sept. He had been commissioned by the Royal Ethnological Museum
of Munich to carry out researcl1 in scientific interests and to secure for the Museum various manuscripts from
among the finds in Turkestan. Francke's trip was successhl, but upon arriving at Leh he learned to his great
surprise that war had broken out in Europe and was affecting the future of certain missionaries worldwide. He
himself was soon "ordered down" to the Indian plains where, because he was a citizen of a country at war with
Britain, he was interned at a camp at Ahmednagar as a German subject of military age. A few others among the
West Himalaya Mission were also treated in this fashion or else deported immediately to their native land.
Francke was himself repatriated after a lengthy period in the camp, and at the end of the war he joined the faculty
of Berlin University in the post of Professor of Tibetan.
Besides his academic responsibilities Francke continued with his labors on the Tibetan Bible, maintaining
constant contact with his colleagues and other Tibetan translators in Ladakh, Lahul, Darjeeling (here with David
Macdonald) and elsewhere. He died at Berlin on 18 Feb. 1930.
As mentioned elsewhere in the present narrative, Francke had the privilege while on his Central Asian
journey to meet at Sarepta among the Mongolian Calmucks in southern Russia the son of Edward Pagell the
pioneer of the West Himalaya Mission and founder of the Poo mission station. Born himself at Poo, Pagell's son
went on to become a schoolmaster at Sarepta, bearing a witness to the Mongolians whom his father was never
able to reach with the gospel in his own lifetime. Sources for this profile of Francke were: (a) A.W., "August
- Hermann Francke" (obituary), MM(Apr. 1930):28; (b) "Dr. A.H. Francke" (obituary), Times (London), 1 Mar.
1930 and quoted in ibid, 28-9; and (c) Bishop Benjamin LaTrobe, "Dr. Francke's Journey through Russian and
Chinese Turkestan to Leh," ibid. (Sept. 19 15):134-8.
14. The sources consulted for the discussion of this earliest journalistic enterprise in the Tibetan language
were: (a) "Language Problems in Tibet: an Interview with the Editor of the First Tibetan Newspaper," BW(June
1905):167; (b) Hutton 1923, p. 36 1; (c) LaTrobe, "Monthly Missionary Review," MA1(Mar. 1904):44-5and
"Moravian Missionary News in Brief," ibid (July 1905):108; (d) "Annual Repo~tofthe West Himalayan Mission
for 1906," R4 (Sept. 1907):689; (e) a one-page article from Tibetan Bulletin that, downloaded from its lnternet
website, was simply entitled, "Tibetan Bulletin - 1999 (Jan-Feb)," and which discussed both Francke's and
Tharchin's journalistic creations; and (1)cf. also Pierre Vittoz, "Annual Report of the West tlin~alayanMission
for 1951-2," i b ~ d(. 1953):56; F.W. Thomas, "Preface," in A.H. Francke, A History of Western Tibet (London,
1907), ix; Bray, "A.H. Francke's La h ~ a g kyi
s akhbar: the First Tibetan Newspaper," TJ(Autumn 1988):58-60
(Bray acknowledged later. in a letter to the present author, his mistake in the Tibetan spelling here ofogbar); and
"The Story of the Tibetan Newspaper," M,\4 (June 1930):46, in which the author of the article states that '*the
little paper which he [Francke] started ceased when he leA the field."
15. The sources consulted for the discussion of this second newspaper publishing attempt for Tibetans are:
(a) A4A4 (Oct. 1908): 197; (b) the Times (London), 24 Aug. 1907, p. 8 and 14 Mar. 1908, p. 7; (c) "A Newspaper
in Tibet," h!RFI/(Mar. 1908):232; and (d) McKay 1997, p. 33.
16. See "List of Exhibits Shown aficr the Annual Meeting of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. on the 1" of
February 1926-No. 12. Exhibited by Mr. Johan van Manen: Three Tibetan Newspapers," listed and described
in the Journal and PI-oceedings ofthe Asiatic Sociely of Bengal, New Series, vol. 22. no. 6 ( 1926):xsxii-xx~iii.
17. Goodman 1986, pp. 109- 10.
18. As reported in 1933 by the editor of one of the Moravian publications, "the curator of the Orierltal MS,
Department of the British Museum. having seen a copy of the Kyelang newspaper, has written asking for a
monthly copy, for which he was willing to subscribe. He said he had some copies of the I,adakhi nc\~sPaPe~~pllhlished in 1906 by Dr. A.H. Francke. and that the Kyelanp paper u,ould forln a uscf~,lpendant to ihc series."
MM (June 1933):42.

End Nofes: C'hapter 17
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19.~ h sources
c
h r the discussion and quoted material dealing with the rcvivd ofthe Mornvian joumIiaie
[dition, as reflected in both the Kyelang News and the Ladakh Herald. are as follows: h e Asboe Rcpom 10 be
found in PA (June 1927):143. (June 1929):263. (June 193 1): 10, (June 1934):14. (June 1935):9-10, and (June
193fl):j;in letters by Asboe which appear in AIM (Aug. 1927):58, ibid. (Dec. 1927):YO. ibid. (Sept. 1937):70,
nd ibid. (July 1938):54; also, "The Story of L e Tibetan Newspaper," ibid. (June 1930):46-7; "Winning the
Tibetans." A.IRW(Mar. 1936):154: Bray's article again. in TJ(Autumn 1988):60-I :and Hutton, By Patience and
the Word; (he Story of the Moravian Alissions (Idondon. 1935), 189-90. A typical example of one of the earliest
monthly issucs of the revived La dvags kyi agbar-handwritten but beautifully executed, nonetheles-an
be
seen on page 47 of MIM (June 1930). As described by the missionw cditor himself, here were its canlents:
"Newsabout various countries; an article by Br. Yoseb Gergan on the soul's needs; events in Lahul: an appeal on
behalf of an orphan boy; the death of the King of Roumania; the parable of the Pharisee and the Publican; on
kindness to dumb animals; the continuation of a series by Er. Francke on the Kings of Ladakh." Ibid. (Dec.
1927):90.The scribe who assisted the editor by writing out by hand the Tibetan text ofthis early issue of the
revived newspaper was none other than Gapel, a local Tibetan from Lesser Tibet. Ibid. (Aug 1927):58. tie
would go on to become famous as the chief scribe who so sacrificially assisted Yoseb Gergan, the great Bible
translator, and others in laboriously preparing for publication in handwritten form [h.: first complete Bible in
Tibetan ever to appear (in 1948). See more on this Bible endeavor in Ch. 28 of the present narrative's final
volume. Gapel would later be replaced on the newspaper staff at Kyelang by Zodpa. another Christian national
here. Ibid., and ibid. (June 1930):47. Zodpa not only served as a scribe for the newspaper editor but also
corrected mistakes in grammar and the use of idioms. "Without his scholarly aid," wrote Asboe. '-1 should find
the writing of the paper more difficult than ever." A European writing a paper of this sort, he added. "is apt to
express himself in a 'foreign' way." Ibid.
20. Tsering 1985, p. 20.

2 1 . Tharchin 1942. p. l .
22. Tllat he was successful in this second iournalistic goal is reflected, in part at least. by the fact that by the
1940s and '50s the readers of the newspaper he finally succeeded in launching had recognized the Tibet J4iirror
(an equivalent name in English) as a vital organ for the dissemination of important news events and analyses. To
give but one example (this one from the year 1954). George N. Patterson, a former Scottish missionary from the
Plymouth Brethren who had worked along the Sine-Tibetan border area during that period and was later stationed
in Kali~npongfor a while, quotes extensively on pages 123-4 of his book. Patterson 1959. from an article which
appeared that year in the issue of Tharchin's newspaper for I June 1954. The article quoted hy Patterson was a
letter to the newspaper's Editor (Tharchin), and its opening sentences quite unconsciously re\,eal the important
place which
his newspaper as a two-way dissemination organ for news. opinions. etc.-had b\'
!hat time come to occupy in the minds and hearts of the Tibetan readership. Note the follo\%,inpeSCerpt:
TOMost Learned Tharchin-la, Printer and Puhlisller of World h'e\~s:
I have some very important infom~ationfor you. Ha\.ing read the detailed netvs of thc recent
Sine-Indian Trade Pact. I enclose copies of the two Simla treaties of 191 4.
As vou have the fixed interests of Tibet at heart I request that !'ou publish the enclosed. (Name
given bbt withheld.)
TOLeaders. Oficials. Monks. Soldiers, Traders. Craftsmen, agricultural is^. Nomads-the People
of Tibet:
This is to alert you to the great danger threatening our common cause, the independence of '1'1bet.
regarding which I feel compelled to speak a few words.
The last edition nf the fiber Mirror carried translations from Indian papers of a trade pact signed
at Peking between India and China regarding Tibet. [etc. elc.]
23. Intervie\\ lyith SimicC Jr., Nov. and Dec. 1992. A longtime 1,ecarer of Tibetan a1 Kalimpong CollegeSirnickwas a close younger-generation Christian friend of Tharchi11.sand one uh0 has himself 10% had a
burden for the evangelization of Tibet and Tibetans.
24. Quoted in Urban 1967, p. I l . The quotation dates from 1964.
2 5 . The lnarble tablet on the building reads: .*TheAnderson Ofice. the GiR olkliss HR.Anderson- Deaconc?
OftheChurch of ScodanJ, a Lifelong Worker for the Extension of Christ's Kingdom. 1907." She ass a sislerof
Mrs.Charteris. wife ofthe man for whom Charteris Hospital in Kalimpong was named. Manud 1914. PP 52-
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150. This smcmre was also sometimes referred to by the missionaries and other hill station residents as the
"white flat" because of the immaculately white exterior of its walls that even to this day appear as such. per
interview with S.G. Tharchin. Jan. 1998.
26. Roneo: a trademark for a kind of machine that produces duplicated copies of material that is similarin
principle to the mimeograph, the latter machine of which consists of ( I ) a frame in which a stencil is strelched,
and (2) an inking roller for pressing ink through the porous lines of the stcncil onto paper.

27. Norbu 1975, p. 18.

27a The information and various interpretations found in the preceding paragraphs of the Text dealing with
the content of the Tibet Mirror k masthead and various examples of its ofice stationery letterheads are per eight
main sources: (a) several interviews with Rev. G. Tharchin's son S.G. Tharchin and other members of the latter's
familv, conducted over an eight-day period between 2 and 9 Mar. 2003; (b) conversations held in Kalimpong
with number of friends of the late Tharchin Babu; (c) letter, Bray to the author. London, 23 Aug. 1997: (d)
Norbu, "Introduction," in H. Louis Fader, Calledfrom Obscurip: the L@ and Times oJ . Gergan Dorje Tharchrn
(Kalimpong: TMP. 2002). 1:xi; (e) a random perusal of a number of issues scattered throughout the run of
Tharchin Babu's newspaper; (f) information on Tibetan Buddhism's Dorje Ge-[rum. Norbu Ale-bar, and [he
Tashi 7bnmve-all gleaned for the author by S.G. Tharchin from Phurbu Tsering of Kalirnpong on 8-9 Mar.
2003; (g) Claude B. Levenson. Symbols offibetan Buddlism (Paris, 1996), 56-7: and (h) certain conclusions
the present author came to as a result of the foregoing seven sources.

a

28. See a discussion of the Tibet Mirror in Tsering 1985, p. 20
29. McGovern 1924, p. 426. His Holiness was quite sensitive. it seems. to outside critical judgments of
Tibetans and their culture. McGovern, in a lengthy account of his 1923 exploits in the Forbidden Land. commented
as follows:
The Dalai Lama is also possessed of two or three books in English about Tibet, and he has had
portions of these translated for his benefit, but he takes very much to heart the criticisms which have.
been made regarding his people and their civilization. The Japanese priest Ekai Kawaguchi. who
managed to get to Lhasa in disguise, won his intense dislike on account of a criticism [he made in his
celebrated hook,
Three )ears in Tibet ( 1 909)] of the character of Padma Sambhava. the winebibbing arld sensual founder of Lamaism. I sometlnles wonder what he will think of some o f my own
remark5 aboilt Tibet....And a certain English otficial who was in Tibet made himself very unpopular
with the Lhasa court on account of an article he wrote in a Calcutta newspaper on the filthiness of the
town of Phari. Ibid., 426-7.
h / ) 1

30. Ibid., 427
3 1. Bhuchung K. Tsering. "Time to Think!" TR (Nov. 198 1 ): 13.
32. Bell 1924a, pp. 205-6. That the practice never really died out is confirmed by what happened in 1952
and succeeding years to the new Panchen Lama that had been foisted upon the Tibetan government and people
by the Chinese Nationalists and Communists in the 1940s and early '50s against the will of Tibet. whose Dalai
Lama should have had the last say in approving such a choice, but could not. So that when this imposed Panchen
Lama finally made his first appearance in hostile Lhasa in 1952, numerous songs about Mao's "puppet" Panchen
suddenly appeared on the lips of the Tibetan capital's streetwalkers. none of which was cornplimentav to His
Serenity. The most popular of these derogatory ditties, roughly translated, runs as follows:
In holy quarters in Lhasa
There dwells a young pretender.
He is as tall in body as he is conceited in ignorance.
If the dawn had not broken
The thief would have committed robbery.
"The last two lines meant that the thief (Mao's Panchen) would have robbed the Dalai Lama of Power if lhe
dawn of enlightenment had not awakened in time the Tibetan people to the evil plan of the Chinese." Quoted
and described by Lowell Thomas, Jr. in Thomas Jr. 1959, pp. 117-8. (It should be pointed out, ho\veverllhat
much later this same so-called puppet Panchen would come to be loved and venerated by the Tibetan
the strong stand he finally took against the Chinese overlords and the courage he evinced in declaring
in Ihasa his loyalty to the Dalai Lama as the rightful ruler of Tibet.) That the practice henceforth engagedIn b!
Tibetans of regularly lampooning their Chinese masters in satirical verse was having the desired effectis
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dramatically evident by the fact that the new Lord of Tibet, Chinese General Chang Ching-wu (TanChrn Woo)
felt necessary to suggest "that the Tibetan government issue a proclamation" that among other things would

p l a a ban on singing in the streets! Goodman 1986, p. 188. (This was the same foreign Lord of Tibet. incidrnhlly.
~ h would
o
personally experience several confronlations with Gergan Tharchin at Kalimpong before hc trekked
over the Himalayas to assume his overlordship of the Land of Snows. See Ch. 24 ofthe present narrative's final
volume.)
For a thoroughly absorbing discussion of this subje l, see Melvyn C. Goldskin (a cultural anthropologist
specializing on Tibet), "Lhasa Street Songs: Political and cial Satire in Tradilional Tibet," TJ(SprinuSumer
1962):56-66. Goldstein writes that these songs constitu,:d "a remarkable genre of open political and social
criticism...that lampooned the vice, folly and misdeeds of the mighty and summed up important political and
social events, often with biting sarcasm and irony.. . .Because they nonnally consisted of only one or two stanza
(4or 8 lines), they were heavily dependent on imagery. Like political cartoons, they caricatured political, and
sometimes social, events and people with a few deft strokes, but here the strokes were alliterations, extended
puns or names, allusions, etc. Moreover, although the songs were normally sung to well-known folk tunes. the
I}ncswere also recited orally and are really a brilliant form of oral versc which express scorn and ridicule at the
foiblesofthe most powerful figures in Tibet including even the Dalai Lama and Rege~t."
AAerciting numerous examples from throughout Tibetan historj and up to recent times, the author concluded
by saying that "they illustrate the manner in which events perceived to be important by Tibetans. generally the
inlelligentsia, were aired in public in a [social] system which nonnally required deference and which posscssed
no radios or newspapers through which to communicate opinions. These songs, however, were more than mere
'popular opinion.' They were also an important weapon in the intense and bitter competition for power that
existed within the Tibetan political system. Although they rarely were directly responsible for a change or
reform, they were a means of embarrassing one's enemies and of shaping the opinions of others in the elile.
Similarly, they were a vehicle for the expression of strong feelings and frustrations about political events and
figureswhich could not otherwise be publicly expressed. They represent a sophisticated and beautiful expressive
form which reflects the deep-seated independence and wit that is inherent in Tibetan character and culture."
Incidentally, despite what Bell had asserted, Goldstein makes it clear that it was more often the case thal
competing personages among the Tibetan leadership or intelligentsia, rather than individuals among the laboring
cl~ses,were the ones who actually authored these satirical verses, which were then surreptitiously and quite
cleverly fed to the masses, who in turn willingly filled the streets with the sound of their lyrics set to the tunes of
familiar folk songs. Here are but two representative examples cited and described by Goldstein. one from 1904.
theother from the mid-1950s. The first is concerned with one of the major events in the Great Thirteenth Dalai
LaI'l'Ia'sreign, the British invasion of Tibet under Younghusband and General Macdonald. "The song comments
on the weakness of Tibetans' resolve to oppose the enemy and the underlying reason for the amuingly
transformation of popular opinion regarding the invaders.
At first they were known as enemies oithe faith;
And then they were known as 'foreigners.'
But when (we) saw their English dollars,
We called them Honorable Sahib.
' This song," Goldstein writes, "makes use of some of the popular terms used to depict the British. first as evil
'enemies of the faith' whose presence endangered the continuation of Buddhism in Tibet, and then derogatorily
as 'foreigners.' However, it concludes that the change in popular opinion that occurred after the actual British
Occupation of Lhasa, and the use of the verq. honorific form 'Honorable Sahib' for the Expeditionary h d e r
Younghusband, derives from the fact that the British paid for their food and transport in silver dollars and lhat
many Tibetans were making substantial profit from their presence in Lhasa. Thus, these 'enemies of the faith'
becamehonorable gentlemen when people saw that they would pay for goods and services, implying. ofcourx*
how shallow was the concern with religion among the business and governmental Sectors."
The second song is a commentary on the coming ofthe People's Liberation Army LhasafrOmCOmrnunlst
China. ~tran as f0110ws:
The Liberation army has arrived.
the herd of beggars has arrived.
Everyone has been liberated.
Everyone has been made beggars.
the
'%S
song," explains Goldstein, 'csarcstically co-ents
on the Chinese liberation of Tibet. It states
PLA has arrived but has become like a herd of beggars, i.e. has brought no food or Supplies. It continues
by saying that while everyone h a been 'liberated,' because ofthe inflation caused by the P=of
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the PLA, everyone has become like beggars due to high prices and the inability of common people to buy
foodstuffs." Ibid., 56, 62-3, 65, 66.
33. Interview with Dawa Norbu and recorded in Norbu 1975, p. 19.
34. Goodman 1986, p. 198.
34a. Tsering, "Babu Tharchin's Biography," TR (Oct. 2002):26.
35. When preparing his "memoirs" Tharchin mentioned that he had the letter from the Dalai Lama somewhere
in his personal files. See GTUM TsMs, 160.
36. Goodman 1986, p. l 10.
37. This English translation appears in Tsering 1985, p. 20.
38. Goodman 1986, p. 1 10.
39. Tharchin to Bell, Kalimpong, dated July/Aug. 1929 (handwritten note, translated from Tibetan, but not
in Tharchin's handwriting), Bell Papers.
40. Typewritten letter, Tharchin to Graham, Lhasa, 6 Dec. 1927, Graham Papers. According to Rev. S.G.
Tharchin, his father had at times carried to Lhasa his precious tiny portable English-language typewriter, which
even after these many decades is still sometimes used by Rev. S.G. in his own office at the Tharchin compound!
41. Tharchin to Bell, Tsarong House, Lhasa, 25 July 1937, Bell Papers.
42. Letter, Tharchin to Political ~ f i c k Sikkim,
r
Kalimpong, 16 Dec. 1963, ThPaK.
43. This was not unlike the mocking which Tharchin related many years later during an interview of him
held by Tibetan Review's editor-in-chief, Dawa Norbu, in late 1975. "When I was first trying to start a Tibetan
press," reported Tharchin, "a Nepali friend of mine who ironically enough later started his own Tibetan press,
told me: 'Why are you wasting your money? There is no future."' See Norbu 1975, p. 18.
44. Tharchin to Bell, Lhasa, 25 July 1937, Bell Papers.
45. Tsering, Short Biographical /Votes on Some Prominent Kinnauris at the Turn of This Century, a Paper
presented at the Seminar onPevelopment of Himalayan Art, Culture and Religion for Peace, Manali, H.P. India,
18-20 Oct. 1987 (Dharamsala: Library of Tibetan Works and Archives, 1987), 8 , 9 (mimeographed).
46. The Panchen's "Letter of Refutation" was printed in JRCAS (1936):720.
47. See both his earlier book, h'owhere Else in the World (New York, 1935), 295, 255: and his later volume,
Foreign Devil; an American Kim in Modern .4sia, (New York, 1942), 240-3, 245-6, 265-6, 27 1-3.284-5.296.
304. The source for some additional information about the Panchen Lama which is included in the discussion of
this fascinating episode is Richardson 1945, pp. 37-8.
48. Tsering to Tharchin. Gangtok (but on his way back to Lhasa), 3 Feb. 1943; and Tharchin to Tsering.
Kalimpong, undated but a penned handwritten draft of his reply found on the reverse side of Tsering's letter.
ThPaK.
49. A page from the 2"d of Jan. 1938 issue of his paper, incidentally, has been reproduced as it appeared in
Tibetan in TJ(Spring 1983):57, with an English translation ofthe page provided alongside it.
50. The article appeared as a reprint in Living Age (Boston) (Dec. 1939):377-9.
5 1 . The writer of this article was unaware, of course, of the Moravian Mission's La dv&s hyi agbar newspaper
published monthly at the other end of northern India, discussed earlier, that Lvas even then (1939) penetrating
the forbidden fastnesscs of Lamaland somewhat successfully.
52. Anon. 1950, p. 13. True, the periodicity of Gergan Tharchin's publication flitted from one time-frame to
another over the years, but generally speaking. one could say with a certain degree of accuracy that the Paper
was a monthly; although the editor-publisher acknowledged in 1964 that ono of the reasons for its irregularity
had been "a lack of financial means." This, at least, helped to account for its irrcgulnr appearance in the declining
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of tht Mirror h publication; another reason put forward by him: "owing to my poor health." However, he

~ot~nmspectively
that "the Moody Bible Institute in Chicago has helped me tremendously fin.ncidly,
Il(wa]
very interested in the [newspaper's] Christian pages." All as told to Margaret Urban in 1964, and quoted
in Urban 1967, p. 11. Indeed, among the ThPaK were found several letters from 1957 signed by the Assistant
Director of that American institution's Literature Mission Department indicating a wish to resm-aftcr a
lapse of several years-the pvrchase of advertising space for furlher "Gospel Ads" to appear in the Mirror tha
would again feature portions from the Christian Scriptures in the Tibetan language as would be supplied to
%archin by the Scripture Gift Ministry of India at Bangalore. See Peter Gunther to SGM, Chicago, 12 July;
!GM'S Joint Secretary P. Singh to Tharchin, Bangalore, 18 July; Gunther to Tharchin, Chicago. 4 Sept.; and
Tharchin to Gunther, Kalimpong, 3 Dec.-all in the year 1957. In the latter letter the Tibetan newspaper Editor
had also indicated that in 1955 Rev. Homer C. Duncan of Darjeeling had ssnt to Tharchin "money for six
months' advertising" to fund the publication of "selected portions" from "mostly.. .the Book of Revelation."
ahich Tharchin did in fact publish "in the Christian pages" of his 'Tibetan newspaper.
53. The second of the three priestly classes in Tachienlu (and elsewhere in Tibet) and the largest of the three
loso avidly read Tharchin's newspaper. The first is the lama or ordained priest, "who has studied the Tibetan
scriptures closely, done religious penance, and practiced meditation"; the second is the drabu or trupa who as
"an aspirant monk" has "yet to pass his examinations"; and the third is the amcho or lowest order in the Tibetan
Buddhist rank of priests or monks. See Moraes 1960, p. 3211.; Matthiessen 1979, p. 24 1 ; Ilcmnann G. Schneider.
lVorkingand Wailingfor Tibet; a Sketch of the A4oravian Mission to the Western Himalavas. trans. & rev. to date
by Arthur Ward (London, 1891?), 67; and for a description ofall three priestly ranks. see Rev. R. Cunningham
(CIM missionary based in West China), "Prayer and Priests in Tibet," MRW (Feb. 1916):128-30.
54. By the Tibetan postal runner system (in which runners run from dawn to dusk in r e l a ~ sof aboul eight
miles) it would require at most ten days for delivery, and more than likely only seven or eight: hut "it could take
month or more for a caravan to ply the 300 miles from Kalimpong to Lhasa." Goodman 1986. p. l 10; see also
F. Spencer-Chapman, "Lhasa in 1937," GJ (June 1938):503. Sir Charles Bell has noted that this postal service
was under the Indian government as far as Gyantse, and from there to Lhasa under the management of Tibet. In
his estimation the service was "remarkably efficient," with letters and newspapers requiring only eight to eleven
days to reach Lhasa all the way from Calcutta (doubtless via Kalimpong where the Tibet .!lrrror could easily be
slipped into the postal packets bound for the Tibetan capital). Bell 1924% p. 202. Insofar as the postal run
between Lhasa and the western Tibetan outpost of Gartok was concerned, the Government's special couriers in
he 19" century gave a good account of themselves in the opinion of Nain Singh Ranat. He had been British
India's "Chief Pundit" (or disguised explorer of Tibet). Traveling by caravan along the same route in 1866. the
Pundit,according to author Charles Alien, was greatly impressed by the frequent sight of "special messengers
galloping between staging posts, exhausted men with cracked faces and sunken eyes. often isith wounds and
soreson their bodies. This relay system was the key to Tibet's security, for these messengers were required to
cover the 800 miles between Lhasa and Gartok in 20 days and were forbidden to halt except to ezt and change
horses.The letters they carried were tucked inside their long-sleeved, all-enveloping chopas and closed at the
with a special seal that only the official to whom the letter was addressed was allowed to break." Allen
1983, pp. 139-40.

54a. Anon. 1950, p. 13
55. Tharchin 1942, p. l .
56. Harrer 1956, pp. 147-8.
57. John Bray, "Hugh
- Richardson-ln

Memoriam." Ladakh Studies (Autumn 2000):25.

j8. It should be observed that the first Lepcha newspaper (which appeared in a four-page formal). edited
Le~chapastor. Rev. G.T. Sitling, w a printed by means ofthe Litho process in Tharchin's press (1930-1 1. In
the second Lepcha *'rimcr. CompileJ by Rev, Sitling, was also printed b) the Salnr process and in the
Press. Thejirst Lepcha Prilnrr had earlier been compiled by a missionan who had already had 11printed
a' theBaptist Mission Press, Calcutta. For all this information see GTUM TsMs. 16311.
59. QuotcJ in Urhao 1967. p, l 1 , AS said Tharchin to the authoress in :964 at Kalimpong.

I . The latter was the former Miss Betty Graham. the youngest daughter of Rev. Dr. John A. Graham. Mrs.
(Bunty) Odling was the next youngest daughter of the Grahams. Per Minto 1974. pp. 34.39.
2. Interview with Khaling, Dec. 1992.

3. See McKay 1998, pp. 309- 10.
4. See Ch. 28 of the w e n t biography's final volume for more regarding this relative of Tharchin's by
marriage.
5. Letter, Tharchin to ? , Kalimpong, 2 1 Jan. 193 1, MCHA.

6. Typewritten letter, Tharchin to Graham, Lhasa, 6 Dec. 1927, Graha~nPapers. And as explained in the
documentation for this same letter in the preceding chapter's End-Notes, Tharchin had ar times taken his tiny
portable English-language typewriter with him to Lhasa. The Tharchin source written years afterwards and
quoted from about his visiting Lhasa to see his mother-in-law and other relatives is: letter. Tharchin to ? . 2 1 Jan.
1931 (cited more h l l y in note immediately above).
7. Sources for the information and quoted material in this and the preceding paragraph about the Rai Bahadur
Dhondup are: typewritten letter, Tharchin to Graham, Lhasa 29 Sept. 1927; Neame 1947, pp. 172-3; McKay
1997, pp. 72, 127-8; and Pemba 1977, pp. 23-4.

8. Typewritten letter, Tharchin to Graham, Lhasa, 25 Oct. 1927, Graham Papers.
9. Ibid., 14 Oct. 1927.
10. The quotation of the Head Lama is t&en from the English translation of Sundar's Urdu book and is
found in Appasarny 1966, p. 45. Additional information on the Sadhu's little Urdu volume itselfcan be found at
the beginning of Ch. I I in the present narrative's initial volume. I h e complete response of the Head Lama
concerning the Tibetan king, as recorded by the Sadhu and quoted in Appasamy is as follows: "Certainly it is
true that a few hundred years ago great preachers came here and converted one of our kings to Christianity. but
after his death his successor banished the Christians from the countn. and from that time until now Christians
have no permission to come here." The "great preachers" to whom the Lama referred were the European Jesuits.
\\'h0were the first ever to establish a mission station anywhere in Tibet; but as a matter of fact they were never
able 10 convert the Tibetan king as claimed by this Head Lama. In the third decade of the 17' century these
Portuguese Fathers of the Catholic Church, led bl. Father Antonio de Andrade and Brother Manuel Marquis.
had made the then major West Tibetan to\j.n of Tsaparang (Chabrang) their Mission headquarters to Tibet.
having arrived there in 1624 from Agra.
sonic 15 Jesuits being able to ser\ s there over the nest fk\r years.
[hey did prosper for a time and were almost able to persuade the "King" (actually Go\-ernor)of Gugc (another
name at that time for this particular semi-autonomous area of West Tibet) to become a Catholi: Christian. A
church and Mission house were constructed at Tsaparang in 1626 as well as a Mission branch established a1 the
[Own of Rudok. but evil da),s then fell upon the missionaries as a result of the "King" having antagonized the
Lamasby his favors to the foreign priests; for in 1630 a rsvolution broke out in Guge, with the "King" and the
Iwo Jesuits in charge being cxrird ott. to Leh and the church building and Mission at Tsaparang being sacked
and its 400 convefis reduced to s l a \ . e ~When
.
in August the follo\ving year the Jesuit Visitor Francesco de
I\zeved~reached the sacked village. he encountered considerable hostilir) from the netsr ruler (a Governor).
Andhence, the Visitor, together with John Je Oliviera, trekked northwards to Leh. Here the), obtained permission.
Preach their faith in western Tibet; but the Mission appears to have eventually spent its course. for the Jesuit
Mission had to be abandoned around the \,ear 16.10, \+.;[hBrother Marquis being last heard of as a prisoner at
Tsa~arangin 1 64 1.
According to Kenneth Mason, writing in the explorers' magazine Hirnala~an.Journal, since that Iime
Tsapuang had seldom ever been visited by European tra\.elers. Nonetheless if was visited by MackwoRhYoung
In the same year as the Sadhu had himseffbeen traveling in West Tibet (1912); and in searching
for
trace of the old Mission at Tsaparang, he discovered only '.a weather-beaten cross lying on the top a large
ch0flen9opposir the ~ r o n g p o n ' s[Govemor7s]houx," Mason. .'Expeditions: Messrs. F. Williamson and F.
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1,udlow in Western Tibet." H ~ m a l a y a nJ o u r n a l ( 1933): 104-5. In reality, though, even the earlier assumption by
Young that this "cross" represented hard evidence of a prior presence of Catholic Christianity llas been
convincingly shown by Giuseppe Tucci and Eugenio Ghersi to be grossly inaccurate. t laving thelnsclves visited
Tsaparang in 1933 on a scientific expedition into West Tibet, they discovered this so-called Christian cross
be a delusion." In explanation of this charge, they write: "that cross is none other than the central axis of the
chonen...on which is fixed transversely a stick which serves as a framework for that symbolic ornament with
which every chonen must be finished off at the top: that is to say, the half-moon and the solar dish, ~nadeusually
of stucco which therefore must have a support. Every chorten in a ruinous condition might give this illusory
impression of being surmounted by a cross.. ." Tucci and Ghersi 1935. p. 179; see also ibld.. viii, 178-81. Even
Mason later revised his opinion on the matter somewhat when in the early 1940s he made the following comment
at a meeting ofthe Royal Geographical Society: "When Mackworth Young visited Tsaparang in 1912 he found
a number of houses well preserved, but the only trace of church or Mission, and thtrr rother doubl/ul, was a
weather-beaten wooden cross on the top of a chorten. The population then only consisted oC four families." L[.
Col. Mason, quoted in Capt. Robert Hamond, "'Through Western Tibet in 1939," GJ (Jan. 1942):13 (emphasis
added).
Nevertheless, the disproving of this "cross" to be Catholic Christian in origin does not at all invalidate the
fact of the presence of Catholic Christianity in the region during the 17"' century. It merely removes from
authentic historical records the last assumed trace of such influence there centuries ago. Written evidence by
Europeans and others can provide whatever is needed to document the evanescent spread of Catholicism to this
remote region of Tibet. For example, a full documented historical description of this Mission can be found in
C.J. Wessels, S.J.. Early Jesuit Travelers in Central Asia, 1603-1 721 (The Hague, 192.1). 43-89.

I l . Per Beskow, Srrange Tales about Jesus, trans. Per Beskow from the Swedish (1 979; Philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1983), 5.
12. The complete publishing history of Notovitch's account of his alleged manuscript discovery at Hemis
and the lssa story it tells is as follows: First published in French in 1894 at Paris by Paul Ollendorff under the
title of L a vie inconnue de Jesus-Chrisf, this was followed in the same year by the first American Englishlanguage edition entitled The Unknown Lfe ofJesus Christ, published in New York by G.W. Dillingham. These
were then followed even later in 1894 by the 2d French edition issued at Paris and published again by Ollendorff.
Its success was so phenomenal that there appeared at least six other French editions-and all still in 1894!This
prompted the release yet that same year in either New York or Chicago (or both) of a series of at least three more
new English-language editions: all under the main title of The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ, and all using
different translators to translate from the French. These were followed in early 1895 by the first British edition:
a fresh new English translation from the French by Violet Crispe under the title of The U,rknown Lifr of Chrisi
and published at Lordon by Hutchinson & Co. It included not only the author's original Preface to the first
French edition but also a lengthy note by him "To the Publishers" that constituted a ringing defense against the
attacks of his critics which had been leveled since the book's very first appearance. But the Unknown Life also
found its way into other European languages: German, Spanish, Swedish and Italian. A new edition, revised and
enlarged, came out in Paris in 1900, followed by another English-language edition at Chicago in 1907 and still
another there in 1916. And in 1926 the Dillingham edition of 1894 was reprinted in New York by R.F. Fenno&
Co., but with an incorrect original copyright date of 1890. Yet even in more recent times there have appeared
numerous reprints of the work in the U.S. published in 1973. 1974, 1980, 1984. 1989, 1996 and 1997, as well
as a reprint of it in English at Calcutta in 1981 and two successive English reprints of it in Indonesia by the same
publisher at Jakarta in 1999.
One typical subtitle in English ran: From a n Ancienl Manuscripl, Recently Discovered in a BuddhislMonasreV
in Thiber. The one most full edition which the present author consulted was the first British edition of 1895 (see
above). Its Table of Contents includes a Translators Note (by Crispe); the already mentioned Author's Note 10
the Publishers; a Preface by the author which in summary form tells of his 1887 journey to Leh and Hemis;
Journey to Thibet that gives much more detail; Ladak, a descriptive essay on the history and culture ofthalland:
A Festival in a Gompa-namely, Hemis, in which the author tells of his extraordinary conversation with the
Head Lama there about Buddhism, Comparative Religion, and the Life of Issa; The Life of Saint I s s ~which
,
Is
the text of the Life set down by Notovitch in chapter and verse form; RCsumC, the author's commentary onthe
lssa Life; and Explanatory Notes by the author on the said Life.

*

13. l'he (Calcutta) Telegraph, 29 Nov. 1987, p. 3.
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14,Louis 1894, p. 98. The source for the MUlltr quote is his Postscript appended to the article by I. Archibald
''The Chief Lama of Hemis on the Alleged 'Unknown Life of Christ'." Nineteenth Cenruv (AF
1896):678.
15.Yet Louis was not alone in having been deceived by the Russian arch-hoaxer during those years which
immediately followed upon Notovitch's proclaimed discovery. For Professor Archibald Douglas, one of the
earliest investigators into the affair who soon exposed both forger and forgery, writing five years later, could
report what the unfortunate consequences had been as a result of the fraud perpetrated by Notovitch upon an
unsuspecting credulous public: "there were a large number of religious people, in Europe and Americ% who
accepted as genuine this marvelous 'discovery'; and one well-known religious paper, The Christian, published
adiscussion as to the autilenticity of this 'New Gospel,' as it began to be called." Nevertheless, Douglas could
add this: "The exposure of the Notovitch forgery was accepted everywhere except in the case of an ingenious
Hindu editor, who regarded my statements simply as 'a striking instance of the racial prejudices of the English
against the Russ [Russians].' I had several letters from people in England and America thanking me for my
work, and acknowledging that they had been deceived by M. Notovitch's book.. ." Douglas, "Supplementary
Note," in F. Max Miiller, Last Essays, 2d Series, Essays on the Science of Religion (London, 1901: reprinted..
New York: AMS Press, 1978). 208,209.
16. Schary, In Search of the Mahatmas of Tibet (London. 1937), 70. The Kashmiri par~dit.\ story is recited
in Swami Rama, Living with the Himalayan Masters (Honesdale PA USA, 1978). 29 1.
17. This Theory was apparently first propounded by Karl Heinrich Georg Venturini ( 1768-1849); yet even
though the theory was soon refuted by far more rational men among the Rationalists than he for the illogical and
ludicrous hypothesis that it was, a slightly different form of it. though still basically the same outline of the
original theory, has more recently been propagated. Its main proponents are a heterodox group of Moslems
called the Ahmadiyya, named after its founder Hauat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, an East Punjabi who died in 1908.
In its more embellished Ahmadiyya form, the theory claims that the following took place: Jesus did not
actually die on the cross, though it is true, goes the theory, that He was nailed to the cross and endured shock.
pain and blood loss. Yet He did not die but only fainted (swooned) from intense eshaustion. E\:en Pilate. arc \VC
nottold, was surprised Jesus was already dead. So, it is theorized, mistaking llim to be dead. liis disciples
buried Him alive. The supporters of this theory next say that because medical knowledge uas insuflicient in
those days, the disciples of Jesus were easily misled, they not realizing the reviving effects that the considerable
spices with which their Master was embalmed could have. So that the medicinal effects of the spices. combined
with Joseph ofArimathea9scold tomb in which Jesus was laid, revived Him. But the ignorant disciples could not
believe only resuscitation had revived Him, and hence they claimed it to be a resurrection from the dead. But the
Ahmadiyya theorists add a further touch to the Swoon Hypothesis in that. once Jesus was delivered from ultimate
demise on the cross, it allowed Him-after a respite in Palestine for recuperation-to journe! Eastward to
Kahnir. Not only there but much farther afield and even into Tibet He engaged in further ministy among thc
descendants ofthe Ten Lost Tribes of Israel and their converts, got married, had children, and finall). at the ripe
age of more than a hundred years He died, like any other mortal would, at Srinagar in I I0 a.d. where wen
on Khanyar Street one of His alleged descendants-Saleem by name-guards the reputed burial site of
Jesus (though known by Kashmiris as the tomb of Yuz Asaf).
Ghulam
certainly knew of Notovitch's work for he mentioned it in his book Jesus in lnda (Rah\rah.
W.
Ahmadiyya Muslim Foreign Missions Department, n.d. but Preface 1962), first published in Urdu in
1899 ~ a s i Hindustan
h
mein.~~d concerning in particular the notion of Jesus traveling East\r.arJ. most
Ahmad was even inspired by Notovitch, though probably he did not understand its true character; othera ise. he
contradictor). the Russian's lssa Life was to his own theory a several key points and
have perceived
wouldthus have left it unmentionedor else been critical of it. As it developed, ho~+~ever,
much latertuln1adi!').a
witerss quoting Notovitch's Life of lssa as an authentic document about Jesus. have united it with their
M~Scitatio~
story, thus positing the notion that Jesus journe~edEast twice: once before His Palestinian m i n i s t ~ '
a d one final time
His alleged escape from crucifixion short of death Like\% Faber-Kaiser embraced
LiS same "double voyages.notion as
citing approvingb. the works both of Notovilch and ofthe earliestand
laterAhmadiyym literature. So
has Holger Kersten embraced the "double voyage" nolion, he too rrferrin!
lPProvingly to the works of the Russian ioumalist and Ghulam Ahmad in his book Jesus Lived in Ind"' sl'
unknown LC befoe and nfler the ~ r u c f i (wig,
~ i ~published
~
in German. Munich 1983: English
Shsftnbury: Elelnent ~
~ ,994)~ ~~l kso, loo,~ finally.
, did Kashmiri Professor F.h4 H a m a n - in his long d
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promised study on the subject entitled The FYlh Gospel (Srinagar: Dastgir Publications, 1988), co-authored by
Jewish Rabbi Dahan Levi of Paris. Much the same criticism could be said about this work (and for that matter
about much of Kersten's study) as was said by Per Beskow about the entire Ahmadiyya legend which serves as
the centerpiece for Hassnain's volume. A Swedish theologian, scholar and Professor of Patristic Studies a1 !he
Swedish Council for Research in the Humanities and Social Sciences, Beskow wrote the following in a critical
study on modern apocrypha, legends and forgeries about Jesus: "The Ahmadiyya legend is generally supporled
by reference to diverse Oriental sources, which are said to confirm the story but which in fact do not carry any
weight at all. There are also references to earlier legends, which we have already encountered" and which,
Beskow could have added, he. along with University ofchicago Professor Edgar J. Goodspeed and others, have
labored to discredit-those such as The Life of Issa, The Crucifixion by an Eyewitness (also known as The
Essene Letter), The Aquarian Gospel of Jesus the Christ, The Nazarene Gospel, The Gospel of Barnabas, and of
course the Resuscitation Theory of Venturini and Ghulam Ahrnad itself.
Despite the fact that the event of Christ's death by crucifixion has been the most thoroughly scrutinized of
all throughout mankind's history and has been found to have held up quite well against every conceivable
critical inquiry undertaken since it occurred at Jerusalem, the Resuscitation Theory in one form or another
continues to be put forward again and again in an attempt to convince people that Jesus, though indeed crucified,
never truly expired but survive'd that experience and lived on for many years afterwards. Yet as one critical
writer, Josh McDowell, has cogently argued, proponents of this theory would also have to assent to all the
following facts surrounding Jesus' Calvary experience:
that ( l ) Jesus went through six trials-three Roman and three Jewish; (2) was beaten almost beyond
description by the Roman flagrurn; (3) was so weak He could not carry His own paribulum-the
wooden cross bar; (4) had spikes driven through His hands and feet as He was crucified; ( 5 ) the
Romans thrust a sword into His side and eyewitnesses said, "Blood and water came out," a sign of
death; (6) four executioners confirmed His death-they must have all been mistaken; (7) 100-plus
pounds of spices and a gummy substance were encased around His body-He must have breathed
through it all; (8) He was put into a cold, damp tomb; (9) a large stone was lodged against its entrance;
(10) a Roman guard was stationed there; and ( I l ) a seal was placed across the entrance.
Then, an incredible thing happened, according to this theory. The cool damp air of the tomb.
instead of killing Him, healed Him. He split out of His [tightly woven] garments, pushed the [nearly
two-ton] stone away, fought off the guards [whose fate, historical research has confirmed, would
have been instant death should they have fallen asleep on duty, and hence out of fear of such a fate
would never have done so], and shortly thereafter appeared as the Lord of life to His disciples [with
two of whom that same day He walked seemingly unaffectedly for seven long miles to Emmaus
village]. The Resurrecrion Faclor (San Ber~iardinoCA USA: Here's Life Publishers, 1981),98.
In the face of an hypothesis which so completely ignores the evidence, it is almost unbelievable that so many
18&- and 19'h-century Rationalists found this ludicrous explanation at all appealing and that it continues to be
disseminated widely up to the present day. Indeed, even Bishop E. LeCamus, a later-day ~ationalistwho certainly
denied the resurrection of Christ, had10 reject such an absurd notion out ofhand. or concerning the truth ofthe
Swoon Hypothesis, he quite cleverly but logically concluded that "it would be more miraculous even than the
resurrection itself'! The Life of Christ (New York: Cathedral Library Association, 1908), 1II:486, quoted In
McDowell, 98.
The Beskow quotation is taken from Strange Tales about Jesus, 63. Cf. also Edgar Goodspeed's Strange
New Gospels (Chicago. 193 1) and his later revised and enlarged edition of that work under the title Modern
Apocrypha (Boston: Beacon Press, 1956), passim.
18. It is the view of the present writer that besides her conversations at Leh Mrs. Merrick had also read
Roerich's Himalaya (New York, 1926), in which all the points she mentioned-save one--can be found. For
instance, he tells of hearing in Leh the legend of lssa from several prominent individuals; he also mentions
documents he claimed to be 1500 years old from which he apparently translated, and subsequently published.
portions of the text that in reality are nothing more than selected extracts that in both content and wording are
nearly literal equivalents to sixty of the verses which can be found spread over 10 of the 14 chapters comprising
the fraudulent lssa Life published by Notovitch himself. But then, on page 153 of lIln1~1aya
Roerich cites yet
another document which. however, he significantly pronounces as "historically less established" but which
nonetheless, he says, tells "about the life of Jesus in Tibet" proper. He then quotes a1 length from this a l l e ~ ~ d
ancient document that. among other things. speaks of Jesus at I.hasa but even more so of I-lis days at Leh on H!s
return journey westward back to Palestine. As later scholarship has discovered, however. the Source of
"historically less established'' allegedly ancient document of Roerich's was none othcr than an extract from
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chaptn36of Levi Dowling's The Aquarion Gospel ofJesus the Christ. first published at 1.0s Angeles in 19 I I,
itcauthorhaving
acknowledged that the contents of this Gospel was the result of his supposedly having received
by inner illumination during the early morning hours one day in California a heavenly message describing the
life md ministry of Jesus. See Dowling's Aquarian Gospel, Ch. 36; Roerich's tlimalayo, I53f and ~ l t ~ ~ Himoloya (New York, 1929), 93-4; and cf. all this with Beskow, Strange Tales about ~ e s w62
, (Ch. 16 thcre
hould read: 36), 76, 78. Now the particular published passage from this other Rocrich document which, upon
herreadingit, may have inspired Mrs. Merrick's statement, reads as follows: "Finally Jesus reached.. . the chief
cily of Ladakh, Leh [where] he was joyously accepted by monks and people.. . land) wherever the simple
pmplegathered-there hepreached." This passage, with certain of its words highlighted, is strikinglq similar to
Merrick's assertion. The one point she mentions which in Himalaya its author did not was thc identity of the
place specifically where the 1500-year-old documents were supposedly kept: namely. tlemis. Aficr consulting
two other Roerich published works, however, the present writer is himself certain that it mas Ilcmis which
Roerich had in mind when penning his words about these documents. These additional two works. published in
1929, had likewise dealt with Roerich's travels through Ladakh. and it is therefore not unreasonable to believe
hat Merrick had probably read these. too. before her own work was published two years h e r . Funhcrrnorc.
after Notovitch's publication in 1894, gossip about lssa legends and manuscripts began to grow rife in and
around the Leh-Hemis area; so that by the time Mrs. Merrick visited these two places. she could quite easilq
have been given to believe, by those she spoke with, that Hemis was the site which allegedl~,housed these
supposed ancient Issa documents.

.

19. Yet this very commentary by Bray could also be said of another contcmporan writer whose research on
1heNotovitch affair proves to be equally unreliable and inexcusably faulty at numerous points that are spelled
out in greater detail in the present author's published study on the Notovitch fraud. For tiolger Kersten. aircad).
cited two end-notes earlier, is likewise guilty of mishandling Merrick. In his book mentioned previously that
was published first in German six years after Faber-Kaiser's work, Kersten, in quoting this same passage from
Merrick, makes the following statement (as taken from p. 17 of the English translation. 1994):"Lady tlenrictta
Merrick confirmed the existence of the [Issal writings in her book In rhe M'orldi Altic.. ." Thus Kersten. who
studied theology and pedagogics for several years at Germany's Freiburg University has perpetuated the same
flawed documentation in his own research as was first perpetrated by Faber-Kaiser in his!

20.The various sources for this paragraph are: Bray, "Nicholas Notovitch and the Tibetan Life of Christ,"
TR(May 1981):22; all Vittoz quotes are from P ! (1 955):4; and the sources for the identib of the sadhu are two:
ibid., and Vittoz Un outre Hirnalaya (Lausanne: Editions du SOC. 1957).
21. For the Swami's account of his 1922 visit to Hemis and alleged corroboration of the Notovitch "find." see
hisJourney into Kashmir and Tibet, rendered into English (from the Bengali) by A. Dasgupta and K.R.Kundu
(Calcutta:Ramakrishna Vedanta Math, 1987), 1 17-19, 12 1. For the Swami's partial English translation of his own
lssa "find" at Hemis, see ibid., first 164-6. then I 19-21. And for the English text of the suppoxd Notovitch find at
Hemis 35 Years earlier, the version translated from the French by Violet Crispe (London, 1895) has been included
"the Abhedananda volume in its entirety and appears in the book's Appendix TWO.T'he Notovitch text can also be
in the present author's published study on Notovitch and in Prophet's The Los1 Years ofJesus (Malibu C A
USA, 1984).
In its very first editlon,Abhedananda9sbook (a) appeared in Hindi in 1929 under the title Paribrojak Sn3umi
Abhedanando(after the completion of the book's serialization had appeared over a two-year period in 1isvavani.
IheHindi monthly journal of the Swami's religious society in Calcutta, the serialization having begun in late
'Ping of 1927). (b) was later issued in Bengal; under the title of Kashmir 0 Iibbate in four further editions. and
(c) Was issued in ifs first English translation from the Bengali in 1987 under lhe present ti1le.a shown in
the Paragraph above. This latter translation bears a Preface dated Calcutta I October 1986 and 1s signed b?.
the latter ofthe
Abhedananda's close disciple, Swami Prajnananda. Interestingly enough. SO convinced
aufienti~igof the Notovitch "find7' that he provided an introduction to an English-lanl3uage reprint
''hewn Lilethat was published in India in 1981 (Calcutta: ~ababharat).

22. It is surprising, however, that though in the late 1970s the Dalai Lama was ignorant of these things. his
brother, Thubten Jigme Norbu, was aware by 1968. if not earlier, of both the legend and Notovitch.
" f e ~ n ~toe which cm be found in his and his co-author's book: Norbu and Turnbull 1968. pp. 267-8:
It is said that at Hemis, until recently, there was a document telling of how Jesus Christ, following
argument with his parents, ran away and spent some yews in India. studying the S C ~ ~ P ~and
U ~ S
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finally residing at Hemis Monastery in Ladakh, and embraced Buddhism before he retuned to his
own country to preach a new religion. A Russian traveler named Notwich [Notovitch] took away the
manuscript, and later sent a translation to the monastery, but this in turn was taken away by some
foreign traveler. There is no further evidence concerning this story, which may or may not be true.

23. "Nicholas Notovitch and the Tibetan Life of Christ," TR (May 198 1):22.
24. McGovern 1924, p. 244 (emphasis added). Much the same has been written by Per Beskow, the Swedish
scholar and Professor of Patristic Studies already referred to in an earlier end-note. Criticizing Notovitch on this
very point, on page 59 of his Strange Tales about Jesus (1979, 1983) he writes: "Actually, Pali, which is the
sacred language of Theravada [or Southern] Buddhism, has never been used in Tibet, and the Tibetan translations
have usually been done from Sanskrit or from Chinese."
25. Typewritten letter, Tharchin to Graharn, Lhasa, 6 Dec. 1927, Graham Papers.
26. Tharchin shared this unusual story with the European-born ~nissionaryfrom Canada, Margaret Urban,
during her two-week visit in his Kalimpong home in 1964. She later included it in her book, Urban 1967, p. 9.
27. ,Letter, Tharchin to Graham, Lhasa, 25 Oct. 1927, Graham Papers. In this same letter Tharchin had
forewarned Graharn that he feared "we may not be able to reach Kalimpong by the 20' of November," the date
he had originally planned to return; so he requested of the Scots Mission leader that "if we are a little late, then
please grant me leave." Extra leave would be required, indeed-much much more, since the Tharchins did not
arrive back till March of 1928!
28. Ibid., 14 Oct. 1927.
29. Interview with Nini (Mrs. S.G.) Tharchin, Dec. 1992.
30. This advice to Tharchin in 1923 by the former Darjeeling Police Officer was communicated by the future
Tibetan publisher to Jesuit Fr. Henry Hosten in a lengthy conversation he had at Darjeeling in June 1925 with
the Catholic priest, who in turn reported it to Swiss pastor Oskar Pfister and was published in the latter's book,
Pfister 1926, p. 2 15.

3 1. Bray 1993, pp. 186, 194.
32. Interview nith Simick, Jr., Nov. and Dec. 1992.
33. These various passages from Tharchin's several letters to Graham from Lhasa in 1927 dealing with his
witness to the Lhasan relatives were culled from those dated 14 Oct., 29 Sept., again 14 Oct., and finally 6 Dec.
Graham Papers.
34. Ibid.,6 Dec. 1927.
35. The reader will recall that Doring Thaiji was one of the four high-ranking Tibetans who figured so
prominently in Tharchin's first visit to Tibet and Lhasa, as discussed earlier throughout Chs. 14 and 15.
36. "By the force of his character," Indian historian Ram Rahul has observed, Tsarong had risen to avery high
position of wealth and influence since having much earlier become the Dalai Lama's personal favorite and young
attendant. One contemporary account (Easton) has described the general as a person of tremendous drive and
sound sense and as "an extremely able and honest man, with great strength of character." Furthermore, wrote
Rahul, Tsarong had possessed a large following among the lay civil and military officials for whom he created
"more openings to power." Yet even though Tsarong, in Rahul's opinion, was in a large sense "the creator ofTibel's
modem army''-he having strengthened, equipped and trained it efficiently-the Commander-in-Chiefnever proved
to be popular among the Buddhist clergy. They, noted Rahul, looked upon his various advanced ideas calling for
progress and modernization "as a danger to their own influence in the country." Due to this and other factors*
therefore, Tsarong had in time been deprived of the post of Army Commander just two years prior to Tharchin's
latest arrival in Lhasa; yet evcn so, he still remained a Chief Minister (Shape) in the four-member as hag (Cabinet)
of the central Tibetan government for four more years, when in 1929 he was removed From this office and fell
somewhat further out of favor with the Dalai Lama. Tsarong would nonetheless remain "the leading figure" in the
Tsongdu or National Assembly and be "its moving force" for many years aftcr 1929. Rahul 1969. pp. 64-5. Ihe
Easton quotation is From Easton 1928, p. 89.

End lVotes:.Chupter 18
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~oincidentallyenough, ten years later Tharchin and his traveling Ameriun ~ s-ion,
t
r k l &mpd
latter's pilgrimage to Lhasa, were to lodge with General Tsamng and his wife duurig their irn@y
hTibetan capital. See Ch. 20 for details.
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37. These trumpets or horns, made of bronze, required such great lung power thar no player could cope wim
hm for more than a few minutes at a time. Added Gordon B. Enders, "They have a low booming vlund not
unlikethe moo of a full-lunged cow, but its most remarkable characteristic is that it finds sympathetic reverberations
in the mountain valleys" of Tibet, announcing that something special is either happening or about to happm in
aparticulartemple, monastery, village or town. Enders 1935. p. 420.
38. Barber 1970, pp. 17- 19.
39. The quoted material concerning the Tibetan khata is taken from: Tucci 1956, p. 74; Phuntso 1981, p. 93;
Harrer 1956, p. 122; and Robson 1909, p. 52. The statement about khatas and magic power is per Ribbach 1986,
p.61, note 11.
40. See end-note no. 84 for Ch. l 5 for the pertinent Scripture reference from Exodus 20:3-5 that is quoted
verbatim there.
41. For the sources for the descriptive material, including the quotations, concerning the Norbu Lingka
Palace and grounds, see Barber 1970, pp. 7 1, 163; Williamson 1987, pp. 122-4; Dalai Lama XIV, Freedom in
W e ; the Autobiography of the Dalai Lama (New York, 1990). 35; and Goodman 1986, p. 282. "In 1783 the
Eighth Dalai Lama, who followed the then current custom ofspending the month of September in tents in a park
outside Lhasa, decided to build permanent buildings on the site. The complex of buildings was called Norbu
Lingka,. . . [and] since the time of the Eighth Dalai Lama, all the Dalai Lamas spent the summer months at Norbu
Lingka." Tung 1980, p. 201. (But see Finegan 1986, p. 146, where he states it Has the Seventh Dalai Lama
(1708-57) who in 1755 constructed the Norbu Lingka Park.) Although the building of the Roj.al Summer
Residence had been initiated by the Eighth Dalai Lama it was never entirely completed until the time of the
Great Thirteenth. Harrcr 1956, p. 159.
42. Riencourt 1950, pp. 114-6.
43. McGovern 1924, pp. 402-3.
44. Norbu and Turnbull 1968, p, 12. The Great Thirteenth's successor was wont to naive this custom much
later, at least in the instance when just a year before Tharchin's death the latter had had his final audience with
theFourteenth Dalai Lama at Kalimpong. Out of consideration for the venerable age of 7'harchin. His f ioliness
the same level. See Ch. 29 of the present biography's final volume for details.
45. Hamer 1956, p. 160. Historian Wei-Kuo Lee, on the other hand. asserts that Tsong Khapa's Gelugpa
Reformist Sect had chosen yellow because "this color, representing gold, was first used by the Buddha himsell:"
Lee 1931, p. 821-1.
46. AS an indication of the strict protocol which those in private audience with the Tibetan Buddhist Pontiff
they had to adhere to, an amusing story is told of the time U.S. Army Colonel llya 7blstoj had an audience
with the current Dalai Lama when the latter was but seven years old. This grandson of the world-reno\vned
Russian literary giant, Leo Tolstoy, was on a special mission thro~~gh
Tibet into China on hehalf of President
Rooseve~tduring World War Two. His journey had brought him and his companion Brooke Dolan 10 Lhasa in
late1942; and on a bitterly cold winter day at the cquall)cold and draft).Potala Palace. Col. TO~SIO?
\+.asinvited
have a private audience with the Child-King of Tibet. He had the niisfonune. however. "to be seated directl!
underaray of brilliant sunshine that suddenly
from one of the small windows high abow the floor of
audience hall. He was uncomfortably hot, but protocol demanded that he not move from the cushion on
he rat:' The lender-aged Prieg-Sovereign, reported the latter's biographer. "satched in fascination as
forehead. then blended into tin! rivulets that streamed down his
beadsof perspiration formed on the
face. 'How strange it is,' thought the child. .hot" one can be so aarm on sllch a cold da!. "' The star?' is recounted
an c f b n to sectheDalai
l"00dman 1986, p, 9 8 The grandson of the famous Tolsto* incidentally.
Oneagain some 20 years later i n nonhem India despite failing health For as Goodman declared- Col TolrtoJ"s
in an abiding affection for h e Tibetan people and their leader lhat
WMirne mission to Tibet .'had
1
Onlly upon his death in 1970." Ibid.. 99.
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In .nextraordinarily beautiful and rather ~ ~ h o l iyet
~ l readable
y
volume prepared by Rosemary Tung .Iredy
citd in thess E n d - N e and entitled A Portrait of Lost fibet the authoress drew heavily upon the photognphr
and diaries of both Tolstoy and Dolan. as well as her own composition. to weave together a remarkabk pictureand-text portrait of a Tibet that is now no more and probably never will be ever again.

47. Tada 1965, p. 85.

48. Dalai Lama XIV 1962, pp. 102-3.
49. Spence 199 1, p. 48.
50. Ever since Sir Charles Bell had been able, in his negotiations with Tibetan authorities (includingthe
Great Thirteenth) during his ).ear-long stay at Lhasa in 1920-1. to secure permission for a limited number ol.
European visitors to visit Tibet, a series ofmountaineering expeditions was subsequently allowed to reconnoiter
and attempt to climb this highest peak in the world from the Tibetan side. Whereas an earlier request in 1916by
the British Mountain-Climbers Association had been rejected by the Tibetan government, permission was ermteh
in 192 1, 1922 and then the current one of Bailey's time at Lhasa in 1924 (costing famed mountaineer George H.
l,eigh-Malloy his Iifg), to be followed by still others-a total of seven successive attempts from the Tibetan side
between 1921 and 1938. But Heather Spence has noted an ironic twist to these grants of permission: ..The fac1
that many officials uithin the Tibetan government could not understand why foreigners \vould \van[ to climb the
mountain, and the comprehension that they (the Tibetans) did not even realize that the tallest mountain in the
world \\as actually within Tihetan territoq. was viewed by the pro-British faction in Lhasa as indicative oi'rhe
urgent need for a greater understanding of thr outside world which the! believed \\ould result from the adoption
of an open-door policy." Ibid.. 44. Her source for Tibetan ignorance regarding the localion of Everest is Tada
1965, p. 72. For another vie\v of the role of the Everest expeditions in Anglo-Tibetan relations during the 1920s
and early '30s, see Hensen 1996. Though Choniolungma (i.e., "Mother Goddess of the Winds." as the Tibetans
call Everest) was in Tihetan territory on the border with Nepal. the Chinese-and others. t o ~ l n i m e dthat
within China's territory was to be found the world's highest summit. Even today, man!, still believe that MI.
Minya Tonka. the h i ~ h e s of
t the sno~v-cappedpeaks among the spectacular chain of mountains knoivn as the
Amne Machin Range located south of Kokonor. is higher than Mt. Everest. But as Hisao Kimura points out. "it
is only the remoteness of the region and the lack of sur\.c!,ing abilit! on the part of the eccentric American
naturalist Dr. Joseph Rock that allowed the legend to persist." In time. the peak was more accurately measured
at 24,982 feet. well below Everest's elevation of 29,030! Kimura 1990. p. 106.
51. Spence 1991. p. 48.

52. This \videsprcad belief is supported by the testiniony of Frederick ("Derrick") Williamson. a fornier
holder of tlic dual post ol'British Trade Agent at C;!-antse and Yatung. the Olliciating Political Oflicer in Sikkim
in 1926-7. and laler the Political Otlicer Sikkim. 1933-5. While on Iea\r in earl!. 1927. M'illiamson visited
China and "\vas ahlc. with [lie t i ~ l lpermission oftlit Governnient of India. 10 visit the Panchen Lama" at a small
monastery in Mukden. Chinese Manchuria. ivhcre the I'anchcn \\,asthen residing. In her .2Iemoirs ofo Polilical
O/licseri lllifr in fiher. SiXXitrr tr~idLllru~nn(L.ondon, 1987). Willianison's wife sets forth what transpired in the
meeting of her hubband \\,it11 the Panchcn (page 40): "During thc inlervic\\. \+hicl1took place on 28 Februar),
Derrick told Ilis Scrcnit!. that he came in a pure)!, private capacit!, but that il'thcre \\as an!thing that he could do
to help him. he \+ouldhe pleased to oblige. The Panchen I.ama thanked him and said that Iir hacl senl a nlessage
hoth 10 the Cio\,crn~nen~
ol' India and to the Dalai 1,am:l to ~ l l ccn;'ct hat hc Il;lJ Ieti -1'ibet 'entirel! o\\illg to W
o\r 11liult' ancl t h a ~hc proposed to return as soon ;is possible. l>cr~.ick
got Ilim to repeat this to ~iiakesure [hat he
had Ilcard it corrcctl!. I:ur~llcrto Ilia[ I [is Scrcnil! llacl 110delillitc plans. but Ilc anci Ilcrrick iiisctlssd yariolls
routes b\ \\ hich lie lnight c\.cntuall>rctut-11to I-ihcl. []cl.rich Ih\.orillg 0 1 1 ~1,)
\.ia Hrifi.\llIndia rather than all
o\erl;md onc. \rhich \\onld rahe hiln ~llrougharcas .t;1inlscl h! Bols]lc\ ism.. [ h c P;lnchen 1.nma's manner through
the inter\ ie\\ its cordial b u ~sumc\\ha~ncrvoirs. 'fhe! \\ere nc\ alone ii)r long and. ;,S the room in \\llichIhe!'
\#ere meeting \\as.iust a tcniporilr! srructure \\ it11 ~iiuttillg\\ails. tller~\\as d\v;i) S the danger orbeing ovcrhca:!
b\. ea\,esdroppers. For this reason 1he more confidential pa1.t~ol.thcir. con\,crsation \\ere spoken in \$hisperS.
53. Michnel 1982. pp. 113-4, 1.hcsc other issues repardins iurisdiclion. po\ver 2nd authorit!. did indeed
surlhce. h1110111) aller the I'anchcn I.ama h;ld fled
cntlntr!., .rhcsc olller nppnrc.ntl! less \.itill hut nonL.lheless
illlportant dilli.rcnccs \r hich also came bct\vccn the
1 ligh I_;llmas--+r lcasl hrt\lccn their respeclive parties\$ere
I'illl~hc11's~ . t p o ~ desire
l ~ d ..to ~01111.011101 ~ l l l ! 1 1 1 ~tlirec I>rincipnldistricts of the Tsang Province
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limmediaklysurrounding his ecclesiastical seat of Trashilhunpo] but also the detachments of the Tibetan Army
,rationed there. He also claimed the return to his followers of the estates ~ h i c hhad been conlixeted when ~hcy
into exile with him." Richardson 1962, p. 144.
54. ,411 quotes in this and the preceding two paragraphs by Bailey's biographer are from Swinson 1971. p.
224; cf. also p. 49 where Bailey's growing friendship with the Panchen Lama is discussed. Apparently the Dalai
h ' s decision to demand payment of the Panchen Lama was based on matters which, unknowingly to the
Dale1 Lama had been misrepresented to His Holiness by the very Lhasa ofEcials whom he had then sent down
to Shigatse to demand the said payment. When His Serenity, "deeply hurt" by subsequent actions ofthe Lhasa
government. fled the country, he secretly left Shigalse for Mongolia through the barren northern steppes o f l ' i k t
called the Changthang. The central Tibetan authorities sent t ~ toothree hundred troops in hot pursuit after him.
under the command of Lungshar and another General, to prevent his escape. but the Panchen and his party had
already moved into Chinese territory and thus avoided capture. P.O.S. 1938. pp. 5-6.

55. Typewritten letter, Tharchin to Graham, Lhasa, 6 Dec. 1927, Ciraham Papers.
56. Macdonald 1932. p. 185.
57. Lang-Sirns 1963, p. 160.
58. This profile of the Dalai Lama is a composite of impressions Tharchin gace twice. combining as it does
into one what he related to his amanuensis when recounting his so-called memoirs (see GTUM TsMs. 172) and
also to Dawa Norbu in an interview Tharchin gave to the latter as recorded in Norbu 1975. p. 18.

59. Taken from the same interview Tharchin gave Tibelan Review i editor-in-chirt Dawa Norbu (see previous
note), at his Kalimpong home just a few months before his death. Ibid. (with emphasis added). It should be
noted here that Tharchin also commented in the same interview that "the present Dalai Lama ( 14") seems to
follow the same line initiated by his predecessor." Ibid.
60. Bell 1946, p. 15.
61. Interview with Sonam T. Kazi, Oct. 1991. The Kazi had been a staff member of both British and
Independent India's Missio\or Consulate at the Tibetan capital between 1949 and 1956: and so far as is kn0is.n.
he currently resides in the U.S.
62. Quoted in-hihf (Jan. 1906):20.
C

63. British and Foreign Bible Society. Annual Report for the k a r fitding A4arrh 1909 (London. 1909). 324-

65. The source for the approximate period in which Mackenzie had finished his translation is the minutes of
the Eatern Himalayan Mission Council meeting (at Darjeeling). 7-8 June 1923. p. 3. EHMC Minutes 1921l935. which reads: "It was reported that Mr. Mackenzie had completed the translation of the Pilgrrm S Progrvss
in Tibetan and was making arrmgements for its publication privately." The Mackenzie illustrated edition was so
thought of that the retired missionq's old station, the Scottish hlission at Kalimpong. itself ordered 200
copies in 1928. See "Pilgrim 5. Pmgmss in Tibetan." ,lIRl1: (Sept. 1928):764, where the article also noted that
Mackenzie had been able to preach in four Oriental languages!
66. The reader will learn in the next chapter that Macdonald was only visiting in England temporwily. and
mumed to Kalimpong the same month (Mar, 1932) in which this letter of the Dalai Lama's had appeared in the
Times of London.
I
67. %ps

(London), 9 Mar. 1932, p. 9. Additional source for the other information found in this ~ u a g r a ~ h :

''Pilgrim h Progress in Tibetan," .&fRW.'(Sept.1928):764.

68. Dr. Karl M m at Leh, the fint Moravian medical mis;onary to be posted to that Church's Himalava
was the one on whose heart had first been laid the burden to translate this Christian classic into
Tibetan. During the last winter of his life ( 1 890-1 ) he had translated the first half ofthe book. and had set himself
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the task of completing the second half of the classic during the following winter. But Man's untimely death
occurred in late May 1891 before he could return to the project. PA (Sept. 1891):342. It now remained for Hr.
Jorpuntsog at the same Mission station of Leh to take up the task and complete it. This Moravian brother took
the Christian name of Paulu, and became one of the very first indigenous Christian evangelists to be raised up in
Ladakh. Not only did he serve as an Urdu teacher at the Mission school in Leh; he also made his greatest
contribution as one ofthe translators ofthe Tibetan Bible: he alone translated seven of the Old Testament books
into Tibetan. In commenting upon Pilgrim k Progress and the work he performed in translating it into Tibetan,
Paulu had this to say [as quoted in MM (Dec. 1926):90 and ibid. (Apr. 1929):26]:
... It was a strange thing for me to perceive that Bunyan saw his dreams in succession without failure,
and that he gave names suitable to those who were seen in his dreams. It seems to me that the vision
was heavenly. If a reader ponders it, he must become astonished at its references. But I cannot tell
what the Buddhists will think about it, when they get it.
The language in which I have translated it is neither the common nor the book language, but the
medium one, so that everyone may easily understand it. Most of the Tibetans are illiterate, and even
those who can read and write have generally had little education. I have never used such words as
would not be easily understood by the reader, and even if a word appears hard to him, he will himself
be able to make out its meaning if he thinks for a moment.
69. More than likely the message received by Sir Charles from Lhasa via the telegraph department had been
sent to Kalimpong by Kunphela (variant of Kumbila-see below), the Grand Lama's favorite attendant mentioned
earlier, and was probably worded similarly to the one the attendant had sent to C. Suydam Cutting, a Trustee of
tlie American Museum of Natural History, in New York. It read:
Regret delay in wiring sad news of temporary passlng away of His Holiness on 17Ihafter short illness.
Government being carried on as before. Knowing your constant correspondence with late Holiness.
hope to receive assurance of continuance of your friendship at this unfortunate juncture.-Kumbila,
personal assistant.
Quoted in Cutting, "Forbidden Lhasa Revealed," lllus~raredLondon News (12 Mar. 1938):430. This demonstrates
the powerful influence Kunphela had been wielding in Tibetan affairs just prior to his fall from grace. He ended
up managing a wool godown inJalimpong years later, where he became a close friend of Tharchin's. For details
see later in the present narrative.
70. Bell 1946. pp. 383, 396. Bell, incidentally, did indeed make a private visit to Tibet in 1934. spending a
period of four to five months there. See Christie 1977, pp. 59-60; see also Williarnson 1987, p. 138. Years later,
while preparing Portrait, Bell would be dependent upon Tharchin for other information-this time for details
relating to the Great Thirteenth's young successor for inclusion in the closing pages of his biography. Now
living in British Columbia, Canada, Sir Charles sent a letter to his Tibetan friend asking questions about the ne\+
141h Dalai Lama and requesting the newspaper publisher to supply him with photographs of various Tibetan
personages such as Kunphela and Tsarong. Bell to Tharchin, Victoria, B.C., April 1940, ThPaK.
7 1. Taring 1970, pp. 113-4. She also related the story of how the absence of her "father" and former husband
Tsarong Shape from the capital at the time of the L)alails death saved his life: "Early in 1933 T'sarong had been
granted a year's leave from Lhasa to go to our estates of Tsarong and Lhanga, so he was away when the Dalai
Lama died. He came back to pay homage to his master's body and said to me that had His lloliness not granted
him leave he would have lost his own life, because if he had been in Lhasa he \vould never have refrained from
giving the Dalai Lama a few aspirin to reduce his temperature-and therefore would have been accused of
poisoning him. He was really thankful for his escape and took this great act of foresight on His Holiness's part
as a reward to his faithful servant." Ibid., 1 1 6-7. Even so, in the years to follow, Tsarong. by his own admission.
felt he had to remain vigilant continually against those who sought him harm. Tharchin's much later friend, the
Japanese spy Hisao Kimura, who came to know the Shape very well in 1948. writes in his reminiscence of the
period the following: "Like other favorites he lost all real power on the death of the Dalai Lama in 1933. This
may have been lortunate, for in retirement he remained alive, rich, and one of thc mobt influential men behind
the scenes in a capital where the powerful had a habit of meeting nasty ends. Even so he oils11told me that he
needed to be constantly on guard, for he was always looked upon as an upstart by the other nobles." Kimurd
1990, p. 197.
72. Lhalungpa 1983, p. 35.
73. Typewritten letter, Tharchin to Graham. Lhasa. 6 Dec. 1927. Graham Papers
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74. Per ~ o h nBray's written summary of 10 July 1999 to the present author of Bray's conversation with
~j~hardson
at St. Andrews, Scotland, 23 June 1999.

75. All information and quoted material have been derived from the following sources: (1) ~ b d Ghani
~ l
Sheikh, "Tibetan Moslems," TJ (Winter 1991):86-9. This authority is a Ladakhi Moslem holding an M.A. in
history and is an author of numerous articles on the history of Lndakh. (2) An even more detailed longer treatmen,
ofthesubjedhas been published by another equally authoritative writer, Ataullah Siddiqui, in his miclcappearing
in the same issue of Tibet Journal, pp. 72-85, entitled, "Moslems of Tibet." He studied at the University of
~ o r t hBengal, Darjeeling, and has sewed as a Librarian in Kalimpong College. Since 1982 he has been a
research scholar for the Interfaith unit of Leicester, England's Islamic Foundation and was a Ph.D. candidate in
Christian-Moslem Relations at England's University ofBimingharn. (3) Jose Ignacio Cabe;~on,.'Islam in TibeL-'
in Radhu 1997, pp. 20'32 note 55. And (4) Radhu 1997. p. 160. The stated approximate number in the 'rest of
one to two thousand as having comprised the Moslem community in Lhasa represents a composite rstimatc
born the available data that according to Cabezon and Siddiqui was defined as "upwards of 2000."according to
Radhu was noted as "never having gone beyond a thousand," and, according to Thornas Arnold in PreLl(.IlillR
lslam (Lahore, p. 296) and cited by Cabezon, was defined, probably incorrectly, as "more on the order 01' 2000
families." Cabezon went on to write that "the number 2000 [may have] achieved a mythical status.., . \+hich.
though perhaps accurate at a certain point in history, may today represent more a collective mcmor!. than an
accurate representation of the actual Moslem population of Lhasa."
Heinrich Harrer, who resided at Lhasa during the late 1940s into the early 1950s. has observed that "in point
ofnumbers the Moslems form an appreciable part of the population of Lhasa. The);...enjoy full freedom to
practice their religion ....Their religious zeal led them at first to demand that their I'ibetan \\,ives should he
converted, but here the Tibetan government stepped in and made it a condition that the~rnative \+omen could
marry Moslems only if they kept to their own faith." The Chinese Moslems known as the Iiui-liuis (Iiu-Ilus)
from the Koko Nor region of Tibet's northeastern border area of Arndo owned the slaughterhouses in Lhasa that
were situated in a special sector ofthe Holy City outside the Lingkhor (the five-mile-long Pilgrims' Road LI hich
ringed Lhasa). "Buddhists look askance at them because they take the life of animals. but the!: are allo\+cdto
have their own place of worship." Harrer 1956, pp. 153. 130.
It must be remembered that one of the central tenets of Buddhism is the prohibition against the taking of an!
life, regardless how insignificant. Yet Tibetans. although Buddhist, eat a diet consisting largelj. of meat due to
the paucity of suitable land for growing fruits and vegetables. They therefore have had to find a \\a! to get
around their Buddhist conviction about not killing animals: they have left it largely to hloslems in thcir mdsl to
do the dirty work for them. But even though the taking of life was in\lolved. Tibetans felt that killing l r r v ~ t
animals for food-those such as yaks, cattle, sheep and pigs-minimized the number of deaths required to fked
the nation. But the killing of small animals for food was greatl~,frowned upon bj. all Tibetans inasmuch as a
Person would have to kill great numbers of smaller animals to secure a suficient food ~uppl!'. Although the
Tibetan conscience may have been appeased by these fine theological distinctions, the bloslems were ictimi~cd
tosome extent in that because of their willingness to become the butchers ofTibetan societ!.-at
least in I.hasa-they came to be looked upon as "something of a caste unto themselves and were, in a special \#ay analogous to
the untouchables in India." Tung 1980. p. 92.
The current Dalai Lama's eldest brother, Thubten Jigme Norbu, tells the touchir~gstory of ho\\ the first
mosque came to be built in Lhasa, where already for a long time Moslems had been living. During the I n t k r P*
afthe Great Fifth's rule, there came to Lhasa a very renowned holy Mohammedan \vho frcqltentl! \'isiled \\it11
His Holiness, would have long talks with him, and t l ~ et\vo \vould even take meals together. One da) \+henb('1h
were up on the Potala3s roof, the holy Moslem said how earnestl!, he wished 10 have a quiet place of h i s O \ l n
where he could practice his
Calling for a bow and arro*. the Dalai Lama said "that \\'hereverl h r am'\'
dmpped would become a
for all Moslems to worship in their own \.ay. He fired the bow-and Ihc arro\' "l'
Ill a place called Gyangdrag LingLa, nearby There to this day stands a mosque \\-here generationsofMoslenls
have .'allowed their religion since the 1 71hcentu~.'."
Norbu and Turnhull 1968- P. z6'.
in the 1 920s h a provided further delails on the Moslem community their relationship
Sir Charles ~ ~ 1 1 .
with the Tibetans, and the attitude of the latter towards them (in Bell 1924a~pp. 243132):
its
The Ladakhi Mohammedansare,..an unaggressive community [in Lhasa] that goes quit''\.
I
I n Lhasa.
business and is amenable to the Tibetan jurisdiction. 11 W a s a Common sight,
back to a park three miles west of the capital. where Ihe? alien 'prnt lhc
sec them wending [heir
day offering prayers, reading books, and enjoying themselves i n lhe @prn air .
A
639
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Tibetans hawe often told me that they can worship in Hindu temples and in Christian churchestheir religion is of a wide toleration-but they can have nothing to do with Mohammedan mosques,
They hnd no excuse for the doctrine of Mohammedan Ghazis, who kill in cold blood persons of other
Faiths, and believe that, in doing so, they have gained a passport for paradise. "Buddhism, Christianity
and Hinduism," said the Prime Minister of Tibet during one of our conversations, "are all good
religions. But Islam is not. It makes the killing of those who belong to their Faiths an act of merit.
That is a horrible thing. The true spirit of religion cannot be present where killing is regarded as an
act of merit."
The violence and desecration done to the Hindu religion by the Mohammedan conquerors of
India are remembered hy the people of Tibet. Their books of prophecy warn them against the Islamic
nations, and the prophecies of olden times exercise always a potent influence over Tibetan
feeling... .[There is one] old prophecy to the effect that the Turuka (Turks) would do their utmost to
destroy the Tibetan religion and would very nearly succeed in destroying it, but theChi-ling (Europeans)
would not harm it.. . .[Another old Tibetan prophecy has it] that the Mohammedan power will overrun
the whole world until some three hundred years later a Buddhist king will arise in a country north of
Kashnlir [previously Buddhist but now Buddhist-Moslem]. The country will be known as North [or
Chang] Shambala and its king will break the Mohammedan power and restore Buddhism.
Finally, Wong Man-How has noted that the religious differences between the Moslems and the Buddhist
Tibetans have sometimes led to distrust. Although no area was forbidden to Moslems in Tibet, he observed that
"none of them would ever enter a lamasery." By the same token, he continued, "no Tibetan would enter a
mosque, for 'Tibetans believed that the Moslems deliberately buried Tibetan holy books under the thresholds of
their mosques s o that visiting Tibetans would inadvertently sin by treading there." Told of in his article, Wong
1984. p. 30 1.

76. The source for the departure date is per a letter in Tibetan, handwritten by Tharchin and addressed (in
English translation) to "my intelligent bosom friend"-a person at Phari, Tibet, and dated in Tibetan at the end
of the letter as the 12lhof the I 2Ih Tibetan month (and which Tharchin identified in Western reckoning as 1 Feb.
1928 by having dated it that way himself by having inked in at the upper right corner of the letter's first page the
following: Lhasa, 1/2/28. In the text of the letter itself. a c o p ofwhich was among the ThPaK, Tharchin wrote
(as translated for the present author by Phurbu Tsrring): "Ll'e have Jccided to leave from here on the 16Ihofthis
month" (i.e.. on the 5" of Feb. 1928).

Chapter 19
GTUM TwMs, Ch. 17, pp. 1-7; quotes: 1, 2, 3, 5, 5-6.

I. ,411 quoted material in this and the preceding paragraph is taken from typewritten Icncrs, -chin

10

G&am, Lhasa, 14 Oct., 25 Oct., and again l 4 Oct., all 1927, Graham Papers. And as explained in the

daumentation for these same letters in the End-Notes for Ch. 17 above, Tharchin had at timn taken his ponsblc
English-language typewriter with him to Lhasa.

2. Ibid., 25 Oct. 1927.
3. Interview with Gyan Jyoti (formerly of Kalimpong but now living in Nepal), Feb. 1993.
3a. Much of the information to be found in this and the preceding paragraph has been derived from Dr.
Knox's various Annual Reports on Tibetan Work which he had submitted to his Guild Mission superiors for the
years 1930 through 1938, copies of which are a part of the'ThPaK.

4. " . . . I drove under an arched gateway, through a flower garden, and stopped under the porte-cochere ofthe
two-storied Himalayan Hotel, a nine-room bungalow, vine-covered. with two wide herandas overlooking the
snow ranges. The proprietor and his wife spared no pains for my comfort. and I settled there to make the final
preparations for my journey." Merrick 1933, p. 72. This I-Iotel is owned and operated e\en to this day by the
Macdonald family, even though Tharchin's longtime friend, David Macdonald. m d his wife are no longer
living.
5. It was not without firsthand knowledge of his experience that Bunty Odling could feel so confident in
recommending Tharchin as a guide for Mrs. Merrick. For it will be recalled, a$pointed out at the beginning of
the previous chapter, that the Tibetan just four years earlier ( 1927) had accompanied both Mr. and Mrs. Odling
onajourney as far as Gyantse, from whence Tharchin and his wife then went on alone to Lhasa for his audience
with the Thirteenth Dalai Lama.
6. The reader is refehed back to Ch. 16 above for a discussion of this missionary from Australia and his
relationship with Gergan Tharchin as it related to the Tibetan community and Tibetan Church in Kalimpong.
6a. The "end of April" quotation is from the minutes of the Guild Mission Council meeting (at Kalimpong).
15- 16 Oct. 193 1, the 15 Oct. section. p. 8, EHMC Minutes 19,"1-1935.

7. He was a high Tibetan personage, indeed, with the oflicial rank of Kenchen (Khenchung). Born in 1880
with the name of Lobsang Jungne, he in tilne became a monk oflicial and assumed the honorar! title of Gyami
Lortsawa (Chinese translator), having spent 15 years in China studying Buddhism at the Yung-ho Monastey
(Peking)where he learned to speak Chinese fluently. though he could not write it. He also spoke Mongolian and
served as interpreter to Dalai Lama XIII, whose confidence the Kenchen enjoyed. Once he hlfilied his tenure as
Tibetan Trade Agent at Gyantse in 1934, the Kenchen went on to be appointed Dronyer Chempo (I-ord
Chamberlain) that same year, only to be deprived of the post in 1935, doubtless in the wake of the political
following the death of His Holiness in Dec. 1933. He ivas then sent in 1937 to supewise the repairs of
Y e ~ aMonastery outside Lhasa. p.0.S. 1938, p. 41. See Macdonald 1932. p. 89 for the former ~ r i t i s hTrade
Agent's quote.
8- According to long-established Tibetan custom, however. it would appear Tharchin was nor overdoing it:
sincethe requirements of the "honorific" and the "high honorific" forms of speaking by an inferior to a superior
demanded nothing less than t h e x elaborate ways of expressing oneself. although as one writer on the sub~ect.
W1lliamMcGovern. has observed, these distinctions mandated by the long-held customs of the Tibetan language
''havebeen carried to absurd lengths." McGovem 1924, p 28 1 . One of the best explanations of this honorific
Impage of the Tibetans has been provided by one of Tharchin's valued friends from h e West. h b c o Pallis
hm England, who in a masterful volume on Tibetan culture and religion (in Pallis 1949. PP 68-91 has included
IpUsage that gives some
inright into the conduct of Mrs. Merricl's humble interpreter VIS-d-vish e Dalal
Lama'spersonal representative at ~ ~ a n t s e :
It should be explained that the Tibetan language reflects in its vocabulnry the nicely judged grades of
feudal society. For every noun. pronoun, or verb and For many o f the adjeaives, not one but two
words nlust be learned, a common one, which applies to ordinary folk, and an honorific. nhich must
be used a h e n speaking 10 or about persons of qaality. Turning the idea into an English equivalent.
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my gardener simply "walks," hut m), readers "proceed." Si~nilarly.a thing is "sIiown7'10 a Scrvanr.
but in the case of an arislocrat one "pclitiotis the conii~igol' the honorahle cye " S o ~ l l ~ ~ i l l l e s

three words exist for tlie same notion. the thrrd being a "liigli honorific." whicll cim be a,)plicd
to rcprescntativcs of the niosl exalted political or ecclesiastical autliorit~.A subtle play oI'conlpliIllcnts
can be introduced by timely selection of this or that word, espec~allyas at the c)tlier end of the scale
a further weapon lies to hand in the form of self-deprecialor), words. denoting onc's own \r.orthlessllrss
or humility. Normally. one siniplq uses the ordinary non-Iionorilic word5 in rekrring 10 oncscll: bul
in extreme cases. especially in Ictters, it is possible to use i n place of"I." the ..tritl~"or - t i l t n a L l g l l ~ y
boy" ("the insignificanl lrille pclitlons for l lis I-loliness's absolution"). Even \lords like .'liar" or
"murderer" have thcir honoritics: they are an esscnlial part ofthe language. employed by all classes.
and not 3 p r c c i i ) ~allkctation
~~
ol'the educated. though the latter naturall! have a I'l~llcrcoliinialld 01'
thciii. A k\v especially high cspressiuns can he used only about the Dalai Lama and Panclicn I-anla.
tlie t\\o senior PonlilY's. 'I'hert is. f o r instance, a word mcaning "to co~nc"which is normall), apl~licd
to any dignitary ovcr a certain rank: but it can. by spccii~lestension. be used of tlie arrival clfa cup
of tea for the Dalai L.ama. "The gohlct of honorable tea," as it wcrc. "anibulates into the 13alai I.an1a.s
chamber." or rather \\hat I intended to say was not "chamber" hut "location of the cushion orrepclsc."
No\v because the d i f i r e n c e s bet\vcen these three styles o f address apply to nearly every \vord in the l'ihclan
language. it is impossible. \\rites McGovern, "to infer from the ordinivy word what the lionorilic term \ \ i l l be
and vice versa; consequcntl!.. when one wishes to learn l'ibetan one nllrsr learn two and in man; cases three
\vords li)r e\,cry single ob-ject. because to use an honoritic word to an inferior or an ordinary ~ r o r dto a superior
is considerc:l the grossest insult." hlcGovcrn 1924. p. 28 1.
All this \vould come to an end in 'Tibct with the coming of Communist Chinese occupation of the country
after 1950. and especially with the inauguration ol'tlle ten-!.ear-long Cultural lievolution in 1966. 1:or during
that infanlous period in Sino-l'ibctan relations. the Communist idea of an "egalitarian language" based on the
Marxist notion 01' a classless society was, in the words of one modern-day Tibetan historian. "taken to its
estreme." As explained b), Tsering S h a k a . the panlphlets put out by the Cultural Revolution's Red Guards
"demanded the abolition o f Ihe Ilonoritic in l'ibetan. the elaborate system ol'\rliich Itas regarded as a remnant ol'
feuclal traclition.. .and as the language of the aristocracy.. ." Indccd. a passage liom one such pamphlet proclaimcd
'-that the 7ihr1 Lltrr'l~:.Radio I.liasa and other broadcasting oflices must use and propagate the language of the
working class.. .and seek to cradic;~tethe language o f the aristocrat! and the upper class."
The elimiriation of the lionorilic ira~tition.lio\r,ever. prornptccl ii great deal ol'debate-that in some instances
even bordcred on 111c Ihrcical-umorlg tlie lied (;irarcis and ollicc stalTat ihe publishing houses. Shakya reports
that one of his inl'orlna~~ts
dcscribcd one argument which had occurred regarding tlie kind of language tliar
\vould be appropriate in rcferrinp to Chi~lcscCommunist Part! Chairman klao l'se-lung: should i t he the honorific
or the colloqi~ial(plial-vkaci)f b r ~ n ?Reported Shak!.a1s infonnaiit: If the former \vcre used. then "you ivcre likely
to incur the wrath o f i particular liction o f the Red Guards and be accused of harboring feudal sentiments." But
if the conimon speech \\ere employed. then "!,ou could be condcnined b ~ another
r
laction of the lied Guards Ibr
not respecting Chairman Mao"! See Shakya. "Politicization and the 'I'ibetun 1,anguagc." in Darnett and Akincr
(eds.) 1994. p. 160.

9. In point ol' actual Fdct tliesc gestures of humility exhibited by 'rharchin \$ere. along with others not
mentioned here, all part of a nlniincr that was assumed b!. most 1'ibct;uis to express rcspect to\vard superiors or
to extend greetings to another, or both. One A~ncricantraveler. on his \vay from Gyantse to Lhasa in 1942.
stayed as an overnight guest in a Tibetan home. The o\\ner. explained the American later. hustled about tningto
make his guest con~tbrtablc.at the same time .'cc,nstantl!, bo\ving, bringing up the thumbs. sticking out tile
tongue and hissing-l'ibetan \va!,s of sho\viiig respect." .flie Anierican filrthrr explained that "the highcr llle
station of tlie person addressed. and the lo\\,er the station of the one \rho addresses, the lo\ver the latter must
bow, the more he is to stick out the tongut:. and rnorc. constant must become the hissing, done with quick little
intakes of breath." Tolstoy 1946. p. 184. 7'his latter practice-hissing done with quick little intakes of breathwas what Tharchin was exhibiting in the presence o f t h e Kenchen. the high Tibetan personage at Gyantse.
A Chinese-American journalist was told by a hotel manager in eastern l'ibet in 1982 that as an ancient and
very courteous form of greeting, when a Tibetan addresses a person for the first time. he may stick his tongue out
at him and "show his open palm at waist level." The manager went on to say that "the outstretched hands show
that no weapon is hidden, and thus no harm is intended. The displa~,of the tongue dates back to an old superstition
that one who poisons others has a black tongue." As told to Wong Man-How, in Wong 1984. p. 291.
Tharchin's good friend from England quoted from in the previous note, Marco Pallis, tells an amusing story
told him by a general who, while still a subaltern, had accompanied the military expedition which had ~ c c u ~ l ~ ~
Lhasa in 1904. Pallis writes: "As he was going along the road a nlan passed him on horseback and of course
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plit.ely thun out his tongue at him. Enraged at the fellow's apparent i n s o l m , Uu o f i ~
hold of him
pulled him out o f his saddle. The more he shook him, the morc the wretched m tried to popitiw k
Englishman by stretching out his tongue still fMher. to the p a t miRh of a O u a . o r w y
thejoke, but had no intention of enlightening his superior oficer!" Pallis 1949, pp. 49-50.
In another place in her book, T h w h i n ' s American friend Merrick sheds lunher light on the origin of this
unusual practice of the longue and why the color black, as well as gives a description of additional c u s t m
associated with the showing o f respect by Tibetans towards others (Merrick 1933, pp. 103-4):
Tibetans exchange no word of greeting with those they meet on the road. The lowliest ones inskad
stick out their tongues. I I is related that this custom originated during the religious W. whtn the
red sect Lamas had power to cast spells from great distances by means of the simple reci~tionof
mantras. Their oft-repetition of the malevolent spells turned their tongues black, it is said. so in order
to detect their enemies, the opposing yellow cap Lamas [those 10 whom the Dalai Lama belongs]
forced all captives to show their tongues, that those found to have black ones might be put to d c h .
The voluntary showing ofthe tongue is intended to prove that they are not hostile. [Another explanation
for its origin is the legend that it began under the wicked antr-Buddhist ninth-centur) King Lanpdma
"who was supposed to be able to tell from certain marks on the tongue who were his friends and
enemies." Tseten 197 1, p. 271
Sometimes an inferior will push his left ear forward with his hand ~n sign of humility when
addressing a superior. This too is a survival of the days when [lie ears of prisoners were c u ~off by
successfiil generals and oft'ered to their rulers as tributes.
But the most frequent greeting in Tibet is the quick raising of folded hands to the forehead. a
gracious if not a graceful gesture.
Another Western acquaintance of Tharchin's. Englishwoman Lois Lang-Sims. somewhat differed with Mrs.
Merrick on this latter fom of greeting: "We saluted one another, palms together, a gesture which had become
natural to me and which I found a great deal easier and more gracious than the Western handshake." Lane-Sims
1963, p. 238. This physical gesture used in greeting, incidentally. is usually accompanied by a verbal show of
Sanskrit term for both greeting atid parling that means.
respect as well: the utterance of the word "Namaste!"-a
"1 salute you." Matthiessen 1979. p. 22.
10. Caravanserai: a word formed from caravan plus sera;, the latter a term indicating a rrsl house and
stabling place for the men alld beasts of caravans. Wrote Merrick: .'The serais consist of a wide open space olien
with mud troughs for beasts, arid around this are rooms, usually open in front. with din floors. and guiltless of
furniture." Such placcs "\vere the first hotels; traders were the first tra\.elel-S: and provision uas thus made to
lake care of their caravarls as \\ell as to afford them a place to rest arid sleep at intertals along the wade routes."
Merrick 1933. p. I 12.
11. The mention of Hannibal and the Alps is a reference to ~vhaihappened during the Second IJunic War that
began in 2 18 b.c. between Caflhage in North Africa and Rome. Hannibal the Carthaginiari Grncral had made his
lhrough Spain and Gaul to the Alps where he successfull) led his army of50.000 soldiers. 9000 horsemen
and 37 fighting elephants across the Alps down in10 I t a l ~in Oct. of 21 8 b.c. to threaten the r\istencr oSRome.
But after \\?andcrinE,about the Italian boot s&ing an engagement ith the clever un\\ illing Konisns. Hannibal
had to ithdra\v from Italy altogether and sail bask across the Mediterranean Sea to Carthaec in thc !car
203 b . ~ withour
.
c l e r havill_e seen Ron;e. 111 the clld hr: \vas cllascd fiurn one c i t to another in Ihc' eastern
Mediterranean arca of \\es(er,l Asia, !ilhere he finally committed suicide h! poison In 190 b.c.
from \1:addcll7s account "t'thc Irounghusband Expedition. firs1 puhlislld in
Mn.Merricl\ \\,as herc
London, 1905. She was correct in stating that no snou \+asencoun~ersd.even though the Espcdition sunnountc.d
[he Pass in mid\,jintCr.on 12 Dec. 1903, Hut it u.as bitter cold. nonetheless. Arising d j ' that lllorlling a[ (;naton€
whereat four miles below the lelep La the o\ernight tr~lpcralurchad dippcd to -2" F.. h.lacdonald's little arm! 01'
3000 men plus some ,000 hllo\\ers llcadsd up\\arJs to\\ards the Pass \\'rites \+!addell (in M'addell 1972. P Q 78801:
...the crossing of this formidable pass in the rarelied air and cold of such a high elevatinn was
extrelnel) trying to everyone. man and beast. Our column. winding likc a snake up he sleep z i w g
track to the pass. was over four miles long, and seemed a crawl along up amongst the bleak black
rocks alniost at a snail's pace, as everyone. oppressed by the rarefied air, had to stop I'ur breath eve*
few yards. Scarcely anyone, even those \rho rode most of the way. escaped having aching temples
and e)ehalls: n~anysuffereJ from actual mounta~nsickness. and several of the transpnrl animals
succumbed on the roadside. A good deal of the delay was due to frequent halts to read-lust fallen
loads. Fortunately tllere was no snow. and v s 0 little wind.
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...On gaining the summit of the pass,. ..we found it was swept by a merciless icy blast, which cut
painfully like a knife, snatched away our breath, and pierced through our thickest garments as if they
were mere gauze. This made it impossible to stand on the top for more than an instant. In that instant
we caught a glimpse of a sea of wild hilltops in front of us, dashed here and there with snow, above
which towered far on our left the graceful horn of Chumolhari; and from our feet a stony track sank
rapidly down into a deep ravine of dark pine trees far below us, in which the Kargyu Monartery
seemed a mere white speck. Diving down this slope, we got out of the wind almost immediately...

12. The cairn, a pile of stones, is usually topped with sticks and rags, with an opening on the eastern side for
offerings. Tibetan Buddhist tradition says the strips of rags or "wind prayers" are meant to bring good luck to
travelers who are crossing the pass for the first time. The Tibetan traveler, whether it be his first or subsequent
journey, will usually place another stone atop the cairn as an expression ofthanksgiving for his safe arrival at the
pass. Matthiessen 1979, p. 97. One traveler who had reached the top of the Natu La not far from the Jelep La
wrote later what happened: "Shouting and throwing rocks to frighten away evil spirits, we added our bit to a
cairn which had grown to a height of 30 feet as a result of the stone offerings of previous passers-by. Some of the
Buddhists in our working party [the porters, etc.] devoutly kept repeating their chant: 'Om Mani Padrne Hum!'
'Om Mani Padme Hum!' to drive away the demons, who are believed to make their home on Natu La, as on all
mountain passes." Thomas Jr. 195 1, p. 60.
13. In 1934 the fortunes of Tharchin's friend improved somewhat, for he was promoted back up to the fourth
rank that year, and in 1935 was dispatched to East Tibet as a Tibetan government representative to the Panchen
Lama to arrange for his return to Tibet and to escort him back if all went well. By 1936 the latter, after a
voluntary exile from Tibet for 13 years, had moved to the eastern Tibetan border at Jyekundo poised on the
China side to return across the frontier and back to his ecclesiastical throne at Trashilhunpo near Shigatse. But
in late 1937 the Panchen Lama died at Jyekundo. Nevertheless, during this period of the mid-1930s Doring
Thaiji served the Central government at Lhasa as its direct link with His Serenity. The negotiations had lasted
interminably. See Shakabpa 1967, pp. 28 1-2 and Rahul 1962, p. 187. Doring returned to Lhasa from his long
drawn-out mission where he was appointed chief lay custodian or Supervisor of the late Dalai Lama's property.
including the Norbu Lingka Palace complex. Even his noble title of Thaiji was restored to him soon thereafter,
He was to lead a retiredlife at his Gyantse estates after this, although in about 1944 he was sent to the British
Mission at Dekyi Lingka in Lhasa for training in wireless work. In 1956 Doring Thaiji became totally blind and
eventually died at Gyantse in 1959, most likely as a consequence of the upheavals in Tibet between the Tibetans
and the Chinese Communists that finally led to the complete absorption of that land into the People's Republic
ofchina. See Petech 1973, pp. 63-4; see also Tung 1980, p. 201 ; and see also P.O.S. 1938, p. 22 with 6, together
with Tharchin's inked handwritten notation (on his own personal copy of this volume) next to the entry for
Doring Thaiji which reads simply: "Past [Passed] away in 1959."
14. All the quoted material, except those already footnoted, dealing with the Tibetan journey of Mrs. Merrick,
Tharchin and the rest of her party, and beginning with the quote about Sikkim by Younghusband in London, are
from Merrick 1933, in the following order of pages: 46, 1 1 8, 79, 161-2. 80ff., 102-3. 106-7, 112, 1 1 8-9, 119,
1 19-20, 120, 12 1 . The data on Doring Thaiji and Jigme Taring are found on pages 170-3, and the final segment
from the Kenchen interview is taken from pages 162-3. At page 188 is an excellent map which outlines in detail
this journey of Merrick's and Tharchin's. Additional data on Doring Thaiji was also prol/ided by P.O.S. 1938,P.
22.
15. See Ogilvie 1922, pp. 1 1 8, 132.
16. Per Perry 1997, p. 47.
17. Minto 1974, pp. 104, 103, 112.
18. While in England he paid a visit to Fetter Lane in London, the British Province headquarters oilhe
Moravian Church Mission. This occurred in Mar. 193 1. According to one Moravian journal. while on his visit
at Fetter Lane Macdonald '.spoke most kindly of the work our missionaries are doing i n western Tibet; and
emphasized again the call to prayer in order that the Tibetan people may be won for Christ. 'Prayer.' he said.
'will open Central Tibet."' Mht (Apr. 193 1):25. By "Central Tibet" M a ~ h ~ a nieant
l d Tsang Province (where
Gyantse and Shigatse are located) and U Province (where Lhasa is).
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19. This date is per the minutes of the Guild Mission Council meeting (at Kalimpong), 13-14 Oct. 1932, p.
EHMC Minutes 192 1 - 1935. Strangely, even though according to p. 10 of the 15- 16 Oct. 193 1 (repeat: 1931 )
councilmeeting minutes (also held at Kalimpong) a motion had been made and seconded, and then "afier some
jiscussion" had been carried "that Mr. Tharchin be taken back as Tibetan catechist," the Indo-'fibetan had
refrained from rejoining the Guild Mission as its Tibetan catechist for almost an entire year! It
should be added that further confirmation of this date is provided by what Rev. Knox had himself written in a
lener to Cecil Polhill, dated 19 Sept. 1932, a copy of which is part of the ThPaK: "You will no doubt be
interested to hear that Tharchin has re-entered the service of the Mission from this month."
20. Upon Dr. Graharn's retirement in early 193 1 Rev. Scott was the one to succeed him as the new Head of
he Kalimpong Mission. He in turn would be followed much later (in 1946) by Rev. George Mill. Eventually
Rev. Scott would also retire as the last Scottish missionary Principal of the SUM Institution in Kalimpong. Ile
had in fact sewed as Principal of that educational and training facility on three occasions: 1943-5. 1947-52 and
1957-63, only leaving Kalimpong for good in Mar. 1963-per Simick 1986. pp. 14-5. He had worked in the
area since 1924, and hence he knew the Kalimpong subdivision of Darjeeling District quite well. Ibid. In his
many years ofmissionary service, Scon rendered valuable help as well in the initial stages ofa fresh revision of
[he Nepali Bible that was undertaken after 195 l . Hooper 1963, p. 150. Of interest, too, is the fact that Rev.
Scott's daughter had married Rev. Evan Mackenzie (presumably his second wife), the first missionary to the
Tibetans in Kalimpong whose life and ministry were briefly sketched for the reader in Ch. 16. It should be noted
that the Mackenzies' baby boy lies buried in the Kalimpong Mission's cemetery ("God's Acre") where many of
the other early saints of the Mission and indigenous church are also buried. Graham 1897, p. 63.

21. Minto 1974, p. 44.
22. See Perry 1997, pp. 30. 37 note 27.
23. Ibid., 57, 79 note 120. For a rather full account ofall these splits, separations. defections. etc.. see ibid..
57-9,69, 80 notes 126 and 127, 85 note 196.
24. Letter, Macdonald to British and Foreign Bible Society. Kalimpong, 10 Aug. 1932, BFBS Archives.
Cambridge University Library, England (quoted in personal letter. John Bray to the author. London, 23 Sept.
1991).
25. See his travel volume, Duns les marches tibitaines; autour du Dokerla. Movembre 1906-Janvier 1908
(Paris91909), 215 pp. Bacot had nothing but good things to say about the Tibetan people aRer his experience in
their land: "The Tibetans impress one at once by the dignity of their persons. One sees them on horseback and
clad, scattered about the open spaces of their deserts.. . .In all Tibet one would be hard put to it to discover
one fool....The Tibetans are not barbarous or uncultivated; nor for that matter is their country. Under their rough
hidethey conceal refinements that we lack, much courtesy and philosophy, and the need for beautifying common
things, whatever happens to be useful to them, be it a tent, a knife, or a stirrup.. . .Moreover, they are gay. these
Tibetans, and happy as is not the case elsewhere today, more so than our wretched workers in their wetched
factories,armed with the whole arsenal of their rights.. . .The more densely the countv is populated, the tamer is
wild game. The Tibetans are not much addicted to hunting. They have long since lost the taste for killing that
we still retain.. . .I love their companionship during the long rides, for they are taciturn, or else they only speak
with good sense, originality, and a taste for speculative things."Quoted in Pallis 1949, pp. 202-3. For additional
information on Prof. Bacot's scholar]y work in Tibetan studies, see the End-Notes for Ch. 23 of the p r e ~ n t
work's final volume (in the second of two which describe the work of Prof. Shoju Inaba of Japan). Two other
are LP Tibet rivolti (19 12) and Trols m.YStemS tibilaim (l92I ).
books of note among his many
26. See Finegan 1986, p. 13.
27. Interview with "Dr." N. 'Tshering, Nov. 1992.
as Medical Superintendent of the Charteris Hospital in
Dr. Duncan
28. For a time from 1963
Kalimpong. For additional details concerning her medical work and that of others in the Himala~mhill station,
Packard (comp.) 1964, passim.

29. A much fuller picture of the work ofthese three Christian women workers-specially
the labon ofthe
WMPL missionaries-ean be .found in (a) L. Carlson, "Pmgres and Promise" and (b) D. Christimson.
"Reminiscence''-the final two chapters of Carlson et al. 1988, pp. 43-122.

A

GTUM TwMs, Ch. 18, pp. 1-6; quotes: 2, 3, 4.

I. The ~ m e r i c a nwould later author such well-known works as Heown Lies WNh;n Us (NewYork. 1 9 3 9 ~
.'the way of life taught by yoga," the foreword said; Philosophical Foundu~ronroflndra (London. 1945): and
Hindu Philosophy (New York, 1947). Bernard would also author A SimpLfied Grumrnar 011he L i l e r a ~
Zklan
hnguage (Santa Barbara: Tibetan Text Society, 1946). Indeed, a copy of the latter volume was found in Tharchin's
personal library, presented to him in person at Kalimpong by the American in July 1947.

2. The Lhasa telegraph system by this time was most eficient. In the 1930s it had been placed in the charge
ofaTibetan monk who had been trained at Kalimpong and who spoke adequate English. 1hc telegraph line had
originally been laid by the Younghusband Mission of 1904 from Kalirnpong over the Jelep [..a to as far as
Gyantsein order that it might keep in touch with the Indian government and London. ?-he line was then continued
upto Lhasa in 192 1-2. At this time Nepalese line-nien were the ones charged with its maintc.nance. with occasional
visits being made-as far as Gyantse-by English engineers. The Potala in Lhasa was conncctcd by ~elcphonc
with the Post Ofice where the Telegraph also had its ofice. F. Spencer-Chapman. "1,hasa in 1937." (;J (lune
1938):503. Spencer-Chapman added that "the muleleers sometimes take the posts for firewood and amuse
themselves by throwing stones at the insulators." Ibid. An amusing story is told of when the original segmenl to
Gyantse had been constructed. Tibetans, and particularly the Buddhist priests. were highlj- suspicious and
bewildered by the strange actions of the foreigners in erecting the poles and stringing wire between them.
Hence, a delegation of them vent to the chief engineer to inquire what this was all about and why. "This ofticer.
realizing that his line was vulnerable to sabotage. told them that the British had no intcntiorl of remaining in
Tibet once a treaty was negotiated. However, he explained, as it was such a big country they \sould probably gct
lost while trying to find their way back. so he was stringing \vire along the poles to guide them when they
returned to India. I t is said that the answer completely satisfied the delegation. which had no concept ofmodern
communications, and the telegraph was lefi ulldisturhed," at least while the Expedition and its 11iilitar)lmission
remained in Tibet (which
until 1908). Tseten l97 1. p. 22.
3. Bernard 1939. p. 95.
4. Bemard. "American Who Penetrated Mysteries ofTibel Tells of Strange Pilgrimage," .4kw Hurrn Register.
26 Dec. 1937.
5 . Here is evidence, if evidence was necessaq. that Tharchin had still not "kicked" the smoking habit-in

this case, the use of ~ i g a ~ e t t ~ ~ - ~ had
h i cso
h gained a grip on his life. The entire matter, so imporlant a personal
issue to the Tibetan from Poo, has been thoroughly covered in the earlier voh.~rneof the present narrati~,e.
especially in Chs. 3 and 5.

6. Bernard 1939, pp. 150-1, 268.

7. Bernard was later to comment that his Lhasa host was "one of the wealthiest men in Tibet. uas

a

cosmopolitan persoji of broad views. with a home relati, ely comfortable. even by American standards. ' k r o n g
in touch with the outside world throsgh Calcutta and London daily broadcasts. brought in on his English
radio set, followed English custom in serving 4 o'clock tea with an English silver tea service and with impofled
and cake. and had Western trees and plants in his garden, including apple m e s from America and was
an accomplished photographic technician." New Ibrk Tlmes, 76 Dec. 1937. 11. p. 1.
8. Harrer 1985. p. 7. The "house" which Tsarong had opened to the two Austrians in 1946 and where they
lived for an entire yebr was actually a small home which Jigrne and Rinchen Dolma (Mav La) Taring had
on the Tsarong House compound in 1932 and in which the young couple had lived until 1938. That
yew, and on Tsarong.s advice, they then built what come to be known as raring House located at Metol Dumra
a foIJr-acre site on the Lhasa oubkirts. Jigme had drau,n up the architectural plans hilnself in consultation with
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Hugh Richardson, the British Representative in Lhasa at the time; and once co~npletedin 1938, Jigme's parensRaja and Rani Taring--came up from the old Taring Estate at Gyantse to live with them in their old age.
Taring House, however, suffered a most ignominious fate at the hands of the Communist Chinese when
almost immediately after the Tibetan Uprising of Mar. 1959 had been quelled at Lhasa, it was converted into a
Chinese prison. In 1961 Arthur Bonner wrote about how many of "the worst Tibetan criminals in the Chinese
view-the so-called 'upper strata'-. . .have been put into the most dreaded prison of all-Taring House, the
former spacious home of a Tibetan nobleman now in India. The Chinese do their brain-washing there. Sometimes
various sentences are pronounced for prisoners from ~ a r i n ~ ~ o u .'They
s e . . range from a few to twenty years in
prison, including a certain period to be spent at hard labor. Few have much chance of surviving this initial
period." In fact, a more ultimate sentence was meted out upon one of the leaders of the Lhasa Uprising, who
immediately after his arrest "was executed in the 'Taring Prison'. . ."
But even Tsarong's palatial home, begun to be built in the very year ofTharchin's first visit to Lhasa (1923),
ultimately served as a Chinese prison also. Mary La relates in her memoirs of 1970 how her "father's" home
became a prison immediately after all shelling bythe Communists had ceased in their successful attempt at
putting down the city's uprising, with over 200 people, she wrote. having been shut up in its main hall, leaving
no room even to sit down. Much later, however, Harrer could report after his return visit to Lhasa in 1982 that
it was used to accommodate Chinese officers. Ibid., 92. It was still standing as of late 1996 and still under the
control and use of the military command in Tibet; this according to a Western eyewitness, Andre Alexander,
founder of Berlin's Lhasa &chive Project, in remarks made to the present author following his and Heather
Stoddard's slide-illustrated lecture, "Lhasa: Restoring the Old City," presented at the Asia Society Washington
(DC) Center, 14 Apr. 1997. This Tsarong villa, incidentally, had been built as a replacement for the old Palace of
the Tsarongs (the original Tsarong) which had overlooked the Central Cathedral square in the very heart of the
city. Apart from the country estates in the Takpo Valley and elsewhere in Tibet, the original Tsarong family had
possessed three mansions in the vicinity of Lhasa: two of them a mile or so outside the capital and the one city
palace near the Cathedral which had in late 1923 been abandoned by General Tsarong as his place of abode.
Visiting Lhasa in the early part of that year, William McGovern, who was interviewed secretly by Tsarong at
the latter's old palace, reported later why it was that this second most powerful personage in Tibet was at that
time constructing a new villa "only a few hundred yards away from his present establishment." McGovern wrote
in 1924 that "the real reason" for doing so was that Tsarong Shape "believes the present palace to be haunted by
the old Tsarong and his son, who were murdered, and whose estates and women-folk he has inherited. Tsarong
has had several children who died in infancy, and there is left to him only one sickly little boy. Medical science
would account for this in another way, but even the modern and progressive Tsarong believes that these calamities
are due to the ghosts of his predecessors w h l are thirsting for revenge, and he bclieves that in a new building the
shades of the dead will be powerless."
It is most interesting to speculate about the deeper significance, if any, there may have been to all this. It 1s
well known from Mary La's memoirs that her "stepfather"-the General, Tsarong Shape-was deeply religious.
This is confirmed by the story Melvyn C. Goldstein has related in his volume on modern Tibetan history. where
he reports how on one occasion General 'Tsarong had invited the Abbots of the three largest and most influential
Lhasan monasteries to his home. "In the course of the party," Goldstein writes, "he showed them his chapel
room. They expressed amazement that he had so many statues and religious texts since they had believed he
basically irreligious." The testimony of Tharchin, too, lends credence to the notion that the General was a deep[)'
religious man and a faithful Buddhist adherent; for as was reported in Ch. 18 above, hc testified to the fact that
Tsarong had even maintained a daily devotional period every morning, though naturally Buddhist and not
Christian in character. Furthermore, one need only read Tsarong 2000, pp. 72-3, \vIicrein a detailed description
is given of not only the main family chapel of the Tsarong household but also the latler's shrine room aside
to house the family deity, the Goddess Palden Lhamo, with a residenl monk having been in constant attendance
for making ofkrings to this deity on behalf of the Tsarong family memhers. Now it has been discussed clseu'here
in these End-Notes that nofirm evidence has yet been found linking General Tsarong to the murder of the
previous Tsarong and his son, although much suspicion and even some circumstantial cvidence had been directed
towards him. Rut given the General's deeply religious bent, and the unusual ~notivationfor his building ant'''
horne a mere stone's throw from the old Tsarong city palace, it is conceivable that if he had indccd been direct1!'
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11. The main sources for this update of Tsarong are: P.O.S. 1938, pp. 73-4; McKay 1997, p. 107 for the
"wide-awake" remark by Frank Ludlow; Petech 1973, p. 138; Ford 1957, p. 250; Taring 1970, pp. 66-7, 7 1 ,
105-6, 1 15; Spence 199 1, pp. 37, 53-4; Harrer 1985, p. 8; Bell, "The Struggle for Mongolik" JRCAS (Jan.
1937):s 1; Radhu 1997, p. 167 for the "clever as Tsarong" comment; and McCJovern 1924, p. 385.
It should be added that Tsarong continued to play a prominent though decreasing role in Tibetan public
affairs as the years went by; until finally, as Tharchin himself noted in an inked handwritten notation at the end
ofthe entry for Tsarong in his personal copy of the Who S Who volume, he "passed away under Chinese communist
oppress[ion]-1959" along with so many other residents of Lhasa who became victims ofthe tumultuous upheaval
which engulfed the Tibetan capital that tragic year. Remaining to the last a patriot, Tsarong, out of ofice at this
time of crisis and on another pilgrimage in India-this time in company with Dalai Lama XIV who went there
in late 1956, returned to Lhasa in 1958 to help the Dalai Lama as he had done so often before. While other
Tibetans (both aristocrats and oficials) who had gone to India with His Holiness had decided to make for
themselves a new home in the Subcontinent, Tsarong had resolutely followed his own maxim that "what you
don't like in your country you must fight from within your country." Quoted in Taring 1970. p. 209. He was one
of a few aristocrats and Government officials who took part in the Lhasan uprising, he being the most notable.
Now Heinrich Harrer, after an absence of 30 years, made a return visit to Lhasa in the spring of 1982. There
he learned much about those days of upheaval in Mar. of 1959. He learned, for example, that Tsarong had had
a conversation with Phala, the Chief Chamberlain of Dalai Lama Fourteenth, who urged him to convince His
Holiness to leave Tibet. Tsarong apparently did have at least two conversations with the Tibetan Pontiff about
the matter. Then, when the Uprising finally did erupt, Tsarong was asked to attend the National Assembly (the
Tsongdu) which was in continuous day-and-night session in the Potala. Present at its sessions as requested,
Tsarong was more or less commanded, as an experienced Tibetan government official, to remain behind in
Lhasa. Harrer 1985, pp. 7-8. Indeed, at the height of the Uprising, it was he who was selected by the Tibetans in
Lhasa to head up a delegation to negotiate with the Chinese there. Unfortunately, these negotiations never
materialized, for prior to finalizing them, the Chinese military launched its brutal attack on the Tibetans in the
capital, and Tsarong himself was arrested. Spence 1991, p. 35.
By this time the Potala had been turned into a Tibetan stronghold of resistance. And it is said that before the
final curtain fell Gn the Uprising, Tsarong "was last seen digging [defensive?] trenches at the Potala." Per
Tsarong's son, Kungo D.N. Tsarong to Franz Michael and reported in Michael 1982, p. 165. After the shelling
of the Norbu Lingka Palace a few days later, Tsarong was taken prisoner by the Chinese. Harrer reports how he
"managed to copy a frame from a Chinese film which showed three nobles being marched past the Chinese as
prisoners, with hands raised high. One ofthese was Tsarong." Harrer 1985, p. 8. Upon his arrest and imprisonment.
the Chinese "gave him hard work to do-which he was not afraid of because he loved working." Taring 1970.
p. 261. But before any public trial could take place. he died on 14 May 1959 in a Communist prison cell. This.
according to three sources of information, the first two of which are quoted by Michel Peissel: (a) a cable sent
on 24 June 1959 from Peking and received by Tsarong's daughter "Betty La" at Kalimpong, and which simply
read: "Tsarong has died in prison." But as Peissel has commented, "What tragedy lay behind those words no one
will ever know for sure." (b) Later, according to Peissel, a Communist report declared the following: "Another
big 'rebel,' Tsarong, had been captured in the Potala surrender. His serfs demanded a 'struggle meeting,' but
Tsarong was 70 years old [in fact 72, Peissel inserted] and died of a stroke before any meeting was held." Peissel
1972, p. 159. And (c) One of Tsarong's fellow prisoners was Dromo Gcshe Rimpoche. a High Lama who was
eventually able to get to India. l-le informed Mary La of the end of Tsarong as follows, as reported by Mary La:
"One day the Chinese ordered Tsarong's servants to humiliqte him next morning, but when morning came [l4
May 19591 he did not turn up to work as usual-so another high otlicial went to wake him and found the old
hero dead in his bed. His body was then handed over to his sister, Tsering Dolma."'raring 1970. p. 261. Haver
~vouldseem to confirm much of this when he states that l'sarong, "on the morning of 14 May 1959, the day he
was to have faced a great People's Court, to be humiliated by his own servants.. . .was found dead on his mattress
in his prison cell," although the cause of death he speculates dit't'erclitly from the Chinese report (see below).
l-larrer 1985, p. 8.
Tsarong is said to have had "his tongue cut out" and then ro have been "beaten to death with iron rods." Quoted
from, respectively, Lang-Sims 1963, p. 81 and Jarn!,ang Norbu (Tibetan National Democratic Movement spokesman
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Direclor, Tibetan I~stitutefor the Performing Arts, Dharamsala, India), "A Revolt Long Ago." TR (Mar.
1984):19.No confirmation of this reported mutilation and manner of death for Twong hes ever been presented.
Slill another account has it that Tsarong "apparently committed suicide after being publicly beatcn by some of his
sewanis and a few pro-Chinese monks and humiliated before his people." Moracs 1960. p. 168. Again, no
confirmation of this report has ever been presented. either. The lancr parts of Moraes's statement would appear to
beuntrue in the light of the above repons and what Heinrich Hamer can add to the testimony. as given next. For he
speculates that "perhaps" Tsarong had indeed taken his oun life "by swallowing some diamond splinlers whichashe had once told me-he always carried secreted about his person. Death spared him the worst humiliation m d
injustice, a public trial by the People's Court." Hmer 1985, p. 8.
Needless to say, whatever may have been the actual manner of Tsarong's demise, it was, in the words of
Peissel, "a tragic and undeserved end for an aged man known to all as the most progressive Tibetan." Peissel
1972, p. 159. In summing up Tsarong's life and career, the well-known American radio news commentator.
Lowell Thomas, \AJIo had met the Tibetan leader when he had visited Lhasa in the late 1940s. broadcast the
following on his regular CBS Radio program for 23 June 1959,just a few days after word of the General's death
had reached the outside world: "...He rose to be the most powerful man in the country next to the God-King
himself ...The story of Tsarong will be told and retold for centuries to come. If there is a more dramatic slory
about any of the top statesmen in the world, I haven't heard it. It's Horatio Alger with Oriental trimmings, plus
much more." Quoted in Spence 199 1, p. 55. See also Petech 1973, p. 138: Surkhang 1982, p. 16: and also Taring
1970, p. 26. "Betty La" mentioned above was the only child of Mary La and Tsarong before Mary subsequently
would be released from her marriage to Tsarong that she might marry Jigme Taring. one of Tharchin's pupils at
Gyantse.
12. Bernard 1939, p. 327.
13. Quoted in Jonathan Mirsky, "Lost Horizons," The h'ew York Review ofBooks (20 Dec. 1990):53.
14. Bonavia and Bartlett 198 1, pp. 118, 116.
15. ibid., 16- 17.
16. Ward 1980, p. 238.
17. Incidentally. at Gyantse, and on the group's subsequent journey to Lhasa, Bernard had already offered a
thousand lamps in the main worship hall at each of the monasteries visited. In fact, it was at the Palkhor Chhode
Monil-Ste~in Gyantse that he had been told he was the first foreigner who had ever "been permitted to set foot
across these sacred thresholds." (This, however, was incorrect. inasmuch as it may be recalled that as early as
1904 nearly all of the buildings comprising the Gyantse monastery-including especially its Central Temple,
the chief place of w o r s h i p h a d been shown on guided tour by the lamas ofthat day to the London Times special
correspondent attached to the Younghusband Expedition; see earlier in Ch. 14.) Here Bernard had been honored
with the burning o f a thousand lamps: *'the highest tribute that can ever be paid to one by ceremonial wlorship."
he later reported. It was a small monastery compared to the ones he was to visit elsewhere, with only about 1500
monks (in 1904, only about 1000 were there; see Ch. 14); but its wealth and its ritual were quite impressive to
be American, He was
jeweled golden images that gave him his first concrete idea ofthe "fabulous wealth
hidden away in the% impenetrable dungeons of faith.'' Thus, early on in the course of his visit to Tibet he could
that there was "no question that this war the greatest experience I had ever had in my life up to this time.''
Bermcl 1939, pp. 63, 64, 67.

19. Located in close proximity to the Tibetan capital, at one time these three great monasteries (all belonging
l0 the Gelugpa or Yellow Sect, the Order of the Dalai Lama) had interesting features about them (011 three.
however. having for the most part been destroyed since 1950 by the Chinese Communists):,
The first, DrepW, lay to the west of Lhasa at the foot of the hills which flank the plain on the north.
According to Bemar& its name in Tibetan meant "a pile ofrice"; m d he goes on to observe that "its three or four
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stories of whitewashed dormitories give it the appearance of a pile of the auspicious rice-that is, ifyou see it
a proper distance"! Bernard 1939. p. 257. And thus it had come to be known as "The Rice Heap Monastery,"or
"the Rice Heap" for short! In the center ofits buildings rose a kind ofpavilion-brilliant with color and
which was occupied by the Dalai Lama whenever he would visit the monastery once each year and expound to
its monks. It being the superior monastery to the famed Kumbum Monastery in Amdo, eastern Tibet (from
where the current Dalai Lama comes), the place had been frequented by the Mongol student monks who came
to Lhasa to graduate, and had hence been known in the land as the Mongol Monastery; furthermore, it had also
been noted for being a center of political intrigue, inasmuch as the majority of its monks and [,amas had come
from the same area of eastern Tibet which, if not having always been under China's occupation, had certainly
been under its pronounced influence; and thus "the desire to conciliate these faraway overlords of their binhplaceU
had made the inmates of Drepung "consistently pro-Chinese and anti-Westem" and had therefore fomented
intrigues at various times against the more widespread loyal Tibetan view held by most other monks and by the
populace of Tibet as a whole. Riencourt 1950, p. 145. Heinrich Harrer, who had been invited to stay within
Drepung's precincts and to witness the Fourteenth Dalai Lama's religious debate with an assemblage of monks
and abbots there as proof of his maturity, has given a graphic description of the layout and organization of lhis
one-time vast monastic city, in Harrer 1956, pp. 208-10.
Sera to the north had been situated on the acclivity of the hills and near to the road by which pilgrims had
entered from Mongolia. It had gotten its name from Se-ra, "The Wild Rose Fence," so-called because when first
built on a much smaller scale than what it later became, it had been surrounded by bushes of wild rose. In
Bernard's day an extensive complex of buildings and temples had risen in amphitheater against a backdrop of
rocky mountains. In the hill's recesses high above the Monastery were scattered numerous cells of lamas that
had adopted a solitary life. Sera's main temple. very ornate, had had the special reputation for being the restingplace of the k j r a or Thunderbolt of Jupiter-the symbol of the strong and indestructible-which the priest
would grasp and manipulate in various ways during prayer. It is a b r o n ~ einstrument, like a dumbbell in shape
with pointed ends, and was carried solemnly to Lhasa's Central Temple, the Jo-khang, during the New Year's
Festival.
And finally Ganden (from Gal-den, thus meaning in Tibetan "The Joyous" Monastery), situated eastward on
the far side of the Kyi Chu, and regarded as the greatest center of learning in Tibet, had been the oldest monastery
of the ruling Yellow Hat Sect of Lamaist Buddhism in Tibet, it not only having been founded by Tsong Khapa
but also having had him as its first superior; it was here, also, where the founder died. His body was said to have
been preserved here with miraculous circumstances. Here, tlanked by the tombs of two cf his chief disciples,
had beer1 his chorten tomb, constructed of marble and malachite, within a great shrine said to have been ofgold;
and here also were other of his relics, such as the impression of his hands and feet. The position of Abbot or
Superior i t this Monastery had been determined not by heredity or by supposed rcincamation (as was customav
in most other great Tibetan monasteries) but by election from among Ganden's most learned Lamas. Sources:
except where noted, the above adapted from the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1 I I h ed. (New York, 1911). 16:531.
and from Finegan 1986, p. 149.
These great monasteries at one time had formed a trio known as "The Three Seats," and was " t h ~mosl
potent priestly force in the Tibetan government." Bell 1946, p. 52. In fact, these "three Pillars of the State"-as
Heinrich Harrer and others have dubbed them-played "a decisive role" in the political life ofTibet. The Abbots
of these three religious institutions, together with eight particular Government officials. had presided overthe
National Assembly of the country. No decision was ever taken without the assent of these Abbots, who naturally
were concerned above all in the supremacy of the monasteries. And it must be conceded that their intervention
had precluded the implementation of many progressive ideas. Harrer 1956. p. 2 10.
The reader, incidentally, should by this point in the biography of Gergan Tharchin not have been surprised
to learn of the incredibly large numbers of monks that Rernard found in these three vast monastic facilities.It
may be recalled from an early chapter above that it has been estimated that between one-fifth and one-thirdof
the total Tibetan population had been identitied with a monastic institution, with one son at least, and usually the
firstborn, having customarily been sent to the monastery by every family in the land.
Finally, like other writers on Tibet before him and since, Bernard himself was later to explain the significance
of these huge numbers of monks. when in 1939 he wrote that while the ofjicial number of inmates housedat
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lhese three major monasteries was, respectively, 7700,5500 and 3300, "these numbers are mystical ratha than
factual." He wen1 on to say that "the real figures in each case exceed those given by thousands." Bernard 1939.
p. 257.
20. Tsong Khapa in Tibetan means "The Man from the Land of Onions," and was the name of the great
Tibetan saint born in northeastern Tibet (since 1928, a part of Ch'ing-hai Province of China proper) and a
famous religious reformer who later belonged to the Yellow Hat Sect in Tibetan Buddhism. Tsong Khaparcvived
the religion in a purer form, preaching the observance of the laws and discipline, insisting on the celibacy ofthe
priesthood, and forbidding the consumption of alcoholic liquors. "To lessen the multitude of lower gods and
devils from the Tibetan religion was indeed beyond his pswer, but in a marked degree he curtailed the attention
paid to them by this magic-loving people." Bell 1946, p. 32. His followers came to be known as "the Yellow
Hats" in view of the fact that he began to require his priests to wear that color in contradistinction to the rcdcolored hats then being worn by the earlier sects. In his book Seven Years in Tibet (p. 160), tieinrich Harrer has
related the legendary and somewhat amusing story of how Tsong Khapa is believed to have been indirectly if not
directly responsible for why the color yellow was the one chosen for the reformed Lamaistic Sect. What Harrer
related can be found In the text of Ch. 18 above of the present narrative.
Pcrhaps here would be an appropriate place to correct a long held misconception among many Western
writcrs on Tibetan Lamaism that the colors which d~fferentiatedthe reformed from the unreformed lamas extended
to their garments as well as their hats. But as Andrt! Migot has pointed out. all Tibetan priests. "whatever sect
they belong to, wear the same garment of coarse material, brick-red or garnet-red in color; this consists of a
voluminous robe tied round the waist with a golden girdle, a sleeveless jacket which leaves the arms bare, a
toga-like vestment called thezen, and the usual heavy Tibetan boots. The head is closely shaved and is generally
bare, though during ritual observances a hat is worn; it is only by the color of this hat that the reformed sects,
who wear a yellow one, can be distinguished from the unreformed, u h o \rear a red one." Tibetan h f a ~ h s ,
trans. Peter Fleming (London, 1955), 108. But as another much earlier writer has observed, the priests of Tibet
do, nonetheless, carry out their distinction in other ways. Writing in 1902. William Carey had noted that "these
distinctive colors, especially the red and the yellow. are carried through all the details of life. The Red Hats live
in houses with red stripes, and use red rosaries, and love the red lotus. while the Yellow Hats rival them with
their own special tint." Carey 1983, p. 96.
During the last 300 years or so the Gelugpa ("The Virtuous Order") or Yello\r Hat Sect has constituted the
most powerful one in Tibet; and all the more so because the Dalai Lama is its head. "So strong is the stamp
which Tsong Khapa has imprinted on Tibetan Buddhism, that by many he is called 'The Second Buddha'." Bell
1946, p. 32.
2 1. Pemba 1957, p. 80.

22. Richardson. Ceremonies ofthe Lhasa Year, edited by Michael Aris (Idondon. 1993). 107. Sec also Bell
1928, p. 290 for the Tibetan name for this monastic site. its English translation and esact location of the gompa.
23. P.O.S. 1938. p. 41.
24. It will no longer be surprising that Benlard's guru lama had required him to bon down before a painting
of Milarepa after one is made aware of this revered poet-saint, whom Nikolai K. Roerich once called "the
Tibetan Orpheus." Born in the year 1040 a.d. near Kyirong some 50 miles north of Kathmandu on the Tibetan
side of the Nepalese frontier. he had a wealthy merchant for a father who died when the future poet uas but an
infant. The father had committed the child-named Thopaga meaning "Delightful to Hear"-and his mother,
who was known as the White Garland of the Nyang. into the care of an uncle and aunt. Instead of caring for
k m . thcse relatives proceeded to appropriate the inheritance for themsel\es. made mother and child work as
slaves. provided tlieni \rith the poorest of food and nothing but rags for clothing. and lefl both widow and son
absolutely dcstitutc, bloreo\~ur.the couple often brat Thopaga. Suffering so much. his mother decided to send
the boy to a sol.ccrer to study the black arts. with the intent that oncc he became proficient in these. mother and
son \vould take revenge upon thc merciless rclativcs.
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I n d d , one day Thopaga was able to cast a magic spell over the house of the uncle and aunt during a festive
occasion at which were gathered with the couple most of his guilty relatives. Through magic employed by the
boy the roof was literally brought down upon all their heads, destroying all who were within. The spell also
wrought much disaster upon the entire village.
Thopaga, repenting of this terrible sin, went forth in search of the Truth, hoping to find a religious guru who
could help him in his quest. In the end he met St. Marpa (1012-973, the Great Translator, who refused to impart
to him the teachings of truth until he had made expiation for his sins, that is to say, until he had wiped out all the
bad karma he had accumulated through practicing the black arts. To this end, and under Marpa3s direction,
Thopaga spent years in wanderings, meditating in caves, suffering deprivations, and building with his own
hands a tower of stone as a gift for his teacher's son. Though he was a powerful youth, he found this latter task
a physically grueling and even painful one, and utterly frustrating. Nevertheless, he was willing to suRer through
this six-to-eight-month test, Thopaga finally completing the tower's construction at the village of Do WO Lung
not far from the Tibetan border with Bhutan. This structure, now nearly a thousand years old, and named Se
Khar Guthog (meaning the "Tower of Nine Stories, Built for the Son"), still stands today. (Its gilt copper roof,
however, was removed during the notorious Chinese Communist Cultural Revolution, thus leading to water
infiltration that as of 1997 was seriously damaging this ancient structure's rare interior wall paintings, among
wh~chare the earliest known images of Thopaga and his guru Marpa and dating from ca. 12Ih-13"century.)
At the conclusion of all these trials, wanderings and deprivations, Enlightenment at last came, the threshold
ofNirvana was reached-all, like that of Sakyamdni himself, in a single lifetime. Now Thopaga at some point in
his career came to be known as Mila Repa because as a great wandering yogin and master of "~nysticalheat" it
was not necessary for him to wear more than a single white cloth or repa even in the coldest winter; and hence,
he took on the more familiar name of Milarepa, "the cotton-clad mila." As a member of the Kagyupa Sect of
Tibetan Buddhism, founded by his renowned teacher, Marpa (who obtained his doctrine from Naropa, the head
of the great Indian Buddhist center of Nalanda in what is now Bihar State), in about the year 1050, the latter's
most famous follower was soon having disciples of his own, who flocked to him from everywhere. In addition,
as a mendicant friar, Milarepa, during intervals of his meditation, would travel widely through the southern
region of central Tibet, "instructing the people.. ., proselytizing, refuting and converting heretics, and working
manifold miracles." But though he taught the people and his disciples a great deal, his prose teaching did not
become as well known to Tibetans as did his hortatory verses, his "songs" as it were. Their wbjects ranged from
the wonders of nature and the destiny of Tibet to various sacred themes. He sang of both his land and its people
in beautiful poetry. As transcribed by his disciples, Milarepa's poems, of which there were countless, came to be
loved by all Tibetans; in fact. one of the most popular and widely circulated hooks in Tibet is called The One
Hundred Thozisand Songs ofthe C'EnerableMilarepa. So that no matter of what sect. all the people ofTibet have
revered him greatly to this day. In the words of Tharchin's friend, Rinchen Dolma Taring (Mary La): "We
Tibetans consider Milarepa everything that a great saint should be." And the present Dalai Lama has himself
often remarked that Milarepa can rightly be viewed as Tibet's national poet.
As the great poet-saint was preparing for death (1 123 a.d.), the teaching he gave at that moment could eallv
have been something which the Buddha himself might have uttered: "All worldly pursuits have but the one
unavoidable and inevitable end, which is sorrow: acquisitions end in dispersion; buildings, in destruction;
meetings, in separation: births, in death. Knowing this, one should from the very first renounce acquisition and
heaping-up, and building and meeting, and.. .set about realizing the Truth.. . .Life is shorl, and the time of death
is uncertain; so apply yourselves to meditation.. . ." The poet laureate of Tibet is said to have died at or near
Lachi Kang'(Mt. Everest). Said one Tibetan Buddhist Lama living in New York, and believed by Tibetans to
have been a reincarnation of an abbot in Kham, the story of Milarepa's life "is one to encourage us all to believe
that no matter how black our sins may be, salvation is possible here and now. if we repent and enter the Path."
Sources for this note: Taring 1970, p. 252; Rato 1977, p. 154; Finegan 1986, p. 92; Lowell Thomas Jr..
Dalai Lanra (New York, 1961), 3 1; Encyclopaedia Britannica, I I"' ed. (New York, 191 1 ). 26:921: Roerlch
1929. p. 396; and Matthiessen 1979. p p 93. 96, 326. The teaching the poet-saint gave as he prepared fordeath
is quoted in ibid., 93 as taken from W.Y. Evans-Wentz, Tibet k Great lbg;: Milorepa (New York. 1969). Final'sq
the most recent status report about Milarepa's Tower is according to remarks made by Heather stOddard and
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Andre Alexander duri:lg their slide-illustrated lecture, "Lhasa: Restoring the Old City," presented at the Asia
Society Washington (DC) Center, 14 Apr. 1997. According to a brochure distributed a1 the lecture by their
cultural preservation organization, the Shalu Association, they "have promised to raise funds to put a new roof
on in 1997" as a means of preserving this Tibetan Buddhist cultural site.

25. Bernard 1939, pp. 174-5. One can speculate a great deal, but investigation by the present author has not
yielded success in uncovering for certain the identity of this former powerful friend of Tharchin's. The name of
Lungshar, of course, comes to mind as one possibility.
26. Tharchin to Bell, Tsarong House Lhasa, both 1 July and 25 July 1937, Bell Papers.

27. This date is according to two entries-"Lhasa to Nyethang 15/9/37; 16/9/37 NycthangU-found, among
others, in a small diaryllravel expense notebook Tharchin kept while on the trip. ThPaK.
28. Bell 1937, p. 430.
29. See TR (Sept. 1973):8.
30. Much of the information on Gedun Drubpa Kadrub, and l'song Khapa in relation to Drepung and
Trashilhunpo Monasteries can be found in: Bonavia and Bartlett 1981. pp. l 15, 1 16. 1 19; and Bcll 1937. p 430.

32. 'llmrehin's quote of Bernard is found in GTUM TwMs, Ch. 18, p. 3.
33. Per an %BC Nightly News" television broadcast from New York on 2 1 July 1989
34. See Harrer 1985, pp. 147-8 for a discussion of the wanton destruction and looting which has occurred
in Tibet since 1950. As but one evidence of the damage done by the Chinese occupiers of Tibet, it was s;ited b,.
Thubten Jigme Norbu, the current Dalai Lama's eldest brother, that of the 20,000 monks and lamas at the "Big
Three" monasteries of Lhasa, only 300 were left by 1965. And by 1968, when he wrote, Thubten Norbu believed
even these were gone. He further stated that all but 200 of Trashilhunpo's body of4000 clerg) were deported in
1962 to concentration camps "for being pro-Tibetan and for praying for the long life of the [Dalai Lama]."
Norbu and Turnbull 1968, p. 337.
As still further evidence oithe alarming diminution ofTibet's cultural and religious heritage. it &as reponed
that by 1976, which ended the decade-long radically destructive era of Mao Tsc-tung's Red Guard rampages thal
had characterized much of the so-called Cultural Revolution, the cost in cultural loss to Tibet was well-nigh
"irreversible." Michael Weisskopf of the ljashingron Post, one of the 40 foreign journalists invited by the
Chinese government on a six-day visit to Lhasa during Aug. of 1983, observed that "only a handful of Tibet's
2100 temples and monasteries escaped ruin" during the systematic destruction that was heaped upon this Buddhist
land. "Thousands of lamas," he added, "were persecuted and Buddhist shrines were smashed to dust." Weisskopf,
in a Posf article of 13 Aug. 1983 and appearing in TR (Sept. 1983):15. Another of the 40 journalists, Melinda
Liu of Newsweek magazine (USA), reported after the visit that only 45 temples and monasteries had been repaired
or restored and then reopened in the ycars between 1977 and 1983. Liu, in a h'ewsweek article of 29 Aug. 1983
and appearing in TR (Sept. 1983):16.
And after a visit which he made to Tibet in the summer of 1979. free-lance photographer-u~iter Fred \Vard
wrote that he was told by Kesang Wangdin (who had been the general manager ofthe Tibelan mint in 1959) that
three years following the conclusion of the Cultural Revolution (1979) only nine monasteries with monks and
lamas remained. Moreover, in an interview Ward had had with Tudeng Danda (a former Tibetan noble and the
former secretarydenera] of the current Dalai Lama), the fm-lance writer learned that the monks and lamas were
live off the labor of others." In fact, as of 1979, the former noble reflected.
no longer allowed, as it were,
"there are no more than a thousandwof these Buddhist clergy, and "they all must perform usehrl tasks in addition
in lhc fields or orchards around the monasteries." ward 1980. p. 238.
to being monks. Most
For an up-to-date but highl) unmitigating "catalogue ofhormrs" and dev=tafion ~ ~ e t by
mthed
Occupiers upon all facets ofTibewn life and culture, sec Goodman 1986. p p 328-9. Seeals0Hicb 19a8.Pp. 78- A

81. And finally, the reader should consult lngram 1990 pp. 10- 13, wherein among other things, the author
described the desecration of Tibet's objets d 'art as follows: "The Chinese began deliberately and systematically
to destroy Tibetan monasteries and temples, expertly dynamiting them after special teams had selected various
valuable religious objects which were then taken out of Tibet, many of them being sold in foreign exchange
makets (notably in Hong Kong and Nepal), bringing in much needed foreign currency. Ancient religious artifacts,
priceless Tibetan paintings (thankas), art treasures and statues were either smashed to pieces by the Chinese or
by terrified Tibetans obeying their orders. Sacred man; stones were used to make toilcts; slaughterhouses were
deliberately sited in the precincts of former monasteries, one monastery (the Jo-khang in Lhasa-which is the
most holy temple in Tibet) was used as a pigsty and sacred scriptures were ploughed in with manure."
35. Macdonald 1932, pp. 215-6.
36. Hayden and Cosson 1927, p. 133. Hayden also noted that for the same reason the Lamaist faith in Tibet
generated "a prejudice against mining operations throughout the country" and, therefore, "it is always difficult
to find labor for the purpose." Ibid. Sir Henry had formerly been Director, Geological Survey of India, and as a
geologist had been requested by the Lhasa government to come to Tibet to advise regarding the development of
Tibet's mineral resources. As a consequence, he and his colleague had gone to Lhasa in 1922 and shortly
afterwards had undertaken a scientific expedition into the Highlands regions of the country. Moreover, most
Tibetans looked upon the act of mining as almost sacrilegious, viewing it as "a desecration of nature." Norbu
and Turnbull 1968, p. 343. But the religious objection was intensified by an economic one. For Charles Bell has
pointed out that when a mine is ever located, the local citizenry concerned were expected to work it for the
Government without any pay; yet this motivated Tibetans to conceal the existence of natural wealth, they even
at times showing up to attack those who might attempt to exploit a mine. Bell 1928, pp. 110-11.
37. Phuntso 1981, pp. 90, 91.
38. Wong 1984, p. 291
39. Tseten 1971, p. 58; and Phuntso 198 1, p. 90.
40. Norbu 1987, p. 48.
41. Phuntso 1981, p. 90.
42. Ibid.
43. Tung 1980, p. 104.
44. Norbu 1987, p. 49.
45. Quotations re: remuneration are from Taring 1970, p. l 0 and Tolstoy 1936, p. 181. Perccval Landon.
London Times correspondent who accompanied Colonel Younghusband and his famed Mission to Lhasa in
1904, walked through the ragyapa quarter of the Tibetan capital and found that this social group dwelt in the
most appalling poverty. With great revulsion he described what he saw there: "It is difficult to iniagine a more!
repulsive occupation, a more brutalized type of humanity. and, above all, a more abominable and foul sort of
hovel than those which are characteristic of these men. Filthy in appearance, half-naked, half-clothed in obscene
rags, these nasty folk live in houses which a respectable pig would refuse to occupy." Quoted in Hopkirk 1982.
p. 185. These "undertakers" lived on the eastern outskifls of Lhasa in .'curious huts made of horns and mud."
Indeed, one of the famed British lndian Pundits, Lania Ugyen Gyatsho. repofled that in 1883 the ragyapas were
only permitted to live in such houses, "no matter what their present wealth or former position ma) have been."
In fact, one Tibetologist and former Pundit himself. S.C. Das. has repofled that one theor). lilr the nalnc ('l'
ragyapa asserts that the word means "the horny ones" and comes from this very custom by t h i h class ofpeopic
of in part fashioning the walls of their homes with arlimal horns. Das also reports anothcr theory that main1aills
that the word is best translated as "corpse-vulture" (ro meaning "corpsev and go-\,o mealling "\ ulturc").
Besides playing the part "of scavengers and corpse-cutters," these .'rufiia~ioutcasts ofthc citq" (the). Ila\ine
been outcasted from society for various offenscs) also engage in begging and pilfering. ..In for~ner!'cars lllc!
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wcre very turbulent and caused the city authorities a great deal of trouble, but now the strong m a s u m aQ
Tsuong Shape, backed by his army, have very considerably checked their power." McGovem 1924, p. 4 ~ 2The
.
author was there in 1923. bterestingly, one who was a victim of ragyapa turbulence in the past was the clandestine
Pundit already mentioned, Lama Ugyen. The compiler of this Pundit's secret report ofhis time in lib in 1883.
Thomas Holdich, narrates what happened to the Lama at Lhasa at the hands of the ragyapas thae: "These
ragyapas appear to be the pest of Lhasa. Hardened by crime and deadened by their occupation to all sense of
humanity, they band together in a turbulent and unruly crowd, and endeavor to extort blackmail from all strangers
and travelers. The Lama was hunted by them into the marketplace of Lhasa, where, to his dismay, they began to
denounce him as a British spy. It seemed that amongst their number was a man who had sensed as a Jhumpuni
[?lat Darjeeling who recognized him. He only avoided an unpleasant exposure by sending for his friends [in the
city] ...and paying up the [extortion] fees demanded for secrecy." See Report on the Ekplororions oJ..Lama
UG.,1883... in ... Tibet (Compilation from the Narrative Account of Lama U.G. 'S Third Season's Explorations in
Tibet, by Thomas H. Holdich; Dehra Dun: Printed at Ofice of Trigonometrical Branch, Survey of India, 1889),
32-3. See also Das 1902, pp. 63n., 164. The ragyapas have k e n further described bj, K.D. .raring ( M a y La) (in
Taring 1970, p. 9):
They had their own guild and were responsible for the difficult work olputt~ngup and down the four
huge prayer-flag masts of the city of Lhasa. Their own responsibilities included such d ~ r t ywork as
disposing of. ..&ad bodies, providing the monks with human skulls and thigh-bones for spec~alrrtes.
puningout the eyesor chopping off the limbs of a few criminals who were punished in this manner,
an8 w i a g . *
beggm awmy from parties if people did not want to be troubled by too many of thein. W
anything was being celebrated, or even at houses where a death had occurred, they
demanded big sums of money, shouting that they were entitled to it because of their great
responsibilities and refusing to leave until they had been paid and given lots of beer. They always
went home quite drunk and wcre satisfied with their gifis. The ragyapa were well ofl' and never
begged like the other really poor beggars.
46. Phuntso 1981, p. 90.

47. Sinclair 1965, p. 165n., and Bell 1928. p.,291.
48. Tseten 1971, p. 58.
49. Norbu 1987, pp. 50-1.
50. All the quoted material here dealing with the flay rock and the vultures' initial response is per Report on
the fiplorotions oJ.. Lama U.G., 1883... in ... fiber, 32-3; and the fire description is per Phuntso 198 l . p. 90.
5 1. Recounted by the Hong Kong-born American journalist. Wong Man-How, in Wong 1984. pp. 304-5. )!c
traveled in the region mentioned in 1982-3.
52. Quoted by Waddell in Waddell 1972. p. 432.
53. Phuntso 1981, p. 90.
54. Quoted in Berry 1989, p. 308.
55. Taring 1970. p. 40.
56. Das 1902, p. 255.
57. Sinclair 1965, p. 166.
58. Tung 1980, p. l04 (emphasis hers).
59. Phuntso 198 1. p. 9 1.
60. Ibid.
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A pm of the cemetery was converted into a garden, where the Moslem community used to hold their major

functions. There were some very old unknown graves of those who came to Tibet as preachers. The cemetery at
Kygasha was 15 kms outside the capital. [Here] there was an area of % sq. km where mainly Moslems of
Chinese origin used to bury their dead. This cemetery contained 14 graves [in particular], known as Pops
Chupsh;. The story goes that some Moslems from Suilling or Huilling [a small area in present-day China that at
one time had been a small independent state in the north of Tibet around the Koko Nor region and whose
Moslem people were known as Siling or Hu-Hus] passed through Tibet for Hajj (holy pilgrimage to Mecca),
They preached their religion in every city and village they came across. When they neared Lhasa the then
Minister, Shuta Desan, became aware of them and their activities. He concocted some allegations against them
and ordered them to be killed. Each of them offered special prayers before they became martyrs." Ataullah
Siddiqui. "Moslems of Tibet," TJ(Winter 1991):75-6. For further details on the Moslem community at Lhasa,
see a brief discussion of both the Nepali and Moslem communities in end-note no. 82 for Ch. 16 above, as well
as a much longer discussion of the Moslem community both in the Text and in end-note no. 75 for Ch. 18.
62. Phuntso 1981, p. 91.
63. Ibid., 90.
64. Ibid., 90- 1.
65. Harrer 1954, p. 15 1. This was doubtless at Rigya just two or three miles NE of Lhasa where, for example,
the body of Lady Tsarong (Mary La's sister Pema Dolkar) was taken in 1957 "by truck to the foot ofthe hill from
where it was carried by servants" up to the disposal site. Taring 1970, p. 21 9.
66. See Bernard 1939, pp. 325-7.
67. Taring 1970, pp. 39-40. In comparing this account by Mary La and that given a few pages earlier in the
present narrative by another observer of such proceedings. the reader may have noticed a discrepancy surrounding
one particular detail of the ragyapa procedure at the flay rock. Here, Mrs. Taring noted that the body was placed
on the slab with the "face downwards," whereas just the opposite-". . . their faces to the sky.. ."-was the
position employed by the "corpse-cutters" in the earlier-related incident. It would appear from this that the
practice was not uniform among the ragyapas.
68. Ernes. 28 Nov. 1963, p. 79.
69. Wesley Needham's bio-data, incidentally, is as follows: disciplines of study were Tibetan Buddhist
literature and art, he having received his B.A. from the University of Connecticut in 1925, with an honorary
M.A. degree from Yale in 1954, a year aftcr he becamt; that institution's Library Adviser on Tibetan Literature
and therefore one of those who in 1963 served on the Committee which determined the purchase for the University
of part of Rernard's collection of Tibetan materials. From 1947 onward Needham would\ also serve as Consultant
to the Newark Museum's well-known Tibetan Collection at Newark NJ USA. Needham's chief fields ofresearch
interest were: Tibet, Tibelan language. history and culture. See Jacques C. Press, ed., Directory of American
Scholars, 7' ed., Vol. Ill: Foreigrl Languages, Linguistics and Philology (New York, 1978). 350.
70. Long before this time (1937) there had arisen an ongoing assembly of Christians here dating from the
days when David Macdonald's wife's private school at Yarung had served as a place for the believers to meet
together for worship. It will be recalled that Tharchin had on two previous occasions been present when Dr.
Sutherland (in 1920) and Dr. Graham (in 1921) had conducted a Sunday worship service here (see Chs. 13 and
14). By 1924 Macdonald had retired from the scene to live in Kalimpong.
7 1 . The dates for Tharchin's movements into and out of Gyantse and Yatung are derived from two sources
which are a part of the ThPaK: (a) Letter, E.A. Ollila to Tharchin, Ghoom, 1 Dec. 1937, that reads in part: "1 am
in receipt of your letter dated at Gyantse, Tibet, 14.X.37. As you mentioned in it that you would arrive at
Kalimpong in a few days, I did not write for a long time." (b) Four diary entries-"811 1137 Gyantse to Saugang;
''911 1/37 Saugang"; "20-2111 l Yatung"; "2211 1 Tarachang" etc.-found, among others, in the aforementioned
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small diary/expenditure notebook Tharchin kept while on the trip. Tharchin's projected arrival plans at Kalimpong
were considerably delayed, no doubt partly because of his responsibilities connected with Bernard's huge amount
of luggage.
72. Cooper 1986. p. 14.
73. See handwritten signed note, Bernard to Tharchin, undated, requesting.a Tibetan copy of [Root of
Treasure];and see signed typed note, Bernard to Tharchin, again undated, inviting the Babu to lunch "for a long
visit." ThPaK. Both notes ( l ) mention Senge, Tharchin's servant who would soon accompany the Bernards to
Kulu; and (2) use the plural pronoun "we," thus indicating Helen Bernard's presence in Kalimpong; and
therefore, these twp "clues" are evidence that these notes date from Bemard's 1947 visit to Kalimpong, and not
his earlier visit in 1937.
74. Thomas Jr. 195 1, p. 106; Kimura 1990, p. 154.
75. The name of a highland valley in the Kangra District of what was then the northeastern territory of the
Punjab in British India. After Indian Independence on I5 Aug. 1947, the Kangra was separated from the Punjab,
thus making the Kulu Valley a part of the Indian State of Himachal Pradesh. The Valley serves,= a gateway to
the high Himalayas whose stark and muscular strength encircles this so-called "Valley of the Gods." In fact,
Hindu writers ofthe past had regarded Kulu "as the end of the inhabitable world." H. Lee Shuttleworth, "Border
Countries ofthe Pun@ HWrtyn," GJ(0ct. 1922):241.
One oftkeseirigh fiimalayan regions is Lahul (where Kyelang is) and Spiti to the north and east of Kulu,
and was the area of interest for Bernard's research in 1947. By 1922 the population of Kulu, Lahul and Spiti
combined was still only about 125,000, and was composed "of the most diverse elements, representing Aryan,
Mongolian, and what may perhaps be called survivals ofa very early Himalayan race. In a region where elevation
varies from 2590' on the Sutlej River to 23,050' in Spiti,...we find an extraordinary diversity ofclimate, vegetation
and fauna ranging from the sub-tropical to the arctic." Ibid. The people of Spiti are almost all Buddhists of
Tibetan stock, while Lahul is split about 50-50 between Buddhists and Hindus. The Buddhists in both follow a
Tibetan form of Tantric Buddhism with a panoply of demons, saints and followers. The monasteries in Spiti
belong to the Nyingrnapa or Red Hat Sect of Tibetan Buddhism, an early sect dating prior to the reformation of
Tsong Khapa and his disciples of the 14' and 15" centuries. These monasteries in Spiti are colorful places where
the monks and Lamas lead lives ordered by complicated regulations and rituals. Many similarities exist between
these people and the Ladakhis farther north. For more information on the Spiti region see again the Text of Ch.
4 of the present work's initial volume.
76. Kimura 1990. p. 151.
77. Two letters, Helen Bernard to Tharchin, Great Eastern Hotel, Calcutta 3 1 Oct. and 3 Nov. 1947, T h M
78. This account appeared on an introductory page (vi) to a later reprint edition of Theos Bernard's H a t h
Yoga: the Report of a Personal Experience (New York: Samuel Weiser Inc., 1970).
79. Explorers Jnrlmal (Summer 1950):21.See also ibid. (Spring 1948):3; (Winter 1949):22;and (Summer
1950):6.Austrian Baron Nebesky-Wojkowitz, also a Friend of Tharchin's at Kalimpong, states that Prince Peter
was a cousin of the King of Greece and nephew of the English Duchess of Kent; while his wife, Princess Irene,
who was of Russian origin, would often accompany her husband on his research trips. Nebesky-Wojkowiu
1955?. p. 78. In 1957 these Royals would be ousted from India by the central government because hey allegedly
engaged repeatedly in activities and continually made statements wvhich were considered to be inimical to Inha's
best interests.
80.' Thornas Jr. 1951 , pp. 106-7; letter, Richardson to Tharchin, Lhasa 2 Jan. 1947. ThppK;Rimura 1990.
P. 154; and see Cooper 1986, pp. l l , 14 and McKajJ 1997, p. 173.
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81. S= K i m w 1990, p. 154; Bernard 1939, pages as indicated in the present narrative's Text; and Coopcr
1986, pp. l l , 14 (emphasis Cooper's).
82. The last two entries in his diarylexpenditure notebook for the journey shows that Tharchin's stay on the
Tibet-Sikkimese border at Gnatong Dak Bungalow was fqr two days: "2311 1 Gnatong" and "2411 1137 NGAlong
[Gnatong]"-from where would require only some three or four trekking days' descent down to Kalimpong,
This would mean he arrived home on or about 27 Nov. 1937, a date that is confirmed by what Tharchin himself
subsequently reported to Sir Charles Bell in a letter he wrote the former Political Ot'ficcr from Mackenzie
Cottage on 11 Dec. 1937. In it the Tibetan states his "arrival from Tibet" at Kalimpong was '.on 27IhNov." See
ThPaK.

83. Up until that time separate departments of Government had been maintained for the mint, [he paper
currency factory, and the ammunition factory. In 193 1, however, the Thirteenth Dalai Lama joined all three
together under the one Drapchi Lekhung Department, and placed at its head both the newly-deposed Kashclg
member and former Tibetan Army chief, Tsarong (who just prior to this change had been in charge of the Mint
Department), and the Dalai Lama's current favourite, the monk-official, still in his twenties, Kuchar Kunphela.
See Rahul 1969, pp. 64-5: Taring 1970, p. 107: and Goldstein 1989, pp. 15 1-2. According to the Tibetan
historian, W.D. Shakabpa, this new department "improved the quality of paper currency, imported ammunition,
and established electrification in Lhasa, using the services of Ringang. who had been educated at Rugby in
England." Shakabpa 1967, p. 267.
The wife of the British Political Oft?cer for Tibet in the mid-1930s, F.W. Williamson, has described whal
they both witnessed at Drapchi on their two visits to the factory in 1933 during their diplomatic slay that summer
at the Tibetan capital (Williamson 1987, pp. 124-5):
Our first visit took place at the invitation of Kunphela. He met us on arrival with a band and a guard
of honor complete with flyingcolors. We visited the new workshops run on the electric power generated
a1 Dote, some six miles away and the original site of the workshops. The electrical machinery had all
been acquired by Ringang in England in 1924 and ran very quietly. Rather incongruously it had been
installed in a room of many pillars gaily painted and decorated in the usual Tibetan style-not at all
a typical factory interior. Silver coins were being cut, milled and stamped, banknotes printed. rifle
barrels bored, and shell and cartridge cases tilled. The products were given their finishing touches by
a row of workmen sitting on a verandah and using hand-tools. They sang merrily as they worked hut
the noise of their files set my teeth on edge.
Nearby there was a large and well-built armory in which several thcusand ritles and a large
quantity of ammunition were stored. Apparently there were plans afoot to build more roonis for the
storage of machine-guns and other weapons. When we next visited Drapchi a few weeks later we
were amazed to see that the projected new storerooms had already bcen complstcd 'Two Iiilndrcd
coolies, seventy carpenters and sixty masons had put them up jn t h ~ r t e c ndays flat A littlc later. on
the adjacent range, we saw some of the machine-guns in action. Accuracy was pretty good.
Further details of this new department and the output of its factory are provided in a London Times article
which appeared in early 1934. In it the writer points out that Ringang, who had developed an aptitude for
engineering, had become "the right-hand man" to Kunphela and Tsarong in the establishment of this factory of
Drapchi (located just outside Lhasa to the north three miles away) since it was he who had created the hydroelectric
power facility nearby which made it possible for the factory to engage in some of its activities. Said the article
further: "This is indeed an innovation-Tibet's first factory. Here are minted copper coins. the dies of which
were carved in Lhasa. Paper notes are also artistically printed in three colors. These coins and notes constitute
the currency of Tibet, and they compare favorably with those of other countries. At Drapchi thc uniforms and
equipment for the Tibetan Army are made, and repairs of war material are carried out. The machinery in the
factory is worked by electricity produced by water power. The responsibility for the entire equipment restson
Ringang. It was he who knew the kind of machinery to be ordcred. and his knowlcdge of r:nplish enabled
correspondence to be conducted with the British firms who supplied it. The masters of Rugby would be surprised
could they see their one-time pupil wearing a pigtail. a turquoise earring. and all thc picturesquc ornate uniform
of a high I'ibetan official." Times (London), 29 Jan. 1934, p. 13.
83a. Kadhu 1997. p. 170.
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84. Llr,lgshar (personal name: Dorji l'segyal) was the one who had been chosen by the Ilalai 1,ama to
accompany the four Tibetan teen-aged boys who in 19 13 had been sent off'to England for education. Ije and the
boys even had an audience with Their Majesties King George V and Queen Mary in June ofthat year at which
Lungshar presented letters and presents from His Holiness to Their Ma-jesties. When l'harchin's 1937 host in
Lhasa, Tsarong, was deprived of his post as the Tibetan Army's Commander-in-Chief in 1925. 1,ungshar \+'as
immediately appoinled as one of its top CO-Commandersby the Dalai Lama. He held this posl and that ofTsipon
(Financial Secretary) until I93 I, when he lost the Army post but continued as Tsipon. Although he rvas in~elligent.
well informed and quite influential with the late Dalai I a n a , he inevitably made many enemies. Moreover. within
four months after the Dalai Lama's death in late 1933. his nefarious plans to ovenhrow Tibet's theocratic government
in favor ofa republic under his control were uncovered. And hence. ivhen he was arrested. Lungshar. as punishment,
had his eyes gouged out-a rare penalty reserved for acts of high treason-and was imprisoned initially in the
Potala's dungeon. P.O.S. 1938. p. 44: Shakabpa 1967, p. 276: and other sources.
84a. Radhu 1997, p. 170.
85. Perhaps this is an appropriate place to append a few words regarding the incidence of homosesual
practice in pre-1950 Tibet. While Tibetan monasteries-at least those belonging to the predominallt ruling
Gelugpa or Yellow Sect--enforced heterosexual celibacy, it has been pointed out by MelkYnGoldstein that
"homosexual intercourse W generdlyovtrfmked so long as no orifice was penetrated. Thus. ifa monk engaged
in h-mual
m m , k ~ n a typically
s
done between the legs of the paflner." Goldstein 1989. p. 23n. Prince
Peter 0
f
~
u
r in his
d extensive
~
~anthropological study of polyandry. including that of T i b t , has
remarked that %e monasteries in Tibet proper have ...a very strong reputation for male homosexualit\: and
jokes about master-novice relations are often made along these lines." One Christian missionay in eastern Tibet
for three and a half years during the late 1940s. George N. Patterson, who would later find his way in the earl>1950s to Kalimpong and there become an acquaintance to the Prince (and. incidentally, to Gergan Tharchin
also), had "assured" Prince Peter "that in Kham, interviewing patients medically in the course of his tvork. he
was often called upon to treat monks for venereal disease of the anus. fistulas and other ailments. which \$,ere
admittedly the result of homosexual contact. and which the people who came to him for medicine made no
attempt to dissimulate." A Study of Polyandn~(The Hague, 1963), 385.
Further evidence of this practice in East Tibet and in Mongolia has been provided by Tharchin's friend " f a
later day, Hisao Kimura, the young Japanese intelligence agent who disguised as a Mongolian monk had been
dispatched on a spy mission into Mongolia and Tibet, among other places. in the mid- 1940s. He tells ofhaving
been sexually accosted by a 75-year-old Outer Mongolian monk nicknamed Khalka Lama who was living at the
time near the Amdo town of Shan. site of the well-known Panchen Monastery belonging to the Panchen Lamas
of Tibet. From the dialogue of the story related by Kimura, it becomes obvious that this kind of sexual contact
between monks had often occurred in these Buddhist lands.
Now this old lama had been to Lhasa eleven times, and at the time of Kimura's encounter with him he \vas
maintaining a neat and clean mud house at his home. Having been invited to spend the night there. the 2 I -yearold Dawa Sangpo (Kimura's alias as a pilgrim monk) was awakened from his initial slumber b!. Khallia Lama.
who whispered to his young guest: "If you are a monk you will know what is expected o~)'ou."Young Dawa
evinced a strong disinclination to respond to such an overture: but the old monk would not be put ol'f'so easil).
"Which way do you like it, young fellow. from the front or back?" he asked, his breath coming in shon g a p s .
'*b"t I've spent long enough in Tibet that I can p either \+'a!'"
I ,m Mongo]ian," he
Immediate:) recalling a conversation with his older fellow1pilgrim D a n m earlier on thcjourne!' the? !bere
taking, DaIva remembered that he had told him that the better-looking young boys had 10 b careful i n the
monasteries, ~
~ wrote ~Kimura,
~ had then
~ "explained
n
.10 me that it is the boys' thighs that F'rovide the
necessary
Kimura.alias Dara Sangpo, made it clear in his book that his preference was10 CSCaPc
the scene
when Khalka Lama, not taking '.no.. for an answer. had tried to pin him down and pull up
to, Kimura was compelled. as a Wa). of defending his honor. lhrou Ihe
his robe, Much as he had not
heretofore likable old monk against the wall. grab a pillow and rush outside to sleep the ofthe he night
least they were gelded," Kimura wryly concluded. Kimura 1990, PP 8'4%
camels,
G<

A
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Another informant of Prince Peter's, a Ladakhi Tibetan at 1-eh, whom the anthropologist met while there in
1938for his polyandry investigations in Ladakh, commented about Central Tibet that homosexuality was known
to be practi~edin the large monasteries of that area of Tibet proper. "as any monk returning from Lhasa or
Shigatse where he [the informant] had gone for his studies could tell." It was this same informant's opinion,
however, though based on rather weak reasoning. that the practice did not exist in Ladakh inasmuch as in
Kashmiri law (which governed both Kashmir and Ladakh) it was a punishable ofTense. Anyhow, he observed to
Prince Peter, it was looked upon with great disfavor by the Ladakhis. and he "felt sure that no one indulged in it,
not even in the monasteries.': On the other hand. the Prince received a contrary and far more convincing opinion
about Ladakhi practices when paying a visit to the Kashmiri State Hospital at Leh. There he talked ivith the
Chief Physician in charge, Dr. M.S. Diwani, a Dogra medical oficer. Reported the visiting anthropologist: bb.ro
my question as to whether he knew of homosexuality in Ladakh, Dr. Diwani said that it was widespread in the
monasteries, where the relations between master and novice were universally known to take that character."
Moreover, another ofthe Prince's informants there, Rev. Walter Asboe, the then Superintendent of the Moravian
Mission at Leh, had also heard that this sexual practice was prevalent in the Ladakhi monasteries. "and since, he
said, [Moravian missionary Heinrich] Jaeschke's Tibetan-EnglislzDictionary ( l88 l ) contained all the numerous
Tibetan terms for various sexual perversions, it seemed from this that these were widespread throughoui Ladakh."
Stlrdy of Polyandry, 386,458. It would appear from all this that holnosexual activity, far fron1,being an isolated
phenomenon, was fairly widespread in its practice among the inniates ofthe Tibetan monasteries in boih Lesser
Tibet and 'Tibet proper.
This was certainly the testimony of one English traveler to Tibet, Theodore Illion. in the course of his
recounting an incident he witnessed at a gompa in Tibet proper in an intriguing and quite candid book of his
travels. Before traveling to the East, lllion (aka: Theodore Burung) had studied Tibetan sufficiently enough to be
able to understand the language and to speak it, albeit with a foreign accent. Rut whenever he visited Tibetan
monasteries he would disguise himself and never open his mouth lest by his accent he betrayed his true identity.
His travels took him in 1934 into western and southwestern Tibet, from whence he exited opposite the Pithoragarh
area of Northwest India. At one point in his book the English author shared an experience he had had in one oi
the gompas visited. Wrote Illion:
Many things a Westerner would call unnatural go on... within the walls of a Tibetan monastery. Those
who have traveled in the Orient may know that the Oriental view is much more lenient than the
Western one. The number of lamas having formed a certain type of union with one of the younger
lamas seems to be considerable, and in some monasteries conditions in this respect are such that even
a solitary pilgrim is not immune from certain unmistakable invitations extended by some young
lamas. Although it would be too much to say that these practices are general, it is obv~ousthat they
are fairly frequent.
On one occasion when I walked about in the company of a few other pilgrims we saw a happening
which would make an average Westerner repeat "Shocking!" for several weeks in succession. The
Tibetans were hardly upset at all. While they calmly discussed the matter I of course reserved m)
opinion, as 1 never opened my mouth within the precincts of a monastery.
"This is somewhat unusual," observed one of the Tibetans calmly.
"1 never thought the lamas could do such a thing." returned another.
"Do not forget." put in a third pilgrim, "that the lamas are very wise. Even if they do a thing that
seems strange to us, they do it for the good of the world."
"I have always been told not to find fault with a lama's action," said the first pilgrim.
"Perhaps these two lamas are very holy," returned the third pilgrim. "They were coming too near
to Nirvana and as they wanted to remain in their bodies so as to be able to help the world, they
voluntarily committed a sin in a spirit of sacritice."
A devout silence followed the conversation. The Tibetan pilgrims looked very sheepish and
credulous and I had to take some pains to conceal niy merriment.
See In Secret Tibet; in Disguise amongst Lamas, Robbers, and Wise Men; a Key ro the Adysteries of Tibel
(London, 1937), 107-9
Yet not only were there homosexual lapses in celibate observance among the inmates of the monasteries,
there apparently had occurred such lapses among some monks who were elevated to high political ofice I n
Tibet. Reting Rimpoche from the famed Reting Monastery north of Lhasa, who achieved the Regency of lhe
land in 1934 after the death of the Great Thirteenth Dalai Lama, has been cited as an example of this by at least
one Western historian, Melvyn Goldstein, already quoted from above. Writing on one page of his 19g9volume9
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Goldstein states that after 1936 Regent Reting's "private life became more blatantly hedonistic-he appears to
have had sexual relations with men and women, to have filled his time with amusements such as kite-flying and
shooting, and to have spent money lavishly." On a subsequent page, the author writes more pointedly that a
young monk official. Phunkang Jetrungla, the son of one of the Regent's o%n Cabinet Ministers, "was widely
reputed to have been one ofReting's lovers. When Reting was in power, Jetrungla was his constant companion.. ."
Goldstein adds that "a commonly heard story asserts that because Jetrungla had become too old to continue as
theex-Regent's lover he remained in Lhasa" rather than withdrawing to Reting Monastery with Reting Rimpoche
upon the latter's voluntary retirement from the Regenc~,.See Goldstein 1989, pp. 330, 445, 445n.
That Reting continued his lavish and sensual lifestyle during retirement at his monastery outside I,hasa is
confirmed by Hisao Kimura. By chance the Japanese intelligence agent met Reting Kimpoche as the spy and his
party disguised as monks and pilgrims were nearing their goal of Lhasa from far-off Mongolia This was in the
warm month ofAugust 1944. Now it so happened that Reting's servant monks. in preparing for a picnic. Here seen
pitching luxurious-looking festive tents about twenty )wds east of whcre young Kimura and his conlpanions were
encamped not far from Reting Monastery. "Judging from the carpels and Furniture going inside." he wrote, the
Reting camp was "more like a traveling palace than a camp. Soon, some of the cleanest and neatest monks 1 had
seen in a long time, with freshly shaven pates and spotless robes. began arriving on tine horses." Curious to meet
such a high personage who W a s said "to be at once So holy and so corrupt," Kimura and his party begged for an
audience at his tent. And once having pmthemselves before him and received Reling's one-handrd blessing
in retum, Kimwa, now invited to a Seat nearby, Was drawn into a convivial conversation in Mongolian b? the
former Regent, the tatter having made the monk in disguise feel very much at ease. "Again and again." reported
Kimura later, Reting, s a l well below middle age at this point, had "jokingly suggested that I should join his
monastery and become his disciple. I noticed that many of his attendants were handsome o u n g boys and declined
as politely as I could," the Japanese spy obviously remembering with distaste what had happened just a few months
earlier with Khalka Lama! "I could certainly not have foretold that Reting's violent death two years later would
very nearly be the occasion for my own," concluded Kimura Kimura 1990, pp. 1 13-4.
In both Goldstein's and Kimura's works there is given what would appear to be the definitive reason for why
Reting inexplicably resigned from the Regency at the height of his power. Writes Goldstein: "one must turn to
Reting's sexuality ...that [he] was not celibate" enough, or at least not discreet enough in his non-celibacy to
satisfy the taste of the populace. Wall posters which suddenly appeared in 1940 on the Lhasan streets and at the
influential Drepung Monastery would seem to have said it all; for they read in part as follows: "It is important
that the Abbot who will ordain the [new Fourteenth] Dalai Lama has to be a person who observes the vinaya
[monastic] rules properly and is pure without any question.. .It is not all right for Reting to give the Dalai Lama
his religious vows because he [Reting] has no vows." Goldstein 1989, pp. 359, 359n.
On his part, Kimura had heard that there were two causes rumored about to account for this resignation.
The Japanese agent had been told that one reason was that Reting's "government ran on nothing but bribery"
and as a result the Regent had in the process become pro-Chinese. The explanation for this was quite simple:
since those in government who could not pay enough were unable to get anything done* the 0 p ~ o m n i V
open to the Chinese to insinuate themselves into influence by having paid the ~ e g e nmore
t
than anyone else. in
the end, though,
Kimura, it would seem that the overriding reason for the surprising resiflation was
the fact that in an ancient shamanistic priestly ritual the State Oracle at the nearby L h a s a monastery Nechung
had predicted that the Regent's life would be cut short if he did not change his sensual lifestyle and instead
devote himself to prayer and meditation. "This was enough to frighten even him" r e ~ * dKimura'~
supposed to have
one defies the State Oracle. He therefore m i ~ e but
b
-ling
Wear
that Reting's
ova."
If
been an agreement that he would return to power when his E t J a
is any
rebeat, if indeed there was one, did not have any lasting e&ct On his lifestyle, if Kimura'~
indication. Kimura 1990, p. 113.
Then there is the case of what happened at Lhasa to 18-year-old Tnshi Tsering in 1947. Young T A n g was
amember of the godrugba, the Dalai Lama's ceremonial dance troupe. As was not at all unusual m n g monks
and monk government officials in those days at the Tibetan capital. Tashi Txring was invited by the monk
Wagdu, steward to a very important monk oficial, to become Wmgdu's "homo.sexull puma"; which m i c e
he Performed for a number of years thereafter. In quite a candid discussion, T l s n ' ~a non-conformist 7'iibsm
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born near S h i g a t s e in 1929,describes a t some length in h i s autobiographical narrative t h e entire phenomenon of
homosexual practice as it had existed a t t h e very center of t h e Buddhist C h u r c h in pre-1950 Tibet, and explains
i n some detail t h e culture surrounding s u c h practice as it had evolved o v e r t h e centuries within the traditional
Tibetan monastic structure. Indeed, in o n e o f t h e m o s t telling passages o f all, Tsering pulled "0 punches in
writing thus:
I didn't find the invitation strange at all. To see it in proper perspective, you have to understand how
the old Tibetan society was structured.. .The bureaucracy that ran the government consisted of two
kinds of officials-lay officials and monk officials.. . .As Tibet was a theocracy, monks should
participate in administering the country. However, over the years, these monk officials became token
monks in the sense that they neither lived in monasteries nor engaged in religious rites and prayer
ceremonies. They were really bureaucrats who took religious vows. They wore a version of monks'
robes but worked as full-time government officials. Living in houses in the city like other officials,
they wielded equal power and status with their lay aristocratic counterparls . . . However, though they
were "token" monks in most senses, they were required to obey the monks' vow of celibacy.
In traditional Tibetan society, celibacy was defined specitically to mean abstaining from sexual
acts with a feniale or, in a more general sense, from any sexual act that involved penetration of an
orifice whether with a feniale or male. Consequently, anal sex with a male was as strictly prohibited
as vaginal sex with a woman, and if discovered would mean expulsion from the monk rolls.
However, human nature being what it is, monks over the years developed a way to circumvent
the iron law of celibacy. Monastic rules, it turned out, said nothing about other forms of sexual
activity, and it became common for monks and monk officials to satisfy themselves sexually with
men or boys by performing the sex act without penetrating an orifice. They used a version of the
"missionary position" in which the monk official (the active, male-role player) moved his penis
between the crossed thighs of a partner beneath him. Since no monastic disciplinary rule was technically
violated, this behavior was condoned and rationalized as a pleasurable release of little significance.
The typical relationship was between monks-an adult monk (the male role) and a younger, boy
monk-but there were several types of lay boys who were particularly desirable. One was the boys or
young men who performed in the Tibetan opera, many of' whom played women's roles. Another was
the young gadrugba dancers. Thus Wangdu's request was not really unusual.. . .
The 7'ibetan word for a boy in my situation is drombo. In our language the \\lord literally means
"guest," but it also is a euphemism for "homosexual (passive) partner." Because of Wangdu's status
and visibility, I became a very well-known drombo.. .Once a powerful monk from the Sera Monastery
became a~tractedto me and made several abortive attempts to abduct me for sexual pleasure. The
monks of Sera included many famous dobdos, or "punk" monks.. ..They were ~iotoriousfor fighting
with each other to see who was toughest and for their sexual predation of lay boys. All schoolboys in
Lhasa were fair game for these dobdos, and most tried to return from school in groups for protection
against them.
...One fateful day.. . the Sera monk caught me after a gadrugba performance in Lhasa and forcibly
took me to his apartment in the monastery . . . . It was distasteful, but he released me after two days.
The incident, however, reawakened my ambivalent feelings towards traditional Tibetan society . . . I
wondered to myself how monasteries could allow such thugs Lo wear the holy robes of the Lord
Buddha. When 1 talked to other monks and monk officials about the dobdos, they shrugged and said
simply that that was just the way things were.
For t h e c o m p l e t e discussion, see M . Goldstein, W. Siebenschuh and 7'. Tsering. Tile ~trtcgglejbr.IilodernTibet
the Autobiography of Tashi Tsering ( N e w YorWLondon: M . E . Sharpe, 1997). 26-30.
B u t there is also the testimony o f Hisao Kirnura's traveling companion and fellow spy for the British. Kazumi
Nishikawa. Before these t w o had teamed u p at Lhasa o n Kirnura's spy mission t o East Tibet for Gergan Tharchln.
Nishikawa, like Kimura, had served as a n intelligence agent for Japan. and, again like Kimura, disguised as a
Mongolian m o n k under the n a m e o f Lobsang Sangpo. Now in his 1968 published account o f hisjourney to Tibcl
f i o m Inner Mongolia, h e c o m e s across, in the words o f Scott Bcrry w h o translated the work into English. as
particularly caustic over the popularity of boys in their mid-teens. Monks would treat these boyslust
like women, inviting then1 for fine meals or giving them new clothes. Young, handsome, plump, fairskinned monks were like popular geislia and would be called one night to the room of one monk. the
next to that of another. Though he was tliorouglil~distraught when propos~tionedhimself by a couple
of . . . monks, his friends made light of it. "Don't get angry. Lobsang. Just go and they will treat You
really well."
A n d a few pages earlier in his travel account t o Tibet, Nishikawa, according to Berry, mentions
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the good-natured homosexual banter that ofken took place in monastcrics when "a well-dresd, plump,
fair-skinned monk" passed by: "Since there are no women in the monasteries, many monks rcvcrt to

other means of satisfaction, and in their leisure time gossip not about women, but about boys."

But at the conclusion of his discussion about homosexuality among the Mahayana Buddhist monastic population
in Central and East Asia, Nishikawa made an observation which appears quite at variance with much of the
foregoingevidence from others and with that which will conclude this end-note hereafter. "Scornful as he could
be" about having been propositioned, Nishikawa, writes Berry, had ended his discussion of the subject by
pointing out that "it was mostly at the smaller and poorer monasteries t h a ~the rules were broken. Many monks
kept strictly to their vows, and the best of the monasteries made quite sure that they did so." Berry 1995, pp. 2 16.

209,2 16.
And finally, there is the further testimony of George Patterson. the missionary in East Tibet cited earlier. In
one of his more recent volumes on his quite varied experiences in the Land of Monks and Monasteries. Patterson
revealed more of what he had discovered about this particular sexual phenomenon that was clearly prevalent
among the generality of the monastic inmate population in pre-1950 Tibet. Indeed. in a very early page of his
book, Requiemfor fibet (London, 1990), he observes that he became aware of the fact that "the monks. who
were supposed to be celibate by religious decree, were notorious for their homosexuality and pederasty" ( 3 I ).
And on a subsequent page Patterson writes: "l had read and heard reports of the high incidence of VD [I enercal
disease] in Tibet, some figures quoted being as high as 90%. 1 was hesitant about accepting such a tigure. but
over the past few years I hadestablished [by virtue ofmy medical missionary] experience that i t could not be tar
off....The rt~nks-hada high incidence of sodomy and pederasty, and so the) too were not immune from vr)"
(82). It is obviom'frm this testimony of Panerson and that of others that the stricture against the penetration of
an orifice was repeatedly violated throughout the Land of Monks and Monasteries u ith apparent impunity little
punishment seemingly having been meted out upon those who may have been discovered engaging in such
prohibited practice.
Nevertheless, in explaining what he had learned while for three years living icith. and being educated b!. the
famed Pangdatsang brothers and their friends in East Tibet concerning "the comples manifestations of'l~amaistic
Buddhism" in both its "good and evil aspects," Patterson reported the sharp criticism each of these t\\o brothers
had leveled at the vast Tibetan monastic community ofthat day: "The scholarly Rapga. tvho had translated some
of the works of Karl M a n into Tibetan, was stringently critical of many ofthe practices of the priesthood: while
the extrovert and sardonic Topgyay was scathingly humorous regarding the pederastic sexual habits of the
majority ofthe priests. .." (52) In fact, in a moment ofhigh merriment over the fact that this dear friend of theirs.
the Christian missionary Pztterson. had made it clear that his religion did not permit him to accept the o f k r
made by them repeatedly of women for his pleasure. they then offered an alternative: that he "could have a boy"
instead of a woman. inasmuch as "that was the common religious practice of the monks!" (84)
Much of the same data and observations can be found in this former missionary's most recent publication.
Patterson of7i'ber: Dearh Tl~roeso f a ,+'ation (San Diego. 1998). passint
85a. Per L h u o m Tseten Dclkhar (Kunphela's later wife), "Kuchar Thupten Kunphela." in Appendices 01'
Dhondup 1986. p. 2 14.
85b. Ibid., 214-5.
86. Goldstein 1989, pp. 471 -6. especially 475. It can be stated with perhaps some irony that Rering',. avarice
finally did him in; for had it not been for his inordinate greed his coup attempt might have prcvailcd. and
mainly he would not have died prematurely had he not been so stingy towards Kunphela over a small failcd
investment. As it was, the party sent by the Tibetan government up to Reting Monastcq north ofl.hasa to arrest
the ex-Regent seized his private property that included .'much gold secreted in the latrines'' there. That Rding',
excessive lust for material possessions was proverbial is attested by the fact that at the time his resignatioll as
Regent in early 194 1, posters immediately went up on the streets of the Tibetan clpibl and slogans b e p n to hc
shouted forth unabashedly by monks of his rival monastery ofDrepung that unitedly erprrsscd the criticism that
be Rimpoche '.\\,as too mucl1 devoted to trade"! See Hugh Richardson. ..The Rva-sgrcng [Reling] Conspirac!
of 1947,'' in Aris and Ryi (eds.) 1980, p p air, ~ v i One
i very rtvcaling piece of evidence of Regent Reling's
inordinate interest i n wralt]l and trade is dernonstratcd by what happened at D e b i Lingka. the British Mission
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hadquarters in Lhasa around the year 1938. In that year the Tibetan government (read: the Regent) had decided
to establish a small school at the Mission compound to be run on Western lines. It was Reting's privilege to
select the small number of boys who attended this school; they being selected to learn English and Hindi, in
particular, solely for the day when they might be sent to his Reting Trading Co. at Kalimpong and elsewhere in
India, since with a proficiency in such languages, these matured youths would be able to work more effectively
on behalf of Reting's trading interests there! For additional details, see, in the final volume of the present work,
one of Ch. 27's End-Notes that describes Dekyi Lingka and its history.
87. Sources for this and the preceding paragraph: (a) letter, Dawa Sangpo (alias for Hisao Kimura) to
Thschin, [Calcutta], 29 Aug. 1948; (b) note in ink, Atuk Tsering to Tharchin, Kalimpong, 4 Sept. [l 948]--both
(a) and (b) being part of the ThPaK; and (c) Goldstein 1989, pp. 475-6, for date of Kunphela's arrival at Lhasa.
88. Gould 1957, p. 240. Gould went on to relate some humorous and quite interesting details surrounding
the Kashagk ultimate approval of the Tibetan text of the Report on the Discovery ... and how it was finally
printed by means of the old wooden-block method (ibid., 240, 241):
I had brought the Tibetan version with me [from Gangtok] and submitted it to the Lord Chamberlain.
One day there was some uneasiness in Lhasa. It had become known that on the previous day the
Cabinet had been in practically continuous session from midday until far on into the night. Actually
they had been going through the translation word by word. They had pasted in a few small corrections.
They informed me that, apart from these, one or more of them could vouch from his own knowledge
for the accuracy of every word.
Permission having been obtained for the account to be printed at the Potala Press, the text was
first written out in uncial script on long narrow slips of transparent rice paper. It was then pasted, in
reverse, onto long hardwood boards, on which skilled men carved out the letters with graving tools.
These boards were then delivered to me at Dekyi Lingka [the Lhasan Park compound which housed
the British Mission] and printed off at a great pace by pressing sheets of Tibetan paper down on the
boards with rollers. This is a very strong beige-colored paper, insect-proof because it consists largely
of daphne bark, which is made in Bhutan and Nepal for the Tibetan market. Another copy on thin
wfiite paper was written by the best scribe in Lhasa ....
On a round of farewell visits [to Lhasan officials and friends before leaving the capital for good
in 19441 1 took with me gifts in the form of copies of the Tibetan version of the Discovery and
Installaticn of the Dalai Lama, wrapped in golden brocade. The recipient would rise, lift the book to
his forehead and reverently place i t on the family altar. I also presented sets of the records ofTibetan
music made by us at Dekyi Lingka and manufactured by the Gramophone Company, Calcutta. These
parting presents eclipsed any that I had ever given before.
89. Ibid., 200.
90. Both letters, Sherriff to Tharchin, "Crookety" Kalimpong, 25 Dec. 1942 and 1 Feb. 1943, ThPaK.
91. This according to Sonarn T. Kazi, in an interview he gave the present writer, Oct. 1991
92. Tharchin to H. Dayal (Indian Political Officer Sikkim), Kalimpong, 9 Feb. 1950, ThPaK. In this letter
the Babu spelled out in some detail the dimensions ofthis already initiated enterprise: "As regards ...Portrail...,
so far I have published up to page 32, and this coming issue Ch. 111 (or up to page 38) will be published. 1still
have 4 chs. [left to do] of the former translatidn done by Kungo Kung Kusho and others. After that I can use the
translation done by Mr. K.S. Paul. [According to other letters by both Tharchin and Dayal back and forth.
Sumdhon Paul was responsible for Portrai[k Chs. 8-32; while Macdonald and the Geshe worked on the remaining
Chs., 33 to 60.1 So far, almost every month I have devoted one-third or sometimes two-thirds s f a page of the
newspaper [to Portrait]. For the remaining 4 chs. [of the book's first seven], if I use one fuli page of the
newspaper every month, it will take ten months more to finish them; after that, from Ch. 8 the transl9tion done
by Mr. Paul will be used.. .."
93. The sources for this and all other material (except where already documented) regarding ChangloChen,
Tharchin, Kunphela, Lungshar and Rapga Pangdatsang were found in: P.O.S. 1938, pp. 3, 4. 7, 10. 12. 34-5
(especially Tharchin's handwritten notation on page 35), 44, and the very bottom line of page 79; Bell 1946, Pp.
369,392-3; letter, Tharchin to Bell, Kalimpong, 25 Dec. 1937, Bell Papers; letter, Tharchin to Bell, Kalimpong,
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17 Mar. 1938, ThPaK; Petech 1973, pp. 2 14-5; Rahul 1969, pp. 58-9; Rahul 1962, p. 192; Shakabpa 1967, p.
277; Goldstein 1989, pp. 147, 151-2, 168, 175, 178, 191, 191n., 450.45 l, 45 1-2n.; Williamson to Government
of India, letter, 6 Jan. 1934, quoted in ibid., 151 ; Williamson 1987, pp. 109 with 124; Taring 1970, pp. 67. 10510, 115-8; the Special Correspondent Lately at Lhasa, "Crisis in Tibet: the Death of the Dalai Lama," Times
(London), 29 Jan. 1934, p. 13; Cutting 1940, p. 220; and Gould 1957, pp. 200, 240.
94. Tharchin's "memoirs" are incorrect in having stated that upon his return to Kalimpong from Tibet in late
1937 he found the Rev. Williarn M. Scott there as the in-charge of the Tibetan Mission work. See GTUM TwMs,
Ch. 18, p. 6. This is known to be inaccurate when one consults the Annual Reports on the Tibetan Work for 1937
and 1938 that were prepared and submitted to the Scots Guild Mission by the then current supervisor of the
Tibetan Mission himself, Dr. Robert Knox. Indeed, in his 1937 Report, Knox wrote this: "...the calechist
[Tharchin] was away in Tibet for several months and, since September, I'have had to give a great deal of my time
to the District work in Rev. Scott's absence." (It so happened that in 193 1 when he replaced the retiring Dr.
Graham, Rev. Scolt had assumed the headship of the entire Kalimpong Scots Guild Mission and would continue
in that ofice till 1946.) And for the year 1938, Knox opened his Report thus: "For the greater part of the year I
was unable to put as much time as I wished into the Tibetan work on account of the [continued] absence of Mr.
Scott." As it apparently turned out, missionary Knox must have left for his Australian homeland in early 1939
(never to return to Kalimpong), since in the Annual Report for that year, and submitted this time by Rev. Scott,
the following are the opening words: "The report for this year is being written by a substitute [a reference to
himselfl, who had to take over the work at very short notice." Copies of these Reports are a part of the ThPaK.
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.
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Scottish Universities' Msn Association 8. 9 see also
SUM, SUM1
Scottish Universities' Msn (Training) Institution. Kpg
l, 6, 8, 10, 180 see also SUM, SUM1
Sengchen Kyabying, Lama (Panchen Lama V's Prime
Minister) 240- 1
Senge, GT's Tn Kharnpa servant 386,387,389
Sera Monastery 307, 308, 368, 369, 383
Serfdom controversy 61-2,62n.
Seven Years in Tibet (film), Review of 284n.-28611.
Seventeen-Point Agreement 1951 28511.
Sharnbala legend 188-9, 189n.-190n..27811.-27911.
Shambala legend and Russo-Tibetan relations 188-9.
189n.
Shanghai 2 15,274,275,277.280.325
Shantiniketan 205
Shatra Paljor Dorje. "L6nchen1' (Great Minister) 1 15
Shawe. F.B. 210
Sheptoon La-Pha 34
Sherab Gyamtsho (aka Sheral Gyats'o). Ghoom
Monastery's Mongol Lama-Abbot 2 19n.
Sherriff, George 246n., 406.406n.
SherriR: Mrs. George (i.e.. Retty, youngest Graham
daughter) 406n.
Shigatse 1 58. 159. 160, l6 l . 198, 20 l . 202n.. 244.
245. 280n.. 3 18,322, 373-5, 376.383
Shillong Aspam 156. 163, 164, 165. 167, 168. 171.
173. 174
Sho village. Lhasa 137,244
Shoparkhang (slate printingcenter). Lhasa 244-5
Sikkim 6, 8, 9. 10. 1 l , 12. 24. 25-8.40.46. 5411.. 72.
179. 180. 184.210.21 1,216.222.342.343
Sikkirn I'rotectorate 10
'.Silent (or Lost or Missing) Years" ofJesus' life 295,
296,297.300
Siliguri 163. 164. 182.397.404
Silk routes. Ancient 35211.
Simick Jr.. R.C. 235.258.308
Simla 386.387
SimIa Conference/Convention 1913- 14 1 15
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Simla Hills 168,305n.
SimpWd ~ m ~ mofathe
r Literary nbeton Language
(Bernard) 359,385
Sinchula, Treaty of ( 1865) 33
Singh, Sundar see Sadhu Sundar Singh
Singtam 27
Sining209, 27gn., 28On.
Sine-Russian geopolitical relations in Central Asia,
1 9 ~187.
~ . 190
Sitling, Rev. G.T. 349. 349n.-350n,
Sitling family 349
"Sky burial" of the dead. Tn see Disposal of the dead.
Tn methods for
Sonarn Gyamtsho see Dalai Lama Ill
Sonam T. Kazi 109n., 354n.. 362n.
Sonam Tobgay 172
Songlsan Gampo. King-Emperor 52,67-9.6911.. 142.
142n.-143n., 144. 145, 1451.-146n.. 150, I50n.15 1 n.. 369
"Sovereig~i~lsuzerainry"
& Sino-'I'n relations 194.
195
Spencer-Chapman. Frederick 125,128.3 12
Spiti Province 386,387
Spiti River 386
Start. Rev. Williarn 2n., 3n.. 4n.
Steele, Archibald T. 74,245.24511.-246n.
Stein. Sir Aurel243,352,352n.
Street songs-street plays-viall posters, Lhasa 265.
26511.
Studd. Charles Thornas (C.T.) 208
Subba Elder Victor 224
Sukhrnan 4. h . , 5.6
SUILQ.SUM1 8, 9. l 7. 18-20, 22. 28, 29. 37. 38, 39.
51-2, 57. 58,205. 236, 333n.
Sumdhon Paul see Karma Simdhon Paul
SUMl's place in Bhutan's deveiopment: appreciation
expressed by Illis land's officials 5 1-2
Sun Yat-sen. Dr. 197.252
Sunbums (complete literary works) 374
~undar~ i n g hsee ~ a d h u~undarSingh
Sun-p'an 209
Sutherland, Rev. William S. 7-8. 10. 11-12, 17.22-37
2 5 . 2 7 , 3 4 . 3 5 . 3 7 . 3 8 . 4 0 , 4 1 , 4 2 . 4 3 ~ , 4 46.47.
~48. 49. 52. 53. 55. 179. 180. 2 13
Swoon (Resuscitation) Theolr re: Jesus' Crucifixion
298
Tada, Tokan 189n.. 3 16.3 1611.
Tagore. SirRabindranath20s
Takla Makan 35211.
Taktra. Regent 24511.. 404
Taring. Jigme 98-100. 1 15.344.383.405
Taring. Rinchen Dolma (Mar) La) 99- 100,327. 344*
383,396.405
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Taring estates. Gyantse 96
Taring Raja 95.96-7, 1 1 5,344
Tashi Lama (Westerners' nickname for the PL) 3 17
Toshi Takgye (Eight Auspicious Signs of Tn Bsm)
262
'Tashiding Monastery 25-6
Taylor, Annie R. 165n., 179, 191n.. 208, 209. 2 10,
21 1,212,213,214,215.216,217,288,325.342
Taylor, J. I-Iudson 209, 210, 2 14, 215
Tea, tea-drinking in Tibet 108
'Temba Dargye. Lord Chamberlain to DL, Xlll 1 7 1
Temple, s i r - ~ i c h a r d(I ,ieutenant Governor. Bengal)
33
T e n ~ y u 233,244,245
r
Tenth Mile dt, Kpg 205-6
'Tephus, 'The 32
Thanka 3 73, 373n.
Tharchin, Gergan Dorje: teaching experience at
Ghoom l , 17, 18, 20, 22. 28, 29-30; his words of
commendation on K.D. Pradhan 23, 24; K.D.
Pradhan's kind words about GT 2311.; treks to
Sikkim Dec. 1917. Jan 1919 24-8; receives
commendation from W.W. Hornell, Dir of Public
Instruction. Bengal; 1" Education Msn trek to
Bhutan, Aug. to Nov. 1917 35.40-2; receives a 2d
commendation from Honlell for serving as interpreter
on trek 41; 2d Education Msn to Bhutan 42-51;
presents Life of Christ magic lantern shows in
Bhutan 46, 50- l : I " "country-wide" Xtn evangelist
in Bhutan 46. 4611.-37n.; participant in I " Xtn
Communion service ever held in Bhutan 47, 4711.48n.; upbraids 2 "Xtn" schoolteachers at Bumthang
in Bhutan for their religious hypocrisy 48; serves as
interpreter to Dr. Sutherland at supper invitation of
Bhutan's Maharaja 49; his abiding interest in Tr
langllit 57, 70. 154, 292, 353, 394, 405n., 407; l"
visit to Tibet & Lhasa Chs. 14-15 passim; teaches
temporarily in Macdonald school at Yatung, Tibet
72.75-6; prcacheslteaches the Xtn gospel at Yatung
76-7; becomes penniless at Yatung. but relies on his
God's providence 77-8; similarly at Gyantse 95;
his momentous encounter w1Rev. Graham at Yatung
& Old Yatung 79-80; founds & heads up Xtn school
at Gyantse 86-9.93-5, 100-1, 103-5; provides lang
instruction to 4 Tn Army Officers at Gyantse 91 ff.:
his Xtn faith no obstacle to these 4 Hst officers 94;
SSS supports GT's Gjfantse school wlfunds. gifts
8r prayers 94-5. 95n.-9611.; hosts Rev. Mackenzie
at his Gj.antse school 103; shares his Xtn faith W/
Gyantse Monaster~-'SHead Lama & other Lamas
105-7; his Xtn Faith disallows his partaking of
intoxicants at social functions at Gyantse (& later
at Lhasa). despite urgings ofchang girls 107-8, 154:
G'T the target of George Knight's poison pen 109.
109n.: is urged in 1923 by his 4 officer fiiends 13

even by P.O.S. Railey to establish Western-style
school at Lhasa 1 10-1 1, 1 12-3; closes his Gyantse
school when l'n govt opens its own English school
there 114ff.; applies Ibr Tn Ass't Teacher in 'fn
govt's Gyantse school, but did so "one month too
late" 1 16; is asked in 1937 by Lhasan oficialdom to
establish private school at -fn capital 120; travels to
Lhasa from Gyantse Sept 1923 & lodges w1Doring
Thaiji 123-4, 128, 136, 137, 139: visits Tsuglag
Khang (Jo-khang), prays loudly the Lord's Prayer
there, & witnesses the Jowo Kimpoche 15 1 ; prays
for conversion of Tsuglag Khang into a church ot'his
Xtn God 153; sees famed Catholic Capuchin bell in
Jo-khang 153; is invited to numerous dinners &
feasts at Lhasa 154; finds & marries at Lhasa his
Lhasan Tn wife. Karma Dechhen 154-6; 4 officers,
ordered to India early 1924. now ask GT to
postpone establishing Lhasa school till they return
from specialized ~nilitar)~
training in India, & request
he accompany them as guide, lang teacher &
interpreter 156; receives letter (while still at Lhasa)
from Kev. Graham inviting him to join Scots Msn.
Kpg, as Tn catechist 156: prepares return to India
& departs Lhasa late Jan 1924. 156-8: his relationship
w1Doring Thaiji 158-61: travels to Shigatse W/
Doring 15llftX.while Karma Dechheri & other 3
officers go to Gyantse where later DoringIGT will
rejoin rest of party 16 1-2; closes his Gyantse school
early Feb 1924. 8r sends his Ass't Teacher Flabbu
back to Yatung 162: on horseback, teaches his wife
important articles of Xtn Fdith 163; accompanies
Tn officers to Kpg, Siliguri. Shillong. Calcutta. Dt.
Darj, Shillong. Darj 163-7; witnesses Karma's Xtn
baptism & receives Xtn marriage wlher at Kurseong
164-7; places Karma in Ani Kempe's hands for 3
months at Kurseong for further i~structionin Xtn
faith 164-5; encounters SSS final time at Shillong
Assam & consults w1Sundar re: his (G7"s) future
plans 167-9. 173-4; like SSS. GT' decides against
resettling at Poo 169. 172-4: decides to settle in
Kpg \vlhis wife & not return to Tibet \v/4 officers
169, 17 1-2; casts his lot w1Scots Msn & Rev. Graharn
172, 173, 174-5; shepherds Kpg I ' n Ch flock 2048. 223-37; is ordained an elder of Kpg Tn Ch less
than 7 months after arrival in Kpg from L.hasa. &
becomes member of Ch's kirk session 225-6: engages
in ministry of reconciliation among Kpg's Xtn lk
non-Xtn Tn families 232-3; preaches in "flanless
Lhasan Tn" in l'n Ch service at Macfarlane blemorial
Church, Kpg 236: his placc in modern l'ihet's
printing history 246-7, 252. 256. 266. 285: Ci'f
called "the falhcr of' 7'n journalism" 256: his
journalistic aims & philosophy 246. 256-8. 163:
the beginning of his 73.I newspaper 3 8 - 6 3 : scnds
gift copies of 1" 77;i.I to IIL XII1. other officials in

Text Index
fiicnds 263. 263n.i reaction of DL &
other oAicials to Tit1 266-70.3 17.321-2.324; GT's
ideas on how Thf could a.sist in furthering Tibet's
progress 270-1; 7'n4k neusicultural coverage as
described by others 272; New Ibrk Times carries
front-page article on l a f 272-3: exiled PL may have
been inspired hy 7M to publish his own weekly Tn
paper 274-80: Shanghai's Norlh-China tlerold
weckly newspaper carries lengthy revic\v article on
Thf 280-3: Heinrich Ilarrer appreciates TM 283-4;
departs for Lhasa a 2d time (leaves Kpg late Aug.
1927) 287; description of GT's unique access to
Lhasa wlpcrmission of Lhasan-British authorities
288-9: shares his Xtn faith while there 287-8.289n.,
-190, 303-9, 33 1; has private lengthy talks \+,/many
Tn ofiicials 290; sees Tsarong Shape & Rai Bahadur
Norbu Dhondup 290- 1, 290n.-291 n.; receives title
of G~~egyen
('Teacher) 292; assists in unmasking
Notovitch hoax re: IssaJJesus legend 293-303; has
momentous audience w/DL Xlll292,309-24; takes
loan from the prosperous Lhasan Moslem
community leader & trader Khan Bahadur Faizullah
&the latter will later become his Lhasan distributing
agent of Thl 329ff.; departs Lhasa Feb. 1928 \v/
many relatives. bound for Kpg 33 1 ; is prcsentcd a
lithographic press by Dr. Graham for TAIi use 3345; is sent to Calcutta to learn litlio press techniques
335-6: issues l" no. of ThI on litho press in Sept.
1928 336-7; beconies manager of Guild Msn l'n
Press 335.337; descrip~ionof relationship between
GT & Scots Msntl'n msny 337-8; makes trek to
Gyantse as guidelmrlnslti of the American. Mrs.
Merrick, 193 1 338-9. 340-6; has altercation w/Dr.
Knox ovcr proposed Merrick uek & resigns from
Scots Msn 330-40. 347-8: has further altercation
w1Knox re: overcharge of laborlpaper costs in
producing 7;41 on litho press 350-1; is employed by
Prof Jacques Uacot as translator of difficult TunHuang Cave Docunlents 35 1-3; 3d niajorjourney to
.l'ibel& [,hasa (
to NOV. 1 937). accompanying
American scholar 'l'heos Rernard 357-61. 367-76.
383-5: BernarJ visits Kpg & C;T decade later, GT
loaning his 1.n Khanlpa servant Senge to the
American 385-6; \\.itnesses Tn "sky burial" for l"
time, at Shigatsc.. w/Bernard 375-83; is visited at
Kpg. in late 1937. by Kuchar Kunphela & Changlo
Chen Gung ~ ~ ~ whom
h o GT
. greatly befriends
393-407
l'harchin. Karma Decchen 155-6. 158, 159. 162. 1645. 165-7.287.289. 341.353-4
.1.harchin and ~~i press small litho macllinesce Mani
Press small litho machine press
~ h ~ & ~~ ~~ h ~ hoax
, ~~unmasked
~
i 293.
~ 293n..
~
)
296n.. 30 1-3

Tn govt,
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Tharchin & 13rofissor]acques Hacot see
Professor Jacques; see
l.un-kiuanp cave
Documents
Tharchin as '.lntelligcncr Agent.' 289, 290,,,-291n,,
386. 38bn., 399-401
lharchis hetiiends Kuchar Kunphrla & chmglC,~hn,
393-407
Tharchin-Hernard relationship 357, 358. 35nn,-35gn..
359,359n.. 360
Tharchin-Graham relationship 334,335. 335n,. 3378, 347
Tharchin-linos relationship 23 1.33940. 340n.-3J Ir..
341-2, 347-8.350-1.353-3.35~n..355
'Tharchin's special permission for
to I .haa 2889.358n.
Theravada Bsm 15 1. 15 l n., 152n.
Thimphu 4 1 , 50, 5 1. 235
Thok Jalutlggoldfields 63
Thomas Jr.. Lowell 81-2. 126. 128. 386. 389. 3 9 ~ .
392n.
Thornas Sr., I~owrll81-2.390
Thonmi Sambhota 62,24211.. 35 1 n.
Three-Point Agreement 1912. TibeVChina 198. 199.
200,201
"Three Seats." The 269
7'i Rimpoche 390
Tibet & Christian activity uithin her borders see
Christian activity inside Tibet
Tibet & its myths 12811.. 130. 131n.-132n.. 132
l'ibet & Nazi Germany 66
Tibet & Tns. Description of 58-70
Tibet Improvement Party, Kpg 406
libet Mirror (newspaper) 261. 262. 263. 266. 26770.268n.. 269n.. 269n.-27011.. 272.272n., 273.273,
280-3,284.285.3 17.324.325.33 1.333.334.335.
33511.. 350.397.398.406,407
Tibel Mirror. DL Xlll's financial support of267. 326.
326n.-32711.
Tibet Mirror. Inauguration of 258-63
Tibet Afirror. Norfh-China Herald i critique of 280-3
Tibet .Mirror. Reaction to. by Dl, Xlll 8: other Tn
ruling circles-lay& cleric 266-70.3 17
Tiber ,j!irror 8: lleinrich Harrer 283-4
fiber Afirror & PL Vl's Tn-1an.g newsPaPer274-80
fiber hfirr0r & printing serially Bell's Porrroir ?f'fllt'
Dalai Lama 407
Tibet Mirror &: the ,vent IbrX 7imfs 272-3
Tibet Mirror Press 261. ,308. 35 1
fibcl AIirror ohie~tive25~-8
fibet Jlirror b purpose in using Bst sqmbols 26 1-3
Tibel Missions to Russia-1900. 1901 184. I n 8
Tibe~Times. The 25 1
Tibetan
Army lnilitar). trainillg tat G ~ a n u e )
,
British 89-9 1
Tibetan Bible & the Moravians 178
.rll
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Tibetan Bsrn/Bst(s) 65, 69-70, 69n.. 84, 106, 223,
317,376,381
Tibetan character & Bsm see Buddhism & the Tn
character
Tibetan Church at Kpg see Kalimpong Tn Church
Tibetan dispensary, Kpg 229-30, 354, 355
Tibetan educational system 72-6, 345-6
Tibetan Empire 67-8,243,352
Tibetan govt-sponsored English school established at
Gyantse see English school at Gyantse opened, then
closed. by Tn govt
Tibetan Msn House, Kpg 181-2, 23 1
Tibetan- newspaper publishing, Earlier attempts at
247-52
Tibetan Pioneer Msn Band (Annie Taylor's) 179,208,
210.21 1,212,213,214,215,216.217,343
Tibetan Preaching House see Polhill Hall (Tn
Preaching House)
T betan Press, Scots Msn 335, 336, 337, 350
Tibetan ranks & titles 92, 92n.
Tibetan Second Book 2 1-3
Tibetan Trade Agent 80, 345-6
l'ibeto-Japanese relations 90-1. 90n -91 n.
Tin Dhuray quarters. Kpg 337
Tobgyal. His Excellency Dr. Tashi 5 1
Tokan Tada see Tada. Tokan
'Tongsa Dzong 45.46
'Tongsa Penlop 45.49
'ropkhana (Eleventh Mile) dt. Kpg 203, 205, 229,
3 54
Trade Agency, Yatung 52,53
Trashilhunpo Monastery 161, 243, 244, 274, 277,
278n.. 280n , 3 17,3 18,3 19. 320,373-4,400
Trab el arrangements-Lhasa to Kpg. Tharchin's 327-9
'Treaty Pillar (or Tablet of Unity), Lhasa 821 a.d. 68,
139, 149
Tri Rimpoche see Ti Rilnpoche
TsangpoIBrahmaputra River system 43, 1 1 1, 137,
287-8,375
Tsarong. George (son of Tsarong Shape) 3 13, 3 14
Tsarong, Sa-dbang (Tsarong I, Kalon Tsarong)/Tsarong
Shape (Tsarong 11) noble family, Lhasa 97-8
Tsarong ilouse 169. 36 1,362, 366
1-sarong Shape (Tsarong 11) 98, 1 12, 159. 160. 1697 1, 191,268,290,290n.. 292.30711.. 309,3 1 1.3 12,
31911.. 361-6, 361n., 362n. 364n.-365n.. 365n.366n. 367,394
Tsethang 67
Tshering, Atuk 333,333n.-334n., 404
Tshering, Dr. Kai Bahadur Bo 89
Tshering. "Dr N. 355
Tsong Khapa. Jay 135, 144. 188. 3 15.369. 374
Tsongdzr (Tn National Assembly) 1 19, 170, 190, 198.
365,396,399
Tsuglag Khang (Jo-khang) 14 1 , 142, 143, 144, 145.
146. 149-50, 15 1 , 152, 153, 154,368,401n.
"

Tucci, Giuseppi 157, 253
Turn-Tum (Tumlong) 2 10
Tun-Huang Cave Documents 143n., 145n., 243,3523,352n., 352n.-35311.
Turnbull, Rev. Archibald 7-8
Turquoise Bridge, Lhasa 137
Twan Yang 202n.,203,204
Tzu Hsi, Manchu Empress Dowager 196, 197
Ugyen Dorjee, Raja see Dorjee; Raja Ugyen
Ugyen Tshering (Chhiring, Tsiring) 38,42,48
Ugyen Wangchuk, Maharaja see Wangchuk, Maharaja
Ugyen
llnited Church of North India (UCNI)
Urga 191,278n., 325
Van Manen, Marie Albert Johan 25 1
Victoria, Queen-Empress 186
Visvakarma (Besho Karma) 144, 145
Vittoz. Pierre 300
Vultures, "Air burial" 376.379-82,379n.. 380n., 382.
383
Waddell, Ma.jor (later Colonel) 1,aurence A. 126,211,
330,384
Waismaa. Rev. Kaarlo 2 1. 541-1.
Wales, Prince & Princess of (future King-Emperor
George V & Queen-Empress Mary) 152. 183
Wang ("Authority") in yoga 370
Wang Press, Kpg & Kurseong 349n.-3501-1.
IVangchuk. Abbot Khenrab 1 16
Wangchuk, Mahara,ja Jigme 42,4R
Wangchuk. Maharaja Ugycn 33, 35. 36. 37. 38, 39.
42,43,45,46. 49-50. 50. 235
Wangdu Phodrang 45
Ward. Bishop Arthur 162n., 173
"Water burial" of the dead, Tn see Disposal of the
dead, Tn methods for
Wen-ch'eng Kungchu (Gyasa). Princess 142. 143,
1421-1.-143n.,144. 145, 146. 14511.-146n.. l49
Western Gate. Lhasa 136-7. 36 1
"Wheel of Life" (or. "Wheel of Existence") 83-5
White, John C. 191. 19111.
Williamson. I'rederick W. 362, 39413.. 395
Williarnson. Margaret (Mrs. F.W.)50.3 12.362.39411..
395
Willoughby, Lieutenant Cololiel (later Brigadier
General) M.E. 200-1
Willow Trce. Princess (Great Willo\v), Lhasa 139-40.
140n.. 149
Worldwide Evangelization Crusade (M'EC') 208
Ya.ji~na,Yasujiro 9011.-91n., 199. 200
Yale University 370n.-371n.. 384

Text Index
Yapshi Sey 268n., 28511.
Yarlung Valley 382n.
Yatung 40,41, 52-3, 54, 54n., 55, 70, 72, 73, 76, 77,
78, 79, 80, 81, 87, 88, 110, 162, 184, 191n., 21 1,
212, 216, 217, 263, 265, 284n., 285n., 338, 343,
344,357n., 385
Yatung Customs House 2 16
Yellow Hat Sect of Tn Bsm see Gelugpa (Yellow Hat)
Sect of Tn Bsm
Yeti 67
Yishui (Joshua or Jesus) Jhola 204,205
Young Men's Guild Msn, Kpg l l, I l n., 1 80
Younghusband, Colonel Sir Francis E. 49, 74, l l l ,
186-7, 191, 191n., 192, 193, 194, 195, 196. 196n..
197,2lln., 291,338,343
Younghusband Expedition to Lhasa 1903-4 40, 54,
71, 80. 83. 84, 86, 124. 125, 129, 133, 189n.. 19094, 136,2 16, 248, 250. 288, 291. 35811.
Younghusband-Grornbtchevski encounter 1889 see
Grornbtchevski-Younghusband encounter 1889
Yuan Shi-kai 198,200,252
)ulchog Sosoi Surgyur Melong (Tiber Alirror or
Tibetan Newspaper, for short) 260; see also fiber
Mirror
Zyrianin. Russian Bolshevik Msn leader to Tibet
319n.
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-
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Abhedananda Swami 5 15
Address, Tibetan styles of 523-4
Ahmadiyya 5 13-5
Americans & Lhasa 53 1
Andrews. Charles F. 493
Anglo-Russian Convention 1907 482.486
Anglo-Russian rivalry in Central Asia see "Great
Game" rivalry
/Iquariun Gospel ofJesus the C'lirist 5 14
Auchinleck. Field Marshal Sir Claude 474
Avalokitesvara see Chenrezi
Asoka. Emperor: and Bsm 435
Bacot, Jacques 527
Bailial, Lake 475
Bailey, Lieutenant (later Lieutenant Colonel) Frederick
(Eric) M.: on Bhutan's development 426-7: and his
exploration a\+ards 446: as secret agent 446; in
contrast w/Bell as Political Officer 446-7; his
Political Service elscwhcre 447: his relationship \\l
PL V1 474; dispatches Laden-La as his agent at Lhasa
487
Balsa see Brikhuti
Banner of Peace and its s)mbol see Roerich I'race
Pacl
Rarkl~ot460
Be Gyator 458
Bell, Sir Charles A. 437-8,416-7.483.485.486.187.
490. 5 18.520. 520- 1. 538
Brrnard. Theos: descri hes Tn illulninated nianuscripts
501: hiscommcnts on Tsarong 11 529: his puhlishrd
works 529: 3d American invited to Lhasa 53 1:
honored at ti!rantse Monastery 533
Beskow. Per 5 13-4. 5 16
Bhrunipa (DL,Xlll's nephew) 440
Bhutan l)urI>ar Iiouse. Kpg 427, 485
Bhutan's educational de\~eloprncnt426.482
Blavatskc. Iielena P. 477

Buddhism
Buddhist(s)
Church
Communist(s)
Dalai Lama
district
Kalimpong
mountain pass (Tibetan term)
missionts)
Panchcn Lama
Sadliu Sundar Singh
Tiberan(s)
with

Blue Buddha 460
Brahmaputra River see Tsangpo/'Brahrnaputra River
system
Brahnio Saniaj 492-3
Bra!, John 5 15
Brikhuti. Nepalcse l'rincess 456. 457-8
British B: Foreign Bible Societj, [.ondon: and the
Ncpali Bible 4 17
Buddha Gaya 4 17
Buriat-Mongolia 475
Burial Mongols 475
Cairn 526
Capuchin Fathers. Catholic 463
Caravanserai 525
Carey. William 495
Catholic Jesuit h.lsn. W. Tihet. 17th c. 51 1-2
Catholic h4sns at Lhasa 463-1
Central Asian ~iiulli-statepan-Bst conlkderac!. 480
Chan Ying-tang. .4mban 449
Cliandcr Singh. Keshab see Sinph. Keshah C'handrr
Chang Ching-\r U. General 506
Cllong girls 444-5
Changlo Chen Kung Kuslio 518
Clial-teris. Vcry Re\-. Professol- \V. I1 X
Charteris I-lospital. Kpg 1 9
Cherirczi 452. 453
Chcnsa Nang-kang set7l'sarong Shape
Chiang Chi-yu 449
Chiang Kai-sheli 484
"Chipa-Naligpa" sce 'Tibetan Bsm'Bsl( F )
"Chitrablian~l"(Kpg 'ragore I louse 1 491
Cliunz Yin. Gcnrral489,490
Church of North l~itlia(CNI) 469
C'irc~~mambulation159
Conoll!.. Captain Arthur 476
Cultural Rt.\.olution (1966-76) st,c Red Guilds.
Chiricse Cst
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Curzon, George, Nathaniel, Lord, Viceroy of India:
his failed attempt to contact DL Xlll 474-5. 480
Cutch. Tns "luck-covering" 43 1
Cutting, C. Suydam 520.53 1
Dalai Lama V 52 1
Dalai Lama V1 503
Dalai Lama V1 1 5 1 7
Dalai Lama V1 II 5 l 7
Dalai Lama Xlll 442-3. 463, 467, 474, 475, 475-6,
480, 48 1. 482-3, 484, 485, 486-7. 491, 506, 5 18,
5 18-9, 520. 52 1,523,53 l , 542,542-3.544
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MAP OF SlKKlM

Lrrslc 0 Th2uchin.s Trrlikin~in Sillin1 lwni Kalinlpwp in 1917 (to Pen~innchi.i.e.. Pcmaymgtse.
and Trrchiding)

Source: Adapted from C.L. Perry. ~C'epcrliarolrtld r l ~ rklhrld (Kathmandu: [;lira l3oohs. 1997). .-\rt\\orh
Credit: KllR7'1 Studio. Kathmandu
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Upper Wesl Bengal's .'Toy Train" Route. Knlinlpong. and the way into Tibet's Chumbi Valley

TIBET

Locale of Tharchin'5 Two Education Mission Treks through Bhutan, 19 17 and 1919-20

Greater T i b e t H i s t a r i c a l l y a It8
.Expansion and timlts

I

GREWTER TIBET

---+Limih of Songtsen Campopsconquests and empire.

.... Limits of ethnic, linguistic, and cultural Tibet in 1970 and
of political Tibet until 1850.

- - - Boundariu of Greater Tibet,

~grq.

Tibet of Dalai Lama, 19 o.
Ulan Bator (Urga). Capital of ongolia and seat ofthe Urga Lama,
religious head of the Mongoliaru, who until l924 was a

2

Tibetan.
Sian. Ancient capital of China, conquered in 76 by the Tibetan
King Tri-song De-tsen, great-grandson of ongtsen Gampo.
Khumburn. Largcst monastery of eastcrn Tibet, close to birth
place of present Dalai Lama.
Kanting. Better known by its 'Tibetan name Tachenlu. Trade
centre and Kham's door to China.
Kalimpong (Kalemphu). Tibetan village incorporated into West
Bengal, market town and India's door to Tibet.
Tashkent. Western limit of advance of Tibetan soldiers of Songtsen
Gampo.
Calcutta. Southern limit of Tibetan conquest.
Leh. Ca ital of western Tibet and of Tibetan realm of Laddak;
o en called Little Tibet.
The distance between Leh and Kanting or Leh and Khumbum is
equal to the distance between Paris and Moscow.
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The Territorial Focus of the "Great Game" Intrigue between Russia and Britain
for Control of Central Asia. 1840-1920

Source: Adapted from Peter Fleming, Bayonets to Lhasa; the First Full Account od the British Invusion CJ? m e 1
in 1904 (London: Rupert Hart-Davis, 196 1). Original Title of Map: "The British Expedition to Lhasa 1904."

M;,,' 01. Mi\\ion Post ancl Fort of G!;IIII>~I 1904)

Source: M.D. W i h m o n , Memoirs qfa Poliical QJker " s f e in Rbct, Sikrkkn LPrd B h & (London, i 987)

But according to Dr. Norbu, the Babu was also, in the long c
explode several Tibetological myths." One of these myths which
notion "that in order to be a man of Tibetan letters and a fighter

language. history and culture, sought at all times
China. And for these and other noteworthy contributions
by all and sundry among his fellow ethnic

)

As one of his many Tibetan admirers was wont b say
never seemed "to get in the way of his relations with all
him in such high esteem."

posterity .... I am glad to say that this important ta
of Mr. Fader ...[whose] initial interest had been c
Babu .... The author had free access to the entire
missionary documents on Tibet that had scarcely

